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BLACK OUTLOOK FOR ROAD
I

EQUITY ASS'N MAKING DRIVE

P. G.

ON PRODUCER ROBERT SHERMAN
Instructions

Middle
lectors

—

for years operated
Stock in towns in Jollet, Aurora,
Elgin, etc., and recently leased the
old Orpheum in New Orleans for

Sherman has

that brand. Thia spring he organized an 18 -people troupe for an un4er-canvas tour. Some were A. B.
not.

The

local

Equity

served him notice that he
*iust Equity-ize the non-membera.
(Continued on page 4)
office

ONLY CHEAP FILMS WIN

OR 4TH YEAR

IN N. Y.?

Hurts

picture

$50,000
Losers.

exhibiting

Can Gross More in Western
City—Certain to Stay 3
Years on Broadway.

business

throughout the country is slumping.
One of the biggest producing com-

•Tilghtnin'," the run marvel of
Broadway, will probably be sent to
Chicago in the fall. It is virtually

sure of completing three solid years
at the Gaiety by remaining until
August. The only time missed since
the opening was three and a half

*

•

money.

"SWEETHEART SHOP
Chicago's

1

is

being
run in

readied for another summer
Chicago.
It 1h
on the way back
from the coast, the current week
being its Txth sine*- opening.
The
coast tour averaged $14,000 weekly.
This attraction was a sensation
in

Chicago

last

summer where

it

played 24 weeks and closed to a
business pace of $24,000.
The rim
*ras cut to permit the show to open
in \c\v York at the Knickerbocker,
where it wns considered a failure
Its beet n,o^v
t
the latter house
was $14,*00.
; (
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Last

of
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GOOD AND BAD DANCES
—

'

Moving Pictures Show

in

Theatre

Poses by Miss Walt.

Summer, Will Try Again
"The Sweetheart Shop'"

in Wises

IS

railroads

Philadelphia,

May

4.

The Stanley i« enowing demonstrations this week of 'proper" and
"Improper" dancing. In connection
with the fuss thai ha* been raised
here by reformers and city officios
Mayor MOOTS h.is appointed S
committee to Investigate sll dance
halls, and there has been much talk
of
"kSflfee
honorthe
about
klatcht •" arid ibe

The
have
were
with

lik«-.

pictures at the Stanley, which
attracted a lot of attention,

pos«d
a

local

by Marguerite
dancing expert.

»v

ill

ticipate

of

and possibly

forestall

the

(Continued on page 23)

4 FEATURED
Selwyn

IN

"SONNY"

Will Have NamesLillian Lorraine, One

Play

The BelWynS' play. "Sonny" to go
out in the fall, will have four of
the players featured in the billing.
They are Emma Dunn. Ernest Glendinning. Lillian Lorraine and Carl
rhmUoi,
Miss Lorraine is still
Sanatarium. recovering

y

A.

William A. Brady is now conhe didn't strike such a
shrewd bargain when he sold the
film rights of "Way Down East" for
$175,000 cash. Brady has now tilted the price for photographing "The
Man Who Came Back" to $500,000,
for the revival of "The Birth of a
Nation" at the Capitol this week
brings up the .subject of royalty on
picture rights as against an outvinced

the country
carrying shows over the main and
side line routes of the show business the present season report a
bulk gross closing of companies

Tho

Wm.

Brady and He
Wants $500,000 for Play:

in May.

MONEY

Conor Island doesn't knew the
war is over. Though traditionally

TAKING PERCENTAGES

abruptly greater than their books
show for a quarter of a century.
cent, of the sudden
the actors' strike. The management Ninety per
railroad
has been in a quandary over the closings, according to the
strandees, the playwere
records,
policy of sending "Lightnln' " on
having to be adtour or making a try of it on Broad- ing companies
vanced railroading without cash,
way for a fourth season.
guaranteed.
but
The expectation of increased takA situation unprecedented in the
ings in Chicago over New York,
theatrical
legitimate
of
however, and the fact that one com- history
has every producing manbusiness
pany of the play has been on tour
road attractions lined up
for a season, has practically settled ager of
presentation on tour next seathe matter. It is figured that "Light- for
to every advance exresorting
son
"
run
a
with Frank Bacon can
nin*
Chicago and play to $22,000 pedient that car. be devised to an-

—

Hit

March; Usually

WHERE

panies, which also controls circuits
of houses throughout the United
States, shows by its confidential reports that the gate receipts are off
•n an average of 28 per cent. The
South is the worst affected, the gross
receipts there being off 40 per cent
The reports of the same company year in
also show that none of the special weekly about $7,000 more than in
productions that they have been New York where the Gaiety's capamaking have made returns on the city is limited. This would mean an
Winning side of the books. It is only item of $350,000 additional gross over
the cheaply made program pictures what a fourth season in New York
With a $500 a week star, the gross would attain.
cost of which is around $35,000, or
Present plans cull for the number
the tremendously big picture that one show to play Chicago, Boston
costs upward of $200,000 that has a and Philadelphia. Some of the city
combination of three or four ex- time for next season has already
traordinary stars, that are making been booked for the Millon Nobles
money.
show, which this season toured the
Pictures costing between $->0,000 south and some of the central u«-(
and J 150 Oflu are not making any territory.
•

Reported

—Season Over

.

WHAT AUTHORS MAKE

Depression, Labor Cost
Transportation

and

—

—

i

and weeks' darkness brought about by

Between

$150,000 All

Tha

Stick at Ten Cents— Feltman's Shore Dinner at $2.75 Nothing New in Amusement Line
Theatre Possible on Dreamland Site.

—

"LIGHTNIN' " IN CHICAGO

territory.

Productions

Hot Dogs

—

Actors' Equity Association is
concentrating its every strength in
a battle against Robert Sherman,
the leading stock producer in this

some

DOESNT KNOW WAR IS OVER

THIS YEAR

Issued to Leading Stock Manager of Managers Faced by UnWest—Using Agencies as Dues Col- precedented Conditions
Hires Non-Equities as Reply.
Every Possible Expedient for Business BeChicago, May 4.
ing Planned General

The

JL's ar.d

STRANDED CONEY, WITH SKY-HIGH PRICES,

,.

right sale.

Rev.

"The
Birth"

Thomas

Dixon,

Clansman,"

on

was

author

considerably

stuff.'

down

to Seagate, it s all stale
Steeplechase, charging 6Sc.

offering its time-worn combs,
with Luna, scaled to open a week

still

from Saturday, holding

to the wartime 20c gate with literally nothing
new inside other than the oaitrt.
A jab at a novelty, reallv new ft*
(Continued on page 10)

LILLIAN GISH STAGE

STAR WITH DALY

per

over

Sister Dorothy to Debut This

Summer With James Rennie

$1,000,000.

Charles T. Dazey leased the film
rights

Louis

of
B.

"In

Kentucky"

Old

Mayer

for

$30,000

to
cash,

representing his royalty on the first
$200,000 taken in by the pictures,
after which he receives 10 per cent.
of the gross. The feature has already drawn over $800,000.
Blasco Ibanez, author t>f "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,"
refused all sorts of vast sums for
an outright disposal of the film
rights to his novel, preferring to
accept a nominal sum from Metro
as an advance on 10 per cent, of
the gross takings. There Is small
likelihood of the plcturization grossing less than $3,000,000.

$43,000

BUY

Sterns
What "IV befievecV to bs fH» htgg»**t
from her outright "buy" by the ticket brokers
sprained vertabrae, hurt in a fall for any show that ever went into
Miss Lorraine the George M. Cohan theatre was
several weeks ago.
expects to leave the sanatarium effected this week for "Two Little
month.
Girls in Blue."
within a
The arrangement was entered Into
Mr. Randall, besides engaged for
the play by the Belwyns, will be before the show opened and the
gross
;i11
purchase netted something
producfor
stagv»"
their, dance
at.

like $43,000.

tions.

clear

"The

which

based, receives 25

down

their motley amusements to their
rrowds at wartime prices.
Nothing new at the Island this
season but the moon. From the east
end marked by the Hotel Shelburne

of

cent, of the gross takings of the
has already
Criffith feature and

taken

not officially open until Decoration
Day, all the regulars save Luna Park
are already hard at it tryina to sell

Lillian Gi.sh will co-star with Arnold Daly when the latter opens hiH
repertoire theatre at the Greenwich
Village with "The Children s Tragedy" by Carl Shoner. Lillian CHsh'S
latest stage appearance was with
Mary Plckford in Belasco's "Good
Little Devil."
Her sister Dorothy,

who has never
been on the speaking stage, will
try out a play In stock In Canada,
this summer, playing opposite her
husband. James Renner. now in
"Spanish Love."
Mr. Daly, who sailed this week
for England, will change his bill
every month, beginning his season
October 20. His players include lot
Phillips
Daly.
Blythe
daughter,
Y«m^,- S<th*-<r
F.

C<w-Ii;-!s

Scott.
also hope* to

He

-atid.. Wxlf-ffr..

do a

pi iv

with

Joseph Schildkraut.

FOX HOLDING BACK BOOKING
Fox has decided to hold
booking* of his big feature*
in the legitimate houses until th<*
fall, owing to the poor business pi »•
vailing throughout the country.
YVilliam

hack

all

-

LEW CANTOR
NOW

IN CHICAGO
1212 Masonic Temple Building
CAN SECURE BLANKET CONTRACTS FOR STANDARO ACTS.
CAN ALWAYS BREAK YOUR JUMP EAST OR WEST.

Hammond

for Tribune?

Percy Hammoiul, dr.miitic CtUli
of the Chicago "Tribune," may hS
nest
the New York 'Tribune's"
dramatic reviewer, succeedin< Haywood Broun wh> sec e des la the
New York "World" editorial StaH •"
October.

^

n
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CABLES

I.

May

Friday,

1021

6,
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MAY CLOSE DOWN

AMER. LEGION'S ACTION MAKES

IN BERLIN

ALL ENTERTAINMENTS

ANTI-FILM DRIVE NATIONAL

Protracted

Strike

Coal

By

and

j
K

Remedy.
London,

>

—Riot at Local Post Meeting.

The declaration

of the

EDITH DAY NAMED

American

Region against the importation of

German -made feature pictures, following announcement Zukor had at
least 129 for Paramount issue, has
resulted in concerted action against
them. During the past week it has
rapidly assumed country-wide proportions.

Co respondent

in

Somerset Divorce

Action

May

London,

4.

— Ed'th

Day was

named as

the chief co-rcsDondent
in the divorce action of Margaret
Bannerman against her husband,

The Legion appointed a Vigilance Pat Somerset.
Somerset is the leadincr man in
Committee to follow attempts to
buy and release these pictures. the London production of 'Irene."
Those who present these pictures Miss Day was in that show. Her
and those who go to see them, Le- husband is Carle Carleton, now in
gion officials declare, will be stigmatized as pro-German.
Arneld Daly, William Elliott and
Wallace Eddinger, who have all

gone abroad, were also
for

producing

was

tabled.

criticized

foreign
parts
where costs are cheaper. Big producers and distributors likewise
were put in the pillory.
A local meeting of the S. Rankin
Drew Post, however, resulted in a
near riot, sentiment was so closely
divided. Finally the motion to go
on record as against importations
in

New

London.

Meanwhile, France showed signs
to place an embargo
on importations from America as
well as other countries and Lord
Beaverbrook*s activities in England
are causing mu^h concern to praducers who earnestly wish. to preserve the foreign market.
No concerted exhibitor action has

May

4.

Taris.

May

4.

Following the very successful series of Wagner's masterpiece at the
Theatre des Champs Elysees by the
Italian
troupe
from
Turin,
M.
Charles Hebertot has continued the
opera for a few nights giving the
three -act version by A. Poolman.
with the troupe from the Theatre
yet developed, bat plans, it is said, Royal at The Hague. The visitors
are being laid.
from Holland were warmly welcomed. Liesbeth Poolman-Meissner
Los Angeles, May 4.
(Isolde) and Jacques Urlus (TrisThe Hollywood Post of the Amer- tan), Kubbinga and Dirks being
ican Legion parades Saturday as a
particularly applauded.
protest against the showing of Ger-

"MARV

SAFE

LONDON

IN

Winner Predicted

for

Amer-

ican Play of Cohan's.

London. May 4.
George M. Cohan piece.
"Mary/' opened a week ago tonight at the Queens. It shows every
sign of developing into a big win-

FKTJTX

ADLER FOR "FAUST"
London,

May

4.

In the reconstruction of "Faust
Up to Date," at the Gaiety, Felix
Adler, the American comedian, may
Adler
be inserted into the cast.
recently made a strong Impression
here when appearing in vaudeville
for his initial showing on this side.
The music to "Faust" piece is
being rewritten by Melville Gideon.
The show as given is not a big hit
and revision is necessary.

The

ORDINARY COMEDY
London,

"Love
the

ner.

Among

May

4.

the Paint Pots" at
30 proved to be

Aldwych April

The opening performance went a very ordinary light comedy. Owen
very big. The production has an Nares, disguised as a house decorexceptional
cast,
with
Bernard
Granville scoring individually.

TRIX SIS TERS
Will

Produce

It

'

in

Present Cochran

REVUE
Fall— Extend

do but sit around,
look nice and listen to female characters rave about his good looks.
Miss Sidney Fair brother was great
as a middle aged, sentimental gov-

ator,

has

little to

erness.

Contract

REWRITING GAIETY SHOW

Parlour; T* rek*/*

The music

is

1

•

y Ivor

—

.

makes

note

section
ulous.

the

Portia-Bassanio

seem unreal, almost

ridic-

Last Shall Be First and Vice Versa
the Idea.
Paris,

May

4,

the family until the first wife's
father during a surprise visit discovers what has happened and implores them to visit the grandmother, Who is suffering from heart
disease.

During this visit the second wife
and elopes, enabling the husband to become reconciled to his

flirts

first

wife.

"COUNT X" GETS OVER
London, May 4.

London,

May

—

FRENCH "PINK LADY.*
Paris,

May

Jeff,

London, May 4.
"Sweet William" will be produced
by Courtneidge at the Shaftesbury,
which he will take over for that

4.

The French version

of "The Pink
purpose.
Lady," called "La Dame en Rose."
with music by Ivan Caryll and a
French book by Louis Verneuil, got HUNGARIAN STAR IN LONDON
a good reception April
SO
at
London, May 4.
the Theatre des Bouffes-Parisiens.
"The Gypsy Princess," now in
Henri Defreyn, Lucette Darbelle and
preparation for the Prince of Wales
Monna Givry were in the cast.
theatre, stars the Hungarian actress
Dufreyn's waltz song caught on.
Petrass in the title role.

COCHRAN PRESENTING GILPIN
ELSIE JANIS' REVUE.
Paris. May

London, May 4.
Following the French season at
the Princes. Charles B. Cochran
will
present Diaghileff's Russian
Ballet.
After that engagement the
same management will have the negro actor, Gilpin, in "The Emperor,'*
both now appearing in New York.

"POLLYANNA"
The

first

May

4.

presentation of "Polly-

May
don).

—

May

2C (from New York for LonMax Silver (Aquitania).

L'l— Olympia

Desvall,

S.

S.

Cliff's

—

<

7 (from New York for LonPemberton,
Arnold
Mauretania).
May 3 (from New York for London). Norbert Lusk, J. Gordon Edwards, Abraham Carlos, John Braddon, Justine
Johnstone,
Willette

don).

Daly

Ma )

The troupe

it

at present

in

i

Kershaw (Aquitania).
May a (from San Francisco

A P O L L O. — Jne

Signal,"

WERNER

LONDON

sketch,

Erra Rornar

Egon

born

and

Erich

WINTERQARf EN.— Three

Car-

teitas, jugglers; C. Torhay, shadowgraphist; Alfonso Saytm Co., contortionists; Alfred
Heinen, comedian; Duo Jaincziek. skaters; Sila-

eara. female impersonator;
Sisters,
violinists;
Otto

Hormanowa

comedian;

Hegedus
Reutter,

Darewski,
dancers; Willuhn Brothers, acrobats.
The headliner, Otto Reutter,
knocked this bill for a goal; coming on la to, a Single without costume changes, he sang topical
pong's «t»:oiii" for over t%ree-quar*
te*s of an hour. T-ivi. IXegadus Si?r
ters, one of the few
violin acts
where musical violin playing is the
feature, excellent,
of the acrobats,
the Willuhn Brothers have ease and
finish; Three Carteilas do not deserve relegation to the. opening po-

sition.

Coming Productions.
Deutsches Theatre,— "Kean or Ge-

of Miss K<11< rmann's
Also "For Pity's Sake"'

all

of Dumas; by Cassimir Edschmidt;
director,
Reinhardt; hading role,

Werner Kraus; May

i.

Si hausj.it Ihaus.

Clrosses
speare's

— Shake-

Night's
t
Reinhardt; leading roles, Kraus. Thimig, Eysold,
Hartmann, Dietcrlo, Lange; April

Dream";

"Midsumiw

director,
•

iforson,

Peggy Alien, Ealina Hewitt, Walter 19.
Leasing Theatre.— The Marquise
Houle, Donald Kay, Man ella K< J of Arris."
from iln French <»f l>auand I'au.ine Berry "Ventura).
det, by Carl Bternheim; director,
April 28 (from Vancouver for Victor R. mow ski:
roleSi
lending
Japan). — Mme.
Strunsmann*
Schumann -Holme Constantine
Veldt,
(Empress of A^iaj.
Witt, Sucss-Eisenlohr.
1

IN

Dressel,

nius and Passion," from the French

Company with Talbot H«t

RICE and

van

dancer; Heros, juggler; Five Ponacrobats;
Rolf Hansen,
magicians; A. and H. Bradna, balancers; Four Perez, aeronauts; VTho

for

company.

THE AWAKENING OF

Van

Australia):
Annette
K«l!ermann.
Stuart
Barnes and wife,
Tom
Newall, Tom Donnelly. Bert Wiggins, John 15.,). lay Quartette, Don
Company, Andrew Kline, Dorothy

.Summers,

4.

Spain.

— Brock

—

i

stuff.

cherrys,

MBU

—

contract

superior

tric dancer.

director,

Rotterdam for London.
Dances
May 17 (from New York for LonLondon, May 4.
don). Ida Wynn Westcott (CarLaddie Cliff is Staging the dances mania).
May 14 <from New York for Lonfor "Pins and Needles" at the Roydon). Novelty Clintons (Olympic).
alty.
May 12 from New York for London).— Morris Gept, Mary Garden,
Margaret Anglin, Australian La
Merts Mauretanla).
May 7 <.(i;oni Vancouver to Australia ).- Joe. and Harry ReTsd '<Ni-*'

.

is

de Velde (with a phenomenal girl
acrobat),
Six
Millorantes,
Carl
Reinsch, all took numerous calls.
Paul Goldier is an excellent eccen-

SAILINGS.

audience, including several royalties,
did not create any furore. The last
stow on the opening day was very
poorly attended.

ing the matinees.

Velde, acro-

WITHDRAWN

anna" here before a distinguished

l

sian quintet

Red

4.

Van de

singers;

bats. Again a good bill this month
and attendance better. The Ballett
Charell has two good numbers, a top
danee and a fantastic pantomime,
Jimmy's Toys. The Wessiljeff Rus-

Kaise
lured.
£<A bad bill,
Rafael Baretta has taken the very
tlreWmc. The feature is a senApollo and Elsie Janis will shortly sational sketch depending on the
appear there in a revue.
nearing express train effect used
somo ten years ago at the Winter
Garden, New York. The scene Is
EMPIRE
supposed to be laid in America, but
one of the characters speaks conLondon, May 4.
At the public auction there wasn't tinually of going to the castle. Tho
a single bid for tho Empire. The pronunciation of the heroine's name,
Gladys MacCarty. is one of the few
theatre was withdrawn from sale.
bright spots of the evening.
The
best on the bill is Heros, a strong:
man-juggler, an original turn.

NO. K. 0.

London,

The cinemas suspended perform*
ancea for a quarter if an heir dur-

Paris,

Then

April Variety Bills.

4.

"SWEET WILLIAM"

reception.

4.

go de Dhiagilew has signed ^
with Bravard and Trarieux, managers of the Theatre de
for
his present Russian
ja Qaite
dancers to appear at this Paris
house r.ext month for two weak*.

role.

"The Knave of Diamonds" at the
SCALA. Original Samots, bicyGlobe proved an ordinary sentimen- cles; Four Aregors, acrobats; Guirecord.
seppina
Vottini, singer; Albert Tou
Vanbrugh
Viola
melodrama.
tal
It
burlesques the spiritualistic
r
louse,
Ballett
Charell.
craze,
cranks,
mesmerism
and gave a tine performance and had a dances; balancer;
Carl
Reinsch,
trained
psychic experiments.
The seance good reception.
horses:
Paul Goldier. comedian;
scenes brought roars of laughter.
Six Millorantes, acrobats; Three
The play had a particularly good
Arras, Australian tricks; Wassil-

the Varieties and the
Several played without
Bouffes.
changing scenery, due to a days
strike of thr* stage hand'.

Si

leading

in the title role.

SENTIMENTAL "KNAVE"

"Back to Earth," rechristened
"Count X," was a success at the
Garrick and is starting a rich run

excepting

Russian Ballets to Reappcn r

the

—

May

Mav

mistaken; not a burnable tune
whole score! Vera Schwarz,
aged,
sungout.
gallops

can and the coarse comedy- of the there is Guido Thielscher, the eter,,
Porter scene is one thing; direct nal Metropol comedian perhaps he
opposites often heighten, but deli- once was one.
Direction: undiscate fantasy, as in the Portia-Nerls- cernible. Scenery: storehouse.
sa scenes is no stage mate for psychological tragedy such as the
"The True Sedemunds"
Schildkraut conception of Shylock 31, State Schauspielhaus) is (March
suddenly plunges us into. The solu- an example of how not to rather
write £
tion (i. e.. a comic Shylock) is sim- play.
In this satiric-comedy the
ple enough and would have been author, Ernest
Barlach.
a
famous
found long ago had not the play sculptor, has forcibly
been used as a vehicle to exploit the together enough ideas compressed
to
fit out a
emoting abilities of a long line of good round dozen of the
ordinary
male stars.
market article, and the net result is
At last, however, we have the —a single tantilizingly
bad
one.
Shakespeare Shylock; Kraus gives The direction of Leopold
Jessner is,
a Jew, short, fat, redhaired, rub- as usual, stimulating, and
Lothar
bing his hands, smirking, hating Muethal. Rudolph
Antonio much more because he Hirsch stand out Forster and Frits
of an exceptional
lends out money gratis than because ensemble.
he is a Christian. It is our sad
duty to report that, brilliantly as he
At the Deusches April 5 George
began, Mr. Kraus failed to sustain
the note of ludicrous grotesquery, Buechner's "Woyzeck" was revived
and in the "my duckets and my under the direction of Max Reindaughter" scene fell back a bit to hardt. Buechner, although till late?
the tragic manner.
Too bad but ly little appreciated in Germany, is
one of their greatest dramatists.
perhaps he will round it out later.
This play, written in 18*27, is built
A revue of this performance can- along
the most modern psychologof
without
a
mention
be
left
not
the supreme Launcelot Gobbo of ical lines. The theme is a study of
Herman Thimig. This comedian, a Woyzeck, a poor weak fellow, used
cross between Jolson and Chaplin, by a doctor to experiment upon,
finds himself very much at home on hounded by his master, played false
the huge stage of the Reinhardt by his sweetheart. In the end comes
leaping,
hand- persecution, mania, murder, suicide.
circus;
turning
springs, shouting with Gargantuan A powerful moving play, of interest
perhaps to John Rarrymore or Ben
Ami. Eugen Kloepfer is very fine

FROM WIFE TO WIFE.

LITTLE EXCITEMENT MAY DAY
Paris.

is

in the

The stark contrast in "Mac- middle
beth" between the murder of Dun- through

agara).

The theatres stayed open May

—

—

.

Hilcn Trix.

At the Metropolitan March tl
"The Blue Mazur" under the per.
sonal direction of the composer
Franz Lehar. was given its premiere
to a much expecting first night au-.

rLsrte«4d>o6'3Qlfr9dteS£3t4P9^ PteYin*? di9noen*-jr-3tt«Vf.Arj j**?*oun.din.g]yv 3»,
in New York) Werner Kraus was begin with the libretto: lemonade,
the Shylock. But that is some dif- 2.75
per
cent,
lemonade stags
ference. Schildkraut played serious- counts and countesses and Holly, heavily, venomously; there can land is so near!
And the music!
be no doubt of the powerful-eensist- If the good Lehar thinks he can
ency of his Jew. But the "Mer- cover up his lack of ideas with a
chant" is a comedy, and this bitter facile but muddy orchestration he

»

Novclio and

laughter, he always has his audi*
ence just where he wants them.

—

Laddie

May 4.
London. May 4.
Helen Trix and her Bister have
"Faust on Toast'' at the Gaiety
extended their contract with C. B. has been closed down for general
Cochran until August 15.
reconstruction and rewriting.
After leaving the Oxford they will
produce their own revue in the West
Knd in September. It will'be called
London,

•

4.

"Un Ange Passa," by Jacques
Bousquet and Henri Falk," was produced at the Potiniere April 28 and
went over for a good reception with
Belieres, Deschamps, Mmes. Betty
Daussmond, Suzanne Dantes and
for alleged threats against her. The
Marie Laure in the leading roles.
case was settled out of court.
The plot deals with a man who
marries an exuberant provincial
girl, obtains a divorce, remarrying
NO GULLIVER NOTICES
a sedate widow, only to regret his
Withdrawn With Whole Wage Scale action and want his first wife back.
Likely for Arbitration
The divorce is kept a secret from

of readiness

Big

May

^ndiUons ..«r«>j)«;ra]ly a 3

York.

Notices to all employes have been
During the week John D. Wil- withdrawn by Gulliver's Circuit. It
liams for First National declared appears the trouble was caused by
for an impost, adding the best pic- the management's attempt to cut
tures from abroad were wanted and the men's wages 10 per cent. Concould afford to pay duty. Joseph cessions have been made >y both
M. Schenck at the same time de- sides and the whole matter will
clared against them. C. G. Burr likely go to arbitration later.
and others saw in these pictures
mainly propaganda.
TRISTAN AND ISOLDE.

pictures in this country.
The parade is the initial step in the
active campaign the Legion is to
make against these importations.
The State Commander of the Legion v has given the affair aid sanction/

Or.'nE *o

Miss Bannerman was granted a
decree on evidence showing that
Miss Day is at present living with
Somerset at Torquay, a seashore resort. Miss Day sued her husband

For First National.

man-made

»

the protracted coal strike, the government is considering measures for
the compulsory closing down of entertainments, although the managers
are still offering to carry on their
policy despite losses which must be
considerable in most places.
A shortening of the cinema tours
is also being considered, and in some
provincial centers matinees are already prohibited.

Berlin, April 13.

Max Reinhardt revived
March
Shakespeare's ""Merchant of Venice"
at the Grosses Schauspielhaus with
great success. The production as a
whole is not strikingly different
from those he has been giving for
years at the Deutsches, except that

Conditions Suggest Drastic

Country-Wide Reports of Attempts to Shut Off
.German Eeatwresh^-Fir**, National Favors Impost

HOOPER TRA8K.

C.

»

—

—

May

Friday,

VAUDEVILLE

1921

6,

3Z

REED ALBEE DEBUTS

INSIDE BUYING CONCENTRATES

PENNA. THEATRE TAX BILL

AT ETHEL LEVY'S SHOW

CONTROL OF FAMOUS PLAYERS

Son

of

Vaudeville

FAILS AS SESSION EXPIRES

Manager

Sinas Solos "on a Dare."

85,000 Shares Change Hands in Two Weeks of
The benefit to crippled children,
under the direction of Ethel
Pool Operations Talk of Extra Dividend in given
Levey at the Sam Harris theatre
Sunday night, developed a surprise
Orpheum Revived Prices Pass New Peak.

—
—

The campaign

the

of

In

a point

of 80.
the surface the big dealings
of the past two weeks, totaling
nearly 90,000 shares, would appear
no more than a drive for the adyance based on a general better
I>ut talk
ment of security values
and around
film
trade
the
in
the
that
indicates
offlces
brokers'
spurt has been accompanied by
steady, aggressive accumulation of
Stock by interests identified with
the company and control has been

On

(Continued on

.

page

I
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BOSTON NEARLY SEES
"SHIMMY" DANCE
Mae West

by Toxen
Turned

Foiled

Worm— Lights
Off.

Boston, May 4.
Bostonians almost saw the "shimfor the llrst time at the ShuThe censors
bert Saturday night.
long ago put the ban on this dance
and have kept it on, so that while it
has often been promised it has never
been seen.

my"

When the news got around among
members of the "Whirl of the
Town" the show was to close, Mae

the

West, the dancer, passed the word
around she was going to give those
in the house one fine demonstration of the "shimmy" dance at the
Toxen Worm
final
performance.
heard the report and when the time
drew near for this little piece of
business he took up a position near
the light switches back stage.
-

When Mae was

the fin-

all s et for

ale Mr. Worm passed the word to
the electrician and the stage was
suddenly thrown into darkness. Mae

may have

"shimmied,"

but

DURING THREE DAYS
Receipts Around City, Where
All

Business

Is

Bad.

Troy. N. T., May 4.
in general busi-

The big slump

Harrlsburg, May 4.
The theatrical lobby that had
been here during the greater part of
the session of the Legislature, which
has just adjourned, has left the
Capitol with the feeling that It has
done efficient work. Tax bills and
other measures that would hare
placed burdens upon the theatres
and the motion picture houses were
more numerous this year than ever
before, but only two measures of

icllcetcd in the box office
One
receipts of the local houses.
picture house In the downtown district took in $12 one day last week.
In the largest house of a good
sized town nearby, the receipts for

ness

'

the

termission in the concert at Me- lowing his mind to often dwell upon
chanics' Hall, Boston, on May 9,
a concert tour.
1919, Europe was stabbed and killed
At the Sam Harris theatre Grahy the drummer of the band.
hame AVhite, Miss Levey's husband.
The Industrial Commission main- Introduced Mr. Albee, telling the
tained that all the members of the folks in front who he was.
Reed
orchestra came under the jurisdic- covered
up his entrance while
tion of the Workmen's Compensa- walking out by defiantly gazing
tion Law, inasmuch as four mem- over the house and nonchalantly
bers of the band were a!so employed remarking, "Weil, she dared me to
en tour as scene shifters and bag- do this."
gage smashers. The Court of ApMiss Levey opened the show and
peals unanimously affirmed the de- closed it, with Irving Berlin. The
cision
following
argument
by performances drew a grojs of
Bernard
Shlentag, chief counsel $6,000.
of the State Industrial Commission.
During the show a quilt containThis is a broad interpretation of ing hundreds of signatures of noted
the compensation act and means persons was auctioned off. the money
that any business employing four or going to the Fox Hills. L. I., hosmore workmen or operatives is pital, which has many service men
liable under the law regardless of for treatment. The quilt was made
the kind of work they do.
This by the mother of the Six Brown
would seem to cover actors, act- Brothers, who has been a frequent
resses, performers, orchestra lead- visitor at the hospital. Miss Levey
ers and players.
thought part of the money should
In defining the words "workmen apply to the British wounded, but
or operatives," Judge Crane, who withdrew the juggestion.
wrote the opinion, said: "Generally
speaking, a workman is a man employed in manual labor, whether
skilled or unskilled, and an operative one who operates machinery.
There is no doubt whatever that
persons doing manual work such as
mpving scenery, arranging the stage,
handling baggage and caring for the
wardrobe are workmen or opera-

L

is

first

indirect interest to the theatrical
interests were passed, one having

(Continued on

were only

As a result of a eeparatlo action
instituted this month by Mildred
Pilcer
against
Joseph
Pilcer
Price for (brother of Harry
Pilcer), Joseph

Vincent Astor Psys the
Bend.
Paylnj "five grand" for a dance
orchestra is nothing to Vincent
Astor, youngest of the Astor family
Last
and one of the wealthiest.
Friday he desired a "feature" for a
little evening dunce at his home and

Max

Fisher's

bunch of

musicians who are in the Zelgfr'1
"Midnight Frolic" (New Amsterdam
Roof). When asked if Fisher could
be released for the evenmg, Victor
Kiraly, the roof manager, threw up
his hands and said it couldn't be
done.

Mittenthal, former general manager
of the McCarthy
Fisher Music
Co., and at present sales manager
of the Broadway Musie Corporation,
was named defendant In a §100,000
alienation of affections suit by Mr.
Pilcer early last week.
The latter,
in
answering affidavits to Mrs.
Pilcer's claims for alimony
and
counsel fees, accuses hie wife of
holding too strong an affection for
the music man to the extent of
having nursed him through a re*
cent illness.

A

The Pi leers wero married March
1017 and October 25 last they
into a separation agreement wherein the present plaintiff

The young multi-millionaire tolKiraly to deliver. The latter scurried to Flo Ziegfeld, who set the
price. Thinking Astor would refuse
Kiraly Informed him it would cost
$6,000 to have Fisher's bunch play
that evening. Young Astor replied,

15,

entered

waived all monetary claims for her
maintenance.
Two weeks ago, through Gerald
B. Rosenheim, Mrs. Pilcer began
"Oh that's alright, send them along." separation
the
proceedings
on
grounds of cruelty and abandonasking
weekly
aliment,
for $150
mony and $2,600 counsel fees.

ALIMONY RUNS ALONG

I

Sen.

Senator

The

Ryan and Lee

last

week.

legiti-

'

the
in

season. How many acts had i,een
signed up to date vas not stated.
The staff of Davidow & LeMaire

E. F.

TENNEY WINS DIVORCE

by default.

Je.red

Cleveland,

breaking

EVA CLARK

\

ye. v/<usaupp<>iii inf.. beauty*
Of face and form divine.
love a glorious voice.
Come kneel ye at her shrine.

tory

:

Chicago,

Mildred

4.

dents not in show business.
I^ater he had his wife a ltd a CO
respondent nrwtcd in Aurora, a
suburb.

ex- wife

Harris Chaplin,

1

the

n

the

K

'

vent

bouses about

*

1 1

irly

in

full.

A

Lew

md

;th

sfx
ui e.

i

»or

4.

shoulder

his

blade.

1

'.:•.'..

&&\i£?J..

a combination
Of Venus and the Lurk!
Dallas, "San I'rancijtco Pott,

Mr. Albee was in his office in the
Palace theatre building. New York,.
,..slur(og. M )e w °:ek,. tv 1 h_ his. snouidet
bandaged up. lie was attending to
1

.

business, as usual,
of his acclaent.

and made

light

FLORENCE MOORE," SINGLE

-

Gordon u ili produce
Mis* Harris' vaudeville

MISS GARBLE

COHAN WRITES ACT

«-•

ot Charlie Chaplin, is to mak« her
entry Into vaudeville with a thrccThe act
!>eopio ekil In September.
*east
is nctudti'.cd to be seen in

Jacob Appleman (Jack Tralnor)
has brought divorce proceedings
against hi* wife, Margaret Trairtor
in the Circuit Court here, charging.
adultery, naming several coic pon-

Fapcb.'.-v.: M',

Present, in E>vA &LA.RK,
In truth

A. J.

i

SKIT FOR MILDRED HARRIS

WIFE
May

*

Foe

Ye who

in

an unknown
grounds na.air
Albany, May 4.
Governor Miller today sighed the woman, and 'an. 1. 1020 to Sept.
which the
Betts bill to eliminate untrue ami 17. 1920, as the perl*.
cu <••»
misleading advertisements by mak- alleged
The Tenncys were married March
ing it a misdemeanor to publish adThey have no children.
ig, j'.tiT.
vertisements of that nature.

May

Nothing serious was apprehended.

Mrs. Tenney. who is also engaged
tre vaudeville business as an
agent and producer, sued on statu-

Betts

Bill

SUE;.

ALBEE HURT

While E. F. Albee was visiting
here Saturday he fell In a bath tub,

Justice Bijur '.let wreck sigi.ed a
Judgement granting Wenonah
M.
Tenney .n interlocutory decree of
divorce in her suit against Allen
Spencer Tenney, author. The suit
was undefended and the decree en-

being augmented.

JACK TRAIN0R

she sued for the $550 accrued as
arrears in the payments.
Murphy claimed that during the
period of conciliation he supported
his wife. The referee in the matter
agreed with him but that technically
he had paid his wife very little
actual cash.
Following four weeks of legal
consideration Justice Ford merely
handed down a decision denying
the motion fr6m which Kendlor &
Goldstein, Murphy's attorneys, will
appeal.

Fslls in Cleveland, Breaking Shout
der Blade— Keep* at Work

Maire went to Chicago las* week
empowered to sign turns for next MRS.

LAW TO CURB FAKE ADS

$50 a week temporary
and following a conwhich lasted 11 weeks,

law.

the first to sign acts under the
Kufus Lenew contract forms.

S gns

ciliation

cluding those in the theatrical profession. Mr. Shientag opines that a
complete revision of the compensation benefits under the Workmen's
Compensation Law has therefore
become imperative in view of the
extension of coverage under the

Is

New York Governor

alimony

group of higher priced employees
that would be covered by law, in-

macy of the contracts.
The office of Davidow & LeMaire

is

fixing

in

awarded

mind a list of hazardous employments originally included, but failed
The to take into consideration a larce

eontract was signed by Lee Shubert as president of the Shubert
Vaudeville Exchange.
It was explained the first contracts given, out would hold the signature of Lee Shubert so that no

doubts might arise as to the

legislature

schedules of compensation had

Francis

for
reargument cf the charges
of contempt of court resulting from
arrears in alimony payments in his
She was
wife's separation suit.

.

of the new Shubert
vaudeville contracts, claimed to be
pay or play agreements, wa.; given

11

Must Pay

Ford Wednesday denied
Murphy's motion

Justice

tives."

first

Murphy Lived With Wife
Weeke, But

Compensation benefits, however,
was the only one that knew
However, she was much Incensed are very limited, the maximum
It.
allowable
being $20 per week and
and was on her way to complain to
Worm when she discovered that he in case of death, the widow is allowed $8.62 at the most during
was the one who had foiled her.
widowhood,
and the dependent
mother $7.21 a week during deSHUBERTS' CONTRACT
pendency. Mrs. Reese was awarded
$6.92 a week, although her husband
Lee Shubert Personally Signs It
was earning $35 a day.
Ryan and White the Act.

to

Pi leers'

ONE NIGHT.

$5,000 FOR

did she

The

4 >)

Mittenthal
in
Separation Case

$35.

started after

page

$100,000 ALIENATION SUIT

Joseph
three days of the week

I

she

if

$35 GROSS IN TROY

Miss Levey.
For Mr. Albee's professional debut he sang two classical numbers
in a resonant basso and is said to
have taken his bows, from long observation at the Palace (in front),
Decision in Case of Bandmas- like a veteran.
Reed is the only son of E. F. Alter Europe Held to Apply.
bee, chief of the Keith circuit.
He
has been associated with the Keith
The Court of Appeals handed booking office since entering busidown a decision last week a III rm ins ness. His talents as an artist have
tno award made by the New York
generallyknown,
not
become
State Industrial Commission to the though the younger Albee is rewidow of Lieut. James Reese ported to have recently visited
Europe, conductor of the Fifteenth Philadelphia and quietly, while over
Xew York Infantry Regiment band, there, essayed a musicale all his
wh'eh went on a concert tour in own one afternoon, to test future
1919 under the auspices of the Addiconcert possibilities for his voice.
son Amusement Co. During an in- Reed, according to the story, .is al-

TO COMPENSATION

for

the common reached last Friday.
Since then the operators appear
satisfied to hold the level within
1

—

platform, with Harry Askt at the
piano, and announced to the audience he was there on a dare from

PLAYERS ENTITLED

Famous Players, presumably made
up of insiders, appears to have cul-

Assessing Billboards at

a Square Foot Also Lost in Final Scramble
Movie Censor Pay Bill Passes.

5c.

wfefsv -RvsA- A* 'Albee -walfcod -en *J»*

pool

minated at the peak of 82 V4

Amendment by Governor

George M. Cohan has written

his

vaudeville effort in years for
Billy Gibson, the rtbnopedlc dancer, who will break in the new turn
first

shortly.

QibSOn made quite a r<< ord dur
ing the war. entertaining wounded
soldiers and sailors and was recently the recipient of a benefit. lie
has decided to re-enter vaudeville
and Cohan volunteered to write
lb*-

necessary act.
be

Gibson will
\oung woman.

WANTS DIVORCE

Returning

Vaudeville
During
to
Memphis, May 4.
Summer
A brief return to vaudeville will
loft "Sot Yet
Mat " at the Orpheum some months be made by Florence Moore for the
summer. Miss Mocre is under the
ago, to marry i;. Kennedy Dalley,
A. H. Woods' management and has

Myrtle Garbell wtlO
i«-

ins filed an action for, divorce.
been in one of her manage 's proMrs. Dnt'ey asks for an injunction ductions for the past couple of
to prevent her husband from dis- sea sons.
posing of property amounting to
a
She is reported having plue$'jo,ooo. pending disposition of the
salary of $1,164 weekly for hep
divorce act ion.
return to the twice daily, accomlend who will be
panied by CHA*
at the piano.
I

I

assisted

by

a

PLEASANTVILLE,

NEW JERSEY

Harry Web

i

i

lias

the act.
•

VAUDEVILLE
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%

May

C,

18£1
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22 KIDS FRONTCANAL ZONE

MAY 1 UPSTATE BRINGS GRAVEST

Importation of Youthful

MOUNTFORD'S MEETING

Swimmers

FOR APPLICATIONS

for Madison Square Garden

INDUSTRIAL CRISIS IN

YEARS

25

JACK LA IT COMING EAST
Crosses His Love for Chicago and
Will Locate on Hated Broadway

Chicago Is losing one of its best
The grotto intended for Madison
known people and pluggers in Jack
Square Garden this summer will
Speakers at Bijou Lait, who is coming to New York,
have as Its opening feature twenty- Several
the city of his birth, to make it his
two children from the Panama
Theatre Well Attended
home in the future. In the last few
Canal Zone, sent north under speyears he has insisted he hated the
cial permission from the Panama
The orchestra floor of the Bijou big town and especially Broadway,
administration.
theatre, -seating 607, was nearly filled but Lait came
on so often he was
The children range from five to Thu.rs.flaw night
/JLJJMA week for .regarded ass. cornsouter ... mt
^
twelve years of age* wfth' brie bt 'the the meeting of the
American Artists'
It required
boys sixteen, holding the world's Federation, opening around midsoifte extraordinary
record for long distance swimming night.
Harry Mountford was the Inducement to entice the famous
under water, 343 feet, starting from principal speaker.
Others were Lait from his loving lair. He proba high dive.
Gayer, ably knows more people in Chicago
Echlin
Wilton Lackaye,
York
Tho children come to New
James P. Holland, Hugh Frayne and than any other person of that town.
under the direction of Harry Weber, William Fitzpatrlck.
he walks along the streets the
Fitzpatrick As
who saw the advantage of exploit- is president of the A. A. F., and asphalt waves to him and Mr. Lait
ing, them as an attraction when reThe will find the pavements of New
its
secretary.
Mountford
cently spending a vacation in that
was called a "Mountford Fork as friendly in the hot

—

Thousands Added to Previous Long List of Unemployed— Paper Workers- Refuse 30 Per Cent Cut
—Strike Called "Outlaw"— Bright Spots.

"

May

Troy,

May

SHUBERTS OPENING AGCY.

4.

in a series of
outs, precipitating
the gravest industrial crisis tills
has faced In 25 years.
section
Thousands were added to the pre*

Strikes

U shored

1

and walk

PENNA. TAX BILL

sociated with the agency business,
is reported as having been selected
as the Shubert agency manager.
J. J. Shubert is reported as being
in favor of the immediate establisment of the agency, with Lee
prefering to remain inactive in the
Meld until the fall.

(Continued from page 3.)
been already approved by Governor
William C. Sproul.
The biggest victory of the opposition to the series of theatrical
measures was that gained in preventing the theatrical tax bill and
the billboard tax bill from passing.

The Governor had made up his
mind that these tax measures would

have been asked to order
them back to work. It is claimed
that the strike is an "outlaw" one.

PHILA. JACK COMPLAINS

In the printing industry
ia general throughout Fulton county.
Between three and five hundred
of the building trades in Troy and
Cohoes refused to take a 25 per cent,

The tieup

Jack

English

O'Brien

Change

Ordered

to

Billing

Englixh Jack O'Brien, the monowho has been playing the various vaudeville circuits for several
seasons, has been ordered by the
V. M. P. A. to change his name or
drop any billing that would confuse
him with Philadelphia Jack O'Brien,
the ex-pugilist of note several years
ago.
Philadelphia Jack comp'ained the
the Jack O'Brien in vaudeville was
embarrassing him by creating the
impression he was the original
Philadelphia Jack.
The latter is
now conducting a gymnasium at
logist,

reduction in wages and did not report for work Monday. Union officials, however, claim that a number of- their members have negotiated agreements with their employers and are not out.
The forces at the various railroad
hhops are practically depleted, a
number being laid off last week. A
few bright spots shone through the
darkness. Nine hundred men were
taken back at the Bolton Iron
Works in this city and the place
will run on full time while the orders last.
Machinists in the Ludlm.i Steel
Co. accepted a small reduction In

.

Madison Suare Garden and has
tired from active ring work.

re-

A/S C0RRES. SCHOOL

N. V.
the

of

ment.

Hugh Frayne (not the labor man),
who for several years has been as-

union

wages and were held on.
The threatened strike

Country. All of the children are of
parents employed by the Panama
government. They will be at the
Garden for four weeks, with Tex
Rickard reported to have deposited
the month's engage$20,000 for

field.

international

the

of

comedy

cal

The National Vaudeville

Artists

go through.

In his message, read
personally to the Legislature last
January, when the 1921 Legislature
convened, ho suggested the need for
such tax measures along with other
revenue producing bills designed to
bring in $20,000,000 a year.
The theatrical tax bill provided
for a one per cent, tax on the daily
gross receipts of all amusements
in PennsylvaniaNumerous hearings were held on this measure as
well as on the billboard tax bill.
The Governor believed that the proposal of a tax of five per cent, on
the gross receipts of the billboard
companies was an error and within
a few days of the adjournment of
the legislature he had an amendment
prepared providing that this tax
should be five cents a square foot.
Both bills passed the House but
died in Senate committees.
The Governor has approved the

I

that makes it mandatory
display the American flag at all
places of amusement or public
gatherings, other than churches.
Under the provisions of this act
no street meeting or gathering in a
tent, hall or auditorium can be held
And
unless the flag is displayed.
the flags that must be used must
not be less than 52 inches wide and
66 inches long. Owners and lessees
of halls and auditoriums are held
responsible for the enforcement of
the new law as are those responsible
for open air meetings.

bill
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feated in the House early in April,
after having -passed the Senate. It
was redrafted with but slight
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The vote,
in confusion.
to which few members paid any
attention, was announced as being
123 to 21, but as a matter of fact

was then
V* >

ip
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y

the bill was counted through by
clerks as were other bills in which,
because of the closing hours, there
was little interest manifest by the
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changes and introduced a second
time in the Senate. After passing
the upper house the bill came up
for final action during the closing
Everything
hours of the House,
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3LACKFACE
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EDDIE ROSS
Duplicating his late Palace and Alhambra Succes

KEITHS

Mst STKKKT,

NEW

VOIIK, THIS

••<•*

it

WSsW MAI
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gathering
weather.
meeting" through the impression it
Lait's life to date reads like an
had been promoted by him.
Alger boy story. Born on
Nothing new nor important was Horatio
street on the East Side in
Henry
developed. The announcement that
York, he migrated early when
John Emerson, president of Equity, New
family moved to Chicago. He
would not be there seemed to dis- his
has
filled every position en a newsappoint a large number.
and is conceded to be one of
To those present who recalled the paper
the best newspaper men of this
old White Rats meetings, the Bijou
country.
proceedings seemed quite similar.
In removing to New York Mr.
Speeches were made along the same
Lait will not separate from his
strains and even some of the old
newspaper conn«M»tions and will re"points" again dragged out.
main on Variety's staff, making his
Mountford closed the show. At
headquarters at Variety's New York
the end he told those in front if conoffice.
vinced they should fill out memberFor some years now Mr. Lait has
ship applications for the A. A. F.
been in charge of Variety's Chicago
when passing out.
office, which be joined through his
The Shuberts had donated the fondness for theatricals, a fondness
Bijou.
Mountford eulogized the
that has ever been with him. His
Shubert vaudeville circuit to come.
of the paper's chief features since
Arthur Klein, connected with the
he joined it.
Shuberts vaudeville, was back stage.
Lait has never missed a chance to
Messrs. Holland and Frayne are
tell what he thought of New York
union labor executives. Mr. Gayer
in comparison with Chicago, with
is of the Equity's staff.
dirty end.
>

.

From the remarks of Fitzpatrick
and Mountford the object of the
meeting appeared, to be a drive for
membership in the A. A. F.

New York always

on the

Piantodosi and Walton Dissolve.
Al Piantodosi and Bert Walton
dissolved last week, after having

2 ACTS BOOKED FOR 2 YEARS been teamed for a year and a half.
Piantodosi is to do a vaudeville act
Joe Cook and Alexander Bros, and with two assistants, and Walton
Evelyn

have

two years
The two acts
for

been

booked jointly
in the Keith houses.
will jointly receive

will continue in vaudeville as a single.

$1,000 weekly.

Kitty Gordon Not Sailing
Kitty Gordon, reported as sailing
Alexander Bros, and Evelyn turn.
for London early this summer, has
The two acts have been routed called off the voyage, at least until
on the same bills for several weeks August 1, the Gordon act having
past, with Cook doing comedy in been booked in the east over hero
to tho Alexander turn.
up to the date mentioned.

molders did not take place, a comMasons are conducting a straw voting test
promise being effected.
whether the organization will
and bricklayers iu Mechanicsville to see
institute an educational and busivoluntarily offered to reduce their
ness correspondence course. If the
rate of pay to a dollar an hour.
course is instituted it will be free
to N. V. A, members.
JACOT'S HOTEL CLOSES
The following studies are to be
Boston, May 4.
included: English agriculture, illusJacot's Hotel, located in Boylston trating,
advertising,
Spanish,
street, which, for over 40 years, French, Italian, mathematics, chemhad been patronized almost exclu- istry, public speaking, stenography,
sively by members of the theatrical journalism, civil engineering, salesprofession, closed Saturdav and will manship. Should the vote be favorFrom $35,000 to $85,000.
Paul Jacot and able, the course will be Instituted
not be reopened.
The Governor now has in his
Madame Jacot. owners of the hos- at once. The above list of subhands
the only other bill of interest
jects will be greatly augmented, if
telry," declare they are going 'to rest
to tho theatrical or moving picture
tho course becomes effective.
for the balance of their days.
companies. This is the bill of Sena
tor McConnell, increasing from $35,000 to $80,000 a year the payroll of
the motion picture censors and their
.„..
employes. A similar bill was de'

.

—

The Shuberts who are reported as
disposing of their theatre holdings
to devote their entire time to the
booking of attractions are contemplating
opening an agency for
players in the dramatic and musi-

list

.

Officials

Selected to

Take Charge

of unemployed.
Twenty-five hundred paper workera in Glens Falls, Fort Edward and
other points in Northern New York,
went on a strike, refusing to accept
At
a 30 per cent, cut in wages.
the last minute a few of the smaller
companies gave in, but the larger
ones, headed by the International
Paper Co., remained adamant. A
walkout will take place in a number of additional mills on May 11,
unless a new agreement is effected.
No papers were printed in Glens
Falls Monday and Tuesday, some of
the men going on a strike for
shorter hours and increased wages.

vlous long

Hugh Frmyn%

Reported

...

In addition to appearing in his
act, Cook will appear in the

own

MEN

NEWS OF THE

A few publishers aro being acEQUITY DRIVE
cused of voluntarily cutting the full
(Continued from page 1)
royalty claims due them by law for Sherman refused. The Equity playthe privilege of inducing tho roll ers withdrew and he got an organand record people to list their stuff ization entirely
non-Equity.
with the bona tide hits, figuring a
Despite the generally published
demand for the sheet music will be
created in this manner and balance policy of the A. E. A. not to interthe percentage loss on the mechan- fere with companies containing no
ical statements. One of the big mu- Equities,
Sherman was at once
sic roll companies has also been ap- threatened by the Equity office here
proached by certain boll-weevil mu- that an opposition all-Equity comsic publishers to record their song pany
would be framed to play
gratis. Tho offer was rejected.
against him everywhere and that
It is said that by secret arrangement one or two of the companies the entire A. E. A. fund would go
have been recording rolls of infe- behind this company, no matter
rior songs at a cut in royalty under how much money was lost. A tent
the usual 10 or 12 cents, as the case was ordered and a call was issued
may be, as low as eight and nine for players.
cents.
Record companies also are
Sherman proceeded with renot averse to putting on a song on hearsals. Thereupon
a demand was
the back of hit for the privilege of
paying only one and one and a half made on the Federation of Labor
to
pull
out
Sherman's
stage crew.
cents royalty instead of the full two
So far this has not been successful.
cents.
Notice was also served on the
One of the aggrieved music men
righteously complains, "Any wonder agency which supplied Sherman's
the music business is being killed non-Equity players that henceforth
off?"
r.o Equity member would
be allowed to book from his olHce.
That the "mechanical" sales have
The
system
employed
the local
by
made no inroads on the sheet music
sales, and might otherwise be held Equity offices as against dramaccountable for the present s'_mp. atic agents at present is not only
agents solicitors
is evidenced by the fact that the making of these
public is not buying even rolls and for
membership,
collection
but
records to any great extent.
In agencies
The
of Equity
dues.
quantity these are selling less now Equity is attempting to enforce a
than during the winter months, and provision that
agencies must
the
wirat is more, •-prices- fm- them- fcswt
been cut.
The Columbia record, demand" a paid-up Eqtilfy card
formerly $1 retail, sells once again from each player before signing
at 85 cents.
The word rolls also him. A duplicate of each contract
be sent to Equity headalso have been cut from $1.25 to $1 must
each. Yet despite these seeming in- quarters.
Disobedience of these
ducements, people are not buying regulations causes a bulletin formusic in any form whatsoever to bidding Equity members to use the
(Continued on Page 33)
agent, the black-list in such inseats in a place of amusement; pro- stances being posted with no attempt at secrecy.
hibiting the sale of
•

approved, but there is little likelihood of this being done, for the administration of Governor Sproul is
to increase the size and expenses of
all departments of the State government.
Two years ago the items in the
general appropriation bill approved
tickets to seats
by the Governor for the motion picture censors amounted to $133,600. from which a clear and uninterThe general appropriation bill this rupted view of the stage was imyear carries $174,520 for the cen- possible; prohibiting deductions for
sors, that amount covering increased commissions from actors' salaries
for corporations and companies outsalaries and all other expenses.
All other bills relating to the side Pennsylvania; prohibiting the
theatres and other places of amuse- showing of tllms in places other than
ment died in committees. The.se those specified in the lease; prothe
leasing
bills were those placing a tax of hibiting
films
of
advance
ope cent a foot on all Alms ex- where
deposits
were
amined by the censors; lncreasingl^manded
and
prohibiting
the
sale
N
the hiunictpal tax rate on all amuse- df N£ket8 at higher rates' on holidays
ment places; prohibiting the sale of and other special days than at ortickets in excess to the number of dinary times.

In

numerous

agents

have

either lend

instances

been

money

to

lhes«

compelled to
Equity mem-

bers in arrears of dues, or Indues
the
managers to advance the

amounts.

Hyams, Mclntyre and Daughter.
John B. Hyams and Leila Mclntyre,

appear

with their daughter, will
a new act next (Seasdn.
girl has played a in net

In

The young

part in their present act.

I

—
-

May

Friday,

8,

VAUDEVILLE

1921

SECY MELLON INTIMATES TAX

SONGWRITERS' LEAGUE MEETING

ON THEATRES WILL NOT CHANGE
Recommends "No Reduction"
Not

Specifically

agers

Somewhat

to Congress, but

DECIDES AGAINST AFFILIATION

—Arbitration

Does

Victor Herbert Presides

— Man-

Pending on

Min'mum Royalty Between Writers and Pub-

Higher Rate

Propose

lishers—W. B.

Relieved.

&

S. Writers Still

Out

«#««.•-.*.

Managers were somewhat relieved
week when Secretary of the N. V.

this

Treasury Mellon's report on revenue
and tax matters was given out. The
Secretary's comment, however, did
not entirely dissipate the ticker report of last week hinting at an increase in amusement taxes.
Mr.
Mellon said there would be no reduction in admissions or amusement
taxes. He did not state specifically
whether he favored an increase or
not.

This practically settles the matter
of reducing admission taxes for the
present at least. With the change
of Federal administration there was
some hope of wiping out amusement
taxes, but no direct promise was
ever recorded.
The Secretary favors the repeal of

A/s PRESIDENT

RESIGNS THIS
Edwards

MONTH

Going

Davis

Into

Stock Brokerage Business.
Edwards
report
Davis, president of the National
Vaudeville Artists, will resign someAccording

to

time this month.

Mr. Davis

is

to

become associated with Harry First,
in the Times Square branch of M.
& Co., the downtown
Stleglitz
brokers, who are establishing an
oflflce

in the

new Loew

State build-

ing with Mr. First in charge.
Davis entered vaudeville
Mr.
"nuisance taxes." Included in this
are the petty charges for ice cream some years ago, coming from the
Later he left the variety
pulpit.
and soft drinks. It is generally believed these levies, extracted from stage and has since appeared on the
the public by small merchants, goes legit boards, also before the screen.
the expiration of his
into the pockets of the latter and Following
the government appears to be of term as prompter of the Greenroom
Club, Mr. Davis was elected presthe same opinion.
ident of the N. V. A., after Willard
Maok's tenure of that office ended.
JACK LAUDS
No mention is made as to the
identity of the next N. V. A. presComedian Spies Ex- President in idential chair warmer.
Washington Keith Audience.

W00DR0W.

Washington, D. C,

May

AVON COMEDY FOUR.

4.

Wilson, the actor, paid Wilson,
the ex-President of the United
States,

a

beautiful
tribute
at
Keith's theatre Saturday night. For
the second time since his illness,
and but a' week from his last visit
to this theatre, Woodrow Wilson,

with Mrs. Wilson and party occu•

pied seats in the last row of the
orchestra. His presence had been
noted by but a few, when Jack
Wilson turned to his straight man
and in a little speech, which rang
with sincerity, praised the work of
the
ex-President,
stating
that

Woodrow Wilson had built for himself an everlasting monument with
his deeds and accomplishments.
It took quite some time for the
audience to get the import of his
remarks, but when it did dawn

upon them they applauded

for

a

lull five minutes.

KRAMEE AND BOYLE FLX UP
Kramer and Boyle have

settled

their differences and will not separate as vaudeville partners, as agreed

by them

May

last

week.

They resume

Joe Smith and Charles Dale With
Shuber-u Another Year

"THE GLAD SINGER OF GLAO SONGS"
(Dilllns*

SPARKLING LITTLE GIRL
CHEER3 MAJE8TIC CROWD
Miss Glad Moffatt, "The Glad
Singer of Glad Songs," is the star
that brings the keynote of honest
to-goodness beauty to the Majestic
There is hardly
stage this week.
a trace of makeup about her. She's
a whoiesome American girl, with
sparkling talent.
Little Miss Moffatt wears two
charming dresses during her act
a robin's blue taffeta with lace and
rosebud trimmings, and a white
its simplicity.

creation beautiful in
*

•

•

•

Now

It

.

Playing Interstate Tour,
Personal Direction,

Gets

HARRY WEBER

LEAVES STAGE FOR RING
Oscar Lloyd Is Now Terry Lloyd,
Bantamweight.

From

vaudeville to the Drize ring
the metamorphosis of Oscar
Lloyd, formerly a member of the

Is

Billle

Shaw dance

act,

Both players will appear In "The
Smith Is to
Belle of New York."
go into the former Dan Daly role,

who went

training this week on Long
Island prior to his advent into the
professional prize ring in the bantamweight class. Lloyd is an extremely likeable chap and among
other things has been amateur bantam champion of New England.
into

although another player was announced for the part Dale is to
play the role done by David Warfield in the original "Belle."

Nov.

mum

royalty contract. The songwriters' committee, Oene Buck, Joe

IN EAST.

Ethel

the
has concluded to dispose of his terests of the songsmith's' league,
English interests and thereafter then stated that the music pub*
make the U. S. his home.
Ushers were in a concilatory frame
"I am full of thankfulness" said of mind and were receptive of most
Miss Levey, "through my benefit anything excepting the three cent
Sunday night at the Sam H. Harris minimum royalty demand which,
he quoted, was their contention as
It
theatre for disabled soldiers.
being too harsh and exorbitant conPlease do thank sidering the present trend of the
took in $7,000.
all who so kindly helped me out in times towards a reduction in the
it.
I would write them personally retail price of sheet music from SS
but I have not their addresses. and 40 cents to SI cents per copy,
which would bring the trade price
They were so nice.
proportionately.
"My engagements in vaudeville down
Mr.
Burkan stated that the
and
pleasant
been
so
have
here
over
writers' other grievances were susceptible of settlement without dilcultles as well as the formal recognition of the L. W. A C. P League
The** other
by the publishers.
grievances consist of a minimum
mechanical royalty percentage
they ask for SO per cent.—end a
"cut in" on the mechanical receipts
where a medley record is made.
Ordinarily the writers of the title
song receive the royalty and the
authors of the "Introduced'* song
or songs get nothing.
In the meantime, members of the
League are pledged not to give any
of their wares to publishers at less
than the minimum royalty demanded. Since the publishers in
general are all stocked up with

—

manuscrlps this makes

MSRSSBMSBSHB|

Time

Withdrawn

When

ference

Bobby

Teddie Tappan and Helene Arm-

Wash-

ington. The act is .dissolving owing
to Miss Tappen recently marrying
Frank Sabini, who objected to his

O'Neil Declines.

Los Angeles, May 4.
"Four
his
O'Neil and
Queens and a Joker" act were Informed last week while playing the
Orpheum here that five weeks of
ETHEL LEVEY
their eastern time had been cut
from the route and that the turn I must thank Mr. Albee for that It
would close in Chicago Instead of has been the most delightful enplaying through to Boston.
of my career.
A refusal to take a cut in salary gagement
"And I want to extend my wholefor the eastern time is said to be
souled thanks to Mr. Harris who
the reason.
not only gave me the theatre Sunday night for the artists to play in
VAUDEVILLE.
but swelled my fund with a chock.
And also as well those connected
Potfy Moran and Eunice Buraham with the Sam H. Harris theatre
Mr.
to Make Essay.
have my best appreciation.
Hassard Short kindly offered me
Los Angeles, May 4.
any assistance and I am deeply
Polly Moran is going to do a grateful for his courtesy."
vaudeville comeback. So is Eunice
Miss Levey played about nine
Burnham, who was of the team of weeks in vaudeville while here. She
Burnham and Greenwood some reached New York la January,
years ago, and maybe yes and may- after an absence of seven years,
be no for Roscoe Arbuckle.
during which time she grew to be
Polly Moran is having an act a popular stage idol In England.
framed now. Miss Burnham like- It is understood that upon her rewise, and with a tryout framed turn to the States, she will appear
under the direction of Manager in a Broadway show.
Raymond of the Orpheum here at
While at Palm Beach vacationing
one of the smaller houses with the during February, Miss Levay purpromise of an Orpheum date if the chased r* home.
acts show the goods.

BACK TO

ATLANTIC CITY'S

NEW PARK

Atlantic City, May 4.
Rendezvous Park, Atlantic City's
aiMUJJs"Qiejll
three -UltfttOH - doimr
The
venture, is to open May 28.
park covers 40% acres, fronting on
the Boardwalk, and continuing back
to Pacific avenue, with entrances
on the Georgia avenue side of the
Pennsylvania excursion lines and
the Mississippi avenue side of the

-.

Reading

lines.

The park, with Its many concesis remarkable for the highpriced ground it occupies, and the
many attractions bunched In the
exceptional amusement park location.
Oscar C. Jurney, formerly of

sions,

BONNIE GAYLORD'S RETURN
Bonnie Gaylord and Iva Lancton
have again Joined hands and will
be *#MH>- 1r vnew. .offering .shortly
The pair worked together several
years ago, Miss Lancton retiring after being married and Miss Gaylord
working with Bertie Herron.
,

FRANK

J.

C0NR0Y WRITING

Temporarily retiring from the
stage to do authoring, Frank J.
Conroy, who is of fame as a blackface comedian, will have as his
writing associate, Frank J. Duncan.

Frederick Smith, assistant manager of the Colonial, Is responsible
for the innovation at the theatre
which Installed a laundry for the
Bessie McCoy In Nsw Act.
Now on the way down the coast. With BURTON GREEN, she will
Bessie McCoy returns to vaude- use of the artists. The outfit, which
play two weeks in San Francisco (May 21 and 28). and after a week in
includes electric washing machines,
Oakland will begin a two-week engagement at Los Angeles. After the ville shortly with a new musical
The act will have a cast irons, etc., is complete and will be
latter date, they will sail for Honolulu for a six weeks' vacation ac- sketch.
operating next week.
of six and '.a now readying.
companied by their kiddies.

Hailed With Delight At All Stops Along The Orpheum Route

IRENE FRANKLIN

Luna Park,

is

to

the

trade

little

at

dif-

present,

from both angles, and does not give
any "edge" in favor of the non-

Bobby

HUBBY ENTERS OBJECTION
strong separate this week in

ASKED TO CUT

$7,000— Returns

McCarthy and Raymond Hubbell.
Levey and her husband, will meet E. C. Mills and a committee
representing the Music PubClaude Grahame-White, the noted
aviator,
sailed
Tuesday on the lishers' Protective Association at m
date to ~\>e further decided upon.
Aquitania for England, where Misa
Victor Herbert presided at the
Levey will take up a contracted Tuesday meeting at which 100 or
vaudeville tour, probably to be half of the song writer union's memfollowed by her engagement in an bers'
Following
were present.
English production.
Before leav- heated discussion and proposals to
ahlliate
with
A.
L.,
that matthe
F.
Miss
stated
ing
Levey
that she expects to return here in November, ter was tabled for the time being.
Burkan,
Nathan
theatrical atthe
accompanied by her husband who torney,
who Is acting in
in-

in individual bits.

Mayo, (Allman and Mayo), which ern and western Loew time which
was to have followed the dissolu- would have kepi them away for
tion.
several month*.

•

OF

Reslstered)

April 13th. "The Press," Houston, Texas,
said in part:—

The passing of the Avon Comedy
Four, for the present at least, is inHe has been playing in cabarets
dicated in the signing of Joe Smith
and Charles Dale with the Shuberts the past few months. Sunday night
for another year. The pair are the he decided to conclude his engageoriginal members of the quartet ment as the juvenile lead in the
and recently closed with "The Pass- revue at Somers Gardens. Brooklyn,
ing Show of 1919," their contract and go in for prize-fighting profesexpiring about the time the attrac- sionally.
He has adopted the ring moniker
tion was withdrawn. In the show
the Avons worked as a quartet and of Terry Lloyd.

9, at Proctor's, Newark.
The wife leaving New York, he having
decision of Kramer and Boyle to been engaged for the summer show
•tick together automatically calls at the Columbia. Tappen and Arm•ft the teaming up of Kramer and strong I.ad a route over the south-

-

At the last meeting of the Lyrlo
Writers and Composers' Protective
League Tuesday evening at Keen's
House, it was decided not
GRATITUDE Chop
FULL
to affiliate with the American Federation of Labor pending arbitration
between committees representing
the song writers and the music pub*
Benefit for Disabled Soldiers Ushers in their battle anent a mini-

ETHEL LEVEY LEAVES,

GLAD MOFFATT

MISS

manager.

*

t «

•

-

union writer.
Talk of a general strike last week
was reaching considerable proportions although from the looks of
things such a drastic move will not
be necessary if the arbitration prosBut
pects go through favorably.
last week it was all framed for the
rewho
members
those
support of
quire temporary financial support
nre
statements
royalty
their
until
due next July. Also, Albert Von
Tilzer was proposing to secure
theatres for a series of benefits.
The seven or eight songwriters

whose drawing accounts have been

discontinued by Henry Waterson
are still out of Waterson, Berlin A
Mr. Waterson says he
Snyder's.
is saving over $1,000 a week in expenses.

The annual election of officers
which was to have taken place at
the Tuesday meeting of the Music
Publishers* Protective Association
did not come to pass owing to the
concerted discussion on divers topics ranging from the songwriters*
royalty demands, to preventing the
adoption of the behind the counter

demonstration idea.

With the resignation of P. J. A.
Forster Music Co., A. J. Stasny A
Co. and the Joe Morris Music Co.
from the association's ranks, there
is talk that the Utter two are in
favor of the demonstration system
so prevalent before the organisaThat this
tion of the M. P. P. A.
will not come into popular favor Is
home out .by. the fact that. .Kress, and m
Kresge, the two largest syndicate
system of stores, do not want plugand demonstrators behind
gers
their counters.
The matter of retail price was
discussed individually by the various members and not by the Association as a body in keeping with
the spirit of the Federal Trade
Commission laws against price-fixThe general discussion, cening.
tered about that with the majority
in favor of keeping the prto* of
music where it is. A letter written
by Mr. Forster was Introduced in
which he answers the Kress and
Kresge arguments for a retail
eduction to the "two bits"
price
figure with the statement that the
t

thirty

buck

cent price was Just coming
normal.

to the

4»

tf

»

VAUDEVILLE
AT FOX'S AUDUBON

BALTO

IN

40 Per

Cent. Cut to

Fox

Mayor Broening

Directs All Classes

Be Included

in

Baltimore, Md.,

May

Mayor Broening yesterday

4.

direct-

Jail Committee
of the City Council to include all
traveling shows, special exhibitions,
amusement
and
halls
theatres,
parka In the new circus tax

ed the Police and

ordinance.
At the last meeting the
tee decided to ask the City Solicitor to prepare a separate ordinance
for three-ring circuses with the understanding that the tax for other
shows, theatres and amusement

JOHNSON,

A

general reduction of admission

prices at all the Keith houses Is to

be instituted within a few weeks.
parks would be determined later. according to an executive of the
The reduction
The Mayor then stepped in and Keith Exchange.
said he would not approve of an will be effective for the summer period
only,
and
necessary
is
to offordinance for three -ring circuses,
exclusively, and his wishes were set business depression throughout
the country.
complied with.
A general ordinance was drafted This decision follows the notices
reported at the Frrst Branch recently sent out by the Keith office giving two weeks' notice to the
(Continued on page 26)
musicians and stagehands in the
Keith houses. The notices won't be-

BAKER

Just Finished

and JOHNSON
Orpheum Circuit.

COMING EAST.
Direction, MORRIS A FEIL

MORE OHIO BANS ON
CARNIVALS PASSED
Four

More

Declare

Cities

Against Them.
Warren, Ohio.

The ban against

May

carnivals

4.

con-

tinues to tighten in Eastern Ohio,

and during the past three days sevcome effective unless it becomes eral other city administrations have
MAY 1st AGENTS
no carnivals
necessary to close the houses, or issued an edict that
will be permitted to exhlbite within
Complications for Loew Branch on change to a picture policy over the their corporate limits.
summer
Moving Day.
Mayor John D. McBride, of this
city, Saturday announced he will
The Loew agents were having a
issue no permits to carnivals this
NEW COSMOS
tough time early in the we,ek when
season. A number of civic societies
they tried to move into the new
for the advancement of morality
Three
Theatre
Projects Under One
Ix>ew Annex. The building was not
have endorsed the ruling of Mayor
Roof in Washington
in a receiving condition and the
This city, Just west of
McBride.
agents were forced to do their busiYoungstown, Ohio, has been one of
Washington, D. C, May 4.
ness wherever they could find an
the
favorite haunts of carnivalb in
This city is to have a new vaudeunoccupied spot. One agent set up
recent years.
his desk on the sidewalk in front ville theatre embracing three proCuyahoga Falls will not have a
jects
under one roof and at a cost
of the building and was dictating
carnival this year. The administrahis mail to his stenographer when of $1,500,000. It is to be known as tion has assumed an indifferent atthe up-stage policeman of Broadway the New Cosmos and located on titude against tented attractions of
interfered.
Some- of the agents the southeast corner of 13th and E this kind, and no licenses will be
risked a law suit and remained in streets, northwest. It is to be the granted.
"Owing to the industrial
their old quarters in the Putnam new home of the vaudeville now condition
which has been prevalent
being shown at the Cosmos on
building.
through the winter, it was decided
Early in the week a petition was Pennslyvania avenue.
that the absence of carnivals would
A.
Bruce
Brylawski,
general
being passed amongst the agents
be better for the community in
to be signed and was to be pre- manager of the Cosmos make the general," officials said.
sented to the Liocw people asking announcement.
At New Philadelphia, Ohio, the
for a reduction in rent in the Annex.
The boys say that the leases were
John Lamp Assisting
signed when office space around the
John Lamp is now assistant to
corners was much higher and they
feel th.it they are entitled to pres- (Arthur Klein at the Shubert Vaude-

ent day prices.

vile

Exchange

office

City Council has passed legislation
restricting the carnivals to the outskirts.
They will not be permitted to exhibit within 200 feet of a
residence, which means that they
must seek locations near the suburbs.

AFTER FOREIGN ACTS
Reported

Foreigners Favor
Side Now

This

Fred

Ward,

taboo," he said.
"These girl acts
are through and there probably will
not be more than two of them on the
Orpheum next season. We intend
to specialize in feature comedy acts
three or four to a bill. They must
be clean.
"Smut must go. It will ruin
business quicker than anything else.
Vulgarity got a start in vaudeville
right after the war, but it is going
out again.
"One reason for the proportion of
of vulgar lines," the official adds,
"is that vaudeville audiences do not
respond the way they did a few
years back. The artist who offers a
clean joke and does not get a laugh
is likely to

insert one 'blue' line.

If

vaudeville circuit to engage foreign turns for it.
Eddie Darling, chief booker for
the Keith circuit, who has been convalescing from a nervous breakdown, is also in Europe. Darling
engaged several foreign acts upon
his last visit

and

is

expected to do

likewise on the present occasion.
Americans conversant with conditions in the foreign vaudeville field
say that European acts are unusually reasonable and Inclined to-

ward American bookings on account
of the exchange rate and the effect
of the picture invasion of Europe,
which is being reflected In the vaudeville halls.

HOUSES CLOSING
CftelHg dates tor J^mi^r Orpheums have been set as follows: Or-

pheum,

Champaign,

Columbia, Davenport,

111.,

la.,

June
June

5;
5;

Majestic, Springfield, May 29; Lincoln and American, Chicago, Juno
5; Palace, Rockford, June 19; Orpheum, Madison, June 19; the
Empress, Decatur, closed April 23;
Orphoum, Salt Lake, June 12; Cluini,
Sacramento, Cal., May
White, Fresno, Cal., May 28;

25;

OrOr-

pheum, Lincoln, Neb.. June 4;
pheum, Des Moines, la., Juno 4;
Orpheum, St. Paul, May 21; Orpheuni,

NEW

YORK,

WEEK OF APRIL

4

BILLY GLASON
JUST SONGS AND SAYINGS"
Q 1« son and Nenl n'llnni, St;iff Humorist.
Keith'a Jefferson, New STptk, Now (May ii).
Keith's Hamilton. New York, Next Week (Mary 9>
•t)Jrcction, LEW GOLDER.
hy Billy

N. Y. World.

Duluth, Minn.,

May

21.

F0RKINS AND JO PAIGE SMITH
Marty Forkins, former Chicago
agent, will become associated with
Jo Faige Smith in the future. Jo
Paige is ono of the oldest vaudeville
agents and has teen with the Keith
pooplc since their agency started.

Preparing

Summer

4fit\

for

Policy

,

FOUR NEW

Orpheum

Addition's

Will

Have

Capacity of 2,200

Four new Orpheum Junior houses

now being erected to be ready
fall.
The theatres will be
the Mainstreet, Kansas City, Goldden Gate, San Francisco, Hillstreeti
Los Angeles and Hennepin Ave.,
Minneapolis.

are

by next

The houses will have an average
capacity of 2,200. The New Juniors
are being built out of the Orpheum
earnings for 1920, which totalled
$5 a share on the 549,000 shares
after
preferred
dividends,
depreciation
and taxes had been
allowed for. A $2 per share annual
dividend was paid in 192ft.
The Junior Orpheum policy of six
acts and a feature picture thrice
daily, will be continued in the new

A new Orpheum

Omaha

it."

the

is

site

theatre

fof

planned for next season
now being negotiated

Is

for.

ACTS

IN

PRODUCTIONS

Morris and Campbell and Buzzell
and Parker, Featured
deville staff, Ward has gone abroad
in the interests of the new Shubert

KEITH'S ROYAL,

Office

Change.

that awakens the audience he tries
another. But there is no excuse for
the act that is basically vulgar.
Nor is there any excuse in the
statement that it is what the public links.
wants. It is like dope. If they didn't
have It in the first place, they

European

former

scout i for Charles Dillingham and
other legitimate producers, left this
country for Europe last week. According to one of the Shubert vau-

y

prices of admission, lnaugurat-

wouldn't need

B. P.

Keith

Possible

eXfi-te -c£" p.tiinuQir 9Ctat£h cop
siderably In advance of the usual

FOR THE SUMMER ONLY

Designed as Offset to Business Depression.
commit-

Come on

Circuit, Reported.

!ng" ar

KEITH ADMISSION CUT

i

1921

Two weeks' notice has been given.
4i«0fcJ4iM and sts^o JftindE..- s£
various Keith, Moss and Proctor
houses. The notice was sent out to
heated term scale.
There is a report that the entire the theatres affected, via the nous*
Fox Circuit will shortly place in ef- managers. In a circular notice from
the Keith office.
fect a 40 per cent, reduction.
The notice doesn't become effecThe lowering of the prices at the
Audubon has been expected in the- tive unless business falls off to such
atrical circles since the beginning an extent that the houses have te
of the current season. The Coliseum, close or change to a picture policy
a few blocks above with Keith over the summer.
It was explained at the Keith ofvaudeville and pictures, and the
Hamilton below with Keith big fice that this method had been employed
Ui houses where business
time vaudeville, have made big Inroads into the Audubon patronage was showing a decrease that would
warrant the closing of the theatre
all season.
A change of policy at the Fox or changing the policy temporarily.
house with a policy modeled some- If the business holds up or improves
what after the big Broadway pic- the notice won't become effective,
ture houses hasn't proved the rem- but will be continued as long as tha
edy expected with the announce- business warrants.
One official of the Keith offices
ment of the reduction following.
Several other Fox houses are re- when informed that the notices had
ported as affected by the opposition started a rumor to the effect that
and may follow the example of the up-state labor leaders looked upon
Audubon over the summer at least. the plan as an effort to institute
open shop in the Keith controlled
theatres, said that such a presumption was ridiculous on the face,
SINGER'S FORECAST.
and that the move was only a preOrpheum General Manager Says cautionary measure to meet conditions, especially
in theatres loMusical Tabs Not Wanted.
cated outside New York city.
So far as is known this is the
During his recent trip around the
Orpheum Circuit, General Manager first time that this method has
Mort Singer made it plain in several been used in the Keith houses. Three
interviews that the concern's book- of the houses affected are Proctor's,
ers will emphasize comedy In their Albany, Troy and Schenectady, with
selections for the new season and several of the Moss and Keith string
musical comedy tabloids will be cut receiving similar notices.
down to a minimum.
"Musical comedy tabloids are
JUNIORS
its

—

6,

PROTECTIVE MEASURE

William Fox's Audubon reduced

Piopojed ~ QrdJnarase—$100 Increase Per Performance for Three Rings Other Details.

May

STAGE CREW NOTICES

ADMISSION REDUCED

HIGH TAX ON CIRCUSES AND

THEATRES DRAFTED

riday,

CONEY'S PALACE OF JOY
Sam Moscovice, the Coney Island

concessioner, has been engaged as
manager of the newly erected Palace
Harry Weber and Herman Becker of Joy on Surf avenue, which opens
will Jointly sponsor two new pro- May 13, with one of the largest in-

ductions for vaudeville, one featur- door swimming pools in the east. In
ing Morris and Campbell with 10 addition to the pool the Palace will
people and the other featuring Buz- install a show which will be run on
zell and Parker, also with a cast of a specially built promenade.
10.
The opening bill will include a
The Buzzell and Parker turn will fashion show and will be changed
be called "A Barnyard Chanticleer." weekly, the management negotiatBoth are singing and dancing ing with a local vaudeville agency
skits.
Each will be ready about for bookings, it being planned to
Aug. 1.
present acts on the promenade and
also aquatic turns which can use
the pool which is to be surrounded

JACK ROSE'S LONG ROUTE
with benches/ It can be used for
Jack Rose, the "nut" comic, who water polo matches and swimming

played his

first

Palace,

New

York,

engagement a few weeks ago, has
received ono of the longest routes
ever issued out of the Orpheum
Circuit offices as a result.
Rot** will Qgpea on the -Qr.phnum
Circuit In August and plays consecutively
until
next June.
The
blanket includes the Junior Orpheum houses and the Interstate Cir-

events.

DONERS WALKED—CAME BACK
Following
Clark and

the

discovery

that

Bergman were billed
the CoMjeom MtemtajN
Kitty and Ted Doner withdrew
from the bill Monday afternoon,

erf cr

them

srt

Jimmy Barry filling
Doner act at the matinee,
doubling from the Hamilton.
He was formerly a comedian with byThe
difficulty that had arose from
White's "Scandals," later playing
the billing becoming mixed was
considerably in and around Chistraightened out during the aftercago before jumping to Now YoYk.
on
cuit.

Mr. and Mrs.
in for the

noon, the Doners' name going
the top line of the, lights, following which they returned to th**
Joe Maxwell began a road trip Coliseum Monday night and for th*»
balance
of the three day spilt.
this week to pave the way for his

Show

for Irish Relief.

ipecialty show duo to go out late
this month as part Of the plan to
taise funds for Irish relief.

Helen Ware's

New

Sketch.

Helen Ware has a new vaudeville
vehicle called "The Recoil, " with a
east of five. Jim McKOWMI is handling the asJ

MINER'S FLATBUSH OPENS
The King's Highway, a vatldevilW
and picture house, was opened Au»'<i
27 by the Miner Estate, owners oi
the Miner's Eighth Avn. and Mint r '•
Bronx.
The new house is located in ''
Flatbush section of Brookjvn and
scats 2.40P

May

fridsy,

1921

6,

Chicago

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING

EARL'S l-LAKES

FOURTEEN INDEPENDENT

Founding Actors' Summer
Colony in Michigan.

Agent

Chicago, May 4.
vaudeville agent, anis now parceling
building lots on the L-Lakcs

CHICAGO AGENTS GET AX

Lew

Earl,

Matthews, Loew and Jones, Linick &. Schaefer
Booker, Cut* List from 24 to 10 Dropped for
Failure to Secure New Material.

—

I

1

,

!

May

J. C.

PLUGGERS BEAT AGENTS.

4.

MatthewH, head of the local
Circuit, and also chief H oakum

!

Marcus L»ocw
booker

the

for

&

Linick

Jones,

Game Ends

21 to 17

—Gets

Laughs.

Schaefer. called a meeting in his
offices in the Masonic Temple building last Saturday of all t£e inde-

Chicago,

May

4.

The independent agents staged a
pendent agents doing business with
baseball game against the song
his office and gave them a list of
pluggers
at Lincoln Park that was
rules that hereafter would govern
full of highlights for the wiseacres.
bookings going through him.
was put over for a $500
The
game
Matthews cut down the list of
side bet with Col. Gimp starring
agents doing bugincs.) with him
for the song boosters and Emery
from 24 to 10, claiming the other
Ettleson featuring the
eavy work
14 did not show any initiative in
the agents. Col. (limp covered
of
securing new material.
every position during some portion
Those now allowed th privilege of the nine innings and succeeded
of the floor are: Lew Cantor offi- in pitching the last three innings
ces. Krnle Young agency, Kramer without a hit.
& Levy. Horwitz fr Kraus, Jack
Frank Clark, head of the local W.
Fine. -Schallman Urothers. Arthur
IS. & S. offices, furnished plenty of
Linick, John Bently, Kz Keough,
laughs. Across his baseball shirt
Emerv Kttleson.
in letters of red four inches high
1

)

was

initialed T. N. T.. beside selling peanuts during innings, out of
a backet with a sign reading "Buy
starving song
For Giant peanuts to rave the
pluggers."

PAGEANT-FAIRJN CHICAGO
July 20 to Aug. 14 Set
Exhibit.
Chicago,

May

Jimmie

4.

O'Neil,

Pantages

Mayor William Hale Thompson

office,

head of the local
at one time

and

announces an annual World's Fair touted as a big leaguer, lost the
the agents by keeping his
to be known as the Pageant of game for
Progress, the first to take place this eyes on the fair rooters.
The contest finished 21 to 17, in
year from July 30 to August 14 on
of
pluggers.
the
Kocco
the |S, 000.000 Municipal Pier which favor
Vocco.
manager and brains for the
runs out into Lake Michigan and
has enough space to accommodate local song team, is now looking for
games with any team in the show
a huge exposition.
The Pageant will be educational, business.
industrial and entertaining.
It is
not a money-making venture and no
KAHL IN THE EAST.
commission or profit is to be derived
from assignment of floor
space for exhibits. Aquatic sports, Chief Orpheum Jr. Booker Hunting
Material.
carnival acts and band concerts will
accompany the exhibits. The Pageant is expected to
strangers to Chicago.
4

many

draw

AGAIN.

Chicago, May 4.
A. H. Woods has decided to take
•Gerties Garter" into New York,
ndcr its original name, "Up in the

Haymow."
Woods also goes on record that
the show ia absolutely clean, no
latter what the

Chicago. May 4.
Kahl, chief booker for the
W. V. M. A., left for New York, to
be gone a week. He will look over
new material for the West, issuing
blanket contracts running from 30
to 40 weeks.
This is a forerunner of the "better times" for the Western agents,
several of whom are now in New
York.

Sam

HAYMOW" TITLE

critics say.

New York

added
Park

to their

next week.
The Western Keith offices have

THEATRICAL and STREET

FOOTWEAR

C. S. (Tink) Humphrey, head of
the B. F. Keith (Western) will also

be in

c

DESIGNERS MAKERS *-• RETAILBOS

AISTONS

«#

|

I»i0

and Ramona
growing lists.

Indianapolis

Charles Klass (Klass and Termani) has joined with Saul Brilant.
recently doing a single, for a double

INC.

CHICAGO
0AVLEY-OUKR AINSKY BALLET SUPPERS

turn.

ROOMS

New Management

Under

HOTEL SAVOY

.

KEYES BOBS

traveling

Telephone:
91.50 Par
*:.. 4

Loop

fr.,i,i

"I."

<*»*> In

»*

.

The film had a downtown showing several weeks ago.
It took a
dismal
d'dw.

flop,

Rates

CALUttST tfft-MfS

Daj] Weekly Kate $7.00 nnd

Cnnnri (ion

Moderate

I p.

I'rireH.

Pay $35,000 to Wife
Makes Ugly Charges.

Phoru Randolph 3393

ST.

Chicago,

CHAIR

<;

PETE"

W.

RANDOLPH

40

in

WEEKS, SMALL JUMPS, NO LAY OFFS

between Columbus, O

May

4.

.,

and Kansas City?

CONTRACTS NOW.

Mrs. Hool testified that
had many "affinities" and
brought them to their home while
Mrs. Hool was away. She also
claimed Hool beat her and their
son, who is a cripple.
Hool had
sued his wife, who countered with
the above and other charges.

Charles Crowl

Charles Nelson

Asjeaef

A Henry

Suite 301

Woods Theatre

609

Suite

Bldg.

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

their son.

Hool

Eagle

Chicago,

May

Powell

&

Danforth

Ag.mv
Inr,

Suite 504
Loop End Bldg.

Earl

&

O'Brien

Suite 302
Loop End Bldg.

Tom

Powell

Ageas*

of 24.

Suite 302

4.

Unfile Le Maire spent thj weekend here, leaving for Milwaukee on

& Goldsmith
A gear?

LE MAIRE SIGNING ACTS

Woods Theatre

his tour of seeking material for the
Shubert Advanced Vaudeville. lie
offered 20 weeks play-or-pay contracts to be played iti 24, and signed
up several acts here.
The salaries offered were, in the

Suite 304

Bldg.

Jess Freeman

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

The Simon

Agency

Agency

Suite 1413

Suite 807

Masonic .Temple

ofllccs.

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

SUE PEORIA PALACE.

May

Lew Goldberg

4.

Suit has hern filed against Asrher
Brothers by am Ben Hassan, owner
of a troupe of Arabs, for $257.50, representing a half week's salary for

ibe

..Aschex. Drjnthe.rfi

only one of many suits
filed against the above firm for it-;
failure to honor contract! Issued on
th« ii Peoria date.
It

—

Harry W. SpingoW

Ajrency

\*in.

Suite 305

Suite 405

Woods Theatre

Beehler

&

Bldg.

Jacobs

Suite 307

Woods Theatre

.»

Woods Theatre

Billy

Bldg.

Jackson

Agtmrf

Agearjr

is

Hprlngfleld,

Soteros
ST.,

CHICAGO

a~d Chops Are Relished by the Best of Men.

May

4.

forme.' Governor K, K. Dunne and
lane Addams <>f Hull House appeared before tin Senate committee
on education this afternoon f«»r and
against Senator Spence'i bill to
amend Ihe child labor law.
The formei governor fa\«»re<l iho
bill, which WOtlld permit child pel
formers In theatres where a showing
child"! health or
wis made ilist
education wun not being Imperiled
or neglected. The bill was reported
favorably.
1

30

TO

Bldg.

Suite 504
Loop End Bldg.

ARGUE CHILD BILL

NOW TRY THE BEST

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST

Have You Fully Understood]

Who

James A. Hool, real estate representative and manager of the StateLake and many other theatrical
buildings, was hit for $35,000 and
some property in a divorce judgment given his wife, who retains

III.

GRAND PIANO FURNISHED FOR ALL MUSICAL ACTS
ALL KINDS OF mCENtflY AND SPOT LIGHT. OPEN SUNDAYS

V/:>ere 3tca!:s

ACTS:
30

to play the act at the Palace, Peoria,

POSING ROOMS IN THE COUNTRY

13th

any

H00L LOSES CASE
Must

tLo. _ta:lurc. c.C

x-

•

Daj;- to Colonial Theatre.

show

The recent announcement about 1921-1922 booking conditions
the mid -west? Do you know there mrm

Chicago,

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED

Next

to

3G54

ChlCACO

"THE

falling

Aschers
Again
Scored
Because
Contract Disregarded.

S7aT£-LAi(C at Do

STATE

show good

not noticeably larger than
those being paid by the Keith and

BLOOi
1*0 N.

"to

main,

and Surface.

TltANSPORTATION:

manager

faith."

for Theatrical People

Theatrical

at

!*>

,,

,

3000 Michigan Ave., Chicago Orpheum

A Home

meth-

most

1

Shubert Agent Offers 20 Weeks Out

14 W. WAS M MOTON STRUT

trained dancers of variegated
ods.

4.

.

|

}

Chicago,

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO.
Chicago, May

Starting with a slow and alinaudible song by Seabury,
out
Business off,
though weather this act worked up to a solid apfor so very kicky.
property in Michigan which
plause getter and closed strongly.
several years he ha; had under proEmily Ann Wellman provided the
Seabury got off after 5 at the
cess of surveying, road -building and novelty and applause hit of the matinee, with Wilson Brothers and
p'ottlrap.
Ear '* realty, venture h»,s (lav.. Mi?s Wellman knows vaude- Pewy Jfremen and brother yet to.. „
nothing to do with his agency, but ville both w&yft— how far she can go come. The U'usona starred in high
is a fad.
Some years ago he started and how far she should go. There- with their low comedy and yodles,
Actor's Wife" is a show- and, the clock considered, held them
Muskegon, Mich., off in a similar fore "The
manly melange of melodrama, proway. and it is now the biggest tean surprises in every department, in well. Miss Bremen got all the
worst of it, as the crowd started beactor's colony west of the Atlantic. change of speed, comedy, punch and
fore she did. J. C. Nugent, vaudeThe L-Lakes ground, which takes food for the imagination and the ville's most accomplished monolin many square miles, is going fast amusement digestion.
Miss WVll- oglst. mellow, unotuous, wise, cracamong local show people and actors. man herself, artiste of broad strokes kling, meaty, colloquial and classical
L-Lakes is near Baldwin, Mich., yet fine shades, dominated the ac- in swiftly changing moods, delivered
His extemnear Grand Rapids, a splendid fish- tion as well as the conception. Rich- with a bang earlier.
ard Gordon, her lead, is a strong poraneous subject-handling was efing and hunting section, accessible and splendid player. Angeline
Mar- fortless and effective. Nugent la
but wild, cut by three remarkably tell, ingenue, touched every point
an institution that seems eternal to
fine trout streams and surrounding with charm and cheer.
The entire vaudeville, but never grows monota chain of lakes alive with bass, company is competent.
The stag- onous; no set routine memorised off
pickerel and other flsh, and, in the ing presents a wide study in the a hunk of paper here. The man has
The construction a head, which, alone, distinguishes
fall, famous for ducks,
partridge, use of lightings.
deer and other game abound. Earl of the swift sketch is kaleidoscopic, him from the herd which may
intense, mysterious
clutching. choose to label itself hia competiwants to confine the settlement to Plenty of demand for and
individual and tion. Just a natural wit, observer.
theatrical people and is at present company bows and curtains. Welltypically native and enselling to no others..
Among the man gives a whole lot to vaude- raconteur,
tirely with the times, Nugent has
first takers of lake-front sites were
ville.
developed and monopolised a oneC. S. C Tink > Humphrey, Frank
William Seabury. his sextet of man field.
Claude and Marion drove in
Clark, Rae Samuels, Pat Barrett. girls, piano player and special proTom Carmody and Morette Sisters. duction (the last item no mean one) bull's-eye laughs on Miss Marion's
split the line with Miss Wellman. facial and physical accompaniments
Seabury is a queer sort. For a to her points and Claude's dying
dancer who does very little himself, daisy submission. Marion waa In
UP.
yet who share., headlines, he takes spectacular voice and her ballads
his life aa lightly as though he were rang to the echoes and the echoes
Former Equity Agent Offering Film fishing on a holiday. His insolence rang back with applause. Went as
on Unique Term*.
magnificent.
is
And the strange well as anything on the bill. Frances
part is that this bird gets it over Prltchard and her two whirlwind
and makes t!ie customers like it. dancing boys, Edward Tierney and
Chicago,. May 4.
Kasy of foot is this Seabury, and, James Donnelly, held No. S with
J. MiiiriiH Key es, ex- local boss of
the Actors' .Equity, has taken up when dancing, a star. But he loafs hurrah footwork by the boys and
about, introduces his pretty girls fragile fascinations of Miaa Prltchthe promotion of a new film re- with
almost a yawn, darts into wiz- ard. who looks like Annette Kellergarding spiritualism. "Do Ihe Dead ard steps now and then, and leaves man and registers refinement and
Talk?" This is being put out on a the rest to fate, the ticket buyers, modesty.
Herbert Brooks let loose a lot of
State-right basis in characteristic Joe Richman. the little Hope Bis(Continued on page 9)
Keyes style. They are demanding ters and his four other superbly
a $500 -cash deposit from each

nounces that he

J. C.

CHICAGO VAUDEVILLE SHOWS

1

*

-

Burt Cortelyou
\grnry

1607-08

Masonic Temple

Helen Murphy
Apeaejr

Suite

306

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

agencies, in Chicago, booking exclusively L
V. M. A., B. F. Keith (Western) and ail

The above
with

W.

affiliated circuits.

YOUR NEW YORK AGENT CANNOT BOOK HERE DIRECT
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VARIETY
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CHICAGO
WE BOOK WITH ANYBODY AND WITH ANYONE
DRAMATIC PEOPLE, MUSICAL COMEDY AND VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS

WE CAN BOOK YOU FOR

MANAGERS - PRODUCERS - BOOKERS
WHAT ARE YOUR NEEDS?

ERNIE YOUNG
13th Floor, Masonic

Temple
.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

•

-

i-i

HO.

1

|

9 i

OF A SERIES OF ADS—WATCH FOR NEXT

y

Friday,

May

-

1921

6,

Cfjicago

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE

STATE LAKE THEATRE BUILDING
i

:

.

s

e=

3C

mark down

GREAT NORTHERN HIPPODROME

RETAKEN BY THE SHUBERTS

—

jvui House Shubert Vaudeville Next Season Lease
Covers. 15. Years, at $85,000 a Yejqrrr-$525^Q00
Bennett.
Bonus to Millard

&

Chicago, May 4.
Shuberta have finally retaken the Great Northern Hippodrome, aa frequently predicted In
Variety, and will stage their Advanced Vaudeville at this house.
The lease covers 15 years beginning Aug. 1, at $85,000 a year.
About 10 years ago the Shuberts
let the house go at a rental of $35,000 a year, subleasing it to the
present tenants at $50,000 a year.
The difference in rent will go to

CHICAGO SHOWS.

The

the present lessees, Millard
nett,

gross
house.

(Continued from page 7)
excellent hoakum with cards, getting unexpectedly heavy laughs and
close attention for the dauce as-

signment. Herbert's Dogs, as standard as Uneeda biscuits, opened
soundly and to appreciation. The
bill would be better arranged If
Miss Bremen opened and Herbert's
pets clos*»d. It should be shortened
.Lai*.
at least 20 minutes also.

PALACE, CHICAGO.
Chicago, May

& Ben-

thus will draw $525,000
profit after surrending the

who

4.

Something was the matter with
the Palace audience, or it is undergoing a change. That spontaneous,
good-fellowship failed to
William
materialize at this show.

The advent of the Shuberts and famous
their vaudeville to the Hippodrome
is of scarcely more Interest than
the retirement of the present management, which will continue to

operate the Pantages -Talbot continuoues untiUabout June 15. Duro^ime
ing the ocrimno.y of this
the Hlppodrorpe has attained an international reputation among performers as the most notorious
tread-mill in the world, going continuously from 11 to 11 with two
shifts of actors, each doing four
daily at heavy cuts.
i

Th» Shuberfs

and Gordon DoOley, the headliners,
suffered, owing to the severe cold
of William.

Gordon's Circus, for many years
seen on the small time under the
name of "Thalerio Circus," is doing
practically the old act. The laughs
are dervied from having his dogs
get after and tease a monkey.
Harry and Grace Ellsworth, last
seen here with "The Love Shop,"
came back with their own specialty.
They were on too early to reap the
benelits they deserved, but gave the
Here is a
show a Hying start.
couple that has everything from
personality to merit, both being
able to sing and dance.
Miss Ellsworth possesses a deep
crooning voice that is built to order
to sing "Mammy" songs, and, as an
added asset, a nimble pair of limbs,
while Harry need take his hat off
to no one as an eccentric dancer.
They put over a sweet hit, and
could have tied the show up in a

ppend some
$75,000 remodelling, and will build
out the balcony closeT to the stage
by adding a string of loges. The
house now holds about 1,400 and
the capacity will be padded about
400 by the alterations.
The Great Northern theatre was
originally opened as a high class
legitimate house and later became
the downtown stand of the dollar later spot.
"Janet of France" has made a
shows, reverting to first grade
two-act out of her offering and is
again with Shubert management ably assisted by Charles Hamp. The
will

(then called the Lyric) and in turn
thrown into small time vaudeville
under the current ownership. The
house is accessibly located, though
remote from the main rialto. It
fronts with lobbies and box offices
on two streets, Jackson boulevard
*>VA Quincy street.

act

is

carrying a

deadwood

little

in talk that could well be eliminated,
filling the space in with an up-to-

As

date jazz number.

it

was, the

act finished lightly.

SIgnor Friscoe has made his offering a commercial proposition to
boost the Edison phonograph, and
for his many repeated visits here
has worn out the novelty of his

Harry Holman and Complants.
pany put over a laughing hit with
his "Hard Boiled Hampton" sketch,
A new hotel catering to the pro- taking five or six curtains and a
fession is the Savoy Hotel, located couple of bends in one. Joe Laurie,
Jr., has added a lot of new talk,
at 3000 Michigan avenue.
It
has 250 rooms, with good though still Introducing the same
They forced
father and mother.
transportation to and from the loop.
Joe to make his curtain speech,
which added a few more laughs to
Mrs. Lew Butler gave birth to a his grand total.
son at the Wesley Memorial HospiWilliam and Gordon Dooley, able
tal April 28.
The father is with clowns that they are, with the asWaterson, Berlin & Snyder offices. sistance of Arthur Hartley and
Helen Patterson, did not seem to
be able to get started, as becomes
this was most
their reputation;
likely due to the unmistakable ill-

NEW

ACTORS' HOTEL.
Chicago, May

4.

There

Only

ONE
MAYBELLE
SMART SHOP
LENOF

i

I

!

MOIHSTK
503

.

—

145 N. Clark Street

Ml

1

TricesT'too reasonable for the quality.

gags that never

cut

his

He has
to a mininot caring to
strain his voice on the three a day.
The Carnival of Venice, a flash
act billed for Pantages consumption,
a melange of instruments and singing, made good as a closer to a
good

singing

fail.

Did you ever stop to think what real scenery, whether drapes
or painted, will do for you? Come up and talk it over. Let
us plan that new act with you or make the old one look
like new.

down

Let us do for you what

bill.

AMERICAN, CHICAGO.
Chicago, May

2S4

Miss Walker.

she gives to vaudeville

is

profit"*')

j
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"RAINBO GARDENS"
CHICAGO

CLARK AT LAWRENCE

FRANK WESTPHAL & RAINBO TODDLE ORCHESTRA
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,

episode,
having taken o'.-r the net
Hit

Interesting
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Single, without bath, $9.00
Double, without bath, $12.00
Single, with bath,
$12.00
Double, with bath,
$16.00

WE

;

and
and
and
and

SOLICIT

Up.
Up.
Up.
Up.

St.

Thoroughly modern.

Newly furnished.
Convenient to all theatres.
Free rehearsal hall.

YOUR PATRONAGE

NEW YORK COSTUME
LARGEST COSTUME

COSTUMES
137 N.

whi<h
•

"MARION"
505 W. Madison

PROFESSIONAL WEEKLY RATES

ma a

i

HOTELS
CHICAGO

"ST. REGIS"
516 N. Clark Street

showed nothing extraordinary,
as there wen- plenty of vacant seats,
which are the exception lure Sunday evenings. As
performer she
proved negative. As
likeable «iri
sle- made only the transition from
a lilrn close-Up to a vaudeville closeup.
Someone should had Miss
Walker into a corner and explain
t<>
her that vaudeville is no barnnhow affuir wIh-m- children come in
,sh»- needs sn net, coachfor pins.
ing, surroundings and m sincere effort before she ean make good in
this hjghly specialised
branch of
serious endeavor
Hail. ESrminc and Brice rurnished

FRED MANN'S

CONTINUOUS DANCING AND VAUDEVILLE
FAMOUS CHICKEN DINNEH8 AND A LA CARTE SERVICE

been heard When Mrs, Yeaman.s

siie

HOP

INN

»••».,

was a kid, thin portion run phoney.
In all she did 12 minutes. Ah a draw

II. I,

HAZEL RENE
Cliiraco

UNIVERSAL SCENIC ARTIST STUDIOS

was on Sunday night before anyone knew it
and drew no reception. She seemed State- Lake Building,
Pac -.e: Dearborn 1776
stage-scared, and if that was acting
it was the best she ever did.
She
mumbled and stuttered and then
said she felt she had little to say.
American or Chinese food As you like it.
Her feelings were prophetic.
She told a few scattered items regarding the movies, none new, and
T. T. CIIOY. Mkt.
shmi she. could. tiUnb. some. .dirt., but
..... TIT-}? FINKRT /J'V ,H&fTCX> CAI^S- IS« TJUJI WOV.UV..
she aldn t. Then she told a few kid
In the Heart of the Kiallo— Around the Corner from r.verj where.
stories, crediting them to several
TnK KrM)K/VOlH OF TIIK I'ROFFSHION.
lt\MMil III AMI (LARK 8TRKKTS, CHICAGO.
movie kids, but as most of them

—

!

- GOWNS
COSTUMES Ont
HATS HuiMinc

HARRIS

CHICAGO

ORIGINAL HUNGARIAN RESTAURANT
One

.ILL

THE BAMBOO

r

for your friends

MLLE. RHEA
MARYLAND 8INQER8
WAL8H and AUSTIN
KNOX and INMAN
MARIGOLD GARDENS
r-NIE YOUNG

ASK

her

we have done

COMPLETED ORDERS LAST YEAR!

4.

own dimMiss Walker is
That lets her ouL

Lillian Walker, in her

pled person, tops.

!

(Across from the Cort: next door to Woods' New Apollo;
Welcome
short flight up.
CIIK AGO.
NORTH DKARROKN STKKKT

RAM»I>

um

mum —apparently

ALEX SCHWARTZ

IKKNK
HA/KI

SHOW WITHOUT SCENERY?

time. He is now playing altogether
to the galleries and using some of
the old whiskered, sure-fire hoak-

orchestra struck a speedy tempo
and before the team knew it they
were working at a fast clip. At
their last trick they drew hefty
response, part of which they can

why

t

WHAT WOULD YOU THINK OF A

All

i>ut

J

MERCHANT

past and her appearance. She has,
STATE-LAKE, CHICAGO.
to say the least, strange Ideas of
Chicago, May 4.
the stage demands as enterMang and Snyder opened with what
tainment. She enters in "one" beSomehow the fore
strong man stunts.
a house olio and

Such delicious Hungarian-Yiddish food

3M-30R St«t«-Lakr

.

CHICAGO

ness of one of the brothers. The
boys did an encore in one, a burlesque hand to hand bit seemed
strung out to give the stage hands
time to set "An Artistic Treat," one
of the few posing acts that could
carry a spot on a two-a-day bill.

Is

Boom

he was formerly an assistant, then former, and succeeds in his sinrt'/e
Palfrey, Hall and Brown. He has attempts to entertain.
Billy and Moran slipped over a
Eddlo Clayton and Frank Lennine with him two talented girls, a
slapped over an entertaining line pianists and a violinists. He does pleasing act, blackface. The man
of chatter. The material Is worthy the business of coming up from the handles the comedy and most of the
and, as these boys handle it, it subway in the veteran eet illumi- dancing and the woman sings and
Black
In did a very snappy dance.
brings them their weekly check and nated with electric flashers.
The face acts have always been a Hot
Sheila Terry, with crossfire the girls are lost.
steady work.
Harry Peterson and Morris Lloyd, opening Is Unintelligible. But at the here, but the applause this duo resang and danced. She has appeared end, when Hall does his uncanny ceived sounded like a toy pistol, so
Rank
in the three loop big time houses unicycle dancing, with one girl at they didn't acknowledge it.
almost In successive weeks and had the baby grand and the other and Gould, a tramp and straight
no trouble in bringing the crowd's touching up a mean fiddle, the trio man, pushed their comedy for all it
hands together rapidly.
rises to unquestionable vaudeville was worth, and it was worth a lot.
The ~aet ,is a sat l.sf ectnr When a "pun" flopped the tramp
Delta Montroscv the. blonde* capti- volu^.
Steals middle-of-the-bill feature for junior would do" a 'little pantomime, ana
vating miss, was the hit.
on her act have been seen recently time. Went well at the end and got that always saved the situation.
and often, but Belle can never be laughs on Hall's eccentric comedy. The talk is brisk and easily caught
quite duplicated in her style of work,
Garcinetti Brothers, hat throwers, on. The straight sings one number
nor in the racket she creates. M js assisted by an amusing bulldog, at the psychological moment.
Nancy Boyer and Co. (two men)
Montrose was liked, cheered and opened well, getting big laughs
encouraged. To follow Miss Mont- when the hound played ball with came through with a human appeal
sketch.
It is not usual in this fourrose was a tough job and "The the house.
Healy and Leighton,
Spirit of Mardi Gras" handled the rare tappers and steppers, with a-day house to have a sketch in any
spot
but
three, but this one was
task like veterans. They have new some comedy and a special drop,
costumes and a newly arranged did all right. Langford and Fred- strong enough to hold this late spot.
The
idea
is that a boy robbed a jewroutine that insures the curtains erick in their superior satire did not
eler.
The jeweler goes to a coldthe act gets. The Mardi Gras Sex- whang it like they do on the bigblooded lawyer, demanding property
tette plays jass music in synco- gest time, where they belong, but
to satisfy his loss. The sister of the
pated fashion making the numbers were appreciated and left a sure
boy. who has left for the war, comes
sweet and melodious instead of impression of metropolitan aroma into the lawyer's office.
The lawyer
Even behind. James and Etta Mitchell,
jarring on the ear drums.
gets
a letter saying his son has been
though they are being featured the fast aerial work closed.
Lait.
saved by the boy robber, and the
sextewo shares honors with a glr'
lawyer pays the jeweler for his
singer who knows how to sing, and
losses.
The cast is sterling, and
RIALTO, CHICAGO.
two dancers who score two homers.
handles every line powerfully. Beck
Chicago, May 4.
There are few Henry Santry, Mardi
and
Stone had no resistance in getA thimbleful present to witness a ting the attention their singing,
Gras and Sophie Tucker bands and
Moving day nuttying and tomfoolery deserved.
this makes them more of a treat. first show miscues.
Margaret Young crammed in a few might have been blamed for the These young fellows made those out
numbers which were nicely taken. scarcity of "regulars," and those front forget their worries, if they
The three Lordens closed with their who didn't come missed the strong- had any, and otherwise ran in high
Bert est bill seen here for a long time. favor with the crowd.
familiar comedy and thrills.
Six Royal
Baker and Three Misses Dennis La Follette, Beck and Stone and Six Hussars flashed a first-class WardRoyal Hussars were the main robe, lots of appearance and good
show.
this
not seen at
squeeze. Denny and Louise Hurley playing on Instruments. It's
a closer
initiated the week with hand bal- par excellence and worked
by six
CHATEAU.
ancing, with the woman as the un- women. Willie Brothers and Hamderstander.
They present conven- ilton Walton not seen at this show.
Chicago. May 4.
The patronage seems to have been tional tricks, receiving more than
affected at most of the outlying first acts get because of the woman's
Fred and Elsie Burke
The latest in Men's
vaudeville houses. This house, with .strength.
Furnishings can be
a consistent policy of five good talked and danced, dancing being
vaudeville acts and a feature pic- their forte. The man is funny in his
had at
way.
The
woman
seemed
little
a
healthy
to
enjoy
ture, still continues
with her makeup.
They
business.
The feature picture for careless
21
No.
Clark St.
the last half was' Wallace Held in tried to brace up the act by leaning
on talk, but it was not strong
"The Love Special."
enough and they almost fell.
Selma' Bratz and company, the litNext Door to COI I'MBI A THRATRK
La Follette, with his two assisttle
lady juggler, proved » keen
took the usual sketch spot.
showman and never missed a trick. ants,
He
made
the lights seem dull with
Burkhart and Roberts, two men his rapid changes, magic and charART
with a thread of a plot built a.ound acter makeups. His offering is diC* MENRV
the Mexican border and what might vided into three scenes.
His first is
IYIeier & |ULLIVAN
be expected proved a laughing hit. a rapid change portraying a policeOne does a U. S. soldier while the man, old man and a Frenchman.
other a Hebrew comic dressed in He doea his changes behind a screen,
TAILORS
Mexican bandit style as shown by and those he does before the crowd
the newspapers. Their talk is funny gives a chance to study his wardMi II
I'KOI l>-hi\
and well handled.
robe. By strings he throws his po610 State- Lake Bklg.
CKic.igo, 111
Rawson and Clare in the sweet lice buttoned uniform back so as to
offering, "Yesterdays," never seems fold over bis French suit. The secto grow tiresome.
This act has ond scene is making up behind a
probably played more consistent book, on the stage, to resemble
"ELI," The Jeweler
and return dates in the West than Teddy, Jeff, Mutt, Lincoln, Jiggs and
any other act in the show business, Washington. As a finale he does a
TO TUB PROFESSION
and still remains desirable through musicmaster bit, burlesquing an orthe clean and likeable appearance chestra leader.
His feature and
Special Discount to Performer*
of both. Quite a few new and ef- closer is Chinese magic, which sent
WHEN IN CH1CAOO
fective lines have been added.
him off to curtains, bows and apAl Shane has now brought his act plause. La Follctto is a neat per- State Lake Theatre Bid*.
Ground Fleer.
down to small time quality. Whether
it is due to the fact that Shayne
has been working small time for
the last six months and has naturally gotten into this rut or whether
he deems it wise to make his stuff
meet the small time audiences'
taste, Shayne's act as run now is
only a good feature for the small
to the fact that they
performed so snappily at this show.
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San Francisco, May
the...

Orpheum

.

hap. a

4.

flfood

good. buisb results.

•how this week it ran unusually lite,
McCormick and wincneli, a good
making it heavy going for Ned Nor- straight with an exceptionally clever
worth, next to closing, and for comio, stopped the show cold with
Bronson and Edwards, who closed. really good talk, comedy and songs.
However, they were equal to the
Billy Hart and his girls gave the
task and finished with well-earned bill a strong comedy finish, with his
honors, although many left during familiar burlesque stunts and some
the Bronson and Edwards turn, as of the - lrl specialties also very well
thAv have
h»vA a routine
rnntlnp similar
sfmilnr to
tn Col
I'oli-i,_.i
they
lins and Hart.
Jack Josephs.
\
i

Blossom Seeley'a appearance with
Norwoth and Evelyn Wells, who cut

LOEWS

week's routine considerably,
last
helped greatly with his success.

CASINO.

May

Spn
George Jessel's "Troubles of 1920*'
The four acts making up the
made a dandy headline offering,
and there was considerable appre- vaudeville portion of the show at
ciation for this novelty, which is a
the Casino did not blend well, and
combination of playlet and girl act.
had it not been for the King offerIn addition to Jessel's personal sue
cess ^^"LoVen'wIrtliVnTlHormes mg, "What's Your Husband Doing?"
and Wells stand out prominently,
which was replete with laughter
Daisy NelMs was a big applause and good lines, the show would have
winner with a couple of operatic fallen 'way below the average
selections, concluding with familiar Proper running arrangement was
airs played on the piano. The audi- impossible with this type of acts
encs wanted more, but she took on one bill. A sketch was used to
Francisco,

4.

!

j

|

i

J
•

Fields,

start

the

off

vaudeville.

Frank

with
Bennie- Dale and Margaret Neville constirepeated her last tute the cast in the sketch entitled

easily

1

and the good maact contains in
practically wasted on the
incoming audience at the first show
Monday night.
Frank Rose and Olive Thorn were
They have appearance,
second.
personality and manner of delivery,
but their offering, which nnds the
g[ r i doing a Swede character and
tne ma i e a college boy, is unsulted
spotlight flashing, he went through f or t iu.j r tV pe.
They need an act
with a rush and was compelled to along different lines, but while doing
make a speech after his cornet play- their present one the male should
l n *«
eliminate the shrieking of the lines
Sansone and Delila gave the show in t h e various sections of the talk
a good start. The man's good show- j.' r ed La Heine and company, occumanship and heavy chin balancing pying third place on the bill,
stunts got hearty applause
brought some of the big laughs of
Jack Josephs.
the evening. La Reine carries two
girls, who assist on the stage, and
that enter from
PANTAGES, SAN FRANCISCO. an army of plants
the audience. The tall, skinny felSan Francisco, May 4.
low
is a comedy act by himself.
The Pantages bill this week was The act since last seen here has
suitable to any audience.
into more of a comedy
Rhodas Royal Elephants head- developed
turn.
It's a dandy comedy act on
lined, with the well-trained elethe »-ight kind of a bill.
phants going through their usual
Brady and Mahoney, offering their
speedy routine and holding every "Voyage on the Ocean of Fun,"
one interested. They appeared in scored a good -sized hit in the closclosing position.
ing spot.
The two men doing a
The De Michele Brothers were straight
and Yiddish comic as a
offl
r anrt * ob had ,he h °» se
w
£?TL7??J2:?'
?-rZZl hWghing all the way. The King
sers
3
y a
company concluded the show to 55
serioulis
plf vfng
pia>ing
scoring
fs
aco Hng
iremen
rem
usuai aat 8 fted audience.
dously.
|

week's success.
Ed and Birdie Conrad scored
equally
well
with comedy and
songs. Ed Conrad deserved all he
got from his Yiddish remarks and
drew howls from those who understand that tongue.
Mons. Grant Gardner gave the
show a big .boost.
The laughs
started with his entrance. Following some big introductory music and

-'After the Game,"
terial which the

:

director of the Alcazar, San FranBan Francisco, May 4.
Louis Morrison, principal
Reminiscences of the days when cisco.
character man of the Mac Arthur,
13 in AH in Downtown Dis- Haverlys Minstrels were leaders In will
replace Knox in the Oakland
theatricals were recalled last Fri- house as well as continue in the
trict—4 Film Theatres
day night in the States Cafe when cast.
eight of the tbrmc? member of the
Ban Francisco, May 4.
For the first time in the history company dined in honor of Billy
"Dream Street" comes into the
of San Francisco five theatres are Beard, former end man of the or- Curran the latter part of June.
under construction in the downtown ganization, now on the Orpheum.
district.
Work commenced on the
Harry Engel, sales manager for
new Curran at Geary between TayEdith Clifford, out here on the the Maurice Richmond Mi *.ic Co.
lor and Mason streets last week. Orpheum, plans returning to pic- of New York arrived here last week
The other houses going up are tures upon completion of her week for a ten-day visit on the coast.
Loew's State at Sixth and Market at Los Angeles. She started with
streets, Loew's Union Square at Tom Ince productions when she was
Rising from usher to chief i sher,
Powell and Post streets, the Grana- eight years old and expects to rethen to assistant manager f one of
da at Market and Seventh streets, turn to the Inco studios.
San Francisco's largest vaudeville
and the Junior Orpheum at Taylor
houses in less thai, three years, is
and Market streets, opposite the
filed
the feat of Art Frahm, present asapplication
an
Opposition
to
new Loew's State.
At present there are 13 large thea- with the Board of Health by E. E. sistant manager of the San Fran«

downtown

the

in

tres

Perry, proprietor of Canary Cottage,
resort on the beach highway, that
he be granted a license to convert
the dance hall into a sanitorium
for drug and drink addicts was
met last week at a meeting of the
executive board of the city and
Women's
Federation
of
county
Clubs. Residents of the neighborhood of Canary Cottage are strongly opposed to Perry's plans.

district.

These Include six film houses, two
for legit, two stock houses and three
vaudeville homes.
With the com-
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Rhinehart and Duff have dainty
little

managed

voices and

to please

second spot, harmonizing Dixie

In

the

'

Ive.

a big

share of the honors with their exceljjnt sketch, entitled "Through the
teyhole."
Rose, Ellis and Rose, with barrel
lumping, opened exceedingly well.
Jack Josephs.

LOEWS HIPPODROME.
San Francisco, May 4.
At the Hippodrome this week
hoakum had full swing for fully half
of the bill, the acts resorting to it
more or less to the delight of the

audience.

The Marvellous de Ouzos, with
some delicate equilibrium, made a
rather spectacular opening turn, the
difficult balancing atop bottles and
glasses getting good appreciation.
E. J. Moore gabbed himself into
many laughs during his magic
tricks, which Include the orange
trick, wherein he employs a couple
of •ranges. The hoak with the messenger assistant also secures big
laughs.

Mack and Maybelle
liked,

principally

man's

acrobatic

were well
because of the

dancing.
More
modern numbers would strengthen
the singing end. Hodge and Howell

ONE

itiiK.n

i

M»OT IN LOS ANGELES

GUSTAV MANN'S

BLUEBKD CAFE
E. G.

Ben

Woods
Light's

Vaudeville Revue

Famous

Orchestra.
Cuisine and Service Unexcelled,
First Class Talent Always Wanted.

ADDRESS
E. G.

Wood, Bluebird Cafe
Los Angeles

A. C.

I

»arne only, is "The, Palace of Joy,"
la Muscovice-Cumpert rechristening
of the oldtime Bostock enclosure
that started in the good old days as
Sea Beach Palace. The newness to
found her when it ouens same
day as Luna is merely in form. An
indoor swimming pool will vie on
the tame floor w.th roller skating
and dancing with a one-night-aweek fight program in the L section.
Diagonally across the way near
the old site of Loop-the-Loop, the
Thompson screamerv railway is
preparing to open a new ride.
Prices everywhere stay at the
Verdun day scale, hot dogs sticking
at a dime, except when sold baby
size at a nickel.
Feltman s shore
dinner, instead of refleetinc in its
new price something of the country's
wild state of high finance, is jacked
'

i

.

Francis Sunday nights.

CONSTRUCTION

rector

Sam Fox, music publisher, visited
here last week.

Arthur,

Oakland,

returned

last

the other oldtime everything-goes
dance and booze Joints in full swing

all

Police Commission.

be the sheriff's deputies long
before nut day. Lots of the Main
Street and Bowery fun or food merchants say that the crowds that arc

No amusement park is
on the section of the old Drean.land
site that Fox, the film man. bought.
City holds a twenty-year shore right
on the public park site behind the
wall of Surf avenue buildings that
the film man's buy includes, running east from Stubenboid's walk.
The depth of the bought strip in
the direction of the ocean is but
about 300 feet. A theatre insteaed
is predicted, but with Henderson's
at the crowded bulge of the Avenue
now a precarious investment, even
a theatre prospect on the property
cannot be anticipated by the regu-

coming down from Brooklyn and
New York now for a nickel save the
other nickel of their whole capital
to get back.

his

striker outside Stauch's a steady
sure-fire nickel grabber for its privilege of swinging a man's size mallet at a rubber projector that rings

complaining

of the season's start.

Oxygenated

The

Cabarets

cabarets, dying prematurely,

oxygenizing

themselves with
hope that something may happen,
are all trying to solve the problem
of maintenance without income, the
booze cutting
'most
everything.
Cheek-to-cheek public dancing at
all of 'them with the shlmmv lizards
getting away with Gomorrah stuff
through the banks of cigarette
smoke. Looking in from the street
at either the Prospect, the Brooklyn
House or the other honky tonk dance
but

is

to be shipped here for the

Francisco
Berlin

&

m^nag-

for

Waterson,

Snyder.

ALICE GENTLE'S SECOND
San Francisco, May 4.
Alice Gentle, &rand opera singer*
recently closed with the Mac-

who

Arthur stock company in Oakland,
was granted a final decree of divorce from Robert Bruce Gentle of
New York in Santa Cruz, April 26*
The custody of Bruce Gentle, a
child, and $75 monthly allowance
for his support was granted MisS
Gentle did not contest the

The following day Miss Gentle
announced that she would wed
going up

you.

may

is

New

by buying a nickel of suds you
sit In the front chairs and
make heavy dates with the ogling Gentle.
Venuses on the low stage forninst case.

could

1)

— sometimes—

this. city

By consent of the management, Granada Theatre. Partington was
Hugh Knox, director of the Mac- accompanied by Mort Harris, San

—

bell

Imperial

California,

left
last week for
York, wher^ he
will inspect the electrical equipment

which

week to replace Henry Shumer as
San Francisco, May 4.
Action by the Police Commission
last week means the closing of two
famous uptown cafes Black Cat clothes men keep dancing from reand the Pup. Recently the Paris sort to resort to pinch carriers of
Louvre was transformed into a hip hootch, grabbing an average of
a score a week. The concession
Chinese restaurant.
Two other downtown cafes are man's recreated old time Island in
miniature
will show Coney's old time
unable to allow dancing as the result of a decision pending with the life, with Wilson and Korean's and

a

the

of

and Portola theatres,

TWO CAFES CLOSED

—

John P. Young, managing editor
of the San Fr~ -cisco "ChiOnicle" for
43 years and a power in national

Jacob R. Proebstel, her manager/
Immediately.

MARKOWITZ

IN COURT

San Francisco, May 4.
Suit for $750 a month for the
separate maintenance of herself and
two children was filed in the Superior Court last week by Mrs.
Juliet Markowitz against Maurice
L. Markowitz, general manager of
1

the California Film Exchange.
The couple have been married for*
12 years.
She charges cruelty and
desertion.

lars.

The

—

——

THE PALS GRILL

HEADQUARTERS

GREEN ROOM CLUB

1

<•

—

CO., Inc.

IN

Jackmans. Hendersons. Vanderveers
and the spectacular pol ce Captain
Dolley were part of Its exciting life.
Eustace expects to plant his old
Coney show alongside Luna about
!

SPECIALISTS IN THEATRICAL FINANCING LEASING AND

.

enjoying a birthday back east.
Young wired Fred Bachman, manager of the act, that he would be
host to the bearded musicians, the
result
being
that
was
Tait's
swamped and a vegetarian dinner,
"a la House of David" style, served.

Even Big Dan Costigan with

Casino as comfortable and courteous as any house could be.

Otis Mitchell for Australia
Lack of Novelty
lack of novelty and enterSan Francisco, May 4.
prise in the new season's plans obOtis Mitchell has been booked fotf
tains even among the small gim- a tour of Fuller's Circuit in Aus*
crack catch-penny manifestation, trali a.
up to $2.75.
run by Chinamen, of the old KenLouis Stauch, one of the few of
tucky Derby miniature horse race.
Jerry Hr.-rigan of Casino Dead
the oldest old timers left. Is among
The Chinks have made the entries
the old dance hall gang hard liit by
San Francisco, May 4.
rabbits instead ot horses, and inMr. Volstead. Louis Is trying to
Jerry Harrigan, back stage doorstead of buyers at a dime per grind- man
balance things by charging for
at the Casino, dropped dead
ing their own selections to the wire.
everything, even the correct time.
April 28 from heart failure.
Hlfl old free gate is gone.
It's two floors of the Bowery is like sighting as one might grind a coffee mill,
film of Siamese-twinned players, to win a box of candy, must
bits now to sit and sip and dance if a haze
WHEN IN RAN FRANCISCO
dancers in relations, gyrations and slap at a silver dollar size metal
you like.
MKKT ME AT
The expatriated Eden Musee on postures that New York's notorietv- button that in turn projects a small
ball
into
or
out
of a cud.
Every
Sm-f avenue sti-lV *»ti«>ks its. dvinxf4.seek.ng Rev. Dr. Straton enjoys
soldier and aiding Red Cross nurse swatting and the Pennsylvania pic- time a bail eulei* '* cb»/- fcne rabbit
on that alley jumps up a few inches
at you from its front as «. timelv ture censors always excise.
The wonder of the Islanders at along an Inclined plane painted to fiOOD FOOD
ballyhoo showing how far the IsPOPULAR PRICES
land is keeping up with the times. their bad business start takes no resemble open country. The rabbit Anna Lnne, Between Powell and Maw>B.
The four-year old Chinatown Un- cognizance of the fact that the sol- first over the top wins.
CONTINENTAL HOTEL LOBBY
derground with its contiguous older diers and sailors that drew the bulk
Gumpert freak show on same block of the girl visitors to the resort
as the Musee. all tell the same tale aren't any more.
Jimmle Eustace, one of the youngof enterprise chloroformed.
The preliminary gateway, a month est of the old timers, this season
old now. v ith cork ng good shore business-managing the newest Sea
Thespians 9 Rendezvous Supreme
weather, has pot th»> concessionaires Beaeh Palace tenants, Is paper
and booth renters guessing. They maeheing a scenic of oldtime Coney,
feel
somethlns coming, but don't with the old landmarks preserved
know what it is. They're almost as they were when John Y. M>Kane.
it
-in
money, and think it Kenny Sutherland. William flaynor
Isn't
before
he became mayor— the
Tiivous.
Clay tone,
Btubenborda.

BLUMENTHAL &

SUTTER STREET

4.

into

Band (Pantages, last week), last
Wednesday night when a local celebration was held in honor of Ernie
Young, owner of the act, who was

(Continued from page
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was transplanted

a reception and dinner room for the
members of the House of David

CONEY WITH SKY HIGH PRICES

bill,

in

San Francisco, May

— Koster's, Inman's, Nadler's—where

the applause

Bonce and Duffy gathered

DINNER FOR DAVIDS
Tait's Cafe

cisco Casino. With Lew Newcomb,
manager of the he use, Frahm has
instituted house rules that make the

newspaper circles, died last week in
San Francisco a* the age of 72. He
was a native of Philadelphia and
Edward Seeman and Herman entered journalism when a youth.
Shoenig, theatrical promoters of this He was city editor of the Washingcity, have engaged Art Hickman ton "Chronicle" for four yea.s, comand his orchestra for a "Hickman mencing in 1873. He wrjte several
Ball," held every Sunday night in books, including "Protection and
a local ballroom. This is the first Progress," "The Growth of Modern
time since the orchestra gained na- Trusts" and "A History of San
tional notice that all of the musi- Francisco."
cians have appeared at a special
ball.
They do not play at the St.
Jack A. Partington, associate di-

I

with well-handled
Scotch character numbers, the cryIng number being especially effectof

hit

town theatres.

|

melodies.

Sammy Duncan was

structures there
will be another legitimate house,
one more home for pictures and
three new vaudeville theatres, giving the city a total of 18 large down-

!

j

new

pletion of the

was

spots
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SAN FRANCISCO ITEMS

j

bows instead.
Seeley,
Blossom

May

GOING UP IN FRISCO

scored big laughs with their rural
character talking skit, which has
several hoaky spots, though getting

ORPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO.
WMle

Jf rancteco
NEW THEATRES

FIVE

SAN FRANCISCO SHOWS
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Friday,

PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING
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SAN FRANCISCO
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July
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Island Is now
peeling, ten plain-

Though the

so bone dry

it's

Cafe

BIG

COLUMBIA

THEATRE

REVUE FEATURES

SAN FRANCISCO

GEARY
MASON

and

J

Friday,

May
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BURLESQUE

OPEN SHOP" PLAN
TO BRING RETALIATION BY UNIONS

CON NOW VOTES FOR
ONE PROMOTER LESS

.

Experience

Open

with

Syracuse.

25 Per Cent in Mu- f
sicians' and Stage Crews9 Wages—Managers
Assert Necessity of Pre-War Basis to Keep
Houses Open Next Season.

SHOW IN TOWN.

plan

is

the theatres were on the "unfair"
list.

carried out, that beginning

Although not permitted to be offiquoted, the statement was
made by a union stage hands'
executive that the open shop plan
and the carrying of stage crews
and musicians by the burlesque
managers would never materialize,
and was in the nature of a gigantic

September 1, the Columbia and
American shows and houses will be

cially

conducted on the open shop basis so
far as musicians and stage hands
are concerned, that date marking
the expiration of the current agreement covering wage scales and conditions between the burlesque circuits and the two unions.

The

'

any wage increase
the unions might ask following the

When informed of the union's
characterization of the announced
open shop plan and wage red ction
called for, as a "gigantic bluff," the them
1

stage bands' present scale. The letter requested a definite answer by
the unions, not later than May 15.

The

back by the

which

meet

will

in

7.
As nothing could
be done by the stage hands' international until after the annual board
meeting, the latter stated it would
be impossible to give an answer regarding the proposed "5 per cent,
cut on May 15 as requested. The
same condition applies to the musical union, the matter of the cut
being up to the executive board
Which will meet the middle of June.
Property men, carpenters and

The

reductions,

were simply

general
turn to

more

holds undiscovered

still

possibilities.

Again as an apartment elevator
man. Hunter shone as a blackface
comic of unusual attainments in
This was a
the scene following.
well conceived comedy bit, in which
the elevator man was instructed by
a woman tenant to get rid of a
horde of bill collectors in the best
(Continued or. page 12)

in line

movement toward

travel-

Ameri-

(A

P. of M.) receive now $78 weekly.
25 per cent, reduction asked
would bring their weekly stipend to
$53.35 weekly.

The

The wage scales for musicians in
burlesque and all classes of theatres
throughout the country are fixed by
the local unions, the national organizations
having jurisdiction only
over the travelling crews. The union
yellow card system reports, which
call for each show to have a stated
number of musicians and stage
hands has also been the subject of
much dissatisfaction by the bur"Itfsqus managero*.
••

stage hands' union it was stated
Tuesday no concession had been
asked as to the yellow report card
by the burlesque managers, it is
understood that the burlesque circuits will a.-k that the yellow card

May

he was very fast.
Well rather than turn back the
Jack we had grabbed on the advance sale I took a chance and announced through the local papers
that I had secured "Tiger" Bengal
the latest coast murderer among the
lightweights to box my own terror.
The sportin' writers here are a

pretty good mob and me bein* manager of the local ball club which by
the way opens up next week, they
give me a spread and piped a lot of
stuff about
what a demon the
"Tiger" was.
We had a whale of a house when
the gong sounded. Rengal climbed

into the ring and I nearly fainted.
the handsomest thing you've
seen off a screen and he had a bath
robe on that would make any of the
pugs put on blinders. A pair of silk
trunks nnd a boudoir cap completed

He was

You know Cuthbert tmed to he a
female impersonator before I hid his
grease paint and made a ball player
out of him and this "Tiger" guy was

THOMAS J. GRAY

'

the

ring

for

Instructions

I

Where

steamin' with rage, tore after this

—

—

my

Roumanian Faim Lands,

Women

and Children

in

Tomato net to move
make thfs guy lead, or
he would be the laughin' stock of

a finger and

water af'er submarine atta

k.

the town for the rest of the summer,
in the eleventh, which was the next
to the last round, Tomato stood flat
(looted and didn't move either hand.

German

Officers decorated for their "lhavery."
Tortured Canadian Prisoners of War.
Blinded BHtish Soldiers.
Shunting of Edith Cavel.

TiK°r looked at him and smiled then
over fo Mm "rrgmnritT '- ni'1
over the top rope talkin' to his

wn:

;<mk;r>g' of- the- "I.-.i/Wtariia."

Still

Germain Pianos. Bombarding Hospitals.
America's Crippled Soldiers.
Picture of the Kaiser, Crown Prince and Von Hmdvnburg,

seconds.

Comet Solo— "Taps.

THEN—Oh, yes, THEN IF THE THEATRE is STILL THERE, show Tin-: GERMAN FEATURE I'ihM. P.e bure to have the first title .-.how tfto label, "Made in

be abolished also.

|

(

lei

j

him

turned just

many."

t

'

The house was In an uproar, yellln' for the referee to throw them
both out of the ring. Tomato couldn't
stand it any longer, and charged into

Ti*er
like an enraged bull.
in time, und. puiliu' OnO
hand on the top of Tomato's he id,
Flash Slid. -"(iOfU.) NIGHT" quickly.
he pulled him toward him and then
sidestepped like a flash, lettin' Tomato dive right through the ropes
Future advertisement in picture trade papei
into the press box, where he Utyed
TITLE v\ 'RiTF.K Vv a\it:i>— Only those who can read n translate stiff.
li«- hit on his h'ad and nearly
German need apply- Answer, a. w. o. L.
broke his neck, of course it nras
out of the question for him to conPresident Harding seems to he fixing it far himself to he known as tinue anl tnete was nothin' to do
I

j

kid.

Anally told

I

First Poison (las Attack.

1921"

An official of the staae ban s'
STROUSE-FRANKLIN DISSOLVE
union, when asked what action, if
The title of Jack St rouse's "Girls
any, the unions would take in the
1
Am< ri< -an i. is to
event oi the burlesque men carry- from the Follies'
ing the "opt n shop" plan into effect, V he Changed next season. The new
stated this wick that the unions title will probably ho "P«-u Hell,"
would use every legftl method of III though undecided as yet.
retaliation in their power to com1>at
Strouse A Franklin, producing as
the open shop moVem< nt if it be- a firm for >evera! years past, have
came' effective in the burlesque dissolved the partnership. £trouse
houses.
next season will operate the f"irn<T
The probabilities rue the stage "Girls from ih<> Follies." and Frankhands and musicians, In thai '-vent. lin will have ^h<> other show "Round
following tin- inst tut ion of the opeji the Town.'' The lattoV ttttte Win be
•hop pan, \..!i place the, burlesque retained by 'Franklin,

will those "theatrical

There will be a big falling off in the sterna can business.
bird and chased him from pillar to
Think of all the dogs that will not have a chance to be carried in a bag. post. Tiwer stepped around faster
Hundreds of towns will not see their favorite stage citizens "in the than Leonard and made my fellow
miss about forty punches. Then he
flesh."
Slapped Tomato with his open glove
Furniture companies will notice a falling off In the sale of beds.
and
said: "I'm sorry I have to strike
Plan.
"American
Who is going to read those dressing-room signs,
you, but if you persist In following
Home Cooking"?
me about with that naughty scowl
on your face I will have to conTraveling salesmen In the smoker will then probably say, "There Is a tinue to strike you unceasingly.
show troupe on this train. I Just saw a fellow get on with nine cans of Why don't you box?
Tomato hit the ceiling from then
film."
One Hundred and Fifty Cerman Films have been purchased to be on and let fly punches from all angles, but he couldn't have hit this
shown in America News Item.
sap with a handful of buckshot. I
Here Is a sugKestion for the proper way to present a "Made in Ger- never seen anything as fast in my
many" feature picture. (Nothing like getting the proper atmosphere). life. For ten rounds he made ToOverture "Der Wacht Am Rhine," by the Mets Fife and Drum Corps mato miss. and never got his .hair
mussed. He was in and out like an
Recitation—"Me und Gott." Recited by A. Dialect.
eel,
but he didn't land a 'dor.cn
War Pictures Showing— Belgian Children.
punches himself, being satisfied to
Devastated France.
cover
up and make a sucker out of
Starving Servia.

wm

15,

would make Tomato step around as

ter* of

1

than

He

Burner has it that feature pictures will take the place of shows in most nearly was gassed from the smell of
Loregin sprinkled on this
Has anyone thought of the hardships that Codes'
of our legitimate theatres.
bird. To make everything copesetty
would bring? Think
he put one arm around Tomato's
The stage door man would not get any laundry to take out and have neck and kissed him on the forespoiled.
head. I've seen pugs kiss each other
after a scrap but that was the first
The local baggage man would not get a chance to smash any trunks.
time I ever see It pulled before they
The local garages would not sell so much gas to the town sports.
he conmixed it up.
Stage door theatre alleys will always be empty.
with the
At the bell Tomato, who was
tailors" spend their evenings?

pre-war

.

offices of the international

his folks threatened to
if he entered the ring.
said he could get this bird to do>
him a favor and that we could call
him any old name we wanted and
that he would guarantee that he

disown him

one of his old mob. He also had a
flock of chorus boys with him to
shriek him on to victory.
Th* gorilla around the ring side
The "Lay Off" season booked itself in a lot earlier this year. It prob- seats began to mutter and I could
Bbly wanted to keep up with the great advance that is being made In see the storm clouds approachin'.
Tomato took a good look at Tiger
show business.
and said to me, "What do you want
me to do, fight him or flirt with
hope
es,
we
pri
pre-war
back
to
intention
going
of
their
In carrying out
him." I told him to cut out the kidthe theatrical managers will keep away from pre-war jokes.
din' but to go in and try and get
this bird quick for some of them
The fellow who has charge of paying the f'.erman war debt seems marcelled eggs can fight like a
to be a better staller than those old-time theatrical agents, who always longshoreman.
When we walked out to the censaid, "Come back next Friday."

the reconditions now
going on in every line of business.
The recent decisions of the Columbia and American circuits to increase the percentage of the travelling shows, he said, indicated the
heavy expense the shows wore
under, and showed conclusively the
necessity of the houses making concessions in a financial way to the
travelling shows, in order that they
might be able to keep on the road.
The letter sent out by the burlosque circuits asking the 25 per
cent, wage reductions in the musicians' and stage hands' wages, which
follows, further explains the managers' position and the necessity for
the reduction called for:
"On account of the deplorable
conditions existing throughout the
country, in this city, and in the
burlesque business In general, and
in order to maintain our business, a
reduction in the operating expenses
in our theatre is absolutely necessary.
As. a resu't thereof, we
require a twenty -five per cent, reductlon in the present scale of
wages for musicians for the coming
theatrical season of 1 92 -191:2.
"We must have a definite decision
from you in this matter not later

can shows are i\pw receiving $G2.f>0
a week. The L'5 per cent, cut would
their weekly wages $49.38 a
week. Travelling musical directors

•

wage

tinued,

make

At the

to

some, but

comedy

operate, that would bring about a
condition that would result in the
throwing out of employment of hundreds of musicians and stage hands,
as well as thousands of others who
make their living in the burlesque
business.

Denver June

electricians (I. A. T. S. E.)
ling with the Columbia and

number

sufficient

in

By

which to many managers
to loom up as none too
rosy, it will be impossible to o. rate
their shows, the manager referred
to stated.
If the shows could not

the matter would have to be placed
before the executive board of the
organization,

most burlesque mon- gun shooting bad man thing, which
through clever pantomiming he
made extremely funny and the
slippery day collapsible stairway,
which has been going the rounds
since "McFadden's Flats," and then

TOMMY'S TATTLES

appears

demand for the
wage reduction sent
I. A. T. S. E. was that

like

not to be taken too seri-

champ but

his outfit.

season,

reply to the

per cent,

is

than hold up the comedy end of the
show. In addition to being a good
eccentric dancer, he's also a corking
ground tumbler, owns a singing
voice, does a musical bit with a

burlesque managers emphatically
denied that such was the case. One
of the biggest producers with heavy
interests on both wheels stated the
wage reduction of 25 per cent, was
absolutely necessary, if the showswere to be kept going and the burlesque houses enabled to keen ouen
next season.
The music. ans' and
stage hands' wa 'e cuts, he said,
were merely a part of a general plan
of retrenchment called for next season in burlesque, owing to the unprecedented poor business experienced on both wheels since the
middle of the past season. t'n-less
the burlesque managers find a way
to trim their sails for the coming

Columbia and American circuits calling for a general wage reduction
of 25 per cent, in the musicians' and

26

title,

ickers

bluff to forestall

the open shop plan will automatically result in union musicians and
stage hands refusing to work for
either the Columbia or American
circuit, the union men say.
An added complication in the burlesque orchestra and stage crew situation arrived this week, when notices were sent to the American Federation of Musicians and I. A. T. S.
EL national and local organizations
throughout the cities where the burlesque houses are located, by the

and evidences a thorough was taken sick after inhalin some
home brew so I was up against it
for a substitute.
I
burnt up the
wires tryin' to dig up some one to
make it a fight but they were all
tied up or didn't want a tough bird
like him on such short notice.
I was pretty near desperate when
Cuthbert told me their was a showin town and that one of the guys
with the troop was a great friend of
his and a corkin' boxer.
Cuthbert
said this guy would have been a

—

ously and while the superlative adjective "best," when applied to this
frolic may be open to dispute, it's
a decidedly agreeable entertainment withal, with Mr. Hunter, the
prineipal comie, standing out as the
chief reason for making it so.
He's versatile and energetic, Is
this Hunter chap, sharp shooting
all the way for laughs and getting

Inasmuch as both the American forthcoming executive board meetFederation of Musicians and Inter- ings.
national Alliance of Stage Employees
both have a basic rule in their conforbidding members of
stitution
either organization to work with
any one not belonging to their respective unions, the institution of

flageolet

going knowledge of burlesque comeFrank Hunter dy methods, working smoothly and
Clarence Wilbur with
a certain confidence that boLelia Ricord
Virginia Ware tokens the proper sort of basic exOussie White perience. In the first part Mr.HuntEthel Coatello er does a "wop" character, which,
Chas. Wesson
Lou Turner although legitimate in dialect and
Charlie Ward conception, falls several notches below his black face comedy role In
He stopped the
After trouping all over the Col- the after piece.
umbia circuit for 37 weeks, "The show Monday night with an acroin the secspecialty
dancing
batic
Best Show In Town" finally arrived
at the Columbia this week, the cur- ond part. This came after he had
some
15 minutes
stage
for
held
the
rent engagement marking Its farewell for the season. Notwithstand- with a talking bit, partly a monolog
exconversational
partly
and
a
ing its lenjthy siege of travel the
show's costuming and scenic equip- change with the orchestra leader.
ment was aces up Monday night.
Directly preceding his show-stopIt's a James E. Cooper produc- ping single specialty, Hunter had
tion, written and staged by the worked the audience up to a high
official Cooper librettist, Billy K. comedy pitch as the central figure
Wells, and featuring Frank Hunter. of a couple of familiar bits the old
Bits o' Comedy
Bits o' Laughter
Bita o* Melody
Biti o* Pep
Bita 0' Jazz
Bits o* Joy
Bits o' Class
Bits o' Ambition
Bits o' Fun

houses on the "unfair" list. The
union engineers would not be permitted to work in any house classed
as "unfair" to organized labor. The
next move would be to seek the aid
of the union transfer men. and as a
final card the American Federation
of Labor would be appealed to, to
Inform Its members who might
patronize the burlesque houses that

4.

air boxing
shftlg, hv.re„ n t ihe,. bill paglr Uftt week
and from now on there will be one
promoter less in the Held. I took
the veil after the show and come
pretty near havin' to take the fence.
Tomato was to box a guy who

BURLESQUE REVIEWS

BEST

The announced intention of the
Columbia and American burlesque
circuits to have their shows carry
their own orchestras and stage
crews next season, carries with it
the reservation of the right by the
producing managers of boch wheels
to engage union or unaffiliated musicians and stage hands as the manThis means, if the
agers see fit.

May

Dear Chick:
I
promoted an open

Circuit, Call for Reduction of

i

Air

Show Embitters Noble Heart

l

America's best "Golfing President."

but givs the light to Tiger.

The
Acts playing Washington
i.f

their

will
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be,
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AMERICAN MAY DROP

BURLESQUE INCREASES TERMS

J.

I BUTIER

ESTATE SELLS

EIGHT PRESENT HOUSES

FOR PRODUCERS NEXT SEASON

A general revision upward in
lavor of the producer of the sharing
terms on which the Columbia shows
have played the circuit houses heretofore will give the producer from
five to 10 per cent, more of the
gross on the Columbia wheel next
season.
This was decided at a
special meeting of the executives
and producers of the Columbia circuit held April 23. The Columbia,
New York, has played the shows on
a sharing basis of 45 per cent, of
the gross up to $5,000 to the traveling producer.
On $5,000 and over
the Columbia and the shows have
been spitting 50-50. Next season
the Columbia terms will bo 50-50
flat.
Th© Columbia, Chicago and
Hurtig and Searaon's, New York,
with the same sharing arrangement
heretofore as the Columbia, New
York will also spit 50-50 flat next

PAT WHITE LEAVING

The Columbia shows will open
next season (Labor Day) Sept. 1.
There

will be no preliminary time
played as in former seasons. Instead each of the shows will rehearse for a week before opening
giving the performance exactly as
if playing to an audience.
As an
illustration a Columbia show opening at Detroit will go to that stand
a week ahead, rehearsing in the
house it is to open at, the week
following.
The only difference between these rehearsals and dress
rehearsals will be that no costumes
will be worn.
The. reason for the
week advance rehearsals is to give
tho stage hands and musicians,
which will be carried by the shows
next season, a chance to familiarize
themselves with it.
It is understood that the reason for dispensing with the preliminary time this
season is because the musicians'
and stage hands' agreements expire

.H.,

X,

Veteran Burlesquer Going Into
Vaudeville

Pat White veteran burlesque
comedian of the Columbia and
American circuits will retire from
burlesque at the end of the current
season to enter vaudeville.
White and his "Gaiety Girls" were
the Star, Brooklyn last week,
where they closed their season.
White will break in his vaudeville
venture * full stage comedy turn,
out of town and then come into a
New York Keith house.
"The Gaiety Girls" with White
have been on the American wheel
for several seasons past.
Johnny Collins induced White to
take the vaudeville plunge.

at

American

,

yesterday (Thursday), for a three weeks' trip which
will take him as far as Kansas City.
Mr. Uerk's mission will be to look
BENEFIT
over the field for new houses, to act
as replacements for several now
on the American route, that are June 12 at Columbia, New York, to
$5.50 Top
scheduled to be dropped.
Just
which of the houses now listed on
Sunday night, June 12, has been
the American route will not be
played next season, has not been officially designated as the date for
given out by the American, but it the forthcoming annual benefit peris understood the replacements con- formance of the Burlesaue Club.
The show as on former occasions
templated number about eight.
will be called the Burlesque Jamboree, and will be held at the Columbia theatre. The prices of admission will be scaled this year
BEDINI
from $5 top down to $1. Last year
the show played at $3 top. With
the war tax included this year the
best seats will be $5.§0.
Billy K. Wells will write the book
New Mark for Burlesque Pro- of this year's Jamboree, Joe Young

CLAIMS

SHOW

COST HIM $43,000

ducing—To

Publish Music

Jean Bedini's new "Peek-a-Boo."
the

is

gypped

in

a theatre ticket

buying proposition by Wesson, and
another conversation bit, also In
one, between Chas. Ward, as a modified -Dutchman," and Clarence Wllbur, who does a cross between his
old Patsy Bolivar character, and a
hick. Ward is an intoxicated copper in this, the dialog including the
standardized "I won't pick you up.
but I'll lay down beside you," by
Ward as the cop, when Wilbur lies

down and

refuses to get
cop's request.

•

New York

left

summer

show at the Columbia
put the dollar, but with perfume,
this season, opening there May 16
the "let me see you hit him again"
playj*
a
preliminary
three-day break
bit in a slightly camouflaged guise,
a conversational bit between Hunter inat Perth Amboy, N. J. The cast
and Chas. Wesson, the straight, in includes Clark and McCulIouerh,
which Hunter, as an excitable Frank Sabini & Co., Seven Musical
"wop"

American Wheel Shows to Move from Standard
to Garrich, Former Home of Loew Vaudeville—*
Buyer Unknown.

..president of tfrr
Burlesque
Association

JJpi-y,

BURLESQUE CLUB

season.

The sharing terms for the Columbia houses next season in Baltimore,
Kansas City, St. Louis, Gayety and
Casino, Boston, Washington, and
Casino, Brooklyn, will be 50-50 up
to $0,000 and over $6,000 the show
will receive 60 per cent, of the gross.
Most of the other Columbia houses
will increase Uie share of the show
10 per cent flat. With the exception
of the smaller three-day stands the
shows have played in the greater
part of the houses, on a 50-50 basis.
Next season, in Omaha the terms
have been fixed at 55 per cent, to
the show up to $3,500. Over $3,600
the show will receive 60 per cent.
The Majestic, Jersey City, will give
the show 65 per cent, flat of the
gross, and the Orpheum, Paterson,
€0 per cent. flat.

to

Secure Replacements—*
Names Not Given.

—

Big Houses Sharing 50-50 Some Give 60 Per Cent.
16 Sh6ws— New Season Open& Labor Day— No
Preliminary Time for New Season.

LOUIS BURLESQUE HOUSE

ST.

Now on Road

H. Herk

I.

up at the

Besides the male principals mentioned there is also Lou Turner, a
good looking juvenile, with an excellent singing voice shown to advantage in a double "Mammy" with
Miss Costello, and in the finale of
the first part, "Opera Blues." with
Leila Ricord.
Miss Ricord is the
prima.
She has a real voice, a
sweet tuneful soprano and sings in
a manner that indicates intensive
vocal training.
The big number hit, "Bright
Eyes." Monday night, was scored
by Gussie White, who is also of the
soubret type and who, incidentally,
next to Hunter stands out most
prominently in the cast. Miss White

a two-footed dancer and a ground
tumbler as well, not of the ordinary
cart wheel variety, but a capable
acrobat with a complete routine of
tricks which she interpolates for
full value into her number leading activities.
But Miss White
was a bit too ambitious Monday
r.lsht and added a few wiggles and
a pretty close suggestion of a
•shimmy" movement in the finale of
the first part, that although grabSept. 1.
bing off heavy applause was imAnother special meeting will be mediately ordered out for the rest
held by the Columbia executives and of the week. An asset to any show,
this young woman.
The 18 chorisproducers May 15.
Following the action of the Co- ters are an average bunch, working
faithfully and accomplishing averlumbia wheel in giving an increased age results.
percentage generally over the cirThe principal function of the male
cuit next season, the American Burcontingent outside of Hunter, was
lesque Association executives and to "feed" the latter.
This naturally
producers held a meeting last Fri- left little opportunity for individual
day, and it was agreed that the scoring. While both men and woAmerican shows would receive a men of the company contribute good
general increase of from five to ten team work. Hunter is deserving of
His *wop" might
per cent, of the gross in the Ameri- a better show.
can houses next season. The in- be discarded with profit, and his
entire efforts concentrated on the
creasing of the sharing terms in blackface.
An inclination to roughfavor of the show on both circuits ness shown in his "wop" character,
was decided upon as an incentive and entirely absent from his black
to the producer to put on better face, tended to mar his Italian
characterization. In a bench poono
shows next season.
The American wheel route will be with Miss Costello in the first part,
cut down from its present number Hunter, as the "wop," slapped her
of 38 weeks to approximately 32. on the chest, and later placed his
Stiil later
JYet, o?> her thighs.
A committee""* as appointed" which two
he removed his shoes in the apartwill go to Washington and endeavor ment house
scene.
Stuff like this
to secure a reduction of the present not only isn't funny, but it's all
rail rates for traveling shows.
An- wrong for modern burlesque, cheapother special meeting will be held ening a good comedian, who for the
sake of a laugh descends to busiMay 15.
ness that the turkeys dropped years
is

Wav

Spillers, Jack Edwards. White
Trio, Chas. Mack, Henry Permaine,

Eary

&

Eary. The principal women
are Emily Earle Helen Stanley.
Pauline Anderson, Ruth Wheeler.
JOE FREED DISCHARGED
Gertrude Angel. The 12 High StepDetroit, May 4.
pers, an English dancing turn, will
When the charge against Joe
contribute a specialty and with six Freed came up for trial last Friehor!stors, constitute the ensemble.
day, the prosecution failed to appear
Tho production cost of "Peek-a- and Freed was discharged.
Boo," according^ to Mr. Bedini, will
Freed had been held in $1,000 bail
approximate $43,000, making a new for contributing toward the delinhigh water mark for burlesaue. Billy quency of a minor, Catherine Hayes.
K. Wells and Paul MeCullough
wrote the book. One of the innovaBURLESQUE CHANGES
tions will be a special musical score
written by Harry Archer.
Jack Singer's Columbia wheel
The music of the show will be shows, "The Lew Kelly Show" and
published, marking the first in- "Jack Singer Show" will have new
stance where songs from a bur- books next season. Frank Kennedy
lesque show have been published will write the Singer show and Abe
and offered for sale. Feist will pub- Leavitt (A. Douglas Leavitt) will
lish the score.
write the Lew Kelly book.

The

Herk has soia his interest
I. H.
In tho "Cute Cuties" and "Cabaret
Girls" to Mike Kelly and Frank

Amphion,

>

r
'

4

-

„.

r

the,

have some

was

in

a

run down neighborhood, although
only one block from the American
theatre and one of the most used
streets in

the city.

James Martin was the manager
house for the past season,
Leo Reishenbach, who
for a groat number
of years.
This season the house
failed to draw as it had during past
of the

following

was manager
years.

81

WEEKS' STOCK RUN
Company Moving from Ksnsas
City to Los Angeles

Kansas

May

City,

4.

engagement.
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manner—all

parts well played."

NOW VOTES

(Continued from page 11)
out of it, and it took about a dozen
coppers to get him out of the

—

M

polished

4.

For the first time in many years
the Gayety. a burlesque, has closed
due to the slump.
The management announced that
the theatre will be remodeled and
thai- pictures., fhown duiing tho

»:

Hj*sw~

'

May

Milwaukee,

>

•

SENDING OUT COLORED SHOW
Rube Bernstein and Arthur Pearson have started production on an
all-colored show to be readv in the
fall. The piece will be ealled "The

w

RUTH ROBINSON

11,

location of the house in

'

-^asjMMa**^

comedy punch of the after-piece. The finale of the afterpiece in par*^
rough farcical skit full of hoko, ticular, with the choristers tn Indian
COStumes, and hacked by a picturesque mountain landscape lull st;tt,'e
s*t,
augmented with good
lighting shaped up like a Broadway
Presenting a condensed version of May Irwin's 'Widow by rroxy,"
production number,
a good sized by Catherine Chlsholm dishing.
crowd Monday ni^ht, noticeably lesg
VARIETY said: " — u comedy sketch <»f considerable value carry
than the mid-season capacity, but the vehicle through In clever style dialog fast and
to ih<- point, keeping
fair
rating
in
view
business,
of
apartment interior. The first part
the entire uo minutes of running time well
with comedy that is
bits Included a variation of thr al- present theatrical conditions.
productive at all times.
MISS ROBINSON plays the widow role in a
1U

The

last few years seemed to
effect on business. It

<

!*'

ago.

vith-

New York

in

and later burlesque.

Williamsbufgh,

A

kiss,''

was completed

week.

Forest P. Trailes, an,
representing the Butler
estate, purchased the property for
a corporation whose Identity her*
.is
unknown.
The Butler estate,
besides the Standard, owned the
Century in Kansas City, and stock
in other theatrical concerns. It la
understood that the corporation
would continue to present Amerilast

The HI Jinks Musical Comedy
Brooklyn, heretofore playing pop
vaudeville booked by Otto Shafter Company, headed by Al and Loie
Damsell, with whom he has been starts with stock burlesque Monday. Bridge, which has been the attracassociated in tho operation of the Tom Coyne will produce the shows. tion at the Empress for 81 weeks,
The company includes Coyne's will conclude its engagement May 8.
two American wheel shows menpartner, Ed Manning, Bob Nugent This is the longest continuous run
tioned for some time past.
ever made by a theatrical organiza"The Cute Cuties" title is to be and George Heather.
The burlesquers will have the tion in this city and has proved the
changed next season, "The Pace-makers," its former monicker, be- house during May, June and July, surprise of amusement circles in
which it returns to the West. The policy has been a
ing considered for a revival. Both following
short musical show and picture, with
vaudeville.
shows will have new books.
three performances daily at popular
prices. The company will go intact
to the Burbank, Los Angeles, where
it will open May 15 for an Indefinite

the

useful 'dollar for a

of sale

attorney

Jinks

Aside from this inclination to vulContinued from page 11)
garity by Hunter in the first part,
way he could think of. As one after the show Is 100 per cent, clean as
the other appears ho shoots and regards dialog and action.
In a
black-jacks them in turn for a suc- production way "The Best Show
cession of house rocking laughs. [n Town" was up to modern standThe first part is pleasing but lacks ards at the Columbia Monday night.

ways

4.

theatrical holdings outright to a
corporation for a sum said to ex*
ceed $1,000,000, and the transaction,

STOCK AT AMPHI0N

BUY "CUTE CUTIES"

<

but funny, with Clarence Wilbur, the
second comedian, and Kthel Costello
and Virginia Ware, ingenue soubret
and soubret respectively, working
with Hunter, was productive of
plenty of laughs in tho first part*
This took up the third scene, an

May

Louis,

tit.

The James J. Butler estate, which*
owns the Standard, sold all its

can Burlesque Wheel shows at the
present site of the Century theatre
in Kansas City, but the shown comand Sam Lewis the lyrics, and Wal- ing here, it is said, will play at the
Maurice Garrick, which has been closed since
ter Donaldson the music.
Kane has been appointed in charge Loew moved to the West End secof publicity and the program. The tion of the city.
The Standard theatre property
entertainment committee is Rube
Bernstein, Henry Dixon and James will be offered for sale, while the
E. Cooper. Dan Dody will stage the Kansas City property will be leased
to
the
new corporation.
The
show.
Last year's program for the Jam- Standard was the oldest playhouse
The operating here. Jack Reid opened
boree grossed about $9,000.
show did about $3,500 at the box the house in 1883 with "The Power
of Money," a drama in which he
office at the $3 top scale.
starred. The house played during
its reign drama, musical attractions

'

BEST SHOW IN TOWN

»

1 1 •

<i

I went up to pay him off the next
day at the theatre, ami he told me
that he had always considered
prizefi^htin' brutal, and just accepted this match to prove his theory
that any Intelligent person with a
little
knowledge of boxin' could

make

thr average

and win a

fight

fighter look silly
killiix* his

without

opponent.

HOwever, the local papers Kive me
it, so I am throuph as a
promoter for thr> season. Next week
we open our baseball season, and I
will be up there wfth this bunch
I've got you, mark what
fell you.
the best of

1

Your

old first

bason

in,

Con.

M
Friday,

May

EDITORIALS

1921

6,

13

WHAT HOTELS MIGHT DO.

"MAKING NEW YORK WRY"

Reconstruction Is talked of everywhere save In channels helping the
personal outlay of players. In greater or less degree all ranks
of workers
are benefiting by pries concessions in commodities and utilities idenTrad*- Mark Kcsiatersd
By JESSE WEIL.
Ufl
Wlth th6ir *cUvitle«- F rom outside the profession the actor gets
Ji
IV
consideration
only when ha flghta for it Though, s^son in and season
A one a?% play. All stags, Victrota, screen and pianola rights fres.
©tit, aiding this, that or the other cause by personal
contribution or
•1MB BILTMRMAN. PreslSsat
Scene—Oowrt room during trials of desperate characters caught carrying
New York City services, professionally or altruistically, no one comes forward to help liquor.
114 W«st 46tb Street
him. Living expenses of players, compelled by the changing manner
of
Judge Mr. District Attorney, are you ready to proceed?
their habitat, are always maximum. To the average citisen
SUBSCRIPTION
a hotel or
D. A.— Ych, Your Honor. I have the evidence all bottled in bond.
restaurant
is
a
random
resort.
To
the
players,
hotels and restaurants are
tt foreign....
A.»bo«I
fg
Clerk, call the court to order.
Judge
his home. The average layman spends an infinitesimal part of his yearly
8«ngl» copies. 10 cent*
(Voices from Jury Bos) I'll take Scotch. Make mine rye; gimme
income for hotel lodgings or restaurant refreshment. The player spends
'? "'"
CMfrsftCsf pari of his income thus,
» 4
120
VOL. LXII.
No. 11
Judge-^Db you think you are At a DootWggers* von rent am? in <»fg on
first case.
T
An investigation by a number of theatrical men, covering the nine theDefendant It wasn't a case, your Honor; it was a half pint.
A barber shop with 50 chairs is months of the amusement season now closing, checked up a gross hotel
Where Is the evidence?
J.
^
being laid out in the converted bill outlay the country over from players of all sorts, of more than
(Six policemen enter guarding a half pint bottle.)
,«
Knickerbocker Hotel office building. $4,000,000, the money being distributed throughout the country, with New
D. A. Judge, will you try the evidence T
The annual rental for the shop is York's quota revealed at 16 per cent.
Being it's home made, let the Jury try it first.
J.
150,000.
(Business of jury trying it and choking.)
Some influential theatrical organisation might animate the movement
Kntire Jury—"tlUIMY. Deserves life."
Gabor
Sterner,
the
Bring on next case.
J.
theatrical by making a specific attack to bring something like a concession for
manager of Vienna, expects to players in the matter of hotel rates. A request from such a source to
D. A. The defendant had a pint of Scotch.
reach New York next October. Mr. the hotel men's associations of the country with an outline of the
Def. It's real stuff. Judge.
Steiner, one of the best known of advantages to be gained by hotels that would make a 10 per cent conJ.—Let's try It.
Jury Judge, let's see the evidence.
the Continental impresarios, intends cession of entire hotel bills to players surely would get a hearing and
(Jury all taste it, finish bottle.)
remaining two months to look over perhaps swiftly produce results. The 10 per cent, concession prevails
throughout England and there is no reason why it doesn't here.
Jury (to defendant) You have no more of this left?
plays.
Def.— No.
J.
Wait a minute. (To defendant) Do you know where yeu can get
The Orphcum Circuit headany more of the same stuff?
quarters in the Palace theatre
Def. I think I can if you give me a little time.
bu tiding have installed a dictograph
Is ART perishing throughout the land?
I'll suspend sentence until tomorrow.
Call me up at this number
J.
interdepartmental
telephone
sysAddressing a bsdy of advertising folk at a luncheon talk last week an tonight and you had better hustle. Bring on the next case.
tem.
"art professor" emphatically declared it is.
D. A. This man had a bottle of gin.
He cited a gross of paid
admissions to films of Greater New York within the past year of 327.J. (calling clerk)
Go out and buy some oranges. I'll try this the same
Edward A. Wcinate.n, formerly 000,000 to but 800,000 clicks of the Metropolitan Museum's turnstile, where way.
secretary to Walter A. Jordan of no admission fee is charged.
(Business of Judg3 and jury mixing oranges and gin.)
The observer of Art's decline further
(Sanger & Jordan) hr>8 associated qualified Art's patrons by pointing out that of the 800,000 free admissions
That's pretty good gin. Where did you get it?
J.
with Georgia A. Wolfe in the to the city's permanent exhibits, many were merely curious visiting tourDef. I bought it from that fellow there (pointing to man In jury box).
dramatic and musical agency busi- ists and many others repeated visits of students or others engaged in
How much is that a bottle?
J. and Jury (to man pointed out)
ness.
Weinstein Will manage the studying the exhibits as models.
Man Oh, I'll make a fair price to you boys. How much can you use?
musical ^department exclusively.
(Business of Judge, Jury, District Attorney, Policemen, etc., etc., giving
Obviously the censpr of native lack of interest in
Art as compre- orders.)
The "Eileen" revival will be hended by the museum's fine and priceless displays—Art—
Bring next case.
J. (a little tipsy)
contended that films
stored for the summer at the com- aren't art. Occasionally the screen
D. A. Next case ie man who made home-made beer.
will stimulate by its capture of feelpletion of its St. Louis engagement ing an* beautiy.
don't
like
beer.
He's guilty. Haven't you a case of rye?
J.
I
but only occasionally. Saying the films have no art
this
week, and will reopen in and saying the public pays for dross and neglects
D. A. Yes, here's a man with a quart.
the real is but saying
September.
That's the stuff, bring it in, quick. (To clerk) Have some ginger
J.
again, What has been true of all ages, in paintings, in statuary, in I
ale and cracked ice served.
literature.
Tho Theatre Guild has a new act
(Business of all jury, etc., mixing highballs.)
That's fine. Have you much left?
drama by Bernard L. Rethy lined
J.
The members of the American Assocation of Advertising Agents, to
Def. Sure, I have a whole saloon full.
up for forthcoming production. whom the critique was addressed,
are reported to have been astonished
J. ;.nd Jury
Give us your address. You aro discharged and I would
The
piece
is
titled
"Happyy
n * findings of the art critic. But the man who lectured brought them
advise you to sue the city for false arrest.
Marriage."
>,4% new point of view. The advertising expressionists didn't wholly agree
D. A. The next case is four bootleggers.
with him. But the professor pooh-poohed Greenwich Village and all its
Let's taste their stuff.
J.
(J. and Jury, after trying the stuff)
It's
Lewis & Gordon have acquired-jK votaries as all the contemporary magazine
examples of art in cover terrible; all guilty.
Vaudeville rights to a comedy play- designs or interior
drawings.
Bootleggers
But,
Judge,
are
jury
week.
next
on
the
let.
"Love Is Blind." written,, fry
Art, he said, is decadent.
(Voices from jury box) My case is up next week; so is mine and mine.
Bernard L. Rethy which is pubf Foreman of jury to Judge)
Judge, myself and most of the men on the
lished
in
the current Issue' of
••
are out on bond themselves and their cases may com e up next week,
jury
Magazine."
The pro-i
Young's
and as these four gentlemen (pointing to the bootleggers) will be on the
ducers are readying the piece, tor
Jury, we find them NOT GUILTY.
immediate production.
Just a minute. (Looks at book) Yes, you are right. My own case
J.
is due next week.
The Central, Jersey City, a new
D.
A. Mine, too.
By
house owned by Harring & Blum%
Discharged, and don't you fellows forget us when
J. (to bootleggers)
enthal scheduled to open Wednsgr
you are on our jury and our cases come up.
day of last week was. unabl t"b
J. (to D. A.)
many
How
more cases have we to try?
open until last Friday. The openAt the Broadway this week Dallas Walker, who hails from San
D. A.— About 3. WW.
ing hill of eight acts was booked
Anteine, can handle a lasso. Her first costume was a cowgirl make-up,
Well, pick out about 50 real good ones, real stuff only. We won't
J.
by Fally Markus.
of black velvet trousers with the waist of orange satin. More elaborate be home for a week and bring on the GOOD evidence never mind the
was
her mauve tissue cloth, with silver fringe running up the aides prisoners; just get their addresses and tell them we will mall our verdicts.
Lou Edelnvan has replaced Elvia
of the trousers, while the tie and sash were of blue.
(Cue for song)
Bates as manager of the PhiladelThe miss with Nat Nazarro, Jr„ in her short dress of salmon pink that
Oh, Gov. Miller was a great old soul, etc., etc.
phia office of Horwitz & Kraus.
had the skirt consisting of frills, looked very nice.
Edelman was associated with the
Hubert H. Kenny added more dancing to the bill, and like Nazarro had Fords still carry their own orchestra, but have discarded the fancy coslato Frank Bohm.
the assistance of a very charming woman in a ballet frock of white tulle, tumes and are now wearing the conventional evening togs.
with the bodice of silver sequins.
Dorothy Jardon has not eltered her act since appearing at the Palace
Lynn Cowan, Bill Bailey and
earlier In the season. Even her gowns remain the same. But one might
Estelle Davis, accompanied by Mrs.
It was essentially "Gent's" night at the American (first half), with only add that Miss Jardon was in better voice this time.
Bailey, arrived in New York after
The Watson Sisters amused with "Horsepltallty," in which they tell
.four women on the bill, and each accompanied by the opposite sex.
a trip around the world.
Florence Seeley made a cute kiddle in the Alexander Sparks act, with some new and old jokes, more of the latter. Kitty Watson wore a sweetly
Raymond Hitchcock, the come- her short dress of pink and lace, while upon her golden curls she wore pretty frock of a delicate pink shaded chiffon, which was patterned in
silver sequins.
From the waist to the hlp-Une satin was used, which
dian, drove out of Ashtabula, Ohio, a huge bow of pink satin.
Four Jacks and a Queen, with Adele Jason, remains the same as when had on the edge bunches of silk colored grapes. Dainty were the knickers
last week, $300 poorer than when
he drove in, all because he did the it played this house last season. Miss Jason's first dress was black satin worn beneath, of pink satin made tight at the knee, trimmed with flowers
square thing by a farmer whose with the top of sequins. Over this she wore an unbecoming brown cloak and ribbon. After Fanny had worn her riding suit of s'ate gray cloth for
rig his automobile demolished. W. and the white shoes and stockings didn't help it any. Pink net frills was a little while she changed into robes of purple velvet, puffed at the back
D. Ilutchins, truck gardner of Gen- the prettiest frock displayed with the silver sequin top, and panels of from which trailed tho train. Gold net and beads formed a panel down
eva, O., was driving toward Ash- colored spangles hanging from the waist. Pink feathers were bunched at one side, while the hat was on the small side heavily decorated with
v.
purple plumes.
^
tubula with a load of produce. Near one side, corresponding to the feather on the left shoulder.
M*.
Dainty was the little lady of Lawrence and Lyons. She made a charma small town he was overtaken by
Erlanger's
Little
Girls
seems
too
bad
A.
"Two
in Blue'' can't be
It
L.
ing
picture
in
her
frock
of
lace with large daisies of gold as a design.
a large automobile which skidded
Ono of the reasons is the show lacks
on the wet pavement and crashed This was veiled over a foundation of black satin with a bow of gold tissue termed a Broadway success.
comedy. The biggest laugh Tuesday night at the Cohan's was purely
into the wagon. The horse suffered at the side.
In Bob Ferns' sketch Nellie May wears two frocks, the first of black accidental, when Oscar Shaw, In his number with Marion Fairbunks.
a broken leg and had to be klHed.
The rig also was damaged; Hutch- lace, trimmed with large orange roses, matching the sash of chiffon. tied his legs together with the ribbon they used for the dance, making it
ins was hurt. Hitchcock, who was The other dress was grey taffeta with ribbon streamers flowing at the almost impossible for him to move. Rather a good idea to keep it in. Of
the cast Mr. Shaw deserves first honors. He works with rase and has
en ro^te to New York, was driving side. The hat matched of grey, with flowers round the crown.
Mr. Shaw's wardrobe was Immaculate, except
a pleasing personality.
the machine.
He surveyed the
damage and asked Hutchms to drive
For beautiful dresses sec the Ford Sisters in their new act, "Follies of for iliejboois with the brown uppers, worn with his mornir.g suit and
topper.
to the next town with him and 1921." at the Palace this week. They have an outfit that is a credit to
As far as a production is concerned, this show has not many rivals.
"settle up."
They came to the Na- their costumer. First they appear in crinolines of lace with bows and
tional hank of Ashtabula where flowers of blue tacked here and there.
The bodices had black velvet The costuming is one of its greatest assets, the work of Anna Sj>encer.
reads the program. One gown worn by Muriel Lodge, In the second
so
Hitchcock paid HntehittS $300.
around the waiot-Iiiie shaped into points at the front, the rent was lace,
and adorning their beautifully dressed hair were wreaths of tiny rose- oct, was magnificent, made entirely of gold fringe, in one-piece teaching
Jessie Bonstelle has been commis- buds. Then there were Spanish costumes of silver sequins, with cerise from the shoulders to the feet.
Other costumes ir. this act came In for applause. One set were of g<»!d
sioned )>y William A. Brady to try roses on the tips, and a bow of the same shaft* tied tel front. The ever
...
_.. Clots, .ed#£& with Sxmnv* while. Abe ..Ponies looked like fajrlss. on the
out a new piece in siocfc'wf t'H Her "gracoiul friantiFfas^'ere of white T.o ve.
Detroit company. It is called "The
The most effective outfit was the black jet affairs at the conclusion of Christmas tree, in short dresses of silver tinsel with thelight-iitting
Whoever selected the girls for this show knew
Si Ivor Wedding" from the French the act. They were made short, opened in front and showed panties that bodices of silver cloth.
of Paul Geraldy.
matched. Silk sashes of burnt orange shade made a bright color with the a pretty miss.
Youth and sweetness Just floated over the heads of the Fairban!.*
silver beaded tassels on the ends. The hats were black, turned up with the
Tommy Gordon has replaced Sam- orange shade, while decorating one side were birds of paradise. The twins, in the title roles. It was a good thing for those present that one
wore pink and the other blue, to distinguish them. Their evening gowns
my Lee in the farcin fantasy. 'Capwere charming in simplicity, of net, with bands of ribbon on the trifle
tain Kid's Kid," which opened three
weeks ago. It is a new turn written and dispensed with his services at better than to light a cigaret in a hip-hooped skirt, daintily trimmed with flowers. Emma Jar.ver. who forand produced by Dan Kusel. co- the end «»f two weeks. Grey allekei theatre?*' The man looked at the got at times she was playing a French woman, made a striking figure in a
draped gown of tangerine shaded satin, that had the train (called rudder
featuring Gordon and Peggy Hope. breach of contract.
manager and shot hack:
"Don't
by Mr. Ilowland), lined with silver cloth.
you kno%v .better than to out a #how
Evelyn Law was, perhaps, the evening's success with her legman »
Island is anHenderson's. Ci
on like this'."
A musical show recently arrived
dancing, She completely stopping the show in the last act.
nouncing a hi*: torn* vaudeville
flopped.
and
Quite
promptly
novel and effective was the closing of the second act. tfcswli g
Broadway
on
policy t.» starl M
Bf.
Hart Tyler, of TyU-r and Sinclair, the interiors of three cabins, and also the upper deck upon which the
being taken off aftev a few weeks.
Through his Sttorney, Nathan Though there was much trouble has Invented a buffer tor furniture. chorus char.t. Tho most popular number seemed, "Oh me. Oh My. Oh
Burfcaa Prank H. Grey, musical di- around the troupe during its brief It jh a little disk, rubber tin-d, which Vou." and Who's Who With You," sung by Mr. Shaw and Marion Fairhouse BSSffSSSf was fits over the raster and prevents banks.
the
rector, has
brought suit Sg. inst battle,
Accessary fur
KVtryone knows how hot It is In India but it w.i
Carl Hyson, the dancer, for four handed one laugh. A natron started the mailing of walls and walnsr
The device is being sold fhe girls to tarry sunshades on board ship. When the ait banks twin*
weeks' salary st S7 n *eek, Hysan to take he air. Before reaehin* the eOStlSg.
»>«
and
for
use
on
appeared
waring
white
fox
The
manphonographs
with
collars
it
and
coats
cuffs
made it
cigaiet.
«e
lighted
exit
cona
eaffSged Grey under a contract
doubtful as to what kind of weather it really was.
"Don't vou know the Uk*.
taining u four weeks' notice clau e ager exclaimed:
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PROFITS FINANCE SHOW?
Said

Trial.

Have Backed "Brevities"

to

Ruffalo.

Mav

LAY MEMBERSHIP PROPOSAL
REJECTED AT EQUITY MEETING

4.

Intimations that the financial back?•>>

"

/

Jivg '©5

4,

iJroad'.v;>y..

from the

K'ftvi, i*j.H'!

.

tapping swindle staged in Buffalo
years
ago were made
by District Attorney Moore In the
case of Charles Drucker of Cleveland, who is being tried here on
charges of having swindled a number of wealthy Canadians. Testimony adduced on the trial show*
that one of the slickest bands of
crooks ever uncovered ODerated in
Buffalo during the war and that a
core of wealthy Canadians were enticed to Buffalo and swindled out
of over three-quarters of a million
dollars by an elaborate wire tapping

—

—

At the Astor Hotel meeting of the
Actors' Equity Association, Tuesday
afternoon, this week, a recommendation of the Equity Council that
there be a lay membership permitted was unanimously rejected by
the gathering after provoking a
storm of protest.
The Council's recommendation

was mentioned by Frank Gihmore

just before the close of the meeting.
He said the Council proposed that
It is charged that Drucker was lay
members be charged $20 jear'y
one of the ring loaders of the gang dues, or a life
membership for $200;
and the name of Nicky Arnstein is that they have no clubhouse or vote,
also mentioned.
but could
plant.

On the stand Drucker testified
that he was the owner of a string
©f men's furnishing stores in Cleveland and the middle west and that

—

President Emerson Explains
Recommendation Brings Protests
About Five Different Contracts 1,194 New Equity Members Since Equity
Shop in Effect Four Managers Named.

came Council's

profits of a gigantic wire

several

-

attend

and

meetings

would then be grouped on the
Berton Churchhill was the

sido.

first

to

He said "this money grubbing" was beneath the dignity of
the money with which he backed Equity; that Equity had won a victhe "Brevity" show came from the tory cleanly and Equity should
profits in this line of business.
maintain it in the tame manner.
Frank Sheridan, following, enThe principal backer of "Broad- dorsed Mr. Churchhill's sentiments.
way Brevities*' was supposed to be
Ben Ruben, a Cleveland film man.
It was understood others were associated with him, though Drucker's
protest.

A woman arose and

said

that

to

should be tendered to

all

who had

permit lay members would be the taken part in the Equity show at
open sesame for spies at meetings, the Metropolitan, Sunday night. He
who could report all proceedings to stated -arrangements were being
those most interested. A suggestion made to give an Equity show in
that the lay membership be limited large cities like Boston, Philadelto 500 was made after Gillmore had phia, Chicago and San Francisco,
stated in answer to a question how with the talent to be drawn from
many lays would be taken In, "the Equity members then appearing in
more the merrier." The suggestion those towns. For the purpose of
was the subject of the same an- completing arrangements, he added,
Hal Briggs had been engaged on
tagonism.
The Astor meeting opened at 2.45, salary. The receipts of the Met
for members only, and ended at night were as yet unknown, said
1.45.
About 600 were present. John Mr. Emerson, nor could he then
Emerson opened it, in the chair, re- state what the Equity's share
marking he was there under the would be.
Mr. Emerson exhibited four constrict orders of his physician and
could not remain over 30 minutes. tract forms, each with a different
On the platform with the president stripe. He said they were all the
were twelve men and one woman. same, with a clause exception, and
Among the men were Frank Gill- that another contract form he did
more, John Cope, George Arliss. not then have with him (presumed
to have been the P. M. A. form).
Grant Stewart and Frank Bacon.
(Continued on page 23.)
Mr. Emerson said a vote of thanks

SINGER ASKS $21,590.

!

De Lys Sues Concert Pro-

August

Under the

1920.

23.

first

the extent of $11,590.

Her second cause
volves

about

for action rs-

another

contract

whereby the defendants agreed to

any manner.
show's

manage

the plaintiff's concert tours,
failed to do. to her alleged damage of $10,000. The defendants,
she
alleged,
were to
organize the Edith de Lys Co., and
secure professional, operatic mnd
phonographic engagements for her
during the life of the two years'
contract.

producers

which they

tated this week Drucker In no way
was concerned with "Brevities" as
originally put on. He explained that
after the show left the Winter Garden, Ruben sold a certain amount of
stock to Herman Sacks of Buffalo
who may have disposed of his purchase. Drucker's name does not appear on the books in any way and
Yiost of the stock is now held in

STARDOM FOR DIX0N7

escrow. This week Rubens disposed
ef the remainder of his stock in
the show.

Dillingham

Reported Framing VeNext Season.

hicle for

believed the Doyle and Dixon
was precipitated when Dixon
Jumped into Fred Stone's role In
"Tip Top" at the Globe recently.
The opportunity presented itself
following Stones' mishap which ha*
kept him out of the show for the
past two weeks.
Dixon went into the part on short
notice and has made good. Stories
connecting Dixon and Dillingham
It Is

"DULCY'MDISBANDED
Paragraph Comedy Closed
in Chicago

at

split

Cort

Chicago, May 4.
"Dulcy," heralded as an overnight
sensation, failed to stand the gaff
here and departs this week from
the Cort, the company being disbanded and the show closed. Its
future plans are not announced

a new starring vehicle for next
season are current.

In

here.

"Duley" was founded on a character in F. P. A.'s column in the
New York Times, adapted by George
S.

Kaufman, dramatic

paper.

and

is

HAMMERSTEIN'S FIRST

editor of that

George C. Tyler produced it
said to have given up a piece

the property to II. H. Frazee,
majority owner in the Cort. for the
booking at that house.

EMILY MILES

of

With a stop limit of $10,000, the
pi< re fell below it four consecutive
-wees
T-* :*!>»•• Htrtm** in "Sni«»>
as Silk" follows.

Who

has replaced Janet Adair

leading feminine role at the Winter Garden Mist Miles has been a member of various Winter Garden companies for the past six years, playing Irene Franklin's roles on tour, and
the present engagement is now in the line of a direct promotion.
in the

SHERMAN QUITS

IN

HUFF

PEOPLE OF "THE FOLLIES"
Florettl Zeigfeld, Jr.. has

Lowell Sherman, the vagabond in
company of "The Tavern,"
to
resignation
his
telegraphed
George if. Cohan* following the rethe local

cent

announcement

that

would assume the rol< Win
opened in Atlantic City.

Cohan

n the plaj

shennan «as especially Incensed
because Cohan humorously stated he

each

a

this ..inorah..

GEO. MOOSLR'S PLAYS

will

be tried out late

Edmund Loew and
.

Elizabeth Risdon head the cast.

engaged

Vagabond of "Tavern" Resents Channing Pollock and Gene
PIANIST SUING EQUiTY
Buck to
Cohan's Announcement.
write the "Follies" book, and VicSam Wilson, a pianist, is prepartor Herbert and Rudolf Friml to
ing action through his attorney,
Chieapo. May 4.
eo:nposc half
dozen

Wilson's attorney, when calling
the Equity's attention tr the fact.
was informed his client did not
prove competent. Wilson alleges he
was not given an opportunity to
show Whether he could play or not.
feeing dismissed without a trial.

Arthur Hammerstein has placed
in rehearsal the first of two comedy
dramas which, together with one
musical show, completes his producing program for next season.
The piece is called "The Front Row"
and is by Rida Johnson Young.

The show

'*.-

Jacob Steifel, against the Actors'
Equity and Hassard Short, claiming
a week's salary. Wilson contends
he was engaged by Short to play for
rehearsala of the Eouity show at
the Metropolitan Sunday.
Wilson
says he reported to Shaw to play at
ihe~ rehearsals whrn he was informed that his services were not
wanted.

.

>

nected will) the corporation as a
stockholder or officer. There is no
truth in the report that Drucker recently bought out Ben Rubin's financial interest. "Brevities" producing corporation is at present in a
state of reorganization but Mr. Tannenbaum denied Rubin is associated
the

the Globe's summer attraction. If
the "Follies" gets the house "Scandals" may be assigned to the Liberty again.

was guaranteed $250
a week for 20 weeks "for her services as soprano in an organization
to be formed by it" (defendant),,
plus expenses, as well as 25 per cent,
of the gross receipts above $2,500
a performance and half of the gross
about $4,000. She admits receipt of
$450 and- says she was damaged to

ments had ©no Charles Drucker con-

of

'

contract she

Brevities" says published misstate-

One

•Tip Top" will close for the
son Saturday, the Globe going dark.
The decision to end the run was
made Monday after Charies Dining*'
ham and Fred Stone talked the
matter over. It had been expected
Stone would be able to return to
the show this week.
When the
plaster cast was removed from hie
foot, doctors said it would be im*
possible for the star to appear inside of another two weeks, though
that was not certain. Business baa
slipped badly since Stone broke his
toe and for the last two weeks the
show played to a loss.
The closing of the Globe stirred
reports of Ziegfeld's "Follies" taking the house for its run this summer.
The tentative plan outlined
calls for the "Follies" at the Globe
with the first ten rows priced at
$5.50, the proposed scale increase
going on account of the smaller capacity of thv3 house as compared
with the New Amsterdam. George
White's "Scar.dalu" was named as

A $21,590 breach of contract suit,
based on two counts, has been filed
in the Supreme Court by Kdith de
Lys, soprano, against Allen & Fabiani, Inc., concert managers, arising
from two contracts entered into

Samuel W, Tannebaum, counsel
for George Lo Maire's "Broadway

in

Played to Loss During Absence of Fred Stone

moters on Contracts.

not mentioned when the
show's finances were reorganized at
the end of the New York run. Following the Buffalo allegations, reports on Broadway were that Ruben
promoted the show, attracting support from outsiders and investing
very little cash himself.

it

RUN

AT GLOBE THIS WEEK

Edith

name was

with

1921

6,

"TIP TOP" CLOSING

DID WIRE-TAPPING

Chas. Drucker, on

May

Friday,

or

Will Try Out

Two— One

With Fran-

cine Larrimore

more

ditties for the lyrics.

cast will contain Ravmond
Hitcheock as chief comedian; Mary
Mil burn, prima donna; Miss Baton,
dancer (retained from last year*a
show); Mollis and Charles King;
John Clarke and W. C. Fields, the

The

jug.i:l< r.

eould play the part "better than any
other actor in the world. " Sherman
Gross Under Guarantee
telegraphed Cohan, asking if he had
Cleveland. Mav 4.
been properly Quoted. Cohan wired
The Shubertl are understood to
back that he had been. Sherman
have guaranteed "Pittrr Fatter''
Countered that lie was •through
with the Chicago closing feat Sun- $4,1(00 to play the If anna theatre
day.
\here last week. The gross was $4,100.

George Mooser

is in action again.
next month he plans to
try out a play entitled "Amarilla of

Some time

Clothes-Line Alley/' with Francinc
Larrimore and the supporting cast
of
"Nice People" at a special
matinee.

$1,000,000

INCREASE

Indianapolis, May 4.
An Investment In Indianapolis real
estate 18 years ago has produced a
valuation of $1,000,000, as disclosed
in the details of the Marcus LoeW
lease for 99 years for the new State
theatre.

The property Covers

I'O.ooo

square

feet.

Major Slated for Rochester.
Miss Larrimore did the piece In
stock some yean ago, while the picSyraeusej May 4.
ture rights were sold to Famous
John Major. managi r of the Emand a feature produced with Mary pire here until the hou°e was
Pick ford about live years previously. dropped by the Erlanger-Wolff inAnother play Mr. Mooser will terests, is slated ifor the post of
have tried out in Mock is called "A manager at the Lyceum, Rochester,
Wiso Child,' by Graham Jones.
owned by the Wolff estate.

»

May

Friday,

6,
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HIT ATTRACTIONS

SEASON THROUGH IN MAY,
B'WAY SEES PRE-WAR CONDITIONS

WANTED ON THE ROAD
Out-of-Town Managers Asking for

Broadway

Successes.

former Dull Summers with Only Few Shows Here
Again -Five Houses Going Dark Eight Shows
Existing— Only Three Sell-Outs.

—

—

McNAUGHTON RECOVERED. TOURING MGRS: ASSN.
Will Return

With Wife
in

to

New York

With general talk of bad business
on Broadway and the road claimed
to be impossible, a hopeful sign for
next season is the call from man-

ASKS LOWER SCALE

Foil

agers of the intermediate stands for
the Broadway hit.
Many of these
into films almost
completely or at least it was so beClassification
Naughton his final discharge.
ate
lieved.
The same places are send* With
five houses going dark at showings to stop is "Mother EterAlice Lloyd (Mrs. McNaughton),
ing in requests not to be passed up
attracnal"
The
Casino.
film
was
week,
e
ght
at
the
the
of
CirOrpheum
end
her
completing
upon
the
The Touring Managers* Associa- when the routes are settled on, oftions either closing or leaving and operated at a cost of around $10,000 cuit tour in June, will return to
fering to cancel or postpone picture
the
one special film existing. Broad- weekly and during its three weeks, New York to sail July • on the tion has made applications to
showings if time can be arranged
backers
said
dropped
stage
clearly
its
are
have
is
to
(International
situation
husband.
E.
S.
business
her
T.
A.
Aquitanla,
meet
I.
to
way's
for hit attractions.
The season is virtually in total around $60,000. They figure They anticipate sailing for New hands) and American Federation of
defined.
One New York manager interSome managers say the however to pull out a profit through York early in September, McNaugh- Music ans requesting that each preted the booking
"shot."
requests from the
ton's doctor having placed no reR '.alto has returned to a pre-war the sale of state rights.
create a lower wage scale road as pretty good evidence that
union
The balance of the picture field striction upon his movements.
basis, with the season finding a conseason for the union stage there is no pientitude of "smash"
next
clusion in May and comparatively remains about the same, with the
The complete recovery, as report- hands and musicians who work in films. This agrees with the recent
few attractions offered for summer. "Four Horsemen" at the Astor ed, of Tom McNaughton is viewed pop price 51 attractions, as dis- comment on the failure of r maFor the last two years the seasons leading the list. "Queen of Sheba" as remarkable by those having some tinguished from those who work in jority of special film showings to
(Continued on page 19.)
have' fused one into the other.
idea of his ailment when In New the Broadway or $3 shows.
eutch on in Broadway legitimate
Weather conditions this spring have
York a year ago. Local specialists
At present the carpenter, elec- theatres.
in
a
been equally as favorable to theatrichance
said
had
one
he
then
Several of the current special pictrician and property man and musiOPENING AT SAT. MAT.
cals as last, when it remained cool
thousand.
cal director of a $1 show receives tures originally to be booked as
and there* was copious rainfall. Top
leaving her husband In EngAfter
shows
similar to "Way Down East"
the
Mi cd Marriage" Gets Into Frazee
the same minimum wage as
coats are still the rule and not a
land last winter and seeing he was
-r
»th House For it
stage crew heads of department and and the "Four Horsemen" will bo
straw hut is yet in sight, pretty
properly cared for, Miss Lloyd releader with a show like Ziegfeld's disposed of by the state right methgood evidence of the weather break
turned here to fulfill her theatrical
od.
"Follies."
"Mixed Marriage," the St. John engagements.
Last week she was
and a sure indication that the bot- Irvine drama,
is to be revived again
Conferences were held this week
tom is dropping out in the legti- and will open at the Frazee Satur- held over for a week at the Orpheum,
Angeles. Her dates along that by committees representing the T. "WHIRL OF
xnato field.
day matinee. It will continue there Los
time have been a series of suc- M. A. and officials of both unions reThree Certain Sa'.l-Outs
for regular performances for two
Besides her hold over at Los garding the asked for classification May Be On Century Roof This
The list holds but three certain weeks. or more. The house is avail- cesses.
her and wage reduction for next season.
Summer.
They are able through the withdrawal of Angeles, Miss Lloyd will play as
present.
at
Bell-outs
The T: M. A. committee was inengagement a return
Orpheum
final
Silk,"
which closes
"Sally." the musical smash at the 'Smooth as
formed the matter would have to be
Winnipeg.
at
The "Whirl of the Town" closed
New Amsterdam, which is still top- Friday night and goes to Chicago
placed before the forthcoming anBoston Saturday after a two weeks'
ping everything in demand. "The for a Sunday night premiere at the
nual meetings of the executive
run in the Hub. The sh"w had four
the Little and Cott.
at
First Years"
TICKETS boards of the stage hands and mu- weeks in Philadelphia.
Vt PRICE
It will be the fifth
theatre for
'Lillom," the new success now at
sicians' unions, to be held in June,
Boston is where the Jimmy Husthe Garriek. All others have slipped "Mixed Marriage." The piece was "Night Watch" Discount Coupons for consideration before an answer
sey show came to a disastrous finsome
with
heavily,
originally
on
the
Rramhall
or
put
at
slightly
either
Distributed
could be given.
ish early in the spring and the BosIt was then moved to
of the hits failing to sell out early Playhouse.
ton papers dwelt at length on the
the Times Square for special matiIn the week.
The Shuberts in plugging the last
same scenes .being used in both
Summer prices are already in nees, later going to the C3d Street few weeks of "The Night Watch." at
SUSPENDED.
productions.
After the Century are distributing in a
run for regular performances.
the
"Lightnin* "
evidence.
The show is to be revamped and
closing there it was put on for co-operative scheme with restau- Ciars Carroll Let Go On Pies of
leader, though still with the nonwill open the new intimate theatro
special
matinees
at
the
Punch
and
rants a ticket entitling one or two
Attorney.
musical leaders in money drawn
atop of the Century in about three
weekly, has lopped off the Satur- Judy, recently closing. The Frazee persons admission at one-half the
weeks.
Boston, May 4
day night top, with $3 now the date is actually the first regular price on the face value of the reguAnn Codee, featured In Philadelshowing in a Broadway house.
lar box-office ticket
Clara Carroll, the 18-year old phia, will not be with the show when
price aa against $3.50 through the
John D. Williams is due to offer
Placed on the cash and cigar- chorus girl with "Two Little Girls
winter. "June Love," a new musireopens. Frank Orth COrth and
it
Eugene O'Neil'a "Gold" at the Fra- stands in a restauraunt on upper in Blue," which finished at the Colcal piece at the Knickerbocker,
Cody) will aiso be out, tho team
Seventh avenue, and stacked up, onial Saturday was arra'gned in asking and receiving
which won close to $16,000 for its zee late this month.
a cancellation
exiting patrons are free to help the Municipal Criminal Court here
first week, will drop its top from
of a 30 weeks' contract with tho
themselves. On the* coupon is Im- Saturday, charged with the larceny Shuberts.
$3 to $2.50 after next week. By that
Moran
and
Wiser also
TREASURERS'
BENEFIT
parprinted the compliments of the
of a diamond and sapphire studded with the show and who worked
time many other attractions still in
the bracelet from Patricia Clarke, a
ticular restaurant at which
the going will likely follow the lead. Club Holding
jointly
with
Orth
and
Codr in a
Thirty-second Annual ticket is obtainable.
dancer with the company.
Several summer parks tried to
specialty may remain with the show
Show Sunday
open last Saturday. But they were
The girl was given a suspended or go to London this summer.
easily a month ahead of time. BeThe Treasurers' Club of America COHAN AND "DREAM GIRL" sentence of six months in the House
sides, a heavy rainfall spoiled any
of Correction after her attorney,
will hold its thirty-second annual
"The Dream Girl," the musical Herman L. Roth, of New York, had
chance they may have had and the benefit show at the Hudson, Sunday
CHI'S "IRENE" CLOSING.
comedy by Rida Johnson Youn* and entered a plea for leniency. The
would-be
"tapped" the
theatres
night, the proceeds going to the
Victor Herbert latter the *ojr«.
crowds aimed for the parks. At that club's sick and burial fund.
r(?cor(1
End§
at Chicago
After Run of
The
>,
former book and lyrics, has been
grosses showed a decline in most fund Is also employed
22 Weeks.
oth€rw e „ pollCMi lnat 9nc had not
to aid disbought by George M. Cohan, who
cases, with any benefits attained abled
realizaa
w!th
bracelet
taken
the
members. The entire takings will produce it shortly.
probably going to neighborhood goes to the
The Chicago company of 'Irene"
tion of what the act meant, had not
club, all expenses havThe piece was slated for produc- tried to dispose of it and was the will be withdrawn Saturday and
houses.
ing been underwritten by the thetion last season, but Edward Macwill close for the season, having
Weather conditions admittedly atre itself.
sole support of her mother.
Gregor and A. L. Erlanger, who held
favorable, the real explanation of
Roth also called the attention of completed a 22 weeks' run. The atAlfred T. Darling, manager of the
the r ghts, relinquished them, giving
the shrinking box. office statements Royal, is in charge of the show,
the court to the fact that when the traction opened at the Garriek, Chias reason their Judgment that the
had engaged a professional cago, to excellent takings. Since
Is to be found in tightening finances.
girl
which includes many star turns, ina story that Is only
Department stores, are reported cluding Leon E, Errol, William dream motive
bondsman, Immediately following moved to the Studebaker to promilitate asrainst its
would
dreamed
dropping employes by the hundreds, Rock and Girls, Ona Munson, Nat
her arrest, to bail l.er in the sum vide an opening for "East Is West,"
"Irene's" top
showing the low water mark of re- Nazzaro, Jr., Rooney and Bent, public acceptance.
of 15,000 that the bondsman had It slipped steadily.
The financial world is Mary Haynes, Thomas K. Shea,
charged her $250 for the service and gross at the Garriek was around
tall buying.
r
dubious and is awaiting the settle- Jane and Katherine Lee, Phil Baker,
was holding a ring worth $. >50 as $29,000. It hit low at the StudeThis resulted in Judge baker two weeks ago at $12,000.
security.
Blent of tangled war reparations.
Marie Dressier, Six Brown Brothers,
Dale Winter was switched from
criticizing the action of the
Dowd
Harry
Carroll,
Gertrude
Hoffman,
Shows Closing
professional bondsman and declar- the coast "Irene" last week in an
Whiting and Burt, Fay
Attractions through this week Juliet,
effort
to boost the takings, on th<»
be
would
him
from
bail
no
ing that
and leaving houses dark are "Tip Marbe, Johnny Dooley and Yvette
accepted by his court in the future. strength of the Winter name In
Love," Rugel, Billy B. Van and James J.
Top,"
"Spanish
Globe;
Chicago.
Thursday of last week
It was also pointed out by AttorCreole
Fashion
Plate,
Live Corbett,
"Three
Maxlne
Elliott;
ney Roth that while the ring was the Vanderbilt Producing Co. de"Mother Grace LaRue and Hale Hamilton.
Ghosts,"
Nora Rayes;
originally said to be worth |5.000 cided to pull in the show believing
Florence Moore and Will MorEternal" (a film), Casino, and 'The
the value of it has depreciated to whatever fresh box office interest
The rissey will be the announcers. The
Sacrifice," Greenwich Village.
provided by the cast change, would
$1,000 since the arrest.
latter attraction
opened Monday Treasurers* Club affair is usually
The ring was stolen from Miss be spent in another week.
the biggest of the season's
ono
of
and stopped Tuesday.
Miss Winter will return to
room in the
dressing
Clarke's
performance.
Freak attractions saved two other benefit
coast "Irene" show, opening nt the
theatre.
from going dark, for the the withCurran, San Francisco, May 15.

The

latest report

from England

concerning Tom McNaughton is
that his physician has given Mc-

Requests Stage Unions to Cre- towns have gone
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drawal
Girl"

of "The Rose
the
Ambassador,
Canadian soklier

"TAVERN" MAY RETURN

week

this

the

at

a

•Dumbells,"

Atlantic City,

May

"SACRIFICE" OUT

4.

"The Tavern," with George M
show ("Biff, Ring, Bang**), will enCohan in the role of the vagabond,
ter.
At the Frazee when "Smooth
is due here at the Apollo Monday.
as Silk" leaves Friday night for a
The company which will support
Sunday opening in Chicago, "Mixed
him is that which played Chicago
Marriage," which started as a m;ttiand ie appearing *n Cleveland &kl*i
nee 's"ho w, will be rev \ad for a t w<
week. John Meehan Is playing the
weeks' date, the company being colead, having replaced Lowel Sheroperative.
man, who withdrew in Chicago.
Openings
is
believed Mr. Cohan's apIt
Two other openings will mark pearance in "The Tavern" here is
the
the coming week, replacing
designed to permit the show to
"The again play in New York with the
final
pair of withdrawal.
Last Waltz" will succeed "In the actor -manager
Reports are thai
Night Watch" at the Century, and the piece will be sent into the Hud"Phoebe of Quality St reef will son
two
weeks
in
succeeding
follow "The Trial of Joor. of Ai
"Nemesis" there.
into the Bhubert.
Roth new shows

"The Sacrifice" was Closed after
second performance Tuesday

its

evening at the (Ireer.wieh Village.
Which is said to have received
$1,500 on a three -week guarantee,

j

•

i

'

arc musical,
production.

There

is

being
little

recent

reason

Shubert
for

con-

h»v'
which
attract ions
up long runs. Good wenthei
alone will keep some going through
May. Rut unless some unsuspected
loins of worth are dug Up the dark

tinuing
piled

!i<

use
tlic

list

first

continue to mount
of the special picture

will

M cars'

Shov* at Time.. Sauare

John Henry Mear> l> negotiating
to brini bis mw
iv I tli Selwyn A Ct
review Into the Time* Sauare for

summer.
was originally intended to put
Ihe show into tbe Republic, but Ihs
plan was abandoned oiflna to Insul

tin

It

Me lent capacity,

bu'. >w4vtni

V*r a tt

.-u-t'u.n..

withdraw

money

from

ofllce

refused.
cash, but

very little
Manager
olowoff

to

box-

the

There was

was

it

wanted

led

it

the

to

Bernard

Gal-

lant is about decided on calling off
f<<r the Village house.
the sea

on

GEORGES FLATEAU'S RECITAL
Georges plateau, who
..?
"boulevard"

ALEXANDER LEWIS SWART

qflll

i-,%\

T)\f I'OUngOJM member of the Actf'renel
ors" E&QUity Association, and so introduced Hunday right last at the, da.

Emerson.
Metropolitan by John
President of Equity, at the annual
Show.
The vouTigslcr Is a little over one
,e;,r old. born April 15. l'.»20.
.us Heckler, of the Bronx Opera
House, is the child's grandfather
Mr. Ilecklef is going on to 70 and
has been 45 years in theatricals.
<
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xt
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players'

secure
reason for
will

"SALLY."
Mary Hay left "Sally" at the
Amsterdam Saturday, with Kathleen
Martyn from tho Ziegfeld "Frolic,"
opening In the role Monday.

n
Its

,

Hay

.gave io her. not'-cc. ...de%^„
to the efforts of her husband, Hick
Hartholomess, who objected to the
engagement, as it kept them sepPicture
arated most of the time.
work consumes most of his t me
during the day.
.

M.ins

When previously reported in
Variety Miss Hay would shortly
leave the show, the Ziegfeld staff
emphatically denied it.

in

to the
iii ting
secure a number
'••''•
d here next
e*
i

Hcason by The Musk,
orgni

give a

songs

the Apollo theatre, Sun:t:l
for Paris next
will

.t

MARY HAY LEAVES

CORT'S COLORED
The John Cort

all

SHOW

S00II

-colored Miow,

•Shuffle Along," authored by HI s!e
is due to open tbe latter
part of n<-xt week at the 6.°.d street
The concert hall is bom;
theatre.
renovated and a tie* anion hi lit,
"Shuffle Along" has received g^'»d
notices *.-ut of town.

and Blnke,

•

—

LEGITIMATE
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Friday,

6,

1921

"Phoebe of Quality ing dollar bills away on the streets at the last minute, because of the.
later.
advance sale of seats and also beStreet" (Barrle's "Quality Street"), with ads.
M M«ry,**
4th Week). cause "The Whirl of the Town" did
(Colonial,
musical show, sucShubert
new
anynot
come across strong and vacated.
coming
Nothing on the boards
ceeds next week.
"Two Little Girls in Blue," Cohan where near this hit. Got $26,800. For the last week here the "Whirl"
did
about $10,000, much lower than
revue)
(not
(1st week). New A. L. Erlanger Biggest musical comedy
necessary for the success of a show
business In years.
musical show. Opened Tuesday.
this
type.
of
week).
10th
(Cort,
"Dulcy,"
Tyranny of Love,* Cort (1st week).
strong and piece is drawing vir"Buddies" (Wilbur, first week).
Charles Cherry, Estelle Wlnwood Though boomed for an all -summer
week.
through
capacity
tual
woulded
for
a
Played to capacity house at openand Brandon Tynan featured. run and press agent
Rates as comedy leader of newer
opened some weeks ago as be season's sensation, failed to show ing Monday. Was great favorite
Sh
arrivals. Got $14,300 last week, a
special matinee attraction.
About only difbig returns. Forced to leave next when here last.
variance of only $300 in pace.
"Welcome Stranger,** Sam II. Har- week having dropped below the $10, ferent now is Wallace Kddinger
"Passing Show of 1921," Winter
ris (34th week). This comedy hit 000 mark in its last four weeks' re- who played here with* it before is
Qajtlen .(IttJl week). Advertised
took a Jump of nearly $i,5Q0 last ceipts. Company will disband, man- out. On final week at this house
in its last weeks; departure 'date
week over the previous week. agement refusing to take a chance "Sioasottt Time** did about $;2.000.
New
of
"Belle
certain.
not
Gross was $10,600 plus. No^wt- on New York for the warm weather.
"Dream Street* (Majestic, first
in
premiere
York,*' which had
planation. but cut rates doing "Smooth 4s JSilkv" , starring Taylor week).
Opened Wednesday night
Philadelphia this" week, is defibrisk business.
with all sorts of pyrotechnics. In
Holmes, replaces it.
succeed for summer
to
nitely
(36th
Street
"Way
East/*
44th
Down
Grand,
indefinite
for
(CohattfaTavern,"
run. "Honeydew" on
"The
stay.
week). Film.
13th weeft ). Closed to $7,000 with last week at house did about $12,000.
Central
(1st
Virtue,**
"Princess
week).
(31st
Hill,**
Park
"Over
the
World"
Girl"
(Park Square). Suf"Honey
the
In
Man
Meanest
"The
New musical offering;
week).
Film.
business to please those
ficient
opening Monday.
Opened
first for Gerald Bacon.
Apocalypse,*'
Horseman
of
the
"Four
return
6th
backing
the
to Boston.
(LaSallo,
Horsemen,
"Four
Wednesday night.
Astor (9th week). Film. Around week). Repeated last week's money,
"Right Girl," Times Square (8th
$16,000 last week. Night business $12,500.
week). Splurge in extra adverbig; matinees affected by good
Show accredited good
tising.
"The Bat," (Princess, 18th week).
weather early in week. Should $18,000. Starting this week one of
Takings,
musical entertainment.
hold
to present pace for a time.
however, are around $9,000.
A "Connecticut
the biggest billing campaigns ever
Yankee in Kino Ar- inaugurated for a show was put into
few weeks more.
thur'. Court," Selwyn (8th week). effect.
IN
"Rollo's Wild Oat," Punch and Judy
Bound to carry show into
Film. Has two weeks more to go. the $20,000 class.
<24th week>. Length of continurevue
summer
headHouse
gets
a
ance indefinite. Will round out
"Beggars Opera," (Central, 3rd
ed by Lew -Fields, Nora Bayes and week). Failed to get back its stride
season here, probably running
"Belle of
York" Revival
De Wolf Hopper.
into June. Margin of profit small
and closed with the house going
"Dream Street," Town Hall (4th dark and nothing announced to folin this small house.
"Dream Street"
week). Film. Moved here. New low.
"Romance," Playhouse (10th week).
stunt of synchronisation of film
Pace of this reviva' has been
"Samson and Delilah,'* (PlayGoing Out.
with mechanical talking and sing- house). Opened Monday to society
around $10,000 lately.
Manageing for part of picture added here. turn-out.
ment considers that fig"' »*\eel"Queen of Sheba,'' Lyric (4lh vseek).
Jent.
Philadelphia, May 4.
"Tickle Me," (Illinois, 4th week).
Film.
"Rose
Girl,"
Ambassador
(13th
The season is slipping out
Dropped $200 from last week with
week). Final week, going to sub- "Mother Eternal,** Casino (3d week). $21,800. Strong demand at agencies.
stealthily and without even a partFilm. To be withdrawn Saturday,
way time.
Canadian K. l-\. a
"Irene,** (Studebaker, 22d week). ing hoorah.
This week saw what
though film management was supservice show, "The Dumbells."
when
posed to have house on guarantee Only one more week to go, Dale was probably the last new show of
which has been very successful in
closes for the season.
company
basis for several weeks more.
Dominion, gets house next week.
the 1920-21 year, unless the ShuWinter failed to show decisive draw.
"Sally,"
New Amsterdam (20th
Isoss around $50,000; will be made
"Broadway Brevities" to berts decide to put something new
$15,000.
week). No varying in ihe great
up by state-righting picture.
into the Adelphi, which remained
follow.
pace of this outstanding success.
week). dark when "Phoebe of Quality
3d
(Blackstone,
"Bab**
Heats now on sale into July and
Street" was diverted and hustled
each
precedover
increase
Showing
tickets up to September en sale
ing week. Bill Gorman, who made into New York ahead of time.
next week.
House for "Pollies*'
Patricia
Colwith
run
sensational
still not set.
Monday's openings were "The
linge in "Tillie" at this house, is
"Servant in the House," Brondhurst
Belle of New York," which showed
guiding Helen Hayes to tne same
1st
week).
Walter Hampden
promise, and Robert Mantell.
9°*™
hit, Miss Hayes being taken up by 1
varied program by starting week
who will probably get a fair return
all newspapers as the typical Amerwith thi.s revival "HainNt" and
for his customary two weeks, alican girl artist.
"Macbeth" also on week's card.
"Way Down East" (Auditorium, though hit by the Hampden en"Smooth as Silk,"Frazee <*th week). Three Wear Out Welcome and
20th week in town. On gagement of a few months ago.
3d week).
Going out Friday. Will open at
"Mary" Holds Lead.
got
$16,000. "Mary" is getting them pretty well,
performances
ten
Cort, Chi ago. Sunday evening,
"Eileen," an Irish opera by Victor without any prospect of staying
leaving here after Friday night*!
a four
May
for
15
comes
in
Herbert,
The
surprise
three
in
the
last
performance. "Mixed marriage,"
more than another week or so. "The
revived, succeeds, starting Satur- weeks has been the business done weeks' run.
Greenwich Village Follies" is a
day matinee. Due to remain two at the Hlackstone by "Bab," starring
pleasant surprise at the more or
Helen Hayes. With every show in
weeks. Then "Gold."
It would
less unfoitunate Shubert.
"Spanish Love," Maxine Elliott (89th town showing a decrease in box
seem now as if this were the logiweek). Closing Saturday with a office revenues averaging from $500
cal house to attempt a late spring
season's run to its credit. No new to as big a drop as $3,000, this show
attraction named and house may has Bhown the only increase. Openor even a summer run.
IN
ing to $10,000, Jumping to $12,000
go dark.
The Forrest has another week or
"The Bat,** Morosco (37th week). on Its second week, and touching
so of "Robin Hood," and then picthe high point of
season's
road

SHOWS

IN N. Y.

"Bad Man/' Kit* (Mth week). Ut-

under $10,000 lirst we«*k here
up from Comedy last

ile

<moved

With the scale at $2.50
top lust week's business Is about
the same drawn at Comedy.
"Broken Wirttf/' 4fci'fj 8irv*l <22d
week).

•

Contract extended for
this comedy success and will run
May reach summer,
into June.
going through pooling later.
"Clair de Lune," Empire (3d week).
Though ticket agencies claim
week).

there Is little demand for tickets,
the second week's business lined
up almost as strongly as the first,

with $28,700

in.

Heavy advance

sale aided.

Me," Republic <16th week).
May run through month, but will
probably exit in another week or

••Dear

No summer

attraction yet
named for this house, and it may
Gross
be dark for hot period.

two.

under $6,000.
"Deburau," Betasco (20th week).
Went under $17,000 for first time,
with last week's gross being $16.This dramatic smash will
700.
remain until hot weather arrives,
being due to close the first or
second week in June.

"Emperor

Jones," Princess (14th
About $4,500 last week.
week).
Matinees of "Diffrent" cut down
to two afternoons this week, then
"Emperor Jones"
discontinued.
to continue few weeks more.
Madame," Pulton i2^th
"Enter
week). Has two weeks more to
go* Attraction with stars may be
taken to London this summer. If
plans are changed, it will close
for

season.

last

week.

Tirst

The

Drew around

$9,000

Year," Little (29th week).
season's little comedy cham-

pion, aimed for continuance well
into next season, with seat sale
now extended far into summer.
"Ghost Between," 39th Street (7th
week).
Title
changed
to
YOU." Litigation

"THANKS TO

threatened

over

"Ghost"

title,

which was not well regarded, anyhow. Drawing well and is liked,
though not a smash.
"Gold Diggers," Lyceum (83d week).
Jna Claire will withdraw from the
cast May 14, to be succeeded by
Gertrude Vanderbilt. Still making money at $10,500 last week.
Due to stick until August.
"In the Night Watch," Century
(15th week),
Go»ng out at end
of week. Will be succeeded Monday by "The Last Waltz," very
well regarded on tryout last week.
'Irene,"
Vanderbilt (77th week).
Continued business puzzling even
to management because of ability
to come back after slipping. Over
$14,000 last week. Previous week
had dipped under $13,000. May
go into summer. Has musical run

AND COMMENT

w

1

SHOW BUSINESS DULL

NOW

New
Opens—

1

'

"BAB,"

DARK HORSE,

CHICAGO KNOCKOUT

SPECIAL FILMS START

SHOWING

The

outstanding mystery

BOSTON

$13,200 last week.

Two Opening

This

Week

Cohan's "O'Brien Girl" Has
Good Chance.
Boston,

May

4.

Of the six openings scheduled for
Monday, three came to pass. As a
result the Shuberts got the cream

record sewed up.

"June
Love," Knickerbocker (2d
week).
Accredited with a fine
first act, with pace falling off in
second.
Business fairly good so
far, the opening week grossing

of the business Monday night, the
two new attractions they booked in
here this week opening to capacity.
The opening of "The O'Brien Girl,"
was postponed until Tuesday night
at the Tremont, and postponements
were in effect for "Deception" and
"Dream Street," two of the film
plays opening this week.
"The
Four Horsemen" opened at Tremont

close to $16,000.

"Just Married," Comedy (2d week)
Drew very good notices. Extra
advertising used for attraction
which, however, is accredited a
laughing show.
"Ladies'
Night,"
Eltinge
(39th
week). Has run longer than other hits of this season in sight,
»»jd will probably continue into
the summer. Last week the takings were $11,200, turning a good
profit.
" La dy
Bi "y-" Liberty (21st week)
TWO weeks more. Pinal show
May 21. Mitzi, starred, anxious
to go abroad.
'Lightnin'," Gayety (138th week),
business and run marvel, shooting
on its way to completion of three
solid years, which will be
accomplished late in August. Management plans stay until then at
least, with probablo
continuance
later than that. Gross last
week

PHILADELPHIA

Temple.
Business last week was not up to
the average.
The indications are
the season will draw to a close, as
far as legitimate attractions are
concerned, sooner this year than for
some time. Shows opening can get
over big for two weeks, and possibly three, but after tnat they seem
to peter out gradually, and don't
finish strong.
It appears there are
to be several tryouts of shows here,
plays with a chance of having a
summer run and good for opening
in New York in the fall. This would
be the conclusion of "The O'Brien

,

NORA

PAT

BARRETT

and

CUNEEN

tures.

The Broad

will

have ama-

teur talent for two weeks after
Mantell quits next Saturday. Nothing is announced for the Walnut,

where "The Passion Flower" is
pleasing the thoughtful, but not
overflowing the tills. The Chestnut
Street will end with "Dream Street"
next week, and then be closed for
a complete overhauling. This will
remove another house usually open
for a part of the hot season.
The North Broad street houses
As mentioned, the
are enigmas.
Adelphi was left dark, but there is
hint of an attraction to round out
the season. "The Belle" will probably not stay more than a couple of
weeks at the Lyric. This house was
touted as a stock prospect, but that
went flooie.
The third Shubert
house which was planned to adjoin these last two at Cherry street
is also given up, it is understood

by those on the
It

looks

like

inside.

a

very

dull

local

summer.

Estimates for the week arc:
Mantell
(Broad,
week).
1st
Opened with "Richelieu. "Lincoln"
The laughing and applause hit of tlje bill at the 6th Avenue, New
went out big here, to $14,500.
York. Inst week, with now material by Paul G. Smith and J. P. Mulgrew.
Greenwich Village Follies" (Shu.
VARIErfY said: "Good comedy is developed in the bright cross talk.
bert, 3d week).
Minus rivalry of
The heW arrangement is a distinct improvement."
Girl," and Geo. M. Cohan will probZiegfeld's
show, this one mounted
5-8).
Broadway,
New
York
(May
Prospect*
Brooklyn
(May
Keith*i
16).
ably
try
for
another
big summer
shaded $14,000.
Direction, ROSE and CURTIS.
season at the Tremont with this higher yet, and appears to have
"Liliom," Garrick (3d Week). Hailed
show, as he did with "Mary" last broken the Shubert hoodoo. About
as ono of the best plays of the
season.
$18,000.
season.
Is
a sell-out, capacity
play.
Not playing to actual ca- The same methods are being used
here being over $8,000.
The Hollis, due to close when
"Robin Hood" (Forrest, 2d week).
Theatre
pacity now, but equal to non- as last year on "Tillie," ignoring
Guild production.
"The
Famous
Mrs.
Fair"
winds
u*p
At $2 top has not been able to pile
musical leaders in weekly gross. the usual Blackstone patronage and
" Li
6,d New Vork ^ Plymouth
Probably has drawn bigger total going after the "shirtwaist" crowd. there this week has another lease up a phenomenal record, but is doJU*K
(35th week).
Engagement still
than any drama in town this seaThis week sees three new shows of life, for a time at least, for "The ing nicely and pleasing. The draw
indefinite,
Girl," a new show, will come
the takings
holding
son. Over $16,000 last week,
bow in on the local Bialto, all mak- Cameo
is mostly high class, though lots of
lirmly to $9,000 weekly, which is
in there next Monday for
in"The Champion," Longacre (18th ing a bid for a summer run. They definite time. Nothing is inansight
balcony play is observable. No end
money -making pace.
are Ben-Ami going into the Playweek).
Nearly
last
week.
$9,000
in
"Love Birds," Apollo (8th week).
for the Colonial for the balance of announced, but not likely to last
Not much margin of profit for this house, "Call the Doctor" for the the season, except the film which it more than another week. $I?,R0O.
Looks like this musical show
Powers, "The Meanest Man In the
comedy, which has heavy cast.
H'-«--u4a run through -June.
now houses. The Plymouth will
-At $2.Za"Belle of New York." Lyric (lit
top it has held up well to around "The Green Goddess," HOOUi (lTth World" into Cohan'a Grand... )Wv. havti "Tfer** I»iv« Ghosts*. Mondav
week).
OpotvW! io good JKMffe, but
Ami
is receiving most of ihe at$15 000 weekly, with last week a
night, the house being dark this
week). Only hot weather can dent
tention,
although "Call the Doctor" week, with the
received mixed reception, tending
little under that mark.
the $14,000 capacity trade this
exception of Friday
is astonishing everyone with a very
towards
panning from the critics.
Mr. Pim Passes By," Miller (9th
and Saturdays, when an amateur
melodrama is playing to. Man- heavy advance sale.
week).
production, put on by the Filene Desperate need for pruning was
Played to about same
agement predicts its continuance
business as first week of move up
Estimates
the
for
week:
people, which played four perform- general eriticism.
"The Mirage"
through summer.
from Garrick.
"Shavings," (Powers, 9th week). ances at the Tremont last week, completed successful stay, with the
<;ot $9,500
(32d
last "Three Live Ghosts,** Hayes
week.
Should play until hot
week).
Final week.
Attraction Left to $10,000. making money on have the house for a "repeat."
gross about $10,500.
weather.
going to Boston. Change of plans, each week. "Call the Doctor" folEstimates for the week are:
"Mary" (Garrick, 2d week). The
"Mies Lulu Bett," Belmont (19th
which were -to hold piev«> off road lows to a great advance sale.
"The Famous Mrs. Fair" (Hollis,
week). Business picked up sev"Linger Longer Letty," (Olympic, last week.) Showing signs of lag- same company hero for third time,
until fall. No successor announced
eral
but making money; about {11,000
hundred last week, when
3rd week). Getting heavy play from ging now after a very
for Bayes.
productive
stories broke In dailies that Carrol "Tip Top," r.lohe (31st week). Clos- masses.
last week.
Doing turnaway matinee engagement.
Did
within
about
McComas had been left a fortune
ing ifeturday.
Disappointment business with capacity from Wed- $2,000 of the week before.
"Dream Street" (Chestnut Bt. O.
by ^ance. Show will remain a
when Fred Stone was unable to nesday on. $18,000, which is a lot
"Deception" (Colonial, first week.) II., 3d week). Looks like real frost.
few weeks longer. Claimed profit
return to the show this week, as for this house.
In for long run. Film opened Tues- Heavy
emphasising nuon present pace of around $6,000
hoped. Business away oft be. -a use
"East is West, (Garrick, 8th week). day night.
"Two L+ttle (Jirls In merous advertising,
or little better.
seats, has not helped
$1
of star's absence.
Still hanging on to $18,000.
Is in
Blue," which started out here and
*Nemetie/» Hudson
(5th
week) "Toto," Bijou (7th week). One of on a stop contract of $12,000 so will wound up Saturday left at a time much. Picture will close in another
Doesn't look like this new drama
the sprinK comedy sue. »m>m. Play easily make a summer run.
when it was making big money and week. The house will then DC re*
will catch on.
Spurt in business
and Leo Ditrichstein credited with
wi'l»
"Gertie's
Garter,"
(Woods. 3d getting very popular. It could have modeled and may reopen
lor second week on account of exexcellent draw so far. Good until week).
Several special publicity stayed on much longer.
vaudeville, in the fall.
tra advertising /ailed to hold.
hot weather.
stunts put over to attract patronage
"The
O'Brien
Girr
(Tremont,
first
Pace slowed to under $7,000 last "Trial of Joan of Are," *T*uber< (4th Which Is
"The Piston Flower" (Walnut,
a bit shy. A. H. Woods week). Opened Tuesduy with big
week.
week). Closing Saturday.
Pro- writing letters to critic*, defending advance sale. This town likes most "d we»k). Poor time for distinctly
*Nrce People,** Klaw (10th week).
portion will be shelved and Mar- the show, claiming it to be clean. anything Cohan puts the O.
show but doiirg li'eiy at
highbrow
K. on.
Looks like it will run through the
garet Anglin will probably return Fell to around $11,000, not very
"Prince and Pauper" (Shubert. that. Weil received by .-riti-s. Aboui
eummer.
Demand
remains
in "The Woman in Bronze
for strong takings at this theatre. Civ- first week). Switched to this house $10,000.
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COMMUNITY THEATRE NOW SEEN

NEW TICKET AGENCY PLAN

AS HEI.P TO COMMERCIAL PLAY

SELLS STOCK AT $100 TO MEMBERS
Operates

—
Now —Scarborough Experiment.

Managers are now professing concern in
sidered

the hitherto

lightly

RAMBEBAU SEES NEW PLAY

A new theatre ticket agency plan,
which has been operating in the

To

financial district for

SPEAKS OF MUSICAL UNION

con-

community theatre growth. President

A

producer of prominence who considers play producing both a science
and an art and therefore keeps his
ear to the ground for all rumbles

of

Symphony

Society Ad-

dresses Meeting

The

orchestral situation in

New

FOUR

York created by the attitude of the
DIXIE
local Musical Union, and its effect
Last week VARIETY said:
on the forthcoming season's plans "—walked off with the big hit of the
helped by the community movement. of symphonic organizations, was the evening following their song and
"The diversion offered by the subject at the annual meeting of the dance capers. They should fit in
playhouse," said this manager, "ap- Symphony Society in the home of nicely on the better bills having appeals alike to all. It is a pleasurable its
president,
Harry
Harkness pearance in addition to undoubted
excitement that human nature has
craved ever since play acting from
Htages built on drays and carted
about by oxen and horses caught
the interest of the street audiences

Star Next Year in Ernest Wilkes'

entertaining abilities."

Flagler.

Reports dealing with the past season were presented and matters
connected with the coming year
discussed. Declaring that the musical season which had just ended
of the 16thr century.
"Published plays were never so had been a rather turbulent one in
Traveling com- the orchestra field, owing to several
popular as now.
panies to places off the main lines unusual causes, the president's adof the country's railroad maps are dress emphasized that the principal
Film plays are fault was found in the attempt of
fast disappearing.
least satisfying to the informed. The the musical union to breal the "percultured human will have his mimic fectly valid contracts," which the
excitements, and if the mountain no Symphony Society had signed with
longer travels to Mahomet, Maho- its players and which had been apmet will be his own actor and if proved by the union at the time of
need be his own playwright.
the signing, in order that the weekly
•T'here are 20,000 former small rate of payment for the orchestra
show towns that now aren't visited might be increased and at the same
by a traveling theatre company once time the hours given to rehearsals
There are many large decreased, except at prohibitive
a year.
a figures.
places that get perhaps half
dozen visits per annum. The cul"I have hearty sympathy with the
tured human, habituated to artistic idea of the proper safe -guarding of
stimulation through the medium of the musician's interest through the
the playhouse, wants a more ex- Musical Union, but the continued
tended privilege, and in pursuit of attempt by hampering restrictions
this desire is fast making* his own and purely commercial methods to
theatre, his own plays and his own destroy artistic projects, which have
players.
been built up so carefully for many
"Notably locally just now are a years, must result in action along
number of community theatres of- the lines I have indicated," the
fering amazing results in plays and president sa'd during his remarks.
players, and giving performances
that could be transferred to BroadHIP APPEALING
way and, in my judgment, succeed.
The repertory theatres of the
Nathan Burkan has secured leave
Provincetown and other players to carry the case of Pomeroy
They, against the New York HiDOOdrome
aren't quite what I mean.
despite their labels, smack of the to the Appellate Division.
box office.
Roy J. Pomeroy, an inventor, en"I am referring specially to the tered into an* agreement to permit
groups of amateur players profes- the use of a mechanical contrivance
sionally coached to be found among for making large soap bubbles as an
the cut-off sections, of suburban effect at the Hippodrome, for which
New York.
he was to receive $50 per week.

Booked

solid

by

country maid, stalwart sweetheart,
and a woman with an unhappy past,
characters in old school of melodrama, but given several new twists
which makes plot seem new. The
action drags in opening acts and
contains several rough spots which
need re-writing.
The leading characters need more
to do in opening scenes.
Dramatic
Francisco climax in final act could be strengthened, though passible even now.

MEYER NORTH.

AJUOLSON'S gross

$60,000 IN 2 WEEKS
"Mary"

San

at

Columbia Gets $12,000.
San Francisco, May

4.

opened here Monday
audience and there is
a tremendous advance sale at $3.50
Al

Jolson

to a, capacity

top.

Indications
for

$60,000

that he will do
two weeks at the

are

his

Curran.
The Los Angeles week
grossed around $4,600.
"Mary." at the Columbia, got
$12,000 last week and is still doing
nicely.

P. M. A.
Meeting

On

ELECTION.

Officers,

Members and

Expulsions.

The third annual meeting of the
Producing
Managers Association
be held today (Friday) at whic.i

The plan now

offered is for the
five shares, with the
ticket privileges. This syndicate is in charge of Granville Hart-

purchase of

same

man, who promoted the agency with

W. J. Fallon of the Tyson agency.
The new syndicate office appears

have aroused no opposition from
the agencies) in the theatre cone,
the latter saying there are plenty
of patrons to draw from.
Jane Morgan was vividly realistic in
Special advantages are claimed
a character sketch quite exacting by the syndicate. Seats within the
in its demands. Luce, as the stal- first six rows are available up to T
wart sweetheart, enacts role with p.m. and there are no chances for
naturalness.
Mart the delivery of tickets. Each shareease
and
Thorne, as country maid gives a holding member is entitled to a
clever delineation. Efanchlon Ever- charge account It is claimed for
hart, as husband hunting widow, the syndicate agency that not only
contributed an effective bit of char- do members participate In the
Norman Fusier, as profits of the company, but they are
acter acting.
the villian, was satisfactorily satanic insured against gyphlng. It is also
in role essayed, while Henry Hald, claimed they have an arrangement
as a gambling parson, was credit- for choice seats with the theatres.
able.
Rita Boland, Julia Elmdord
and Anna Athy please in minor roles.
Marjorle Rambeau, for whom the
play was written witnessed yesterday's presentation from an orchestra No Long Runs to bs Forced. Coast
to Coast Tour.
seat.
Miss Rambeau is to star In
the play after completing her tour
Henry W. Savage's revival of
in "The Sign on the Door."

will

Beechwood Players.
"The Beech wood Players of ScarY., an hour's run from
Grand Central, along the Hudson,
illustrates pointedly what I mean.
Here is a community of men and
(Continued on page 21.)
Appellate Term and now

asked to deter- urer gives him a vote automatically.
The other director* are William A.
Brady, George Broadhurst, John L.
Golden, Sam H. Harris, William
Harris, Jr„ Alf Hayxnaa. Arthur
GUARD SUES G AITE8
Hopkins, Henry W. Savage, Edgar
George R. Guard began suit In Selwyn, L. Lawrence Weber and A.
the Third District Municipal Court H. Woods.
this week against Joseph M. Gaites
for the recovery of $1,000 as reasonable value for services rendered into ZIEGFELD'S PARISIAN DANCER
connection with "Up In the Clouds."
Germalne Middy, the Parisian
a forthcoming Gaites* production. dance star, has been engaged for
to
engaged
Guard alleges he was
the new Ziegfeld "Follies" and will
originate electrical effects for the sail for this side about the middle
show and worked for a period from of the month with M. Tillo, her
January to April; that Gaites had dancing partner. Middy has long
approved of them but later refused been with the "Follies Bergere" in
to accept them. Guard was to re- Paris and it is said 50,000 francs
ceive $75 weekly royalty for his were paid the "Follies" manageservices from the production.
ment for her release. The dancer
The plaintiff is a pioneer In the wa s secured through Gilbert Miller.

late Division will be

SHUBEETS CLOSING

D. C.
TJiis week will mark the end of
the season for all three Shubert
theatres in Washington Belasco,
Garrick and Poll's. Plans to promote summer stock in the Garrick,
negotiations for which have been

—

under way for some time, have been
abandoned and this house, with the
remain dark throughout

others, will

the summer, according to the manager of one of the theatres % en-

countered on Broadway this week.
said Jules Murry is casting
an eye in the direction of picture
offices with the hope of landing a
soft film contract for the Washington houses.
is

time, is

nually.

to

"MERRY

mine the matter.

WIDOW"

PLANS

"The Merry Widow," occupying considerable attention for the last sev-

"IHJOM" GOES TO FULTON.

months, will be made about
according to reporter Gus
McCune has been engaged to do
the advance work.
Differing from the policy pursued
by other managers who have made
revivals In the past, notably the
Shuberts last season. Savage will
eral
Oct.

"Lillom," the Theatre Guild's hit
time the yearly election of officers,
election of new members and ex- production of Frans Molnar's play
pelling of others will be flrally (first called "The Daisy"), at the
Garrick will move to Broadway in
passed on.
There is virtually no change in two weeks. It will succeed "Enter
the P. M. A. executives, there being Madame" at the Fulton, May 23. The
but one ticket nominated, thus pro- same theatre housed "John Ferguviding for an unanimous vote. Sam son," the first Guild attraction
H. Harris remains president, George to move to Broadway, two seasons
Broadhurst, vice-president, L. Law- ago. The present plan of the Guild
Weber, secretary and Ben- is to revive "Ferguson" at the GarThe Hip management later dis- rence
rlck, following "LUiom's" shift.
jamin F. Roeder, treasurer.
covered a similar patent antedating
The Garrick is playing to n $2.50
There will be but one change in
Roy's was granted to George Hanthe board of directors, Arthur Ham- top scale. The capacity of the house
lon, of the Hanlon Brothers, and deis $9,060.
The pace of "Lillom" for
being
mersteln
named.
He
takes
clined to pay. Roy won his Suit in
the place of Mr. Roeder on the the first two weeks has been under
the Municipal Court, then in the
that
mark
because of the Guild's
the Aooel- board, the latter's position as treas-

borough, N.

some

expanding its field to all classes of
agency patrons who subscribe to its
stock. The first offering from this
Seattle, May 4.
Ernest Wilkes' melodrama, "Nan's agency, which is called the Special
Atonement," had its premier at Service Syndicate, called for the
Wilkes theatre, Seattle, Sunday purchase of 10 shares of stock at
matinee, with Jane Morgan and Alex $100 per share.
To each shareLuce in the major roles.
holder is given the privilege of purCapacity business greeted the chasing tickets at 50 cents premium.
players
yesterday.
The villian, The stock calls for 8 per cent, anMeller.

affecting his profession believes the
native theatre's prosperity will be

It

—

Downtown W. J. Fallon Connected with
It—Good Seats Until 7 P. M.— Ask No More
Than 50 Cents Above Box Office Price.

Manager Discusses Growth of Neighborhood Playhouses Published Plays Never So Popular as

1,

play a policy of "get in and get
out" with the "Widow" show. There
will be no attempt to establish long
runs in any of the principal cities,
and with the exception of New York
and Chicago the show will bow in
and bow out again, without any
great ballyhoo before or after.
According to the present plans
the show will tour from coast te

subscription list. At the Fulton the coast, and McCune is setting his
capacity will be practically doubled, publicity on a national basis.
If the show holds to its sell-out
j
pace. It was prepared for productlon

by Benjamin Glazer,

McCORMACK'S CONCERT
John McCormack's initial return
appearance after his world tour,
scheduled for Thursday night of
this week at the Hippodrome was a
benefit performance for the Irish
Relief Fund.
Despite the price of fit for
orchestra seats the entire house
was sold out by Tuesday. Marshall
McCarthy alone disposed of all the
boxes turning in a gross of over
$27,000, which swelled the takings
to around $75,000.

(

mQCK

pEMBERT0N SAILIN0

Brock Pemberton will sail for
London Saturday to investigate conditions relative to his taking "Enter
Madame" to the English metropolis
this summer.
The comedy closes)
at the Fulton, New York, May 1L
"Madame" is one of Broadway's
comedy smashes. It is now in its
38th week.
It averaged well pver
$15,000 weekly for the first elfebt
months and at present is playing
to around $9,000.
If Pemberton
vetoes the English date for the sum*
mer, the show will close for the
season and the English booking ar1 ranged
for next year.
I

I

JOHN KAISER A SUICIDE?
A note reading "this is the last

field

of theatrical

Jvendler
of John K." was found last week Guard.
attached to a brief bag and. hat on

&

lighting

effects.

represent

Goldstein

a Lackawanna ferry boat, believed
COHAN'S STOREHOUSE
by friends to be the property of
George M. Cohan this week acJohn Kaiser,* a former stock direc
tor and writer, who has not been quired all right and title to the
heard from for some time. It is building at 62nd street and 10th
thought he committed .suicide by avenue for use as a permanent store"jumping from the boat. 'Kaiser was house. The structure was forrrterty
in a distressed state of mind when occupied by the Dodpe & Castle
,

last seen.

WOODS HAS BERT WILLIAMS
has signed with
Woods for next season. The
manager is to star him in a straight
comedy. It will be the first nonmusical appearance of the colored
comic, who is now on tour with
Bert

A. H.

Williams

Scenic Studios who will seek henrlquarters elsewhere.
Cohan & Harris as a firm had a
storehouse on 10th avenue further
downtown but Sam Harris is in
possession of it now.

Channing Pollock is writing lyrics
and book for the "Follies." As near
as the revue gets to a book is a
It Is the
structure for numbers.
"Follies" for Mr. Pollock,
similarly contributed about six
The usual "ensemble"
years ago.
of authors and composers will be
employed in the writing of the show.
As yet no house has been selected
Ekrfor this reason'* "Foi:te»."

second

who

possibilities are mentioned in
a press notice sent out.

oral

ONE YEAR FOB "SYNDICATE"
One year from

next

September

the legitimate theatrical "Syndicate"
will cease to exist, after 26 years of

continuous operation.
From present Indications, when
extrathat time comes, there will be three
musical
"The Sandman," a
"Broadway Brevities."
vaganza on the order of "Babes in combinations of producing man_—
Toyland," will have an early fall agers. One crowd will consist of A.
Trsnsformstion Plsy
production. The piece is the work L. Erlanger, Charles Dillingham.
"Pant*," a dramatic piece, backer the Victor Herbert and Georce F. Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., George M. Counknown, was placed in rehearsal Stoddard. Charles Dillincham will han and David Belasco. The secthis week.
The play, which is of probably be the producer. Harland ond will comprise the Shuberts and
the transformation variety with spe- Dixon, who is replacing Fred Stone their allies and the third will be
cial scenic effects on the order of in "Tip Top" at present, may get made up of Arthur Hopkins, Sam H.
Harris and the Selwyns.
"The Storm."
the title role.

DILLINGHAM'S "SANDMAN"

•

»

.

i

DALLAS WALKER

"THB GIRL FROM TEXAS"
Formerly of Texas and Walker Who Is Making Her Initial Appearance
As a Single This Week (May 2), at MOSS* BROADWAY, New York.
Direction,

CHA8. BIERBAUER.

r
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in the action of the

In the character of the husband
Mr. Hamilton constructed a human,
but then let him slip in the final act.
Atlantic City, May 4.
The Viennese operetta and the Any man that for a period of six
his
jnufiic of Oscar Straus returned last years could see and sense that
evening for the first time since the wife did not love him and abide the
bugle calls of 1914 and found them- time when she would go to the
selves on the stage of the Globe friend could not be foiled by the
with the accustomed rrivlft.ii y trap- g'^rlngly apparent ,sf.>lfi«hness of
pings of a large gilt -laced male wife No. 2. The poet lover is really
chorus and girls who matched the beyond comprehension, and at times
beauty of their faces with the va- one thought that Claude King, who
performance,
riety and lavish color of their cos- gave an intelligent
quite grasp the author's
didn't
tumes.
the
man.
meaning in
The premiere of "The Last
Dorothy Cumming gives a splenWaltz," lasted well beyond the did performance of the wife. Flora
The piece is Sheffield met the requirements of
midnight hour.
multicast,
gorgeously set, lavishly
many the lighter work. In his brief moIn
costumed.
tudinously
ment Ronald Colman was most
things it pleased the expectation, convincing as the flying man.
though the Americanization of the
The piece is presented by Lee
beyond
carried
been
piece .has
Shubert and William Faversham,
necessity, especially in the many Mr. Faversham having done the diinterpolamediocre
nearly
and
light
recting, which was remarkably well
tions in the musical score.
done. The one set is adequate.
The principal figure in the cast is
There may be among the married
Eleanor Painter, whose every move- women who wouldn't give up their
believes
who
ment ia an expression,
homes for anything in the world,
that acting is essential to a prima and the youthful flapper just begindonna role. The wave of an arm, ning to blossom out who has been
the movement of a finger, especially doing some reading a large enough
when accompanied with the inflec- number would like to see this type
tion of her voice in the dignity and of play, to give the piece quite a
command of a definitely controlled lengthy life, but even at that conaoprano, make Miss Painter the siderable fixing will have to be done.
dramatic singer par excellence. FolMeakin.
lowing so closely on the similar
divinity of spirit of Else Adler.
of
there seems a generous supply
fine things at our command in the
Boston, May 4.
musical world these past two weeks.
Frltsi Schcff
Mm. Hope
The limber dancing of James Alice
Elisabeth Hlnes
O'Brien
of
enjoyment
to
the
added
Barton
Alexander TakovlelT
Joe Fox
Stanley Forde
the evening. The peculiarities of Lawrence Patten
James Marlowe
voice of the always popular Dallas Humphrey Drexel
Georgia Calne
Mrs. Drexel
Welford was an aid to the same Eloise
Ada Mae Weeks
Drexel
end. Walter Woolf as the hero held Larry Patten
Jack Cacrwin
Andrew Tombes
superbly the dignity of the baritone Wilbur Weathersbee
Carl Hemmer
Florence Morrison was the Gerald Morgan
role.
Mother of four girls the two posing
Swanson sisters, with their pretty
"The O'Brien Girl" was billed for
faces; a vibrant Gladys Walton and its Metropolitan premier at the

THE LAST WALTZ.

ious stuff.

disappointed, the reaction' from this
cooling off some of the enthusiasm
that would have otherwise existed

of place in such

.

.

the budding Eleanor Griffith, who Tremont Monday as "Mary's Little
has eyes that glisten with a merry Sister."
Compared with "Mary."
twinkle, a face that speaks almost the new production is unquestionas much as Miss Painter's or Miss ably of tho same parentage, but
Adler's. and feet that keep their "The O'Brien Girl" will have to
step.
Did she own a voice, Miss grow considerably before she is the
Griffith would be our bid for more girl that her older sister was and
than a coming important featured is.
player.
George M. Cohan may not be
Isabel Rodriguez gives a few superstitious, but in addition to
moments of her Spanish dances; selecting the Tremont for the MetHarrison
Brockbank
plays
the ropolitan premier of "The O'Brien
lordly male with Arabian pose, and Girl," exactly as he did for "Mary''
there are countless numbers to a a year ago, he also made public a
chorus of goodly voice and manner. pledge to produce at least one new
Most of the Straus numbers are production annually in Boston and
in the first and second acts. The to make it his "production center."
carrying
strain
is
"The Last Augustus Thomas tried the same
Waltz," with a reflection to "Waltz thing a number of years ago, but
Ronda," both typical numbers of after three successive bloomers he
the Straus style, though neither decided to change his luck.
number may be said to equal the
After the Atlantic City try-out
memories of "The Chocolate Sol- Cohan brought "The O'Brien Girl''
dier."
"Roses Out of Reach" and to Boston Sunday night and rethe "Mirror Song" owe much to the hearsed all day Monday until midperfectly sung interpretations of night and the better part of TuesMiss Painter, who lived their lyrics day, opening Tuesday night to a
in the modulations of the Straus heavy turn-away and a house that
notes.
"Baby in Love" and some was all real money. He is carryof the dance numbers are effective, ing 24 girls and 12 men in the
but are apparently of other author- chorus, and four Russian dancers,
ship.
The Straus note is particu- all of them unbilled on the program,
larly noticeable in the ensembles which did
even mention the fact
and in the barbaric costumed en- that therenot
was a chorus. Of the
trances of the final act. Bcheuer.
principals, two names,
those of

Quitter

Lawrence Gronnmith

Helen his wife
Dorothy Gumming
Ur r
F,ora Sheffield
FETJ^»,T
2f
Christopher Stanley
Claude King
Captain Dougma Belgrave. .Ronald Colman
*

J

Washington, D. C, May 4.
quietly and endeavor to

To ait
make an
work

of

analysis of this the latest

Cosmos Hamilton one

is

held by the impression gained while
watching the opening performance
Monday at the Belasco that the
author has somehow failed to give
Ills characters that touch of realism
necessary to make his story convincing.
With the possible exception of the husband, beautifully
played by Lawrence Grossmith,

they

all

seem

artificial,

their

thoughts, their expressions and the
words they speak leave you wondering if people in real life move,
act and talk as these imaginary
characters of Mr. Hamilton's.
The play holds attention to the
close of the second act.
Here the
story ends. The author, as so many
before him have tried to do. has

added, that

fateful

laa*.

act^and

In this case it is drawn out
unmercifully long, for a brief few
moments the Interest was held, but
with the entrance of the erstwhile
wife and her meeting with the man
she loves it was established that
they would come together, but that
took entirely too long, and in one or
failed.

given

1921

Delaney Dunn, staged by W. H. Gil-,
more, musical numbers staged by;
Max Shock, whiH the entire production was put on under the personal
direction of J. J. Shubert.
It ia understood that an opening
has been set for the coming Monday,
May 9, at the Shubert Theatre, New
York. Its remaining there for any,
is

doubted.

The

opening last night was a benefit performance for Georgetown University,
of this city, which brought sut Pres -.
ident and Mrs. Harding, who occu-.
pied a box. After the performance
Mrs. Harding met the kiddles in the
Warfleld as Karl Von Pumpernick, cast and invited them to the White
but he lacked the best material, and House this coming Wednesday.
Meak.,
should show to better advantage

in

here at

the

Shubert,

got

sc.eral

Teddy Webb as "Doc Sniffkins" was another high spoi, and
seemed more at home and better
drilled than some of his associates.
James B. Carson was not a Dave

the same theatre when "Mary" had
Probably because of
its premier.
the fact that Cohan's presence in
town had not been advertised, he
was not demanded for a curtain
speech.
The show is being advertised as

—

THE SILVER FOX

demonstration

6,

The music la toy Walter Kollo, a
newcomer evidently, but who will
undoubtedly soon be well known.
The piece waa adapted by Edward

lines. Naturally his voice was bully.
a smooth running producFrances Demarest waa an alluring
The house lights held off "queen of the comic opera" who
after the first act, apparently be- sang and danced well up to her
Kyra's dancing, as
cause it was believed that the reputation.
packed house would repeat its re- sinuous as when she last played protracted period

tion.

THE O'BRIEN GIRL

Edmund

a show, and, on the
opening night waa wobbly on his

for such

markable

May

corresponding paucity of more ser- gaudy.

show, his work

being extraordinary.

The one big fault in "The O'Brien
Lastly, In regard to the people in
Girl," as compared with the normal addition to Miss Thompson, who,
Cohan show of this type, is Ita con- as said before was a distinct hit.
ventionality. The audience waa all William Danforth was an excellent
primed for real novelty and was Icabod, albeit he seemed a bit out

OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS

>

Friday,

recalls.

"George M. Cohan's Comedians"
for its
and as "The Little Sister of Mary." after the show is fixed a bit
New York run. Schiller and Kitty
It had the heaviest advance sale of
also
excellent.
Kelly
are
any premier in years but it is not
A large, but by no means excep- Edith RoysonBaltimore,
a second "Mary" yet. The name
Whitney
"The O'Brien Girl" was not favored tionally beautiful chorus, disports Roger
Parker
by Cohan at first but apparently is its way through the two acts. The Perry
Nlta Newton
than
tights
rather
runs
to
costuming
him.
now definitely accepted by
Jean Munson
bare legs, and the Salvation Army Ray Waldron .«
It is indisputably a latent money

THE CAMEO

—

GIRL.

May

4, 1921.
Gladys Miller
George Trabert
John Phllbrlck
Adelaide
Marie Wells
J.

J.

Hughes

Mrs. Jones
Henrietta Lee
maker as it now stands but another lassies are rather quieter in dress Jones
Frank Lalor
two weeks will probably add to the and deportment than might be ex- Curly Locks
Mary Hotchkiss
pected.
Cohan
that
novelty
Jack
Horner
pep and also the
Stanley Hughes
Morton's book has been revised by Boy)
Ralph Walker
thoroughly appreciates are needed
a.rljBook Ends
Diana "Walton
to bring it to the super-level he Edgar Smith, Gustav Kerker'j score
always demands and usually attains. has been added to by Lew Pollock
According to the billing The
and Al Goodman, and the musical
Libbey.
numbers were staged by Jack Cameo Girl, Inc., presented Adelaide
Mason.
Lew Morton staged the and Hughes in "The Cameo Girl,"
a musical fantasy in two acts and
show.
All in all, the show is an excel- cix scenes with Frank Lalor.
The
general consensus of opinion of tho
lent
prospect
as
a
Winter
Garden
PhUadelphia, May 4.
sized
first
but as a revival of Dan fair
night
audience
A bit jagged and ragged, this re- revue,
crudescence *>f an old idol left a Daly's "Belle of New York" It is seemed to be that the play was
given its premiere about two weeks
large audience pretty well fagged just not there that's all.
too early. If the play is not a sucwhen it had dragged and lagged its
cess, which in ita present form
way to 11:30 o'clock on the open-

BELLE OF

NEW YORK.

—

PHOEBE OF QUALITY

ing night.

ST.

seems very doubtful,

Washington, May 4.
But and that word ought to be
is feared that "Phoebe of Qualemphasized above everything it ityIt St."
will not make much of a
looks like a sure -enough Winter
in the season's current offerGarden hit when the edges are ripple
ings,
it is regretted, too, because
lopped off, and the whole thing
it
would
seem that
"""*
the «*«oo*
"«*•»««
Messrs.
D «,.
J. «.
"
J.
shortened ana
condensed. It
it is cerand condensed,
¥
a J Lee
Shubert had made an entainly not the old-time "Belle" and
to
give
something
«f*vor
of
the
only by stretching a point can it
be called a revival, but as an up-to- higher order. Of the music there
date revue it has its inevitable high- can be no complaint. It has a cer-

—

—

"

I

.

I

lights.

years

Intervening

down and changed

have

toned

the references

and scenes concerning the Salvation
Army.
Formerly it
was
spoofed a good bit, and everybody
had a quiet laugh at the big drum
which boomed behind Edna May

when she enthused with "Follow
Now, probably with the war

On."

so fresh in

memory, the

S.

A.

is

handled with gloves, and, incidentally, that "Follow On" piece, now
sung by Carolyn Thompson, lias an
accompanying tinkle of tambourine.
Before going on, even at the risk of
having to repeat later, it is a notable fact that Miss Thompson is a
wonder, actually a far more personable
leading
woman than the
famous Edna and possessing a better voice.
The original

book of Hugh Morton
has quite naturally been blue-pencilled.
The "White Rlbboners" of
the original version have had their
name changed to the Anti-Cigarette
and Enjoyment League Against All
Amusement, and things which
seemed worthy of being classed as
"wicked" in the original, are now
so tame that new ones had to be
interpolated. Of course prohibition
and blue Sundays and the ubiquitous shimmy had to come in for a
Nellie Graham Dent and Harry bow or two, and, let it be stated,
Coleman were carried in the pro- none of the Jokes were any too new
gram, but did not appear in the or laugh-provoking.
The scenes, as far as memory
production.
The principals really
consist of four couples, the remain- serves, were changed to some exing two (Yakovleff and Hemmer) tent. In the present show they had
being dancers with no speaking the merit here of being fresh and
new, but not unusually attractive or
parts.
The show has obviously not original. A banquet room, a conreached its stride as yet and honors servatory, and a candy shop were
are being carried by Andy Tombes the interiors, and a scene on Pell
and Ada Mae Weeks, the latter the street, Chinatown, on the Chinese
only principal who is traveling at New Year's Eve, together with two
a speed satisfactory to Cohan, who country club sets comprised the
is
on the scene in person with exteriors. The Oriental scene had
Julian Mitchell and John Meehan. a rich flavor which equalled and
Marlowe is working strenuously maybe surpassed the Interpolation
for laughs and
has made such in "Honeydew."
The "tough stuff" with "Blinky
progress already that he will have
his sadly thin part well fattened Bill'' and the Bowery atmosphere
with rough comedy within a short has lost much of its flavor since
this show and
Hoyt's "Trip to
time. Fritzi Scheff has one feature
Chinatown" were in their prime,
song, "Learn to Smile," which Lou
but it at least had the merit of getHirsh hoped would be a second
"Love Nest" and which is being ting away from the lines recently
employed In musical shows.
heavily plugged with only fair sucTo sum up the production, plot
cess.
staging, it would perhaps be
The big surprise of the produc- and
fair to say that It is done on a
tion was in Ada Mae Weeks, who
costlier,
tasteful scale, and
less
fairly radiated pep and who dances
that the
elaborate
staging has
dynamically through both acts with helped glosg over the fact that
a turpi ising amount of energy and whatever plot was In the original
a fair amount of grace:* Elhcatrtsth has been submerged in the regular'
Hlnes, who has an admirably sweet succession of vaudeville sketches
singing voice, an extraordinarily usual to Winter Garden shows. The
prepossessing
appearance,
good talent Is undoubtedly there, and depresence, but a poor speaking voice, votees of this kind of show ought to
working out satisfactorily to fall heavily for it, but as far as the
is
Cohan, who is playing up her beau- old fellows well, that's a different

—

ty with special lighting effects.
matter.
Scenically the two acts (Unitt
incidents slipped mighty close
The music is nothing out of the
to causing laughter at and not with and Wicks) are unusually effective, ordinary. "Follow On" still divides
being laid in the Adirondacks with the popularity with "When
Are
the players.
Cos- Married, " but last night the most
It is about a successful English the lake as a background.
novelist married to a woman In tuming is striking, but far from applause went to the interpolation
The hook is conventional of •'Mandalay.'" by Harold Murray,
search of the silver fox. To quote lavish.
the program: "The silver fox pat- and unusually simple, being based the pleasant Juvenile. Whether this
on
stenographer
a
named O'Brien wag a last moment thought to
ters on its tiny paws from one iceberg to another, seeking, socking, who inherits $800 and decided to bolster up the score Is not ascerand finding nothing- ami all it plunge for two weeks at a wealthy tainable, but It certainly went well.
Also successful were "The Belle
craves is love and flattery and un- Adirondack resort, where her presThis man and ence, together with her employer's of New York," the Chinese ballet,
divided attention."
wife have a friend, a man friend, divorced wife, sadly discomfit! the and Icabod Bronson's famous redevoted to them as they ore to him. emi loycr and his second wife. Fea- frain, "If you can not he like us, he
This friend, a poet, has placed the ture dancing honors go to Alex- as like us as you're able to be."
Introduced
wife on a pedestal; she is his in- ander rakovleff, who has the roh- "Mammy" was also
spiration, he loving the soul of the Of an Indian guitfr and whose In- | There was a preponderance of top"
comedy
and a
was
lly
songs,
and
flesh,
real
atop
stuff
dian
dancing
leal
woman, not the woman in the

two

We

1

tain hauntingness to it that is entrancing, but even that is marred a
little by a very common-place orchestration.
The chief fault, however, seems to
lie in the method of handling the
story of Sir James M. Barrle.
It
Is one of his typical fanciful stories
and it has been made the main feature with the music, chorus, etc.,
as the secondary consideration. Possibly because the story would make
a splendid one for a real musical
comedy, this is where the fault lies.

There is still another serious objection and the question cannot help
but enter one's mind as to tho reason for the selection of the two
English players, Dorothy Ward and
Shaun Glenvllle, for . the principal
roles.

regretted

and

that

ao

it

much

to be
beautiful

is

effective scenery will

go to the
storehouse and that auch a young
and peppy chorus will be disbanded.

"The Cameo Girl" is one of the
most fantastic of the "fantasies"
that have played here this season
and is reminiscent of the ill-fated
"Meigho" seen here earlier this season, but the present production ia
on a much more delightful scale
than that sour piece of pother. But

some severe reconstruction
work both in the cast and in the

unless

book

is done with the play its run
end with the local engagement
next Saturday evening.
The book of the entertainment is
credited to Myrtabel Gallier and
Nell Twomey and the music by the
former and James Monaco.
The
most enjoyable part of the entire
play was *he artistically conceived
and smoothly executed "Ballet of
Confusion," to music by Leo Edwards, which closes tho first act.
In this scene we have the cast in
pantomine, and in this metier with
one or two possible exception it
should have remained all during the
evening. This is the first time that
the dancing stars, Adelaide and

will

Miss Ward is a finished actress.
She knows every trick or should it
be said every artistry of the ingenue, Hughes have tried their hand at a
but the fact cannot be denied that full length show, and they do not
she is no longer an ingenue. Her appear to such good advantage as
voice Is pleasing, but never reach- they did formerly in vaudevilla
ing any great moments and there is turns. They dance as cleverly as
a serious handicap to her work heretofore,
but
their
speaking
wherein the cords of her neck are voices leave much to be desired.
so distended that it mars her ap- The burden of this phase of the
pearance.
production falls upon the shoulders
Mr. Glenville is a typical English of Frank Lalor and John Phllbrick
comedian using methods discarded who work hard and try to get the
seasons and seasons ago by our most out of their parts, but the
American fun exponents. His is the laughs are not In the lines and the
buffoonery type of comedy.
Yes, parts are too slim to do much with.
and he knows all the old sure laugh George Trabert and Marie Wella
getters of a long time ago, but when meet with a little better success in

he worked the old pillow atunt of their singing efforts.
pushing down the top, then poking
More dancing by Adelaide and
in the sides, that was the last straw. Hughes should be injected into the
With duo respect to these two production. They have been satperformers how much better it would Isfleld with a comparatively small
have been, say with an Eleanor share of the evening's performance,
Painter in the role of Phoebe and rather preferring the large and unany of our comedians as the ser- usually attractive chorus to reap
geant. Any is really meant There the major portion of the applause.
hasn't been one here this season who The chorus executed a highly incouldn't have taken that part and genious "Toy Soldiers* Dance" with
injected some real comedy into it rare skill and generally disported
Evidently the text of Barrie's themselves in a fashion to make
story has been closely followed. A their every entrance bring the augood looking chorus is simply dience back to life with hopeful
wasted, being on only at the open- sighs while seconding the song sung
ing and then with the exception of in the second act. "While There's
strolling across the back, do not Life There's Hope."
return again until the last act, at
The play opens and closes in an
which time a male chorus is also artists' studio and between these
utilized,
numbering some twenty points are sandwiched a number of
boys.
scenes based on a Mother Gooso
Somehow the impression cannot be book with the usual attendant charshaken that had this pretty little acters. The plot is vague and much
story been made the basis for a of the time the audience i9 guessing"
modern musical comedy with the what it Is all about. There Is so
chorus used to its full advantage, much padding at present that the
some honest to goodness comedv In- book will have to be entirely rejected into it, coupled wUh the music it has, it is possible two or three

additional

numbers given a

little

Mr. Glerville, Mr.

War-

written qx substituted for: in the
greater part.
The music is suffi-

to modern ragtime fplcase note ragis meant, not Jazz), the future
of this offering would have rather a
different outlook.
As to the cast other than Miss

time

Ward and

ren Procter struggles hard with a
typical leading tenor role.
He has
a pleasing appearance but his top
notes are terribly tight. Could this
be remedied the stage would gain
a splendid singer.
The voice is
there but not brought out.
Gertrude Mudge gives a conventional

performance of an Irish Biddy

as Patty White. A bunch of little
kiddies at the opening of the second
act assist Miss Ward in putting
over a clever number.
The Bhuberta have beautifully
mounted the piece, the last act being
a real feast to the eye because of
its apparent splendor without being
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cient unto the need although it contains no striking outstanding numbers, but the lyrics axe of a pathos
that Is not at all in keeping with
the rest of the play.
Cameo Girl" is to the eye

ON BROADWAY
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Hughes are such that It is a shame
to have them come to such an all

Cecl ,e

.-.•.

Tommy Tomaon
n .-...*. Tred K4At
Vanda Hon*
Eveljru Law
Patricia

Clarke.

Kdith Decker
Beulab McFarland

A. L. Erlanger's

new musical

play

was disclosed at the George M.
Cohan Tuesday evening as another
average musical comedy with the
accent on the musical and the
comedy more or less in abeyance.
It has a wealth of youth and beauty,
a certain richness of color and in-

Atlantic City. May 4.
After an absence from the list of
working playwrights lasting nearly
three yearn, Winchell Smith again
entered, Monday, the arena at the
Apollo and scored a top notch mark
at the first showing of "The Wheel."
The new play is a particular instance of the best writing and the
finest character drawing that have
so long been known as the "SmithGolden" type and from which the
name of last evening's author had
been so nearly obliterated in his
quiet retirement from the footlights.
Though there was no great similarity in situation or plot, the reminiscence last evening was largely
Fortune Hunter," that
of "The
earlier vehicle of Mr. Smith's writing. In style, ease of speech, commonplace of locale without depre-.
elation to slung or vulgar tyne. "The
Wheel" spoke its piece with interest and consistent holding power.
Then there was in the cast Thomas
W. Hots, somewhat older, but still
speaking with the same pleasant
voice which marked that memorable
debut on the same stage when he
was the hero of the rural "Fortune

Domestic In its theme of husband
and wife with a problem of family
life. "The Wheel" is vitally virile,
throb of impulse that porthe clutch of the gambling

its

spirit. Mr. Smith has covered a wide
field in his tale, beginning with the

problem of marriage between a
shop-keeping young woman and
the son of a wealthy ma I, skipping
the immediate family complications
of this culmination to face the spirit
of the gambler, which threatens to
overpower the influence of the -first
love impulses, then throwing, his
clutch with startling suddenness into a reversal of spirit and direction
to a final fourth act thut is more or
less a comedy relief to that tenseness that seems almost to contradict

The

sisters

might have done bet-

and a good surprise.

effect

they could have told some of
The whole play takes place on
song, but they are birds of shipboard, for which excellent setbright
plumage
and
voiceless. tings have been supplied, two on
Among the principals Julia Kelety open decks, with the ship headed
alone lias a voice and her brilliant into the audience, as it were, and
singing of "Honeymoon" at the the red and green lights fixed to
opening of the last act was one of the arch. The costuming is rich in
the bright spots of the evening. An color, one effect being especially
incidental dance by Evelyn Law as impressive and lavish. This shows
part of this number contributed a whole wedding party, bride and
considerably to the effect and an all, enveloped in eye-opening frocks
especially enthusiastic audience at of gold cloth.
the premiere held the show up while
The score is by Paul Lannin and
she repeated her wild acrobatic per- Vincent Youmans and has several
formance to the point of exhaustion. agreeable numbers, the best being
It was Miss Law also who evoked a
swinging
composition
called
a like demonstration in the second •Who's Who With You?" with
act by an acrobatic dance aided by catchy lyrics by Arthur Francis.
ter
it

the "comedy" title of so many recent plays.
Again retracing our steps, we find
act one a typical small exclusive
shop, with its intimate life; scene
two, a bit of breakfast, with an aftermath of the night before, and
scene three, picturing with fidelity
a gambling room with its roulette
wheels, wherein the whole routine
of the play spoke so apparent that
its sudden culmination held the play
firmly to an assured pinnacle of
success. In the final episode of an
apparently finished play, whose curtain forbade it being the final moment, the morning room of the
apartment Is again returned.
The cast was one of the most perfect of the season. Hardly a flaw
could be picked In the arti :try of
the several important players or
even in the many minor roles.
Thomas W. Ross, as the gambler
and owner of many places, took the
honors of the evening for a part of
assured self-respect In a difficult at-

if

in

Jack and

The

Tommy

Tomson.

Ruth.

really high spots of the per-

formance were easy to count. Mostly
they went to the Fairbanks girls
for their dances and to either Fred
Santley or Oscar Shaw for numbers, especially those which had
dances to help carry them off. The
dances both of the principals and

no opportunity, and is overshadowed
by Gypsy O'Brien In a much fatter
Blythe Daly
series of situations.
has a few minutes of opportunity in
Paul Gordon, Leon
a small bit.
Gordon. Hy Mayer. Peggy Doran
op- and others overplay useless material.

mosphere. He played to many
posing characters with fidelity and
earnestness that was wholly successful, mostly because his character spoke of his own individuality.
The leading man, the husband, had

Schcuer.

LIKE

a great variety of personal qualities

A

'

BROADWAY STORY
Continued from page IS.)
Is now a good second at the Lyric.
"Way Down East" at the 44th Street
is a close third, with $11,000 and
more in last week.
Two important musical arrivals
featured the week with the entrance of "Two Little Girls in Blue"
at the Cohan and "Princess Virtue"
at the Central. "Tyranny of Love"
with a star cast was revived at the
Cort and stands a good chance.

Twelve Only
Withdrawals from the buy-cuts
were balanced by one or two added
starters, keeping the list up to
twelve attractions only. They are:

KING.

Abe Levy, general manager for Sam H. Harris, Is a fiend at buying
ha by carriages.
Kvery time a new baby arrives in the home of a
friend he buys one and has been doing It all his life that ia since the
time when he had the price. The latest baby carriage supplied was for
e four weeks' old infant of which Rudolph Friml is the papa. It was
Levy's eleventh gift purchase of the kind. Abe bought 'em before the
war and since, the price ranging from $27 to $56 each. The latter figure
was the price during the war.

—

I

Friends are kidding Barney Gallant, manager of the Greenwich VilOf late there has been a succession of flops housed in
lage Theatre.
the village theatre. This week another opened under the name of "The
Sacrifice." Barney is intent on getting guarantees for his house, regardless of how good or bad the attraction may be. Several weeks ago "Hubbies in Distress," a "Review of the Classics," lasted one week. Instead of
three arranged for. and It was said Barney was stung for part of the
"This Sacrifice" lasted two nights.
cruarantee.
Neither the I. A. T. S. E. or American Federation of Musicians has
taken any decisive stand on the question of whether their members
will work with non-Equity casts when the A. E. A. closed shop becomes effective next season, and no action will be taken on the matter unless the question Is brought to -the attention of the stage unions,
by the Actors' Equity Association.
Both organizations' executive hoards are to hold their annual meetNothing as regards the matter could be decided until
ings in June.
the annual meetings are held, as the executive boards would be the
Up to Wednesday the Stage
only ones qualified to make a decision.
hands' union had received no application from the Equity, requesting
the organization to have its members refuse to work with non-Equity
casts next season.

M

»

>

•

A new law quietly passed by the Pennsylvania State Legislature which
prohibits colored persons from residing in the same house or hotel with
whites brought about an unpleasant situation for Bert Williams, who
appeared Jn "Broadway Brevities" at Pittsburgh last week. The house
manager succeeded in getting the assistant manager of the William Penn
Hotel to give Williams a room, the hostelry having formerly accommodated the colored star. When the hotel's managing director learned of
it Willia/ns was required to leave.
He finally landed in a poorly furnished hotel of the fourth class. During the Pittsburgh engagement
Williams' contract with the show expired. He is reported having been
given an increase, his salary now being $1,500 with the show.
The law also excludes colored maids and workers from sleeping In
hotels. They are permitted to work during the day time, but must use
the servants' elevators. Frances White's maid was denied the privilege
of sleeping at the Penn, under the same regulation that excluded Williams.

Atlantic City, May 4.
"Like a King," the newest offerAll reports to the contrary notwithstanding, the Equity executi\«
ing of Adolph Klauher. nppeared
"Deburau" (Belasco); "Toto" (Bihere last evening after a consider- jou); "The Oreen.Goddess" (Booth); hacked by their members, are out to add the control of theatres to
able list of plauditory explosions "Princess Virtue" (Central); Must their measures.
Elusive rumors of the week had the T. M. A. in a
Trenton,
Allentown
and
from
Married" (Comedy); "Nice People" tacit agreement to swing to the Equity should the producing amnagers
pressed determination sufficient for
which acted largely as a rebuff, for
the singular role she hid to fill.
evince
desire
this summer or fall to disregard the conditions of
any
"First
Year"
(Little);
develop any of (Klaw);
There were two comedv bits youth- the show failed to
the enormous heights to which the "Gold Diggers" (Lyceum); "Sally" the association's contracts with players.
fully fulfilled with clever tact by
The T. M. A. heads deny any tactical or other agreement with Equity.
(New Amsterdam);
"Romance'*
critics had raised this
Harold Walbridge as a Jewish hoy back state
The same money power that offered to build theatres for the asso"The
Man*
Bad
(Playhouse);
and Leila Bennet as an Irish girl. comedy.
It is the story of a young man
ciation
when the Equity-Producing Managers strike was hot Is said
"Joan
of
Arc"
(Bits);
(fchubert).
Of the other parts, filled by Charles
picked up in Central Park hy a
to be again offering co-operation, this time the financier's proposal
Lake. Jay Hanna, Florence Enright, wealthy
Cut Rates
man's
chauffeur when he
l.rng
for
the financing of Equity shows to provide work for disenJosephine Williams and others, the
almost his last
The cut rates offered a liberal gaged Equity actors next season, the shows being pieces of all sort"
part of bo erotipfef In (he roulette has just exhausted
trying to make geod on !•:•; of attraction*, totalling
pittance,
Wn
scene was the most notable and
«h<M»*r*« iimt
reputation he has written for of them are among this week's clos- io he selected by committers as tenants for the many
stood out against the remainder of the
This committee will act.
a forecast says will he open next season.
serif's of letters coverings:
the east as second in Importance, himself In a
The Hose f'.irl" (Ambussa
rays report, along the lines of the Guild now occupying two New York
ing six years.
Mr. Kpxs alone excelling in ihe
flo!
"Love Birds" (Apollo): "Mis
The <;h;.'nffvn'' .i£;i ••• v t" lake. him
stages with (•hows, via., "Urllom." st the Qarrick, and "Mr Tim"
•':!;(•)< teriesVot his rendition "of Mr.
•*"
home in his absent employer i Koiis- L'.r.n itr-rt'* tHettnonn "in Hi:'the' iienVv Sfffler
Smith'.; character.
Hchcncr.
Watch" (Century); 'Mum
Koyce" where he becomes the mil- NUght
lionaire hero of a hidebound village Married" (Comedy); "Tyranny of
House managers everywhere are discounting (he fulminations issued
Mow he Love" (Cort): The Uroken \\ iris.
with big opportunities.
h.v New
Vo. k managers outlining their road show plans for next sea
squirms out of a few boy-slue diffi- (48th Street): -Smooth as Silk
to;>
culties
a
and reaches
height of
<>n.
One N. V lirrn of producis that got it* name In the papers of
Atlantic City. Hay 4.
'Welcome Stranger" (Sim
"Tin Pun Alley." the latest effu- success is promised, hut not devel- fFrasee);
with a bulging progiurn of new productions next season i*
week
the
H. Harris*: ''Che Champion" (Longsion from ihe office of A. if. Woods, oped, before the final curtain falls
said to have hut a single show upon which they are seriously conJames Gloason. hero of many acre); "Spanish Love" (Elliott); centrating their attention. The N. Y. producing managers with houses
arrived at the Woods Sunday to tell
Live
Chosts"
a tale of music publishers, sons plays this past season-, has ail the "Three
Hayes)
compoHers and feminine singers in comedy and the principal part. Be- "Little old .\ew York' Plymouth r. o! their own here and outside are seurccly more energetic, according
tt.
the out-of-town house managers, pursuing, in the main,- a policy
46th street.
ing a remarkably clever comedian
Hollo's Wild Oats" (Punch and
of waiting, to see what enterprise may develop among Independcnf
An original story 1»> Thomas he makes the most of circumstances Judy);
Me"
"Dear
(Republic);
Orant npr Infer, dramatised by Le of a light and trivial character to a ".loan
pi odU< eis.
Of Arc' (Shuherti; "Thank*
itoy Clemens and William Charles point of considerable entertainment.
Indications of the present state of the production famine is found
You" (Ghost Between") (3*th
to
Lengel, the program said it was the Ann Harding is pleasing In a vers
Street):
The (Ugh Olrl'.' (Times in a 'theatre In Cleveland this week with the show guaranteed $4,000
and
origin of r "comedy" without com- demure
self-made wny. and
the theatre owners, a sharp reversal of the good times practice
edy, a play with no noting parts
Ho, Mure):
"Passing Show" (Win *.
there is n sprightly bit of pleasant
The play, aecordlng to thr epfntafl
ol demanding instead of giving.
The story is exceedingly thin, and in >.; in the smite and twinkling eye ( 'i den
uudier.ces Cannot gross more than $3,600.
though Mi.- whole three nets are of little Kathleen Wallace th.i
,
Tin* habit of hooking managers of show firms lining up a dozen,
t'tni mbei i.r:.
completed n two hours the exertion u orl
Celwyni Buy Storage House
Of Spreading the material is conOtherwise "Lite a King' Is v*er>
hi
more routes is getting small encouragement from Ihe two syndistant \y v\ id.-iiL
much like mart} other plavs that
in theme the play
The sho\- -» hooked h;. sirnlla
Sol Kloom I. a
cates and then cohorts this sen on.
old a UlCUtH
is of the older school of mc'o-Jrama.
have oi.»». ;i"d :;«•:• in the past, Moi.iee warehoii. e on lirjtt
hi- past that
never i;>>\ e\ en as f*il an a rehearsal are SO
ItOOkerf '"
SVe.liUl'
which ('uVied lietter situations for with latter or lint
r matei ia'. BC«
the
and lh.« syndi ate hookers sa)
that
theatre
Co
out-of-town
nun
Si'iwyn
is
many
to
The
ice
»<
or
nil
»o cents
He
(<•
hr
lor jns.
of
cord ho;
mi i.rif could rOurii
de
lhej re now being termed.
..
hem "Hull hoc
d t« lie in exeesi of ts*»,0>o
Aim Tell ib the principal,' who an; ",
Si htitrr.

which Harry Leighton understood
and depicted. Tda St. Leon. who. if
memory is right, has a considerable
reputation in stock, gave the wife a
womanly confidence and softly ex-

I

The Publishers' Association held a dinner at the Friars' Club last week.
Something new in "lollypops" was listed on the menu and the idea is
become famous, such was the measure of its success. One of the
almost none of the buck and wing speakers was Raymond Hitchcock. He rolled up to the Friars Wednesday
stepping with which he used to be
evening, Immaculately togged out. Strolling into the grill he looked about.
identified, but he has shown a lot
of resourcefulness in new designs. Some one greeted him and asked him what the idea was. He answered:
Some of the chorus work showed "I have Just discovered I have arrived to speak at an affair that waa held
p&mst&kfag drill m neat tegzn&ni& h<we last night/' He. had lost an entire day somewhere.
and the variety ran all the way to
an interesting formation with an
Announced merely by Its title, without any presenters mentioned, the
adaptation of an Oriental figure.
Mr. Wayburn probably picked the Canadian show, "Biff, Blng. Bang," opening at the Ambassador Monday
chorus, too, a refreshing lot of girls night, ia owned by the Trans-Canada Co., of which George F. Driscoll is
who do mora to make the evening the president. U is a soldier show and has been touring Canada for the
agreeable than all the other ele- last two years.
ments combined.
The excuse for attempting to conceal the identity of the producers is a
Mr. Howland labored quite alone misapprehension that New York, especially some of the managers who
to extract fun from the proceedings,
companies through the Montreal concern, is prejudiced against the
booked
a task beyond the grasp of a comedian so inflexible in style. Emma Trans-Canada Company. This was the excuse offered by several manJanvier might have been employed gers familiar with the Canadian situation with respect to shows that
towafd coaxing a laugh or two, but played in Canada since the war. There may be a grievance between
nothing was put into her hands. individual showmen here and the big Montreal company, which controls
So the comedy was shifted to the practically all the booking in the Dominion. The trouble exists over the
shoulders of Santley and Shaw. All receipts of American shows in Canadian territory last season. Companies
in vain, for those two young men back from that territory gave this solution to the story, discussed in New
had to play the polite, dress suited York offlcea all season.
lovers and make melody and love.
The Trans-Canada Company had four or five shows out of its office last
which do not mix with musical
season, "The Maid of the Mountain" and the soldier show coming in here
comedy humor.
were
particularly successful. American managers charge agitating for the
As a production, "Two Little
Girls in Blue" (ills the bill.
The "home and fireside" principle as against productions from this side was
stage pictures are fine and there arc rtirred up.
ingenious effects galore.
One of
The feeling against Americans on the other side of the border is attributhem was a neat, quick change of table, according to showmen just back from there, to three causes: money
scene with a capital surprise for
exchange, which has been as high as IS per cent.; the alleged sympathies
the second act tinale.
The two
Fairbanks girls have got on ship- of Americans for Ireland, and the English idea that Americana take all
board on one ticket and one of them of the credit for having saved the world from German tyranny.
This misconception is acute, according to reports, all over Canada and
has to remain concealed in the stateroom. The captain, on the trail of applies to all lines of business, but is more easily discernible in the show
a jewel thief, orders a search of business, and is ss^ld to have reacted against all the American productions
the cabin. The shift is made from in that territory last season.
an elaborate setting of the saloon
likely to

exhaustible energy in the way of
dancing displays, but from the rising of the curtain at 8.20 to the
going: down thereof at 11.35 there
is not a hearty laugh.
If the two
early spring contenders for the summer entertainment stakes are to set
the fashion this is to be an uncnlivening between -seasons.
Fred Jackson supplied the book,
a unique affair hampered with dialog and story and strangely devoid
of humor.
One looks in vain for
the sprightly line or the snappy bon
mot.
Karly in the iirst act Olln
Howland said unctuously to Emma
Janvier.
the
character
woman.
"Come up to the dock." And Miss
Janvier replied aptly enough, "I'd
rather tie up to a peer." The pun
was one of the few witty flashes of
the evening.
Judge then how the
rest of tbe repartee sparkled.
The Fairbanks twin.-, are the stars, to the girl's stateroom. They defeat
a joy to look at for their blooming the pursuit by having one of the
freshness of girlish loveliness and twins step behind a mirror while
dancers of exhilarating grace, but the other poses in front, the detheir long exchanges of eonfldences vice familiar in "My Friend from
addressed to each other and the au- India" and later in vaudeville.
dienc«
io furtherance of the plot
Just at this climax the curtain
do not make for a swift -moving en- goes to the top of the proscenium
tertainment. The girls had such a arch and the bridge of the ship is
lot of story to explain that it cut shown high
above the cabin insadly into their dancing and left terior, the multi-colored chorus bethem only enough time to leap from ing ranged along the rail for the enone pretty flapper frock to another. semble which closes the act. Novel

Hunter."

I

«

Marg'«

THE WHEEL.

trays

Jack Tomaon

£*Qitey >«-«•„

Ophelia
Mary Bird
The Brido

O'Toole,

How land

Kelety
Stanley Jeeaap

....Julia

Kenned/

.Closing -aw the- scenic efcVcts of J, J.

with

Olln

....Emma Janvier

*

ON LEGIT

on.

by the way, has abanoutgrown his rather

JJT BLUE. doned
or
Madeline Fairbanks limited range of steps, for In this
Marlon Fairbanks piece his pupils display a great verOacar Shaw satility of movements.
There Is
Fred San t ley

Dolly Sartorts
Polly Hartoria

Robert Barkar
Jerry Lloyd
Morgan Atwnll
Hariette Nevllla
Ninon La Fleur
Captain Morrow
Jennings

numbers

Way burn,

rWO LITTLE OIKLS

one of the most pleasing of all the
elaborately staged shows playing
here this year, but to the ear it is a
rank failure in its present form and
its conversion into pantomine or
m new book and lyrics are the only
remedies for this serious fault. It
is to be hoped that some way is
found to save the production from

INSIDE STUFF

chorus were the feature of the show.
so it would only be fair to say that
New Way burn probably was the
star of the production, since he put
the

The

too early ending.
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NEW ACTS

•

ERNESTINE MYERS

and Co.

"Dance Creations."
16 Mins.; One and Three

(5)

(Special

Sets and Hangings).

American.

ings).

Four

girl-

Lillian Both drew attention as a usher uniforms of gray silk with
Miss Myers formerly had Paisley
They might have
Noon as her partner in a dance kid player in "Shavings," from tiny aprons.
This new production of which she went in vaudeville last stepped upon the stage from their
review.
season with her much smaller sister jobs, and are agreeable looking
hers far outshines, outdistances
and outstrips her former efforts, the Anna. There was another tot in young women. They sing a nicely
t

>• ,\-

,*

1, .

word "outstrips'., ftp. bp interpreted the act then, the routine being
largely one of imitations. •••••
as one chooses.
The present act is considerable
The curtain rises on special hangings in "one" which discloses cor- improvement over the first effort.
geous hangings-set in "three" and It was written by Jamea Madison
which in turn contains a elevated who has the kids in cute little blue
ss Myers and twin beds at the rise of the curplatform whereupon
her chief supporting cast member, tain. There is mention of a wedCharles Forsythe Adams, exhibit a ding anniversary celebration downColonial song and dance number in stairs, for which several actresses
powdered have been engaged to entertain.
costumes.
appropriate
wigs and all. George Clifford fol- Lillian says she can imitate some
lowed with a jazz solo that won and starts off with an Ethel Barryconsiderable reward on Its merits. more bit.
She has one more, it
Mr. Adams then introduced a being the "Pollyana" bit used last
Anna
then has a try as
season.
number in which the Darling Twins
show Oriental and Spanish crea- Frances White, reciting "What's
That's about as far as
tions the verb "show" also being the Use."
used advisedly as far as the Orien- they go with the Imitations.
Both were
tal thing is concerned.
In a cute change Lillian reappears,
very fetching and novel.
dons shell rimmed specs and gives
Clifford and one of the twins did her impression of a politician dea double dance number following livering an after-dinner speech. It
which the leader of the resrular is really a monolog well done and
house orchestra (the act carries a well received. Anna then appears
director also) performed a viol n as a tiny vamp, simulating the acShe has been
solo In "one" and won considerable cepted stage type.
both on merits and home talent pop- proposed to by "Handsome Harry,"
him at Grand
her
to
meet
ularity. The solo fills in a stage wait who writes
effectively and may be a regular Central Station and to be sure and
part of the act with the various bring a bankroll along. Enter Lilhouse leaders performing similarly. lian as a boy in swallow-tails. There
For the finish, an Egyptian dance is a drama bit. Anna, the vamp,
number which presumably was some runs true to film form, tapping her
sort of an interpretative dance, was soft sweetie on the bean at the

M

—

and grabbing his bankroll.
The Roth Kids show a good deal
more all around than on their first
They needed a routine written
try.
that fitted them and this one answers the purpose well. Both children are clever. They should win
lbcc.
a spot on the b'gger bills.

shown. Suffice it, no one was
ested in Interpreting it, other than
watching Miss Myers go through the
gyrations of her dance. She appears
barefooted and stockingless well up
to her thighs, the upper portion of
her anatomy also being similarly
Except for
spared of coverings.
breastplates, it was a nude intermission unto the waist. Even below that a diaphonous arrangement "WHO'S MY WIFE"?
of the costume imparted an effect Musical Comedy.
that brought gasps from the audi- 18 Mina.; Full Stage. (Special
inter-

In the course of her dance.
Miss Myers has occasion to doff an
outer portion of her costume as well
as her breastplates, the act of removing the latter raising another
nervous giggle barrage from the
frails present.
However, It only
disclosed her anatomy tightly bound
by a white bandage. The rest of
the picture was filled in by both
men in the act attired in Oriental
pantaleVms and raising their hands
aloft ever and ano in seeming implication of the dancer with the latter
falling prone on this short flight of
steps for a finish.
It
is
an effective, well-staged
dance revue a little different from
the rather abundant flock of dance
revues extant in present day vaude-

ence.

ville.

BARONESS ROUSKAYA &

Co. (1)

Dances and Songs.
18 Mine.;

Full Stage.

While the Impression

is

left

by

the enunciators that this is a single
it's
a double, with (Jrattan
billed in the lobby as the man
at the piano, who also sings, doing
much of both. The Baroness does
character dances, plays a violin now
and then while doing them, and
also Joins in with Mr. Waltz when
he is singing "All By Myself" at the
piano.
turn,

Waltz

There is class to the turn In its
composition, also in the numbers.
The Baroness plays the violin better
than she dances a French Gavotte
or the castanetted Spanish bit, and
perhaps the playing was interjected
for that reason.
Mr. Waltz as a
pianologist strikes a fair avernge.
He has ranged his musical Interlude*
from classical to pop .The act seems
to run a trifle too long.

That may

be corrected with usage if It's new.
The Barotteftl is a brunet; piubn*
bly of statuesque proportions in
regular clothes, although her gowns
In this act are exceptional, particu-

larly a white dress with plenty of
plumes. If there's publicity to be
begotten from the "Baroness" end
or the ancestry, that would add.
Just now while it's a big time act,
It would seem to be big time only
for the Orpheum Circuit and should

nicely

fit

Set).
Riverside.

William B. Friedlander's production, with book by Will Hough, and
music and lyrics by the producer.
That combination formerly held
forth in the West writing and producing.

The present production is elaborate with the set a good looking
interior, bachelor's quarters.
The book

in there.

is

A young man,

altogether Houghish.
hurt in an aeroplane

This
accident, loses- his memory.
phase comes on at unexpected and
inopportune times.

is

not the missing wife.

The burglar Is introduced as a
doctor or, at least, one of those massage fellows, and there is quite a
bit of talk about a knee.
Hough
leans to knees. However, the comedy is kept clean and there isn't
anything to offend.
The g'rls are
mixed in a couple of musical numbers that fit the situations, and there
is also a little dancing.
The names of the principals are
not carried or. the program.
The
comedian handles the light lines
nicely, placing many good laughs
without straining for them.
He
leads one number and does a little
dance with the girls that gets results.
The straight man also does
well with the dialog and a couple
of songs.
The girls are good looker* and sins: better than the average.

The

comes rather suddenly.

but a laugh in gained through the
burglar going back It; h;fi Trade,
after the young man finds his wife
and strips the apartment of all
the
furniture
while
the
young
couple are cooing in song.

"Who's

My

Wife"?

is

a good

vaudeville act. It has young people,
catchy music, laughs and appearance.
It will do well on the big
time, though not a feature attraction.

BELL and BANN.
Songs and Talk.

and LYONC.

14 Mins.;
City.

Accordions.
10 Mina.; One.

American.
Man and

A male

woman

going

In

straight accordion playing fa ilurIng popular numbers. The Bjl rl is
sprightly, wearing two at tin ctlve
costumes that help materially and
the playing has the necessary
to hold audiences in the house l for
which the turn is framed.

f

One.
team, elosely following (he

lines of Savoy and Brennan, one
•hap doing a female Impersonation
closely resembling the Bert Bavoy
characterisation, Routine of crossfire talk with I number by the male
character art the Mgredlents of the
turn. Too near a copy to be of interest to the average booker.

Mm.;

It's an actors' playlet, very human
In spots and cleverly played, especially by the woman, who in the act
is not supposed to be much of an
actress.
The scene is"' the hrheiior
bed reposes
of a one -room "flat."
One side has its thein the back.
atre trunk and close by a gas stove.
'

A

—

bers.

"

DALLAS WALKER.

few touches in direction is all
Got to Have Meat" needs to place
as a standard comedy offering.

Full
Drop, Set).

I

MARY

Songs.

Talk.

Mins.;
58th St.
14

it

bee.

AL ROYCE.

and

Comedy

"I

One

(special

is pleasing to look at and, because
too much in the singing and dancing line is not to be expected from
a rope spinner.
The full stage set is used for the
rope spinning, and here she does the
oaua] routine with a little chatter.

finish

another

is

and

song

dance, using the rope in the dance.
Miss Walker makes three costume
changes and is a pretty picture in
the velvet and gold comic opera
cowboy costumes. It is all Dallas
Walker and neither the singing,
dancing or roping that counts. A
nice little turn that will get away
opening shows.

KAUFMAN

and BESSL.

Sketch.

The drop shows the exterior of a
The male in tuxedo and

restaurant.

brown cap

is

bounced from the eat-

and

ing

woman

in

the

country

background ahd a
foreground.
stitious

and

salary, starting at $100,
until Mr. Velie in despair, while the

number continues, comes forth with
a blackboard, on which he chalks
up several items necessary to run

the act, as against the $1,000 salary
(on the board) received with the
result if he pays all, there will be
nothing left for him.
The blackboard list was complete in Its expenses, including commission and
transpcrtation.
The turn is nicely arranged. Velie
besides singing and dancing goes to
the piano a couple of times. The
girls have individual opportunity
and do fairly, though one (all are
brunets) she with the grey dress,
has quite some personality. For a
finish Velie plays leap-frog over the
four girls and then leaps over the
entire four together.
The settings are pleasant, the
dressing pretty, Velie does well and
tho idea of the skit being kidded
along as building up a vaudeville
act on the way helps it, but the
best bit the motor car number, done
by Velie and the personality girl,
has been done before by another
couple in vaudeville.
Sime.

NICK ADAMS and

Co. (3).

"The Elopement.'* (Comedy).
18 Mine.; Full Stage.

Albermarle, Brooklyn.

Nick Adams was of Yorke end
Adams, .one of the earliest Hebraic
double comedy turns. He has been
abroad for the past few years. In
"The, Elopement" Mr. Adams faithfully assumes the character of a
modernized Hebraic type, similar to

He

that of Perlmutter.

by a company of
woman,
juvenile

is

assisted

character

three,

drop, upsetting him.
While she
changes, he monologs, missing with
delivery and material. She returns
in black
iridescent short skirted
costume. He solos while she makes
another change to male attire similar to his and they Doth pull a good
dancing routine of eccentric and

buck

steps.

A

return for some more crossfire
real funny burlesque boxing
bout is made.
Tho finish is the
strongest portion. The talk is weak
throughout with the low comedy
efforts getting most. More of the
i>»t.r HT..1 ios« of tbe former would

and

"Artmr rteyve;

iu

tree
is

field

the
superin

of the talk hinges

on "signs." Tho man goes through
several mishaps, such as sitting under a ladder with something falling
on the head, the breakaway hammock and one or two other similar

son of the man married to the
daughter of the woman.
The boy and girl, while good
friends, are not particularly anxious to hurry the matrimonial af-

The old couple decide to
spring a little scheme that will have,
the effect of bringing matters to a
head. They frame a phoney quarrel and involve the children in it
with the idea of having the young
folks

believe

and

(father

'they

mother) are really opposed to the
marriage.

works

It

capitally,

the

contrariwise, when they
suppose their parents do not want
them wed, deciding to elope. The

children

older

couple,

following

the

elope-

15 Mins.;

Mr.

Adams

gets a lot out of an

amusing description of "Romeo and
Juliet," which he has seen in pictures, and which he utilizes to illustrate his plan of action, which
to

is

bring

about

the

elopement.

The supporting company are individually well cast and give capable
performances. Elimination of some
of the surplus dialog would make
for continuous speed,

now

......

One.

American Roof.

Two men appearing in
Tommy Atkins costumes

.

f

.

rnv

lacking.

The sketch holds an average number

of

laughs.

serve

will

It

its

purpose for small or big small time,
but Mr. Adams' ability as a character comedian deserves
something
better.

The act with the same people
was formerly Known ns Rolls and

with a

set

The wife
all

demands a

The first diaphram laugh comes ment, also decide to take a chance
when she left hooks him into the on the wedding bells themselves.

amounts to a two people sketch with
an exterior setting.
A married CY and CY.
eouple out for a picnic. The set is a Songs and Talk.
spot

comedy

salvo of crossfire of "light"

talk.

help.

Full Stage (Special).
Harlem O. H.

A man

plied

fair.

Boxing.
drop).

establishment to be followed
ing into her work. The cowgirl, as by the girl, a blonde bobbed hair
plump
female attired as a waitress.
she calls herself, opens with a song
and dance all right, because the girl This is the excuse for the opening

The

Randall Sisters./ The act's
name, "Mignonette" is also the title
of the song that Mr. Velie said was
the only rumberc his author sup-

and
ingenue.
There are several good situations
in the sketch, but in the main it is
inclined to be a bit too talky. The
story concerns a middle-aged man
and woman living as next door
Graves and Demonde look surely neighbors for 15 years, who have
headed for the big time. Just a long cherished a desire to see the

Rope Spinning.
Open One. Close
Stage. (Special

and

him with, -though* there ar*
other numbers.
The opening is an Introductory
lytic, with Mr. Velie calling forth
nearby the girla. Each of the young women

—

10 Mine.;

1921

Full Stage.

a valuable element in the hareffects of the quartet numThe quiet, simple dressing Opposite is a bureau and
chair holds a wash tub all eviof the four and their unpretentious a
appearance and style of offering dences of the hard going the man
and wife have been hitting.
give the turn a likeable atmosphere
The man is a player of parts in
of genuineness. The American aua fly by night. The woman has
Rush.
dience liked them.
been given but one or two bits at a
time and then did them badly. He
CHIEF BLUE CLOUD and Co. (1). has been out through bad theatre
Roping, Songs, Talk and Music.
conditions and had taken to driving
12 Mina.; Full Stage (Special Set). a truck that they might exist.
No
Albermarle, Brooklyn.
pay until the 15th and just one egg
Chief Blue Cloud is an Indian, for dinner.
They plan a celebrafrom appearances a full blooded tion when pay day comes they'll
although speaking flawless have meat.
one,
English. He is assisted by a slender
Complaints and rejoinders fly
young woman, who like the chief, back from one to the other. It is
wears Indian garb throughout the tho wife who sneers at his wish
A special landscape set, con- for a real Job. She tells him he'll
act.
sisting of several hanging pieces, never get the place he wants, now
with a full-fledged tepee set to the that the breweries are shut down.
right, makes an atmospheric back- Her brandishing of a frying pan
ground for the specialties offered. tickled the house. There followed
Following a song by the woman, one of the changes of pace which
the chief does a routine with the cleverly carried the turn so interestlariat, handling it dexterously. Brief ingly along.
He mentioned disapcross fire, leading up to another pointment over the failure of their
vocal number by woman, in which pre-nuptial plans for two children.
she introduces several extremely She snapped back it wasn't her
high notes, with the tones coming fault.
Anyhow, the lease says
out clear and round.
there must be no children.
Chief solos with trombone next,
Perhaps the best bit came when
playing a slow tempo number and she declared she was going to quft
He's a good him and fixed about her neck the
a jazzy selection.
musician. For finish, woman sink- scrawniest of fur pieces.
He being and chief playing counter mel- sought her to stick it out. If only
ody on trombone, producing simple he could raise three or foi.r hu .dred
but effective harmony. Intelligent dollars everything would turn out
lighting adds value to the pretty all right. With downcast eyes, she
The short session said: "I know what you are thinkstage setting.
of conversational patter should *>e ing of, Dave.
But I can't do it."
replaced with brighter material. This After a pause to emphasize the imis a trivial matter, however, that
"I just can't
plication, she added:
can be easily corrected. The chiefs pawn my furs; a woman has to
roping and music, and the woman's have something." It was a great
tuneful soprano make a combina- laugh. But the house roared when
tion of entertainment that certifies they wrestled, she fell on the b,ed
the turn for the pop houses, with and it collapsed.
When she exthe fact of the man being an In- plained it was all acting to prove
dian giving an added novelty value she could play parts, he say
an
Opening the show at offer to head the cast in a oneto the act.
the Albermarle, they went over very nighter of "The Ragged Hero" is
Bell.
well.
off unless she is given a eontract.
is

mony

Comedy
finish

Simr.

LAWRENCE

running mostly to
the 'blu£s" variety.

The female baritone has an especially strong, mellow voice and this

Broadway.
Dallas Walker is probably of the
At the opening it has happened on
former team of Texas and Walker.
his honeymoon.
He has lost all In
attempting a single she has gone
track of his bride and can't rememin for scenery and costumes to quite
ber who he married. The story inan extent. The opening is in "One,"
volves a burglar, pressed into servwith a special drop with cutout
three
ice to find the wife and
just large enough for the girl's
young women invited to the house
head.
Through this she makes a
for dinner, in an effort to see if one
couple of announcements before goof the trio

5th Ave.

~,

close

varied routine,

rag

TiUTkibfcrs of-

6,

and DEMONDE.
Got to Have Meat" (Farce).

18

appropriate

in

May

JOE VELIE and Co. (4)
"Mignonette'* (Songs and Dances).
Full Stage (Special Hangings).
58th St.
5th Ave.
This couple may have come from
Joe Velie has an entertaining turn,
the West for a showing. With the written by Arthur Swanstrom and'
farce comedy, *T Got to Have Meat," Carey Morgan. It carries four girls,
they have an excellent chance.
Paula Chambers, Elinor McCune
"I

a

girla

Friday,

GRAVES

LILLIAN and ANNA ROTH.
FOUR U3HER8.
"The Night of the Party." (Kid Act). Female Quartet.
18 Mina. Full Stage (Special Hang- 12 Mina.; One.
23d Street.

81st Street.

WEEK

THIS

Btttt.

HORDES
D» rites
7 Mins.;

TRIO,

srnii

Full

Songs.
Stage (Spec.al Drop).

Greeley Sq.

Looks like
and lay-out.

work

a foreign turn in

Man and two women,

one a singer, the other a dancer and
comedy a good looker.
opening
The act opened with one of the

with an English comedy number women offering an operatic snaek,
with an argument ensuing over the with the daneing pair on next. The
proper wording. Equipped with wide work looked graceful, but not exsole shoes, comedy is derived from ceptional. After* a change the songa bit of stepping, the two going stress returned for a classical numhits also show up.
into sailor suits for a burlesque ber, during which the girl dancer
The talk is the usual "I would horn-pipe with the taller chap do- worked a specialty,
The man rehave been better off if I wasn't ing some good bugle calls with a appeared with
a curious looking
married" stuff, without anything pieee of garden hose.
mandol n. While he
,ived it he
new or bright to recommend it.
The turn is draggy in spot*, main- smiled
long
The finish is built for the big ly due to the talk. More stepping curly broadly and ton ed bis
hair about.
Scream*
The woman's 'dress g«ts would speed it up. th<- talk and busl :
Join.Lj into
the
dan
ill \
caught on the tree and die makes nest with the orchestra doing little man got
somet hi....;, the Ural returns
her exit without a skirt.
These to round out a strong vehicle. No. to that |i nt. He in.i;. !>«• Kussian.
man and wife Squabble acts Stem 3 on the Roof found the sjoinac a showing some
good rtcpH of that
to appeal to small time audiences. hit Steep for the two.
Although tli- nchool. it o\h ix'ii tii* show an unso there will probably always be
laughs were coming; for tin m in usual spot put perhaps ho one it
market for them.
\olume at times.
ILtc.
lits best.
I

'

<

•

;i

i

I

\

FIELDS.

ARTHUR

PALACE.

.

•OAO*
10 Mins.? One.

American Roof.
Arthur Fields has a rep for makHo has
ing phonograph records.

Dorothy Jardon Is headlining at
the Palace this week with about
the same repertoire as she had at
the same house three months ago.
Her present offering is one number
short of her Initial one and contains
the aria from "Cavaleria Rustic
ana," which she delivers beautifully.
Miss Jardon closed the first
half of the bill. Opening with a
medley she followed with a patriotic tribute to our dead soldiers.
While changing from her red panne

appeared in vaudeville before. Now
he goes In for straight singing only.
His selection of songs at the present time carries little weight, his
strongest Is a medley of former hits
with "Nobody's Baby" used for a
Fluids'
closer having some wurth,
velvet gown to a silver creation,
Toice is a big asset and with the Jerry Jarnlgan, her accompanist,
should
place
him offered classical piano solo.
numbers
proper
The
as a sure Are hit feature for houses operatic excerpt followed, with the
closing number announced as her
of the American grade.
own composition. Dorothy Jardon
has a grand opera voice and for

JESSIE

BUSLEY

and Co.

(S).

Face.*
Full Stage.

•My Lady's
19

Mint.;

vaudeville

The

is

hits

an ultra feature.
of the balance of the

went to the comedy entries,
Toney and Norman, fourth, and the
bill

the medium.
The girl reads convincingly in this bit, but falls at the
sob stuff when she sinks into a chair
overcome with grief at the boy's
departure. A burlesque of the balcony scene from "Romeo and Juliet"
was saved by the girl's clever handling, and her imitation of one of
the "Gold Diggers" cast was excellently done. The boy's Cantor Imitation, sung without orchestra accompaniment (on account of license

much.

restrictions), didn't get

The

Edgar Allan Woolf

is

COLONIAL.

•i

,
.

)

•

'

style of offering.
They have
been done to death in the past two
seasons, where every bill has held
at least oi»(. of them and many
tunes two and in a few eases three
This one, with the opening fixed
Up (it Starts very badly and doesn't
tel golr.g until the man's single
dance), ts as likely as many of them
'•at lia\
played.
:•

on" of them proUdihg
piano accompaniment, and look at,

duets,

tractive

in

evening dn

two changes

of

sightly
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offering
straight
with
Kntlrely
small hits of conversational exvoices,
bul
agreeable
change und
j nothing to distinguish the pair from
I the
scores of girl couples in this

they are closing shows, they should

change their opening dance

<

hit

ii-

trh

wiih snvern

I

pretf)

makes for a pretentious offering.
To the uninitiated the star's costume changes seem marvelous, but
>

to

some-

thing more lively. The set and appearance are fine and would tend to
hold an audience in their seats but
the long drawn out slow dance with
which they start offsets this. The
dance in itself is all right but a closing act must connect''quickly or*
the audience starts to move. The
Unusual Duo; a skating acrobatic
act, two
men, opened the show
nicely doing about five minutes.
"Who's My Wife" (New Acts).

applause sounded centered, one section of the house continuing the one
After intermission -"Topics of th«v
demonstration after the rest had
quieted.
Day" No. 105 was flashed and failed
Finks' Mules opened and were to arouse a single hearty laugh for
their usual comedy riot, with the the selected Jokes. Weaver Brothunridable animal and "plants'* for ers, in excellent rube character
the finish. The monk's antics were make-up without resorting to chin
good for hearty guffaws. The turn whiskers, played a series of freaky
instruments, their principal stunt
started the bill nicely.
Miller and Capman, a dancing being the playing of tunes on handteam, were a happy deuce, selections saws. One announced he was the
fitting nicely and registering with originator of this idea, dating back
good solo and double stepping. A 29 years ago.
Herschel Henlere. pianist, is painlariat dance a la Fred Stone and an
"ankle" solo by the other partner fully ponderous with his "Madame
A neat appearance in Skidikadinska" comedy efforts, but
got over.
tuxedos helped the good impression. scores strongly with his "pianoGeorgia Campbell in "Gone Are flage." The man can really play the
the Days" was third.
The three piano well and gets relatively little
males possess sp!endld
singing out of his horseplay preceding his
voices.
Miss Campbell was suffer- legitimate thrumming of the ivories.
ing from a noticeable cold, but won The lady with him In the act, howher way to applause with her sweet ever, makes a pretty picture and
personality and unique offering. adds to the turn. Henlere was next
The songs of the old south and the to closing, and preceding him were
ante-bellum attire are away from Hyams and Mclntyre in a smart
the usual singing turn.
A pretty musical playlet, "Maybloom." It is
finish is the effect of the boat race replete with clever comedy dialog
between the Robert E. Lee and the and the subject is sweet and clean.
Natchez, seen in perspective, the No small measure of its success is
boats passing with lights aglow, the deftness with which they do it.
Trio, equilibrists man,
through the old colonial window.
Osborn
Robbie Gordone closed with char- woman and boy held the audience
acter studies and poses from old seated until they finished, around
masters. The usual egress was 11.15 p. m. The child is an exceedprobably effected by the picture ingly alert kiddie, with good stage
propaganda the Keith houses are presence, doing all the topmounting
waging in the interests of the clos- for a series of hand-to-hand rou-

Watson Sisters, next to closing.
the author Toney and Norman with very little
competition in ttie first half got
of Miss Busley's new playlet The
over strongly with their kidding,
sketch is founded on an original nuttisms, and Toney's
eccentricities
theme, but is written atrociously of physique.
Toney has injected
and constructed so amateurishly no one or two new touches, one the
one but a capable player of Miss business of smearing up his pan
Busley's ability could save it from with a cigar in an effort to find his
mouth. The eccentric dance travdegenerating into broad farce.
esty of the classical leapers got
Miss Busley is the center of the over as strongly as ever.
The
which revolves around a knock-kneed colored boy, used for
story
nurse who has fallen in love with an encore, also landed. Miss NorThe man is the same excellent foil for
an aviator during the war.
clowning.
They
breezed
nurse is back in civil life selling Jim's
shirtwaists. She is afraid youth is through.
The
Watson
Sisters
next
to shut
slipping away and decides upon a
also landed solidly with their comface lifting operation. The doctor edy and singing. The turn is new
Is a former lover whom she reand has been lifted bodily from
jected.
"The Gold Diggers" as far as tho
Passage of time is indicated by character of the female equesFanny in
dropping a sheet in "one" with a trienne is concerned.
attire entrances with a horse
The days are riding
calendar thereon.
collar around her neck. The dia- ing acts. It consists of pictures of
scratched through by a clever ar- log haa been heard before. It conpeople seated in the middle of aisles
rangement. The operation is per- cerns her efforts at weight reduc- leaving
precipitously,
disturbing
formed whereupon the doctor re- tion with the horse losing and she every one in the row, and printed
The lover arrives and gaining. Later the girls exchanged notices extolling the virtues of the
proposes.
fails to go into ecstasies over her a series of gags which have been closing turn, etc.
Business was good Monday night,
appearance. Pressed for explana- pedaled around for seasons, such
old timers as "I married a minister the house being comfortably filled,
tions he explains he loved every
so as to be good for nothing," and, with the boxes the only exceptions.
wrinkle in her former physiognomy. "Czecho or Jugo Slav*," "Just a
Con.
He squares it, however, by em- good natured slob," and others
Fanny got
bracing her at. tho proper moment equally as ancient.
saying he would love her if she laughs when she descended into the
audience and borrowed a box of
looked like a mud fence. The curdistributed.
she
which
A long show, in the matter of
.candies
tain falls with Miss Busley exclaim- Their harmonizing went generous- running time, at the Colonial this
ing, "I'm glad I didn't have my ly and deservedly getting a lot with week, but it didn't seem so Monday
soul lifted."
a new ballad that Just fitted them. evening, for the reason that the acts
The sketch is cluttered up with They closed one of the hits of the all seemed to please more than
qsual. It started off brightly shortbill.
pages of unnecessary dialog and is
Another tur.i that hit the high ly after 8 o'clock with a brief overconstructed like <* Sears Roebuck spots was the Ford Sisters in the ture, in which squeaky fiddling was
bungalow. The author after con- second after intermission niche. atrociously manifest. I'athe News
ceiving his situations was palpably The sisters danced their way to was placed at the beginning instead
at a loss how to tell the story and substantial returns, but the solo of of the end of the entertainment, and
only succeeded in making a good the mandolin player caught on the opening turn was Sherwin
a sep- Kelly, a female singing bicyclist.
and original idea talk itself to hugely, the house demanding
arate encore after the girls had She rides on and sings a ballad,
death.
The holding the wheel at a dead stop,
taken several bows alone.
Miss Busley and her three sup- youngster obliged and was accorded drops wheel to warble some more
porting players gave a commend- an ovation. He is an unusual musi- and then dances neatly. Remountable performance, but a sketch doc- cian and a big acquisition to the act. ing the wheel she strips her dress,
Kennedy and Berle, another one disclosing a dainty figure in white
tor should be called in consultation
The girl rides easily and
of the kid acts that followed in the tights.
Con.
immediately.
wake of the Lee Children, suffered surely, and was well liked.
by comparison. The girl has the
Greenlee and Drayton, a pair of
charming naturalness one associates colored singers, dancers and conHUBERT KENNEY and CO. (2). with childhood, but the boy borders versationalists in smartly cut dress
on the precocious. Another fault Is suits and silk hats, open with an
Dancing.
reading each line directly at the exceedingly "sippy" song and dance,
12 Mine.; Full Stags (Special Sat). audience in an overloud voice, ig- talking and warbling in several lannoring
and handicapping his dimin- guages for comedy. Posessed of an
Broadway.
utive partner. The material is by unusual amount of unction, even for
They are not making it easy for Milton Hockey and Howard Green, men of their race, augmented by
Hubert Kenney at the Broadway and suffices. The finish was evi- brilliant eccentric stepping, they
this week.
First, he is following dently inspired by the Lee turn. An exude magnetism.
Just a pair of
Nat Naxarro, Jr., with a little girl attempt at straight dramatics, with live wires, and the audience apdancing partner, and this team will the children trying to become emo- plauded throughout their act, necestional over the parting of the boy sitating a "speech** to pacify them.
make it hard for any boy or girl and
girl in an orphan asylum, was
Doc Baker, programed for third,
Secondly,
dancing pair to follow.
was switched to closing the first
he is closing a show that gets tire"LE
LOUP
ET
L'AGNEAU."
parv end changed places with Wood
some down toward the finish. A Ballet by L. Urge I.
and Wyde. It's a toss-up between
Very pretty silk set and a piano
the two acts, with the odds slightly
Gaite.
player are carried.
Silk sets and
In favor of the Baker act, for the
Paris, April 12.
renson that It contains a bunch of
piano players seem to go together;
A pantomime ballet inspired by girls, and In the general layout of
ence in a while you see a piano
La Fontaine's fable of the lamb present-day vaudeville a girl act is
player without a silk set, but never
and the wolf was tried out at the usually set down to close the first
a silk set without a piano player.
usual Thursday matinee at the half of the bill. While the two male
Hubert Kenney is a young man Gaite municipal theatre, and was assistants to Mr. Wood and Miss
with highly polished hair, the same well received.
Louis Urgel has Wyde are programed, the author of
Style of hair dresjs being adopted by written both script and score. The this clever travesty skit deserves to
his name mentioned for his
the piano player.
He is a good music is of a molar.choly kind, re- have
legitimate lyrlclzlng, funny lines,
dancer. His single dance in which mindful of Brittany, where the ac- etc. The whole act bears the earhe does some high kicking is the tion is laid.
marks of British origin, and if this
best and was very well received
A young nobleman is In love with isn't the case the act would be likely
at the Broadway. The little girl in Rosette, a Brittany peasant, who to score a sensational hit in London,
the offering is good enough and refuses his right as lord of the re -I especially with Its present Interpretters, all of them skilled artists posprominent enough to receive at least gion.
fully defends her vir- seS8e <i of a fine sense of travesy
equal billing with the man. In the tue until the intelligent lover arvalues and capable of putting it
opening numbers she does not show dently pleads his cause, clinched by over in ship-shape fashion. This
up so well, but when she gets to her suitable presents for feminine, van- man Wood works like a seasoned
"toe work she stands but It was ity, whereupon the chaste Rosette Broadway musical comedy comedoubly hard for her on this bill, as allows herself to be kidnapped. dian.
Jack Rose, "nut" comedian and
she followed the girl In the Nazzaro Berge, a dancer from London, with
act who had already done some very Mile. Magliani, hold the two roles, singer, is ably supported by Jimmy
Stelger at the piano, a feeder who
good toe dancing. In fact, a much supported by the Oaite rorps de does so with no apparent ostentabetter grade of toe dancing, espe- ballet which is not much to brag tion, which makes a splendid foil
cially for vaudeville purposes. The about.
for the "crazy" comic, who destroys
Kcndrt'ic.
girl in the Kenney act, however,
a straw hat every so oft*n -to .he
hilarious delight of the assembled
needs no apologies.
TESS and ANNA CARTER.
multitude. The psychology of laugh
The piano player does the con- Singing.
tor Is indeed an Interesting study,
ventional solo, using a silly grin and 12 Mms.; One.
litre is a man who does nothing
a peculiar pose at the instrument. American.
intrinsically funny in Itself, and yet
It would seem that Hubert Kenney
Two girls, piano Slid Irevltnble j ho projects across the footlights an
Indefinable Nomethlng that makes
has come along a little late with piano lamp
They sing
" ibolos and
',,, J \oit laugh with and at him.
this
the

23d St.

frame-up of the act Is not good.
They are getting by solely on their
natural ability now. With a good
vehicle they should travel ahead at
a fast clip.
W. 11 or lick and the Samampa
Sisters closed the show and white

on close Inspection his underdressing is quite apparent. He is capable
of three changes, and then the girls
hold the stage for a time, while he
reloads himself for a similar stunt.
There is no necessity, however, for
starting to disrobe before getting
out of sight of the audience. The
changes are sufficiently rapid, occupying from four to six seconds,
and when you consider there are no
wigs to be doffed and donned, with
a little practice the time might be
cut down a second or two on each

BROADWAY.
There

Is

plenty of

show

for the

price of admission in this week's
program.
There is no question
about killing an evening here. From
8 o'clock, when the news weekly

went on, until 11.20, when the feature picture closed, should be enough
to satisfy the most ardent mostfor-your-money seekers. The quantity is there. The quality might be
questioned, and the frame-up, as
far as an ideal vaudeville bill is
concerned, is also in doubt. Nat Nazarro and Co. are the feature, in
the middle of the bill, with Hubert
Kenney and Co. (New Acts) closing.
The two acts are similar in

—

fact, alike. Nat Nasarro and Kenney do dances that are very similar
and the girls in the act also do the
same style of work.
The show starts much better than
it finishes, two acts down near the
finish not doing so well and slowing
up the last half. Nat Nazarro, Jr.,
is working with a six-piece jass
band, instead of the naval boys, and
it has not slowed him up any. The
exceptionally boy is a great
little performer and
Jolo.
goes after his work us though he
loved 1L He Is assisted by a little
miss who is cute and winsome and

—

—

tines.

The show played
Monday night.

well

RIVERSIDE.
This week's show

handles her feet In a manner that Is
a pleasure to heboid. They put over

good and bad
In spots.
The show gets a fairly
good start and then fades away,
dying out in the middle and picking
up again at the finish. There Is a
sad portion in the middle of the bill
which must have teen much worse
before the program wrs switched.
There is still an old fashioned song
arrangement, followed by a sketch
and then a straight high class
singer, enough to kill almost any
program. The last three acts on
Is

a

solid hit.

Jim Mc Williams, who might bethave been down next to closing,
put over another Babe Ruth in the
ter

early part of the program. McWllllams haa Improved greatly since
seen a couple of seasons back. The
material Is more or less the same,
but he has acquired a finish, the
lack of which has always been his
one drawback. The bit over which
Charlie Olcott and McWllllams have
long argued is a terrific hit for him.
the bill deserve much credit for Jim Mc Williams seems to be getpicking up what looked like a hope- ting away from it more and more
less flop.
and could get away all right withBilly. B. Van and James J. Corbett out It.
Bernard and Garry, two boys who
will come in for most of the credit,
for the two men In the next to clos- black, or rather tan, up, for no reaing spot, following a long bill which son that Is apparent, scored nicely
floundered around in all directions, with several songs. These boys can
straightened out a real laughing put over numbers, but they need
hit of big proportions. Billy B. has editing. One of the partners has a
been doing the same material for peculiar manner of using his hands,
some time but he has put in a new using them as many of the jazx
twist here and there and was never singers do, but he does It for every
funnier than in the present offering. number. It Is not unlike a comedy
Jim Corbett is a great straight for bit Frisco does In Imitation of a
Van and makes all his efforts funny. cabaret singer doing a ballad. He
does two numbers after the
Franklyn and Charles, assisted by ner of Ike Edwards (Claytonmanand
Ernestine Caru, caught the honors Edwards), and does them well. The
of the tirst half. The act was moved boys have a song for a finish in
to No. 3 from No. 7 and a very good which
they Imitate well known
thing for the show. The boys have blackface
comedians
and
Belle
made a wide departure from their Baker. The Imitations may be the
former offering. They open in "one" reason for the makeup. Bernard
rather
with a song which they kid
and Garry are an entertaining act.
than try to sing, getting away with but should not be satisfied with their
it In this manner.
present offering. They can go ahead
The burlesque Apache dance Is with Judgment
well done and allows them a little
Anderson and Burt are doing the
scope with their acrobatics without man and wife squabble which they
Interfering with the straight hand have done for years. The act has
The plenty of laughs, the best still being
to hand work at the finish.
finish
Is
the old D'Armore and the sure Are biscuit shot of the
Douglas two -act and strangely husband.
enough gets them the most. A very
Dunham and O'Malley were down
ood all around vaudeville specialty late on the hill, too late from
the reception accorded. The couple
for any program.
Virginia Pearson and Sheldon are in need of new material. Tho
Lewis and a company of two In a only thing that went was the ukelehdramatic sketch of the crook variety number. Dunham has ability and
closed the first part. The principal can put over numbers, but the
players gained their reputations in present vehicle is going to send the
pictures and it is the speech at the coupls backward instead of forfinish by Miss Pearson that is liked ward.
Sully and Mack did not do nearly
the most. Picture stars on the
speaking stage usually act as well as well ss expected. It would seem
as dancers sing, and as acrobats that this audience was made to order for them, but they never
dance.
Claudius and Scarlett were No. 4 seemed to get going. They finished
with their banjos and old time fairly well, but the gags and talk did
songs.
There is always a certain not register with the bang that was
appeal in this thing but they have expected. It was these two acts in
when placed in a "one" near the close that let the
to be watched
show, for it certainly slows things show down.
Dallas Walker (New Ao!*> opened
The (Overside audience was
up.
only mildly interested and the atT Hss' she*:
did not seem to go as well as usual.
Following this came Maude Albn
•

who

sting

songs,

six

two

81st ST.

the

audience did not demand, straight
singers in vaud» ville need something more than a voice and unless
there r* something exceptional, they
can gem rally he passed up With
Maude Alien for s couple
safety.
of numbers is very pleasing but she
drags OUt to undue lengths and
when everything is apparently over.
sings a Yiddish numbtr. at least it
sounded like one, that wa« probably
brought on by the success around
N'ew Vorh last p»ns<»n of another

The patrons were talking about
two things when they left the hist

—

street,
Monday night
Ernestine
vets' daring Oriental costume creation, and the Elsie Ferguson feature, "Sacred a/id Profane Low."
The latter closing the show as It
did, naturally was the most dts

M

iisM»«| thing on Xhf* exit, hut during
Intermission, immediately followm
tieMyers' turn the WOfnefl w<i
all agog
with the subject of the
m it -costume displayed what there
>m the Synagoc u<
was of It), In the course of th»numb*
\\ nl
RdWJtrd ar« a comely dance revue.
Mi.ss Myers' "Daare
IooI.im;
little
couple capable of Creations,** (new acts), toppog lbs
doing a better specialty than they vaudeville section of the program.
The girl
The hit honors Were annexed by
nre showing .it present,
n ••«•• manner of working and "Blackface'
Eddie Hi^h, next to
h'\< a
is a
better singer ami done, r than closing on th* six-a/'t bill.
Tli
most of the gtrfi m these style estimable arid eventually much!)
The hoy hi ft VSTJ eh\
.lets.
o «•• med Mr. Kons Simply panicked
dancer srith n good voice hut the Yni. It is ta Ik warmed cm up from
:
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nearly ten minutes with this and
Dareey has a voice
the first crack and they were roar- even Jolsoa.
then depart with a short song.
ing with each sue tiding point. The and can throb and sob out the numwhisin
show
bers
such a certain way the house
Barely passed.
banjo twanging session and
There was an entertaining
•Ming Toy" is a curious arrangeBut the big
tling were great getaways to the ex- is agreeable to have him remain in in for the first half.
tent he had to come back for a front all night. Each ballad was a house didn't seem to know it until ment, but it has 12 people and three
comedy speechlet in which he ex- riot of applause. Dareey invited re- half the bill had been run off. Up comedians, one a knockabout dwarf,
pressed a wish to shake hands with quests, making his biggest scores to that time the meagre returns so it gets through on the strength
his entire audience and as an after- with "Over the Hill," "Mammy" and made it look as though the patrons of clowning and glrl-and -costume
thought he whispered, " if any of "Rose in the Devils Garden." When were too tired to applaud or that display. The stage is set as a <,**»•
Dareey mentioned he would sing by they would rather see the films than nese interior, and upon the rise of
you fellows know of any placethe curtain a woman appears and
Laughs and a sweet exit to a clever request from his previous visit the players.
"Rose in the Devil's Garden" a wave
But with Jean Gordon and her pounds a gong to announce that
and funny comedian.
Evans- and Pecca epenod with. a. of applau 8 ? ran over the house, and players, who appeared In the middle it is a day of celebration and
perch act which, to quote the bill- as Dareey does It, it's the'ftf. But of the performance. thw house wake t hank sgt ting. Then ©he gee.** prompts
You look for
into a song.
Jng, really is a "sensational novelty." Mr. Dareey is somewhat shy on talk. up. "A Highland Romance" Is very ly
The men use long poles and the If Ire can bring his talk and delivery Scotch almost "smokey" in its a sketch structure, but nothing more
The story in the develops along that line. The comtopmounter performs a few hazard- of it to equal his ballad singing, or good dialects.
ous stunts that are really thrillers. singing, he can rank among the best semi-playlet Is taken care of nicely. edians drop in causelessly, exit and
The understander mixes it up tell- blackface singles in the country. The good humor of Miss Gordon as return according to whim, It apingly with a dash of fascinating That's how good. Dareey can be. the spinster whom the young kilted pears, and a series of numbers by
Just now he's sure fire for any captain thinks he must wed or else
foot juggling.
the eight girls, relieved by specialty
Billy Duval and Bee Little deuced vaudeville, for his ballads could stop lose money, Is always present and dancers and more talk and rough
pleasing. A little lass in very neat
Mr. Duval (formerly Duval and a Metropolitan opera.
It.
by the comedians fill in 15
What seemed to be a revival or black checkered kilts danced as business
Symonds), has a bewitching new
minutes quite haphazard. It's very
blonde for a partner who amply reunion were Carson and YYillard in dainty a jig as seen In a long time, informal, not to say chaotic, but
takes care of her end of the pro- "Meet the Doctor." with straight and it won appreciation. She was the knockabout business with the
The atmosphere to the captain's singing
ceedings and looks fetchingly ag- doctor carrying an umbrella.
Scotch dwarf amused the/n boisterously.
grieved each time Duval makes a umbrella became an important part of "Bonny Lassie," a new
No use arguing quality of show
The
crack at her father's expense. The later, for when unfolded it he'd a number with a pretty lilt.
with a pictured ea:'d. A other man's single, too, was liked. against the three rows of standees.
team should find this spot pie for telescope
Kush.
Gordon
song was built up on thi.-i, for a They wanted more of Miss
them on the big time bills.
When the lights
long-continued, breath-taking verse, and her Scotch.
Martha Pryor, ex-burlesquette, added
rolled
piano
ending
the
was
to
each
time,
and
with
and
were down
walloped them with a cycle of pop
plaudits stiil
Miss Pryor gets the most- "Dr. Hope can get the dope with his on for the next turn
aongs.
funny telescope," or something of rang out.
out of "blues" songs coupled with
Harrison
"Jo
Jo"
Following
came
that
sort. Its a rewritten vaudeville
With a 50 cent top and an 8 act
On
that lazy jazz wiggle of hers.
relic.
The talking material is (New Acts), who scored equally as
the ballad's end, she shows an ex- bright, sounding like Hoffman, with well. Like the Gordon turn, they bill the City is not packing them in
as
in the days of yore.
The house
cusable tendency to "over act" a
the doctor doing a topical monolog wanted more of Jo Jo and his box
number. Her male accompanist at of brevity, while the straight is ex- antics. He at least could encore appears to have been crimped somepolicy
now emtime
what
by
the
big
wicked
the grand (unbilled) is a
cellent in this.
The finish is paro- with song numbers, and did twice.
piano pounder and except for the dies on current pop numbers. It That left the vaudeville section to ployed at the Jefferson a short way
down
14th
St., with the Academy
trifle
play
a
fact he is inclined to
looks as though parodies could be finished by the Gabby Brothers,
across the street with a straight
too forte on the accompaniments, easily stand a revival from the re- a pair of neat jugglers. They for- just
picture policy also
drawing its
Is an exceedingly capable instru- ception
given those of the couple, merly were of the Gabby Brothers quota.
Tuesday night with the
He won individual ac- and their parodies are by no means and Clark. Opening with clever weather cool
mentalist.
lower
the
floor held nucord with his solo.
meritorious as gauged by those of diabolo tricks, the men showed class
Sports."
that
Comedy other days and better writers. If it with club work. That is especially merous empty seats and the bill, al"Indoor
though largo In numbers, failed to
sketch classic filled a very interest- is a return or comeback, Carson and true of one brother, who pulled some
arouse the audience throughout the
ing and mirthful fifteen minutes as YVillard have made it. They are fit very tricky double-turn work. After
entire evening from an apparent
cast
program.
The
No. 4 on the
for the same big bills they once were boomerang hat work he returned to comatose condition.
Is a sterling quartet of actors, the on.
clubs, that stunt being doubled for
Richard Wally and Co. provided a
boob
unwilling
her
jane
and
"vamp"
Dave Harris, No. 4. following the a rewarded finale.
opposite having an edge on the sketch, did not do so well. No parLynn Cantor was No. 1. It Isn't juggling novelty with pool balls
and
cues in the opening position that
other couple for real work. A great ticular reason.
It may have been often a woman single Is spotted in
No. 3 act for anybody's theatre.
Miss Cantor is a sufficed as an introductory offering,
the playlet's theme that had sobered the Loew bills.
Ross and Miss Myers and Co. the house. He should have gone paradox. Her opening raggy songs with Collins and Dunbar (New Acts)
ahowed in the order named, the fea- better, but as against his Broadway lent the impression she was talking dancing their way into something of
ture concluding after intermission. showing a few weeks ago it was a the lyric more than singing it. Her a hit, No. 2. Harry Welch and Co.
second number was tinted with blue (New Acts), No. 3, brought down
surprising reversal of form.
Chester Johnstone opened; Bobby spots. But there was a suggestion several laughs with hoakum comedy
Folsom. a girl, was second, doing a now and then she possessed real that appears to be relished in the
That she proved in vicinity of 14th St.
single with the orchestra, and Bar- vocal ability.
Fox News proved interesting, with
The feature, of the Fifth Avenue oness Rouskaya (New Acts) closed offering what she announced was
her
an
impression
of how Tetrazzini Harris and Manion one of the few
to
be
night
seemed
Monday
bill
the performance. Joe Velie and Co.
amateur song contest, closing the (New Acts), in a pleasant singing would sing "Love, Here Is My standard turns of the bill taking
show. It's there for the week up to and dancing turn with four girls, Heart." Mentioning the opera star's down one of the hits of the evening
name lent color to the effort, which in the position following. The team
Friday, when the nightly winners was No. 6.
are to be again Judged for the capHouse capacity at 8.15 with a drew the only real returns of the which has played everything about
routine. Miss Cantor finished with town still appears to have the necesThe contest drew, show starting around 8.
ital prize of $50.
Sim£.
a ballad, well done. In the later sary wallop as a small time feature,
according to the applause given to
number her voice sounded some- the rube character impersonation
a couple of the singing trials, one a
what metallic. A little direction having a wealth of strength.
trio, th« worst of the lot who had
should work out to advantage for
the most ». iends, all in the gallery.
Bell and Bann (New Acts) secured
That seems to be necessary for
Overloaded with men, the first ner.
with Jovedah Rajah, a mind
Robb and Whitman were No. 3 laughs
consideration with this reviving half bill missed out somewhat with
reading turn, completely holding the
amateur thing, the gallery. Gal- the well filled house Monday night. with their skit, "Back to School audience. The work of the woman
Days."
The
bare-kneed
girl
looked
nowadays.
tough
enough
leries are
Three women in all apeared during
in this Hindu offering was excepThe amateur stuff that permits of the entire bill, which may be a rec- the role of a kid, very quarrelsome tionally good Tuesday night, her
ao wide a scope for noise -making, ord for any vaudeville show, the bill and squlrmish. Her squealing over misses being few and far between,
kidding and scoffing can not help running to male two-acts, having the fishes in his story tickled. The with the audience kept on edge from
the gentleness that is seldom found three of that order and two single boy's "groans" got some laughter, start to finish.
TV.e eight amateurs men,
In the loft.
with the remaining turns, as did his four-time start to say
Hoyt, Harris and Winter, also reMonday evening seemed pure and heavily laden with males, one hav- "What the h ," which never got
cruited from burlesque, managed to
any farther.
simple, particularly simple on looks. ing four men to one girl.
Miss
The
Hordes
Trio, presumably a land a hit next to closing.
Four girls and three boys, besides
Witt and Winters, a male acroWinter with a powerful voice registhe trio, made eight turns in all. It batic team, opened with hand bal- foreign turn, closed the show.
tered with her numbers, although
I bee.
ran through in about 20 minutes, ancing that barely aroused the alapparently hampered by a cold.
with the usual hand to head finish ready seated audience.
Yen Wah,
Hanlon and Clifton, a corking closfor audience applause to select the a Chinese single, No.
2, did little to
ing, proved the class of the bill.
winner.
Minnie
and
Goodman
gain attention.
Yen secured some
Edith Hamlin were declared a tie with his rag and jazz numbers, but
Capacity by 7.45 and continued to
for first among the girls, while the
early part was almost completely pile in until 8.30, standing three
Gene Loughlin, who sang "I Miss lost.
58th ST.
deep behind the orchestra rail. A
You, Dear Old Ireland," got first
Alex Sparks and Co.. with animal light four-act bill preceded the feaThe bill at the Proctor house was
among the boys. Miss Goodman characterizations, provided the novsang "Whispering" and Miss Ham- elty, also the first girl of the bill, ture, Metro's screen version of Jack satisfactory small-time entertainlin
"Home Again Blues."
Miss the young woman in the Sparks turn London's story, "The Little Lady of ment, with Nat Nazzaro and Buck
Hamlin was the nearest to a per- taking down a hit on her appear - the Big House," renamed "The Lit- and Bubbles the flash In the closing
position. The Nazzaro turn remains
tle Fool."
former among the bunch, but Miss ancs alone.
Her vocalizing was
Goodman was one of those who re- somewhat
A rather neat, light bill, but it as before, with the exception of
lost in the shuffle.
The
ceived a reception on her appear- pantomimic work of the two men suited the clientele which comes Bubbles' comedy attire. The colored
ance.
Mareraret Gillen came on to brought, the proper returns, al- from the district west of Ninth ave- comic is now wearing an ill-fltting
sing "The Rosary." She was nerv- though the audience had not been nue. It opened with a simple, sight- suit of loud colors that aids the
ous and could not start with the or- thawed out up until this time, with ly acrobatic display, held two strict- comedy effect. The young acrobat
chestra.
The gallery got it and the dancing finish nicely executed. ly comedy turns midway and a in the turn seems to enjoy the work
of Buck and Bubbles despite the
made it worse. After a couple of Cy and
Cy (New Acts), the second "sight" girlflash for the finish.
attempts Margaret remarked to the male duo of the first half, secured Worth anybody's 40 cents, not to many times he has seen them work.
The act went to big applause.
orchestra leader, "I'm a high grade some returns with comedy that speak of the excellent feature.
singer. D6n*t class me as a vaudeThe Jennier Brothers, a fast acro"The Wonder Girl" has a touch of
dragged in spots.
ville singer," and then walked off
Four Jacks and a Queen, a male novelty both In her plan of pre- batic and gymnastic team of men,
«"isgust
or anger.
in
Margaret quartet and Ade!e Jason, closed the senting a neat routine on the web open with some interesting handshould become a professional ama- first half with a song routine that and in the acrobatic work itself. to-hand feats, and then go to the
teur, also Miss Hamlin, if Miss brought forth some good harmony Her poslngs and splits on the up- double trapeze for a line of team
Hamlin isn't, and it seems she by the boys. Miss Jason is the right rope are graceful and her talk work. The finish is the slip rope
might be.
worker of the turn, making several has a smile in it. There is seme- swing out over the audience. They
As a rule, though, this amateur changes and leading the better part thing of a thrill in the finish. The are smooth workers, with more perthing is bad stuff, not worth the of the numbers. The act has been girl takes a "teeth hold" on a dec- sonality than the average turn of
money it may draw or the amuse- together for some time and proves orated rope hanging from the flies this nature.
ment it gives. All right at the a satisfactory feature in its present and swings out over the first six or
The California Trio, three men
Olympic on 14th street, which did shape, although the Roof audience eight rows, whirling swiftly around comedy and harmony singers, tied
the revival, for soldiers and sailors, appeared to let it go by lightly Mon- on a swivel joint in the apparatus. up the show in the deuce spot.
A
but not for decent big or small time day night.
It looks dangerous and makes >m
well selected cycle of songs and exvaudeville.
That it closed the
cellent harmony helped greatly.
Lawrence and Lyons (New Acts') gasp.
sl.o\V VOes'fft make innrh difference. opened
Albert Rieard, the ventriloquist.
CJrey and Byron in their standard
after hstwpnrtsaion with «
Several walked out on it.
straight popular number routine on makes a laughable character out of small -time vehicle went strongly
That any gallery is unruly enough SCCOrdlong, and managed to ease by his dummy, and all the talk is ap- following. The tall girl gets conwas exhibited during "Half an without creating any furore. Bob propriate. The "kid" is brought on siderable comedy out of her phyHour," as so well played by Mme. Perns and Co., the sketch of the bill, astride a velocipede, on a stroll in sique and the man is a neat-workBesson and Co. Getting into the second after intermission, furnished the park it develops, and the "dia- ing opposite. The talk could stand
action, the upstairs crowd couldn't one of the bright spots of the pro- log' has to do with his scheme to considerable
freshening, however,
wait, not having heard of any one gram.
The Ferns act was without shake down the old man, who has some ancient dialog being Interponamed Barrie down there excepting its special drop and lost much of Its been flirting. He's a tough kid and lated.
Lydia. The players continued with- effectiveness St the Roof showing the chatter is packed with laughs,
Mary and Al Royce (New Acts)
out noticing the Interruptions, and Ferns, with his blackface comedy, not
lways in the most exquisite followed in a hodge podge of hoke
of course, in the third scene, had secured the comedy honors of the taste,
but undeniably funny.
A and low comedy that nevertheless
them all. irom the gallery to the bill, with his partners, Nellie May song makes a first-rate finish, with got across with a smack.
basement.
Mm*1 Besson has cast and Hal Taggert, coming through Incidental byplay when the ventrilo"Canary Opera.'' man and woman
finely for this playlet that Ethel satisfactorily with the stepping and quist is seized with a coughing lit musicians and whistlers, assisted
by
Barrymore first brought to the twice numbers. The hoy should eliminate and the kid comp!ains. "How the a dozen singing canary birds, fofdaily.
She herself is giving a per- his stagy mannerisms, paying more h
can I sing when you're chok- l<>\\< d In a refreshing novelty pretstems .attention to his work than to the ing to death?" Disclosures Of the tily produced.
It
formance worth noting.
The man's "bird"
set for the big-time circuits for posinii which he is inclined to fail n
hanlcal head at exit seems uh- Imitations are followed by the turn
several times over, as it's a punch Into.
necessary.
going to full stage, whore 15 or 20
playlet, with the punch undelivered,
Howard and Craddock. colored canaries aic hung in Wicker cages
Arthur Fields (New Acts) next to
The most attra< live thing about closing) scored the applause hit men singer and dancer, have a fa<t A pretty vet increases the effect. To
the bill the first naif was the return with numbers that failed to show turn.
Low comedy opening with piano and flute duet the birds ling
ks. the necessary strength for this chap
one man whee'ing the other Serosa an accompaniment as sweet and
of Joo Dareey within hv v
Dareey is doing blackface, singing who has a reputation to live up to the stage in a baby carriage. Pres- melodious as can be.
and talking. Jack Lall raved over created by his popularity on phono- ently both appear in evening clothes.
Page and Cray held the next -tohim when Dareey appeared In Chi- graph records. Holland Brothers, There is a moment of swift step- closing spot following. The "boob"
cago. Jack's rave was partially si With a balancing routine on poles, ping, and then they go into the ap- comedy efforts of the male comic
least deserved, for Dsrct > is- one of closed the show acceptably, although plause contest, a crude device or- caught on hugely at this house. The
the best baMad singers New York the second male acrobatic team of dinarlly, but amusing to the Lin- team have skimmed the cream off
coln square crowd.
They use up the top of the released gag thermos
has seen, with no exceptions, not the evening.

GREELEY
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and have thereby saved royaltv and
staked themselves to sure-fire smalltime comedy vehicle.
The Nazzaro act followed, closing
the vaudeville portion.
Business
was capacity, as usual as this house
the lines being up back of the or*
ehestra J « t_
con.

VICTORIA
With theatres

to the right of ittheatres to the left of it arid theares lierally surrounding it, it u
wonderful the way this Loew house
more than holds its own despite
competition. Although 125th street
is the rialto of Harlem, the fact re-

mains it draws neighborhood crowds
only and It all comes down to the
best of the houses drawing the most.

The

probably the largest

Victoria,

theatre in that district, not forgetting Keith's Alhambra around the
corner, was capacity Tuesday night/

Following ah assortment of comeand short reels, the orchestra
overtured "Mignon" at pretty near

dies

The house features

o'clock.

9

1

its

orchestra, and has Just cause therefore.
Those 14 men can play anything from jazz to classic, that trap
drummer winning individual attention with his stunts In the course
of the Hobby Vernon comedy.
The De Pierre Trio, featuring

ground tumbling and hand

to

hand

introduced proceedings. Rosa
Valyda, a stately brunette, with a
corking double voice, held down No.
2 handily.
Miss Valyda has eliminated her "Asleep In the Deep" bass
solo and now features her baritone
and contralto changes, making a
neat getaway with a trick rendition
of "Mammy," including a yodeling
stuff,

interpolation.
Phillips and

Ebby have a neat little skit and sold it for full value
as No. 3 on the program. The couple
are Americans struggling with the
French tongue and their linguistic
paroxysms were comical until they
both discover the other is an American, following which the team goes
into a hoke movie session that was
a scream. Miss Ebby intelligently
mixed her stuff with travesty and
shot it across for a hit.
Hawthorne and Cook, self-convicted "nuts" convulsed the audience
and walked off with all honors of
the evening.
Just hoakum that's
all, was what they peddled and the
customers paid with continuous ap-

—

preciation.

The Kinkaid

Kilties,

Scotch prop-

aganda in Volstead form, closed.
Jack London's "The Little Fool" was
the feature film.

AMERICAN ROOF.

—

LINCOLN

.

«

SQ.

AUDUBON.
Whether
sition

to

it

run

is

a profitable propoa vaudeville house

when only relying upon Saturday
and Sunday business is a question,
but such appears to be the case at
this house since the recent big time
opposition.
Uyeda Japs, a combination of

males
who have been playing
around these parts for quite some
time offer a series of feet manipulation

work that held

attention.

Jones and Johnson, colored male
couple, are in need of material if
they expect to win out. At present
their offering is of the comedy assortment mixed with several songs,
neither of which will get them anywhere. The small fellow, who can
be referred to as the comedian, fails
to have a single comedy line in his
chatter. He possesses the necessary
expression to put things over, therefore their promotion depends on
proper comedy material.

Pisano and Bingham will have
work a while before they arc able
get back into their old pace.
The couple have been laying off for
the past eight months due to the
latter recuperating from
Injuries
sustained in an accident for which
it Is said she received a verdict of
$15,000 last week.
During the recuperation period Miss Bingham has
put on extra poundage which handicaps her actions a»id besides it is
evident that she has not fully recovered for she still retains a slight

to
to

lameness.
Sallie Fields, formerly of Conway
Fields, is now doing a single.

and

consists of songs of the comedy
variety while her actions run on
the same lines as those of Eva
Tanguay.
Miss Fields shows a
Belle Baker imitation in style and
every touch of Tanguay conduct.

It

is ;v quest4on whether her single
go over.
Dickinson and Deagon were the
only act on the bill te provide real
amusement.
The couple recently
closed with a Broadway show, their
appearance at this house marking
their return to vaudeville. Judging
by the reception upon their Initial
return they will be topping the big
It

efforts will

The male member, who
and well put together physi-

bills soon.
is

tall

cally,
possesses
ality to demand

sufficient

person-

admiration and his
work commands attention. The female member also plays in top form
consequently, and the couple can
easily stand
of he day.

with the best doubles

t

Bron Brothers and Band, apparent, y Hawaians, closed the show
With excellent returns.

They num-

on*' female, the
dancer, but she appears to be too stout to perform
playing instrugracefully. ^The
ments Include piano, gylophone*.
drum and saxaphones combined With
one playing a bagoipe in BCOtch »ttire for a finish.
fi

in

latter

males
a

tee

and

i
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^LACK OUTLOOK FOR ROAD
(Continued from page 1)
that all road show mantear hangs over their pros-

I

E T Y

2a

OBITUARY

California; t per cent. In Washington and Oregon. States where banks

are not amply supplied with funds
[jflg
to meet loan demands are Delaware,
Maryland, District of Columbia,
Virginia, West Virginia, North CarJOHN F. ROBINSON
Hoad show buslneea good until olina, South Carolina. Florida,
MonJohn F. Robinson, senior member
go id -May during normal times, ex- tana,- Idaho,
Wyoming,
Colorado,
of the famous Cincinnati circus famcept in the south, where it flattens New Mexico,
Arizona Utah and Ne- ily and until his retirement more
cut earlier, got through this season vada.
The richest bank holdings than 10 years ago, active manager
March,
the
railroad
men
early
In
available for loans are reported of the John Robinson Show, died
•ayfrom Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, in Miami, Fla.. April 30. of chronic
At their wits* end between the North
Dakota. Nebraska and, of bronchitis at the age of 78. Robiniapuntry-side depression that shows
course,
Kansas.
son sold the show name and prono definite signs of improving and
Over
a six -months* period bank perty In 1909 and It recently passed
causes
for
other
concern,
the many
deposits have decreased in all the to the ownership of the Ballard Including strikes, union demands,
Equity exactions, producing man- States named except New York, Muggivan interests.
Pennsylvania, Washington, Oregon
Before his retirement John Robinagers who have contracts on their
hands for play production and play- and California. Stationary is the son had been a semi-invalid and
New Jersey bank deposit situation had always travelled with a phyers' services, have never been in
report for the six months' period.
sician and trained nurse. About the
such a bad way.
In all the farming States wheat, time of the circus sale he married
Small cast plays with stage crew
tobacco
and
staples
the
farmers
his nurse. His brother next in age
tninimums and baggage reduced to
have not yet disposed of all their is Gilbert Robinson who now makes
Its lowest scale; players held by
last season's crops.
home in Florida, having moved
his
last
moment
get
until
the
to
option
A marked let-go of acreage by there from Atlantic City shortly
their lowest working salaries; mailfarmers
Is current everywhere exafter John established his residence
ing list schemes aimed directly at
cept in
Illinois,
Iowa,
Kansas, in Miami.
playgoers along the routes; newsMissouri and Nebraska.
Shortage
paper advertising campaigns along
It is estimated "Governor" Robmoney and low prices are given inson's
estate will reach well above
new lines; currycomb records kept of
as deciding causes.
He has large ready
$1,000,000.
fresh from week to week of the
is given as
the
holdings in Cincinnati as well as
money and labor situations in each bigUnemployment
local question in all the States
The Robinson
business interests.
section; prospect of crops and realquizzed.
residence, Terrace Park, near Cinization into cash are but a few of
cinnati, is a valuable property.
the things the road manager is now
trying to check up to help him in
In estimating the estate it Is
LAY MEMBERSHIP
his riddle.
pointed out that some years ago
(Continued from page 14.)
Indicating in but a small way the The four
on display, Emerson said, when members of the family sought
exhaustive research that the effi- were for stock, rep, tent and touring a
Governor's
for
the
receiver
ciency staffs of the road managers managers.
The different clause. property, the income was held up
giving
the
problem
series
of
are
is a
said the speaker, was that in which for a lon S time and when it was
..replies some of the road managers managers agreed
to engage only released fhe American Playing Card
are filing week to week of country- Equity members. A voice from the Co. turned over accrued dividends
wide conditions in the territories front asked if that were legal. of $180,000. This represented only
they are scheduled to attack.
Emerson replied the clause had been one investment. In addition "Gov."
Statistics.
taken from the musicians' form of Robinson held a large interest In
New England ranks first in the contract.
the Russell-Morgan Printing Co.,
This
reports from all centres, city, town
p. founder.
The speaker said that whereas of which he was
and village, of dangerous, if not
now the I'nited States Lithois
it had
been predicted that when
hopeless prospects, the judgments
graphing & Printing Co., of which
Equity Shop went into effect, Equity
being founded on first-hand informwould lose members, it had gained
ation that there is no sign of any
COMMUNITY PLAN
since Jan. 28, when Equity Shop
prospect of a resumption of indusbecame a fact, 1,194 new members
(Continued from Page 17)
trial activitity for months to come
with 20 of these formerly of the women typifying the finest thought
in Maine, New Hampshire, Mass.,
But few in the theatre, banded together for
Actors' Fidelity League.
Vermont, It. I. or Connecticut. The
same answer, but with the expec- resignations had been received, he social exchange and fine living and
stated also mentioning that Nora thinking. Among their recreations
tation that things will change once
Bayes was one of Equity's latest is a theatre they maintain, where
crops are assured, comes from
recruits.
plays they select new plays are
Illinois,
Ohio, Indiana, Michigan,
A question from the front at this played by volunteers from their own
^Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Mispoint was, "Suppose I have a three colony.
These plays are given as
souri, North Dakota, South Dakota,
years* contract with a manager and many performances as the colony
Nebraska, Kansas, Louisiana, Oklahe engages a non -Equity member? elects. The costs are included in
homa, Texas, Montana, Wyoming,
What course am I to take?" Mr. the general subscription taxes of
Idaho, Colorado, New Mexico, AriEmerson answered that all contracts the gathered body covering diverzona, Utah, Nevada, Washington,
The costs while trifling yet
are to be fulfilled, that Equity will sion.
Oregon and Californianever uphold contract breaking.
stop at nothing that will give their
Less hope is held out for prosperMr. Emerson had to leave, and plays suitable and even pretenttous
ous crop returns for New Jersey,
Mr. Cope assumed the chair, with exploitation. They have a profesPennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland,
Mr. Gillmore the next speaker. sional player In charge of their
District
of
Columbia,
Virginia,
appointments, whose
Gillmore mentioned his recent trip stage and
!West Virginia, Georgia, North Carto the Coast and middle-west, say- labors also involve the coaching of
olina, South Carolina, Florida. Kening it had been very satisfactory. the players and the staging of these
f ^f
i
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"the Governor* was a director.

He

also was member of several bank
directorates.
The fight over the circus man's
estate
began around 1910 and
lasted more than a year. His children sought to have the property
put in the custody of the court.

The second

Mrs. Kobinsou look a
leading part in fighting the suit and
friends of "the Governor" gave her
credit for the victory.
Mrs. Robinson died about a year ago of cancer.

For many years there were four
generations of the Robinsons represented,
"Uncle Charlie,"
"the

caused fr tsa a fall while Mrs. MrGinley wia recuperating from an
operation resulted in her death. Mr.
McGinley, now a resident of S.m
Francisco, participated in the liivt
out -door show ever stacied in the
United States at Willows Camn.
San Francisco, in 1S64.

John MeGhle.

for the past quareentury one of the be*t
opera conductors in
America, died April 29 after a
month'* UloesM ..of pjieornon'a. He
was 52 years old. His last engagement was as conductor of "Irene."
McGhie was born in Glasgow, received his musical education in
England, but was best known in
America.

known

—

i
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CHARLES

•

MIMOKY Or
OUR DEAR MOTHER

Of LOVING

Wheat, cotton,
futures are

Tennessee

fruit

among

and

and tobacco

the items being

checked up by the producers, with
plans reserved to change their proposed routes if future conditions
forecast advantages thereby.
The purchasing activities of communities are among the informations being scaled, with reports
from the country's big industrial
Concerns of canceled orders and
their effect on the wage of the
communities involved. Wage cuts
are reported everywhere, scaling
from 10 per cent, to 50 per cent.
Reductions Filed.

The reduction

of wages in all
lines in all sections is being filed,
with the most sharply defined cuts
marked in the textile, metal, machinery,
leather
and household
goods factories of New England,

New York

and Pennsylvania, with
Michigan
showing cuts
among
workers in lumber, furniture, building and autos.
Buildings, lumber,
house furniture workers have been
wage cut in Maryland, District of
Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia.
Georgia,
North Carolina, South
Carolina and Florida.

Workers
textiles

in

anfl

building

materials,

house furniture have

been wage cut in Kentu ky, Tennessee and Alabama.
In Arkansas.
Oklahoma, Texas and Louisiana.
workers have been cut In lumber and
'

the

the mine
have been sharp cuts in
the workers' incomes. On the Pacific
Coast, including California, Oregon
and Washington, the sharpest declines have been among the workers
in metals, machinery, foundary products and building trades.

building

trades.

In

belts there

Bank Funds.
Hanks

profess plenty of funds,
with loans selling from 6 per cent,
to 8 per cent. In Massachusetts; c
per cent, to 7 per cent, in all other
New England States; G per cent, to
8 per cent.Mn New York and Pennsyivania; 6 per cent, in x<w Jersey;
7
Indiana,
per cent,
Illinois,
in
Michigan and Wisconsin; 6 per
cent, to S per cent. In Kentucky,
Tennessee, Alabama and Mississippi; 8 per Cent, to 10 per cent, in
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma and
Texas; 7 per cent, to 8 per cent, in

A widow

years.

PAUL

Departed This Life

May

NEWTON

J.

years of age and had been in theatricals with Gus Hill for many

Mrs. Bridget McCarthy
Who

J.

Newton died March 17
last at his home In Cromwell, Conn.,
of paralysis. The deceased was 5C
Charles

survives.

8LOAN.

H.

Dr. H. Solataroff, a Pronx physician, known to the picture indusMcCARTHYl try as Paul H. Sloan, a 'scenario
ALICE and
writer, died April 29, after a brief
illne**. He wrote the continuity for
Governor," "Johnny," son of "the
"Over the Hill."
3d, 1920.

MART

Governor," and "Little Johnny," a
The Governor
Cincinnati Jawyer.
had three daughters, of whom only
Caddie Stevens survivea Catherine
and Pearl are dead.
Funeral services were set for
Cincinnati Wednesday.

FRANK
Frank

WARD.

T.

better known
theatrical profes-

Ward,

T.

throughout

the

many years past as "Pop"
Ward, died Saturday, April 30, at
his home, 1810 East One Hundred
and Seventy-seventh street. Death
resulted from the after-effects of
sion for

8AM EDWARD8
Sam Edwards,

2, died of angina
pectoris in Chicago, May 2. He was
playing at the Blackstone theatre In "Bab," with Helen Hayes,
and during the last act exhibited
Before ho
signs of great pain.
could be gotten to his hotel the end
came. He had been on the stage
50 years. He was a member of tho
Lambs and Players' Clubs and a
Shriner.

ANDREW ROBSON.

a paralytic strike suffered by Mr.
Andrew Robson, age 54, stag*
Ward April 27, following an engage- and screen star, died at the Met ho*
ment at a Brooklyn theatre. "Pop," dist Hospital, Los Angeles, April 24.
as he was affectionately called by He had been a patient there for a
old-timers and newcomers alike, was month suffering from a heart afflicborn in New York City. He was about tion. He was born in Hamilton.
75 years old at the time of his death. Ontario, where a sister resides. Th*
body was shipped to Canada.
IN LOVING MIMOKY
OF MT GRANDMOTHER

MRS. JOS.
Who

Passed

HARRY DOLE PARKER

JARROW

Away May
Age

2d.

Harry Dole Parker, producer and
manager, was buried in Chicago a
few days ago. Mr. Parker was the
husband of Lottie Blair Parker,
author of "Way Dowa East" and

1511

68.

BILLY TILDEN

other books.

He was an actor

more than

50

years, entering the profession as

an

for

acrobatic clown, playing in the circuses, variety theatres and concert
halls of the period. Mr. Ward was
He announced the result of the plays.
one of the original members of the
"Last month they presented 'Sun Clipper Quartet, a standard variety
Chorus Equity vote on the Closed
Shop as 1,823 for and one against. Up,' a new three act play by an act of the eighties and nineties.
He also announced that four mana- untried dramatist. The piece proved Following the Clipper Quartet's disgers were not any longer mem- so successful that it is headed for solution, around 1895, Mr. Ward
bers of the Producing Managers' New York under professional aus- formed a vaudeville partnership
Association and hereafter would pices.
with John Curran, the tenor of the
"Last Tuesday night, they pre- Clippers, the team playing "The
The
be subject to Equity Shop.
managers named were Joe Weber, miered another new piece entitled Terrible Judge" together for upEdgar MacGregor, Harry Wardell 'The Bargain* reports of which are wards of twenty years as Ward and
so favorable that a number of New Curran.
and Sam Shannon.
He was with several ^if
Mr. Gillmore said, "Managers York managers are listed to view it the standard minstrel organizations,
can't fight Equity. Equity has too at Its next performance sometime such as Thatcher, Prlmose and
next week.
much power."
West, and also appeared in the
"Hope of financial gain has noth- legitimate, from time to time,
Mr. Cope said he would explain
why the actors in "Declasee" (Ethel ing to do with the enterprise. The among those engagements being a
Barrymore) were not paid during people propelling the activities are tour with James T. Powers in "The
Miss Barrymore's illness. Her Ill- all removed from the necessity of Straight Tip" in 1888, and another
ness, said Cope, was an act of God considering any increase in their with Anna Held in 1913.
The vetand provided for in the contract. bank standing. The names behind eran's last vaudeville appearances
That the company had traveled from this particular community's play were with Frances Bice, under the
point to point during her illness activities bespeak thg ideals they team name of Rice and Ward. The
hoping that each week playing are maturing Frank A. Vanderllp, act was playing the local Keith
would be resumed, but Miss Barry- Harrison J. Slaker, C. Neal Barney, time when Mr. Ward was stricken.
more had to go to a hospital and Mrs. C. F. Clarkson.
He leaves a widow, Mrs. Marion V.
"The professional coach is Henry Rice and a 12-year-old daughter,
therefore the "Declasee" matter became one that the actors lost out Stillman.
Marion. A requiem mass was cele500 or Mors Units.
on, as no one could replace Miss
brated for the deceased Sunday last
Barrymore in the role.
••Consider that there aro more at tho Roman Catholic Church of
Grant Stewart mentioned a com- than 500 of these community player St. Anthony, Commonwealth and
mittee would be formed of picture units scattered over the country, Tremont Avenues, Westchester, N.
authors, producers, Equitys and the each working In the same direction, Y.
Purial was in St. Raymond's
A. F. of L. to introduce a bill at each guided by high art standards, Cemetery, Tuesday, May 3.
censorship
in each interchanging, each developing,
against
Albany
New York State. He added a com- each familiar with the world's best
PRINCESS LEI LOKELANI.
mittee from Equity would leave products of the playhouse and literElizabeth Jonia Leilokelahl Shaw.
Wednesday for Washington lo pro- ulure.
3£ed 20, prof cks tonally known as
test against the importation of tier- f *''\Vitfi The pTiiytaVc of touring "C*dnYPrincess Lei Lokclaui, "the pearl of
man Him to this country. He men panics a dead letter so far as these Hawaii," was buried in Mount
Scott
tioned "Passion" and "Deception" centres are considered, what can
cemetery at Portland, Ore., April
as two examples of German film happen but that the community theof
the victim
18,
pneumonia and
now here, saying that each cost not atre plan must expand, and ri time complications.
over $20,000 in Germany, while to result in a common movement with
A native of Hawaii, she went to
be made in the V. S. $.",00,000 or fa patent head.
her family, several
"F.roadway will pro on at hereto- Portland with
$r,o0,000 would have to be invested.)
of
whose members are professionMr. Stewart added that a producer J fore, of course, with Its productions
als, in 1J06.
Her first professional
could take a couple of American by professional players of plays for
appearance was at the Panamastars to Ciermany and make his pic- the most part by tried playwrights.
Exposition
at Sin FranPacific
tures over there about one-fifth as Rut the growth <>f the community
cisco, where she was featured tot
cheaply as over here, throwing any histrionlsm will help the professionbeauty and talenta as a dancer
number of American picture actors ai producer rather than impair hi h«»rTli*Hawaiian village on the zone.
in
business.
out of work that way.
The
deceased had played »n vaudeCommunity
play*
•Already those
Mr. Gillmore then concluded the
ville.
meeting with the lay membership wrights and players are giving
Broadway material In plays arid
proposal.
MRS. EVA McGINLEY
with
the
result
players^ available
Funeral service! were held last
that the man who follow- play proSKINNER'S 'BLOOD AND SAND" ducing ai a business the prof
week iti Oakland, Cal., for Mrs. Kva
McfJlnley, for 40 years In vatide«
i.oiai manager -will iind his market
Otis Skinner has first call on tippicture rights to ibanez' '"Blood and through the growth «>f the commun- viiic os s^ member of r.<>!> and Kvn
Band," which he is to produce on[ity players movement wider, faepef >l<i< )mley., bl)<i i^iiii«:r hef hu-a^uid.
A broken spine and dislocated hip
the legitimate stage next season and richer."
•

tucky,
Alabama,
Mississippi.

light

.

|

""

of a

ter

—

Mra. Jos Jarrow died May 2 at
her residence in New York. Tho
deceased was known to theatrical
people, having conducted a boarding
house at 226 West 38th street for
years. Mrs. Jarrow was a cousin of
Jarrow, the vaudeville magician,

and the grandmother of

Billy Tilden, a former member of the Carola
She was
Trio, a vaudeville turn.
68 years of age.

William W. Long died of heart
failure April 22 at the home of hi
stepfather and mother, Dr. and Mrs.
T. Frederick, G449 Spruce street.

J.

IN LOVING

MKMOKY OF

ROSE MORAN
Who
Departed Thl« Life April

MAY HER SOUL RUT IN
II KB ItllOTIII K

19, '21

.

I'KA« B

MICKEY MORAN

i

Philadelphia. lie was In charge of
the showings of "The Country Fair'*
In that city and is survived bv his

widow.

Anna Edson Taylor, the only woman who ever went down the Niacara
in a barrel and lived, died April 30
Lockhart,

in

New

York.

Frsnklin Pierce Burbjck, 68 years
owner and manager of tho
(;rand. Lisbon, Ohio, died April 21,
old,

survived by a widow and

sister.

,

i

Psul Hayscinthe Loyson, journaland playwright, born in SwitzHe was the son of tlia
famous Father Hyacinthe.
ist

erland, 1873.

|

i

j

Mrs. Elizabeth Morris, mother of
F. Morris, died of cancer
April 30 at her home, Kjf>3 Brooklyn avenue, Brooklyn, 63 years old.
h'ssie

Joseph Reinach, famou,
in Paris, April 17, aged

ist,

|oui*nal«
o."»

rears.

Mme. Ida Denis Gance, wife of
Abel Gance, French film producer.
The

grandmother

(San try
April 28, age gh.

gantry

&

of

Norton),

Harry
died

.

t

«

is

(

The father
died April 30

of
in

Mrs,

Sam Dody

Dorchester

Mass.
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Five hundred stars appeared In
the Equity benefit at the Metropolitan Sunday evening) May 1. Hassard Short directed and Victor
Baravelle handled the music. The
grand llnale was a pageant called
suggested
by
and
"Memories,''
Shakespeare, In it appeared Nance
O'Neil, Jane Cowl, Ethel Barrymore, John Barry more, Peggy Wood,
Laurette Taylor, Lillian Russell,
"Wilton Laekaye, Madge* Leasing,
Arthur Byron, Frank Bacon, Genevieve Tobin, John Drew, Elsie Ferguson, Doris Keane, Norman Trevor,
Robert Warwick, Sam Hardy, Bruce
McRae, John Cope, Alma Rubens,
Florence Reed, Lionel Atwin, George
Arils* and Margalo Gillmore. The
"Equity Kindergarten" was a musical comedy scene with about 500
garbed as chorus girls and men.
Leon Errol had charge of this, with
music by Silvio Hein and lyrics by
Walter Catlett,
Joseph Herbert.
Bobby Watson, Robert Woolsey, the
Brown Brothers, with their saxophones; Mabel Withee, Marjorie

t

To Our

Gateson, Harland Dixon and Mollic
King aDpeared. "You must Come
Over," a skit by Grant Stewart and
Kenneth Webb, dealt with shooting
pictures, and included in its cast

fl

Jack Hazxard, Grant Mitchell, Barney Bernard, Edith Taliaferro, Roland Young, Carroll McComaa, Farber Sisters, Frank Craven, as the
Thomas Meighan,
film
director;
Crclghton Hale, Francine Larrimore,
Ernest Glendinning, May Bolcy,
Richie Ling and O. P. Heggie. "The
Carnival of Dance" brought forward
Joseph Santley and Ivy Sawyer,
Clifton Webb and Helen Kroner,
Rose Rolando, Riggs and Witchie,
Margaret Severn and Mile. Mar-

With De Wolf Hopper

guerite.

.....

.

Someone has

song
fl

It is

started a malicious

'TAPER DOLL"

A POPULAR BALLAD

Friends
rumor regarding our new

(Broadway's "lead sheet"

hit).

being reported to the profession, recording companies

and the trade that we are about

to sell

'TAPER DOLL"

UD
VOlC;

fl

The

is to attempt to discredit us and make
cannot handle a song of this character.

evident intention

appear that

it

we

in

fl

other publisher with the probable exception of one.

New York, charged with
He later pleaded guilty

bigamy.
of having threo wives and was
held in $3,000 Vail in the Tombs'
Police Court for the Grar.d Jury's
action.
His first wife is Florence
Madiera.
Newton married her in

and

his No.
wives affectionately, but

it

would

home

in Cody,

for

fl

And now

played their

throws

/

on

I'm

now

real doll

American

This song remains with us.

citizenship.

lit -

tl

toy

its

-

ly

„

,«

aft er

ai

will

fl

We

respectfully submit

"PAPER DOLL"

i

to you.

_ One time my

im

kiss - es

\

(i'±ap-pealed

BENJAMIN W. LEVY

Equity Shop.

Because he had seen it done in
the "movies" 15-year-old Joseph
Reposo last week shot Representative William H. Thayer of Rhode
Island in the back and then went
unconcernedly about his business.

General Manager

—

representative will recover.

B. D. Nice

& Co., Inc.

—

i

>'

because Im on

Loew Bldg., 45th St. and Broadway, New York

Mrs. C. N. Williamson, the writer,
declares her work is now guided by

So Ik

guess you're through;

I

^^
~0%

Ethel Keene of Keene and Deane,
vaudeville, has withdrawn her suit
for $10,000 against Morris Wortman,
whose motor car injured her foot
last summer when she saved her
two children. A settlement was
made out of court.

her late husband's

I thought you

heart,

rumors.

The chorus members of Equity
3 to support

We

not for sale.

It is

appreciate and hold in confidence any information communicated to us regarding the dissemination by anyone of such

Daylight saving in Great Britain
will set the clocks two hours ahead
of sun time.

The

play,

Wyo.

vira Amazar.

May

toy,,

markably good fortune of being a great stage song and a
tremendous fox-trot.

1

Deportation proceedings were started against him a year ago, when his
name was coupled with that of Al-

voted

Doll,

its

CHORUS

We are proud of our accomplishments and our reputation.
We believe "PAPER DOLL" is a "natural"—having the re-

Georges Baklanoff, giant baritone
of the Chicago Grand Opera Co., has
applied

moth and the flame _
child tired of

fl

do.

Mrs. Louisa M. Cody, widow of
Buffalo Bill, is dangerously ill at her

by

waltz hit of the day.

1.

Federal government officials re»
fused to allow the Southern Light
Opera Co., at the Manhattan, to pay
the war tax for its patrons, as the

company announced

-

love*

two years has exceeded that of any

We were responsible for 'TENTS
an Oriental one-step that is now regarded as a
standard.
Today we have "SWEET LAVENDER" and
"ROMANCE" waltz which is developing into the legitimate

Newton addressed
3

total advertising in

OF ARABS,"

had been playing in stock. All the
wives were at the depot upon his
2

who

Metropolitan baritone.)

and

third.

altogether passed up No.

Our

We exploited "WOND'RING," ballad fox- trot that has
proven to be one of the most persistent hits ever published.
(Jazzed by Ted Lewis and sung by Thomas Chalmers, the

Iva Edmonson,
Newton reached
New York from Boston where he

arrival.

child

fl

1911 at Monticella, 111. She is a
professional. Another professional,
Glenn Argoe, vaudeville, was his

wife

a

Just like

45th Street and Broadway.

station in

his

Ba

You used to call, mo

We

are celebrating our second anniversary and have just
moved into most spacious quarters in the new Loew Building,
',;

Harry A. Newton was arrested
Wednesday at the Grand Central

second

to

another publisher.

the audience and Florence Moore on
the stage a mind-reading turn
Belle
brought down the house.
Story and May Naudain were especially effective in singing roles. Mr.
Short himself got an ovation.

stock,

Intro.

a

ly

Copyright 1921 by B.D

spirit.

Fire broke out during the Sunday
evening performance at Kahn's 14th
Street theatre, and it took the audience thr^e irhlhu'tex Co "flTe out in
'

orderly fashion. With Buddy Page
on the stage, smoke began coming
from a balcony box.
Fireman

killed

home

in the burglar trap at the
of Adolph Zukor in the Nyaok
Hudson the night of

section of the

May 2. Any one opening a window
would discharge a gun immediately
Shea immediately went in front of him. Coats' companion
there and House Manager Samuel got away.
Thomas

Raymond to the stage, telling the
P. Zieerfeld. Jr., will present his
orchestra leader to start "The StarSpangled Banner." As a sheet of wife, Billie Burke, in pictures as
flame shot from the box the audi- well as on the stage next autumn.
ence, whirh had risen to the an- The vehicles have not yet been dethem, started, but Raymond called: cided.
"You've got that boa ten a mile.
There are exits on all sides of you.
Joseph Sehildraut has signed a
Take your time and walk to them." contract with the Theatre Guild as
George 1<\ Walsh, actor, helped di- a member of their resident company.
rect the audience out. and the house
was empty as the engines drew up
Out In Wichita, Kan., last week
minutes later.
three
Damage G, W. Bingham broke an egg and
amounted to $1,500. House reopened f<>ii ml the faee of a woman resemMonday.
bling Mary Magdalene imprinted on
the surface inside.
Alma Cluck and her children were
The President ami Mrs. Harding
Aroused the night of May 2 by fire
Jn the nursery of the (Jluck home, occupied a box at Poll's in Wash
101 Kast 72d street. It was quickly iiigtou tiiis week.
extinguished by the department.
John J. McGraw was acquitted of
Edward Coats, former convict, illegally possessing whiskey at his
lout him life when he was shot and trial this week before Jadge Learned

Hand. The charges grew out of the
lAtnhs Club fracas, in which John
C. Slaven was injured.

Augustus Thomas, on short notice,
took Emmett Corrigan's place in
"Nemesis."
His last appearance
was in Maurice Barrymore's place.
Fraudulent money orders are hitting the box offices.

The scheme

is

by phone twenty seats, mail
a money order, then call, refuse ten
of the seats and take the other ten
and the change.
Omo house is

Kroll of Chicago, and Brock Pembcrton has announced 'The Pilgrim
of Eternity," by kai Kushrod Ardashir, with the poet as central figure.
In ibis production Joseph Schildkraul will play Byron.

from

Proceeds

May

the

Follies

ball

be given to ill and indigent former members of the Zicg8 will

feid chorus.

to order

out $99.

Sonorita Finia "de Soria, prima
donna, lost $12,000 from her apartment, 250 Riverside Drive, May 1,
she reported to the police.

The Equity show at the Metrodrew $10,000 May 1, it is

Jack

Dempsey must appeal

in

person to defend the suit for $100,000 brought-ngninst him by Frank
P. Spellman for royalties alleged to
be due.
Representative Volstead told peotestifying before the Judiciary
CommitUe last week that Congress
would not listen to pleas for lightening strictures on beer and wine.
ple

politan

announced.

Two Eord Byron* will be seen on
John Barry more has announced through A. L,

MitSl gave herself a party
honor of Iwr birthday at her home
White Plains Sunday.

in
in

the stage next season.

Erlanger he will appear in s play
that name by Melanie A. W.

of

proceeded to give a picture show for
charging two and threo
BstmsMcm? Their activities
were rudely interrupted by the pochildren,

cents
lice.

The Shakespeare theatre at Stratis to be used between
pageants for motion picture shows,
but the project has stirred up antagonism, the antagonists charging
such use of the house is a "desecraford -on -Avon

tion."

Alexis Ruloff, the Russian "cancer,
Injured while giving an exhibia private dance at the Hotel

was

tion at

Astor

Out in Chieacro three small boys
broke into a theatre being remodhold of some films and

last

Week.

Soon after the opening of "Just
Married" at the Comedy, up went
Lynne Overman's name, and he Is

now

being equally featured
Vivian Martin.

to

elled, got

1

with

Peggy Hopkins gave an interview
Chicago reporters last week and

till
she knew Joyce sb*» had
never known a millionaire. It was
Joyce, she said, who had taught her

said

v

'
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20
tide by A. B. WaTkTey. t«ondon critic,
who recently deplored the tendency
to applaud too much at plays.
Ho
pointed out that unnecessary baud*
claps greeted the entrance and exit
of every actor at an opening.

Samuel Goldwyn and George BerShaw, say cable dispatches,
recently held a "conference" in London.
Coldwyn's Idea was to get
Shaw to go to L*os Angeles, write
for pictures and make money. After
long argument Shaw finally said:
nard

"It's

You are

no use, Mr. Goldwyn.

interested only in art and I
terested only in money.*'

am

isn

Promising a sensation in the name
of the co-respondent, said to be a
society girl, Pearl White has arvnuonced her intention to sue Wailace McCutcheon for a divorce la
Paris.

John McCormack,

Irish tenor,

turned on the Aquitania more in
love with his American citlsenship

rl

-TROT

than ever.

BY LEE DAVID

HIGH TAX ON CIRCUSES

LEE DAVID

;

V"- " H

H

We contend and maintain
'TAPER DOLL" possesses the

that

fl

I

'

(Continued from page «)
Council last night. It fixes the ta*
on three-ring circuses at $160 for
each performance, an increase of
$100.
The taxes for other shows

and exhibitions, also theatres, halls)
and amusement parka, follow:
Circus or feats of horsemanship
in a building erected permanently

most

overpowering melody for a popular song

for that purpose, $10 each perform**
ance.
Rope or -wire dancing, tight rop*
performance, dog, bird or animal
shows, $5 a day.
All ether public exhibitions for
gain in any permanent building ot?
amusement park, $5 a week.
Public exhibitions, with games of
skill or exhibitions of contrivances)
or diversions and amusements for
gain under a covering of canvas ot?
other material erected temporarily,
in the open air or amusement park*
$2.50 a day for each exhibition.
Accord in a to 8ize,
Theatres and 1ml is are taxed lit
accordance with seating 'capacity
instead of a fiat fee of $50, as follows:
Not exceeding BOO seats,
$60; more than 500 seats but not
more than 1,500, $75; more than
1,500 but not in excess of $2,500*

presented in recent years.
*

*$

In' preparation

leading artists; acclaimed

vaudeville's

EVA SHIRLEY

by

and rehearsal by

(America's youngest

prima donna) to be the best song she
ever accepted; enthusiastically endorsed

$85; more than 2.500, $85. plus $1
additional for each 500 seats ovesj

by the inimitable SOPHIE TUCKER,

2,500.

The penslty for violation of tha
ordinance is a fine of $150 for each

GRACE NELSON, RUBY NORTON,
FRANK1E JAMES
and many others.
fl

Was made by

(of

Mac

&

offense.

The
administration
leaders}
planned to rush the ordinance)
through to have it effective before
the big circuses fill their dates hero
next week and the week after eaofc

James)

for a stay of three days, but, due
to V. Ia Pahnisano, third ward, this)
was held up. It was continued on
its first reading and ordered print-*
ed in .the journal.
The schedule)
of charges will be passed during

the recording com-

1

)

panies while

An

still

the latter part of this month, and'
will become effective as of the date
of passing.

in manuscript form.
I

unusual recognition.

ONLY FOR AMERICAN LEGI0S;

:•!

Burlington, Vt., May 4.
Burlington is to have but ond
carnival this summer. After some
discussion the City Council passed
a resolution allowing that organ*
ization to play here for the American Legion.
As soon as this was
granted they declared themselves
on the warpath against carnivals
and turned down other petitions to

i

<J

Extraordinarily featured by the lead-

ing orchestras throughout the country.

brir.g

ter

B. D. Nice

And now lm

Doll

& Co. Inc. 154A B way.

,

& Co., Inc.

in.

The Mayor upheld

Other Vermont

cities,

aa

yet, haval

not stated their opinions as regards
these shows, but public opinion has
it that carnivals will find the State

Loew Bldg., 45th St and Broadway, New York

N.Y.

them

the action of the Council and re*
fused to grant any more liscenses.
It Is expected, however, that several
outdoor shows will play Just out*
side the city limits, near an amuse*
ment park.

Vermont

of

CHESTNUT

I

hostile this

ST. 0. H.

summer.

IN PHHLY4
May 4.

Philadelphia,

extravagance,
lie always wanted
"lot of everything," she declared.

a

It.

cost

him a million

to

win

her.

it is estimated to w.ll cost him
a million to lose her. what with alimony and counsel fees.

and

L. Lawrence Weber has accepted
for production a three-act comedy
by William Be Baron called "Nobody h Money."

took the stand in Buffalo to testify
He was acin his own defense.
of a wiretapping scheme

cused

whereby
heavily.
backer of

wealthy Canadians lost
Urucker said he was the
"Broadway Brevities."

Nellie and Sarah Kouns, who have
recently returned to this country
after their success in light opera in

London, were served with a summons in a suit for $L 0,000 brought
<J. M. Anderson, the
(

Beach Cooke, who made a success Against them by
support of Dltrichatein in "Toto,"
has sold Ins newspaper in Coopers town and will follow the stage as a
In

career.

Thirty days in jail Is to be the
penalty In Camden for dancing from
the waist up, says the chief of police.

The Methodists deny they are

or-

gantstng to prohibit the use of tohue co.

who

alleges they failed to
producer,
fullill a contract with bun for apTheir
here
last summer,
pearances
oinder is they were worn out at
that time and Unable to perform.
Later they went abroad.

A gala performance for the benefit of Mme. Curie, with her late husband the discoverer of radium, was
given
week.

.»t

the

opera

Margaret McQuade,

"Erondway Brevities" got into the
im'ws la«t week when Charles
Bruckcr. an old-time wiretapper,
big

in

Paris

dead.

prosecute.

other.

Commonwealth

Center, Inc., has
been Incorporated, its object is to
establish a permanent people's playhouse."
The incorporators are
Frederick A. Wallis, Immigration

Commissioner; B*r. Beroy K. Bowof Columbia University, Charles
Kobbe,
Philip
Burlinghajn, Mrs.

man

Mrs. Dalngerfleld Bewis. Herman
Euhctkin, inland Clapp, William O.
McQulre, Mrs. Lillian M. Bills. Mrs.
Reginald FJnche, Miss Marie Ki<»;hoefer, Mrs. James A. Berresford,
Mrs. Irving Brock, Allen Katon, Robert T. iiill and Mrs. Monroe Mar-

pi<

lores,

last

!

with additional information that is
worth more than a postcard to publish.

Frank

Akron an Italian laborer
named Giuseppe Sarniota had taken
Out

in

as his common -law wife a widow.
By her he had two children. After
11 years his real wife showed up
from Italy. He had believed her

for vaudeville
lag to reports
PJ*JN.y.

next season, accord-*
which may be offb*
toniirmed within a week ur

WO.

The house is a few blocks away
"Time Will Tell" as a title for from Keith's and is claimed
to b*
"The Ghost Between" is out. Four the ideal
location for a vaudeville
other playwrights have copyrighted
house,
inasmuch if the Shuberts
it.
"ThankL to You" Is the new
name of the Arthur Byron vehicle. actually intend to go ahead and try
that project here. It is an excellent summer house as has been
If the Ed Wynn show has had a
prosperous season it could not be proved by numerous long summer
so judged from the postcard notice runs of pictures and musical shows
sent out by thrs B. C. Whitney oflb «• their.
The one cent publicity
In Detroit.
states the show will elose May 14,

ble.

last

week caused Iks arrest of Harry
Victor, salesman, charging him with
luiving failed to return her Jewel*.

He went at once to the police
with his troubles. After an investigation Federal authorities told him
to keep both wives and support
thero. They pruadsed to love each

She says she gave them to him for
safe keeping over a year ago. Since
then she has not seen him. When
the fa en came up. however, the
faAffG had to order the plaintiff U\

The Chestnut Street Opera house
is to be the Shubert's local
housq

J.

were Quick

Gould and Elsie Janlfl
deny last week thai
Mis

to

the financier was engaged to
Janls* friend, Florence Lavage.

'

BAEY MINE" ABROAD

1

In the Times Sunday lengthy editorial not.ee was taken of the ai-

\

Nina Welch, in vaudeville with 4
condensed version of "Baby Mine,"
w ill lalts the sketch to England during the summer.
"Baby Mine' is
reported as having b» en originally
produced in Bngland as a curtain
U ler before brought to this country
by Margaret Mayo and made into a
full

length iday.

-

VARIETY

WEEK (May
NEXT
VAUDBVIU.B THEATRES

BILLS

Travers A Douglas
Lasar A Dale

9)

houses open for

(All

week with Monflay matinee.

tta«

otherwise

not

Heated.)

below are grouped In divisions, according to the booking offlooe they
supplied from.
The manner In which these bill* are printed does not denote the relative
Importance of acta nor their program positions.
•Before name Indicates act te now doing „ new turn, or reappearing after
Absence from vaudeville, or appearing tn city where listed for the first time.

Th*

bill*

New York

ralace Theatre Building,

JHSW YORK CITY *G
Gordon A Ford

Ella Bedford

Barr Twins
J R Johnson Co
to

Mclntyre

Harry Watson Co

Ziras
Proctor's 5th Ave.
2d half (6-8)
Ethel Clifton Co

LAP Murdock
Idoran A Mack
Gellls
to

A

Pet*)

Helth's Royal
Belle Baker

(Others to

A Capman
A Parker
A Dam

Hal Johnson Co
Haig A La Vers
Lamy Bros

(Other* to

A

Lyrie
(Atlanta split)

T A K O 'Hears

W

•Princeton A
(Others to fill)
Keith's Alhambm

Dave Harris
Brown A ODonnell
J Barry

The Sharrocka
Clinton Sis

Bernard & Garry
•Osborne* 3
Keith's Hamilton
Billy Glason
Bailie Fisher

Eva

Shirley

Co
Co

Rome A Gaut
Roll* A Royce
Marie Nordstrom
Dem'rect A Collette
Maria Lo
Togo
Keith's Jefferson

Lee Kids
Henry A Moore
Kitty Doner Co

V A B

Sis

A Cunneen

Zeller

A

(Two

D

(Others

(Others to

BIFFALO

A

S Sis

Fashion
Les Kelhors

Arnold

Mrs G Hughes Co

Higgins A Bates

A Mann
A Pollock.

Avey A O'Neil
Al.ce'a Teta
rial bosh

A

Keith's Fordlinm
A Jenkins
Pearl Betray Co

A Goss
Carl Emmy's Tela
•Finley A Hill
Hallen

Sherwln Kelly
2d half
Frisco Co.

Newhoff A Phelpg
Ethel Clifton Co
(Others to fill)
Moss' Regent

<>.-<!•

A

i

& Douglas

Edwin George
2d half

Hill

half

(5-1)

Some

half (9-11)

2d half

Hartha I'ryor Co
Devoe & Statzer
St.

©us Edwards' Rev
Muller A Stanley
Edwards 3
Foley A O'Neil
'

BA

J Creighton
Keith's H. O. If.
2d half (5-8)

Page A Gray
Huxhes A I>ebrow
•Edward* Ornnby
•O K 5**.il Co
Princess Rajah
-

(One

A Fisher

(Others to fill
2d half (12-15)
Keith's Prospect
2d half (5-8)
Daiton A Craig
Carson A Willard

I

Marie Hurt Co

Co
Clinton A Rooney

IshlKaws Japs

2d half (12-15)

•Mason A- Cole
Walter Lawn nc* Co
(Others

to

Tom Wise Co

fill)

Sybil

Wm

ALBA NT

Bill
2

Craig

Ben Smith
h A ODonnell
N
<<

Procter's 12.*»th
2d half- (5-8)

Chnaty A Bennett
Margaret Ford
Howard A White

Mcintosh A Maids

Miller

Raymond Wilbert
Burn* A Lorraine
B A J Creighton

Anatol Friedland

(Others to

fill)

1st half (9-11)
Morley Sis

•Hibbitt A Nugent
(Others, 'o fill)
2d hnlf (12-1S)
•Tlijipg

Furnace"
•

A

'

•

S

split)

(

Sr

II ij

1st half

Sadler

i''i

leee

iv.nna

(Scolley Square)
Miller

2d half

L.i'iry
II

i/."l

D

&

man

Sc

BOB

CARRIE

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
Zuhn Dreis
Morris' Animals
Cordon's Olympia
(Washington St.)
Claymode

I

Amaranth 81s
HAV'HILL, MASS.
Colonial

Adams A Roblncon
Leila

Big Three

nnett Sis

Co

KNOWn.LR
1st h*lf

Tuck A Cbtro
Drown A Spen'

Co

S\ Tiler

MR

F. Keith's

It

I

•

.

,

..

I

Mabel Hurke Co
Itoberts A Boyne
Profiteering

V

V 4n
'

«

-.

bttfudman
i

Ford A C'un ngham
Four Ortons

8>26

1

Nelson

<£
Harry r
Holden Si Herron
Harry Lnmore
(One to fill)

Donald Sis
Qeorge Co

.lack

L'WR'NCE, MASS.

i.

LOS ANGELES
Orpheum
Franklyn Ardell Os>
McConnell Sisters
Sylvester Family

Lean A Mayfleld
Patricola

Harry Fox Co
Anna Chandler
Geo Moore Co
"Hungarian Rhap"
McLallen A Carson
Mel Klee
Lorraine Sis Co
E A M Williams
Al Jerome

CALGARY. CAN.

Ben Harney
Billy Beard
Williams A Pierce
Ford Revue

Cummins A White

MILWAUKEE
Majestic

Emily A Wellman
Margaret Young
Hyruack
Wilson Bros
Barker A Son
Carleton A Ballew
Emerson A B'ldwlor
Valentine A Bell
Palace
Well'gton Cross Co
Sebastian A Myra
Kennedy A Burt

Three Lordons

Ray Snow A

•

•

Itavmond A Schram

Anita & O'Neil
Milton Pollack Co
Mack A Stanton
Krnie & Krnie

N«* York

ST.

Cit>

to

Keith's

2d half
(Jibson A Price
Jerome A Albright

Watson

Holden

"Flashes"
Franklin Chas Co
(Othors to fill)

VOl NGSTOWN.
llippodsomo

Lnwfn

td half
Howard a Field*
Adams A Ba rne

a

HOLMES
With Geo.

I'llliK

Hoy

and

t

N.

e

Marine*

Sis

WELLS

dessol's "Trouble* of ls?0'

no/

<."

Orpheum

I

With

.

.

I

>•

%%%

1

143)
)

A Wheeler
Chas Lloyd Co
Francis A Kennedy
Trlxio Frtganza
Ce Dora
Barry A Whttledge

OAKLAND
Orpheum
Blossom

Seele'r

Co*

J.

Samson A DellUa

OMAHA, NER.
Orpheum
Finn & SaWyer
"Crev Sr Old Rose"
Ft* a kin

A

J

Ted

.

Valeska Suratt Co

CONLEY

NAOMI RAY

"RICE AND OLD SHOES"

Ro?e Clare
Bradley A Ard!n«

McDermott

Lilly

Homer Roma Ins
"Summertime*'
.lack

chas Irwin
The Nagyfys
Max York's Pori

PORTLAND. OKF.
Orpheum
Irene Franklin

The Lnngdons
vVinton Pros

Rose

K \NN AS CITY
Orplu-iiio
II

Orpheum
Du Bole

Young

Conrad
Grant Gardner
Ned Norworth Co
Bronson A Edw'rd*
Daisy Nellis

DES MOINES

HARRY

MINNEAPOLIS
Wilfrid

A B

Tozart
Flo Lewis Co
Wilfred Clark Co
Hlce A Newton
Rllzabeth Brice C>
Karnplon A Blake
Flying Mayos

The Rectors

Ceo Yeoman
N'ew.ll

"Moonlight*

Vokes
Browning

SA<

K-

Albert ma RSSCB]
(Jene Greene
l.acbmann Sis
iH.nbar's Sinker*

LINCOLN, NKB.
Orpheum

Sr

Hlbbltt
El Rcy

1

I.atell
Itossls

Show

ORPUEIM. OAKLAND (MAY
r'».

Orpheum

t

»

Hint's

St

Co

Van Horn A Inez

Althea Lucas Co
(One t.) till

3

S
Douglas

Orpheum

Burt & Rosedals
Craig A Campbell
A mors nth sis

A Herron

A

Sis

DIUTII

Olympia

WINCII'TFR.

Francis

(Sunday opening)
Lloyd
Holmes A La Vere
Murray Girls
Margaret A Alvarez

LYNN, MASS.

fill)

A

DENVER

Sis

Gordon's

BltOf KT'N, MASS.
Strand
Modern & Marconi
'OOgan Sr Casey
Ford ge C'ln'nglM in
Daly Mack Si D

Anderson A Yvel
McCloud & Norman
Huckridffe A
Co
Sisters

Hoy

3

I

WASHINGTON
F.

2d half

2d half

(Two

Connelly

June Elvidge Co
Butler A Parker

ZOIM Moll A C
Adams A Robinson
Leila Shaw Co
Creodon and Davis

Lawton

It.

T-il!y

t>

Wanda Ludlow Co

Masters A Kraft

PORTLAND.
-r

(he N. V. A.
(Putnam Buuat**). N*n Vers

Offlelnt Dentist to

BROAOWAx

& Mack

Anatol Friedland
2d half

JOHN

2

Oscar Mlrano t
Paul Nolan Co

Bobby O'Neil Co

Angle Cappell

-

.<•

BABA

Sheridan

Wheeler
A Dayno
Ash A Hyams

Moss A Frye

2d half

Kennedy A Kramer Cook A Oatman
Fred Whitehouse
Boyle A Bennett
Mohr St Vermont Kalauba Hawaiian"

Ares

HEMMENiHNGER. Inn.
REM0DEU *(»
ni
AMnf\in<;
1
^ 1Tlvrl ^ I r,J RE*tOUNTINO
-fl/

Mario & Thurston
Kaw.son
Clair*
Arthur Whltelai*

Bud

Bijou

at'r

Trennell

Clt/

Kallz Co

Creasy

Everest's Circus

Davis

Stephens A Br'nelle
Mabel Taliaferro Co

•

St

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
+ U v

A

The Nevilles

Bijou

Voo
4

split)

Barbette

K03

Shaw Co

Crerdon

BANGOR, ME.

T.

Frank Bush
Parito & White
Miller

45

fill)

New York

Arman

Alice

Page A Gray
Breen Family

PlUlDUCIVC MANAOKKS' EXCHANGE

Pieces

John

071

Tel.

to

Otto

Harts
Palneo

Mar.tell

A Thorn

Golde

ii

Prince
H'rnngt'n Co

CHICAGO

Marmeln
Sampson

Three Chums

AGENCY
PHONE STATE

CIIIPACO

BU nor* A Williams
Toto
Kvelyn DeLyon Co
Sheridan Sq.

platinum
IEWELRY

Alexs

(Two

Palace Theatre Building,

(9-11)

AUSTIN and ALLEN

Carroll

TROY. N.

li.ilf

3
1

(Same bill plays Sealo
.
Edmonton 12-14)
Gilbert A Saul
Fox A Sarno
Adonis A Dog

Empire

(Johnstown

Murray Bennett

Orpheum

Frank Bardon
Cook A Oatman

Frances Dougherty

Proctor's

Hyan & Ryan

t

S

Gordon's Cent'l Sq.

.Tano

Shaw

Werner Amoros

Jim McWiliiams

F.

Pittsburgh split)

Nippon Duo
Wilbur Sw'tman Co

Picks

Hoo

('off

Davie

1st

Z

2d halt

Bally

Royal Venetian
\

Holmes A Hollister The BerkofTs
Dunbar A Turner
Howard A Fields
Lchr A Belle
Evans A Perez
Gordon's Olympia Althea Lucas Co

Mabel Sherman
Oalettt'S Baboons

Brittons

nits

2d half

Meredith A Snooxer
"Rising Ger.erat'o"

fill)

Stnte-Lake

CAMBR'GE, MASS.

Girls

Susan Tompkins

4

Will Crutchfleld

PITTSBURGH

fill)

DF.TROIT
Temple
R'ford A Winch
M Montgomery
Hisj

Wheeler A Potter

to

Krt-mka Bios

Hall A Colburn
Vaughn Comfort

A

(others

Mftjestlr

Howard

Orphruni
Robert A Robert

& Willard

JOHNSTOWN

Rogers
Clayton Drew's Co

A Mack

Her/.

Columbia
1st half

ALLENTOU'N, PA

I'hina

w

Genevieve A

Billy

Alero
Farrell Taylor Co

Ralph
Carso*.

COLUMBIA

Kraft

Id half
St.

Vane
Seabury Co

(Charleston

.

Master*

fill)

1st half (9-11)
Ethel Clifton Co
Zelglcf Sis Co

(Others to fill)
2d half (tS-14)

Mob Hall

Proctor's

KEITH

B. F.

BOSTON
Weber

Cavanaugh E Co
Hippodrome

A Thomas Swor A Westbrook
Dugan &. Raymond
rne Finnards

B FUsglbbon A Bro

Strand
Helen Staples

Hart Sister*

Cotter Bolden t

Boston

O.

J A A Keeley
Ford A Ooodridge
Thos E Shea Co
McFarland Sis
A Robins
Sully A Houghton

Verlaine

Whltefl'ld * Ireland
Will J Ward t'o

Jeffraa-Strand

Lewis A Hendersos>
J Grady Co
Hedley Trio
(Three to fill)

.

Lillian

in

SACilNAW. MICH,

Chas Althoff
Bottomly Troupe

ODonnell A Blair
The LeGroh*
Anger A Packer
Delmore A Lee
Dancing Williams

Vaudeville Exchange, Boston

.Shea's

Kranz A White
Jean Lelghton Rev

—

CLEVELAND

Newport

De Haven A Nice

Pearson A Lewis
Ward A Wilson

split)

BOSTON

TORONTO

fill)

ffOODI TfTEATItK
AltTlSTS" KKl'RKSKNTATIVE

2d half

Nat Burns
"Golden Bird"
Lane A Harper

Salle
A Stlrk

J Grady Co

Aerial

Inez Hanley

Poll's

(Wilkes-Brre

Dennis Sisters
Lee Co
The Buttons

M

DWIGHT
RLDQ.

Scranton
2d half

Mack A

Alfred Farrell
Foley A La Tour

2d halt

SCRANTON, PA.

Sammy

2d half
Casting NelTos
Flaherty A Stpnlng
I'M die Clark Co

The

H A A

Cook A Valdaro

Majestlo

Max Holden

"BOOKING EVERYTHING THEATRICAL"
PEPPLE
T.

Ward Co
Lambert A Ball
LaFrancc Bros

•Courtney Sh> Co

A

to

Murray

Cnmecoa A Roger*
(Two to fill)

Leo Carrillo
Ernest Evans Co
Tighe A Leedom
Wilton Sis
Jack Conway Co

John Gelger

A Parker

Solly

7<i'«k>r Six

Daiton

Bartram &. Saxton
Henry A Moore

A Romaine

fill)

Honald Sis
Jack George

M

Yip Yip Yaphankers

(Two

Balrd

World Dancers
(One to fill)

The Man Hunt

Co

Levr Brice

A

Bensee

B. P. Keith's

5

Howe A Howe

N.J.
B. P. Keith's
2d half (6-7)
Dunedin Bell A

(Jahlll
O'ioeollni

half (12-15>
Farrell Taylor Co

half (9-11)

Toy Shop

Mack A Brantly
Big City

Beiiitett

ORPHEUM CLBCUIT

Organdie Girls
Dave Thursby
Harmony Junction

Olson

&.

F. Keith's

It

Itii77f»ll

VALENTINE VOX
1st

Bernard A Townes
Nat Nazarro Jr Co
& II Harkins
May Wirth Co
Daly A Berlow
O Campbell Co
Sully Rogers A S
Keystone
McRae & Clegg
Kelly A Drake
Billy Kelly Co

Page Hack A

4

A B

TOLEDO,

J

Penn

Stance

Brown A Weston

Originator of sinning In two trolc« elmult arteritis!*,

Bison City 4
•Peggy Carhart
Carson A Willard
Robbie Gordone
(Others to fill)

fill)

F. Keith's

Wm.

The Rayolites

2d half
Chester A Warren
Dinkins A Barr
Betty Donn Co
Bernard A Scarth
Casting Campbells
I'bus
Miss Ioleen
Francis A Wilson

Bert Wilcox Co
Barrett A Cunneen
Mora A Reckless 2

Lynn A Howland

Kara Co

Bennett A lee

II.

RICHMOND, IND,
Bolger Bros

Swor Bros

Barron A Edwards
Royal Venetian *

fill)

2d half

Ja» H. Cullen
Lloyd Nevada Co
2d half

PHILADELPHIA

Princeton

A Downey
A Hume

Francis

Hughes Muslea! 2
Brooks & Pin son

Sid

to

MAY

JERSEY CITY,

"Little Jim''

Anderson A Burt
Tennessee 10

(Two

—

ABILITY

Ashley

fill)

Ardclle Cleaves

1st half (9-11)
Pressler A Klalss

Marshall

DOING Some Dances

Hippodrome

All)

—

VIM

CINCINNATI

fill)

(Others to

Frosinl

Keith's Palace

Honey Boys
C Johnstone Co

(Others to

H B Toomer Co

1st half

Ryan & Moore

7

(Others to

Karri o

A

A Lamae

McLaughlin

Murray

O.

Grand

Poll's

Palace.

Proctor's

(Richmond split)
Betty Washington
The Leightons

fill)

Jordon Girls
Nelson Waring
Betty Donn Co
LaFrance A J'kson
Frances Mink Co
(One to fill)

Eugene A Finney

Academy

to

Rubes
(One to

McCloud A Norman
Wanda Ludlow Co

NORFOLK, VA.

B. F. Keith's
Great Johnson

Welton

Girl

to

fill)

A Raugh

Rogers)

fill)

Gladys Greene
Bolgor Bros
Art A Peggy

Meredith A Snoozer
"Rising Oenerafn"

Briscoe

to

MASSILLON,

Ward A Dooley

Alexs
(Three to

4

IN A CYCLE OF SPECIAL SONGS.
Booked Solid. Orpheum Circuit

Phillips

(One

LANSING, MICH.

A Nelson Montrose A Nelson
Bonner A Power
Morgan A Binder
Princess Wih-Ltka "Toy Shop"

Nlhla

Carlisle

2d half
Brewster

Cameron A

fill)

"Four of Us"
Roy A Arthur

Montrose

DORIS DUNCAN
"THE

INDIA NATO US

VIOLA

fill)

Wm
JAB

Vincent

NEW ORLEANS

to

Bobby McLean Co
2d half
A Henderson
WRC'ST'R, MASS. Lewis
Watlska A U'study

2d half

Groviat

Hobson A Beatty
Master Gabriel Co
Sllber A North
Gaxton Co
Morgan
Cameron Giris
Julius Tannen

LOVE BANDIT"

Arcade
(Savannah spilt)

—

Nestor

fill)

to

(One

F. Keith's

A

McDermott

(Two

3

Gruett Kramer A G
Princess Wah-L'tka

STRACUSB

B

Elsie Schuyler

Regent

CHICAGO

Kaluah's Hawaiians
(One to fill)

Billy

1921

7,

1312-1313 Masonic Temple

Craig

Ben Smith

Selbinl

A

A

Daiton

Chas L Fletcher
"Behind Scenes"
A Gilbert A Boys

2d half

Karl

YOUTH

•Peggy Carhart

Fells

«t

to

JACKSONVILLE

"Mother Goose**

•Ann Suter
Hilton A Norton

Frank Terry
Novelty Clintons
(Others to fill)

Klalss

(Louisville split)
1st half
Clare Carroll

Ros-'llas

2

M

Page Hark A

Mark
-

1st

to fill)

Eddy A Earl

Eddie Clark Co
"Mother Goose"

A Douglas
Sherwln Kelly
(One to fill)
Keith's Greenpoint

Bison City
(Others to

(Two

Gallagher A Rolley
Eddie Foy Co
Ruby Norton
The Adrolts

Casting Nellos

man

Pllcqt^

2d

A

(Others

Voyer A Wendell
Sunshine Girls
Weber A Ridnor

Feeley's

(One

Adgement

Blue Devils

Finley

2d half
Claudia Coleman

Kaufman A Lillian
Bandy Shaw

Lambert A

CHESTER. PA.

2d half
8

Bartram A Saxton

A Peggy
A Houston Co
Art

IND.

KALAMAZOO

AGENCY

"Cheer Up"

Palace

HAZELTON. PA.

split)
1st half

Novelty Clinton*
Martha Pryor Co

Jack

C.

John Blondy A Sis
Edna Droen
Kennedy A Rooney
( McLarens
Van A Emerson

Park

torn

Mabel Fonda S
A Cunneen

Raymond A Schram

Smith on

ERNIE
YOUNG

Barrett

(Others to fill)
2d half
Pressler

Miles Co

Circuit

May

fill)

Favntheon
Zelaya
2d half

&

Stein

Opening

Proctor's

(Mobil* split)
1st half
Follis* Girls
Griff

Eddie Ross
4 Readings

(Columbia

Klalss

Low Welch Co
Newhoff A Phelps
Hums A Frabito
T.ads A Lassies

Olenn

8.

Vlrtorin

Ebbs

2d half
Polly Dassl S

W

Sharkey Roth A
Vera Gordon Co
Dotson
Doree's Operalogue
Toney A Norman
The Rials

Cota
Tony George

Hallen & Cioss
Carl Emmy's Pets

Florence

CULESTON.

Bobby Connelly Co
Hughes A Nerritt
(Two to fill)

R A E Dean
Earl A Sunshine

Frank Gould

"Flirtation''

Frank Terry

Pi

Maryland

A

A Powers

Brooks

BALTIMORE

Orpheum

I

»1 1-S42

Majestic

Creole

Bros
Herschel Henlere

Keith's

Bryant

Homer

Orpheum

HAMMOND,

Royce

Pantagea

the

Ga,

SCHENECTADY

Lydia Barry
Chesfr Johnst'e Co
Courtney s>is Co

II

Hobby Bernard Co
Burke A Durkin
Ames A Wtnthrop

Valerie Bergere Co

Branson A Baldwin
Glenn A Jenkins

Circuit

fill)

'•Savages"

Proctor's
Clinton A Rooney

Enos Frazere
ARR1SBI KG. PA.

Shea's

MAC
King
Weaver

*d half

Lambs Manikins
MT. VERNON, N.Y.

1st half

C A C McNaughton Will Mahoney

Harry Watklns
Carney A Ross
Francis Renault Co
June Mills

Sis

Tim* Darkles"

Princess

Pollard

Boyce Combe
Ben Beyer
(One to fill)

Pressler

Tel.

Danse Fantasies

Marx Bros

Wm

Harry Levall A

NASHVILLE

Lane A Moras

Duffy
Kelly

Mildred

(One to

(Scranton split)

The Templetons

M AA

Booked

Bryant ItM.

1482 Broadway, Suite 801.

Poll's

Flying Howards

Bijou
(Jacksonville split)
1st half

Norma Talma
••Old

to

Barron A Edwards

WILK'S-BRE. PA.

Bijou

/

PAULA

nnd

MILLER SISTERS

ACT ARRANGED AND PRODUCED
CHANDOS SWEET

Fifer 3

NEW HAVEN

fill)

SAVANNAH.

Dennis

St.

to

(Two

Mary Haynes

,

Keith's Bushwick
Sylvia Clark

Keith's

BROADWAY

(One

Silk A Satin
Gilfoyle A Lange

pfc,

Murphy If hart A 01
Kahne A Boone
Princess K'laxna On

MARION. IND.

MEDELON

Welda

Mile

Fountain Ferry
Dezo Better
b A l Walton

IND.

Vera Ethela Co
Arco Bros

2d half

2d half

2d half
Foster A Dog
Clara Howard

Schlchel's Manikins

fill)

BROOKLYN

to nil)

(Others to

Wilbur A Adams
Frank Farron
Fred Lindsay
Wright A Deitrlck
Royal Gascoignes
John B Hymer Co

Satin

4 Organdie Glrij
Moore A Fields
Tempest A Sunshine
Morgan A Binder
Jordon Girls

Roanoke
Herron A Grannon
Graves A Desmond
B Kenny A Nobody
Dawson Sisters Co

Princess

Welda

A

World Dancers

A Graves
ROANOKE, VA.

MONTREAL

A Bolden t
Bernard A Seartb
"At the Party"

Tonle Gray Co
Fisher A Gllmore

Anderson

Faynes

N

*fl®Ka*«
1493

sprit)

half

Mile

LOUISVILLE. KY,

fill)

Langrd A Fred'ks
Imhofff Conn A C

A Howard

Hanley
Cotter

Capitol
Silk

Stenards

2

Knowlan Tr

to

Palace
Bernard A Ferris

Poll's

HARTFORD

The Herberts
Dave Roth
Dowie A Darnell
3 Bobs
La Bilbianltn
Anna Gray
Van Hoven

Chalfonte Sis
Coley A Jaxon

Palet

Lovenberg Sis A
Fern A Marie
Fred Hughes Co
Jack Benny

Our Exclusive Direction

mlt-r

l

Haunted Violin
Burns A Frabito
Robbie Cordone
•Sharp A Sh«rman

El

Daunt y Marie

Lyrie

A

M

Fargo A Richards
Cooper A Simmons

Lorlmer Hudson Co

Advanced Vaudeville

Hliubertft'

Aloes'

NAP

(Others to fill)
Keith's 81st

A Macy
HAMILTON. CAN.

C A C McNaughton

Klmberly A Pago
J C Nugent
(One to fill)

(Two

WAYNE.

\

A Raugb

Brtaco*

Ellis

FT.

WATERBUBT

Gruett Cramer A G
Harmony Junction

Temple

Lyric
is'

Bell

KEITH

B. F.

Stnusi
Brewster
Silver A Duval

"Revue of Revues'*
(One to fill)

/

*

DAYTON

A Howard
A Gilmore

Hanley
Fisher

2d half
Miss Joleen

\

A Madison)
Coogan A Casey
Chris Richards
Burt A Rosedalo
Nelson

Mack A D

CHICAGO

J

2d hnlf

The BerkofTs

Vaudeville Exchange, Chicago

Casting Campbells
2d half
2 Stenards
_

The Rayolites
Bonner A Power
Moore A Fields
"Revue of Revues"

ROCHESTER

fill)

(New Orleans

Roy

Gray Co
LuFrance A J'cks'n

Frances Mink Co
Plaan

Mabel Taliaferro On

Henry Prey
'*«

Chas Ledegnr
Lehr A Bell' Craig A Campbell
Daly

Palace

Adams A

Gordon's Olympus
John Gelger
Jerome A Albright
Nelson A Madison
Oibson A Prion
2d half

Max Holden
Stanley A Olson
Pearsoa A Lowle
Bensee A Balrd

To.n.le

Ed Morton
(Two to fill)

MOBILE, ALA.

Musical Hunters
Mullen A Corelll
Hall A Shapiro

ARCORO
WITH

fill)

(Others to fill)
2d half (12-15)

Lady

fill)

Pearson
Yorke A; King
Frisco Co
•Devoe A Statzer

Bllcer

to

half (9-11)

1st

Moss' Coliseum

(Two

(Others to

Empress

FLA VIA

Bartram A Saxton
John T Ray Co
•O A H DeBeers
Harvey A Ruth

Adelaide Bell

Boyle

to

GRAND RAPIDS

Palo

A A L

A Lange

Flfer 3

Lyrio
(Norfolk split)
Lucas A Ines

fill)

Welch Mealy A

CLARK
AND

•Jeanette Keane Co

Horlick

•McF'lane A Palace
Fink's Males
Yvette Rugel
Moos' Broadway
McDevltt Kelly A Q
Clayton A Edwards
Howards Ponies
Cutty A Nelson
•Pinto

(Others to

BERT

•Wanda Ludlow Co

Kane A Herman

Princess Rajah

Capt Anson A

2d half
Alexander Kids

Picks

WE PLACED

Co

Yip Yip Yaphankers

Stanton

Lynch A

Vaugun Comfort

A

2d half
Flying Howards
Nelson Waring

RICHMOND, PA.

A Harper
Ben Bernie

Lydell

Claudius & Scarlet
Miss Juliet
Riggs A Witchlo
Julian Eltinge
(Others to fill)

Deli
fill)

1st half

fill)

Hlossom

to

Earl A Sunshine
Eddie Ross
4 Readings

Leon Varvara
(One to fill)
SPR'GF'LD, MASS.

Ward A Wilson

2d 'half

PATERSON
Smith

Ruth

V. Keith's

Clayton at ejawaras
Bushman * iiayn«
Morris A Campbell Will Lacey

Mr A Mrs

M

Dooley A Storey
Jean Adair Co

•Barrett

A

(Two

Gilfoyle

Hughes A Ncrrltt
Bobby Connelly Co
Brook* A Powers
(Two to fill)

O* Donne 11
Whipple Huston Co
Patricola Co

Vincent

A Robert
Wheeler A Potter
Hall A Colburn
Phina

1st half
Frank Shields
Challis A Lambert
Olcott A Mary Ann

Proctor's 28d St.
2d half (5-8)
Bison City 4

•I Little Pals

F. Keith's

BAP

A Wanes
A Barr

Chester
Dlnklns

Majestlo
Polly Dassl t

Opera
Chas Ledegnr

NEW BEDFORD

1st half
Loulso Mitchell
Valentine
Mrs Wellington Co

Poll's

R A E Dean

LOWELL

Sutter

BRIDGEPROT

READING, PA.

Majestlo

Robert

BIRMINGHAM

Lucille A Cockle
Leclalre A Sampson

S

Plaids

POM'S CIRCUIT

Frank J Sydney Co

A

A

enton

IF<
Belli* t
B<

metre

Pollard Sis

Sankurs A Sylvers
Cooper A Lacey
Deimy A Barry

•'Tango Shoes"
2d half

BOSTON

1st half (9-11)
Farrell Taylor Co

8

Marlowe A Marie
Brown's Hlghl'ders

Stanley

It.

Hoo

Bally

Morley Sis
Anderson A Burt

Kay

Dolly

A

fill)

(Others to fill)
2d half (12-1?)

.{One to &U)
Keith's Colonial

split)

1st half

Sawyer A Eddy

Emit suhcrs
Paul Levan A

Mason A Cole
Bronson A Baldwin
Toy Ling Foo

Ball
BAR
La Toys Models

Joe Cook
Alex Bros

Lyrie

(Birmingham

Whit

BHEteg Fay A 53
La Dora A Beckm'n
EASTON, PA.
A bio O. U.

i'udula-

ATLANTA, GA.

Moore A Fields

Beatrice Morgan Co

Herbert

Lydia Barry

Win Kent Co
Krauer A Boyle

fill)

D D H
Killer
Dillon

A King

The

Eddie Foyer

Cleve

Beth Berrll'Co

Harry Breen
•Carlton A Tats

•Ana Suter

COne

Brown's Hlghl'ders

"Tango Shoes"

Thomson A Rob'sn
Ona Munson Co

Joe Howard Rev

an

Elsie

Bftrrgurifei

fill)

2d half

Yorke

fill)

Keith's Riverside

The

DiiB#en

I-I

Burton A Henry
Kokin A Gallettl
•McGrath A Dedds
5 Blue Devils
Margaret Taylor
•DuTeil A Covey

The Brlants

<Two

Scanlon D Bros
Fred Elliott
Nathano Bros

B

Marlow A Marie

Prortor's 58th St.

Santos Hayes Rev

Hyams A

&.

(Others to

Keith's Falaeo

City

4

1921

6,

NEWPORT.

td half
Hoyt's Show
Boyle A Bennett

jrrai

Eddio Carr Co

Auditorium

Keith's National
(Nashville split)

Frank Dobson Co

LaRuo A Dupree
Ryan A Bronson

fill)

QUEBEC, CAB.

Roode A Francis
Morton Jewell Co

KEITH.

B. F.

(Others to

Wha 4
LOUSY ILLE.KY.

Chung

IN

May

Friday,
=:

=nr

.<

Most
Mali*

Sisters

RAMKMO

Orpheum
(!»-ll)

(Same

pfnyi

bill

Fresno 12-1 tt
Alan Brook.'"
S
Lolya Ailler Co
Prosper St Morel
Larry Comer
<

>

May

Friday,

1921

6,

V A RIET Y

Ducos Bros
* Navel
Dunhcm A Wlll'ms Ds Vos A Horford

(Two

gelblnl

Geo

LOUIS

ST.

A

Booth

Sultan

81

A H

Harrison D
Jos Melvln

VANCOUVER,

A Moors
SALT LAKE
•

Wolfus

Tom Smith Co

Edith Clifford Co
Harriet Remplo Co

WINNIPEG

(Two

Orphenm
Howard Hall Co
Buddy Walton

•On Fifth Ave"
Frances Kennedy
Frank Drown
Donovan & Lee

"Fall of Eve"
The Mljarles

Plelert

Scofk-ld

DES MOINES,

H A C
A Wallace

A Vernon

Snell

ROCKFORD,

IA.

Majestic

B A

Betty Anker

Moore A Grey
Moore A Shy
Muscial Revue

2d half

Worden Bros
Angel A Fuller
"Rice Pudding"

(One

1

Lester Bernard
Mills

ii

3

Hippodrome
(Evansville split)
1st half
Frailer A Peck
Al Beatty & Evelyn

OFFICES

MICKEY CURRAN, Manager

3

WEST

47th

STREET

Grand
Hayatake Bros

Howard A Atkins

(Romax

Hldg.)

(Two to fill)
ELGIN. ILL

Monroe Bros
2d half
Fitter A Daye
Dancing Kennedys
Schepps Circus

CHAMPAIGN,

ILL.

MacDermott

Billy

Orpheum
Herbert's Canines

Elly

Edward Marshall

EYANSVILLE.IND.

Aurora Co
Claude Golden
Blgelow A Clinton
•

Wayne

Clifford

S

2d half
Jupiter Trio

WAG
Ahearn
"District School"
Alice Hamilton
Chabot A Tortinl

Grand
(Terre Haute

split)

1st half

W

Hale A Bro
Green A Dean
"Janey of France"
Chas Wilson
"30 Pink Toes"

Ramsdells

FLORENCE, KAN.

American
Arselma 81s

Mayflower
Marlon Drew
Cleveland A Faye
Kingsbury A M
Jessie A Hubert
Golden Troupe

A Deyo
CHICAGO

"District School"
Alice Hamilton

Roy A Arthur
<Two to fill)
2d half

Johnson Baker A J
Leo Beers

Kenny A Holls

FAR

Muldoon
(Two to
.

Orren

fill)

Lincoln

O McGlveney Co
Kenny A Hollls

FAR
fill)

2d half
Claude Golden
Black A White Rev

Jack Clifford
Tuscan© Bros

<Two

GALESBURG.

Geo McFarlane

A

Marlon Drew

MARCUS LOEW
CITY Erfords Whirl
.

Stanton Co

W

BOB BAKER
Specialty

W. 46th

COUNCIL BLUFFS.
I A.

Majestic

Welch A Rand

A Parsons
2d half
Sue Stead A Sis
Johnson
(One

Columbia
Tuscano Bros
Gertrude

Newman

Hunting A Francis
Harry Cooprr
Toyama Japs
(One to nil)
2d half

A Vernon

Jeanette

<

hit. is

Jenny 8
Bert Baker Co

•loe

N.

Y.

Globe
A Riiymond

I

Dan Hoit «'o
Hayden O'dwln a n
Marls coreiii Ca
(I

>ne lo nil)

«,

m

Vsndall's

(Two

Clr<
to nii»

LINCOLN,

NEB

Arthur Terry
Crandall's Circus
to nil)

2d half

Nalo A Rizxo
Cal Dean A Girls
Wells A Dcverra

Co

v

Herman & Young

3

Albert

i

<]

i

Lincoln
S'
i

;

mour a

.

Ha;,
.!•

;i

net te

rlow i!u nks 1
Mips A Kbfcy
Fields

Anhur

(J

J

11

West a

Chums

AFTER MAY FIRST

MICHAELS
JOE LOEW
BUILDING
4tth

Apollo Trio

ANNEX

Street.

New York

Ulty.

Loew
Les Perrettos
Long A Perry

Evans
Jones Family

Klbel

A

Parsons

Id half

DALLAS, TEX.
Jefferson
Willie
Dell A

Karbe

Ray

Lyndall Laurell Co

Babe LaTour Co
Grazer A Lawlor

Barlow Banks A G

A Ebby

3

HOUSTON

Kpo rkl

2d half
Xlankln
& Armstr*g
Morris a Towns
Mumford a Stanley
VlrRlnla Itelles
1/orvr

Trio

J

A

Klnkald Kilties

to

fill)

2d half

Adams A Gerhue
Mc< drin..A West
II

V

A C Avery

I>aj ton

k

owe Evans A 8
Renard A Went
Al II White
G Ayres A Pro
I.

(One

1

DAYTON

lill)
ii

Bisters
BIISJ
Alarlln

l<

Xr

Eva Arno

Link

A-

Phillips

Lal'.arr

'

«1

Dancers Do Luxe

Brenna A Curlny
"I^ts Go"
Craig A CaJto

Bell A BelRravs
Julia Curtis

/..-(

\:

.1

Lord ItorVrts

DETROIT
Colonial

The Huileys

Gray A Graham

Loew
A Kenny

TAFT, CAL.

"Running a

—

OlM.XMi

Mm

Wilbur A GlrMe
Hose A Thorn

A

It A O Harvey
Comedy
Mr A Mrs W Hill
Jimmy Lyons
F A M Hughefe
WACO, TEX.
Orpheum

Ilrndy A Mnhoiwy
F La Reins Co
lui'f

A Cleg

A Mack
j

Tom Mahoney

i

"Syncopated Feet"

Larw
3

Ot'S

HI

DENTIST
THEATRE BLDG.
Dr. M. C. CARY
CHICAGO
Sp««lal Rates tu the Profefslwa.

III

FFAM)

Olympic
'

—Syra-

Ilipnodrc

Wlllinms A Daisy
Bob White
Pearl Abbott Co
Carllo-: a Heln.ont
"Flckie

Frolles"

U3-14)
Reckless A

gpasltlon

Arley
4

Taylor A Arnold

N BOOKING

McynofTs
Monti A Parti
Tld Uits"

Th'i

his delight-

Stuff.' "

4

1403 Broudwuy,

M. Yl( KLKft

head-

the

to

— In

McConnell k Austin
Harry Sykf-s

Mills A Moulton
Uleesons A 11

Lose

second

close

St rut ford

Neville

Sterling

MOKIST

liner
is Raymond Bond
ful comedy, 'Story Book
« une
(N. Y.) Journal.

fir..*

A Klmcr
Jordan A Tyler
Little

Wcrton A Marion

III

nic#»

Ward a Raymond
While Black A U

A Mack
A Moultea

RAYMOND
BOND
AMERICAN

Ralph Whitehead

Kinj?

<i

Regal
Mills

Gleesons A H
2d half

llros

y

OTTAWA. CAN.

2d half

Canarls
A Beaux Howard AA Cleo
Hoffman

Gordon A Gordon

Alvln

2d naif
MiMahon Sisters
f'onne A Alhert
Arthur Sullivan

l:«-«;i!

MUte

TORONTO

"Rounder of fj'w'y"
Anthony A Arnold

1>«^

STOCKTON

Maxon A Morris

j

A Howell

Ifodfre

Russell A Russell
2d half

CITY'

Moors

J

Mack A Maybelle

Loew

Vlnc-nt A Franklyn

l..i

E

SUPERIOR, WIS.

Danny

ft

2d half

Marv. lous De Onzoo

Wilbur A Lyke
Melroy Sisters
Hart A Helena

Will J Evans

M

Chas Olbbs

A Cody
Baldwin Austin &

II

Revue 1121

B

2

Burton A Shea
Willing A Jordan
Stepping Stone Rer

White Ca
CAT
Harvey
Fashion
Al

Bailey

Cliff

In

Leonard A Porray

MAT

fiinar.*

DeAlh-rt A Morton
Ja<

Dixie"
2d half
Florette

Les Perrettos
Long A Perry

K

Hippodrome

"Holiday

Paramo

Palermo's Canines
Gene A Menette
Alf Ripon
May Stanley Co
"Pep-o-Mint"

SAN JOSE, CAL,

Jarrow

Walter Fenner Co
Anger A Adelon

Stanh

Willing A Jordan
Stepping Stono Rer

Jimmy Rosen Co

Sis

Jones Family

NAXftAS CITY

KNOXVILLF

<t

A E

A Shea

Burton

Bollinger A R'nolds
Garfield A Smith

2d half
Jean A Valjean
Robinson A Pierce

OKLAHOMA

Garden

Kenna

Gordon Duo
Evans Mero

2d half
Halley S

Cliff

SrR'GF'LD, MASS.

Liberty

2d half

Gamble

A LcBuff

2d half

W

Marvelous Ds OnsM
E J Moore
Mack A Maybelle
Hodge A Howell

Dlas Troupe

Vendome
Peters

Bros

"Into the Light"
F'ollette Pearl A

J.

Al

Musical Nosses

Skating Ma. ke

INDIANAPOLIS

A O
Wigwam

Sherlock Sis

Toto Hammer Co
Helen Vincent
"Sweeties"

Helenc Davis

-Week F'm Today"
Walter Kauffman

Walsh A Bentley

AE
4

2d half

Crescent
O'Nell Slaters
Walsh A Bentley

"Week Fin Today"
Walter KaufTman
8katlng Macks

Busses's
Melville

Laddie

Texas Comedy
Ling A Long

NEW ORLEANS

2d half
O'Nell Bisters

A

Nell O'Conncll
Eldr'ge Barlow

King Bros

Bravo

Melody Festival

Hippodrome
(Sunday opening)
Dogs
A 8 Sis
R B O'Connor Co
Morey Senna A D

Loew

l-oew

Downing A B

2d half

Ronalr A Ward
Arthur Deagoa
Wheeler Trio

SPOKANE
Lockharl

7I»S

Mr A Mrs Wiley
Calvert A Shayns

Brown A Blaine
Mae A Hill

MONTREAL

BRYANT

Phone

Jack Rcddy
Melody Festival

NASHVILLE

Harold Selman Co
Halley A Noble
Kaisha Co

McConnell A Aur.tln
Harry Sykrs
3

U,

Casino

Rolland Bros

Lewis A Thornton
Rose Revue

6

DeLea A Orma

Bungalow,

Callahan

W nn\

SAN FRANCISCO
(Sunday opening)

YORK CITY

Jack Goldie
Klbel A Kane

Marlon Munson Co
Criterion Four
"Patches"

Loew

Brown A Elaine
Mas A Hill
Jsck Rcddy

A lexs mi.
fOni

2d half

Lee Mason Ca
Senna A Steven* "°Robert Giles
J Flynn Minstrels

2d half

H Ilrouks Co
HOLYOKE, MASS. Swartz
A Clifford

Manners A Loweroe
Eddls Heron
Chas Rellly
Mystic Hanson t

Ed Olngras
Tripoli

Beaggy A Clausa

Loew

2d half
A J Gibson
Patrice A Sullivan

Berry A Nickerson
M Samuels Co
Howard A Lewis
Chapelle A S Co

Prtnesas
Rolland Bros

Club, N. Y.

fill)

r

A Kane
A Thornton

S Dsveys
Beulah Pearl
Harry Mason Co
Freddy Silvers A F
Skelly Helt Revue

J

Minstrel Misses
2d half
Oorgalis Trio

CLEVELAND

Que*n

lo

Rogers A L 4
Smith A Cook

SAN ANTONIO

Evans Mero A E
Downing A B Sis

A R

R

Lewis
Roma Ravum

Le Huff

Hill

Plunkett

Montambo A Nap

Jack Goldie

*

State

Edward

2d half

Danny

STREET,

HAMILTON, CAN.

Liberty
Fred's Pigs

$300 for Summer

One

Co

"Breakfast for *"

GEO.
CHOOS
NEW

47th

Robinson McCabe
Timely Revue

*

I

NEW HEADQUARTERS

I

Dick

Lake IFopatcong, N.

Pol one

Dixie Hamilton

Weston A Kline
Leach Wallin I

MINNEAPOLIS

Monkeys

Phillips

Wm

Drns

Sonla MerofY "o
Car do A Noll
Howard x Ci'ddock
Kaishs Co
(One lo did
National
Msrgot .< Froncola

I'D.

Saite 402
160 tte*t

Furnished-

i

& Norton

Santry

MEMPHIS

Loew
Montambo A Nap

Bossier

«

n

WEST

Fallen Stars

Eddie Miller,

Id half

Toting

116

Everest's

Lew Hoffman

FOR RENT

Friars'

Ralph Seabury

F A G Do Mont
"Love Lawyer"
Coscia A Verdi
Jussl A Ossl
SALT L\KH

NEW HEADQUARTER3

Gypsy Songsters

K a wan a Duo

Dae A Neville

Straight

A Darro
Grace De Winters
Marietta Craig Co
Royal 4

2d half

Loew

Brady A Mahoney
Fred La Reine Co

Catto

A Graham

Gray

PAUL

ST.

A

Craig

Co
Pep-o-Mint Revue

Gordon Duo

2d half

Weston A Marion
Brennan A Cnrlsy
"Lets Go"

Alf Rlpon
May Stanley

4

A

and KING BOSS

2d half
Palermo's Canines
Gene A Mcnotte

Sd half

l4>ew

RAH

YORK

Brower Trio

Everest's Monkeys
(13-14)

Peters

"Syncopated Feet"

Cieiv.tnzo

Murt<-lls

Muhon

Harmon

Si vi

Steve Freda
Rudinoff
Amoros A Jeanette
Crescent Comedy 4
Palace
Two Carlos
Hall A O'Hrlcn
Paul Karle

L Barnard «'o
Lang «• !>••

kFrancois
Richard
a;-

Girl

Fried a linen
Richard

West
Co

half

24

Pattera'n
Id half

(D Drue
Jacks & Queen
LaVan A DsVlBS
DePitrre Trio
Delancey St.

Walter Mamaey Co
(One to fill)

Hippodrome

R", «i'»« eY Arifv
Exposition 4
Taylor A Arnold

McVlcker's
Mykoff A Vanity

4

IC'Cannell A
Cslla Weston

*;i»ert

CHICAGO

,

Chas Reeder
Williams A Taylor
Geo Randall Ca
Cardo A Noll

Adams A

Victoria

Margot

< Virginia Steppers
(One to fill)

2d half

A-

Stats

5?

Mode- lo

A Dell
Ryan A Weber

Josephine Harmon
Alox Sparks Co

Chas Reedsr
Seymour A Jean'tts

Fox A Barton
(One to till)

*js

Liber.
Collins & Hill

(Two

M.-inili.

Towns'd Wilbur Co

Rose

fill/

2<i

S Gordon Co

st-

Arthur Terry
<

G

Present

Wonder

A J

Present

Will J

3

"SNAP SHOTS" with JULIAN HALL
in a flashlight of frills and
frolics.
Now on the Keith Circuit.

MANCook

to

o

«

lice

Ovsrholi
Josephine

Id half
k HIM

to nil)

DAVENPORT

Snell

Jewel

St..

(Out

re«P

!

A-

vim Cantor

I.

COA8T TO COAST

Hawthorne
Bergman

2d half
Clifford!*

Free.-).

Lang A

160

J Gordon Players
Halley A Noble
Dancers Supreme
Greeley Hq.
Wond«*r fJirl
Sonla M« rofr Co
Herman Lleb Co

to nil)

Fred Weber

405 Lotw'i Annex Bids..

Ryan A Weber

LeVan A DaVton
Havana Duo
3

KAK&5.8.UTY

My

2d half
81g Frans Co

Norine
Rudinoff

(One

City

FRESNO, CAL

Chas Martin
A H Speck
Winter Garden 4

d
"r er " «' Olrl Acts and Revues.
r««
100 West 46th St.. N. Y. Room 606.
63 Grand Opera House, Chicago.

Kramer A

New York

Building,

A Smith

Trlx

GREENWALD
LEW HERMAN

Fulton

Berry
Weston's Models

fill)

King Street

L.

"Mixtures''

IWalmsn A

Bouncer

to

Rose Allen Co
Jimmy Rosen Co
Jarrow
"Holiday In Dixie"

Spoor

Dan Ahearn

2d half
Australian Baltus

A L Nada

2d half

Dixie Four

Herss A Preston
Williams A Taylor
Arthur Fields Co
Elizabeth Saltl Co
(One to fill)

A Hubert
Golden Troupe

Jessie

American
A M'tgomery
Heras A Preston
Adams A Gerhus
Steed's Seven

Hernam A Shirley
Bobbe A Nelson

Chas Calvert
"A Modern Diana"

Ten Wah
Jacks A Queen

fill)

Cleveland A Faye
Kingsb'y A Munson

.

Wells

Chabot A Tortinl
"Japan*** R«vu«"

to

Princess

ILL. "Trip to Hitland"

NEW YORK

2d half
Esther Trio

4

and

Originalities]

SACRAMENTO

"The Old Family Tin Typo"
Next Week (May 6-11) Keith's Collseam
(Mny 13-15) Proctor's 68th St.. New York

Wilbur A Girlie
Rose A Thorn

2d half
Bollinger A R'nolds

Polly's Pearls

Metropolitan
D'ws'n Lanlgan A C

Models

CHIC

Originalities

Marietta Craig Co

Garfield

Yorke A Maybelle
Fisher A Lloyd

to ill)

M

Wanda A Seals
Ethel Levy I

Dance

Orpheum

WICHITA, KAN.

"For Pity Sake"
Carl McCullough
(One to All)

Dance

2d half
Juggling Ferrier
Wells V A West

Royal

Sinclair A Gray
Rose Allen Co
Curtis A Fltxgerald

BROOKLYN

Hayden G'dwin A R
Marie Corelli Co

IA.

Byron A Haig
The Volunteers

JOIJET, ILL.
Orphenm

Booking Acts of Merit

(One

Jewell A Raymond
Dan Holt A Co

Francis

rutnam

BOSTON

fill)

Johnso'n Bros

A Darro
Grace De Winters

Slegrlst

Moher A Eldridge

2d half
Carlos

"Mixtures"

Weston's

Taylor

A C

Cory Revue

Loew

"Women"

Slegrlst

(Penciled In)

(One

WINDSOR, CAR.
Juggling Ferrier
Wells V A Wsst
Towns'd Wilbur Ca
2d half

LOUIS
Loew

Seals
Ethel Levy Trio

Tom Mahoney

A H

Catland

Renard A West

Walman A Berry

(One

2d half

Connell Zippy

2

Dan Ahearn

Orphenm
Broslus A Brown
Bayard A Alden

Billy

Casson Bros
Cedrlc Lindsay

Kinkaid Kilties

Novelty
Australian Baltus

Kay Hamlin A Kay

A

MAT
2d half

Avenue It
Lew Hoffman
V & c Avery

2d half

SIOUX CITY,

Walter Fcnner Co
Anger A Adelon
Bravo

TOPEKA, KAN.

Stlne Trio
Roy La Pearl

Blrnes

DeWitt Burns

Will

LOUS

Blnns A Bert
O'Hara A Neeley
Dunlay A Merrill
Rago Co
Gordon A Delmar
Jack Tralnor Co

Osakl A Taki
Saxton A Farrell

Teschow's Cats
Novelle Bros
(Ons to nil)

lo 4tr>

Gordon's Circus

2d half

Orphenm
Martolle
Stanley

A Drew

Muldoon
(Two to

(One

A DeLour
Bloom A Scher

Grand

"Ruffles"
2d half
Forest A Church

Bijou
Jean A Valjean
Robinson A Pierce

Harold Selman Co
Adrian
Michon Bros
(One to fill)

BRYANT

Phone:
Q.ikes

ST.

Dare Bros
"Four of Us"

BIRMINGHAM

Earle
Doree's Celebrities

Suite 815.

to All)

Jo-Jo Harrison
Casting Lloyds

1'aul

Harry Cooper
Dare Bros

Rlalto

Gordon

Cliffords

to

A Moore
A Healy

Allen

s

Steve Freda
Fred Weber Co
Amoros A Jeanette
Sig Franz Co
2d half
Nada Norine

Our Acts Always Working.

Artists' Representatives.

145

FranUie Wilson Co

Whirl
Boulevard

(Two

DANNY DAVENPORT

Co

A Smith

Erford

Aurora Co
Tracey & M c Pri ii
Powers & Wallace
J Herbert's Canines
T'RE HAI'TE, IND.

White

EJsie

Parsons

A G Ahoirn

half

to nil)

PHONE
Hippodrome

Bart Doyle
Musical Bods

&

Wanda A

HAVEL

and

A Tennyson
A Boy no

ST.

Loew

1

F» in
r>»n nor a

Ajax A Emily
Margaret Merle

LONDON, CAN.

A

Rar

Straad

A

Tlng-a-LInf

Pearl Abbott Co
Carlton A Belmont
"Fickle Frolics"

IDEAS

ARTHUR

H West A Chums

A Dcyo

2d
Olms
JAN
Edw Marshall

ILL.

A

NEW

-WITH

S*^

310

Klrknmith Girls

6

2d half
BliKhty Gir'.s
Dewitt A Robinson

Walch A Rand

CENTRALLY, KAN. Johnson &

1921

Hsit

WASHINGTON

Brown's Degf
DeVoy A Dayton
Harvey DeVora 3
McCoy A Walton

Bob Whits

Silvers

A

Work A Mack

FITTSBl'RGH
Loew

Musical Queens
2d half
Williams A Daisy

A Porray

Leonard

Al H White Co
CAT
Harvey
Fsshlon Revue

Fnddy
Bkelly

Rogers
Grace Ay res A Bro
(One to fill)

6

ROMAX BUILD1NO
245 West 47th Street, New York City

Hufford
Bert Baker Co
Itobbo & Nelson

3

2d half

Florette

2d halt
Da\e><i

2d half

Bamll Eroo
O Stanley A Sis
Frank Ward

Loew

2

Harry White

Hippodrome

FALL RIVER

I

Bsalab Pear!
Hurry Mason Ca

Lowe Feeley A 8
Tllyou

LOS ANGELES

(8-D)

Nick

Pulaee
s tory £
Clark
w:n* stan ton
Neal Abel

Johnson Baker

J Grey

Dixie Hamilton Co
"Breakfast for I"

MODESTO, CAL.

W

.

Majestic

Waters
Powers

BALTIMORE

COMBINATION-

Ramsdells

DeWinter Una A T

Mullen A Francis
(One to till)

ILL.

Tesdhow'* Cats
Norvclle Dros
(One to nil)
"Martells"
Stanley & Birnos

State-Lake Theatre Building, Chicago

Powers Marsh A D
Frank Ward
» Musical Queens

Writers and Producers of Exclusive Material

ROOM

2d half

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE
BLOOMINGTON,

NEW

^^-—

fill)

QUIKCt. ILL.
Orpheum

Morton & Nicholson

A

to

Phillips

Chas Olbbs
Rubetown Follies

AS

D'ws'n Lsnlgan

A

Link

2d half

M

Burrell Bros
Stsnley A Sis

O

Sd half
Santry A Norton

Kenaa

Macks

Aerial

half

Dancers De Luxe

N. J.

Shaw Co

McConnell A West
Valda A Co
Lauder A Smith

Anne Kent Co
Beattie A Blome

A Gordon

Bell A Belgrave
Julia Curtis

2d half

DsAlbert A Morton
Jack A Eva Arnold

Adrian
Dancers Supreme
(One to nil)

3

Gold
Marriage vs Divorce

t

Sisters
Csllahan A Blisa
J A I Msrlin

I/oew
Morrwll

A

P.oher

Weston A Eline
Leach Wallin I

Catland

HOBOKEN,

Staia

Til

*

fill)

Walker

i.iiiian

Orpheum

BAN FRANCISCO

Orphenm

BEACH, CAL.

L'G

The Larconlans

Loew
Mason A Morris

««<* HILL
CHASTE COMEDY COUPLE —
HOBWIT2 — KHAIS

E

Mr & Mrs Q Wilde
Blgelow & Clinton
Owen McGivcny

Texas Walker
Three Homanos,

MAY
—

HARRY CHARLES

Id half

Foster Hull Co

A Kolb

A

PEORIA. ILL.
Orpheum
Herman A Shirley
Nevina & Mack
to

I.I

Al Lester Oa
Oversees Revue

Hansards

4

Girls

Gallon
Dcmaria Five
Taylor & Francis
Drosius & Drown

and AUSTIN
"AT THE BEACH"

1>I

A Heal

Ma.'k

Voice A Money
Rand A Gould
La Follette Ca

Gordon

De Pierre TriO
Lynn Cantor
Miner A Evans

Majestic

half

Jimmy

Fortune Queen

SPR'GFIELD, ILL.

to fill)

(Four

Delmore

A Drew

& Dcvera
-il

ETIIYLE

Jas C Morton
Bert Melrose

A

Cal Dean

(Ono

WALSH
in

Orrin

A Riuo

Nalo
Wells

Sidney Grant

BUD WIN

Co

Clifford Wayne
(One to nil)

Empress

B.C.

itasso

Wah

Yen

Norton A Wilson
Mabel Harper Co

Cssson Bros
C Lindsay A Haze?
Cosy Revue
Moher A Eldrldge

Herman A Young

Jack Russell Co
Olson A Johnson

OMAHA, NEB.

Orpheum
Singer's Mulcts
Duncan & Carroll
Hugh H.rbert Co

Orpheum

CITY, IA.

2d half

Asakl A Takl
Saxton A Farrell
Bouncer's Circus

lllnlature Revue
Billy Miller Co
Cavanaugh 2

d half

Orpheum

Moore A Gray
B A J Gray
(One to nil)

Byrdn A Half

Elisabeth Saltl Cs
2d half

Freer Baggett A F
A Johnson
Qoaler A Johnson
Black A White Rev
(Ono to All)
2d half

Cecil

Francois

Williams

MAN
A West

27

—

Weston Ca
Apadals Troupe
ATLANTA, CA.
Oraad
Calla

Fox A Barton

Clifford

The Volunteers
(two to fill)

Carl McCullough
Broslus A Brown

Hoy Conlin
Kitner A Rcancy

A

MASON

"For Pity's Sake"

Imma Carus
Pora Hilton Co

Williams

x CITY
Orpheum

A

fill)

Jed Dooley
Betty Anker Co
(One to fill)

1

Taylor

to

Bergman

Moore A Shy
Bayard A Allen
Falrman A Patrick
"For Pity's Sake"
SO. BEND, IND.

B Browne Co

'

Byid A Alden

"IT; PAUL
Orpheum

Geo

(Two

Curaon Sisters
Oygi A Vadis

Treat"

r

2d half
Neal Abel

David Sapirstein
Morton A Glass

Hawthorne A Cook

D.

DeMaria Five
(Two to fill)

A Robinson
Whits

B Browns Ca

Ras Samuels
Lew Dockstader

(Others to fill)
Blalta
Frances Prlchard
Jos Laurie
Claud A Marlon
-Artistic

Orphenm
Dswitt
Klals

Orphenm

Brooks
Nina

Herbert

Revue

Jcssel's

SEATTLE

Orphenm
Moody A Duncai

FALLS. 8.
Orphenm
Jimmy Gallon
SI'X

MADISON, WIS.

Jos Browning

fear Oosslpa

to fill)

F.XCII

VM.R

New York

CO,

City

Olive A Hill
Fred's Cireue

CLRYELAND
PriNelfbt

Dansy

A

Wilson

(Continued on Page 2S)
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OPEN LETTER

ilati&i&

No. 17

KIMBKRLY AND PAGE.

featuring

Lincoln Theatre,
Chicago, 111..

Dear

Sir

IMPORTED

and Madam:

I

wish to appear presumptuous,
don't
but at times it is rather difficult to refrain
from voicing one's opinion.

STRAW HATS

While visiting the theatre last evening I
was agreeably surprised, and joyously entertained by your most unusual offering.

Made by Ward

World

suggest the

see your skit.

leather.

sweat bands
Straws

ivith

enough "Dash" and "Snap"
all hand blocked.

just

to

be likeable at sight;

know

I

Hughes, London

with "Easy-Phit" air-vent

That grand young old man, Chauncey If.
Depew, at a recent dinner given in his
honor, said, "The World needs a laugh."
I

&

World what

of no better plan to give the

needs.

it

AT THE SPECIAL PRICK OK
laughed and laughed, likewise every one

I

Good

else.

S3.SO and SS.OO

luck.

Yours

for laughter,

ALBOX

LAST SEASON PRICE FOR THESE HATS

STAFKORD.

J.

$7.00 and $10.00
NEW STYLES AND DIMENSION

I

Wish thm guy was

a booker.

<»s

UtSPLAt IN ALT. TUB

SATURDAY, MAY
IN

J
J

NEXT WEEK

BILIS

Gertrude Taylor Co

A Mack
Lewis Lavarre A

"Harmony Land"

Broadway

Alaskan Duo

A

Lyle

Youkl

Si«ak<r Lewis

H'T'GTON, W.

Frank Stafford Co

V.\.

A

Shaw A

Clark
Glass

Stafford

n

Adler

Dobbs Clark A D
"Making Movies"

LOS ANGELES

2d half

IHppotlrome
Pantt«r Duo

H<

A

rrr.nn

Clifton

Melody Monarch*
3

Hit oil

Animals

INDIANAPOLIS
Lyric
Baggott A Sheldon
The Bretons
Charles Harte Co

DES MOINES
Pantageo
(Saturday opening)
Frawley A West
Hayes A Lloyd

TOLEDO
Three Robins

"Harmony

Sherman & Baloom
"The New Cook"

Clay Crouch
Greenwich Villagers

A Peru
White A Cozzl

Pariah

>

&

E. Galizi
Greatest

Bro.

Pantageo
"Apple Blossoms*
Gaudschmldta
Sterling Sax 4
Sampsel A Lech'd

Tom

Profet-

Accordion
Manufacturers and

Kelly
Clrc

Repalrrra.

EDMONTON, CAN.

9pe-

New

works.

I'atented
1 d e a
[Shift Keys.
1

|Tel.

Franklin

528

New York City
215 Canal Street

Capps Family
House David Band

Pantageo

Bender A Heer
Huh.
CAM
Ed Hlondell Co
r

Chick Haas
"J'p'n'se Rornaace"

Orvills

Stamm

Pantages
(Sunday opening)
Rose Ellis A R
Rhlnehard A Duff
Wells A Boggs
Bruce Duffett Co
Do Michelle Bros
Royal's Elephants

OGDEN, UTAH

SPOKANE

PORTLAND, ORE. C A Pantages
M Butters
Mason
Co
Pantages
Tracey Palmer A T Johnny Keeler
Burke
Clifford A Bothwell Camilla's Birds
Beeman A Grace
Eagle A Marshall
Xechitl

A

Hugo Lutgcns
3 Harmony Kids

Perry

Amoros

4k

Obey

Pantages
Love A Wilbur

Harry
"Sweet

Jessie Miller

Ilehn

Quinn & Caverly
"September Moon"

New

Offices Just Completed.

Singularly or

Heady

AH

for Occupancy.

Romax

Building,

245 West 47th

The Rosalres
Hector's Dogs

Thomas
Soeman A

J

ADJOINING 8TRAND THEATRE
APPLY AGENT ON PREMISES OR YOUR OWN BROKER

THIS

WEEK (MAY

2)

MUSKOGEE

offer

you an opportunity

to

secure seme jjso cie.y

f
of o^e
^e many good
*
you navt room in
song numbers we are >n a position to otter you
or
your act for one
more good numbers, visit our T*oTessional departmont at once, as we srt prepared to vupp.y songs Mat w,.| fit most
any occasion. Out-of-town acts may either write c jr.one :heir requirements to our professional manager and w* will trail copies of
songs suitable.

WINNIPEG
Pantages

Nap
Peppmo A Perry
"Prediction"

•

KNICKERBOCKER HARMONY STUDIOS nn

Dancing Dmvpv
"Gay Little Home"

-KEITH'S HAMILTON, NEW

Uii

T

Tv.

X

YORK

mm
1
1

N
D

1

•'.'

IN
<<

Lloyd 4k Goods
Cortnne Tllton Rev
Keegan A O'Rourks

mnd identify yourself with the introouct.on
K.

Jones A Jones
"Yes My Dear"

A

Harry Kahne
(One to fill)

NEW UNPUBLISHED SONG MATERIAL

?

Little

Saxotet
Sloan
Mine Zuloika Co
4 1'ald ro ns

Street

We

B. C.

A lan.son
Gray Askln
Fern Bigelow A

Pantages
(Sunday opening)

Conveniences.

Belle Montrose

TO ALL SINGING ACTS—

4

Pantages

SAN FRANCISCO

B Clasper Boys
Miller 4k Bradford
LITTLE R'K, ARK. Marie Stoddard

PRE-PUBLICATION ANNOUNCEMENT

Harrison Co
A Birbcck

VICTORIA,

O

Majestie

F A O Walters
Harry Holman Co

Majestie

B.C.

"Five of Clubs"

Fox A Ray

ALSO LARGE STORE 4,000 SQUARE FEET

El Clevs

3

Paramount

Svongall

in Suites.

Sisters

Htaley

Quillian Hoys

Ifsysn Burns A
Oevenne Troupe

plays
Austin 12-14)
bill

Puntages

B

Co

Majestie
Three Falcons
Price 4k Bernle

ltusse
Swat-tics'*

Chanden

The Norvellos
3

(»-ll)

VANCOUVER.

Goo L Gravr» Co

Billy Arlington

WICHITA FALLS

BAN ANTONIO

Nevins

Murphy A Whits

Corradlni's Animals
(One to fill)

1st half

Majestie

(Same

Lester A Moore
Pot Pourrl

Savoy

Additional

Moran

3

Alex

4k

Emily Darrell

Jimmy Lucas Co

1920"

Kellam A Odars
Lillians Dogs

O George
GALVESTON, TEX. Barry 4k Laytoa

Pantages

HAN DIKGO

TIMES SQUARE OFFICES
$40.00 A MONTH AND UP

A Ward

Will Morris

SALT LAKE

A

Jack Lavler
(One to fill)

TORONTO

Jarvis A Harrison
Pearls A. Pekin

Pantages

Payton

4k

Llghtner Sis

"Jed'a Vacation"
1'ianna Bonnair

"Liberty Girls"

Hollls Sis
Lillian Ruby
Clifford Wayne t

Marva

Marian
F 4k O Walters
C 4k F Usher
Joe Towle

A Atwood
Coleman Goets Co

plays
Saskatoon 12-14)
bill

A Helmar

Combe

Majestie

Claire

(•-111

Billy Schoen
"Varieties of

Majestie

Rio

A Ross
WORTH, TEX. Howard
"Counterfeiters"

Samsted

Pantages

Pantages

(Same

FT.

TACOMA

Mayer Co
REGINA, CAN.

Lottie

City

Palace Theatre Building,

Leonard A Willard
B Armstrong Co
"Not Yet Maris"

Hickman Bros
Hamlin A Mack

Now York

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

Pantages

Ann Vivian Co

Stevens A I.ovejoy
Wilklns A Wiikins
C. Morattl Co
"Last Night**

MINNEAPOLIS
Pantageo
The Shattucks
Stein A Smith
Cigianno Troupe
Noodles Fagnn Co

WEAR

V Moorcnad Co
Lillians Dogs
Black A ODonnell Mnreno A Maley
"Everyman"
New York City Mary Marblo Co
Kellam 4k Odars
DALLAS, TEX. Roye A Rudac
TULSA, OKI \.
"Varieties of 1920"
Adler
Dunbar
A
Majestic
Or p lieu in
OKLAHOMA, CITY
Keno Keyes A W Marie Cahill
Harrah Co
Roy
Majestic
Conlln 4k Glass
Jean Boydell
Babcock A Dolly
H Dyer 4k Partner Harry Tsuda
Step Lively
Rubeville
Reed A Tucker
Adams A Griffith
Glad Moffatt
HOUSTON, TEX. Mary Marble Co

SEATTLE

(U-14)
Wells & Boggs
Paul Petchlng

Vardon

Belle Oliver

OAKLAND, CAL.

Torlllle's

[clal

Pantageo
Gordon A Day

Long Tack Sam

slonal

[Jncomunrable
--

Land**

DEN VLB

Buch Bros

Wood

Olga Stock
White Bros
Hlnkey A May
Permaine A S'elley
Holera Revue
Paul Kleist Co

Paster's Pierrots

Columbia C'm'dy Co

Mudge Morton

Brltt

Cleveland A Dewey
Joe Roberts

Victoria

Sis

"The Love Sriop"
L'G BEAU II. UAL.
Pantageo

Pant ages
Mack & Williams

BOCUESTEB

A Kin*

M'tha Hamilton Co
Gallerinl

Broadway

1580

La Toaka
Rhoda A Crampton

CALGABY, CAN.

3

LADIES'
THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS

Phil

Darling's Circus

Envorson

HABERDASHERS

plays

bill

Helena 13)

11,

13)

Barton A Sparling
Thornton Flynn Co

Mack A Dale

Columbia

Miller

Missoula

Ambler Bros
Green A La Fell
Chas Gill Co

2d halt

DETBOIT
Mons Herbert
The Royces
James Kearney Co
William Morrow Co

Pantages

(Same

plays

3

Ada Meade
Pantzcr Duo
Mudge Morton t
Shaw & Glass

Maud Ryan
Hollia A Warner

FALLS, MONT.
(10-11)

(Same bill
Anaconda

LEXINGTON, KY.

Maggie LcCiair Co

•ST.

(7-10)

Juvenile Follies

Two Yaqula
Beaumont A King

Chicago Offices

Pantageo

& Delaney

->l Austin

COLUMBUS

7tl\

OUR NEW HAT DEPARTMENT.

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
Now York and
BUTTE, MONT.

(Continued from Page 27)
Gaynell

WERE

•

ON THE BOULEVARD
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NEXT WEEK

WEEK OV MAY
Direction

CHAS. H. ALLEN

(May 9)— MOSS' BROADWAY, NEW YORK
16— KEITH'S FORDHAM, N. Y., AND KEITH? "-*'?-) "> :?(, BROOKLYN

^

M

.

S>

BENTHAM

Office

Friday,

May

6,

VARIETY

1921

20

r**>

"Watch

first star to open the series of foreign importations, because it
showmanship and judgment are required to select and make foreign
successful or real hits, headliners or all record-breaking drawing cai;ds."

Marinelli's

will prove that
artists either

,

A

T? T T

RETFORD
England's Best

Known and Most Popular

Star

of

Revues, Musical Productions and Vaudeville

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY
First

Appearance

in

America

at the

PALACE THEATRE
NEW YORK
NEXT WEEK

MAY

9th, 1921

(ONE WEEK ONLY)
Prior to her return to
Address

•

-

#

'

.

H. B.

•

•

communications to

MARIN ELLI,

245

it.

all

England

Ltd. Inc.

WEST 47th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

•

-

...

VARIETY

30
a

'

pyritfht

1921

Corn Enders
the old sort
used
to
treated by fakers.

— and the new

And

way

to

millions have adopted

It is folly to

it.

to treat

The modern way
jay

is

A

famous chemist perfected

tion

is

little

pare corns or

them in

unscientific

it.

This great surgical dressing house prepares it.

i

Prove

this tonight.

Plaster or Liquid

Scientific

BAUER & BLACK
Makers of B

&

B

Chicago

Oliver Stork Company
closed its engagement at the Metropolitan, St. Paul, and opened at
the Bijou. Racine, Wis., May 1 for
an all summer run.
The Corse Payton stock moved to
tho Majestic, Scranton. Monday,
and opened with a cut-rate policy.
Payton flooded the town with spe-

which secured two admissions for the price cf one. The
company will play for two w eks at
cial tickets

Cleansing Cream
For

Ikutity's sakc r use ^^Angelui'
1

Toronto

will be played Payton having taken
the house for four weoka with an
option for additional time.

for the

The dramatic stock at the Jefferson, Portland, Me., over the winter
will close May 7. playing "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" this week. The company will briefly road tour. The
summer stock at the same house
may open the end of this month,
w ith a couple of roadshows sandwiched in at the house meanwhile.
The summer stock at New Bedford. Mass., opened Monday.
The Orpheum Players at Harrisburg, Pa., will present "Cherie." a
Comedy drama by Louise Carter,
next week.
Tho piece has never

13.

LGiMNDBMMRD

summer

ter, Pa.,

closes

May

N.

Y., closed at that house Saturday, opening Monday in Port Ches-

Gus Forbes and Fn»nocs Wood-

ter.

bury have

been

retained

to

nlav

tho loads.

The

At Liberty

Twenty

Theatrical Man.
— SHOWMAN.
experience. Kvery capa-

years'

Right

city.

N. V. A.

live wire.

CLUH,

(lEt)K(JK

NEW

YORK.

DlTRKK.

***.

STAG Ei

s
/MlLLERtfS^iIMC
The world's

largest

manufacturer* of theatrical footwear

We

Fit Entire

Also

Companies
Orders

Individual

ISM B'wa> at
Htm V«rt

Mate

CfclMW
Haaraa

mi

Korst before have values like these been offered the public. The manufacturer
needed cash we had It you profit by it. The limited number of bags on
sale demand your IMMEDIATE action.

—

—

WITH EACH PURCHASE GOE8 A GUARANTEE THAT THIS BAG

CANNOT BE

DUPLICATED ANYWHERE

gore,'*

May 23 will be 'Ruddiwhich has not been seen and

hoard

in this city for

many

ELSE UNDER

$25.

ENGLISH STYLE KIT BAG
Made of extra fine, heavy hand bordered eowlined with leather, sewn Eniriish collapsible frame, solid brass trimmings.
In brown
and cordovan colors; sis/s 16, 18 and 20 inches.
These bugs must be seen to
be appreciated.
sjm
liide,

Sale

year.-'.

$13.95

Price

will give nine perweekly,
bills
will
be

formances
changed every two weeks and the
top will be $1.50.
The Pauline McLain stock will
play a season of summer sto<k at
the Cloron Park theatre. Jamestown,
X. Y., opening last of May.

FULL SIZE WARDROBE TRUNK
of HtroiiR construction, lias laundry bag;,

shoe
pockets; five drnwers; nine veneer hangers;
^eel corurrs; self-closing

AAA

link;

*<A

$*£OsO\s

removable rack

NO SHUBERT LYRIC STOCK.

NEW YORK

—

r
Cold

Feet in Ph.fly
Now
Also Abandoned.

House

Philadelphia, May
stock company plan for the

The

Lyric has fallen through entirely, it
learned
li
through authoritative
sources.

seems a recent tour of the
west by Lee Bhuberl was the cause

HE HOME OF THEATRICAL TRUNKS*)
AT PROFESSIONAL PRICES — OLD I
TRUNKS TAKEN N EXCHANGE.
I

dropping of
Shubert
Lawrence.

week-end outing

the

MONEY

STRAND LUGGAGE SHOP

It

of

MAIL pROFRR FILLFO PROMPTLY ON
RECEIPT OF CHECK OR
ORDfR — NO C. 0. D.

the plan.
L.
the
latter s

"The

Iai<i'hi<i<'

Sho/t with

<\

Cotwcienw"

693 Sixth Ave., Bet. 39th & 40th
Oi'i;\ EVKMNCM rill, s

Sts.

RALPH FARNUM INTRODUCES
FRED

I

L L E R

THIS WEEK (MAY 2, KEITHS PALACE.
NEXT WEEK (MAY »> KEITHS ROYAU.

NEW YORK
NEW YORK

Jn

ttt.

The company

675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street
Have a little fruit delivered to your home or youi
to your

well to be produced by Charles Dillingham next season.

PERFORMER WHO HAS TROUBLE
THE THEATRE AT TIMES WITH A TRUNK.
The Greatest Sales Event in Luggage History!

beginning

HICKS & SON
it

Jerome Kern Leaving for Europe,
Jerome Kern sajls for Europe
about June 1 and expects to return
about the middle of August to complete work on the piece he is writing in collaboration with Anne Cald-

IN GETTING TO

-4

— take

him

215 Bags for 215 Quick Buyers

offering of James M.
Heck, manager of the stock musical
company that will occupy the Copley, Boston, for the summer months

f

friends

offered

JUST THE THTNO IN A BAO FOR THE

first

INVITING OFFERS

H.

was

PERFORMERS!

13.

The Forbes Players, for several
months at the Warburton, Ybnkers,

AT LIBERTY

LAKEWOOD

possible inducement
to enter the cast.

but cancelled.

The Joseph W. Payton traveling
stock will close May 13 in Mt. Carmel, Pa.
The stock at the Fulton. Lancas-

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?

WEBER DECLINED

JOE

Joseph Weber did not go into the
review to open at the Selwyn with
Lew Fields because he did not want
to work during the summer. Every

"CHAMPION" FOR VETERANS
A special matinee of "The Cham-

Tho Blaney Players at the
Gotham, Brooklyn, will close May

Steamahlp accomodation* arranged on all IJnoa. at Main Office Pi-Ire*. Boat* are
solas very full: arrange early
Foreign Money bought and «old. Mbrrty Rondo
bought and «nld
PAUL TAUSMi a SON. 104 Raat I4tb St. New York Phone: Sturvennnt <ii;{6-ffl3"«

(Shuberts).

periormances at the

N. J. The company was to
have played the park in Hersey, Pa.,

1

oAngelus

six

pion" will be given Monday afternoon for the benefit of the Service
Club for men of the Army and
been produced before. Isabel le Loew Navy and Disabled Men at 230 West
There will be no war
will play the leading feminine role. 46th street.
The Manhattan Player, traveling tax and no advance in prices. The
usual ten per cent, will go to the
stock, will close May 13 in LakeActors' Fund.
wood,

r

and Saturday "The Passing Show"

a

Tremont the show grossed $9,600,
and it is said more man this sum
was spent putting the show on.

and Allied Products

ths new house, after wiich road attractions starting with "Lightnin"

Otis

matter.
In the

New York

STOCKS
The

is

So far,
remains to be seen.
Casey has taken no action in the

Corn Ender

Sterile Surgical Dressings

of Censor.

tion

Blue-Jay
The

— Also

Boston, May 4.
report that "Home
Brow," the offering of the amateur
outfit from the Filene store in this
city, has been sold to a professional
The show is a musical
producer.
comedy, with some excellent ideas
incorporated ar.d some good music.
It is being run two nights at the
Plymouth Theatre this week, after
six performances at tho Tremont
last week. It is said to be the best
thing of its kind since the day of
the "Cadet" shows, which brought
out Julian Kltinge.
Incidentally, the show has attracted attention from the official
Boston censor, John Casey, because
of the presence of 14 dancers, who
appear bare-legged. Boston's rules
for the stage don't allow this for
professional shows, but whether it
can get by in an amateur produc-

There

ways. This new way is ending some 20 million corns a
year. It will end yours any
time you let it.

Blue-

liquid or plaster.

the corn

gently loosened. In a
while it comes out.

corns.

treat

Then

instantly.

But science has found a
better

Proctor's, vaudeville, is sandwiching in road shows for one nighters,
laying off the regular bills for the
day.
Tonight "Mary" (K. & R.) is here

NOTICE FOR "HOME BREW"

Blue-jay is applied by a
touch. The corn pain ends

be

1921

nephew, was to be tho chief proORATORIO CAST
motor, backed by plenty of capital.
Davenport, Mar 4.
AlcCrae Webster wae hired to diThe cast for the $5,000 prise orarect, and there was even talk of
torio to bo suns; hero during the
the leads, but those in charge got biennial
of tho National Federation
cold feet after that western swing
of Music Clubs has boon selected.
of Shubert's, who found stock on It will bo exclusively.
American.
the toboggan. The tail-end season
Cyrena Gordon, dramatic soprano.
has been so bad here anyway that Frederlo Gunster, tenor,
Augusts
the combination of events led to Ottonl, basso, Kstelle Liebllng,
lyric
the dropping of the scheme, al- soprano, Kathryn Mieslo and
Edwin
though Lawrence was very much Swain are tho selected singers.
interested, and hoped to try out a
number of shows .for. the Shubert
"LOVE CHEF"
people, for a possible Broadway CARRIIXO IN
presentation in the fall.
l.co Carrillo returns to tho legitiAt the same time, it is learned mate shortly as tho star of "Tho
that the plans for a third house, on Love Chef." The show is to be proCherry street, adjoining the Lyric duced by the Selwyno.
been
have also
Adelphi,
and
"The Love Cher' was to have
dropped, with the rumor that the gone out last fall, but was called off
the
property has been sold again to
because of business conditions, and
With the. deflection of the Carrillo went into vaudeville.
city.
Chestnut Street* Opera house to
Rehearsals of the show are to bevaudeville that will give the Shu- gin within a week or so.
here
houses
regular
three
berts
next fall, with a hold on the WalPROCTOR PLAY'S ROAD SHOWS
nut that may not be permanent.
Troy. N. Y., May 4.

American Production Draws Atten-

CORNS

6,

=c
I

B

May

Friday,

4:

AN

AN o C A P

"JUST A LITTLE DIFFERENT"

•

BERT

REGARDS TO LOWERY AMO PRINCH

Friday.

May

B,

VARIETY

1981

—i

31
3=3=

NEW STAR

-JUST SWEET 16"

ANN
The

Girl

With

Southern Personality
IN

SCmGS OF HER OWN ORIGINAL ECCENTRIC WAYS AND CONCEPTION

/

}

J

•

DONT FAIL TO SEE HER AT

KEITH'S RIVERSIDE,

NEW YORK

NEXT WEEK (May
-

9)

••.-.
.

,

.

•

H.

B.

MARINELU'S Management and
245 West 47th Street

i

NEW YORK CITY

-

.

...

Direction

1

**m

mmmm***«m

VARIETY
'

May

Friday,

1921

6,

-x=

THE CONJURING COMEDIAN,

JUDSON COLE

Will TOUR

JKE,

ALEXANDER PANTAGES'
i

^^

^^^

H

505 R0MAX BU|lD|NG

EDDIE RILEY
'JUST

OFF BROADWAY AT TIMES

SQ.

123-129 West 44th Street,

EUROPEAN PLAN
Day and Up
Day and Up

,

(1)
(2)

ROOM AND PRIVATE BATH
$3.50
$4.00
fecal.

Day and Up
Day and Up

Day and Up
Day and Up

$6.00
$10.00

(1)
(2)

LUNCHEON

If A. X. ta 11:S« A. M.)

(1)
(2)

7 A. X.

TO

8:30 P. M..

M. to 8:30 P.

(5.30 P.

)

If.)

AT MODERATE PRICES

BUCKNER'S SURPRISE ACTS NIGHTLY
rEATURINO

FROM SAN FRANCISCO

Opens Tuesday Night (May 10) at Reisenweber's
Dancing and Continuous Revue From 7 to 1 A. M.
Wanted People.
3 Other Revues in Rehearsal.
Suite 506; Phone Circle 4205.
See BUCKNER, 223 West 52d Streat.

(P.

NEW

ACTS.

Ray Raymond next week succeeds George McGregor In the "Melody Charmers."
Bonita has a new turn for vaudeThey must he

FORUM

ville

with

five

male singers and

dancers.

Austin and Dave Seed,
principal comics with Jean Bedini's
"Twinkle Toes" (Columbia), have
teamed for vaudeville, to play during the summer.
Both return to
"Twinkle Toes" when the burlesque
season opens.
Adele Rowland, with Mildred

Ralph

but at the same time spare me conHollywood, Calif., April 18.
siderable annoyance.
Tom Wise.
Editor Variety:
In your issue of March 25, 1921,
Brooklyn, April 21.
appeared a letter from Mr. Harry Editor Variety:
Raver concerning "Cabiria" and its
In your issue of April 22 appeared
earnings. The publicity department an article stating that negotiations
were pending for the lease of
of the George Loane Tucker Produc
Weiss' Henderson theatre, Coney
tlons recently Issued a press notice Island.
In which the earnings of "Cabiria,"
One day last week a realty operamong those of many other photo- ator who said he represented some
business
men asked us if the house
plays, were quoted as being $280,000,
in the market and we told him
when as a matter of fact the exact was
that the house is not in the market
earnings of "Cabiria" were $630,000.
or never has been since we took
It was Mr. Tucker's intention to
control of it.
Weiss Broa
credit "Cabiria" with a total gross
By Alexander Weiss.
but owing
a blurred
•

to

mimeograph

copy, caused by a
figure six being struck over a
figure two, the regrettable error was
made of reducing the profits of

AND INJURED.

ILL

mirer of Mr. Raver. He agrees with
Mr. Raver when he states that it
plays as "Cabiria," "Quo
Vadis" and Mr. Tucker's million
dollar picture of 1912, "Traffic in
Souls," which paved the way for expensive pictures.

Robert

S.

Domun.

New York, April 23.
Editor Variety:
Please allow me to say I am being
caused considerable trouble and annoyance by the unauthorized statement In your last issue that I am
looking for a political play for next
season. There Is no truth in this
announcement and

I

am swamped

with all sorts of queer plays by
young, ambitious authors.
I expect to remain In vaudeville
for some time to come, so if you
will kindly make the correction you
will 'do nie not only a great favor,

Brown at the piano. Peggy Worth,
song cycle, with George Falrman at

Inc.

WARDROBE TRUNKS
HOTEL NORM AM) IF.
ft.

BLDG.,

A B'war. N. T.
PHONE: FITZROY 3818

E. Corner Sftth

City.

house

now

that
out re-

AT LIBERTY—COMEDY DUO

duced number of acts.
The Flying Cromwells,

double

made demands

for spe-

.GEO.
511 West

accommodations on the road
James Kyle McCurdy and com- which the circus was not willing to
pany of two In comedy sketch.
provide and the performers retired.
Eddie Litchfield and May Warren,
The Latell Sisters, "teeth act."
two-act.

and

47th

GERTIE DUPREE
Y.;

8t..

Lon*acre 37SS

N.

WRITE FOR

(Joe Sullivan).

Bergman, Murray and Nicolal, stepped out as did the Kelley-Latwo men and woman, singing, danc- tell « ^ ir © specialty.
1
ing and piano.
Lang and Bee, two men (from VIDAVER COMING UPTOWN

COLOR CHART

j

AND BOOKLET

HOW TO MAKE-UP

burlesque).

Nathan Vldaver, theatrical at
torney, has decided to move upWilson's town Into the theatrical district.
Syfccopators, five-piece jazs band.
He will locate in the Knickerbocker
Llewella Lloyd and Co., piano act. building shortly.
Elmer Thompson and Constance

Bobbins, flkit.
Edna Whistler and

Florine

two

Farr,

who

recently

Sam

single turn.

-

M.

"KEEP POSTED"

I

430

8TEIN C08METIC CO.
BROOME ST., NEW YORK
in

»*\^,'-wi'

"

^''^*v.

*

VARIETY'S
PUBLICITY

had

broken in an automobile
accident, has gone to a private
sanitarium for three weeks to reribs

cuperate.
Lillian Shrewsbury, who appeared
Bedroom and Bath," has
been sent to Ward's Island suffering with a mental disease.
Sam B&erwlts, the agent, returned to his office this week after
having recently undergone an operin "Parlor,

PLAN

ation for rupture.
Alia Nazimova,

111
at her Port
Chester home with grippe.
George Bond, confined to his
home for some time with grippe,
was about this week.
Cordini was taken suddenly 111
Sunday whUe at. the Palace, Brook-

lyn,

and removed

to

a

hospital.

Corrigan,
featured
in
out of the cast with

Variety has evolved a publicity plan of promotion in Variety,
for the player, aimed to keep his name or her name before the professional public the year around.

Mae Humphreys (Dancing Hum-

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

unsettled,

cial

Richard Barthelmess underwent
an operation for mastiditis at the
United Hospital, Port Chester, N. T n
last week. He will recover, but will
be confined to bed for some time.

Fmmett

Eight Room House; ideal location,
near Lights Club; bargain.
Call
WOOD, 24 Westside Ave. Phone
Freeport 1178R.

ENTERPRISE UP AGAIN.
The Enterprise Music Co. ques*
tion was again before the M. P.
P. A.
The majority of the mem-

cival Knight's role.

"Nemesis,"

Freeport

Is still

trapeze act,

the piano.

Jimmy Cagney,

grippe.

For Sale or to Rent

GIRLS $40.00 WEEKLY)

bers are creditors of the jobbing
and have assigned their
claims to C. A. Woodman of the
the official announcement is
Oliver A. Ditaon Co. of Boston, toV
garding the transfer of the house bring any such action as is necesto the Shuberts.
sary against the administrators of
Talbot this week was seeking to the Goetting estate for the recovconnect wih an agency holding an ery of their debts.
Association-Keith
franchise,
and
this failing, will probably seek perLEW CANTOR IN CHICAGO
mission to book as an independent
Lew Cantor left for Chicago Tueson the Pantages, Loew and Diamond
day to remain in the Windv City
floors.
a week or ten days In search of
material for the Loew
and
ACTS LEAVE RINGLING SHOW. also secure people for hiscircuit
own proThe RIngling-Barnum-Balley Cir- ductions for next season.
cus opened under canvas in Brooklyn Monday with a somewhat re-

pdrome.

Sam Coslow and John Hoffman,
Illness and
defections In cast
worked havoc with "Apple Blos- slngwriters, piano act. (Abe Fein"Cabiria" in one fell swoop by four
soms" in Springfield, Mass., last berg.)
hundred thousand dollars.
Raymond Wiley and Marie Hartweek. John Charles Thomas, the
Mr. Tucker, who has Just finished star, wag suffering from a heavy man in a comedy singing skit.
editing "Ladies Must Live," his cold and could not sing at all. Two
Vera Burt Co., song and talk; no
first production since "The Miracle members of the male chorus were dancing.
Man," is a warm friend and ad- missing. Frank Snyder took Perwas such

S—CHORUS

of

I

lies.

Letters to the Forum should not exceed 150 words.
signed by the writer and not duplicated for any other paper.

of $680,000,

PRETENTIOU8 PRODUCTION
WITH A CA8T OF OVER 35
GORQEOU8 COSTUMES CREATED end EXECUTED BY H07/ARD

Round-

Day
Randall.
Juliette
Carl
"Sonny." (Selwyn.)
Raymond Hitchcock, Ziegfeld Fol-

AN ATMOSPHERE THAT REMINDS YOU OF HOME

ARTISTS'

200

George Le Guere, "The Red Trail."
(Woods.)
TALBOT TO BE AGENT
Otto Kruger, Will Demlng. Sue
Chicago, May 4.
McManamy, Howard Gould, "NoLawrence
(I*
Money/*
body's
The future of Andy Talbot, known
Weber.)
to every act that has played the midThomas Mitchell, David Bclasco, west in 10 years as the "bargain"
long-term contract.
DOoker
the Great Northern Hip-

"FOOD THAT SATISFIES"
IN

New

ers."

$1.25
M

(11:10 A. M. to 2:30 P.

A LA CASTE 9KB VICE.

of

Williams.)
Rath Brothers, "Midnight

DINNER

75c

"Belle

Vincent Scanlon (Elm City Four)
has joined the George Choos act,
"Under the Apple Tree," as the JuveGertrude Scanlon also
nile lead.
goes into the turn.
George Marlon, "Gold." (John D.

KotUnrut Conducted on Both a la Carta and Tabla D'Hote Plana,
Old-Fashloued, Homo-Cooked Food Served la That Good Old-Faahloaad Way,

CLUB BREAKFAST
30c to $1.00

Doyle,

Ruth Urban, new Alan Dlnehart

Day and Up
Day and Up

$4.00
$7.00

(1)
(2)

ENGAGEMENTS.
Buddy
piece.

(WITH MKAJLS)

-

weeks.

York.-

AMERICAN PLAN

(WITHOUT MKAL8)

$1.50
$2.00

New York

m

DON'T MISS SEEING

at her bedside continuously for the past three

Her parents have been

The Langwell Hotel

NEW

'

It is

phreys) temporary out of the "Midnite Frolics," Chicago.

Alma
Mooney)
her

home

Mooney

(Capman

and
nervous breakdown.
At

in

Battle Creek, Mich.

Delmar Clark (Francis, Clark and
Brown) has suffered a nervous
breakdown and will spend the summer in Phoenix, Ariz.
Alexis

Ruloff

fell

while dancing

at a benefit at the Astor Hotel and
dislocated his left hip. The dancer
was taken to the Flower Hospital
and will be laid up for two weeks.
The daughter of Gus Sun is hov-

ering between life and death In
Hospital, Cincinnati.
Christ
She

has been operated on three timea

it,

not expensive for the publicity that

from display announcements

may

be obtained through

to cuts.

The constant plugging of a name in type will make it as much
of a by-word in showdom as a commodity is thusly made commercially.
Write or inquire
be furnished*

at

Those preferring a
have details concerning

any Variety
six
it.

office.

Details of the plan will

months' campaign along similar lines may

VARIETY

today,

CABARET

Skippina Rope; Ten

i

Greenwich Village la "thotT The
police booao detective* have been
smelling around the Village's numerous cafes and "Joints" so diligently
that virtually all the regular hablAiates from outside the Vi'lage hive
Coppers are
laid off going there.

S3

WEEK (MAY

THIS

m

SPRINT— en

2)

Tousand Conseketif
KEITH'S

Toimes.

ALHAMBRA, N. Y.
DIRECTION

to have entered the same
restaurant two and three times durMont times the
ing the evening.

known

HARRY FITZGERALD

officers travel In pairs, some going
about in sidecar motorcycles. Not
alone do they Investigate what patrons have in glasses and cups, but
search coats for concealed flasks of
liquor. Also they invade the kitchens to learn if "zabillone." the favorite egg drink in the spaghetti
places is being made.

i^^P*

The Van Ness bill, which went ineffect Sunday in New Jersey,
be a death-blow %o the liauor
traffic in that state, and will hit
the summer and winter resorts at
which it was aimed: Atlantic City,
Park,
Lakewood.
Long
Asbury
to

.

may

Branch, etc,

if

enforced.

The Van Ness bill, which Gov.
Edwards vetoed but which was
passed over his veto.

Tell

authored

is

woman and

by a

carries with it such
stringent provisions, as ho trial by

Jury, HiOOO fine and six
for alleged violations.

Coney Island
Desert-like and

is

very

months

on dat

N-i-i-x

I

done ter Philadelphia Jack O'Brien.
Don't tell 'em
what he done tet

iail

g-u-u-y f-A-e-r-e

much Sahara

'em what

if in luck, and want
badly, the hootch- dispenser will
condescend to accept $2 a drink.

it

That

is the Atlantic City price also
the past few weeks. With the Van
Ness bill going through, it may
mean anything they care to take
considering the size and "looks of
the party. A few of the local road-

me.

'

houses Compromise by sellng some
hard cider to patrons in teapots with
meals.
Sufficient quantity thereof
gives one any sensation desirable.
Connecticut is also going it strong
for "elder Jags," although the real
stuff can be had in college towns,
Boston and roadhouses.

I
St

The Garden

at 7th avenue and
60th street, one of the cabaret landmarks of the city, closed Saturday.
The lease on the property on which

the Garden stood expires June

1,

but it was decided to close the place
rather than attempt to earry it on
for another month in the spell. A
liquor arrest was made there shortly before the house closed.

HARRY

Buddy Doyle was called into the
cast of "The Belle of New York"
from
"Broadway Brevities" at
Pittsburgh, and reported to the
"Belle" Monday in Philadelphia.,
where the show opens prior to its
entrance into the Winter Garden.
Doyle was appearing in the Cleveland
Carleton
Terrace
cabaret
show two weeks ago, when picked
up by "Brevities" on tour.

AND COMPANY COMPRISING
LEE ARMSTRONG

SID

CLAUDIA WHITE

Harry Glynn, the character singer,
has sued tho Martinique Cafe, At-

NORINE USSARY

lantic City, for $2,000, alleging dis^

charge without reason.

"TELEPHONE SCENE" AND "YOUNG BATTL1N' KID DUGAN"
-

WANNA TELL YEZ DIS GUY PHILADELPHIA JACK O'BRIEN CUMS INTER MU1I TRAINLV GUARTERS T'UTHER ,NITE AN TELLS ME IF I DON'T QUIT SPILLIN GAB ABOUT WHAT I DONE TEE HIM,
HE'LL SHOW WHAT HE DONE TER ME, AN TER PRUVE IT HE WOULDA DONE IT AGAIN, ONLEY FOUR
UV MUII SPARRIN' PARTNERS ^GOT IN FRONT UV ME AN' WOULDN LET ME MUSS *IM UP. AN IF YUH
P.

The Hotel Astor remodeling of its
front into stores will cost 1200,000.

week.
Raymond B. Perez staged
the dances. William K. Wells and
Alfred L, Haase the lyrics and milsie.
Les Stevens conducts the orchestra.

The Domino, Bowery, Coney
land, will open a new show May

28.

Th* Palac* Rotisscric, formerly
Went 45th street, which
has been operating under the management of Ben Salin and Murray
the Tokio,

Strand, will close this week. Xt I?
to renovate the pla^c during the summer, to reopen in September under the management of
Sam Salvin with Murray Strand as
Max Kpstein. who lias
manager.
been .steward at the Palace aid
also When it was the Tokio, will
return in the fall.

Lieut. J. Tim Brymm, wild has
played at the Hotel Shelhurne the

planned

past three seasons, will open an
engagement at Stanch**, Coney Is15.*

Peter's old place on \\Ysi f»7th
which., gained so much notoriety in the crusades some time
ago, has been renamed "John's."
Arthur Hunter opened a n \ lie there
street,

show linked up for a premier*' at be government agentS at Bluff 1'oint,
Nanking Garden*, Newark, yrstefr- after the latter had seised u.7 lae*
day (Thursday).
" s claimed by the auof boose,
I

<

i

thorltles
"

will

rummer about June

<
.".

!

:»>•-

for

«eai and took the whiskey, figuring
that ih«' consignee would not dan*
to reporl Ins loss to the police.

T.h* lirtvor. was, found >n the railThe
road station at Bluff Point.
smugglers worked desperately last

week

fiom a
tracked

that the men DUt a e;»r
train at I'Latf sburg. aide*
the l'oint, broke ttn
it
;it

get

to

their

into

stuff

this

country before the Canadian liquor
Over 1,200
law went into effect.
qtiartt) "f whiskey and gin, valued
r.ew
at
a
car were
and
$13,400,
seized at Clayton, following a raid
in official*
The liquor was
by u
A "(lying
hidden In a hay mow.
squadron" was sent up from New
York and a large number of hotels
and .'(m.us raided, boose confiscated
t» d,
rind
he nroprk tors* an
<

«

Arrests and selsuren earn* thick
week titled 'Hello John." It and fast in the prohibition enforceis a itl-peoph' show, Inelufltng Klvla
ment campaign ttp-tltate le»l week.
Baker, fJeorge
Mumford. Ksther Two detective* and two brnkemen,
tang, Hose Rice, Betty Huntington employed by the Delaware «^ Hudand Ruth Burnt). Hunter hail ; new son
Railroad, were apprehended by
last

The Palais Royal*

PUNCHIN' DE B-A-A-A-G

SWING1NA INNIAN CLUBS

Weeks.

the

HE

Is-

the 14 -people revue at Somers'
rathskeller. Brooklyn, the past few

May

IF

YOUNG BATTLIN' KID DUGAN.

is

land,

S.— 1

DON'T BULEVE IT HE'S AT M VDISON SQUARE GARDEN, HE IS, SO LET HIM HUSH HIS FUSS.
SEES THIS, IT DON'T GO
MODESTLY YOURS,

Walter Windsor produced a new
show for the Parkway Palace last

H

IN

According

to the complaint the defendants entered into a contract with Glynn,
whereby the latter was to take
charge of the amusement at the
Martinique from May 17 to September at $100 per week.
July 31,
Glynn asserts, he was discharged.

MARION

•

"TT

l, m.:<>.

«i

now

M

illi

HUa|»iro-

H'im
and also- leading the mchtalrn at Heaiy'K Holt-en dtiudes,
gOeS In St. Louis AugUSt 1 to t:i!<r
charge .it .Arcadia, a similar re;

Sol

I

i

MUSIC MEN

ness relations of record makers and

publisher*, with th* speaker leaving no doubt he believed the record
(Continued from Fage 4)
greatly at fault.
any great extent. The unusually makers
At the same meeting a speaker
balmy weather and early spring cli- said
he talk of the trade had been
mate may bc the cause therefor*
thai 30-cent music had cut down
tho Moid of "popular Sheet music to
That the sale of the word-roll 300,000 huyer«
throughout the counlias
records
piano-players)
(far
try at that price, or at the most to
fallen off of late in pace with sheet
double that number. He mentioned
music, in the sign, say music pub- a song published
by his firm that
lishers, that the former theory of
had already gone to 900,000 at 30
hurting
tho
piano-player
sheet cents, as
contradiction
:

music sales was a fallacy. No ex- pression. a
planation is forthcoming an to why
the word-rolls are off.
That they

of the

im-

Can a songwriter 'lift' certajfl
lines and measures from his own
songs and rehash them into a new
composition is the problem involved
In a suit in equity filed late last
week in the Federal Court, Southern
At ||ifl join! meeting of writers district of New York, in Which Fredth<
other evening, Nathan Burkan, erick V. Bowers, Inr., music pubth* attorney, stated l»« intended go- lisher, is plaintiff against the folink:
lb Washington to ;<-k f(ir an lowing 16 defendants in olvrd in
Investigation of lb* record business, the alltged infringing song Crazy
in th* Interest of music publishers.
Blues"): Perry Bradford. Marion il
Mr. Hurken intimated that to his Dfckeron, Perry Bradford, Inc., Comind everything is not altogi th«'r lumbia tfraphophon* <'o, victor
clean in connection vviih the busi- Talking Ma-hine Co, Aeolian Co.,

are though, say the publishers, there
is no doubt
and Word -roll makers
are ntUJ paying royalties m notes,
Incidentally
notes
renewing old
*
m< anwh ile.

<

h

n

w
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Located at Palace Theatre BWg., care Frank Evans.

Looking for Material.

Booking Exclusively with W. V. M. A. and B. F. Keith (Western) and All
I

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. of
Co.,
New York, United States Music
General Phonograph Co., Mel-ODee Music Co., Inc., Standard Music
Roll Co., the Q. R. 8. Music Co.,
Co.7 Inc.,
Pathe
Edison, Inc..
Freres Phonograph Co. and Max J.
Kortlander.
Tha complaint alleges that in
July, 1918, Bowers took over the
publication rights of sit songs authored by Bradford, one of which
was "The. Broken -Hearted Blues"

Emerson

Thomas

Phonograph

A.

(tentatively titled originally "Melancholy Blues"). Through an oversight two regular copies of the song
were not filed with the Registrar of
Copyrights until Feb. 23, 1921, but
the song bore a 1918 copyright.
Bowers charges that Bradford,
under the firm name of Perry
Bradford, Inc., recently published a
"Crazy Blues" song that is identical
In lyrics and melody to the extent
of the first 12 measures. Marion L.

business partner with
in the company, and is
also the latter's wife. Max J. Kortlander is named co-defendant by
virtue of the fact he claims to own

Dickeron
Bradford

a

is

interest

financial

in

"Crazy

Blues," while the other 12 defendants are the various record and roll

recording companies which have
made musical reproductions of the
litigated song and are being sued

THE FINEST

BEADED BAGS
GROW AT
158-160 West 45th Street
BOOM 55
(Take Klev.Uor)
Pick One Out of Our Beautiful
"Wholesale Stock and

SAVE

30

TO 40%

"We do mounting and repairing of
headed bags of every description.

to

Can Secure 40 Weeks

show cause why a temporary

in-

junction should not be granted
against them for the purpose of tying up their royalty payments to
the defendant. Bradford.
The plaintiff for the rest asks for
an accounting, an injunction to restrain the further sale of the song,
damages and a cancellation of the
copyright on the "Crazy Blues" song.
Alfred Beekman of House, Grossman & Vorhaus, the attorney of
record in this suit, representing the
plaintiff, said he has been retained
by the Shapiro-Bernstein Music Co.
to begin similar proceedings against
Bradford on the ground that Bradford wrote a song for the firm in
1917 titled the "Harlem Blues." Mr.
Beekman avers that his client alleges a similar "lift" from the "Harlem Blues" number was incorporated in the "Crazy Blues" song.
The latter is enjoying considerable vogue as a dance number on
the mechanicals, although vocally
not very popular.

large
people in the audience.

A. Lambert,

Ernest

manager
Co.,

who

number

of

professional

for the B. D. Nice
is confined in the

Music
Santa

Rosa Hospital, San Antonio, with a
broken leg as a result of an auto

smash- up, writes from Texas that
"plugging" his flrm'3 songs to
the hospital inmates even while lying on his back with a 30 -pound
weight pulling on his injured limb.

he

is

'

Burglars forced .open a desk
the offices of the L. Wolfe Gilbert

SPORTS
Leach Cross, the old

New York

staged a successful
comeback in Portland, Ore, last
week, holding Joe Gorman, a hard
Newshitter, to a ten round draw.
papermen gave him seven out of
ten rounds, one judge gave him the
fight and the other judge and the
Cross, who
referee called it even.
is well over thirty, could hold his
few years
them
a
of
any
own with
ago. He was always reputed to be
a wise boy and. saved most of the
He
coin he earned in the rinse.
lightweight,

dropped it in Wall Street later,
however, and then went to the coast.

Leach <s a dentist by profession.
Music Corporation last Saturday His brother, Marty Cross, is still
and made away with some manu- fighting around New York. Sam
scripts, petty cash and stamps. One
brother, is the
manuscript was that of Wolfe Gil- Wallach, another
bert's new waltz number, which was manager of Lieut. Earl Ba'rd and a
.

One song writer was

talking to
another.
In all seriousness No. 1
asks, "If we (the Songwriters' Union)
should affiliate with the Federated

Musicians of America and thus in
turn with the A. F. of !•., would it
mean that the union musicians
would be considered scabs if they
should play music written by nonunion songwriters?" And then, in
all seriousness, too, writer No. 2
comes back with an emphatic
"Sure!"
Pete Wendling, songwriter, formerly with Waterson, Berlin & Snyder, is in San Francisco and on a
committee of judges in a California
state prize song competition sponsored by the Sherman-Clay Co. The
latter is offering a $250 prize for the
best song eulogizing the native
splendors of California. Edward P.
Little, an executive of the ShermanClay Co., and the Mayor of 'Frisco
are also on the committee of judges.

Ths composing bug sure has

hit

SAM FALLOW
REMOVAL NOTICE

string of boxers in the big town.

Eddie O'Hare, a recent graduate
from the local amateur ranks. What
looked like the biggest crowd of the
year

have gone right to work, with their Sharkey gained the judges' decision
old style double form. Two songs
fight that should have been
have been especially written by in a
them for Norah Bayes in the Fields called a draw. In their two previous
show, while they, freelancing, have meetings Sharkey was entitled to
placed numbers with several pub- the shade, but received two "raw"
Midget Smith was his
lishers.
decisions.
opponent on all three occasions, and
A publishers' exchange has been the panning the other two verdicts
organized by Jimmy Altiere and Abe received may have influenced the
Friedman in Chicago. The exchange judges in this one. Andy Chaney
specializes in representing music won easily from Sammy Sieger In
publishers in Chicago where they do
the feather-weight series, dropping
not maintain a Chicago office.
Sieger for a short count in round
George Weiss has been added to eight. Johnny Bull successfully dethe professional staff of the L. fended his American fly-weight title
in his bout with Eddie O'Dowd and
Wolfe Gilbert Music Corporation.

Leo Bradley Is now professional
manager of the Leo Feist Toronto
Bradley was formerly westoffice.
ern representative for the same tlrm.

EDDIE

Irving Berlin has written a song
around the Norma Talmadse "Passion Flower" picture feature.

MACK
AVEY

Jack Mills, on the coast at present on business, took over "Drowsy
Head" from the Adrian -Reece PubCo.

of

San Francisco

jammed

into the farewell show.

Brooklyn after a poor start has

come with a rush and looks

like the

team that copped the pennant

in

league last year.
Bobbie
has been getting the pitching which
is 75 per cent, of the necessary.
Dutch Reuther. who was secured in
a trade from Cincinnati for Marquard, has turned in several corking games and is living up to his
reputation as the best left hander in
the game. The Giants have a powerful machine but looked bad asa'nst
However local fans
the Dodgers.
needn t worry for McGraw's club
packs the punch and when the hurlthe

At the wind-up show at Madison
The reunited team of songsters, Square Garden Monday night the
Jerome and Jerome Schwartz, bouts resulted as follows:
Jack

old
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H
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EDDIE

J. Bartlett Holmes, formerly manager for Witmark & Sons in Detroit,
has organized the Bartlett Music

Co. in that city.

MACK CLOTHES

Fashionable

Remick has taken over the

Serviceable

Priced-Right

rights

George A. Friedman's "Emaline"
number.
to

1582-1584 Broadway

Harold Chamberlain, absent from
for a year or so, intends
to return shortly to his former

Opp. Strand Theatre

New York

Save 10 per

haunts.

Do you ever think o
.^^mbT^^k

received a^^liamond studded belt\
and Johnny Howard, the Bayonne
policeman, was soundly pasted by

Billy

Unoikr Smashing hitj

*t-v

|

week.

mm ANNEX BUILDING
West 46th Street

ready to go down to the printer. A
complete new orchestration and
piano part had to be made.

lishing

Fifth Floor

160

for Desirable Acts.

orchestra leaders hard. Ono traveling on the road with a musical comedy recently spent all his spare time
at a matinee performance writing
music. He had a pen, ink and pad
on the piano and just as soon as
each number was over he grabbed
them and plugged merrily away at
His action.3 were
his masterpiece.

commented on by a

Affiliated Circuits.

4
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it
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THE SONG THAT EVERY BIG
PUBLISHER IN AMERICA TRIED

TO GET

IRAMA

"

COMEDY

ISICAL

DWARD

CLARK
Altamont Court

MORRISTOWN,

N. J.

BALLAD

FOX- TROT

"HONEY GIRL"
"DE LUXE ANNIE"
"YOU'RE IN LOVE
"LITTLE MISS CHARITY"
"OH. WHAT A GIRL"
"FURS AND FRILLS"
"COAT TAILS"
•

Etc., Etc.

IN

ve just

PREPARATION:

velous

"BLOOD MONEY"
"CALL THE NEXT CASE"
"THE BAD WOMAN"

bought

tKis

maV

song that has swept

ew

....e a cycione
r .an
from the Ted. Garton/MusicCb.

ers get some real base ball weather,
the Giant veterans will come through

and win many a ball game. McGraw
has picked up a real sweet looking
young pitcher in Ryan, the Holy
Cross College youngster. He turned
performance
impressive
an
against the Brooklyn club and may
be taking a regular turn in the box
before the season is well under way.

eft

In

Willie Herman, the latest of the
lightweight sensations, made a big
hit at Passaic Saturday night when
he handed Joe Benjamin of the
Coast a fine pasting. Herman is
being handled by Joe Jacobs and
should cut a wide swath among the
local lightweight crop. He is a fast
and clever boxer, a good stiff
puncher and as game as a pebble.

britf/

Til

F0RSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER mc
1552 BROADWAY
177 NORTH STATE ST

A

leak In the plans for conductthe Dempsey-Carpentier fight
for the heavyweight championship
of the world disclosed this week one
of
the
most stupendous ticket
speculating machines ever perfected in the history of sports or
amusements in this country.
According to the inside story of
the deal the entire capacity will be
turned over to speculators.
The
process, according to the disclosures,
will require three transactions, from
the promoters to their business
agents, to the specs, who in turn
Will resell them to the public at
whatever price the demand will
bring up to the day of the big fight.
Special age.its will, it is said, set
top offices In all the principal key
cities from coast to coast weeks in most of which have been spoken for
advance of the fight date, July 2, if already, will run as high as $100 per
the system succeeds in beating down copy, according to one of Cooper's
the opposition of publicity which friends.
eems imminent.
Figured on a gate of $1,000,000,
Jack Cooper, who conducts a and with the lighters playing on a
health farm outside of Stamford,
percentage basis, the double selling
Conn., for rundown business men,
of tho tickets will, it is said, inheads a syndicate composed of his crease
the gross at least 50 per
patients that is said to be If] for
cent., or $1,500,000. The lighten, on
2,000 tickets, principally $5 and $10
a sellout, will, however, participate
•eats. The turnover on these blocks,
in only CO per cent, of the face
value of the tickets.
The fact that the fight will be
says held within 20 minutes from Times
Owing to thp largo number <>f vaud'villc Square, the largest agencies' are sad
*cts urid l»urlos<iuo shows
have c»>nTys* n,
to bo plunging" In the buy.
•facti to \irito, will net 1<;ivc for <"alifornia this year until jBept. 1st. Still at McLhide, Bascom and several other
tho old ti'j,^,], 1413 Broadway, * ew Tork,
ing

.

OHIO

1

nalize

w and n-ipnm! i«l«n* for all acts.
Sritr \%M/. l.A H.1KKR. I>«*pt. V.

in rrrgtiTiK n«»w <larn

Cm.II.

I'honr or

•3© Eighth Ave.

war

«

Sfttfc-M.

»Tstfr»«te*em««tfr«Ja

BUILDING^

BABY CURLS

.

important

dealers

are

reported

heavy buyers already, long before
the arena in Jersey City is erected.
Should the interest develop while
the lighters arc in training, and
should the newspapers play into
the hands of the promoters by publishing daily stories on the two
camp", the prices are likely to go
from 100 to 500 per eent. over the
box office scal'\ it was pointed out
by one old-tim' r.
Unlike the Willard-Dempsey fight
in Toledo, for which Rickard guaranteed both fighters, the principal!

championship fight
with the promoter*.

in this

ble

will

gam-

CHICAGO ILL
'/

LEARNING-

SIREN*

greatness overshadowed them Individually to auch an extent that the
National leaguers looked a drab lot
by comparison. George Kelly, the
new Giant batting sensation, has so
far this season provjed to be the
long sought eounfer attraetion for
McGraw*i men. Kelly early in the
week was reading both league* In
homers, having i>» !••<.' seven to
Ruth's five, Kelly has be« n with th'
Giants on and off Since 101 4, He was
always posses ed of considerable
clouting ability, having
free natural swing that w>i great distance
Kellv was In"•it of hi- drive.-.
clined to b< u«.ii; agaiftti curve ball
pitching, but haa overcome this fault
and gained "« necessary eonfidenve
to "make him one of the game's
greatest hitters, JI<' may not pass
the ¥anks' fene^ buster or hit anvwhere near hira on the seasons
.but be will bring many thou-

sands of dollars throuail the gate

and rejuvenate many a jaded Giant
rooter before this seasons' schedule
is

played out.

Harry Mansell has been matched
by Micky Curran to meet Abe Gold*
stein at the Manhattan <'a^.no May
-•,
18 rounds to a tfe« hfloit.
The
winner will meet Johnny Bull for
the

American flyweight champion-

ship.

Tuesday night, May
a smoker
was held at the Elks, Summit, N. J.
Damn Sullivan and Champion Jack
Dempscy referred the bouts. In the
.1.

f

Before' the advent of Babe Ruth.
a National League
<iiy and the Giants OUtdreW the
h's home run\v*;h
Yankfl.
flUth,
ning and colorful personality, shifted
the balance with the result that lasl
season the American leaguers out-

New York was

AJMlNtnnt to X«*«l Wnjnnrn unci formerly rtnnolna;
mantrr for /.»«•« r«-lii Fofllra and. « ap(t«»l Thrntrc.
Call now to arrant your n« w «l*r./'** for n«xt teases. I "Pe-

LOOP END

NEW VORK

publishers of

KISS AMISS

JAMES MADISON

CORN6R
W.465T.

drew the <:iant* on tlufr own lot
and Were one of Th^ biggest road
Th<
the league.
in
Giants had a a'ood club but Rttlfes

attractions

;
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Welch, former wired for tickets for the biar bout
lightweight champion, boxed eight July 2, and announced that he would
rounds with Young Willie Jackson. close his present tour at Billings.
The rest of the card was Young Mont.. June 29, to make it to Jersey
Jack Dempsey vs. Eddie Kan* and City on time.
Al Thorns and Eddie Dean, both six
round affairs.
Everett MacGowan. record-breaking ice speed skater of St. Paul, has
new fight cluh is to open at bid the professional blade snort
Coney Island on the site occupied farewell to turn pro. pugilist under
by the old Sea Beach Palace. Ken Paddy MulIimV banner along with
neth F. Sutherland, Democratic Harry Wills; Mike O'Dowd and a
leader of the 16th District, is among few other fast ones huddled under
the incorporators. The new club the Mulllns' wing. MacGowan's enwill open Decoration Day. Capacity. try into pro. ice speed skating last
Pictures will b* shown ex- season, following his capture of the
6,000.
international amateur snced skating
cept on fight night*.
championship at Lake Placid meet
The New York Baseball Federa- was considered a wise move by his
Speedier and stronger
tion will hold their first meeting followers.
at Philadelphia Jack O'Brien's Mad-' than any of his opponents in the
lson Square Garden Gymnasium on meet that shot him over, the St.
Paul skater's contests since with all
Friday, May 6.
Mayor II y Ian, Fire Commission- the ice speed cracks at the pro. cirer W. W. Oohen. Al Smith. Babe cuit races proved him to the disRuth and Philadelphia Jack O'Brien cerning practically unbeatable.
Bobby McLean, star pro. title
Harry
will address the gathering.
Davega is president of the organi- holder, Norval Baptie. and other
zation which includes 150.000 ama- fast pros, when lined un against
teur ball players. The Greater New MacGowan for speed, technique,
York American Legion Poets are to cunning and stamina, proved themattend and will enroll for their or- selves at best but trailers to the St.
ganisation. Others win be the In- I*aul youth.
surance League, Silk League. ConMacGowan expected to get enough
solidated Stock Exchange Bordens pro ice contests here and abroad to
Milk League and over 1.000 inde-4 make ice speed skating his active
pendent base ball club*.
field.
But the single season now
closing gave him inside look-ins
When William Collier played the that decided him instead to take to
Grand in Kansas City last week, he the roped arena. One thing the St.
Paul skater brought away from his
pro. Ice speed skating experience
was the ramified politics that hem
the game In, with rink owners, ice
A.
Inc.
skate manufacturers and skatina:
raco promoters all tarred more or
lesseby the same stick of bad SDorts-

A

money and

who by trespassing

Just the thing you
need to add the perfecting
touch to your spring cos)tunt6
is here al a marked price savable pelts.
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Jack Bestle, proprietor of the Lyceum A. C. in Troy, N. Y., has run
afoul of the boxing commission
again. He was suspended last week
for failure to pay the state tax on
time and for other reasons not revealed. Bestle will be given a hearing in the near future on all the
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ACADEMY— "The

W

Cameo

CJirl."

a new play featuring th dancers
Adeluide and Hughes, had its premiere to a fair-sized house Monday.
It will require quite a bit of rewriting and pruning before it is in a po.

O

Kelly Florence

sition to hold its
musical successes.

King Madeline
Kent Billy

own

with other

A U D I T O RIUM—The

Herman

perennial

"Bird of Paradise/' with Florence
Rockwell in the role of Luana. with
a benefit as an added attraction on
opening night here, drew well, but
will not meet with such a large out"
pouring during the rest of its stay.
FORDS.—This house continue.- its'
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Qordman Joe

JewM

Weeks LeRoy

4

Schrein Bert

SAG

Knlse Nettle

ft

Vincent

Valyda Rosa

Wm

Hagans Dancing

Kean Richard

Vyvyan

\'~x Val**r.tine

Skinner J J
Sackett Albert
Schroeder
C

Perry Alice
Posty Dot

Germain Jean
Goldberger Arthur

Voyer Guy

Wilbur B»aia

Comedy
Simmons He!en

Henlere Herschel
Hallo Eunice
Harris

Mannard Virginia

Flsk's Hand Bert
Morris Ray
Foley TaOO J
Mudge Mrs Augusta

Colin Mabel
Crafta Charlie

W

Keasie

Thiele Otto
Thayer Charles

Somervllle Jennie
Seymoure Dolly

Halg Roy
Hale Sue
Henderson Norman
HaseJtoa Blanche

Muschik Gertrude
Murray Edith
Martyn Maude
Mabel ft M.rtfe
Morgan June

Flanders Leo
France ft Hump
Faber Earl
Foster May
Fluhrer ft Fluhrer
Francis Al
Ford Charles

Viola

Churchill Ben
Clair Marion
Clover Chas H
Cole Alice

Gisa Leo

McGuire Anthony

Maynard Tom

Mitchell

Temple Joe

Stafford Rdwin
Smith Oliver Co
Spahman Alb't Mra

OFFICE

Dawson Sis A Stern
DeLong Maldie
Dawres Marie
Duffy James J

Eiko Mr
Ellsworth Fred Co
Earl ft Lewis
Evol
Edmunds Glen

Mack Dot

Seamanna Maybelle

Stanton Chae A
Stanley Frank

Zarkin Seymour

Dayton Sylvia

Davenport Earl
Du Nord Leo

Leonard Jean
Le Roy Mr E

Martin Adeline
Martin Mae V

Eugene

Burns Paul

—

Lamore Mrs H
Dangford Mrs H
Lawrence Viviaa
Lee Carmen
Leonard Mrs P

Russell Jack

Richards Lawrence
Rlgge Mary
Rogers Frank Mre

McQulber Dorothy
Mac ft Macher
Miller Dixie S Mrs
Mayes Jack

Dale Billy
Davis ft McCoy
Dare F R

Cecil

Broufrhton alra 8 J
I'.roun Hilda

—

DeVlne Dottle
Davenport Orria
DeVoie Jewell

A bra ma Harry

Peajsy

Targe r Mars
Young C'y

Laser Lisa
Lewie Margrette
Lund Chas
Lee Bryan

Cumminga Ray
"Cervo" Dan

Y.

Wynne

Loftin

Caseady Eddie

LETTERS ADVERTI&ED IN ONE
ONI

MNm'ra

ft

Carey Eugene
Creighton ft Ci^ton

LETTERS

POSTCARDS. ADVERTISING OB
CIKCITAR LETTERS WILL NOT
BR ADVERTISED.

outside the figof the rink

—

TRAVELING RKPRK8ENTATIVB

York

their companies Bell Jessie
happened to the Burke Helen

Clinton

skaters* oval
practice the management winks at
came within the MacClcwan zone.
An all-around athlete, the padded
gloves are not unfamiliar to MacGowan. Just turned into th twenties, ho has figured in his home
town O'Dowd's town, too as a
clever amateur lightweight.

ure

WILLIAM JOSH DALY

Mortimer Snow Stock Company the Brooks Frank F

IKSl'E

CITY

YERKES

latter part of January.

manship and venality. A last straw Aahton Misa L
Atkioson Kdw R
sent him into the arena when several weeks ago while working out Barnett Dot
at the 181st Street Manhattan ice Reljjrave Jack
Berton Misa B
rink he was ebuked bv the man- Black John J
agement for alarming in his oval Blossom & Ingred
flights some of the ficure skaters Ho.irdm.in Lillian

Scarfs. Coatees, Stoles and novelty fur pieces, including the
very popular one, two and three
skin scarfs in all the latest
styles and all the most fashion-

Buy

A.

W

RATKOWSKY,

SPRING
FURS

NEW YORK

FLOTILLA),

charges. Conditions at the club were Williams Dolly
Marion
given an airing at the recent con- William*
Wixon Nat
ference between sporting writers Wolleron Christian
and Governor Miller. It was openly Worslcy 3111
charged that stables of boxers were Wolfe Victoria
sent to Troy from Buffalo and New
(UK AI.O
York and the bouts decided before
the contestants entered the ring. Anderson Lurrllte
Angela
Worse than the bouts were the de- Armente
Armstrong a> Greet
cisions of the judges assigned by Ada ma Geo
the boxing commission. A popular Atkiae Jack
verdict was not reached once in Adams Jack
Astella Boya
three times. Papers in the Capitol Adama Nip
District have repeatedly demanded AsBworth I<eah
that the boxing commission "clean ArnoM ft Boacl
Anthony Joe
up" the club and remove the incompetent judges officiating.
Rumors Briscoe ft Raul
have been in the air for sometime Bloom Max
Beyle A Patsy
that all was not well with the Ly- Belmont Joe
ceum A. C. and the facts that no Baggett Jim
bouts have been staged the last Bernet Son ma
Brooke James
few weeks presaged something. The Barry Lydia Ten
fights were held in the old Lyceum Byron Bert
Theatre, now referred to as "The Holm Carl
Benny Jack
Jinx." The house does not seem to Browning Art
be able to house a winner. Attrac- Bernard ft Lteyd
tions of every sort have been pre- Belle Nada
Berry Irene
sented there the last few years, hut Belmont Bella
they have aH flivvered. Two or three Byron Ben
Blessing
Chas
times managers ran out with the
Becker Bert

When

person using any of these
be vigorously prosecuted*

("WOODPECKERS**)

METROPOLITAN OPERA HOUSE STUDIOS
Broadway
New

main go Freddie

1921

6,

MASTER SAXOPHONISTS
NOVELTY FIVE
YERKES SERENADERS
S. S. IRRESISTIBLE DANCE ORCHESTRA (FEATURED AT THE S. S.

HARRY

LOU SHURR

*-m

AMERICAN MARIMBAPHONE BAND

COLUMBIA SAXOPHONE SEXTETTE
HAPPY SIX
JAZZARIMBA ORCHESTRA
SIX NOVELTY ENTERTAINERS
MUSICAL BELL HOPS SEXTETTE
METROPOLITAN DANCE PLAYERS

...

May
^=-

Friday,

CspHtl and 5m rpiu, $39,000,000

J

<M

l>umont L

Liberty Loan

HOjajSSEg

Bonds

-1423 7HI&D

Write for onr
100-Page

AVENUE

Rstelle

—

—

alsn

Heifteo*

.

lfi-Pase Sprcial
Sals Cirenlar.

Cash or Credit
MEN AND WOMEN OF THE STAGE

Co

whom

the a rtiat ir in furniture prenenta ever

Its

Fririklna

3-Room Apartment
$325 VALUE

&OAC
***&

Tonalatins of all
I'erlod rurnitnra.

m

A
I

4-Room Apartment
$st# VAiir

Period Purnltor*

[«af

$375

R»r* WeaoTy

iBaiiU ff'
VSt*

hi*'

n Ma

'r.iMi

w~rM

t*tite

b*

Site* CruaaWwa lar*

I

Week

Month

(KM

S2.0S
tt.SS

*-•«>

ttm

$-

&IOS
9400
$500

ft. 00

tio.ot
lit OS
$16.00
$20.00

.o

*3.0t
SI.OS
$».$•

Larrer Amouat

Op

to $5,000

srftriAL
(

A H

II

DIStOlNT

20£

*-vr70

$700

Period Fumilnre

W*

.

Seymour Frank
Shaffer Coral
Shellee Virginia

B

Jamieson Dave

Totsuka Toyo
Towle Joe
Trevar Palsy
Troonday Tritl*

Wan ura Juliu*
Webb Harry L

TRUNKS

»»

...

FAMOUS HERKERT & MEISEL MAKE, OF

CAN NOW BE BOUGHT

K>»no

Blltl e Misa
Keapeier OllQ
<j

$55

Woleh Jack Floyd
,Weaffott Ceorge
Wig mi Viola
i

to

MAIL OKDEK8 FILLED

....
ST. LOUIS

IN N. Y. CITY

$90

F. O. B.

NEW YORK

CITT

Oshkosh,
Murphy,
Neverbreak,
Central,
Bal

Taylor,

cvrvir
oIlLfc

SAMUEL NATHANS
& M TRUNKS IN EAST
38th &
Aw, New York Bstween
39th Streets

SOLE AGENTS FOR H

I

W*r»e Mar.^
•

ri&M

MAirc
WAIVE

Ivereon Frtttle

j

-

Thompson Ri -hard
Thompson Ted
Torrey Roy

V B

Hilton Fayles

4*7 C/l
#T«W

Deliver by AsHa Truck
Direct to T

Sakl Marion
Scharf Olive

-.

USED TRUNKS AND SHOPWORN SAMPLES
Hart-man, Indestructo, Belber
EVERY
EVERY

Ho brook Fl*
Hutteman Peter

TALUK

Dell

Stephens Harry
Stillman Marion
Stone riitT
Sylvester Grace

I

$1,000
F.I ah oral e Deaktna.
in IV* lad Fura.it ure..

WARDROBES

THEATRICAL

St. Claire Ida

Zella

Herman Lew

A 6-Room Apartment

Rowland

PROFESSIONAL

Goodwin Walter

Harley Dick

#COC
<pOOO

Incomparably Rich

Randall Joseph
Richards Mrs
Robertson Lida
Roblnsono Ohtta)
P.ogcrs E64tt

IMPORTANT NEWS! PRICES REDUCED!

Gordon Meyer
Gould Douglas fj
Graham Mrs Hazel

Harris Donny
Haskell Jack

TALUS?

Peterson Clinton 3
Pickford Bunny
Pingrco Earl

Gooltz Harry

Hall Mr*

A 5-Room Apartment

Parker Joha
Cease Ora

Smith Helen F
Smith Raymond
Stanton Leon

Goodman

atrongeat appeal, ahould follow

IHERAL TERRS

Value
*1UQ

Joha

Ceer Edw
Gniiaffef Era nek
Goldrn Mrs Maurice

the example of the hundred* of leadins member* of the profeanlon who hare furnlfthed their home* throoajh ua. and thereby not only aaro from 19 to 48% on the
price, but avail thcmaelvea of the privilege of our convenient deferred payment
system, the moat liberal in New York for over a smarter of a century.

A

Fred'd

Fin lay Bob
Fisher & Hunt
Poison, nobby
Ptaaeia str & r»frt
Francis A De Mar
Franz Sig

Lnjcrnving*

FURNITURE

Panltzer Carl

B.-ibbottp

Esterbrook

With

Illustrated

Cash at Full
Face Value on
Any snd All
Purchases

* ».-.

atepenoaa Adelaide

Catalog

Accepted ss

«

Edwards Edgar
Edward* Jack
Edwards RenoO
Eldrldge Horry
Emerson C W

Tim

s"

S quare
i

o»

531 7th

PHONE OMELET

•«*»

May

Friday,

6,
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lesque house now open In this city,
duo to the caliber of the entertainment offered, will not benefit
much by the closing of the other
houses.
LYCEUM.—Dark. After spending
a large amount of money to use this
houae for the Shubert attractions. It
experienced a poor season throughout, Griffith's "Way Down East" being the only attraction that created
any demand for standing room only

BUFFALO.

but,

>*»*.

r

.i

'>*

37

By SIDNEY BURTON.
The Fanchon and Marco Satires
of 1920"

closes the

A

season at the

Majestic this week. Show proves to
be a hardy Western product which

makes many of the Broadway
vues

reflowers.

he t house
Loaded down with talent, a hard
working bunch of chorus and principals, and has enough real stuff
tickets.
for three ordinary revues. Buffalo
LYRIC. The presentation of closest point attraction has gotten
grand opera hero by the San Carlos to New York so far. Several memGrand Opera Co. has long been bers of Erlanger staff expected in
promised, and great stress has been town this week to look over the
laid upon the general excellence of product with a view of sending it In
the productions. A capacity house fo»- metropolitan summer run.
was on hand opening night to hear
"La Tosca," and the praises heard
Teck is dark this week, re-opening
on all sides opening night seem to May 9 with "Masquerader. Week
show that the singers did not come May 16 open. Present indications
here overrated.
Cantor's "Midnight Rounders" week
look

like

Experienced travelers substitute for the
antiquated roll of

1

off his

wrinkle* almost as easily as
his crows wkeo lie uses

ALBOLENE
If

you are

still

May

being annoyed by

tion

Cats the grease instantly and
keeps the face smooth and soft,
preventing make-up poisoning.
I and t o«. tube* far ta* nuke•a box: Atao hi Hit*, and l lb.

la

tM dressfat table.

AfU

i

eat* dealer*

<

McKCSSON A ROBBIN&,
MAMurAcruaiaa

policy of

two moving picture shows

a day and

A

cess.

is

meeting- with fair suc-

well balances
composed of

weejc is

Inc.

New York

AfaMUA'd MM-

on the part of some

program this
"The Woman

Untamed," a Mack Sennet comedy
six parts and Signe Patterson,
assisted by the Royal Hawaiian
Quartet in a series of Hindu, Egyptian and Hawaiian dances.

23 will close the house.

With the sudden cold spell busithe ness picked up sharply during the

to a number of invited guests. The
theatre, located at IS West Lexington street, will be the newes. addition to local playhouses as well as
the largest. It will have two auditoriums, the main, which will be
devoted for the present to moving
pictures, and the roof theatre, in
which the attractions will be musical revues. The roof, however, will
not be opened until the fall of this
year.

MARYLAND.—Vaudeville.
P A R K W A Y— "Straight

\

The main auditorium

A B -A

••

A

The
tional

local Yiddish theatre closed

May

1

Schwartz,
Alachim's

A

who

will

Hard

'It's

offer
to Be

Teck May

at the Shubert

is

accepted.

16.

special

located

STRAND.— "The Other Woman,"
RI V O L I. — Lionel Barrymore is

picture.

again drawing big crowds to this
boose in the picture "Jim the Pen-

man."

POLLY.—This

vaudeville.
is

the

only bur-

WARDROBE PROP.
TRUNKS,

$10.00

Bis Bargains. Hare been used. Also a
few Second Hand Innovation and Fibre
Wardrobe Tranka. $20 and $25. A few
extra lar^e Property Trunks.
Also old
Taylor and Bal Trunks.
26 West 31st
Street.

Mew

Between Broadway and 6th

Ave.,

Yojrtc City.

seating capacity of 7,000 persons, the lower house seating 3,800
and the roof about 3,200.
There will be a scries of thirtyfive elevators in the building for
carrying the audience to and from
the upper theatre, and it is due to
the delay in installing these lifts
that the opening of this part of the
playhouse has been postponed.
The program arranged for the
formal opening on Saturday night
will be "The Gilded Lily," featuring
Mae Marsh, who will attend the
opening in person and greet the
audiences at each show on behalf
of the management. William Whitehurst will be the manager of the
new houses.

and Canada and are

States

Sholom
a Jew"

universally

Convenient arrangements and

have been made for

facilities

European

HIPPODRO ME—

vaudeville.

They

can be purchased throughout the United

Song" to fair receipt.
number of
attractions are booked for
the coming month led by Maurice

New York

a2s£s»

/^ t

Cheques

in the presence of the acceptor.

with the Toronto Naplaying "A Mother's

Company

American

H"

Ti

These cheques eliminate all fear of loss
or theft. The owner alone can cash them

son.

here on

#

Current attractions at local film
Is the back of the stores on the north side houses are the "Passion Flower" at
and runs Shea's Hippodrome, "Wild Men of
street
Way," a weak sort of vehicle for of Lexington
through to Clay street. With the Africa" and "What's Worth While"
Matt Moore and Gladys Leslie.
Pictures and two auditoriums it will have a to- at Shea's Criterion, and "Hands Off"

GARDEN.—Pop

a leather wallet of

of the resi-

dents of that section of the city,
Committee on Police and Jail turned past week. Started off slow, due to
in a favorable report on the ordi- midsummer temperature, but had
nance before the City Council per- them coming for full houses before
mitting Joseph
Castleberg,
well end of week. Picture and vaudeknown jeweler, to erect a moving ville houses reported close to capicture theatre on Madison avenue pacity last three days. With Acadnear North. The site o: the old emy (American) closed for season,
Kafe Kaluna has been secured for burlesque came back hard at Gaythis purpose.
House went to absolute caety.
pacity end of week. Present plans
The Century theatre will open to call for at least three more weeks'
the public next Saturday after a booking at this house, with indicapremiere entertainment on Friday tions of a strong close for the sea-

ALBOLENE—

Joy.

j£iuR)

bills

Notwithstanding vigorous opposi-

sticky of watery creams, just try
you will find It a

cans Spr

Is

Unreliable

—

'flog Leer takes

Bank Roll

travel.

of$10, $20, $50 and f100.

Issued in denominations

at the Strand.

tal

The

summer

BANKERS TRUST COMPANY

stock season
with
presenting
"Wedding Bells."
Miss Bonstelle
will continue until the regular season opens in August, alternating
her Detroit and Buffalo companies

will

the

in

local

open

May

Bonstelle

two

9 in the Majestic

Company

Member
Downtown

Federal Reserve System
Parte

Office:

OSkst
9th Ave. at 42nd St

16 Place Vaadome

16 Wall Street

cities.

CALGARY.
By

GRAND

FRANK MORTON.
(M. Joiner, Mgr.)— "Way

Down East."
PRINCESS
Mgr.)

(J.

ALLEN. REGENT, B1JCU, LIB
ERTY, EMPRESS— Pictures.

Clarke Belmont,

— Stock musical, pictures.

Charles Gill on the Pantages

bill

METROPOLITAN and STRAND
-I Am Guilty."
CAPITOL— Films, "The Mask."
HEIGHTS— Films, "The Nut."

—Films,

—

OKPHEUM
last week was formerly Pant ages
from the Wild."
manager in Edmonton.

Films,

"The Call

Tony Sarg's marionettes gave a
Harris and Proy will leave the
Princess cast this week after a sea- special showing at the Ohio Thursson of almost a year. Mr. Harris day afternoon of "Rip Van Winkle.'*
expects to place a musical comedy
company on the road.
Loew's Euclid and Alhambra
have cut the admission price 20 per
Three theatres in Edmonton have cent.
changed hands during the past
week, the Leach Interests taking
Eugene O'Brien paid a personal
over trie old Bijou, while Canadian viflit here Wednesday and ThursTheatres, Ltd., have assumed con- day.
trol of the Regent and Dreamland.
AH three are picture houses, but it
The Alhambra is celebrating its
is
possible that musical comedy sixth anniversary this week. Kenstock will be placed in the Bijou in neth Reid, former assistant man*
the near future.
ager at Loew's State, is now manager at the Alhambra,
The Sherman Theatre, Moose
Jaw, inaugurates vaudeville next
A. J. Laurie, manager of Allen's
week.
This house has been a Capitol, was held to the grand Jury
stronghold for tab shows for scl- last Thursday. He denies the charge
eral years past.
of forgery made against him In
connection with a check alleged to
The opening of the New Capitol have been raised from $6 to $76.

THE

new tanit?ry
pad. Good enough

to win your in*
etaat and tasting ap-

proval—cheap enough
At
to throw away.
all stores and chops
that cater to women,

Is

announced for May

:;

24.

Jack Royal, manager of Keith's,
leaves Juno 1 for Edinburgh, Scotland, to attend the international
Rotary convention.
party of
By J. VVIL80N ROY.
seven will make the trip, and when
"The Masqueraders." the convention closes they will deNext, Eddie Cantor in "Midnight tour to England, thence to the batRounders."
tlefields of France and Belgium.

Cellucotton

CLEVELAND.

Products Company
208 So. La 8a lie St.,

A

HANNA —

Chicago, Illinois

-

SHU BERT- COLONIAL— Thurs-

They will be gone about six weeks.
Jack has crossed the pond before,
Next, but this will be his first visit to
Marcus Show of 1920.
the country that made Lauder
OPERA HOUSE—Fiske O'Hara famous.
In "Springtime in Mayo." Next, "A
Child for Sale" (film).
The Star closed for tho season
ton,

the Magician.

OHIO

6ach
12far
-A/W, . »»H»»7I/.

tlDWIXWIIIM W IWHHW' .l

W O MWWMI *.
,I

II

I

— "La La Lucille"
week).
KEITH'S— Vaudeville.
LOEW'S LIBERTY — Vaudeville

PROSPECT

and pictures.

MHMW>M

PRISCILLA

INEXPENSIVE, COMFORTABLE, HYGIENIC find SAFE '^OTCX

I

ion

ii

AIWINTERGARDEN, CHICAGO

and

—

pictures.

Vaudeville and

Saturday night.

DES MOINES.
By

DON CLARK.

The burning of the Burtis at Davenport has caused a cancellation of

W^WPWWW

KBB
Big Band Catalog
Sent FREE

outdoor amusements

STILLMANr-Films, "The Witching Hour."

ALLEN— Film?., "The Heart of
STANDARD— Films, "The Magnificent Brute."
EUCLID and ALHAMBRA—
Films, "An Amateur Devil."
STATE— Films, "Sacred and Tro-

Anything you need for

the

Maryland."

8 t of satisfied

band— final*

Street

Bryant 5408

JUVENILE

New

York!

fane Love."

Instru-

ment or complete equipment Uatd by Army a
Navy. Send for Ma catalog, liberally Illustrated.
fully dearrtptlva Mention

what Instrument

G AR ELLE

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIO, 220 West 46th

ft

LUNA PARK

Vopuriyht, 2221, Cvllacotton Pro4*Q*9 ro.

institutions inj
customers including some of the foremost performers and theatrical
the country is proof positive of our ability to serve you satisfactorily.
priced.
economically
Our sets are
A large variety of new materials and designs on display.

A

Vaudeville

MILES— Vaudeville and

HEADL.INERS

m

—

pictures.

eWeaea%»aj»«ae>ua«wses>a»»a>»a)aa<,^^

....

"The Tavern."

(second

60*
m

—

ftntereatS

you. Free trial. Ea*y pay-

meita.

LYON 4 MEALY,

Sold by leading
mualc dealera everywhere*
S5-SI Jackie* Bhr*\. C hk.ee.

—

.

rr^

AND SPECIALTY DANCER

ENGAGED TOR EIGHT WEEKS

i

—

r
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

Operating Hotels \Vi^Js^s±s^is
WARNER HOTEL

GRANT

LORRAINE

CHICAGO

Phone: Br. nut 1944

500 Housekeeping Apartments
(Of the Better Class

t

Wo

theatrical

Wo

falka.

a

ALL BUIL0ING8 EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS
to

A

.

YANDI3 COURT
Phono Bryaat 7tl2
S4I-247 Waat 43d 81.
Ooe. three end four room aparlmentt. with
fho
kitchenette*, prlvata hath an* telephone
prUoey thoaa apartment* are noted far |g one of
Ita

111. 314 and US Woat 4«rh 8L
Phone Laapacrt 3830
up-to-the-minute. a*». fireproof Building,
arranged ia apartment* ol threa and four room*
Phone la each
with kiterioat and private hath.
apartraeaL
$17.00 Up Weekly

Aa

839 aad 125 Wo*t 43d St.
Phcne: Bryaat 4131-4293
Throa aad four room* with hath, furnlthed *a a
degrco of modoranosa that excel* anything la Ihia
The** apartment* will accomtyp* of building.

$15.00

Up

Wo.kly.

18.50

Up

Weekly.

Phone Columbus 2273-4

SEYMORE HOTEL

754-756

ROCHESTER,

UP.

$1.00

— 1473

—

eniencca,

W.

207

—

Now

Vacanciea

l

Open.

40th St.—Off B'way

Phone: Bryant 1477-8.

the summer engagement there of
the Princess stock of Des Moines.
1,

"Georgia Minstrels'' at Berchel.
Next week, "Mary Rose" and
"Sweetheart Shop," with Illinois
Theatre Company.

Orpheum

will close

May

Majestic
Berchel

will

tages and
summer.

May

"Sweetheart Shop"

Pan-

21.

play all
with
Prin«U,

closes

cess closed Saturday.

Films this week:

"The Oath."
Your Wife."

at
at
Strand;; "Kast Lynne," at Rialto;
"A Romantic Adventuress " at (Jar-

Pes Moines;

''Trust

den.

DETROIT.
NEW

By JACOB SMITH.

—

DETROIT

Next

Dark.

week,

return engagement of Ed
Wynn's Carnival.
'Tour Horsemen"
OARRICK
now in third week. Will remain two
weeks more and then the BOfUttelie

—

Stock

Co.

opens

Frank Morgan
ing man.

for

will

ten

Rreeks.

again be lead-

BHU6ERT DETROIT

—

LONGACRE

large Rooms, $6.00 and Up.
2. 3 Room Apartments. $10 to

riage;

FIVE MINUTES FROM LOOP
RATES SI .00 A N D IP
ONE Ill'MUlKD OUTRIDE BOOMS

MARTIN

Everything New.

Newman, "The

Ol'

Swimming

Hole."

Koual— "The

Garden.''
Devil's
Twelfth Street, 'Reputation.'* Liberty.

and Up without Bath
: oo
$3.00 and Up with Bath
J. G. NICHOLS, Mgr. and Prop.

17th and

brought a

of

THEO. 6USC0FF.

capitalize

at

$10,0000.000,

issuance of which

is

Tho

$1.-

EUROPEAN PLAN.

to Braun the
intends building a chain

license

Shows

Rath.
City.

4

12th St..

Kama*

City.

Me.

HOTEL EMPIRE

215 W. 13th St.. KANSAS CITY. MO.
THEATRICAL RATES. $1.00 PER DAY A Uf».
ALL MODERN CONVE nIESCKS

ANNA

SCOTT. Manager.

OMAHA, NEH.

FONTENELLE HOTEL
$3.00 a Day and Up.
Every Room With Hub.
ISth and DOUGLAS 8T8.

METROPOLE HOTEL

OF ST. LOUIS
Juat N. of Washington Ave. on 12th at
Special Theatrical Ratea

Day,"

$7.00 Per

Weak

Up— Strictly

Modern and

Homelike

last half.

—

PER' DAT WITH BATH
PER DAY WITHOIT BATH
MM) ROOMS

f.1.00

Baltimore Ave.

—

WHITE HOUSE.— "Sage

IND.

HOTEL BALTIMORE
97.00

week.
MERRILL. "East Lvnne." first
commissioners of KanKansas, have granted a half of week, "The Breaking Point,"

to the Seigrist and Silbon
to exhibit in one of the sub-

HAMMOND.

In Every Room; AIM Room* with
Rate: $1.25 and up. Located In Center at
Close to All Theatres.
N. 8C0FE8. May.

Running Water

all

city

sas City,

According

BUTTERFLY.— "The Great
week.
TOY.— "So Long Letty," all

Prop.

MAJESTIC HOTEL

Bed."

in

DENVER, COLO.

IND.
Very Modem. Ituiiiiing Water in All Room*.
Shower Hnths; R;it*s: $1.25 Single; $2.00 Double,
One Minute Walk from OriiheUm Theatre.
OpnoMtc New Parthenon Theatre.

former and

received
the State of Delaware authorizing
sas and Missouri.

B roadway

HOTEL HAMMOND and CAFE
HAMMOND.

closed Its season at the Gayety
April 30 and left immediately for
New York with the jump $G0 a
person.

MILWAUKEE.
MARSHALL
—

John Powell
theatre managers to the
The co/npany present
city.
The Tri-State is composed of
a charter this week from the bill-posters
of Nebraska, Kan-

_

SAVOY HOTEL

—

Renihan,

Walk from Loon.

$

—

men —Jos.

Proprietor*

8 Mtimtea'

C HICAGO. ILL.

With

and Elmel Jewell.

Modern and Homelike.

KLINCBEIL BROS..
"33 No. Dearborn St.

GRAHAM, Manager

A.

"

HOTEL RICE

ORPHEUM.—

in

Si-

No. Clark and Ontario Streets, Chicago.

HOTEL,

Hlf-ttle.

CHICAGO

HOTEL CLARENDON

FOLK

Eddie Britt, the assistant treasthe end of the 1^20-21 thea- urer at the Grand theatre, and M.ss
in sight last week Nancy Lee, a Kansas City society
season
trical
EMPRESS.—Vaudeville.
proved uneventful. William Collier girl, were married.
Smiths Rag Time in "The Hottentot" at the Grand,
Wonders in 'September Morn," ilrst drew large and enthusiastic audiThe Gayety will close its season
half; "Excuse Me," last half.
ences and the piece lived up to its with "Town Scandals" this week.
TEMPLE.— Carroll's Indoor Cir- advance advertising of containing
cus and feature him.
more laughs than any bill ever seen
Tom Duray, of the "For Pity's
Film, here. The Shubert had Joseph Kess- Sake" act at the Orpheum last week,
MAJESTIC GARDEN'S.
ler for the last three nights in reper- was ill the
"The Frontier of the Stars."
ilrst of the week and
The "two the act given by Howard
toire to good business.
Ely, who
"Fall of Babylon."
KtfS
for one" ticket system was used for put it over
for the regulation numSTRAND.— "JUCKLINS."
the last night and got good results. ber of laughs. But few in
the auIDLE HOl'K. LIBERTY, ALCAdience knew of the substitution.
ZAR. DIVISION MADISON.— PicThe regular season at the Grand
tures.
will close the 7th, as will the Gayety,
Every so often some one comes while the Empress will stop the 9th.
to Grand Rapids and announces that This will leave nothing but the
he is going to build a theatre. Mark vaudeville houses In the running.
By J.
STAUB
Braun of the Mark l'.raun AmuseDAVIDSON. "Century Midnite
ment Co. of Chicago is the latest
Next
week, "Way Down
The
Tri-State Posters Annual Whirl."
one and he has associated himself meeting
was held here last week and East."
with three prominent Grand Rapids
SCHUBERT STOCK.— "Breakfast
number

"Way Down

At the photoplays: "City of

118.

CITY

The house closes May 7. Three
woeks of pictures to follow.

Eddie them to
its second week.
the first
East" opens May 8 000,000.
for indefinite engagement.
company
-

Cantor show

3333

HdTEl7

Everything New and Modern
A. 8INGER, Ma nager

35th STREET, N. Y. CITY (2 BLOCKS FROM PENN. ST A.)
156
Under new management. 101 newly renovated rooms—all modern convenience*)
kitchen privileges. Rates: $8 and up.

Tel.: Greeley

—

NEW TREMONT

21-SD So. Dearborn St.

;

Furnished Apartments
AND ROOMS

ILL.

Ratea $1.50 Per Day and Up
One Block from Palace Theatre

'Phone COLUMBUS 1318
Parlor, Bedroom and lt»th;
Light, Airy Rooms; Excellently Furnished; All Improvements; Overlook ng Central Purk; Five Minutes from All Theatres; Low Ratea.

IVIAFilOIM
WEST

Near Randolph 8L

St.,

CHICAGO.
i

COLUMBUS CIRCLE * oHTH STREET
Single Room and Bath and Suites of

Headquarters

"

HOTEL ASTOR
170 N. Clark

CIRCLE HOTEL nmtmu REISENWEBER'S

to Theatres.

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310 WEST 48th ST.. N. Y.

AI,

Up

Orpheum Acta

Catering to

Professional Ratea Quoted.

THE HOME OF THEATRIC

•

With or Without Bath
Washington St.. Ret. La Salle and Well*

and

4

Kitchen.

OK THEATRICALS.— Modera and Up-to-Date.
GOOD RESTAURANT IN CONNIXTIOX
WHITE FOR RESERVATIONS

Phone

a Day and

— 1690-1696 —— BetweenROOMS
53d -54th Streets
BATH
1, 2, 9,

"

CHICAGO. ILL.

HOTEL WASHINGTON
S?.00

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

DETROIT, MICH.
A New Home and

Under New Management.
Rooms Newlr Renovated. All Con-

Calgary, Alta, Caav
Double— $l.2j Single— Hot and cold water
Prlvata Phone ia Every Room

$2.04

High Clan* Elevator Apartment*); Every Possible Service; With Kitchen and
Kitchenettea; 1 -Room Suitea Especially Adapted for Two Conplea; Large

CASS AND

Minute Walk

COLONIAL HOTEL
Seventh Ave. East

EIGHTH

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

65th

IT. a

B* OBPHEUM CIRCUIT ACTS

->--,-»«

•

1114

on Broadway

HOTEL SANDERS
COLUMBIA

DOUGLAS HOTEL

HOTELS RECOMMENDED

Lansdale -Canton Apartments

.

THEATRICAL

4Gti. gin"

CIRCLE

I'llONK

St., N. Y. City
and 5 rooms. Complete housekeeping, rhone In every ApU
MRS. R ILEY. Prop

i

1,

N. Y.

—

Up-to-date European

W.

nft

Circle 5640

One Block ">«t of Broadway
Three, Four and Five-Room tflgh-Claaa FurnUhed Apartments— $10 Cp
MRS GKORIiB HIFGFL Mgr
Btrietly Professional
rhoaea: Bryant 895S-1
Between

SOL R APTS.
33

Phone

51st Street.

PHILADELPHIA
"**

NKAR

ALL TIISATttES
-t
Single
room* with running water 12 00 a a.,
double. $2.50.
Single, with priiito hth
*
day. double. $3.00. B. F. CAHILL. Mar
Santa Management for tha Paat Ten yeara.

THE ADELAIDE
AVENUE

all

NOTICE

West

'

HOTEL STRATHMOBE"~
at 12th ST.,

WALNUT

elevator, fireproof building of the oeweat typr, having every device and conv- nlenee.
Apartment* are beautifully arranged and eonaiat of t, S and 4 room*
alth kltrbenn and kitchenette* t "«u bath and 'phone.
$17.00 Cp Weekly.
Addreaa all communications to Charlee Tenenbaum, Irving-ton Hall.
No rr '"ft inn *vl*h •*» «»**»<»r **«ii*e.

communications to M. Clnman
Principal Office— land. a Court. 241 West 43rd Street. New York
Apartments can be seen evenings, office in each building.
Address

profeealoa.

IRVINGTON HALL
-

THE DUPLEX

modate four er mora adult*.

attraction*.

NEW

3-4

An

HENRI COURT

HILDONA COURT
Phono Loaaaerc 3580
S47 Waat 45th 8t..
elevator
Ju»t eomplgted
Ouilding de luxe.
apartment! arranged la tultaa of aao. two a.;d
tiled
tkroo roomi. with tiled oath and theme*
Theso apartmaata embody
kitchen*, kitchenette*.
•vary luxury kreaa to raaiera eclenco
$60.00 Up MoathSj: tlCOS Up Weekly.

141

HOTEL LINCOLN

INDIANAPOLIS
_
Every Room with Bath from flit na
Special Ratea to the Profe««io«
WM. R. BECKER, Pen, m"

-

355 to 359

f

(EUROPEAN PLAN)

Clean and Airy.

323 West 43rd Street
YORK CITY
Room*. Catering to the comfort and convenience of the
Steam llenf n ml KUotrlr tight
gtt.M) Up

Rath

Private

rREDONlA

TENNESSEE AVE.. Juat Off Boardwalk
Tha Hotel That Haa Advlrtlaed* *
ATLANTIC CITY for $9 Yeara

Schneider, frop.

1

Complete for Housekeeping.

lartoat maintainor* of houukooplai furalthod apartmeatt apoelalitlai to
aro oa the ground daily. Tail alone latum prompt aorvieo ana eloanliaaaa.
tti

tnaatra*.

N. T.

wti>w_
iWl^K
- *

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

THE BERTHA

Economical Folks)

of

Broadway.
road and

aw a era.

booking

all

aro

Reach

Lacatft* In the heart of the city. |utt off
department ttoroa. traction tinea. "L"

direct aupervrilan »f the
principal
offlcoi.

Under tha
aloto to
Mfcwatr.

— Within

Ciea>. f*.

AMSTERDAM.

$1.15 Single, without bath; fl.f5 Double
bath; $3.25 Simla, with bath; $3.00
bath.

Attorney Winfred C. Zabel of this

Hen."

MAGNET. Moving pictures,
Men" at Rroadway -Strand; the smaller cities of tho country, urbs. The action of the commisThere would be no need for new
daily.
"What Every Woman Knows" at enlisting local capital in the project. sioners was in opposition to the change
ALHAMBRA. "The Passionate legislation, he says, as there ars
Adams; '"Straight from Paris" at Mr. Braun explained that the cor- wishes of the Civic Association of Pilgrim."
enough
blue laws on tbe statute
all week.
Madisora; "Heart of Maryland' at I>oration will produce its own pic- the ward in which the shows will
of the state of Wisconsin to
THEATORIUM.— Moving pictures, books
be located.
The application was
Washington.
take
back
us
to the stono age periodi
tures, lie also said that three leadchange
daily.
turned down at first but the comThe Lathrop chapter of the W. C\
ing screen stars had been signed to
STRAND.— "Passion Flower," all
missioners changed their ruling at
T. U. of this city has demanded that
H. C. McCourt has been trans- appear in the corporation's produc- the request of the Community Bus- week.
of

lent

modern motion picture houses

in

city.

—

ferred from Rattle Creek to the JhJbu theatre, Lansing, by W. S. Butterfleld.

He announced that a studio iness Club which had contracted
would bo erected iu Grand Rapids.
for the amusement.
tions.

The Empress (Keith)

W.

has been granted a divorce from Mrs. Butterfield.
S. Butterfield

Bert
Williams
and Associates
have leased the new theatre In Mt.
Clemens and will instal a combination policy of vaudeville and pic-

Mr. Williams
ager of the Palace

tures.

Gardens theatres in
have such a policy.

is

now man-

and T.aSalle
Detroit, which

John A. Grogan, internal revenue
collector at Detroit, has stopped the
sale of all stock theatre tickets and
notified exhibitors that they must
comply with the law and use the
bpecial ticket called for.

closes

By

HARRY

POWERS.

—

D.

EVELYN BLANCHARD
MflJ

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

CITY

Me for Ttig Time Restricted Maternal,
Kketoliea, Comedy Acts, Single*, Kt«
act* Kaatii4*B. lU.Uaar.vi and Ot>eula*j* AmaoeU.

t*ee

.

Play

LOS ANGELES

LET ME GIVE

TOTJ

"INSIDE STUFF"
Oa

Real Estate

Investments.

HARVEY G. WOLF

~

Loa Angelea and Venice. California
701 Delta B!dg„ L. A.

The Vaudeville Organ

AI Reeve's 'Joy Belles" company

KANSAS

CITY.

Jinks

Comedy

THE ROBERT-MORTON
THE AMERICAN PHOTO 'PLAYER

By WILL R. HUGHES.
Grand — liuth Chatterton in "Mary

"KEEP POSTED"

Co.

'Just I's Twins."

Photoplays— "Man, Woman. Mar-

with
"Shavings,"
Harry Reresford last half; Oti.s
Skinner in "At the Villa Rose," three
capacity performances la.<
week.

When You

week.

—

in

KLINE.

Sacri-

In last week's N. V. A. complaints,
EMPRESS.— Burlesque.
season May 14.
Kamona Theatre at Reed's I>ake reported in Variety, it was stated
that
Mack and Reading had complaying vaudeville will open May
Milwaukee and the entire state of
L'L\
A. L. Delamater is again man- plained that Katherine Murray was Wisconsin would be a graveyard on
using the gag,
"Five
thousand Sunday if the
ager.
demands of the Womfrancs how many Johns would that en's
Christian Tempera nee Union
Manager Grovt-r C. Ranck of the bo in this country?" If the com- were granted, according to District
Majestic Gardens" hail booked in plaiJiants h-ipo tsx protect the line
"Dream Street" for the week of May they will h;i\c to get out a blanket
This is the' first, time injunction against the profession, as
8 at $2 top.
in several years the Majestic has it has been used here by at least a
Attempted anything of this char- dozen different teams during the
season.
acter.

Empress— HI

RAPIDS.

Greatest

week.

PRINCESS.— "The Road Demon,"
all

its

Itose."

GRAND

RIALTO,— "His

fice." all

"

NEW YORK

CITY

CHICAGO

1600 Broadway

h4 E.

Ja<

ksoo

BUJ

CO.

san Francisco
100 Golden Galr Ave:

V

—

BEAUMONT

BEAUMONT

NOW THAT SPRING IS HERE, WHY NOT SPRING A NEW SETTING
ON YOUR AUDIENCES? WE HAVE SOME VERY SEASONABLE NOVELTIES BUDDING IN OUR STUDIOS. WHICH WE EXPECT TO BLOOM
VELVET. SILK, SATEEN SCENERY INTO REAL HOT HOUSE BEAUTIES IN THE VERY NEAR FUTURE. COLLEGES, CLUBS. EXHIBITIONS
PRODUCTIONS. REVUES and ACTS CONSULT US NOW FOR YOUR NEW SPRING STAGE ATTIRE. WE & WINDOW DISPLAYS, TO ORDER
THEATRE & STAGE DECORATIONS ARE PAST MASTERS IN THE ART OF STAGE DECORATIONS. SET- OR SUPPLIED ON RENTAL BAS'S
TINGS FOR RcNT. ALWAYS— RENTALS APPLYING ON PURCHASE.

STUDIOS

230 W. 46th

ST.. N. Y.

CITY

Bryant 9448

Opp. N. V. A.
II HOf SB.

(II

STUDIOS

-

May

Friday,

ALBEE,

B. F.

VARIETY

1921

6,

President

MURDOCH,

J. J.

<s.

General Manager

F. F.

PROCTOR,

Vice-President

Exchange

B. F. Keith's Vaudeville
(AGENCY)

B. F.

(Palace Theatre Building, New York)
EDWARD F. ALBEE
A. PAUL KEITH

KEITH

PROCTOR

F. F.

Founders

Artists
the district attorney enforce all the
jaws on the statute books. This is
demanding that the blue law lid be
clamped on the entire state.
This would put a damper on Sungames,
dancing,
baseball
day

can book direct by addressing

TRUNKS
ALL SIZES
ALL MAKE**
FOR THE PROFESSION.

VAUDEVILLE

BOOKING AGENCY

AGENCY

General Executive Offices

AT BIG DISCOUNTS
BIALTO Ll'GGAGE SHOP
Wert

4M

St..

Near 8th Avenue.

»«"W EVENINGS

/

grant the wish of the women saying
that if he enforced every law that
was on the statute books of the
state of Wisconsin there would not
be enough Jails to house the offend

PHONE BRYANT

MAY BOOK

ARTISTS

Beautify Your Face

New York

8093

Booking First Class Acts
FIRST CLASS THEATRES

The second blow against the blue
law agitators was dealt in La
Crosse, Wis., when D. C. Brown,

PutnamBuilding,TimesSquare

New York

1441 Broadway,

'

in

DIRECT

,•• BMit tool |M« «•
"*>•(••»!•• M»« •»•
•! tht
an* '•t«ln»« Mtta. mmrtt >
havtm ait MfTtat ttialr »a*turai

Man>

<

*U«UM».
9—9 r*um—%\±

••

»trfaetieii«

C*BfMlUtlo»

-••»#

trmm.

» B. SMITH m. O.
•47 fifth Arm. M. f. O.

(Opp

m m

***

9

Waldorf)

%

m

n

m 0RPHEUM

w

mi

General Manager

*

asuE

Mr. Lubin Personally Interview* ArtUtt Deity

1*

Between 11 and

*

CHARLES

aV

BRAY,

FRANK VINCENT.
GEORGE GOTTLIEB,

CtUCAQO OFFICE

LAZ LANSBURGH,
BENJ B **H***U_

8.

'

Manage** Booking Dept.
E. H.

CONWAY,

1

Masonic Temple Building

'

Law^ Dept

J.

•V.

JOHN POLLOCK,

Publicity and Promotion
O. R.

MATTHEWS

C.

McMAHON,

GENERAL

NOTICE

1

OFFICES,

t*

kd

hu

Mai

M

b»

Feiber

HE

Inc.

AFTER APRIL
tioned circular by the W. C. T. IT.
and was signed by 200 persons. The
petition stated that the movie theatre was not a necessity and therefore violated the old state law. Defense lawyers argued that Brown
was conducting hfs theatre on Sunday "in the pursuit of liberty and
happiness' and that the majority of
the people wanted the theatre to be

Longacre
Engineering and Construction

1540

bookbinding co.

119

WEST42d STREET

theatre

financing
construction

BEN and

Dean company from
which was due in

Portland April 22, did not arrive ae
was promised, and may not be here

TM

&

CHICAGO OFFICES
American Bondjft Mortgage Bldg.

NEW YORK

662 Fifth Ave.

In tht United States.

The

only

Factory

make? any

—

act

made by
Heeds
hand.
277-279 Columbui

of

Avenue

San

Franelieo.

was replaced by

The reopening of the Bungalow
theatre at Oakland, Ore., formerly
controlled by Clarence Hill, recalls
U.c revival of many small town meat rical enterprises in the northwest

The closing date for the
pheum has been set for

ACCORDION
FACTORY
thnt

cently for Los Angeles, where he
has accepted a position with a
music house.

local vocalists.

Cal.

local

Or-

June' 2*,
since it is not included in the chain
sumoperate
to
will
attempt
that
mer vaudeville. Manager Frank J.

McGettigan expects
two months later.

to

The bungalow has been purchased
by J. Kidd. The new Long theatre
Oregon City is nearing complereopen about at
tion.
The old Kmpire at Pasco,

Hippodrome vaudeville — the Loew
— is making up time in the

variety
for

several

weeks.

David

Brill.

Northwest, following the closing recently of the part time house at

manager of the Universal Kxchangc Yakima, and last week arranged
here, announced Miss Dean and 35
to play part time at Hoquinm and

Wash., is to be reopened by K. J.
Reynolds, owner of the Liberty theatre in the same city, and the Cove,
Ore., theatre has been reopened by
Mrs. Nora Webb, who owns two
show houses at Union, Ore.

Nina Gilbert, of the Alcazar stock,
would spend from six to Pasco, Wash., two live wire little is playing her first leading roles
weeks here filming "Conflict." show towns in the State to the with the Baker stock here, replacing
north. At Hoquiam Manager Con- Leona
with
her
who,
Powers,
Hans Hanke, pianist, is tilling
nell of the Arcade then tie h;is honkmother, Han gone to Duiuth for
special limited engagement at the
ed the Hipp aets and at Pasco they summer stock.

players
«'ight

;>

Liberty theatre.

will he

seen at E.

J. lle\

nolds' Lib-

erty theatre.

OFFICE

TO LET

With Reception Room;
CoBvenlencrt. f.03 TJMES UUILUINU.

T'urnistvd Offloc
'I

No

As*»ntfe*f.

Howard Totter, for six years eonneeted with the Liberty and Arcade
theatre management at Hoquiam,
jeft the Otaya Harbor country re-

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
SKEFFINGTON.

By L. B.
LYCBUM Manhattan Plnyers
'Adam and Bva."

.

CHICAOO.

AUSTRALIAN

FULLER

CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE, MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME
American Representative, A. BEN FULLER

JOHN

OFFICES

of the Cliff Bailey Duo, tumblers, when at Loew's Hippodrome
fell from his perch atop a set of
tables and broke his arm. The act

One

Co.
and

'.radirta

5530

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE. WOOD* THE A BLDO

CITY

Guerrini

BROADWAY, LOEW BLDG.

PAUL GOUDRON

and

PORTLAND, ORE.
Priscilla
Universal City,

BE LOCATED AT

ALCAZAR

Specializing

operated on Sunday because they
had no other source of amusement.

The

Shea

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE
SAN FRANCISCO
THEATRE BUILDING

Company

covers for
orchestrations
;art

WE WILL

28th

TELEPHONE HKYANT

INC.

NEW YORK

#

PALACE THEATRE BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY !•
k-

Charge

in

Press Dept.

Manager Auditing Department

AKE-UP

1

4

General Western Representative

1NERS

Henry C. Miner,

Est.

H. 8INGER,
General Manager,

President

Inhabitants flocked to hear the trial.
The complaint was based on a peti-

M

MORT

MARTIN BECK,

owner of a theatre at Viroqua, who
was arrested on the charge of violating the laws of Wisconsin by
keeping his film hc".se open on Sunday, was found not guilty by a Jury
in Judge Mahoney's court. Business
was suspended in the town while the

LUBIN

H.

J.

»•*• ••oo

tain««

HODGDON

AMALGAMATED Marcus Loew's

movies, band concerts, golf, cards,
cream sodas, amateur gardening,
and all sorts of amusement.
The district attorney refused to

ice

t59

K.

S.

DELQER
8AN FRANCISCO

BLDG., 1005

8

r.

PHONE PARK

4332

The Western Vaudeville
9

Managers Association
lohn

Nash. Business Manager

J.

Thomaa

J.

Carmody, Booking Manager

5th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bldg.

FAYS

— Royal

Harmony

Five.

Eugene Emmet t, Powell Troupe,
Bonar Duo. [ntnan and Lyone, Robert
[lodge and Co., "His Greatest
Sacrifice,"

him.

FAMILY.' 'The
Freed

and Green,

Artist's

Sid

Two

Models,"

and
"A
half;

Lewis

Lillet ten, first
Jail."
Devure,
in
LI! Man
lleynoff Family. Btet.'ibler and Bells,
Howard arid llelcnc, second half.
all
Pi.ilto,
J'ietures.- "l.ri horn 1.
Co..

Holiday

'

In

MARKET.

week; "Passion," Star, all week;
"The Offshore Pirate/' first half;
and "T.ove. Honor and »>t.*»\." *"-

CHICAGO,

ILL.

half;
Piccadilly.
"Without
Limit," first half, and "The Highest
Bidder," second half, Regent.

ond

A tahlnid company of 11 players
been formed from the Nat
company which recently
Fields
closed a long season at the Family.
Marion Mason, Anne To* be and

has

Babe Mullen head

it.

The Manhattan Players at the
Lyceum began their ninth season
here this week. The company has
been

-\,rrcr*f\\\

hero In other years.

^m

r

*r

40

VAR

3C

Friday,

I

.*.•

i Charlie

I.

BY DEMAND
WEEK—
-.<il.NNI.NU SUNDAY

2D

D.

In

HJI

ROTHAFELB^

L.

8TRAN

NEGRI
POLA
"GYPSY LOVE"

una

INA CLAIRE
—
The Cold Diggers'.»

Conductor
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TWO WEEKS

MITZI
In the Musical Cc-nedy Hit.

"LADY BILLY"

BEST SEATS E£-,£X $2.00
tka season
loft of

I

_

EGILDA

_

r*

VARESI

MADAMC
NORMAN

being extruded, being
a Rochester institution Which

tho public likes.

I

in 'Frisco:

LOEW

<

IBCTIT— NOW

w

TREVOR

4t5thSL

Mats.

Eves. 8:30.

W<>d. &

Music Clubs will bold
convention in this city on

of

The New KImwood
with

at

its

annual

May

9-11.

Pcnn Yann,

a seating capacity of about
is to open soon with vaude-

1.200,
ville.

SYRACUSE.
CHESTER B. BAHN.
EMPIRE.— All the week, "Adam
By

and Eva," by the Knickerbocker
Players. Lotus Robb, until recently
with "Rollo's Wild Oaf in New

York, and Walter Gilbert, who has
been playing in stock in tho east,
the Knicks. this week as

joined

permanent

ence

leads,

Eldridge

replacing

and Jack

who were

lane,

Flor-

MacFar-

switched

to

the

Manhattan Players, which opened
on Monday at the Lyceum. Rochester. Miss Robb made a delightful Impression on Monday night,
and looks like a great repertoire

INC.

Dividends Being Paid

Few More

H. A. Carey.

MENNETTI

in June.

&

Rat.

kimonas

week

Hyams, daughter of John
Kyams and Lila Mclntyre, celeLila

.

"Tew Funey Buoys*»
HARRY

REECE and EDWARDS

PAUL

LOEW CIRCUIT
"Dance Diversions of 1921"
Direction, ABE THALHEIMER

MOHER

for the director the fol-

for the effort.

JEFFERIES,

KEITH TIME

PAIL

KITTY

lowing day. -and promised $100 per

SIDELLI

NORMAN

Direction,

Posing as the casting director of
a motion picture company, a sneak
thief has been operating in this
city.
The man gained entrance to
IRENE FISHER, At Piano
the homes by advising the mistresses that they were just the
right type for the screen, and that Fox."
with Lawrence Crossmith
wealth was awaiting them.
Some heading the cast. Reviewed elseof the women were invited to pose where in this issue.
in

sheets.

Shares.

31 West 71st Street
CENTRAL PARK WEST

slate:

News Paper

sheets, or
in

"A MK RICA'S PREMIERE AERIALI8TS"
NOTE— The only lady doing the toe-to-

Frederick Bates, John Howe and
H. A. Carey. The directors named

are pretty much the same. A pood
people lie in them. We know
a lot of Agents in the "Thousand
Thieves Building" (Putnam Bld'g.i
who lie too, but not so much in Bed:
of

New Stockholders
JOYCE HOTELS,

Circuits.

POLI'S— Another new

production

of the Shuberts. "Phoebe of Quality
Street," fonnded on Sir James BarIt
Street."
rie's story, "Quality
has been set to music and has as

brated her 16th birthday with a its featured players Shaun Glenparty at the Onondaga here on ville and Dorothy Ward. Reviewed
Sunday. Miss Hyams will have a elsewhere in this issue.

and ELDRIDGE
IN

DON'T CARE

"I

Booked
Direction,

Solid.

LOEW

HORWITZ

TIM!.
&.

KRAUS

LL5IE

FOLLETTE
LOU

PEARL
and WICKS

JACK
sketch shortly to
be produced by her parents, who
The National for the week, with a
are traveling in vaudeville after a Sunday night opening (the 1st), has
musical comedy season.
a return engagement o.f "Twin
A report that the Prudential InBeds," with Mabelle Estelle in the
surance Co. was looking over the
Elmlra will have two circuses leading role.
CIRCUIT, 1920-21
Ourncy Building, including the Em- this season.
The J. H. Sparks
pire theatre, with a view to pur- shows will play there on May 25,
The Strand Is offering the follow- Direction
chasing, stirred the Hialto here this while
the
Ringling-Barnum
& big bill: "Listen, Sister, Listen."
week. Inquirers wero referred to Bailey outfit comes on July 11.
Summers Duo, Charles Gibbs,
the home office of the insurance
George Randall and company in
during the past
compaay at Newark.
May Irwin arrived at her Thous- "Mr. Wise," Clark's Hawaiians, Commissioners
week, the citizens of the neighborand Island summer home on Friday. with a feature film closing.
hood taking serious objection to the
The Syracuse Music Festival held
in which the shimmy was
The Star Theatre, Ithaca, has
The Cosmos bill has the follow- manner
sway at B. F. Keith's here on MonThe Commissioners
done.
Louis Nadlna's "Gems of beingthem, tho carnival people, to
day. Tuesday and Wednesday this been sold to the Ithaca Conserva- ing:
told
week. It's the first popular priced tory of Music, and will be remod- Musical Art," Prince and Bell, do away with the aforementioned
It Charles Mack and company. Edna
festival In the country, with the eled for use as a gymnasium.
shimmy.
prices running from 50 cents to 1 2. will then serve as a home for the May Foster and company, Fisher
The business is almost capacity at Ithaca School of Physical Educa- and Hurst, The Pickfords. Helen
The Johnny J. Jones Exposition
Miller,
films.
tion,
with
which
is
to
be
established
in
these figures.
The Keith vaudeopened a week's engagement here
the fall with Dr. Albert H. Sharpe,
ville resumes Thursday.
2.
May
GAYETY— "Sporting Widows."
former Cornell coach, as director.
PALACE—
Film, "WithThe Star was built 10 years ago,
Isadora Goodman,
•Twin Beds" is playing to $2 top*
former city and w as closed as a vaudeville and out Limit."
editor of The Journal, who was picture house about a year ago.
COLUMBIA
."Senti- at the National.
forced to relinquish his post over
mental Tommy."
a year ago, rejoined the editorial
MOORE'S RIALTO "ReputaThe Holton Arms theatre, WashMarguerite Clayton will probably
staff of that paper this week.
He affiliate with Hillcrest Pictures, tion."
ington's theatre for children, gave
will
serve as music editor and Inc., of Blnghamton, which will
CRANDALL'S METROPOLITAN the kiddies a real treat Saturday
critic.
"Man -Woman- Marriage."
with the appearance of a half dozen
start producing there this spring.
real Indians of the Klowaa and
Miss Clayton was in Blnghamton
The John Robinson circus beats Comanche tribes.
One of their
Frank A. Empsall, Watertown last week to look over the ground.
the
Barnum
Bailey
number,
the greatest orator of his
&
aggregation
millionaire merchant, who recently The first picture to be filmed will
purchased the Avon (formerly the be "Minions of Midas" by Jack into town after all, Robinson's out- tribe, made a speech to the children,
City
Opera House)
there,
an- London. The Hillcrest corporation fit getting In on the 9th and 10th and a happy crowd they were.
An unusual feature of the presennounced a revision of prices down- has booked Dr. Oscar Lamberger as of this month, while the latter foltation of the current offering, an
ward this week.
The afternoon director, with Frank Zukor as his lows on May 16-17.
Indian play,
"The White Gods
rate will be 20 cents, while the top assistant.
Charles B. Hanford, after a re- Come," lies in the fact that the
at night will be 20 cents. In addifor a number of years, re- costumes are all the genuine Indian
tion, the picture program will be
Three original one-act plays, tirement
turns to the stage to again depict articles, having been loaned by the
lengthened.
written by students of dramatic
Ulysses GraWith the National Museum.
Empsall also sprang a new one technique at Syracuse University, a Shakespearian role.
by ordering down box office signs will be presented by Boar's Head, Shakespeare Society he will portray ham and the Tinnin dancers appear
his
old
role
in
many
numbers,
among
which is
"Much
n
Ado About
which read "No mistakes rectiiied the Varsity dramatic society, at the
Nothing" in the auditorium of the the spear dance. Graham, in addiafter leaving."
Empsall declared Little theatre on May 10.
The Central High
tion
to
his
School.
ability
is
dancer,
The
as
a
supporthis management, headed by H. P. sketches are titled, "The Walrus
ing cast includes John Kline, who also ono of the featured members
Joy, was there to rectify mistakes. Turns,"
"Moving Fingers" and was Mr. Hanford's
of
the
professional
cast.
leading
man
for
Further,
Empsall
ordered
that "Ever the Twain Shall Meet."
a number of years in Shakespeare,
every patron purchasing seats be
and who is
conducting a dragiven a house chart and permitted
May Wirth, circus and vaudeville matic schoolnowhere
along modern
to select the location personally.
star, has been signed as one of the

GOOD SEATS AT THE BOX OFFICES

part in tho

new

LOEW

LEW CANTOR

LOEWS
LOEWS

—
—

—

l

To war on

WASHINGTON.

Walter W. Beck and Mable
Owen Wilson and tho members
of

lines;

the society

A

filling

here

ran

the lesser roles.

company

carnival

up against
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appearing

the

SEE ORIGINAL NETTIKG8 MADE FOR

Ford

Now (May

AU

KeHk"! Hiver««<le, N. Y.. (May g).
Flesh Fletcher Scenic Studios

De

IIALSKY

BROOKLYN,

$11.95

& CASINO TIIHATRE

ST..

\. Y.

LAFAYETTE

St.,

...

SHOES
MATERIALS

2).

Franklyn and Charles
at
4 17

45th

FRENCH

Sisters

at Kelth'a Palace. N. Y.,

Wes<

New York
NEWEST

District

OKNilNALLY

8594

SI r>.oO.

-

Prances
McLaughlin,
Ingenue,
has been
transferred
from the
Knickerbocker Players here to the

Manhattan Players at Rochester by
owner Howard Rumsey.

— THOMAS

KEOGH

J.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

OCEAN BEACH, NEW YORK

CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT
BUMPUS & LEWIS DROP
Some of the Acts we have equipped with
SCENIC STUDIOS
245 W. 46th St., N. Y.
Bryant 2695
i

.a

i

1

and news paper sheets

sheets,

many

HOTEL JOYCE

attraction features for the New
State movie censor- York State Fair here next Septem"llnd" for tho Knicks. Gilbert is ship and tho blue laws, a local ber. She will give daily exhibitions
not entirely a newcomer. He was branch of the League of Moderate in the horse show ring. The T. A.
leading man with the K.nicky. the Legislation was organized at Bing- Wolfe shows will probably get the
latter part of last season.
Cather- ham ton* last week, after a mass midway franchise at tho State fair.
ine: Thomas was also a newcomer meeting addressed by Col. Ransom
Final decision will be made after
The Colonel, and Allan an inspection of the shows when
this week, and did very Well with H. Gillct.
her parlor maid. One of the hits s. Brown, of Buffalo, will return to they play Cincinnati.
of the week was the "Uncle Hor- Ringhamton on May 20 to perfect
ace" of Charles Halt on. the com- the organization of the Ringhampany's stage director. Next week, ton unit.
"Turn to the Right."
Stockholders of the Ithaca TheaBy HARDIE MEAKIN.
tre <^o. elected these directors this
The Shubert-Belasco has the first
Tho Bastable was added to the week: Fred B. Howe, William Dris- presentation of the Lee Shubertlist of the chirk bousos this week.
coll. William Dillon. Charles HamWilllam Faversham production of
the Erlanger Exchange booking in er„ Frank Grant, Patrick Driseoll, Cosmo
"The Silver
Hamilton's
no attraction for the last half.
'

IRVING YATE8

TOM HANDER8
BASIL LYNN
JOE MACK

Selling a

r

The New York State Federation

Direction,

RUTH HOWELL
DUO
KEITH and ORPHEUM
Direction, JOE SULLIVAN.

BOOKED SOLID
Bed

in

I

1

ma

HIP, 'FRISCO.
San Francisco, March t.
"Voice or Money," an act with two
men and a woman, registered an all
round success.
Some excellent comedy
is provided by a clever Yiddish comic
and all hava excellent voices.

er,

zona «
„
GALES Migs Lu|u Bett
48St.
W.
BryanHS.
8:20
En.
Rplmnnt
DC
HI UN I MtU Tlmr8 A Sat 2 20.

FULTON
Ul_ UIS

t

CHARLES RUGGLEfl
EVELYN OOSNELL

i >op

CLARE

HAZEL

i

BOX TRICK

toe catch.

Muaieal Play

NTER

Sat. at 2:30.

Three Aete.

Variety thought of

Playing

Brock Pembertnn'a Productions
I

"LADIES' NIGHT"
Farea Comedy

What

President, John Howe;
Evenings 8:30. Mattnors vice-presidents, William Dillon and
Thura. and Sat., 330. Charles Ilamer: secretary-treasur-

A New

By FRANK CRAVEN

A

at 4Sd St.
Sat. at 2:11

THE RIGHT GIRL'

"' 1"
YEAR

CUMBERLAND

»»»,

CHARLES PURCELL

West 44 Street Erea at 8 30.
Mils. Wed.. Tbun. A Sat. 2 30

ALLYN KINO

THEATRE.

"TWO* UTTLE
GIRLS IN BLUE"

DEAR ME

Mats. Wed.

COHAN

M.

Eves, at 8 30.

M.it-..

Eves. SIC.

11

t>

Cft
TIMFQ
lllllLO OU.

REPUBLIC W. Wed. & Hat.. tM.
GRACE IA SUE and
HALE HAMILTON
42(1 St.

MILTON WALLACE

this

LIGHTN1N

LITTLE

DRAMA

GEORC.E

THE NEW MUSICAL COMEDT

By Winchell Smith
A

AMEUICAV

Kvcg. 8:15.
Mats. Wed and
A. L. ERLANGER Presents

HITS STAGED
St.

of

PAH
v II AA V

M.

Wed.

FRANCES

HIS CIGAR

Operatio Versatile Comedian

8parklint Comedy.

NEMESIS

^»"^-

Rroadway. 40

and

Circuit

Booked Solid on Loew Circuit.

NEW

"WELCOME STRANGER"

Mala.

AND

«'

A N»w Comedy by AARON HOFFMAN
Witb GEORGE SIDNEY

I

Orpheum

CEDRIC LINDSAY

Thursday and Saturday.

.

R. HARRIS Preaenta
•Tit Pomlar tuoaaaa."— Eva World.

I

Junior

—SECOND YEAR—

8AM

I.

RAWSON

"The Loo— Nat"

Prescuta

th« Frsnch by Sacha
Gultry. adapted by Granville Barkar

AVERY HOI'WOOD'S

STRAND ORCHESTRA

^IICTV
UAIll

•»•
I:M

IN—

in

SAM H.HARRIS

-

"DEBURAU"

West 4Mb St

••A National Institution"
Olfaction, jotaph Plunkoti
at 47th St.

CARL EDOirABPr

»*
8at.

LYCEUM THEATRE

MAHK

'WAY

EvM

A Comcuy from

CAPITOL GRAND ORCHESTRA
11APEE. Conduct >r
fell NO
Pre*«)tatloMbj8.

4th *••

UONEL ATWILL

W, GRIFFITH'S

"THE BIRTH
OF A NATION"

s

«

Mat* Thura.an«

DAVID BR LA SCO

It!

•

Wilson
i

WMt

R*»U«ro
DC,a,CQ

1921

6,

GUY,

NEW YORK THEATRES
CAPITOL xs%f +JP

May

•

3cenery:

Skelly

&

Heigt Revue,

Fortune Queen

CANTOR & YATES PRODUCTIONS
SATEEN S AND OTHER MATERIALS

——————————————^—^—^^^«»».
IN VELVET, SILK,

If

i

iiii

•

Friday,

May

0,

PICTURES

1921

BOB HAMPTON OF PLACER.

41

departs from her usual Tine of parts
foreshadowed.
When the
villain
enters a "ringer" in the
with a vivid portrayal of the scarlet
county fair race it takes no agile
with
woman, while Lillian Thurman Is
melodrama
An unrestrained
Metro's adaptation of Jack Lon, arJ
wallop every hundred feet is the pretty and sincere as the young girl
Kid.'.'."""
l °^!t. r!f w imagination to predict that the hero don's story. "The Little Lady
a
of the broad scheme of this flve-reeler, of- who waits all those years for her
B~!".::::::::::::^o^^ is going to enter his world-beating
thoroughbred and win the stakes. Big House," makes a capital fea- fered by Canyon Pictures, under the lover to be rid of entanglements
Hence a situation which, bad it
sponsorship of William J. Selig. It caused by his misstep. The screen
-Tom Gallery been more expertly built up. would ture. It has excellent feminine In- is a model for a certain type of pic- fails to give the name of an elderly
g!r Wy.coip
Bonner
Priiicllla
terest in a love story with a fresh
• iTAai Teacher
have
held
suspense,
brings
\
up
ture the kind that addresses itself man who plays an old village doctor.
Charle« West
£*£ iSt
lame second to the spectator's ad- angle and some of the finest scenic to a very wide section of the fan It would be a pleasure to mention
Carrie Clark Ward vance expectation.
In the short backgrounds
KSScmMT
and
photography public which asks only to be his name as a character actor of
episodes with- uncommon merit.
story field O. Henry was master of Imaginable.
Also it la a simple .thrilled with action
.Bud Tost
jack Mortet
the delicate art of suggestion without inquiring too closely into the
Excellent photography contribstory,
simply
and
capably
so
acted,
happen- utes in no small degree to the sucscreen
out revealment. while Clyde Fitch
plausibility of the
cess of the feature.
Jolo.
There are about 12,000 inches of had the knack in play technique. that there are no side interests to ings.
Mioth could prepare for coming distract the spectator from the diThis kind of picture serves the
unnecessary footage in this latest events with
skill that did not prea
novel
dime
of
the
purpose
03
same
production by Marshall Ncilan for vent story progress from holding rect progress of the tale.
vestern cowboy setting, but "The
INSIDE BUYING
Strand. surprise.
Milton Sills, always a likeable Struggle" does it very neatly, and
Some how the scenario
First National, now at the
Fairfax's con- makers do not catch the trick as a sincere player, has a part made to for exhibitors whose clientele have
(Continued from page 3.)
In addition, Marlon
how rule.
order; Frances Wads worth is a a taste for that grade of story it
tinuity is tiresome evidence of
pretty well concentrated in strong
In the present case the only surwill serve most satisfactorily.
continuity writing has lagged in de- prises come as bald coincidences. lovely leading woman and Nigel
The story opens with the hero hands.
actand
direction
essential
trifills
the
Barrie
out
Johnny
while
happens
when
what
This
is
velopment
All the way up from 69, It Is said,
(Franklyn Farnum), newly returned
Badly ar- Hardwick's race track friend hap- angle. The other figures are mere- from the war, restless and given to there has been constant liquidation
ing have progressed.
The same thing ly used to fill in the picture and rough-and-tumble exploits which of small outside
Neilan pens upon him.
speculative holdranged to begin with. Mr.
should
occurs when Johnny's old pals of never intrude. This is as it
Wesley the "Follies'" and paddock discover be and serves the purpose of econ- disturb bis parents. He Ape's a gang ings so that now company bankhas padded it to play up
de- him at the county fair. If these two omizing attention and centering in- of rowdies persecuting women and ers and company officials have
padding
This
featured.
vcirrv
Barry's antics incidents are not actual abuse of terest. Big casts only fog the story young workers in the mills. He un- pretty complete command of the
lays the action, and
dertakes a campaign to drivo them
annoyance. coincidence they are close to it. It's and
although
interest,
scatter
market position.
do not make up for the
director rather slipshod method that has to adapters of fiction seem to resist out, and this leads to a series of
And money! The way this
Wide distribution of minor holdThe leader of the
lively fist fights.
spends it in times like these makes call lucky chance so much to- its aid the idea.
together ings is usually an element of weakcome
hero
the
and
roughs
got
he
does
Nor
Dick inherits wealth and runs at the factory gymnasium for a ness, and with this
in contriving situations.
the heart ache.
corrected it
Once
These considerations are not near- it up to a huge fortune. He and
results for his expenditures.
forward ly so academic as they appear. In Florence have been ideally married bare-knuckle bout in which the thug ought to be possible for the con«o prolific of ideas, going
Neilan has "The Heme Stretch" they interfere ten years when Evan, an old time pal is knocked out. When it appears trolling pool to work its will upon
111 the time. Marshall
that he is dead the hero escapes
become guardian of a reputation ac- with the enjoyment of watching a of Dick's, appears at their luxurious through a window and takes a quotations. The cutting down of
days, story that might have been better
the
so-called
He accompanies freight for the west.
"floating
auired in the good old working
California home.
supply"
reputation
that
up
resentment,
A spectator feels
told.
who is buoying
husband and wife and their guests
City street warfare Is translated available for borrowing would go a
of money. whether consciously or not, in beIn their picnics and horseback ex- into plains battles, the hero becom
on the deep green waters
long way toward discouraging bear
This picture won't do as a buoy. ing thus crudely confronted with an cursions and gradually falls in love Ing an innocent member of an out- operations in Famous
Players and
be ac- arbitrary coincidence.
Whl t might save him wouldbackers.
Both friend and law gang to hide his identity. The an advance might
with Florence.
be looked for,
his
of
part
neatly
are
the
scenes
race
The two
tion on
wife confess to the husband that bandits become involved in a plan
Tell
Hand him $35,000 and no more. Then handled as straightaway action epi - they feel themselves drifting into to rob the heroine, owner of a ranch, depending, of course, on the plans
HO «j os am> there is a fairly interest
him to make a picture with it.
a dangerous situation, but Dick and the hero frustrates their de- of the long pool. The performance
not
n g r0 mnncc between the racetrack laughs them off, declaring that they signs after innumerable fights. There of the ticker since Friday of last
he would have to use his brains,
money. Then possibly we would get ncro an(y tne village postmistress. only imagine it.
week would Indicate that for the
is a capital touch of comedy supsomething again
which leads to a rather spirited
The wife ultimately is forced to plied by a pickaninny and a trick present the campaign of accumulaThis particular picture is based on happy ending, but the picture is a choice between the lover and donkey, part of the personnel of the tion has been completed.
Ordinarily
a
There's
novel.
and
Randall Parrish's
lacking in character drawing
While she Is arguing with heroine's ranch.
this would be followed by minor
Captain Nolan human touches, and the recital be- husband. the husband appears on
fair story in it.
There is no pretence to serious- setbacks while the market
the lover,
the
over
Brant
digests
manipulation
Major
fights with
comes merely labored
It's just a
the scene and tells her she is at ness in the picture.
former's wife, and the major is of lay figures. Perhaps the titling, liberty to bolt. His view is that if rough-and-ready melodrama,' with the new level of prices. After this
of
out
Once
film
of
behind.
from
example
stabbed
as uninspired an
she can't make up her mind after the "punches" scattered liberally period of waiting a new advance
prison the captain takes the name captions as has been noted, have ten years of marriage, he will have throughout and no moral Intent. In- would be in order.
of Hampton, becomes a gambler and something to do with this result.
This view takes it for granted
of her. There is a quick finale terest is sustained by fast action
none
girl
finds himself with two wards, a
Douglas MacLcan Is not happily in which the wife begs forgiveness and there Is no demand upon imagi- that the move is part of a specific
and a boy. Action now is concerned cast as the hero. Usually a like- and asks to be restored to her hus- nation.
The
screen does all the policy rather than a mere speculaand
into
w,ith events leading up
able juvenile, he does not give a sin- band.
work and the spectator is not called tive turn and
is, based
on some
cluding Custer's last fight, which is cere reading of this hero, who could
The out of door shots are extra- upon to expend any energy in fol- influence within the company which
-_
shown.
have been made another "Checkers" ordinarily lovely, partly because of lowing the tale.
J tush.
,,
Even in this mass action Neilan is as Henry Blossom drew that en- the fine composition of the views
promises future betterment. If It
Never once does he bring tertaining person. Walt Whitman, and partly by a tricky method of
lost.
(is a drive for quick profit, the
events really to grips with the heart, one time Miracle Man, is in the cast, employing misted photography. The
KID.
ticker record would indicate only
though the design of this Inept but gets little out of a wooden part. Interiors of the fine mansion also
Mae Marsh returns in this Rob- that major holders have noted the
continuity here, for once in its The same might be said of the
happily and artistically framed. ertson-Cole special, retitled and ease with which pools in other specourse, approached what was need- whole
company— capable players are
In the first part there are a num- adapted from a novel called "Mary cialties have been able to advance
Money galore must have gone hampered by a poor vehicle.
ed.
ber of scenes showing the women Cary," by Katherine Langley Bo- their issues, such as the motor, rubRush.
into this picturing of Indian tribes
of the house party bathing in a shon.
in
cavalry
Used jointly on a double
on the warpath and the
woodland pool that edges into the feature day at the Circle with Mil- ber and auto accessories, and have
action, but even at the last Hampton
encouraged to imitate the
girl fran- ton Sills in "The Little Fool," both been
bathing
Sennett
Mack
unbut
dead
and the kid are left
chipe, but the scenic setting is so names proved a big draw.
In its maneuver.
Every schoolboy knows
scalped.
suited girl bath- denouement the Marsh vehicle rubs
union
Support
behind Famous Players
the
lovely
of
junction
the
at
what happened
At a time when picture magnates ers strike one only as quite appro- elbows with "Daddy Long Legs." has been plentiful.
The stock
the Big and Little Big Horn in Monto buck the legit by priate for an idyll.
trying
were
and
role
an
orphan
Griffith
Playing
the
of
opened
where
Monday
morning at 79 and
Neilan—
but
tana,
A good "stunt" Is done here. One discovering that she Is "somebody's was promptly bid up to better than
producing plays and then reproducwouldn't overlooks the detail.
a bit of frolic rides kid" and not "nobody's" is practi- 81 before
Of the cast Majorie Daw is her ing them in pictures along came of the girls as high
Wednesday the
noon.
cliff and drives cally the sense of the entertainment.
her horse to a
sweet, girlish self, while James
Sclznick, for whom a very it over the edge for a long dive The piece opens In an orphanage stock got as low as 78 % for a moKirkwood makes an upstanding, ef- Lewis J.
ment
chronin the early trading, but ral*
perdepartment
spectacular
a
press
water,
the
into
the
industrious
the
couple
events
Characand
sequences
fective gambling gunman.
Bee- sawing* of
in her life until she graduates from lied immediately.
ter parts by Noah Beery and Frank icled an association with A. H. formance.
Altogether an interesting and tl>e tyrannical Instructor to tho lov- this sort Is typical of an upturn
Leigh were worked for their full Woods as the producers of "BuckRush.
ing arms of a relative.
such as that of the last two weeks.
Wesley Barry and Carrie ing the Tiger." This by Achmed likeable picture.
effect.
The story itself is trashy and the Buyers on the climb frequently keep
Clark Ward were supposed to sup- Abdullah and May Tully. Securing
script seems to have been manipu- a "stop order" moving up two or
ply the comic relief, but as their Larry Marsden to stage it, the piece
lated by the continuity writers to
work was flung into the action took to the road, and there little enJR.
three points behind tho advancing
offer action that is exaggerated with
wholesale and Interrupted and de- couragement swayed its further
Designers of picture scenarios the object of covering the heroine quotations, so that "safety first"
layed it to just that extent, it is course. The management closed it
sales
come In promptly on minor
difficult to write appreciatively of after* several weeks.
must be in a low state of imagina- with an abundance of bathos. It recessions. The rallying power of
them.
Conway Tearle and a cast were tion when they resort to a five-reel becomes a trifle saccharine.
value.
titles,
The
from the original text, Famous Players lately makes It
A word should be said in praise of assembled to give it picture
the realistic military work shown The result seems flat. Its situations paraphrase of a standard book. In have a wealth of humor which was plain that the pool is amply able
by the Tenth Cavalry and super- are quite sterile as far as anything this William Fox story there is not not lost upon the audience. Numer- to absorb selling of this kind.
Wyncoop. novel is concerned, and equally ster- a single change of material, not one ous scenes also offered a humorous
Colonel
intended
by
The talk of an extra dividend In
Dwight Crittenden, too. deserves ile of big, invigorating dramatic inadded to the touch.
The cast Includes, in addition to Orpheum was renewed this week.
praise for faithful representation of cidents. This is what it pretends to detail of decoration
It the
stock went to 30 late last week
Twist.
The
Oliver
the
of
story
beyond
Dickens
John
Anne
star,
Steppllng,
Lccd.
pass
General Custer.
not
do, but does
its
Kathleen Kirkham and and Mort Singer was quoted as
boundary of pretentiousness.
is Just a recital of the Knglish work, Shaefer,
program
Maxine
Hicks.
a
While
this
is
no
saying
for
in
an Increase in the disburselocale
offering
American
an
the
translated to
value as
sense a first-run picture, It is ade- ments on the common "might be
release seems to be entirely dimlnu- and to modern times.
quate
for
program
use.
Step.
Sikes
Bill
storv is of five men pracbut
absent,
The
tlve
is
expected" from the earnings of the
Fagan
Douglas Mac-Lean "* J.
Johnny Hardwick
IHLmnAmA in an Alnskan hOSIs among those present under the
four new theatres in tho west. This
Beatrice Burnham tically stranded
Margaret
irgar
Warren
So is Nancy
Walt Whitman telry, impecunious, will-paraiyzea namo of Jim Cleek.
Mr. Warren
Is foreshadowed as a rate of $3 a
IN THE HEAItT OF A FOOL.
Molly
Margaret Livingston and all that. One in the group, ap- and the Artful Dodger, nameless and
Wade Botrler
Mr, Duffy
conscience stricken (always modern, but the Artful Dodger as
Atmospheric to an exceptional year on the common instead of the
Owen Duffy
Mary Jane Irving parently
former
rate of $2 for each share of
a
proposes
cases)
distindegree Is the picturlzation of "In the
to occupation minus any
Charles Mailes the hero In such
Mr. Wilson
Harold Heart of a Fool," adapted from Will- $1 par, put out at $25.
characteristics.
Molly MrConnHll fund be contributed to one of this guishing
Mr». Wilson
its
to
life
live
a
Tommy Wilson
Jack Singleton quintet.
to
is
it
but
is
There was some talk of an extra
He
lam Allen White's novel by Lillian
Goodwin plays Oliver,
Jo Bennett
Hi Slmpkins
for one year. At the end the queer and unconvincing Oliver who Lucey.
It is an Allan Dwan propayment at the annual meeting of
George Holmes fullest
"Skeeter"
beneficiaries
the
become
than
higher
to
duction for Mayflower, released via the stockholders in January, but
others are
stands half a head
First National and featuring James the
with the matriculation of an insur- new conception of Bill Sikes.
view prevailed that action
Thomas H. Ince has not done as ance policy. The one who is unfordirector should have known Kirkwood and Anna Q. Nllsson.
A
for
Well as usual with this story adapt- tunate enough to be nominated
The sub-titles are ponderously might better be deferred until
that the basic appeal of the Oliver
situation
ed from Charles Belmont Davis' this unique post is to eliminate him- Twist story is the childish helpless- allegorical and their relativity to the the country's financial
tale and current at the Rialto. It is self at the end of a year. The others ness of the boy. Without that ele- unfoldment of the story rather ob- was improved. The revival of diviThat scure, designed to show that life Is dend talk probably had something
billed as a Paramount product and are to collect. The hero's motive Is ment there is no sympathy.
stars Douglas MacLean.
inspired by the heroine, who is a was the reason of the tremendous a loom and we are Its myriad to do with the jump in Orpheum
The trouble is that it tries half married woman with a disappointed appeal of the story as done some threads. They also refer to "the cir- from 24% to 30. Selling set in at
heartedly to earn serious consid- husband and a mother who needs years ago .with Marie Doro as the cumstance of chance and change." that level when the news came out.
eration as a likelike record and at $1 000 to recover her health.
Dickens waif. Even in that case Preceding each series of scenes of
Is the normal swing.
Specuthe same time tell a story that
As far as can be estimated from the sordidness of the tale of London actuality are shown flashes of the This
lators buy in to discount an adwould fit a frank melodrama with- the sequences in this story there is underworld life was a severe handi- allegorical "weaver."
five
cover
development
vantageous
in
the
futo
material
it
enough
So
out pretense to naturalness.
But, stripped of all this twaddle,
not
cap.
is half way between
the "action reels, and consequently there are
What, then, Is the excuse for a there Is a virile life story that Is ture. The buying generates an adstory" with a powerful punch, but numerous episodes in the filament Dicture of the Fox sort, whero the Interesting, and tho allegory serves vance up to the point where the
good
little plausibility, and one of those which drag too much for the
favorable
development
becomes
only convincing details are those of only to retard the cumulative pro
realist it- Of- Mu' pieture,
-'cross sections
and squalor? it is ] jjr-ossion of a grim fate of life in a public.. property. ^ Karly buyers then
of iip.\'
the wretchedness
in
direction
Henry Kolkei's
tales.
"Oliver Twist" with all small town populated with 'flesh'-andY P.tfuro that' the advantage has been
Dickens'
J/
but
A carefully produced feature in main is very conventional, with
the beauty and sympathy left out blood beings, who sin and otherwise discounted and take their profit,
either catagory deserves considera- now and then it is intersected
only the uncomfortable and conduct themselves humanly. There
in and
emphasized. Is nothing especially In the story to selling which brings about an autotion, but the stories that try in several fine points, one especially
portions
harrowing
Apparently this
vain to cover both specifications do the handling of the mob.
the use of spending money, require its narration In detail. Its matic recession.
What's
As for Mr. Tearlc's acting, it is in time and energy for such a purpose. personages live and suffer through circle was completed Wednesday
not seem to get anywhere except
varying
manner,
accustomed
strip
has
the
to
occasionally when a picture
the sins of sex, which are -frankly when Orpheum was quoted at 27 Vi,
For the design seems to be
Bui little from his efforts in preceding a great novel of all its beauty and set down through the medium of almost exactly midway between the
both "punch" and sincerity.
ugli- good dramatic action but minus any
that happens only o#ice In a while picture dramas.
it with all its original
burden
high of 30 and the low of 21 \.
single
There Is no cause here to
and results in the exceptional film.
gratuitous addition of vulgarity and making little or no
Locw ran true to form within the
anything ness with a
In printed story form the author out any one as achieving
bid for sensationalism. To be sure,
of the same.
more
east.
the
in
narrowest range, high at 19% and
merit
may have made the narrative pro- above ordinary
In addition to which the whole there is a mine explosion and fire,
be
low
at 18U. Plainly the block heU
decrass
The
gress naturally and concealed the The much pitied heroine seems to
hero
Is shown doing
and thing is done crudely. which Olivers In which the
mechanics of his fiction, but In the much miscast, both as to looks
brave deeds. This Is dragged In by by the underwriters is still a brake.
by vice of the locket by
cropping
screen version the machinery of a ability. On the other hand and
keeps
heels
and
direct
Famous
traced
the
has
bearing
Players preferred is afno
the two identity is
contriving scenario writer is ob- comparison the taller of
confusing moments. upon the tale. The story would be fected by the same condition. Durplaying a secon- up at the most
the
remember
truRive.
dito
good
as
without
it.
Motives are vague and principal women
have
The
Just
ing the period since Christmas Fathe One would
conduct frequently out of character. dary part acts rings around
book with extraordinary vividness rector would have shone as bril- mous Players common has moved
The first horse race has Its thrill. glyccrine-teared blonde.
to piece the tale together with any liantly through the medium of a
A
inexpensive.
is
production
up from under 45 to better than
The
hut the incident of the rescue of
In its splendidly staffed mob scene.
film.
the ex- completeness from the
the child who wanders upon the mow landscape is used for
cutting the ^whole
James Kirkwood gives a manly- 82, while the preferred has gone
interiors are of taking or in its
the
while
teriors,
only
galloping
18 points, from 72 to 90, a gain
course in the path of the
with a thing has been made unbelievably performance of a youth who falls
horses misses its 'kick*' because the conventional pattern,
worth for a scarlet woman through pro- of 37 for the common and 18 for
the usuu; chaotic. The thing was not
the auditor cannot but realize that lobby of the hotel and
fnthe first' place, and t * mp.ke pinquity and suffers years of misery the preferred,
This narrows th>
background of the saloon plus gam- 'doing
it
Is invented for purely fictional
before he succeeds in winning the
it complete has been done badly.
bling palace. Photography fair.
(Continued on Page 42)
purposes.
Kiuh.
Miss NiiJ>.*>un
girl he really loves.
tile p.
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ROGERS' LAST GOLDWYN.

STREET BALLYHOO

Retrenchment

Defeats
tract at Increased

FOR "DREAM STREET"

New

ARTHUR

S.

KANE HEAD

Con-

OF ASSO. EXHIBITORS?

Terms

Los Angeles, May 4.
Will Rogers is working on "The
List
Unique Publicity Obtained for Poor Relation"
Ooldwyn, his last Release Through Pathe
picture under his contract.
It is
*
Picture at Town Hall.
of Stars.
stated that Goldwyn will not renew
Unique publicity is being obtained with the cowboy-comic under the
Los Angeles, May 4.
week for Griffith's "Dream Increase of salary that he requested.
this
Arthur S. Kane is here conferring
This is understood to be one of
Street" at the Town Hall on West

—

Forty -third wtreet, following the removal of the picture Monday from
the Central.
Two street cars were engaged for
the week by Harry Reichenbach, doing special publicity for the film.
One of the cars runs on the Broadway line, from South Ferry to 125th
street, while the other is on Sixth
avenue. Each is closed to passengers, but decorated on top, along
the sides and in the windows with
lettered or pictorial advertising for
the feature. The cars make their
usual trips throughout the day.
Reichenbach is reported to have secured them for the full week for

the first steps toward retrenchment
ai the Goldwyn lot.

of Keaael A Baumann has
The following judgments were
been dissolved after a partnership Aled in ths County Clerk's offlos
the past week. First name is that
of more than a dozen years.
Charles Baumann has taken of- of judgment debtor; judgment creditor and amount follow
fices in the Knickerbocker building,
Bernis Spero; A- R- Jenu
$66 fc§
Ad. Kessel and his brother Charles
Melvin H. Dalbsrg; C. I. Hamilretaining the old offices In the Long- ton; $368.90.
acre building, where they will conFrancis X. Bushman; W. A. IUchtinue to operate the Kessel -Bau- elberger; $1,469.6*0.
Brewster Film Corp.; F. R. Nixonmann Pictures Corporation.
$719.M.

The Arm

,

Armond Vecsey;

NAZIMOVA AND BIO POUR
Before the current week is ended
there is every likelihood Nazimova
will enter into a contract to release her future productions through
the United Artists ("Big Four").
The papers have already been
drawn and it now awaits the signatures to the parties to the agreement.

rumored Kane

Is to head the
Associated
Exhibitors,
releasing
through Pathe.
Plans are under way for 32 productions annually.

Miss Stewart Finishing With Mayer
Los Angeles, May 4.
Anita Stewart is now at work on
Charles Washburn and Mae Murthe last picture under her present
ray are to be two of the stars. Sevcontract with Louis B. Maver.
eral others are to be secured.
It
is not known whether Miss
Stewart will renew. She has been
in negotiation with others.
"School Days" As Picture.
Harry Rapf. in association with
Gray and Smith Go Abroad.
Warner Bros., has made arrangeAlbert W. Gray, general man- ments for the Aiming of Gus Edager for D. W. Griffith, and Guy wards' review "School Days," starCroswell Smith sailed April 30 on ring Wesley Barry, who is being
the Celtic for a six weeks' trip locned to Rapf by Marshall Neilan
1500 gross.
Along Forty-third street from abroad. While in London they will who has the boy under contract.
river to river, beneath each street arrange for the Knglish showing of
William Nigh has been engaged to
designating sign on the lampposts "Dream Street."
direct the feature.
hung another sign reading
Is

"Dream

1921

6.

JUDGMENT RECORD.

KESSEL & BAUMANN DISSOLVE

with Charles Ray.
It is

,

Paramount'a House

Oklahoma

in

Ok la. City?

City,

May

4.

A

million-dollar theatre is reported projected for this town, with
the Paramount picture people be-

G.

W. Kkschner*

$175.40.

Max M.

Hsrt; H. TTelss; $12G 30
William Moore Patch and Wright
Productions,
Inc.;
£.
Stroock*
$668.30.

Stereospeed

Productions, Inc.

Motion Picture Apparatus

Co., Inc

Joy Film
Inc.;

Co., Inc.;
$111.71.

lhai.» Press.

Salient Films, Inc.. et al.; CertiAed
Securities Co., Inc., $683.11.
Victor Kramer Film Features, Inc.,
and Victor Kremer; R. Dittenhoefer$3,223.62.

Albert Francis Wade, also

as

Wade

Maxim

Booth;

Offices. Inc.;

P.

BANKRUPTCY

PETITION.

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy was Aled last Saturday
The Criterion, pictures, claimed against Photo- Play > irnal Corporation, of No. 146 West Thirtyto have cost $700,000, c.-ncnl here
eighth street. Maxwell Steinhard is
April 27.
hind

it.

.

the receiver.

Forty-third street, between BroadSixth avenue, was gaily
decorated with flag streamers as

way and

though for a holiday.

PICTURES FOR AMSTERDAM
Next

Up

Stat©

Town

Fall.

A

summer policy of pictures will
the Amsterdam,
installed in
Rialto, Strand and Regent. Am-

at the Rivoli!

be

sterdam, N. T. f recently taken over
by the Keith interests.
De Witt Mott, who has been
connected with theatrical enterprises in northern New York, will
be general manager of the four
bouses which are now being renoTated, having corns into Keith possession Monday of this week.
Pictures will be continued for the
summer at the Strand, Rialto and
Regent. In the fall the Rialto will
The Amsterdam,
play vaudeville.
Rialto and Regent were owned by
the Strand by
Klapp
and
Edward C.

precedent was smashed when
"Deception" was held over for a third week at that
theatre.

But now, so great was the attendance during the
third week, that the picture will be held over for still

Sam Woods.
The Strand tried vaudeville In opposition to the Klapp house and
vaudeville,
"Shubert
advertised
which ran about six weeks.

another week

INSIDE BUYING

Four weeks at the

(Continued from Pago 41)

gap between the senior and junior
issues from 27 to 8 points.

And in

The reason is to be sought In the
situation surrounding the $10,000,000 preferred put out more than a
year ago and offered to holders of
common. The stockholders did not

way

no

is

Rivoli!

no

the years since the Rivoli opened,

more than two weeks

All box-office records smashed, all records for

how

telling

of

all

picture has been held for

take it up on subscription and a
very large part of the flotation fell
Into the hands of the underwriters.

There

Theatre

Rivoli

much

length of run smashed, exhibitors have absolute cer-

underwriting price in the open mar-

tainty that in "Deception" they

of this the syndicate has disposed of. but the stock, which pays
$8 a year, has never reached the

The knowledge among traders
that the syndicate's holdings probably would be pressed for sale
around 98 discourages buying a?
quotations approach that top.
The parallel to Loew stock is obvious, the Wall street syndicate
ket.

underwrote

which

which will make
significance.

summer's

last

around $20
would be a potential seller at that
Also, Loew is very widely
level.
distributed and for that reason less
inviting to pool operations.
of transactions April
inclusive are as follows:

The summary
4

have an attraction
past money-makers sink into in-

somewhere

85.000.000

May

all

(X Q>aramount Cpicture

to

'-$
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WEBSTER TESTIMONY

UNSAVORY SENSATION
Bdieon'a entry Into fllmdom activity After Ms experiences with his
mtoscope and "Pop" Rock had «vil hours. In none of the records of the
great Inventor's struggles Is it recorded that there were days when the
peer, despite his possession of the great Menlo Park property, didn't
have enough available cash to pay for getting the grass cut in front of
jue pretentious dwelling, hut had to enter and leave his home via a back
path across a trail he haft perforce trampled down in hia dally comings
and goings to his laboratory. Edison's film products never struck a high
mark. His supporting aids lacked the vision the new art needed, and
the inventor himself waa too busy at his many other constructive angles
jtnd speculations to give him time to consider the development of the
yeal rider of film art the story and the story's treatment a vision that
Griffith was later to get and pursue until he had climbed the summit
of the long, hard hill.

Says '•Most Directors Do*

—

The First National, the Paramount, the Famous Players, were
The industry in a bare two decades by leaps
then unheard of.
and bounds has since hurled centuries of achievement when the
progress of other arts are contrasted with the progress of films, from
What a long, swift trail
its first mutoscope to the present products.
from Edouard Muybridge's first motion picture experiment! Muybrldge,
an art photographer from London, taken up by the then society of Ban
Francisco, supplied San Francisco newspapers with photographs of the
city's notables whenever newspaper reproduction invited to enhance the
Muybridge's photo shop became a rendezvous
local interest of a story.
One of them, Edward Larkin, fell
for newspaper nen, among others.
One day some one hinted covertly to
in love with Mrs. Muybridge,
Muybridge that if the photographer would go to a certain hotel in Virginia City, Nev., he would find a good subject for his camera. Muybridge
went, made a startling discovery, and forthwith shot Larkin dead. It
was Muybridge earlier who gave the first impetus to films in erecting at
the race track of Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, 50 cameras, their
shutters connected by threads.
A public dispute had arisen between
the original Leland Stanford and a public horse race promoter as to
whether a trotting horse ever in its process of racing was completely
free of* the earth, all legs in the air. Stanford appealed to Muybridge to
The synthetic cameras, devised then by
help him with his cameras.
Muybridge, caught the complete action of a trotting horse driven into
the space at trotting speed. As fast as the horse passed a camera, a
thread connecting with the shutter of the camera being passed snapped.
Muybridge, after the test, furnished the action of the test horse complete in black and white in related photographs really motion pictures—
and won the claim of Stanford that a trotter is at one time in its

—

progress completely off the ground.

She said in part:
"For the first two weeks J was
employed in Washington, Mr. Webster was very pleasant and acted
in a thoroughly gentlemanly manner. After reaching the studio, however, a few days thereafter, he commenced squeezing my arm, calling
me 'dearie' and otherwise making
himself objectionable to me. I resented his manner and had little to
say to him. When he asked me why
I was so 'pensive' and 'down-in-thesecretary.

.

mouth,' s^ to speak, I replied that
salary, which had been cut $10
last minute, was
not sufficient for my expenses, and
that I was becoming frantic over
the situation.

my

on the week at the

Somebody's

Doll.

was standing
that I needed a
'daddy' and suggested that I be
'somebody's baby doll/ I grew indignant and waived him aside from
such talk to me. He repeated that
conversation several times and told
me that I had better change my
"He

replied that I

my own

in

light,

mind, because

when wo were on

lo-

we would be 'very, very close
each other.'
Mrs. Leland then went on to tell

cation

due to make a film version of "Going Up," the Montgomery
Harbach-Hlrsch musical comedy. There is a hitch in Ince's production
plans owing to the fact that the Interstate Film Service of Chicago has
produced a picture called "Youth's Dream," which is exploited as being
based on the James Montgomery play, "The Aviator." "Going Up" is the
musiclized version of "The Aviator."
Ince

is

IT.

Harry McRae Webster, who has from time to time directed feature
pictures, brought suit against the United States Photoplay Company for
Across the river in Hackensack $20,000.
The court rendered a decision which cost Mr. Webster sdme
What Mr. Webster will cost
last week Harry McRae Webster, money, but that is neither here nor there.
the picture Industry and picture directors, unless his admissions on the
picture director, testified in his own
stand are dealt with promptly, thoroughly and completely, is incalbehalf bofore Judge- Cutler and s culable.

jury in his suit against the United
States Photoplay Corp. for $20,000
damages. Under cross-examination
he was asked, with reference to
•
Parlous days, those, with East 14th street's film traders in hourly former testimony
"Is it true you handled women in
clashes, producers with exhibitors, and plays with both, the strife to end
|to the organization by Louis Burston, an ex-lawyer, of an exhibitors' this familiar manner?"
"Probably," he answered.
[combination to fight the hardening rule of Kennedy, the canny Scot, whose
•'Most
organizing genius was preparing to weld the General Film together. The movie directors do. If we're to show
top spot men of those early film hours grew later to be the men whose a rather bold picture of a woman's
sayso constituted authoritative filmdom in the next stage. Rowland of form it Is necessary that we make
the present Metro was then in Pittsburgh, running the bike and photo certain the form is worth exhibiting."
supply shop he later emerged from to filmville.
Harry Raver, who became a film power for a while, was then ballyAfter a trial lasting two days,
hooing for Frank Rostock's circus. Lubin was then showing a split reel Webster was allowed judgment for
Bostock noticed $2,500, but ordered to pay the corin a tent on the old Centennial Philadelphia grounds.
the number of people passing his circus by and entering the Lubin poration $2,550 damages.
The corBostock sent Raver over to investigate. Raver failed to return. poration accused Webster of "distent.
Bostock went over to find him. Bostock didn't return. Lubin had made honesty,
disloyalty,
intemperance
the two circus men film fans and that day at least neither cared whether and Impropriety."
school kept or not, so fascinated were they by what they saw in Lubin's
Testimony in the form of an affitent.
davit was submitted by Mrs. Ernestine K. Leland, formerly Webster's

—

PICTURE MEN SHOULD DENY

In

Jersey Suit.

to

how a

17-year old girl applied for

a position and was shown by Webster the photograph
of a nude
woman and told she would have to
pose that way,

how she

said that

The unfortunate statement made by Webster
It will run into millions.
followed an affidavit by his secretary in which she deposed that he told
her if she had not money enough to live on she should get a "daddy" and
be his "baby doll." In the present state of mind of the country this would
be enough, but it is not all. Testimony showed that a 17 -year-old girl was
told she must pose nude for a picture, and refused. Others consented, and
it developed that allegorical scenes requiring this type of posing had been
put into the pictuie by Webster and no one else.
Asked concerning his attempts to get women to pose in the nude, and
were true he had handled women in this familiar manner, Webster
"Probably. Most movie directors do." And to this effect he has

if it

replied:

been quoted

all

over the country*

The

statement, of course, is the concern of the whole industry, not alone
that of the picture directors proper and their association. It should be
controverted and met by them, and met immediately. To lot such stuff
get abroad throughout the country is dangerous and expensive and cannot be met too quickly by denial and counter-offensive.

THE FILM TARIFF TANGLE.
A
bill,

is forecast in Congress over the new permanent tariff
which, according to the latest returns, will be reported to the House

long discussion

around May 16 in the hope that it can be brought into the Senate by
June 1. The nun business Is especially interested in this legislation
which will affect the position of importers, especially importers of Ger-

man products.
An emergency

tariff bill

has already passed the House and the Senate

Committee on Finance has reported out a measure different in many
respects, indicating that the upper and lower houses are not altogether
in accord on revenue getting ideas. The House's anti-dumping proposals
are said to have been amended in the Senate bill, although the schedules designed to protect agricultural products remain unchanged.
It is around action aimed to prevent "dumping" of German goods upon
the American markets that .the film fight centers. The players, laboratory
workers and Independent producers demand a system of duties on German films sufficient to Increase their import cost to the cost of American
manufacture. The opposite attitude is taken by the big producing companies which have contracted for large blocks of German pictures and
urge that low duties be established to foster free international exchange
of product and open the way for lower rentals.
This puts the big importer, who is also a producer and distributor, in a
doubtful position. The importation of low-cost German films gives him
x>f cashing in handsomely if he can only maintain rentals
at the current high level. But can he consistently do this?
The sctors and smaller American manufacturers havs made known
their determination to appeal to Congress for protection and the only
weapon the importers can use in argument Is the pledge that they will
pass on some of the financial benefits to the exhibitor. If they engage to
do this they can reasonably expect to be supported by the showmen, who,
as the conflict of interest shapes up, Is the consumer and nearest to the

an opportunity

public.

Newest statistics indicate nearly 20,000 picture theatres in the United
a pretty important business community and one which should have
considerable influence with Congress as compared with the relatively small
group of 'players. Besides which the public presumably will take the
exhibitors' attitude, its own interest being toward any economies that will
promise reductions at the box office.
States,

The exhibitor, then, appears to be the important factor In the approachThe sophisticatedness of the hero of "Peck's Bad Boy" (Jackie Coogan) she would give up pictures before
ing tariff debate. If he loses his advantage in negotiations with the disWas never better illustrated perhaps than in his greeting to Justine John- she did such a thing.
tributors,
It will be his own fault.
Continuing,
the
deposition
says
ston on the occasion of the drive for starving babies. Upon being presented to the five-year-old star, the Swedish beauty was suddenly greeted that Webster "told her to consider
what she was saying, that it was
with a nonchalant, "Oh! Hello, Justine!"
sources close to the "insiders," Alia Nazlmova's deal with the
tJnited is reported to be on the basis of an 80-20 agreement, the star
getting the major share in the percentage proposition which followed her
retirement as a Metro satellite. In addition United hi to advance all cost
Of production.

From

The president of one of the important producing and distributing corporations will shortly tender his resignation and organize a new distributing company. He is reported to be dissatisfied with certain moneyed
Interests that "bought in" on his company last year. It is expected the
hew company will be in operation by the end of the current year.

her best opportunity to get into the
pictures, as the public would take
quicker to her form than to her acting, and that he was giving her a
big opportunity.''
"What did the girl say to Webster?"
"She said,' 'Mr. Webster, if my
chance to be in moving pictures depends on that, I will have to stay

Then she left the room, and
Mr. Webster said to me, 'she will
have to take her chance with the

out.'

mob.'

CLOTHES IN PICTURES

Nothing in the play called for allegorical scenes written in by Webster,
declared the witness. She told what
happened to the first applicant for
one of these parts.

"The
Not only did one have the pleasure of witnessing Master Wesley Barry
on the screen this week in "Bob Hampton of Placer," at the Btrand, but
also in person, he appearing at the close of the picture in his cowboy
make-up worn in the picture, and, of course, not forgetting his famous
freckles.

girl

was photographed

in

pose of the nude woman, but
was not accepted, for Mr. Webster
the

the pictures to my desk,
pointing to them, laughingly
'Return the pictures to this
young lady' and we can't use her."
John L. McCutcheon, formerly
Webster's assistant, now director,

brought

and

said,

"THE BIRTH OF A NATION"
The

"The Birth of a Nation" flashes across screendom's checkered pages anew the early facets of filmdom's evolution,
film-making experiences of the long ago, screen days of the early 1900's.
when films were emerging from their first cocoons.
Capitol's revival of

Griffith wasn't Griffith, by which is meant that he himself has fairly
in later years when reviewing some of his own early work, seean earlier self issuing from the early crawling
it were

shrunk

ing himself, as

stages to where he

—

first

—

began.

Mary Piokford was glad to get $7 for an afternoon's work in those
Carl Laemmle of the U. hadn't yet come down from the little
days,
store he managed in Wis., to try his hand at film showing. In these days
reels, Augustus Thomas hadn't made his combination with
split
the
of
Harry Raver, nor had Lnbln, then and now an optician, become a film
power.

The early ten companies that combined in the General Flhn to make
the fast growing world of exhibitors hadn't then been formed with its
trick of owning the projectors and all their appurtenances and thereby
ruling the exhibiting end of the industry. New York's clearing house
was East 14th street, with exhibitors and players alike climbing grimy
stairs, one class for its wares, the other for work, with tho Griffith original Biograph headquarters at No. 6.

The
"Pop" Rock was then milking canvas bags of pennies from rows of
After James Kirkwood comes Master Barry for acting honors.
penny-In-the-slot machines he concessloned from Thompson A Dundy in
scene where they are both shot by the Indians is a remarkable piece of
Coney Island's Luna Park, without a thought of tho strange fortunes in
aotjrg- especially on the boy's part.
also testified.
She
film lorn that were later to overtake him.
l&trjorte Daw- is t"'*c only female Jo the picture of any account.
the
.with
deals
story
is sweet and pretty.
No heavy acting. As the
And going back farther with ftbcVs place In Tfimdom's earty history
Her
pioneer days, she is attired in the dresses worn at that period.
TALBOT DIVORCED. brings the wizard Thomas A. Edison Into the picture business, for it waa
wardrobe was quite small, she making about three changes in all.
Edison who invented the mutoscope that Rock long before his Luna Park
Los Angeles, May 4.
The battle scenes between the whites and the reds was remarkably
Norma M. Talbot was days used to sublet from Edison, thon at Menlo Park, N. J., and trundle
Mrs.
some
for
also
praise,
littlo
no
deserves
well produced
Marshall Neilan
granted a divorce last Thursday up and down the Ocean Grove and Asbury Park boardwalks, offering
of his artistic landscapes, particularly the fade-out with Miss Daw and
from Hayden Talbot, the play- passersby peeps at a nickel per. the mutoscope being the first principle
Pat O'Malley.
wright. Judge Wood ordered that of flitting photographic impn-aslons co-joining in rapid transit to approxishe receive $3,000 alimony, to be mate life action.
Metro's release, "The Lttle Fool," taken from the book, "The Lltth paid at th« rate of $150 a month for
"The Adventures of Dolly" was th<- first David Wark Griffith picture.
n't
it
if
wen
Lady of the Hig House," by Jack London, would be sorrowful
20 mouths,
The present artistic prophet of filmdom had been a player of parts in
for the splendid acting of Milton Sills. But tven so it can only be called
Talbot is now in the cost and the none too distinguished theatrical companies, tk stage manng» r of ono
a mediocre picture. IMaying opposite Mr. Sills is Ore Caraw, pretty an.i divorced wife tarted for New York of these, Frank Banger, it was who first directed the present master to
dark haired, who hai
rather thankless part of a wits who has every" !;it" ia c t week.
hiH first film position. Rang* r in his road tour intimacies with the tall
thing under tho gun ;m<l a husband that loves her, but she Imagines herGriffith then had sensed his fellow player's creative capacity.
A1
self in love with hi, best friend, and decides to run away with him.
Scrcendom was then In the r waddling clothes <>f a fiifttsTrowtng Infant,
Tie- Eclipse Film Co. presented
flfcs last moment |ho realises home and hubby are b<-st.
show sprawling, amorphous, a thing of body, arms and legs, hut no head.
Miss CnrSw looked well in her riding suit of white linen. th«> •oat Lust week at a special trade
in the Balle Marivaux an excellent
Griffith was the first to see Ihe plasticity of the new medium upon
jorfolk style, Opened at the neck showing a black tic. The small turned- "^j
in June, "Lily which ho had stumbled.
"cased ^in
be released
reel '7b
to °be%
The men who controlled the materials Wfcre
M
*P round hat matched. BUvtr soauins formed an evening gown that was \vertu,"
comedy, by groping, none knew win r<\ It Was to \» perhaps thai tin- art would find
sentimental
rtu,
^«i«i
••
elaborate; It bad a panel effect bark and front, the former ending In a Felix
Leonnee. produeed by Daniel
more than a d« ad< of years of intensive
emergence
after
culminating
its
!°ng train. Tulle was gracefully draped round h'r shouMers, While in Horn pa rd. with HugiKUe Dufto? In
application In the "Birth."
her hair she wore a comb of sequins.
the title rob..

HAYDEN

.

Tun^^i^

i

i

i

Friday,

MAYOR OF LEONIA, N. J.
AGAINST NEW THEATRE

INCORPORATIONS.
Advanced

Shubert

FIGURES ON FILM

Vaudeville,

$20,000,000, granted an Illinois charter; Lee S. Shubert. president; Wil-

IMPORTS GIVEN

liam Klein, secretary.

John

Pollock

Building

Tells

Citizens

Facts—Wouldn't

Accept Stock

Shows Real Competition De-

All -Story Films Corp., Manhattan,
$50,000; C. J. Harris. O. B. Bender,
E, S. Miller; attorneys, Dawson,
Merrill
Dawson. 26 West 44th
street.

veloping Here

&

Washington, May 4.
Figures obtained by the local
Motor Corp., Brooklyn, bureau here of the National AssoDetermined to prevent the spread phonographs, 1,000 shares preferred
ciation from the Bureau of Foreign
theatre building stock, $100 each; 2,000 common, no
erf wildcat tin* in
par value; active capital $110,000; and Domestic Commerce Indicates
enterprise* In his community, John L. H- Losee, C. A. O'Malley, J. P. that the American picture producer
Pollock, head of the Orpheum Cir- Kelly; attorney, H. A. lngraham, 177 is meeting with real opposition by
Montague street. Brooklyn.
foreign competition.
cuit's press bureau, who Is mayor
For eight months ending Februof Leonia, N. J., spiked the guns
Greater Arts Pictures, Manhattan, ary of this year, the total footage
motion pictures, $100,000; M. R. of positive film imported was
of promoters this week.
Black, B. Farber; attorney, J. J.
At a town hall meetlnar Wednes- Blanchard.
130 West 46th street.
day night, Mr. Pollock sprung a
bombshell when he came out flatRollo Sales Corp., Manhattan, mofooted against a scheme to build a tion pictures; 2,000 shares common
stock, no par value; active capital
picture theatre in the town. The $10,000; S. J. Rollo. C. F. Hahn, E.
plan was to finance the house by A. Pinchon; attorneys, Wing & Russell, 14 Wall street.
subscription.
Silent

week when

many

it

was shown

that

sections of the country

in
local

communities appeared to be runbuilding
theatre
In
wild
schemes. The article was part of

aing*

Palace of Joy Sporting and Atheletic Club, Brooklyn, motion pictures and boxing; $40,000; A. Levy,
K. F. Sutherland, W. Dangman; attorney, A. J. Stern, 164 Montague
street,

m

worse New
York is but a ferry ride away.
Fort Lee at present has two picture houses. The former presence
Of picture studios there might have
supplied an excuse and some of the
studios are still active. Only one
of the theatres, however, is reported
paying. The other is just about getlikely,

and

to

make

Tony SargH. M. Dawley, Man-

exported

during

months ending February,

GRIFFITH FILM HELD OVER.

1921,

a

"W^

AR K

May

8

,

Stupendous!

B. Abraham, S.,Taubenhaus; attorney, N. Vldaver, 116 Nassau street.

fntercounty Theatres Corp., Brook$600,000; M. and A. Barr, N.
Stern; attorney. M. H. Latner, 350
Fulton street, Brooklyn.

More than a

Exquisite!

Phoiodrama

Vivid!

lyn,

Amazing!

SSasSBBSSSSJSSl

Western

Pictures

$20,000; B. Lubln, A.

Corp., Nyack,
H. Sawyer; at-

torney, H. G. Kosch. 1476

As Pola Negri sweeps

Electric Park, Middletown, $15,000; W. and T. Donneson.
S. K. Lybolt; attorney,
M. Cox,

R

Mlddletown.

Chain Amusement

Co.,

Human!

you through the shades
of Old Seville you are
not just watching a

Broadway.

Midway

Powerful!

mighty photodrama but
LIVING in a realm of
romance,
color
and
gypsy love.

Manhattan,

$100,000; H. Davidson, H. Left, B.
Tendler; attorney, B. H. Sandler, 261

Broadway.

Pall Mall Realty Corp., Manhattan,
theatricals and motion pictures;
$200,000; M. Richter. G. Previtali.
A. Fanchi; attorney, H. Goldman,
120 Broadway.

Mayview Amusement Corp.,Brook-

HISTORIAN WINS APPEAL

We

last.

The "Birth of a Nation" film at
total of 108,825,976 feet or posi- tha Capitol, which S. Z* Rothafel
tive film, while during the same revived this week, will be held for
period in 1920, we exported 112,- another week by popular demand.
The business has been very brisk
591,288.
The United Kingdom is still our this week.
eight

hattan, animated photography, 100
shares common stock, no par value;
active capital. $10,000; L Schmal,

it

ting by.

over

Beginning Sunday*

pictures

fered Pollock stock in the venture.
bat he refused it. It was not until
Wednesday's meeting, however, that
the promoters became acouainted
With his stand in the matter.
Like others in the striner of towns
New Jersey which are located
Along the Huupon and dot the fivecent trolley line that extends into
Fort Lee and beyond, the theatre
building craze appears to have come
on with the spring rains. Persons
can for a small fare ride into any
one of the towns for amusement, so
the possibility of the Jersey shore
becoming over-theatred is aulte

lyn. capital
$150,000.

FmiTi%Ra^

Increase of $50,000 to

The Appelate Division last week
Forward Film Exchange, Manhatafflrmod an interlocutory judgment
tan. $5,000; S. and A. Freund, J.
In favor of Walter Flavlus McAleb, Joel; attorneys, Spitz & Bambergthe author and- historian, in his er, 58 Pine street.
$200,0i0 damage suit against the
New Third

Avenue Theatre Corp.
$16,000; W. and F. HarCumiskoy; attorney. H. B.

Frohman Amusement Corporation Manhattan,
and the Metro Pictures Corporation.

witz, T.

This decision overrules the defendants' demurrer on the grounds of
Insufficient cause for action and
gives them leave to withdraw the
demurrer and file answer on the

Davis, 522 Fifth avenue.

payment

Crescent Cinema Corp., Buffalo.
$100,000; C. Spann. Jr., W. Bateman,
H. Pritting, Jr.; attorneys, Klein &
James, Buffalo.

of the costs.

Long Beach Syndicate, Manhattan
McAleb is the author of a certain
work, 'The Aaron Burr Conspiracy," $10,000; W. L. Sayers, T. W. Geraty!
J.
A. Hogan;
attorneys, Sayers
and charges that the defendants'
production,
"My
Own United Bros., 67 Liberty street.
States," starring Arnold Daly, from
Naturelle
Reproductions
Corp.,
* scenario by Anthony Paul Kelly, Manhattan, talking
machines, 3,000

has ircovporated a certain title in
the it rl>)t which is accredited to
the autttorship of McAleb. The title
reads "That Burr had treason in
his heart there can be at this time
no remaining doubt," which is directly opposite to McAleb's pub-

shares preferred stock, $10 each;
1,400 shares common, no par value;
active capital, $37,000; S. W. Hanson, H. L, Ward, C. L. Morgan; attorney, F. C. Dale, 62 Wall street

A

version of Prosper

When

counsel for the defense,
JERSEY CHARTERS
maintained in the arguments that
Colored Feature Photoplays, Union
the allegations of the complainant
Hill, $126,000; J. Harrison Edwards,
cannot be sustained as an action
Union Hill; Frank Dillon, John W.
fbr lllsL
They will appeal still Frost,

NEW

CENSOR AT LONG BEACH,
Los Angeles, May 4.
lion*,'

4

Beach proposes

to

Halsey Theatre Corp.,
$50,000; Joseph A. Jacobs,
Rldney Anchor. Newark; Amelia B
Duns, -East Orange.

National

First

Pictures,

Inc.,

presented

the pinnacle of screen art had been

critics said

Here's another picture with the same star and

be counted equalled

is

— and

made

so magnificent that "Passion" must

many

say surpassed.

It

is

one of

.

those triumphs in screen art that holders of

DELAWARE CHARTERS
Novograph "Analysis

of Motion,"
motion picture industry, $550,000;
Corporation Service Co., Wilming-

Associated First National

ton.

beach municipality.
Long Island Theatres Co., $500,000;
There was a conference of the Jasper E Brady, Leonard L. Gallaofficials, business men of the gher, New York; James O. Peade,
town and clubwomen at the Y. W. Cliff side, New Jersey; attorney, CorA. last week at which the ap- poration Trust Co. of America.
pointment of a local censorship
Florida West Coast Studios, for
board was advocated.

FRANCHISES

city

C

ACTORS' FUND FIELD DAY.
Los Angeles, May 4.

Tassk>n," the

Merimees "Carmen"

by the same director that

Ascher
Newark,

have a

local censorship board. It will be
the duty of this board to preview
all pictures prior to their being
shown within the precincts of the

Associated

reached.

Weehawken.

Jurther.

Spain and a mighty marvel of the

stirring love tale of old

screen with multitudes of players; based on the original French

Warner's Exchange, Manhattan,
motion pictures, 1,000 shares comlished contention, and he therefore mon stock, no
par value, active capiasserts this has tended to injure tal, $10,000; A. C. Thomas,
H. S
his standing as an author and his- Baieford, M. H. Muller; attorneys,
Thomas & Freedman, 2 Rector
torian.
J. Robert Rubin and Nelson Rut- street.
tenberg,

1921

Broadway, at 47th Street

Brooklyn.

Parkside Amu'imint Corp.,BrookMr. Pollock's speech.
lyn, $20,000;
W. and R. and H.
Leonia is a tiny town and could Brand; attorney, S. Kahn, 21 Park
aot possibly support a real theatre, Row.

With its
or vaudeville.
mayor a showman, he should be
able to Judge. The promoters of-

6,

SM
tranD

public

Mr. Pollock based his attack on
the data printed in Variety last

May

During the same period best customer, with Canada second.
3,137,422.
in 1920. the amount was 1,649,085. Australia third and France fourth.
From these figures It shows that The exports to the United Kingdom
the imports were nearly doubled have decreased nevertheless nearly
during the past eight months. The 50 per cent., and there has also been
amount of negative film imported a decrease with Norway's business,
has also been more than doubled Spain. Mexico and Cuba. In the
during the same period. For eight case of France, Italy, Argentina,
months ending February. 1921, the Brazil, Japan, Australia and the
United States imported 1.372,842 British West Indies there is an infeet while in the same period there crease in business between those
countries and the United States.
was exported 665,669 feet.
American exports during the same
period show a decrease this year

moving picture films, $5,000,000; F.
P. Tombs, O. B. Lyman, H. A. Kelly,
Tampa. Fla.: attorney, Delaware

are privileged to present to the public in exclusive

Registration Trust Co*

S. C. L. Service, motion pictures,
Daniel Frohman is here to promote plans for a field day with an $100,000; James E. McCulloch, Geo.
H. Snyder, Kennlngton, Md.; Richall-star cast for the benefit 9* the
ard I. Wyche, Washington, D. C.J atActors' Fund of America.
torney, Colonial Charter Co.

first
«
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FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

runs

-

May
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PICTURE PRODUCERS

COAST FILM NOTES

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD

HALVE FILM COSTS

By FEES SCHADER.

Los Angeles, May 4.
at the home of the director of
Wllk is doing jury duty of
Bank Reports $50,000 Limit hisJake
is back at work on Christies comedies
own volition. Business is rot
last Thursday
having done a morning at B o'clock.
ten anyway.
the Realart
As
Against
$100,000
10-day "bit" In the Santa Ana Jail
Last Wednesday
speeding;.
Theodore Wharton is directing an
Robert W. Priest is State-righting 26 two- reel comedies starring
ght she had her "coming-out amateur feature for the Ad Club
Los Angeles, May 4.
Inn,
Sunset
but
the
conat
here.
Callahan.
Jimmy
The
story was written by
party"
A report here from the Federal
cict costumes and the reproduction Nick Harris, the local Burns-PinkReserve Bank of San Francisco to
apartment
jail-house
in
the
erton,
the
and
he
Is starring in it.
oi
It the effect that all
Sol Lesser and his retinue left
producers are
cabaret were tabooed by the offi- will be shown at a Midnite Frolic of
planning to hold all feature produc- for the coast this week after a fortthe club.
cials.
night'* stay in New York putting
tion costs within $50,000 as against
over the Jackie Coogan feature,
$100,000 per picture a year ago, with •Pecks Bad Boy.*'
Anita Stewart has purchased a
Director Charles Giblyn fs han- the added information
that the proHollywood home.
dling William Russell on the Fox
ducers plan increasing production,
-The Soul of a Violin" is to bo
lot
is widely discussed.
The Gloria Hope-Lloyd Hughes
made into pictures. It ls underiptials are to take place in June.
The general attitude is that some stood Mischa Elman and Jan KubeCharles Emerson Cook has made
a new arrangement with the Will- of the producing organizations have lik, famed experts on the fourFlorence and King Vidor have iam Fox organization whereby he been negotiating loans in the Bay stringed Instrument, are going to
over
a
new
taken
home on Selma will do original stories for them, City.
be invited te participate in several
Philip Van Loan is one
^avenue. Hollywood.
instead of devoting part of his time
scenes.
Bebe Daniels

lot after

r

toL_lhe

tiff

produpmg

picture

porationT^~W^rner
now a bankrupt.

l?dis%

Featdres. Inc..
business

_Xms

deal took place in 1913. Abel Cary
Thomas acted for the Warners.

J|(l

!

to reading submitted material.
R. Seel in* ProducFILM
tions wer#*"jncorporated Mhere last
Kenneth McGaffey is handling the
•week.
Tfce
Incorporators
are publicity, for the various comedy Foreign
Made Pictures Help to
Charles R. labeling, Charles^. Clay- productions that the Warner Bros.
Depress Trade
land Ben M. -Silver. The amount is are turning out on the Special Pro$15,000.
ductions lot.
As a result of the inactivity of
production
the
film
Joe Murphy la now with the SpenFred Warren is here completing picture
cer Film Co. at Santa Monica, as- arrangements with a number of in- laboratories In New York and outsisting William Bertram in the mak- dependent producers for his distrib- side points are suffering from the
ing of westerns.
uting organization.
depression.
According to a representative
of
the
Evans Film
tmndel-ph Lewis will leave for New Laboratory,
The next Rex Ingram production
the influx of foreign
Metro will be "The Conquering York within a day or two, taking
made pictures has had a great deal
'ower," adapted from the Balzac the production of the Kipling story,
tory by June Mathis. Edward Con- "Without Benefit of Clergy." with to do with the cause, and another
him. He will sail from New York in reason offered for the neglect in
jelly has been engaged for the east.
about 10 days for England to show turning out "positives" from the
Tod Browning's contract with the picture to the author.
negative was that the state right
Universal expires in August, and it
market was pretty far gone on a
is possible that after that time he
William D. Taylor, Lasky director, slump, from
which it hasn't rewill have his productions released went to a private hospital this week
via First National, with Ben Schul- to undergo an operation. Oi. his re- covered since the preceding winter.
In
addition
the
state righters are
berg making the arrangements. covery he is to take a vacation
not picking up their C. O. D.'s,
Browning has purchased the screen abroad.
rights to "Just Outside of Hell," by
throughout the country, and this is
Rene Du Saltes, a French author
It is barely possible Universal will given as an additional cause for the
now here.
have an Elinor Glyn picture in the lack in feeding negatives for denear future. IrVIng Thalberg, the
purpose.
Illustrating
Bob* Kerr has been added to the youthful G. M. of.U. City, has been velopment
point
further,
this
official
staff of directors at the Hal
dining frequently at the Hollywood his
E
Roach studios.
Hotel with the English authoress. declared that Realart might in one

The
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Chsfrles
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who

VLSA

Antonio Moreno started work at
Allan
Vitagraph last week on a feature
Hawaii,
d

Secret of the "ills."

SLTS?

£?i?J!

rSS

H
u
posite

n

Ben
SW?
SaU ******* the
"ett

la

the star.

directing.
lead op-

Dwan has

returned from
but will return to the
Islands to shoot his next picture
there. It will be based on some of
the folk tales of the natives.

Wesley Ruggles has been signed
The Sargent Productions, backed by the Morosco Co. to direct the

-S^Wnt.

operator
iLfHHS&X
and
capitalist, has started producing
comedies, with Rex S tory featured
Oil

Howe, director

Eliot

for

Ran B

ilampton, l s a daddy. Mrs.
Howe's
professional name is Janice Vincent.

screen version of "Slippy McGee."

Gladys Walton was married three
months ago to Frank Riddell, and
permitted it to become known last
week.

James M. Dailey ls to build a picMonte Blue was operated on in ture house at the intersection of
week for Western avenue and Santa Monica
appendicitis.
It will be a month boulevard. The structure ls to cost
oerore he can resume work.
$100,000.
The Pacific Hospital last

T
fn

Ver omedIes Co ««»
i e *CIfor
i*
F P ur POse of
he

been

-

thl

~ark

Ai-

rm,w

"S

*L

er

stories.

filming
"Philo

Corr cspondcnce School

TwP i !.
Doteckative."
There are 35 stories,
18 are to be filmed during th*
»
,

*nd
<

«rst year

The Hobart Bosworth Productions.
Inc., is now fully organized and
shooting on the Ince lot Bosworth
is to be featured. In the Initial production, "The Sea Lion," Bessie
Love, Emory Johnson, Jack Curtis
and Richard Morris are to appear.
The officers of the new compnny are

Mark Lee Luther has joined the Samuel Heyman, president; Emory
authors colony in L, A.
Johnson, vice-president, and Max
Graf, manager. The Associated Proha«
J^asky
left*
ducers
Is to be the medium of refor
New
Vj£?*
WH1 rema,n "*•« »«* lease.
weeks.

Robert Crozier Scott, playwright
Betty Compson Is back on the
and scenarist, is named in the cross
lot.
raving recovered from her
attack divorce actions being waged by Mrs.
or measles.
Gladys B. and Harry G. Vorhauser.

1W VWoD
ff

The husband names the author.
*r.

since her return from

0Tk
irw3 uhome has purchased an
room
at Hollywood.
'

Louise

Glaum has

left L. A. for

0? Mexico.
She wiJl be
«v££
•about, three wicks.
sfc

I

i

|

18-

a

away

— .»

William A. Beaudine,

Jr.,

arrived

11

Henry

new. material.

.

The

plaintiff charges the defendants
with entering Into a sub-rosa business agreement to defraud him out

of certain profits alleged
under his contract with

<

W.

TEST POMONA BLUE LAWS.
'»

l

Na- Film Houses Closed Under Court

the

Decision.

A.

Van

left

Scoy, cameraman,
Portland, Ore., for Alas-

ka under commission from Goldwyn
to film scenes in connection with the
spring break of the ice pack in the
rivers and harbors of the Northland.
Van Scoy was accompanied as far
as Seattle by Robert Bruce, the nature photographer, but went into
the Far North alone. The pictures
he is to take in the next several
weeks will be used as "atmosphere"
In the film version of Rex Beach's
story, "The Iron Trail.**

Hugo

Riesenfeld
ballet

Los Angeles, May 4.
picture houses in Pomona
were closed last Sunday. The week
previously they were open under an
injunction which had been secured
against the mayor and ths chief of
Since that time a decision
police.

The

hae been handed down by Judge
Burnell to the effect that the law
became effective five days after the
canvass of the votes that were cast.
The next step In the battle will be

is
putting a to test the constitutionally of the
on at the Cri- Sunday blue law.

terion Sunday.

Abel Oance, French producer of

Paris, April 27.
"J/Accuse," arrived last
of Paris exhibitors denounced censorship.
held another meeting earlier in the

WANGER RENEWED WITH F. P.

week and

While no official announcement
has been made, it is generally conceded at the offices of Famous
Players-Lasky this week that Walter Wanger signed a new contract
with the concern before sailing for
Europe Tuesday.
Some time ago Wanger, who was
receiving $400 a week, tendered his
resignation unless he received $1,000
a week, at which time he was asked
relative to the "war tax" tariff. It
from the judgment verdict which to hold the matter In abeyance. It
is claimed no surtax for not prearises out of an alleged guaranty Is believed a compromise was efsenting L'O per cent, at least of
fected.
French films should be imposed on of a credit extended by the plainpicture balls where the monthly receipts are leas) than 10,000 francs,
the rate being 3 per cent, irrespective of origin of films, while it is
granted halls taking over 10,000
francs to 30,000 francs a month can
pay 6 per cent, on the same conditions.
The proposed extra tax, or
surtax, for shows composed mainly
of foreign films is now being opposed by the Paris exhibitors as
from the beginning by the provincial men.

The Syndicate

month

chew over the vexed quesJames Rennie has been engaged
tion of unfair taxation, compared as leading man for
Hope Hampton.
with the theatres, and dispatch current business. The maulers were
The Appelate Division last wee!:
counselled to file their claims per- affirmed a judgment award
of $&1.sonally
with
Bokanowski,
the 400.58 in favor of the IT. S. Printing
French Deputy fathering the new and
Lithographing
Co.
against
bill in the chamber when it is finalPatrick A. Powers, Harry M. Warner
ly discussed.
The syndicate now and
Albert
A.
Warner.
film
suggests an important amendment producers.
Powers had appealed
to

ENTER, BEN TURPIN,
MACK SENNETT STAR!

.

Taking up other questions, some
of the

members

protested at the increased charge of 26 per cent, for
posters, declared to be unwarranted,
as paper is supposed to be getting
a !f el. <aper. Certain renters are
also blamed for loss of time caused
to exhibitors' messengers, who have
to wait long in line when sent to
fetch the reels for the week's proshow, oth^r renters were criticised
for giving involeces with "approximate'' lengths of films and not the
exact length.
In future the "megarantl"
tragr
guaranteed
(or

Fell* de la Camara. an author
Prague, Bohemia, has come to
Taris to present his latest work to
Pearl White when she arrives. MLs
Magieiwn Nolr" is the title of the
story dedicated to Miss White, who
here last week, having
arrived
sailed from New York on the Aquitania and landed at Cherbourg.

Commencing with sn early June reMack Scnnett will offer to the
exhibitors of America, a series of twopart comedy specials, starring the Inlease,

Ben Turpin, than whom there
no greater screen favorite.

imitable
is

The New York American recently

"TURPIN

xald of the popular star:

press reports Leon CauDecourcelle
Leon Poirter
from ,i contract. This is denied) but
1'oirn r remains with the OauiftOltl
studio all the same.
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Turpin special,
has bean

to be released early in June,

"LOVES OUTCAST."

Watch

the trade Journals for future announce-

ments pertaining to
comedy!

this

feature

;»1

Hiiy dc I'i#snay has' begun work
Ailes sonvrent"
l>*s
on S Him,
cThe Wings Open) for the Jupiter
company, with Kouarmc, Mfries
Madys and Iribe In the hads.
'

**-

YWOOn

IS

NO LONGER A MERE COMEDIAN,

h;is paid
to P.
30,000 francs to release

>

"

noi.i

due him

tional.

Benda masque

FRENCH FILM NOTES.

1

change manager in various cities
the Arthur S. Kane Pictures Warren Corp.
Corporation, has been appointed
general sales manager of the comGoldwyn announces three changes
pany.
in its branch exchange managers—
J. A. Koerpel taking charge of the
The Dominant Pictures, Inc has Boston exchange, having moved
contracted to release the Catherine from Seattle; W. B. Banford. formerly manager of the Salt Lake
Calvert special productions.
City office, to Seattle: C. KnickerHarry Revier has been granted a bocker, formerly a member of the
Chicago sales force, promoted te
against
the
injunction
temporary
National Film Corporation, Harry management of Salt Lake branch.
M. Rubey, its president, and David
Goldwyn has acquired the picture
P. Howells. Inc., to restrain Howells
from turning any moneys over to rights to Hcnnlng Berger's play,
Rubey from the saKs of the "Son of "Syndafloden," a Swedish drama.
Revier produced An adaptation of it was produced
Tarzan" serial.
the serial for the National Film on the speaking stage in New York
by Arthur Hopkins in 1917 under
Corporation on a -salary and 12
per cent of profits arrangement. the name of "The Deluge."

^ from

n

=

for

Paul Richrath, who for the past
years has been associated la
picture enterprises with F. B. Warren, hae resigned as purchasing
agent of Associated Producers to
become secretary of the new F. B.
five

Sff

'*?,'*#

^

eager to play the re-issues, and
with the willingness of the exchangemen to comply, all seems
the result of wanting to get some
ready cash instead of handing it out

The
monl

4
fa

try have had a direct influence on
this,
it
is
said? since they are

E. Wilkinson, formerly ex-

to America shortly to film one of
their British pictures here. This is
reversing the usual order of things.

21E •

cational.

OF

F
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Exhibitors throughout the coun-

produc-

Lloyd "Ham" Hamilton has started work at his new studio at Sunset
and Hollywood boulevards on a
The synseries of comedies under P*«! direc- length) will be exacted.
tion of Jack While. W. W. Rarity Is dicate was represented at the ConSpeeof
du
the
Federation
gress
the production manager. The pic
:... ie
to be held in Bordeaux April
tures are being made for the Edu-

HOLLYWOOD
HOTEL,
THEATRICALS BUT
RENDEZVOUS
T

of work, and the next three or four
there would be nothing; th
same
was true of Fox and others.

its

Ivy Duke and Guy Newall. who
are known in England as "The English Mary and Doug," are coming

for

week supply them with a quantity cently
Jean Acker has a badly mangled
Louis J. Gasnler left for New
hand as a result of a set-to with York last week. It Is reported that
her pet bull terrior.
She will be the director will endeavor to make
laid up for a few days.
another production connection while
East. He has been holding a RobGladys Brock well has been en- ertson-Cole contract.
gaged for a role in the Oliver Sellers-Elliott Sparling production
Hughie Fay became a daddy last
to
be made at the Mayer studios.
week. Mrs. Fay, who was professionally known as Elsie Mynne, is
William Duncan, the Vita serial in St. Vincent's hospital, where both
k»ng, is now working on a
she and the newly arrived son are
seven
feature.
He and his doing nicely. Mr. Fay is a brother
ESS*
wife. ^SJfi™
Edith Johnson, have Just re- of Elfle Fay, who just inherited the
turned from a brief honeymoon
and estate of her husband, Samuel A.
started work immediately. The Rtorv Benner, to whom she had been marlvh c """n«ns. and entitled ried thirteen weeks at the time of
The Princess of the Desert Dream." his death.

associated with

is

tion.

Rita Rogan, daughter of George
R. Rogan, connected with the dramatic departments of the Hearst
papers, will appear in "The Wild
Goose," a forthcoming Cosmopolitan
production.

8S»-

LOS ANOELES CALIFORNIA
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«

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
729 Seventh Aye.,

New York

Inc.
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Washington, D. C, May 4.
warning to American picture
producers is held out in a statement made by Bernard H. Noll. Assistant Trade Commissioner of the
United States Department of Com-

milrels rental for each film for a
period of 14 days, to be exhibited
one night each in 14 theatres.
"Advertisements giving an account of film shown each day are
placed with the newspapers by the
larger motion p cture houses. This
merce, who discusses conditions advertising is handled much in the
among picture interests in Brazil, same manner as in the United
and declares that the European mar- States. There are no important moket is gradually making inroads on tion picture magazines or periodicthe South American trade because als, although two or three weekl'es
of "the favorable exchange situat'on give news items and photographs
between those countries and Brazil." of the latest pictures. Theso latAnother point noted in the Assist- ter publications seem to have no
ant Commissioner's declaration was particular national leanines. Eurothat the details of rentals on films peans and American films being
In foreign countries are given too listed impartially."

consideration, and representations are often placed in the hands
of foreigners who are not in symlittle

pathy with American business methods or have had no training with

home organization. Thus it
often happens that a representative
places American films on the market at prices higher than the exhibitor feels he can pay.
Describing in particular the Brazilians' preference in pictures he declares the uneducated class prefer
"wild west" and "adventure'' subjects while the better educated class
of the community prefer society
dramas, detective and mystery films
with education and travel supplements. The Brazilians, he also comments, follow closely American fashions and copy American styles of
clothing, architecture, automobiles
and interior decorations which are
shown in films sent to Brazil from
the United States.
Ten film distributors and importers in all are situated in Rio de
Janeiro, three being large branch
agencies- of American producers,
several own and operate picture theatres in connection with ths film
distribution business, and four Import films on their own account and
rent them out to theatres. All of
these distributors maintain agents
in the principal cities who handle
the

•

/*

:

Opposed

OF

Pictures.

TWO CHAMPIONS

Thomas

picture

Pickford,

star,

Association of Exhibitors.

Resolu- to be released for State right buy-

were passed condemning the ers through Geo. Smith of the PicClara Smith Hamon and all other ture Trading Corporation.
ized $26,921 for the estate. Samuel
similar
and went on recMarx was the auctioneer. The sale ord as pictures,
The feature brings out the chamrefusing* to show any picwas held at US West 23d street. ture depicting
Clara
Henry pion of the world, Jack Dempsey,
Many theatrical celebrities were Star, Dalton BrothersSmith,
and the European champion, Georamong the purchasers, a detailed nings in any theatre Inor Al JenOklahoma. ges
Carpentler,
in
contrasting
list of which is published below:
Resolutions also passed, opposing
One Cadillac auto, $5,000, dealer. the leasing or rental of Alms to any styles, for the edification and information of the millions who are,
One Jewelry case, $13, Grace L. non-theatrical
association
that interested
in
their
forthcoming
Fish, 570 Park Ave.
charged admission, but permission ring battle July 2 in New
Jersey.
One frame, $25, C. Farr.
was granted to religious or educafighters
will be shown for the
The
One seal ring, $7, D. Beekman.
tional institutions not charging adpurposes of comparison, in measOne silver snake ring, $4.50, Poole, missions to rent or lease films.
15 Sullivan St, Brooklyn.
The question of tax on music urements and stature, while intermingled
with the serious observasapphire
with
One beaded bag
was taken up and a committee apare cartoons that have a
clasp. $32.50, Mrs. R. Miller. 344 W. pointed to look after that matter. tion
72d St.
The question of producers acting as comic side blended with the subLot assorted pictures, $11, M. exhibitors was considered, but no ject matter of the feature.
which were sold Not.

I

22, 1920,

real-

130 Third Ave.

lass,

One jade ornament,

tions

action was
The association

taken.

official

$42.50, Schait.

•

djourned

after

It is claimed this is the first picture of its kind ever filmed. It car-

Madison Ave.
the election of the following offi- ries more interest just now and
Two band bracelet, $50, Gladys cers:
Ralph
Talbot,
president will up to the date of the fight
Feldman, 171 W. 71st St.
(Tulsa); Morris Lowenstein, vice- through the pertinency of it.
One twisted gold ribbon bracelet, president (Oklahoma City); A. B.
The idea is said to have struck
$26. Mrs. R. Miller, 344 W. 72d St.
Moman, secretary (Shawnee); H. Mr. Smith while reading a newsLewis
J.
necklace,
$185,
One
jade
FILM
W. McCall, treasurer (Oklahoma paper article detailing the two
Selznick.
City). The officers together with fighters.
He could gain little
One 14-karat gold cigarette case, Tom T. Boland (Oklahoma City) knowledge from it and found it im$50, Mabel Normand.
are the directors.
possible to visualize the type deConcern's President Says 35
One gold chain, $22.50, Lewis J.
scription. From that casual thought
Selznick.
New Houses Planned.
the two-reeler, called "The
grew
One gold and platinum cigarette
Fight of the Age," with what everycase, $250, Grace L. Fish, 570 Park
WILLIAMS
D.
Louis C. Barnstyn, president and
one wants to know about the prinAve.
cipals in a big struggle brought out
general manager of the NederOne tjreen gold cigarette case and
on the screen.
I.
A.
M.
P.
N.
A. Levy, 2102 Seventh
395

HERE TO BUY FEATURES

FOR DUTCH

TRUST

FOR

JOHN

landsche

Bioscoop,

known as

CHANGE

the chain, $650,

Dutch Film Trust, arrived in New Ave.
One 14-karat mesh purse with
York last week on a mission to buy
sapphire, $225, Grace L. Fish, 570
film productions for the Holland Park Ave.
territory.
He is making headquarOne gold cigarate case with emerters at the offices of the British ald, $170, X. Levy, 2102 Seventh Ave.
One toilet set, 20 pieces, $1,425,
and Continental Trading Co.
Another purpose of the visit is Mabel Normand.
One long pearl and sapphire neckto study American theatre deigning and methods of screen present- lace, $876, Sam Rosenthal, 55 Fifth

$2,600,

Films.— Wants "Cream."

Widespread
in

Advocating a change

in

the pres-

ent administration of the National
Association of the Motion Picture

Industry and outlining a tentative
policy in its future

management

one which would meet the present
"crisis" of the picture tndustry on
a scale compatible with its largess
John D. Williams, president of First
declared

National,

further

that

a

needed under the conditions as they now exist.
His idea, he said, would be to se-

change

is

'

pearl,

J0LS0N PICTURE
Star with Record

Draw

IN

JUNE.

One

$200,

Lewis

cluster

J.

ring,

Selznick.

aid

21

policies,

brilliants,
St.
ring,

Herman, 213 W. 14th
One American button pearl

$40,

C.

"Sinbad" $G50, A. Levy.
Will Rsturn for Studio Work.
One platinum set with star sap-

Ireight.

in

Mabel Normand.
Los Angeles, May 4.
One American bronze pearl ring,
Before leaving here Al Jolt-on an- $375, Lewis J. Selznick.
nounced he had decided to return
One platinum diamond ring, about
in June to start picture production. 10-karat,
$3,050, Andre Sherri, Inc.,
"Sinbad,"' at $3.50 top, drew $4,600 76 W. 48th St.
at the Auditorium in eight performOne velvet skirt and waist, $15,
ances, a record for a musical show J. V. Briarly.
here.
One velvet dresd, $37.50, M. Mack,
lie also Bays he will settle In Los 1G0 Clairmont Ave.
Angeles, because he wants a home.
One velvet skirt and blouse, $55,
phire, $425,

Statistics

Continuing he states that

in 1913.
Italy supplied 90 per
cent, of the films imported to Brazil,
but that during the war the United
Stales furnished practically all of
the film entertainment in that counHis statistics on the number
try.
of theatres declare that Kio de Janeiro has ."0 picture theatres, most
of these A\ith a seating capacity of
between 350 to 600. The heller class

France and

Mr. Clark, 414 Riverside Drive.

TWO

of picture theatres have comfortable
lobbies and orchestras. The orchestra plays In the lobby while the persons wait for the completion of a
picture before entering. The larger
theatres have continuous shows from

"DISRAELIS"

With the announcement last week
that George Arliss has allied himself with, the I'nited States Artists
("Big Four") and that he would
make a filmization of "Disraeli."
comes word of a revival of the "Dis-

One

velvet skirt and blouse; $40,
M. Mack, 160 Clairmont Ave.
One velvet dress and ona velvet
coat, $47.50, Florence Aronwalt, 160
Yerna Ave., Brooklyn.
One orange velvet evening wrap,
fox collar, $110, Norman J. Cowells,
862 Bushwick Ave., Brooklyn.
One maroon velvet coat, trimmed
with blue lynx, $80, McCrudy, 44 W.
77th St.

1.30 p. m. to 11.30 p. m. The smallhouses, however, and the raeli" production made in England
suburban houses give no matinees. a few years ago by director Q, BocPrograms are changed four times a chi, with DetoKlfl Eddie in the title
week. In Sao Faulo. which ranks role.
One stone marten stole, $325,
The feature was shown here, but
next to Kio de Janeiro, there are
Wlnoti'nn pierure theatres in 'oper- did- not create *»>' -mvtuo. e>;rit<>.
One bfcttfc reivet coat. F;:;her colation. The largest of these seat from ment.
lar and cuffs, $60, United.
1,500 to 2,000 persons and the smallOne blue velvet wrap, trimmed
est from 200 to 300.
with ermine, $180, A. Levy.
WISCONSIN BILL KILLED
Fifteen film distributors are esone cloth coat, muskrat lining,
Madison, Wis., May 4.
tablished in Sao Paulo, most of them
$70, C. Herman. 213 W. 14th St.
The Bennett bill creating censorbeing operated by branch offices of
One Hudson seal coatee with belt,
the film exchanges in Kio de Ja- ship of pictures in the State was $75, United.
neiro.
According to Commissioner killed today in the House commitOne Stone Marten scarf, one pair
The vote in the Senate stood Stone Marten cuffs, $65, A. Levy.
Noll, there is a booking combination tee.
in Sao Paulo known as the Sao 29 to 3, the former figure registering
One long sable coat, $1,800, A.
"No."
Paulo Theatre Trust.
Levy.
"This organisation," he says, "is
One cocoa mat, $12, D G. Van
composed of four or five men who
Pusen.
SUE CHAPLIN FOR $25,000.
own two to four cinema theatres
Totai. $26,921.
Los Angeles, May 4.
each, all be'ng the largest and
King & Bchuler, attorneys, Salt
most profitably operated houses in
The stories of King Lan ner are
It is reported that the or- Lake City, are suing Charles ChapBrazlt.
ganization cleared over 470,000 mil- lin for a $2.".. 000 fee for advice in being offered for screen purposes
without any takers at this
bore
the
Mddred
Harris Chaplin case
feis during September, 1!»l'0. Its most
time. The sale of the II.
Witwer
profitable contracts heine with th<> given to the comedian when he wan stories within the last few
weeks,
American producers. One of these In ?alt Laic- dodging seivke ifl his however, will undoubtedly ho>
ihe
contracts provides the sum of 700 wife's action.
market on the Lardner stuf".

er city

.;.

I

I

MODIFY CODE.

Advocates Tariff on German

sending one print around circuit is now made up of five firstOne crystal cigarette case, $80, cure the best man obtainable, and
run houses at The Hague, three .n Chas. Satzman.
for that man to "remain on the Job"
Nymege.i, two at Arnhem, one in
One diamond and sapphire braceand give it all of his time. That was
Utrecht and three in other cities let, 200 diamonds,
Sam
Ros$3,100,
The "trust" is capitalized at 10,000,- enthal, 65 Fifth Ave.
the calibre of man essential, he
000 guilders (about $3,750,000) and
One sapphire and pearl ring, two added, who had no other interests
in on the
is traded
msterdam pearls, $110, Lewis J. Selznick.
but the picture industry to serve.
Stock Exchange.
One platinum ring with single His plan would include two men to

the northern sections of the country
and the other to the south, each trip
lasting about five or six months.
In some districts,- where the distributors have no agents, films have
been shipped by mail as printed
matter, but the director of the mails
has Just Issued a decision that films
must be classed as parcel post. This
Witt increase the cost of transportation about 500 per cent and prohibit
the rental of films except at points
where they can be delivered* by

House

1921

NOVELTY FIGHT FILM

Crime

to

6,

Selznick Pays Good

J.

ation for use in the extension of Ave.
One diamond pearl brooch and
tho Dutch company's circuit.
Mr.
Barnstyn said the company pro- sapphire pin, $500, Mabel Normand.
One monogram set, $30, Chas.
poses to build 35 houses in Holland
within the next few years, increas- Satzman.
One platinum pin, $100, United.
ing its theatres to 50.
One pearl necklace, 100 pearls,
The, Nederlandsche Bioscoop al*
$2,500, Lewis J. Selznick.
ready controls the output of nearly
One pearl and sapphire bracelet,
all the big American producers in
$300, Gladys Feldman.
One American distri- its territory, but seeks to add inde- ' One diamond necklace, 100 briltheir films.
pendent
pictures
to
lists.
its
The
each
prints
of
employs
two
butor
liants,
A. Levy.
picture,

0KLA. MANAGERS MEET.
Association

May

Oklahoma City, May 4.
Ths Oklahoma Theatre Owners Two-Reeler Produced by Geo.
and Managers' Association conSmith, Contrasting Them.
Prices for Jewels.
vened at Oklahoma City, April 26A novelty in the way of a feature
The sals of ths effects and per- 27. The association Voted to retain membership in ths National film in two reels is that now
sonal belongings of the late Olive
about

Lewis

Trade Commissioner Discusses Conditions, Taking
Failure to Study Local
Brazil as an Example
Conditions Also Hurts American Sales.

I
Friday,

FAVORABLE EXCHANGE COSTING

<•.

^

him

in the fulfillment of future
and this trinity should be-

come the most representative

unit

of. the industry.

Digressing from the subject of the
National Association, Mr. Williams
declared he was in favor of a protective tariff on German -made pictures to preserve the economic balance of American artists and those
associated with
the making of
American-made pictures.
His view on the situation was
that we should get the "cream" of
the German pictures, and that Inas-

m'uch as a tariff could not preclude
their importation, they would serve

immediately manifested

4.

Lasky contract.

FILM SHOW A.

Y..

May

4.

Closed* for some time, the Mozart"
theatre here was reopened as a pic-*
ture palace on Monday, with Mra
Louise Meyers Jackson as owner
and manager. Mrs. Jackson is the
widow of George F. Jackson, ths
previous operator.
In her newspaper advertising announcing the
reopening of the house, Mrs. Jackson says:
"In the

.

Only

PICTURES FOR DEBTS.
Klmira, N.

Florence Mechan has broucht suit
Mrs.
aga.nst Bebe Daniels and
Phyllis Daniels, mother of the star,
as joint defendants, for $21,750,
which she alleges is due her as commission for having secured the

itself.

educational films could be displayed, the tentative draft of the
code provided and these only on a
limited number of days each month*
and no charge could be made.
Welfare, religious and educational organizations immediately obtwo public hearings
jected, and
were held, one in Philadelphia and
one in Pittsburgh.
Ths result of these hearings haJ
been that the whole attempt on the"
part of the board to restrict the
showing of pictures in charitable
educational and religious instituThe protions has been dropped.
posed code as It now stands provides that the pictures be shown
under the provisions of the fire and
panic act, which insures safety td
patrons. Machines approved by ths
board must be used and each must
be operated by a licensed operators

ter pictures..

$21,750 COMMISSIONS.
Los Angeles, May

Action

Harrisburg, May 4.
Modification of the drastic proposed motion picture code, regulating films exhibited by charitable,
religious' and educational institutions of Pennsylvania has been
agreed to by the State Industrial
Board of the Department of Labor
and Industry.
>
Commissioner Clifford B. Connelley of the de. rtment recently announced the terms of the proposed
code, and these so limited the character of the films that could be
shown that a widespread protest

in a manner that would inspire
American directors into making bet-

NEW PICKFORD

Pretest Forces
Pennsylvania.

summer

of 1919

my

late

husband. CtaorgJ) F. Jackson, came
to Klmira and opened the McSart
theatre with the idea of giving the

Los Angeles, May 4.
public good, clean amusement. On
The run of "The Four Horsemen" account of conditions and his failing
at the Mission here ended last night health the project was not successafter 11 weeks.
The latest Mary ful, and in the month of January
Pickford production, "Through the

Back Door," opens

tonight.

LOEW DEMANDS RECEIVER.
Los Angeles, May 4.
Theatre, Inc.. Itas filed
against the Hippodrome theatre here, demanding ihe appointment of a receiver. They also ask
the removal of the present d rectors
and an accounting.
Adolph Bamish, who holds the
controlling interest in the hotlfO.
refused to meet the Locw repreLoew's

suit

sentatives.

he died, leaving as assets only
the lease on the Mozart theatre and
as liabilities a considerable number
of debts, many of which are here In
Klmira.
'TYeling that the onlv method of
paying those debts and leaving tnc
name of my late husband clean *ni
honorable, and believing that the
people of Klmira will patronise motion pictures, provided ihey are Ihe
bcNt obtainable, produced on the
same plane as In N'« *\v V«>rk and
other large cities and at a reasonable price. I have decided to open
the Mozart theatre.
last

-

'

—

<

MOTION PICTURE DEPARTMENT—PAGES
Friday.

May

9,

47

PICTURES

19X1

ISORSHIP

TO

41

NO RECORD FOR

OUT

IN 31 STATES;

"BIRTH''

Demy Well

at Capitol— Held
for Next Week,

SENSATIONAL SERIAL FILM

Over

WOULD HAVE ENDED OHIO SHOWS

UP GERMAN PEOPLE

STIRS

All claims to the contrary, "The
Birth of a Nation" will not break
the house record at the Capitol this
week, but it is doing so well it will
retained for a second week.
State Suggested
Depictions beThe
ist
Sues Promoters of Freak Pubreason for thm non-record- City of
Bill
Five
Repudiate
breaking
receipts is that the picture
During
Last
It
in
Set ia
Uses
licity
for
runs two and a half hours and it is
Briefs Before Gov. Miller.
therefore impossible to give more
Pictures Negir Replaces Austrian Film.
Four
than four performances a day,
whereas "Passion" was played a
legislation
has
censorship
Im
dozen times a day. The theatro is
Berlin, April 15.
defeated in 31 states during
filled constantly this week and on
>
The Ufa 30-reel, six-part serial,
legisltive season now drawSunday night there was a double
the
Without
During
past
a Name," with
"The
Man
close.
to a
line waiting that was a block long.
Harry Leidke, has created a sensak, Ave states repudiated censorThe theatre is playing on a perOhio, Wisconsin,
tion.
The advance press work was
including
centage and participating in the adp,
brilliant; in all the papers and on
Ichigan, Rhode Island and Calivertising which is costing $6,000 a
all
the pillars appeared an anIn each of these drastic Employment in Film Studios week.
rola.
had
been
inbills
nsorship
Whether the advertising of the Accepted for Miss Talmadge nouncement signed by a Copenat Low Ebb.
hagen detective bureau, offering
Griffith revival is responsible for the
roduced and were backed prinby Emerson and Loos.
5,000,000 kronen to anyone furnishincreased receipts of his "Way
pally by professional reformers.
ing information leading to the arIn the course of an interview with Down East* at the 4-ith Street is
In Ohio, a measure known as the
Philadelphia, May 4.
rest of Peter Voss, who had stolen
StfcCoy bill sought to prohibit the Jesse E. Lasky on his return to New not known, but coincidentally with
Buckley, a local girl, and 25,000,000 krowns from his uncle's
Madeline
depicting
pictures
all
of
the
announcement
of
the rcsusicitaihowlng
This York from the Pacific Coast, he said tion of "The Birh," the 44th Street a member of the class in scenario bank in Copenhagen. It was also
crime in any of its phases.
writing established last fall at Tem- stated that the thief was thought
the unemployment situation among house took
leglislation, had it become a law,
a jump, registering an
ple University here, has won the to be in Berlin. And, ye gods, the
would have been the means of picture folk there was nothing short increase of $1800 last week over the
honor of being the first to get a bait was actually swallowed whole;
previous week, with the indications
practically paralyzing the picture of drastic.
accepted by one of the big people were arrested; others were
scenario
In WisIndustry in that State.
"Actors are practically falling this week will do even better. The companies.
stopped at th border and searched.
gross of "Way Down East' last
consin the legislators voted un- over themselves in the rush
for
the author of "Dangerous And thv
She
is
one day it turns out to be
animously against reporting the work, with little hope under the week was over $14,000.
TalConstance
new
Business,**
a
merely a film. Moreover, they are
censorship bill, and in Michigan, present conditions being
held out to
release which will have a still getting publicity out of the
madge
Senate
the
fight,
bitter
fallowing a
them. There are two directors for
showing at the Stanley sometime in fact that the city of Hamburg la
SEN.
TO L. A.
refused to take the bill from com- eve.
As originally written, her suing the Ufa for taking up its time
j job at the present time," he
May.
mittee, thus putting a quietus upon said.
story was named "The Chessboard," hunting the criminal.
Whether
the censorship agitators there for
Exhibitors on
the and it was directed and some small they could have gotten away
Referring to a query as to what Speaking to
with
at least another year.
Coast
was
the essence of Walter Waneer's
alterations made by An^ta Loos and this hoax in New York is, however,
Other States i^ which censorship mission
Emerson.
to Europe, Mr. Lasky afJohn
plate
another
of
beans.
in
P measures were introduced, but
firmed the fact that he was on his
The Stanley people, who are back
The surprising thing is that the
L.os Angeles. May 4.
[which the legislators refused to way to London to aid in the estabSenator James J. Walker, of New of the scenario class, claim also that film is really top notch, often sugthe picture industry were
I muzzle
lishment of a stock company in York, national counsel of the Mo- this is the first time that any mem- gesting, a Fairbanks opui. Besides
Colorado, Delaware. Idaho, Indiana, Famous'
studio, along the lines that tion Picture Theatre Owners of ber of a similar course in any college excitement,
it
has well pointed
Iowa, Maine, Minnesota, Missouri, they were working here.
f
America, will address the exhibitors or school in the country has received comedy and the direction is snappy
Montana, Nebraska, New Hampsuch a distinction. Special prepara- and unobtrusive. The story is simAsked
if Famous had intended or
Southern
of
California
and
Arizona
New Jersey, New Mexico, were contemplating making picshire,
have been made therefore for ply a series of episodes ia the
at a mass meeting to be held in the tions
Dakota,
North
Carolina.
North
the showing at the new Stanley.
torial versions of the Bard's classic
chase of Peter Voss by Bobby AlexOklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, as inspired by the success of "De- Walker auditorium today (Friday).
The class, while not a year old, ander, tho detective. On thing has
This meeting will be the first of
South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, ception" in this country. Mr. Lasky
has proven a stunning success. The been mado clear, Voss really hasn't
held
during
Senator
a
series
to
be
and
Washington
Utah, Vermont,
room in which it is held is supposed
emphatically declared such was not
Wyoming. Censorship was also de- their Intention. They wore going Walker's trip through the country to to accomodate about 100 students, taken the mon«y at all but has left
start an intensive campaign to offit with his uncle, who needs It to
feated in the District of Columbia. to concentrate on
but over 150 crowd in every night.
modern stuff
The censorship bill for New York there, he said, using the star system set the present blue law agitation. It is held on Monday evenings, and tide him. over a financial crisl*.
The Senator will also report to exLove Interest is introduced between
State has not yet been signed by and grouping stars into one feature.
the Stanley people have brought Peter and
hibitors everywhere the activities
the daughter of a milWhile the genGovernor Miller.
Mr. Lasky was asked what the of the organization since the con- over such people as Whitman Ben- lionaire, the owner of the 25 milwill
eral opinion is the Governor
ratio of unemployment might be at vention held in Cleveland and lay nett, Whitaker and Harry D, West- lions-, who was withdrawing it from
approve the measure, that is not the present time in comparison to
speak to the boys and girls.
plans for the preparation of a legis- cotf to
the uncle's bank but now gives hi n
inlatest
to
positive, according
one year ago. He answered Famous lative campaign to be launched in
a year to get It back from the
formation.
had
working,
it
units
and
while
10
Washington during the present sesnephew - thief.
Millionaire
and
A brief attacking the constitu- was considerably
STUDIO.' daughter are making a world tbur
less than one year sion of Congress.
tionality of the Lusk bill in New
ago, these 10 represented a larger
ofTlcers
and
executive
comThe
and
film
the
action
of
follows
the
York prepared by ex- Judge Aimer staff because of the number of peomittee of the Motion Picture T. O. Girl Is in Hollywood but Plant them: Spain, India, etc.
Harry
P. Jenks, was filed with Governor ple involved.
Owners Bar Her.
Leidke, as the hero- thief, is jolly
of A. will meet in Washington, D.
Miller Wednesday.
and acrobatic. Mady Christians, the
C, May 17, at the Hotel WashingLos Angeles, May 4.
ton, where plans will be made for
heroine,
good to look upon.
is
has been in George Jacoby has the direction.
VACATION the convention in Minneapolis early Clara Smith Hamon
KING'S
Los Angeles for about ten days.
A brief tribute may be paid to
in July.
The girl who was acquitted on the the brilliant economy being pracRobertson-Cole Arrangement Off
Leaving Casino in July Back ?n
charge of having murdered Jake ticed by the Ufa; they have now
May Return to France.
TITLE SUIT DROPPED
Five Months
Hamon, the Oklahoma politician, used the same built set for the
Los Angeles, May 4.
Corporation
The Vitagraph Film
stated on her arrival that she in- fourth
time:
"Sumurun," "Steer
Max Linder seems to be through
indiscontinued
its
of
America
has
tended to make pictures here. Later from Ollvera," "Little Muck," and
Francisco,
San
May 4.
as far as producing in this country
junction proceedings against the she went to San Diego.
King
Will
Company
will
leave
The
the
fourth
part
of
the present serial.
The French comedian
Is concerned.
Harris Feature Film Co.
The report that since that time
the Casino for its annual vacation Eskay
"Countess Satanella," a Viennese
had an arrangement with RobertBeauty"
"Black
arising
from
the
produce
was
to
spent
company
Which
Six weeks will be
the
in July.
film, was badly received at the Ufa
•on-Cole whereby they were to take
production made by both her pictures had leased space on Palast am Zoo, March 22; the audithey In rest by the comedian and his picture
providing
productions
his
The plaintiff claimed the Horslcy lot here was denied by ence had the indelicacy to laugh at
will companies.
after
which
the
company
aides,
exscreen
on
proved satisfactory
play some other house, probably in sole right to the story and the Es- William llorsley. head of the studio quite the wrong moments. Succeedamination.
Oakland, for 14 kay countered its production was company.
ed April 14 by Pola Negri and Paul
His first production was accept- Los Angeles or
on the market first and that the title
Is 1I» idemann in a ccmedy film, "The
there
Speaking
generally,
His second, given a preview weeks and then will return to the
able.
The
Vitaproperty.
common
was
in
let
to
space
Arrangements have been
Casino.
plenty of studio
Mountain Cat"; director, Ernst Lulast week, did not have a single
graph lost out on the argument for Hollywood, but it li doubtful if the bitsch; scenery, Ernst Stem; seen*
Robertson-Cole official present to made that the company be away
full 20 a preliminary injunction last week. Hamon company will be able to te- ario, Hans Kraely and Lubitsch.
the
Casino
for
from
the
unIt
is
presentation.
witness the
The Federal Trade Commission cure any.
derstood that there are negotiations weeks. Negotiations- are now under
another angle on the grounds of unfair trade
of a sort on with Goldwyn at this way by King for entering
city during the after-vacation pe- competition is still pending.

Named
McCoy
Week

—

No Crime

—

Hamburg

Wasted Time

—

TWO FOR EVERY

JOB

—Ufa

Same

PRIZE STUDENT SELLS

ON COAST, SAYS LASKY

STORY TO CONSTANCE

j

i

WALKER

i

'

WHERE'S HAM0N

ANNUAL

LINDER-GOLDWYN DEAL

—

time.

Linder, who has been working at
Univ< rsal City, has hinted rather
broadly that he is about ready to
return to "that dear Paris."

FILM TAX DISCUSSION.

ZIEGFELD FILMING

riod.

Announcement was made this Senator Walker and Bcrman Arrive
ST0LL CO.
week Florenz Zlegfeld, Jr., would
on Coast.
r
The Stoll Film Co. of America. enter the Alms mm a producer of
recently abruptly terminated its features starring Billle Burke. Her
Los Angelas. May 4.
operations with liabilities aggregat- contract with Famous Players has
Senator James A. Walker and
DEFRAUDERS FINED
ing some $80,000, is reported to have expired and was not renewed by Samuel I. Bcrman of Xew York ar-/
settled all Ps obligations with the mutual consent.
rived Wednesday for a thrro days
Kansas City, May 4.
One of the exactions demanded stay, representing the Theatre
exception of the claim of Ralph
Herbert Settle, age 30, and his
SPECIALS- AT FORDS.
Proctor, its general manager, who by Miss Burke during her contract Owners
wife, Marget Settle, 28. admitted in
Association of America,
Bernard Depkin, owner and manattached the company and is suing With Famous was that the concern Th^y will hold meetings for discusthe United States federal court that ager of
a string of film theatres in
Boyce
car with
Bolls
supply
her
salary.
full
for
a
year*!
they had used the'mails to defraud
sion of the film tax measures.
Baltimore, has leased Ford's In that
The Stoll Film Co. of England, tires, she claiming she was entitled
girls with ambitions to become lilm
city for the presentation of specials
from

The Casino

use

a

larcer
vaudeville and feature picture policy
during King's absence. It will be
along the lines of the other IiOew
holding here, Hippodrome.
will

SETTLES

.

and were lined $100 and costs. for the summer months.
Depkin
Under the name 'International will present "Dream Street" for
Pkturea Corporation" the defend- four weeks beginning May 9.
ants inserted advertisement) in a
The contract is on a basis of a
stars,

promising po >i« {guarantee
p| first money up to a
Europe to yd
bin
cei tain mud. with a n^t'y-fttry
"women. A number answered the alafter the named amount has been
luring Advertisement and sent $30
pass* 'I.
lure publication
lions and a tour of

J>i<

only

Van
the

Vankenburg

.small

line

.

*

.

,

Imposed

NEW HOUSE FOR Y0NKERS
Vonkers, X. Y

which friends

A

paid.

theatre

picture

is

,

to

May

4.

be built

BLACHE TRI-ARTS DIRECTOR.
The Tii-Arts Productions

the

arid

and as she was travelown auto her employes

should supply the

be worn rs at first. Patrick C. Hartlgan, one of tim organ is rs of the
company, will direct on the lot,
This Is Mme, perc-xzinni's debut
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In addition ars Charles If, ITtvey, Rlmor Leflngwell, Coolidge w.
Btreeter, in charge of th" scenario
department, apd a. D, Stannard in
..f

j.re>

>

. les.

"Ibbetson" Start. ng.
start
will
Fitxmaurlcs
h<m,-. on the film ixat ion of 'i*eter
Ibbetson" f<>r Famous Playeri May
•

,

by

brother of Arthur
with the latter aiso

i

Ph>!o McCullougH Directing.
lead!

made

h< n

.

a new film producing unit
"headed by Lejar< n \. Miller, the
magazine photogra] her-artiat, and
Isaac Wolper, former executive of $11".o.ooo.
th*
Bob Hampton of Piai
the Mayflower Photoplay CorporaThe site Will have a 2,200 seat
\. Ian \>'< Auction ploi ing
m,..
tion.
Active production will star" theatre with stores. Work will begin
man
burweek,
this
rttraml
the
hou.
c si
r»«>t we«k,
during the ummer. The new
»'•''
outright >•} Plrst
H« r»" it Blache h it b< n sign* «l a-- will bo on South Broad waVi near rhns»ed
to Pro
Hudton sin t, elc
•irectorj
of

moTed

of

all

industrial

in
iH

din dtora.

Feature

|i

upon the site now occupied by the
The proFirst Reformed Churchi
perty has been bought by the Floro
The Italian Metros
Realty Corporation, of which M. J. In pi tui
ventu
Walsh, former mayor of Vonkers, tan Club is backing th«
The
treasurer.
and
president
is
as
reported
is
price
purchase
BOUGHT BOB HAMPTONiT'»

i

film

only

announcement

[organisation to be known as Films of
(industry. The project has been r r o-

tbavers VAXES company.

Pcrczzinm's Two-Reclers
The newly organised H. C. R. Proh.ts
signed Mmc.
ductions, Inc.,
JosephiiK Percssinnl to star In their
forthcoming series of Western pro-

INDUSTRIAL CONCERN
Bpc< (alislng

tires.

films,

Mrs.

•

is

a car to carry her to

the studio
ing In h<*r

.

<

namo

to

*

to bind the contract.
Settle and his wife are both cripples.
Because of their misfortunes

Judge

which furnished the pictures to the
American concern for distribution,
has arranged to release its future
output to America through th<
Pathe exchanges.
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Boston Evening Transcript, April 13, 1921
COSTUMES FROM SIMPLICITY TO SPLENDOR
There

is

a splendor of

stuffs,

few costumes of Hinder hue and

The

current modes.

a simplicity of

stuffs,

an

art of stuffs,

and

all

three shine

from the musical

play,

"Two

Little Girls in Blue."

patterns, the stuffs in question are fabrics of the hour, gathered, cut, blended, contrasted

finer, then, the skill, the fancy,

the choosing

and commingling

artistry that

have brought to pass

more or

less

Outside a

according to the

this visualized beauty.

In the. Indian

They come and go in breadths of single hue, deep and saturate
of ornament. They cling close, they fall veil-like they blend at last into a

nun.ber the costumes repeu the splendors of tropical color, the richness of Oriental design.
or radiant and transparent, in fantastical patterns, in fused and glowing traceries
tapestry of line

still

—upon the deck,

and color

a wall in decorative glory and

in the moonlight,

;

parted from the background of the passengers

—that a painter,

Brangwyn, might

set

upon

finesse.

Boston Evening Record,

Boston Port, April 13, 1921
Mr. A. L. Erlanger, famous

say,

all

April 13, 1921

over

Mr. A. L. Erlanger has spent money

the country as a theatrical producer

and the sponsor for many successes,
has just given to the playgomg world a
new musical comedy. "Two Little
Girls in Blue" is no exception to the
rule, but rather has lifted the
manager's standard, for the display of costumes and the gorgeous scenery are away above

We have

lavishly

delivered

The costumes and

shows.

the femininity inside them, and
the most elaborate of stage set-

EFFECTS

the average.

Little Girls in

money Mr. Erlan-

ger has secured one of the most elaborate

the

ufon the "Two

Blue," and for his

tings, are easily

worth the price

of admission.

in the

COSTUM
FOR

A.

«

L.

ERLANGER'S

TWO LITTLE GIRLS IN BLUE"
Now

New York
"Two

Herald

May

4,

Girls

in

Cohan Theatre

STAGED BY

1921

a
musical play which A. L. Erlanger
presented at George M. Cohan's
Little

playing at the Geo. ML

New York

Blue,"

Theatre last night, might have
been renamed "Twenty Little Girls
in Silver and Gold," for the ladies
of the ensemble pardon, they were
more than that, being denoted "the
personality contingent" on the pro-

"Two

NED WAYBURN

WORE COSTUMES OF
A SHIMMERING SUMPTUOUSNESS THAT MIGHT EASILY
BE MELTED DOWN INTO PART
OF THE GERMAN INDEMN-

fact,
list

burlesque, musical or a dramatic production vvc

realize the banks" cannot help you.

We

are liberal.

Come and

see

us with reference to your costumes.

ITY. The gowns were of a dazzling brilliance to arouse the
envy of even a movie queen.

....

.

,

OUR PLANT

IS

May

Girls

in

M

AMERICA'S FOREMOST THEATRICAL COSTUMER

Cosiumes &> GovOn&
244 We*i 42 SL /VeW York.
nd

SEND FOR

Floor—Next Door

1921

Blue"

is

it ranks high in the season's
of entertainments in its class.

our experience with musical comedies, we should say that 'Two
Little Girls in Blue" at the Cohan
is good enough to run through the
summer, and well into the fall.

EQUIPPED TO EXHIBIT TO YOU A SHOWING OF COSTUMES JUST AS YOU WOUJ-D SEE THEM ON THE STAGE.
WELL AS STAGE BACKGROUND.
WE HAVE FULL LIGHTING EFFECTS,

Miller Bldg., 4th

4,

A. L. Erlanger, the producer,
has been generous and wise in
his approval of costumes.
From

Producers, Please Note:
If it's vaudeville,

Little

easily the best of the spring crop
of music plays so far shown.
Id

—
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BWS REVIVAL OF "BIRTH"

MUSIC OF VALUE

EXPECTED THIS COMING SEASON

1921

NEW SHOWS

ILM JOKER
MUSICAL PLAY REVOLUTION

13,

PLAYS TO $43,000 FIRST WEEK

TO SCREEN

Leaving .Capitol This Week Might Have Broken
Musical Comedy Failures on Broadway Have Tired " Phoebe "
and " Last
House Record Other Special Films in $2
Follow
Operettas
to
Foreign
Public of Jazz
Waltz" First of ProHouses—"Deception" at Riroli to Be Withdrawn.
Tied
Supply
Up.
European
"The Last Waltz"—
ductions to Be Rushed
4Studio Scramble
to
The revival of 'The Birth of a
AS FILM STAR ONLY
Nation" at the Capitol last week
A revolution in musical play pro- EDDIE FOY SERIOUS;
for Foreign Pieces with

—

—

—

starting with the coming
the prediction of showclosely in touch with conditions

duction

season

men

here and abroad. Signs point definitely to a return to foreign composed operettas and musical comedies. The aeries of recent musical

comedy failures on Broadway Is
taken as an Indication the public Is
tired of a succession of popular jazz
scores and is ready to hear the compositions of the present day world's
music master-composers, admittedly the foreign writers.
It has been around six years since

anything promising from abroad has
even been attempted. The arrival
©f "The Last Waltz," at the Century this week, is looked on as the
fore-runner of a flood of musical
plays with excellent scores, known
(Continued on page 30)

SHOW
OPENS AT GLOBE MAY 23

PACIFIC COAST

Fanchon-Marco

Revue Com-

ing In for Four Weeks.

its way from the
coast for the past several months
on Broadway,
chance
will get a
opening at the Globe, May 23. The
western revue won its chance for
a New York showing through the
Globe going dark, when "Tip Top"

has been working

was withdrawn last week. At the
time it was settled that Fred Stone
could not return to the boards thia
EeaEon.

The rCvue
to be fi¥*ar-» new
title,
"The Golden Gate Revels,"
which will be featured by "24 Sunklst Beauties."
The engagement is
The
to be limited to four weeks.
cast will remain virtually the same
as when the show played Chicago
recently.
One switch was made
last week when Al Wohlman was
til

replaced by Donald Kerr.
settled that Ziegfeld's new "Follies" will follow the
the
into
Fanchon-Marco
show
Globe. The house has boon staled,

Tuesday

it

was

11.

In back of the spring activity of
the Shubcrts in musical play production is seen one of the most
far-reaching programs affecting not

DECIDES

and holding over for the current
seven days, has started a lot of talk
about resuscitating a number of

other
spectacular
features
that
scored hits In their day.
Among
these are "Cablria," understood to
be making ready under the manturn From Abroad
agement of Harry Raver; "Quo
Vadls." which Al Lichtman has deFrom well informed sources it
clared several times could stand a
appears that Mrs. Lydig Hoyt, who big revival; "The Spoilers," which
looked askance at the social register Col. Wm. N. Selig thinks is worth
and chose to make her picture debut making now prints and titles for.

Will Select

j

HOW

Producer Upon Re-

etc.

only the speaking stage, but an with Norma Talmadge In "The
even more important development Wonderful Thing," will not become
in the presentation of moving pic- a star under the management of
tures.
That affixes the interest of Joseph Schenck.
Instead it is
the Famous Players in the presen- pretty well understood that negotation of "The Last Waltz" and tiations have been on for several
I am the "Phoebe of Quality Str et" in ad- weeks
an American family.
between Mrs. Hoyt and
daddy.
I have Just received the dition to a number of other foreign Lewis J. Selznlck.
In any event
first act and it reads good to me. I musical plays which the Shuberts nothing will be done until Mrs. Hoyt
don't know if I can act a serious are to do.
returns from a European trip for
role, but in the play I pay more atThe two plays named are part which she leaves on the Aqultania
tention to my business than I do to of a group of pieces handled through June 24.
my children. One of the girls is a the United Plays, an arm of the The reason, according to Variety's
moving-picture nut, and the kids Famous Players.
The latter are informant for Mra Hoyt's resoluquarrel just like any others.
directly interested in the presen- tion to abandon playing second
"I have been on the stage 52 tation without, however, having put leads to the established star, as the
years, and I want a show that the money in the productions them- original plans conveyed, was that
children can take out, say if any- selves.
Inside information Is that she feels big enough to play first.
I the United Plays Interest is based
The present picture with which
thing happens to the old man.
have tried to get writers to write on the advance moneys paid in Mrs. Hoyt la now affiliated has two
more weeks In the "shooting" beme a play, but when every author
(Continued on page SI)
and took a look at me
fore

my

face

done."

ALWAYS CHICAGO OPERA
WHILE THERE'S CHICAGO

MILLER'S FIDELITY CO.
Producer Engaging Cast to
Coast This Summer.

Tour

SOCIAL QUEEN'S PLAY
Kellogg Fairbanks, Chicago
Leader, Places War Play.
Chicago, April

The Sclwyns have accepted

11.

a

new

play by Mrs. Kellogg Fairbanks, thf
multi-millionaire loader of local society, who, for 'years, has been a
factor in amateur theatrical*.

The
Civil

to a gross of
at the Capitol last week.
Had the footage been as short an
that of "Passion" It might have
broken the house record.
It has
been decided not to hold the feature
over for a third week.
For the
same reason "Deception" will bo
withdrawn Saturday at the Hi vol!
aftpr four week*.

Business with "The Four Horseof the Apocalypse" at the
Astor continues to be excellent at
nights, with the matinees somewhat

men

(Continued on page 30)

I.

manuscript

War romance.

de^s

with

a

"Animals"
Perform
Screen as if from Nature.

his "marionettes," has incorporated

dropped probably two million during
his patronagv of the institution. led
who are to
"commoners''
the
The slogan
finance the next season
is "A thousand helper* at JiiOO in"
Miss Mcstead of on* at |f.f)fv 0»f
Cormaek volunteers totiead a com-

with

produce ani-

for release on a
states rights basis.
The corporation
has $10,000 active capital.

George Meeker is associated with
the Sarg-Dawley Co.

The artist has invented a secret
process which makes the animated
figures perform with lifelike realism.
It is not a patented process
but a secret device perfected by
S.irg

and Major Dawley.

Among

other commendable features claimed
by the inventors is the perfect synchronization of the limbs and or-

mine* to Millet tin* othei subscribers. gans of dumb animals to perform
Wnatrvtr ha|>i»ens, this is certain: on the acre en as if photographed
Chicago v.'iii no? let its opera die from nature.
There will be a
Twelve pieturPM a year i*
fi»r want of monry.
Company a^ present production limit of
Chicago (.rand 6|K*i
.

lony ad there

is

a Chl< ago.

Syracuse,

company,

II.

L

Inspection and investigations of
every theatre in the twenty counties of the Twenty-first District
are being made by field men of Hie
foreec* of-

J*hh«

•

W.

C'-ark*,

.

tjSJ&ilt

Collector of Internal Revenue, on
orders from the bureau it "Wellington.
This investigation. I* expr- U -A,
will add at least $1.1.000 to governmental coffers in ooneequence of
violation of the statute covering
war tax on admissions.
One Blnghamton, N. T.. hotl it
was reported especially hard hit.
The investigation covers capacity
of the theatres, whether all tirfcetfl
us< d conform to regulations of the
bureau, and if all taxes die- have
been paid wln-ti due.
The "result Is that mni.y OWneee

and manager* have had
the
the

May

t

•

MM0*VtO

mated pictures

Y— $15,000

More.

Major H. M. Dawley under

theftr P£Of>es>

N.

of

District

Tony Sarg, magazine cartoonist,
known to the profession for

Being Feted— 1,000 At $500.

INSPECTING

Acting Under Orders in 21st

on

better

R. OFFICE

THEA. TAX PAYMENTS

TONY SARG'S INVENTION
Making

Mary Garden Ballyhooing While

Henry Miller is in New York enpaging, a company, to tour the PaChicago, Ma v.. It.
cific coast with him this summer.
Mary Garden is in town ballyThe organization is to be recruited hooing for next season's grand opera
from the members of the Actors'
and being feted and cheered like a
Fidelity League.
conquering hero.
Mr. Miller is president of the
Muriel McCormaek. daughter of
organization.
Harold McCormaek, the chief "angel"
of the Chicago Q. O., who has

Mrs.

The "Birth" played

$43,642

completion.

walking across the stage, they threw
up their hands and said, It can't
be did." But this play will be soon

with the

first 10 rows at $."» top as
reported last week. It is said that
the propositi >n to land the "Follies."
at the Metropolitan find been rejected by the Mot. because of the
latter's carpenters using the stage
for the building of
productions
throughout the summer.

May

Eddie Foy and his seven children
will appear on Broadway next season in a new play called "Kiddin'
Day," now being written by Willard
Mack, the elder Foy announced last
The Foy act is at Keiths
night.
this week.
*T have to act a serious role,"
said Foy. "The play Is all about

saw

The Fanchon-Marco Revue which

ZUKOR & SHUBERT

Comedian Wants Something
His Children Can Take Out.
Indianapolis,

MRS.

Scores.

NEXT SEASON'S PLAY

is

t<»

•

>

I

*»-

the treasury rofiVrs in
back duel and penalties i» auec of
violation discovered, it is said.

•rally

Into

—
^^mrm
26

VARIETY'S LONDON OFFICE
ST., OXFORD ST., W.

HAN WAY

CABLES

I.

Friday,

KRElSLErTS RECEPTION.

ZUKOR GETS BEST UFA TALENT
TO FORM OWN GERMAN—CONCERN
Bank

REHEARSING SECRETLY

London, Hay 1L
Frits Kreisler. Austrian Tiollnist,
Greatest Aggregation of
had a big reception at a recital at

London,

SHORT PLAYS

LONDON

GOOD FRIENDS" AMUSING
Paris, May 11.

Brieux's three -act comedy, "Three
Friends." was produced at
the Odeon, May 7, and went over

Good

By IVAN PATRICK GORE.

nicely.

An amusing

shows a quarrel
between partners occasioned by a

•

In

a

single cast.

:

"3

IN

plot

dramatization threatened, but is not
London, April 25.
jealous stenographer who discloses
For the moment the black clouds yet completed.
that one has been flirting with the
which have threatened us have been
Sale"
The Vaudeville's "Jumble
other's wife.
partially dispelled but not before has deleted some of its items and
they have practically killed the bus- inserted others which serve to keep,
Southern Rangers at Champs Elysee
End this show as fresh as ever. Among
iness at some of the West
Paris, May 11.
houses and in many suburban the new items are "The Furry
The Southern Syncopated Ortheatres and music halls. Had the Ones," a playlet dealing with a
couple's
troubles
young
engaged
chestra
opened
the
at
Champs Elystrike materialized as at one time
rat-catcher see May C, for a short engagement
seemed certain the managers, hav- with a super-talkativo
impersonations
new
and
by
Binnie
ing been assured by the governand did very well.
(Continued on page 4)
ment that everything possible would
be done to help them, had deterAmbassadeurs and Alcazar Opened
mined to put their own financial interest on one side and "carry on,"
Paris, May 11.
"FATHER'S RIGHTS'' POOR
and all the theatres carried bills to
The Ambassadeurs and also the
Paris, May 11.
that effect. For how
long their
After being dark for several Alcazar opened May 6 for the sumplucky attempt could have lasted
nights the Theatre des Arte pro- mer.
is a matter of opinion, but certainly
sooner or later they would have duced on May 6, a French version
been compelled to close. Business of "The Father's Rights,* (Les
SAILINGS.
had already been badly hit and Droits de Pere), by the Scandinamore than one manager with a
June 2 (New York for London).
"paper" success must have felt his vian author, Wierss Jenssen. ReMary Miles Mmter (Imperator.)
heart sink at his brethren's decision gina Guidehl translated.
It met with a poor reception, but
to face the trouble and keep the
June 1 (New York for London).
was adequately intrepreted by Jean Walker Whiteside.
histrionic colors at the mast-head.
d'yd, Arvel, Durtal, Mesdames DorMay 28 {New York for London).
Fay Ba inter.
Thursday and Friday, April 14 valet, Maylianes, Perez, Magnus
May 24 (New York for London).
and 15. were surely the worst nights and Ralph.
Odiva and Seals, Captain Adams.
ever known in the West End; one
theatre with an audience of three,
May 18 (New York for Italy).—
AT PARIS OPERA
and it Is probable that the entire
P. Alonzo.
takings of the theatres did not conParis, May 11.
May
17 (New York for London).
stitute one decent house.
Sticking
Anna Pavlowa will appear at the
Ella Retford (Carmania).
to their
promise to the public
opera
here
early
in
June.
May
12
(New York for London).
Julian Wylie and James A. Tate
Michael and Vera Fokine comDuncan Sisters. Phillip Moeller.
duly produced their Hippodrome revue "The Peep Show" on April 16. mence their engagement at the
May 10 (New York for Sweden).
but at
8
oclock the number of opera today.
Anna Q. Nilsson.
people awaiting admission seemed
a very beggarly handful. Grossmith
and Laurillard, either from strikitis
or for other reasons, postponed
"Faust on Toast" until April 19.
when it was produced with indif-

—
—

—
—
—

GERMAN PLAY
"Chanson

Paris,

sode in Shubert's own life showing*
the composer refrained ' from,
because he thought a
friend of his a more suitable Iuhm
band. Both love the same girl.
The French book was adapted
from, the German by Hughes Delorrrie and Aeon Abric and played
by Faber, Louis Marie and Miles.

how

Ragon, Dyane and Marthe Figua.

is

will now follow
at the Mogador. the

"Le Poupee"

"Le

Due"

new

Petit

musical version of "Petite Foncionaire" being postponed.

policy.
title

and Savoir
bigu in

of the

new

play by Carco

to be given at the

May

Am-

Forming part of the celebration

"Les Enfants Per-

is

•the
in

Jeanne Desclos.

"Daphlnis et-Chloe," by Maurice
Raval, will be given at the Opera
this season. Bakst is designing the
sets and Fokine will prouuee the
ballet.

Programme,

Alhambre:

Pissiutii, Siens, Gills,

Grock,
Fortuge, Elsie

and Nora Dale, Lall and Rene,
Three Marcelos, Paul Vandy, Leon
Carrodus, See

centenary of Moliere

Comedie Francaise

mounted

lias

anticipation of that event the
"Sicllien, or l'Amour Peintre," which;
was created before the king at St
Germain -en -Laye, Feb. 14, 1667, in
a Ballet des Muses, of which It
formed the fourth tableau. Moliere
and Mile, de Brie then appeared.
The following June. 1667. it' waa
produced at the Palais Royal, anf
the last performance appears tei
have been in 1864, the ballet-comedy,
having been given hardly 200 times
since its creation.
The revival at
the House of Moliere in 1921 is
event.

Proceedings are at present before
the local courts in the matter of
the divorce between. Luclen Guitry
his wife,

the third

of

dus."

Hee Troupe.

Baron Henri de Rothschild is reported to have secured a temporary
lease from Henry Bernstein of the

In 1919 Leitner quitted the Comedle Francaise to play at the Theatre des Arts under a contract for 100
performances at 200 francs each.
It was stipulated he was to hold
lead in three pieces from October
until 1920.
Considering the principal part in Curel's "Ame en Folie"
was confided to Gretillat, contrary
to his agreement with the Arts management, Leitner refused the role of
the curate offered him. He sued for
cancellation of his contract and 40,000 francs damage from Dorzens,
with the Co-operative of Playwrights as his backers. M. Dorzens,
the manager, pleaded he signed the
contract as an employe of the said
co-operative.
The court also adjourned its decision in this case.

Theatre Gymnase datiiuar from June
There was a
1 to February next.
question of presenting his medical
problem play, "Le Caducee," with

Harry Baur (already reported

in

these columns), but difficulties seem
be in the way.
The battle at the Ba-Ta-Clan,

to

which raged recently, has had an
echo in the law courts. The American shimmy girls, having considered themselves insulted by Rachel

Beaumont, went for that lady, after
which they packed their trunks and
skipped. Rachel lodged a complaint
against Nina and Mary Whitmore,
but the girls had already left, and

ously

the plaintiff then shifted her claim
onto Mme. Rasimi, the managress
of the Ba-Ta-Clan, as financially
r
responsible.
hen the case came
for hearing last week the attorney

bull

for Mile.

W

The toreador Belmonte was seriwounded at Seville during a
fight last week.
The animal
horned him on the jaw.

client

Beaumont announced

Frank
directs
i

his

had withdrawn the charge.
J.

the

American, who
Mogador Theatre, has

Gould.

(

been decorated by the French Gov-

zerland.

ernment as chevalier of the Legion
of Honor "for having created and

The next program at the Varietes
'Le Roi." in which Mile.
Kniaeihy haa. scored, will .be. '.'Priur
cease Lily," with Alice Bonheur in
the cast.

supported
works."

numerous

war

welfara
'

Rose Florence,' American meJWjr
soprano, sang at her first concert »t
Geneva last Monday, Leopold Ketten accompanying her on the piano.

Trombetta, who had a flutter in
the management of the ill-fated It is the first time Mine. Florence
Cirque de Paris, informs artists he has sung In Switzerland, and she
reported to have made a big impr?
is no longer connected with the enterprise.
He considers he has heen slon on the Geneva QkUSlO wor'.d.
a victim, having dropped 100,000

the dramatist.

francs in the venture, and talks of
bringing an action against Lacoste,
the director of the circus.
Trom-

London theatres

Just now are as
of dramatisations of novels as
are the cinemas of film version*
'Bulldog Drummond," "The Safety
Match," 'The Heart of a Child" and
"Paddy, the Next Best Thing." being British products.
"The Blue
Lagoon " has terminated a successful career after being transferred
from the Prince of Wales to the
Prince's and from there to the Aldwych. It came off on April 16. At
the
Aldwych. however, business
was nona too good. Jeffery Karnol's
"Toe Money Moon'' is tatt »exii

.

of the Casino de Pari?, will probably
be in charge for Volterra.

Lepic, Montmartre, for the litFree
erary group Art et Action.
admission by invitation will be the

to follow

weeks.
This play follows Marie
Lohr's revival of "Her Husband's
Wife" at the tilobc. and if it does
nothing better, will serve to bring
Violet Vanhrugh back to the West
End, from which she has been absent for a long time. Carlton Mann
who was responsible for the "Blue

11.

marrying

A private roof garden theatre is
being arranged on a house in the

It is reported from Rome Gabriele
d'Annunzio has recently married
Luizensa Pacera, a pianist, in Swit-

Put on for a trial week in Manchester, the dramatization of Ethel
M. Dell's 'The Knave of Diamondsdid something of a record-breaking
act for drama in Cottonopolis by
running to good business- for ftis

May

"Chanson d'Amour," with Schuown music was given at the
Marigny, May 7, and went ovet:
nicely.
It deals with a love epi-

bert's

Rue

and

Opens

Marigny— Gets Over.

IN PARIS
By E. C. KEN DREW

The

f RENCH

IN

d'Amour"

ferent success.

Lagoon"

IX,

plcy ft being
hearsed in great secrecy fcr produo*
tion at the Royal Academy
Dramatic Art before the Prince
Wales.
Gerald DuMaurler is produ<
The cast includes Fay Comptt.
Gladys Cooper, Violet Vanbrugt,
Lilian McCarthy, Lady Tree, Maria]
Lohr, Lady Forbes -Robertson (Gertrude Elliott), Charles Hawtrey, NeU
son Keys and Cyril Maude.
This is probably the greatest
aggregation of stars ever assembled

AMATEURS HAVE

v

May

new Barrle

Own Game*

—

^BBsl

Stan

Ever Assembled.

»—

,

German

1021

"

»

;

—

13,

PLAY FOR PRINCE

Austrian Violinist Loudly Cheered
la London,

Queen's Hall May 4. The hall was
beselged by a huge crowd and
every ticket was sold days before
to the elite of the musical world.
PLAY OF INTRIGUES
After the recital tne applause was
Reorganizes, American Signs
While Deutsche
one long roar, lasting several minKreisler was presented with
Davidson, Lubitsch and Negri Fear Expressed Trots Poules" at Cigala Fairly utes'.
laurel wreaths by Melba and Arthur
Recaivad.
Sammon, the English violinist
at
American Co. Will Beat
Making a speech, Kreisler said he
•Troia Poules," a new farce by was too overcome with emotion to
Marcel Simon and Jacques Riche- play more.
pin, was produced at the Cigale,
Berlin, May 11.
May 6, and got a fair reception with
Adolph Zukor, head of Famous PARIS
W. FREEZE GREEN DEAD.
a cast made up of Simon, Paulette
Players- La sky. is now on his way
Morly
and Peggy Vere as principals.
hack to New York, leaving disaster
ENGLISH
The plot begins when a diplomat Inventor of Motion Pictures Dies
In German film ranks.
8uddonly.
is found kissing the daughter of an
—
- — —
Taking advantage of the reorEnglish pugilist. The latter makes
ganisation by the Deutsche Bank of
London, May 11.
promises to marry the
Ufa, he has snatched away that Philip Carr Producing— Sher- the diplomat
W. Freeze Green, one of the piogirl.
Later, to avoid constraint, the
leading concern's chief director,
Kelly,
Mgr.
win Finch
diplomat becomes engaged to still neers of the film industry, died sudErnst Lubitsch; its chief ^tar, Pola
another girl, although he haa a denly May 6 after making a speech
Due in June.
Negri, who has long been pleading
at a meeting of the film trade.
mistress.
Jealous
illness, and its chief business man.
The meeting was called to discuss
Thus the diplomat has three inThe result is a new company,
Paris, May 11
Finally he Lord Beaverbrook's scheme to break
trigues on his hands.
backed by American capital, and
theblock booking system and close
amateur
the
Anglo-American
An
Unancee.
his
marries
headed by Paul Davidson, who
renting for a time; also for better
founded Ufa 15 years ago, and other atrical groupe has been organized
films.
experts enticed away from the older in Paris, for producing short plays
EDITH KELLY RETURNING.
Deceased was practically the inin English. Philip Carr is to do the
firm.
ventor' of kinematography, anticiLondon, May 11.
A howl has gone up from the casting and mounting of the first Edith Kelly, formerly
French and American invenpating
the
wite
of
German dailies and trade press. Dr. show, due early in June. The secrethe tary of the stage dub is Alice H. Jay Gould, is returning to the stage tions of moving picture cameras,
director
of
Strauss,
von
Deutsche Bank, and his assistant Douglas. 218 Boulevard Raspail, In Albert de Courville's production, but it is no secret that he made little out of his Inventions.
Felix Kallman, who was sent to re- Paris (late with Frohman); among "Pins and Needles."
organize Ufa, are blamed. Kallman those enrolled are Marjorie Alwin
is said to have declined to listen to Ireson (who has appeared profesC. H. CHAMBER'S FORTUNE.
"SWEET WILLIAM" IS HIT.
Dr. Bratz and other experts, and to sionally in America), T. Winifred
London, May 11.
May
11.
London,
Miss
Brazeau,
Meakin,
Henriette
methods
have introduced business
C. Haddon Chambers, the drama"Sweet William." produced at the
Tchaikowsky (formerly with Graninto the amusement enterprise.
tist, left an estate of over 900,000
These same methods, it is de- ville Barker) Mable Louise Lockett Shaftesbury, is a big success. Al- pounds.
clared, are hampering rather than (member of the LJUle Theatre, San though it is a bedroom comedy, it
helpful.
One paper adds that Francisco), Keith Kenneth, Pan- is perfectly ctean and wholesome
marked discourtesy appeared in the aker, Eaton, Horr, and a score of and free from suggestion.
George Tully attracts the most
attitude of the reorganizers toward amateurs.
Sherwin Finch Kelly is business notice of the cast.
American approaches. For this they
manager.
are now rewarded.
i

May

full

betta hopes shortly
tours in England.

Leon Volterra

is

to

renew

his

considering pro-

ducing a revue by Hip and Gignoux
at the Theatre de Paris with Raimu,
Henri Julien, Therese Cernv, Paul-

Duval, Berthe Plantade.
His
hall in the Faubourg Montmartre, formerly a picture house,
Gaumontcolor, is ajmost completed,
but will not open until next season,
when Lehman, former administrator
ette

BACK STAGE, MONDAY MORNING

RICE

AND WERNER

new

EMPIRE AS MUSIC HALl/
Paris,

The Empire, formerly
Palace, will close in
reconstruction into a
sic

May

1*.

the EtollO

October' for
j

modern

mti*

hall.

THREE PLAYS ENDING

RUNS.

London, May

11*

"Up in Mabels Room' at the
Playhouse, "The Heart of a Child"
at the Kingsway and "Don Q" **
the Apollo are finishing their runa

—

-

PRSSi
pjiday,

May

VAUDEVILLE
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VOTES

IOUS

BOWMANS' MINSTREL MEN

$2 DIVIDEND;

RATE OF PROFITS MAINTAINED

RECITE STRANDING TALE

1921 Quarter Understood to Promof Earnings as Last Year All
Amusements Dull and Lower.

linets for First
ise

Left Flat in Pittsburgh— Meals, Cut to 2-a-Day

—

Same Rate

—Aid Forthcoming from
—Play'ng Picture Houses.

Without Salaries

Still

Gus

Hill Co*

Manager

lous

Players -Lasky

directors

regular monthly meeting,
fonday, voted to declare the reguqurfrterly dividend on the cometock, payable July 1 to holdtheir

No financial
of record June 15.
ttement for the first quarter was
•presented to the meeting, but it
Was announced that the Prlce•

Waterhouse auditing crew was at
work on the books and would have
income account ready for pubitlon
[t

is

within ten days.
understood that earnings of

company have been well mainand the statement will probshow net profits available for
common dividend purposes at the
rate of between $16 and $18 a
hare of the .215,000 shares outled

ly

standing. This figure approximates
the showing at the corresponding
jriod last year, and indicates a
surplus for the quarter somewhere
about $1,500,000 outside of subsidiary companies.
The ticker performance of Famous
"PTayers early this week squares
with recent reports of operations
by a bull pool of insiders which has
'accumulated a large quantity of
the stock on the way up from be-

law 70. Presumably the maneuver
was inspired by successful campaigns in other specialties, notably

motor and auto accessories issues,
upon which partisan groups appeared to be able to work their
will.
This being the case, it was
significant that when the motors
and their allies in the rubber and
accessories 'groups slipped badly
Monday and Tuesday, Famous
Players pretty well held its own.
Monday and Tuesday, Pierce
Arrow and Studebaker, which led
the upturn, lost more than 7 points
each, while Famous Players, which
had covered considerably more
ground on the advance, was steady
Within three points of its best on
the movement. Such a performance
Would argue a considerable narrowing of holdings and a concentration
of the stock into fewer and stronger hands. It was worth noting also
that whereas there was brisk selling
In the

when

other issues

MAYOR OF IND AN APOLIS

The

JO JO HARRISON

10 Years Ag
Wins Out Against Strong
Opposition

Samuel Lewis Shank, who ten
years ago ga ned fame in vaudeville
through the country, Was
nominated as the Republican candidate for mayor in the municipal
primary election here Tuesday. May
3 after a bitter fight.
Shank, while
mayor ten years ago put on a potato
sale in which he aria" h's wife served
the customers in order to break the
high cost of living. The stunt got
across in the papers nationally and
Shank got a vaudeville contract out'

Continued

trading

on

page

5.

the

ALEX HANLON.

company were

Stiles, Harry Kalish, Fred Walsh,
Jack Wardrop, Olln Landick, Albert

sion in this, her first American
vaudeville week/at the Palace, New
York, has received several offers,
during her Palace stay for another

pany who

Retford, through her agent, H. B.
She may
Marinelli, for a return.

musicians received thoir last regu-

recite the history of the
troupe in a signed leter.
According to those members the

TIRED IN TWO MONTHS.
show left New York March 4, and
American engagement.
played in New Jersey until March
One of Johnstone 3istera Charges
Both vaudeville and musical com- 11 when It Jumped to Pennsylvania.
Husband with Gross Neglect.
edy are said to have solicited Miss At Belfonte, Pa., the artiste and
May

Cincinnati,

If

11.

lar salary.
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nelll office established a precedent
that may be followed by American
agents offering foreign artists. The
Marinelli office Americanized Miss
Retford's turn, going to such detail
as eliminating her accent. For her
impersonations of Belle Baker and
Marllynn Miller Miss Retford was
coached by the originals.

She

booked

to

open
6

the

at

for four

* rs.

Secure*
Mehlinger
Divorce by Default.

Artie

BARBER SHOP

GIRL'S
Broadway

Manager's

Idea
Also "Hostess."

—

Girl

A legitimate manager is arranging to carry out a new idea in Times
square: a barber shop operated by
a pretty girl. He was seeking space
in the Loew building this week, but
may locate elsewhere in the vicinity.
The

ROOMMATE TESTIFIED

a

^^

f

is

Coliseum, London, June
weeks.

ffsHH
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a way through it.
ceeds, but on April 12, Jim BowMiss Retford is the wife of Tom- man informed the company the car
my Dawe (Murray & DaweJ, the
(Continued on page 30)
English theatrical agent. ThenMari-

m

v

9k

fact that

on

and

of the

The English music hall star, Ella Savarese, Joseph Maresca. Paul
Retford, making a profound impres- Roth and Ned Nishan of the com-

^

girl

is

a former show

girl.

She came to the manager with a
proposition that he finance her in
a beauty parlor for women; he said
he thought she'd do better in a
beauty parlor for men.

This led to an agreement to start
of Arthur H. Mehlinger, a new shop with six or seven barMehlinger and Meyers and at bers and as many manicures, the
present on the Loew circuit as a girl to be manager and "hostess."
"single" turn, secured a divorce last
week. Justice Tlerney signing the

The wife

of

t
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Interlocutory judgment in favor of
"May I* Mehlinger.
The plaintiff who Is a non-profes-

last week, said:

named a co-respondent. A
Riverside Drive apartment was also
in
the proceedings, Helen
"Is always a joy. The favorite vaudeville comedienne and her husband,
BURTON GREEN are the best of the good things that the new bill at Patricia Delany, roommate of the
co-respondent,
testified
Mrs.
in
the Moore has to offer. Miss Franklin has a red -headed way with her
Mehlinger's behalf.
that gets right at the heart of an audience and her 'character song stories,
as she calls them, are original, refreshingly humorous, and of sure-fire
Although
the
defendant
wax
appeal. H»r numbers are written by herself and the melodious setting is represented by Leon Laski, he did
supplied b*r Mr. Green, who plays them 'for her at tiio -piano, *ttd-ato? not WaraOaJt^a atoaVM and MrrJ
contributes an excellent individual number."
Mehlinger was awarded her decree

SHOW OR

Both Get $11300

by default.
Tovle Christy began suit for divorce against Ivan Christy of the
Valerie Bergere ("The Moth" company), on statutory grounds, last
week in the Kings County (BrookCourt.
naming
Mr. Christy
was served at the Hotel America,
where he resides* and where the
misconduct occurred on
alleged

Supreme

lyn)

an unknown woman.

May

3.

They have been living
child.
the last four years.
Joseph Petchesky of

the

apart

Silver-

man A Tobln

office

Mrs. Christy.

She

is
is

The

acting for

a non-pro-

12,

litigants were married March
1213, and have no children.
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LORRAINE REMARRIES
St.

IN

Paul May

11.

Two weeks after securing a diLittle Vaudevillian Scores on Short vorce in Chicago from Oscar Lorraine,
Marion Lorraine married
Notice in "Brevities"
again (May 1) Hay Rivera, the
California
lightweight pugilist.
Chicago, May 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Rivers will make
George McKay leaves "Broadway
Rivers is conBrevities'* here this week, the revue this city their home.
being booked in for four weeks in- tinuing in the ring, under the management of l>cl Hunlon.
all.
No anLillian Gonne was added for the nouncement has been made whe.her
local run and sent in an outstand-j Mrs. Rivers is to return to the
ing hit.

May

11.

"The Four Horsemen," playing at
Tremont Temple got away with
$11,800 the first week. Henry Miller
and Blanche Bates who finished at
the Hollls Street Saturday got the
s " mc e ro »* for their final week.
The rental of Tramont Temple*
where the film Is playing, is $1,000
a w*»*»k.

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE AT

fessional.

McKAY

FILM.
House Costing

Boston,

cited

T0VIE CHRISTY DIVORCED

in

$1,000 Weekly.

sional

IRENE FRANKLIN-

sents liquidation of small, weak
The Chrtotyi were married seven
spceulatois who were drawn in on
years ago and have a six-year-old
the advanee.

no

This week (May 9), Baltimore for
Loew. Thanks to Mr. J. H. LUBIN

members

"BOWLEGS"

"floating

was

Productions Offers.

the

stranded and unable to get out of
town until aided financially by the
manager of Gus Hill's "Bringing
Up Father" which followed into the
Duquesne, according to Roger- EL

After two months of wedded life, come back in the fall. The vaudeFull salary was due March 22, at
Edith Johnstone Nanna. Cincinnati, ville salary for another visit, set by Mt. Carmel, Pa., but was not forthhas filed suit for divorce at Colum- Miss Retford, is said to have been coming nor was the second week's
bus, O., against Carl Nanna, of $1,750. She sails Tuesday, May 17, unpaid salary March
22, when the
Bucyrus, O., charging gross neglect. on the Carmanla, having had but show played Lewistown, Pa.
of it.
announced
by
Mrs.
Nanna
and
open,
as
week
her
one
sister
were
Money became scarcer and scarcer
His opponents in the primary
with the three square daily in the
fought him tooth and toenail, using billed in vaudeville as "The John- Marinelli, prior to her debut.
Their father, A. C.
The Retford week at the Palace Pullman cut to two, and the 60 cents
his work on the variety stage as ston Sisters."
an argument aguinst his fitness to H. .Johnstone, clerk at the Prince- is something of a feather for Mar- nightly for food cut la half and
He hat been chary of then disappearing entirely. When
become the city's chief executive ton Hotel here, is known as "Cup- inelli.
again, but when the votes were id's Assistant," as he has aided bringing over foreign acts the past the troupe reached Altoona, Pa..
he would not place George Fine, the backer, decided he
season,
saying
thousands
of
eloping
couple.;
to
get
counted it was discovered that
Miss had enough after investing $2,000
a booking unless positive.
"Lew" as the whole city knows him, married.
is about Mariner's first, or thereabouts In the show.
Retford
had given the most powerful daily
immediately
at
positive
becoming
At Tarentum, Pa., April 6. the
in town and his principal opponent,
OPERATION. her debut Monday matinee. In view Bowmans called a meeting and apa former college president, a sound
failures at pealed to the loyalty
several
foreign
the
of
of the artists
licking.
There is little doubt that
"Lew" will be the next mayor, since Mrs. Hodges Follows Lead of Mrs. the Palace this season, booked by to continue, They also stated, that
others, the Marinelli office gets the if any of the company refused to
Gregory Kelly.
thousands of Democrats came over
feather on that foundation.
go with the show, they would get
into the Republican primary and
Miss Retford, in her home coun- nothing as they were violating their
Chicago, May 11.
voted for him.
Mrs. Edna Hodges, prima donna, try, England, 'is a big music hall contract by not giving two week's
His tendencies being liberal it is
among the biggest That she notice.
Indian- came to the American Theatrical card,
that
generally conceded
could come over here on a visit,
The show was booked at the Duapolis will not be troubled with blue Hospital to have Dr. Thorek perbreak in" (Coliseum} for but thjjf+au
% .*&£S+iii we* of*April
laws during his regime, should he form an operation on her to correct
»..._ nw%A tknn *'mi. I.
at ilia
the
it nimp"
over" at
then
"put
and
days
11, where all back salary was to be
her bowlegs.
be elected in November.
Palace in the American style caused paid.
The Duquesne engagement
some wonderment, increased by her netted the aggregation a little over
timely impersonations of Marllynn $42, say the complaining artists. No
Miller in "Sally." and Belle Baker. salaries were forthcoming.
Harry
Her Baker impersonation is report- Kalish, the manager, pawned a
ed upon as remarkably faithful. The diamond ring and distributed the
result Is partially explained through proceeds among the troopers.
Miss Retford having been the first
The Bowmans told the company
in England to sing American songs, they intended to sell the Pullman
***
W^^^B
SSI
and acquired the American idea in car and pay them with the pro-

no
presure
developed
Tuesday
might indicate a reduction of the

There

Success Brings' Vaudeville and

A COMEDY ODDITY
Two Boys from Nowhere Going
No Place

the set-

supply" so positive that
the bears did not care to undertake a drive.
In the light of this week's dividend action it is to be remembered
the amusement issue has an excellent record behind it. Every favorAble dividend action^ and especially
during the period of stress for the
last year and a half, goes to the
Up-building of a recognized investment security, a reputation of unbroken yield that has its value in
feputation and stock market good
Will.
Some very strong and well
thought of stocks have passed dividends within the last six months,
while the listed amusements have
kept
their
unimpaired.
records
Wednesday "Famous, yarj^ra o peiwUI
at 78, off a quarter and drifted fractionally lower, but steadied before
the close.
Loew continued its erratic course,
breaking through 18 for the first
time in more than a month in the
second hour of Wednesday's trading when it got to 17 V4. Dealings
lagged in this stock likewise on the
dip while Orpheum kept step with
the others in the group, getting down
to 26% Wednesday morning.
This
is the lowest quotation sln< e the
climb from 24 H to 30% began three
weeks ago. In the eaat of Famous and
Orpheum the loss probably repre-

closed a brief and tempestous season at Pittsburg, April 16, where

TO RETURN HERE

Celebrity of

back came, Famous Players turned
dull promptly upon the decline.
A
week ago with the stock generally
above 80 trading ran up to 8,000
to 10,000 shares a day.
When it
dropped to 77, its low on Tiiesday,
the turnover for the session was
less than 1,000.
A specialty such
as
the film leader which has
climbed so far and which was understood to be so widely distributed
ought under the circumstances to
have been an atractive sale to the
professional shorts.

The Bowman Brothers' Minstrels

WANT ELLA RETFORD

SHANK NOMINATED AS

'

stage.

$1

The

Shubert
Vaudeville
Exchange is having paper printed
which announces the Shubert Circuit will play
at $1 top.

Life

Advanced Vaudeville

Membership

R. P. O. K. No.

elected

1.

in

the Elks
York, has

New

Gus Heciler and Michael

B. Leavitt to honorary life membership.
They are tw<- of No. l's
oldest members.

PLEASANTVILLE,

NEW JERSEY

VAUDEVILLE
GERMAN ACTS WRITING.

OPENING DATES ON ORPHEUM

Conference This Week by Orpheum Heads Over
Instead of
Conditions—September
Openings
r
r
°
August Possible Influenced by Unemployed.

I

—

The Orpheum Circuit heads In
$100,000 DAMAGE ACTION
New York were reported in conference Wednesday over the advisabil- Show People Injured on Concourse,
proposed openNew York.
ings on the circuit for next season
into September, instead of the usual
As a result of an auto mix-up
August dates. In past seasons the with a car owned by Louis Eh ring
Orpheum houses started their new on the Grand Concourse, New York,
seasons almost entirely during Au- April 14, last, Edward Pressler
ity of ahifting the

CUTHIES DAILY HOMER
-*-»

Several letters have been received during the paat week by
small time vaudeville circuits from
foreign acts now playing In Europe
desirous of securing time in America by the direct booking method.
Among the letters are some from
now
icrobitie tun*
playing in Denmark and other neuThe acts in most
tral countries.
Instances have names other than
German. The letters are written in
their native language with billing
sent In English.
Regardless of the high rate of
exchange, the foreign acts are asking salaries way out of proportion
for turns of their type. A man and
woman German acrobatic team appearing with a circus in Denmark
quoted $350 per week as their salary, asking for time in 1922.

c^

(Pressler and Klaiss) and Solly
That there may be as many un- Cohn, assistant professional man*
employed, if not more, in the late ager of the Feist Music Co., are
summer as at present is said to plaintiffs in two Supreme Court achave influenced the Orpheum peo- tions against Mr. Ehring. Pressler

Star Hitter.—Wife

approach normal in the fall, there
is no confidence the condition will
be much improved before that time.
The commercial situation throughout the country is considered by
the Orpheum group as deserving of
attention, since August openings
must combat the weather as well.
While there was no decision ex-

Syracuse,

later
sons, unless

than in former sea-

a complete reversal of
the current feeling became evident
before that time.

$15,000 financial

INJURED

IN

damages.

TRAIN

WRECK

fungo hitters.
I can picture you wrinklin' up
your nose as the Idea begins to percolate through your cranium that
I have pulled somethln' and you're
right, so put on the carpet slippers,
light the old T. D. and listen.
The public has gone cookoo over
home run hitters and far be it from
me to cheat the g. p. out of their
I hopped
daily box score thrill.
over to Philly about a week before
the season opened, to the factory
where they make the Spalding balls
which we use in this league.
I gave them my specifications and
got a flock of balls with about three
quarters India rubber in the center.
These apples .are so lively they
jump up and kiss you when you
fan them with a hat.
Then I called a meetln' of my
pitchers and gave them their instructions which were about as folWhen Cuthbert is due to
lows.:
come to bat in our half, my pitcher,

the road.

ing wheel, tore the tires from the

1

WLR R0CKAWAY

Grecnwald

the

&

ing the Keith time and had several
weeks to go.
The departure of three choristers
was the cause of the disbandment
Julian Hall and a partner, who
were with the "Snapshots" act, will
finish out the unexpired time as a
double.

BANQUET FOR MAGICIANS
The annual banquet of the American Society of Magicians will be
held June 3 at the Hotel McAlpin,
with the dinner commencing at
7.45

p.

m.

Among

the noted

to be present are

men of magic
noward Thurs-

Blackstone, Tho Zamcigs and
Harry Houdini, who is president of
the society.
ton,

ACCEPTS HUNGARIAN PLAY.
John Kalleny, assistant musical
director at the Capitol, has accepted
a play by the Hungarian author.
Kalla, which Is now playing in

.*

Columbia,

Far

Rockaway,

L. I., opens May 16 with Keith
vaudeville. The house was formerly
booked through one of the independent agencies.
The opening bill will be the Three

Bobs, McDermott, Kelly and Qulnn,
Clark and Bergman, Harry Breen,

Kalleny

houso has been entirely renovated
has a seating capacity of
about 1,200.

and

NEWARK'S SUMMER POLICY.
Proctor's, Newark, will install a
summer policy beginning May 3.
Lawrence Goldie will continue to
book the house, which will play six
or eight acts and a feature picture

twice weekly.
The house installed "big time*
vaudeville last September and has
been the only week stand on the

Proctor Circuit.

HINES RELEASED BY LOEW

"jBasjfljlsJl translation- of

will be installed at *he 23rd street.

Greeley Resigns st Indisnapolis
James Greeley has resigned as

neys, are organizing the S.

R. O.

Productions Co.. which will produce comedy vaudeville act. The
company has signed Andy Rice io

write the material for them.
LoewN. Indianapolis.
Ben Harrison Orkow. the playCarl Levy, general relief manager

manager

EDGAR ALLEN POE SKETCH
May Play

Pott's

Widow

in Plsylet.

A one-act playlet called "Edgar
Allen Poe" may be offered in vaudeville for next season. It has no
relation to the three -act play of
that name by Samuel Shipman,
which the Selwyns accepted.
The "Poe" playlet was written by
Alberta Gallatin and was put on at
the Henry Miller theatre as one of
the features of the Actors' Fidel-

ity
entertainment
last
League
and Ford Sisters and Band.
Danny Simmons will book the month. Miss Gallatin, who appeared
possibly
house, which will play six acts and as the poet's widow, will
a feature picture twice weekly. The feature the regular presentation.

has made an
Harry Hincs has been released
the oiece and
from the balance of his Loew Cirwill convert it into a musical comcontract by J. II. Lubin.
edy, he and Leon De Costa writing cuit
Hincs requested the release from
the score with De Costa and Irving
Lake City on the plea of illSalt
Ceasar doing the book and lyrics.
ness, and was immediately wired a
release from the Loew booker-in23RD ST. DANCING CONTESTS chief, May 3.
"Dancing contests" will start at
Hines, following a conference with
Proctor's 23rd street for the sum- Mr. Lubin Tuesday, will reopen for
mer season on May 20.
the Loew Circuit to play the metroNeighborhood entrants will hoof politan houses for all week stands.
it up on Friday nights thereafter
for the hot months.
PRODUCING CO. ORGANIZED
Next week the "song contest," recently put on at the Fifth avenue,
Davis & Davis, theatrical attor-

Budapest

•

The

POLICY.

|

ing motorists shortly after the accident and taken to the Independence
Sanitarium. Brewer was cut about
the face and head, Miss Cobb suffered lacerations of the scalp and a
possible skull fracture; J. M. Johnson was cut about the fact and head
and his brother, who was driving,
received internal injuries and .did
not recover consciousness until late
today.
The doctors report that the injured persons will not be able to
leave the hospital for several days.

Authoress

of

for thS Loew circuit, in he middle wright, will be In charge of
West, will handle the house u/'U a legit producing end of the
company.
successor Is appointed.

the

new

opposite side,
switches the balls and leaves one
of my own private brand in the box
for the other sap to work with.
If Cuthbert don't lead off for us I
make the guy ahead of him stand
up at the plate without takin* his
If I didn't
bat off his shoulder.
they would all be hlttln' homers.
When Cuthbert come up to hit the

after

Instead of turning, the

Anne Butler and Hal Parker were wheels arid injured the occupants.
injured last week In the wreck of a
The injured were found by pass-

train, but escaped.
Eight other passengers were hurt
Montagu Love is the latest picture star to seek vaudeville bookjp They were removed to a farmhouse
Jngs. Love proposes a "single" and near' the scene of the wreck, and
Is being offered to the bookers by hospital, nurses and doctors were
sent to their aid from Buffalo and
Max Gordon.
At present vaudeville is using Rockford
A displaced rail was said to have
Bushman and Bayne, Virginia Pier,
son and Sheldon Lewis,- Carlyle caused the accident. Two sleepers
Blackwell, Vernon Gordon, Mabel and the observation car went into
Taliaferro, Zena Keefe and other the ditch, turning over twice.
lesser lights from the •screen world.
Butler and Parker played the
Dorothy Glsh is said to be angling
for vaudeville offers, with several Wlimlpeg week, accordinp: to New
York Orpheum headquarters.
others ready to take the plunge.

"Snapshots,"

11.

Anne Butler and Hal Parker Hurt car went over a 20-foot embankWhen Flier Is Ditched.
ment The Impact broke the steer-

on the Minneapolis, St. Paul
* Sault Ste. Marie Railroad at
ANOTHER FILM STAR
-—
Rockford, Minn., en route from St*
Mrs. James
Montagu Love Joins Procession Paul to Winnipeg.
Donovan and her baby were on the
from Pictures to Vaudeville.

Herman tab, disbanded last week
in Jacksonville.
The act was play-

May

Marie Cobb, R. J. Brewer, W. G.
Johnson and J. M. Johnson, all at
the Garden this week, were severely
injured in a motor car accident near
this city last Friday night
After the Friday night show the
parties borrowed a car and started
for a ride. W. G. Johnson, who was
driving, failed to see a swerve in

train

'SNAPSHOTS" DISBANDS

City,

stores

W.

corporation.
A. Finney is

now

general

Palace. 8. Mauri
beat all worlds' records for rlson Loew's
of the Palace,
distance and up in this orchard they former manager
signed.
think Ruth and Kelly are a couple

AUTO ACCIDENT

Kansas

11.

He has

|

when he and Cohn were run
on Curve
down by the defendant's machine, Car Turns Over
will decrease his value'as a profesFour Occupants Injured.
sional singer and dancer, fcr which
services he has been earning $20,000
a year heretofore. Pressler 's injuries include permanent face, body,
head and spinal damage.
Cohn alleges practically similar
physical injuries, but asks for only

May

Loew's Memphis
Cuthbert has busted seven homers manager of all
He formerly manage!
since the season opened up here houses.
Stalnback Is
Ben
State.
Loew's
and has the yahoos runnln' round
and A. B. Mots*
wltn tapes measuring his drives. managing the State

car,

pressed after the conference, nor
the result known, one vaudeville
man stated he would not be surprised if the Orpheum openings for
next season as a rule were not a

month

IN

suing for $100,000 damages, stating that the injuries he sustained
while replacing a tire on his own

Memphis, May n.
Loew's local theatres are honor*
for Ing 10-cent coupons issued
by
Believes It. Loew's through the 100 chain stores
of the Piggly Wiggly and Bower's

Dear Chick:

a«y

V AUDEV1LLI ANS HURT

is

Loew's Memphis Theatres Issue
Discount Tickets to Chain Stores,

Con Switches Baseballs

gust.

ple in determining the' subject was
entitled to a general discussion.
While there is a universal feeling
that conditions will commence to

13, 1021

COUPONS FOR LOEWS.

RUBBER BALLS FOR

Sending Letters to Small Tim* for
Futuro Dates.

NEXT SEASON MAY BE DELAYED

May

Friday,

retirin'

the

rubber ball is all ready for him and
the only thing that can stop him
from ridln* it into the next county
is a base on balls or an accident,
you know he's a pretty good hitter anyways, and with the lively
apple to help him he has been gettin' his daily homer as regular as
his mornin' coffee.
After he rides the ball out of the
park the regular apples are in order
and the game proceeds as usual.
So far no one has tumbled. I will
have to keep my present pltchin'staff all season for if I ever tie a
can on one of them there will be
a squawk about the rubber apples
that will rock Judge Land is.
But it has been awful funny for
me sittln' on the bench and watch in'
the expression on the faces of those
other pitchers when Cuthie gets In
behind a fast one. The balls disappear over the fence and they're
ridln* faster when they go .over than
they were Just after they were hit.
One of his drives broke a window
in a house four blocks away from
the ball park and is the longest
drive ever made with anything that
wasn't fired out of a gun.
The yokels are all worried to
death that some of the big league

IN

LONDON.

(Continued from page 2)
Hale, including ones of Edith Daf^
of "Irene"

fame and

Nellie We.llf

At the end of the run of "A So*]
Albert de Cour*]

cial Convenience,"
vllle will present a

Royalty.

new revue at thi
The book is t>y de Cour-

and Wal Pink, the music
Frederick Chapelle. This theatre
decidedlv new ground for such
tertalnnient, but with de Courvtlle'i
reputation as a producer of xevu*
to say nothing of Alfred Lester ai
Edmund Gwenn as the prlnclj
funmakers, all should be well,
title is "Pins and Needles," and th|
show is described as a "revue wit
points." This innovation has noth«
ing to do with the tenancy of Franl

vllle

Curzon and Dennis Eadie, who wil
produce a new play in the autumn]
with Dennis Eadle in the leading:]
role.
J. E. Vedrenne has been serious*
ly ill, became better, then had
relapse, necessitating his immediate]
removal to a nursing home, where]

a serious operation was perform*
This has proved successful, but
will be some time before he cai
attend to business.

One of the best plays of
strong order seen in town for eoi
time, "The Ninth Earl." does n<
appeal to the cheaper parts of
house and so will come off to mal
way for the work of a hitherto un-j
known author, Ernest Cecil. Tr*
is in fulfillment of Norman McKi
nel's promise to give the hithei
unacted a chance. We hear
regularly from every other man*
ager in town, and it is refreshii
to find one of them keeping to
word. When the new piece is r
duced Eva Moore, who has Jul
returned from Canada 'with he
husband, H. V. Esmond, will be

leading

woman.

—

-

-

——

Felix Adler opened at the V*
toria Palace April 18 and mi
good with the first "gag" he hand«
over. His turn is a novelty and
BOOS of presenting it was v«
much to the taste of an audlsi
that invariably gets the pick
vaudeville.
His ventriloquial bi
lesque is a tit -bit of humor and
should soon be one of the blsj
things in vaudeville here. In this
he is assisted by an extremely foolish looking attendant and France*
Ross. Miss Ross, with a remarkably well rendered vocal number*
had much to do with the success of
the act and the calls the couplt
were compelled to tajko at curtabi

j

fall.

BERLIN.
Berlin, April 20.
Berliner
Theatre.
"Millionairi
Supper," libretto, Willner and Kottow; music, Ernst Steffan; director,
Ralph Arthur Roberts; scenery,

—

clubs will offer a million dollars for
my socker, but I promised them
The turn deals with the efforts of he'll finish the season right here in
Poo's family to sell his famous this burg.
Hermann Krehan: leading, rolef
poem, "The Raven."
I have been gettin* wires from Hilde Woerner, Roberts,
Herbert
every club in the majors askin' me Kiper; action takes place in Atlan*
to put a price on him, but I intend tic City and New York; April 16
"PECK'S
Trianon. "Rosalette, or the Mar-*
to keep him and cut up some of that
dough myself. I'll get a gob for him quise from xYeury," by Franz Adam
It—$3,000
8mall
Timers
Tske
Beierlein.
when the season ends and next year
Theatre am Nollcndorf Plats.
Weekly for Kid Star in Person.
some smart big league manager will "The Cousin
from Thing. imagii
be sendin' a string of oculists (Der Vetter aus Dingsda); libret
"
"Peck's Bad Boy," the Jackie }
around to Cuthies* house tryin' to by Haller and Rldeamus; music
Coogan picture, has been booked find out what
became of the 80 or Eduard Kuenneke; leading rol
for the Keith, Moss and Proctor
Lorl Leux. Eugen Rex.
90 homers he hit in this league.
houses, opening at the Broadway
Nelson Theatre.— "Spring," oper*
If they don't tumble to the rubber
May 16. .According to report Jackie ball
stunt he ought to make Babe etta, by Franz Lehar.
Neues Volkes Theatre. "Rosi
Coogan (himself) had been consid- Ruth's average look like Leon Ames'
Bernd," by GerhaVdt Hauptmann;
ered for vaufteville for the big time
annual bingle. The funny part is leading part, Rosa Lichtenstein.
houses, but negotiations stopped
that Cuthies' wife thinks its all up
Zentral Theatre.
"Ilonka," by
when $3,000 weekly was mentioned and up and she's so chesty she George
Bussi; director. Wilhclm.
by "The Kid's" manager, as the hardly gives me a rumble.
Wallner Theatre. "The Dream of
salary asked for personal appearShe wants him to. leave me flat ! Luck '\ libretto by Eduard BeckeJ.
ances of the boy. Had the vaude- and migrate
m'Ubic by lfav&n Knopf
to a big league town
VolkKbuehne. "The Trial of
ville deal gone through for Jackie's
where she will be laterviewed by Gods" (Die Gotterpriifung).
by Kurt
personal appearance, the playing of
the sport writers ankin' her what Eisner, a comedy of world politics*
Bad
Keith
big
Boy"
the
"Peck's
by
"Tni
she feeds her sluggin' husband to
22,
Lessing
March
Theatre.—
timers would have also been ar- give him
power and all the rest of Courage of Women," by Hermans
ranged for in conjunction with that bunk.
Essig; director, Emil Lind; scenJackie's act.
Caesar Klein; leading rol"
If they ever cut open one of them ery,
Salfner
balls it will kill her and all hands Katie Dorsch, Hans
artistic failure.
LOUISVILLE HOUSES E0BBED concerned.
Residenz Theatre.— March 2fi ;'TP
Not a word to the wife.
Privilege." by Ernst Otto Hess*
LouisVllle, May 11.
Your pal,
cast, Paul Wegener, Lucie H defiles,
Two Keith's vaudeville houses,
Hotter
direction,
Ilka (Jruening;
CON.
the Mary Anderson and the NaBrothers. Ridiculous.
tional,
were entered by burp Is rs
Koeniggrnetzer. March 2«>. RufSHARON QUICK CLOSING
early -Monday morning and $5,400
by." by Wilhclm Speyer; director,
in cash, besides a number of LibThe Strand, Sharon, Pa* which Bvend Qada; cast, Btelnrucck. HiWt.
erty Bonds, taken from the safe of opened with vaudeville April 20 Glsessner.
Moderate success; imclosed May 7.
the former house.
itates Shaw.
H,
"Hoses ,
Trianon. Sudermann's
The houso plays ftve sets twice
At the National the yeggs, who.
]Atn '
are believed to be the same who weekly, hooked by Billy Delaney, direction. Rotters; cast. Olga
Kati" Haas*
robbed the Mary Anderson, were of the Krith office.
Business has burg. Carol Toella. Julius Kalken*
lh-rniann Valentine.
frightened away when the night been light since the newest change
April *•
stein, Wilhclm Bendow;
watchman entered the lobby and of policy with the early closing fol- Acting good but ancient, H »' l,sl
one of them flrsd a .shot at him.
lowing.
play.

—

BAD BOY" BOOKED

—

—
—

.

—

J

—

'

—

•

—
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ALL AND WEBER PROMOTORS
OF JERSEY THEATRE DEALS
State Theatre Corporation Draws Attention to Jersey City's Dearth of Houses Approaches Local

—

Investing Public,

In

addition

to

local

promotions

for the building of theatres in

GTJS SUN'S

DAUGHTER

DIES.

New

LEO EDWARDS MARRIED.
At the Hotel Astor, New York,
May

1, Leo Edwards, the composer,
was married to Olga Werner, non-

SALARY TOO SMALL

the presentation of vaudeville
The first house to be
built is opposite the Elks' Club in
that city, near the Summit avenue
Ground was
station of the tube.
for

broken last week.
the company has
In addition
bought out the interests of Frank
Gerson and now controls the U. S.
Stock in that
Theatre, Hoboken.
house is being offered to townspeople. Gerson is reported to have
selected another site In Hoboken
where he will build a theatre.
Weber is said to have become interested some time ago in a Jersey

.

turning to vaudeville with their
sister and Louis Mosconi, Sr., will
be in tho. turn.
The younger
brother will also be in the act.

FAMOUS VOTES.

"The Virginia Judge." Walter
name this week

Kelly, placed his

$600 Weekly Only Equal
$300 of Old Days.

22* at

that attraction last

fall,

the father

aqt.

50t
4800

Loew. Inc

Orpheum
Boston sold

80
80% 80
18% 18% 18%

500
27% 27
17%
100 Orpheum at 27%;

Orpheum
Chicago sold

700
18% 18% 18%
27
27
100
27
100 Orpheum at 27.

Monday
Fam. Play-L.... 3100
Orpheum
Boston sold 20

8700
400

79% 78
79%
18% 18
18
2«% 20%

27

Ran Behind
Justice

IN

According to report there has
been considerable bidding for the
Judge's services between the Shuberts and Keith's.
The return of
the Inimitable Kelly to the big time
houses of New Yori* will mark hie
Reappearance ther* after an absence
of three years, the Judge meantime
having been mostly playing in Shubert productions.

DAVENPORT'S BOOKINGS
The Danny Davenport

office

has

secured routes on the Loew Circuit
for Burke and Burke, Terminal
Four, and the Ella Bard Trio. Bessie Smith and her Jazz-away Dandies have been placed with Hurt la
St Seamon's "Wonder Show," and
Johnny Nitt, the dancer, with Zieg-

feld.

Davenport is one of the younger
agents, the office opening about six

weeks ago with Mickey Curran as
manager.

Ophcum

— %
Chi-

-%
— %
—%
—%
—%

250 at 27.

Tuesday—
Warren Munsell has resigned as Fam.
Paly-L...
Do. pfd
manager of Keith's Alhambra to asLoew.
sume the presidency of the Harris OrpheumInc

900
200
800
409

78% 77
89

78%
89

89

18% 18
27

18%

27
27
at 27.

—1%
+ %

+%
+%
—%
—

-%%

CONTEMPT

INSIDE STUFF

Weekly Alimony
Payments

in $75

McAvoy

Sept. 12.

at 27%; Chicago.

Dickson Film Corp.
Boston sold 10 Orpheum
Wednesday—
It has commenced the making of
City site and lately revived his afFam. Play-L
900
78% 77% 78
a series of two -reel comedies from Loew. Inc
5600
18
17% 17%
fection for it,
400
26% 26% 26%
Saturday Evening Post stories, Orpheum
THE CURB.
written by Harris Dickson.
No sales reported.

ALLMAN

to

27%© 28.

Friday—
Fam. Play-L

Loew, Inc

MUNSELL, FILM PRESIDENT

C

to a Keith contract, calling for Si
weeks next season, commencing

Continued from page 8.
Curb, although Times Square gossip hinted at an Important development in Goldwyn, to the effect that
Indianapolis, May 11.
the company has a big foreign deal
The two-man act of Gallagher
in the making which might have an
and Rolley dissolved Sunday night
important effect on its earnings.
They were playIf not a foreign deal, it Jwould be here at Keiths.
of equally local importance, it was ing "At Palm Peach," a*comedy act.
said.
The story intimated a posSpeaking of separation, Ed Galsible coalition with another distriblager said: "The need of comedy
utor.

The dancers have been with cago, 50 at 27.
Saturday—
"Hitchey-Koo." Upon their Joining Loew.
Inc
and kid brother withdrew from the

"Virginia Judge" Tekee to Big Time*
Following Bidding for Him.

professional.

Springfield, O., May 1L
One of the Wall street reporting acts In vaudeville seems evident. I
The 20 -year old daughter (Nina)
Jersey towns close to New York,
agencies recorded the first annual notice they have been mentioned
of
Gus
Sun
died May 7 at Christ
Theatres Corporation,
the State
meeting
of the Charles Urban M. P. in articles on the subject
Hospital. Cincinnati, after an illof vaudeheaded by several showmen, has en- ness of
Industries, 'Inc.
These directors ville shows and a Variety editorial
eight weeks and several
Charles Urban, recently said the same
were re-elected:
tered the field in the same terri- operations for a diseased
thing,
addkidney.
The corporation is absorbing
Miss Sun was locally prominent, E. St. Elmo, Lewis F. Tucker, C. E. ing that dyed-in-the-wool comedy
lory.
Ilnoeppel, M. E. A. Tucker, Roy F. acts In 'one'
were most desirable.
theatres in addition to building and socially. She had spent one year in Soule and William Gettlnger. Presi" *At Palm Beach' was such an
New York. Her father and mother
advertising in local publications for
dent Urban said the company's plant act, yet the most we can
were
get as an
in
constant
attendance
at
the sale of stock.
at Irvington -on -Hudson would be offer ia $550 and
$600 a week for
their daughter's bedside.
At the -head of the corporaton is
With railroad fares
Gus Sun is the head of the Gus in operation by September. May 5 next season.
Summary of transactions
Fiank G. Hall, who has promoted Sun Circuit of vaudeville
and hotels as they are now, those
and pic- to 12 inclusive:
a number of theatre ventures. L. ture theatres.
figures don't mean as much as $250
summary of transactions May B to
The
Lawrence Weber Is vice-president,
and
$300 did' in the old days.
12, inclusive, is as follows:
and Robert North, treasurer. Local
STOCK EXCHANGE.
"Neither of us has any plans for
business men are the others named
Sales. High. Low. Last. Chg. the future."
MOSCONIS REJOIN
Thursday.
Fam. Play-L...2400 80% 7»H 80% +lfc
as directors and officers.
The Mosconis, who were reported
90
00
00
Do pfd
1Q0
Inc
6000
18% 18% 18% + %
A prospectus calls attention to in the new Ziegfeld "Follies," will Loew.
Orpheum
900
28% 27% 27% — %
Jersey City lacking modern theatres not be in that show. They are reBoston sold 200 Orpheum at 28; Chica»o.

and pictures.

KELLY WITH KEITH'S,

COMEDY ACT THROUGH;

ON VAUDEVILLE.

signed an order

The policy of the new Loew State Theatre, on the busiest corner in the
Monday directing Jack Allman (Allcity in the world, has had no definite policy set for it up to date.
man and Mayo, at present rehears- busiest
No matter what is finally established as the best attraction for the house,
ing with Frank Fay's "Fables"), to
the honor of being the first act to play on the stage of the theatre has
show cause why he should not be
already been settled. Williams and Howard, a two-man talking act, went
punished for contempt of court as a
into the theatre one day last week and from the unfinished platform did
result of separation proceedings betheir whole routine, while the workmen with hammers suspended in the
gun by Gertrude Allman on the
air looked on. When finished the workmen once more took up their task
grounds of cruelty. Justice Deleof hammering on the iron girders, the act, following the theatre instinct,
hanty last month granted Mrs. Allbegan making bows to the insistent hammering. They bowed from three
man's application for $75 temporary until five,
when the men quit for the day.
fees
weekly
alimony, $300 counsel

and the custody of their 8 -year-old
Film stars, ex -film stars and film quasi -stars are no longer a rarity
Son, John. The defendant has fallen
in vaudeville and as a matter of fact are becoming so abundant that the
into arrears on the alimony paybooking office Is inclined to scoff at some of the ambitious salaries asWed
ments. The Allmans were married for. Salary hitches are delaying the vaudeville appearances of some
June 5, 1911.
three or four of these personalities at the present writing, the bookers
The plaintiff also charges Jack in all instances offering much less than demanded.
Allman with maintaining improper
relations with Elisa Cansino JackWhen Captain Adams and Odlva went on their annual hunting trip to
olo
(Dancing Cansinos, formerly Maine last November the eight sea lions used In the Odlva act were left
with Bessie Clayton) for a period in the swimming pool at Exposition Park, Rochester's city playground.
dating from April 1, 1918, to the| The authorities closed the pool for swimming during the month. Classes
early part of this year, when the of students daily went to the park, where the attendants put the animals
separation action was begun. Sev- through their stunts. It appears the town grew so attached to the seals
eral letters and a telegram are an- the park commissioner has requested Captain Adams several times since
nexed to Mrs. Allman's complaint, then to advise him where several could be purchased. In return for the
the plaintiff in her affidavit stating courtesies extended Adams will present one of his seals to Rochester for
"that said telegram and letters con- the park. The animals are worth from $250 to $500 each.
tain words of endearment on the
part of the said Elisa Cansino JackMaldo, said to have been brought over here early this spring by the
olo to and for the defendant; that Ringlings with the object of restoring the "leaps" to the circus, has rebemany violent quarrels ensued
turned to Europe. Maldo brought his own runway and board, the plan
tween the plaintiff and the defend- being to restore the old feature to the circus as a display to fill In the
ant as a result of such relation and wait of the Ringling-Baraum show while the wild animal arenas were
the possession of said telegram and being* struck. The circus men paid Maldo's return fare after giving up
letters by the plaintiff," which Mrs. the project. The foreigner was to have trained the performers of the
Allman continues, the defendant show in the old-fashioned leaps. It is presumed the dangers attendant
sought to recover. When hearing upon the jumping display decided the showmen against its revival. Id
6n the motion for temporary ali- the old big top shows there was always an act out of the program re*
mony came up, Allman did not ap- covering from injured ankles or knees, strained when they overreached the "tick."
pear.
Mrs. Allman's personal affidavit
Mark Levy moved into the Loew Annex building last week and moved
alleges that Allman in his two-act
Mark was spotted one of the least dewith Mayo receives from $375 to right back to the Putnam.
suites in the new building. It was on the fifth floor, but a short
sirable
$400 a week for the act, and also
that Miss Cansino's husband, Na- flight above the other offices, which made for an uncomfortably low
Mark's complaints caused a wag in the building to post a
thanlel A, Jackclo.. began, separation ceiling.
settled
proceedings against his wife in 1919, nc4ic^ "walk wp. five st^ps and save 5 per cent." That about
"
Mark. He was given a cancellation of his lease.
Aaming Jack Allman.
.

;

'

•

The Supreme Court records

•

dis-

The second term of Edwards Davis as president of the N. V. A. exclose a complaint on file in which
Mr. Davis declined a renomination or another
pires today (May 13).
Jackolo, stating he is in the the- hold-over term, owing to a business connection he has made. There was
atrical business, asks for a separano N. V. A. election for officers last summer and none has been so far
tion on the grounds cf cruel and inannounced, nor has there been any successor to Mr. Davis as the N. V.
human treatment covering a period A. president reported.
.Tom Jan. 7, 1917, to July 8, 1919. The
iult was begun October 2, 1919.
A small time vaudeville actor who had been seeking booklnga without
Jackolo and his wife were married success for three months was telling his troubles to a bunch around
n Philadelphia, July 7, 1917. Mr. one of the Broadway coffee shops. He was thoroughly disgusted and
Jackolo's complaint quoted his wife finished by saying that he was going to get a .32 and finish it all. One
as having stated she must have been of his brother artists quickly advised him to get a .22 and save the other
,

crazy to roarry him. Justice Er- .10 for his agent.
'anger subsequently signed an order
directing service on Mrs. Jackolo by
After Mark Levy returned to the Putnam, the agent for that building
publication, the defendant being a went the rounds interviewing other agents, seeking to know If others
non-resident, with San Francisco desired to remain in the building. All other leases in the Loew Annex
is her home. Tho Jackolos had an go as signed, 'however.
Indications were that few new tenants were
applying for offices .'n the emptying Putnam Building.
^-vear-old adopted son, Gabriel.

LOHSE AND STERLING
This

Is

what VARIETY said about us

at Keith's Jefferson

April 18:

"The most surprising thing about the first half was that Lohse and
Sterling as an opening act established a pace which no other in that part
of the bill could equal in applause. The team opens with some soft musis
from the pit while they take to the rings with a maximum of speed."
We are open week of September 26. Direction HARRY WEBER

HOUSES CLOSING
The
the

Jefferson, Auburn, N. Y.,
Rlalto, Qlens Falls, N.

Bonci for Vaudeville
Alsendro Bonci, tenor of

the Metand ropolitan Opera
for two years and
Y.,

afterward leading tenor for the Chicago organisation, was offered this
week to the big tune bookers by
May 18.
Alf. Wilton.
Alhambra,
Stamford.
N.
Y.,
Bonci is said to get $1,500 for a
closes May 14.
date; vaudeville figure was
The Grand, Marlon, O., closed concert
not mentioned.
with vaudeville May T. It will reopen with stock June 1.
The Alleghany, Philadelphia (SabMrs. Woolf Temporarily Retires,
lotsky &
McGuirk) discontinued
Mrs. Harold Woolf (Helen Stewvaudeville May 6. Pictures will be
played during the summer.
art) (Woolf and Stewart) has temMajestic, Wichita Falls, Tex., and porarily retired from the stage,
Majestic, Austin, Tex., closes for pending an anticipated
family event.
the season May 14. The Majestic,
Mr. Woolf will go along meanGalveston, Tox., closed May 11,
while
in vaudeville as a single act
The Alhambra, Torringtosi, Cone.,
»•
nf
n
h
closed Saturday, two months earlier
than the closing date last season.
The Amateur Comedy Club of
The house used a five-act split- New York will give three
plays at
week policy.
Centennial hall at Albany, N. Y„
Saturday night for the benefit of
the fund being ra'sed by the Dobbs
N. V. A.
Ferry alumnae for new school
Stan Stanley against Marion Gib- buildings.
The plays will Include
ney, alleging infringing on the "dol"The Dear Departed," by Stanley
lar for a gag" business, claimed to
Houghton;
"The Florist Shop."
have been originated by Stanley.
by
Winifred
Hawkridge,
and
"Bunk," by Henry Clapp Smith.
Fenton and Fields against Lewis.
Lavarro and Davis, alleging Innave toii ever thought of rota* Into
fringement on bit described as "dog
iMiNlneN* for yoarNelfr Would yarn like to
and cat" business.
»»e Independent and set lot* of Honeat
I'elf ? Come and nee u», wo will train y«m.
Jules Eisaman has taken charge help you, tearh yon how to sell. I'hoao.
of the orchestra at the Broadway «>r write, or call and aoo a*—ploaao oj»
mid >otir«elf as well.
IIYRI>, SI R.
closed May 7.
Strand, Holyoke,

Mass.,

closed

i

1

i

.

COMPLAINTS.

theatre.

I

M

F. J.

St..

Mil floor; Tel.:

MuriHf

llltt

1761.

VAUDEVILLE

Friday,

JOHN

Disapproval Expressed by Delegates Over Proposed
Wage Cut for Musicians Dispute in Local No.
310 Also Referred for Action.

—

Tho convention

up President Webber's stand on the
wage reduction matter.
The 26th annual convention of the
American Federation of Musicians
got under way Monday at the Hotel
Ryan. The sessions are scheduled
to last throughout the week and
part of next week.

—

Boston, May 11.
At the conclusion of a spirited
mee ting" of" the" Boston Theatrical

The opening

day waa chiefly taken up with the
appointment of committees and
other routine matters.
The demand of the burlesque
managers that the musicians accept
a 25 per cent, cut in wages next
season was referred to the committee on wage scales. No action
was taken on tho matter by the
committee up to Tuesday. Delegates expressed disapproval of the
proposed wage cut for burlesque
musicians.
A request for a reduction in musicians' wages hereafter by the
smaller hotels was denied. Another
request to lower the union scale for
musicians playing Chatauqua dates
was referred to the committee on

wage scales.
The dispute among tho officials of
the New York Local No. 110, Mu-

'

York local's break with the union
at some length in his report He
said the question is whether the
Federation is to become an Inert
organization or whether it can exercise control necessary over local
Anthony Multlerl preunions.
sented his faction's side of the N. Y.
Local internal dispute. The delegates seemed unanimous for a closed
shop as expressed by William Col-

JOHNNY DALE
tu
^.1>a cer Sth Jos ?m HowT

I

®f,

Undue

light

May

will

week,

11.

and was

unduly influenced when he executed

an A. F. of L. official from
Washington, who, when It was suggested that the convention go on
record as declaring an open shop
un-American, said that it is understood as matter of policy to entertain this motion would indicate
that there is doubt as to union stand.
Elaborate entertainment program
has been arranged for delegate mu-

the will.

lins,

CIRCUS REFUSED LICENSE.
Troy, N. Y., May 11.
Sparks'

June

city

'

circus
3.

its first

In Brooklyn last
stand of the season

under canvas.

The show moves

Myers and Karl

Hoblltzelle.

circus is billed
around Northern New Jersey, playing Keyport May 21 and moving
over Into Staten Island the week
following. This beats the RinglingBarnum-Bailey outfit into the territory, the big show playing Newark,
N. J., May 23.
The prospect is that the Mug-

a Bowery newsboy.' He practiced
soft-shoe dancing to the music of
sidewalk hurdy-gurdies, and attracted attention which brought
him to the notice of the minstrel
•

men. He toured Europe with the
Harrigan and Hart organization,
and played in the varieties here.
Upon retiring he went into business
Utica and was elected Mayor
was 30 years old.

before he

to

Washington,

cannot play this

Mayor James W. Flem-

mlng

Glens Falls, N. Y., May 11.
The Rialto, playing Ke'ith vaudeville and one of the two opposition
houses here over the winter, has
discontinued the policy for the
summer, playing pictures instead.
In summer the local population
is about doubled through visitors.

MAE

CIRC0 SAENZ DISBANDS
aw

as—

'

MILLS

s%

American
Acta
Continue
With
Cadona Headed Into Argentina.

Who

Departed This Earth

May
May Her

13th, 1»20.

Soul Rest in Peace

HARRY WESTON
all over the country*
New York and Chicago,
Yiddish
stock companies and
with
was well known among the Hebrew
thespians. He was 40 years of age*
Mother and brother survive.

has played

chiefly in

PHIL PAULSCRAFT
Phil Paulscraft, agent and manager, died May 7, at his sister's
home in Adrian, Mich., after a long
ilness, at the age of 68.
The deceased was one of the pioneer show-*
men of this country with a career'
that extended over almost half a
century. He was a burlesque man*
ager and had handled attractions
for Rice & Barton, Fred Irwin, and
others.

MINNIE NIBLO.
"Once Upon a Time" Sold.
Minnie Niblo, (Mrs. H. E. Newell)*
Moore & Megley have sold their died April 26 at her home in Chl"Once Upon a Time" act to Charlie
Marsh who was featured in the of1N MEMORY
fering.
The act has been framed
OF
for the popular priced time by

CHAS. M. BAKER

Marsh.

Who

I

Sells-Floto

stage, Mayor of Utica, N. Y., died
in Chicago, May 10. He began Ufa

Is

J

The

THOMAS.

as

in

BACKER BUILT GODFREY BLDG.

playing the capital Monday and
The Circo Saenz, which played
Tuesday. VThereafter it will get ae
far north as Newark, N. J., and several two -week stands In the
then cross Pennsylvania to Pitts- Canal Zone, has disintegrated, the
burgh, returning for the New England territory. The route including American turns and several native
the first week of June is as follows: combinations continuing the tour
Washington, May 16-17; Balti- with a show framed by Alfredo
more, 18-19-20; Wilmington, 21; Cadona, the aerial act.
Newark, N. J„ 23; Easton, Pa., 24;
They are working theatres on a
Allentown,
Scranton,
25;
26; 45-55 basis, the houses paying transWilkesbarTe, 27; Harrisburg, 28; portation to the next stand. They
Lewistown, 80; Altoona, 31; Johns- have played Lima, Peru, 'and are
headed further south with Valtown, June 1; Pittsburgh, 2-4.
paraiso and Buenos Ayres as their
objective. Business is reported inEDNA MAE SP00NER & SKETCH termittently good, although the, perEdna Mae Spooner, leading wom- formers agree that this country
an with the Blaney stock at the seems to be pretty well held by
Crescent, Brooklyn, has started re- the Shipp & Feltus firm which
hearsing a new vaudeville vehicle. knows the people and territory best.
The sketch will have Beresford
In the Calona troupe are Emil
playing
opposite
Lovett
Miss Schweyer, the lion trainer; RodSpooner.
riguez, perch act, and the Five
Lloyds, together with several native
clown, acrobatic and dancing turns.
Glen Falls' Rialto Stops for Season.

this week turned down the request of the advance agent for a
permit because he thought that the
Mayor L. C. Hodgson of show would Interfere with the
sicians.
St. Paul, welcomed the convention. memorial exercises to be held on
June 4 in honor of Troy boys who

SELLS-FL0TO FIRST.

P.

P.

MORRIS STEINBERG.
George Backer, millionaire buildcomedy. Invites offers for next er of office structures, and more or
Morris Steinberg, Yiddish actor,
less identified with the film indus- died last week at the Tubercular

bad weather break

be alleged the deceased
incapacitated,

EVAN
Evan

May 8, after a brief illness. Hospital in San Bernardino, Cal.,
survived by a wife, three sons which is maintained by the Yiddish
RINGLING-B. B. ROUTE.
and a daughter. Mr. Backer was Theatrical Alliance, Inc. Steinberg
best known in the film trade as the
Crosses Pennsylvania Before Going owner of the Godfrey building at
729 Seventh avenue the first strucInto Now England.
IN MRMORY OF
ture ever erected for the exclusive
use of film concerns and complying
The Ringling-Barnum A Bailey
Circus is playing this week after a

the Governor.

was mentally

Selzolck and others.

try, died

H. F. Stevens. Mrs. Stevens was
nee Caroline Robinson, daughter of
m It

,

He

Governor
will
John F. Robinson, disposing of an
million
half
over
valued
at
estate
dollars, will be contested by Mr.

The

with the latest law with respect to
fireproof vaults etc
At various
times he was financially interested
In picture productions with George
W. Lederer, Harry Rapf, Lewis J,

season.

Influence.

Cincinnati,
of the late

-

,

week (May 16), Keith's Brighton.
Coney Island. Doing juvenile and

Daughter and Husband of Late CirAllege

J?

i

Riverside,

GOV. ROBINSON CONTEST.
eusman

cemetery in the village of
dyke, adjacent to Springfield Mass. A
requiem mass was celebrated in St.
Michael's R. C. Church, Thomdyke,
brother and two sisters survive
him. Among those who journyed
to Palmer to pay their last respects
the deceased were Pat Casey,
Itp
Wm. McCaffery. Henry Chesterfield, Harry A. Shea, Fred Perry,
Arthur White, Geo. Weeden, Ray

i^t^.pW p^^^Z°^^\ZT^%1^

conference committee, consisting of
one manager representing each type
of amusement, was appointed to negotiate with the American Federation of Labor for a lower wage
scale for stage crews and musicians for the coming year.
Business Agent Dempsey, of the
stage hands, and Business Agent
Klingman, of the musicians, are to
be seen jointly upon Klingman's return from St. Paul, and the committee has been authorized to serve
notice upon the unions that "any
agreement for the coming season
must be at a lower scale in accordance with the present trend for
lower prices."
The unions have been anticipating this move and inasmuch as they
are believed to be more strongly
organised in Boston than in most
cities, the general belief is that Boston will be the spot where the real
Issue will be first threshed out.

tual Musical Protective Union, is
to come up for adjustment by the
delegates this week.
/
Joseph N. Webber, president of the
Federation, dealt with tho New

Mr.

A

Managers' Assn. Appoints Committee Unions Anticipated Move

jagers'
Managers

1921

Thomas, once a dancer
in a with Harrigan and Hart's Minstrels
his
retirement from the
after
and,
Thorn-

agreed

formally

in
.-oday to accept no reduction
talariee next season in any branch
»f theatricals. The delegates backed

MORAN

was born in Thomdyke, Maes.
Moran was buried Monday

BOSTON WANTS DECREASE

11.

T.

John T. Moran died Friday last
(May C) after five months iUness
from Brlght's Disease. Mr. Moran
had been associated with Pat Casey
for upwards of 20 years and was
general manager of tho Pat Casey
Agency. He was 52 years old, and

SEND DISPUTE TO COMMTITEE

May

13,

OBITUARY

MUSICIANS IN CONVENTION

St. Paul,

May

died in service. A new armory is
to be dedicated June 4, and the committee in charge of the arrangements wishes everything to be as
quiet and orderly as possible.

Departed This Life Mar I, 1120.
HIS SOUL. REST IN PEACE.

MAT

THE BURLE8QUE CLUB
cago.
As a member for several
years of Newell and Niblo the da*
ceased was well known to vaude*
villians.
The act had to retire a
few years ago when Mrs. Newell
contracted an illness.
Following
that Mr. and Mrs. Newell opened
a picture theatre in Chicago and

KEITH SUMMER PRICES

The neighborhood houses of the
Keith New York group go into a
summer policy Monday with reduced
be box-office scale and split week

will
property
givan-Ballard
over into Long Island, bookings.
At the Jefferson there will be
while the Ringling outfit crosses
Pennsylvania. It does not appear eight acts and a feature film. The
whether the two will clash in New scale, now $1, 85 and 55 cents, will
England later, although the Ring- be set at 35 and 50 cents Monday to
lings are understood to be routed Friday, and 190 to 75 cents Saturday
toward Boston after playing through and Sunday, tax inclusive. There
Pennsylvania.
will be two shown daily, 1:30 to f:S0
Both shows billed the Jersey and 7 to 11.
stands liberally.

Mr. Newell

is

still

managing

it.

lightered

BESSIE

HARVEY

IB

Portland, Ore., May 11.
B^ssi© Harvey, prima donna with
the Al G. Barnes circus, was an interesting visitor In Portland while
the circus was in town May 9-10.
Miss Harvey fell from her horse
in the street parade here a year
ago and waa so severely injured
that she has not yet fully recovered.
One arm was amputated. Despite
the loss of the arm and Internal
injuries.
Miss Harvey sang as
sweetly as ever.

The Dutchess, Poughkeepsie; MaAcademy, NewAlbany;
burgh; Empire, Glcnns Falls; Ma-

jestic,

Utica; Carroll, Rome and
Cortland, Courtland, N. Y., all booking out of the independent Plimmer
agency, will play split week vaudeville during the summer.
Most of the New England houses
supplied by thnt office have called
it a season.

jestic,

K. V. A.

FRANK CHRI6TOPHER.
Frank Christopher, magician and
Spanish-American war veteran,

James Fotheringham has succeeded
as menagcr of Moss' Re-

Bill Hill

gent Mr. Hill has~ severed his ©gt>nection with the Moss Interests
after many years with that circuit.
Eddie Lewis is now manager of

...

on his own.

Central, Jersey City, a new
vaudeville house, was unable to
open as scheduled April 27. Fally

The

Markus is supplying the bills and
has issued contracts to Sam Hearn,
the Janslc.ys,

Ryan &

Lee,

James

Carson and "Aunt Jemima."

B.

The unfinished condition

of

the

houso made it necessary to postpone the opening until April 29,
the
full

acts receiving
half week.

salary

for

the

W?

sT- JK4* J. i—#
Our Brother,
One of Ood'i own
Until we come to you. dear.
•

DABS aad
How we mini

Harry

the 81st Street, succeeding Walter
David, who assumed temporary
charge when Frank Gerard resigned
to take a vacation, prior to embarking in the producing business

PAID FOR LAY-OFF IN JERSEY

SUMMER 6MALL TIMERS.

LINO.
Albert Lawrence Ackerlind, with
the Beveridge Stock Co. in Lttch*
field. 111., died May t of heart fail*
ure.
'Ho was a member of thi

BILL HTLL LEAVES MOSS

BRAVE

LAWRENCE ACKER*

ALBERT

Dennis

DU-FOR

you. Darling-.

died April 29. He was an invalid
for tha past four years and is stir*

tved by a widow.

HARRY KAHNE
The Incomparable Mentalist
"He Appears Superhuman"

— Sioux

City Tribune

Mile. Verona,

TONY JACKSON
Tony Jackson
known as author

songwriter, best
v
of "Pretty Baby,'

died

in Chicago last week froni
pneumonia. Jackson was 33 yeais

of age.

While the Portland Telegraph said:
"A miracle act is that given by HARHY KAHNE.
He does the
Monna Belza, actress, famous
almost Irapossiblo feat of presenting something
to an Orpheum
crowd. He writes upside down and backward, adds a sum that totals beauty and widow of Count Patriinto the millions, reads a newspaper, and answers questions asked by monlo, died May 6, in Taris, of in 1
the audience all nt the same time. It doesn't seem possible, but it is, and fiuenza, aged 35 years.
what'a more. Kahne's line cf chatter is pleasant. Why he isn't headlined
Is one of those little mysteries that Manager Frank J. McGettigan likes to
Jamas Mi Hoy, father of Richard
keep tucked away up his sleeve."
and May Mllloy, died in Montreal
Finishing tha Orpheum Circuit— Coming East Soon
May 1, aged 77 years.

NEW

—
May

ttXay.

13,

lttt

I

«

Chicago

CHICAGO OFFICE

rARIETY'S

4

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING
:*=*:

BERT WILLIAM GETS

SEVEN TOWNS WEST ADDED

TO ASSOCIATION'S BOOKS

With "Brevities."

Announcement
Booked by Assn.

—

Held in Chicago Preparing Against Opposition,
Though Unexpected.
SINGES SAYS MONEY PAID

May

been seen

Bert Williams will remain with

new A. H. Woods
The colored star is getting

piece.

10 per
of the "Brevities" gross, this

cent,

on tive last month

Anti-Strike "Assessments"

boxes.

11.

"Broadway Brevities" which opened
Sunday at the Studebaker through
the local run, after which he will return to New York to start rehear-

arrangement having become

Testimony

lawyer's

Verifies

and no one in the meszanlne with the heavy portion of the act.
Most of the acts had not She plays a "mean" piano and sings
in Chicago at least for a in an operatic voice that speaks of
long time, which helped to keep up n.uch training.
A little curtain
the interest.
speech done by the imiller of the
"Alfred Farrell and Carley, a rag- two could be eliminated. They hav<
picking act, man and woman, have reversed the usual vaudeville roua neat special drop in two, and do tine and introduced their mother.
Leo Carlllo never lost a customer
their work with speed, the man
continually whistling a la Bert and told his character stories in a
Levy. Foley and Leture, a clever delightful manner that couldn't help
mixed couple, sang and danced in leave an impression. A few more
musical comedy style, with a com- Carillos would help big time vaudeedy dope bit that was good for a ville. Basso and Co. juggled and
healthy laugh. They were on too finished one of the earliest bills ever
early and would be of much more seen at this house, the curtain ringvalue to a bill if placed lower in ing down at 4.25.
the running. Ernest Evans and
Co. in "Wedding Bells" programs
PALACE, CHICAGO.
everybody from back to front, but
floor

Chicago,

sals in a

Chicago, May 11.
A rousing conference of "outBide"
eianagera booked by the Western
Managers' Association
Vaudeville

is not funny, but in poor taste ami
MAJESTIC, CHICAGO.
smacks of obsolete burlesque. Mac
Chicago, May 11.
and Rose Wilton have added a lot
Perfect summer weather kept the of class since last seen around here
usual Monday crowd away, leaving One of them has developed into a
a half empty house on the main singer of ability, and walks away

Around
$1,700
Weekly on Percentage

Receiving

w

Others to Follow, According to
Meeting of Outside Managers

CHICAGO VAUDEVILLE SHOWS

INCREASED SALARY

expired.

when

was

It

first

effec-

his contract

agreed to give

him an increase of $250. Under the
Chicago. May 11.
percentage plan, Williams has been
Mort H. Singer, general manager drawing down over $1,700 weekly
of the Orpheum Circuit, who was for .the past month and he will beat
on the ground here in charge of fhat sum corsiderably for the
Studebaker date.
State-Lake;
the
construction
of
The Woods show in which Wiltheatre, in a statement issued folliams is to star is "The Pink Slip,"
lowing the building-graft scandal, a musical show, first reported as a
stated that he had given sums of straight comedy. It was written by
money to George Thomas, repre- Walter De Leon, formerly a vaudeThe managers declared sentative of the Longacre Construc- villlan (Le Leon and Davies) but
Rapids.
therm-elves enthusiastic about next tion and Engineering Co., "to stop now well known as a short story
strikers," but did not know where writer for magazines.
prospects and said they

was held here. Those present, together with the representatives of
Chicago houses not owned by the
-Orpheum. were: Cy Jacobs, Kansas
George McCarthy, Fargo,
City;
Aberdeen and Grand Forks; Joe
Erber, Kast St. Louis; Jake Rosenthal, Dubuque; Bill Slattery, Cedar

season's

were back of the association

the

other houses are to follow,

*
money was distributed.
Former Superior Judge Trude,
lcoal attorney for the Orpheum, had

it

was

stated.

While no Shubert opposition is anW. V. M. A. region
except in Chicago, with Kansas City
an outside possibility, much interest is evinced by local managers
through persistent announcements
that Shuberts have bought or leased
the Chateau from the Aschers and
that they will book McVicker's and
the Rialto (Jones, Linick & Schaefer.
now working in conjunction
with Loew). All local attaches deny
these three reports. But it has been
quietly decided to fight the Shuberts
with strong shows, should they invade the family time in this terri-

earlier testified before the Dailey
legislative commission that $47,350
had been paid. This was spread
over a period of from 1917 to 1919.
If the truths appear in full it will

scenic

be shown that the State -Lake managers did what every Chicago theatre building concern has done within the last 10 years in every instance where a house was built.

ticipated in the

•

tory.

HOUSE NOT RESPONSIBLE
Chicago, May 11.
Marie Esmeralda lost her suit
against the Milda theatre for $500
for the loss of her violin, which was
stolen during an engagement.
Judge Adams of the Municipal
Court ruled .that the management
was not responsible for the loss of
personal property as the performer
got the same protection as the theatre management when the theatre

was

closed,

though

even

it

was

proved that the dressing room doors
had no locks.

Profit

for Millard and
Will Build

Who

Bennett,

New

House.
Chicago,

May

berts.

&

Bennett have greatly

profited by their occupation and
disposition of the Great Northern.

When the house, then known as the
Lyric, was taken over by them,
representatives of the Shuberts gavea dinner in celebration of getting
rid of what they regarded as a
"lemon;" The house netted Millard

ACTS
30

between

Eagle

40

& Goldsmith

in FABRICS of all kinds,
including Plush, Velvet, Satin. Silk, Sateen, Cretonne,

Gauze and Poplin
Plain Draped Effects or Painted and Embroidery Treatmente

the Shuberts, who are paying $8f»,000 per year as against the $35,000
rental price under the Millard &
Bennett lease, the latter are ahead
to the tune of $1,500,000.

Earl

&

Chicago,

May

The American Federation

11.

The Simon

Ageney

Agency

WESTERN THEATRE DEALS

local

CHICAGO

May

Agency

Suite 305

Suite 405

Woods Theatre

theatrical

nounced
Milwaukee, and the Lyceum, Duluth, Minn., will

nouncement

is

Beehler

Phone Randolph 33°3

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED

lire

THE BAMBOO

C.ast;

HOY. Mgr.
Al K IN TltK
TIIK IISKST W'I'ulNTKh
T. V.

!•»

l<

—

<

Charles

Barnes

I'
>\

Urrr

.

.v„

'hieago.
Marsh, of

M.
Pair

Exchange,

May
the

Woods Theatre

I.

1

>.

1

suit

filed

i

•:•

ion.

Suite 306

Bldg.

Charles Nelson
Agency

Suite

609

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

Bldg.

M.

i\

Against Thotnap i\ convey and William T. Smith for $1,993.77, repre«
renting salaries <lue Marsh and i"
former* f<»r n uhow given at H><
\t. r
I'..
on hy the Ann
I

.

Woods Theatre

Suite 301

•

SV(»iil

-

Charles Crowl

recently.

I

Around the C orner from r » <t»
tin- ItitiKo
Til: KI.MU./VOt s Ol TIIK I'KOI r>MOV
WIMM .I'll \NI> < I.AKW KTRMCT*. < MM M»Q.

Hi* M<viii ol

-

Agency

it.

<

•

theatre,

(

INN

Agency

1607-08
Masonic Temple

SUE FOR LEGION SHOW

you like

Helen Murphy

Agency

building of Burtis theatre, Daveri-*
porl. la., which was destroyed by

POSING ROOMS IN THE COUNTRY
GRAND PIANO FURNISHED FOR ALL MUSICAL ACTS
ALL KINDS OF SCENERY AND SPOT LIGHT. OPEN SUNDAYS

Suite 504
Loop End Bldg.

Bldg.

Burt Cortelyou

Club theatre
fayette

Jackson

Agency

for the follow-

a new theatre on the
site, Joplin, Mo.; LaIII.,
Kankakee,
owned by Luna Company and li< -

W.

F.

Billy

Suite 307

man, Mich,, seating at least 700,
owned by O. A. D. Baldwin and

CcuCA<JO

Jacobs

Woods Theatre

ing new theatres.
The Park theatre. Spirit Lake, la., owned by C. A.
Tennant; Bridgman theatre, Bridg-

i

Bldg.

An-

soon reopen.

made

&

Agency

was

sold to Martin,
Paul Polka, It is also anthat the Bijou theatre,

Otto and

(Directly opposite State-Lake Theatre)

new

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

11.

company. The Maywood theaChicago,

tre,

Bldg.

Harry W. Spingold

Agency

Announcements have been made
Comet theatre., Aibia, la.,

has been sold to a

Suite 807

Woods Theatre

Lew Goldberg
'

institution

Executive Offices and Display Rooms, Suite 201

—As

Bldg.

of Waterson,

that the

American or Chinese food

Suite 304

Wood* Theatre

Bldg.

Suite 1413
Masonic Temple

the attendance were many
of the leading song Arms, coming
on specially from New York. Among

Chicago,

ST.

Powell

Ageney

Jess Freeman

Mu

of

slcian* opened its annual conven
tion at St. Paul, Minn., May f.

DROPS RENTED BY DAY OR WEEK

STATE

Tom

O'Brien

Suite 302

Feist.

190 N.

lac.

Agency

Berlin and Snyder; Lester Santley
of Leo F'ist; Abe Halzman of
Rcmick and Edward Bitner of

SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS

LOO

|r

Woods Theatre

OF M. CONVENING

A. F.

them were Leo Lewln

43

Danforth

Suite 302
Loop End Bldg.

like $1,000,000.

Among

'•

&

Suite 504
Loop End Bldg.

Bennett something

SETTINGS and STAGE DECORATION8

177 North State Street,

Powell

One season alone earned

&

In

WEEKS, SMALL JUMPS, NO LAY-OFFS
Columbus, O., and Kansas City? CONTRACT8 NOW.

TO

Federation of Musicians in St. Paul
Conclave.

DE LUXE CURTAINS

modern

Have You Fully Understood

Z

The recent announcement about 1921-1922 booking conditions
the mtd-west? Do you know there are

A Miry

Fabric Studios

Avail yourselves of -the services of this

his

to

Agency

$160,000
for them. Together with the^proflts
due on turning the house back to

THE

credit

making the act

for

•

11.

Millard & Bennett, following the
closing of the deal which gave the
Great Northern back to the Shuberts. are to start building a theatre close to the Great Northern's
site, the new house to be devoted
to vaudeville, booked by the Pantages office.
The inside report is
that the money for the new theatre
i3 in part the half a million profit
on the sale of the lease to the Shu-

Millard

give

really,

artist

stand up. Evans, thougn on the
stage continually, does very little
dancing, the brunt of the work falling on Marlon Wilkins, an animated
little body who covers a lot of territory. A solo jazz shimmy got her

GREAT NORTHERN MELON
$1,500,000

Chicago, May 11.
There is no question that the
Palace audience Is undergoing a
change. With every act on the bill
good enough to stop a show, and
comedy enough for two bills, only
one or two acts received more than
ordinary applause. The Palace has
heavy returns.
been famous for its spontaneous
Harry Tighe and Edna Leedom and homelike attitude toward acts,
have an act billed for laughs. Miss and many a performer has been
Leedom is probably one of the fun- clinched on the big time by the conniest feminine good looking girls in fidence Inspired by this audience.
vaudeville, and makes her partners, This week's show Is as good as
even a sharpshooter like Tighe, look most of them that played the house
like assistants. The comedy is de- for aa all around bill.
A little accident that might have
rived mostly from Miss Leedom's
was
figure, but not too much so to be- been turrod Into a "calamity"
by the coolheadedness of
averted
and
Conway
Jack
boresome.
come
Russo.
Dan
Co.* the company consisting of a the orchestra leader,
good straight "man and a woman and the good showmanship exhibwho just walks in and out; Oonway ited by one of the little Hart sisof
does a great "tad" souse, but 'should ters. It was only the snapping
upon
Jimit the spilling of water from his a button, but much depended
(Continued on page, C;
mouth to one time, as after that it

should

the

all

and strong bills.
Way
John J. Nash announced new
houses for next season on his books
as follows: Iron wood, Mich.; Ashland, Sheboygan, Fond du Lac, Wis.;
Salina, Kan., and Moose Jaw and
Regina, Canada. Announcements of
for big acts

t

:

The above
with

W.

agencies, in Chicago, booking exclusively

V. M. A., B.

F.

Keith (Western) and

all

affiliated circuits.

YOUR NEW YORK AGENT CANNOT BOOK HERE DIRECT

-^l
r i

8

I

E T Y

i

Friday,

May

13,

1921

Comedy Producers

Musical

«

WHAT DO YOU NEED FOR NEXT SEASON—PRIMA DONNA, SOUBRETTE, INGENUE, JUVENILE,
LEADING MAN, HEAVY OR CHARACTER; MAYBE A SINGLE OR DOUBLE
SONG AND DANCE TEAM OR A NOVELTY ACT
LET ME

KNOW WHAT

IT IS

AND

I'LL

SUPPLY YOU
*

THE LARGEST INDEPENDENT
AGENCY
THE WORLD

OF CHICAGO
BOOKING EVERTHYING, ANYWHERE, WITH ANYBODY
»

-

13th Floor, Masonic Temple
.

.

CHICAGO

.
.

»
.

•

-

.......

Do You Want A Vaudeville Route
"THERE IS NO OPPOSITION"
NO. 2

OF A SERIES OF ADS—WATCH FOR NEXT

Chicago

lETY'S.CHICAGO OFFICE

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING
I"

WESTERN BLANKET

1ST

Twenty

Goldsmith's

and

Week* For Act.
Chicago,

May

11.

CHICAGO SHOWS.

gives a reformer's speech about
the good that the abolition of
(Continued from page 7)
liquor
has
done.
Two peoif.
As the girls danced oft with- ple applauded,
the other thousand
out a word spoken to the orchestra or so laughed heartily at these two.
and without the delay of a second, It is doubtful that the two people
the orchestra was conducted into a were plants. Bob Mills came
in to

popular melody for an entire chorus
the flret routing meeting by and the incident was forgotten.
bookers of too W. V. M. A. and
Willa and Harold Browne, makKeith (Weatern) for next sea- ing pictures out of rags, enternicely
*Eagle & Goldsmith Agency got tained
for opening spot.
blanket contract of 20 Anger and packer, replaced by
first
Daniels
and
Walters,
though in
Cook
Vernon.
for
&
or more

•

spot, went over like a
couple of next to closers, and re-

AT BIALTO

DIPS

Chicago, May 11.
$11,000 loss of jewelry in a
lois bag by Mrs. Bert C. MOrrlj^on, put the Rialto theatre (Jones,
jjn'ick and Schaefer) on the headShe
l§ of the local newspapers.
ad her bag picked while watching
performance.

HAZEL DAWK BEATEN

MUSIC BODY CONFABS.*
Chicago', May 11.
Chamber

of .,Cbmpce opened at the Drake Hotel,
automobile parade was held and
ire were fully 5,000 in attendance.

Wants

$50,000

from Palace.

Chicago,

May

The Palace Amusement,

Henry

id

Uihlen,

11.

ooratfiany

we.re named
$50,000 injury

defendants in a
by Tillie Knauf. Milwaukee.
fell down the balcony stairs,
1919, and received permanent

int
lit

le

this time,

i.s

Then McGIvney and
mystified,

his "Bill

astounded

Sykes"

amu

and

the crowd.
His lighting changes
were as usual the high spot. "Fatigued" almost beyond speech, he

gasped a few words of acknowledg-

ment

for his plaudits.

Billy Montgomery, Minnie Allen
and George Kirby (Little Elmer)
offered the only comedy and cleaned
up.
Brown, Gardner and Barnett,
two men and one woman, closed
with their revue of songs and

Each number was very well

dances.

done and with tneir beautiful cyr
they took

many

curtains.

McVICKEBS', CHICAGO.

Chicago^. May 11.
waa a toss up between Harry
Steppe and Mason and Bailey as to
who received headline honors. Business has been off at this house the
last few weeks, particularly at first
shows.
A few pictures preceded Mykoff
and Vanity, who. do ballet and interpretative dancing, with classical
a hit, and succeeded. They pulled music. The orchestra had
all their
the familiar blackface gags, but they time taken
up with playing this
also nulled some new steps and lots dillicult
score, let alone following
Both are good come- the changes of tempo.
,0/ hoofing.
Their dancdians and dancers. Portia Sisters ing
was fine but not appreciated.
were assigned to bid he crowd Maldle
DeLong characterized her
good-bye. The girls did contortionfamiliar "Swede girl" and baseball
ists as though every bone in their;
star. She worked hard and pleased.
bodies were flexible.
In doing the baseball character she
_:
.-T

a gtrl act with 15 people
De Haven and Nice need have no Around,"
ran forty minutes. Regardless Of
fear that
1

,

their material or act will

It

the flashy drops they have and 'the
ever be lifted: Once seeing these
talented dancer, Marie Osborne, the
boys in their boob hick actor char- act ran about fifteen minutes too
acterization, stamps them as origlong.
Bill Klnkaid and Cope and
inators, and if anyone had the nerve
Hutton were not peen at this show.
to borrow the makeup, they could
never do the dancing. They have
the assistance of a very good
LINCOLN, CHICAGO.
straight man; who helps more than
Chicago, May 11.
a little. Irene and Bernice Hart,
With a bill containing such standplaying their initial Chicago apcomes out Ifi bellboy's outfit. Mayard
commodities
as Max Bloom and
pearance, need never worry over
be a baseball uniform would help
CHICAGO
Sher, Morette Sisters, Roy and
their return welcome. The sisters Alice
this bit.
Harry Steppe, the burArthur,
lesser lights who
and
a
few
Chicago,
11.
May
have the appearance, clothes and
become Just as r Laughs, the side-splitting, hearty lesque star, has arranged a routine
voice that can't miss. Their croon- eventually may
acceptable to small-time vaudeville
show
only
looked
standard,
not
the
ones,
were
absent
from
the
bill.
ing of songs and their perfect harIn material, actions and
on paper, but ran like well- Even with all the good acts that goers.
mony mark them as comers. The good
The main events showed this indispensable asset to songs this Hebrew character actor
oiled machinery.
I^e Grohs are proving one thing;
out all the associated a successful bill left a yen for com- swatted a home run. He is nicely
brought
that
though a silent acrobatic act, given bookers and agents and most of the
Bento Brothers did hand-to- supported by Dick Lancaster, a tall
a spot they will win out on merit, independent agencies was the debut edy.
who is more than a foil for
hand stunts smoothly, gracefully chap,
wh.ich they did on number six.
The combination brought
of Max Bloom, who has jumped and sklUf idly. They phased in every Steppe.
Cecil Lean afid CT£o MayHeld aire
them* back for bows and an encore,
starring in tabloids to head- sense of the won!.
from
Bo>by c.Ubert Which* they extended over
probably doing' the best aetx>f theft*- lining in vaudeville, while the Mothe safeentire vaudeville career, weaving a rette Sisters take" their yearly four* ( brother of the mmous "Wolty" ty line.
thread of a plot through their 20 week dip into the vaudeville sea tjfr pilbert) and B^rt $aul played*7nStuart Siat^Witwo classy looking,
Btrumcnts. Gilbert made the vtolin
minutes.
well wardrobod and talented misses,
break in tbeir h'eXt year's specialty
"Patricola was right at homo. She for burlesque. Both delivered and talk. just as Trovato does, and J3a,ijl banged overt*. -They wqrk very much
was one act that could see no proved that 100" cents make a dollar made the accordion do things that like the Courtney Sisters and put
Were
surprising.
They play raggy ovcrlheir songs in high-grade
change in the Palace audience. and 36 inches make a yard, no matstyle.
songs,
blending them with two They
They cheered and rooted fgr her ter how you figure it.
have lota of personality, and
knockouts, "Budding Rose" and
?nd' never seemed to get enough,
mastered
•Bedell, wire walker, made It short
the
trick
of
wearing
orclng many bows and a speech. and snappy in a six-minute routine "Down Yonder*" both written by clothes so as to get the most out of
Delmore and Lee watted, a little too of a souse on a wire, utilizing a uni- Gilbert's brother. These numbers them. In every sense of the word
long before going into their routine, cycle and bicycle as props. Morette are featured and" forcibly encored. the Stuart Sisters are there, and
talking
violin
brought
giving the bunch a chance to get Sisters, spotted to early and running Gilbert's
on their feet and giving them the a bit too long, have Combined class them back many times.
(Continued on page 10)
Primrose
Semon
and
Co.
offered
handful.
They finished to a
air.
with comedy and With another week
a littlo of everything in the "Pepof vaudeville, have a sure-fire routine.
Their Italian comedy and the per Pot." Miss Semon is appearing
RIALTO, CHICAGO
"ELI,"
Jeweler
playing of violin and cello satisfied in a new act with the assistance of
Chicago, May 11.
Arthur Conrad and her maid, who
Reese and Edwards started the the music lovers, and coming, back reads many lines. They appear in
TO THB PROFESSION
change
to
abbreviated
with
a
quick
songs.
show with dance, talk and
"one" before a stage door drop. Her
8p*cU] Dtoceuot to Pwfoawn
Everything was going along lovely dresses and offering to play any- maid walks sfffeight through the
thing asked for, struck the whole
until the man came on for a dance
stage door while Miss Semon arWHKN IN CHICAGO
abundance
applause.
of
and crabbed things by shouting house for an
gues with Conrad as a taxi driver.
ttrauatf Flaw.
"pick it up" when the orchestra Roy and Arthur, in their burlesque Finally pays the bill with the line Stata Laka Thaatra BJ4t>
betcouldn't
of
done
any
juggling,
No other act ter or reaped a better harvest of ap- "Don't get fresh to star." Miss
fell down on tempo.
girl
The
trouble.
had orchestra
Universal Scenic
plause if the act were brand new to Semon gees through the stage door;
does toe dancing, not very grace- this clientele, and it Is a ten-to-one lights out to show a transparent
She wears an abbreviated shot they have been seen at least a space in the drop, which shows Miss
fully.
skirt, and for a tall person it isn't
Semon undressing; lots of stage Su.te 626, Stats- Lake Theatre Bldg.
dozen times in half a dozen years.
thoroughly acceptable. Harvey and
Elsie White, Jumping direct from gab takes place between maid and
Stifter, man and woman, started the Palace, did nicely. Max Bloom, her which is funny, but passes over
ILL.
.
off in big time style, then let their with Alice Sher as a partner, proved these fireside theatregoers.
Miss
It eoeta jam so mora to set the beet »n
talk and numbers slip down to once more that he was a showman. Semon then does Jolson, Eddie Foy
and workmanship. Why experifour-a-day speed. If they built up For many years heading his own and Cantor before a flashy drop. d«wlicn»
*
ment T
their last numbers, and the girl, show, and the tabloid, "Sunnyside Back to dressing room and out to
who Is also live feet, eight inches, of Broadway," he now makes his ap- meet a stage Johnny. They sing
would wear as pretty gowns as her pearance as a sure-fire comedy act and dance. Primrose Semon is an
first ones instead of the short out- for the two-a-day. Miss Sher, doing attractive, neat appearing
and welfit, they certainly would be down on straight to Bloom's grotesque clowncome entertainer and it may soon
any bill and receive more attention. ing, makes a good-looking and ex- be expected to see her on the twoThe man Is a good piano player cellent foil. The piece de resistance a-day. She cheats on the dancing,
1734 OQDEN AVENUE
and funny. There are lots of pos- of Bloom's act is the prehistoric love though, as the few steps done
Phono Seeley 8801
sibilities in this team.
bit in costume, that went for a wow. showed lots of hoofing talent. More
Bobby and Earle have a mighty There is no doubt that Bloom will of It wouldn't harm. In order to set
clever line of gab, a neat drop and work his way into vaudeville with
Ask LaRose and Lane
an exclusive song routine. They the same success he made in tab360 ROOMS
worked nicely, looked fine and loids. Clifford Wayne Trio, really a
Under
Management
cashed in for Jieavy returns. One quartet, of Indians, have gotten
funny instance'occurred which may away from the stereotyped regulanot have been expected. The girl tion Indian act and only in the
•••»«
man's announcement is reference
made to their race. There are two
children, who are the mainstay of
the act, and one of them, Master
Kharl, carrying the brunt of the
3000 Michigan Ave., Chicago
work. He runs the gamut of song,
monoTog, dance, handstands and
,:•
acrobatics. Being Indians ties the
for Theatrical People
•••
n
civil authorities against interfering
'!
I"
with the children's work, as they
at
Theatrical
Rates
are under the general supervision of
the government Interior Depart-

•

four-day session of the MusiIndustries

pikers.

•

:

A

say hello and was called back and
asked to stay. Mills is a one-armed
pianist who
makes many twoarmed baby grand coaxers look like

this act.

Chicago. May 11.
In a recent popularity- contest
fifty
posts of the
among
"held
American"lLeglon, Hazel Dawn lost
it first position, the winner being
len Carey, telephone operator for
leral Pershing.
...

SEC

the stage for Owen McGIvney a
five-minute film had to be shown.

Marcel le Hardie, who is making
her Chicago vaudeville debut, didn't
have a friend in the house. If she
did they didn't give her an ovation
on entrance. She sang a few numbers in a childish voice and danced
with great confidence, case, and did
it remarkably well.
Miss Hardie is
15 years old, and as a soubrette typo
she shows unusual possibilities. Her
routine is adapted to much better
houses, and with the wardrobe she
wears, plus good appearance, talent
and versatility, she is directing her
efforts to musical comedy fame.
Miss Hardie was immense. Dorothy
Band and Co. (a woman) offered a
musical routine in a novel way.
Opening to "three," they show a
pretty drop, with a small one behind
a large oval opening. Miss Bard
comes through the oval as thotigh
she were trying to get in in the
early hours. This wakes the other
woman, who is at a piano sleeping.
Then they sing, play saxophone, violin and piano to much response from
the crowds. Haver\y and Rogers,
two blackface boys, eot out to make

Martha Russel, a "regular'* on
and company in a sketch
"Thy Neighbor's Wife;" Miss Russell has the support of a man and
ceived as much applause as any woman who come up to expectaact on this bill, but one. Miss Wal- tions. Lubin and Lewis, two blackters is not only an artist on the
face boys, Cracked their funny
violin, but
the possessor of a stories, sang their numbers, and
delightful voice. Daniels is both a
one of them danced to the biggest
comic and a performer of parts. returns of the show. Their method
They went off to a hurrah finish. of entertaining is standard and they
O Donnell and Blair have stopped were placed in the next to closing
many shows with their act the spot, just where they haa the op"Piano Tuner," but not here. They portunity to make the best impresreceived laughs and applause, but sion and
stand up to the responsinot in the usual manner given to bility the spot carries.
"Buzzin'

number two

!'

'I

carries a lot of appearance, while
the men support her nicely.

Tuly
injuries.
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REMOVAL NOTICE
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A Home
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Kramer

Levy

MASONIC TEMPLE-BLDG.
CHICAGO,

Phone Central 5796
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FRED MANN'S

"RAINBO GARDENS".
CHICAGO

%han£e in patronage lias
taken place. Wcndall TIall stepped
first into the generous crowd and
ILL. played the xylophone nnd sang a
few numbers of his own composition.
His position ami poise lire
subject to improvement. lie ir.i^ht
eliminate the throwing of sii<l<s of

CLARK AT LAWRENCE

FRANK WESTPHAL & RAINBO TODDLE ORCHESTRA
CONTINUOUS DANCING AND VAUDEVILLE
FAMOU8 CHICKEN DINNERS AND A LA CARTE SERVICE

NEW YORK COSTUME
LARGES1 COSTUME

COSTUMES MANUFACTURERS IN WEST
137 N. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO

10 Miii. frutn J-oop

Chicago, May 11.
This half a good hill showed to a
houseful who came to he amused
and not to rest. Not onlv wag each
act well received, but almost every
number by each act brought applause.
The house itself nas recently undergone many duftflffti for
the bettor, 4ot& H. iIm-maru aa

NOW LOCATED
1602

91.50 Per

ACADEMY, CHICAGO.

AGENCY

CO.
GOWNS

Central 1801

Telephone:

•

ment

though

n

his soncrs on the screen, as no one
joins in the chorus.
EHfflore JackFon nnd Co. (two men) offered a
sketch that has gooi possibilities.
Two men enter in one, ami talk

takes place regarding lixin ,; things
One friend accompawith wives.
nies the other to his wife ;tnd borne.
They exit and curtnin r«>os up to
f'lll showing home, with wife nsleep.

Thp

fellow tryiner to fix it for his
friend with his wife, but Sjlues the
works. Ilance dray is the author
and his theme is presented nicely
find

in
Th»-

manner,
1

1

good

acted
t

/

»

woman
}

1

showmanship
'.••.

strong op

1i
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SAN FRANCISCO SHOWS

Bert

of

LOEWS CASINO.
San Francisco, May 11.
San Francisco, May 11.
Lately the vaudeville bills supplea good show at the Orpheum this week despite a super- menting the Will King show* were
abundance of sketches, but to lay decidedly unbalanced, and the curthe bill out to advantage there had rent bill proved ao exception. Of
to be considerable switching from the four acts this week three are of
the singing kind. The only act to
the program order.
Howard Hall as Abraham Lin- miss it was the Cliff Bailey Duo,
and
this act was crippled through
People"
Man
of
the
coln In "A
proved an impressive headliner al- the absence of one of the originals
(probably
Cliff Bailey himself), who
indishowed
audience
the
though
cations of restlessness in spots. Mr. is on the injured list. The act, howHall's performance was virile and ever, was able to open the show
the supporting cast excelled. The when one of the boys from the
second inaugural speech in the epi- "Stepping Stone Revue," on the
logue Is especially effective and same bill, assisted the fellow in
kilts, who does some twists and falls
formed a fitting finish.
"The Fall of Eve," with Mabel and concludes with a back-flip on a
Cameron, Alan Davitt and C. Car- chair atop several tables. The subroll Clucas held plenty of attention stitute did quite well in the comedy
and drew laughs In second spot. part of an apparently good routine.
Al Burton and Mary Shea scored
There is a quiet finish with a tag
line asking: "Is the audience satis- an applause hit with their novel
offering. The song impersonsong
fled r
Frank De Voe and Harry Hosford ations of various stars by placing
provided plenty of action next to their heads through an aperture In
closing. De Voe works hard and the drop over the painted pictures
of comedy, in costume of Al Jolson, Chauncey
style
his individual
songs and dancing landed solidly. Olcott, Irene Franklin, Harry LauHis vampire bit, though detracting der and others proved a novelty, and
from the class of the act, gets this, combined with their excellent
howls and with Hosford's capital singing voices, won them big recogwork at the piano and handling nition.
The "Stepping Stone Revue,"
dialog together with his good singing voice, the act walked off a big which has two mixed couples in
songs and dances, was a pleasing
hit
Joseph L. Browning was a big number in the third position. The
act is neatly set and the dancing,
clean up with his sermon and funny
especially of the men, is of big-time
facial expressions, while
Mijares calibre. The singing
is capably
and Co. got tremendous applause held up by one of the end
girls, who disclosing.
No better wire stunts played a good singing
voice. In
have been seen here or as good, for which the top notes are especially
that matter.
effective.
A
neat act from every
Buddy Walton with Nan HalperORPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO.
Is

in's song cycle stopped the show.
Miss Walton is not a Halperin, but
handles the routine artistically.

angle.

Frank Willing and Dolly Jordan,
with piano and more songs, closed
the vaudeville portion. They are of
Ducos Bros, started the show good appearance and won very good
fairly with their clowning, a la applause for all of their efforts
exArnaut.
cept their character numbers, for
George Jessel in "Troubles of which they appeared to be unsuited.
1920" appeared to land even bigger "Take a Chance" was the King
than last week.
Jack Josephs.
offering.

PANTAGES, SAN FRANCISCO.
San Francisco, May 11.
Pantages this week has rather an
unusual layout with silent acts
holding full sway.
Mme. Zuleika announced as the
only woman hypnotist in the world,
headlined, and with half a dozen
well rehearsed plants had the house
roaring with laughter at one-time
hypnotic stunts.
The Thomas Sax-O-Tette won a
liberal
amounts of applause for
cornet and saxophone selections
with Archie Nicholson injecting
comedy throughout.
Miss May's
ballad, however, appears to slow up
this fast moving musical act.
Hector, King of Canines, is a
trained
poodle
remarkably
and
there are a quartette of other dogs
appearing in his support.
These
last alone are all sufficiently trained
to constitute a full act.
Together

with a very talkative trainer these
dogs won the biggest favor of the
show. Sending them into the audience was new here and proved a

good novelty.

Old-time fighters must bemoan
their fate when they see what the
modern champions <Vrag down for
their bit
in these

when

risking their

titles

days of advanced ideas.
has pitched his

Dempsey
training camp

Jack

at

Atlantic

City

where for 50 cents anyone so inclined can get a peek at him going
through his daily workouts.

Demp-

sey's bit for the training period will

make some

of the purses received
by the old-t'mers look like the contents of a kid's dime bank by comparison. Jess Willard, that business man of the ring, is credited
with inventing the idea of capitalizing the training period.

Pittsburgh

is

breezing along out

The Rosaires opened with wire front in the National League penThey showed some good nant race with no ligns of a crack
stunts and there was a good nov- and with a ball club that seems to
about

presentation

of have found itself with the acquisition of Maranville. The "Rabbit"
with singing and talking, landed has put pep and punch Into the Pisolidly and Tare most welcome. rates and is leading the attack in
This mixed couple were the close sensational fashion. The club packs
of the bill with smart talk and an offensive punch and is strong
cleverly delivered comedy numbers. in all departments. They will have
The Paldrens, with the female a whole lot to say about the dismembers doing the heavy work, position of the pennant before Sepand the lamp jumping stunts especially received good appreciation. tember.
Jack Josephs.
Both Yanks and Giants are third
in their respective leagues with the
HIPPODROME.
Yanks
Improving their position a
San Francisco, May 11.
their

them.

Sosman and

•

Booking

— Among

Best

Bay Region.
Supply Co., was aworn to last we*
San Francisco, May 11.
The Annette Kellerman Co., which In the police court by L. G. Dolllvtr
manager of the firm. Dolliver *]«

San Francisco, May 11.
The MacArthur In Oakland, formerly the Ye Liberty, which re-

sailed for Australia on the Ventura
last week, will open in the J. C. Wil-

leges Ezra did not have the lease.
liamson houses June 1. Besides
Miss Kellerman and the 16 artists
Jtmmie Lederer la the new ass
who accompany her, the Australian ant to Barney Hagen, manager
tour will include a chorus of girls the I peal M. Whitmark & Sons*
made up over there.
office. He is acting as roadman and-

cently closed as the home of road
attractions for that city and which
has been using a permanent stock
company of late opens May 15, with
a full week six-act bill from the
Bert Levey offices. A general admission of 35 cents will be charged.
The house has long been recognized as of the finest in the bay
region, having the only revolving
stage In that city. It la expected
that the road shows will go into the

outside representative for the firm.
Charles E. Bray, western manager
Orpheum circuit, returned
Roy Clair's musical comedy com*
from a two weeks* stay In the east pany .opened May 10 at
the Hippo,
last week.
drome, Eureka, for a six weeks*
musical comedy stock engagement.
Bert Levey has added the park, He recently closed at
Sacramento.
Robles, to his books.
for the

•

Paso

A warrant for the arrest of B.
Ezra, also known as A. Rommi and
A. Farber, on the grounds that Ezra
represented himself as having a
lease on the Republic theatre and
later secured two projecting machines from the Western Theatre

Auditorium.

Woman Managing

on Market Street.

San Francisco, May

11.

Sloan, the only act

Purchase of the College theatre
the piano.
on Market street by Mrs. Olive and
Miss Sylvia Grogg from the College
Theatres, Inc., was announced here
last week.
Miss Grogg will take tipped the scales at more than the to earth. Du Jardin made a brave
over the management, the first middleweight limit, the title did not attempt to right the plane, and had
he had 25 feet more, could have
woman manager of a large Market change hands.
done so. The plane struck on the
street theatre.
Harry Mansell, English flyweight, wheels and the bottom of the radFrank C. Burhans, present manager of the house, leaves for Los who arrived from the coast this iator, and was almost completely
week,
after participating in 26 fights demolished.
Angeles soon where he will associate
Probably no other aviator in the
in nipe months, has been matched
himself with a film concern.
to meet Abe Goldstein in a 15-round country has had more actual flying
Since
bout to a decision, at Manhattan experience than Du Jardin.
Al Bruce's Own Company.
The winner has April, 1917, when he enlisted from"
Casino, May 29.
San Francisco, May 11.
Chicago
in
the
army,
Du
Jardin
had
been assured a match with Johnny
Al Bruce, who has been produc- Buff, recognized flyweight champion spent 16,000 hours in the air as
ing musical comedy shows for Gore of America.
pilot. He had flown from every army
Brothers & Lesser in Bakersfield
field in the country and, during the
has organized a company of his
The wrestling match last week in war, was instructor at Brooks and
own and will open at Sacramento which Strangler Lewis lost his title Kelly fields, with the rank of first
May 28.
Part of the time he
to the aged Pole, Stanislas Zybysco, lieutenant.
caused loud comment around the served as instructor's instructor.
>»
been
held
in
Since his discharge from the
San Diego House Back to Loew. Rialto. Wrestling has
This ex- army, shortly following the signing
doubt for many years.
San Francisco, May 11.
hibition did not help to eliminate of the armistice, Du Jardin has
The San Diego Hippodrome, for- the suspicion with which the sport engaged in exhibition flying. been
It
Lewis mauled
merly a Loew house, which has has been clouded.
was he, who a short time ago,
been playing acts from the Bert the big* Pole around for twenty odd
made
an attempt to land on the
suddenly
for
and
then
dived
minutes
Levey circuit of late, will revert to
his head, missed and fell, stunned, Marshall Field Building, In Chicago,
the Loew books, May 29.
on his back.' The Pole fell on top of and was restrained. Recently, the
him and the match was over, with a Du Jardin Flyers, Inc., was organnew champion declared. The bet- ized with young Du Jardin as presting was anywhere from 5 to 8 to 1 ident.
Exhibition work specialized
with Zybysco on the small end. The
wise money had the short end. One upon.
According
to Mr. Royce, stunt man
bet of $100 to $700 was reported laid
with the flying circus, the advertisthe bout would not go 30 minutes.
able combination to overcome. The
ing campaign and exhibition flying,
Dodgers after their temporary setThe Original Celtics of New York, scheduled during the next two weeks
back at the hands of the Braves claimants of the world's professional will not be postponed, but will be
came with a rush and won 11 basketball championship, defeated carried out as planned.
straight before they were halted.
the Cohoes team of the State league
last week by a score of 31 to 28.
Joe Lynch and Pete Herman may The contest was close and hard
(Continued from page 9)
be matched for* a summer bout at fought, the two teams never being are in line for big time William
one of the open air shows in the separated by more than two points Dick started off his guitar and singclosing minutes of play ing routine with three Irish ditties.
vicinity of New York during the until the
Then he told a few stories, played
summer.
Lynch has stated evjr when the New Yorkers managed to another
Hawaiian number and
nose
victory.
Johnny Beckout
a
since he won the world's bantam
Dick 14
man,
"the
Babe
Ruth
of basketball," exited to solid applause.
title from Herman that New Oran
artist
and
has a voice sweet to
and Nat Holman, conceded to be
leans Pete can have a return bout
listen
to,
besides
strumming a
the greatest players in the game,
whenever he is ready.
The local were the shining lights for their warm guitar.
Lizzie B. Raymond and company*
promoters seem a bit wary about
Beckman scored 12 points came on sixth with the sketch
teams.
big contracts preferring to wait unfor the Celtics and Holman hung "Welcome Home." As usual it wal
til the Dempsey-Carpentier bout is
up 13 for Cohoes. Ed Wachter, the well received. Mason and Bailey,
out of the way before spreading
Old State league star and coach of colored comics, singers and hoofers,
themselves. Another summer posthe Harvard five the past winter, sold their blackface material as only
sibility
Is
the much
discussed appeared "in the Spindle City line- colored boys can. FronY'the open-*
r.ocky Kansas-Benny Leonard coning
they got at the crowd and
up and managed to throw in three whenlinethey
danced it seemed like
test which Dave Driscoll is anxious
baskets from the field and one from every head was spinning,
so fast
to stage at his Jersey ball park
the foul line. Wachter is 37 years did they manipulate their dogs. The
during the hot months.
of age, but looks and acts as young peculiar dialect, all their own. is -a
as any of them. When he wants to, ' standby they can always depend
The attendance all over the major he can get around the floor with "upon. "Fallen Stars," a rural comedy, with songs and dances, closed.
league circuits proves the public the speed of a 25 -year old boy.
Peggy Houlton is featured. This
has not allowed the recent backor the harmony singing may
Frank Moran, the Pittsburg bat- fact,
slidings of a few misguided and
have been responsible for every one
'

*

I

CHICAGO SHOWS.

tler,

week

At Loew's Hippodrome this week
Arthur Deagon was the big feature that stood out in a show that
went along at a nice pace.
Deagon, in fact, was the most
pronounced hit seen here In months.
His comedy routine and songs,
which were somewhat hooked up,
are excellently adapted for this
class of house.

of his career.

tional sport.

the other pitchers

If

Henry Irsllnger, who makes claim
Busse's Dogs started the show come around and the club plays the
and made- 4h« kldd'-on giggle. Mr. bull rt la capable of r they should to the world's middleweight wrestling
championship and who holds
and Mrs. Wiley were well liked.
or thereabouts when the
the Lord Lonsdal* belt, earned the
The melodies on musical glasses be there reached.
stretch
is
taking several encores.
right to meet Johnny Meyers of
Melville and Stetson, Jrs., made
Chicago by defeating JaA Ozar, of
The season is young, but it suf- Butler, Pa., in a short but hard
a strong bid for applause honors
with their accordeon and saxo- fices to show the Giants they are to
phone playing at the finish. Ronatr get plenty of opposition from Brook- fought bout last week, at Troy, N.
and Ward offered their talking skit lyn and Pittsburgh during the um- Y. Ozar got the first fall after
21 minutes and 5 seconds, with a
to good rewards.
club with the pitchIrsThe Wheeler Trio held closing mer. No ball Brooklyn holds can body scissors and arm lock.
staff
that
ing
good
acroposition nicely with a
llnger took the second
Add to minutes and 50 seconds,fall In J6
ightly.
batic routine, Arthur Deagon ap- bo reckoned with
with
pearing wit!i them and doing a this the esprit de corps that your headlock. Once he got his headlock
head stand and otherwise cutting Uncle Wilbur Robinson has always
on it was easy sailing, as Ozar was
up for big laughs.
injected into the men under his
Morey, Senna and Dean wem out command and ^pu have a form id- completely dazed and groggy. Irslinger got the third and deciding
Jack Josephs.
of the bill.
fall with a headlock after a hard
tussle for 15 mini >s. Both times
Inc. the headlock was applied, Ozar had
to bo helped off the mat.
The two
men hold wins over "Pink" Gardner,
who
is
supposed
to
be
the
midSPECIALISTS IN THEATRICAL FINANCING. LEASING AND
dlewelght champ.
Irslinger. disCONSTRUCTION IN THE WEST.
posed of Gardner in quick shape
FRANCISCO two week* ago, but as 'hey both
STREET
68
I

i

A. C.

BLUMENTHAL &

CO.,

REALTY BROKERS

SUTTER

who returned to the States this
after a trip abroad in which
he K. O/d Joe Beckett and others,
will
pass the summer at Tom
Luther's White Sulphur Springs on
Saratoga Lake. He has signed for
a bout with Georges Carpentier, the
French idol, to be staged in London
next September Moran is now in
New York, but will go to Luther's

badly advised ball players to undermine their confidence in the na-

Thousands of rcoters
have attested by their attendance
at the games their entire confidence
in Judge Landis and the big league
Hug- favorites upon whom the clouds of
trifle during the past week.
suspicion have never cast a shadow.
offense
gins has the most powerful
in either league but the team work Baseball Is the squarest sport on
doesn't seem to be there. One day earth and one with fewer scandals
the club will get a flock of runs attached to it than any other
Carl Mays has amusement which is operated and
and then slump.
been Huggins' one best bet and Indulged in by professionals.
seems due for the greatest season

LOEWS

Bachelors'
"The
Evening
Home," a new act written by Frt
Bruin. Ford Rush and Nat Gold*
stein, was ushered in at the Impc.
rial last week. De Bruin and Rush
are featured. Nat Goldstein is at

De

SPORTS

feats.

elty

Levey

M

SAN FRANCISCO ITEMS

MAC ARTHUR, VAUDEVILLE.

There

PANTAGES THEATRE BUILD1

SAN

j

the latter part of the month to begin training for the big set-to.
While no longer a chicken, Moran
claims he is in the best condition
of his career and has developed a
knockout punch that has It all over
his former bacon winning blows.
•

Sunday afternoon. May

Du

Jardin,
head of the

aged

22,

H. E.
of Chicago,

the last.

till

Ttflss

Apollo Trio

were not seen

at this show.

The Morette Sisters and Lowry
and Prince have been signed as the
feature acts at Electric Park, Kansas City, by Roy Mack. Besides doing their specialties they will leafl
Lowry and Prince were
signed for eight weeks, while the
Morette Sisters could only accept

numbers.

owing to their opening with
Watson's "Parisian Whirl."

four,
Billy

ONE BRIGHT SPOT

IN LOS ANGELS**

CDSTAV NASN'S

8,

Du Jardin Flyers, Inc.,
who have been giving exhibition
flights in the city the last ten

days

and

carrying passengers, died at
the Deaconess Hospital at MarShalltown, La., from a fractured
skull sustained when the plane he
was driving from a height of 300
feet, crashed to earth near the old
Country Club grounds at 11 o'clock

Sunday morning.

staying

and Berry and

Guy Woods, Fox

photographer, of Des Moines, who
was with Da Jardin, was badly
scratched about the face and sustained injuries of the side, but was
able to be about the next day.
Du Jardin had taken Woods up
to give him experience flying in a
wind and, when at a height of 300
feet, a stiff breeze struck one side
of the plttfie.
It made a flat spin

BLUEBIRD CAFE
E. G.

Woods

Vaudeville Revue

Ben Light's Famous Orchestra.
Cuisine and Service Unexcelled.
First Class Talent Always Wanted,
.

ADDRESS
E. G.

Wood, Bluebird

Cafe

Los Angeles

WHEN

IN

SAN FRANCISCO

MEET ME AT

THE PALS GRILL
FOrUI.AR TRICES
Anna lane. Between Fnuell and !»!*««•

GOOD FOOD

CONTINENTAL HOTEL LOBBY

-

Friday,

May

13,

VARIETY

1921

11
««c«:

CABARETS
Glades

The

Astor, the final hotel left en
the square with a lobby of any size,
Is now having its front changed
into stores opening on Broadway.
Had liquor selling continued there
would have been no change in the
Astor lobby, that led into its bar.
The same with the Hotel Knickerbocker, now an office building. Its
bar was worth $500,000 yearly profit
in the wet days. When liquor went
south the hotel was abandoned,
with its conversion Into an office
building costing nearly $3,000,000.
Wallack's and the Claridge could
say the same. Their former bars
or ground floor restaurants are now
stere fronts.
It makes Broadway
between 42d and 45th streets livelier

61th

Healy's Golden
treet h&* Inserted flv« or f>lz
^iudevlll© acta as entertainment,
addition to the dance orchestra.
at

m

business

road

The

received

a

trallop all of last week with some
sf the places opening;, but the trade

ifwn with good weather Sunday.

few of the road places are selling,
tthers are not. Police In uniform
tr» making* themselves busy at

A,

many New York

City points, while
localities and revenue officers look
places.
Some of the
other
after
load men believe with the city
restaurateurs that if it is necessary to give up two or more ways,
there won't be enough profit left in
the possible sales that may be made
to make it worth while, and at the
tame time guard against pinches
from those not declared in.
Dr. HarTlss* novel Flotilla restaurant at Sixth avenue and 55th
street is taking all of the regular
business of the middle section of
the city just now. The Traffic Commissioner is reported to have invested over $1,250,000 in his new
restaurant and it has caught on.

The
ell

Flotilla is

the

drawing away from
established

better

places,

.

\

'

I

J

l

question New York restaurants must depend upon their menu
card as a drawing card and stop
the kind of brigandage they have
put across. The Dr. Harriss' restaurant took the cue from the out-

little

Others

The days

of

will

have to follow.
them" are

"taking

ever.

The

Chateau Laurier at City
under the management of
Bill Werner, is making a feature of
dinner
at $2.50. The Chateau
shore
a
is one of the Pelham road houses
and a good meal along that route
at a reasonable price will be apMr. Werner will probpreciated.
ably operate the Chateau in the
same highly successful manner he
did the Hotel Seabourne at Coney
Island,

Island.

There is nothing In the Way of
encouragement that would add any
sest to those working in Charles

SOUTH AFRICA
By

HANSON.

H.

Week March 28. Alien Doone
Co. in "Broadx/av Jones."

Capetown.
Capetown, April
OPERA HOUSE. — Leonard
10.

Rayne's Co. in new plays secured
by Rayne in London. "The Right to
Strike" was first production and
a big hit. March 7 "Mr. Wu"
The statement made by Public made
was staged and scored. March 21
Safety Commissioner Joun J. Riley "Brown Sugar," comedy by Lady
of Amsterdam that "to enforce such Lever, was staged. April 7, "Mary
Rose."
an unpopular law as the Volstead
TIVOLI.—Business good at this
Week commencing March 16
act, you must first develop 100 per hall.
the following bill was put up:
cent Americanism into 100 per cent, Harry Merrylees, Scotch comedian,
'squealer' " has stirred up a hornet's good, but patter rather blue and
nest.
When Governor Miller's at- unnecessary; Jephson and DuBarrl.
tention

was

called to

he declared

it,

no uncertain terms that "if he
made that observation, he shows
such a gross disregard of what
in street appearance with its small Americanism means, that is, respect
stores of decorated windows, but it for and obedience to law, that he
removes the "bigness' of the hotels manifests unfitness to hold office
downstairs that those from the and the mayor of the city would do
sticks can't see in their home towns well to look into the subject of his
and like to And in the metropolis. qualifications." This did not feaxe
When the bars had to go the hotel Mr. Riley one bit, for he retorted
men figured the lobbies were no that "they asked for an opinion, and
more than meeting places for New I supposed they desired an honest
Yorkers who were not guests, so opinion and the one expressed is
the decision to reap the large rental mine. I would tell the Governor the
income possible from a Broawday same thing. No reflection is cast
frontage was quickly made. Times upon 100 per cent. Americanism.
Square is still the square, however. The 100 per cent. Americans are the
T
and ones who will have to get the evifiguratively), it's New York's great- dence and furnish it to us, if we

through its novelty, but! e**<f flr*fiwir\flr
*^
really on account of its excellent
kick
food and moderate prices. There's

set.

conference was behind closed doors,
but it is reported a decision was
reached to stage a series of raids
and to seise vast stores of liquor
which are scattered throughout
Northern New York. Special attention is to be given to saloons. The
Collector of ;he Port at Ogdensburgh
has been requested to send more
deputies to assist the local authorities in the "clean up" campaign.

in

CRITERION
Will

seated. There were so few guests,
this particular evening, that the reviewer was frightened for a moment that he might be called upon,

with all the principals being
called out there was scarcely a
baker's dozen sitting at the tables.
In the last review there was some
talent, while in this one there were
as

only three
anything.

Mary

principals that showed
Main among them being
a protege of Ernie

Reilly,

Young's,
who
Sophie Tucker,

could
Jr.,

be

labeled

left

without

a

duo, fair turn; Edythe Hyvocalist,
pleasing songster;
Loader and Laney, comedy act,
clever and big hit; Boyd and Gil-

for

Broadway

Belle

Doran

ordinary; Jen Lasuccesss, clever

(Durban).— March

Import Film Agency
"Everybody's Business":

80, "The Boxing Cavalier."
featuring the champion boxer. Car-

peniier.

EMPIRE

(Durban).— Pictures

HIS MAJESTY'S (Durban).

Pictures.

—

POP BIO

(Durban).— Pictures.
HALL (Durban).— April

TOWN
4,

Nicola, illusionist.

RINKO

—

(Maritxburg).
Week
28, Kathleen Mera. vocalist,
Signor and Madame Borelll, enter*

March

talners; Pictures.

McQuoin and Taylor, musical
Reports from other towns In the
comedy due, good. Week March 23: country record good business.
Rose and Alban. Clifford and Grey,
Edythe Hyland, Ivor Vintor, Boyd
Signor Alberto Terrasi, Johannes,
and Gilfain, McQuoin and Taylor, burg, vocalist, announces he is goJen Latona. March 30: The New ing to the States for six months.
London Dramatic Co., producing His intention Is to Induce Caruso to

artist;

"Tilly of Bloomsbury." Gretta Yatew,
Violet Elliott. C. Stafford Dickens,
Geo. de Lara. Ruth Lytton in cast.
April 11. "Three Wise Fools."

are to procure

tour South Africa.

Wilkle Bard has been engaged by
the African Theatres for South
Doing Africa. He will probably open at
March 28, the Empire. Johannesburg, April IS.

ALHAMBRA.— Pictures.

good business.
Week
"Mliss" (Mary Pickford). Variety Is
informed tnis is the only copy sent
to South Africa, and it Is certainly
a bad one, with photography dark.

Sarah Sylvia, the Jewish actress,
leading lady with Maurice
Moscovitch, la coming to South
Africa with a company, under the
direction of the African Theatres
Trust, opening at the Palladium.
late

—

—

Joan Forbes, Maud Buchanan, vivienne Whitnker. The opening play
will
be "Paddy, the Next Best
Thing," followed by "The Dawn of
Tomorrow."

tified
and his individual efforts
here are more prominent than ever.
Natalie Kingston and Lavinia Winn
are the other principals. The former is a beautiful girl and a graceful danseuse with decided talent and
stands out on the feminine side.
She wears stunning costumes and
each one seems to be more becoming.
Miss Winn looks pert enough,
possesses a sweet voice and fills all
requirements to a nicety.
The chorus of six girls are familiar figures In cabaret circles here
and any one of the girls would be
a credit to any line-up. They are
Flo Kennedy, Gene Beban, Florence
Selby, Vanesse Jardenaire, Babbette La Rue and Betty Conley.
The show starts at seven and contwelve-thirty,
with
until
tinues
With
public dancing in between.
the Holland show a couvert charge
of 25 cents is made every night except Saturday when it costs 50

Al. Sicgcl severed his business
connections with Bee Palmer (Mrs.
Siegel) atop the New Amsterdam
Roof with the 12 o'clock show, Tuesday, to engage In a cabaret venture
on his own. Siegel has organized
an orchestra which will play a series
of cafe and cabaret engagements.
The orchestra includes Sammy
Greene, Howard Morrisey, George
Eberley, Nat Natale, J. Russel Robinson has replaced Siegel in the

Palmer act

booze came over the
border last week, for the lid was
down tishter than it has been at any
Tiiis little girl bears watching, as time in the past.
Every person
she has that natural comedy ability crossing the line was searched, and
that ho many try for and so few in addition, all automobiles were
Succeed in showing. Renee Rayne. searched at Plattsburgh, Glens Falls
as prima donna, haJ a voice and and other points. No matter what.
late kmd "of a car it was or w/rir the
appearance."
ivate Pullman,
feminine dancer of Roscoe Ails' act. occupants were, it had to undergo
was hiritlered by a lack of space, the scrutiny of the authorities.
though doing the best she could Early in the week the tip went forth
under the circumstances and flash- that the lid was on and many of
ing some nifty acrobatic ster*. Neil those who had previously smuggled
McKinley, a great nut comic with in whisky in huge quantities "laid
* reputation on the small time, is off." Some claim, however, that the
lost down here.
Frank Sherman lid will be lifted in a short time for
as the tenor, comes up to the mark those on the "Inside." On the other
of the cafe in general, having noth- hand, supporters of the State police,
ing much to recommend him.
who are in close co-operation with
Al Qarbelle hoofed his way into the federal agents in checking the
nigh favor.
The chorus girls nre flow of booze into this country, say
really the backbone and the class that they have been given orders to
of the production, and though laenforce the law strictly and to play
beled as 'Play Ball/' it looks like no favorites. There were practically
a shutout from both sides of the no arrests made during the week.
footlights.
State and federal officials met
with representatives of the four
Prohibition may be held respon- border counties at afalone, X. Y,
sible

and

convictions."
The April 4. "Under Crimson Skies"
otatement was in answer to a query (Elmo Lincoln).
relative to enforcement of ihe law
GRAND. March 28-30. "The
Duke Lewis' Novelty Syncopators, by uniformed police, sent out to 40 Walk -off a" (May Allison); March Johannesburg, with "The Song of
31
-April L\ "Out of the Snows." April Songs."
Her leading man Is Joanother Pacifice Coast musical or- or more cities by the Mayors' Conseph Sherman, a London and New
4-6. "A Soul Without Windows."
ganization, is headed east.
Lewis' ference.
WOLFRAMS.—
March 28-30, "The York Jewish uctor.
band hails from Tait's, San FranSavage Instinct" (Clara Kimball
cisco.
Gorham Moffat, Scotch actor and
March 30- April 2, "MaGovernor Nathan L. Miller of Young).
playwright, and company is booked
New York this week signed the rooned Hearts" (Conway Tearle).
f
a South African tour by the
business
MAJESTIC.
Pictures;
Marquard's, San Francisco, has Westall bill exempting hotel em»°T.
good.
Theatre " about the middle
secured Jack Holland, who formerly ployes from the provisions Of the
a?"
r
produced the shows at Tait's, and State labor law requiring one day
Johannesburg.
the result is that Marquard's is now rest each week.
Ada Reeve left for England March
HIS MAJESTY'S.— The new mus31.
giving the best revue of its career.
She made a big hit over here.
Her farewell night at the Grand.
It is not as pretentious as some of
luoemfontein,
was a riot. The thethe revues hereabouts but from a
atre was packed to the doors.
class angle compares favorably with
the very best.
Holland is a rea
Forbca -Kobertson (Gertrude
r-,w ?/v
fined appearing chap and his ideas
Elliott)
and supporting artists arare along the same lines. His dancrived, Capetown, April 4.
Artiste
ine ude Ivan Samson (leading
ing always was a big feature of
man).
Wilfred Forster. Reginald Holmes.
any revue with which he was idenoi.rfl

and a worthy

successor. Billie Gerber. of the Gerber Sisters, steps forth as a single
and comedienne and scored heavily.

James

The

March

M. Forster, the manager of the
Alhambra, Capetown, has been pro-

Anderson's new rcvuo, "Play Ball."
The hours that usually find a number of restaurants, cafes and cabarets filled to its doors with people
find the Winter Garden, Chicago,
morbid, literally empty, and those
who are there are dreaming, maybe
scheming, just the same unaware
that a show is going on unresponWhether it's
sive, almost uncouth.
the management or the class of the
few who go there that is to blame
for the continuous downward course
of this place is immaterial. It isn't
What it was not long ago, and it is
going from bad to worse.
In thin show there's a little more
book and somewhat of a plot, winding in and out. Even though the
cents.
Idea has been done to death, which
is picking principals from the guests

—

J.

TOWN HALL

28-29,

screening

land,

tona, comedienne,

28,

Mora.

and

Week

Sisters.

comedy

fain, entertainers,

March

—

(Durban).
H. Scotland,

Very

little

the altered condition of Saturday and mapped out plans for
front! In Times Square. | Clamping the lid down tighter. The

moted

to the position as
Criterion, BenonI,

the

and

manager of
Transvaal,

good wishes go with htm.
IIo was presented with suit case by
the staff. He hails from the States.
nil

Mark Hambourg, the pianist, will
tour South Africa towards the end
May under the direction of
£•
Leonard Rayne.

The African Theatres have gone

to the public

with a prospectus for
the purpose of a company to
be
called the African Theatres. Ltd
with a capital of 600.000 pounds'.
The purpose of the new formation

Is to acquire and carry
on as a
going concern the African Theatres
Trust. 400.000 shares will be issued
to the vendor company, and
100,000
for public subscription at one
pound
each. The new concern will include

the theatrical and cinema business.
Out of the 100,000 pounds it is Intended to erect a theatre in Cape-

FRANK DOBSON

Coming to B. F. Keith's Palace, New York, Week or May 23, a comedian of distinction and versatility, who has headlined the best theatres
throughout the country under the direction of C. B. Maddock. The press
says: "He is good he seems to please every one."
Personal direction.
E. HAYES, Palace Theatre Bldg., New York.

—

MAX

MARRIAGES.

town and Durban, with a seating
capacity of 3.500 each. At the price
of building material,. labor, price
of
land, and other details essential
to
the building of a theatre, one
is

«J? know how il °»n be done
50.000 pounds in each town.
I
W. Schleslnger Is chairman and*
managing director. The prospectus
states that Inst year there was
a
ical comedy Co. In "Kissing Time." profit of 1 30.766 pounds.
If
is
Make Adams, Minnie true and It catches the eye ofthis
Flora Ashe,
some
Kayner, Eric Harrison in cast. Busi- of
url
S
Tor ?«

I

Hurley, Remick's professional staff, to Louise "Sunny" Mil-

Jack

ler,

San Francisco, April

pictures,

28.

the

ness good.

ST A NDARD. — Melodrama, with
patronage good.
Week March 21,

States,

thatrlcal

It

will

magnates

be a case of

on South Africa."

in

"all

the

eves

Adele Vaidis Allen, daughter of "Her Love Against the World";
Helen Charles, the society enterHarry Allen the New York agent, March 28. "The Heart of a Thief.** tainer, is on a world's tour. She is
to Paul Sweeney, managing direc- Leading principals are Lillian Hal- at present In Australia, and will
arrive at Durban, Natal, about the
tor of the United Lumber Co. of lowes and Terence Maxwell.

EMPIRE PALACE —Capacity, the
Frederickton, N. B., Canada, in that
rule.
Week March 21, Taklo and
city April 2i».
Alex Hyde 'vaudeville) nnd F>- Koma Namba billed as Jap-American
Eccentric
Entertainers. Con !!!
tefle Fields <-ncn*prof( s»kM04) ww?
married April 23. Mr. Hyde la a Trio, Ed wards and Paialcs. K<My
Heed,
Ameriean
film artist, Daly
brother of Johnny and Yieior Hyde.
Wallace McDonald and Doris May, Cooper and Mabel La it, Gertrude
Ward, Belle
Long
and
Spencer
Angeles,
May
pictures, Los
5.
Week March
Mora, Estelle Hose.
Earl Van Nostrand (Van Nos- 28. Barton and Ashley. LcMannler,
trand and Zaval) to SBetia Q. O'Klefe. Nora BurkO, Taklo and Koma NamMary Stuart, of the Stuart Sis- ba. Con HI Trio. Edwards and
ters, has been married a vear to Parkea, Bddy Reed, Gertrude Long
Carroll, nonprofessional, but an Spencer Ward
!» an
the facts** did not become known
OHPHEL'M. Draws good houses
until the act played Chicago this Week March L'l, .!. H. Scotland.
u <-ek.
Week
N'uia and Partner, Pictures,
Romaine (Plunketl and March L'S, Es telle Rose, Dale and
Helcil
Romaine) to Mil ton Cahn (Royal Miret'e. Pictures.
March 21, A.
PALLADIUM.
Four) at San Francisco, April is.
Coy in "The
according to report. Both acta are Brnndon»Cremer'a
\.l
Wedding."
circuit.
on the Loew
>

-

I

—

—

HIS MAJESTY'S

•The Virgin

OI'EHA

BIRTHS.
Mr. and
at

the

Mrs.

Jewish

New York May
is

manager

of

Albert Gutterman,
Memorial Hospital,
The father
y. son.

Locw's pclanc}

.^'t..

of

—

(Pretoria).
"

Stamboul

HOl'SK

<

Pre or'n

end of June.

IN AND OUT.
faa/Brfsr Old Way fa1**d
to upon
Monday at the Lyric, Hoboken.
Gene Morgan replaced. Miss Ordway whs 111.
Walter Mathey and Co. were off

the bill at Loew's Victoria, New
York. afi»-r the Monday matinee.
Laurie Ordwav reported ill nt the
Lincoln Srj. Thu. day of last week.
Collins and D inbar securing the last
hall

assignment,

Bee Palmer was canceled at the
Bed fori', Brooklyn, Thursday of last
•reek because of her inability to nr«
ii-.t
at the t4i
tre In time t<» a.
her
in
p< ar
"cd «pot. Miss
vv
1 .timer
*
i/Oked into the h HI 10
for the week by the I ox olllce. The
vaud vllle date did not interfVr©
with hci appearance in th Ziegfeld

"Midnight Krolk "
Walter Mnnthey and Co. dropped

I

Carter, lllusio.iist.

oul
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LESSENED BURLESQUE PROFITS

WITH SEASON'S GROSS UNCHANGED
,
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American Wheel Producers Have Few Winners
Among Them Next Season's Show Less "Production" and More Comedy.

—

—

As a practical illustration of the
necessity for retrenchment in burlesque next season, a producer with
hows on both Columbia and American circuits for several years past
points to the following example of
what the past season's high salBook to Be Written
aries, overhead costs and increased
railroad rates did to him: Three
Around It.
seasons ago, one of his Columbia
wheel shows did tht> same ar ount
The entire scenic equipment and
of gross business on the Feaon
costumes of Ziegfeld's "Follies of
($175,000) as one of his American
1920"
were purchased on Tuesday
wheel shows did this year. He made
a profit of $27,000 on the Columbia by Barney Gerard from Plo Ziegwheel show three years ago. This feld. Gerard will use the greater
season the same gross ($175,000) part of the last season's "Follies"
done by one of his American wheel equipment for his Columbia wheel
shows returned a profit of less show, "Follies of the Day," next
season.
The book of the Ziegfeld
than $200.
"Follies" was not included in the
If the American wheel show had
Gerard will write a new
played to $175,000 three seasons deal.
ago, with the then existing over- "Follies of the Day" book around
equipment.
the
prothe
head and railroad costs,
Gerard's "Follies" will have a
ducer claims he would have netted
special score next season, written
a profit of $45,000.
by
a composer of pop songs. The
wheel
shows
The American
general played to bigger average Ziegfeld "Follies" scenery and costumes,
representing an investment,
receipts this year than ever before,
many grossing considerably more according to Mr. Ziegfeld, when
than the average Columbia wheel new, of approximately $115,000.
hows three years ago, not wit h- The selling price to Gerard was not
The production equipitanding the slump that hit the disclosed.
American around Christmas and ment embraces 30 transfer truck

TOLLIES" EQUIPMENT

BOUGHT BY GERARD

"

New

m

for
most of the shows
throughout the season. In spite of
the larger gross in general on the
American wheel, the list of those
finishing with a profit is said to
not exceed eight out of th? entire

lasted

number of 38.
The experience

LOCALS GIVE NOTICE

lesque owner toward over-produc-

Definite Replies in Burlesque Matter

*

in burlesque

It is understood next season will
witness a throw back to the old
burlesque show methods of the days
of "Me, Him ftQt I," "Wine, Woman
and Song" and. other former favorites that were noted for their
drawing power.

MAY DROP NEWARK.
American Wheel Hasn't Done Woll
in Town.
seems unlikely that the American wheel will have a stand in
Newark, N. J., next season. The
American shows have played the
Gayety heretofore, but that house,
which was dropped from the AmerIt

-

.

ican wheel route last week, will play
S*ic-V.;rvt)- >."KV <fc aa^n.
Newark, did
not show up particularly well last
season as an American wheel stand.
Sid Ascher, the picture man, will
operate the Gayety, which will be
renamed the Carlton. Ascher has
the house under a ten years' lease.

Frank Hunter's Vaudeville Act.
Frank
Hunter
featured
with
Bluch

Town"
ville

Cooper"!
Is

to t.ike

"Best
a flyer

Show
in

in

vaude-

during the summer, presenting

"The .\..\v Sheriff" by Billy K.
Wells. Hunter will do his wop character.
The act has a cast of live.
H»rry Steppe in Two-Act.
Hairy SUppe, of burlesque, will
open in vaudeville at MeVickers',
Chicago,

May

a.

Bteppe

will

have

Dick Lancaster assist as straight.
steppe was the featured comedian
•with the "T:d Hits of 1920" on the
American wheel last season.

FRILLS

and a matter of
show at the Coweek went right to the

lumbia this'
bottom of the list for the gross at
the opening of the season and remained right there until now, when
the season ends this week at the
show reapColumbia, where the
pears. It opened there for the preliminary week last summer.
The Belfrage show was a bad one
when it came in nearly 40 weeks
ago, and it's a bad one now that
In between but little
it's going out.
repair has been made, and that did
not improve it. Some people have
been replaced and the program rewritten, but the leading people like
Ben Pierce, George F. Hayes, Pat
Kearney, Kitty Warren and Helen
McClain are the same. There are
others, with 18 or 19 choristers.
The production still holds up as
an ordinary average on that wheel,
the comedy is as bad as it ever was
and the running of the performance
even worse, the bits and the numbers with nothing else, not even se-

j

quence for relief.
No author is mentioned, and there
could have been none. There was
nothing to write. The performance
,

is

quick

response

That was one of the shows the Columbia at first decided to order off
after this season ended.
Through
pleading, however, according to report,

The Chicago

York.

don't expect anything definite in the nature
of a reply to their demands until
after the national conventions of
the A. F. of L. and the meeting
of the executive board of the I. A.
T. S. E.
The musicians are meeting this week in St. Paul.
officials

it

may remain

another season

(next) to try out, and through that
reversal the other dirtying up star,
also listed to go, will have to be
given his second chance as well.
The object lesson is expected to
have its effect, not alone on the two
in question, but on all other dirt
vendors.
Next week the new "Peek -a -Boo"
opens at the Columbia for a run in
the hot weather. Whether Monday
night will be warmer or coo'cr than
this Monday night you can gamble
everything that "Peek-a-Boo" will

Amusement

The burlesque

1

have over twice as much money in
th6 house at its opening as the Belfrage bunch drew for its opening
evening. That's the value of a title
that makes good. Belfrage had better change "Hip Hip Hooray" for
next season. But it's a great title to
wind up the regular season with.
*

Hi me.

DREW & CAMPBELL SUED.

"

Mabelle Courtney Alleges Injury
Sustained at Star. Cleveland.

Mabelle

Courtney, last season
with the "Parisian

JOHN E. CAIN DIES
prima dona
John E. Cain, whose career as an Whirl," has
actor covered over 40 years, died
May 8, following a lingering illness.
Mr. Cain, about 58 years old, was
born in St. Louis. He entered the
show business as a youth, playing
In variety and minstrelsy for many
years.
He was also well known as
a crmedian In the burlesque field
(W a long yrorkftfc
The deceased was rated as one
of the best blackface comics of the
old variety and more recent burlesque days. He was at one time,
about 20 years ago, a partner of
Herbert Mack, tho Columbia
J.
official, the team being known as
Cain and Mack, appearing in a singing and talking specialty.
The d< ceased was also a member of the Old Bella Union concert
hall stock in Fiasco.
His mo sit recent engagements wero with Ous
Hill, for v.l.i.ni ho played MJl£gs H
In "Bringing Cm Father" for several
eensoho. Ho also appeared in vaudeville froi » time to time during the
past l«w yearn.
A Widow, Blanche Cain, the
dnught* v ci r.obby Ncwcomb, surrlvi •-.
Funeral sirvlcos were held
In the N< v,- York Lodge of Elks.
No. 1. of which Mr. Cain was a

member.

MAC

Across the pond there has been quite a good deal of comment about
America being prejudiced where English acts are concerned. These
rumors no doubt come from acts whose style just didn't suit tho
American public
At the Palace this week there Is proof with the appearance of Ella
Retford. The ovation received by her at tho close of the act Monday
matinee could not have been bigger had she been appearing in her own
native land, and it was unanimous, not a scattered affair. She made
a pretty picture surrounded by the flowers sent over as she gave her
thanks in a speech that was spontaneous.
One always associates with the name of Hyams and Mclntyre an
offering refined and sweet. "Maybloom" is no exception. Miss Mclntyre
in her crinoline of white with its dainty touches of flowers and bonnet to
match was charm in itself.
Mme. Skidikadinki (with Herschel Henlere) wore an effective gown of
pink tissue, draped around the flgure-and puffed at one side, from which
a long train hung. The bodice was a beaded affair of brilliants and
pearls. Her change was a short affair of black and midnight blue' sequins,
with, a wiring at the hem that had an edging of fringe.
It was 4:49 when the Santos and Hayes card was flashed, which meant
that it would be well past 5:30 before the program was brought to a
close.
The act seemed somewhat draggier than when at the Riverside,
but this no doubt was due to the late program.
The program at the Palace has on one side an "Important" notice that
reads:
"The management of this theatre is not responsible for hats,

checked at the theatre's coat room," etc.; then opposite
is the following:
"The management checks articles free, but is not re*sponsible for the loss or damage to articles left in the check room."
coats, etc., unless

Another show on the Columbia
circuit of last season that finished
the leaders but dirtied up somewhat this season is
jrrobably not now among the first 15.

away up among

cians' union

New

1921

first.

from two

local of the musinotified the Columbia
Co. it would not accept any reduction and was considering raising the local scale 25 per
cent, for next season.
The Kansas City stage hands' local informed the burlesque officials
that in the event that the present
scale wasn't accepted by the burlesque people on the date set, they
would demand a 10 per cent increase over the present scale.
The ultimatums from the two
unions were received at the Columbia and American headquarters in

13,

"Phoebe of Quality Street," presented by the Shuberts, as far as the
production is concerned is the last word in artistry, that also applying
to the costumes. For those who are not familiar with the Barrie story,
they are of the mid- Victorian type, the action occurring during the
Napoleonic wars.
The featured players are Dorothy Ward and Shaun Glenville, Imported
from England for this production. Miss Ward is a charming Phoebe, with
locks that border on the magenta shade, first in ringlets peeping beneath
a cap of pink chiffon that had bunches at each side of forget-me-nots.
The dress was also pink, daintily trimmed with frills of lace and pink and
lavender ribbons. Then, as the story tells, the sisters meet with reverses,
and to make both ends meet start a boarding school for children, and
here Miss Ward, in a simple but neat gown of grey crepe de chine,
with the mop cap of white organdie, reminds one of the dress worn by
the Quakeress. At the ball held in the regimental barracks Miss Ward
was a picture in a gown of lemon lace that had wreaths of pink and blue
more than it was it must have been silk flowers, over which was worn a cape of turquoise blue taffeta that
quite necessary to the wheel to al- had the headdress matching.
A clever little miss in this show was Uarda Burnett. She assisted Mr.
low it to remain, though naturally
there must each season be a last Glenville admirably in the story about George Washington who wouldn't
show on the list as there must be a tell a lie.

The announcement last week of
the decision of the burlesque producers to demand a 25 per cent, reduction in the current scale of the
musicians' and stage hands' unions
elicited
locals.

May

AND FASHIONS

By ALICE

Aa inside stuff
fact the Belfrage

Expected After National
Conventions.

tion.

for the past two seasons has been
toward flashy stage accoutrements
and lavish scenic displays as against
the emphasis on comedy and cast
of the older attraction.
One or two of the newer producers set the fashion for this type
of entertainment, with the others
The
forced into line as a result.
originators have found the experiment successful, due to previous
training in this kind of production
and have a natural "flare" for the
•Hash" kind of show.
The older producers have begun
to realize their mistake in going
overboard toying to follow the examples and have determined to stick
to the former burlesque standards.
That doesn't mean a skimpy burlesque show, but more of the comedy
that is the back bone of burlesque
shows whether of the $2 variety or
the "turkey" of the old Jays.

HIP HIP HOORAY.
There's no doubt that 'Teek-aBoo," the Jean Bedini show, again
leads the Columbia wheel attractions
for the largest gross this season,
and there is no doubt but that "Hip
Hip Hooray," the George Belfrage
show, foots the list.

not as clean as it was when the
show opened, proof in itself that as
the season progressed the principals
found it necessary to dirty up to
gain laughs.
It
certainly didn't
gain any business, for "Hip Hip
Hooray" finished as it started, last
on the list.
The biggest laugh was cut out
after the Monday matinee for suggestiveness, although there was a
double entendre line ahead of it that
was still in Monday night, which,
if taken the wrong way, was as
dirty as might be imagined.
But the season is over, and what's,
loads.
According to Mr. Gerard this is the use? It's just the opportunity
to see what a show can, will or
the first time a burlesque show has
should be made to do in the interim
ever taken over an entire produc- of its bad show report until it
tion of the $3 Broadway type in- comes^around again.
If this one
tact for a wheel show.
could not have been bettered any

of this producer
this season is another illustration
of the tendency of the modern bur-

The modern tendency

Friday,

filed,

suit

Ohio

in

against Drew & Campbell, owners
of the Star, Cleveland, for $50,000
damages as a result of a broken
ankle, which she sustained while
playing for tho Star two years ago
as a member of "Follies of the Day."
Miss Courtney claims permanent
injuries in the complaint, alleging
the injury n^s. deprived her of a
livelihood, in as much as she is unable to dance or do her work
properly.

Payer, Winch. Minshall & Karsch,
Cleveland attorneys, represent Miss
Courtney.

VOLUNTEERS FOR BENEFIT
Rehearsals
for
the
Burlesque
Club benefit at the Columbia Sunday night, June 12, will start June 1.
Moral* ri desirous Of playing in the
show are requested to com-

benefit

municate with any of the committee lii charge, which Includes Henry
Dixon, Bluch <'«M»i><r, Kube Bernstein and E. Thos. J'.eatty.
Burlesque Club Election June 6

Tho

election

Burlesquo Club
Sunday. June t>.

of
is

officers

of

•tbedulcd

the
for

Gus Edwards, at the 81st St., has added to his long list
newcomer who hails from Scotland. He is a wee Scotch

of proteges a
laddie by the
bids
of
Sandy,
who
fair
quite
name
to make
a name for himSelf with his
remarkable imitation, and his rendering in broad dialect, "The Troosis
That Me Faither Used to Wear." Gus Edwards was in his element talking to the children in the audience, and took one kiddie with bobbed hair
and big, blue eyes up upon the stage, much to the delight of the mother.
Dainty Marie made one gasp with her daring feats on the ring and
rope in mid-air. Miss Marie relates the only accident that has ever befallen her occurred a year ago at the Palace, Chicago.
Before one sees
her shapely figure attired in a tight-fitting, white stockinged suit, she
appears in an attractive gown of powdered blue chiffon, worked in glass
beads that form a rose pattern.
Maud Mulle.- (Muller and Stanley), is wearing a different dress than
when at the Coliseum, and very pretty it is, too, made on straight lines
of iridescent sequins that has a hem of fringe and green and mauve tulle
tied at the side for a bow.
The Edwards Trio, have now called themselves, Edward, Ormsby and
Dougherty, and, though the name is altered, the playing of the pianist
hasn't, and one heard many "off" notes during his rendering of "Love
Birds." The ribbon girdle, finished off with a bunch of silk grapes, is a

great improvement on Miss Ormby's gown, and one could see no fault

with Miss Edwards' make-up.
It has one guessing why acts like "Stead's Syncopated Sexttete," at
the American, first half, aren't playing the big time, when acts similar
and not nearly so good are. In this act Anna Maybelle not only sings and
dances splendidly, but makes an attractive appearance in her Oriental
costumes of black net and Jet, with the top of silver, and the same can
be said of her evening gown of orange chiffon, with its overskirt of net,
while In front hung a wide panel of iridescent sequins that had rings of
jet as a pattern.
Striking was Claire De Vine with her blonde hair and gown of silver
lace, decorated with orchids,
Mauve tissue cloth contributed to the
bodice, also the ends hanging at the side. Then, while Le Van made the
folks laugh, Miss De Vine changed into a frock of kings blue sequins,
with the much worn bow of tulle at the side.
Nada Norraine seemed quite a favorite with her double voice. She
wore only one gown, of blue silver cloth, that had three rows at the
sides of the same shade of willow plumes.
Kawana Duo, Japanese as the name suggests, made their entrance
in handsome cloaks of gold, which were soon discarded,
revealing kimonos
of black velvet, heavily embroidered in gold braid and red.
Grey cloth, with beaded panels of burnt orange, was Miss Gcrue's first
costume. Later she wore a short affair of black satin that showed a
pair of legs that were, indeed, shapely for a big woman.

"In Argentina," at the Broadway this week, is
as colorful as the name
suggests, with the Senoritas in Spanish costumes.
One of yellow satin
was striking with the top of beads and the mantilla of soft shadow lace
draped over the high comb. The always graceful embroidered shawl was
worn by the miss who was the hit of the act with her rendering of the
Tango, ably assisted by a man dressed similar to the costume worn by
Rudolph \alcntino in the picture, "Four Horsemen of Apocalypse." Another gown was of black velvet patterned in gold
spangles.
Miss Nelson (Cutty and Nelson) wore a frock of yellow chiffon frills,
while in front and back hung a panel of sequins,
matching the bodice.
Tiny rosea formed a trimming on the slightly wired hips.
Capt. Pop Anson is certainly defying old age,"
he appearing as sprightly
as any of the younger men on the stage. With him
are his two daughters,
both statuesque blondes. Tho blue velvet gown
was inclined to make the
wearer appear on the plump side. More becoming were
the coat frocks,
one of cerise with touches of purple, and the other purple with cerise

trimmings.

Lady Tsen
monogram in

Mel, carries her own drop of dark blue
velvet that has her
the center, through which she makes her appearance in her
native costume of navy blue satin, heavily
worked in various shades of
silk.
An evening gjwn of white was later worn by her that had an
overskirt of net and brilliants. Pink tulle
flared out at the side, matching
the satin sash.
Her imitations of different animals was excellent; it
seemed as if thef were really there in person.

—
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EDITORIALS

13, 1921

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN ACTRESSES.

Hkiety
I'rudn-Mart.

j|4

is a tendency current among the highbrows who have
seen the
pictures exhibited here to depreciate the acting of American stars
and their support. Where else, they ask. save in these imported pictures
can such acting be found as shown by Pola Negri and Henny Porten?

rt<*£iat«r«d

City

H

-

Foreign

Sine!* copten.

SO

.

.

|l

. .

cent*

ftlsh

Cabinet

make

and Arthur Rankin

a sketch; tiitz Rice, pianolog;
Dorothy Jardon. Tom Lewis, Mary
Hay. Do Wolf Hopper, Six Brown
d
Montague Love. Gus EdBrother:
Letters to the Forum should not exceed 150 words. They must
ward*, Johnny Hines. Rita Gould.
signed by the writer and not duplicated for any other paper.
Sarah Pad den and a sketch with
seven numbers of the Drew Post,
all of whom have been decorated
New York, May 7.
Mr. George Lund, a member of
for bravvy in action in the recent Editor Variety:
my company, has been of the theawar, ay Iho cast. The sketch title
You will confer a genuine service tre for twenty-nine years, and
It is. by Hugh
is "A Bit of 'IS."
upon all your readers if you will known to the Main street for ovei
Stanislaus s: an
They are Eu- look up the issue cf your paper of fifteen years.
gene J. O'Brh n, George Lynch. Roy May 6 and note the so-called reAs for myself, space and modesty
V.
Granville,
Lloyd,
L.
Gordon view of the artists appearing upon forbid. The world knows:
if your
Standing. Gilbert Rooney.
Ray- the bill of the Riverside theatre young hopeful does not. the
night
mond Hitchcock win be master of this week, and, at the same time schools may help him.
I have been
ceremonies.
you will appreciate the wrong if of the theatre for over twenty-five
not injury inflicted upon nearly years, in support of a few stars he
Sully, the arber, \s thinking now- everyone who was so unjustly criti- may not have heard of. viz: Ada
He lias been informed oil cised by the person who misrepre- Rehan, Mrs. Fiske, Blanche Walsh,
adays.
was found on the property of Marie sented grossly the artists as well etc., etc.
Peers in Oklahoma. Miss Peers was as the attitude of the audience. The
In closing, I think I should call
made so wealthy by the discovery entire bill is of a high and artistic your attention to the fact that it
she now has a secretary sign her appeal and one in which the audi- is common gossip in the vaudeville
checks.
Butty sighs when it is re- ence at each performance is more world that if one buys an "ad."
peated to him, in his barber shop, than moved to a high pitch of en- in Variety he gets good notices
for Miss Peers, an Indian, once upon thusiasm.
However, I am not go- otherwise not.
Sheldon Lewis.
a time manicured in Sully's Palace ing to write an essay upon the art
theatre shop. Sully remembers her. of criticism; if I did, the young
Toronto, May 8.
He says he wasn't very crazy over hopeful who so misrepresented the
the reports he received about mani- truth could not conceive with his Editor Variety:
Playing
Windsor
for Loew the
curing skilfulness but regrets he empty head what is meant is for
knew nothing about the oil, for his future good. But in order to last half, something happened that
Sully says she remained in the shop set right a personal matter, in may be of information to those apbut six weeks, whereas if he had which ho referred to Miss Pearson pearing in Detroit.
I decided to stop over In Detroit
known about her Oklahoma And, and myself as motion picture acshe could have had the job for life. tors, and then, in dismissing the (just across the ferry) Saturday
night
and after having some midBecause. Sully argues, if he had matter displayed an utter ignorance
allowed her to remain in the shop and lack of ability to fulfill his mis- night lunch, visited friends at the
until they found oil, perhaps wlien sion, I feel it my duty, in all fair- Burns hotel, remaining rather late.
they found oil, she would have ness to try at least to enlighten him. I was compelled to go through a
bought the shop. If there is any- The young hopeful knew so little deserted street to where I was
thing Sully likc-j to do is to sell about criticising that h« withheld stopping, and was held up on it by
his shop. So far he has never sold his name, which only aggravated two men.
After taking all my cash, they
one but he has hopes.
the more, and he should really be
discovered my book of travelers'
treated as one of the smallest of
At the point of a gun I
checks.
Fox's Crotona in the Bronx has humans an anonymous letter writhad to fill them out to "Cash" and
made a general cut in prices for er and not taken seriously; but, countersign
them. The yeggs then
the summer, orchestra seats for as I said, for his enlightenment,
went through my wallet again and
matinees formerly held at 30 cents may I at this time inform him that
my
list of duplicate numbers was
are now* being sold for 20. with the both Miss Pearson and myself have
for
left me $1
same seats for the night show reduced made our reputations as members destroyed. They
breakfast.
from 50 to 35. A higher scale for of the dramatic profession, and did
bulk
of
cash
the
my
had
sent
I
Saturdays and Sundays prevails, so long before this young reporter
away and also saved my pin and
with 50 cents secured for the ever took up his poisoned pen to
ring, but the crooks got nearly $500
orchestra and 75 for loges. the give vent to his prejudice and sheer
in travelers' checks. It was all over
latter being held at 30 cents for ignorance.
in 10 minutes; then they told me
wholesome
is
always
Criticism
the matinees and 50 cents at night
Jimmy Lyons.
when it is founded on the truth, to "beat it/*
during the week.
whether it is favorable or unfavorable, but in his case it proved Editor Variety:
While en route to New York by
for the writer only as it
It was brought home very forcauto Monday, Bert Walton and efficacious
journal- ibly Saturday how great a friend
Dave Samel narrowly escaped in- relieved him of the pain of
Now
to return to of ours, and of every other actor,
istic dyspepsia.
juries when the machine In which
subject.
Variety is.
they were riding collided with an- the
Miss Pearson, before she entered
We had our route for this week
other machine at Mine Hill, Lake
the motion picture art, enjoyed reading Springfield, firat half, and
Hopatcong, N. J. Dave and Adolf
distinction as one of America's Hartford, last half.
great
When we got
Samel, the two other occupants of
youngest and greatest emotional our Variety Saturday morning in
the car were thrown out of the car
actresses; in her masterful per- Manchester, N. H.. and turned to
sustaining severe lacerations and
Robert Hllliard in the "Bills Next Week," first, as
had to be taken to the Morristown, formance with
"The Fool There Was" as the usual, to see who was on the bill
N. J., Hospital for treatment.
vampire. Later on she shared hon- with us, we found that Variety had
ors with William Faversham as his us in Hartford first half and SpringJustice Tierney In the Supreme leading lady in "The Hawk;" and field last half.
Court lust week allowed Mildred numerous other stellar roles. Only
Knowing that Variety is usually
Pilcer $75 weekly alimony, com- this year we were co-starring in right,
we wired our agent, Leo
mencing April 16, 1921, and $500 Joe Jackson's spiritualistic play, Fitzgerald, and the answer came
counsel f vvs, in ?\cr separat ion ac - "The Hole in the Wall." in which back that there bad been a mistake
tion against Joseph Pilcer, brother we received the higlfiesi prut:'" from :rt the offift-aml VarietyrJftfet,
of
Pilcer the critics of the united press of
Harry
Mrs.
It saved us from $10 to $!;">. and
Pilcer.
brought suit on the grounds of Chicago. Allowing that they know- the more than certain missing of the
cruelty and abandonment, asking as much as your young pen and ink matinee in Hartford.
for $150 weekly maintenance and wielder.
Fisher end Qiltno e
$2,500 counsel fees.
in
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A. D. Fitzgerald, who has disposed of lis theatre Interests In
Allentown. Will devote his time
producing his fust piece, being a
revival of "Peck's Bad IV'- '•" Which
be will send out through eastern
the
Jack
follow
to
territory
for ser- Coogan picture. Louis Mallei >« re-

Jack Meson, through Leon Laski,
has begun a civil action In the Municipal Court against the Wh it more
Bisters fur the recovery of $:.00 alleged tiiH- him Cor cervices rendered
in connection with staging an act
for the defendants,
Mason says he

was

t,»

vices,

receive $600

In

all

and acknowledged

receipt

of

t

»

**

cruiting

n

company.

The Millcntes Association, composed of the staff of the l. Miller

they could find

if

who

did not think

New York
stage and

minister

is

looking for press notices by knowing the
that an the show people take up
his church.

still

Would suggest

people.

its

a collection and buy a nice spot -light for

Years ago ministers just paid attention to their own flock,
days they pay attention to a flock of other people's business.

Now-a-

If the Thomas A. Edison idea of asking all applicants for positions
150 questions, should become the vogue in show business which one of
these questions could YOU answer?
Who was the first man to wear a red vest on the stage?
Who wrote the first "Mother" song?
Who will write the last one?
Name the first team to split up in the dressing room?
Where are the acts that used fancy letterheads?
What agent ever sent a paid telegram?
Was he sober at the time?
Did the bad imitations of him make Sousa shave his beard?
Who do assistant movie directors think they are fooling wearing puttea?
Who first wrote this title—"And then spring came?"
And this one "At dawn the awakening?"
Name six popular ticket speculators?

—

—

Name five?
Name four?
Name three?
Name two?
Name one?
.

Who was the first aoubrct
How many hotels was she

to carry a dog?
put out of?
a nice dog?
Who were the first acrobats to use clean handerchiefs?
What act paid its agent's commission early every Monday morning?
Did the agent ever faint?
Who was the first chorus girl to have an automobile thrown over her
transom?
Name the first fireman to stand back stage while the chorus changed
costume?

Was

it

.%

Who

started the first billion dollar picture company?
did he use for money?
the first monologist to see something funny on a street car?
the first little Irishman to get up?

What

Who was
Who was
The
The

German?
Swede?

first

first

Who was the first critic
Who woke him up?
What

does

**forty
it?

to sleep

through a play?

weeks" mean?

Can you prove

Who

wrote the first bathing suit ripped parody?
Name some extravagant Scotch comedians?
What press agent ever told the truth?

NOTES

,

—

in

off

.

—

—

right

all

What has become of the old lashioned acrobat
»»*.»;
could sing and talk?

lie

-.?«•.

—

war debt

proposition to pay their

answer these aspersions have said: acrobats.
Surely such exhibitions as given by Lillian Glsh in "Broken Blossoms"
and "Way Down East," by Norma Talmadge in "Panthea" and by Mary
Thirty billion acrobats a year would be
Pickford in any number of productions are not to be despised. Of a enough lumber for the resin boards.
to

certainty they are not, but that is not the root of the matter. The root
of the- -matter -grows down Into fundamentals, take,* iryto account, the atI2t
No. 12 tempt to meet American
VOI* LXIL
public taste and explains at once differences that
are differences, not the contrasts seized on for argument by those praising
The benefit performance of the foreign artistry unduly.
0. Rankin Drew Post of the AmeriThe reason no American actreaa has ever given a performance comcan Legion, to be held at the Hippoparable to Pola Negri's accomplishment in "Passion" and "Gypsy Blood"
drome, Sunday, May 15, lista an
is because none has ever tried.
Reverse conditions and you have your
unusual number of "names." Among
answer. Could Pola Negri appear in and make an American picture
those who have agreed to appear
popular?
She could not. She has been trained in another school, for
are John Drew in a scene from one
another purpose and brings about entirely opposite results than those
of his plays; Ethel Barrymore and
aimed
for here. Nor could Ernst Lubitsch produce a "Pollyanna." In
McRae
in
a revival of the
Bruce
fact, he would fail where an American, if there were any object in doing
old curtain raiser, "Carrots;" John
it, such is American adaptability, could do such pictures as Lubitsch is
Philip Sousa. directing the Ameridoing for the world trade. The point rests, typed large, in the fact
can Legion March; Raymond Hubdirecting
"Poor Butterfly;" that we could, if we would, produce along foreign lines and the best of
bell,
these are to come. Italian pictures that for rousing emotional value make
Frank Bacon and D. W. Griffith in
the German ones look like a text book are yet to be released.
a scene from "Uncle Tom's Cabin;"

Dorothy

THOMAS J. GRAY.

By

New German
Those who have attempted

THOMAS J. GRAY

By

To point out the fallacy In these comparisons is neither to slur the
illustrious foreigners nor to praise unduly our own home talent.

SUBSCRIPTION
annual

TOMMY'S TATTLES

There

German
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It was made to appear erroneously that the Paul H. Sloan who
died April 29, was the William
Fox scenario writer, In private life
Dr. H. Solotaroff. Instead the dead
man was Dr. Solotaroff's son. The
father is. now engaged on a new
special feature for the Fox establishment.

The Loew

was

ments

Loew

departand will occupy part

the first of the

move

to

of the seventh
building.

floor

of

the

main

The Columbia, Far Bockaway,
open

May

Kemp

policy supplied by the Harold

Family,

Keith

Department.

Cecil Lean and Cleo Mayfleld, late
stars cf "Look Who's Here," have
accepted a vaudeville route at $1,250

per week.

M.

S.

Bentham

la*

han-

vaudeville tour.
The
team will probably return to production next season.
dling

their

real estate department,

in charge of Dave Loew, has moved
to its offices in the Loew Building.
It

week

will

playing six vaudeville
Dan Simmons
acts twice weekly.
of the Keith office will supply the
bills.
Last suason the Columbia
played road attractions and pic16,

Parish and Peru were to have
week for London to appear In a review for Charles Cochran, but ow'ng to the English producer's illness the show has been
postponed until September.

sailed last

Mrs. Hathaway Tumbull is to
show an illustrated travelog with
pictures

at

the

The

week.
part
war.

81st street next
lecture concerns the
played In the

dumb animal*

tures.

F. F. Proctor,

owner

of the P. VI

John Cort has given up his offices Proctor Circuit, arrived in New
in the Longacre Building and is now York May 4, after an automobile
located
in
the
Cort
Theatre. tour of the south and California.
has
Cort
taken
possession
of He had been motoring for four
a suite of offices on the top floor of months.
the theatre that has been unoccuA dinner to P. Alonzo, booking
pied the past two years.

manager

Temple, Geneva,

Brady Amusement Co.

L. J.

house

of the Poll Circuit, will Be

tendered him by hla friends tho
taken over the
evoning of May 18.
Alonzo sails
N. Y., from the

McVoy has

R. A.

The

pictures through
the summer, resuming vaudeville
booked by Billy Dolsney of the
tCetth office fa tfce fail.

play

will

the following

day

for

Italy.

Marty Sampter
arranging the
show for the benefit to be given bv
American Legion at the Anollo
Sunday rtlgiu for the dh»nMert
Is"

the

•

soldiers.

Baymond Hitchcock

Harry Vmn Demark has been ap- be master of ceremonies.
pointed

manager

of

the

Houston (Loew), succeeding Charles
McFarland who has been transferred to the
in

Loew

will

Prince,

picture interests

Texas.

Walker Whiteside, who has

<•!->

cl

his season, will sail for London in
June to arrange for the production
there of "The Master of Ballantrae."

Sons organisation! the theatrical
Abner Greenberg, theatrical attdioe people, gave ;i theatre party
Foreman is agent and
Elliott
May I at the Apollo, for Roonej torney, will shortly establish offices
Mr. uptou n once more after a brief Jack Carter is manager for Frank
and Bent In "Love Birds/*
Fay's "Fables of 1921," which will
ted with a Walk- stay in the Yiddish theatrical cenRooney was prei
• ter on Second avenue. H*- will lo- open out of town the week of May
ing sti«!< end Miss Ilenl with
cate In the Knickerbocker Building. .°»0.
imbrella.
»v

(

$: oo.

Elve

A naw

f-aatrc

being erected Ifl
tiiH west end of Long
Bench, promoted by the public sale of stock.
la

with

tii»

Bates.

Kortr.arly

n-.iv-.it/.

connected

& Kraus

office In

Philadelphia, \%iM open an office of
her own In KcW York.

Thomas

F.

O'Connor,

owner

of

the Arcade, Lynbrock, I.. I..
started preparations for the election
of .i new theatre to ;*!:*:• vaudeville.
•

!

The Mountain Park Casino,
-<;..•,

Mass.. opened for the

Monday.
vaudeville

The park plays
bill

Iloly-

summer
a six-act

twice daily on a split

Frank North of the former Howard and North combination ("Itaek
to Wellington"). Is now writing for
the stride.
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"CAMEO GIRL" JUST

BOOKERS GUARANTEE SHOWS

FOUR GUILD SHOWS TO TOUR;

MAKES BOSTON JUMP

RECORD PER CENT FOR WEBER

Complications

in

Baltimore

TWO UNDER RICHARD HERNDOI

Over $3,000 Check.

"Honeydew" Becked Back with Guarantee Said to
Be Over 70 Per Cent Shuberts Lose on Hanna

—

Surety-T-Condition* Reversed from Last Year.
A

reversal of booking conditions
over that of the last two seasons
and up until this spring. Is seen
In the arrangements made both out
of town and On Broadway within
Independents
the last tWo weeks.
as Well as "old line" producers have
been put In the position of guaranteeing to secure Broadway houses,
where the stop limits have reached
new high marks this season. In
Cleveland two weeks ago, the Shuberts guaranteed "Pltter Patter" to
play the new Hanna. It was said
they were anxious to keep the house
from going dark. The engagement
turned out a loss for the Shuberts
who guaranteed the attraction $4,000.
The gross for the week was around

FORD STOCK TOUR

II.

•

with a certified check for $3,000, to
enable the ghost to walk.
According to local gossip, a merriber of a firm of New York stock
brokers is making his maiden venture as a backer of theatrical productions, and has sunk over $40,000
to to date, with rather slim chances

FAR OFF OREGON

IN

Wm.

May

Boston,

The personal check book of J. J.
Hughes came to the rescue of "The
Cameo Girl" last Sunday in Baltimore a n(l kept the company intact
until Monday afternoon, when Manager Harry Bryant arrived in town

Lee Organizes Troupe

Travel in

Two

of pulling

Fords.

it

out.

Saturday night in Baltimore a
check for $3,000 was offered by the

Portland, Ore., May 11.
A novel scheme to take amusement to the far corners of Oregon
is that conceived and about to be
executed by William Lee, Juvenile
lead of the Baker Stock of Port-

personal
broker.

attorney

He

is

for
said -to

the

stock

have regis-

tered great emotion when Informed
checks not cert'fied are not easily
cashed in a strange city an hourT>efore a new show is due to pull up

land.
Lee, at the close of the present
Baker season May 14, will be joined

stakes.

down

"Cameo

Latter Will Offer Road "Jane Clegg, "John Ferj
son," Along With "Mixed Marriage"— Part
Repertory Co. "Lilicm" and "Pim" Also.

—

..'

I

01

!

D. C.

Four Theatre Guild productions
be sent on tour next season.
Two will be regularly routed. They

TICKET LIMIT

will

OPPOSED BY LOCALS

are "Mr. Pirn Passes By," a Milne
comedy, which was recently moved
ftom the Garrick to the Miller

and

theatre,

opening three

••Liliom,''

Robbins and Crandall Appear weeks ago at the Garrick and will
move to the Fu'.ton May 23. The
Against Wheeler Bill
first named will tour in K. & E.
houses.

Washington, D. C, May 11.
The other two shows will be sent
Contending there is no need of out under the direction of Richard
regulating the sale of seats in the Herndon. who
will
offer
"Jane
"Mixed
Marriage"
and
theatres of the District, Roland S. Clegg."
"John Ferguson." Only the latter
Robbins, manager of Keith's Theahas been seen outside New York.
tre, and Harry M. Crandall, owner "Mixed Marriage"
is not a Guild
of the Crandall chain of film thea- production, but is a co-operative
product.
tres, appeared before a special subThis trio of plays will form the
committee Of the House District
program of a repertory company,
Committee May 5.
the first of its kind since Augustin
Representative Wheeler of Illinois Daly, except for the various organShakespeare.
The
is chairman of the sub-committee izations doing
and Is also the father of the Wheeler players now appearing in "Mixed
Marriage"
at the Frazee, will form
bill which proposes the limiting of
the nucleus of the company.
the sale of admission tickets to the

Hughes (Adelaide and Hughes)
vouched for the financial backing of
the show with personal checks for
five
ubout
by
other
players
and
The booking of "Honeydew" Into
various amounts to those of the cast
the Casino, left dark this week by June 1 will start on an all -summer
who were preparing to quit and the
the withdrawal
of
the
picture Ford iour of Oregon "tank towns."
attorney induced the railroads to
The
six
pi?will
present
vers
a
"Mother Eternal," Is another retake his check for $1,000 for the
versal of booking. The film was In repertoire of melodrama, carrying
Boston Jump.
Bryant headed for
on an arrangement that guaranteed their persons, baggage and scenery
New
York, had the check certified
in
two
Fords,
stopping
between
the house about $5,000.
Who
"Honeydew" opens Monday, the hows to fish and hunt in the wild Monday morning and picked up the exact number of seats in the theatre.
The touring of the plays will give
show in Boston, accompanied by the
the
house will not guarantee the at- country through which they will
Theatre Guild a standing
Mr. Robbins and Mr. Crandall
stock broker and Edward D. Perhave
to
pass.
traction as was the case in Clevethroughout
the
country,
where
The modern troubadors will tour kins, general manager for the argued that present regulations are little is known of this co-operative
land, but the sharing terms have
$3,700.

been made so inviting, Joe Weber
gambling with the return engagement. "Honeydew" opened at
the Casino last fall, running over
five months.
It recently closed in
Is

Boston.

The "Honeydew'* percentage

for

the repeat date is said to be in excess of 70 per cent.
The usual
sharing terms for a musical show
are 60-40 ^i Broadway, with some
producers getting those terms after
the first $5,000, up to which point
is

it

an even

split.

attractions enjoy

Non-musical

a

lesser gross on
but booking control has

Broadway,
gone as high as 63-35 as in the case
of the run of "East is West" at the
Astor, the Shubert olflco "winning''
William Harris, Jr., thereby.

With the high percentage arrangement "Honeydew" figures to
have a good chance to net a profit
on the second showing, for it will
have other advantages and few restrictions.
The cut rates reported
-having guaranteed $2,500 weekly in
their allotment of tickets. The attraction will be on a week to week
basis so far as the production is
concerned, so its management sees
a quick exit easy if the repeat fails
to catch on. The Casino with nothing in sight to tenant it, also figures
to break even or make money. The

,

rent is computed to May 1 for the
season, and from now on, the takings
over
expenses
count
as
"gravy •i

ROSE SUES FIELDS
Seeks

to

Recover $8,000— Fields
Sued First

While rehearsing his new revue
Monday, Lew Fields was served
with a summons in a Supreme
Court action in which Morris Rose,
late associate with Fields in "Blue
Eyes," is the plaintiff.
Frederick
E. Goldsmith, the attorney, is representing Rose in an $8,000 action
against Fields as a result of an

investment in "Blue Eyes."
Fields, a fortnight ago, began an
action in the Fifth District Municipal Court against Koso to recover
$1,000 as one week's salary for services rendered in the piece.
Rose,
for a defense, avers that Fields'
contract was with the Blue Eyes
Corporation, an J. ..not
with him
(Rose) individual. y.
'

The show was

originally

"pre-

sented by Lew Fields and Morris
Rose." Later a corporation was organized for that purposo, following
an additional financial Investment
by Rose.
Moillfl 'King
and Mr.
Fields were the co-stars in the show.

the Willlamette vplley, hitting
towns off the rail-

tiny

tot,

is

the

SEA AIR AND NERVES
Irritation

Marks Premieres

at At-

lantic City

The

Atlantic City,
Shuberts' double

Juno

4

has been definitely set

a-!

date for the Festival for the
Actors'" Fund at the Beverly Speedway. There was a dinner h"!d at
the Hotel Alexandria Inst Thursday night nt which a permai
committee was appointed to take
c.i re
of the details f«»r the affair.Danie] Frohman presided at the
the

gecetinje

Show

leading

role for the last week of the season
in "That Girl Patsy."

May

11.

premiere
here last week when, "The Last
Waltz" opened at the Globe and
"Phoebe of Quality Street" at the
Woods, was attended by plenty of
"inside excitement"
The net result Is that three executives with
the shows are out.
Trouble started in the fxryer of
the Globe Thursday when Max
Sheck, who had put on the numbers
for "Phoebe," was called in to arrange a number for Harry Fender
and Eleanor Griffith. Fender, for
some unexplained reason, suddenly
mixed it up with Sheck and there
was a race up and down the theatre
aisle, the rehearsal being in an uproar. Sheck appealed to J. J. Shubert.
The director then walked out
and Saturday asked for his release
on a contract which he had for a

as

to

the

number

of

organization's activities. The Guild
will not participate in the manageof the attractions on tour un-

The

vertising.
Another $3,000 came in
from the sale of tickets.
The treasurers' society has been
somewhat famed among New York

class organizations for the big surplus it has accumulated, now re-

ported to be over $100,000.

"SHUFFLE ALONG" POSTPONED
The New York premiere of
"Shuffle

Along,"

the

all-colored

show Vponsored by the Nikko Pro-

UNGER

MANAGER

Cincinnati,

The

ninlto, Louisville's new picture theatre, opens May 12. It was
built by the Majestic Theatre Co.
which also operates tho Majestic.

May

11,

Milfnrd l T ng» r, formerly treasurer of the Grand Opera House, has
been appointed its manager by the
la Linger office in New York, to BUC*
reed the late Theodore E. Ayhvard.

Herndon's

der

Mr.

will

receive royalties

but

direction,

plus a per-

centage for the rights.

SHUBERTS

IN

LOUISVILLE.

Secure Houce from Keith's

— Latter

Will Build.

May

Louisville.

11.

Benjamin Heidenfeldt, Wester i
representative of the Keith interests and president of tho Cincin*
nati -Louisville
Theatre Co., renounced here the Keith circuit
would begin erection of a pljture
theatre in the heart of the business

Construction will b< started at once.
The decision came as a result of
the ' Cincinnatiof
the ejection
Louisville company from the Strand,
when the United States Court of
Appeals sustained a recent verdict
further provides that the of Federal Judge Walter Evans.
district.

District Commissioners shall, on
society of box office treasthe grounds of public safety and
urers of New York put over a reguhealth, regulate the seating capacity
lar Sunday night at the Hudson, the
of the theatre, the manner of venoccasion of its annual benefit pertilation, number of ushers required,
formance.
The show on the stage fire protection
and similar safesatisfied the audience to the last
guards.
degree and the showing on the gross
Bruce Brylawskl, manager of the
more than pleased the members.
vaudeville and pictures, apA handsomely gotten up program, Cosmos,
peared before the committee, statprofusely illustrated, Including caring the "pen" now being used In
toons and pictures of past and
picture houses was adequate. Folpresent officers of the association,
lowing his statement, the commitwith Harry Nelmes, the present
tee adjourned until May 12, at
president, having his full face in the
which time final hearings will be
front pages, carried $10,500 in adheld and recommendations

wm

RIALTO, LOUISVILLE, OPENS.
Loui.;\ illc, May 11.

bill

ment

The Strand had been purchased by

The

ducing/ Co. (Harry Cort), has been
postponed until May 23 at the 63rd
Street.
The stage is undergoing
year.
He later said the company alterations to accommodate a musiwas "on edge" because of three days cal revue.
of almost continuous rehearsals and
The show Is made up of colored
did not particularly blame Fender. vaudeville recruits, chief amongst
Ho wa* a^?ri»jved beOO US* Shutunt. whiTiv :ii»- JEUssta end Jllakv, and
refused to intercede.
Miller and Lyle, who have also
Following the affair at th^ Globe authored and staged the piece beThursday, the atmosphere of mili- tween
them. The
show comes
tancy Spread to Shubert. who dis- with a colored orchestra under the
missed Milan Roder, a Metropolitan direction of
Vodery.
leader ^vlio was conducting for "The
"Shuffle Along'" will play at $2.
Last WftltS," and also let out William Sal-bury, manager of "Quality
CINCI.
Street."

ACTORS' FESTIVAL JUNE 4
Los Angeles, May n.

stringent

Girl, Inc.**

Oscar Eagle has been called onto standees in the theatres, stating that
Their scenery will be ex- the job to put the production on it was a fallacy to handle the matroads.
its feet, andvwent on record Monday ter seating theatre patrons through
tremely simple and can be packed
night after the performance to the legislation.
into a small car with ease.
Although the chief consideration
The melodramas sob eted t?r the affeeft that by changes that will
mean
virtually a new book, the pro- was the Wheeler bill, the various
tour are "The Boss of Bar-Z," and
duction can be put across. Myrta members of the committee were re"Southern Romance." One or two
Bel Gallier and Neil Twomey. who quested to submit what they thought
other offerings will be add* d.
a.e jointly responsible for the book, best to get the most efficacious legisLee's troupe will include Irving
Kennedy, Baker player; Sam Jor" s, have accepted Eaglo's diagnosis and lation. Representative Woodruff of
by next Week it is expected radical Michigan, a member of the DisPortland player; Lonnie Keating.
changes will be made.
trict Committee, introduced another
son of Larry Keating of the Lyric;
It is a dancing show primarily. bill regulating and restricting the
Mayon Stewart, leading woman and Leo
Edwards and Hughes have done sale of tickets at public amuseformer stock actress, and another
more With 16 girls of mediocre ap- ment performances, Including theawoman yet to be named.
pearance and experience than has tres, picture houses and ball games.
The company will make the val- been done
in years.
Scenically the Tho Woodruff bill goes one better
ley towns, cross the mountains to
Robert Law Studios and Vail have than the Wheeler one to the extent
Central Oregon and return through
obviously had a free hand financial- that the sale of tickets is limited
Eastern Oregon in time for the
ly and the production as it now to the exact seating capacity, but
Baker theatre reopening ifl the late stands
justifies its title of a fan- after these are sold the management
summer.
tasy.
has the privilege of selling standThe present Baker season is Its
ing room tickets with the under20th.
The players will scatter to
standing that the purchaser can
all parts of the country.
Mayo TREASURERS' FINE BENEFIT take
a vacant seat should there be
Methot, who has been trained with
one, this ticket to be ten per cent.
the Baker company since she was Boys of the Box Office get $13,500
less in cost than a regular ticket.
playing
on Annual
a
to "opeia house*1

the Shubert interests.
Until the new building Is

com-

pleted, which will be within eight
to twelve months, the Keith company plans to lease some other
theatre in Louisville. "While we
are disappointed at the decision, we
are going to stay in ^Louisville
•

than ever,"

stronger

Mr. Heiden-

feldt said.

Under the Court of Appeals de-

the Federal Judge's decree
Cincinnati - Louisville
the
Theatre Co. vacate at once on paymade to ment of $8,000 liquidated damages
the full District Committee.
is modified to the extent that the
money is ordered paid into court by
SILVERS GAINS DIVORCE the Shuberts, represented here by
E. M. Flexner, within a reasonable
Wife's Counter- Action Dismissed
time and Judge Evans is directed
Wife, Betty Pierce
*o set the date for the money to
be paid and for the present tenant
Louis Silvers, musician and com- to vacate.
poser, was granted an interlocutory
It is said the Shuberts Intend to
decree of divorce from Betty Silvers offer legitimate productions in the
last week. The defendant is known Strand.
professionally as Betty Pierce and
was late of the "Nothing But Love"
SELWYN'S 'SNAPSHOTS"
show.
Maximilian
Karminski,
The new Selwyn revue, which Is
wealthy importer and exporter, was
bring produced in association with
named in the suit.
Silvers' $100,000 alienation of af- L ew Fields, will be called "Selwyn'f
fectlons suit against Karminski is Snapshots of 1921." Tho show will
open at Stamford, Conn., May 17,
pending.
gUmuttaneous with the judgment coming into the. Sciwyn immediateaward the defendant's counter- ly, the Broadway pre.'rnlric date for
divorce claim against her husband, Decoration Day.
In support of the three stars—'
in which She named several people,
was* dismissed by Justice Bijur. Fields, Nora Bayes and DeWolf
Hopper
The Silvers were married in 1915
the rest of the cast will
hold George McKay, Ernest Lamand have no children.
Julius Kehdler and Monroe M. hart. Lulu McOltnell, Dorothy DickGoldstein represent Mr. Silvers In son, Carl Hyson, Delylc Alda, Jean
both suits.
White, Alan Edwards, Phile White,
cision,

that

f

—

DRESSING FAY'S 'TABLES"
The dressing

is

to be a feature of

Frank Fay's "Fables."

Fay

is

per-

sonally directing the rehearsal; also
supervising the making of the cos-

Grant Simpson, Bertha Dunn.
This attraction will be offered
$3 top
cast.

despite

the

big*

names

BROADHURST'S "TARZAN"

at

m

"Ting-A-Ling" New Title.
tumes by Brooks Theatrical CosGeorge Broadhurst is to product
Charles Franklin's "Round the- tumerp.
The new house has n seating capaa stage version of "Tarzan of the
Town" will be retitled "Ting-ALinn Van Voorhees and William Apes" next season. The piece war
It will have thr^e
city of 3.500.
stages and pictures will h< staved Ling" when it goes out Oyer the If. Mathews will de-sign tho cos- produced in London last Mason.
American wheel route next season* t times; Helen A. Haas creating the
special
with
prolog
settings
The Tarzan character has beer*
I. L.
Hump will be featured.
gowns.
Prices. -5 -35c.
hown in several pictures over here.

riday,

May

13,
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"PRINCESS VIRTUE" CO.

CLOSED SHOP" CONTRACT

JEW EQUITY

FOR NON-MEMBERS OF
—

Otherwise New
(Clause 18 Declares New Policy
Contract Does Not Differ from Old One with P.
M. A. Two Weeks* Salary Clause.

Lost Rehearsals

new "Equity ing written notice and paying to
contract,
which, the actor two weeks' salary, unless
recently adopted the manager shall have previously
closed shop policy of the Equity notified the actor that the play will
must be pro- not be produced or that the actor
(or next season,
cured by all A. E. A. members will not be called for rehearsal;
signing with non-members of the provided further, that the actor has
Producing Managers" Association. Secured another engagement at a
Clause 18, which covers the "Equity salary not less than herein provided, payments under which are
Shop" matter, reads as fallows:
"The manager agrees that all ac- to begin not later than the date of
tors in the company in which the the first public performance here n
In
actor is herein employed shall be provided.
these events,
the
and shall continue throughout such manager shall not pay said sum
Appended

Shop"

la

the

standard

Clothes

to be members in good equal to two weeks' salary, nor shall
standing of the Actors' Equity As- be do so if under similar circumThis contract is subor- stances the actor secures an ensociation.
dinate to the obligations of the gagement at a lesser salarv to be
actor herein to the A. E. A., of which paid prior to date mentioned in
manager admits paragraph 2'; in that event the Number of
obligat'ons
the
notice."
manager shall pay the difference Performances
With the exception of the new between the sum equal to two weeks'
closed shop clause 18. the new salary and the sum which the actor
A. E. A. standard contract which will receive for two weeks' work."
The new clause in the "Eaulty Transportation
is headed for "Independent" managers is essentially the same as the Shop" contract covering terminaold Touring Managers' Association- tion
of engagements before reActors' Equity Association contract, hearsals instead of beginning with,
the only change occurring in para- "By the manager, reads. "By ether
graph "E' of clause 5, having ref- party giving the other written notice
erence to termination of engage- and making payment of a sum equal
ments before rehearsal.
to two weeks' salary."
The T. M. A. -A. E. A. ^contract
The rest of the "Equity Shop"
reads: "Notice of termination be- contract is substantially the same
fore rehearsal By the manager giv- as the old T. M. A.-Equity contract.

employment

"£££ £

-fc*

Actors' Equity Association Minimum Contract
STANDARD FORM
115 WEST 47th STREET. NEW YORK CITT
Lost

and others playing the same

•Perfori

class of attractions

To

be issued only to A. E. A.

Agreement

Agreement made
19
between
"Manager") and

of

Employment

Members

in

good standing

day of

this

hereinafter called
(hereinafter called

(

"Actor").

The Manager engages

J.

the Actor to render serv-

ices in*

upon the terms herein set forth, and the Actor hereby
accepts such engagement on the following terms:
•Hli-re state the name of the part and of the play
in which the Actor is to appear; also if he la to
be required to understudy.)

Opening Date

2.

The date of

the

first

public performance shall

day

be the
19

Compensatioa

or not later

than fourteen days thereafter.
Employment hereunder shall begin on the date of
the beginning of rehearsals and shall continue until
terminated by such notice as is herein provided.
3. The Manager agrees, as compensation for services hereunder, to pay the Actor the sum of
Dollars ($
..) every
week from the date of the first public performance of

Notice of

Termination
During
Rehearsals

*.

Notics of

Terminstion
Before
Rehesrsa!

Individual

Termination
Termination by
Closing of Play
»nd Season

The

required, shall give four weeks'
rehearsal without pay; if further rehearsals are requireu, then, for each additional week or part thereof,
the Manager shall pay the Actor full salary therefor.
(b) Rehearsals shall be considered to be continuous
from the date of the first rehearsal to the date of the
first public performance of the play as provided in
paragraph two.
(c) If the above play is a musical play, or a spectacular production, then, wherever the word "Four"
appears with reference to rehearsals in this contract,
the word "Five" shall be substituted.
contract may, during rehearsals, be ter5. This
minated as follows:
<;i) At any time during the first ten days' rehearsals
of. the Actor by either party by giving written notice,
if this contract be signed and entered into within two
months of the date mentioned in paragraph two, except in case the Actor be re-engaged for a part which
he has previously played; or'
(b) Any time after the first ten days' rehearsals of
the Actor, by the Manager, by paying the Actor a
sum equal to two weeks' salary.
(c) The Actor may cancel the contract by giving written notice and paying to the Manager a sum
equal to two weeks' salary.
(d) If a play be rehearsed less than ten days
and .aho.ndjftn.vd by the Manager, the Manager shall
pav the Actor one week's salary.
This contract may before the beginning of rehearsals be terminated as follows:
If this contract be .signed and entered into prior
to two months of the date mentioned in paragraph
4.

(a)

Actor,

*

(e) By either party Riving the other written
notice and making payment of a sum equal to two
weeks' salary.
Kither party may terminate this contract at
6.
any time on or after the date of the first public performance of the play by giving the other party two
weeks' written notice.
(a) If the play runs four weeks or less, the
7.
Manager may close (lie play and company without
notice, and terminate the right of the Actor to further
compensation, provided he has paid the Actor for all
services rendered from the date ot first public performance, and in no event loss than two wrecks' salary. This clause shall not apply to member* of the
company who ore n<»t re-engaged in case of a temporary closing for the purpose of re»wrjting.
(h> If the play shall run more thor. foul wrecks
the Manager shall glv one week's not! •« <>r the closing of the season of the pla\ and company, and

™2

1

\

.

.

f

f

.

Duties
Actor

off

the

if

two:

*

off

of'

the play.

Rehearsal*

Lay

™

M

—

New York Managers

"Princess Virtue," which opened
thereby terminate the right of the Actor to compen- at the Central
Wednesday of last
sation except for services performed to the date of
week, had Ita premiere only after
closing.
8.
If the Manager is prevented from giving re- the salariea for that performance
hearsals because of fire, accident, riot, strike*, J In ess and the balance of the week was
of star, or prominent member of the cast, Act of God, guaranteed »y the Shuberts. This
public enemy or any other cause which could not arrangement was made after tho
reasonably be anticipated or prevented, then, the A- E. A. stepped into the matter
time so lost shall not be counted as part of the four because of salary claims
of the comweeks' rehearsal period herein provided. When said pany.
time so lost shall exceed two weeks, the Actor shall
This week the piece was playing
bo free If he so elects.
a different arrangement,
(a) The Actor shall furnish and pay for such under
t.
clothes as are customarily worn by civilians of the whereby the Shuberts guaranteed
present day in this country, together with wigs, boots, the company that it would receive
and shoes necessarily appurtenant thereto. All other the company share of the receipts,
clothes, wigs, shoes, costumes and appurtenances and this
percentage to be paid tho
all "properties" to be furnished by the Manager.
players pro rata. The Equity is not
(b) If the Actor be a woman, then the followconcerned
in the latter plan and in
ing clause supersedes (a):
In both dramatic and musical companies all artists' fact has stepped out. The A. E. A.
gowns, hats and all "properties" shall be furnished took the position that where players
Footwear and wigs for modern did not Insist on their contract
by the Manager.
plays to be furnished by the Actress.
rights, they are not entitled to A.
(c) It is understood that in every case where E.
A. protection. The Equity, howthe Manager furnished costumes and appurtenances
under this paragraph of the agreement, if nptice of ever, will continue to handle back
Claims
of tho "Princess Virtue"
cancellation of this contract be given by such Actor,
Something like $9,000
In that event he or she shall reimburse the Manager company.
whleh
to
expense
was due the players for the weeks
for the necessary and reasonable
he or she may be put "in altering or rearranging such the piece appeared in Baltimore and
costumes for his or her successor.
Atlantic Citv
e cnorU8 waa PaId
y* Ths'phnnu
10. (a) Eight performances shall constitute a week's m ,",1
work. A sum equal to one-eighth of the weekly salary
"Princess
Virtue"
was put on by
shall be paid for each performance over eight in each
Gerald Bacon. Edward J. Flammer,
said to be a New York broker, was
(b) Salaries shall be paid on Saturday night,
The Manager hereby agrees to transport at also interested and between them
li.
his expense the Actor when required to travel, in- the show is said to be "in" for $84.cluding transportation from New York City to the 000.
It was
reported Wednesday
opening point, and back to New York City from the th t
Flammer
m haa secured thi
.losing point; also the Actors personal baggage up
JJ«
i*B
LleZ
to two hundred pounds weight
Other reports were that the pro12. (a) If this contract is cancelled by the Manager,
ducer
and
backer
were
at odds.
he agrees to pay the railroad fare of the Actor back
^
The piece appears to have been
to New York City.
(b) If this contract is cancelled by the Actor, framed with too expensive a cast.
he agrees to pay his own railroad fare back to New The company salary list alone is
York City, and to reimburse the Manager for any around $5,000, which means that
railroad fare the Manager may have to pay for the the show
must secure around $9,000
Actor's successor up to an amount not exceeding
railroad fare from New York City to the point where for its share to break even. Wednesday night, Hugh Cameron withsaid successor joins the Company.
(c) If the Company is organized and its mem- drew from the cast to start in a
bers are engaged outside of New York City, the name picture ("Cappy Ricks") and an
of such place Is, unless it is otherwise stated, herein understudy was called in.
There
agreed to be substituted for New York in paragraphs seemed to be no certainty that tho
eleven and twelve.
show
would
The Actor shall travel with the Company by week, unless continue after this
13.
the back, salaries were
such routes as the Manager may direct, and the
Actor shall not demand compensation for any per- paid. For its first eight performances
the
attraction grossed around
formance lost through unavoidable delay in travel
(10,000.
Tho operating expense
which r re vents such performance by the Company.
14.
It is further agreed if the Company cannot calls for minimum weekly gross of
perform because of fire, accident, strikes, riot, Act of $14,000.
God. the public enemy, or for any other cause which
could not be reasonably anticipated or prevented, or
If the Actor cannot perform or rehearse on account
HEARST BUYS "RECORD"
of Illness or any other valid reason, then v the Actor
shall not be entitled to any salary for the time during
which said services shall not for such reason or Now
Controls
Three
Boston
reasons be rendered.
If this Illness of the Actor
Dsiliss
should continue for a period of ten days or more, the
Manager may terminate the contract.
Boston, May 11.
Beginning with the season of 1920-1921, full
15.
The Boston Evening Record, one
salaries will be paid the week before Christmas and
of
the
oldest
afternoon
dailies in
Holy week, but during the season, 1919-1920, the
Manager has the right to lay off the Company with- this city, has passed into the control
of William R. Hearst
out salary for the week before Christmas and the
The
week preceding Easter Sunday, or both weeks, if change came lost week. It is now
desired.
In the event of such lay-off, the Manager published by the "Atlantic Publlshshall not be entitled to thf services of the company ing Company," but Hearst's manunless rehearsals be made necessary by the sudden agIng editoI James
w> R ear don, Is
illness of the star, or of some prominent member of in Phai ffA nrwf th ~ ™n„„ ~i_.il! •in charge and the policy clearly in*
the Company or of change in the cast.
dicates
Hearst's
ownership.
It is
If.
The Actor agrees to be prompt at rehearsals,
to pay strict regard to make-up and dress, to per- being run along the lines of the New
form his services in a competent and painstaking York Illustrated News with the
manner, to abide by all reasonable rules and regula- news boiled down and at least four
tions, and to render services exclusively to the Manpages of pictures a day.
This
ager from the date of beginning of rehearsals, and makes three papers in Boston
shall not render services to any other person, firtn or Hearst controls,
having
two
A. P.
corporation, without the consent of the Manager
franchises.
His original sheet, the
17.
All communications which refer to the Company in general shall be posted upon the call -board. American, has no Associated Press
Notice to tho manager must be given to him per- franchise.
Before the change of ownership,
sonally or to his representatives.
The manager agrees that all actors in the com- M. Douglass Flattery, the represen18.
pany in which ths sctor is herein employed shall be tative of Marcus Loew in this secand shall continue throughout such employment to tion, had a piece in the sheet.
be members in good standing of ths Actors Equity
Association. This contract is subordinate to the obligations of the sctor herein to ths A. E. A., of which
'PASSING SHOW" TO CHICAGO
obligations ths Manager admits notice.
19.
In event any dispute shall arise between the
The Passing Fhow of 1921" will
parties as to any matter or thing covered by this exit from the Winter Harden May
contract, then said dispute or claim shall be arbi- 28, due at the Garrlck, Chicago, for
trated.
The Manager shall choose one arbitrator a summer run. Several new burand the Actors' Equity Association the second. If
within three days, these arbitrators shall not be able lesques are being worked on for the
to agree, then within that time they shall choose a Chicago date, it being necessary to
In the
third, who shall not in any way be connected with exclude several bits now
routine.
One of the bits to go out
the Theatrical Profession.
If they fail to do so
will be Willie Howards impersonaor his 'appointee shall be the third. The arbitrator tion of PYank BaoOfl in "Lightnin."
shall hear ths -part If and arithin ten days decide the That
i.how had not. played the
dispute or claim.
The decision of a majority of said arbitrators shall western metropolis and the bit is
be the decision of all, and shall he binding; said de- not figured to be of value at this
time.
One. of tho burlesques to be
cision shall be final.
The arbitrators shall determine by whom and in added Is one on "Mary" which is a
what proportion the cost of the arbitration shall he current Chicago hit.
paid.
The parties hereby appoint said Board its
"The Passing Show*' business had
agents, with full power to fit! ally settle said (ftaputs been bad of lata,
'The Belle of
or claim, and agree that its decision shall constitute New
York" will be the Garden's
an agreement between them, having the same bindnext attraction, arriving early u»
ing force as if agreed to by the parties themselves.
Should suit be brought before the selection of ar- June.
bitrators, the party sued may at any time after suit
and before trial Rive notice to arbitrate, and then in
Fay Bainter to Sail.
such case arbitration musl be chosen as stated hereinabove.
Chicago, May 11.
The parties hereto i.ail pay the arbitrators rei.i.
painter, star of "Casi
is
spectively selected
hem, and they shall hear West," announces that she will
equally the expense ol ibe arbitration and ihi um- lea e the show May L'S for a trip
to
I

'

For "Independent"

People at Central Theatre Guaranteed by Shuberts
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"Prince and Pauper" (Shubert,
to their first week's
week). Last week. Very fair openl
business of $22,000.
"Irene" (Studebaker, 23d week). ing week, doing about tl 4,000 at t**
With the announcement that this top.
"Buddies" (Wilbur, 2d week). This,
was its last week it crowded in
ahow, repeat, did splendidly; open$20,000.
"Bab" (Blackstone, 4th week). ing week grossed $12,000.
"Dream Straat" (Majestic, 2d
Slipped a little from last week, but
week).
Opening Wednesday, did
getting important money. $11,500.
$8,000 for week, according to avaiu
able figures. Advertised extensively, as is general with anything that
Griffith shows here, and to all ap«
"O'BRIEN'S
pearances In for long stay.
"Three Live Ghosts" (Plymouth.
1st week).
Opened to good house
IN

Went back

SHOWS

AND COMMENT

IN N. Y.

"Belle Of New York' Garden's
"Bad Man," KHz (36th week). Held
summer attraction.
to around same pace for second
week in this house (moved up "Phoebe of Quality Street," ShuOpened Tuesbert (1st week).
from Comedy). Gross little under
Musical version of
day night.
jiu.ouu. Management figured betReBarries "Quality Street."
ter takings, though profit at presceived fair notices.
Central
Virtue,"
"Princess

ent pavfl claimed*
"Broktn Wing," 48th St. (23d week).
Getting around $8,000 lately. Figure said to provide acceptable
Prediction sticking until
profit.
warm weather has held good.
"Biff, Bing, Bang," Ambassador (1st
Canadian Expeditionary
week).
Force service show, known as
"The Dumbells." Very successful

COHAN

(2d

week). Bowed in Wednesday last
week. Expensive cast without big
Pace for opening days
names.
considerably under that necessary
to break even.
"Right Girl," Times Square (Cth
week). Looks like management
aimed for three months' stay,
Opened Monday
though advertising splurge could
in Dominion.
night. Limited engagement.
takings over $10,000
not
lift
"Clair de Luna," Empire (4th week).
mark. $8,500 last week. Goes to
Gross dropped sharply. Scale not
road early in June. Mears' "Cenlowered, but plenty of cutting at
tury Midnight Revue" next.
box office, especially for balcony. "Rollo's Wild Oat," Punch and
Got between $2,500 and $2,800 per
Judy (25th week). Should last
performance. Around $20,000 last
"but month, having made good run
week, about 35 per cent, under
and netted fair profits, consider- Assisted by Ten Fingers and a Baby
opening week.
Grand.
ing small house capacity.
"Dear Ma," Republic (17th week). "Romance," Play house (11th week). Well known in vaudeville now doing
Final week. Will probably go on
Has slipped a little. Went into cut a single, Miss Doro is a composer,
tour again in fall. Met wth fair
rates this week. Strong call there having written "Baby Vampire" for
No
success on Broadway stay.
should keep show going into the Shubert's Galties and "How Do
attraction listed to succeed.
warm weather.
They Get That Way" for "What's in
"Daburau," Belasco (21st week). "Sally," New
Amsterdam (21st a Name."
Great dramatic production showed
week). Remarkable call for this
Orpheum Circuit, Omaha, May 15.
effects of last week's dash of cool
musical smash; remains at head
weather. Pace again close to caIs marvel in agencies;
of list.
pacity, with $17,000 beaten. Manthat for the first time In many
$33,000 weekly.
agement will not keep show open "Servant in the House," Broad- months capacity was registered on
when weather starts to dent patBut one of a both matinees. Before the month is
hurst (2d week).
ronage materially.
series of plays offered by Walter ended there is no doubt that $2 top
'Emperor Jonas," Princess (15th
Hampden during the week. Busi- will be the prevailing price with
week).
Last weeks advertised.
ness last week fair with around $2.50 for Saturday and Sunday at
Started as matinee attraction and
all legit houses.
$7,000 drawn.
landed for regular showing.
Estimates for the Week.
"The Bat," Morosco (38th week).
(39th
•Enter
Madame," Fulton
•Call the Doctor" (Powers', 1st
Looks
like this crack mystery
week). Another week to go. At<
piece has good chance to go week). With the house sold out for
traction will tour in fall. Londonthrough summer
Pace around two nights to theatre parties the
engagement for summer possible.
$16,000 lately; cut rates yet to show marked up a score of $16,000
Garrick theatre hit,
"Liliom,"
be
tapped
before
entering
final for thlG WCCrC
moving up May 23.
"Linger. Longer Letty" (Olympic,
stage of run.
"First Year," Little (30th week).
Dropped about $500
4th week).
(19th
Champion,"
Longacre
"Tha
This comedy is the "ace'' producfrom
last week, but easily went to
week).
Business under $9,000 In
tion of John L. Golden's since
last week, probably about breaks $17,500, which is the high water
"Lightnln' " was put on.
even for show, which is more ex- mark for this theatre this season.
"Ghost Between," 39th St. (8th
pensive to operate than usual
"East Is West" (Garrick, 9th
Title "Thanks to You"
week).
comedy.
week). Came in on a 12-week guarused only few days; original title
Fay
put back.
Pace between $7,000 "The Green Goddess," Booth (18th antee and leaves May 28.
week).
Melodramatic hit, with Balnter, the star, leaving for a trip
and $8,000. Claimed profitable.
the gross $14,000 and over right abroad.
"Passing Show of 1921"
(84th
Lyceum
"Gold
Diggers,"
along.
Capacity.
Few unsold coming in for a summer run.
week). Still piling up profit, with
seats early in the week only. Will Balnter show got $17,000 for the
last week's takings at $10,400.
run into the summer.
week.
Better than many newer attrac"The Last Waltz," Century (1st
tions.
"Gertie's Garter"
(Woods', 4th
week). Unusually big spring pro- week). Failing to show any speed;
* Irene"
Vanderbllt
week).
(78th
duction for Shuberts at thij time $11,000 on the week.
Only two-week stand companies
of the season.
Opened Tuesday
of this musical smash now playing
"Mary" (Colonial, 5th week).
night.
—-New York and coast show.
Running away from anything on
$14,000 again last week.
Looks "Toto," Bijou (8th week). Affected the boards. Went $1,000 better than
early in week, but still a draw,
aimed for well into summer.
,^ast week, going to $27,800.
figuring as one of spring suc"June Love," Knickerbocker (3d
"Duley" (Cort, 11th week). $12,Agency buy over.
cesses.
week). Liked. Its second week
000. May try for a New York run
not equal In gross to first, but "Two Little Girls in Blue," Cohan early in September.
(2d week).
Strong call for this
barring premiere, takings propor"Meanest Man in the World" (Conew musical piece, which looks
tionately as good. Around $15,000.
Started
good far summer run as intended. han's Grand, 1st week).
"Just Married," Comedy (3d week).
weak,
but with plenty of publicity
Opened
Tuesday
week,
last
beatLooks like this new comedy has
ing $14,000 in seven performances. on the new prices the piece has
good chance. Agency buy for it,
climbed on every performance with
At $2.50 top figure very good.
with fairly good demand.
Eltinge
(40th "Tyranny of Love," Cort (2d week). both shows Saturday complete sell"Ladies'
Night,"
First put on as matinee attrac- out. $11,000.
week.) Getting around $11,000 and
tion. With names added to east, it
more lately, which beats most of
The Four Horsemen" (La Salle,
was revived last week for regular Cth week). Slipped about $200, but
the long-run attractions of season.
presentation.
Good first week, still in the $12,000 class.
"Lady Billy," Liberty (22d week).
with
nearly
Has another week to go. Not
$11,000
grossed.
"The Bat" (Princess, 19th week).
Smart draw.
going out until fall. House's next
With the going away of "Irene"
attraction not settled.
May get "Welcome, Stranger," Sam H. Har- makes this the granddaddy of them
the new "Scandals," depending on
ris (35th week).
This season run all and figured high in the money.
whether "Follies" in Globe
comedy has about m<Jnth to go. $17,500.
M Lightnin\" Gaiety
Down to around $9,000; that fig(139th week).
"Samson and Delilah" (Playhouse,
Few of this season's comedies geture probably does not provide
Opening on a Monday
1st week).
ting as much as run leader, now
much profit margin.
and
up to the end of the week
nearing three years' stay. Sure to "Way Down East," 44th St. (37th
which
means money for all
$8,500,
be In going when most of present
week). Film looks good into the
list has passed on.
summer. Beat $11,000 last week. concerned.
"Tickle
(Illinois, 5th week).
Me"
"Liliom," Garrick (4th week). Clean "Over the Hill," Park (31st week).
sell out.
Agencies buying all they
Film.
can. Attraction moves to Fulton "Four
Horsemen of the ApoMay 23, where money capacity
calypse," Astor (10th week). Film.
nearly 80 per cent, more at same
Holding strongly, though at lesser
scale $2.50 top.
Agencies have
gross than first weeks.
$15,600
bought for Fulton, taking most of
last week.
lower floor.
"Connecticut Yankee in King Ar"Little Old New York," Plymouth
thur's Court," Selwyn (9th week).
week).
(36th
Getting around
Film.
House rental soon over.
$8,000; said to be profitable. One
Musical comedy next attraction,
of the season's comedy successes.
"Selwyn's
Snapshots of 1921"
Continuance depends on weather.
opening May 30.
"Love Birds," Apollo (9th week). "Dream Street," Town Hall (5th
Sticking to good pace, with takweek).
Film.
Is being shown
ings close to $15,000 consistently.
with 'talking" effects. AdvertisLooks like this musical show has
ing gave business shove to around
good chance to run into the sum$12,000 for first week here.
mer.
"Quean of Sheba," Lyric (5th week).
Frazce
"Mixed
Marriage,"
(1st
Film. Climbed to $16,000 and betMeek).
Revived for third time.
ter for third weela) with little less
Started as matinee attraction.
last week.
IMays here two weeks. "Gold" is
due to succeed May 23.
"Mr. Pirn Passes By," Millar (10th
week).. Close to $10,000. Is second Theatre Guild production fr>
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RUNS AHEAD

Not Much Left

BOSTON

in

Monday.

"Honey Girl" (Park Square, 4th
week). Holds up pretty well, everything considered. About $10,000 last
week.

Beantown

"4 Horsemen" Leading Films
Boston,

May

11.

week, with takings of $11,000;

There were two new shows In
town Monday night, one a musical
offering and the other a straight
comedy, and while both got a fair

'THE VILLAGE FOLLIES,"

play, considering the season of the

year and the fact that it was one
of the few mild evenings Boston
has experienced so far, there was
something about the else of the
audiences to indicate more strongly
than ever that the season of 1£201921

for

legitimate

attractions

PHILLY'S LEADER
No Date Set for End of Run
Four Houses Closing
This Week.

in

—

about at an end here.
It is doubtful If there will be any
more new shows come in here this
season, and of the current crop the
only one that looks good for a continuance Into the summer months is
"The O'Brien Girl" at the Tremont.
George M. Cohan stayed on with
this

show

and

If

Philadelphia, May 11.
song and a short one—
the order for the week. A second house closed Saturday and four
more follow this week.

Is

There is a rumor George M.
Cohan intends keeping "Mary" at

any chance the piece

will be kept on here for many weeks
to come, with the
York opening in the fall, as was done with

New

the Garrick as long as possible, even
August, the word goes but that
looks doubtful,
likely that this

"Mary."

The shows

move uptown.

A MMne comedy

that has scored. Tours in fall.
Lulu Bett," Belmont (20th
week).
With business sticking
around $6,000 mark, profitable in
his small houpc.
Attraction may
last well into June.
"Nemesis," Hudson
(6th
week),
hooks like this spring drama arrival will run another week or
two. George M. Cohan may succeed in lead of cast with second
engagement of "The Tavern," in
which he opened at Atlantic City
t

and

looks more

it

show will go out
another week or maybe two.
No end is announced for the "Greenwich Village Follies" which, without many rivals, have picked up
surprisingly for a spring show in

at the other houses are

iffter

evidently on the last lap, with nothing underlined. In fact, it is freely
stated that when "The Cameo Girl"
finishes at the Hollis the house will
be dark for the rest of the reason.
The Colonial, the other syndicate
house in town, already has a film
showing booked in for as long as it
can stay.
As for the Shubert
houses, the Majestic already houses
a film, the Shubert has nothing in
sight when the present vehicle
departs at the end of this week, the

this city.

"The Belle of New York." liked
by some and knocked by others,
leaves this week, as do Mantell and
"Robin Hood." The latter was a
financial as well as a decided artistic success.
"Dream Street," which
picked up some, quits at the Chest-.
nut street opera house.

Plymouth has a show In for a definite engagement and nothing in sight
after that, and the Boston Opera
House has been dark for some time
and bids fair to remain so this season. Such is the condition in Boston.

It looks practically certain that
there will be eight dark legit houses
here all summer.
"Leuis XI," (Broad, 2d week).
Mantell revived this with doubt-

ful

Has

success.

historic

interest,

but generally a weak sister. RepDuring the past week The ertoire doing fairly welL Last week
O'Brien Girl'' was away ahead of about $9,000.
the other shows In town and was
"Greenwich Villege Follies" (Shuthe tnly one to go above the $15,000 bert, 4th week).
Close to hotels,
figure,

which up

to last

week had

this

been struck by several of the at-

seems good house

for

summer

Show is doing nicely,
with about $14,000 last week.
"Robin Hood" (Forrest. 3d week).

business.

tractions.

Estimates for the week are:

Cameo Girl" (Mollis, 1st Received good publicity in dailies
In for two weeks, with per- and
very
favorable
"second
formance Monday premiere. "The thought" notices.
Without large
Famous Mrs. Fair," final week, did salaries and despite low scale, this
little over $11,000.
favorite led by over $13,000. Final
"The

week).

"Deception" (Colonial, 2d week). week.

Opening Tuesday night last week
show hung up a pretty good
record, getting the break on the
other two feature films by being
O. K.'d for a Sunday showing. Did

"Belle of

this

about $8,000; quite

fine

much

New York"

Mixed

week).

pruning,

(Lyric, 2d
reception.
Needs
being rapidly

but

whipped into shape.
Saturday.

when con-

Last

times

$11,500.

"Mary" (Garrick, 3d week). Some
sidered the picture has an 85-cent good nights and bad.
Doubtful if
top for evenings.
can last much longer third visit,
"The O'Brien Girl" (Tremont, 2d unless Cohan does some heavy adweek).
Pulling fully as well as vertising. About $11,000 last week.
"Mary'* did on the opening at this
"Dream Street" (Chestnut Street).
house a year ago. Since opening Heavy extra advertising and pubthere hasn't been a vacant scat. It licity schemes helped raise good
bit
did $18,000 for the first week, ca- last week.
Even now, however,
pacity for the house.
$1.60 seats bad los
Ends Saturday when theatre will be remodeled.
..

McDTTYEE-HEATH

NEW SHOW

Mclntyre and Heath are to have
a new show next season. The arrangement for the team to go into
the next Winter Garden show has
been declared off. The new Mclntyre and Heath show will be a
musical comedy, written by Emily
Young and Harold Atterbridge; ,
music by Jean Schwartz.
The title has not yet been selected.

4

"BONNIE" STARTED
The Charles Dillingham office has
started work on "Bonnie," the new
Rida Johnson Young piece which
will be one of the
productions of the

CHICAGO PRICES AT

•

first

new

The cast which ha*

Dillingham

season.
placed
Include Ann
beer,

by Jenie Jacobs will
Mason, Walter Regan, Robert McBen Lubin and Sarah En-

PRE-WAR FIGURES

"Miss

—

A swan

is

until last Thursday helping to put the finishing touches on,

there

$2

top.

—

[

"The Four Horsemen" (Tremont
Got best break
any of the films on the starting

Temple, 2d week).
of

Quide,
right

With

Few Exceptions Again
"The $2 Show."

FLORENCE MOORE SIGNED.
quite likely Florence Moore,
with an A. H. Woods* attracnext appear in the new
Music Box theatre of Sam H. Harris
and Irving*8, and under the Harris
It

Chicago,

May

Things are finding their own level
with a few far-sighted managers
meeting the slump face to fare.
Monday and which plays Brook- Hairy Hidings, manager of Cohan's
Crand opera house, inaugurated
lyn next week.
pre-war prices which
"Nice People," KUw (11th week). means of keeping his will »>e the
new at tracVirtually sell out.
Caught on tion. "The Meanest Man In the
strongly from tart and business World,"
for a summer run. \\ nineshas steadily held up. Pace well day matlm es the
first ten
)\vs are

Is

lately

11.

tion,

will

management.

LADY TSEN MEI

Cohan Returning in "The Tavern*
George M. Cohan is keeping hii
promise to bring "The Tavern" back
to New York with himself in the

Always playing the greater Ki'lth theatre*. This week (Mnv 9>
sealed for $1.50 while the rest of the
Y
Th's rl.armin B oriental hewltrhes In a repertoire
y, N
S?£w?
,H
w,n- aealu be featured
Winter house is $1. Night prices are Si' for of
the Occident.
Will
In picture* eomn.<win
K June 15 principal role.
Garden (20th week).
Another the best seats in the house, with a
"""""•" of t "° pM
The piece plays Brooklyn next
«*«
two weeks will end th<> run. Show special $1.50 matinee for Saturdays. Srfts»to"SJan"ta tL't'";,;:.
week and is booked to open the
for Garrick, Chicago, summer run. This policy hae succeeded *o well
Direction, NOI M AN J BFFRIES
Hudson the following Monday.

over $14,000.
"Passing Show

)

of

1921,"

T

™ ~' **

.

i

'

I

-""~

"**

-

Fr iday,

May

LEGITIMATE
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REGINA WALLACES SUCCESS

17

FUND SPENT $107,136

GIRLS BE SAFE

Disbursed $22,000

WITH JUANS GALORE?

TURNS SCALE FOR WALKER

Plays,

Vaude Sketch, and

Pictures Due in Fall

Stock Battle in Indianapolis Favors Murat
Manager with Blonde Society Favorite as Star
Chi Opera Crowd to See Her.

Bitter

—

Indianapolis,

Regina

Wallace,

an

May

11.

unusually

come her*way from the

local critics

are exceptional, but that is not half
the story, for Indianapolis society.
by far the most arlstocratio and
backward leaning in the West, has
taken Miss Wallace to its heart.
She came here exceptionally well

ing

OWES

be

in

Claim

Lease

Years— Plans

Three

for

to

Alter Building.

Los

Possession of the Lyric theatre
appears unsettled despite announcements recently that li'. II. Frazee
had leased the house from B_ B_
Smathers, the turfman, who bought
the property from the DeKoven estate and others about a year ago.
The Frazee lease Is said to call for
an annual rental of $75,000.
The Shuberts insist their lease on
the Lyric has three years to run.
It is doubtful if they wlU relinquish the house to Frazee in tha
The profits for this season will
fall.
be around $76,000. Virtually all at*
tractions taking the Lyric guaranteed, with the film showings thera
fixed at a rental of $5,000 weekly.
It la understood Frazee has mada
overturea to tha Shuberts toward
disposing of their lease. Tha Frazee
plan, In which several others are
Its objects fully.
interested, is said to call for tha
erection of an office building on 42d
street,, doing away with tha Lyric
"TIP" TRUE
lobby and placing tha houaa entrance on 43d at rest Showmen, who
Chicago's
Famous
Report That
know the house, believe such ft plan
Critio Comes East Is So.
la not feasible because of fire-law
restrictions.
Tha office building
Chicago. April 11.
Indications are that Percy Ham- Idea ia supposed to be a means of
mond will leave the Chicago Trib- revenue to offset the heavy theatre
une dramatic desk in October and rental.
assume the one on the New York
Tribune. Some time ago he refused

looked

directly following
premieres of two

striking similarity In theme and
treatment that a "Don Joan" war Is
Doubtless
imminent.
practically
the Shuberts will protect the Selregards
wyn offering as
road booking, and the Krlanger interests will
do likewise for the Frohman version,
but one of the vital factors in the
case seems to be a legal point concerning the changing of the title
under which the play was originally

copyrighted

Casey

Haverhill, Mass. for several
months, will be transfered to Duluth
for the summer opening May 28.
Joe Golder Is recruiting a summer
stock to open in Trenton, N. J.
Florence Flynn has been engaged.
William Grew, manager of a vaudeville house in London. Ont_ has
taken the Grand, Hamilton, for

In

summer stock.
The stock company which

closed
at the Princess, Des Moines,
will be transferred to the Brandies,
Omaha, for the summer. It was
originally planned to send the company to the Burtice, Davenport, but
the Davenport house was destroyed
1,

by fire last week.
George Leflngwell

will leave the
Prospect, Cleveland, with his associate players and inaugurate a new
season of summer stock at the

Scovell Injured,

which.

auto-

an

A

J

B0SS0M WILL APPEAL

from the eastern paper,
is said to have had

offer

_______

but recently

arose when Henry W. Savage and a misunderstanding with the Chl- Henry John Bottom Taking Grand-*
father's Will to Higher Court,
Harrlson Grey Flske produced "The C ago daily. It is said when B. L. T.
Devil" some years ago
died, the Tribune asked him to take
Blnghamton, N. Y., May 11.
"The Last Nights of Don Juan." the comedy column. Hammond was
Appeal to tha Court of Appeals
the Rostand play, la In three short not willing to devote his talents
acts and will probably require a towards 'piecing together a string has been taken by Henry John Boesom of New York, tha actor, In tha
curtain-raiser.
Last week several of dally paragraphs of fllppery.
copies of "L'lllustratlon," a Parisian
Burns Mantle of the New York matter of the probata of tha last
periodical containing tha play in Mall, formerly Sunday editor of the will and testament of John Bossooa
Tha
toto, were received in New York, Chicago Tribune and later its New of this city, hla grandfather.
and translators have been busy York dramatic correspondent, is appeal ia from an order of re ve real
making English literal translations said to have been offered Ham- of judgment entered in tha offics
ready for the adaptors. One of the mond's Chicago mantle, but de- of the Surrogate Court, March t.
chief difficulties has been in cast- clined. James Whi taker, now rep- setting aside the decree of tha Suring the title role which in the Ros- resenting the Tribune in New York, rogate Court of Broome County, entand version requires ft player who declined also.
The successor has tered July 21, sustaining ft codicil
to tha will which cut hla grandson
must appear as a youth in the not yet been fixed.
^
first act and as a man of forty in
Hammond is probably the most from sharing in tha $30,000 eatata
the remainder of tha play.
Leo famous dramatic critic In America. he ia declared to have left.
Under tha terma of Mr. Boasom'a
Dltrichstein, John Barrymore and His style Is biting but not bitter,
Lionel Atwill are tha "types" men- and his matter is currented wtlh will, dated March 6, 1902. the grandson
was to receive about $6,000, but
tioned as essential to the proper in- wit and epigram. He Is often causterpretations of the role.
tic but rarely cruel and often de- a later codicil, dated May 28, 1914,
cut him off entirely. Tha grand*
The value of tha title character lightfully humorous.

lithographs.

Ben

and

HAMMOND

matically, Invalidates the copyright,
so that any version of Don Juan
may be presented without fear of
similar situation
prosecution.

The Marcus' $how of 1920 closes
Four adthis week In Cleveland,
weeks may be accepted in
ditional
stock
Corse Payton will move his
company from Scranton to Teller's New England before starting reShubert, 'Brooklyn, opening May 28. hearsals for the '21 show, which
Jimmy Evans Installed May 2 a will be a revue of pretentious order.
musical tab stock in the Majestic,
Marcus, in a statement regarding
Halifax.
The company is playing two towns where his show had difft three -a -day policy.
ficulties with local authorities this
The stock at the Majestic, Hali- spring, says It was due to the unfax, closed May 1.
The company,
line of paper
operated by E. V. Phelan, will be authorized use of a
managed next season by Jack which he had ordered discontinued
and which was "rung In" by the
O'Connell.
Richard La Salle la recruiting a printer. He Insists his show is as
summer stock for Blnghamton, N. clean as any musical attraction and
Y. Erna Preston and La Salle will says he has been seriously prejuplay the leads. The city but recent- diced by national publicity growing
ly had two stocks in competition.
The stock company under the out of the "error" in posting raw

May

may

cinema,

which amounted to $84,160.
Daniel Frohman, who is

$10,000

STOCKS.

&

Shuberts

Angeles in the interests of the organization, was absent for the first
the New York
time In 17 years. Joseph R. Grlsproductions which are already mak- mer was prevented from appearing
ing hasty preparations to be tha by illness. Frank F. Mackay, the
first in the field to offer the debonair 89 -year-old veteran presided.
The
character to the theatre going pub- old officers were elected, including
Directly following the an- those mentioned, and Mr. Scrlbner
lic.
nouncement that the Selwyna had as treasurer and Walter Vincent as
ARTISTS
acquired "L'Homme a la Rose." by secretary.
Henri Batallle, and which Arch SelGeorge M. Cohan was elected a
wyn purchased in Paris, it is said trustee for three years, to serve
Hebrew Actors' Union Takes that the Frohman Co. acquired with Marc Klaw, Ralph Delmore,
American rights to Edmond Ros- Carrie Harwood, Milton Nobles,
Over Theatre.
tand's "La Dernier Nult de Don Frank McKee. Joseph Herbert was
Juan" which has also been a cur- chosen trustee for one year.
The Jewish Art Theatre closed rent Paris success.
Mr. Klaw said the Fund was never
Both plays depend upon the in better financial shape, but is not
its doors over a fortnight ago, heavfor
Don
Juan
famous
character
of
ily indebted to the Hebrew Actors'
yet out of the woods as far as retheir popularity and bear such a sources are concerned to carry out
Union for unpaid salaries.

MARCUS SHOW

Sherrill

Don

and

for next season

•

of

Scrlbner,

—

presentations, featurJuan, in blank verse, prose

Piractical

In addition, it is said that RuIntroduced in a personal way, and
her arrival revealed the embarrass- dolph Shildkraut, who came from
ing fact that four prominent women Vienna for the express purpose of
had sent their motor cars to the playing the principal roles at a
She salary of $450 weekly, found that
station for her convenience.
had to choose among them which toward the end of the season two
one she would proceed in to her week's salary had been unpaid.
hotel, where not only her room, but This Mr. Shildkraut is said to have
the hall leading to it, was a mass of waived all claims to.
flowers.
The sum that the management
What is known as the "opera owed the artists amounted to becrowd" in Chicago has hired a spe- tween $9,000 and $10,000.
Two
cial Pullman in which to make the weeks
before the Passover the
this
trip to Indianapolis to see her
union decided to take action and
week in "Mamma's Affair."
took over the theatre on its own.
The result of all this is a distinct One-half of the indebtedness to arturning of the tide in favor of the tists was paid off as a resuP. of the
Stuart Walker company, which is takings after deducting operating
engaged in a bitter personal battle and advertising expense.
honors with Gregory
for* stock
An angle on the salary question
Kelly.
between father and son is indicated
incidentally,
is
Miss Wallace,
between Rudolph Shildkraut's earncapably supported by a company, ing power and that of his son,
including George Gaul, an old fa- Josef.
The senior Shildkraut revorite; John Wray, whose success ceived $450 weekly, while Josefs
has also been pronounced, and Ald- salary was $500 weekly in "PaA previous contract gans"; $450 weekly, however, is
rlch Barker.
necessitates Miss Wallace yielding considered "fat" for Jewish artists.
shortly to Blanche Yurka, but she
will visit here before returning to
CLOSING
New York to begin rehearsals In a
new play in which it is understood
she will play Countess Guiccioll to Owner Explaina Wrong "Paper"
Got Him In Bad.
an unnamed actor's Byron.

management

SEEMS UNSETTLED

treasurer of the
Actors' Fund reported Tuesday at
the annual meeting of the Actors'
Fund at the Hudson theatre that
$107,136 had been expended over the
y ear $22,950 more than the income

JEWISH ART THEATRE

beautiful blonde, has come here for
the first time as leading woman for
the Stuart Walker stock company
at the Murat, and literally taken
Indiana's stately capital by storm.'
Such reviews and praise as have

In

corns for Relief

Sam

Two

LYRIC POSSESSION

Mors Than

But Back.

Portland, Ore., May 1L
Ben Scovell, nephew of Sir Henry
Irving and himself a noted Shakes-

i

I

died
in
February,
1917.
the codicil of tha will was
offered for probata, it was contested by the actor on tha grounds)
it was not valid, was not a volunfather

has also been developed into ft
one-act sketch which will be offered
in' tha
Keith vaudeville theatres J. A. GOLDEN OPENING STOCK.
next season as soon as ft player
Joseph A. Golden, picture director
of sufficient ability can be found. and owner of the Crystal Film Co.,
The sketch will have but one man, Is returning to legitimate theatricals.
and will employ the services of six He has taken a lease of the Grand,
women to typify the principals in Trenton, N. J., and will reopen it
the various amours of Don Juan.
May 23 with a stock company. The
leading lady will be Miriam Doyle;
Miss Vandarbilt Opening Monday leading man Ben Taggard; John
Gertrude Vanderbllt will open in McCoy stage director.*
the Ina Claire role in "Tha Gold
The tenancy is for the summer,
Diggers" Monday night.
with an option permitting the stock
Miss Claire will sail shortly for policy to continue the entire season
Europe for a vacation.
[ if it proves profitable.

When

tary act, and that the testator waa
not of sound mind when it wan
drawn up.
The case waa tried in Surrogate
Court and tha jury brought in a
verdict in favor of tha contestant.

County Judge Benjamin Banker
denied the motion for a new trial
made by attorneys for tha estata
and appeal waa mada to the Appelate Division.
Tha codicil wan
declared valid by a deciaion given
by Judge Carter of tha Appelat*
Division, who reversed tha decision
of the jury and declared that thera
was not sufficient evidence to warrant the finding of the jury.

pearean actor, is back in Portland
where, a few years ago, he was
war drives and as an enter-

active In

tainer. The player,was severely injured by shrapnel while serving
overseas as an entertainer for the
Canadian forces, and he ia incapacitated for the heavy demands of the'

SHOWS

tour In the fall, with Henry Millar
and Blanche Bates.
"Just Suppose" closed In Cleve-

stage.

He

is

appearing here on church

rostrums and at clubs In varied
programs which feature the presentation of "The Sign of the Cross."

company

land April 30.

"Take
day

Galtea

May 23. Norma Phillips
is now hie
loading woman, ht»r
predecessors, at various times hftVing
been Beulah Poynter, May

the time she

is

the leading

woman.

from Me" closed Satur-

company

tha Joa
Thursday.
Arrangements were under way to send tha)
show to the coast, opening June 5 ha
Denver.
"The Passing Show" closes at
Troy, N. Y„ May 12, two weeks*
time in New England being cancelled. "It was originally produced
in 1918 with the Howard Brothers
in the main roles.
They played
with It In New York and on tha
road for a long time. leaving ta
Join another Winter Garden show*
The Klein Brothers opened at Wilmington, Del., taking tha other
team'a place. The Klein Brothers*
Roy Cummlngs and soma of tha
other principala ure under lung
term contracts to the Shuberts.

for the past three seasons,

Duchess,

destinies of Philadelphia's only stock

It

in Elmlra, N. Y. The
to report to

was ordered

will not return to the Orpheum next
season, according to the latest reFielder would like to return
port.

here next year, and he Is casting
about for a house, but may be forced
out by the theatre shortage; The
present season, which ends In a few
Bucklet and Betty Wales.
Others weeks, has been quite successful,
in the company are Mrs. George but it is understood that the agreeHibbard, Hal Brown, and Elmer ment between company and house is
Brown.
"Adam and Eva," is the not satisfactory to the latter. It is
piece for the opening week at the said to have been a 60-40 proposiDuchess.
tion, and the house wanted more on
Robert McLaughlin has laid his their side. The Orpheum is a Zimplans for summer stock at the Ohio, merman house, with Frank McGill
Cleveland, and will offer his new as manager.
There is no visible
repertoire company In "Clarence" opening at any downtown house for
Week May 16, with Alfred Lunt in stock, and it is doubtful if Fielder
the title role. Some new plays are would care about going to West
also listed for production. Including Philadelphia, where he would have
"The Jury of Fate," by C. S. M Mc- to count on losing a large part of
Lellan; "The House of Corpora- his following.
tion," by Michael Morton, and nn
Julia Dean will head the summer
A. H. Woods' offering, "The Man stock in Pittsfleld, Mass., for one
with 100 Faces," as well as a new month, opening the latter part of
Avery Hopwood farce.
The company will present
May.
Frank Fielder, who has guided the several of her former pieces during

CLOSING.

"The Famoua Mrs. Fair" closed
May 7 In Boston. It will resume on

Revival of "John

Our President entertained CAPT. ANSON and his charming daughweek while they were playing Keith's, Washington. They are

ters last

the recipients of publicity everywhere.

,'

"Notables pay homage to 'Pop' Anson
Star, Washington. Raid:
his pretty daughters. Senators, Representatives and heads of government departments lustily applaud' d them. Many recalls rewarded th<efforts of the Capt. and his girls."

The

and

Broadway, New York, this
York, nftxt week (May 16). li.

w«'-ok

(May

f*

»

:

Regent an

F. Keith.-, Philadelphia,

i

Fordl ntn,

week \Muj

New

-''>).

office

Ferguson.*

The Theatre Guild has recruited
a company for a revival of "John
Ferguson" which they
the Cirri'

will place in

k.

Dudley Dlggi who has been apIn "Lllfom" will be switched

pearing
10

the lea ling role of the

[pice*

Ferguson

a

—

-

-

,

LEGITIMATE
JACK LAIT'S REVIEWS
THE LAST WALTZ.
fieneral Mlor.u Krasian.
Knslgn Oralnaki
'aptaln Kaminakl
Lieutenant llatlain
•

Adjutant Labineacue
Marietta
'«'
;» Ask

.

.1

w .

....

.4

.

..

.Clarence Harvey
Rex Carter
John V. Lowe
....Ted Lorraine
Irving Rnae

Ruth Mills
H „, TivaM&y- Daly

*

Lieut. Jack Iferrington,

I).

8.

N

Walter Woolf
....James Barton
Eleanor 1'alnter

Mat Maltby

Vera Llaavota
Alaxandrowna Corpullnakl

<'cunteaa

Florence Morrison
Beatrice Swanson
Marcella ISwanaon

A nnuschka
J

lannuachka

Gladys Walton
Eleanor Griffith
ltabuschks
Harry Fender
Karon Ippollth
George Evans
Grand Duke Hubenatltch
Isabel Rodriguez
Carmenina
Ifarguerite
....Giuran
and
.Dancers
Harrison Brockbank
l'rtnce Paul
l'etruschka

Rena Manning

Chochette

Nan Ralnsford
<ok>. .......... ....••..
..Helen Herendeen
Sylvette.
Babette
••••• . .Carolyn Reynolds
I

.Jean

Francins...
Zadie

times saccharine.
He reminds at
times of Donald Brian a generation
ago, save for dancing, of which he
attempts little, not even waltsing
with any degree of illustration to
the waltz piece de resistance. The
Misses Swanson and Gladys Walton,
In

gv&£i!ftg

This is a "Chocolate Soldier"
without Any "My Hero."
Oscar Straus, the composer. Is
"The Last
starred In the billing.
Waltz" has some slashing finales
and some climactic ensembles, some
tunef ul solos and not one representatlve duet
The love duo has been
the heart's heart of every light opera
success, especially the waits light
opera. Straus, one of the greatest
compounders of this fortune -making
type of waits sensations, failed to
come back with one in "The Last
Walts."
In truth the song hit of the evening was "A Baby in Love," by Al
Goodman, Interpolated. It proved
one of those seven encore-taking
jingles in the cute hands of Eleanor
Griffith and Harry Fender, mostly
Miss Griffith. That and the unashamed comedy dancing of James
Barton corraled the loud applause
largely, with incidental dance specialties going strongly, as usual.
Eleanor Painter, featured prima
donna, was charming. Her crystal
soprano rang high and bell like, but
Straus had exported little for her
except as tests of her range and the
superfine Quality of her notes. Her

trip-let

parts,

perfect.

Of the specialties those of Giuran
and Marguerite scored most resoundingly.
Isabel
Rodriguez in
Spanish dances was partly eclipsed
by clowning.
Barton, with next to the funniest
feet on earth, dripped with "fat."
He had all the fat lines and all the
hoakum, with fancy disguises, comedy shoes, a souse, burlesques and
plenty of support thrown to him to
sap the fun out of all the straight

Thomas love

Amelia Allen

-ingenue

Harrison
went through breezily.
Brockbank as a royal "heavy" was

stuff.

umph

It

to him,

was a night of
and low comedy

tritri-

umps

|
I

finitely
stronger comedy vehicle
than it was when It was young, but
good-slsed chunks could be torn out
of It without harming anyone and
for the betterment of Hyams and
Mclntyre and the cause. If a few
performers could hear some of the
comments In front at times they'd
The "victory" of
be surprised.
stringing out material is hollow.
The soul of vaudeville is speed the
heart of vaudeville in variety; the
body of vaudeville is brevity.
Ella Retford of the 'alls carried
home the individual honors of the
bill.
Closing intermission the fair
British girl took the eye and the
heart of the audience on entrance.
Miss Retford is a girl of wholesome
;

seemly numbers as ever style of English music hall artistes.
Starting with a couple of London
did the famous chorus guides of
yore, when such things had current esque ditties that suffered a jot bestandards. Mason avoided any er- cause of the custom of two- and- two
American performer would
rors of "flyness* and his girls com- where an
ported themselves admirably and do one-and-three with catchlines,
Miss
Retford
made exit to strong
fetchingly.
applause. She made a rapid change
If "The Last Walts" is to be a big in view to snow Marilynn Miller In
hit It would be well to put Into it at "Sally," which she did fairly, falling
once one great melody. Herr Straus' as a dancer In a perfect imitation
feelings notwithstanding, there are of one of the greatest.
She then
a dozen- men In Hew York who essayed Laurette Taylor, which permight supply the need if the art of ished pretty, for In voice Miss Retwriting waltses has not been for- ford lacks any similarity to the
gotten.
familiar creator of "Peg." But next
(This is the first of the series of she visualized and vocalized Belle
productions to be made with the ul- Baker singing "It's All Over," and
timate end of picturization by Fa- this was a triumph and a handmous Players. "The Last Walts" made riot. The Imitation was suwas among the bundle of scrips perb. Belle herself would have gone
bought en masse In Germany and wild over It. It sent the stranger
Austria early this season- It was off happy and "In" by a mile.
written by Julius Brammer and AlThe Santos-Hayes revue, seemfred Grunwald. Critics viewing the ingly feeling the handicap of Its popresentation at the Century from a sition, tore in with that snap and
film angle state that It is excellent vim which characterizes the Moore
Megley system of presenting
for that purpose.)
St
mult I -people acta By the time the
stars entered the support had it
light, brisk,

—

PALACE.

Incredible things were done In
that third act.
Miss Griffith and
Fender, having exhausted "A Baby
in Love" midway in Act 2, came
back out of nowhere in Act 3 and
did a repeat chorus, which, of
course, died. It is the only instance
known where an encore was taken
in a succeeding act. All this took
place considerably after 11.16, the
operetta ringing down about 11.35.
Miss Painter, following regal gowns
and operatic melodies, returned in
a frock and light and frothy "Ooola-la" number suitable, perhaps, for
Ethel Levey. That, too, tapered off,

_ehow lacks sufficient distinction
drop two-thirds across stags and a
blue scrim ever tho rest, lighted to elevate her to stardom. Ton Ilka
from upstage. It took throe seat her In a cold. Impersonal way.
But two people stood out In the
curtains.
Gordon and Ford got laughs, most oast—Hugh Cameron, a surefire low
Gorcomedian
who Is intrinsically funny,
nothing.
seemingly
on
of them
don reminds of Willie Howard In and Anne Page as a companion to
physique and technique, though at the dowager. She goes through the
one time broadly Imitating. Miss piece without uttering a word until
Ford has a diva voles, which she the finish. Her pantomiming elicuses for straight to the laughs and ited roars of laughter. Robert PitHeld up and kin as a Russian baron played his
for honest vocalics.
kept the sitters amused; four bows. role with legitimate distinction, and
Hyaras and Mclntyre opened the Frank Greene contributed an excelsecond half. ThJs was one of the lent characterization of a lovable
long babies. "May bloom" is an In- Englishman, the majority of the

at the Century have not been
frequent.
J. C. Huffman and Frank Smith
son are credited with the general lines and toothsome vision. She is
staging. Musical numbers are pro- not too English to be entirely appregramed as by Allan K. Foster. Jack ciated by Harlemltes and visiting
spice which
Mason was the chorus director, and buyers, yet she has the
he turned out as artistic a run of is the main asset of the Alice Lloyd

a peak at the end
and down to light
comedy soubret tempo in the third.
The third act in all Is a glaring
anti-climax, marked by sorry showmanship in running order and
theme, and appending a makeshift
Speaking as a veteran New
ending to what was until then a Yorker of almost nine hours' resipowerful love story, the main asset dence, your not so humble servant,
this offering had toward wide popu- the undersigned, can find little to
lar patronage.
rap this week at vaudeville's capital

role worked up to
of the second act

warmed up nicely, and the comedy
come-on wowed it with a bang and

otherg barely getting by.
cialties
heels.

were dragged

In

The speby the

The opening performance ran

to

11.45, due in no small measure to
the insistence of the song pluggers,

—
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series of songs strung around to fit
the succession of settings, played
third and ran swiftly and handily If

ducers can still be found to pay
royalty on such stories. The dialog
isn't unusually brilliant; the mjsic
is reminiscent, but an attempt is
made to counteract these defects by

handclapplng was overabundant. At
times it grew somewhat annoying to not rouslngly. Miss Sunshine looked
like
a wind-blown
those with entirely neutral vibra- and danced
tions.
It seemed like the city hall blaek-eyfwl Susan, young as ever, half a dozen comedy roles, a prima
machine at a political rally for the delightfully frminlne. Tempest was donna who can sing well, and atsoon In boys and young fellows, tractive scenic and sartorial equipadministration.
Waller Woolf as an Amorhan playing leading man to her dashing ment.
Although Miss Kosta has a sweet,
naval liteutenant, tho perfect hero. slstor. Tho final scene was sweet
wjui manly and handsome, if At a w««Hing set with a rural church well-trained voice and is pretty, she

two years as a regular

la,

mi

theatrical at-

traction.

The show doesn't reach the stand*
ard set by "Yip Yip Yaphank*
which was composed mostly of pro*
fessionals, but tbe

Canadian bunch

unearthed a femalo Impersonator im
Ross Hamilton who can remain in
the States as long as he wishes and
take his pick of (he many offers
which ha is about to be the recipient of. Not since Julian Eltinge.
first flashed across the theatrical
horizon has sn impersonator of the
gentler sex arisen with the same
sweet feminine personality that entirely destroys the illusion of sex.
In addition, Hamilton has beauty
of form that would grace a Ziegfeld
number leader and a falsetto so*
prano that Is remarkable for sweet-

-

A

—

and

May

ness and range.
who demanded encores on the num.-*
"Red" Newman also stood out in
bers until the remainder of the au- a single with "Oh, Oh, Oh. It's a
dience was well-nigh frantic.
Lovely War." As a trench Tommie
"Princess Virtue" is no worse than with a Cockney accent "Red" was
many other musical comedy produc- forced to encore a half a dozen
tions and not as good as some.. It times. Jimmy Goode contributed a
blackface specialty of songs and.
Jolo.
strikes a fair average.
monolog. The war and anecdotes
of service incidents were the theme
PHOEBE OF QUALITY ST.
which got over before a sympathetic
Dorothy Ward gathering of about a half house full.
Phoebe Throsael
Jessamine Newcomb In one of his specialties Goods play a
Susan Throeasel
Warren Proctor several brass pieces borrowed from.
ValentHne Brown
Shaun OlenvlUe
Beret. Terenco O'Toole
Gertrude Mudfe the orchestra.
Patty
Every one of the cas. got a chance
......Muriel Tlndal
Miss Wlllouchby
Mary McCord to lead a number during the action,
Fanny WiUoushby
Marie Pet ten and the ensemble singing was unHenrietta Trumbull
Mets
Lucius
I.leut. Spier
Joe Tlnsley to Broadway standards.
Knsigrn Blades.....
The stage was enveloped in a
Gertrude Blair
Charlotte
Lillian Wilck proscenium velvet drop ornamented
Harriet
.
Elaine Mcintosh with a maple leaf.
Isabella
The full stage
Marie Farrell
Elisabeth
Master Alfred Little numbers were followed by special*
Georgia
Master Thomas Victory ties in "one,'* no trace of a book beWilliam Smith
Miss Usrda Burnett ing claimed or discerned.
Jon*
The opening, showing a trench,
The metropolitan premiere of scene,' with bursting shells and
"Phoebe of Quality Street" Is an other effects of battle, transpired
thankfulness.
occasion for Joy and
on a darkened stage.
strip change
There wss so much to be grateful from khaki to flannel trousers folIn the first place—the very lows the announcement the armisfor.
first place— there was a story to be tice has been signed.
followed that is so far removed from
"Behind the Lines," a skit enactthe imbecllic plots that ordinarily ed in an estanment, was a faithful
prevail in current day musical reproduction in detail of the little
shows as to be almost idyllic. It French lounging holes that helped
hours when the
Is an adaptation of Barrie's "Quality while away the
Street" and furnished an Inspira- boys had a chance to get out of the
Charles McLean as Mation for the legitimate, dig.-.ified sewers.
score provided by that Austrian dame, the ancient proprietress of
composer, Walter Kollo, who, some the restaurant, gave a fine char*
Her daughter Marie
claim, should be mentioned in the acterisation.
same breath with Strauss and Le- (Fred Fenwick) was also cleverlyhar. Be that as it may, he has pro- handled. The other characters were
vided a catchy waits number that worthy, with Frank Brayford as a
may not class with "The Merry Cockney, taking the scene with an
Widow" or kindred continental excellent portrayal of a LImehouse
waltz success, but is likely to be limey.
"The Duchess Entertains," anheard from in this community. The
adaptation of Barrie's story is rath- other full stage scene, was a comedy
high light. The boys convalescsomewhat
by
only
halted
literal,
er
ponderous lyrlclsing to fit the orig- ing back of the lines are invited by

clinched the hit. One of the comedians interpolated a line or two that inal Austrian score.
had not been heard in the earlier
The cast is headed by Dorothy
showings of the turn but had been Ward, a statuesque Englishwoman
heard in other turns, notably one
except the length of the acta. If a lifted from Val and Ernie Stanton. who has for years been identified
few of the performers who get the This is all wrong, as it hurts this with "pantomime" productions in
string-lt-out fever when they hit beautiful and exclusive act, hurts Great Britain and* who. according
the Palace had to stand back of the the performer and hurts the right- to American standards, overacts a
main floor seats with the Monday ful owners of the lines. Otherwise bit On second thought, when did
any acting in
night dockers, touts, railbirds and this
now established miniature one ever encounter
the rest of the talent they'd get to evening's entertainment (50 minutes our musical comedy productions?
It, do it and beat it.
And this after long) was flawless vaudeville. The That may account for the feeling
two of the most famous time -eaters r.nants opened. The clowning and that our English visitor seemed to
But she sings well and
in the game were shushed hard by tumbles got many a laugh, and not "overact."
the management Herschel Henlere until the closing were any human the role calls more for prima donna

J. Rosamond Johnson. Johnson
forms revealed. Very strong opener.
was trimmed down to 12 minutes,
Ben R. Roberts took his place
Henlere to 19, working minus Mrs. Monday as the new leader of the
Henlere entirely and sloughing the new Palace orchestra. The change
bit in the pit
was electric. With probably the
The Santos and Hayes revue was lone exception of the wonder orcheswhereas earlier every peep from
every performer had been madly sentenced to close. It proved strong tra at the Palace, Chicago. Roberts'
applauded. The close of the story, enough to hold In the visitors, but organization has no competlon in
which was left knotted at tho sec- it was a cruel test for an act that is an American vaudeville pit. The
ond act end, was unraveled so episodic in its construction. At the orchestra problem at this stellar
swiftly and abruptly that few knew end of each scene a walkout might stand has been long and consisthave been precipitated by any ently in controversy and discussion.
it was over when it had ended.
If anything sells "The Last Waltz" thoughtless or heartless few, and On Monday's showing it seems setIt will be tho appealing story, though
there would have been a stampede, tled.
LaiL
that failed to bring home "The Lady according to the well-established
of tb% Lamp," with a similar plot in vaudeville rule of last come first left
Chinese atmosphere. This has the flat. That the crowd remained In as
happy ending, unhappily as it was a body until 11:17 was a fine tribute
engineered.
The settings are rich both to the holding propensities of
and gorgeous. The music probably the act and the 'courtesy of the palhas an academic charm to students pably friendly and effusive audience.
of light opera construction, but none At the matinee It rang down at 5.46.
VIRTUE.
of it la popular and the number
Henlere Is not to be blamed. He
...........Jules Bpainy
from which the title Is derived, chopped his entire opening, ellml- Gautler
.•••••••••..Allen Fagan
Pierre
which is done as a duet at the close atlng the feminine element from his Francine.
Alms Malson
....«•••« •••..
of Act 1, somewhat as the Immortal turn, making It a bald single (very Mrs. Demsrest....
.....Sarah Edwards
waits and song were done in "The hard to do with Henlere's artistic M las Lesdbeatsr. reeeeeeeseeeee sAllD$ *£&b6
Cameron
Hugh
Bourbon
,.••
Merry Widow,* drew recognition hair), and passing up some tried Bruce Crawford..,
Bradford Klrkbrldge
but no salvos such as were required and certain comedy. He did 28 min- Carre
.......Barie A. Fox
•
there.
It Is not a rememberable utes at the matinee. His viewpoint Hiram Demsrest.. •••••••.•..Frank Moulan
Sylvia Ellas
—...
melody. The end of Act 2 comes Is neither remote nor culpable. Mszlne
Transky... ...........Robert Pitkin
nearer to it. but Is tragic and inter- When a man has worked up In a Baron
Llane Demsrest..* ........... .Tessa Kosta
pretative rather than sentimental, few years from No. 2 on Association Sir Arthur Cower. .......... .Frank Greene
and therefore may scarcely bo a time to next to closing at the Palace Claire Morln...... .......... Zel la Bambeau
Francois. ......... ....••....Charles Jerome
substitute.
It Is a bit vexing to have to elimiGrady Miller
.......... .. ,—..
The story Is essentially Viennese nate major portions of his routine Chariot
ChlO. ...a......... .«•••.. Leroy Montesanto
In every throb and all Its progress. 'In the high spot of the national map Po is son. ........ see ••
Harold Gouldsn
Harold Atterldge and Edward D. In his profession. As It was he
Dunn ar* credited with It no men- stopped the show working entirely
"Princess Virtue," a musical comtion being made of a foreign libret- at the piano. He made a very kind edy, had Its metropolitan premiere
tist.
But It Is scarcely conceivable little speech, recommending the at the Central May 4. It Is by B. C.
that Americans wrote "The Last closing act, and retired when he Hilliam and Gits Rice, staged by
Leon Eirol and Is presented by GerWalts" as an original thought, for It could easily have encored.
Johnson's act went well enough ald Bacon, with Tessa Kosta featIs as certainly Austrian as "Mary"
In the deuce slot, though It was ured.
is American.
The story Is one of the oldest in
It Is some time since the old flare chiseled down to about half Its
of uniformed hussars, dens of semi- western Ingredients. It was a better musical comedy. An American heirsavage princes and hostile grand act from a standpoint of solid value ess is courted by two European addukes coming with tartar seneschals than when his troupe and their venturers who want to marry her
has been seen. This in itself Is a leader stall and jockey and demean for her money. She has a childhood
welcome novelty the return of Ihe themselves for recalls and hand- sweetheart who loves her for herself.
old as the successor to the new. claps. It went roarlngly, and there A bogus cable arrives to Inform her
she is penniless, whereupon the adThe decorous chorus, also, was re- was plenty of It.
Tempest and Sunshine, with a venturers renege, leaving the field
freshing. Surprising that 1921 merries could be induced to so far hide six-scene production that looked clear for the dashing American
their charms when they can reveal like a conglomerate collection of tenor.
Tho remarkable part Is that promore in a stroll down Broadway any scenes from a light opera with a

afternoon.
As at all Shubert openings, the

Friday,

a

titled Englishwoman to a musicals at her home. The humor of
the high brow entertainment offered
was high travesty.
daring dance

A

c.
Flossy Fuclose (Alan Murray)
caught on with the mob so strongly
it nearly broke up the party. Charles
McLean as Mile. Tres Moutarde, a
French music hall artist, had sev<
eral funny bits.
An octet of old songs showed
splendid voices, while Albert Plunkett captured the personality honor*
for the non -Impersonating members
with
numbers, *T Know
work than light comedy though Wherehisthetwo
Flies Go" and "Down
that
scene
she has a big emotional
Texas
Way." The last mentioned
requires a lightness of touch in was sung
a cabin prop with
which she was palpably ponderous. Plui.\ett inbefore
cowboy attire.
Another recruit from England is
Jock Holland as a Scotch lass led
low-comedian
Shaun Glenville, the
a number and danced gracefully beof the cast, who dances well and fore a chorus of
unbuckled a number of bits of com- whirlwind hornpipe.male Scots in a
edy business that are new to AmerThe program credits Jack Mcicans and excruciatingly funny His Laren with the skits,
Alan Murray;
work at times suggests that of the dances and Leonard
Young the
times
other
Wilklo Bard, and at
gowns.
other English comics.
Had "Biff, Bing, Bang," come in
throughout
cast
singing
It is a
on the crest of the service wave it
and therefore capable of sustaining might have remained indefinitely.
the high class score, especially in Tbere
is
meaty entertainment
the ensembles and concerted num- which despite a few rough spots,
bers. The audience-accepted the pre- could have been added
to the local
sentation throughout with respect- bill of fare several months ago. The
ful and dignified appreciation, there edge was taken off following the
being a merciful absence of "plug- cessation of hostilities when vaude*
gers."
As a result there were but ville acts harboring male chorisone or two encores for the gems of ters were as common as split weeka
and the curtain descended It hasn't a chance for a run locally*
opera
the
before 11 p. m. to an apparently well
Con,
pleased audience of first nighters.
The production by the Shuberts
is bright, in keeping with the Na- "THE BEASON
IN STOCK*
poleonic period, but not necessarily

—
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WHY"

"Phoebe of Quality
expensive.
Street" stands a good chance of
remaining all summer at the ShuIf It doesn't It will be bebert.
cause our public prefers "leg shows."
Jolo.

BIFF, BING,

BANG!

Boss RSmaton, "Red" Newman, Albert
Plunkett, Jack McLaren, Alan Murray,
Arthur Holland, Fred Fenwlck, Charles
McLean, BIU Tennant, Frank Brayford,
Tom Young. Jack Aver, Jimmy Goode.
Leonard Young, Ted Charters, Ben Allen,
Morley Plunkett, Bobby Scott, Bert Wilkinson, Percy Campbell, Arthur Wltham,
Arthur Nicholson and
Capt.
M, W.
Plunkett.

This soldier show that made Its
metropolitan bow at the Ambassador Monday night is first rate entertainment, but why the delay? A
week or two locally is about all that
can be gained by the New York
showing.
Unless the American
Legion adopts it for a swing around
the Legion post cities under sponsorship it hasn't a chance to continue in the States.
Capt. M. W. Plunl.ett presents
the troupe, an all-Canadian aggregation of ex-service men who comprised
the official entertainment
corps of the Third Division of the
C. E. F. After the war the company
was kept intact by Captain Plunkett and have been appearing in
England and Canada for the past

Toronto,

The

May

11.

Edward

H. Robins stock
which has started its annual season
at the Royal Alexandra, Toronto, is
to present several

new

plays during

summer. One will be given the
week of May 30 when "The Reason
Why" will have Its first showing.
This drama Is by Mrs. Lillian Trimble Bradley arid Grant Morris. Mrs.
the

Bradley is the general stage director
for George Broadhurst.
She will
stage the piece here.

Leading Makers of
Stage Attire
For Men and Women

We costume completely

mu-;;

oSical and dramatic produce
^tions, moving pictures, acts,'!
4

!

1

revues and operas.
I
143 West 40th St., tfew York J
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INSIDE STUFF
ON LEGIT
Discussing the enoraoiu Iomm la musical corned 7 production as
Itemized recently la Variety, a musical comedy producer ef national
reputation said:
-Vanity la a baalo cause for a great deal of the failures la musical
comedy. Run the lists of productions over that have had to go through
th* doctor's hands many, many times after their Initial public once#ver, and analyse the causes for the required surgery and you'll find that
la the main the vanity of this or that person connected with the staging
1, to blame for the fearful waste later incurred to keep the pieces alive
tin they cotikl be galvanised into something Tike life.
•Who are the men producing the greater part of musical comedy pieces
today? The names recur to one automatically. With whom are most of
the failures? Largely with this same group of men. Professors with
hundred per cent, credentials for grooming a new musical book for its
opening night are given scant attention by these producers who so often
1

the *Dambells" betas; a ee-operative venture, with no eutside Interests
concerned. The "Dumbells" have played the Trans-Canadian circuit for
14 weeks, bat it hi claimed they appeared on the same percentage basis as
any other touring theatrical organisation, up to two years ago the
"Dumbells- wan a military organisation. When the members of the
compaay were mustered out ef the service they continued playing on the

oommonwealth

At

"Vanity."

*

An

English player who came here about the first of the year to appear
"In the Night Watch," which closed at the Century Saturday, was
recently the subject of a "reprimand" from an Actors' Equity Association
official because he "dared" to appear in one of the Actors' Fidelity League
monthly affairs. An arrangement between the A. E. A. and the Actors'
Association of Great Britain (the legitimate players' organization there)
provides that a member of the A. A. G. B. automatically becomes a
member of the A. E. A. when coming here, this holding good for six
months, after when he is supposed to join the A. E. A. The same holds
good for American players visiting England.
few days after appearing in the A. F. L. performance the Englishman
received a letter asking him to call at the A. E. A. office. Arriving it was
demanded that he explain his conduct in appearing at the Actors' Fidelity
League entertainment. Amazed and angered the player retorted he had
been accorded cordial treatment by the Actors' Fidelity League since
coming here; also that the A. F. L. had never so much as. suggested he
join the organization.
The Equity official then said he had written to
London for the player's "record." The latter thereupon drew out his card
in the A. A. G. B., saying his membership had expired several days ago,
In that he had not paid duos, and told the A. B, A. official to go a* far as
he liked.
fca

A

'

Dulcy," which closed for the season in Chicago, will reopen tally in
the suiuran in. yew York, probably at trie Fra7.ee. The Rrlanger offices
are of the opinion ths reports from Chicago* eoflce/Hmg tax show's Closing
left the Impression it had been put away for all time.
The Chicago business *aa entirely satisfactory, they say.
'

Theatrical realty owners ami producers were talking among themselves
the other day and the conversation digressed from the routine of business to their respective measure of happiness on earth. The conversation led up to one asking another if he wouldn't take him out and show
him a few things he had overlooked in Gotham. The other man refused.

take you out?" he commented. "I am ashamed to he < Sfl
with VOU. Y'es!
You with all your money. There isn't a place that we
miKhi go where someone wouldn't cause himself to hope that you might
break n leg. There arc a hundred or more who wish for your untlmelj
You haven't a friend
d< it h so that they may get a piece of your fortune.
In the world, with all your money, and what's more, you're unhappy.''
-d a continuation
"I think you're right." the oth.-t unsw€*rcd und dlsmii

'Why

t»f

should

1

(he subject.

a denial that the

,:,! n

1-

Is

Interested

In

"Tin

the Ambrissadoi Monday, was mude bj <:. t:
Hi states the show "liiff, Bins;.
manager of Ihe organlsntlon
owned entirely bj the compunj and Captain M. w. Pluiiknt

(•mil... lis,"

'Garrotte,

Ltd..

which opened

at

.'.
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IRISH DEW.
Khodft Brown
IVi.t O'Halloran

Peter O'Halloran
Mr*. O'Halloran
Sheila O'Halloran

Madame

May

11.
£!•!• JC&xnonrf

KdwarS Uackev

Mn.

Fotifforey

Roeey
Annunriata
Doody Marden
John Alexander

Arleea Hackee

Mary Shaw
Betty Linker
Madeline Daadet
Fiancee Victor

Mabel MtunM

Arthur Shaw

Officer t'onnelly
Aunt. V. 8. Dlat. Atty
Plain Clothee officer

(Jlen Hunter
Jay Wllaoi.
Hydney Booth

Oliver Put nan:

Win. Harris,

New

opinions of the fair sised opening
night crowd were quite varied as to
the quality of the entertainment.
This was reflected again by the next
day's newspaper reviews, some giving the play credit for all the earmarks of success and some claiming it would not last the week.
It Is somewhat difficult to classify the entertainment, dealing as it
does with the Volstead act and a flu
epidemic and the miseries brought
about by such conditions In an East
Side tenement. But opening night
the play was much too Ions; aad
draggy. especially in the first act.
The entire piece took over three

hours to drag Its weary length, but
after much of the tiring dialog Is
deleted and the players put some
snap In their delivery an entirely
different aspect might be put on the
play*« future.
At present writing
the show will not reach Broadway
as it is now and granting that it did
it wouldn't run long not withstand
ing 'some high points of interest that
might make an impression. Chief
among the sights of interest Mon-

A

sudden change was made in the cast of "Deburau" at the Belasco
of the female members was dropped Thursday night,
after having nut in a request to the management that she be allowed to
leave the production Saturday. In place of accepting the two-day notice
the resigning player was dropped immediately, with an understudy being

week when one

placed in the part,

The Equity for its two performances at the Metropolitan Sunday and
Sunday a week ago grossed over $35,000, the larger receipts being at the
show with takings of about $20,000. This did not include the special
fancy prices nailed down for premiums on programs and boxes.
first

day was a gorgeous copper still
from which liquor ("Irish Dow") Is
brewed right out on the stage, and
also the scene of a small player of
tender years running aromtd the
stage in the second act la his
"birthday" clothes after a Saturday
night bath scene.
It will be easily assumed that the
entire composition is unusual, but
in the revamping of the parts can
they make this un usualness appeal'
ing enough to be the prime drawing
card for the production T The usual
first night faults were an on hand
to add to other misfortunes, but
these faults, together with a condensation of dialog and
lesser
amplification of detail, are easily
remedied, and with this done Mr.
Harris should havo more than an
even chance.
The story centers about an old
Irish woman who refuses to admit

•'

.

(Continued on page 21)

Lew Fields is said to have arranged with the Selwyns for his new
now in rehearsal. It should be <*eady in throe or four weeks and

revue,
Is expected to land on Broadway by July 1. Fields was reported in negotiation with the Shuberts, but is said to have switched to the Selwyna
His piece is now rehearsing in the Selwyns' Times Square.

FOREIGN REVIEWS
-«^/*'

LE GRAND DUC.

louden Uultry
Publicity men will suffer a shock when they hear that the B. V. D. The Grand Duke
Michel Alexis
Beck* daltry
company of underwear makers objected to the use of the initials la the Vermilion
Polln
advance matter for the Douglas Fairbanks picture, "The Nut." la the Mile. Martinet
Jeanne Oraaicr
T Tonne Prlntentp*
matter was a sentence to the effect the publio should see Fairbanks In Mario VeuDlllon
the picture running down Broadway in his B. V. D.'s. The concern comParis, April 27.
plained to the picture people and objected to the use of th 5 name on the
A nsw work by the versatile Sacha
ground the underwear Fairbanks wore in the scene was aot B. V. D's.
Ouitry Is always awaited with interest, and there are big, fashionable
A woman raised to prominence in a single play by a woman author was crowds at the Theatre Bdouard VII
lately called In by the authoress to create a role in another of her plays. for his latest hit. "Le Grand Due."
Ths actress asked the authoress for time to think It over. The next day Luclen Ouitry again holds his legitishe reappeared with a legal looking contract that had not overlooked any mate role !n the comedy as the
father of Sacha; his makeup as a
point all of the stars combined could have asked for.
Russian duke is remarkable, to such
The authoress read it over, then handed It back with the comment the an
extent that when he made his
actress had grown more Important than shs had imagined, and that the entrance at the premiere his intiplay to fit the contract had not yet been written.
mate friends failed to recognize

him.
"The Sacrifice," written and produced by Morris Wittmann. a Brooklyn
A nouveau richc named Verrml
merchant, which opened at the Greenwich Village Monday with Toland Ion, who is depicted in sympathetic
Wittmann, the producer's daughter, in the leading role, is In ths house for color. Is most anxious his daughter Marie should receive the best
four weeks. The theatre was taken on a straight rental.
education fitting her appearance Into
society.
He has engaged a refugee
The biggest gross by any concert attraction In New York was hung up Russian grand
duke as professor of
with the double appearance at the Hippodrome of Louisa Tstrazlnni and good manners; he teaches his own
Tito Kuffo. the house taking in over $11,000. Of this the soprano Is vernacular and
studies
Kogllsh
reported to have received a flat fee of $4,000 and Ruffo 13.600. 8. Hurok. every morning In order to pass on
who arranged it, after deducting all expenses, was said to have made a to his pupil what he has personally
acquired of that language.
Th«
profit of between $1,000 and $1,500.
irony of the author adroitly reveals
Mile. MarThe charges and counter-charges In the Peggy Hopkins-Joyce marital this amusing situation.
tinet has been entrusted with the
troubles, now in the courts, and expected to take rank with the Stillman
musical department, and she sugand Stokes matters, may bring into the legal proceedings the name of at gests gymnastic lessons may be an
least one big Broadway manager. Stanley Joyce, Peggy's husband, wants asset In the modern education. Verhis marriage to her annulled. Besides the manager other show people are milion agrees, for he Is a great admirer of the music teacher's good
expected to he called when the case goes to trial.
taste.

New

>rc reducing rents around Times Square, according to all
reports. The telephone company Will not goatautc* to in?U»4V-% ne.w. phone, T
within a year, it is said, and no influence can alter their decision. Old
phones will be moved to new addresses, but new phones arc cold, inquirers
pV;or.frs

are informed. This is partly duo to the congested wired condition of the
In one of the hew buildings an office
square,- also lack of equipment.
suite was rented at $7,000 without phones that originally was held at
$12,000.

One orchestra leader playing on Itroadway, and who makes phonograph
records as well, is reported receiving $10,000 a year from one of the music
publishers for n6 tangible reason at all but simply for the "plug" he can
afford them and the Influence he may have with the phonograph companies in getting the publisher's stuff on the records, This man, who does
riot profess to be a song writer, has also been Known to get royalty statements on certain dance numbers he features for the favored music house.
;iIm>

large

Now

Tramt-Camida Theatres.
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last

plays with Lord Byron, the English poet, as the leading role
impend for next season, but neither is a certainty. It is known John
Barrymore has been reading Byron plays for years, but it appears he
was not interested until an announcement appeared that Brock Pemberton would present Josef del. ii* kraut in a Byron piece in the fall.
Immediately a notice was sent out that hir. U.*j*rymore would be seen
in a Byron play written by Naline Koli of Chicago.
Schildkraut is now appearing in "JLiliom" at the Garrick, one reviewer
comparing his work to Barrymore. He is signed with the Theatre Guild
for a year. Mr. Pemberton states he also has a contract with Schildkraut,
who advised the manager that the Guild had promised to release him at
any time he so desired. The player's contract with the Guild carries
no release clause. Whether the Guild will seek to compel him to remain
is a question.
Mr. Barrymore is appearing with Ethel in "Clair de Lune" at the
Empire and if the Byron announcement is correct it is not intended that
Meantime the problem as to what
attraction will tour next season.
will become of Arthur Hopkins' "Richard III" is further from solution.
The attraction was forced to close about this time a year ago when
Mr. Barrymore broke down. Later it was stated he would rest for
the season, but some weeks ago decided to produce "Clair," written by
"Richard III" with John
his bride, formerly Mrs. Leonard Thomas.
Barrymore was a dramatic sensation and it was always expected he
would return to the piece. It ran but four weeks and though the takings
were big the production expense was not regained.

i
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Jr., presented a "new
comedy of American life," a piece by
Abby Merchant entitled "Irish Dew
York company of 'Irene" are at the Auditorium Monday, and the

••Otto Harbach, Jimmy Montgomery, George Lederer and other repre- incorrect.
The management did cut three players, but they had been
tentatlve musical comedy experts are rarely called in by the many materially raised during the course of the run.
When the Chicago
producers until after the damage of immature presentation has been "Irene" closed last week the management advised the trio of the cut,
explaining that the reduction left the salaries the same as paid in the
done.
•"Bhen when the shortsighted producers discover what audiences don't Chicago show, but more than the players originally received. The reason
hesitate to tell producers in empty seats, the producers get busy and for the explanation was that the Chicago company players were ready
Often it is too late. The piece cannot survive the period to step into the Vanderbllt theatre cast. "Irene" is now in its 78th
call for help..
necessary to inject new life. As often the surgeons called in are over -run week.
The management claims that every member of the company
with oiher patients. As often, the surgeons are caught in periods of *has been given a raise in salury since the opening and all are now
fatigue from overwork trying to hang bright songs, thoughts, situations receiving more than when the show started.
on another writer's or stager's heavy framework.
•'Within the year fully a quarter million dollars of the losses cited by
With a cast that expert showmen present figured would have cost
Variety as suffered by musical comedy producers this season are $72,000 at the players' known asking salaries for single performances,
chargable to the vanity of one or two men closely identified with local and $69,000 if figured pro rata on a basis of eight shows per week, the
musical comedy and review construction and production.
With not a Equity's second Met. show Sunday night drew $16,000 at a box olfice
single pronounced success behind them during all the period of their tariff price listed at $11 top.
The weather and 38,000 baseball fans at the Tanks' field and 28,000 at
activities, activities initiated largely during war-time when almost any
old kind of show drew, these men stick at the game of suggesting, devis- the Brooklyn game in the afternoon are said to explain drop from show's
The first show's proing, editing and constructing musical comedy shows that their money take the preceding Sunday, which was $88,114.
and the moneys of their associates back. These particular two pro- gram advert (sing got $8,000 and program sales 82,000.
ducers can do everything, suggest scene effects, costume designs, stage
A change being contemplated in the cast of a well known Broadway
situation, comic acting expulsions, write occasional lyrics, and even pum
pum tunes. Dance novelties and stage posturing for the girls, as well production last week, a call was sent out for a man to take the part.
An applicant applying at the theatre just prior to a matinee performance
as all other harmonising business is child's play for them.
"Neither of the men has had training of any sort for the game they was informed that 1' would be necessary for him to buy a ticket for the
They haven't even come through the hard, practical schools of performance in order that he might see if he could play the part.
play.
production tha^ have made shrewd the visions of Eriangcr, Dillingham, Between the acts the actor met the manager, who informed him that the
trouble with the original man had been patched up and that he was not to
Ziegtield.
"Yet, they keep blithely at the business of production and stage direc- leave the cast. The applicant remained to see the rest of the show, the
tion, despite failure after failure, kept going by incomes from other near engagement having cost him $2.20.
departments of their business the creative power of which is supplied by
Although the general layout for the Hippodrome show next season has
other men.
"Vanity keeps them going and vanity keeps them losing, when even not been divulged, it is anticipated there are plans to use an ice skating
observers not identified with their projects can see in many instances of ballet as the special feature, replacing the water spectacle of this season.
their pitiable failures tmccess might have been a certainty by the touch During the season which just closed the Hippodrome girls, who are kept
of tried hands at the book, score, dances, staging, and these men won't from season to season, have been praeticing skating at the local rinks, the
I management
preparing for the new show.
call in because their own names as producers might be dimmed.

month four new musical comedies were
audience walking out shame-

,

Baltimore.

last there

Reports of salary cutting in the

"In Atlantic City within the

.1

,

plan.

has been invented what is claimed to be a check on the
advance agents ahead of shows. It is in the nature of a "Time Card"
with spaces open for the signatures of a number of people to signify that
the advai.ee man had actually been there in person. These include the
local manager, the transfer man, billposter, etc., and the final endorsement on the report from a town to the home office must contain the
official time stamp of the railway ticket seller at the time the agent pur*
chases his transportation for the nest town. The advance man will be
required to register his arrival with the looal theatre mawm&Gr, have hia
hotel stamp his report on arrival and departure and secure the signatures
of all the local people with whom he transacts business in connection
with the attraction he represents. This is efficiency with a vengeance.

fail.

tried out. Three of them were failures, the
lessly from one while the curtain was up.

nr

i

advance payments.

retail sale, is limited In Canada and,
advisable for professionals who pur«
There
boose over the border to keep the purchase t<» themselves
"
and ore*
deal Of "tipping oft 'on lh otlu side ot he horde

that the supply of liquor,
particular!) Montreal, it should
1
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The Duke meets this lady and recognises her as a delicious actress
and a former mfatrcsa in St. -Pator-s
burg.
He had abruptly made her
acquaintance by kissing her on the
neck, a sure way of winning a w <>ni
an's heart, according to his doctrine
After their separation the actress
had a son. He is now a young man
and is the gymnastic professor this
•

-

scheming mother has recommended.
As she anticipated, Michel falls In
love with Marie, the wealthy man's
daughter, and his attentions are not
During
displeasing to the girl.
..

lesson on the parallel bars Mich*
abruptly kisses Marie on the i...-;
but she pretends to take it as at
insult.
The Dukf and Michel hat
t

ing become fast friends, the latter
confesses his stupidity to t h< Km
sian aristocrat, consulting him
1

ihe n

Tin

mean* «.f reparation.
Duke had previously been
1

vow:
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JACK HENRY— EDYTHE MAYE. ANN 8UTER.
•Two

Little Pals."

(12).

Miniature Musical Comady.
82 Mint; Ona and Full 8tage.

FORD,

8HEEHAN

and FORD.

8ongs.

Danes Revue.

12 Mini.; One.
Riverside.
Ann Suter, youthful

15 Mine.; Three. (Special
City.

George Choos

Is

4tap!ar typ*./.b/*aea4K4))» ti|!<?
are Harry Meyers and Estelle McMeal, and Marie Cliff and Harry

ijct

Pierce.

Jack Henry has a light comedy
Misa Maye play a an eccencomedy maid; Mr. Meyers is
the juvenile; Miss McMeal Is the
prima donna, and Cliff and Pierce
"
a dancing team. "Two Little Pals'

Tola.
tric

best asset

ie Its

songs.

The

lyrics

are bright and well constructed and
the musio better than many a
Broadway musical show. The act
la also strong on sight values, two
apcclal drops In one. a yellow and
lavender changeable silk drape, an
•z tenor of a cake, aner a full stage
futuristic set comprising the scenic

complement.

The

book,

bit too talky

while pleasing, is a
and could stand more

comedy. The running time of 32
minutes might also be chopped
about five minutes with the advantages of added speed that that
might bring. Opening with an octet, four boys and four girls, in a
number that may have been suggested by the old "Tell Me Pretty
Maiden." "Florodora Sextet," but
In no wise trespassing on the latter
In lyrics or music, the act gets off
to a good start.
This Is in one, where Mr. Meyers,
Mr. Henry and Miss McMeal are
en following for a bit of dialog to
plant the thread of story, which is
later used as a means of introducing
a aeries of single, double and ensemble songs and dances.
To full stage next where Miss
Maye, a limber dancing comedienne,
and Mr. Henry figure in several

Bthel Ford and Lester Shoehan
Marlon
formerly did a two -act.
Ford now completes the trio. The
act carries no pianist aa in the
Ford-Sheehan combination, but Is
a straight dance turn to orchestral
accompaniment. While dance revues with pianos and lampshades
are abundant these days, there Is
sometimes method in such madness
There was an' old fashioned number as "can be'pruveYT With * tire pYeseivt
A good pianist accomfor the opening, "Days of Old Lang frame-up.
Syne," rather nicely done.
She plishes a very necessary mission in
changed for a widow number, quite keeping the orchestra In proper
a change of pace. Miss Suter was tempo and the act needed such asvivacious, handling the lyric clever- sistance in a couple of spots Tuesly.
So convincing was the query day. The fact that a similar de"How would you like to have and fect was noticeable when the turn
hug me," that a loud sigh escaped showed at Fox's Jamaica last week
from a man down front and the with similar hitches, leads one to
suggest that a pianist might prove
house giggled.
Miss Suter is liberal. Her exits of tangible value here. Both in the
all were worth while, for she flirted Spanish number and in the jazz
her skirts upward. That went for double,, the accompaniments went
the lirst three numbers, the third amiss to the evident displeasure of
one being a Frenchy song that car- the performers.
ried with at a distinct wiggling at
Sheehan (formerly with Pearl
several points.
For the finale she Regay), opens in cutaway frock,
appeared in soubret costume for a silk topper and very moviesque exroadway number handled akin to pression for a double number with
the Tanguay manner.
Ethel
Ford,
who affects oldThe program billed her as "sweet fashioned get-up for this number.
sixteen," but Miss Suter appeared Marion Ford, Indeed a charming
to have bettered that mark.
She nymph, showed a Grecian classical
is a bit plump, kidding about that. solo and considerably exposed anThough the billing, too, mentioned atomy In keeping with the dance.
her southern personality. Miss Suter A Spanish double number by Ethel
has a Frenchy dash to her eccen- Ford and Sheehan was followed by
tric way.
Showing throughout a the concluding jazz ensemble in
willingness to amuse, there is little which the sisters displayed very
doubt that Miss Suter will rate as fetching blue frocks.
Ibcr.
A noticeable feature about all the
a standard single.
solo dances is their lack of a

AL ESPE

and CO.

(2).

Variety Act.
12 Mins. Ono and Three.
23d St.
Al Espc Is formerly of Espe and
Dutton, a comedy, variety turn.
The 'present three-act has Alan
Francis and Egarda Saisha in support of Espe, whose "cannon ball"
work remains the feature.
At the opening Miss Saisha introduces the men, both entering with
violins. Espe's is a phoney, Francis
getting down to a dancing single
with the fiddle.
Espe reappeared
with a tiny violin for a comedy bit
linlshed off by a song from the
girl.
The men duetted in an eccentric dance, nft^r which the act

strong finish sufficient to raise a
spontaneous applause barrage, the

the entertainers' shortcomings,
because of the abrupt dance
conclusions.
Otherwise a pleasing
feature act for the big small and
small big time.

of

but

•
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16 Mins.; One.
68th St.
Old school blackface comedian
assisted by girl in 'high jailer"
makeup. The opening is the male
toting a pair of grips with the girl
following. They are to be married.
Considerable dialog about the marriage license. He obtained naturalisation papers by mistake.
Crossfire about being a cheap
skate with the comic taking out
and counting a large roll which she
endeavors to secure but Is repulsed.
He exits while she solos on a cornet which she has been carrying
concealed in a hand bag. He returns and Is swindled out of his
roll after which she makes a declaration of independence, telling him
what she expects after they are
married. He retaliates in kind.
They kiss and make up with the
comic frisking her hand bag during
getting* her
the osculation, but
powder puff instead of the hills. A
reference to Uncle Tom's Cabin and
a rehearsal for same is made and
followed by the lowering of a small
drop representing a cabin for a
.

brief Uncle Tom and Little Eva
travesty. The girl plays the bfftsl
again for Tom with the latter suddenly shedding his aged dom^anor
and erupting into a Frisco dance.

aided by a pearl grey derby.
The act !o a fair small time remedy entrant. It will smooth with use,
at present being badly se ns trued in
Von.
spots.

Has neat costuming, the surprise to the audience.
making several sightly changes.
The skit holds many laughs
Young man dancer is rather crude through the dialog and situations
in his solo offering, but docs well and ia constructed cleverly.
The
enough for the duets. The girl's turn, while a comedy offering,
lively interpretation of a "Yama nevertheless contains a moral and
Yama" dance was the best of the is a convincing arraignment of the

to sketch.
girl

routine,

although

number made a
interesting

act

the

"Apache"

fast finish.

Fairly

although

having

Hush:

Songs and Dances.
(Special).
14 Mins.; Two.
Greeley Sq.

Special Drapes and
Palace, New Orleans.

(2).

8TEAD'8 8YNCOPATED
•EPTET.

Two

8inging
Dancing, Music.
Drops. 15 Mine.; Full Stage. (Special

(3);

f

8et).

Lillian Herlein has put her best American.
On the roof the act does not show
foot forward In her new vehicle,
and in so doing has admirably a set, but it is safe to say one Is
down
stairs in the American Thesensed the vaudeville demands for
speed, novelty and dressing. In the atre. The set la not of great imporAt least, seeing
latter she is contributing almost a tance in this act.
costume revue for she employs no the act on the roof, is not placing
less than 10 separate and distinct it at a disadvantage, as the case in
In the singing of one many instances.
costumes.

m

number;' '"Cldtlfc*! '•" tfto^Ttfiafetir fa**
dftt£d*s fltetftf-ptartedWas 2tfia." v»«>
changes.
die. West, where it has played a
season,
including
Pantages'
tour.
"three"
In
begins
The interlude
with a pianist and a male assistant This is the act's first New York
showing,
and
it should find book(Frank Shea and Jack Kennedy),
A five-men jazz
first indulging in an Introduction Ings la the East.
to the final bars of which Miss Her- band is carried, with a male dancer
and
a
girl
sings
who
and dances.
lein enters singing a ballad which
admits of a display of vocalizing. The girl is Maybelle. who did a
Mr. Kennedy then kills a wait for single, and was prominent in girl
She is* a tall,
the changes in the "Clothes" song acts In the West.
which follows "A Wild Qlrl from statuesque brunet, with a good
Tonkers," with a comic trend is next, voice for a dancer. She is not doing
after which the curtain is lowered as much dancing as formerly, an
and Kennedy does an eccentric eccentric dance being eliminated.
dance in "one," after which comes This is missed. There could be a
a novelty bathing number called little more of her without "hurting
"Swim," with a seashore drop, any.
The boy also should have more to
special curtain for effects and a
neat disrobing moment that reveals do. He does a single number and a
ths splendid proportions of Miss short dance that is a solid hit, and
It
Herlein, proving that she has been more of it would be welcomed.
holding out or hiding out on vaude- may be the producers decided the
jazz
thing is passe, but, as this is
ville these many years.
The bathing bit makes a nifty purely a jazz combination, it would
well to put In a little more of
be
closing, flash to an act that is rethe dancing, and this boy seems
plete with the essentials of a. procapable of doing it.
gressive "single." It is almost safe
The band, aside from an Inclinato assume Miss Herlein will find a
welcome pathway for* her latest tion to be a bit noijy, is very good.
They play one or two straight numSamuel.
turn.
bers that carry over fine, and show
that they can make real mualc. The
-

different

McGRATH

drummer comes In .for a
of his own in the male

and DEEDS.

Singing.

little

bit

dancer's

number. This «s the line they should
string out on and cut at least one
Two young chaps in song doubles. of the noisy numbers.
The septet should find a place In
The voices are tenor and baritone,
the shorter member handling the the East, although they are traveling
a little heavy at this time of
comedy. A popular published numIn
ber suffices for the opening „ followed the year for the small time.
by a ballad sung seated upon a season the small time should welcome
the
act
with
open
arms,
and
bench.
A "blues" double nut with the the smaller big-time circuits could
comic using a flask to acquire a safely book the act.
The audience at the American
prop jag that starts mildly, gradually increases and ends with maud- enjoyed both the music and the
lin tears.
It is well handled but a dancing.
trifle

long.

The next number, a pop song,
gives the comic an opportunity to
do a shrewish house wife.

Wearing

a mangy looking fur piece and a
woman's dilapidated hat, he upbraids bis supposed husband, using
about everything that has ever been
heard in a controversy of this nature.
The bit is much overdone
and minutes too long.

The straight should avoid overacting and lower his speaking and
singing voice. With the proper material these boys could advance. A 1
present they will do nicely for spots
on the three-a-day bills, but not so
far down.
They had nothing on
ahead of them at the 68th street.
Con.
•

BL0880M 8ISTERS
Dances.

and CO.

(5)

Jazz R?n^,

19 Minf. Full Stage.
23d Street.

(Special Set).

A

cyclorama with side and back
openings, backed by a black drop
are

the

stage

dressings.

A

Jazz

band conventionally grouped about
the piano at the rise of the curtain,
with the sisters entering through
the center opening.
In pretty black and white short
dresses the girls do a "waltz eccentrlque," featuring forward and
back kicking executed gracefully.
A similar dance follows with cartwheels to splits for the finish.

The band solo selections from
shows while the girls
change to cute bare kneed knickers,
cut low above and backless, for an
musical

HUGHES

and

DEBROW.

"Chickenology."
One.
13 Mins.

Anthony Hughes and

Ollie

De-

brow, both in blackface. The men
have a bit of business that looks
What precedes
to be their own.
it Bounded as
though lifted from
other turns.
The straight was followed on by
the skinny comic who entranced to

"essence" double. One of the girls
follows with a soft shoe buck routine substituting kicks for the usual
"breaks."

Another number by the musicians
with the sisters returning In gypsy
costumes of attractive panties and
bodices fringed with black lace for
a fast double of kicking steps.
The girls are neat workers but
the turn will have hard work following the various leg-a-mainla
offerings.
Nothing punchy is included and the musicians are the
average jazz aggregation minus

the sound of pistol shots.
His
shaky legs won laughter, the man
explaining he understood the woman to say her husband was out
of town. Talk changed to insurance
with the "old boy" about a man
specialists.
possibilities of perjured evidence in falling off the twentieth story and
It qualifies as just another pleasdivorce cases. Coming at this time being handed his insurance money
passed
as
he
the
second
floor.
ing dancing act.
Con.
with the dallies devoting columns of
Their chicken bit was used at
marital difficulties, it strikes a pop-

nothing to recommend it particularly
as -distinct from the run of simi- ular chord.
The accompanist sings
lar turns.
The turn
a ballad mid-way of the act to permit a costume change by the girl,
doing "Mammy" in a pale way.

BERGMAN, MURRAY and NICOLA.

One

acknowledgement being scattering 16 Mins.; One.
and uninspired, not so much because 58th St.

WANDA LUDLOW and CO. (1)
comedy scenes, with Mr.
"The Baby Vamp."
Meyers and other of the company
15 Mins.
Full Stage (Bedroom)
who
feeding. Miss McMeal,
owns a
23d Street.
high soprano, tuneful and full of
This
sketch
is refreshingly origcolor, and Mr. Meyers have a double
inal in theme with a surprise finish
topped off with a brief ball room
and capably played by Miss Ludlow
waltz, which is travestied In turn
and her male opposite. The story
by Henry and Maye, and followed
tells of a brainy female insurance
another
society
waltz
by
double by
solicitor who tricks a famous diCliff and Pierce.
This third of the went into "••Jute."
vorce
lawyer into signing an appliEspe brought gasps from the wowaltzing trio Is very well done, going over for applause on Its merits. men by hi.j catching of the heavy cation for $50,000 worth of insurMiss Maye also has an odd little Iron spheres on the back of his ance, at the same time winning a
Kidding be- wager of $1,000 from the lawygj-'g
eccentric dance in a "Juliette of .no k and shoulders.
t e
est
ween the, ^f^.^ jfr| Efr-flftft -;y 1
the Kitchenette" number.
"Childi -J
('Tffi
The tale is developed logically
h,°°~ ^Sri?*."-?* foiio^y files the work which included the torwith the girl managing to comproi-nuGM*eal and Mr. Meyers, is backed pedo stunt as in the former two
up with living picture tableaux in act. For a finale, a flock of cannon mise the attorney in a hotel room
which he has heen tricked inio
planted
balls
are
on
a
see-saw,
a frame on a platform in the center
for, the impester repreupstage.
A pretty number, well Espe throwing them into tbe air registering
by Jumping on the other end of the senting herself as the defendant in
conceived and staged.
device and permitting them to land a noted divorce suit in which the
The whole company on for the on his back. The comedy
portions lawyer has been retained by the
finish In a potpouri of the numbers
husband.
The finish of the turn can be strengthened.
that had gone before.
To carry out the scheme the girl
No
danger
about
the cannon ball
got but little in the way of applause
stunt.
That will always be won- doffs an enveloping opera cloak,
and might make way for something
standing revealed In pretty lingerie
derful to an audience.
lbcc.
stronger.
pajamas. She climbs into bed and
On third, "Two Little Pals*
threatens to remain there until the
pleased during its running, although REYNOLDS and GERALDINE.
man of law who is expecting his
With con- Dancing.
falling at the finish.
wife's arrival any minute, In desdensation and a heavier closing it 12 Mins.; Full Stage.
peration signs a paper which he
will do for that spot in the big American.
believes is a promise not to aid the
Pretty girl toe dancer aided by husband's suit. Her announcement
Bell.
houses.
partner and accompanist at the pi- following that she is not the lady
ano. The dance routine is presented of the divorce proceedings and her
'
BURTON and HENDRY.
simply and in straightaway manner illustration of the dangers of cirComedy Talk and Songs.
on its merits without any pretense cumstantial evidence,, arc a complete
light

(2);

(4).

and blonde,
is from the west. She was reviewed
the producer of in one of the split week houses re•Two Little Pals.'* Darl MacBoyle cently. On her first big time Broadwrote the book and lyrics and Wal- way appearance in several seasons,
ter Rosemont the music. Jack Hen- she performed with assurance and
ry and Edythe Maye are featured success.
The comedienne bowed in well
above the title on the program.
Others of the cast of twelve who prepared with exclusive numbers.
(Special).
Colonial.

LILLIAN HERLEIN and CO.
Songs.

Hangings) 1* Mins.; Three

la

big time throughout.

Con.

MOORE and FIELDS.
Comedy and Dances.

12 Mins. One.
Fifth Ave.
A colored team using material
that sounded as though they chose
from whatever talking turn they

the last.
It took them into two,
where a hen house holding half a GRACE AYRES and BRO.
dozen hens reposed.
The comic Comedy Skating.
Anally entered and started handing 9 Mins.; Full Stage.
Well
appearing
woman does
out the birds which were placed
in 8 seek.
An officer -interrupted straight with dwajf providing comedy
falls
and
for laughs.
knockabout
the proceedings, the magical cry
"coo coo, I'm a buzzard" having no Excellent number for opening, but
effect.
Both, however, manage to scarcely a satisfactory turn further
make a getaway. This provided an along In the show as it was placed
abrupt close to the turn which at the American.
Pair have a good opening, the
spotted next to closing. The chicken bit is the main idea. Three a dwarf being concealed behind tho
newspaper
he is reading and makday only.
Ibec.
ing his appearance as a surprise.
The combination of the rather tall
ALVIA
woman and the miniature partner
Musical.
he Is well under four feet gives
8 Mint.; One (Special Drop).
opportunity for odd maneuvers in
Grand Opera House.
Alvia is a young Miss wearing their duet skating. Woman dresses
blue
a
soubret
costume,
with neatly in black and white frock
straight playing on a xylophone. of soubret length and is graceful
Her numbers range from band to on the rollers.
rags with the latter used at the
For a finish the dwarf take* an
finish for satisfying results.
The apparatus in his teeth and with
turn runs through rapidly, the girl that hold is whirled around by the
using the orchestra with each num- woman, an acrobatic performance
ber.
For an opening turn in the which gets them satisfactory e* lt

Two girls and a young fellow in
They use an insurance bit
a flash singing and dancing turn saw.
of average merit. A special drape about speed in paying the premium
In "two'' and a variety of attractive Just as the boy, who fell off the roof.
costuming for the girls give the was passing the fifth floor. Also
art an element of class. The man they have the C. O. D. line and the
is a good dancer and sings pleas- bottle of milk, now In the routine of
antly. One of the girls pianologs- a a standard colored team.
numlici
The men show something In dancthat serves to vary the
One especially is a good tap
routine. Usual singles*, doubles and ing.
A dancer. He started something with
tr^os constitute the specialties.
Chinese number with another special a soft shoe waltz clog, then a fast
The same
drape showing a glimpse of Oriental eccentric tap number.
pagodas and landscape, done by the boy delivered at the close with a
tap dance which drew an earned
girls, stands out.
Pleasing act of its kind, capable encore, his partner "Jazzing" on a
The men apof holding its own in the pop houses. phoney trombone.
lit 11.
peared so second.
Jbee.
three-a-day Alvia has the goods.

—

—

.applause.

Ruth

'

y.

May

13,

NEW ACTS

Ml

DEVINK.
rAN and
and Talk.
.1

"IN

la

(t).

Revue.

Ona.

^l^yl^Van

ARGENTINA*

taking his usual

holiday In vaudeville, after
season in burlesque. This
two-a-day
*hla partner for the
vsry good-looking blond with
plenty of perstealing voice and
She usee only her
charm.
billing.
Devlne,
the
in
name
pun about iL lt *he ap *
bUT »° n,t
gptd with LoVan In burlesque
did), then the show
^5Jjtob she
/ggrry Dixon's), was token siaa.* of
feminine standpoint.
t0Hi the
The piano Is used with the usual
comedy. The act is
LeVan
of
style
entertaining and pleasing and, In
the couple
company,
present
their
trouble in holding next
J have no
,,„,

'

il

<

1» Mine,; Full Stage (Special Set).
Broadway.
„
The name of the act was taken
from the principals who are all

of the

wo,n.ld

advantage

Tuxedo

the
Hubert
A male dancer of the Sicilian
Kinney and Corinne* Dick Himber
type also gets into the action for
and Nat Naiale are in support,
an Apache dnnce which gets over
i Opening ensemble, Himber Jazz
This is

because the- girl sticks some eomedy
Natale performing on his
in it and they reverse things a bit
and Miss Corinne stepping,
with the woman doing the mauling
the act goes to "four" for a waHz
instead of the man.
solo by Miss Corinne to the musical
The comedian is sort of an acroaccompaniment of the boys.
The
batic nut comic with some ability
latter have an Inning with a double
and very little material. He is' adfiddling,

cornet,

'

number.

;

Himber standing out with

ing all of the usual nut bits, pickstepping and
ing here and there from those who
Besides possessing an
pirouetting.
have traveled before and not landexceptional youthful appearance in
ing any place in particular. He is
his Eton get-up, Himber is a capanot altogether to blame for he is
ble instrumentalist as he proved
out there on his own most of the
with an individual solo, as well as
time, getting very little assistance
graceful stepper who bespeaks of
from the material 01 the other prinhidden talents in that line, which
cipals.
He seems to have ability as
can and should be further devela dancer, but only attempts one
oped. Miss Corinne followed with
short routine. Properly placed he
a toe number in ballet costume and
might give a good account of himconcluded with a gypsy solo followself.
The special set gives the suring cornet solo.
Miss Corinne as
roundings a sort of a southern atalways is a graceful and capable
mosphere and is fixed up to give
terpsichorean artist.
the idea of a hotel lobby.
'The act should fit on some of the
There are nine people, six men
better bills and is certain to please
and three women.
A leader may
oh the small big time.
also be carried. The size of the act
makes lt too big to handle for the
ARTHUR PAGE and ETHEL
small time, especially at this time
GRAY.
of the year and the act for the big
Talk, Songs and Musical.
time is not there. It has all the
15 Mins.; One.
ear marks of a small time girl act
The boy effects a "nut" role, girl and used as one would do very well
doing straight. She's a good feeder as a feature.
and he an acceptable comic The
Monday night at the Broadway
fault la she has nothing new to
the act took several curtains. Most
"feed" him. Their patter is mildewed of the applause came from the
to more or less extent, getting by
balcony.
chiefly on the strength of the comehis

incidental

jazz

dian's delivery.

Following his solo session of gagging (wherein among other things a

ALLEN

and

8WEENEY.

Songs and Talk.
"perfume" remark was in bad taste, 15 Mins.; One. (Special Drop).
came
Qray
Miss
to say the least).
City.
back for a solo on the French horn,
The act Is titled "father and son."
Page for his session in the calcium Those are the characters the men
"nut"
numrendering an ancient
affect, the action taking place In
ber.
Paris before a drop in "one" which
Some more patter and a double, purports to be the exterior of a
the best thing In the act, sent them fanciful Cafe De Luxe. Son Is beoff to three legitimate bows.
rating father for hitting the high
The defect lies In a careless se- spots In the French capital and
.
lection of material. As they stand seeks to Induce him to return. Dad
they ought to go it once around on hems and haws and stalls and wise
the big small time.
cracks. Son, being a lawyer, offers
to extricate his parent from a
COLLINS and DUNBAR.
scrape with a French widow, for
Dances.

some more

10 Mins.;

A

One and

Tvyp.

mixed dancing team, apparentwith production, experience and
new to vaudeville. An Introductory
flirtation bit brings them on In

laughs.
bright, pithy, witty
equally appealing to

The
and

talk

is

telling,

lowbrow and
highbrow and qualified to make 'em
laugh on any time big, smalt and
any time.
"one," the man remaining for a bit
Two topical songs break up the
of talk, giving his partner a chance talk at the right spots and send
to change, then going into "two" the duo off big.

.

ly

a dance routine, the girl making
several changes, all of which can
be placed in the attractive class.
The soft, shoe work in She double
dances holds the turn up nlcefy,
with the sole novelty st» pping by

—

for

GRACE

and

HALLIE DE BEERS.

Dances.
7 Witio.; One and Ful! Stscje.
23d St.
each member rounding out the rouThe De Beers sisters are in their
tine in good style.
No. 2, at the teens, becurled and blonde, with a
City, found the couple registering marked resemblance. Their routine
atlsfactorily.

toe

HERMAN

and

YOUNG.

Acrobats.
JO Mins.; Full Stage.
Greeley Sq.
Two men, on» straight and the
other in comedy make-up, In a regulation acrobatic turn. Good ground
tumblers, both of them, with the
usual comedy Interpolated.
The
comic does a fall from a chair
jvhlch is placed atop four tables.

Lsual

preliminary

swaying

for

aughs.
The four high fall which
used fo r the finish is neatly executed. CJoocl op. -tiers
or closers for
the pop houses*
Bell.
1h

THE GELLIS

Songs.

Novelty Acrobats.
8 Mins.; Full Stage.

12 Mins.; One.
Greeley Sq.

Yen Wah

made up

Jack

This turn was formerly of the
GelH Family, a French acrobatic act
which wac first seen here two years
ago. The letter box expose of the
midget ia used at the opening.
The two young men who perform most of the work are classy
workers and are "good looking." The
routine is varied, with foot Juggling
of one of the men who tosses the
other and the midget about with
OQVNa'vaKUl,. standing .out,. TJie body
swing stunt done in spotlight drew'
a big hand.
,

probable the act waa cut In
numbers because of the price five
persons must have called for. In
Chinese.
the present form the Gellia rate aa
Yen Wah has a good voice as a first rank acrobatic act. Closing
voices go with
Chinamen, and the show they held the house.
sticks on the proper key throughIbee.
out his numbers. He does a bit of
talking here and there.
That part
could be amplified, aa he delivers
HAZZARD.
talk well. A first-rate novelty turn SPELLMAN and
Song and Dance.
for the small time as it stands,
Mins.; One.
with possibilities
development. 12
for

and

It is

'

City.

Bett,

JOHN

Two

boya in alpaca Tuxedos,
with a double number,

opening

ELLA BURKE.

Juggling, Songs, Dances.
10 Mine.; One.
The couple open with a French
song. The feature of lt was the
twirling of cane and swagger stick
during the chorus. Burke with a
slow tempo ballad got something
only because it was a mother song.
The opening was merely a blind
for the real meat of the turn, for
upon Ella's return club juggling
was cued in. After dual work, John
singled, at once showing himself A
far better juggler than warbler.
Lines here and there lightened the
iwork and then he displayed the
unusual by buck dancing, but keeping the clubs in motion throughout.
It proved a bit that was well rewarded.
Double work with the
clubs closed the act.
The switch
in the routine counts as novelty.
Fared well No. 2.
Ibee.

MACK and READING.
Comedy.
14 Mins. One.
This looks like the tu.n formerly
done by Jack Englls before teaming
with Duffy. Frank Mack la doing
the Englis part and Rose Reading
is handling the straight end.
The opening is not comedy, the
best laugh coming when she says
she is a riot In a bathing suit and
he counters with the claim of being
a panic in B. V. D's. Mack had a
nut number following Miss Reading's ballad "Rose in the Devil's
Garden." The winning portion of
the routine waa Miss Reading's
dancing at the close which brought
an encore, lt being a Pat Rooney
tap number.
On fourth the act
fared well and fits in three a day.
/bee.

JEANETTE KEAN.
Piano and Songe.
10 Mine. One.

rather well delivered considering
they are hoofers chiefly. The vocalizing ends right here for an old
fashioned buck and wing, soft shoe
number to the tunc of "Bwanee
waits and Jass soft shoe
River."
solo by each, follow in the order
named, finishing with a fast double
number in which intricate dual
steps, arc the feature. It sept them
off strong.

A

The team should have no

diffi-

culty in an early spot* around the
three a dayers.

HARVEY

and

23d St.

a ballad next,
"Somewhere."

followed

singer has a good voice but
lack* the experience, delivery and
personality to get by In the big time
For the three a day she
houses.
would get more by deleting the
classical offerings entirely.
Just another voice and plana.
Co*.

-L9

COLONIAL.
No

riots,

knockouts, speeches or
at the Colonial Mon-

show stoppers

day night. The Colonial has quite
a rep as a "show me" audience, but
the Monday night bunch this week
seemed ^trying to hang up a new
record as the original* iflisSoifrftath-

•"- '

Ibee.

was

received In the main was that
most of the nine acta were "t .miliars."
Morris and Campbell, next

o closing, although favorltea here,
to fight every inch of the way
for laugha.
That they got 'em in
sizeable numbers, despite the audience's evident familiarity with tlm

Kad

Morris and Campbell material and
testimonial to the
la a
team's highly developed entertaining abilities. Perfunctory applause
of the scattered variety constituted
their reward at the finish.
The Ford Sisters, preceding, with
a carload of pretty scenic accessories, dasaling costume changes
and a Jass hand, registered nicely
with their doubles, which included
a Spanish number; the Maxlxe. a
revival of a dance popular several
years ago, and the hard shoe stepping Identified with the sisters
since they have been In vaudeville.
The current costume assortment
stands out as the best the Fords,
have, shown.
One of the i*p\
hand playing a 'cello banjo in the
concerted
numbers stepped Our
for an individual score marked ly
applause that really meant soma*
routine,

•

thing, when the generally undemonstrative attitude of the Mondaynight crowd of "hard -bolleds" Js, re-

syllable

house.

The

HARRY WELCH
Comedy
15

end CO.

(2).

Talk.

Mm.; One.

Harry "Zoop" Welch, of burlesque with Johnnie Weber, doing a
Dutch characterization opposite
Welch's Hebrew, carry the bulk of
the work in this three-man turn,
the remaining member, a straight

la

City type.

*

—

BENTELLE BROS.
Dancing and Xylophone.
9 Mine.;

One

(Special

Drop),

Opening aa the conventional twoman hoofing team, these boys manage to save themselves with a nov-

the

to

She did

last
nicely.

half ran

row

in

the

much

faster
than the second part, the credit for
that going unquestionably to Joe
Cook, who after keeping 'em laughing throughout his single, spotted
fourth, doubled up on his own comedy score in thw Alexander Bros.
and Evelyn turn, following and
closing the first half.
Mr. Cook's
billing of a "one-man vaudeville
first

show" Intended

may

In

a travesty vein

easily be taken seriously. He's
of that and then some.
The Alexander Bros, and Evelyn
start with ball manipulation where
all of those who have preceded them
leave off. An odd method of curving a ball with a reverse "English"
has the little rubber spherea behaving in a way that Is almost human. Added to the expert manipulation of the Alexanders, Mr. Cook's
clowning places the turn in a clans
all

by

•

itself.

Pearson,

Newport snd

J earson

sent the show along splendidly second,
gathering appreciation
for
their acrobatic dancing, featured
with first rate ground tumbling.
CSeorge Chocs* "Two Little Pals"
(New Acts) was third and Klutlng's
tmmmm

—^im—
new acts.

i

Al K. Hall, "Sporting V.Wows'."
The song at the opensung with the usual hoofers' will head a vaudeville turn with
nine people during the summer
voice. They do not try the singing
8tage.
burlesque lay off. Walter Pearson
Apparently a foreign male acro- again. The only dance of any con- and several other burlesque people
batic trio, featuring a novel bal- sequence is the acrobatic, both are Included in the cast. (Charlie
ancing trick with a dog. Hand bal- members of the team participating. Allen.)
Santley and Sawyer Revue with
ancing and ground tumbling lead Xylophone is brought in for the
people. (Harry Weber.)
up to the final flash in which a finish. Tho boys play lt much in nine
Allen (Basil and Allen) and
Dick
but a
large dog seated on his hind legs the same manner they sing,
Curly Burns (Halllday and Burns).
instrument
while
playing
the
dance
on the head of the understander
two-act.
saves it.
balances another man upon his is introduced and this
C.ernldlne O'Brien, "Gold."
John
Opening smalt, .time hiiis the act .D.. Williams.)
head.
would
away.
g«-t
Harry I.c Van and Claire T>£viY
The turn is speedily worked In
two-act.
Claire Devine Is Mrs.
six minutes, its worth being In the
Henry Dixon. Le Van Is principal
single trick which should make it
comedian
with
Dixon'n "Big Benaaa suitable opene for the average FOUR WHEELERS.
tlon,' American Wheel.
Roller Skaters.
bill.
Leigh
in comedy sketch
De
Lacy
*c

DE PIERRE TRIO.

elty routine.

Acrobstic.
6 Mins.; Full

ing

Is

f

;

-

.

»+

lly.
Perhapa one reason for the
complacency with which the show

—

sure surefire burlesque
material and laugh-provoking in
by
houses catering to audiences of the

The

be found on page IS.
*£-

Two men, the Straight In flannels favorite. He doesn't thump lt he
and "carrying a ^baseball bat, the plays It tearing off a rhapsody In a
other in the costume of a ball style that reveals hitherto unknown
player, plus a monocle, cane and possibilities In the Instrument. The
mandollnlst Isn't programmed, but
English dialect.
The talk Is built on the Johnny's he should be. The violinist also
Explana- handled a slow tempo solo excel*
Ignorance of the game.
A male vocalist filled in.
tions by the straight end with a tag lently.
pleasantly while the Forda were
line from the comic, "I Never Knew
changing costumes.
The chatter Itself did not regIt."
Dolly Kay opened after the "Topister as well as a comedy aong at ics," singing four published numThe men are supposed bers, with the assistance of Phil
the close.
to read lyric from a book, with the Phillips at the baby grand.
Miss
comic insisting on doing "Song No. Kay has a real aaset in her deep
contralto
voice
and
another
in
a
22."
for
gainresponsible
It was
clear enunciation that carries every
ing fairly good returns, second.

comedy
popular number follows

with

of
will

played partly On the mandolin smf*
partly on the piano. The musician,
a youthful appearing chap, gets
real music out of the barber shop

One.

13 Mins.;

week

solo,

man, "being used mainly aa a foil
for Welch's comedy, much of which
brought forth In a familiar burA male pianist ia carried to ac- is
lesque table scene.
The turn haa
company the artist's vocal efforts. undoubtedly been framed but to
Opening In a pretty evening gown,
Mil in between seasons for the trio
Misa Kean opena with a classical
and should suffice as such. .The
number, exhibiting a cultured so-

A

review

Lait'M

the Palace thin

membered. This was a mandolin
supplemented by a selection

WEST.

Comedy.

23d Street.

prano.

+-

4

(3).

Riverside.

a

Chinese, apparently about 18 or 2t years old. In nala

of buck dancing and
work.
They open with neat kid frocks
with a number mentioning school MAY CURDY and PARTNER.
days and mother, then quickly go Aerial.
A 5 Mins.; Full Stage.
into a double buck stepping.
quick change by one of the slater Broadway.
May Curdy is a tall, rather good
brings her out for a single, the
stepping being the same style* hut looking woman who wears a riding
and acts as bearer for her
habit
variations.
with
Into full stage, the other sistei male partner who performs on the
performs a ballet dance and for the rings and trapeze. He is a good
nothing n«w
finale both girls are on their toes gymnast, but there Is
The act will
after a change. 'Youthful and slim or startling shown.
the De Beers girls presented neat find difficulty in flnuing a place as
appearances and showed promise it Is what the bookers term a
They opened the show quietly but week to week proposition, where
Ibrr.
a little opening act is needed*
Well.
is

Si
arx*e

YEN WAH.

>

in the act as her broken
English should open up a new comedy line which is needed. The girl
seems to have a sense of humor
which she is smothering. It would
comic, it's. better LeVan remain in
be
well to let her cut loose a little
a production.
more.
She would make a great
leading woman for a burlesque
C0R1NNE and Co. (2).
show
and
a year's experience over
Danes and Musical.
the wheel would benefit her. The
1f Mine.; One and Four (special other
two women are rather disaphangings).
pointing, in appearance and ability.
Corinne of

be instructed to put
for the big-time
houses, and do it neat and refined
than
spoil
a good, low
80 rather

LeVan
on a

WEEK
=

South Americana with the excep- tive Chinese costume he opens with
tion of a nut comedian, solely North a pop number, sung in perfect EngAmerican.
The act runs quite a glish, with Just the slightest trace
little to the dances of the southern of Oriental accent.
An announcecountries. The principals are evi- ment precedes a Chink lullaby sung
dently but recently Imported for In the Chinese language. Right here
they do not attempt either talk or the youthful Celestial overlooked a
bet by not asking the audience to
songs in English.
A four-piece orchestra Is carried, join in the second chorus with him.
the novelty" being In* the drum,' 3hs avast* t Jc n 1« .mad* fo*- what, It
played with the fingers; otherwise la worth, for a laugh. Another pop
the orchestra does not figure to any number of the raggy variety and a
fast tempo pop song to cloae, both
great extent.
The girls, three In number, sing sung in English, with the second
and dance and figure In one or two chorus of the closing song, sung in

comedy bits with the comedian.
The principal girl is the only one
women who stands out. She
haa a snappy and gingery manner
Big time of working and will improve aa she
the big- time standard.
goes along. If she can speak any
needs this sort of fooling and plenty
English, it could be used to good
of it. but it is more than likely
Closing positions.
the desire of the pair Is for
vaudeville they could, with very little fixing, bring the offering up to
If

THIS

6 Mins.

Full Stage.

with four people.
Cast includes
and two youths. They Harry English, Pauline Palmer.
Arthur
Williams.
open with a buck dance on skates,
Charles Howard in act With five
one of the couples duettlng next.
Singles by the men with neither girl people, opening In July.
The Sasha Platov new act will
Both
figuring as much as usual.
have Cleo Oasgolne.
For the
girls arc in bare knees.
Dan Cammy and Al Plerson. two
finish <*#^ pair works on the skating act. Cammy is from burlesque, list
mat, the other buck dancing on the with Union Square stock.
Morris and Campbell have been
aides.
whether such a routed for next Reason In th^ir t\v<»
It's a question
act
and will not be seen at the head
turn tan get enough salary for four
Nothing exceptional in the of a vaudeville production as repeople.
ported (Rose A Curtis).
routine which closed the show cxJames Doyle (Doyle and Dixon
pt the speed of the numbers.
and May Thompson, two-act (M. &.

Two

girls

>

i

BenthufTi)

1

Animals opened, with Taney and hattan." Edwards can be credited
George c'osing. A fair crowd Mon- with providing a draw of distincBrll.
tion, with the feature picture alday night.
ways proving a big factor in attendance boosting in this blouse,
which for some time had great diffi-

RIVERSIDE.

A

Monday night whon the
West Side Community was responsible for attendance that was ery

>»•

*•- >•*

benefit

close to capacity. Ladies sold programs of some sort In the lobby.
But they had opposition, a lass with
a tambourine calling for subscriptions to the Sal at ion Army.
This
gir?" frW%f*'«JM -^iel-jen -age -cad.
sported an overseas cap of blue.
Joseph E. Howard, the actor-composer, who has gone into the drug
store business on the side,, and
Harry Watson, Jr., who respectively
occupied the top and bottom line of
the bill, both went for hits in a
show that started slowly.
Howard calls his "Chin Toy"

revue a second edition, and it probably counts for that.
Changes in
the supporting line up from last
year and more substance of ''plot"
in the earlier going stand out as new
points.
There isn't any trying to
make a story out of "Chin Toy,"
however. It moves fast, and the
glittering raiment of the Chinese
players is untarnished.
Howard's
songs and the excellent dancing preceding them won the plaudits.
Johnme Dale in acrobatic stepping
delivered with a bang.
He is a
classy chap for a stepper and a
classy worker. Another youth who
teamed with a blonde girl was not
programmed, but deserved it. This
team performed splendidly at the
opening, showing an Apache of flr»
and punch. At the close they whirled
about dizzily. One of the Chinks
may have spoken the truth when he
said: "No catchen
beer, got
to

smoken

pipe."

Alone for the final encore, Howard
explained he believed the old-time
songs were coming back. With that
In mind he wrote one which he expects will be pushed for a try by a
publisher who won wealth with that
type years ago. He mentioned Miss
Clark had been ill but was all right
now, and that they expected to
"produce a new act in about three
weeks."
Programmed beside Dale
were Chon and Rosie Moey, Zaza
Ehrick, Adele Yost and Sum Ki Gee.
Watson closing intermission sent
over the punch of the first section.
They started giggling at 'hi* entrance, laughed at the telephone bit
all the way and howled at the "Bat-

Kid Dugan" finish. There was
"mugging" in the phone booth that
seemed to tickle 'em as much as the

tling

>

business. When at the Police recently when Watson returned to
vaudeville, the knockout wallop was
treated to a laughing curtain by the
dangling of what looked like a bug
before his face. The thing is changed
to be clearly a birdie, which is the
Intent. It served its purpose well.
The features were fully tied in
honors by Eddie Foyer, who opened
intermission.
He begged off when
applause volume bid him continue
after a strenuous 20 minutes, saying he had been laying off for a
month due to a heavy cold, as indicated by his voice. Foyer started
his

poems with ^Dangerous

culty in educating its audiences to
receive vaudeville in the same receptive mood they did pictures. The
early days of the house found the
audiences arriving at the completion of the vaudeville section of the
bill only to witness the picture end.
The present big-time policy, with
,8, vaud^yj^e feature weekly to draw,
appears to nave built up a business
that places the house well up.

Edwards, Ormsby and Dougherty
opened the show with exclusive

numbers

well delivered in -novel
fashion. Dougherty, the pianist and
lone male member of the turn, has
replaced a chap by the name of
Wolff. With the change of pianists
a change in the location of the piano
has also been made, the instrument
now standing in the middle of the
stage, the two young women members doing their numbers from
openings on each side in the special
drop. The present layout is prefer-

The

able.

has
number, aldraggy in spots,

exclusive

material

value, with the closing

though a trifle
sending them oft? nicely.
Foley and O'Neil. No. 2, banged
over an applause and laughing hit
that would have done justice to a

The comedy

position.

later

Idea

employed

in # ihe encore bit scored
laugh after laugh, letting the team
Blanche and
off in capable style.
Jimmy Creighton, with a rube comedy skit well supplied with surekept rolls of laughter
fire gags,
coming, with Jimmy snapping over
a wise one now and then that fairly
convulsed the house.
Dainty Marie, Nc. 4, unionized the
audience and suited them to a T,
dazzling them with her acrobatics,
enhanced by a well delivered line
of chatter, scoring one of the biggest applause demonstrations of

the evening.

Maud Muller and Ed Stanley, with
a kidding routine, got much out of
Miss Muller's clowning and walked
away with their share in a show in
which honors were well divided.
The Edwards Revue closing the
half or vaudeville portion, an
intermission dividing it from the
feature picture, provided several
corking flashes and a bunch ~f girls
first

who do justice to Edwards' judgment. The boy dancer remains the
outstanding hit, taking down applause honors at each appearance.
Although hampered somewhat by
the heat Tues-ay evening, Gus did
a man's work and ran a close second to his protege for the honors.

BROADWAY.
The warm weather Monday night
gave business a Jolt. The Ljuse
was only comfortably filled downstairs,

with

the

upstairs

rather

The usual standees

lightly settled.

were missing, but the audience, if
small, made up In noise what they
lacked in numbers. Several acts on
the bill registered real smashing
It would appear that an act
Dan hits.fortunate
is
in getting this house

McGrew" as usual. Calling for a
number the contest nar- for their New York showing, for
rowed down to "The Raven" and the audience is susceptible, more so
"Boots." The Edgar Allen Poe num- to singing and dancing than to
ber was chosen, something of a sur- comedy, but enthusiastic to all.
The genuine 14-karat hit of the
prise, for "The Raven" is long and
request

evening went to Clayton and EdIt consumed nine mineasy posiutes to recite, the effort being high- wards in a not altogether
The boys followed a long
ly appreciated.
Foyer stated he tion.
of hits ahead,
would offer a new kind of act sopn, show, with a couple
then bowed off, gracefully compli- preceded by a picture that most of
for. stringing
menting the tarn to follow him, as the audience was inout
to a full
the entertainment
usual.
three hours. Clayton and Edwards
Ann Suter, back to the big are
this season
combination
new
a
houses, presented a lively interJumped in off the bat, becomlude, on fourth.
(New Acts.) She and
ing a sure enough next to closing
Is a blonde lass, a bit plump (which
for
any vaudeville theatre. They
act
she is aware of and kids about)
In
and has a way about her in mak- improve with each showing.
Edwards full credit for
Ike
giving
ing
exits nothing
stingy
about
his comedy and singing, Lou Claythem.
Moran and Mack were nexf to ton as a straight man should not be
closing with their burnt cork non- overlooked as a corking straight
Edsense. It is Mack all the way, with man. He works the points for
beautifully and 'lis stepping
Moran alimited straight. The egg wardsnot
little to the general readds
a
and bookkeeper gag was one of the
biggest laughs of the evening, prov- sults. Edwards has put the "Sandgetting
ing newness isn't everything. Fun- man" on the shelf and is
just as much out of a new ballad.
ny, too, was Mack's comment that
brings out more
showing
Every
he never heard of an ex-aviator but
this
and
did know about ex-porters.
The comedy possibilities incomes boy,
around
boxing bit was the second burlesque when a comedian Edwards
has, it
ability
the
with
glove stunt of the evening. It is so
looks like a certainty that they are
different from the Watson bit that
for the best.
the house did no mind. Some of the headed
Another act that should be headwallops in the Moran and Mack act
looked more substantial than the ed for better things is Lady Tsen
This Japanese, Chinese or
"Kid" Dugan smacks at that. Jim Mel.
Diamond and Sybil Brennnn; with •American girl did very .well indeed,
"Fisherman's Luck," were spotted taking down secoul honors and
No. 3 when Diamond's hard work crowding the leaders very closely,
was productive of returns. Since but with it all she is not doing a
showing around here last they have good act. Some one should fix It
There is unh nited scope for
cut two minutes out, the routine up.
now being worked in 16 minutes in he.% and she is capable of doing a
all.
Miss Brennan sported four single that should put her in the

grewsome.

—

The
front line of single women.
changes of costume.
Lew and Paul Murdock on second manner in which she uses her hands
something.
suggest
should
alone
danced their way neatly. Theirs
was the first eccentric dancing of Two or three of her present numthe evening, that class of stepping bers should be discarded immespotting the bill, being present in diately; they are antiquated, and
five acts.
"Pete and His Mule" there is no excuse surely for not
opened. The idea of using a mule in keeping up to date with the music
Lady Tsen Mel could
an interior is unusual. The Gellls publishers.
DO made, not as a freak, but as a
Ihre.
closed (New Arts).
top notch single.
re

Welch, Mealy and Montrose carcomedy nil early on
program. The boys have not
changed their offering a great deal,
ried out a nice

81st ST.

the

With weather of the summer VOTuesday evening, the Mst
Street packed them in, with tin- Qua
Edwards' Revue sharing headline
honors with th<> Elaine Hamn
•tein feature, "'J'!!" Miracle of M
riety

i

but

Scream

laughs

ail

getting plenty of
Is
through, and his present

make-up is an improvement on the
Tho bit In which the three
old,
!

u« M

g< t

PiA<>

.»,i

argument

is

very

with a continuous ripple and ing and makes a neat appearance la
smooth, trick finale with the her kilties. The act cannot hons
tears and flavor of pathos for much better than the present
brought them home double winners. position.
Adams ar.d Ccp:* d!3 n/--*y x *o 4
The noise and uproar and the boisterous frolic of the "Baby Grands," Talk and song with dancing.' Most
give point and contrast to the seri- of the comedy is derived from the
ous moment which rounds out the difference of doing things now and
In grandma's day.
They go from,
sketch.
The second half went whizz-bang, the street car conductor to waiter i
beginning with Art Henry and Leah this bit. Some of the material U
Moore in their trifle "Escorts Sup- amusing and some Just so-so. The
The sketch means nothing, man is a good dancer and the girl
plied."
but the pair have everything. Mr. shows enough at the finish to make
his it seem that more of the dancing
Henry is a dancer of parts and
x
oi'f with^tntT tfwthf • Jlrtu- <t* "owiv -r*uJVror>am^»rB7a s&JfcvrthiM* zn^»
way. It does seem that the dis- terial. The girl's dressing until she
cordant playing of familiar airs la strips to panties at the finish not
rather over done. A little of this good. She is spoiling her presentmusical buffoonery goes a long way able appearance by apparent underwith people of sensitive ears. How- dressing.
Kawana Duo, a man and woman
every, his short straight bit, of
The
playing with the muted instrument pedal act, closed the show.
showed him a musician of real abil- little couple do very nicely, and as
Captain (Pop) Anson and Daugh- ity. He could have repeated, but an opening act would fit in very
*'
ters have hit New York at an opMiss Moore seconds her well.
didn't.
portune time.
Stead's Syncopated Sextet (New
The citizens are partner in the trifling dialog and is
about as full of baseball right now
graceful stepper, besides being a Acts) closed the first half.
as a locality can well be. Captain a
picture in two attractive cosAnson is a wonder, the program pretty
tumes,
the second a striking Spanputs him down at Tt years old, and
he gets around and has the figure of ish affair.
With Monday evening the balmand
Ernie Stanton were next
Val
a man of 60. The act opens in full
iest of the season to date this instage, with Pop and the two girls, to closing with Fink's Mules the dependently booked house by Alee
talking
comedians
finish.
two
The
who are as tall as the old-time .400
Hanlon he'd an audience near to
hitter (he stands a full « feet) sing bill themselves as "The English capacity.
The crowd arrived early
and kid him along, get him to tell Boys from America," which doesn't and from all appearances remained
of his old associates and experi- mean much to an audience. One is until the very end, securing suffifrock
coat
and
striped
dressed
in
ences. They go to "one- for a fincient enjoyment from a bHl that
ish, carrying a drop showing a base- trousers, the other in Eaton jacket provided an abundance of
comedy.
ball field. The girls sing a baseball and wide linen collar like a British The house is one of the
oldest
number, throwing balls to the audi- schoolboy. Their talk Is all in the neighborhood theatres in the city
English
vein
of
twisted
conversaence.
Capt. returns la a baseball
(at
Eighth
avenue
and
Twentysuit with a bat, hitting the balls tion and redolent with puns, the third
street) and has a clientelle
thrown up by the audience. The misuse of words and absurd correc- that's there week in and out,
rain
Broadway audience took kindly to tions. The material is handled in or shine.
Capt and his daughters, showing a spirit of travesty seriousness, but
Alvia
musical
(New
Acts)
lzed
the
exchanges
are
often
too
swift
mterest in the stories and roundly the
opening position with a xylophone
applauding the names of the old- to register with an unsophisticated to satisfying results,
with
Farrell
audience.
Much
of
the
fast
tangled
time
and present-day baseball
talk was lost on
the Jefferson and Hatch, two colored 1>oys, taking
>
heroes.
The couple have a flrst- down a surefire comedy and sing•In Argentina" and May Curdy crowd.
rato finish, the "boy" comedian ing hit in the No. 2 position. The
ar 1 Partner (new Aots).
strumming on the ukelele while the boys have discarded the cream colstraight man does an imitation of ored suits for tuxedos and have
a Jew's harp, following with the lined up a number of rags which
put over in easy style.
A nine-act bill representing an real playing of a mouth organ in they
The Jean Gordon Players in a
fine
jazz style. This got the genunusuallyNarge outlay in salaries
Scotch
comedy playlet with songs
was not sufficient to draw against erous returns.
The animal act opens with "lib- carried away an easy hit with an
Monday evening's balmy weather.
offering
abounding in comedy that
N was about as far back as the erty" work by the two ponies and
to hit the right spot. *The
crowd went and there was a good mule. This always is a slow opener appeared
character
woman
(undoubtedly
deal of "dressing" In front of that. and a good many people walked Miss Gordon) had little difficulty
In
This Is the last week of the regular out, where a snappier beginning
points
from
planting
her
the start
winter programs and box office might have held them for the and walks away with the honors.
scale, the house going into eight whooping stuff with an unridable
A highland fling by the younger
turns and a feature film on a split mule and the interesting evolution
provided one of the largest apweek basis Monday (May 16). At of ponies, dogs and a colored girl
p'ause bits, with the comedy of tho
the same time the box office scale knockabout on the revolving tables.
heavier man carrying him along In
Rush.
will be reduced from $1 and 85
satisfactory style.
A Chaplin recents to 76 and 60 cents for Saturvival following provided more merday and Sunday nights and 85 and
riment.
60 cents for the other evenings of
Martin and Courtney, a man and
the week.
The roof suffered along with all woman team, No. 4, with a variety
This week's bill ought to have the other houses in the early week turn in the true sense.
Though not
brought them in. It had the Lee weather slump. The
Tuesday night well routined, the act contains a
children, Clark and Bergman, and
congregation was light.
wealth of material that appeals to
Yvette Rugel at the top for a threeThe first half of the program'was small time audiences with recogniway winner and fairly solid enter- much
better than the last half, tion immediately gained by the
tainment to round out a show. The which suffered through lack of comcouple.
The man's dramatic recionly weakness was a scantiness of edy.
singles followed each
Two
dealing
with
profiteers,
comedy. There were some laughs other, both practically straight, and tation
while
a
little late, contains a punchscattered through the running, but by the time the second one finished
that
the
tops
turn
off.
Harry Rose
what the bill needed for the Four- the show was about over as far as
with his nut comedy ground out a
teenth street clientele was vigorous the audience was concerned.
Le
comedy, otherwise known as hokum. Van and Devlne (New Acts) were series of laughs that came freely.
The Rose turn, although holding'
The show progressed with plenti- the one bright spot In the second very
little material of worth, manful applause to a climax with Clark half, but it was some little time beaged to amuse, although the next to
and Bergman, who drew a veritable fore they got things looking up.
closing
position should have proovation. Miss Clark was still out
Nada Norraine, a doubled voice
of the regular act, but appeared for girl, opened after intermission, and. vided a turn of greater strength.
Fulton
and
Mack, going through a
a moment during tho dozen or so for some reason caught more ap-"
curtain calls and sang a verse of a plause than any act on the pro- fast hand balancing, closed the
show
in
capable
the house
new ballad.
She was in street gram. She also got a reception on remaining intact style,
for the feature'
clothes and apparently the bit was her appearance.
She is just a picture.
>'
extemporaneous.
Henry Bergman straight singing single, with no parand the Crisp Sisters have a bright ticular vaudeville value, although
20 minutes. The former is a fine she does yodle.
In a house where
SQ.
breezy young comedian, singer and seven or eight acts are played room
Anna Q. Nilsson, star of "Without
dancer. Here la a "class" act in can be found for a turn of this dewhich the "class" designation goes scription, but in the five-act bills Limit,'' the feature film the first
for the players and all they do and they are very hard to place satis- half, made a personal appearance at
the Lincoln Square Monday evenot solely for a collection of silk factorily.
as well as Tuesday night. Ths
drapes. The whole thing is charTwo other singles were on the ning,
acterized by good taste and clever- bill.
B. Kelly Forrest caught the house attendance Monday, however,
was
just
normal, as the personal apness down to the smallest detail. deuce position, and he also went
Mr. Bergman's bit of ad lib chatter well on applause, due to a parody pearance was not advertised, having
been
sudden
decision on the star's
a
with a "box-plant" used for a cur- that might be put down as blue.
Miss Nilsson was slated to
tain bit was a capital touch of hu- Up until then he got very little. A part.
appear
in
various
Loew theatres
sort
of
Billy
mor, and the Swede talk disclosed
McDermott makeup is
that the polite young singer and used by Forrest, and the act is along this week, but cancelled the tour by
telegram,
saying
she
was leaving
similar
lines.
A
good
singing voice
dancer could shine as a dialect
for Sweden to be with her dying
Is his greatest asset, but he is not
comedian if he wanted to.
mother.
When
apprised
of an opusing
it
properly
to
get
the
most
Lynch and Zellar, hat juggling
out
comedians, opened around 8.30, get- of it. His delivery, a slow, wobbly timistic change in her parent's
ting the usual with this sort of manner of talking, is bad, and not health, Miss Nilsson decided to go
turn, a patt«- of applause for the only Is It hard to hear him, but it through with her original plans, but
straight worn and a giggle or two gets to the nerves before he fin- minus the advertising usually atfor the falls.
Joe McFarlan and ishes. B. Kelly should go in more tending such events. Her personal
Johnny Palace, dress suited singers, for the parody style. Clean paro- appearance resulted in the stopping
have extremely agreeable voices dies can be secured and they are of the feature film's progress in ths
midst of things to allow for ths
and know the knack of getting brae always good.
Rudinoff was the third single in a star's few minutes for some words
numbers over. The ballad used for
important
position second and comment. The feature was rethe semi-finish Is rather slow, al- very
though the strenuous business of after Intermission. The position is sumed following her exit, causing a
working It up by means of a reci- much too Important for an act of late show and the elimination of the
this calibre,
Karly.ori the bill.. Ru-. ttons rw-.l aid. comedy exhibition*,
tation, helps for the final effect.
Princess Rajah was moved up dinoff should start things nicely in "Without Limit'' is a Loew-Metro
these
houses.
He makes a picture production and Miss Nilsson's tour
No. 3 from closing, a doubtful shift,
for It left three turns minus comedy on a smoke plate and finishes with of the Loew houses may be a sort
whistling.
The
bird Imitations were of introduction to test her popuat the early end of the show. That
the best liked.
larity
as a possible permanent
left it tough for Yvette Rugel, the
Heras
and
Preston
did very well Metro star.
fourth straight offering In a line.
with acrobatics, although the comSeymour and Jeanette, a*i ebony
The value of Miss Rugel's singing edy
did not quite seem to hit. The couple, both doing "straight" males,
specialty is that it has that rare
boys are corking tumblers. It is a neatly clad in Tuxes, had a jazzy
quality of being able to hold up a
question if they would not do just song and
dance routine as the openbill at the point when the audience
as well without the comedy.
At er on the bill. They are capable
is pretty well laughed out.
Her least they should confine
it to what
is also
ideal spot would be in the middle of
they can get out of their work, as in steppers and Miss Jeanette
gifted with a telling voice for rags.
an uproarous show, where a mo- the instance
of the one funny bit
Harlow, Banks and Gay, two men
mentary stop in laughs is desirable now being
used, with the under- and a
without a let down, in order that stands dropping
woman with a straight singthe top mounter ing
more comedy acts may follow after several times before
routine
they mixed up
he gets him up. with some which
an interval of interesting quiet en- A little mon> attention
piano work, deured
also should
joyment. There are not many acts he given the
capably to get by on a similar sp™
condition of their wardthat can stand this test.
in the pop houses.
robe.
The Lee Children had the first go
Phillips and Ebby showed their
Donald and Donald, a man and
at the comedy and did remarkably woman, In
on the movies to a flock of
Mtire
Scotch costumes throughact
well In getting the laughs started out, opened the
show. They both laughfl in the third spot. This
with their entrance in "one" and the play bagpipes at the
miss
can't
with the family audiopening. Tinscrap. The quick shift to tho studio man sings a couple of
Scotch num- ences.
setting and ths clowning of the bers and the girl does
Arthur Fields, the phonograph
Scotch and
clever youngsters sustained atten- Irish reels. The girl Is good
(Continued on page 26 1
look-

funny and Is carried out for a corking big laugh.
Cutty and Nelson, man and woman musical and singing, got by
nicely No. 2. The woman presides
at the piano, and as an accompanist makes herself more than half
the act.
She plays particularly
well, putting plenty of life into the
work. She is possessed of a very
pleasing soprano. The man plays
the xylophone and cornet, getting
much more with the latter instrument, especially in the jaxz numbers. The couple can go along playing the better* grade of si/Tail ttoftseV
but should look around for something a little stronger that would
bring them into the bigger time.
They have the ability, but it is just
the frame-up that will keep them
from hitting the higher spots.
Howard's Ponies closed the show.
It is a pleasing sight offering.
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rumor that on account of a

of letters, as to a

tain element in vaudeville

which

is

the present improved conditions and

who

(
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l\'

Any

of artists.

to the N. V. A. labels

Do

being done

is

want

I

me

that

if

any of

prompt and

I

employees disregard their orders

baggage

this

With

95%

this assurance,

of the railroad

in a

is

on

and the co-operation

we

of,

men who have shown

prove to

this valuable innovation

me

that at

for

;

feel the

good

no time

gone out of

their

(New Orleans Picayune) : You should
Screamingly funny oddity. Sparkling wit. *
most

down the house.
(New Orleans Item) Delightfully
* * * The artists possess the charm

in print

way

and

of

and

ti.

have

stencil.

it

\

pa

w

^ v
-

The

..,

^

^
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label ap-

v/

and
if

it

will

names

work

are

have

my

who
made known

of those

ways.

on your baggage or, better
Most of the theatres have the

failure

on anyone's part to accord

for you.

£. F.

attraction.

"LOCATION."

miss

*

Clever, bright chat* * •
fun.
Brings

* * *
original.
of individuality.

>w

label

stencilled on.

to facilitate

Cleverly played.

"LOCATION" HEADS BILL
Courier-Journal):
* * * Attains
It is a novelty.
Clever satire on movies.
splendid results to generate laughs.
KIMBERLY
PAGE, assisted by E.
(Springfield, 111., Journal)
Lee Robinson, kept the audience in roars. * * * Excellent farce based
on timely subject. * * * Elaborated, would serve as splendid full evening's entertainment.
but book this unusual novelty laughing hit and get the opinion of the
audience in your theatre.
(Signed) KIMBERLY
PAGE.

AT

(Louisville

AND
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»

any trouble they have with

in other effective

Report any

KEITH'S.

I

,

the privileges or attention that these labels should secure

not
the

of

I will see that the

Put the N. V. A.
still,

.

:

,J„

in carrying out the

any other way,

attention.

A

causes

me

interfere with the progress of this

in the history of

matic. * * * Sure-fire.
"LOCATION" is the headlined
(Cincinnati Inquirer) :
* * *
clever satire. Well played and excellently staged.

MISS PAGE

......

I

their baggage, or in

WARNING!

*

.....

Same as all must if
do not propose to

the

me

not pay any attention to the following comments. They are each
the opinion of only one person:
(Variety) (Sime): "LOCATION" can fit in the big time. • •
It's a sure laugh.
(Star) (S. L. Harris) : Laugh winning punches. * * * Epigram-

*

.

condition in vaudeville.

it,

the artists will notify

Do

*

new

effect of

—

AND

ALBEE.

AND INJURED.

ILL

ter.

f

>, ,*>
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t

>,.

have had assurances from many stage employees of

prompt

valu-

it is

vaudeville has baggage been delivered so promptly.
railroad officials have

„

not become discouraged, or pay any attention to

will

that they

able and the letters that I receive from managers
artists

»

.».

,

the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, and

continually growling and grumbling will have no pereffect

>V M

principles of the National Vaudeville Artists, Inc.,

baggage through on time, the small element which

manent

*••»•

allow anything to discourage

strictly

are anxious and willing to do everything to help get the
artists'

>"

they are honest with themselves.

accountable for the same.

say,

>'

their co-operation in this

have assured

manner, they will be held

efficient

'-' >*•*

rights to see that your baggage is delivered promptly.

to say to every vaudeville

with reference to the handling of

'*.»

who do not want to see any progress. Stand up like
men and women for your rights; and it is one of your

They
their

*

ville

on the baggage

artist that the Presidents of the Railroads

ni

these disgruntled artists, stage hands or others in vaude-

certain

is

> >..

peared on the baggage.

innovation meets with discouragement

from some element, and

'.;.-.

and every courtesy shown where the N. V. A.

cer-

9)

8P

i

the handling of artists* baggage ; trains have heen held,

endeavor to

for the benefit of the vaudeville artists, there

some

i> -~

not in sympathy with

throw a monkey wrench into anything that

opposition by

'•

and received a

discussion,

Frank Frazee, vaudeville, fell,
fracturing his skull. Taken to Rellevue Hospital in a serious condition.
George Defeo, husband of Nana,
Is recovering from an operation
at
the French Hospital, New York.

Dugan and Raymond have cancelled four

Raymond

weeks through Babette

suffering from a serious

breakdown.

One of the Aerial Macks became
ill on a train coming from
Philadelphia the turn had to cancel the
first half of the present week, where
they were booked to open at the
so

home Tuesday stated Mr. Ranhad passed the crisis and was
out of danger.
Fred Stone Is still hobbling about
on crutches. It will be four weeks
before he is able to discard them.
his
dall

PRODUCTION ENGAGEMENTS.
Sam Hearn signed for three years
Vaudeville optiou
included in contract.
Marjorie Muir, "Last Walt*."
Norman Trevor, long-term contract with Seiwyn.

by the Shuberts.

Howard Lang, long-term contract,
David Belasco.
Loew's Lyric, Hoboken.
Forrest
Winant,
Lois Arnold, who has been seri*Ths
Right
rheumatism, has sufficiently recov- Way," Herndon.
Sidney L. Mason, "The Bad Man,"
ered to be up and about.
Bernice McCabe was out of tho Harris.
Alberta Burton, "The Right Way."
cast of "Irene" this week, due to a
Frank Camp, Jack Warner, Alics
cold.
Clemons,
Henrietta Brown. Poll
Ad
Ke
u wa » hit by an automo£
...
M y
stock, Springfield, Mass.
bile Sunday while crossing
BroadBernard Steele, Poll's, Hartford.
way, which necessitated her calling
off rehearsals for her new
vaudeville
act.

C.

Baddock returned to hts
week after having been
home for some time
a nervous disorder which af-

B.

office

this

confined to his

due to

fected his teeth.
Carl Randall suffered an attack of
diptheria last week. Reports from

DAVIS and DAVIS
their LAW
OFFICES to the LOEW BUILDING,

announce the removal of

Suits 1004, for the convenience of
their professional clientele.

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
„

4teaa»hlp Mromodatlons arraa*»d
»n IAn—, at Mala Ofllc. Prleaa Boat* are
full: arraa** aarl*.
Fords* Moaay boasbt aad told Mberty Baada
bonrht and told
PA Ft TACW1Q « SON 01 Kmmt Mfh
St N*w York
Plionc: Stayreaaat S1SS-6IS7
cola* rery

1

MANAGERS

AGENTS

leave no doubt in mind regarding a bit I do entitled "It's Your Mother/' I take this method to explain:
In 1912 I was with a burlesque show in which there was a scene from which I conceived the idea for the bit I am
now doing. This bit consisted of: Harry Welch would start to recite and would be interrupted by Lew Fein; Fein
would exit. Welch would start to recite again, and again be interrupted by Art Langdon; Langdon would exit and
Welch would start to recite again, and repetition of same until enci of bit,
Leader plays sad music and segues to dance
I changed it, asking leader "to play sad music while I recite."
music; I start to dance, leader segues to sad music; I start to recite, leader segues to dance music; repetition of

To

same

until finish of bit.

have been doing
Other acts using above
I

this bit since 1916,
bit are

which

infringing on

my

Have advertised same untitled "It's
I can prove.
material and wish they would eliminate same.

JOE STANLEY
STANLEY

and

OLSON

Your Mother/'

,i>~

*

^^W^W!W^!-^^^«^WP^^

VARIETY

WEEK (MAY
NEXT
VAUDBVILLS THBATRBB

BILLS

otherwise

The hill* below are grouped to divisions. » wording to the booking offlcee they
•ro supplied from.
Tito iimniiii in which these bill* ars printed doe* aot denote the relative
Importance of act* nor their program positions.
•lief ore name Indicates act le now dome new turn, or reappearing after
absence from vaudeville, or appearing in city where Hated for the flret time.

B. F.

»w

•*

>*»

Kelly

A

Pollack

Brown A O'Dennell

& Casey

Duckridge

J A B Morgan
linen Family
La Toy's Models
Keith's Royal

Kids
Marion Harris Co
l>t«

BAB
Gorman
Lane A Moran
LAP.

Murdock

Joe Darcy
Duffy A Mann
Horlick A Sar Sis
Lady Alice's Pets
Keith's Colonial

•"Dummies"
Vernon Stiles
Billy Glason

CAM
King
Gordon
Ford

Wallace

A

(Two

Brltton

to

fill)

Alhambra

Keith's

Joe Cook

Watson

Bis

Alex Bros A Evelyn
Herschel Henlere
MrFarlane A Palace
Beatrice Morgan Co
J yams A Mclntyre
I

"Two
(One

Little Pals'*
to fill)

Keith's Humiltoo
Vinie Daly
Farrell Taylor Co

Three Bobs

Nash A O'Oonnell
I.

A Capman
till)

elth's Jefferson

"Tango Shoes"
A Campbell

Morris

Miller A Capman
Clinton Sisters

(Two

fill)

to All)

Three Bobs
Grace Nelson

(Two

to

fill)

Mom' Broadway

V A

Bell
fill)

L.I.

A Bergman
A Frabito

(Others to fill)
2d half
Gallagher A Rolley
Pearson N'wp't A P
(Others to fill)

BROOKLYN

Gaxton Co
Dave Roth

Moss' Flatbush

Harry Watson Jr

Felix A Fisher
Marlette's Mar'ettcs
El Cota

fill)

Little
(Others to fill)

Moss* Coliseum

Ebbs

Valerie Bergere Co
Lads A Lassies

Fordham

Jack Osterman
Pedestrianlsm"
Dem'rent A Collette
Nash A O'Donncll
Tony A George Co
Greenlee A Drayton
(One to fill)
'

Monarch 4
Sweatman Co

McKenzle Sisters
Hughes A Nerrltt
Hobby Connelly Co
Rddle Ross
Polly Dasal S

Majestic

Stewart

Carl

(Others to

fill)

2d half (19- !2)
Mason A Cole
Valerie Bergere Co
kltlntosh A Maids

fill)

ALLENTOWN,

'apt Anxon Co
The Ca morons
M C'mack &. Regay

•

2d half

Burt

Arcade
(Savannah split)
1st half

Kthel MeDonough
(Others to fill)

.Sidney

A Tow nicy

C Mack Co
Monarch 4

Messenger 3
"Fixing Furnace"
N*« poll tan 2

•

sw.iiin.in Co

<>n- to

fill)

ATLANTA, OA.

M'C'mack A Irving
Oklahoma 4

Lyrlo

(BirminRham

D««Heers

1st half
|

11

A P Oakcs

split)

C

J

Baboons
Frank J Sydney Co
3 Ander Girls

Gallettl's

MOBILE, ALA.
Lyrlo

(New Orleans

Mack A Brantly
Mathews A Bl'k'n'y
A Robert

Coffman A Carroll

KNOX VI TLB
Bijou
Sisters

to

Gilbert Co
fill)

2d half

Faynes
Fargo A Richards

Schuyler

(One

to

fill)

Murray
Elise Schuyler
Silver DUval Co

1st half

Weadick A LaDuo
"Golden Bird"
Dewltt Burns A
(One to fill)

A B

Hall Ermine

(Ono to

T

fill)

SAGINAW, MICH.

INDIANAPOLIS

Jeffers- St rand
Sisters

Merriman

B. F. Keith's
Dezso A Better
Gibson A Betty

Sam A

Betty Rosa

Briscoe

A Raugh

(Others to

A

Pierce A Goff
B A J Crcighton

nil)

NKKDS

SSSgfciS!!

1st half (16-lf)
llerniviri Mros
Duval A Little

Ray Rnymond Co
(Others to fill)
2d half (19-22)
Maaters A K Rev
Hlue Devils
(Others to fill

NASHVILLE

~

Princess

I

l«»g

RAYMOND
BOND
AMERICAN HUMORIST
io rtsl s sanss and hssSle* rh«
"Mr. Bess
role <o tkllttully tfin» th« playlet standi aut at one
of Mte s>ert tnjsyable *• nave aaan."
- lirni ri'lTITU. Toledo Tlff.M.

City

Bonner A Power
"Moonbeams"
Moore A Fields

Tempest A R'nshlno
Bensee A Baird
4 Ortons

(One to

BOSTON

B. F.

BOSTON

I

Boston

Home A

A Lange
Cullen

Sankers A Sylvers
Gordon's Olympln
(Scolley Square)
Angle Chappell
Keane A Williams
Foley

A

O'Nell

Daly Mack

A D

Gordon's

Olympia
(Washington Bt.)

Pollard Sis
.

Sheridan Square
(Johnntown rplit)
lit half

B A P Valentine
Mni.ll. -ton

St

S

Hozellas

Wtil Stanton

Eddie Carr Co
Fern A Marie
Claudia Coleman
"Bits

<>o Akron

Co

PORTLAND. ME.
B. F. Keith's

Baaaoya
Coor^r A Laeey

A

A B

to fill)

1

LANSING, MICH.

TOLEDO,

Strand
Meredith A Snoozer
Rives A Arnold

Mam

Pieces"
Aniiii.. Is

TORONTO
Hippodrome
Lloyd Navada Co
Mildred Parker
Whitfield A Ireland
Fred Ilughen «'o

Lerimer Hudson Co

lie

Fallett

Strand

Weber Girls
Dunbar A Turner
Norwood A Hall

Hilly
'^ru^t

AMBR'GE, MAS*.

i.ibhy

("ne

Q

to

2d half

All)

f'han

2d half

.

Ledegar

ProHteerinK"
hr .t Hell
Svitm' Animals

JAN

Wits

CONLEY

NAOMI RAY

"BICE AND OLD SHOES"

Otto A Sheridan
Valeska Suratt OS

Oscar Mirano

and

WELLS

Jessel's "Troubles of lt?0"

AN4iEI.ES (MAY

opening)
Well >ik
Ca

A

C Morton

<

Moss A Frye
Bobby O'Nell Co

LOS ANGELES

'o

Orpheum

M.'lrnse

Edith Clifford C

Delmsr A Koib
Harriet Rempel

r*o

DBS MOINKS
Orphrum
The Rectors

Alan Brooks Co
Lolya Adler Co
Prosper &. Moret

Dunh'm A William*
l.;irry Comer
Bclblnl
I

Brswnlng
«'.'iru«<

tS)-

Mnrsraret A Alvare*
Everest's Circus

Tom Smith

<

JtrVxd

Holmes A La Vers
Murray Girls

Olms

Orphrum

tnms

8

LINCOLN, NEB.
Orpheum

AJi.o^

DENVER

llert

Nicholson

Alssn Bronson Co

3

ORPHRIM, LOS

J

A

Sheila Terry Co

P.n.yU» &):•:);«.

Ja Da

RfHMie

J.

Norton

Orpheum

Miniature Revue
The Great Howard

"Moonlight"

HARRY

"On Fifth Avenue**
Frances Kennedy
Frank Brown
Donovan A Lee

The Nagyfys

(Sunday
Williams
5

play*

bill

Calgary 19-21)

A Scofleld
KANSAS CITY

Sealo

I-'

i>r.ug»i. lt>

(Same

Piclcrt

A Ballew
Mabel Sherman
Valentine A Bell

•

'fsy mods

(1C-18)

Hymack

WHENCE. MASS.

Zuhn A Dreir
Evans A Perez

Orpheum

Wilson

HOLMES

Empire
Frank Bardon
Itynn & Ryan
Koyal Venetian

tk

LaViior

A

Flying Mayos
Palace
CarJyle Bl'kwell Co
Lydell A Macy
Fradkin A J Tell
Wilton Sisters

GAM

parroir

J-'iiincis

Billy Miller

EDMONTON, CAN;

With Geo.

Harnett
<*reedon A Davis
Lefevcr

Co

Hart Sisters

Dewey A Rogers

2d half

a

"Bubbles"

Young A Wheeler
Ce Dora

Parker

Wilson Bros
Claude A Morion

4

Pago A Gray
Evans A Perez

City"

Du Bols
A Rule

Melville

Bothw'll Browne Co
Patricola

Adams A

Barlow
Krn tner

Blzley

A

Buzsell

New York

Wilfrid

Majestic
Eddie Foy Co
Wellington Cross

Vernon Co

r
Bijou
Perez A M.nrpuorit.
Margarst .Sumner

•

Co

fill)

CHICAGO

Jack AicGowan
The Kervills
(Ono to fill)

,.,

fill)

2d half

State-Lnke

2d half
California 3

<T

,.,

(Three to

Deszo Retter
"Spirit Mardi Gras"
(Three to fill)

Palace Theatre Building,

Craig Campbell

Gordon's C'hlral Sq.
Adams A Robinson

l

Six Bclfords

SAB

Carleton

3

Oklahoma

Mills

Cameron A RogerS

(Thrco to fill)
2d half
Henry's Pets
Ross
Jaa Grady Co
to

O.

B. F. Keiths'

Tom

Bevan A Flint —

Coofc

Mornn A Mack
Kluting's

(One

Marlon

.'op.

HAVEL

B. F. Keith's
J^eRue A Duprce
Palo A Palct

KEITH

Anthony

L'

I.xhikawa Japs

2d half

Cooke A Valdare
Newport A Stirk
Chas Aithoff
"Four of Us"
Hunting & Francis
Bottomley Troups

Charles Irwin

Amaranth Sis
(Two to fill)
BROCKT-N, MASS.

Jerome A France
Gilfoyle

fill)

Exchange, Boston

Vaudeville

Marie Dorr

SYRACUSE
4

Frank Dobson Co
Yates A Reed

Ha!! Ermine

Gordon

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Norman A Telma

Sis

A Lane

rr^T-4?,,?^.Ti s 'J,?v-S-1[.;„,

Boh Hall

Id half

Kahnn A Boons
DuVal Co
hart Murphy A G

R

(Two

Stanley A Olson
Boyle A Bennett
Frances Mink Co
2d half

Capitol

Donald
Cooper

R

John

J C Nugent
(One to fill)

Sliver

Sailor Reilly

~ WE ""BBSS"

and

Inc.

Placa

De Lkr
& Smith
Zeno Moll & C
M'C'mack A Irvine
BANGOR, ME.

Davis

Stewart A L'wrence
Williams A Howard
Princess Kalama Co

The Rayolitea
Geo F Hall

HARTFORD

1921

7,

Billy Rogers
Clapton Drew Co.
Howard A Sadler
Kremka Bros

PITTSBURGH

gnats*
Klaiss

DIAMONDS

Florence
Williams A West
Fisher A Gilmore
Casting Campbells

Circuit

(Jacksonville split)
Florence Gladiola

Whiting & Burt

&£&£*
GREENE
....

Smith on

Bijou

Dell

hXSr-7

a—

&

SAVANNAH, OA.

Dainty Marie
LaToy A Vesta
Sutter

Fifer S

HEMMENDINGER.

A Winch
Marsh Montgomery
La Dora A B'kman
Elkins Fay A W
Fay A
Redford

May

Dot.son

Proctor's
2d half (12-15)

Bolden
2d half

CARRIE

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

A

Madison
Tony Gray Co
Marguerite Padula

A

E.

CHICAGO

"Dummies"
Kennedy A Nelson

La Bergere

Nelson

PLATINUM
REM 0DE"NC
JEWELRY *^ IAIVllJINLi, ^ RE||0U)i ^JJ
Tal. »7I Jshs
45 JOHN 8T.
N«» York City

1312-1313 Masonic Temple

2

H

Eli?»e

RICHMOND, IND*

IND.

Chas Althoff

AGENCY

split)

Frank Shields
Chains A Lambert

a
A

Cotter

ERNIE
YOUNG

Houghton

Shaw

Everett Co
St. Denis

JOHNSTOWN

(Two

Stenards

Elsie

"Toy Shop"
A Huston

Ksjlyama

Stein

Opening

Ford A Goodridge
McFarland Sis
A Robblns
Thos B 8hea

Majestic
(Pittsburgh split)

Amanda

J

W

Mrf, arena

Robert

2d half

fill)

HAMMOND.

Lillian

"Silk and gatin M
Leila Shaw Co
Clinton A Rooney
J F Conroy Co
2d half

Hostcr

fill)

Frisco

Pantagea

the

The Keeleys

John Ulundy A SU .B*riraru
Edna Droea
Pressler
Kennedy A Rooney Nonette

Homer

Booked

/

to

Temple
White Co
Beth Berl Co

Howard A White

A Mercer
Olcott A Mary Ann
Rappi
Emil Subers
Spencer A Williams Paul Levan A M
(Two to fill)
MT. VERNON, N.Y.
JACKSONVILLE

1st half

Oladys Greene
(One to fill)

Hollis

BOB

Elsie

B. F. Keith's
Thornt'n A Holland
Santos & H'yes Rev

Prlncosa

Co

ROCHESTER

Millis

PHILADELPHIA

MONTREAL

Jaffee

(One

Blake's Mules

Yvette Rugel
The Sharrocks
The Herberts

Sully A
Lillian

&

Handis

1st half
fill)

unrr

Polly Dassl 3
2d half

Proctor's 128th St.
2d half (12-10)

to

Prluc«ton 6

Eddie Rosa

"Tango Shoes"
"Win Ebbs

fill)

PA.

Orpheum
McKenzle Sisters
Hughes a Nerrttt
Bobby Connelly Co

Sherwln Kelly
(One to fill)

Ines

Van A Emerson

Origlnater of staring in two Toices simultaneously.

Moss' Regent

A

2d half

5

Juliet

fill)

Keith's Prospect
2d half (12-16)
Zlcgler Sis Co
Farrell Taylor Co

Co
Van Cleve A Pets

Bl Cota

to

2d half

(Two

VALENTINE VOX

(Others to

C Mack Co

Mason A Colo
(Two to fill)

Frteco
I

2

W

1st half (16-18)

Flirtation"

II

A

Lynn A Howland

Able O. II.
Sidney A Townley

(One

to

Renee Roberta Rev

Bensee A Baird
4 Ortons
Plaza
Dave Winnie

The Lelghtons
Potter A Hartwcll

Cronln A Hart
(One to fill)
2d half
Ann Sutcr

Official Dentist to the N. V. A.
(Pstnaoi Bullslss). Na» York

Quixey 4

A Rooney
Duval A Little
(Ons to fill)

Ruth Roye

O A

Anderson

Ada

Majestic

Pramp A Scamp

BROADWAY

Shaw A Campbell

Clinton

A Campbell

<<>ne to

1

Ethel Clifton Co

Courtney Sis Co

2d half
'

fill)

Bo Peep A Horner

Crutchfleld

IIAKRISR'RC, FA.

Montrose A Nelson
Bennett Sis Co

fill)

Capt Anson Co

to

LOWELL

Will

J

Kaufman A
0841-0842-6320

2d half
Betty Washington

Bros

PATERSON

B. F. Keiths'
Synco

1st half (16 IK)

Clinton Sistera

Morris

Devttt

Peggy Carhart
(Two to fill)

The Caraerons
Dorees Opera
to

A

Russell

Juliet

Keith's

(Two

KAHTON, PA.

Illson City 4

(Others to fill)
Id half

(Two

I .amy

Sunshine Girls
Weber A Rldnor

Temple

fill)

2d half
VInIo Daly
D'marest A Collette
"Pedestrianlsm"
Greenlee A Drayton
Tony A George Co
(One to fill)
Keith's Greenpolnt
2d half (12-15)
Arthur DeVoy Co

O.

Grand

Mills
Helen Staples

AUSTIN and ALLEN

Lewis A Norton
H Harrington Co

fill)

O'Donnell A Blair
Hughes Musical
Foley A La Tour

MASSILLON,

Tom

Lane & Harper

1st half

The Bradnas

Poll's

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

Grace Nelson

A

WILK'S-BTW, PA.

2

Keith's Boro Park

to

Tony A Brown
'Toy Shop"

Co

Old Time Darkies
Mayhcw A Taylor
Hall A Shapiro

1443

'fill)

Williams & ReWfttJ
(One to fill)

Stirk

Parthenon

WBC'STTl, MASS.

The Duttons

fill)

2d half

Five Chapins

Padula

Princess Wah-Ltka
2d half
Miss Ioleen
Fan O'Brien Co
Princess Wah-L'tka

BROADWAY

PHONES: BRYANT

DETROIT

Avcy A O'Nell

2d half (19-22)
Bernivicl Bros

Wm

1493

Columbia

Jack Inglis

(Two

GAL
Garden
Marguerite

COLUMBIA

Dolly Kay
Eva Shirley Co

to

(Scranton split)

(Charleston split)
1st half
Foster A Dog
Clara Howard
Sis

(Two

Poll's

"Toto"
Evelyn De Lyon Co

Dawson
(Two to

B A L Walton

(Two

C A C McNaughton

Rufus LeMaire

Ward Co
Jim McWlHiams
"Under Applo Treo"

Hill

Palace
Cooke A Valdare

Cameron A Rogers
(Two to fill)
FLINT, MICH.

Albertlna Rasch Co

Flottow Bros

CLEVELAND

A

Jenkins
Peggy Carhart
The Brlanta

John T Ray Co
McGrath A Deeds
Mcintosh A Maids
Agnes Kane

&

Ed. Davidow

HAG Ellsworth
Cahill

&

Harmon
MARION, O.
Orpheum
Haynes M A H

Kenny A

Poll's

Hippodrome
La France Bros

Marsh

Niles

Garnett

2d hair
Gibson A Betty
Stewart A L'wrencc

C A C McNaughton FT. WAYNE. JND. Haynes M A H
Huntington A H
Palace

Cotter A Bolden 3
Clinton A Rooney
J F Conroy Co

Solly

Hilton A Norton
J R Johnson
Muller A Stanley
Anderson A Yvel
Roberts A Boyne
Claudius A Scarltt

IOl 1SVII.LE, KY.
Fountain Ferry Pkv
Frear Daggett A F

O.

Keith's Strand
Helen Staples
"Spirit Mardl Gras"
(Three to fill)

"Four of Us"
Bottomly Troupe
(One to fill)

W ATERIK KY

Keith's Palace
Nestor A Vincent
Clare Carroll
Morton Jewell
I.azar A Dale
Travers A Douglas
Fred Elliott
Roode A Francis

KEITH

B. F.

"Rising G'neration"

Filer 3
2d half

AT ONCE

fill)

A Romaine

Keith's Bushwlrk

1st half (16-18)

(Others to

to

Manning Bros

Flottow Bros

Horron A Grannon
Graves A Desmond
Geo Roscnor

(Two

Craig Campbell

La Bergere Co Gruet Kramer A O

Newport A

Tony A Brown

CINCINNATI

Colombia

Martin A Moore
Jack Kennedy Co
Maxlno Bros A B
(Others to fill)

Jordon Girls
Fan O'Brien Co
Tony Gray Co

PHOKE

2d half

DAYTON,

Palace

split)

i

Adams A Robinson
Stephens A Br'nell

Barnett

CHICAGO

Rev
SPR'GFTLD, MASS.

1st half

Llebert Co
A Bell

to

WIRE

Dances

Vaudeville Exchange, Chicago

Nelson Waring
Archer A Belford
Coogan A Casey

STANDARD ACTS
WRITE

-i.

Jano A Miller
Inez Hanley
Cook & Oat man
Creedon A Davis
The Randelis

"Profiteering"
Lehr A Bell

Prlca

Creole

Victoria

(Others to fill)
2d half (18-22)
Ethel Clifton Co

Adams A
Elsie

(Wilkes-B're split)
1st half
Jenler Bros

Kara Co

•Kamplalne

A Gage
Bender A Meehan
Cook A Oat man
Cole

Rooney Co
Cooper A Lane
(One to fill)

•• •

*

MAY

Palace

A

Gibson

BROADWAY PRODUCTIONS
C.

VIM

DOING Some

Girl

R. L,

— ABILITY

VIOLA

Chas Lcdegar

Poli'a

8.

—

YOUTH

fill)

opera Houm,

'

Ollmore

2d half

1st half

1st half (16-18)

—

(One to
,

M'NCH'STER. N.H.

8CRANTON, PA.

Frosini

Norwood A Hall
The Kervills

NEWPORT,

,

Belmonts

S

4

fill)

A Thorw
Jane A Miller

Fields

Donald Sis
Leon Varvaia

Welton A Marshall

Blue Devils

(One

A
3 Chums
Fisher A
Moore

ALSO ALL

Lyric
(Atlanta split)

(Columbia

v..*t.hfJlt

.

to

2d half

Anlmalj

Some

Organdie Girls
Hoster A Huston
"Harmony Junct'n"
Palace
Miss Ioleen

SHUBERT SELECT VAUDEVILLE

Walters

(One
Colde

4

Welsh Mealey A M
Sascha Piatov Co

BIRMINGHAM

Dave Harris

Fink's Mules
Keith's H. O. II.
2d half (12-15)
Mason A Cole
Halter Lawrence
Pinto A Boyle

Allan A Cantor
Casting Campbells
2d half

Tanncn

Julius

Robbie Gordons
(Others to fill)

Nana Co

"Moonbeams'*

Chums

5

Dennis Sistsrs

A Baldwin Selbfni A Grovlnl
•Lowe Feeley A S
(Two to fill)

Duval

A

Walters

CH'LESTON,

Stanton

M

Van Hooven

Parker

Harmony Kings

Mary Haynes Co

Hal Johnson Co
Haig A La Vere

i

Josle

Cecil Gray
Morris' Ponies

Bronson

Sascha PlatoT Co
Welsh Mealey A

Wilson Co
Ed Morton
(One to fill)

-

Olympian

Oklahoma

Stephens A Br'nell
Colde A Thorn

„ *>
Fsy A Florence
Williams A Wast
Illjou

, *>

*

Kelly

Ashley A D'wney Co
Francis A Hume

Glenn

Wm

"*

iahatf

FOR

Jimmy Fox Co

St.

""•

'

Gordon's

California 3
Psge A tlray

Weber Girls
(Two to fill)
LYNN, MASS.
Gordon's Olympia
Anthony
Norrls'

f.

NEW BEDFORD

Sis

2d half

NEW HAVEN

Rooney Co

Sham's

Billy

Keith's 81st

Sawyer A Eddy
Australian Stanley

En ox Frasere
La Hilblan.ta

2d half (12-15)
Burns A Frabito

Maria Lo
(One to nil)

Josls

Royal Venetian

Zuhn A Drelr
Jordon Girls

Adele Oswald
Jack McGowan

Leila Shaw Co
Boyle A Bennett
Frances Mink Co

A Pries
A Madison

Gibson
Nelson

VA.

NOW BOOKING

Bt'FFALO

A Shirley
T A K O'Meara
•Barrett A Cnneen Bernard A GarYy
Pllcer A Douglas
(One to fill)
Morgan A Gates
Kelth'a Orpheum
DeVoe A Statzer
Gus Edwards Rev
Fallon

fill)

A A Well
F A M Dale

Amaranth

Dare Winnie
Geo F Hall

Mrs G Hughes Ca
A A F Stcdman
Kitty Gordon Co
Jack Wilson Co

Bushman A Bayne

MO' mack A Regay

A

Swift

Bennett Sis Co
(Others to fill)
Proctor's 23d St.

2d half
Farrell Taylor Co

4 Organdie Girls
Leon Varvara

4

to

BOANOKE.

fat half

Mabel Burke Co

(Others to fill)
2d half (18-22)
Frisco Co
Bison City 4

Burns

(Two

td half

Frank Bardon
Ryan A Ryan

Hall

Marccile Pallet

2d half
2 Stenards
Allen A Cantor

Poll's

Inss

Quixey

fill)

Celts Bros

fill)

R'CK'WAY,

BBIDC.EPOBT

2d half

B. F. Kelth'a
Chester A Warren

1st half (16-18)
Doree's Opera

Clark

QrKWJI EuLJS; KY.f

fill)

A

Car)

Musle

Vera Gordon Co
Creole Fashion PI
Toney A Norman
Arnold A Lambert
ZiegltT Sisters
Don Keillors
POLl'S CIRCUIT

Shaw A Campbell

Ransoms

Palace

BOSTON

Morley Sis
Anderson A Burt

A

W

fW°>Me nllt>,

Edwin George
Kitty Doner Co
Crawford A B
"Four Aces"

Harry Hayden Co
Morgan A Gates

F.

Courtney Sis Co
Finlay A Hill

to

JLKWISTON. MB.
Clsymode
Frsnces Dongherty
Harmon A Wright

May Wlrth Co

"Flashes"

Proctor's 8th Ave.
2d half (12 15)

(Others to

Berle

Hobson A Bealty
Boyce Combe Co

Holden A Harron
(Others to AID

(Others to

"Flirtation"

(Others to

North

to

A

Sally

(Two

NEW ORLEANS

Keith's National
(Nashville split)
1st half
Pete Curley Co

Maryland

Majeotlo
Stewart A Maroar
Rappl
Spencer A Williams

JT.

Marx Bros Co

"Behind Scenes'*

BALTIMORE

2d half
Clayton A Edwards
Shcrwin Kelly

R A L

(Others to fill)
2d hall
Miller

A

(Two

•Sam

N.
Proctor's

Coley A Jaxon
Chalfonte Sisters
-

8

Kennedy A Berle

FA M

SJIb.T

Green

NEWARK,

(Others to

A

M'C'm'k

Tommy Allen Co
Julian Hall Co

'

Geo Mooro Co

A O'Brien
Co
Jean Sothern Ca
8 Rlanos
Lillian Herleln

John

KEITH.

Tulare Theatre Building, New York City
1st half (16-18)
Nl \\ YORK CITY
Dorothy Doyle
>• JH>V h>, *•*>$• ^
Mlso-if-CA-y'-V' **»*
Joe Jackson
•Consuelo
A I*avcda
Adele Rowland
(Others to fill)
Miller & Mack
2d half (ly-22)
anatol Frcldland Co
•Weaver A Weaver Dave Harris
Yule A Richards
•Josephine Victor
(Others to fill)
The Oellis
Mile RIalto
Proctor's 58th St.
Pearl Regay Co
D D HT
Keiths Riverside
Page Hack A M
Morley Sisters
Bella Baker
Love n berg Sis A N
Elsa Ryan Co

Danes Fantasies
Whipple Huston Co Pollard
Patricola Co
Bobby Bernard Co
Barks A Durkln
BEADING. PA,
Amos A Winthrop

Neals

•t

weak with Monday mtUOM. wl

til*

Indicated.)

WASHINGTON
B. F. Keith's
Rolls A Royce
G'rgia Campbell Co
Elinore A Williams

Shea's

Vincent O'Donnell

Bell

\H

houses open for

(All

Holmes A Holliston

(Louisville split)
1st half
A Arliss

16)

<*o

4

N*lr«1

_.

ArdaSI C*

MILWAUKEE

; nc <ireen«»

Weeks A DsfTon
Dl IA Til
Orpheum

Ar

iiiltlyn

'loSMIpH

MeJseUt
I.or.n

A

T.ph" A
Frances

Mayfit'l*^
l-«

edoW

1'nt-

hd

Co

May

[day,

SAN FRANCISCO

p. Haren * Wee

* Newton

jUcc

VARIETY

1921

18,

BUD WIN

Irene Franklin

TDr «e Ankara
LHlien* Animals
Palace
Virginia Lee Corbln
jack Conway Co
j«*l Laurie
pobby La Salle

Oeo Yeoman
Newell A Moat

A

Howard H»

Chinee* Re
Healy A Cross

Ce>

(Ons

The Great Johnson

MINNEAPOLIS
Reaney

A

KJtaer

(Terra Haute aplit)
lat half

Hugh Herbert Co
Sidney Grant
Foster Ball Co
Throe Romanes

Brie* Co

Three Falcon a

Rose Kress Duo

Beck A Stilwell
Jack Russell f m
Reed A Tucker

Taxaa Walker

>>>»•

J??i\v*y*

A

George

Moore

SIOUX CITY

I

FARGO,

Cavana

Orpheum

Solid.

A Old

Orpheum
Jeatsel

Lee
Toyama Japo
(One to fill)

Harry Tsuda
Pitzer A Daye

Shirley
2d half

Voe & Hoaford
Buddie Walton

X)e

Cromwells
Kane A Chidlow

i*imf> -B«»yv».MPo

Llndley's Septette

Nathan A Zella
J Gordon Players
Laurie Ordway Co

Carmen Brcelle
L Bernard Co

A

Bryant

A Ooldls
A Kane

(Two

Stewart

to All)

WAG

(Two

to

fill)

Hunt A King

Wardcll A Donco'rt
Adrian
Ella Bart S
(One to fill)

A Guild*
VANCOUVER.
Hall

Orpheum
(16-18)

(Same

B.C.

Naio

Orpheum

plays

bill

Globe

The Wilsons
Chi

Fresno 19-21)
Blossom Seeley Co

June Elvldge Co

Grant Gardner

Marmein

Ed A Birdie Conrad

RIezo

Orplicom

Orphean*
Revue
McConnell Slaters
4 Gossips

Sylvester ^Family

Homer Romaine

Cummins A Whits
Eunice Burnham

-

MARCELLA SHIELDS

KANE
ACT WRITTEN and PRODUCED
CHAND08 SWEET

(One to

With JACK

Broadway

1482

Suite SOI

A Kek*

Dunlay A Merrill
"Golden Bird"

"Hungarian Rhap"
4 KIrksmith Sis
(One to fill)

W

3

Jo* Melvln
Beatty A Evelyn
Golden Troupe
2d half
Australian Baltus

Dan Ahearn

CHAMPAIGN,

ILL.

Orpheum

A

Rlnna

3
[

Bert

Dunlay A Merrill
McLallrn A Carson
Tracy A McBrids
(Two to fill)

M

Jack

Williams

Jeanette Childs

Tom Wise Co

"Artistic Treat"
(One to fill)
.;>'.;;

ibicaco

Zelyo
(Three to

Blalte
y

3

2d half

Williams

HILL

with Dornldlna's Road Show

OR WITZ

"Mrlodyland"
Clifford A Johnston
(Three to All)
2d half
Finn & Tom Sawyer

Klmbtrly Papr Co

Mullen A Francis
(Three to All)

Empress
Grren

Muldnon Pklyn A R
Murray A Voelk
2d half
Willlo Hal.>

MarteU

—

A Bro

|

Rysn
VAC AAvery
Paul Earlo
Cortez

"Fortune Queen"

to

IMJou
Dealbert A Morten
J A E Arnold
Link A Phillips
Chaa Glbba

M

Leonard A Porray
Al H White Co
Harvey
"Fashion of 1121**

GREENWALO
LEW^HERMAN

CAT

L.

and

A McAvoy

Wilson

(Two

Orpheum
Cliffords

t

Lang A Bee
Baker A Rogers
LaVan A DeVine
4 Jacks A Queen
2d half

Fl'tcher

Doras A Preston
Leonard A Porray

C

Rubetown

Follies

"In Wrong"
Halley A Nobis
Dixie Four

King A Cody
Baldwin Austin

A G

Mack A Dean

Prlnceee

Bangards

4

Mr A Mrs S Payns

BOSTON
Orpheum
Juggling De Lisle
Kvelyn Phillips
A Rogers
Overseas Rev

I

Evana Mcro A fl
Downing A B 818

INDIANAPOLIS
Loew
The Hurleys
Norton A Wilson

Tilyou

A Monsy

Voles

DWIGHT

"Janet

Nee), y

>f

France"

Dilly S.'hoen

l.oona

Al Shayne
(One to fill)
2d half

&

2

A

Boulevard

Rizzo

Cal Dean

&

chas Calvert

Oirla

Wella A De Vcrra
Lamont's Cockatoos

AGENCY

prineesa

g

<l

II I.

A

Collins

Wcnd»

Hill

Donahue A Fl'tch<
Cased Irwin A C
Arthur Terry

r

MARCUS LOEW
BulldJng,

CITY

Amerlran
chas Reedcr
LaROSS A I.»ne
Rersjman M a n*

Jimmy lUynolds

New York City
EddlS Hume Co
r-incin
,

rverholl

Web*
(«

>ne

r

A Wilson
&. Youn*

Taylor

to

(HI)

Sd half

Foster Co

2d half
RusseJl & Russell
Oarlifld A Smith

Jarrow

fill)

r Olrls

A Ryan
A Noll
Harmon
liergrnan M & N

Cortez

Cardo

Josephine

Avenue

A

B

O'Brien
Amoros a Jeanette
Hall

Apudale Troupe

(Two

to

fill)

2d half

Hunt A Kinir
Lew Welch Co
Howard A Cradd'V
Mnrgot A PrsttCOHl
(Two to Till)

HUOOH1VN

A H

Metropolitan
i

Martslls

Crsna Bisters

Rand A Gould
LaKollette Co
KANSAS CITY

Overseas Rev

2d half

Cliff Clark
jewel A Raymond
Dan Holt Co
Haydetl G'dwin R K
Marie Correlll Co
2d half

Pare Droa
Conroy A Howard
Harry Cooper
Johnson Haker A J

M

Edna

Fox & Burton
Frforda Whirl
(One to

WICHITA, KAN.

2d half

NEW YORK

Rinlto
nnell

Naio

Zolaya
imhoff Conn A C
Claude C,old.«n
3 Melvin Bros

Putnam

Colder Troupe
FLC.IN, ILL.

The Wilsons

Dancing Kennedys

Tulare
Tusrano Droa

U.

Hippodrome
(Sunday opening)
Weaton A Marlon

A

Chapolls

AFTBR MAY FIRST

JOE LOEW
MICHAELS
ANNEX

100 West 46th Street,

Phillipa

Chaa Gibba
Rubetown Folllea
Crescent
Peters A LeBuff
2

"Stralght ,»

Evans Mere A to
Downing A D Bis
2d half

(iarden

CHICAGO

Paranao
Vinrcnt

McVlckers

Rounder of it'vsay
Anthony A Arnold

Palermo's Canines
Gene A Menetts
Alf Ripon
May Stanley Co
<

Liberty

CLEVELAND
Liberty
Rire ,v KJm.-r
Jordan A. Tyler

Co

•

''»"'•

L Roberts
Ward a Raymond

U

bite Dla«.k

A

*J

DALLAS, TKX.
Jefferson
2 ,T)nv.

;

|

rieulah Pearl

Hurry

Du.ioii

•

'o

I.oc.v

Week A Utu

v. in $\ Tennyson
Ceunors A I'oyne
Waters ii I

Lyrlo

Comedy

Youkl Troupe

•

Anno

BI4l..

IC9

My

W.

Specialty

44tl>

St.

If.

Y.

Gray

COM MRIS
3

nits"

it'

J

JJ.thks

A

C,

A

A

jl.inO

Co

D.-lancy
<

•>

<i/!i. r.ii.i.a

D'-'.-y .*i
..-. t
St.

!,;..!•
Viiuii-:

.-

.•

Wilson

A
.'i

iC<;ntinnc<l

A Connors
Burks

of I Cities^

Cooper City 4
White A Com!
iiush Droa

LKXINGTON, KT.
Ada Meade
A

T

IV

U

Mure

A King
A War nor

suioont

lU.l.'.a

2d half

S- l!i

curb, rrj

.'-«-*xd

'r'fj

Toe n«

FAB
"Talo

3

mi h
ii

t-

DKTROtT

Reims"

\i

J»rn M't

»:.,. n

irn< v

Aascln
\J

Robinson M'Cabe:

I.

A

bblna

T A c

h£.lf

M.«r .hill

llrf>adway
.Vorinaii

Lr:iry
Phillips A Kt,hy

i

INDIANAPOLIS

COA8T TO COA8T

Fitsgerald

*T.

Alaakan Duo
(One to nil)

BOB BAKER
60S Loew

Mayholle
Lloyd

Ai.-irMn
In •)- r A
.MorriH A

The Muroe
Beaumont A King
Hollle A Warner

Booking Acts of Merit

a Norman

•"j"*rncjy

lllppodrsma

Clifton

Co

L«CI»iT

AD

H'T'GTON, W. TA«

Tenuis
Taylor Co
lim ilia

v

Law Hoffman

21 half
Stats Bros

ReOd A J.ueey
FerrrJ A f*oultef
(One to fill)

A

CO.

City

Columbia Co

A Mack

H.-rman

M

Emery

Dtfgjll

\

t ewls I>a Verre

G£ynple
FlshYr Qo

(layncll

G

EXCHANGE

New York

BUFFALO

PROVIDENCE

Harlow

Brown's Dogs
McCoy A Walton
Harvey DeVora t

1408 Broadway.

PrlseUIn

Manners A Lowrree
K.M io Heron Co
Chas Rellly
Mystic Hanson 3

Loew

JUS SUN BOOKING

I-orw
Freda Pigs

2*1

2

CLEVELAND

PITTSBl 'RGII

"Tld

WINDSOR, CAN.

Robins A M'Cabe
Timely Revue
Id half

2

Moore
Healy

A

Chaa Martin
DeVoy A Dayton

Miller A King
Charnoff's <„Jyp*l<*s

Helene Davis
Harry Brooka Co
Swarts A Clifford

Ac

A

Allen

Gordon

Jo-Jo A Harrison
Casting Lloyda

A G Emery 6
A Bbby
2d half

Phillips

King Bros

A
a

Strand
Frankle Wilson

Harlow Banks

H

Bentley

WASHINGTON

Russell

Lew Hoffman

l-oew

li-:r

A

Woek From Today

Walter Kauffman
Skating Maeks

Loow

Burton A Shea
M'C'm'k A Wlnehlll
SUpplng Stone Rev
2d half
Marveloua DeOnzoa
E J Moore
Mack A Maybelle
Willing A Jordan
Billy Hart Girls

l

Brown A Elaine
Mae A Hill

Jack Reddy
Melody Festival

SPR'GF'LD, MASS.

State
Bailey 1

forke

WACO,
Orphenna
Cooper A Rodcllo

Dancers DeLuxe

OAKLAND, CAL.

.*

Dae A Neville
Brady A Mahoney
Fred La Reine Co

Walah

Bell A Belgravs
Julia Curtis

Sis

shai-si'iii

Wilbur A Girlie
Rose A Thorn

2d half
O'Nell Slaters

A Gordon

Gordon

Callahan A Bliss
J A L Merlin

Curtis

KNOXVILLE

A

Russell

Grader A Lawlor
2d half
McConnell A Austin
Harry Hykes

McMahon sis
A Albert
I

Go"

Bernlcs LaBarr Co
2d half
Maxon A Morris

A Ray

Sinclair

Arthur Sullivan Co
Ralph Whitehead
Kanasawn Boys

"Let's

Loew

WHIls Karbe

Stanley Droa
2d half

Conn

p O-Mint Rev
(One to nil)

1

A Franklyn

I

Cstto

Wilbur A Lyke
Melroy Sis
Hart A Helens

OKLAHOMA CITY

Cliff

A

8FOKANR

MAT

Kenna

\

Craig

Arthur Desgon
Wheeler Trio

Jean Valjean
Roblnaon A Pierce
Walter Fenner Co
Anger A Adelon
Brsva

A L

Brennon A Hurley
Gray A 'raham

Wigwam
Melville A Stetson
Robt B O'Connor Co
Morey Senna A D
Sherlock Sis A G
2d half
Calvert A Shayne
Ronalr A Ward

NEW ORLEANS
Gordon

BU1LDINO
Now Turk City.

Suite 402

2d half
Dealbert A Morton
J A E Arnold

A

golea 2d half)

NEW HEADQUARTERS

Vendome
Casson Broa
Lindsay A Hasel
Cozy Revue
Moher A Rldrldge
Catland

Link

(lsVlf)

(Same as Los Aa-

S Co

NASHVILLE

C Muitlcul No.vv-s

Rialto

RO< RFORD,

Mara

Berry A Nlckeraon
Maurice Samuels Co
Howard A Lewie

OTTAWA, CAN.
"BOOKING KVFRVTIIIN<; THEATRICAL"
T.
PEPPLE
WOODS TF1EATHK nUMI.
CHICAGO
phontc state 1024
AKTlsrS' HKI'UKSISNTATIVB
PKODUCMO MANAGERS' EXCHANGE

A Vsrdl
A Ossl

Coscia

Hodge A Lowell

"Straight*

**?'

T AFT, GA L.

"Love lawyer"
Juesl

•

Will J Evana
Jonea Family
2d half
Peters A DsBuff

W

Mabel Harper Co

F A O DaMont

Gorgalla S

Babe LaTour

HOUSTON

Gordon

Casino

Dick

W

A

2d half
Mornattl A Reldel
Williams A Culver
Stradford Comedy 4
Tlng-a-Llng

(Sunday opening)
Ralph Scabury

MONTREAL

Lyndall

to All)

LAO

SAN FRANCISCO

Apollo S

Dell

Crane 8lsters
Frank Terry

Danny

2d half

Co

Slg Frans

Hill

Crandall'e Clrcua
2d half

Id half
Flying Russells

Lea PerrettOB
Long A Perry

Novelty

Caaad Irwin A
Arthur Terry

Present
with RAItNKY NORTON and
ia a Tuneful Tonic For Day
oa the Keith Circuit

litUTII NOBLE
Trouble*. Now

Kay Hamlin A K
TOPEKA, HAN.

A

HOLYOKE. MASS.
Loew

Old Black Joeland
Goslar A Luaby
Nick Hufford

Donahue A

Evans Lauben A B
Wardell A Donco'rt
Coffman A Carroll
Odiva A Seals

Florette

fill)

Collins

A Seale
2d half

Odiva

BIRMINGHAM

'CHEER UP"

Herman A Shirley
RACINE, WIS.

2d hrlf
Chalion g. Keke

Ci

I

Lyric

Glass

2

CO

Danoe Original
Uptown
Alvln A Kanny
Harvey
Mr A Mrs
Hill
Jimmy Lyons
F A M Hushes
Davie A Chadwlck

Powers Marah A D
Frank Ward
I Mlnatrel Queens

A J

W

Towasend

Wells Virginia

2d half
Burrell Bros
Geo Stanley A Sis

A Vanity
Bobby A Earls

fill)

'Artistic Trent*'

A E

Imlioff Conn A C
l^o li.. M
Dancing Kennedy*

KRAUS

Erber's
Jack Roshler A ?*'
HarriB'n Dakin I H
Jack Tralnor C>
I<oy La Pearl

(i

A Drew

Hart Wagner

HOBOKEN

TERRE H'TE

Ramsdella A Deyo
Dlgelow A Clinton
Laurel Lee
Fulton A Burt
Toyama Japa
Jed Dooley Co
(One to fill)
Clifford A Johns?on
3d half
(One to Mi)
Forrest A f.hurrh
E. ST. LOUIS, ILL. Bobbe A Nelson

MAY -o
II

A Queen

Jacka

4

BALTIMORE
Hippodrome
Hanlon A Clifton
Hal A Francis
Burke A Burke

Producers of Girl Acts and Revues.
160 West 46th St., N. Y. Room 506.
43 Grand Opera House, Chicago.

QVINCY, ILL.
Orpheum

„.

Now

LAC
Reynolda

Jimmy Lyons
F A M Hughes

.

American

RAM

II- .11.

Jimmy

(Evansville aplit)
let half
Watsika A U'study
Edw Marshall

Jeanette Childa
Stanley A Blrnes
Bert Baker Co

IA.

Our Acta Always Working.
Phoue: BRYANT

2d half
Orren A Drew
Chabot A Tortonl
McLallen A Caraon
(Three to fill)

Columbia
Hilly MacDermott
Mr A Mra G Wilde Ramsdell A Dcyo
2d half
Finn A Tom Sawyer
Teschow's Cats
Lillian Walker
Mack A Lane
Owen McGlveney

Hampton A

2d half
V20 Pink Toes"

E &

Robinson
Melvln Broa

DAVENPORT,

Regals

PEORIA, ILL.
Orpheum
Worden Broa

A H DeWitt A

Harrison D'kin

r

Harvey
LAG
Mr A Mn W Hill

Suite tig.

Shaw A

J Gordon*Playera
Dixie Four
Dancera Supreme
Id half

R

IND.
Hippodrome

2d half

Elly
Storey A Clark
Rufflea

Wonder Girls
Nada Norine

A Bro

Hals

(Two

Johnson A Parsons
"The Volunteera"
Belle A Benson
(One to nil)

2d halt

Tlng-a-LIng
2d half
Alvln A Kenny

A

Wm

Bolger Broa

Harry White
H Wh'te Co
Fox A Barton

Martelle
"Janet of Frame*"
"30 Pink Toea"

I

Powers A Wallace
Leo Beers
Herbert's Dogs

A Weber

Ryan

Majestic

Lincoln
MASON CITY, IA.
Henry Catalano Co
Cecil
Hunting A Francea
Snell A Vernon
Murray Kissen
Johnson Baker A J Walch A Rand
Johnson
A Parsons
BLL M'GTON, ILL. (Two to fill)
Sue Stead A Sis
2d half
Majestlo
Doris Humphrey Co (Two to nll >
Teshow'o Cats
Lillian Walker
OMAHA, NEB.
Bealy A Cross
Powers A Wallace
Novelle Bros
Empress
Brack
2d half
Young A Francts
(Two
to
fill)
Billy MacDermott
Byrd A Alden
Lognn Square
(Two to fill)
Falrman A Patrick
2d half

Grand

4

Seals
Ethel Levy t

Helm A Lockwood

Anne Kent Co
Beatrice A Biome

2d half

Wm

Culver

Comedy

Wanda A

Casino
The Larcoalans
Roher A Gold
"Marr'ge ve Div'ce"

Fallen Stars

Reldel

TORONTO

H

SALT LAKH

Mykoff

Mabel Harper Co

Musical Buda

5

Al

SPRINGF'LD, ILL. Dawaon

Gordon A Delmar
Roy La PesrI
Novelle Bros

TNTBALIA. KAN. Hart Wagner A B

Brower

NEW YORK

Bids;.)

Dancers Supreme

Muldoon F'klyn A
Murray Voelk
Three Alex -

Newman

(Romai

Chaa Reedcr

Clark

2d half

Owen McGlveney

Herbort's Dogs

STREET

Ward A Dooley

2d half

Tracy & McBride

Schoen
Aurora Co
Billy

47th

Wm

fill)

Gertruds

8

Weddick A LaDue
Jim Doherty

Washington
Chalion

to

HAG

A

Stradford

BOSTON

Lane
Kimberly Page Co
Brack
(One to fill)

Tuscano Bros

2d half

B LLEVILLE, ILL. Jack Hcdley

A
Mack A

Story

Orpheum.

(Two

Waters

Johnson Bros

St,

A

Williams

Tennyson
A Boyns

Artists' Reprcaentatives.

r WEST

245

Patrick

Dora Hilton
"Black and White"
Harry Cooper
Dare Bros

DeWltt A Robinson
Chabot A Tortini
Mullen A Frances
The Legrohs

H

A

Women

McKee A Day

A Caatleton
E Morrla Co

V»n A Vernon
Sherman Van A

Loew

DANNY DAVENPORT
OFFICES
MICKEY CURRAN, Manager

MADISON, WIS.

Elly

Fein

Connors

(One to All)
2d half

Knight'a Roost'rs
-

Kins
Mornettl

Wm

2d half
8 Kellogg

Cantor Minstrels
Maraton A Manlay
Hori A Nagami

2d half

Frank Hartley

MINNEAPOLIS

HAMILTON, CAN.

2d half

A Co

Slg Franz

CHICAGO*

Three Regala

State-Lake Theatre Balldlng, Chicago
Kedzle
N. D.

Polly
A 8edalla
Bessie Clifton
M-Lalns* Hawailans

A

Work A Mack

LAC

fill)

Orpheum

B

Dnwson
Hawthorne A Cook

Herman A Young

BEND, IND.

SO.

Byrd A Alden
Bryant 5929 Young A Francis

ABERDEEN,
Wild

2d half

Walch A Rand
Johnny Raymond
Joe Jenny 8
(One to

Rudinoff

Grand
King A Cody
Baldwin Austin A G
Mr A Mrs S Payne
Mack A Dean
4 Bangards

N A

Play

A Jordan
Hart Girls

Willing
Billy

Cantor Minstrels
Marston A Manley
Hori A Nagami

AJax A Emily
Margaret Merle

Animals

Stafford's

ATLANTA. GA.
Co

Lang A Bee
2 Michon Bros
Delaacey St.

A Benson

Belle

fill)

Fair man

C A

J Gray
"The Volunteers"

Lamey A Pearson

by

Hall
PAG
Alex Sparks A

A Gray

B A

2d half

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE
Orpheum

Orpheum
Moore

Liberty
Aerial Lavails
Ds Maria Five
Taylor A Francis
Brosius A Brown

Mathews A Ayres
Van *iora A lues

1

Posts Keatante, Brussels

J Moore

Meek A Maybelle

McKee A Day

Casson Broa
Lindsay A Hasel
Cosy Revue
Moher A Bldridge
Catland

in Dixie"

B

State
8 Kellogg

N A

MAT
2d half

2d half
Juggling DeLlale
Evelyn Phillips
"Just a Thief"
Tilyou A Rogers

CHARLES BORNHAUPT

SIO'X FALLS, S.D.

Virginian

Bradley A Ardine
Rose Claire
"Summer time"

A Vernon

Jarrow
"Holiday

Engagements

you wish Kuropi

If

Dunbar's Singera
(Three to fill)

A reel ma Sisters
Hart Wagner A E
LINCOLN, NEB.

Trlxie Frlganxa

A Russell
A Smith

Russell
Garfield

Jimmy Rosen Co

State

Marvelous DeOnsos

SACRAMENTO

Jean A Valjean
Robinson A Pierce
Walter Fenner Co
Anger A Adelon
Brava

Loew

fill)

(Three to All)
2d half
Snell

Mantell Go
Do Maria 6
Ned Norworth Co
Bronson A Edwards Sampson A Douglas Broslus A Brown
Taylor A Francis
Delay Nellis
Fox A Sarno
(One to fill)
Samson A Delila
WINNIPEG
KENOSHA, WIS.
SALT LAKE
4 Fords'

1

Moulton

A C
STOCKTON

Jonea Family

MEMPHIS

A H'ullh'n
FALL RIVER

Amoros A Jeanette
Kalsha Co
to

A

Flo Lewis

T P Johnson Co

Girls

2d half
Aerial Lavails

A S

Sis

A

Dean A

Wells A Deverra
Lamont's Cockatoos

Connelly A Francis
Butler A Parker

Mllla

O'Connor Co
Morey Senna A D

Slur'och 81s

Will J Evans

Stepping Stone Rev

Gleesops

R R

Danny

Burton A Shea
M'C'mlk A Wlnehlll

Boward A Hoffman
Regal A Mack

2d half

(One

7S95

2d half
Canaris A Cleo

Ricardo A Ashford
"Married Life"

1

BRYANT

Shayne

Busae's Dogs
Melville A Stetson

2d half
Lea Perrettoa
Long A Perry

Hodge A Lowell

Dae A Neville
Brady A Mahoney
Fred La Relne Co

Warwick

Wm

SACRAMENTO

Phone

CITY

Cleo

A

Ronalr A Ward
Arthur Deagon
Wheeler Trio
2d half

Walsh A Bentley
Week From Today
Walter Kauffman
Skating Macks

Bailey 1

Cliff

rr

Mr A Mrs Wiley
Calvert

I^oew
O'Nell Sisters

Milia A Moulton
Gleea'na A Houlih'n
(20-21)

GEO. CHOOS

t'-r

Hippodrome

S

BAN ANTONIO

Howard A Hoffman
Regal A Mack

NEW HEADQUARTERS

WAG
BAB

Brower

(15-16)

A

a»

CHICAOO

Modesto
Canarla

»H«j

Special Rate* to the

MODESTO. CAL.

Hippodrome
Wilbur 4k Girlie
Rose A Thorn

SAN JOSE, CAL*

I

,~~.

THEATRE BLDG.
Dr. M. G. CARY

Everest's Clrcua

FRESNO. CAL.

Winter Garden 4
Apsdale Troupe

J

M. VICKEK'S

"Syncopated Feet"
2d half
Slegrist A Darro
Grace De Winters
Marietta Craig Co
Royal 4

"Patchea"

2d half

Van A Carrie Avery

A

>^.-fc-

DENTIST

Tom Mahoney

Lewis A Thornton
Rose Revue

Lewis A Thornton
Roae Revue

|

Johnson Broa
-*•—• .«<•—

A Kane

Ktbel

Women

Hippodrome

2d half

Michon Broa

2

Kibel

Jack Goidle

AJax A Emily
Margaret Marie

Reckleaa A Arley
Kxpositlon 4
Taylor A Arnold

Palace
J A J Gibson
Renard A West
Patrice A Sullivan
Frank Terry
Munaon Co
Margot A Francois Marlon
Criterion 4

Lincoln Sq.

Mills.

Jack

Brford'a Whirl

S

2d half

Montambo A Nap

"Patchea"
2d half

LOS ANGELES

DULUTH
Loow
Montambo A Nap

Leach Wallln

Marion Munson Co

'

Norton

GulTport A Brown
"Breakfast for 8"
Weston A Eline

Criterion 4

Bz position 4
Taylor A Arnold
Ton* Mattone? " *~
"Syncopated Feet"

:••••

Dave* Manley

S Cliffords

Elizabeth Sulti Co
Schepp's Circus
2d half
Orpheum'
Waiman
A
Berry
3 Martella
Arman Kalis Co
G'NITE CITY, ILL.
The Mijariee
Ahearn
Weber Taylor A H
Kuby Norton
Ducoa Bros
Washington
"Mixtures"
Fred
Weber Co
Gordon Circus
Joe Browning
Howard Atkins
Emerson A Baldwin. Bob Mills
OMAHA, NEB.
Lorraine Sisters
2d half
Orpheum
Swor Broa
Joe Melvln
Barry A Lay ton *
Nolan Co
111 T« HIS'N. KAN.
Al Jerome
Ash & Hyama
Creasy & Day no
New Midland
Rlalto
11© WEST 47th STREET. NEW YORK
Cliff
Morln Sisters
Clark
Anna Chandler
Dooley
Jewel A Raymond
Brnest Evans Co
Wheeler
Dan Holt Co
Nevins A Mack
Hawthorne A Cook
Kellam A O'Dare
Mang A Snyder
Hayden G'dwin A R Bloom A Scher
H West A Chums
Bill Robinson
Marie Correlll Co
Jupiter Trio
Greeley Sq.
PORTLAND, ORE. Frazer A Peck
Hamilton Shydome Lillian DeVere
JOLIRT.
ILL,
Orpheum
ST. PAUL
Monroe Bros
Stanley A Caffrey
Orpheum
Black
O'Donnell
A
Orpheum
Rae Samuels
"Modern Diana"
Bigelow A Clinton
Sisto
Harry White
Lew Dockatader
Barry A Whitledge
(Two to fill)
Weston's Models
David SapirstPin
Flying Russells
Carl McCul lough
2d half
Five Avollohs
Morton A Glass
SIOUX CITY, IA. (One to fill )
Worden Broa
Sultan
2d half
Wilfred Clark Co
Stanley & Birnea
Orpheum
Curzon Sisters
2 Michon Bros
Saxton A Farrell
"Dlatrtct School"
York's Dogs
Chas Calvert
Cygi A Vadle
Byron A Haig
Laura Pierpont
"Trip to Hitland"
KANSAS CITY

Eve"

-Fall of

ROSE The

and KING

Gabby Bros
Nada Norine
L Bernard Co
La Van A DeVine
Elisabeth Salt! Co

Grand

T^aurcl

YORK

Daisy

Bob White

Pearl Abbott Co
Carlton A Belmont
"Fickle Frolics"
2d half
Reckleaa A Arley

DETROIT

Indian

Herman A

T P Jackson Co
ST. LOUIS

Revue

CHICK

A

Williams

W

Colonial

Weston's Models
2d half

Bob

2d half

2d half

Slato

Aurora Co

Orpheum

A Church
Bobbe A Nelson

Into the Light
Folette Pearl A
Gypay Songatera

A

Sentry

ST. PAUL
I.OCW
J A J Olbaon
Patrice A Sullivan

State

DeLea A Orma

Noble

SUPERIOR, WIS.
Loow

Stanley Broa

BEACH. CAL.

L'G

Msybell*

Fisher A Lloyd
"Tid Bit***

A Franklyn
Rounder of B'way
Anthony A Arnold

I

A

Yorks

Paramo
Vlncsnt

2d half

Emery

Sinclair A Gray
Curtis A Fitzgerald

Virginia Belies
2d half

Chas Martin
DeVoy A Dayton

Festival

Dayton
Clemenso Bros

Present

Forrest

ILL.

A

Mumfori A Stanley ]

Loew
Brown's Dogs
McCoy A Walton
Harvey DeVora I

DAYTON

•The Old FamUy Tin Type'
This Week (May »-ll) Keith's Coll
(May 12-15) Proctor'i. Mth St.. Now York

Jack Roahler A M
Beatty A Evelyn
Jack Tralnor Co

GALE8BURG,

Laura Plerpont Co
Flo Lewis
Max York's Anlm'la
Dunbar's Singera

t

OAKLAND
Geo

Circuit

MeUdy

West A Chums
Alex Sparks Co

"Once Upon Time"

Columbia
Monroe Broa
Gordon A Delmar

Wm

H

LONDON, .CAM.

A F

Brown A Elaine
Mae A Hill
Jack Reddy

Fulton
Halley

Silvers

A Hslt Rev
td half
Cooper A Rodcllo
Skelly

Gabby Bros
Ryan A Weber

Preatoa

PAG

LOUIS

T Browns

A

Steve Freda
Hall
Laurie Ordway Co

Dora Hilton
Claude Golden
Bert Baker Co
Hampton A Blaks
Black .A White. R**

A

Wild

Orpheum

Rose*

N. D.

Victoria

Heraa

Mr A Mrs O Wilde

ST.

Polly
8edalla
Bessie Clifton
M'Lain'a Hawailans

LOVE
A CYCLE OF SPECIAL 80NGS.
Booked

•»-

Gertruds Newman
Fulton A Burt
Jed Dooley Co
4 KIrksmith Sis
(One to fill)
2d half

I

Grand

H

C A

TUB

••Grey

MtM
Wayne
.

Clifford

DORIS DUNCAN
BANDIT"

IN

IND.

Grand

Sinter's Midgets
Duncan A Carroll

Freddy

2d half
Fashion Rev of 1921 Kramer A Patterson
Lillian DeVer*
Stave Freda
Chas Del and
Overholt A Young
Burt Walton
Bryant A Stewart
(Oha to fill)
-Once Upon Time"

Crandall's Clrcua

to nil)

KT'NSmLE,

<3r**n A Dean
I Bligbty Olrls

Illaabeth

and AUSTIN
-AT THE BEACH"

In

A Duncan

Moody

Stanley

Mall*

Winton Broa
Bl Rey Biatere

Cardo A Noll
Wiiaon A McAvoy
Kalaba Co

Seymour

WALSH

The Langdons
Hlbbltt

A Marion
A Jeanette
A Caffrey
Baker A Rogers

Nelson

Hoahl
t

on

l

n.) tO fill)

puge 26)

i

VARIETY

Friday,

.

i

FACTS

YOU CANT GET AWAY FROM
FACT

1

FACT

Los Angeles "Herald"

Is

"AU Fun,"

A

•

Wi*

,

Hlnkey A May
Olga Steck
Permaine A S'elley
Holera Revue
Paul Kleist Co

Is

v

Green A La Fell
Chas Gill Co
Barton A Sparling
Thornton Flynn Co
Rigdon Dancers

CAM

CAM

DENVER

Pantages
(Sunday opening)
The Rosalres
Hector's Animals

Orvllls

Btamm

Wllklns A Wilklns
"Last Night"

PES MOINES
Pan (ages
(Saturday opening)
Anita Arllss Co

Eva Tanguay

J Thomas Saxotet
Sosman A Sloan
Mine Zulclka Co
4 Paldrona

OGDEN, UTAH
Pantages
(19-11)

A

Love

"Bandit"

Wilbur

JeBalo Miller

Gus Elinors
Galllnl Co

EDMONTON, CAN.
Pantages
Aleko Panthea

Amoros A Obey

A P

Geo L Graven Co
Marva Rehn
Qulnn A Caverly
"September Moon,"

PORTLAND. ORE.
Pantages

Hollta Sis
Lillian Ituby

Claire A Attwood
A Harrison Coleman Ooetz Co
"Jed's Vacation"
A Pekln
Dianna Uonnalr
FALLS, MONT. Tay ton &
Wart

Jarvls
Pearls

CT

"Liberty

Pantages

Girls'*

(17-18)

(Same

plays

bill

Helena 19)
Mack A Williams
Cleveland A
Joe Roberts

REGINA, CAN.
Pantages

DALLAS, TEX.

Pepplno

I/O BEACH, CAL.

Dancing Davey
"Gay Little Home"

Joe Towle
Leightner Sis

A A
WORTH, TEX.

FT.

Pantages

F A O Walters
Harry Holmaa
Harry Kahne
Montrose
Hackett D'lm'r Rev
Bell*)

IIOISTON, TEX.
Majestic

Keno Fables A

Jean Doydell

W

"Step Lively"

Adams A

Griffith

Mason Keeler Co

Jtrhnny Burke

Beeman A Grace

,»»

to the laughter."

.

a Comedy Sensation on the Coast

Is

HARRY NEWMAN,

The figure of the draped lady
had adorned the exterior of

that
this

Proctor house for many years is
again quite noticeable. The figure,
known by the house staff as "the
queen," has been all dolled up in
gold leaf and she draws the attention of the passersby.
The first half of tha show was a
good split week entertainment. The
heavy standee attendance Tuesday
night somewhat attested that. The

Piano-Talkologist

on the various kinds of eyes. Their
yodel ing finale, too, appeared to
have been expanded and smoothed

and it sent them off to
excellent returns that resulted in a
demand encore.
Al Espe and Co. (New Acts) in
the next spot, carried the pace well
with his new variety routine. No. I

out,

was made important by Jack Kennedy with his "A Golf Proposal.*

The young couple in the playlet
handled a song and dance number,
brief but neat, and it was liked.
amateur song contest which started The house roared at Kennedy's
Monday, however, accounted for bunkered attempts to propose. The
some of the draw. Money prizes neat effect of the flower box baby
are to be awarded the winners, spots for the curtain pictures aided
finally
ing.

be chosen Friday even-

to

Bartram and Saxton, one
neatest
bill's hit,

singing

pairs,

on fourth.

of the

landed

the

The men have

brightened

their routine recently.
Both in good voice, they landed
first with a harmony try.
single
number, "Bright Eyes," landed, with
the material aid of a special chorus

A

in

winning several curtains for tho

turn.

Pinto and Boyle, in next to closing, also landed strongly. The stunt
of playing a tune on the trunk
amazed the house. The "#»jp" handling the steel guitar obtained fine
results, though he did a bit too
much. The kidding from the audience was always worth laughter.
The audience "wop" explained the

New York

City

OKLAHOMA CITY

Stan Stanley Co

featuring

Corradini's Animals

SAN ANTONIO
A Helmar
Howard A Ross

Rio

IMPORTED
STRAW HATS

"Counterfeiters"
Marie Cahlll
B Aclington Co

Murphy A White
Edith Clasper Boys

TULSA, OKLA.
Orpheans

P George
Ogden A Benson
Corinne Tilton Rev
Lloyd A Goode
Glbaon

A

Connellt

Keegan A O'Rourke
Wllhat Trio

Made by Ward

&

Hughes, London

Prltt

Svengall

White Bros

Strand Luggage Shop
The Luggage Shop With a Conscience.
SIXTH AVE.. Bet. 80th and 40th Mts.
"Open Evenings Till 7"

Wood

G93

Straws With Just Enough "Dash" and "Snap"
to

Be Likeable

at Sight; All

FRANK
TINNEY'S
OPINION OF

S3.SO and $5. • If
LAST SEASON PRICES FOR THESE HATS WERE

$7.00 and $10.00
ON DI3PLAT IN ALL THE NEW STYLES AND DIMENSIONS
IN OUR NEW HAT DEPARTMENT.

SOAP

"I find it very refreshing and soothing to the
face, indeed worthy of all the praise, and tho
tubes very practical to be carried around."

combination

CeM Cream and

i

of

HABERDASHERS

Soap

SEND 20c FOR FULL SIZE TUBE
SOAP CO.
ut*4 *>r
THE HARDY CHEMICAL
CITY*"

ilill

1580

BROADWAY

IVIAST
in

"A MINIATURE SONG
HERE

Fort Wayne. Ind

IS

WHAT THE

EVENINCJ NEWS. Fort Wayne,

May

The famous Mast Kiddies open the new

3,

Ind.,

NEW YORK

KIDD

The famous Mast Kiddies, precocious juveniles, open the show with a veritable bang.
These brilliant youngsters offer a song and
da nee act. wbieh for grace and manner of

remarkable for children so young.

presentation

is

positively remarkable.

AND NEXT SEASON

....

ELSIE

OF US

KVANSYILLE TRESS,
April

A

CITY

AND DANCE REVUE"

CRITICS THINK

1921

•hop at the Palace. These youngster* range
In age from 4 to 8 and delight with a repertoire of songs and danees which are truly

INVITING OFFERS FOR THIS

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS

JOSEPHINE
JUVENILE PROTEGES

ROSALIE

WEAR

LADIES'

CO.

Norwalk, Conn.

67 If

mTT.

NEWS,

hand Blocked.

AT THE SPECIAL PRICE OF

ARVO
IL
CREAM
A

leather,

For the Theatrical Profession

SALT LAKE
Pantages

with "Easy-Phit" air-vent
sweat bands

TRUNKS

A Perry

Chums
Fox A Ray

N?*v.

>•»

Majestie

Majestic

Frank Mansfield

"Prediction"

Qullllan

Murray

3 Los Angeles "Record"

Majestie
Ma Jest Ic
Harrah
Samateed A Marian Roy
Babcock A Dolly
Merritt A Bridwell
Alfred Latell
Jack Lavler
Glad Moffatt
C A F Usher
"Rubeville"

Nap

Little

1

13, 1921

bill

Dobbs Clark A D
"Making Movies"

MARVOIL

May

•

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT
Palace Theatre Building,

plays
Saskatoon 1D-21J

The Norvellos

i:

i\

'

(1C-18)

Doway (Same

Poster's Pierrots

B

I

"Nonsense of ths kind which makes a person's eldest
ache with laughter ushered in this week's bill at the)
Orpheum. Ths offering was one which put everybody la
good humor. Herbert Williams and Hilda Wolfus la
'"Worn" 6odp" id^Nats' wai a row Iron -start <o SnJa^
Tom Smith is a strong rival for first honors In laugh
producing. He sings, dances, talks and pulls a burlesque
ventrlloquial and mind reading aot that la a knockout.
James Morton and his family have an act which adds

23rd ST.

Mwo

IV

•

VAUDEVILLE REVIEWS.

W

Pantages
Paul retching
Btevena A Lovejoy

y

Growing Fast

(Continued from page 22)
act bill, displayed a resonant voice
TOLEDO
ROCHESTEB
as expected, but a not so by jingo
lUvoll
TACOMA
SAN DIEGO
Victoria
routine.
He is sacrificing vaudeThe IT< ynoffs
Pantai
Savoy
ours a hiii
Christopher &
ville
showmanship, it seems, in
Alsnaon
Gordon A Day
Kenney Mason a s Speaker Lewis
"plugging"
favor
of
a certain pubGray A Askla
Belie Oliver
F Stafford Co
2d half
lisher's song output.
Fields' best
Fern Bigelow A K
Zolar A Knox
Warmsley a K'tlng Capps Family
thing
medley
which is well
Jones
A
Jones
is
a
pop
House David Band
Sailors' Kev us
Gillette's Village
"Yes My Dear"
written and equally well put across.
Embs A Alton
PANTAGES CIRCUIT
SAN FRANCISCO VANCOUVER. B.C. He could establish himself more
favorably by eliminating the first
New York and Chicago Offices
Pantages
Pantages
number which he announces as an
IU TTE, MONT.
Ann Vivian Co
Gevenne Troupe
(Sunday opening)
original composition and betrays
Leonard A Willard
Ernest
Pantaaes
Hlatt
LOS ANGELES
B Armstrong Co
that Fields is a much better vocal(14-17)
L A X Hart
Pantages
Grace Hayes Co
Temple 4
(Sam* bill plays
ist than a songsmlth.
He accepted
"Not Yet Marie"
Shaw's Circus
Anaconda 18, Mis- Sammy Duncan
a
couple of encores. With his rep
Rose Ellis A R
Strain Sis
soula 19)
VICTORIA, B. 0.
he ought to have something more
Rhinehardt A Duff It Cumminga Co
Phil La Toska
Pantages
Bruce Duffett Co
imposing to sustain it.
Rhoda A Crampton De
Chandon 3
Michelle Bros
SEATTLE
Erford's Golden Whirl, a mechanMartha Hamilton
B Harrison Co
Royal's Elephants
Pantages
Oallerinl Sis
ical
whirling turn presented by a
Staley A Birbeck
Butlers
"Ths Lovs Shop'*
female trio, closed.
MINNEAPOLIS
of the
Paramount
4
Tracey Palmer A T "Five of Clubs"
girls
perform on the extended ladPantages
CALGARY, CAN.
Camilla's Birds
(Sunday opening)
ders and traps while the third opWINNIPEG
Xochltl
Pontages
Frawley A West
erates the "whirl" in bicycle fashion.
Hugo Lutgpns
Pantagea
Bender A Heir
Hayes A Lloyd
The Shattucks
3 Harmony Kids
Novel closer for the three-a-day.
Huber
"Harmony Land"
Stein A Smith
Ed Blondell Ce
The feature concluded the show.
Clay Crouch
SPOKANE
Cigianne Troupe
f?huck Haas
Greenwich Villagers
Pantages
Noodles
Fagan
Co
"Jap'n'se Romance"
Long Tack Sam
OAKLAND, CAL, 3 Ambler Bros
(Continued from page 25)

\'l

tfeoso

Joa» Jass, the Orseason with one of
the most hilariously funny bills of its career. If you're one of
hone Incurable highbrows with no use for nonsense, don't so to
the Orpheum this week, because Its a cinch you'll crank your
.Wolfus. of course, remain the
**c«\ I5fwr!Mrt> HCJ"«*TV<tfkn<|
Juwuy*
thirty-third degree-ere of the laugh slurt.* ittettf*
skinny sort of little man called by the rather general terns of
Tom Smith, on the bill. Never heard of him before, but probably that only proves I'm Illiterate, as he's a consummate funmaker, with a hilarious routine of songs, dances, speeches and a
burlesque ventrlloquial and mind reading act that wrecks the
The clan of Mortons, young and old male and female,
rafters.
are vaude-vlllagers of long standing, regular Inhabitants of
variety land for two generations. There are four nloe members
of the family on deck this week."
j

'

Comedy Baby That

NEXT WEEK

BILLS

whatever

Joy.

may be, and adulatory noises unto the food
pheum yesterday ushered In the Joyous May

TOM SMITH

Just Substantiating the Fact That

Presenting

FACT

2 Los Angeles 'Times"

"To the accompaniment of caracole* of

an overplus of joy and merriment at the
Orpheum this week, for the bill is crowded with mirth
provoking acts. The man or woman who cannot get a
'otv pJf laughter out of the varied offerings, each one a
treat in UselrT mtJst Wk' rartTsofrof *a fc<fciY>v 1m&H&» -lt>>..
would be a bit of Injustice to discriminate between Herbert Williams and Hilda Wolf us, James C. Morton, assisted by Mamie, Edna and Alfred Morton; and Tom
Smith, in mentioning top-liners, for each of these three
acts is a scream in itself. Williams and 'Wolfus are
veterans of the two-a-day presentations. Tom Smith
has a fine line of snappy new stuff, mixed with enough
nonsense to make his act sparkling."
•There

'

22,

JOrRXAL-OAZRTTE.
Fort Wayne,

Ind.,

1921.

good, clean bill accompanies Mrs.
Gordon's act John Olms, clever magician,
leads
off, followed by the Mast
children, who are
real Juvenile prodigies.
The tiny one is
adorable.

May
The

little

3,

Fort

Wavne,

Ind..

1921.

Mast Kiddies, ranging

in

nge

from four to eight years, opened the BhoW
and surely did open it with a riot of color.
<lash and pep.
These juvenile prodigies in
their "Miniature Song and Dance Review,'
arc one of the sensations of the new Palace
l>ill and the way in wbieh they rendered a
ilelightful dance and song program with al
the genuinity of veteran artists
revelation.

Direction

was a

real

TOM POWELL AGENCY

May

Friday,
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^ac

worked

really

musicians
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for

Konetchy of the Brooklyn Robins.
That gent was named earlier in the
ghow by Harvey and West (New
Grace and Hallie Be Beers (New
opened the show. The Petet
Troupe, specializing In Risley work,
earned a
dosed. The closing stunt
^*
Ibcc.
hand.

Acts')

hearty

CITY.
The weather
Tuesday night.

told

on

the

gate

House was about

capacity.
The show
started early, with the overture a
half

usual

lew nlin'ated
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Wilson, a male duo in kilts and a
Scotch make-up, opened
hybrid
with an acrobatic routine and closed
fall that got the
Melrose
with a
most for 'em.
within
the theatre.
humid
quite
was

and

Spellman

Will H.

Acts).

down a nifty

Hazzard

Ward &
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(New

Co. pulled

hit in the sketch spot

with their burlesque, "Judge

Rum-

myhouser" hoke.

Following the Fox News reel, the
Royal Harmony Five, with a monicker that sounds like a jazz band,
but which proved to be a straight

singing act, filled the atmosphere
with a cycle of variegated national
operatics and better class
airs,
American songs. The quintet, three
men and two women, are dressed in
polychrome costume that is colorful
and picturesque if nothing else. The
Vocalizing is adequate for a spot on
the best pop house bills.

OFFER

Wilson and McAvoy. a two-man
talking and singing combination,
with a line of chatfer revolving
about .the straight's forthcoming
Wedding day, found the spot to their
and the audience's liking.
Ford, Sheehan and Ford (New
Acts) topped the show. Allen and
Sweeney, bottom-lining (New Acts).
The Three Jansleys, a corking act
%t its kind for anybody's theatre,
The
closed the vaudeville section.
topmounter effects bellhop dress
and the other two men wear evenpresenting
clothes,
a very
ing
dressy exterior for a dumb act. The
trio's forte is pedal acrobatics, foot
gymnastics mixed with a little
perch work, all of which scored and
all of which combines into a very
pleasing routine. The turn is sure
lire big-time timbre.
A feature film closed.

GREELEY

ENTIRE PRODUCTIONS, SCENERY, SCRIPTS, MUSIC, WARDROBE, ALL PLAYING RIGHTS,
EQUIPMENT OF THE FOLLOWING VAUDEVILLE SUCCESSES AT A BIG BARGAIN:

SQ.

exceptionally 'good show at
Qreeley Square the first
well balanced, properly varied
and playing smoothly. All of the
acts went over Tuesday night.

An

Loew's

"FOUR HUSBANDS"
"TICKETS PLEASE
"GOOD NIGHT"
RECKLESS EVE'
'GIRLIES CLUB"
NAUGHTY PRINCESS
ff

half,

and Cook next to
with the comedy field prac-

Hawthorne
closing,
tically to

themselves, captured the
applause honors. Part of the opening of the Hawthorne and Cook
turn, which has both alternately
holding a fiddle to their chins as if
about to play, but never getting to
it, with clowning taking the place of
the expected fiddling, is decidedly
business
similar
reminiscent
of
which formed the main feature of
Johnny Neff's m,usicless musical
turn several years ago. The team
goes after laughs, and gets rafts of
them- with the most ancient bunch
of riddles heard around in years.
But they handle the old stuff in
great shape. It isn't what they do
it's how they do it, and they assuredly know how from the ground
up.
It's an even bet that Hawthorne and Cook, spotted in the
middle of a big-time show, would
keep 'em yelling with the nutty
nonsense and weird instruments
£ist as easily as they did at the
reeley Square.
Another turn that held 'em and
landed a solid hit was Herman L4eb
and Co. in "Dope." The sociological
playlet wears well, as entertaining
Tuesday night as when first showed
around New York some 12 years
ago. Mr. Lieb's characterization of
the dope selling druggist, always
legitimate, has improved with age.
'

ii

—

ii

11
A

Its fidelity to life is correct in every,
detail. The man playing the Hiber-

nian cop also gives a faith'ul por-

He has a natural Tipperary
brogue that could get by even at a
Celtic Park picnic, and, without
overdoing it in the slightest degree,
gives an accurato characterization
of the typical harness bull that
would do credit to a Belasco production.
The expose of the uplift
workers met with the hearty supThe
port of the Square clientele.

WRITE OR CALL

trait.

company

of six are all

up

to

••

1568

BROADWAY

BRYANT

has looks ami personality and
modern pop songs with an
Individuality that is going to lift
her several notches higher in the
theatrical scale before she is much
older.
She has a contralto voice
free from harshness and a trick of
Inserting a pretty grace note at intervals that gives added expression
to her songs. A change from evening drops to a cute panties costume
for the finish presented her to eye
filling advantage.
Yen Wah. Herman and Young
end Bergman, Murray and Nicola
(New Acts). "Without Limit" was

jiC.

does the

the feature picture.
Tuesday night the downstairs
section was filled, but the balcony
h'kl quite a few vacancies.
Bell,

ett's

as

Concentration, utilized almost
as all their predeces-

much time

sors together.

Phino Brother* showed up excepwell In the opening spot

AUDUBON.

by

lowed
which

some

clever

stepping,

appears to be their main
asset. The comedian, who Is exceptionally etout, should eliminate his
Vaugftter a tittle,' for his rung power

Du Tell and Covey are an averand a good thing they were
placed there, for they stopped the age No. 2 small-time man and
The
cold. Both are very clean cut woman talk and song team.
In appearance, possessing excellent girl handles the comedy contribudeliver;.' -end -are- well equipped with tions which consist of dreary diacomedy song material. As a two- log that' should be discarded for
act they should continue with their something punchy. She makes two
present material Indefinitely with changes and dances a bit to his
vocal accompaniment at the finish..
success.
Du Teil has a good voice and got a
ballad across, but shouH speed up
the tempo. New material is badly
ST.
needed*
A light, draggy. small-time bill
Charles Rogers and Co. followed
of seven acts th" first half, with in a small -time melange of low
business a little off on the lower comedy hokum that landed.
Tha
comedians, who are evidently Engfloor Tuesday night.
one
Margaret Taylor jp'-ie d with two lish, have a novel entrance,
pushing on a cart Ice wagon with
songs and a dance In "one," striv- [hC Other seated thereon. The diaIng for a surprise opening for her log develops they are Federal proA spehibition agents disguis«d.
full stage wire offering, which fol«
The cial drop represents the house they
lowed the sor^r and <!;tn<<'.
closing,

show

'

tionally
singer,

With proper
Is overdone at present.
who Is toplining the five- comedy talk in the opening points
wlth head-to-head balancing com- the couple should graduate to the
bined with the playing of a guitar bigger houses.
and concertina. It Is a musical acMetropolitan Dancers execute a
robatic offering that should find attention on any bill, for the boys fast routine of hteps that Is found
have the ability plus proper routine. to demand attention. The act conGrace Doro, a fair looking pianist, sists of four female members and
had them from the start and never three of the opposite sex. The addiworks alone as a
lost a minute in keeping them at- tional fair one
toe dancer while allv the rest comtensive right through to the finish
number. They
efforts
every
in
bine
keyboard
minutes
12
of
did
She
good looking
work, all of which went OVtC in fln«> are all well clothed,
formation.
excellent
with
work
and
Operatic,
an
with
Opening
stvle.
"
of
portion
the ad reclosing
selection, followed by a series of Tl
camp, with the
exclusive comedy vocal Imitations, veals a typical gypsy
This
sccordlngly.
she managed to prove lnr ability a- members attired
featured by one of tin
iod
Frank Von
an exc< \U nt sntertalner.
"surprise" may or may nor add t<» have under suspicion.
executing
a
Russian
male members
)\f value.
She flopped Willi both lloven's Ice holding business Is libJerome and Herbert* two ti;« n got
lesque that was well appreciated. of 1:.
in
comedy
t«r
illy
the
»ip
little
Interspersed
goi
but pl<
better as they went along, and by The bci has th».» ability and p« p to
s*.
A woman, the tenant of
with the ja/z dance and finished bu
lit th<
the time they mad«- their
over With satisfaction before any
>.'.•• r « ith
on
briefly
is
also
for
house,
v.
an
tho
Ire
he
patrons evinced a desire for m<
audi'
•ne dialog with one of the comics.
\
Thev op< n with poor comedy, which
Hid
ai"
turn
char,
(ten
rentl*
jto
and Nash were
tt<
could be charged for lh<
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in

a

rush last Monday night, for the first
five acts onlv took one' hour to run
through, while the last turn, Lov-
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the

best standards.
Sonla Meroff, assisted by a male
pianist, put life into the show. No.
8.
Miss Meroff appears to be about
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PA,

MA AND

THEIR SEVEN UTTLE CAPPS

(America's Greatest Family of Entertainers)
IN AN ACT ENTITLED

T

"AN EVENING AT HOME"

•

3=

niscent of Edmond Hayes and Bozo. /^=
messy piece of business good for
howls was the dropping of * piece
of prop Ice down the front of the
baggy trousers of one comic.

A

wealthy father and daughter marry
the impecunious mother and son.

FOREIGN REVIEWS

Kendrew.

LE PASSE.

Burton and Hendry (New Acts)
(Continued from page 19)
much, next, and Kokin
Galletti, next, have the monks formed by Mile. Martinet the young
to thank for their returns. Attired man is his son, and he is now conas Italian street sinkers, the man vinced by the peremptory manner
and woman open briefly, the male Michel displayed his infatuation.
playing a baas drum strapped on He does ijot reveal his identity td
his back, while the woman sings his sen, and advises the mother to
and dances. The singing could be keep the «ecret, but he persuades
dropped.
A dancing specialty of Vermilion to consent to the marthe woman, announced as "an Imi- riage of Marie with Michel Alexis.
tation of Fred Stone and followed The nouveau is flattered, particuby a near-toe dance, an impression larly as his prospective son-in-law
of Bessie Clayton, both missed is a budding poet whose book has
widely of the originals. The pan- Just been "crowned" by the French
tomime staged by the monks, with Academy. The Duke likewise facilone as a barber and the other the itates the union of Vermilion with
customer, held the real strength of Mile. Martinet, notwithstanding she
the turn.
previously boxed the ears of VermilMcGrath and Deeds (New Acts), ion for having tried to kiss her on
It two-man singing turn, got the hit the peck In accordance with the preof the bill in a soft spot, next to cepts of the Grand Due, who cynclosing, with the Eight Flying Blue ically explains It never fails proDevils, the Arab tumblers, winding vided you pick the right woman at
didn't get

Paris, April 27.

and

The chef d'oeuvre de Georges de
Porto-Riche has been again revived at the Comedie Francaise,
Alms. Simone now, being specially
engaged to hold the role of Dominique Brienne. This work was cre-

.

up the vaudeville

To

Whom

Con.

portion.

It

May

the

moment.

right

Concern

Thus

at the Odeon December 30,
and given at the Theatre FranIt was then in Ave
acts, now it is in four; perhaps
three would be sufficient.
The author dissects the amorous
torments of a sensitive woman.
Dominique has devotedly loved a

ated

1897,

cais in 1902.

frivolous fellow of society, Francois,
who grossly deceived her. She has
tried to heal her wounded heart by
work as sculptor, and has many
friends, among whom Is Dr. Arnoult
ready to marry her. But Dominique

the paat, and when
Francois again appears, she is ready
to forgive and forget.
He is a proficient seducer, a modern Don Juan, a diplomat in handling women. But selfish of his own
liberty, ho refrains from attaching
himself to any permanent career or
love affair.
When Dominique became his mistress eight years

remembers

the

:

Are you complaining
because certain writers are asking too
songs and material?

much

•

ject of peace.
that expressed
named Clairat,

The new

faith

is

oAngelus

by a schoolmaster
impersonated by the

author, who is an excellent actor,
and the doctrines we admire (even
if they are not always practical),
were listened to by a tolerant audiThis piece is worthy of a
ence.
better presentation than at an independent matinee, and the consensus
of opinion was most favorable,
judging by the local press.

Cleansing Cream
For'Dcuuty'* saki\ use "^Angclm*

A schoolmaster is an ardent
he commenced another in- patriot and imperialist, until his
a week after. He is a man nephew, of Spanish nationality,
in the train of Bacchus, and unjoins the army as a volunteer and is
willing to assume any domestic re- killed. His daughter, fiancee of the
sponsibility.
The character is ad- young Spaniard, pines away and
roitly portrayed.
The schoolmaster then bedies.
In spite of this Dominique is
comes a fervent advocate for peace,
ready to throw herself in his arms and is so Insistent that he loses his
at the first sign. And she is on the
But that does not break his
job.
point of doing so when she learns spirit.
He has the new faith.
Francois, while again paying her
It seems a pity such excellent
court, is on intimate terms with
Mme. Bellanger. She was willing to
forget the past when told Francois

SALE OF

MANUFACTURERS'
BEADED SAGS

earlier,

for

trigue

Are you complaining
because you never had a crack
audience?

but feeble Dominique, who is on the stage production should be prepared
verge of yielding to the obscure for one performance only.
force of desire, and her ultimate
Kendrew.
indignation of the renewed decepMile. Berthe Bovy Is genteel
tion.
as the inconsistent Mme. Bellanger, LA SOURIANTE MME. BEUDET.
willing to deceive her husband, but
Paris, April 27.
anxious to retain her place in soThis comedy was published a year
ciety. Raphael Duttog is an elegant ago in a commercial dally.
It was
hut somewhat unsympathetic Fran- necessary for .the authors, Denys
cois. But it seems strange the Corn- Amiel and Andre Obey, to go td .the
ed to, Franchise should feature these Canard Sauvage theatrical co-pper^
socieyr problems, when there are so atlve, which now supplies the pro*
many humane stories to be told. It grams at the Theatre Nouveau
is a matter of attracting fashionable
(Musee Grevln), so ably directed by
Kendrew.
playgoers.
Irenee Mauget.
"The Smiling Mme. Beudet" is a
little gem in two acts, studying proJUL FOI NOUVELLE.
vincial manners. The heroine is alParis, April 27.
ways almable, but she occasionally
The new stage society known as feels bitter at her destiny. She rethe Theatre Clarte presented on spects her husband, a worthly linen
April 12, at a matinee given in the weaver, but of an authoritative and
Theatre Renaissance a four-act
piece by Armand Bour on the sub-

at a first class

Are you complaining
because friends and managers have advised
your getting something new in your act next
season ?

These ailments are very common every spring
and sulphur and molasses won't cure them, but

has reformed, but not to accept this
fresh treason.
So she indignantly
shows her former lover the door.
This last act is splendly acted by
Mme. Simone. She adequately displays the hesitation of the noble

We

*
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EGAV BROS. &

CO.

153-160 West 45th Street
BOOM 5»
(Take Elevator)
do mounting and repairing of

headed bags of every description

/ can write you songs and special
material that will.

Yours,

Billy

Du

CLINTON SISTERS

Val

Address 1562 Broadway,
& Manwaring, New York

This

Hughes

Ask Eddie Cantor, Blossom Seeley, Jim and Betty Morgan, Ned
Lou and Jean Archer, Texas Comedy Four, Grace Leonard, OrStamm, Louise Mayo and Du Val and. Simmons.
Have HERSHEL HENLERE at the Palace, New York, this week
(May t), play you the wonderful melody 'he wrote to my lyric of "One
Little Word," published by Will Rossiter.
Norton,

Week (May

Next Week (May

New York
Keith's Jefferson, New York

9) Keith's

16)

Alhambra,

ville

Direction

JOHN

C.

PEEBLES

THE GREAT AMERICAN CLASSIC—AT LAST
•

-

-

.
-

"THE WHITE HOUSE DOWN
THE WHITE HOUSE
CHORUS
Words by

ALFRED BRYAN

AND

IN

THE LANE"

IN
4

.-

The White House down in Washington and the white house in the lane,
Though far apart they seem to be, the road is yours to gain:'
It's the long, long trail that Lincoln trod,
Many feet will trod again
To the White House down in Washington from the white house in the lane.

JEROME

Music by

ALMA SANDERS

and

PUBLISHED BY

H.

REMICK &

Co.

MONTE CARLO

1

Y
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than wholesale prices.
latest Coatees, Scarfs and Throw Spring
the
late
and
for
overs
early Summer, developed in the
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wanted
most
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NOT STOPPING SHOWS

he

FURS
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when

you

Promoter of Songs, a la Different

make

your fur purchases here you are
dealing directly with the manufacturer.

MY PRESS WITNESSES

Special Discount to the Profession

34 West 34th Street

NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

PORTLAND

SEATTLE

Larry Comer sings a few chatty
songs and closes with a tuneful description of a poker game that is a

Larry Comer has several clever
songs and sense enough to know
they will put him over without any

classic.

additional flubdud.

Larry Comer offers a selection of
new and tuneful popular song numbers.
Comer has a pleasing voice
and manner, and his entertainment
carries an air of refinement.

CITY

i

paltry character, who renders her
Nevertheless
existence loathsome.
she hides her disillusions under a
Whenever they
perpetual smile.

have a family squabble the husband
threatens to shoot himself with an
Uncharged revolver.
Exasperated.
Mme. Beudet loads the weapon and
awaits events.
Soon after the linen merchant imagines his wife has deceived him,
and pretends to shoot her. To his
surprise the revolver goes off, happily without harming the woman,
when Mme. Beudet confesses she
loaded the weapon he is convinced
It was with the Intention of committing suicide.
He repents for
his former brutality and promises
to make his wife happy.
The dialogue is charming and the
Nouveau Theatre has a real success
in this little unpretentious but human comedy. There is also on the
same bill a three-act play, "Le Sen-

ORPHEUM
TOUR

class, in putting over

bers

])

dS
she is old, refuses to sit down and
do nothing, refuses to be waited on,
refuses all the luxury her prosper-

ous son can give her and insists
npon skipping out of her son's
household at the first opportunity
^uid going to work at the washtub.
She sends an invalid French woman
sway on the vacation she Is supposed to be taking herself and establishes herself in an East Side
tenement where she claims she fee!s
at home and vastly more happy

EVELYN BLANCHARD

MM BROADWAY

NEW YORK

CITY

l»» Me for Bis Time Restricted Meter! al,
Sketches, Comedy Act*, Singles, Etc.
iste Rewritten.

6

Rehearsed and Openings Arranged.

of

Direction

containing punch lyrics and
up with' the leaders.
Jack Josephs.-

BILLY JACKSON

A

clean-cut act. by Larry Comer,
who might be classed a drawingroom entertainer, was well received.

A

entertainer
is
Larry
His humor and songs are

genial

Comer.

of the intimate kind.

The Monday

afternoon wanted Mr. Comer, and
so far as volume of applause is con-

NODa

CALGARY
Larry Comer

His monologues and songs were
tuneful and catchy, besides being
strikingly original, and his musical
medley descriptive of a poker game
is too good to be missed.
This artist was called back several times.

cerned he was the hit of the show.

(Continued from page 19)

lot

finished

EDMONTON

Kendrew.

Town Reviews

a

comedy num-

VANCOUVER

Secret," by Villeroy, which has
not received the same plaudits of
the local press.

Oat of

do.

VARIETY
Larry Comer displayed

tier

•

So they

than in the pastel-tinted bedroom
she just left.
Flu epidemic breaks out in the
tenement and no whisky can be obtained to treat it with.
So Mrs.
O'Halloran rigs herself up an elaborate copper still and distills medi-

same time Mrs. O'Halloran Is In advantage opening night, but it is flash forth some single, momentary
due to the mix-up over her in- a very adept cast and all will prove spectacle, some real bit of acting, a
of the Volstead act. their suitability as the engagement dash of momentum that seemed
nearly out of place against the
O'Toole.
This is fixed up pleasantly and an here runs along,
background of inanity which perold-time hearts and flowers time is
the

jjj.il

terpretation

being had as the curtain goes down.
Mary Shaw did not seem to enter
IN •
wholeheartedly into her role of Mrs.
O'Halloran the opening night, failAtlantic City, May 11.
ing to touch the depths of humor ofA medley of everything imaginfered her at times and failing to
reach the possible heights in the able and not too much of anyserious scene with the district at- thing, seems to have been the perdaughter being enamored with a torney. Her presentation is suffi- vading desire and
plan of Joseph
young newspaper man whom the ciently skillful in a technical point
family thinks too insignificant for of view, but leaves a lot to be de- M. Gaites when he first thought
scheme
of
out
the
"Up in The
wholehearther. By chance he is arrested about sired in the direction of
Clouds." After scheming out auchl
edness and' force.
Betty Linley is most acceptable an indefinite plan he seems to
as Sheila, successfully portraying have added a few extra touches
the young lover of the newspaper of tinsel trimming.
man, which part is handled by the
Such is the impression of this
Mabel new mixture of events which paHunter.
youthful
Glen
Maurel shows up especially well raded on the stage of the Globe. It
among the children. Jay Wilson was a peculiar effect it created.
and Oliver Putnam go well in minor There were times when dullness
and commonplace seemed unlimroles.
The cast did not show to its best ited, but all of a sudden there would

UP

cine of the good old Irish quality
and gets arrested. This fails to
worry Mrs. O'Halloran and sh"e succccis in extricating herself.
There is a love story running
through if with the wealthy grand*

THE CLOUDS.

USED AS PROPS
WITH

WHICH JUST CLOSED ITS SEASON.
IRE PRODUCTION WHICH COST $227,000— BOUGHT

BARNEY GERARD
Columbia Theatre Building

vaded the performance.

Such was the buoyant, childish
bubble of spirit that infected the
dances of little Louise Brunell or
travestied

medley

Months

of

in

satire which brightened the
second act.
There* were other events that
were simply striking, the gaudily
unusual male dancer in gilt from
toe to head crown, o the sparsely
dreHsed females whose bare feet
hindered their dancing ability, and

girly

there
statue

was a
pose

beautifully
in

the

first

effective

act that

To Let or For Sale
MONROE, ORANOB CO.. N. T.

on

Large furnlahed modera country horn*

beautiful lake; to acres; bountiful
hade. Ideal for reat. Shaded walks,
drives, summer houses.
Write NOBLE. 1464 Concourse. Bronx.

DROP CURTAINS

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
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•

CLOSING A MOST PLEASANT SEASON MAJESTIC THEATRE, CHICAGO, WEEK JUNE
13th
THANKS AND
ANI1 BEST
RP.ST WISHES Tfl
AIT..
13th.
TO ALL

ROLLS ROYCE AUTOS

PHONE

surely one of the

view men on the Orpheum, and
what is more, he can ting. His
repertoire of old and new songs is
interesting and entertaining.

FOR SAL.E
I

is

best looking, best-dressed song re-

II

and stage settings of 8atine«, Silks, Dazzletines, Velvets and many novelty materials.
painting. Rare designs on display.

Unusual ideas

in

ECONOMICALLY PRICED.

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIO, 220 West 46th

Street

BRYANT

Bryant 5408

New
- t-

York!
•
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Successor to^'Whispering'
^fake 5 minutes
to team it ana you'll never/ogtf if
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the real high
of the audience appeal was
saved for a cloud effect a la "movie"
style on a plain screen drop.

flag

was waved, while

ROBERT EDGAR

organised an act of the members
that were without means to reach
home, t\nd booked them at picture
theatres in the vicinity of Pittsburg where they are at present play-

writing a new act ing.
Joyce,
the monopedic
The members further charge that
ths Bowmans have since sold the

3-ACT BREAKS UP

As they posin full production.
sessed not a single bit of the ingenuity of business and father refused to join, their troubles were
numerous, when not interrupted by
The plan of
interpolated scenery.
events is much on the order of the
recent long lived "Take It from May 11, playing to gross receipts
Me." Will B. Johnstone also wrote in that time of over $537,000, makthis piece and Tom Johnstone has ing
a weekly average of over
written th« music, nearly all of $15,400, which is claimed to be the
which ha« been heard before.
record in picture takings.
Schencr.

hH

BOWMAN'S MINSTRELS

OHM.IWI, SKTTINt.S M \I>K FOR

FORD SISTERS
R4 Krlth'n Palace. N. Y..

Now (May

3).

Franklyn and Charles
At JKuJh'.i .rp.lonu.il. (May 9th),
Nxt. ivk., May 10, Keith"* Far Korkaway.

(Continued from page

3)

was going to move with the result
that the company was left stranded
in Pittsburg with luggage and instruments minus funds.

-..

K.fclttth

He borrowed money from the manDe Flesh Fletcher Scenic Studios
& CASINO THEATRE ager of the Gus Hill attraction and
N*.

Y.

LAFAYETTE

8594-

after

the

feeding

stranded

party.

WANTED
Girl to

do specially dance

in

MtaaaaaalU, Mtoa.

member

of the

turn.

went with it Down south Mr. Bene n- iced a friendliness
son says
had developed bttwaen his wife and
This brought about a
Mr. R^ck.
coolness between Benson and the
remainder of the trio, which reached
its peak on the stage of the Columbia theatre, Columbia, when Mr.
Rock countermanded an order given
by Mr. Benson concerning the turn,
immediately informing Benson that
he (Rock) had purchased the previous week one-half of the act from
Miss Pierce, paying her $500. Miss
Pierce confirmed
the statement,
which was news to the husband.
His pent up feelings at this point
overcame him, he says, and he
slammed Mr. Rock.
Reporting, alone, at ths Bijou,
Savannah, the act's next stand,
Benson says he informed Manager
Morrison of the facta and that Mr.
Morrison asked Miss Pierce to permit her husband to appear as contracted, in order that the engagement could be fulfilled. Miss Pierce
again declined and the act was can-

Mr. Benson and Miss Pierce were celled.
While in Savannah, Benson says
married about a
ar and a half
ago,
Benson is twenty-three, and he was told a warrant had been
his wife twenty.
He is her socond issued for him and he was placed
husband, accordirv to his story. Mr.
Benson who is a songwriter, con-

Eaataae).

I.,

under arrest, released on $100 bail.
Benson came back by boat, reaching
New York Friday. Benson
thinks the Savannah complaint has

been withdrawn.
Miss Pierce is a Texan girl. Her
mother traveled with the act.

MUSICAL REVOLUTION
(Continued from page 1)
to

have been

up

tied

American

for

presentation.

Among

the*

musical

Sweetest of Ail."* now running is
London, by the noted Jean Gilbert.
H. W. Savage, whose revival of

"The Merry Widow" is timed to
rido in on the wave of the foreign
musical play revival, is at present

—

:

tributed

which has

the

material cf the act,

JAMES MADISON
tho

Owlns to
and on around acta
and

says

large number of vaudeville
burlesqaje showa I have contracts to write, will
leave for Cali'-. Af r. Rock fornia thia year until not
'
8ept. lat. still at
the old atand. 1493 Kroadway, New York.
." ' " '"liEMU' ULJi lliJgJli JJL^.,^,.^...
irntT. i-.*. J_.i»

pk.y.*d off

New

York, latoy
Keith southern

-Tej

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

Inc.

WARDROBE TRUNKS
HOTEL MIKMAMIIK

arting for the
'

the

plays,

which are already held
"The Love Devil," which
ran over 200 times in Vienna; 'The
Fairy Tale of a Great City," still
running; "Hazard," which is still
showing; "The Village Musicians,"
an operetta by Oscar Strsus,( who
wrote "The Last Waltz"; "The
rights of
here, are

S.

* H'wuy,

E. Corner 38th

PHONF.:

HT/KOY

HI. I Hi..

N. V. City.
3848

'

Sam McKee of the New York
"WILL HTGGIE'S dancing is

Telegraph,

Monday

responsible

for

an

matinee, said
innovation oil

stopping the show at the finish of an act. His principal dance actually
stopped the show right in the middle of a revue."

Big Time Vaudeville Act

Address KOKIN, VARIETY,

ence Rock, the third

again -came to W\n rescue.

447 IIAT.fcKY ST.,

BROOKLYN'.

Mem

Husband Fights with Third

due to the excellent weather.
ber of Trio.
"The Queen of Sheba" at the
Lyric seems to be dropping steadA
fight In Columbia, 9. C, caused
ily, while "A Connecticut Yankee"
at the Selwyn never recovered from the breaking -up of ths act of
the blow it received on its second Eleanor Pierce A Co., in Savannah
week by the report of a boy's suK the following week. Jerry Benson,
husband of Miss Pierce, returned to
cide after witnessing the picture.
New York last week, after having
"Way Down East" celebrated its been
arres'-d in Savannah and held
500th performance at the 44th Street
in $100 bail for assai It upon Clarlight,

The story which swamped the
raudeviUe events concerned the adventures of a youug man and his
friends who float a picture scenario

ARTHUR WHITE
Lladley BaNtflaa.

7-A Soto 8««ar». La****, W.

Haaiirtea Torraoo, Baltimore. Ma*.

1)

i

CHAB. WARREN

is

(Continued from page

00

York

Buiidiaa. PittaOaroH. Pa.

MORT NATHAN
SS7 Soaorta Theatre Blda.. Lot Aaaalat. Cal.

FRANK FOBS

B'WAY'S REVIVAL

IIS Savoy Thea

New

GERLACH

BARNEY HA6AN

Applause came in strange places
from an audience appreciative of dancer.
Pullman car without any effort to
the bizarre in costume and the vulreimburse them for the unpaid salgar in suggestion. Most of it was
and
sung
attractively
heaped on an
Edgar I. Schooley, the Chicago aries.
plainly costumed hoop skirt "Betsy producer, has located in New York.
Ross" song, in which the American
point

J.

Pantaee* Bide.. Baa FraaeUee, Cal.

•St Mentetiui BMf.. Seattle. Wa»h

booked by Fally Markus.

Tommy Gray

Mina.

(Neat to
Paloet Theatre)

562 Broadway
J.

HARRY WALKER

Ths theatre in Bridgeton, N. J.,
Installed a split week vaudeville
policy last week, playing four acts

act.

show or the

AL COOK
1

JACK CROWLEY

Oalety Theatre Blda.. Kaaiai City. Me,

W

St.. IrHlaaaeefle. lad

third stand trom
the south end of the circus tent. To
find the trio of elderly men are a
team of acrobats is also another
surprise.

i

* iACK LAHEY
211 Trataoat Street. Boitoii.

Pa.

LINDSF?

the final event of a vaude-

lik«-

ville

Philadelphia.

JOS. L. MANN
424 Berth Block. Denver. Cala.

AL HOWARD
IM

9th St..

35 8.

ROSS MeCLURE

& feorsca

Eataarlaai MtraaatNa Co.. St. Paul.

ED EDWARD8

Ea»t 6th Street. Cincinnati. Ohit

21

N.
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WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE: SIMON AGENCY

A COMEOY ACT WITH AN ARTISTIC PUNCH FINISH
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BUSHMAN
AND

BEVERLY

AYN
WATCH FOR US

YOUR CITY

IN

Route

Week

of

Feb.
Fab.

Week

Mar.
Mar.

6— Manhattan O. H., New York
7—Grand, Trey, and Proctor'*.

Jane tft—B. F. Keith's, Washington
Jane t7—Garden Pier, AUantle City

April
April

IS—Shea's, Bnffalo
tS—Shee/s, Toronto

May
May
May
May
May

8— Kelt h? Alhambrn, New

Vernon

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Fab.
Fob.

of

Albany
Mar. IS— Km pi re, Lm
Mar. 14—Keith's,
Mar. tl—B. F. Keith's. Syrnenso
Mar. tt—Keith's Colonial, New fork
April 4—Keith's Jefferson, Hew York
April 11—M. W, Albae. Frovldenee

Jan. l«-l »lon H.ll
Jan. lT-rtwpMt, Brooklyn and Mt.
Jon.

Week

88— Academy of M *!<-. New York
84—WUkes-Bnrro and Scranton
80—Htnpleton, 8. 1.
tl—Newark
7— Palace, New York
14— Keith'. Orpheam. Brooklyn,
New York
tl— Aaaftterdmn and Glens Falls
88— Keith's Riverside, New York

abroad ahead of Rachman, and had

mu-

Hept.
Hept.
Sept.
Send.

Portland
Han Franclaea
It—San Franeli

Brighton.

—

NaT. 7—Omaha
NaT. 14 Ihim city

St..

Near 8th Avenue.

open romtoi

garded aa most needed

—a

change

Ben,

8f— Dulu th
». 1888
Palace, Chicago
18, 1888—St. Loul*
88, 1888—Memphis
88. 1888—
Orleans

Ji

BTC

»

a small sum.
The connection

for

of pace.

of

the

Famous

1888-

—

KTC..

NEW SHOWS

New
UNTIL JUNK,

time the film

V

1888

men

are "hot" after

it.

Picture circles here on the inside
have some inkling of what is being
arranged abroad and already have
made overtures for the purchase of
the complete program of foreign
musical plays in the hands of a
broker. The latter was also asked
if he would sell the score publishing

(Continued from page 1)
in the securing of the
Ajnerican rights. In return a percentage of the profits to be given
in return.

royalties

Cedar Rapid*

Ji

t.

—

AT BIG DISCOUNTS
BIALTO LUGGAGE SHOP

of

Ncv.
Deo.
Bee. 18—St. Fan!

88—Oakland
8 Sacramento and Fresno
in—Las Angel**
17—Salt Inks OMr
84
Denver
81— Liaeoln

TRUNKS

West 4td

Weak

C4ty

One of the most important features figuring in the return of the
In addition, however, the Famous
foreign attractions is the reduction
is publishing the score of 'The Last
There are two major agencies in royalty demands. The rates now Waltz" with the
Shuberts, under
Which appear to control the cream run from four to six per cent., and
a corporate name. It is believed
Of the foreign output aince the war. the advances made are from $1,600
that
this
publishing
venture will
are
in
small
B.
Rachman brought back many to $2,500. Such sums
expand as other plays which the
scripts which are being handled by comparison to former demands, but
Shuberts
are
to
produce,
open Up.
at the present rate of exchange
count for considerably more abroad. This is the second time the Shuberts have gone Into music publiThe reviving of foreign plays and cation. The first time the corporai
foreign scores is regarded by the
tion was known as the Trebuhs
ALL MAKES
ALL SIZES
music industry here with much fa- Company,
which is the name of
FOR THE) PROFESSION.
vor.
It is expected to infuse new
Shubert spelled backwards. They
life into the trade, aa well as thelater sold out to Charles K. Harris
atricals. In fact, supply what it re-"
888

*

"

—

FILM JOKER LN

the United Plays,

tied up an equal number of
sical pieces and dramas.

4—New

Oat.
Oca.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

—Hippodrome, Cleveland
—Davis, Pittsbargh

tarded aa the finest thing he bad
tone since tbe war.
All of these plays have run from
30u0 times and upward, and any production accomplishing that length
of run abroad is accounted a hit.
1

York

Jane 6
June 18

an arm of the
Famous Players-Lasky Company.
The International Theatrical Play
Bureau, however, was in the field

Jaly
Jely
Jaly

11— Palaeo. Newark
ta—Majestic, Chlearo
Aug;.
8
Ornbcum, Winnipeg
Any;. 19— Kdmontun nad Calgary
^^
Aug. St— Vaneoaver

1«—Keith's Bnshwlek. Brooklyn
28— Kelth'e Fordham. New York
88— K».Ji'i Hamilton, New
»0—Philadelphia

In Vienna and will bring back Franz
Lobar, not only for the "widow"
purposes, bub to direct for him
"Traaquita,'' the Lehar operetta, re-

of

Players actually has a screen an«le
it Is fully expected that operettas and foreign musical plays
presented successfully here will be
filmed in entirety. When exhibited
rights.
the entire score of the piece will
Interest in the new arrivals on
be played throughput the picture.
This will team the musio of the Broadway halves speculation as to
when
the general exodus of the
picture houses to the feature porpresent list of offerings will begin.
trayed in reality.
Last week's flock of withdrawals
It Is common knowledge that pawill I** added to materially until
trons of the big picture houses are
next week, when another group will
as much interested In the music top. This
Saturday, however, "Dear
program as In the pictures and in Me" will leave
Republlo dark
many cases more sou It is a fre- and one or two the
other other shows
quent request in the film palaces are likely to disappear
at the same
for information as to the name of time. Most
of the long-run pieces
tho theme music.
By the exhibi- are coasting and trying to outlast
tion of the play with its own score, the month,
wherever a margin of
coming from such masters as Straus, profit remains.
Continued oool
Lehar, Jean Gilbert, It is forecasted weather Is aiding them.
that the plane of moving picture
Four of the musical attractions
exhibition will be much advanced. are now priced at $2.50 top, they
beShowmen in the know say tho ing "Two Little Girls In Blue,*
Germans have this same idea and
are working It out. That explains
the presence abroad of a number
of American film heads and theatrical producers. That they will reON ALL
turn with full knowledge of tbe
new picture technique Is not
doubted.
Still another angle of value to
the picture Interests is that the entrance into the foreign play mart Writs for New Catalog or Sea Our Agent*
will keep them In constant touch
YORK
with the fountainhead, not only for
t. NATHAN, 681 Seventh Ave.
musical pieces, but dramas and
CHICAGO
\
farces, for which there Is also a
BARNES T. CO., 79 W. Randolph
scenario demand. But the love of
good music and the return of forMEISEL T. CO,
eign play production is the general
S18 WASHINGTON ATS.
indication on Broadway, and for the

and
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THE ROLLS-ROYCE DANCERS OF VAUDEVILLE
THIS

•

IS

WHAT THEY THINK OF

ST.

US

New Times Square

READ
VARIETY
Rolls

and Royce pansicktd tt.-n.
spill a Uttle ora-

sad were forced to

tory before leaving the stage, the applause more than Justifying tbe doo-

lamation.

RoUs and Royee are real dancers,
honing a oompleta familiarity with
•ary style of stepping. Thslr routines are away from tbe stereotyped
and featured with a neatness of execution tbat Is at once noticeable. Going over for a speech No. 2. at tbe
9<>lonlal, where they bave their likes
*nd dislikes, and are not a bit backward in shown* the latter. Is an
achievement worthy of record In the

atdevUlo

ball of fsme.

THIS

NEW lOMK CLIPPER

NSW YORK STAR
cam* very

from lbs
very start* where Rolls and Royce
stopped the show. Jack Rolls and
Ruby Roycs bave about as fast and

Tb«

bits

1~\nt

a dancing act as has been seen
many a month. They go through

fine

In

an intricate routine of steps as only
experts can and their very lightness
on their foet Is not alone an asset,
but something to be commented upon
in

passing.

Tho routine

is

fine,

the

wardrobe looks splendid and then the
stopped

—so

much

the act
the show and received the

finish Is great

so,

9),

The woman

quite graceful, clever
and has oodles of personality and a
smile that ooants. She Is shapely and
looked well In a dress of black and
jet;
one of the most graceful of
dancors ws have seen In a long time.
Act stopped ths show, and was accorded the Colonial Cadence Applause
several times.

Those

KEITH'S

READY FOR OCCUPANCY
.

A Month
$40.00

and

-

•

—

Up

la

two would make an

HAMILTON

CHAS. BIERBAUER, Vaudeville
HARRY BESTRY, Productions

Office*

.....

dances, they ran out of gasoline on
the encores for, aftsr two wsre taken,
the man made a speech, begging off.

ideal

novelty dancing pair for a production.

"Colonial hand clap."

WEEK (MAY

Rolls and Royce speeded along, hitting en all eight and never skidding
once. Aftsr a number of very good

LOUIS

Additional

new

offices,

singularly or in suites; also large

store, 4,000

square feet

Will divide, $2.00 per sq. fL and up

ROMAX

BUILDING

245 West 47th Street
ADJOINING STRAND THEATRJD

Apply agent premises or your own broker

i

VARIETY
NORMAN

J.

Friday,

*

M

Spirit of

ardi Gras'

GRAS"

AT STATE- LAKE, CHICAGO, WEEK OF MAY
To

FOR

Direction

US.

3

ment

to go.
"Liliom," which moves up to the
Fulton from the Garrlck after next

week

The other

VARIETY SAID:
,

The name of Arthur Byron's starwhich opened strongly at the Cohan ing role. * The Ghost Between" relast week; "Love Birds," which con- tains its title after a court action, ring vehicle has been changed back
to "The Ghost Between."
tinues to make money at the Apollo; and continues at the 39th Street.
"The Right Girl," which is getting
The tip off on business in genLouis H. Ardouln, San Francisco
ready to quit the Times Square, eral was the presence In cut rates wrestler, last week killed with his
and "June Love," which is doing last Saturday in takings for week bare hands a burgler he found rifling
fairly good business at the Knicker- ends is at hand. Cut rates, too, are his bureau drawer.
bocker.
featured this week by the offerings
The new George White "Scandals"
Besides "Two Little Girls In Blue," of several new attractions.
They
will have Bugs Baer as librettist.
three other new musical shows are include "Phoebe," "June Love," at
Knickerbocker;
bidding for favor. "The Last Waltz" the
Blng
"Biff,
Fish gowns have become the rage
appears to have the best chance at Bang." The latter is at the Ambas- in Paris. These have a long train
the Century. "Phoebe" at the Shu- sador and the musical revue of resembling a fish's tail and in texbert is regarded as a '"lightweight." "The Dumbells," formerly of the ture and coloring are made up in
"Princess Virtue" was reported in Canadian
Expeditionary
Forces. effects similar to the markings of
difficulties at the Central and may "Romance," at the Playhouse, also various flsh.
not stick it out, the business gross- went Into cut -rates this week for
Gick Watson, an actress living at
ing but $10,000 for the first eight the first time.
performances.
"Clair de Lune" at the Empire,
with the two Barrymores, reacted
pace as indicated by the weak demand in the agencies. Last week
It went to around $20,000.
That is
Important money for this house, but
at $5 top means attendance for the
third week was more than one -third
under the capacity gait of the first
week.
The attraction has four
weeks of the announced engage-

2,

WATCH

BOOKERS

N. Y.

cut -rates offerings are
(Frazee);

"Mixed
Marriages"
"Broken Wing" (48th.

St.); "Dear
(Republic); "Miss Lulu Bett"
(Belmont);
"The
Right
Girl"
(Times Square); "Little Old New
York" (Plymouth) ; "Passing Show"
(Winter Garden);
Rollo's
Wild
Oat" (Punch and Judy); "The
Champion" (Longacre) ; "Welcome
Stranger"
(Sam
H.
Harris);

Me"

"Tyranny of Love" (Cort); "The
Ghost Between" (39th St.); "Emperor Jones" (Princess);
"Love

like veterans."

Even though they are being featured the sextette shares honors with Loretto DeVoH, ft
girl singer who knows how to sing, and Patsy Shelly and Grayce Blair, two dancers
who score two homers. There are few Henry Santry Mardi Gras and Sophie Tucker
bands, and this makes them more of a treat."

follow Belle Montrose was a tough job and 'The Spirit of Mardl Gras' handled the
task like veterans. They have new costumes and a newly arranged routine that insures
the act gets. The Mardi Gras Sextette plays jazz music in syncopated
curtains
the
fashion, making the numbers sweet and melodious instead of jarring on the ear drums.

COMING EAST!

Handled the task

IN BILLING
IN NOTICES

HEADLINED

-*

13, 1921

THEISS'

"SPIRIT of MARDI
"To follow Belle Montrose was a tough job and The

May

HARRY WEBER

manufacturer and lived at 176 East morning was bailed out by Charles
Dillingham's general manager.
l*l8t stree\

Twin girls were born joined toMay de Sousa was divorced from
gether in Paterson last week. Physi- her husband, Raymond G.
Grant, in
cians have not yet decided whether Chicago
last week. He sued on the
they are two or whether the two grounds of desertion. He was
her
are one. If the latter the girl has husband.
two heads on opposite ends of a
long trunk, with two legs on one
Flowers and the tricolor of France
side and one abnormally large leg
on the other. The child is not ex- were presented to Margaret Anglln
by 250 women of the Societe des
pected to live.
Femmes de France.

To a chorus of cheers In the Club
Billy Crlpps will handle the pubMaurice the night of May 4, WalMcCutcheon, hero, actor and licity for John Cort's "Shuffle
Pearl White's husband, insisted on Along" show. Mr. Jordan, the for*
taking the blame for a bottle al- mer press representative, is ahead
leged to contain booze by a police- of the "Broadway Brevities" show.
the Hotel Somerset, caused the ar- man who dropped in. McCutcheon
rest May 7 of a man who gave his was locked up, but early in the
Jesse Lynch Williams was last
name as Solomon Epstein. The arrest came after she had slapped him
in Loew,'s New York for annoying
her.
The prisoner was held on a
disorderly conduct charge. In inFROM THE WE8T
terviews extensively printed Miss
Watson says she will press her
charge and that her annoyer Is tpyical of a certain class that throng
the city and picture houses. He said FLORINTINE MUSIC CO., 55 Stockton St., 8AN FRANCISCO, CAL.
in court he was a cloak and suit
(WE RECOGNIZE PROFESSIONALS ONLY)
lace

TWO MORE SMASHING SONG

"LOVEBEAM"

HITS

"ARABIAN MAID"

Birds" (Apollo).

has

been grabbed by the
The ticket agency buys Jost
agencies, who have arranged to "Toto" (Bijou), but took on several
handle most of the lower floor seats. of the newer attractions, the count
"Nemesis," at the Hudson, has now being IS.
They are:
"Blif,
steadily faded.
Reports give it Bing, Bang" (Ambassador); "Deanother week and then a return burau" (Belasco); "Green Goddess"
Broadway date in "The Tavern," (Booth); "Princess Virtue" (Cenwith George M. Cohan in the lead- tral) "The Last Waltz" (Century};
"Two Little Girls in Blue" (Cohan);
"Just Married" (Comedy); "Nice
People" (Klaw); "The First Tear"
(Little); "Gold Diggers" (Lyceum);

AMERICAN ARTISTS GOING ABROAD
OR

;

WANTED
TO BUY OR LEASE

"Sally"

TO

Isadore Duncan says there is a
mysterious force inherent in Bolshevism that In time will force out
an artistic efflorescence. This flowering, she declares, will realize, express and declare aM the dreams of
the Lenin group. The time, however. Is not yet: Till it comes she

EAST OF CHICAGO
WITH POPULATION
OF 26,000 OR OVER.
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Weet 40th

St.,

EDDIE

'

land

N. Y. City. N. Y.

just
end.

its practicers in the cemeterywhere other people land In the

MACK TALKS:

Good things come

—that's

In threes

clothes.

Three

world.

the

way with

Ask the theaand

Ask

York, now.

them.

722-724 Seventh Ave.
Opp. Columbia Theatre

Opp. Strand Theatre

Save 10 per

cent, here with

engagement
nouncement in Variety

tle all

the

disputes

if

is

abroad or in the U.

limited, either

to that effect, before

S.,

an an-

opening, will definitely

the artist should wish to return

Artists leaving a foreign country

Fashioned

McFARLAND

1582-1584 Broadway

When

the time they are contracted for

home
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end of

set-

the

engagement

New

Ask anyone.

at the Jefferson,

No. 30

rights.

right, priced right, the right fashion.

PALACE

and mention

According to Dr. George C. Ruhland of Milwaukee, the shimmy is
an "atavistic reversion" tending to

1602

EDDIE MACK
trical
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prefers to live in Paris.

Address:

110

should announce their engagements in

)

I

ANY CITY

ROOM

U. S.

"Phoebe of Qual-

NEWS OF DAILIES

CAPACITY

3,000

IN

(Ritz);

ity Street" (Shubert).

THEATRES
1,500

FOREIGN ARTISTS COMING TO THE

(New Amsterdam); "The

Bad Man"

your N. V. A. card.

ing for

less

upon

than a season are often

the expiration of a contract call"

left

open

to a

misunderstanding or

impression that they could secure no longer time, in others
words that
they "flopped."

An

announcement in Variety detailing the engagement abroad will inform the professional public of the exact facts and
prevent misunderstandings.

THE MOST FAMOUS SEXTETTE

IN

THE WORLD. LATEST CREATION

MARDI GRAS SEXTETTE
VARILTl, bTATL LAKE, CHIC At.O-The

Jlurdl Gras Seitette pin,* Jazz mnslc

IN

HARMONY.
amanmiS!10 WITH THF
SPIRIT OF MARDI GRAS
CULLEN. Trombone.

B.

H.

H.

TH0MP80N.

Cornet, Saxophone.

ALLEN. Piano.
A. L. LINOGREN.
F.

E.

HOLMGREN.

Clarinet. Saxophon.
Violin. Saxophon*.

U. JOHNSON. Orumt. Xylophone.
nyncopated fashion makln, the B aml>«rs mveet and melodlou,
instead of jarring on the ear drama. There are
Santry, Mardi (.mi and Sophia Tucker bands and thl.
few Henry
makee them more
I.,

of a treat.

i

.,
Friday,

May

18,

VARIETY

1921

Where Will You Spend
The Summer?
The run by motor from
Chicago can be made
over the West Michigan
Pike in a day. A night
trip by boat from Chicago or Milwaukee to

GET 'AWAY FROM THE CROWDS AND THE HEAT OF THE CITY
RUSTICATE AMID THE SPLENDORS OF NATURE.

YOU WILL START THE NEXT SEASON RIGHT

bring

{Aldington will

one to Baldwin, L-Lakes
station, at eight oiclock
in the morning, or ex-

Fresh in mind and body with

new

ideas, zest to

work

railroad and
Pullman service may be
cellent

had over the Pere Marquette Railway from
Chicago, Detroit, Toledo
and other points.

OBEY THAT IMPULSE.
INVEST IN LAND FOR THE FUTURE.

One cannot leave the subject of L-Lakes without a
word for its splendid shooting.
The big game trail
centers in the Big

a tract of some

A SUMMER HOME NOW
A REAL HOME FOR LATER YEARS

Swamp,

12,000 acres

ten miles northeast, easily,

reached and penetrated by
automobile. Where all kind

Some of

game abounds.

of

those

L-Lakes plots are laid
out with a view to home
making. The lots are
ample for a bungalow
and garage, with space

.

t

among

for a home garden If
desired. The streets are
wide, symmetrical and

conveniently

the

colonists

located.

are:

Every lot is high, dry
and well -shaded. Local
labor, experienced in the

erection

of summer
available and
lists of local contractors

homes,

CS. HUMPHREY

is

and supply

MOR., B. F. KKITH BOOKINO
KX CI! A NOB, CHICAGO.

concerns

who

will erect ready-cut
houses or build accord-

ing to

your

tions, will

Book In* Mfr., ff«(«rn Vaade*
villa Mgre'.

Am'iw, Chicago

desired.

if

An
insure

JACK LAIT

early selection will
a choice location at

relatively low cost.

Playwright, Mgr. Variety Offlea
Chloago.

Values

•re certain to advance
within the year and from
an investment standpoint
alone, these lots will be desirable. It is therefore advisable to extend purchases
to

CARMODY

T. J.

specifica-

be furnished

more than a

A.E.DENMAN
Booking- Mgr., Batterfleld Circuit, Chicago.

FRANK CLARK
Chicago Mgr., Watrraon, Berlin

single lot,

6

both to Insure privacy, and

admit desirable friends
as neighbors at a later
date. Prices and locations
will be given on request
and locations shown at any

Snjr«l*r.

to

WILL CUNNINGHAM
Booking Rr pre <tr illative,
Chicago.

Rae Samuels

time.

Rawls
The climate

is

unex-

Lying BOO feet
above the level of the
Great Lakes and 30 miles
celled.

C. C. Smith

Bayle

inland, the air is rare,
dry and invigorating. It

especially suited to
the relief of bronchial
troubles and hay fever.
Springs abound in the
vicinity and there are

•

.

is strictly

*

Gene Greene
They arc

Prospective purchasers should not resent Ihc request for references,
desirable

community and arc

for ihc

protection of the purchasers.

Colony may he made

essential to the selection

Application* for

sites

in

J.

of a

Lake Cottage

to

Ernest Hiatt
Reckless Duo
Stratford

Comedy 4

Paul Levan

a cot-

LEW

summer resident*.

No
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information

Miller

Pat Barrett

Geo. Padley

M. Moriarty

Drop

&

Holt

Ezra Matthews

BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.

public dance pavillions or
other profit-seeking activi-

sts will be permitted

Irwin

Three Keatons

mer population. It will be
owned and populated by
fide

&

*

Marty Fcrkins

tags colony, designed to be
the rest haven of its sum-

bona

Pasty

.

•

L-Lakes

&

Courtney

is

no stagnant swamps.
Fevers duo to infected
waters are virtually unknown.

& Von Kauman

Charles Sharp

//««

.

/

charge.

J.

W. Smith
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84
week elected president of the renamed Authors, Artists and Dramatists League of America.
Eleanora Duse returned to the
stage last week In Turin and received a floral tribute from d'Annunzio.
»

Three women and two men,

May

Friday,

NEW YORK,

KEITH'S PALACE,

I

13, 1921

I

Next Week (May 16)

all

colored, were arrested last week In
front of the Capitol for demonstrating against "The Birth of a Nation."

They were warned

in court that they

might have started a bad

riot.

U4.

The Rev.

Dr. John

Roach Straton,

who has been

conspicuous for his
references to the moral
standing of the theatre, has challenged the Equity to send a representative to meet him in debate at
Carnegie Hall or Town Hall.
alighting

Ellen Terry celebrated April 28
the 65th anniversary of her first appearance on the stage.
Irene Cohen, 15 -year -old Boston
high school girl, is said to have so
marvelous a soprano voice she will
Her
bo sent abroad to study.
teacher. Stetson Humphreys, says
can sing three full tones higher
than Geraldine Farrar and a tone
and a half higher than Rosa Ralsa.
Vaudeville agents are after her.

"Arkansaw Travelers
THE ORIGINATORS OF HAND SAW MUSIC

he

Tyson & Co. have moved to
quarters in the Times building.

new

lionaire,

vorce,

now

is

were

MYERS and HANFORD, BERT
hand saw have copied from us.

MELROSE, SARGENT

Aug.

12,

In the case of

first

public appear-

VS.
The

appended- will convince

letters

and

ail doubters.

We

Hartwig Baruch, elder brother of
Bernard M. Baruch, may go back on

Yvonne

D'Arle, the former cabaret singer, who is to make her
debut at the Metropolitan next season, got a big display in interviews
published in all the dailies from
Sunday on.

Arrests charging violations of the
dry act were made at the Ziegfeld
"Midnight Frolic" May 9. John
Mara, night manager, and two
brokers who described themselves
as William A. Lane and William S.
Gilbert were all apprehended. Manager Mara was charged with disorderly conduct for informing the
guests policemen were present without a warrant.

Whom

It

May

the undersigned,
acknowledge that
who I played the Pantages
Circuit with as temporary partner, was
the first person I ever saw play a hand
saw. He also introduced and taught
me the "song, "Down in Arkansas,"
and while working with him he originated the idea of two people playing
on one hand saw and taught me the

LEON

WEAVER,

same.

San Francisco,

of

Hartwig Baruch, brother of Bernard M. Baruch, the broker, says the
report he was to return to the stage
in "Throe Wise Fools" was printed
as a joke.

;

PEWEE MYERS

Cal.,

Aug.,

1920.

LEON WEAVER'S

brother
then being in the service.
That was my understanding. Later
partner,

FRANK

3—Jos. Greenwald
4— MYERS and WEAVER
5—BERT MELROSE

FRANK WEAVER

was

released

from service and returned to the act,
when I gave them a contract and

—1919

they played

Song and Dance Revue,
with Toots and Kathrine McConnel and FORD HANFORD.

my

circuit season of 1920.

and WEAVER are the
original act of "Arkansas Travelers."

WEAVER

I

Respectfully submitted,

Before Melrose or Hanford played
a saw.

Myers and Hanford

1,

PEWEE

1919

—Amoroft and Obey
2—Betty Brooks
6

Nov.

,

This is to certify that the act of
"Arkansas Travelers" played my circuit the season of 1919.
MYERS was used as a temporary

1

x

(Signed)

Here are a few

originals.

Pantages Theatre

Concern:

PEWEE MYERS,

I,

have the

•'

PROGRAM

Dec. 22, 1919.

To

HANFORD

MYERS

e

9.

the stage after 20 years as a broker.
He was Olga Nethersole's leading
man and held the male end of the
60 -second kiss in "Carmen."

>

.

WEAVER BROS.

The property department at Costhe
defeated
Studios
mopolitan
lighting department in a baseball

Willard

Show, was the

suing her for di-

Herbert Brenon, picture director,
was arrested the evening of May 9
by a policeman, who saw him with a
package under his arm. As the policeman started for him Brenon ran.
In the Night Court the policeman
testified Brenon threw the package
into an alley, but there were two
persons between him and Brenon
when the alleged throwing was done.
The director was discharged. Joseph
Schenck was in court to bail him
out if necessary.

erick

and any other acts using a

playing a hand saw.

to wed.

game May

MARVIN

1894, at Fordland, Mo., with Dr. A. D. Christy Medicine

LEON WEAVER

ance of

and

•

•

Arthur Hammerstein this week
denied he and Peggy Hopkins,
whose husband, Stanley Joyce, mil-

77

(Signed)ALEXANDER PANTAGES

WE DEFY ANY ONE TO CONTRADICT THE ABOVE

STATEMENTS.

Mack and Pauline Fredagain. Thoy kissed

may wed

as Miss Frederick went aboard her
train bound for the coast Tuesday.

Mack said: "We have
we love each other

Afterward

discovered that

more than

ever. But marriage lies
in the distant future, as Miss Frederick has two years to spend on the

coast before her contract is fulfilled,
and that must be taken into consideration."

"The Herald" reports from Paris
that Arnold Daly arrived at Cherbourg on the AquLtania after losing
his pasRport, and French otnolals
wanted to send him back.
The
American consul, vouched for the

ORIGINATORS OF HAND SAW MUSIC

actor after a turbulent session.

When

ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN, THIS WEEK (MAY

LETTERS

smiling for mail to VARIETY
address Mall Clerk.

POSTCARDS, ADVERTISING OR
LETTERS WILL NOT
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CIKCI'LAR
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Tom
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deaf hear?
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pO YOU
tales

believe

fairy

in

Perry Alica
Poaty Dot

Geo

Phillips

Plckard H
Prince Al

*•

M

>ON ^l<

Rayanor Babe

R Keltb

Bi.hey

Rene Mignon
Reyn Grace

M

&

Roahler Jack

Ma.-iv.-ii

Regan Jam. I
Rehan Eatelle

Hilton Fayl.f

Ramanas Lottie
pf-nard A Jordan

H^nlf-re Herschel

Jack
Hale £uq

?

•

•

sec?

•

THE

JAN

Hagans Dancing
Harrah Roy
Hart Chaa Co
Harty Bob
Haaa George M
Haywood Harry
Harris S A <;
HcruWuon Norman
Harrison Chaa
Hazt Hon Blanch*
Harris Dave

!

Jack
Richards Lawrence
Rogers Frank Mra
Russell

•

THE TRUTH

is

Joyce Jack
Jordan Marion
Jir.hs Geo
Jon<s Limnia
Jcucs HtltM)

W

stronger than

fiction.

Hiffga

7cl<

G

Bratford Comedy
L*nvr> .* ;i*Sully LewSmith Oliver Co
Stratford Edwin

diameter,

4
.

>.-»!.

Florence

Kelly

COULD YOU
•

Kent BUly

close the

show

KeFsro

Herman

Spahman
TJzzetto Mill?
I-nziir Liza Mrs
J-orraino C A

at the

Levy Ethel
Labia ft Wiikcs
Unsure] Billy

Alb't

Si mcrville

,

.

.
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PALACE

Charles

l.oftin

Lewis & Norton
Lee Bryan

>

Milton

NEW YORK
FOLLOWING THE
and Hayes Revue
50 minutes

Santos

—who

Dixie

do

Sam\

»

feet

Vox Valentine

Mc«;uire Anthony

•

•

Moran F & B

AND TAKE 4 legitimate

Mitchell

bows

and
•

Marion MarcoIIe
Molroy Sisters

Nash Robert
Nafdfr Vlke Miss

•

•

MAKE A
a

a

Tyler Francis J
Thiele Otto
Temple Joe

DO YOU

believe

MR. GEO.

possible?

it

sical

Gottleib

will

Vyvyan & Kastner
Valyda Rosa
Wilson Misses

Weeks

Make your

song the most popular by
letting thousands hear it. The Magnavox so
reproduces the human voice that it can be
heard a mile away. Sing into the Magnavox
and Broadway will stop and listen.
Connect the Magnavox to a phonograph and
every one within blocks will hear the music.
Phonograph dealers are selling 40 per cent,
more records by means of the Magnavox.

l.eroy

Wells Marie
Wilson Sue

West Lew
Westlake Jessie
\v illiamson

Wilbur Elsie
Williams Connie

Winn

C

Al

Zing Fonnie

Marco,

songs and increase your business
the same way.

Use

pre-,

not for the cast of some pretentions
who handled the piece.
FOLLY.— "The Naughty Parisians." with most of the naughtiness
eliminated.
It is on' a par with
other offerings of this house.
FORD.— Bernard
Depkin
assumes control this week for several
months' run of feature pictures.
"Dream Street" opener.

DOING

A

pacity since. Whether it will hold
the crowds after the newness wears
off is yet to be seen.
This week
"The Gilded Lily."
RIVOLI.— "The Oath."
LYRIC. Drawing capacity houses
show
at "America," big musical
under the auspices of the local Masons.
Several extra performances
will be given this week to accommodate the demand for seats.

it

—

now.

Barnum &

•

•

•

SOME STUNT;

ask

Bill

Clark.
a

a

a

•SEVER SAY

no to the seem-

ingly impossible,
^

*RY

•

Recreation Piers

Band or

take the place of

Orchestra

For Dances
For Church Entertainments
For Social Gatherings
Hotel Paging

ELMER

tention

to

their

attract
stores

at-

For Beaches
For Skating Rinks
For Fairs and Exhibitions
For Train or Open Air Announcements
A., Y. W.
Y. M.
A. and
Lodge Entertainments
For Schools

C

C

X

O. MORRIS CO.; Inc.
1270 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Bailey Circus.

John C. Huthwelker, City Councilman, introduced an ordinance in
the First Branch of City Council
Monday night making it a misdemeanor to follow a circus or any
other kind of a parade. The ordinance was referred to the committee
on police and Jail. Dr. Huthwelker
said he acted at the request of

EASTERN DISTRIBUTORS

navox

white and negro clergymen among

his constituents, who declared that
disorders and fights resulted from
the practice of crowds trailing along
in the wake of a parade.

IT.

For Shopkeepers to

To demonstrate Records

Playgrounds

On
To

Uses

List of

Concerts and Entertainments
Lectures and Public Speaking

•

•

for

marvelous Magnavox.

The John Robinson's Circus will
open a two-day 6tay Thursday. Adsale opening last week has
vance
Rogers says "he not been
MR.
extra heavy, due most
the arrival next week of
likely
to
held the house intact,*
the larger shows of Ringling Bros.
a

it

Write for Bulletin No. 25 and learn about the

CENTURY.— Opened last Friday
with films and has played to ca-

IS

latest

his "beauties."

AUDITORIUM.— "Irish Dew"

mlere Monday. Would require little'
more than passing notice were It

HEMLERE

as

A Magnavox for Song Publishers

Vincent Jewel

Voyer Guy-

stars in a musical revue that reeks
of the Barbary Coast. First appearance of these western dancers here,
they were well received. The
play itself accords with the idea of
the western coast that most of up

md

such

instruments,

Vann Jean

have gathered from Mack Sennettt

tell

of records.

piano, violin, etc.

md

you

makes

to all

Vance Jean

Ey F. D. OTOOLE.
ACADEMY.- Fanchon and

a

*

a

Adapted

BALTIMORE.

COULD YOU?

pol-

Hand Transmitter— High Power.
Weight 1% pound* and is used
for amplifying the voice or mu-

Pas'sle

OD»a Jimmy

speech?

Box — Mahogany uith

—

Wilson John Mrs

O'Mnr

a

A T

11

Universal Super- sensitive Transmitter Tone Arm It can l>c attached
any phonograph.
to

Wm

Schroeder
C
Sackett Albert
Stanton Chas A
Seamanns Mabclle

Madfa F

tips,

ished Bakelitc cover.

-

Tunis Fay

McKay George

•

'

long.

Control

W

Stacy Deliah

Thayer ("has Ellery

Martin Felice A
Mannflcld & Riddle
McKay & Ardine

"finisp:

ductor cord aeroplane

Mrs

Jennie

Peymovre Dolly
Stanley Frark
Smith John

VtQuibor Dorothy
Mac ft Macher
Miller hixie S Mrs
Mayes Jack
Mannard Virginia
Mushick Gertrude
Murray Edith
Martyn Maude
Mabel & Maife
Morgan June

M

copper, 22 inches in
black baked cnxancl
" "*"
'

M

Tclcmegafonc Cord— A four con-

Scott John G Sir
I. at hem
Mr
Schrein Bert
Ltwrtnn Margett eSperling Philip
l.owerle Glen
Single Billy

Lund

to repro-

amplify sound.

uiid

Horn— Spun

Schuyler Janet
Klminun* li.i.

11

Knlae Kettle

megafone —A device

duce

Mary

»

The Century Theatre
the lower auditorium
night with a seating

HERSCHEL

S.— Moved
day night
•

•

to closing Tues-

(May

Friday
capacity of

Ths house has an ideal location on Lexington street just off of
Charles in the heart of the shopping
This week will see tin
district.
opening of the New P.«'Tn'ord theatre
at Philadelphia and Belnord aveThis
nue, along Fayette street.
house will have a seating capacity
of about 1,000 and will be run as a
neighborhood playhouse. There are
about ten more houses in the process of construction, and the present
high prices prevalent now are due
for a drop when a few more new
3,500.

KENLERE
P.

Co. opened
last

10).

a

houses open.

STILL

FEATURING my

s<

1

•

•

•

FOX TROT

success,

"Kis

met."
•

•

By SIDNEY BURTON.
BHUBERT TKCK.— "The Masassured, as the committee organized querader."
engagement
Return
guarantee of $4,000 felt
would reach its goal before

to raise the

that it
that time. Chief CaupoltCftll, Indinn
baritone of tho Metropolitan, willl
sing the role of Telramiind in tho
production, *oking the place of
George L\ Pickering, the local star,

who

is

ill.

This makea two Metro-

players in tho cast, as Morwill sing the title role.
E. Galizi & Bro. As tho members of the Baltimore
Symphony Orchestra are engai
Create t rrofrs•ionrii
A rcordloo in local theatres and els< where •lurMarnjfa<-turer» and
ing the Week, the local soH. ty has
Repairer*.
.'r.iblp
SpeI:
been obliged to encase members of
0D1
New the Philadelphia Symphony Orcheswork?.
cial
Talented
Idea
These extra expenses
tra instead.
Shirt Keys.
fund
the guarantee
necessitated
Fr»i;k'ui 526
Trt.
r
last Friday, $i,. jQu
started
was
which
New Yerk City
bcir.g raised that daj
C»"*» Street
polit;in

gan Kingnton

station al

•

HERSCHEL HENLERE.

BUFFALO.

The performaneo of "Lohengrin"
by. the Baltimore Op' ra Society at
the Lyric, May 16-17, is practically

profitable.

MAJESTIC.— Ron"Wedding

Bells,"

1<

lie

Stock in
work,

Opening

the lead.
with Miss Bonstelle
William Shelby back as leading
man. Betty Wales to do ingenues.
Walter Yonng, Albert Bliss, Margaret Maxwell and Claude Kimball,
all old favorites here, with the comopening performance
p.-iny again,
smooth and well balanced. Buslm
good, With strong subscription list.
in

"Proxies." Fhea's
Film:*:
rion; "Th€ Life of tho Party.'

1

CriteShea's

Hippodrome; "Glided Lies," Strand;
"Reputation," Palace.
Bonstelle Company will prenexi tfeeh U>r the liisi time on

The
pen*

any stage a new comedy, "Every
Saturday Night," by Octavlus Roy
cr.iirn.
Edgar Sctwj'ff'ii itttmsttd
the production.

in

The National, Niagara Falls, was
the scene of a $'.\000 th") about midnight Tuesday, When an electric
piano got off on the wrong Key and
produced a short circuit. Mana^
BcalgO, of the tluatre, told the police that he had forgotten to turn
off the current after the 11
..>\v
t'
evening.
t
-

i"

WARDROBE
TRUNKS,

PROP.
$10.00

n.trRalnu.
Hav* Loti u**d. A!«o a
w 0«cond BanS Innovation an.l Fit r*
A f*w
find *25.

Big
i'«

Wardrot* Trunks. |2Q
«xtra !arK<Taylor and
str««'.
.\«

AIho old
Property Trunk*.
Hal Trunk*.
2« W#st Sin
ay and 5th A
H

Rrtwan

w fork

•

City,
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•
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VARIETY

No reason

YOU

for

Friday,
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13, 1921

to be out of work next season

BECAUSE
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OPERATING 75% OF THE THEATRICAL ROAD ATTRACTIONS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

OFFER

ACTORS

ENGAGEMENTS
TO

ACTRESSES

Irrespective of whether

NOT AFFILIATED

with

CHORUS

and

GIRLS

THEY ARE OR ARE
any

organization

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED FROM COMPETENT, EXPERIENCED
PEOPLE IN ALL BRANCHE6 OF THE PROFESSION
Address Communications To

TOURING MANAGERS ASSOCIATION
Room

Broadway

621 Longacre Bldg.,

timated that perjury charges would songs. George Lederer showed up
be laid against a number of other on the scene late in the week and
witnesses,
including
Edward P. is reported to have been favorably
Marco
Strong, another theatrical man of impressed with the revue.
was called to New York Saturday
and was discharged. Drucker was Cleveland.
night, and it is reported that negoaccused of participating in a gigannping nlant by
fake wire
tic
tiations are under way for sending
The "Fanchon and Marco Revue" the revue into New York for a sumr~.cans of which a score of wealthy
Canadians were lured to Buffalo and had a somewhat tough week in Buf- mer run under the Erlangcr banner.
deprived of almost three-quarters falo.
Al Wohlman left the cast Although the fact is not commonly
Immediately after the performance Thursday known east of the Mississippi, Fanof a million dollars.
after the trial Drucker was rear- night, and although seen about the chon and Marco of the "Fanchon
rested on charges of perjury arrow- theatre, refused to play out the and Marco Satires," Roy Wolfe,
ing out of his testimony given week. Don Kerr was rushed into manager of the show, and Rufus
while acting as witness in his own the breach, with Marco himself Wolfe, its musical director, are
behalf.
The district attorney In- doubling up in many of Wohlman's brothers and sister.

The Jury in the case of Charles
Drucker, Cleveland theatrical man
and alleged backer of "Broadway
Brevities," failed to agree last week

FRANK
GOULD
AT HOME
MARYLAND, BALTIMORE, THIS WEEK (May 9)
HERE THEY BILL ME SOL A. LAC HS— Bat What's in a Name?
take this opportunity of thanking Messrs. Schanberger, Ilodgdon, Johnny
my agent, Alf T. Wilton, for all their kindness to me. I am also grateful* to my
for all their telegrams and good wishes.
I

.

at

42nd

St.,

New York

CALGARY.
By

GRAND

FRANK MORTON.
(M. Joiner, Mgr.).— Pic-

ture, Prince of

Wales' trip around

the world.

PRINCESS

Clarke Belmont,
Musical comedy stock, headed by Sid Winters. Pictures.

Mgr.).

—

(J.

ALLEN— REGENT—LIBERTY —

BIJOU— EMPRESS.— Pictures.

Porter Warfleld of the Princess
company was forced to leave the
cast suddently, as his mother was
reported to be in a very critical condlition in Vancouver.
He expects
to be away for a week or ten days.

There was some speculation as to
whether a picture at $2 top would
prove a draw in this territory, but
"Way Down East" at that price
played to capacity for three days
and has been booked for the coming
week.
Oral Cloakey has severed his connection with the AiieriH and lias
affiliated himself with the Leach interests, taking charge of the Winni-

peg Lyceum for that firm.
Mr.
Cloakey has been prominently idenwith the Aliens for some years,
having recently been in charge of

ALBOLENE
quickly democratiitea royalty: lastantly changes King Lear and Lady
Macbeth into every -day citi«cn».
The most modern make-up remove*.
In

I

tified

*
i
ami
and

©t tube*,
I

lb.

cau.

At Jlr»t-clnsx (tntpvit**
onddealemnmukt-up

their Cleveland theatre.

McKESSM i

The old Bijou in Edmonton has
Collins and es^andTenamed^he^RiaU011 l
S
pSl"
many friends cy, pictureT.^The 'bijou* was the
home of the Morton Musical Comicdy Company for several years.

I08B1NS

Incorporate!
f

•I

APOLLON

.

City

Pulton Street

New

-

/

York

-•--..-.

.

v

MANDOLIN MARVEL (WITH FORD SISTERS REVUE)
American Debut at Keith's Palace, New York,

GLOBE, May
In the .second half of the

.lardon

bill,

after Dorothy

name

is

"Cavallcriu Rusticana," ap-

new

American stage.
David Apollon, and he lias just

pears an artist
(is

1921

has sung, among other pieces, the

Romanza from
I

4,

to the

from Russia. He played his first
American engagement at the Palace on Monday, appearing with the Ford Sisters, lirnl

arrived

stopped the show. Apollon plays the mandolin.
It is safe to assort he hat no equal in
J. K. i*.
this country

last

week (May 2)— this week (May

9), Keith's Colonial,

CLIPPER,

May*",, 1921
A mandolin solo by the fellow, who "doubled" banjo, was one of the hits of the act,
the unprogrammcoyouth playing well and In

good tempo Sarusatc's "Gypsy Dance,' which
the writer has never heard previously played
Upon a mandolin.
This received a very good hand and an on-'
COre was taken, which proved a novelty, for
a duet was played on mandolin and piano by
(he same fellow, he playing the accompaniment and purt of the melody on the piano
Willi his left hand and strumming the Strings
of the mandolin with his right.
This was
also new to this reviewer. Received strenuous applause.
M

I

New York

VARIETY, May
Another turn that

hit

6,

1921

the high spot! was

the ford Sisters in the iecond after intermis-

sion niche.

The

sisters

danced their way

substantial returns, but the eolo of the

to

man-

dolin player caught on hugely, the house de-

n separate encore after the gin*
had taken several hows alone. The young'ter
Obliged and was accorded an ovation. H« ts

manding

an unusual musician and a hig acquisition
to the act.

i

"n

'

.

•

.

Tiiday,

May

13,

1WI
-1

VARIETY

'' —*

37
v

J

LILLIAN GONNE
>

'

*•!*•'

(THE ORIGINAL "SASSY," FORMERLY GONNE AND ALBERT)
NOW WITH

BROADWAY
I

Playing at

STUDEBAKER, CHICAGO, INDEFINTELY
New

Opened Recently with a Brand

Act Entitled,

"MERRY CHRISTMAS"

BY AMES AND WINTHROP

WRIT

l

s

AND WAS IMMEDIATELY ENGAGED FOR THE ABOVE PRODUCTION
PROSPECT — "Kindling" (stock) to play at the Burtis, Davenport,
OPERA HOUSE—Film, "A Child during the summer, but that bouse
Sale."
ALLEN—"Reputation." was destroyed by fire three weeks
Claude Smith, assistant manager STILLMAN— "The Faith Healer." ago.
Of the Grand, has resigned.
CAPITOL—"Blind Wives." STATE
Pantages staged a "dandelion"
—"Ghosts of Yesterday." KNICKThe Orpheum and the Princess ERBOCKER and ORPHEUM—•'A party Saturday In connection with
Ada

Dell Joins the Princess

com-

pany next week.

for

pre-war

announcing

prices,

Small

Town

Idol."

CLEVELAND.

l

iton.

OHIO—"Marcus

=

Show."

g

***

5TAGEL

DETROIT.

been decided.

By JACOB SMITH.
still giving local
opportunity through his
Wynn's Carnival at New Detroit.
amateur contest every Thursday.
Season ends with this engagement.

Mack

talent

P. Carrig is

its

No summer

booked to

attractions

date.

DES MOINES.

The world'*

largest
manufacturer* of the*
atrical footwear

We

Fit Entire Companies
Orders
Individual
Also
tlM B'wt* at 48t»
N«w V*rk

Chican

St.

aUor M Ms.

Stat* and

the

summer

season.

troit,

At the Berchel "Mary Rose" and
"Sweetheart

"Way Down

Shop."
East."

Next,

film,

«

Remains

all

A

theatre, the Cinderella, seating 2,000, Is to be erected on East

Jefferson.

will

be equipped to

INDIANAPOLIS.
By

VOLNEY

B.

FOWLER.

Stuart Walker and Gregory Kelly
went Into this, the second week of that damages may be collected from
the battle between their stock com- the Citizens' company, S. M. Grimes,
panies, with odds even. The Stuart
Walker Company Is presenting
"^V %i^« V >« ^
"Mamma's Affair" at the Murat and
WRITS} FOR
the Gregory Kelly stock "Scrambled
Wives" at English's.
Walker's
»

opening last week was very successful from the standpoint of attendance and the reawakening of popular

interest

In

his

players.

The

"<»

«

COLOR CHART
AND BOOKLET

HOW TO

MAKE-UP

fans gave George Gaul a royal welcome and were very generous with
Arvld Paulson and Reglna Wallace,

who_made their first appearance in
In lianapolls.

M.
430

8TEIN COSMETIC CO.
BROOMS ST., NSW TOSS

five

days'

engagement at Miles Sunday. Her
next stop is Des Moines. She re-

PHONE BRYANT

5410

her recent success at the
the Miles

peated

The Princess stock opened at the Regent, packing them at'
The for every performance.
Sunday.
Brandeis, Omaha,
company was originally scheduled

At the photoplays: "Sky
"Lessons

way-Strand;
Washington;

SHANNON

gent;

Pilot,"

Love,"

In

"Colorado

H.

Bessie

Fair," ReStretch," Majestic.

BEAUTY, PARLOR

Kunsky

has reduced
time at his Linwood-LaSalle and Columbia theaThis is the fourth Kunsky
tres.
prices again

— this

theatre to reduce.

MANICURING-HAIR DRESSING

M. S. Bailey, former manager of
Universal, General and Fox film exchanges in Detroit, and at the time
of his death general manager of the
Kramer theatre, died May S from

WEST 46TH STREET
(LOEW ANNEX BLDG.)
of Vaudeville Acts for

Broadway and 45th

Next Season.

Can Use Clever People

MEN AND WOMEN TREATED

LOEW BUILDING

Phones, Bryant 400—557—558

Number

H. Gorman

Pluck,"

"County

"Homo

John

NOW LOCATED

A

It

play vaudeville and pictures.

expired May S. It provided for
newal at a rental to be adjusted.
The Citizens* put the price too high
for the Brazil, it Is said. Early on
the morning of May 2 an attorney
and a force of carpenters represent*
ing the Citizens' company forced
their way into the theatre, past a
guard stationed by the Brazil company and proceeded to start replasterlng the celling. The Brazil company instituted injunction proceedings to regain possession. In order

summer.

Eva Tanguay opened

Madison;

In Preparation:

son

"Four Horsemen" still playing to
A unique fight for the possession
By DON CLARK.
big business at Garrlck. Last week. of the Sourwine theatre at Brazil,
Dunbar's Comic Opera Co. will Bonstelle Stock opens Sunday.
Ind., Is in progress.
The Citizens'
open at the Princess May 15. This
Theatre Co. owns the building, but
is the first time that the Princess
"Way
Down
East" opened Sun- the Brazil Theatres Co. has been the
has been used during any part of day to big business at Shubert-De- lessee for several years. The lease

Adams; "A Voice in the Dark," Colonial; "Too Wise Wives," Broad-

160

wife,

PARK

Prizes were
and a local newspaper.
Orpheum top being $1, while the MALL— "The Miracle of Manhat- given for the kids getting the most
Princess is charging 35 cents.
tan." METROPOLITAN and dandelions.
STRAND—"The Sky Pilot." ALFilms: "The Easy Road," Strand;
A local branch of the Canadian HAMBRA and EUCLID— "The GildTeller,"
Rialto;
Authors' Association has been or- ed Lily." HEIGHTS— "Kismet."
"The
Fortune
"Scrambled
Wives,"
Garden;
ganized in Calgary.
"Straight from Paris," Des Moines.
Hoffman's Palace, which opened
last October, has changed owner"The Importance of Being Earship.
nest," by Wilde, presented May 18
By J. WIL80N ROY.
by the Des Moines Little Theatre
The regular season at the Hanna Society.
HANNA—"Midnight Rounders." closes
Whether the house
4.
S H U B E RT-COLONIAL— Thur- will runJune
summer attractions has not

are

mastoid operation. His
and daughter survive.

NINTH FLOOR

at All Times.

Street

(210)

REPRESENTING

GOLDSMITH

EAGLE

LOOP END

NOW
Care of
Ca r

cssur-c ro

*cr

IN

BLDG.,

CHICAGO

NEW YORK CITY
BROADWAY—

1562
Write or Call
West on Western Vaudeville Managers* Association, the Western Branch of the B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange, Junior
Orpheum, Orpheum, and Interstate Circuit.
WE NEVER PROMISE.
REPRESENTATIVE."
"SERVICE. NOT PROMISES, IS WHAT MAKES A COOD

HUGHES & MANWARING

Good Desirable Acts

in

the Middle

.

VARIETY
ALBEB,

P. F.

J. J.

President

MURDOCK,

Priday,

General Manager

May 18, 1W1

Vice-PreaidaU

Exchange

B. F. Keith's Vaudeville
(AGENCY)

New

(Palace Theatre Building;

EDWARD

KEITH

B. F.

.

ALBEE

F.

York)

PAUL KEITH

A.

F. F,

PROCTOR

*

rounders

Artists
manager of the Brazil company,
books Alms and vaudeville acts
•very day and advertises them, although neither go on.
menageries, carnivals
Circuses,
street fairs are prohibited from
locating within 600 feet of any district, including ten or more residences within the city limits of Indianapolis, unless the written con-

and

Guerrini

&

Co.

BOOKING AGENCY

AGENCY

General Executive Offices

ACCORDION
FACTORY
that

factory

only

makaa any

set

— made

Reeda
band.

of

~

VAUDEVILLE

..

.

In tha United Statet

The

by

277-279 Columbia

-

Putnam Building, Times Square

Avenue

Saa

ent

Francisco.

Cal.

of SO per cent, of the residents
by the provisions of an

rilONK HKYANT

ordinance passed by the city council
last week.
Councilman Gustav G.
Schmidt, part owner of a local chain
of movies, was much interested in
the passage of the ordinance.

m

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS
42d STREET

NEW YORK

i

CITY

DIRECT

General Manager

MORT

H. SINGER,
General Manager,-

President

CHARLES

t.

T. Guy Perfect, owner of two film
in Huntington, Ind., lost in
legal battle to combat blue law enforcement last week. He had gone
into circuit court at Wabash, coun-

Est.

E. H.

Publicity

to

»

Longacre
Engineering and Construction
INC.

Specializing

have obtbo •'ProfoMloa'
tain a* ana rttalao* bo Mat oarti o>
oarraat tbolr (aaturat inbavlai
at

•

•orfottloaa

Coiioltaiioo
ff

E.

^wo»,

ano
fraa.

theatre

financing
construction

SMITH M

CHICAGO OFFICES

NEW YORK

American Bond & Mortgage Bldg.

OFFICES

nothing is left for the amusement
loving fans but vaudeville and picby the corporation. Opera and mo- tures. Electric and Fairmont parks
tion picture houses will be operated are rushing things for their openby the Michigan City Theatre Cor- ings, but the weather has been cold
This and gloomy, far from hrir.^rf**? the
poration in Michigan City.
llrm was incorporated last week thoughts of parks and picnics to the
with $250,000 capital and Abraham minds of those who enjoy such

Jacob
Play

Wallerstein,

LOS ANGELES

LET ME GIVE TOD

"INSIDE STUFF"
On Real Estate

HARVEY
Loa Angeles and

701 Delta DMg..

I..

At the Grand Ruth Chatterton in
"Mary Hose" played to very satisfactory business.

California.

A.

A new

Gray
for

the
York,

of

New

BROADWAY, LOEW BLDG.

KANSAS

JOHN

picture producing

company

Film Cor-

poration has announced its Intention of making pictures here with
local talent in the cast, which is
to be headed by Russel Smith.

For the first time in local history
week saw the same picture run-

DELGER
SAN FRANCISCO

.

CHICAGO.

AUSTRALIAN
CIRCUIT

BLDG., 1005

MARKET.

ST.

PHONE PARK

4332

The Western Vaudeville
9

Managers Association
John

J.

Nash, Business Manager.

Thomas

J.

Carmody, Booking Manager

5th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bldg.

will

CHICAGO,

this

—

—

at

BI.DO

FULLER

—

CITY.

By WILL R. HUGHES.
With the closing of the seasons
the Grand, Gayety and Empri

5530

PAUL GOUDRON
ASTERN REPRESENTATIVE. WOODS THE A

MILWAUKEE.

Nathaniel Bernstein. M. J. Keneflck
and John G. Yeagley as directors.

WE WILL BE LOCATEO AT

ILL.

spend the summer ning at two first-class down -town
months, returning here about the houses at the same time. The
Ray picture, was "The Devil's GarPRINCESS.
Change
Pictures.
picfirst of September.
daily.
ture was the Ray film. "The Old den."
Rl ALTO.— Pictures, "The Greater
Swimmin' Hole," originally booked
The photoplays offer: "The City for the Royal. The demand for
Claim."*
of Silent Men,
STRAND. Pictures. "Straight
Newman; "Trust tickets, however, was so great thai
Your Wife," Royal: "The Home the house could not accommodate
from Paris."
BHUBERT— Stock, "At 9.4.-).Stretch," Twelfth Street.
TIIEATORIUM— Pictures. Chang*
the crowds, and as it was impossible
AIJIAMBRA.— Pictures, "Reputa- daily.
t<. hold the picture for another week,
Stasia I.edowa, solo dancer of the the management on Wednesday put tion."
WHITE HOUSE— Pictures. Chane
Chicago Opera, Is visiting her par- the picture in the 12th street theBUTTERFLY. Pictures, "P.lack daily.
ents in this city. Locally the young atre. Both houses are in the Frank Beauty."
dancer Is known as Eleanors Aikins, L. Newman string and are only
MAC NET. Pictures.
Change
DAVIDSON.— "Century Midnight
vvlio says her now name was wished
four blocks apart The film playing daily.
Whirl" last week, despite the simii»>.
upon her against her wishes by th- the latter house, wjijch was withMERRILL.—Pictures, "Whits New totaled $15,000, playing only one
management of the Optra Company. drawn to allow the tunning, of the York fcle*i>s."
matinee, on the week.

where he

WOLF

Venice,

Although but 20 years old. Miss
Aikins has been featured with the
Chicago attraction for two years
and has a contract for another year,
after which she expects to study In
Bu ropa for a year
called the Cosmopolitan

Manager William
Grand left Sunday

Investments.

G.

things.

Shea

VAUDEVILLE, MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME
American Representative, A. BEN FULLER

562 Fifth Ave.

Co. of Peru, Ind., incorporated

with capital of $120,000 last week.
Film shows will be operated in Peru

28th

TELEPHONE BUY A NT

BEN and

O.

147 Firth 4f*» N- I. O.
(Opp. Waldorf)

1540

and

olonlilioo

roaa**«bla

'baa

&

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO

Company

nako too*

Charge

in

NOTICE

OFFICES,

Feiber

to dissolve.

too Mutt iaai a«aa

When You

MATTHEWS

AFTER APRIL

Beautify Your Face

Wallersteln,

C.

PALACE THEATRE BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY

S. D. Loomls, J. L. Murden, Chas.
Clifton and C. Y. Andrews are directors of the Dale Loomis Amuse-

ment

McMAHON,

J.

AKE-UP

motion

Mink

Press DepL

Manager Auditing Department

1

Henry C. Miner, Inc

their

JOHN POLLOCK,
O. R.

Masonic Temple Building

I
1

Law Dept^

CONWAY,
and Promotion

1

CHICAGO OFFICE

S.

GENERAL

ty seat of an adjoining county, and
got a temporary restraining order
prohibiting the mayor and chief of
police from enforcing the Sunday
closing laws, but the order was dissolved upon showing of the officials

on

Between 11 and

1

LAZ LANSBURGH,
BENJ. B. K * H **)E,

FRANK VINCENT,
GEORGE GOTTLIEB,

houses

M

Mr. Lubin Personally Interview! A"* : -*t Daily

I

J

BRAY,

Managers' Booking DepL

1NERS

1

General Western Representative

a

LUBIN

H.

J.

m

t»

MARTIN BECK,

Ing for the creation of a "public
morals commission" to censor all
carnival attractions before they, are
permitted to show.

in

ORPHEUM HS

tjte

BOOKBINDING CO.

WEST

MAY BOOK

ARTISTS

New York

8903

Booking First Class Acts
FIRST CLASS THEATRES

Richmond. Ind.. is going after the
carnival problem in an ordinance introduced in its city council provld-

119

New York

1441 Broadway,

is obtained,

ART.

HODGDON

K.

S.

Loew's
Marcus
AMALGAMATED

Laatflnf ana
Lara«it

Tilt

can book direct by addressing

.

—

!

May

ly,

-

VARIETY
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TOE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT
Hotels Catering to Profession

GRANT

LORRAINE

CHICAGO

500 Housekeeping Apartments
(Of the Better Class— Within Reach of Economical Folks)

Nothing Like

Under th. direct •u»«rvltton tt the awaera. Lacata* In the heart at the elt>. tun of! Breed*.,
arincipal theatre*, department itoree. tractta* linaa.
to all a*okina ••«•«.
at # *a
"I" raid and

*•

talk*.

laraatt maintainere oi hausekaealna (urelihed apartment* *pecialmn, to
tb « arouad d}«Hy.
Thl* alone Inturee prompt tprvice and eleanlmeei.

are the

•

**•

BUCKNER'S

theatrical

HILOONA COURT

HENRI COURT

Phone tonaacre 15*0
347 Weat 45th St..
eompleted
aulldlnp St »u»a.
J aft
elevator
partmenti arranaad ill eultet a* ana. two a.-.d
eilth
tllM aath ano ehawar. tiled
tferaa noni

314 and 316 Weal 48th St.
Phone Loneecrc $830
flreproot
ae»
bulldlna.
arranged In apartments al three and lour room*
with kitchens and private bath
Phone to) each

Mi
A

ta

Thee* apartments embody
modern ecioaro.
SM.00 Up Monthly SIS.SS Up Weekly.

klteheni. klteheneltee.
«par> luxury known

H

YANDI8 COURT
Phaa* Bryant /*I2
141-247 Weet 43d St.
Oae. throe anfl four room apartment*
evtth
private bath and telephone
fcrtchenettea.
faa
privacy theio apartment* are noted far to one af
'•a *Hr«a4iaaa.
$15.00 Up Weakly.

Addreaa
Principal

Apartment*

C1RCLK

rifUNK

II7.US

four

*r

mora adults.
Up Waakly.

"hotels recommended
BT ORPHEUM CIRCUIT ACTS

M. Till Closing

Plume: Br ant 1044

Gaa. P. Sctuaelder Prop.

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

THE BERTHA

tor Houa.keepmg.
Clean and Airy.
NEW YORK CITY
Weit 43rd Streat

Complete

KATES

Lansdale-Canton Apartments

— 1690-1696 —BetweenROOMS
53d-54th Streets
FURNISHED APARTMENTS —
BATH

on Broadway

and

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

P.

-

Acta

^^OLONi^
A

323

Sl'KClAL Sl'MMEK

1, I, 3. 4

Ma

DE REX

9tar
12 VAll
nudevllle

.

'

West 51 at Street.
Phone Circle 0640
elevator, fireproof building of the newest type, having every device aad eon
nlenre.
Apartment* are beautifully arranged and oonaiat of 2. 8 and 4 rtfoma.
bath ar:d 'phone.
with lotrhen* and kitchenette*.
J17.00 Up Weekly.
Addreaa aU communication* to Chariot. Tenenbaom, Irvlngton Hall.
o^ttor*

««•«•••

••*•

<••<

MARION

,

HOTEL ASTOR
176 N. Clark St..

Near Randolph 84.
CHICAGO ILL.
Ratea $1.60 Par Day and Up
One Block from PalAce Theatra

NEW TREMONT HOTEC
tl-tS So. Dearborn St.

754-756

EIGHTH

Broadway
156 WEST 35th STREET, N. Y. CITY (2 BLOCKS FROM PENN. ST A.)
Three. Four and fire-Room High-Claaa Furnished Apartment*— 81U Dp
Under new management. 101 newly renovated rooms—all modern convenience*—
Phone* Bryant 8980-1
MRS. OEOROE HIEOEL Mgr
Strictly Profeaaianal
kitchen privilege*. Rate*: $3 and up.
MARTIN A. GRAHAM. Manager
Tel.: Greeley 5373-5874.
Phone LONGACRE 3333
en 401.

nn<- Hlml*

-

f

HOTEL CLARENDON
No. Clarh aad Ontario Streets. Chicago.

FIVB MINUTES FROM LOOP
RA T ES 11.80 A N D UP

m

ONE IIUNDItKD OUTSIDE KOOMS

<«i of

HOTEL RICE

8>erfthU>g New.

CIRCLE HOTEL58TII STREET

'Phone

ft

COLUMBUS
Low

looking Central Park: Five Minutes from All Theatre*;

Phone: Columbus 2273-4

NOTICE

SEYMORE HOTEL
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—

Up-to-date Europsan

$1.00

MRS. RILEY,

SPANISH

Under New Management.

—

207

W.

Vacancies

Now

Open.

40th St.— Off B'way

Phone: Bryant 1477-8.

THEATRICALS.— Moder*

a
here for an

Sunday

NEW
By

with

ORLEANS.
Colored

CITY

at

and

Babcok,
Russner.

\Vells,

Willingham

dancer, Fay Kofler, created quite a stir at the Athenaeum
the other night when she showed to
art strdents several new wrinkles in
esthetic dancing, pronounced different from anything of the sort
ever shown in New Orleans.

A

PI illipini has been engaged
to lead the orchestra at the magnificent State theatre, now nearing
The
completion in Los Angeles.
Don has been at the Strand here
chief
atyears,
its
three
past
the
traction, and alone in his line.

Don

FORT. - Schilling's

Oscar

local

Car-

nival.

STRAND.— Pictures.

A Carnegie Tech Jazz orchestra
getting so much local praise that
the students were requested to take
part in the program at Loew's Lyceum last week. Ben Witkoff, violinist of Bayonne, N. J„ and a student at Penn State, is leader of the
is

orchestra, and is getting
for his fine concert

college

PITTSBURGH.

commendation
work.

By COLEMAN HARRISON.
The Alvin has closed for the sea-

tress,

PORTLAND, ORE.
Sam
Loew's
been

Meyer, assistant manager of
Hippodrome theatre, has

indisposed
California

since his return
from
a fortnight ago.
Meyer, who is an uncle of Irving
Ackerman of the vaudeville firm of
Ackerman and Harris, spent a vacation in San Francisco.
He had
trouble with his teeth that caused
him much pain and finally had the
ivories extracted.

Trunks

Wardrobes
Famous Herkert &

$55 to $90
New

i"

Naw York

SAMUELH NATHANS
M
Trunk* In Eaat
Bet. 38th & 39th Sts.

Sole Agcnta for

AVE.,

"Cappy Ricks"

in its

present
annual show.
will

Earl Carroll is a graduate of this
club and takes an active interest in

will

buy on the independ-

ent market.

W.

Wessling, western district
manager for Paths exchanges, reS.

;

New Parthenon Theatra.
THEO. QU8C0FF. Pro*.

Oppoalt*

MAJESTIC HOTEL

'

rUROriAN PLAN.

NAMMONO.

INO.

in Erery Room; Alao Rooma with
Rate: I1.S9 and up. Located la Canter at
Cloae to All Theatre*.
N. 8C0FE8. Mar.

Running Water
Rath.
City.

HOTEL BALTIMORE
WITH BATH
WITHOUT BATH
ROOMS

$8.00 PER DAY
$1.00 PER DAY

BalHmara A»a.

ftOO
12th St..

A

taaaaa Cn>. Ma,

HOTEL EMPIRE

818 W. 12th St., KANSAS CITY. MO.
THEATRICAL RATES. 11.00 PER DAY 4 UP*
ALL MODERN CONVK UKSi KB.
Manager.

OMAHA, NEB.

FONTENELLE HOTEL
Day and Op.

$3.00 a

Ever*

Room With

18th and

Bath.

DOUGLAS

8TS.

METROPOLE HOTEL

OP ST. LOUIS
Juat N. of Waahlngton Ave. on lltb St
Hpeelal Theatrical Rates
$7.00

Par Weak

Up— Strictly

Modern aad

Homelike

Calvin Helllg, Northwestern themagnate, returned home last

atrical

week from New York, where be

arranged bookings for next season
on the coast. Railroad fares axe
going to play havoc with Portland'a

amusement, Heilig declares.

Timea Square Section

A

Asslfttant to

CTYI F
5TYLL

NEW YORK
0820

Ned

Wnyhnm

By

and) formerly- danelnaT

oiailae in creatine new daneea and original ideas for all acta.
CalL Phone ae Write WALTER BAR Kit. Dept. V.
le^
Tel.
$8$ Eighth Ave., near SMh St

T4YL°R TRVNKS

->

210

ta,

W.

i«iL ST.
e»T
44th

c
oo E
28

Y
N \j
ai

L. B.

SKEFnN$TOr^

L.YCEUM.— Manhattan

mailer for Zieafeld Folllea and. Capitol Theatra.
Call now to arrange yonr now daneea for neat seaaon. I apa-

EVERY

PHONE GREELEY

ROCHESTER.

^D^BS

City

York City

USED TRUNKS AND SHOPWORN SAMPLES
HARTMAN. INDE8TRUCTO, BELBER,
II T.
TAYLOR. OSHKOSH. M U R P BAL
NEVER BR EAR. CENTRAL.

SEVENTH

HAMMOND. INO.
Very Modem. Running Water in All Rooma.
8bowrr Hatha Ratea: $1 15 Single; 1100 Duuala.
On* Minute Walk from Orpheum Theatra*

Meisel Make, of St. Louis

Mall Order* Filled P. O. B.

531

into being in Portland last week.
W. T. Gowen, manager, declares the

company

Theatrical

Professional

MAKE

RANnni PH ST.
CHlCAC
ST CHICAGO
RANDOLPH

Players In

"Smiling' Through."

—

Tyler
Sixteen,
Sweet
FAY'S.
and Crollus. Chapman and Ring,
Starr Brothers, Cortez and Ryan.
Whittle and Co., "H^r Lord and
Master,"

film.

PICTURES.

—

"Passion."

week. Loew's Star; "The
Silent Men," Regent.

socond
City of

Helen Keller's picture, "Tviiverance," at Convention Hull, May 18
to 25.

SALE AND RENT
CURTAINS FOR
Revue,
BUMPUS & LEWIS DROP
with
&
equipped
Acts we have
Some
of the

%

SCENIC STUDIOS
245

.

The Western Film Exchange came

Skinner

is

The Bachelor Club

I

,

again.
in "At the Villa
getting heavy returns at
the Nixon. "Robin Hood" next.

Rose"

PRICES REDUCED!

IMPORTANT NEVV8!

FVPPY
CVCn.

M ar. and Prop.
DENVER COLO.

NICHOLS.
Broadway

turned home last week after a 14Ray and Claud Johnson, sons of weeks' nation-wide tour, on which
The Sells-Floto circus got more J. J. Johnson, manager of the local he visited not only all the western
publicity and attracted more inter- Pantagcs house, have opened a cigar Pat he branches, but called at the
Doraldina established box-office est to its street parade than any store in the theatre building at home office in New York and at the
records in all the Loew houses in other circus in years gone by. The Broadway and Alder streets.
Ray California studios. He promisee to
which she has been appearing, get- press agent got some notices on the spends part of his time as assistant land a prize salmon from the Willating over $9,000 gross in four days front pages of the dallies.
manager of the Pantages.
mette river before he leavea home
Otis

Can Now

G.

HOTEL HAMMOND and CAFE

ANNA SCOTT,

I

Be Bou 8 ht

el.

17th and

She gave seven extra

son.

Prop.

SAVOY HOTEL
tt oo aad Up without Bath
ts.oe and Up with Bath

roles.

SAMUEL.

O. M.

LYRIC— Bennett's

810 to tit.

productions.
Jack Lober. his
stage director, Is in charge of the
rehearsals this year.

East"

sell-out
indefinite

Room Apartment*.

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
48th 8T.. N. Y.

Its

son, the earliest date recorded in
Sidney Shields, the legitimate ac- many years. The Gayety, playing
accompanied by her mother, Columbia burlesque, has done likehas gone to Europe to visit her sis- wise.
The enforced situation rehouse. It is
ter, Sarah Shields, now the wife of ga- ling labor, which is at a prerun.
Lt. Prevost of the French army.
mium in this center of industry, is
no small cause. The Pitt, playing
Saxe, who controls 11 houses in
Albert Hale, the picture director, "The Four Horesmen," might be re4tnd around this city, will open
past garded as in its summer season, its
the
Orleans
New
in
been
has
Wis.,
6axe's Strand in Green Bay,
Hale is to make a com- annual custom being to run picSaturday. Seating capacity is 1,400. fortnight.
The
edy here in which Dorothy Brenner tures In the warm months.
will be starred and in which Helen Nixon, is the only legitimate house
Flynn will enact one of the principal open.

Down

"Way

Griffith's

Opened

8

WEST

310

and Up-ta-Data.

GOOD RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
WRITE FOR RESERVATIONS

— 1478

1. t.

to Theatre*.

and Headquarters

Cornell**.

Progr later*
S Minutes' Walk from
ILL.

St.

CHICAGO.

Room*. S8.00 and Up.

W.

Band,

venlencea.

»OR

Kates.

Walk

•argc-

Memphis.
performance to accommodate the
George Jaffa's stock burlesqua is
crowds in her three days here. She getting
fair returns at the Academy.
City
65th St., N. Y.
33
is appearing in conjunction with her
The
cast is practically the same as
Fruit."
ROOMS.
"Passion
FIVE
picture,
and
TWO, THREE
played
the
American wheel all seaApartment.
every
Pbone In
Complete boueekeeping.

THEATRICAL

Rooms Newly Renovated. — All Con-

Five Minute

A New Home

SOL RAFTS.

UP

DOUGLAS HOTEL

DETROIT, MICH.

1848

One and Two Rooma With Private Hatha,
light, Airy Room*; Excellently Furnished; All Improvement*; Over-

735 No. Dearborn

Furnished Apartments
AND ROOMS

CASS AND

REISENWEBER'S

FORMERLY

COLUMBUS CIRCLE

HOTEL SANDERS
COLUMBIA

HOME OF THEATRICAL. FOLK

Modern and

KLINGBEIL BROS..

;

-THE

CHICAGO

Everything New and Modern
A. 8INGER, Man agar

Professional Rates Quoted.

II. r.

Orphaum Acta~

Catering; to

~» *-~n*e.

AVENUE
HOTEL, THE ADELAIDE
'

St.Sf a Day and Up
With or Without Path
^m
Washington
St.. Bet. La Halle and Walla

.

o»

Calgary. Alt*.

CHICAGO, ILL.

An

No

Baat

HOTEL WASHINGTON

355 to 359
-•

to.

$2.00 Daufcla— $1 25 Siagle-Het a. a «.)«•
PrKate Pheae la Every Rj*aj.

IRVINGTON HALL

High Claaa Elevator Apartments; Every Possible Service; With Kitchen and
Kitchenette*; 4-Rooni Suites Especially Adapted for Two Couples; Large
Kitchen.

St. Ittli ST.. PHI I. ADKI.FHIA
NKAK ALL THEATItls

Single room* with running watei. $2 00
a dar
double. $2 50.
Single, with prifate bath. 88.
day. double. $3.00. B. r. CAH1LL. alar.
Same Management for th* Fail Ten Year*.

Private Bath 8-4 Rooma. Catering to the comfort and convenience of the profeealon
Htenm Heat nnd *'»nr}c '.Isjht
8P..W I p

Office In. each building

1114

Pretentious Production

*3R Carefully Selected
***
Mu ahal Comedy F'avorlten

On

$2 10

Special Ratea to the Pr»reftNtaa
WM. R BECKER, a en Mgr.

HOTEL STRATHMORE~

Something Doing Every Minute from 7

$9.50

ween evening*

INDIANAPOLIS

Kvery Room with Bath from

Seventh

all

h*>

HOTEC LINCOLN

Up Waakly

THE OUPLEX
330 and 223 Weet «3d SL
Phone Bryant 8131-4293
Three and »ou» roams with path, furnished fa a
degree of moderanea* that excols anything In thie
typa at building.
Tags* apartments will

modate

I

«***-

I

apartmant,

communication* to M. Claman
Tand.a Court, 241 Weat 43rd Street, New Tork

—
ran

Office)

DM PR
Vftn

112.

As up-to-the-mmuta.

(EUROPEAN PLAN)

WALNUT

Featuring MISS "BILLIE"

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT ANO ELECTRIC LIGHTS

fredonTa

COLUMBUS CIRCLE

Ever Attempted Before

It

N. T.

TENXKS8RB AVE. Juat Off Boardwalk.
The Hotel That Haa Aflv^rtlaed
,
.~ „ AT LANT C CITT f or It *Ve »r».

A SENSATION

iMBway.

We

58TH STREET

REISENWEBER'S

AMSTERDAM.

fl.88 SlitRle. without bath $1.75 l.touble. altiioul
bath $2.25 Single, with bath: $300 Double, artta
bath.

W.

46th St., N. Y.
Bryant 2695

IN

scenery:

Skelly

Heit

Losscr Paley and Fr^d Damon
have formed a partnership, replacing

PaNy-Koss

of several

seasons,

to bririK concert artists to iliis city.

Fortune Queen

CANTOR & YATES PRODUCTIONS
VELVET, SILK. SATEENS AND OTHER MATERIALS

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.
CHESTER B. BAHN.
UMPIRE Knickerbocker Players
By

.:

r

VARIETY

40

Waat 44th

at I It
Sat. t:tt

it..

Mat* Thura. and

DAVID UELA8CO

*

In

OF A NATION"

UJM

MA UK

STRAIN D
-A National

'WAY

SI

at 47tk

Watt 45th St

THE

*

Comedy.

Sparkling.

W. 44th

Hudson

i

wso.

Bvoi. 8:30.

St.

Mats. Wed.

A

Sat. 2:30.

toy AARON HOFFMAN
A Haw ComedyGEORGE
SIDNEY

Mats..

A

Wed.

Sro. at 8 30
Sat at 3:30.

A. In ERLANGER Presents
THE NEW MUSICAL COMEDT

FRANK BACON in

ITT Lt
C
I

ELTINGE
Mata Wed. A

A New

IDCDTVI
LID

Cm

Dnlmnnt
DCIlllUlll

With

Good Srat*

Evening* at 8:15.
We3t 4t 8t
rop. Mau. Wed. sad Bat. 3.13.

LAST WEEK

Hit ••LAOY BILLY"

BEST SEATS E?«i£ $2.00
"Turn to the Right." Fully up

to

the level of the road company offerVincent Dennis Joined this
ing.
week to play Sam Martin. Gertrude Prlnkwlne, local, was Jessie
Next
Strong, and did very well.
week, "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath."
BASTABLE.—Last half, Harvey's
Minstrels. This attraction will ring
down the season's curtain at this
•

house,

it

indicated.

is

Tambourine arid Bones, the Syracuse University musical comedy organization, puts on "I'll Say She
Does" at the Empire May 16-17, delaying the Knio's opening until
Say She Does" was
written, staged and produced by
Ralph Murphy, the utility man of
Wednesday.

"I'll

the Knickerbocker Players. Murphy
is a Syracuse University graduate
and a former president of Tarn, and

Bones.

Joseph

J. Kallett,

at

tit*

NTER

MITZI
in

Lulu Bett"

W. 48St Bryant 46. Bra. 8:20
uata Thura. ft Sat 2:20.
Box Offices— Last Week
fj>

VARESI
EGILOA MADAME*

CHARLES RUGGLFR
EVELYN GOSNELL

la ths Musical Cc«nedy

Brock Pemberton'a Productions

ggyMiss

Sat. at 2:30

Fares Coaiaay Is Tares Acta.

CUMBERLAND

ALLYN KINO

Musical Flay

THEATRE.
W. 424 ST.

"LADIES' NIGHT"

I

IRENE FISHER. At

"Dance Diversions of 1921"
Direction, ABE THALHEIMER

Piano

once of this city

and more recently manager of the
Grand at Auburn, went to Rome this
week, where he will take up his
residence and serve as general manager of the Kallett Amusement Co.,
a $100,000 corporation, which has
taken over the Carroll theatre and

NORMAN TREVOR

FULTON

The Elmlra Lyceum Theater Corporation has filed a certificate of
voluntary dissolution through Attorney Lewis Henry. The corporation controlled the Lyceum property,
now held by O. S. Hathaway.

V

former deputy
city clerk of Watertown and long
associated with northern New York
picture houses, has assumed the
Clark,

post of assistant manager of the

Avon, Watertown. Since Jan. 1 he
has managed the Hippodrome, Carthage, for J.

J.

LOU

W. H. Linton, Little Falls, will
new house in that city on

property purchased last week from
the Joseph Mullen estate.
The
house will seat 1,500.

WELTE-MIGNON
%

World

Patni'Mi

llunlin

rei>r"'luolitg.

II no.
i

i::S2

PEARL
and WICKS
JACK

Blhghamton won't get that studio
of the Hillcrest Pictures, Inc. The
moVie corporation apparently had
everything on hand but the cash,
and the boar*. of directors of the villians took their story to the police
Binghamton Chamber of Com- and the assault warrant followed.
merce, after giving the project the
As a result of the hootch angle of
once over, ended negotiations. Just the case the Federal prohibition enhow much cash the movie concefn forcement headquarters here took a
wanted isn't announced.
hand in it and made a sensational
raid on the North Franklin street
A three months' man-hunt waged property. On a second floor, in two
by the Syracuse police and the Fed- rear rooms, the agents found a Voleral authorities, with Joseph, Mur- stead act brewery in operation.
phy, former partner of Lawrence p. Hundreds of bottles of brew were
Coleman In the cafe business at 212 counted.
UnaMe to find any one who would
North Franklin street, Is ended today, with the arrest of Murphy by admit ownership, the Federal agents
the local -police on a warrant sworn sealed the place. Later Willam
out by Florence Baird, of vaudeville, Ryan, tenant of four rooms on the
second floor, and John Hunt, barcharging him with assault.
Murphy, represented by Attorney keeper, were asserted. Still later
William J. McCluskey, entered a not Coleman appeared before U. S.
guilty plea and demanded an exami- Commissioner L. Earl Hlghbee, but
attempts to locate Murphy
nation. Pending It he Is at liberty all
under $50 bail on the assault charge. proved unavailing, lt was reported.
That a Federal indictment alleging

The first of a string of houses
which the syndicate plans to operate in the state, the System, lately
the Palace, and before that the Top,
was opened Sunday under the management of the System Theatres, violation of the Volsted act stands
Inc.
The corporation is headed by against the man was revealed at the
Earl L. Crabb, until recently man- April term of U. S. District Court
ager of the Strand, Buffalo. Offer- here, when Coleman, Indicted Jointly
ing a full bill, the System started with him, appeared In court to plead.
off with a vengeance in a drive for
The warrant sworn out by Miss
patronage* cutting its admission fee Balrd, in private life Mrs. Florence
to 11 cents.
This is the lowest in Generous, accuses the former cafe
the city, and local film managers man, who now claims to be a salesare not altogether tranquil as a re- man, residing at 607 Tully
street,
sult.
The general rate tendency with striking her with his fists
on
here has been upward, although the the face, head and body while
she
Crescent, which had the highest was visiting the Coleman & Murphy
scale in town, dropped its prices a cafe In January last.
nickel a few weeks ago.
Another
At that time Miss Balrd, with her
new feature the System syndicate husband, Charles Bensee,
was playplana Is the production of a Western ing Keith's here. After
the night
New York Daily News Film, which performance the vaudevillians,
seekwill give up-to-the-minute picture ing some refreshments,
were
happenings In th« territory served, to drop In the North Franklinadvised
street
running from Albany to Buffalo.
place.
They did. There, according
to their story, Bensee was given
The La Salle Stock, which has drugged hootch and then placed In
been touring New Brunswick and a taxlcab and hustled back to his
Nova Scotia, will return to Bing- hotel.
Miss Balrd, In another room, was
hamton for a summer run at the
Armory May 23. "CiviUan Clothes" unaware of the shanghai tactics
used on her husband. Murphy, it
will be the opener.
Is said, sought to force his attentions upon Miss Baird. She resisted
This Is "Turn to the Right" week him, and the alleged assault was
the
in central New York.
The road aftermath. Miss Balrd
to
company is playing the cities about fight her way out of themanaged
place and
Syracuse, while en route to New returned to her hotel,
where
she
York, where the company sails for found her husband.
The vaude-
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THE ROBERT-MORTON
THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER
CITY

1600 Broadway

CHICAGO
t»4

E. Jaikjoo Blvd.

CO.

SAN rRANCISCO
I0<>

Golden Cair Ave.

(meaning the Capitol dome)

at the
the
week.
for
Taylor, daughter of L.
Stoddard Taylor; manager of this
theatre, takes the leading feminine
The picture received favorrolo.
able notices from 'the local dailies
and is attracting good houses. Next
week the Mask and Wig Club makes
The proIts annual appearance.
duction this year is the 23d and is
called "Somebody's Lion."

Shubert-Belasco

t

BEAUMONT

STUDIOS

HERE,

hearts."

With three new

Poll's,

features

listed,

following this week's film,

"Straight Is the Way," has a new
Arthur Hammersteln
production,
"The Front Seat," by Rida Johnson
Young and with a cast which includes Edmund Lowe, Elizabeth
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FRENCH
SHOES
ALL MATERIALS

$11.95

A local film production by Fox of
Washington and Fisher Company.
'In

Shadow

the

of

the

ORIGINALLY

Dome"

HOWASSER

Liberty Loan

Bonds

1417-14 23

Accepted as

Catalog

eO~->Tr>£LT

a

111 n Hi

FURNITURE

Purchases.

Cash or Credit

$15.50.

Write for our
132 Page

THIRD AVEHUE

MBONCAR

Cash at Full
Face Value on
Any and All

West 45th 8L,
New York

NEWEST

Rlsdon, Lily Cahill, Florence Malone, Crawford Kent, Harold Vermllye* Hazel
Sax ton, Constance
Hope and Tom O'Hare. Opening
Monday, Frank Reicher is credited
with the direction.

rated With

Engraving*.

Mailed Free of
Charge.

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE STAGE
whom

the artletle in furniture presents ever Its strongest appeal, should follow
the example of the hundreds of leading member* of the profesuloii. who have farnbdied their homes through as, and thereby not only save from 2ft to 40% on the
price, but avail themselves of the privilege of our convenient deferred payment
system, the most liberal in New York for over a quarter of a century.
to

A 3-Room Apartment
Softft

(on»ifttirtg of all
I'crlod Furniture

QiAACl
v^W

A 4-Room Apartment
$875 VALUE
IV rind Furniture
of Rare lieauty

WHY NOT

LIRERAL TERMS
Value

VALVE

*/»Ag

Week

$2.00
$8.00
$ir»n
Sf> 00
» 2.8.1
*«00
$2.50
$10.00
$S00
$3.00
$12.00
$400
$10.00
$1.00
$.100
$20.00
$3.00
I<arger Amount Up
to $3,000

ipOSJD S FECIAL

SPRING A

23QW.(l«lliST,N.YP .CITy r Bryap 1 9^8,

Month

$100

CASH
DISCOUNT

NEW

SETTING
ON YOUR AUDIENCES? WE HAVE SOME VERY SEASONABLE NOVELTIES BUDDING IN OUR STUDIOS. WHICH WE EXPECT TO BLOOM
IS

The Shuberts' other house here,
the Garrick, is still dark, with "The
Washingtonians," a local operatic,
announced for next week in "Sweet-

I

Kindly reached fn.m Wert SI<1« by
Hrtth or !>t>th Street Cro«wt«>wii Cara.

NOW THAT SPRING

LEW CANTOR

Glen Echo, Washington's summer
park, opens May 11. Chevy Chase
By HARDIE MEAKIN.
**** ***° °»* na Ma* 14
attraction
The only legitimate
this week is Laurette Taylor in a
Big
revival of "Peg o* My Heart."
advance sale and the opening Monday had near capacity.

&SON

your week-end outing

CIRCUIT, 1920-21

Imogene

WASHINGTON

675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street
a little fruit delivered to your home or
your

friends

NEW YORK

LOEW

Direction

.

,

Dolan.

erect a

WALTOX.

HORWITZ & KRAU3

FOLLETTE

i

Svea. 8:20.
W. 46th St
Mats. Wed. A Sat.

Charles Neldhart has succeeded to
the managership of the Park, Utica,
replacing William .Cotter. The latter goes to the Colonial, Pittsfleld,
as manager. Both houses are controlled by Goldstein Brothers.
The
Park will remain open during the
summer, adopting a pigture policy.

W.

Direction,

LOEW TIME

Solid.

ELSIE

realty there.

Floyd

DON'T CARE"

Booked

while the Kickerbocker
Players are offering the show in
stock here.

1-YEAR THE RIGHT GIRL'

A

LAURIE ORDWAY

LOEW CIRCUIT

CHARLES TVRCELL

By FRANK CRAVLN

I.

"I

REECE and EDWARDS

The Fleck Grand Opera Co., which
cleaned up when it played central
and northern New York during the
fall, will make a return trip around
Evenings 8 :30. Matinees the Same
wheel next week. The
TnUP ». and 8at ^ a 30.
company is giving "Faust" and
"AidA."
in

TIIICO
eft
IIIVIL.OOU.

:

The

Eves. 8:45.

IN

PAUL

KITTY

GIRLS IN BLUE"

Et«. at 8
44 Street
Mate. Wed.. Thura. « Sat 3 30

West

I

I

and ELDRIDCE

London,

"TWOUTTLE

LIGHTNIN
LI

DRAMA

PAH AN

•-»»'

MOHER

CENTRAL PARK WEST

Circuits.

I.

HARRY

PAUL

toe catch.

KEITH and ORPHEUM
JOB SULLIVAN.

L,.

"Tew Funey Buoys"

Direction,

Management of GEORQE M. COHAN
THEATRE,
GEO.
\j \J JA fk IV ifway at 4Sd St.
M#
Mata. Wed. and Sat. at 2:16
Eves. 8:15.

Wltb

Auburndale,

Street

tt

A EK I A LISTS-

only lady doing the toe-to-

AMERICA*

NEMESIS

Announce

Room and Batli. ft ;^U4c $2& Week
Room and Shower, f 14 to % 17.50 Wk.
$18 to $40 Week
Suites

'

NOTE — The

NSW
\

DAVE THUR8BY

RUTH HOWELL HOTEL JOYCE
DUO
31 West 71
PREMIERE

Playing

"WECOME STRANGER"
U St

***Votce

"AMERICA'S

AUGUSTUS THOMAS

sat.

8AM H. HARRI8 PrutnU
-T»« Poaslar I«mm.*- t»a World.

Broadway.

and

In 'Frisco:.

San Francisco, March S.
an eel -wKfc'raa
'or Money,"
men and a ejroman, rcgrlstered an all
round Bucceae.
Soma excellent come»djr
nio
is provided by a clever Yiddish com
and all have excellent voices.
'

GOLD DIGGERS"

STRAND ORCHESTRA
Conductor

me

HIP, 'FRISCO.

Mate.. Thursday and Saturday.

AVERT HOPWOODS

in

CARL BDOUARnit.

Variety thought of

LOEW CIRCUIT—NOW

NEGRI
POLA
"GYPSY LOVE"

GAIETY

What

Olfaction. io»t»h Plunkatl

SAM H. HA KRIS iuun^

TOM HANDER8

Operatio Versatile Comedian

LYCEUM THEATRE

institution"

Circuit

MILTON WALLACE

tha French by Sacha

Guitry. adapted by OranvlUe Barker

L HOTUAFELB^H

Presentations by S.

Orpheum

Juhior

"DEBURAU"

A Comedy from

CAPITOL ORANO ORCHESTRA
KK.NO RAPEE. Conductor

Jg

Rawson

"The Loose Ntf9

Pre

W. GRIFFITH'S

D.

Wilson

Charlie

|
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CAPITOL Rftf JM Behuco
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"THE BIRTH

May

Friday,

WiVw*

20%

A 5-Room
$1,000

Apartment
VALUE

£Q7£

Incomparably Rich

%pO# **

IVrlod Furniture

A 6-Room
$1,505

Apartment
VALUE

07C

Elaborate Designs d»1
1 1* ' •*
In IVrlod Furniture
We Deliver by Auto Truck

V

Direct te

Your Door.
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14 FLOORS OF SUNSHINE

BREAKERS HOTEL HOTEL TA-MIAMI
I

MIAMI, FLA.

MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

MOST PERFECTLY VENTILATED HOTEL

WITH AN UNOBSTRUCTED VIEW OF EUROPE

I

would

like to

announce a very successful year and

The Breakers Hotel on Miami Beach

is

tliank

members

owned by the following members

IN

THE SOUTH

of the. profession for their support, morally and financially.

of the profession,

who

are receiving dividends in June after a successful year;

ALICE JOYCE

TOM HANDERS

DAVE THURSBY

DICK RATH

DAVE BENDER
SAM BERK
ERNIE STANTON'
FRANCIS X. DONEGAN
BILLY GLASON

CHARLES SENNA
HAZEL MANN
HUGH HERBERT

GEO. PIERCE

JOHN

PHIL BAKER

.IRVING

TOM

CLAUDE ANDERSON

CISSIE

JOYCE

GUY DENNERY

SHOTTON

JOE EL BART

MABEL MARTIN
BOB EDDY

NIP

E.

FRANK WALTERS

JESS LIBONATTI

NEWHOFF
LYNN COWAN

JOE MACK

FRANK GRACE
GEORGE LIBBY
FRESCOTT
OUKIEBERK
.

ARCHIE HENDRICKS
~\

JOYCE HOTELS,

Inc.
FRANK

INCORPORATIONS.
Associated Foreign Film Buyers,
Manhattan. 1.000 shares common
stock, no par value; active capital,
Elliott.
$5,000; S. A. Repetto, B. C.
T. F.
»

MacMahon,

1.400

Broadway.

Genesee Valley Theatre

Co.,

Buf-

L. B. Olshel, D. M.
Gray; attorney. C. Oishcl, Buffalo.

falo.

$50,000;

Stone Amusement Corp, Manhatto

tan;

capital

$100,000

increase,

$150,000.

Allart Pictures Corp., Manhattan,
A. Grecnsline, C. Penser
$5,000;
165
L. M. Fox: attorney, L. Landes,

Broadway.
Theatre Guild, Manhattan; carry
on business with $5,500, f ormer y
stock.
$500, and 60 shares preferred
value.
$100 each; 10 common, no par

National Cinema Libraries, motion

R

Non-Theatrical Film Publishers,
Way Co., Manhattan, operE.
$50,000; D. and M
and dramatic, $10,000; R. G. Manhattan.L. Gray; attorney. \V. Z.
Eastman,
Hines;
D.
Herndon, F. P. Kintzing.
Broadway.
Goodman, 1482 Gold, 1151
attorney, A. H.
Palm Garden Corp., amusement
Broadway.
enterprises. $500,000; U. S. Corp. Co..

American Indian Film Co., theaWomen desiring to increase their weight or lose some, see Wanda
$700,000; Corporation Co. of
JIawley in "The House Built of Jazz." In five reels Miss llawley demAmerica, Wilmington.
onstrates how it is accomplished. One would never recognize the sylph*
like Miss Hawley as the plump personage played by her in this film.
An evening gown of white satin was pretty with its draped skirt and
white tulle sash finished off at the side with a large rosette that corThe following judgments were responded with the hairdrcss. Miss Hawley dons many negligees, of the
filed in the County Clerk's office the
flimsy type, the majority consisting of chiffon and lace.
Miss Hawley
past week. The first name is that
in most of her pictures, including this one, wears either a boudoir cap
of judgment debtor; Judgment credunbecoming,
chinstrap.
It
hat
with
is
and
or
a
least, old
to
say
the
itor and amount of judgment folfashioned.
Gladys George, as a "refined" vamp with brown eyes and
lows:
Frohman Amus. Corp.; J. Storm; dark marcelled hair, is a newcomer to the screen, from the legitimate
stage, having been discovered by Tom Ince while playing on the coast
$3,520.19.
Kitty Gordon; Andre Sherri, Inc.; in the "Better 'Ole." Her acting is quite good, but that cannot be said
of her wardrobe, she appearing over-dressed in most of her costumes.
$84.20.
Arline Pretty (also known as ArA well known director, whose star vamped him away from his wife
P. Blumenline Pretty Masters);
and then herself threw him down, is said to be on the verge of a nervous
thal et al.; $238.30.
The star is now out of pictures and apparently a dead
Pierre Tartoue; M. M. Goldstein breakdown.
letter In them. Perhaps this may account for her lack of further interest.
et al.; $695.20.
A. TayFrancis X. Bushman;
lor Trunk Works, Inc.; $278.33.
Buck Jones, now,- as an actor Is not depending entirely upon riding to
Catherine Curtis Corp.; Spokane
him across. In his latest release, "The One Man Trail," Beatrice
& Eastern Railway * Power Co., get
Burnham plays opposite the star. She is cute and dark-haired. Her
Inc.; $136.20.
dresses are as simple as one would expect a country maiden to wear.
Helen Rosson wore a black velvet gown. Its only decoration was a white
sash. Poor judgment on Misb Rosson's part to wear a sleeveless affair.
It caused her arms to look long and thin, giving an ungainly appearance.
Her only other dress was blue serge, quite plain, with a straw hat turned
up at the back. Splendid work was done by the little girl in the feature.

U

C

Summer

Vaudeville

Cabaret

Her name

Resort

There

WORK QUICK
.

...

A

Rare Combination

of

YOUTHFUL

Entertainer*

•

....

.

INVITE OFFERS

HAZEL GREEN
Versatile singtt of popular songs

who

has played

is

is

unknown.

all

the Keith Theatres with her

.

if Elaine Hammerstein has ever appeared more at"Tho Miracle of Manhattan." She may be a wee bit

a doubt

tractive than in

l>OVT MISS THIS CHANt'K

.

slimmer. The photography is excellent, so clear and bright.
As the story opens, a ball is in progress, with Miss Hammerstein wearing a dainty frock of white tulle, made very fluffy, with ribbon petals
tacked as a trimming. A negligee was exquisite, consisting of silver filet,
When Miss
rose pattern, with an edging on the V neck of grey fox.
IflWMilWtitoi Jeavee *.?;«• magniftcea; homo on a wag«*r to see »f~It impossible for a girl to try and earn her living with but $13 in her purse, she
wears a plain suit of dark, blue serge, with a square collar of black fox,
the hat consisting of a velvet tarn that was most becoming.
Of course, she wins the wager, but not before many hardships, one almost costing her life, through the Jealousy of another girl. The fellow
beintf none other than that splendid actor, Matt Moore, who has made
many a, bed picture worth while, Kverything en<l<» wHl, and, for the
happy lade but, Miss Hammerstein is in a handsome squirrel cape coat,
with the turned -up hat to match.

Out in Denver the Rev. W. H.
to edit the
Post there for a day. This followed
his criticism In a sermon of the way

Wray Boyle was allowed

5-SYNCOPATERS-5

•

The Beau Brummel Harmony Boy
THE BOYS (AN
I

Wire

1*1

TIIK IIF>T

PHOTOS

AY M>K PAN* IN«V

HAZEL GREEN,

HON

RKQIE.ST.

Somerset Hciel,

New York

City.

ISO West

>

1

The circumanager hadn't spoken when

concerned, sin ceased,
lation

47th Street

Paris dispatches note the plan to
reopen the Moulin Rouge and make
Mont inn rtre again the centre of life
h'-ads over there.

1
newspapers were run. He
to two colon us at most, no typo
larg«T than 36 point wax Hied, and
ho cut out tho stok"* and Btlllfnan
divorce tri' Is ;md all ref«r"i)'" to
w
boxing, running "Casey at the Bat
was
s«> far as the Post
Instead,
*

AN ACT IHFFKKKNT FROM

IN PICTURES.

JUDGMENTS.

Griffin Amusement Co., Brooklyn,
photoplays, $200,000; W. Lawrence.
P. J. Fitzgerald, J. F. Kelly: attorney, H. L. Turk, 50 Court street,
Brooklyn.
Myriad Pictures Corp., Manhattan.
50 snares common stock, no par
value; active capital, $5,000; W.
Herzbrun, H. Krivit; attorney, H.
Lewis, 220 West 42d street.

BOOKERS

Pre«,

tres,

Bronx Boosters, Bronx, hotels and
theatres, $1,000,000; H. C. Flanigan,
atJ. M. Hawfen, O. J. Stephens;
torneys, Hammer & McLaughlin,
2808 Third avenue.

Philadelphia.
Music 8core 8ervice Corp., Man-

CLOTHES

picture films, $1,000,000; Delaware
Registration Trust Co, Wilmington.

Quality Film Titling Co., ManhatLopex, J. C. Horntan. $65,000; J.
J.
stein, A. Marella; attorney, C.
Broadway.
Katsonsteln, 115

Right

JOYCE,

DELAWARE CHARTER8.

hattan, motion pictures, $200,000
Myruski;
J and B. Silverman, J. A.
attorney, L. Bronner, 305 Broadway.

atic
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aces

GYPSY BLOOD.

"original" scenarios we can look for
small relief from that quarter.

To

the urge and sound of the
moving operatic strains of "Carmen" First National brought to the
Strand May 8 a film version of that
opera made in Germany with the Diana Manners
Frank Mannere.
Viennese Pola Negri starred, and for Mr*. Hastings
the fourth time this season there Mr.. Hastings
Ogden
Fenn
was thrown on the screen here a Tarn Manner*
major example of what can be done Nou Nou

JoUk

THE WILD GOOSE.
Mary MacLarea
Holmea K. Herbert
Dorothy Bernard
Joseph Smiley
Norman Kerry

*

Rita Rogan
Lucia Dackui Segar

by pantomime in pictures.
This
Negri i* amazing. She can do more
This week's attraction at the
wUh her face than most people can Rialto is a Cosmopolitan producdo with a sub-title. That Is irl in tion made from 'a QrouvertHrur Mor
acting. As much cannot be said for ris story under the direction of Althe play. It Is doubtful if it be com- bert Capellani, with Mary McLaren

mercially profitable, but this woman as the principal player.
stepped into it after it had proceeded
It is a society drama with the dosome 500 feet, caught it up and kept mestic triangle elaborated Into a
moving moving till the heart five-sided complication and some of
it
paused In Inadvertent praise.
Its
"literary
ethics"
are rather
La Carmencita was a low-life, a strange. The only person
in the
tough little clgaret girl, a she-wolf play who transgresses the moral
Negri makes her Just law appears
in skirts.
to be the only person
that. And there is a passion, a drawho does not suffer from consematic clutching in her porformance quences,
and it takes an enormous
of the viewer's emotions that grips
and moulds them, fairly forcing out a length of titling to twist this circumstance
about to fit the satisfactendency to shout approval. But
and this Is the big "hut" about this tory working out of justice.
The
name
of Capellani Tuaranpicture will America like it? It* is
sex sharp, sure, terrific. It is never tees a certain expertness of direca sweetly smiling Marjorie Daw, for torship, and the picture has some
example, nor a Farrar, with a splendid examples of fine backweather eye on the box office. grounds, both out of doors and inWhere our prima diva in her Car- teriors. The lighting effects- are
men picture had a sweet old mother notably fine throughout. The acting
to set her off, Ernst Lubitsch has Is good, although one bit of misgiven Negri a hag with her lips to a casting did a great deal to injure
the effectiveness of the entire play.
bottle.
The story Is well known. Carmen This was the selection of Joseph
vamps Jose away from his sweet- Smiley as the financier, a rotund,
heart and makes a crook of him amiable person ill fitted to the role
when he kills a wealthy officer and of a desperate hero.
The part of the wife Is a particlover who comes to claim her.
ularly unsympathetic one.
Diana
Later, off on the business of Egypt
gypsy work she lead's another offi- Manners (Miss MacLaren) casts her
cer to his doom and .flirts with a husband aside In favor of a richer
famous matador. Riding at his left man, deserts him apparently with—a nice touch that she goes to his out a regret and takes her baby
greatest triumph, but soon Jose daughter to the rich man's home.
drops in on her, seizes her for the When the rich man Is providentilast time in his arms, stabbing her ally killed she returns to her husas she repulses him, and so, after band, repentent, but apparently
a performance never surpassed here none the worse for the episode. At
for otieer fire of womanhood as its
most fundamental. Negri showed
her Carmencita dying as she lived,
the she-wolf enraged but unafraid,
regretting the last great love un-

—

—

—

—

—

fulfilled.

j

la

Manners meets a young millionaire
from the west and at the same time
Frank goes to California to execute
a commission. During his absence
Diana's infatuation for the millionaire develops into a liaison and upon
his return she informs her husband
that she wants a divorce in order
to marry him.
Frank refuses to agree to this and
Diana goes to her lover, taking her
five-year-old daughter Tarn.
Half
Insane, Frank is about to seek out
the lover and his wife and kill them,
but Mrs. Hastings, who has loved
Frank since childhood, defeats this
purpose by drugging him.
Her
husband misunderstands her design and is about to interfere, but
when he learns the real situation
undertakes to work out a solution
himself.
He goes to the millionaire's home
and forces him at revolver point to
accompany him back to the city in
an automobile. On the way he de-

plunges from a cliff,
committing suicide and taking the
home wrecker with him. On the
screen this episode was a thriller,
but nothing up to that •time had
prepared the audience to look -for
desperate action on the part of the
At
portly, gray-haired Hastings.
this point there is nothing to do
reconcile
Mrs.
but
the Manners.
Hastings says to the wife:
'You
have wrecked your own and your
liberately

husband's

life

man and a

and sent one good have boon

the full force of the climax lost, but
professional observers, keeping their
eyes on Negri, were held surely and
certainly under a major spell.
For patrons of the best houses
who want to see Carmen as Prosper
Merlmee imagined her (his name, by
the way, was misspelled on the
screen) this should be a sure-fire
bet. A word should be said, too, for
the able titling done by Myron
Stearns, and still another word to
directors shrieking for protection.
From this sort of thing they and
the world need It, but such acting is
exceptional.
It stands out mostly
because it is unusual, and Americans
do not attempt It.
Lead.

selected,

and the scene

BELPHEGOR..

i

MR. P1M PASSES

—

let

the smaller towns of the count .-y it
playing to excellent business.
Ah a film its value is almos negligible, it is unconvincing and decidedly weak. Produced Ly General
(SamueUon). The pi a depended
almost entirely on the brilliant dialogue of A. A. Milne, while the
cinema action conveyc little or nothing of its humor or pathos. Its only
chance of attracting will rest in its
title, and those who are led to the
pay box by the original play's fame
will pass out of the cinema again
sadly disappointed.

got into wireless communication

with his father's ghost.

Always
play,

a

the

is still

'

sentimental
develops the "sob

sloppily

film

while managing to remain
devoid of atmosphere. It
is doubtful whether audiences, many
of whom have seen Belphegor since
their youth at the minor drama
houses and in the booths of the
country and have wept over the
woes of the nobleman turned travstuff,"

entirely

eling showman will crowd to the
klnemas to see their unhappy hero
screened. If they do it will be Interesting to hear their opinion of
this new feature.
Scenically the
production is very good. Some remarkably beautiful forest locations

.Returning from abroad Mr. Pim
given introductions to various

is

people,

den,

among whom

a fellow

with

Is

George Marold-fashioned

Hit

At the New York Strand
Crowds now packing big theatre

to capacity at every per-

formance. All Broadway wildly enthusiastic while critics
call picture best

ever seen and better even than "Passion/*

THE LOST ROMANCE.
Mark Sherldaa

Knkln*

•

1C.

D...

lien Erskln*. Jr
Librarian
•••••••••••a
Butler • • • •••••••••••a

Mm

Speaking of the incomparable

••••• Jack Holt
Lola Wilaon
-.Fontalno LaRu*

alvl» Hare*
Isabeth Rnkin*
Allen

<

i

Conrad Nag-el
.....Mickey Moore
. . . .

May me Kelao
Robert Brower

Pola

•••••••
..Barbara Qurney
Polio* L.ieutea*nt
.Clarence Qeldart
Detective
>•*•••••• .Clareace Burton
.

"The Lost Romance"

la the first
of a series of original storiea to be
written for the screen by Edward
Knoblock, to bo produced by Famous Players. Everything known
to the screen art up to the present
time was done to the tale to make it
Important.
The direction was
placed in the hands of William TV
Mille, Olga Prlntzlau was entrusted
with the making of the scenario,
the three principal roles were allotted to Jack Holt. Lois Wilson
end Conrad Nagel, not to mention
Fountalne LaRue and Mayme Kelso
William De
In Important parts.

in

lavl8hness of production,
remarkable photogthe uttermost cars in the
matter of details In fact, everything of artistic value surrounds
Mllle's

some

really

raphy,

—

A

stirring love tale of old Spain based

on

French version

the original

this tale.

The story

starts

replete with smart

off

titles,

brilliantly,

some

of

phil-

osophical observations on life in
erudite verbiage, such as "the ter-

commonplace

«t

dead-

j

-enemy/* and so on:, but. when
the unfolding Is half way and headed for the home stretch it falls to
the conventional and you know It Is
only a matter of another 2.600 feet
of film when it will end with the
uniting of man and wife.

{

rlble

is

love's

Ifest

Prosper Merimee's "Carmen."

The same

and director as

star

Passion."

j

Here it is in a miniature nutshell.
Young man and wife have sort of
soured on one another after half a
dozen years of marriage, with one
child the result of the alliance. She
has a rejected suitor who returns
Africa, believes she loves him
and they decide to tell the husband,
who magnanimously offers to give
her up. At this Juncture their child
Is kidnapped and the couplo turn to
each other for consolation. It turns
out the aunt of the husband had
taken the child away to teach them
a lesson.

A

-

Mighty Marvel of the Screen
With Multitudes of Players

A

First National Attraction

from

A magnificent production squandered upon a trivial t.ilo. If this is',
an average sample of what the
conwill
playwrights
standard
tribute to the screen In the wav of

The kind

in

scoundrel to destruction, which the caravans cross a river la
nothing counts except the exceptionally well done. ThroughThin argument persuades out the photography reaches and
child.**
her to return to her husband and maintains a high standard of excel,
The characters In the film
all ends "happily." so to speak. leace.
Pretty artificial fiction, although it an In tho play are artificial, but
may have a certain appeal to fem- good cast makes the most of evei
chance.
inine sympathies.
Ruth.
Milton Roomer gives a fine and
powerful performance of the hero,
although he fails to give one the impression of being a showman even
an unsuccessful one. Warwick Ward
London, April 20.
is the ordinary "twice nightly meloThis is a film which will not re- drama" villain
as Laverennes. Marflet great credit on either tfce pro- garet T»e&n, with an. artistic per*
ducing firm. Ideal, or the actual formance of all-around excellence
producer, Bert Wynne. The story Is almost makes Belphegor's wife huadapted from an old play produced man, and the rest of the players
It is more
at the Adelphl Theatre In 1851. It contribute good work.
has ever since that date been a than a pity that producers when
popular "stock" drama and feature dealing with old standard works of
in the weekly programs of most this sort do not consult some memsmall repertoire companies.
The ber of their company as to period
original play deals with a "costume" before yielding to the temptation to
period, but in the film version this introduce motor cars, etc., a temptaseems to have been overlooked, or tion which appears to be the curse
entirely ignored. Some of the char- of film producers the wide world
a ore.
acters certainly are in the period, over,
but others, chiefly the principles are
in modern attire, and such things
BY.
as motor cars and revolvers are inLondon. April 20.
troduced, both of which are right
As a stage play "Mr. Plm Passe r
out of the picture one might Just
as well let Laertes depart for By" was a success not only In thj
France In an aeroplane, while Ham- West End but in the provinces, in
but

Makes Sensational

Probably with wisdom, the picture

was cut, but this precaution shears
away the chance to do Lubitsch
justice. Love scene after love scene
loses full potency from the shears.
The bull fight was clipped, too, rrnd

;

the prospect

that her husband Is to receive her on the old
standing.
The author disproves his own
point.
He takes the tradition that
the wild goose choses Its mate and
remains trua to the end of its life,
the male bird seeking death before
the hunter's gun when the female
is lost to him.
This bit of nature
fakery is the text of a preachment
on the marital fidelity and the tale
is told to point the moral that love
and faith can only be preserved by
indissoluble marriage.
Frank Manners is a struggling
artist with an extravagant wife. At
the home of the Hastings Diana
least

of picture* that

mean

Iher&H be a Franchise everywhere
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PICTURES
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who 10 married to a worldly and half the action at least must pad out a hill this might do. hot
pim mentions to the Mardens bo given over to close-ups of him cannot stand op alone as a feature
he met a man called Telworthy that serve no particularly good ef- on any picture program.
Yoyage over. The fat 1* Im- fect or to sub-titles reading "Later,"
__Uely to the lira, for lira. Mar- "Next morning* That evening"—
TO WITH LIZZIE
hae heen previously married to you know the kind. It Is a picture
The first showing was given privof that name, hut has he- altogether Impossible to take seately
Tuesday
morning at the Stanred hhn dead. If he la alive _she riously.
puzzling title, hinting more
The story Is by Fred Jackson, ley.
committed bigamy. However,
farce
than
at
comedy, which It Is,
explains that Telworthy died though its lack of action makes that
iugh getting a flsh hone In his seem impossible. The direction is although delineated along very con-

f

LONDON FILM NOTES

BjPHM

Mrs. Marden, still
uncertain as to the legality of
marriage with George, refuses
he remarried mwtil he baa Mossed
niece's anion and becomes a

Then,

t t.

more modern in his own ideas,
last be agrees, and the happy
iding comes when Pim drops in to
le

>laln that he's confused another
with Telworthy, who, he says,
years ago.
Not much of a story on which to
hang a photoplay, and the fraility la

somewhat emphasized by bad telling
«nd lack of continuity. The whole
feature is somewhat wearisome. It

The producer has found

some

|

Jimmy
Xmily
Don

•«••
•••

-

Irving Bacheller story to reach the early summer has made the proscreen."
Like hundreds preceding ducer turn his thoughts to his Job.
it, It only proves magazine fiction
and many of the producing comfor screen purpose has blown its last panies are settling down to work.
bugle note.
The screen needs
American magazine fiction, but of a
Astra la making the "Double
different quality. It must be a hu- Event" and has engaged Zona Dare,
man document, embracing action one time a big musical comedy star
and mime essential to make cine- and sister of Phyllis, to play in anmatographic art a unit In Itself. other production, "No. S John
When this is lacking the result is Street."

Sessue

'

—

.........Helen Jerome
...»

5K£

THE ONE-MAN TRAIL.

William V. Mong
.....Marguerite de la Motte
Pat O'Malley

Eddy

Hal Cooper
Lincoln Plumer
Charles Hill Mailes

Bates
Stryker

—

JE3P2&&fi£££

TEN-DOLLAR RAISE.
Wllklns
Dorothy

—

rest and labor troubles things In Webb, late of Gaumont's (Westminfilm trade here are Just as had as ster brand), is the leading man and
run feature*tbej» can. yery well be .without go- SMvta s\ TJoHlns '.a Ih a producer.
A pamphlet distributed to the un- ing flop altogether. Despite the
knowing explains that it Is the "first general depression, however, the

J^SS.JS'ZSS %££"%

Xi

London, April 20.
Masters will shortly commence
With one thing and another—the work on "Miss Charity,'* a version
money shortage, the prevailing un- of a novel by Jeble Howard. Dick

Hayakawa nothing more than just another picTsuru Aokl ture. The theme offers the Ingenue
Stoll is busy on various things,
Blanche De Vore
Myrtle fitedman daughter who is rushed off to a
Ifenson Burleigh
Andrew Robaon
including Robert Hichens' "The
Wong Fu
Toyo Fujita finishing school while her father, a Woman of the Fan" and Ethel M.
Monocle Harry
slaving
grocer,
boosts
his
commodiHenry Hebert
Diamonds."
Detective Clear?
Harold Holland ties to defray the expanse of "finish- Doll's "The Knave of
latter Is the film version of
Bridget
Carrie Clark Ward in' " his daughter.
The opposite This
the novel, the dramatisation of
is constructed of the followwhich has Just concluded a six
Well produced, but somewhat in- angle
ing:
The town's competing grocer week's
run in Manchester and which
consistent story. Directed by Colin
has a son. He is shipped off to will shortly be seen at the Globe
Campbell
scenario
by
Richard Harvard. The daughter comes back
with Violet Vanbrugh. The proSchayer, released through Robertwith
polish she started out to ducer
of both Is Rene Plalsaetty.
son-Cole and starring Sessue Haya- attain,the
and the son is quite useless. 'In the Knave of Diamonds" he will
kawa.
Added
Is a bogus count with
attempt something new In picture
Fine settings, giving the star am- whom to this
the daughter is apparently production, doing away with Inteple opportunity for strong dramatic
acting of the stolid variety. He is infatuated. At the last moment the rior sets and using curtains a la
contrives to make a get- the high brow stage societies, who
count
"Jobbed" for a murder he didn't
commit, serves a long Jail sentence, away with th* $10,000 dowry. Is try to emulate the old EUsabethan
overtaken
by the hero, knocked into days. An economical step If It
eBca P es and brings the malefactors
splashing mud, and kiss finale,
comes off, hut whether the public
to Justice along the "Monte Cristo
All this is not above the merit of will appreciate it la quite another
competent supporting or
ganizatlon, excellent photography a program release there have heen matter.
One element that strikes the
and direction combine to make a worse.
most acceptable, high-grade pro- auditor as having real merit Is the
i
photography,
and certain shots with
3Bftl
Jolo.
gram feature.
Enid Bennett posed exhibit a cer- Row," much of which will be made
factory.
Fred Dura
London
toy
in
tain hazy wistfulness that has demonstrated itself before In the work rant la the producer and the comKnight,
Ifarpany
Includes
James
of the best cameramen.
Few pictures have been less inIn direction the very start of the jurie Hume and Constance Worth.
westinterest
and
few
sipid in story
picture is a glowing example of a
terners have been made up as director's ability in making his ir
crudely as this "One-Man Trail" actors do something other than
(Fox) with "Buck" Jones. Except mere posing. The character of the
for some redeeming features in the grocer (Otis Harlan) is introduced
concluding episodes, in which Mr. and for this one scene his interpreJones and a supporting cast distin- tation is insplrlngly animated. But
guish themselves as heavy hitters
just this once. For the rest there
unsparing of person, with an indif- is an appalling lack of action. Miss
ference to their physical beauty that Bennett fills the bill as the ingenue,
there is little to. but the wish goes with it that she
is quite admirable

Toda
Blossom

GORE

P.

-finst

BLACK ROSES.

doubtless be popular with those
who seek the darkness of the
cinema, there to sleep in comfort,
undisturbed by telephone bells and
The cast is a notable one,
callers.
but few of its members have any
chance .to distinguish themselves.
Peggy Hyland is excellent in the
leading role, Maudie Dunham is
good as the girl, Campbell Cullen
makes Pim a senile old fool, Henry
Kendall overacts and the rest of the
cast seem to have followed his example, developing theatrical exaggeration in its worst form.

-will

pretty scenes in which to frame his
story and the photography is excellent. This Samuelson picture should
be yet another warning to those
nroducers
who
wh
soreaminir
1
C
iTi !?' of original stories.
?ESS the lack
about
each
other
their
in
efforts
fall over
to obtain the film rights of successful plays or books without giving a
passing thought as to whether they
are suitable for the screen or not.
Qore.

ventional lines, the whole thing as
It stands Is a fair and average program release. In no sense at all a

not credited. Perhaps that Is .lust
as well. It's all about a writer of
detective stories who signs a 57p&gft contract hlndJftg him to write
three exposes for a daily newspaper
of three separate profiteers.
Of
course, he finds he can't expose his
sweetheart's father. So he reforms
the well dressed old thief In quite
another way.
If there is anything recommending this offering as a buy at any
price that something does not occur to the reviewer.
Leeds.

By IVAN

This J. L. Frothingham production released through
Associated
Producers and given a trade showing last week, is a Cinderella story, recommend.
hut instead of a girl, a man, William
The feature was exhibited Jointly
V. Mong, appears as Cin. Peter B. with First Nationals "Love, Honor
"Kyne, its author, dedicates it to the and Behave'' on a double -feature
"underpaid underdog."
Albert S. day at Loew's New York. The story
Le Vino made the scenario and can up to* the concluding bit of fierce,
always be depended upon to do com- aggressive action concerns the lone
petent, sure work. Edward Sloman hero, who sets out on a "one-man
directed and got in some neat de- trail" to find his sister, who obtails, as where the man falls through viously had absconded with a very
the door, but half the success of the wicked man.
production can he credited to the
For titles, plot, story, acting, the
casting director, who provided a film is pretty much A. K. There are
balanced, all together excellent col- certain scenes, titles et al. that can
lection of players.
stand cutting, and with so much
The story is sure-fire hoakum and pressure put on the censorship
should go well most anywhere, for it question in New York State and
has real sentiment and will hit the elsewhere to eliminate crime It
average picture crowd straight In somehow defies all logic why any
the heart.
picture like this should have been
Wilklns has been promised a raise released in the first place.
for 15 years and has never got it.
The author of the story calls himThis upsets his matrimonial plans. self John Strumwasser, the scenario
Bates, hard-hearted employer, has writer is William H. Howard, the
stood in his way, but is gradually director Bernard J. Durning.
Step.
Overdrawing.
His son is no good
and sells Wilklns some lots that
jsre worthless.
Jimmy, helped by
.Wilklns, has been stung by bad boy
Universal flve-reeler featuring
Don In a gambling den and they
The story, of little
trail him there, expose him. and his Frank Mayo.
Chinese gang, escape in a riotous consequence, concerns the life of a
scene and make for the lots, which hermit physician whose life is spent
are under salt water. While duck- in the neighborhood of a small
ing Don, Wilklns finds there's oil mountain village whose inhabitants
there, so he becomes rich, marries to a great extent are illiterate.
The physician befriends the
the stenograper old -maid Emily, forjrives his employer Bates, and every- daughter of the village shopkeeper,
thing ends happily, with Jimmy supplying her with books. She bemarried to the daughter of the other comes Infatuated with him. although
much younger, and the village bepartner.
William
Mong made an excel- comes aroused at her frequent visits
lent brow-beaten older man who has to his cabin.
A school teacher Is sent to the
worn himself out as a bookkeeper,
in
while Helen Jerome Eddy was as town, with the physician falling
near perfect as it Is possible to get love with her and saving her life
blood
with
stricken
the old maid. A beautiful, efr.ee- when she is
Si
Involve
ve picture type. Marguerite de la poisoning. A villain tries to
D. and
.Motte, was her lovely, distinguished, the younger girl with the^M.
townsfolk
well-dressed self, and Pat O'Malley, arouses the Ire of the
It
w.fjcajed
him.
lynch
to
who go
playing opposite, satisfactory.
with the
An agreeable market production. up In the final rounds
LmA usual fadeout with the school teach-

Edna

now

Flugarth,

playing for

Stolls and sister to Shirley Mason
and Viola Dana and the wife of
Harold Shaw, is about to change her
name to Hazel Shawe.

Henry Ainley wiU be the "star" In
the Ideal production of Lord Lytplay foundton's novel, "Money."

A

ed on the same work

by W.
market
will

C.
In

was produced

Macready at the HayDuncan Macrae
1840.

he the producer,

The

Stoll publicity department
has Issued a statement In the form
of an Interview with Jeffrey Bernard correcting "the wrong Impres-

sion which seems likely to ha created by the paragraphs which have
recently been printed hi several New
York papers" such aa Variety. This
statement relates to attachments
said to have bean made against the
Stoll corporation In America. Barnard says that there Is no attempt
to evade and the attachments are a
natural resvlt of his visit to inter*
lea. So the attachments wort made!
The Important thins; in the "dope,"
however, la the confession that- the

—

Stoll

company's

affairs

chaotic state owing to wtter ssjo-

management. The hooks are being
examined and all account* will bo
met at the earliest possible moment.
In conclusion, ho said that PaUe

was now handling Stoll nrodn
and acknowledged that the
statements "got his goat."

—

THE BLAZING

TRAIL.

,

er at the finish.

might really act now and then.
sympathetic part

is

entrusted to

A

W.

Landers Stevens, a rube lawyer,
who makes most of it, while the
count of Leo White had all the
flavor of staglness.

The

rest in-

cludes Victory Bateman, Edward
Hearn, Harry Todd and Lila T^eslie.
The feature is released by Pathe
for Hodkinson and for the Rockctt
Direction by
Film Corporation.
Btep.
Lloyd Ingraham.

CAN BE DONE.

Sennett

Two-Part

THE LURE OF EGYPT.

Comedies

Filmed from a nov^l entitled
"Once There Was a King," the
is the Fed-

sponsor for this feature
erated

of

California,

releasing

through Pathe, with Claire Adams

as the star and heroine of a romance, with a background suggested by its title Egypt.
Its lure is less as a story with active Ingredients, but more In a succession of art titles that really
give more color to the action than
the drama. The producers were not
aware of the fact that in suggesting Cairo as a locale, something
would be needed to sustain the impression, if the filming couldn't ac-

—

Exhibitors are delighted with this series

of two-part comedies*

up

released

to

date

side"

while the action sped on to
an Interior. That's one way of do-

cess wherever they

so,

the

title

itself,

ing

The two

— "Made

subjects
in

— have met with instantaneous suchave been exhibited.

It.

An

archaeologist is at the end of
his resources, and, unaided by the
British Government, is at a loss to
go on with research and experimental work that will unearth new
contreasures for civilization.
niving Oriental prince comas along,
becomes enamored of the daughter
of this learned man, and the drama
revolves around this triangle, with
the customary ending. Flashes of
spiritism are evoked through the
Introduction of an Incarnate Egyptian monarch, while Oriental mysticism comes in the form of a
bearded patriarch, not unfamiliar
in this type of drama.
The picture falters in its interest
at the start because its introduction is coupled with the appearance
of new characters too much in its
way, so that when about half way
through the real drama takes on

A

Featuring the various popular Sennett
comedians, these feature comedies are

being released by Associated Producers,
Inc.,
is

now — one each month. Each one

a "special" in every sen^e^of the word

and are naturally in great Remand, as
they

fit

in

on any program.
....

...

—

HOLLYWOOD
HOTEL.
TBBATB10AH
THI RENDEZVOUS
F****:
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Joseph Dowling, Zack Williams,
Robert McKim, William Lion West,
Maude Wayne, George Hernandez,
Gantvoort,
Carl
ARgio Herring,
Frank Hayes and Harry Lorraine.
Perhaps Robert M^Kim, a* the
heavy, carries off thn honors, beinK
one of the row with any screen in-

"•Jftl

^wSSSSJ
&?#*ft

Visit the
territory

book

"A. P." exchange

in

your

and make arrangements

this series

to

now.

selected few.
The cast is a largo one, including

"* **i-

Rut tho
show off

w

HOLLYWOOD. LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA.

jj

the

Kitchen" and "She Sighed by the Sea-

And
was Imprinted on a
background of a scene of the city

tually be accomplished there.

The Universal can turn out featof
ures of this order at a minimum
expense. It consists almost entirely
t;*4tfU<m
m
extcrhjrs. The cast
Aintin 8tron*
...... .Earl© Williams of
Mary Philbin. Lillian Rich,
*v« Standiah
......... Kll nor Fair includes
Joy
Bert Sprottc, Verne Winter and
^
nIs 1" a mighty poor feature to Winthrop.
The players do accept
v
P«>vWps
"ifMivh the story provide
be offered in good faith by the Vita- ably, although
To flD6Cd«
araph.
Earle Williams is starred,' them with little opportunity,
For atmosphere, the picture itself
sustains every restige of interest,
h*ing filmed in the American desAt the beginning an Oriental
ert.
11 dancer makes her appearance In the
OF
center of the action gliding gracefully at an improvised ball for a

IT

Mack

telligent in this roster.
uniform they gave him to
a prinrcly exterior must have been
dug out of some California costumthat was scarcely consistent
er'.s
with the character.

.

H

Associated Producers, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

—
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PARADE, MILK POSTERS, CONTEST

AND CHARITY DIVVY FILM DRAW

Friday,

TEAKLE'S ALIMONY GOES UP.
JuaUoe Tlerney last weak granted Mrs. Josephiae Park Tearle's
motion In her suit against Conway
Tearle, picture star, increasing her
825 a week alimony award under a
final divorce decree of
to 876 a week. Mrs.

Manager

Milwaukee Butterfly Puts "Black
Beauty" on Map by Sharing Proceeds with Society—Season Ticket for Child's Best Drawing.
of

Milwaukee,

May

11.

The biggest advertising campaign
la this city by a motion picture
house was launched here this week
by Edwin Moosary, manager of the
Butterfly theatre of this city, who
recently came from New York,
where he was manager of "legit"
and picure houst a, announcing the
showing of the picture, "Black
Beauty," this week.
He obtained the sanction of the
Humane Society by giving b<Uf of the proceeds of the first
week showing to the society, which
IS composed of the wealthiest peo-

Wisconsin

ple In this city.
He *S»n made arrangements with
the largest milk company in the
State of Wisconsin to have its
drivers deliver placards to each of
Its customers on the morning before .he showing of the picture.
parade of jet black horses was
staged on the busiest thoroughfares
on Saturday announcing the showing of the film.

CINCY 0PERAT0BS' SCALE
Cincinnati, May 11.
The Cincinnati Moving Picture

Not. 21, 1912,
Tearle asked
for |50t a week, contending Tearle
is earning 81.780 a week under a
Selznick
contract which carries
with it graduating options for still
tt%Mi!r »&3ary, Thcr defeodcLCft has
since remarried twice and the first
Mrs. Tearle alleged Mrs. Tearle No.
2 was receiving more alimony than
she was. Tearle Is living with
Adele Rowland, his present wife.
Both parties are understood dissatisfied with the decision and will
appeal. House, Grossman A Vorhaus and Frederick E. Goldsmith
represented the plaintiff and de

Operators' Union and the exhibitors
of that city settled a controversy
with the assistance of the international union officers.
Downtown
houses pay operators 81 cents an
fendant, respectively.
hour for a seven -hour day and
seven -day week.
10 per cent,
increase has been asked.
AG0NIE DES

A

ASHERS THEATRES,

INC.

May 11.
Max Ascher

incorporated the Ascher theatres
corporation of Chicago under the

laws

of

Deleware

for
that

10.

The super-film

Chicago,

Nathan, Harry and

AIGLES
May

Paris,

817,500,000.

New Development

for Use Anywhere With Features.

"The

current year.
The scores are patterned much
after music rolls as used in playerpianos,
they tell the musician
through means of printed signs
what section of the score are to be
played so that the whole n\ay properly blend and synchronize with
the action on the screen.
Every
title that appears on the screen also
appears on the scores.
The music scores are prepared
by a staff of musicians headed by
Dr. Hugo RiescnMd.
Associated
with ,hfm in this work are Carl

streets by Edwin H.
At
all Indications
•how that the clever bit of adver- owner of the studios bearing his
name,
was made here last week.
tising was not fruitless.
The soThe deal means the addition of
ciety had bought 10,000 tickets In

finest

it

is

thing

market open

100 LBS.

to auction,

AND

(500

it Is

said.

BY POST

Washington, May 11.
Jack 8. Connolly, Washington
representative for the National Association, is negotiating with the
Postal authorities in an endeavor
to have the weight limit on parcel
post shipments in all zones increased to 100 pounds and the limit
of valuation on such shipments to

without doubt the
Mille

8500.

May

11.

to those charged for the
special, although the engagement of the latter picture is
only for three days.

prices

Griffith

This is the first time a split week
picture is offered to the public at
the price set for a run feature.

Quite

as fascinating as the story

is

the

York American.

"A play of rare quality. Lacks
the human voice
only one thing
to make it a thing of real life.

—

—

Produced with excellent
taste and cleverness of producEvening Journal.
tion.**

expected the show will remain in Chclago for the entire summer.

speaks glowingly

—New

think.

is

it

ing directly for the screen.

York Telegram.

"Tells of people you know, the
do, the things they

Eugene and Willie

TOMMY DOWD MARRIES

splendid cast."

things they

Howard.

A finished product"

—New York

World.

a picture which will
please any audience in any town,
and will make big money for
any exhibitor.
IB

Walter Hearn'e Daughter.

Los Angeles, May

J.,

East" was followed
Lyceum by "The Wandering

Jew," with Rudolph Shlldkraut
The house was scaled for similar

and

'All in all,

William de

—NelP

The new Woods theatre, Chicago,
has not yet been decided who
will release "The Lotus Eater," John "The Apollo," will be opened DecorBarrymore's newest picture.
Ac- ation Day. The Initial attraction
cording to the original plans when will be the current Winter Garden
Marshall Neilan received First Na- production, "The Passing Show of
It

Patersoa, N.

"Way Down
at the

for the precedent of author writ-

It

starring

"JEW" PICTURE SHOWING.

4

has done."

PASSING SHOW" AT APOLLO

1921,"

geles,

He Has Done!"

Finest Thing

of acting

another scenic studio for the State.

tional's consent to make the picture, Neilan was in no way obligated
to deliver the film to First National.
The picture may be thrown on the

the Rex Story Comedlt,
with Samuel M. Sargant as presl.
Jack S. Nedell as general manager and Rex Story as the featured
artist, has been formed In Lo
a An-

Melanie Verbouwens and Tommy
Dowd were married at the Little
Church around the Corner a week
MANITOWOC CAPACITY, 3,500 ago. Mrs. Dowd was awarded the
first prize in the Paris ConpervaMilwaukee, May 11.
Ashcer Brothers' representative torie. She appeared at the Hippoin this city announced the opening drome and Capitol theatres In New
of a new house in Manitowoc, Wis.. York.
late in May, costing 8400.000 and
Mr. Dowd is assistant to S. L.
with a seating capacity of 3,500.
Rothafel at the Capitol.

IN

<t

San Francisco, May n.
picture company, to

l

l

•LOTUS EATER" NOT PLACED

new
known as

Story opened with the "Green.,
wich Village Follies" In their New
Music Stores Service Corp. is an- York
engagement and was In vaudenouncing a new development In the ville
with James Watts.
picture industry. This company has
The old D. W„ Griffith stud'o i s
prepared full orchestra scores on
being used by the new company.
all important picture features released Jot the remainder of the

of Georges d'Esparbes, presented at the gala by
the Committee of the Centenary of
the death of Napoleon I, at the Troc- Edouarde, James C. Bradford
adero, April 28, when It was enthu- Joseph Carl Briel.
siastically received, is to be released
next month after another trade

A

advance.

ON ROUS

dent,

is
understood
the entire
business of Ascher Brothers will be show.
taken over by the new corporation.
Alexandre Georges has composed
Several big film houses in the
This historical
a special score.
outlying districts are contemplated.
film, taken at the Palais of Fontainebleau by Deschamps, is handled
CARPENTIER SERIAL.
by the Soclete d'Art et CinematoAn afternoon newspaper has ofThe Robertson-Cole people have graphic, Paris.
fered a season ticket to the theatre a hitherto unmentioned serial picto the girl or boy who submits the ture
with
Georges
Carpentier
best drawing of "Black Beauty.**
starred, that is to be released withThe superintendent of schools, in a week or so.
who Is a member of the society, inThe film was made in France.
structed all school teachers to tell
the school children to see the film.
Two ministers on Sunday deliv- FLAGGY SCENIC STUDIO SITE.
San Francisco, May 11.
ered a sermon to their congregations of the cleanliness of the pic- » Announcement of the purchase of
die charm of story, beauty
a
huge
building at 14th and Misture.
of stage settings, and quality
sion
the present time
Flagg,
It

13, 1021

BEX STORY COMEDIES.

FILM MUSIC SCORES
ISSUED

May

11.

Walter Hearn, publicity promoter
and treasurer of the Mason O. H.,
is
celebrating the arrival of a
daughter at his home.
Charles P. Saunders, owner of the
Screen Attractions Distributing Co.
of Buffalo, was directed to pay his
wife 850 a week alimony pending
trial of her divorce suit.

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD
Arthur BriJIant Doing Press Work
Arthur Brillant, scenario writer,
has accepted the post of publicity
representative of the Associated
Producers, Inc., to succeed Dwight

been acquired. It was purchased
by the River Front Realty company,
recently incorporated by Mr. Dolan
and the Murphy brothers. Plans
have been drawn for a theatre with
a seating capacity of 3,000 and Mr.
Perrln.
Dolan announced Monday that work
would be started Immediately, lie
The latter resigned to act as ad- is the man who promoted the project
for the erection of the Strand
vertising director for the new Fred
In Albany, and still holds an in-

B. Warren distributing organization.
Jerome Storm, picture director,
recovered Judgment for 83,520.18 in
Frohman
the
against
suit
his
Amusement Corporation for two
weeks' services rendered at 81.750 a
week. The suit was undefended and
judgment entered by default, although the defendant's counsel had
put in a notice of appearance asking for an extension of time In
O'Brien,
which to file answer.
Malevlnsky & Driscoll acted for
Storm.

The

With

CONRAD NAGEL
JACK HOLT

The Murphys
known .throughout the

terest in the house.

are very well

LOIS WILSON

Joseph J. Murphy having
been Democratic leader in Rens-

state,

selaer County for years. It is believed that the new theatre, which
Is to play pictures, will eventually
become one of the Strand string.
Troy already has 15 or more picture
houses.
.

.

Scenario by
JES8E

presents

Ray's
Charles
next
picture.
"Scrap Iron." to be released May
30, marks the star's debut as a di-

last lap
will re-

turn to the screen this summer unS. B. Fried. New Jersey repre- der the management of Harry Rapf.
Famous Playcrssentative
for
Nazimova returned to Los AnLasky, has assumed the management of the Minneapolis exchange geles this week after declaring nor
for the Associated Producers, suc- plans were not yet settled; that she
ceeding Julius F. Brott.
didn't know whether she would return to the speaking stage with a
Troy, N. Y., is to have a new revival of Ibsen plays or make illm
theatre modeled after the Strand productions
to
he
distributed
Frank 1\ Dolan, Al- through United Artists.
In Albany.
bany real estate operator, and Joseph J. Murphy and Edward MurHarry M. Owens, a special sales
phy, Troy millionaires, are fostering representative, will sail from San
the project. The Warner property Francisco for Japan June 2 to act
at 823 and 325 River street and the for the Associated 1'roduccrs in the
Brewster and Abbot Coal Company's Orient and to establish American
property adjoining, have already methods of film distribution.

.

i

filming of "Disraeli** will be rector.

done at the former Whitman Bennett studio in Yonkers, with Henry
Vera Gordon is on the
Kolker directing.
of her vaudeville tour and

Olga Printzlau

L„

iLA&KV

-

H

William deMilles
Production
of Edward Knoblock's
.

<The JBost

(Romance

d (paramount Qicture
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EXPLOSIVES BUREAU
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ISSUES

—
John B. Barber of tho First National Bank of I-oe Angeles supplies
Interesting detail* of picture financing 1b an article hi thin week's AnSubstantially his article
nalist, published by the New York Times."
la a plea for financial support tor the Industry addressed to bankers
He says bankers and Investors are wary because of misgenerally.
understanding and tries to explain away prejudice, declaring that the

COAST FILM NOTES

NEW RULES

By FRED SCHADER.
Los Angeles*

Pamphlet Indicates Improve-

ment

Eva Novak has

'

'

.

'

—

OTHER EXPENSES.

tions.

P. C.

Scenario (including cost of story and continuity)
Materials used in scenery and sets
Properties (including rentals)

Wardrobe

(including rentals)

Publicity
Raw films

Insurance and taxes... »
Depreciation
Interest on advances from banks
^General expense and miscellaneous overhead

»

1.99
4.04

$2,795
5,648
14,969
2,123
2,676
5.583
3,243
6,487
3,338
8,727

10.70
1.52
1.90
3.99

ORDERED TO TESTIFY.

11.

boy trapper pictures. In which the
director's two sons appear. Path*
has placed an order for eight additional Santschi Westerns to follow

first series, recently completed.
Fox. It is understood that she has
received an advance over tho U.
May
Collins
been signed by
She will Universal for a has
figure at the Fox plant.
rolo In "The Shark
ftWMKtr lo lbs- B«s£ Fmmctt- F?i:r» Masjtej£* t]jt*' new Fra«k Mayer pic:

special.

The

story was written* and is
directed by Fred Le Roy
Granville.
ture.

being

Charles A. Bird, in addition to his
other duties at the Fox west
coast studios, has undertaken the
supervision of the casts for produc-

many

Jack Perrin
porting

now

is

Dana.

Viola

at Metro, supHe recently

tions.

finished at Universal.

Jean Haves is rapidly taking on
the aspect of real estate operator
as well as one of the most noted
funsters of the picture colony. Last
week he sold his home In one section of the town and Immediately
afterward purchased a new house at
Sixth and Van Ness.

J. L. Frothlngham is starting production under the direction of Edward Sloman at the Brunton lot of
tho B. Phillips Oppenheim storv
"Passersby." Frank Clark has done
the continuity for the story.

Joseph Roberts, the comedian who
was with many of the Buster"
Keaton production, is a daddy.
Mrs. Nina Roberts presented him
with a son a week ago, which he
immediately named Joseph and then
wired Joe Schenck, Joe Keaton and
Joe Mitchell that he had named the
youngster in their honor.

The new Grauman Metropolitan
theatre at Sixth and Hill streets is
to be ready to open in January.
Work on the structure was resumed
last

week.

"Bull" Montana' is about to make
his second try to secure citizenship
in this country. "Bun," whose real
name Is Lulgl Montana, is a native
of Italy, and recently when his application for papers came up he did
a
flop on the mental, and so he Is
Dr. Harry W. Martin is walking
into a lot of publicity through the going to night school to brush up
for
his next exam.
U. press department. Whenever a
doctor is needed to advise as to
The
five Metzettl brothers are suthe
on
Harry
Job,
detail
is
technical
and in the press book for "The ing the Fox Vaudeville Co. for salBlazing Trail" he is played up to ary they claim due for work in an
Al St. John comedy. A. Metsetti
the extent of half a column.
was awarded $145 on his claim last
week, and the other four brothers
Gustav Machaty, who has been are
also
bringing action.
The
that
claims
U.
put in sto<k at the
(
brothers
he is a cousin to Pola Negri and comedy continued reporting at the
lot for a week after the
that he played with her in "Paspicture In which they had been
sion," enacting the role of the
working was completed. The deyounger Du Barry.
fense was to the effect that when
the picture was completed the dithrough
passed
Mme. Kate Keeler
rector said, "Thank God!
That's
Los Angeles the other day on the finished,** which the court
held was
last lap of her Journey round die
not
sufficient
notice
of
dismissal.
The noted costumer is to
world.
locate in New York, where she will
William S. Hart has been sued by
open a studio for the costuming of A. Gallehstein,
who
She is to go abroad claims damages a carpenter,
productions.
for injuries susagain in the fall and will take a tained while
working at the Hart
number of rights to musical pro1

studio.

ductions with her.

<

'

Paul Emerson was Injured last
week by a fay. in the Santa Monica
canyon while working in the. Maurice Tourneur production "Lorna

Guy Price, stage and screen authority of the west coast,, whose
writings in the t»os Artgeles Herald
are widely read, la leaving tot Chi- Doone."'
i...,j.. •. .,1
i.
cago, Detroit and NeW York late
Accompanying? tho
this month.
Barbara Bedford and Irvin Wtllnt
Guy.
Price
and
Mrs.
critic will be
deny the published Yeport thaf they
Jr.,. the 14 months' old cradle wop^
wero married; ">" '•'
der of the Pacific slope.
it SCI'
,,
Doris May and Wallace MaoDonHarry Carey has refused to start ald were married in HoU>w.^Qd last
work on the first of his Universal Thursday.
Jewel productions until an awaited
interesting event in* the Carey famWilliam E. Wing, scenario editor
ily ia consummated. Carey is fear- and writer, is now associated with
ful that the story might necessitate the Palmer Photoplay Corp.
his being "on location" when tho
time arrives and he would miss the
"Who Shall Judge?" a new Gouinitial cry of "daddy/'
verneur Morris Story. Is the' next
production which Reginald Barker
Wallace McDdnald has been added is to direct for Goldwyn. Ruth
to the cast of "A Poor Relation," the Wlghtman has supplied the confinal Will Rogers picture under his tinuity*
The
present Goldwyn contract.
Sylvia
includes
cast
completed
The suit of I,ouis Stephens against
Ainsworth, Thomas Inco for $5,200 is due to be
Sydney
Breamer,
George Williams, Molly Malone, heard in court this week. Stephens
Robert De Vilbliss. Jeanette Tre- alleges ho had a contract with the
baol and Walter Perry.
producer at $200 per week until
July 30 and that he was discharged
Rene Guissart, cameraman for without cause on February 6. Stethe Marion Fairfax productions, re- phens Is a scenario writer.
ceived an offer to film the Clara
Smith Hamon picture. The offer is
When "Vanity Fair" is released h>
said to have been J.'jOO weekly, but will be noted that Charles Chaplin
Guissart turned it down.
has given Edna Purviance as great
an opportunity' to distinguish her.
Two First National Productions self in that production as lltt!<
were started on the west coast dur- Jackie Coogan had In "The Kid."
They are
ing the current week.
"Man's Game," with Katherine Mac"The Match Breaker," an origin.-)
Donald starred, directed by J. A. story by Meta White, will bo the
Barry and "Slippy McGee," an Oli- first Viola Dana plcturo producer)
ver Morosco production directed by under the new unit system at
Charles Ruggles. Wheeler Oakman Metro.
wlil have the lead in the latter.
Ethel Clavton Is due back to star'
The Peter B. Kyne story, "Kindred work on "H"r Own Money," a new
of the Dust," is to be the second comedy by Mark Swan.
production to be made on the west
coast by R. A. Walsh. At present
May McAvoy is to be added to tb<
the director is completing "Sere- list of Itealart stars next month
nade" at the Brunton lot.
when that organization celebrate*Marie Prevost In In New York its second birthday.
conferring with Carl Laemmle. She
has been slgrn d for a scrips of picGeorge D. Baker has arrived from
tures at the U.
the east and Joined the Mtftro fort*"
to start work on the first of a series
Kdward T.aernmle Is leaving U. of three special productions that b<
City for four weeks In the east.
Is to do for the company.
,

:
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May Ba

Punished' for
Contempt Otherwise.

Defendants

2.81

Newburger signed an order
week directing Earle Emlay

Justice

392

this

2.38
6.24

and Walter I* Johnson to testify
in a $25,000 damage and injunction suit begun by the Novograph
100.00 Film
$140,000
Total
or
be punCorporation,
In
ished for contempt of court.
hearings before William Allen, the
Going into statistics, Mr. Barber says the distributors collected $86,- referee In the matter, the two
#00,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920. He calculates that of the aforementioned
defendants
have
16,000 picture houses in the United States 80 per cent, are of the smaller consistently refused to answer cerCapacity of all film tain leading questions propounded
variety, charging from 11 to 17 cents admission.
houses is estimated at 6,400,000 and receipts at $2,000,000 a day.' The them.
books of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue indicate a total of
The Novograph is suing besides
receipts of $767,000,000 a year. The 10 per cent, admission tax amounted the two already named the Motion
entertainment
film
for
expenditure
capita
per
a
gives
This
to $76,733,647.
Picture Production Co. of America,
of $7.15 a year.
Earle R. Hopkins, Stereospeed ProMaximilian Vcith
Inc.,
ductions,
Pola Negri is a Jewess and was born in Vienna where she attracted and Erich Schlegel, to restrain them
Schwartz
Schwartz.
Paulette
was
name
Her
infringing
on the secret defrom
Max Rinehardt'a attention.
means black and so her stage name was easily thought out. The pic- vice governing the plalntifTs high
years
ago.
slow motion photography
speed,
tures in which she has been appearing here were made five
Rinehardt's production system is very simple and has been generally process.
Charles P. Watson, who Is presiadopted throughout Germany. He has a committee of experts. The man
in charge of camera work, for example, is supreme in his department. dent of the Novograph Film CorNo scene is shot if he doesn't want it 3hot. The same goes for the light- poration, in his affidavit states that
ing director and thi art director. Also before productions begin there prior to Dec. 13, 1918, Emlay was
are long rehearsals.
Every actor known his part and the whole story. part owner of a secret device on
Then there is a general gathering and Rinehardt reads the script aloud this high speed camera which
to his cast and asks suggestions and dissent from his interpretation. rights he sold on that date to Clara
to have them. In short, the O. Watson and who subsequently
Tba cast always has ideas. It is encouraged
...
Relasco idea in pictures.
assigned them to the plaintiff corporation. Watson states that MmThe question as to Ernest Lubitsoh's nationality seems to be settled with lay continued In the employ of the
met
Novograph following the sale of
the statement by Vera Gordons husband, who declares that he
LubitSCh recently In London and after conversing with him Lubitsch these rights, agreeing not to build
acknowledged that he is a Pole. Mr. Gordon declares that he spoke Polish or discloss the secret construction
which of this camera, but that July 26.
to him and in addition conversed in Russian, both languages of
Ills, he voluntarily lert the employ
Lubitsch is said to be a master. Naturally his German is also there.
M
The knowledge also comes from Mr. Gordon that the creator of I*SS- of the-xovograph and entered Into
Hion' and "Deception" is now at work on '•Richard III," holding in view an alliance with the other defendants 10 compete with the Novoafter the completion <>f "Lttcrezla P.orgia."
1

.

May

the Universal

and has been signed by William the

The Bureau of Explosives has Is*
business has outgrown private financing and cannot develop further
without banking co-operation,
sued a pamphlet containing new
'>••'•>
—
•'•
**'V
specifications and reqatremeid* for
Mr. Baker does not go Into the matter of practical ways and means the shipping of films. These are
by which bankers have imposed pretty harsh terms upon applicants from effective September 1 and embody
the film business for bank loans. That would make another interesting
over the present
list of the juicy premiums that improvements
story, but It remains to be written.
independent, producers have paid would make good reading. Another shipping cases from a standpoint
collateral
the
demanded
durability,
firs prevention and
by capital to secure loans, reaching of
subject is
up to triple the amount. The fees exacted by underwriting syndicates new locking devices.
The instructions are subdivided
also would make an absorbing study. The agreement for a new flotation under which one producer accepted about CO per cent, of the into classes, and in the -first, or
flotation price of an issue running Into eight figures and the under- class A, part of the instructions
"Riveted sheet iron or steel
writers took 40 per cent, for their end might serve as an excellent subject. read:
cases 1, Cases must be made of
Mr. Barber has this to say about the method of financing loans:
"Finance has been exceedingly difficult for the picture Industry. Few galvanized sheet iron or steel of not
loan committees have cared to submit to the bank examiner a loan for less than full 22 gauge, or, of 22
thousands of dollars against such security as a few thousand feet of gauge black iron or steel which
film. At least one method has been devised under which the producers must be Japanned, painted or galcan borrow from t h e banks and at reasonable rates a substantial por- vanised after completion of the
For single reel cases 24
tion of their financial requirements, I.e., by establishing a margin for cases.
their loan in the same manner as the borrower who pledges cotton, gauge Is permitted."
In Class B, "cases must be made
flour, automobiles or, in fact, any commodity.
"This may be accomplished through the producer paying out of his of steel not less than full 18 gauge.
own pocket the initial expenditures of a given production. A margin Shape must either be octagonal or
of 35 per cent, seems conservative in the picture business." Film men hexagonal, square or rectangular
In New York will chorus enthusiastically "80 per cent, is conservative." with right angle corners or with
rounded corners.
A circumferen"Contrary, perhaps, to the general belief, loans against motion pic- tial outside bead must be provided
on the body for contact with the
tures made by a well-known and experienced producer with a comin
mercial vogue offer a substantial degree of security as well as liquidity," bottom edge of the cover when
closed position; or in place of beadsold
the banker continues. "In many instances the picture to be made is
acting as
before it is produced, and often the distributor guarantees to the ing, drawing projection
producer his cost of production. Repayment of a motion picture loan reinforcement and projecting outless than 3-16 inch from
ward
not
the
the
entire
gross
receipts
due
is provided through the deposit of
producer fr.om any particular production with the bank which has the sides of the body may be profinanced the completion of the picture and the application of such vided."
In Class C, "cold drawn steel
proceeds to the loan until the bank's advances are paid with interest.
The average feature will return to the producer anywhere from $5,000 cases must be of one piece body,
cold
drawn from sheet steel with
to $15,000 a week following release, which after a few weeks gradually
not less than
declines. This return rapidly reduces the bank's loan, which is normally completed bodies of
repaid in from three to six months following actual release of the full 18 guage, and covers of not less
and . must be
than
gauge,
full
16
picture."
Japanned, painted or galvanized
after completion."
According to this authority, 30 per cent, of the ultimate gross returns
In Class D, "cases must be made
Of a given film are collected in the first two months; 25 per cent, more in
of sheet steel of not less than full 20
the following three months, and 90 per cent, in the first year. The gauge, and shape must be square
earning power is completed in the first four months of the second year,
with rounded corners, must be lined
this calculation disregarding foreign rights sales.
throughout with hard flreboard at
least % inch thick, complying with
A tabulation is given to show the distribution of costs of a typiear fea- paragraph 54, 'herein,' and securely
ture:
held in place."
In the cases of other types of -conSALARIES, WAGES, ETC.
*
baggage
specifying
P, C. tainers, and
15.33 trunks, the Bureau of Explosives de$21,462
Directors and staff
18.73 clares that the same may be used
26,224
Acting personnel (including extras)
7.90 to transport films and projecting
11,069
Administrative (office and executives)
19.04 apparatus for educational and dem26,656
Mechanics, electricians, carpenters, laborers, etc
conpurposes when
onstrating
specifica61.00 structed under certain
$85.41*
Total
•

left

after the conclusion of her contract,
under which she made five pictures,

Requirements.

in

..

May Allison, whose contract with
Metro expires July 1, is not to return to the six. iking stage, as originally announced, but is to remain
here to continue picture work und< r

Hiram Abrams Is here conferrlnv
with Doug. Fairbanks, Miry Pi' k
ford and Charles Chaplin.

another management.

to be married shortly, .as are
Priscllla Bonner of Vltagraph
Allen Weyman, the director.

Pi^k-

Th«' reports that the afar?
and infringe on their, procare to bo moved to San
Johnson
& Hopkins are fordin.studios
The
iseo were denied here.
with agreeing to market original story was printed as an in1

grapti

s.
Two features were taken ff at the Stanley, New York, last week b> tinbouse manager. A. Benk.
The first was "{Jul of the Darkness.' an cha
"Bachelor
tn:
!!..
of tii" Btpreoajieed ProThe second was
irst National.
English feature sponsored bj
and Schleg.-l and
Inc.,
A representative .f that corporation ductions
Apartments." re.ut.sc'd b.\ Merit.
\.
with having constructed an
ask, (i why.
Km
und< r
not.
camera
"•
had
utal
im
Kp<
The rrnrfa rUutlvo
•Have you seen
Ife'jik moiled.
«•'"
.(

«

!.

I

ii

•

«

.

I

1

mvv with Alfred Qreen, who codlrectod Miss Pickfofd'a latest picture with her brother J;ick. Gre. n
denies r,»viii_; given the interview.

Mima

Lisa and Wallace Beery arr
al*>»

and

Andy Brannigsn, formerly o'
& King, m?rcharr
Brannlgan
tailors, Is now connected with th«
Finchley Ktor»« for men on We«
46th Street.

1

1

,,
1:. :,
Hampton rf Pin r" was »o*d otiti taut
A report asserting
Nation il i.\ Marshall Neilan for $200,000 Is denied by the former.
Thn explanation w
mad? that the arrangement between Neilan and
first National regarding llits feature is on a sharing basis.

to Kirst

I

npervision, similar lo ih»
lay'n
eon tie •! by tiic Novom.ipb.

The

fendanta

•!'
;

»

(ornej s

>:

11

iharge*

.through
enii ki

ih<
ii<
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rail:

Robert Bradbury lias re-signed
Robert Hunter has BUCC#t4Mi t<
With Cyrus Williams to direct the the post of assistant manager o'
s.-eund scries of Tom Santschi twoin
sddilion will ron- ,,n " Orestipoint, held by the lal
roeiers,
M 01 urn miii }:<.), Bradbury 1*"" CsHan*

wA

i
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MUSIC PLAYING TAX
UP AT CONVENTION

"WHAT PUBLIC WANTS -PRO

AND CON AT 1ST NATL MEET

May

13, 1921

HANDBOOK ON PICTURE CONTROL
WITH MODEL ORDINANCE ISSUED

Theatre Owners at Washington Going Into Matter.

#

t

.

.

.

Convention to Take Up Question and Air It Thoroughly 'Directors, to. .Be Told to Cut Expense
Acting Merit to Be Improved.

—

In advance of
la

New York

cluding

its

its sales

convention

by First National, inbrancn managers and

PICTURE ENGINEERS

Washington,

Mar

11*

Decisive against the present "unjust system" of taxing the theatre
owners for playing any music written by members of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, will be taken up by the
officers and executive committeemen of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, when it con-

venes at the Hotel Washington,
executives, beginning Monday next
May 17. The subject will be gone
and continuing through Thursday,
into
fully, and plans laid for decicomes the information from official
sive national action in an endeavor
sources that an economic and in- Plan
to Standardize Picture to relieve the exhibitor of what the
will
future
the
for
layout
dustrial
M. P. T. O. regards as "unjust and
be the sense of the meeting. Across Making and Laboratory Work. very burdensome
taxation."
the table will be flred arguments as
The battle against the demand
be
to what kind of pictures will
Washington,
D.
some
C, May 11.
of
of the music publishers
essential in feeding the public in
The picture engineers opened the and composers Is already under way
theatres chained In the United
12th convention here at the Raleigh In at least three States.
circuit.
Nationals
First
States by
The Kansas State Exhibitors has
hitherto hotel Monday, and will continue in
It was hinted that the
session through Thursday. The pro- instructed its general counsel to
unfulfilled demand upon directors
gram
Includes plans for further Im- defend several actions now pending
will
cost
production
cut
they
that
In standardizing picture against the members of the organnow be laid down to them as law. provements
making and laboratory work.
ization. Another test case is being
Directors hereafter operating and
H. A. Campe, president of the prepared by the M. P. T. O. of Mismaking pictures for the First Na•
body,
officiating,
souri.
designated as "The
tional will be forced to cut producSociety of Motion Picture EngiWorking In conjunction with the
tion cost to a minimum.
"Production cost has got to be neers," presides. Meetings will also M. P. T. O. is the United Theatribe held at the Bureau of Standards, cal Protective League, which has
cut and directors have to learn how
where all of the government tests also launched a campaign to secure
to do it." declared this official with
a certain emphasis. "They have to are made and at the national mu- a repeal of the music tax.
Another angle which concerns
put less money am' more brains in seum of the Department of the Inthe preaent conference here is the
The pressure now terior
their pictures.
Monday's session was given over formulating of a national legislafrom all sides is stronger than it
was. Conditions in other branches to the usual opening ceremonies tive program during the present
after
which L. A. Jones read a paper session of Congress. This legislatoward
point
field
of the amusement
the same thing and why should it on "Transmission of Tinted Pic- tion which it seeks will be in the
ture
Film,"
following which H. D. form of more equitable and unibe less in the pictorial field?
•'The tendency of producing noth- Hubbard delivered a short address. form contract laws, and moderation
Papers read by C. Francis Jen- or elimination of the present heavy
ing but program features will have
to be eliminated, too, and the money kins, past President of the society taxation system, with special refwhose
subject will be "Continuous erence to the five per cent, film renproduction
the
on
applied
usually
Picture
Projection"
and tal tax.
cost for program pictures will have Motion
Harry
Levey,
of New York who will
Among other important reports
to suffice for specials."
Amplifying on the "specials," this lecture on Industrial Mechano- that will be rendered at this conOthers who will discuss vention will be those of the comofficial went on to say that there graphs."
would be an insistence on elimi- various technical subjects are C. A. mittees on exhibitor-producer reB.
Halverson,
of Lynn, Mass.; F. H. lations, laws and legislation, busiparalike
such
and
sets
nating
relations,
and ways and
phernalia that had no relation to in- Richardson, J. L. Spear, Carl L. ness
Gregory,
R.
J.
Bray and Charles P. means.
cident in pictures. In view of the
Watson,
all
of
New
York;
Dr.
W.
up"
"fed
being
public's
American
Mcbbe, for "Buster"
on such mediums .merely for the R. Mott, of Cleveland: L. E. DavidBefore
Buster Xeaton
leaves
son, of Buffalo, and F. E. Ives, of
spectacular.
New York for the Coast, within
Pointing to two features that had New York.
the
next
days,
10
he
may
return
been produced at an expense not
with Mrs. Buster Keaton, now Natexceeding $30,000 each ("The Kid"
EXHIBITORS
alie Talmadge.
Their engagement
Hills"), he declared

and "Over

the
superior they were in drawing
power, and how as examples they
minimized pretention in sets, etc.
The response by American audiences to European pictures has also
made a deep impression on the executives of First National and another phase of the meeting will deal
with the improvement of histrionic
merit in the art of American productions.
This is their first convention since
1919, when the franchise holders and
branch managers foregathered for
a week. For several months past
the independent producing units
distributing through Associated First

CONDEMN

was announced some months ago.

Minneapolis Board of Trade Trying
to Adjust Local Conditions.
Minneapolis,

May

ITS
11.

The Minneapolis Film Board

Trade passed a resolution at its last
meeting here condemning the practice of exhibitors in the state

been sent to the exchange where
special research work has been done
NATL'S. 5TH MEETING
by each organization in preparing
resumes of conditions in their ter- Annual Gathering June 6 at Head-

Haines, Cinclnriati; J. F. Cubberly,
Minneapolis; H. J. Fitzgerald. Mil-

waukee; E. C. Rhoden and S. W.
Katch, Kansas City; S. S. Schwarz,
Des Moines; H. M. Weinberg, Qmafea; W. J. Heenan. Philadelphia; S.
T. Edwards, San Francisco; L. E.
John; A. CJorman,
Tillman,
St.
Montreal; W. J. Drummond, Toronto; F. Brown, Indianapolis; S. J.
Baker, St. Louis; C. E. IVachem,
Atlanta; F. P. Bryan. Charlotte;
C. H. IVldman, Tortland; L. O. Lukan, Seattle; A. M. Fabian, New
Jersey; J. Skirboll, Pittsburgh; H.

GEN. MGR.

Irving Thallberg Reported in Pros-

pect for Position

who

book pictures and are unable to fulfill
their contracts by refusing to
play pictures because of being over-

ritories.

NEW

of

stocked.
The action was taken as a result
of numerous complaints which were
received by the grievance Committee.
It is intended by the board to
National have been forwarding data do everything to bring about an
adjustment
between exchange men
to the main office regarding information deemed desirable as produc. and exhibitors guilty of breach of
tion guides, and in turn these have contract.

Confidential reports from theatres
ft.j
to the kind of productions that
have been the most successful as
well as those indicated as likely to
be the most successful in the future
have been obtained as well as the
box office value of stars, directors,
etc., who are releasing through it.
The future production policy
which is anticipated tc be indicated
*>y these reports will be a possible
guide for the kind of stories which
probably will be the most successful, and the scope of the production
as well as the casting will be indicated to a certain extent.
Eight business sessions Will be
held, two on each day of the convention.
Among the exchange managers
who will attend are R. II. Clark,
New York; E. J. Hayes, Buffalo;
R. C. Seery. Chicago; T. B. Spry,
Boston; M. K. Keleher, New Haven;
W. E. Lusk, Cleveland; R. H.

—

to

Los Angeles, May

11.

Irving Thallberg, general manager of Unlversal's west coast
studio, leaves for New York next
week. It is understood while in the
East his marriage with Carl Laemmle's daughter will take place.
Immediately after the ceremony
it is reported he will assume general charge of the Universal company.

LOST FILMS
One

in

quarters.

New

IN

POST OFFICE

—

Am. Ex.
Hss Two.

Orleans

N. Y.,

Co.,

Tho fifth annual meeting of the
New Orleans, May 11.
National Association will be held
The Post Offlco Department here
on Monday, Juno 6, at its head- is holding a film entitled "Pocohonquarters, following a decision by tas and Capt. John Smith," found
the association's executive commit- loose in the malls since April 14.
tee May 4, at which authorization It will be sold at the auction of unwas also given for the calling of claimed goods unless the owner apannual meetings of its several plies for it previously.
branches, including the producers,
distributors, supply and equipment
The American Railway Express,
and general divisions.
No. 51 Broadway, reports it is holdThey will meet prior to June 6 ing In Philadelphia two films enand nominate directors who will be titled. "Italy. Sons of the Seas,"
voted upon at annual meeting of and "American Junior."
the entire association.
Jt .Sh exr
As ^uatnmory if unclaimed within
pected the newly elected Board of a reasonable time, they will be sold
Directors will immediately convene at auction by the express company.
for

the election of officers for the

ensuing year.

KESSEL-BAUMANN SUITS
LOUIS R. HARRISON DIES

Know

of Objectionable Advertising.

EIGHT MORE HOUSES

MEET AT CAPITOL

»

how

National Board of Review Embodies Findings of
State Conference of Mayors in Pamphlet Want*

ON COAST FOR

T.

&

D.

The National Board of Reviewhas Issued a "Handbodk on the Reg*
ulation of Motion Pictures," include

ing two model ordinances.
These
to the regulation of films
themselves and to the regulation
One Closed at $150,000— 1st of picture advertising. Other
matters dealt with constructively are
Natl Franchises Involved.
the problem pictures with respect
to young people and the principle
Los Angeles, May 11.
of legalized censorship.
The pamphlet is based on the reTurner & Dahnken of San Francisco have practically closed a deal port of the Special Committee of the
New
York State Conference of
to take over eight picture houses
Mayors and other city officials which
in this territory.
Four are in Pas- made an investigation into the subadena, three in Los Angeles, and ject of picture regulation.
This
one in Glendale. The houses are committee reported that the most
Jensen's Pasadena and Raymond, promising plan of regulation was
the Strand owned by J. If. Root, one involving co-operation with the
and the Florence owned by David National Board of Review. The findSchuhmann all in Pasadena; the ings of its investigation of that orAlvarado, the DeLuxe, the Thea- ganization are included.
torium in Los Angeles, and the PalThe National Board has invited
ace Grand in Glendale.
city officials to report to it cases
Henry Jensen, owner of four of of objectionable advertising.
Its
the houses, stated the deal was In method of dealing with such cases
negotiation while J. M. Root ad- is explained in a letter recently sent
mitted having closed for his house, to the mayors of principal cities
the price being $150,000.
throughout the United States, which
Turner & Dahnken are the hold- in part, reads as follows:
ers of the First National franchise
"The Associated Motion Picture
in San Francisco, while Gore Pros, Advertisers, which is composed of
and Sol Lessor hold it for tins ter- the heads of the publicity departWhether there will be an ments of all the leading motion picritory.
arrangement between the two or a ture companies, appointed some
clash of booking interests is not time ago a committee to co-operate
definitely clear as yet.
with the National Board of Review
in maintaining a high standard in
motion picture advertising.
The
activities of the committee, while unA FIND
official, -exert a great deal of influ"Blonde Heavy" Rare in Coast ence on the character of advertising used by the companies repreStudios Test Satisfactory.
senting the association.
In addition, the association is solicitous,
Los Angeles, May 11.
Edna Altemus is hailed as the that their efforts for clean advertis"find" of the year in Los Angeles ing be not offset by the overzealousShe arrived here ness either of advertising directors
picture circles.
about three weeks ago. unheralded not members of the association or of
and practically unheard of as far exhibitors who prepare their own
as the picture studios were con- advertising matter.
"The purpose of this letter is
cerned.
A test was taken at the
Fox West Coast studios and as soon merely that you bring to the atplaced
under
tention
screened
she
was
as
of the National Board of Recontract to play In a current fea- view any cases of what you would
consider objectionable motion picture.
The underground that works In ture advertising which may appear
the studios got to work and the In the press of your city. We would
word of the "find" was grapevined then be glad to conduct an InvestiBids started gation, and where the facts wararound the colony.
coming from every direction and ranted it would be made a subject
one company is trying to tie her of discussion with result through the
up under contract for a series of committee on co-operation."
productions. Miss Altemus is that
rarity, a blonde heavy, and they are
INVESTIGATION
few and far between.
Before coming to the coast, Miss
Paris, April 20.
Altemus was in stock in the east
Paul Jacob, aged 29 years, comand in musical comedy. In private mercial agent, and brother-in-law
life she is the wife of Harry Bailey,
of Andre Himmel, has been arrested.
who recently resigned as touring During the voyage of Himmel in the
manager of the "Greenwich Village United States to organize the
Follies" and has settled In Los Franco-American Cinema CorporaAngeles.
tion
(capital $100,000,000), Jacob
withdrew from the Equitable Trust
Co. in Paris certain funds deposited
"DECEPTION" TITLE CLAIMED as forming the advance made by M.
Ben Barnett, claiming ownership Rivory of about 1,000,000 francs.
of the title "Deception," which is The examining judge called Jacob
the name of an imported film now to his chambers some days ago for
in its fourth week at the Rivoli, an explanation,
but the witness
has placed the mattef with his at- failed to appear. A warrant for his
torney, Fredireck Goldsmith.
Bar- arrest was then issued, and he is
nett wrote an act called "Decep- now detained at the Prison de la
tion" which he copywrighted in Sante for complicity in the use of
1917, and which was produced in false documents, coupled with the
1917. Whether a prior right existed charge of swindling. He is accused
is to be determined.
The claim is of having appropriated a part of
further based on the fact that the the money withdrawn
from the
"Deception" title was given the American bank in Paris.
picture after it was brought to this
M. Deloncle, the attorney who accountry. The picture was purchased compa.nled HilPtae] to. New York,
by Adolph Zukor. and is heing re- acknowledges having been paid fees
leased through Paramount.
for legal advice, and declares he remarked nothing that raised his suspicions the affair was not genuine
PICKFORD RESERVATION.
throughout. He has been called as
Los Angeles, May 11.
a witness and gave this explanation
Mary Pickford has made a future to the examining magistrate last
reservation at St. Vincents Hosweek.
pital, according to a nurse there.
The date, however, is a secret and
Miller's Suit Against A. P.
at the Pickford studio it is denied,
with the statement that she started
Los Angeles, May 11*
work on "Lord Fauntleroy" today,
Samuel Miller is the plaintiff in
and it will keep her busy until an action against the Associated
August.
Producers, Inc., to recover $"> 127 on
a claim assigned to him by Nathan
relate

EONA ALTEMUS

—

'

THE HIMMEL

of the Kessel &
Louis Reeves Harrison, for 10 Baumann interests has culminated
in
a
series
lawsuits,
two actions
of
years editor of the Moving Picture
World, and identified with tho pic- having been filed in the Supreme
ture industry in various capacities Court this week.
In the first suit Adam and Charles
for twice that length of time, died
Kessel are suing as directors of the
May 8, aged 63.
Kessel -Baumann Picture CorporScott. Detroit; W. F. Callaway, Dal- ation to compel Baumann to return
treasury certain monies
the
las
D. Bershon, Los Angeles; J. P. to
Anderson, Washington; S. J. Cofff- claimed to have been paid to deof New York for services.
TARKINGT0N WITH GENTRY. Burkan
land, Vancouver; W. M. Mitchell, fendant's wife.
The Associated, and Thos. H.
Another suit is against Baumanti
Calgary; P. Rloom, Winnipeg; L. I.
Booth Tarkington has not only Imco. Allan IHvan. Mack Bennett.,
Goldberg, Louh'.llle; J. H. Ashby, brought on behalf of a number of written "The American" as a screen Maurice Totirneur and
Marshall
Denver; L. L. Hall, Salt Lake City; the stockholders in the corporation vehicle for the use of Gladys Gentry, Xeilan as individuals are named as
C. J. Briant, New Orleans, and Jack with affidavits and countercharges hot will assist her in transferring the defendants.

Brainard,

Oklahoma

Citp.

The separation

galore

it

to the screen.

Philip

Cohen

is

acting for Miller

MOTION PICTURE DEPARTMENT—PAGES
Hay

Friday,

47

PICTURES

13, 1921
t.

TO

41
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17

RIOT OVER

GERMAN FEATURE PICTURE;
CABINET OF CALIGARI" EGGED ON COAST

Mob Assemble — Demonstration Inspired by
American Legion— "Passion" Next—Police Helpless—Goldwyn Explaii
lams.

[Withdrawn from Miller After

Los Angeles,

May

,

War

held an encampment and
passed a resolution against the Invasion of German films, pledging
themselves to support the work of

11.

of the American Legion fired the first gun. It
organized a parade with the assistance of the local members of the
Motion Picture Directors Association and marched through the streets
to Miller's Theatre where Goldwyn 's
offering of "The Cabinet of Dr. Callgari" was scheduled to open at a

matinee performance.
The
demonstration
continued
throughout the afternoon.
The
legionaires were augmented by hundreds of sailors from the Pacific
2,000

citizens

Fred

Miller,

who

manager

the

revised

A

Griffith's

He was

clad in ailk hat,

Ten

—

\

J

•
'

Refuses to Talk About Reported Film Amalgamation
Bought German Features to Clear Way for
Negri Kaufman to Remain Abroad.

—

tion pictures," with offices in New
York, London and Paris, has been
dissolved. The dissolution was an-

—

Week.
London, May 11.
Besides Guy Croswell Smith, the
Adolph Zukor will sail for home
board of directors consisted of J. J.
He deMay
14 on the Aquitania.
McCarthy, Theodore Mitchell and
clined to enter into any discussion
George Bowles, who had ch irge of
on the possibiity of an amalgamathe Taris office.
Chiefly the contion of American film interests, or

cern marketed D. W. Griffith's feaeven that he had been approached
tures in Europe, some of Its sales
on the subject.*
including "Hearts of the World."
Al Kaufman, who has been in
Brokrn Blossoms." and one or two|
T-ondon ff>r Beveral w ,,,. k s, probably

Europe.
Jackie Coogan

They are
koy

dolls

•tort.

Boy Dolts

selling Jackie Coogan
in a local department

GOLDWYN CUTTING DOWN
Three Directors Likely
maining on Lot.

But

Re-

Los Angeles, May 11.
Victor Schertxinger and Clarence
Badger, two Goldwyn directors, are
completing their contracts at the
Culver City studios at present and
the indications are that there will
be no renewals of agreement be*
tween them and the producers.
Wallace Wordsley, a third Goldwyn
director, has been "loaned" by the
organization to the Katberine MacDonald
Co.,
and
will
direct
"Peachle," the next American Beauty,
production.
This
leaves Reginald
Barker,
Frank Lloyd and E. Mason Hopper
on the working list at Goldwyn.
This cutting down on the direct
torlal staff is taken as an indication that the rumors regarding the
Goldwyn slowing down production
here to permit of the marketing of
German productions lately secured

in

Cleve-

series of film thefts.
Films there Incidentally, Is making his first trip
were stolen from delivery wagons. to Europe since the war and will
The clue which led to the arrests resume his famous but unexploited
was furnished by Clyde Eekhart, motoring trips through Southern
manager of the Fox exchange. He France and Italy.

a theatre owner of St.
was showing a Fox picture, "The Skywayman," although
the management had no contract
with the film distributors. It was
reported

Ann,

4

nounced at the beginning of the

In

said.

EXPLAINING BIG GERMAN BUY

Smith, Ltd., a concern engaged in the "distribution in
all countries of the world's best mo-

Associated with Griffith, and with.

he

all,"

abroad were correct.
The meeting of the sales organiland Indicted*
zation of Goldwyn opened Monday
of this week.
The convention will
continue
throughout
the
week.
Cleveland, May 11.
usually carried a large sum of Samuel Goldwyn and P. J, Godsol
The Indictment of Julius Watt money on his person. As watch- are here for the conference with
man, Watt was in complete con- the exchange heads.
following an arrest on a charge of
fidence of the exchanges. After one
having stolen prints of the United
o'clock in Jhe morning he waa in
Arthur F. Stratter, for a year. wit hi
Artists' production, "The Mark of
had Goldwyn writing continuity, quit
Znrrn," and 1'niversal's "Beautifully sole charge of the building and
keys
Believing today and will fi«6 laiice.
to each exchange.
Trimmed," is the solution to what
inside Job,
appears to be the nucleus of film the film thefts were an
Hawkins trailed Watt and the latthefts that have occurred in the
ter waa arrested In his automobile STARS REPORTED LEAVING
past two years in Cleveland film
as he was about to ship "The
exchanges.
May Allison, Pearl White and WiU
W. C. Hawkins, a special repre- Mark of Zorro" and "Beautifully
liam Farnum.
Trimmed.'' His Indictment quickly
sentatlve or investigator for the
followed. During the investigation
National Association, made the arIt Is understood the next star who)
alleged Watt gave assurHawkins
information
that
rest
following
will follow in the footseps of NaziWatt, alias Jimmie Flannigan, was ance that "Passion." "The Kid" and mova by leaving Metro will be May
other features could be delivered.
the night watchman in the CleveAllison, despite that her contract
land Exchange Film Building and
with them was optional to run for
As a result of the Cleveland theft
owned an automobile.
He also
another year.
learned that Watt was a frequent a dragnet for film thieves is now
In the Fox studio there Is quite
crap games and being drawn through the country, a good deal of talk about Pearl
participant
in
10 arrests having been made In four
White's future resignation, although
big cities, a large number of stolen
It can't be confirmed, while William
films having been recovered and
Farnum is acknowledged as going
clues have developed that are exback to the stage. That may not
pected to lead to the arrest of a
happen for some time, since he Is
number
of
professional
print
due to meet George C. Tyler in Italy
burglars.
In the summer, where they will also
In Chicago last week the arrest
and conviction of John Mikolina be Joined by one of the owners of
and John Ferns put a stop to a long the Chicago Tribune. Mr. Tyler,

Guy Croswell

the revival of the "Birth of a Nation" and the bookings of "Way
Lown East," the principals found it
incompatible to handle outside business at the same lime. Smith sailed
last Saturday for Paris, win re he
Will represent the United Artists, and
McCarthy and Mitchell will continue
to h.-.ndle the Griffith features in
this country.
Bowles will remain

and Sen-

Watchman

exhibitors
irrespective
of
their
merit, according to Harry Uowson,
a British film dealer and a recent
arrival in this country from London.
His opinion on how British exhibitors stood on the question of
German imports, was likened to
a national antipathy that had not
removed itself since the beginning
of the war.
"They haven't a chance, nor will
they have for years to come, if at

ZUKOR SCOFFS AT TRUST TALK,

Home-

They also had mad« an(3
distributed the "Man o' War" Picture, a picture in which the cham
Pion race horse broke the world's
record in a match race in Canada.

'

—Conviction

Expresses

Opinion.

.

'

Films.

•Wet*

Farls, April SO.
again in Paris,

from London by

She traveled in the
front of the machine, seated behind
the pilot, although it was raining
the entire voyage.
She confessed
having been tempted to ask the pilot
to alight that she could seek shelter.
She felt the bad effects of the
journey, and on arrival at the Hotel
Majestic, wnere she is staying, was

Arrests in Four Cities
tence in Chicago Night

is to play.
Pressure is being
brought to bear on exhibitors, to
cancel under threat of a demonstra-

sion

SMITH, LTD., DISSOLVES
Handled

yesterday.

American Legion is now checking
up advance billing on all local
neighborhood theatres where "Pas-

tion against their house.
F. *J. Godscl, at Goldwyn, issued
a denial that his firm had purchased
any German-made pictures following the riot at Miller's.
He stated
that "The Cabinet of Dr. Callgari"
was released by his eotap: ny ca a
the corporate limits.
percentage basis.
It was, learned
the picture is
A parade of protest against the really the property of Ben Blumenshowing of German -made films in thal who, with Sam Rachman, was
this country was held in Hollywood supposed to be an ally of Famous
last Saturday.
The turnout was Players.
under the auspices of the Holly- • It is further reported here Zukor
wood Post of the American Legion has broken the connection between
and received the support of the his company, Famous Players, and
posts in the surrounding towns.
the U. F. A.
At Long Beach during the week
the U nited Veterans of the Spanish

Guy Croswell Smith Goes

11.

morning coat and knee-length draw-

.

presentation

crowded house resulted.
Miller now says that his two
houses, the Miller and the California
will not play any German films in
the future.
"Deception," booked for the Grauman house, is promised a like reception in the event the booking is
not cancelled.
The Venice City Council is about
to pass a law requiring a special
license costing $500 nightly for the
showing of any German film within

Los Angeles, May

Charlie
Chaplin 'was severely
burned while making "Vanity Fair"

active campaign against the showing of the German pictures and the
chances are that some action will
be directed against a picture that
is to be shown here within the next
ten days.
The advertising bill at the Miller
for the feature was $2,800.
T^he

production "The Money Changers"
and the Hollywood Post marshal! addressed the crowd exonerating Miller
and asking the support of those in
for

Blow Torch Scorches Hit Legs— Off
aeroplane.
a Week.

Is

RECEIVES IMPETUS AT START

of

house, made arrangements to
substitute the Benjamin I). Hampton

the

front

Pearl White

having returned

CAMPAIGN AGAINST FILM THIEVES

helped lay down a barrage in front
of the house.
Finally,

from London to

ers, having discarded the old shoes,
derby and cane for the picture. In
one scene he is supposed to back almost exhausted.
barred unless American productions
In a short interview, she explained
into a blow torch in the hands of
in like proportion* were permitted
the trip and frankly acknowledged
plumber.
a
into Germany.
Asbestos sheets were used to pro- she had felt the thrill of her life
Robert Brunton crashed in for
tect the spots where the flames when the machine, in which she
space on the question of Import
were to hit, but the clothes became was passenger, missed another aeroduty, while Marion Fairfax, Bernie
ignited and his legs were burned. plane by a few feet.
Fineman, Lois Weber and others
Edna Purviance rushed to his resWhen Pearl landed from the
all got their share of the publicity.
cue and covered him with her cloak, plane, which brought her from EngIf the directors and the prosmothering the flames.
land, she was
in
an aviatrice's
ducers who have purchased German
It will be a week before Chaplin costume, reviving memories of her
films clash, it is understood that
can resume.
image
on the screen.
another producing organization in
the field which has not taken part
in the importing, and which has a
world-wide distributing organization,
will undertake to give the
directors an outlet for independently made productions through its
exchanges.
The "Los Angeles Examiner," the
Hearst paper, has undertaken an

was withdrawn.
The Hollywood Post

and some

CHAPLIN BADLY BURNED

that foreign productions should be

while the police could not cope with
Finally the picture
local rioters.

fleet

Effects

Paris Flight

*_

Wild rioting marked the demonGerman -made Alms
here
by the American
ptartcd
the American Legion In combating
Legion.
the menace.
Locally the German film agitation
For the showing at Miller's of
rThe Cabinet of Dr. Callgari" a has given the producers who have
purchased films abroad a chance to
mob assembled, rotten eggs were step Into the limelight.
Hiram
thrown profusely and the naval Abrams of the United Artists manprovost guard was unable to deal aged to get away with a half colwith blue jackets from the fleet umn on the question. He stated
stration against

Bad

British Film Dealer

There Is a marked antipathy
toward German pictures by British

PEARL WHITE'S FRIGHT
Felt

GERMAN PICTURES HAVE
NO CHANCE IN ENGLAND

CAPITOL'S LOCAL FILM
Washington Contributes Local and
Prominent Talent.
Washington, May 11.
The Washington Post is conducting

a

picture

contest.

Selections

subsequently learned that the St.
Ann exhibitor had rented the picture from John Ferns, who was a
former resident of St. Ann. but had
moved to Chicago. In the cellar of
Ferns* home was found a large
amount of stolen film Which he said
ho had bought from John Mikolina.
In court M'Ikol;7ifi'ri?«a(l'.d galJty to
grand larceny and was sentence

have been made from Washington's
;\v ;il remain hrre/brcc more assumaspirants for the movies and" tfie
manager
for
for
studio
tho dutk s C f
,;
actual work is now being done on
the British Famcus-Lasky Corp. filming a picture. P« story will have to three months In the House of
who went to do with the history of the na- Correction. Ferns pleaded guilty to
McAlarney,
Robert
abroad to take charge of produc- tion's capitol as well as current receiving stolen goods and was
fined $i'50 and COStS.
tion, is expected to return after happenings.
The following films were recovAll. the prominent business men
getting things in running order.
which
are appearing in It and the whole ered at the time the arrests wer<
Of the 129 German pictures
Zukor is reported to have purchased thing is causing considerable In- made:
Bathe News, No. 1 7 S and a reel
It is being produced by the
for America, there are from 25 to terest.
•10 Which arc ordinary program fea"Hudris" Company of New York with no number; Chester Outing,
I.ov<\ 7 reels,
tures made during the war and of with Walter Stein er doing the di- Air Lock, No. 1354
no special value, but which the recting. Bookings have been made Associated Players; Message of the
Honor
of the Range, You Tell
president of Famous Players was for two weeks at Moore's Garden Cuff,
anxious to remove from the market theatre beginning May 22, the pro- 'Em Lions, Where Is My Dog?:
1-2
Pt.
so they would not interfere with ceeds from which are to go to the Paths News. No. 2308;
Xo.
4430;
Victory,
the exploitation on a large scale of Woman's Welfare Association of the Universal,
Screen
Proof,
Mag,
Burglar
operate
a
hospital
who
District,
contract
Pola Negri, who is under
On the 'letting Acquainted, Call a Tail;
to Famous to make pictures in here for working women.
America, under the direction of afternoon of May 10. Mrs. Harding, International News, Do Husbands
Deprive,
bit In
did
her
Bkywayman i-^-'J The
wifo
the
of
President
Em*t Lubltsch, the German pro,

COUNTER DIVORCE SUITS

111.,

<l

,

Mason Hopper and
Mason Fighting for

E,

Low Angeles,

Ruth

E.

Child.

May

11.

Mason

Hopper, director for
Goldwyn, and his wife, Ruth H.
Mason, are the principals In counter
E.

actions for divorce. P>oth are fight-*
Ing for the custody of their offspring.

The

-wife trat-fevew

awarded

|3oo-

monthly alimony pending the hearing of the ca«e, and the child has
been placed with a governess, with
the parents allottd certain days to

'

\

isit it.

j

f•

—

ducer

the picture.

I'nCcrstud/,

,

Helen Darling Seeking Divorce.
J. oh

Angeles,

May

11.

Helen Darling, who was featured
a numb' r of Christie comedies,
is
seeking a divorce from John

in

Darling

of

Ban Francisco.

were married several years
.to in

i

and Miss Darling came
•

to enter

.Anna

Q.

Bergen fjord
•

earh

m

They
;igo.

1919 the couple M*parat*d

hei

pl<

to

Lqs An*

turea

Nillson

sailed

on

the

this week for Sweden
folks.
She tt»ll return

Jiu,.

•

-
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HAVE GONE INTO BUSINESS FOR MYSELF AND I
WANT TO MAKE MONEY. NOW THE ONLY WAY
I CAN
MAKE GOOD IS BY DELIVERING TO YOU
I

LET

ME HANDLE YOUR BOOKINGS FOR NEXT
SEASON

NO PROMISES BUT ACTION
A SEASON'S WORK
In

The Middle West

t

No

-.

-

Lay-Offs,

.

.

.

»,

*

•

-

..

No Big Jumps, Not So Big That
You My Personal Attention

NCY

i\ \n

—

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH W.

V.

M. A.

.

.

1607-1608 Masonic Temple,
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•
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B. F.
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TARS TOUR AGAINST EQUITY
ALLEN OF KANSAS! ALL

PITTSBURGH SAFETY DIRECTOR
ISSUES 18-DEGREE BLACKLIST

—

AGAINST GERMAN MADE FILMS

'

FEATURED

Bans Everything from Shimmy to Objectionable pjj e|j|y Show *at New
Language Most Complete Censoring Yet DeAmsterdam will Hear
creed for Speaking Theatre Cites Complaints.
Address by Governor
Plans to Troupe with
Pittsburgh, May 18.
Telling Country
Them
KANSAS NOW BUSY

—

HOLLYWOOD NOW LINING UP

'" c

^

***

American Legion, Organizations of All

—

Opposition
Independent
Follow Suit Godsol's Statement.
Uniting

—

—

Alberdice took
tip bis new duties as Director of
Public Safety here, he issued the
most stringent set of regulations to
the managers of the various theatres
The
in the history of the city.
things banned compflse one of the
sent
ever
blacklists
most complete
out to the local houses, with a view
to putting the lid on everything

Soon after R.

J.

BARRING CARNIVALS
Ottawa, a College Town,
Leads the Way.

SUMMER PICTURES

About "Equity Shop"—
IN N. Y. HIPPODROME
Audiences to Hear How
Famous Stars Would Mammoth Orchestra Extra
Be Barred by A. E. A.
Hunt Film
Attraction
Those Appearing.

—

—

The New York Hippodrome

Kansas City, May 18.
The City Commissioners of Ot-

is

to

have a summer of pictures. Charles
Dillingham has made up his mind
from "shimmy-dancers" down to tawa, Kansas, a college town, near
to it. Mr. Dillingham is looking for
(Continued on page 2.)
here have adopted a resolution
the first feature film to open the
banning carnival companies from
house with.
exhibiting in the city. The action
The experiment is to be for the
CLOSING "FROLIC."
was taken in the Interest of commuThe Actors' Fidelity League is to hot weather season only. It will not
nity morals, was the announcement give a show at the New Amsterinterfere
with concert engagements
Notice Given by Ziegfeld for Roof of Mayor Pleasant.
dam Sunday night, June 5, which
Show.
The question of allowing this will present" the full roster of Fidel- at the Hip, already booked.
orchestra is to be an
A
mammoth
class of attractions to exhibit is ity stars. Among those now pledged
Notice of two weeks* closing was being seriously considered by the to appear are Mrs. Fiske, David additional feature. The Hip manposted on the Amsterdam Roof Sat- officials of many Kansas and Mis- Warfleld, George M. Cohan, Laura agement would have secured Sousa's
Band had not the band's summer
urday night by Flo Ziegfeld, mark- souri towns and cities and the ac- Hope Crews,
Anglin,
Margaret
ing the ending of the present "Mid- tion of the Ottawa officials will un- Henry Miller, Holbrook Bllnn, Mtfy engagements prevented.
In previous summers the stage
Sight Frolic" there.
doubtedly be followed by many Irwin, Billie Burke, Blanche Bates,
been utilized for
It Is presumed the closing notice others.
Louis
Mann, of the Hip has
Amelia Bingham,
building, for the forthcoming
scenery
means there will be no roof show
At a meeting of the City Com- Leonore Ulrlc, Balph Herz and
Another arfall production there.
on the Amsterdam during the sum- missioners of Fort Scott, Kansas, Frances Starr.
rangement will be made with the
mer, for the first time since Zieg- last week, the license ordinance
One of the main objects of the picture policy In force.
feld commenced the midnight enter- was revised, and in the cases of Fidelity performance, at the New
tainment. The roof started recent- carnivals and other street shows Amsterdam, which it is planned to
ly with two shows, one
at nine the fees were made so high as to repeat in Boston, Philadelphia and
MACK IN FILM HOUSE
o'clock, which was shortly discon- practically bar them from the city, Washington, will be the placing of
Andrew Mack is playing a week's
incommissioners*
tinued.
the
which was
Merrick,
the
at
the Fidelity's side of the "open and engagement
The metropolitan dailies made tention. The license for carnivals
Jamaica, this week. The Merrick
(Continued on rage 2.)
much of the announced closing of was fixed at $150 a day.
straight picture house, triIs a
fceigfeld's "Midnight Frolic" on the
weekly split.
New Amsterdam roof, dated to go
Richmond, Va., May 18.
Mr. Mack will deliver a cycle of
CURCI MARRYING AGAIN.
dark at the end -jf next week. From
The carnival business has been
Irish songs and stories, changing
this
from
banished
was
a news standpoint the closing
practically
the routine with each new picture
regarded as the finale to Broad- State through what is known as the Diva's Former Spouse Slashes Up program.
His Portrait of Her.
Prohibition, of
Way's night life.
(Continued on page 2)
course, is blamed, but the "Frolic"
SHOES FOR EIGHTS.
L'uigi Curei. former husband of
managed to flourish even after the
A Hungarian author has forAmelita GallUCurci, will marry
OSWEGO PROTESTS.
country wept dry, Privato supplies
again "next week. -The bride is- a nsajedad to a friend in New „.V ..nk the
of liquor via flasks were commonly
Oawego, May 18.
by him,
Xew York girl, non- professional. script of a play written Budapest,
In sight, until the New York State
clergyall
signed
by
Petitions,
which la now running in
law clamping down the ltd de- men of the city and by hundreds of Curei, who Is an oil painter, will go offering him the American rishts
and restroyed even that privilege, liusi- church members, protesting against to Italy on his honeymoon
main there to paint for several for the piece if he would send him
ftess at the "Frolic" has bee* bad
the granting of licenses to carnival
plans
a Xew two oaiis of shoes as payment.
after
which
he
years,
Of late, but it i** admitted the show
attractions during the year have
Tb. Ziegfeld been filed with the ci»y authorities. Vork exhibit of It's works. A lifeWfts not up to form.
WEEKLY PROFIT.
portrait of hi« late wife, said "IRENES"
office claimed this week
that the The protests will bloeU the ravel - size
Chicago. May 18.
to be his finest work, he recently
"Frolic" would be resumed during ing shows this summer, it is said
which played
"Irene*' rompany,
slashed to ra^s With a knife In his
the summer or in the fall.
Sew York studio in the presence Chicago for 22 weeks and then
Tlu>
New Amsterdam dosing
said to have
Is*
season,
i's
SUICIDE.
closed
CARNIVAL
of a number of aelect friends.
leaves the town without a big roof
Galli*Curcl la now the wife of shown a profit of $L'o8,000 on 35
i.
Binghamton, May
•how. the Century having eonSwallowing an ounct of hydro- Homer Samuels, her a 'componlst. weeks.
Verted its roof into a sort of theatre.
At the Century eince the cyanic acid. Mrs. John Hunt, 13
opening in the downstairs theatre formerly o( Binghamton, and an
of "The I.a<t
Waltz." there has employe of n carnival troupe, combeen, however, numerous calls for mitted suicide al Rmith tlend, hid
h a rt
el ow
ii nh .<i
* <•!;. on the
-t
roof tieke s. That in I W*y indiforA love offatr with
cate* that a strong do-.\ ns :in 1 at- grounds.
mer husb Mid 1'rom whom she was
traction might have saved the root
\ :i:m>
\ VITA!, MB8SAG« TCi P*HPOIttl«nl».
project.
On the last try at the divorced and who was a1 o a memLZT
la
combination,
ber of the c irrdval
Century the roof was reportlo
.\l.\>OMl 14.Airi.fc, CUJt.U.O
h»;ld responsible,
tofi J5,udo a w^ek.

SERIES TENTATIVE

.

I

•

Producers

Loo Angeles. May 18.
principal picture topic in
these parts at present la the fight

The

against German-made films. Each
and every branch of the Industry is
being lined up against the foreign
product. Last Thursday night at a
meeting held in the hall of the
Hollywood Post of the American
Legion a permanent organization

was
in

effected to oppose Ggffltttt fllma
Representatives
this country.

of the American Legion, the Authors' League, the Directors' Association, the Equity, the Am. Society
the Hollyof Cinematographers,
wood Board of Trade, the Screen
Writers' Association, the Art Directors' League, the Assistant Directors' Association and the Central

Labor Council were named on the
committee for organization.
On the night previous the AsDirectors'

sistant

Association

held

a meeting at whieh resolutions were
adopted against C.erman made pictures being shown in this country
and copies were forwarded to President Harding, Mayor Snyder and
the City Council of Los Angeles, as
well as to M. P. Producers' Association.

in

At the American Legion meeting
Hollywood a number of in** -

pendent producers were present and
lined themselves with the forces opposing foreign films.
Following the closing of "The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" at Millers
here F. J. Godso] stated that the
picture was not owned by the Gold-

wyn organization, but that it was
being released by them on a perUnofficially
centage arrangement.
was stated that the picture was
really the property of Ben BlumenthsJ, a film exporter In New York.
Mr. (iodsol stated that the comit

pany had

not

purchased and did

not intend purehasing any German
made pictures. Goldwyn, howver.
Is said to have secured two Italian
pictures, namely, "Theodora," In ad

(Continued on page
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ME HEAR FROM YOU NOW

LAUNDRIES

KEITH'S

IN

ProsAll Here Will Havs Them
pect, Brooklyn, Already Fitted.
All
of the Keith
theatres In
Greater New Tot*
i »<» be fitted
up with complete laundrfc s for the
convenience of ertleta ay the beon
Several
ginning of inxt k<
houeea have already installed the
lau nd ries, with »he Prospect. TVooki

l\n.
iij«;

the latest

machinery.

to

r

•(
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in the

wash-
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ELSIE J ANIS, AS STAR,

WAVE OF DEPRESSION LOWERS
LONDON BOX OFFICE TAKINGS

u

—

18.

The most serious set-back West
End box offices have suffered since
the breaking out of the war is on in
Business is universally
full force.
Houses are being heavily
bad.
papered, but even this does not help
much as the European tangle due to
the Silesian question, the continuing
of the coal strike which effects electric light burning, the activities of

Sinn Feiners even

in

NEW PLAYS

CAPUS OPERETTA.
Based on His Old Play-

-Its

Success

Doubtful.

May

Paris,

18.

LONDON;

AMERICAN CLOSINGS
Toward Our Bedroom

Attitude

With

Hits "Niqhtie Niqht"
London,

May

18.

Even "Nightie Night," innocuous
enough

One

supplied

>

the

score.

Casino
Paris,

Revue.

May

18.

Mistinguette will appear in a new
revue at the Paris Casino in September after the forthcoming sum-

mer

revues.

STAR TOUR AGAINST EQUITY.
(Continued from page

of

Louis Calvert will be the business
for J. K. Hackett during
the short Shakespearean season in
English at the Odeon in June.

manager

the

apshe

LEASED FOR PICTURES
Geo. McDonald Said to Have

Leased

It

— Opening June

15.

London, May 18.
George McDonald, fight promoter
and theatrical man, has leased
Cogent Garten opera house and
Henry A in ley and Gladys Cooper in will exhibit pictures. Covent Garden
has a seating capacity of 4,000.
the cast.
The one recent success is "Hunky It is located off the Strand in the
heart of London's theatrical disDory," a Scottish comedy produced
trict.

cessful! in

the leading role.

De Courville Postpones
Albert de Courville has again
postponed "Pins and Needles" at the

(Continued from page

a

"The Tartan Peril."
"Faust on Toast," reproduced at
the Gaiety May 12. has had ten people connected with its reconstruction including Leslie Henson and
Melville
Gideon.
The show is
vastly superior to the original in
every way and is altered almost beyond recognition.
Another change is due at the Ambassador May 2* when "The White
Headed Boy" closes to make room
for "If," by Lord Dunsany. with

At the Ba-Ta-Clan the revival

All of the opera stars of the Continent
and America have sung
within the Gardens historic walls,
this being the first time that it has
housed motic n pictures.
The new policy will be installed
about June 15 with a big American
feature reported as possibly "The
Four Horseman of the Apocalypse''
or "Queen pf Sheba."

"CHERUBIN'' REVIVED.

The

director's

letter

in

1.)

full

fol-

lows:

A number of citizens have recently

called

my

attention

to

some of the conditions existing
It.
Some of the theatres with
particular reference to the language used occasionally by the
players in the theatres as well
as their mode of dress and suggestive conditions in dancing,
In view of the fact that
etc.
my attention has been thus called
to these things, I deem it wise,
proper and necessary that I
communicate with the managers
of the theatres to advise them
.that I have adopted the hereinafter named rules and regulations, with reference to the conduct of players and their manner of public conversation, sayto the public, and
which I trust will be observed
and followed. These rules may
ings,

—

Paris,

May

18.

Kansas

ited.

No deformed human beings
other human monstrosities
shall be exhibited.
3. Wheels, buybacks, or money
prizes are not permitted.
2.

4.

Gambling

in

any form

Is

The

vehicle for Elsie Janis at the

under the management of
Raphael Baretta, will be a revue by
C. A. Carpentier and R.| Ferreol,
presented and dressed by Mme. B.
Rasimi of the Ba-Ta-Clan. It is due
Apollo,

*

next week.

ALL HOLLYWOOD.

7.

(especially

or

meaning obscene or

lascivious,

will not be permitted.
8.

territories.

seems certain that
it
films are dead. The booking of "Deception" seems to have
been killed and the bookings for
Locally

German

for.

Performances must be con-

fined to the stage.
This prohibits
female
performers,
whether artists or members
of the chorus, from using the
aisle or passageway of the theatre, and performers of either

sex from using or occupying
seats in auditorium, boxes or
balconies of the theatres during
tiie performances of the shows.

speak at the New Amsterdam
Theatre performance.
If the plan for the series, which
Is
tentative
at
present,
goes
through, Gov. Allen will also speak
at the performance in the cities
M<«U01K<1. - •
The audience will he informed by
Gov. Allen of every angle of the
proposed "Equity Shop" plan, and
tl.«
possible effect it might have on

for the time being, while the negotiations for America are suspended.

sponsible for the closing at Miller's.
The post Is practically composed
of motion picture ex-service men in
The new organization
its entirety.
which has been started by them
they hope will become national in
its scope, and it will undoubtedly
organize a checking and tipping
system on all foreign film coming
into this country and give all American Legion posts in the (Country
advance information as to the
nativity of the films and as to the
dates that it is booked in certain

Dialogues, gestures, songs
parodies) language
conversation of any kind,
which are directly or by double

nicely.

when he hopes to
have a rest on the seashore, for
which purpose he has already taken
a villa. In September he goes for a
season at the Theatre des Galeries
St. Hubert, at Brussels. The London engagement seems to be far off

shows where ladies and children
are not permitted, are prohib-

May 24 (New York for London)— and at the Pare (Brussels) in 1908,
Arthur Hammerstein, "L. Lawrence also being revived at the Femina,
Paris, for a short time in 1918.
Weber (Aquitania).
The roles are now held by Paul
May 17 (New York for London)
Bernard
who
plays
Cherubin,
Ella Retford f Carman ia).
Deferaudy, Joffre and MesJacques
May 12 (from New York to London), Clifton Webb, Mable Ratlin, dames Jeanne Provost and Laffop.
Splendidly mounted, it went over
Dave Beehler, Lou Herman (Mauretania).

Sacha Guitry expects "Le Grand
Due" will keep him occupied until
the end of June,

(Continued from page 1.)
on the Sardou drama, and "The
Ship," based on d'Annunzio's "La
Nave."
It was the Hollywood Post of the
American Legion that was re-

absolutely prohibited
6. Grafters, phrenologists, fortune tellinj, palmistry are not
permited.
6. Weapons, pistols, revolvers,
knives, etc., excepting curios,
shall not be displayed or played

—

London artd America as "Drmk'*),
attracting. Arquilliere, who appears in the screen version of this
melodrama, again holds the role of
Coupeau, with Charlotte Lyses as
Gervaise.
is

be amended and enlarged from
time to time as occasion may
require and you will then be
advised accordingly. They are
as follows:
1. Girl shows, blow outs, and

Andre Brule and Madeleine Lely
being booked for London, the run
of "Cocur de Lilas" has terminated
and May 13 Leon Volterra revived
at the Theatre de Paris the successful comedy of Francis de Croisset, "Cherubin," which was given
at the Comedy Francaise in 1901,

tania).

m

etc.

or

Paul Bernard Appears in Title Role
Looks Like a Hit.

of

"L'Assommoir," by W. Busmaclr and
Gastneau, from the novel of Emile
Zola (successful several years ago

PITTSBURGH DIRECTOR.

by any kind of objectionable language.

will

9. The appearance of females
on the stage In bare legs is pro-

"Passion" are being kept very much
under cover in the neiglTborhood
houses.
The local First National
Exchange denies that there havs
been any cancellations on "Pasquite imsion," but this seems
probable.
At Venice, a close-by beach re-

a local ordinance was passed
on Wednesday placing a $50(1 license
fee per night for the showing there
of any German or Austrian film.
This will stop the showing at the
beach of any of these pictures, for
the fee atop of the rental would be
sort,

prohibitive.

hibited.
10. Wearing
of
enc p:ece
union suits by females, where
simply used to wantonly display the figure, as in living

KANSAS BUSY.

r

pictures,

the Fidelity. It will be pointed out
that should the "Equity Shop" become effective the public may be
prevented from seeing thereafter
lui h stars as those who will appear
at the Fidelity show.
The Fidelity plans to carry Its
fight for the "open shop" in theatricals direct to the
public.
The
stiow will constat of scenes from
the big successes of Fidelity stars,
k.i« h
as the big scene from the
third act of "Salvation Nell," to be

cluded.

J.

now managed by Raphael
The authors are C. A.

1.)

played by Mrs. Fisk«; and Holbrook
Individual turns by Cohan,
Blinn.
Mann, Herz, Warfieifl, as well as
also appearing in
mentioned
those
from plays they have been
s< enes
Identified vith, will probably be in-

May

The Alcazar d'Ete, the former al
fresco dancing resort of the Champs
London, May 18.
Elysees, opened this week with mov«
Carpentier and Roger Ferreol.
Bertram Montague, the vaude- ing pictures and a few vaudeville
Roger Fereol ant. Fernand Frey ville agent, brought an action for acts as a program. Popular prices
are featured with Miss Janis, who damages against the Hepworth fUm are charged at present, the promenade being only two francs.
was highly praised by the local people last week for libel.
press.
Her first appearance was in
The plaintiff alleged the charThe Ambassadeurs reopened as a
a scene representing a railroad sta- acter of Montague, the vaudeville
concert May 5, under the direction In Paris.
She emerged from agent, in a picture called "The cafe
tion of Oscar Defrenne, also popular
a hamper, and addressed the audi- Strange Adventures of Mr. Bliss," prices (three francs promenade, all
ence charmingly in French, which showed him in a bad light.
He' taxes included). The program is
Afterwards further alleged the character was comprised mainly of local but well'
she spoke perfectly.
she sang in French with William meant for him and made him out known vocalists.
with
Juloan a would-be seducer of girls and a
dancing
ReardOn,
Another sign of the advent of
Thayer.
blackguard.
melo-drama: The Ambigu is revertIn the second act of the revue
Members of his club had spoken ing to that policy, as is proper for
Miss Janis gave imitations of about it, he said.
the former home of blood and thunSarah Bernhardt and Harry LaudAfter much evidence, judgment der. Eugene Sue's "Mysteries ds
er among others, a stunt for which was given for the defendants.
Paris" is to be revived here shortly.
is

Baretta.

public.

Allen

—

Bertram Montague Sues HepB. Rasimi of the Ba-Ta-Clan and
was an instantaneous success. The
worth, but Loses Case

closed shop" conttoversy before the

Ex-Governor

CLAIMS FILM LIBEL

it.

American

COVENT GAR. REPORTED

Woman

his

This was presented at the Mo- Royalty.
gador May 14 an'l met with a splendid reception, though there are
many who do not find the action
SAILINGS.
sufficiently
brisk
for
a musical
Sept. 15 (Vienna to New York),
comedy. But the names of author
and composer will carry "The Lit- Oscar Straus.
June 30 (New York to London),
tle Girl Official" through
several
weeks, particularly as the title role Leon Kimberley, Helen Page (Berengaria).
is held by the talented Edmee FaJune 24 (New York to Paris). Mrs.
vart (by no means a flapper), with
Henry Defreyn as the rich young Lydig (Julia) Hoyt, (Aquitania).
June
4 (New York to London). Mr.
suitor she tactfully sponsors.
and Mrs. Max Dreyfus (Olympic).
Others in. the cast provided by
May
28 (New York to London),
Jay Gould comprise Maurel and
Terrios.
Mmes. Davis, Exiane and Marquit. Mrs. Tom
"24
May
(New York to London),
On the whole this latest operetta
Transfield Sisters, for a six weeks'
Is a doubtful success.
visit to England; Gus Dreyer (AquiMistinguette in

May

plays is called "The
and the, Apple," the other

of

The (harming comedy of Alfred at the Kingsway May 12, with the
"La Petite Fonctionaire," author, MacDonald Watson, suc-

many years ago at the former Theatre des Nouveautcs, has
been taken as the book for an operetta for which Andre Messagcr has

Paris.
Janis, the

In Itself,- appears to have
been affected by the West End's
rapidly developing attitude toward
what is described as the "American
bed room farce." They used to say she
is said to be well known in
the same thing about the French.
States. Miss Janis was also
"Nightie Night," meanwhile, closes
plauded in a travesty in which
May 21 to make room at Prince's impersonated a young swell.
for "The Gypsy Princess" May 26.
"Bubbles,**
Tueber's
Vax
"Miss Nelly o* New Orleans" also
shadow illusion, was presented
moves to the Garrick for matinees
Winker.
Suzy
when Michael Faraday takes over
the house to present a double bill.

Capus,

created

Elsie

Parls,

"L'Egyptlenne,* the new work. «f
Herold, is expected at the ComedU
Francaise at the end of this month,*

.

Drama

London and

the feeling everywhere in the back
of men's minds that a genreal strike
may fall on the country like a black
and paralysing pall are combining
ft affect patronage adversely.
Despite conditions the King and
Queen, the Prince of Wales and
other members of the royal family
and their households are making a
brave effort to appear cheerful and
entertain
the Crown
Prince of
Japan adequately.
His Imperial
Highness, however, has not aided.
His stiff and formal public attitude,
his
failure
to acknowledge
the
cheers of the crowds all have helped
forward the general feeling of depression apparent in public.
One exception broke the general
gloom when 10,000 at Albert Hell
gave Melba a signal reception before, during and after her farewell
concert there. The King made it
the occasion to bestow the Victorian
Order on Hilton Carter, the Hall's
manager for 20 years.

IN

KENDREW.

VAUDEVILLE AGENT

Apollo Review,

mimic, starred, a revue was produced at the Apollo May 13 by Mme.

house

May

London.

E. G.

Speaks French Wonderfully"
in

European Tangle, Coal Strike, Sinn Feiners, Fear of
General Strike and Japanese Prince's Attitude
Increase Gloom Houses All Heavily Papered.

PARIS

IN

CAPTURES GAY PAREE

11.

is

prohibited.

The portrayal by perform-

ers of either sex of a dope fiend,
Wherein the act of taking a
hypodermic injection, the inhaling of or eating of dope, or of
the use of dope in any manner,
intended to show its effect on
a human being, is prohibited.
12. All forms of muscle dancing by performers of either
sex is prohibited. This includes

My word
valet

but it is a joy to be dolled up for each performance by a
and a maid. Just before going on the maid comes to the door of
room and say;.: '.shall I be fetching anything from the bar?"

the dressing

RICE and
Na. %

WERNER

(Continued from

Reiiiy
season here,
ruling.

14.

The portrayal
or

of a

degenerate

is

moral
pro-

16.

Ridiculing of creeds or na-

J.

the

shows, opening their
were caught by ths

tJonaliiies is not permited.

Players are not permitted
address any remarks to persons in the audience.
17. Suggestive actions, which
are of an immoral eharacter
16.

to

prohibited.

hibited.

1)

The Lew Dufour shows and
M.

every dance
which contains
suggestive or repulsive contortions of the human body.
13.
The use of profanity Is

pervert

pcige

Danville case gong to the Virginia
Supreme Court, with no attention
from the carnival men.
As it stands now, a carnival must
pay two taxes, $150 weekly, city
tax. and $150 daily State tax.

are strictly prohibited.
18. The
exhibition of lewd,
or obscene pictures is strictly

.

.

prohibited.

May

Friday,

VAUDEVILLE

20, 1921

FAMOUS PLAYERS STOCK POOL

BBBr*

^_^BB^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^H

MONTH'S SIX BEST SELLERS

1

RESUMES AFTER SHARP DROP

COLUMBIA RECORDS

Kr
H

Urn

BB^bW

<

"Why

Don't You?"—"Mtrimbt."
"Siren of a Southern Set."
"Mazie."

"Day Dreamt."
"Mazie."

"Two Sweet

"Antwtr."

Lips."

"Bright Eyes."
JF

F

Famous

' :'

I

3§

;:
-

"Anatls."
"Ovtr tht Hill."

"Underneath Hawaiian Skies."
"Nettie in Your baddy's Armal*

"On Miami Short"

You."

"I Spoiled

''^'"''i.'fflBl
"'

SHEET MUSIC
"Bright Eytt."

"My Mammy."

'

Never Knew."

"I

"A Rote

"I Found a Rose."
"Humming."

tht Devil'. Garden."
"Senta Barbara."
"Ain't Wt Got Fun?"
"Littlt Crumbs of Happiness." in

"I

Tbe

old story that Wall Street
at least had taken place with the
wants to rule the industry has been
consent of the bull group, either for stilled for a year.
As a matter of
the purpose of making a ouick turn fact, Wall street has about all the
on the short side or as a tact cal picture interests it wants and ij admaneuver to shake out small specu- verse to extending its holdings. Besides which, it is generally believed
lative trades, always a weak ele-

—

Majestic, Dallas.
i

PURIFYING BROADWAY.
Many

Arrest

Clean-ups of hand-book operators
who work on the curbstones about

Times square, oglers and

together.

:

considerably,
distribution
the free lending of stock
indicate wide distribution
with especially large outstanding
margin accounts in brokers' hands.
Commonly free lending is a mark of
general margin speculation, unless
in this case the pool made its own
holdings available to the short side
to invite a plunge. If that was the
maneuver the syndicate managers
must believe themselves in an extraordinarily strong situation.

issue on earnings gives that stock a
value than the common,
which cannot participate in profits
until the preferred is latisfled. The
redemption and cumulative features
of the senior security are additional
considerations.

Orpheum moved
the leader, getting

down

conLoew continued its listless course
tinued around the 10.000 share on normal turnover. When the other
mark, sure sign that the bull opera- amusements were weak it declined
sympathetically as low as 16%, retors were bidding on the way up.
While the .signing of the New covering with the rest on WednesYork censor bill can have no very day to better than 17.
Another 2,000 of Triangle came out
Important bearing on the value of
Dim stocks, Governor Miller's action this week In lots of 500 and 1,000.
on Saturday probably furnished the The source of selling continued to
ever watchful bears with a certain be a mystery. It was considered
amount of ammunition for a sales doubtful whether these dealing% actthe impresdrive. Many a quick turn has been ually involved delivei
engineered on a less substantial sion being that they were "washed"
purpose
bringing
out sales
for
the
of
New
censorship
in
basis.
While
York probably will spread to other of actual stock scattered about in
dealings
were
All
new
minor
lots.
States and will undoubtedly be ex5-16.
pensive, the film producer will lay reported at
The nummary of transactions May 12 to
off the cost on the publx, just as

Wednesday

when

dealings

18 inclusive

as follows:

is

the jump in war taxes,
STOCK EXCHANGE.
which by the way was used to the
Thursday— F.ilos. HiRta. I»w. Ixiat. Chp.
fullest by the bears at the time.
"K
77
Fam. IMay-L.. 2600
11\ — >4
8000
17
— %
17% 17
There is a lot of Interesting dis- I,now. Inc
400
2«H 2»? 4 2i5"4
cussion going on about a vague Orpheum
Itoston sold 10 Orphrum at -<>:>»; Chicago.
design on the part of inside Famous 35 at M%.
Friday—
Players interests to push the com- Fam.
2000
l'lnv-T,
77% 7-".% 704 *-lU
2UM>
mon stock above the preferred in l,oow, Inc
174 10% 174 2i*>
20% 204 20% - %
Orphean
holders
to
preferred
to
get
an effort
Boston sold 30 Orpheum .at W\%.
exercise the conversion privilege, Saturday
Ti«4 r,!V% 7t
Play T-. l.Tioo
-3'i
turning the preferred into common Fam.
UK)
H!»
S!»
S!>
Do. i>f
for the profit represented by the T,"«-\v. Inc
17'.;
1200
17% 17
.'•'"'
- *
di/Y< retire. For ttttUttptet if *ho com- On i,':uvo ..•
Monday —
mon could be moved up to 95 while Fam.
7.T-,
70U
1'l.iy [.. .lOO(M)
+ *4
17'
Wiv,
.T'.oo
17
in<
present
Loew,
the prof erred held to its
%
t»iM)
>ri>)i'-uin
25%
level of 00. the conversion would net
s.
It mi mi
20 <>i|>h"iim at

he did

in

.

'*.

.

'

conduct.
The detectives played no favorites
and took respectable citizens in the

Baldwin).
The cate was not contested. Custody of the seven-year-old son
given to the mother.

same

•

buildings.

No
given

Present
Him
Will
Piece Called "The Chief"

Shuberts

Kenna authored
bers that
Oakland.

Tuesday

annually ns a sinking fund
r
against the ultimate retirement o,
the prefc: red.
This ties iin ?• conIn
siderable amount of capl'al.
sddltli n tin preferred is rede mnblc
.-it
ii;.
representing a prenVum of

r..

Orpheum

Mr.

at
in

|«n

to

Invert***-*,

navabje

Moody

u;-,

*om

27/i

Orpheum

7*4

.-i:.^-)f

:

I

"r m1:i

\

Ti

me

Triansl'

has

appeared

In

May

It.

Mary
&.

Jane Duncan, of
Duncan, at tht Orpheum

Duncan

to

Mrs. Hugh Ransom, of WebMrs. Duncan told the
court she earned $175 per week
and that her husband was aaking
for
his employers
$150 a week
when she last heard from him.
(lertrude Moody, dancing partner of
Mrs. Duncan, appeared as character witness.

FRANK DOBSON

ter,

PANTAGES BACKING PLAY?

At B. F. Keith's Palace, New York, next W"pk (May It).
Frank Dohson, a young versatile, fast, light comedian, who has headlined the best in vaudeville for the past three years, under Mr. C. R Maddock's management. Frank Dohson Is at your service for the coming
Business representative, Max B. Hayes, Palace Theatre Bldg^
season.

New York City.
VYBBK OF MAY

30,

KEITH'8 RIVRR8IDB,

MAY BE

SANTREY SEYMOUR WEDDING

YOKK.
SO.

PUiMbur^h. May U*
Cttiesff&j May lis
Acts at the Davis here are being
It's reported Alexander Pantages,
Henry h'antrey and Anna Seyreproduced nightly In various parts
the western vaudeville manager now
mour (Harry and Anna BtyfDOtaT) of the country by means
of a radio
in New York, has accepted a play
The two instrument operated by the Westthrit
he will financially back and were married Saturday,
produce next season with Broadwav acts had been hooked jointly all Inghoust Illectrlc Co. At about 9:4t
season and several reports bad h< n each night the d evict M aet to
tho goal.
previously,
working for a half hour. Anything
will be Mr. Pantages' in t!al issued of a marrltft
It
Santrey is preparing a two-art the sound wave picks up, particutiture In the legit.
with ins bride and trill seek to h. »-.»- larly tinging, Is heard any plact
it
hooked in conjunction w.th the the oth< r catchts up elusive sounds.
two present acts, to follow them
FRIARS' FROLIC.
Manager F.ugene Connelly, of the
both
two-a-day house, rtCtlVOd word
There will be a Frolic at the
fiorn
the
Turson, Ariz., last week that
of
Prlart
monastery
Sunday
singing at the Davit had been
evening, May !".», f<»r members arul
HUSBAND.
HAL
NEWP0R1
Iheii guests.
caught up by a "listener in" near
u
(Newport
hhd the desert, while t report from the
Tbe public Frolic of the Fritri
N(
Sunday at HttrlM w;,s m,.
in ^i,e Psrkei
Kansas City Star told his visitors at
uil. he held .'unc 12
:- '•!
n
i'
m
roll
Ma| the Electrical Exposition in that
;ht Manhattan oprra hours.
to.
w
ar
had been entertained l»> u i>art
vporl
und
Hi
city
Irk
Eddie DowUng is in charge of
.<
h< ,<t Cin
the ».4\ is program.
hi Ma) -S Frolic.
p
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ster droves.
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Oakland

The Judge ordered

THE CURC.
j

the six vocal numInterpolated by

be

will

-

.

.

—

Will

pay "$15 a week for the support of
a daughter. Arietta, six years old
and living with Mrs. Duncan's sis-

1TH

2tt>
:it

in

ried Oct. 11, 1913.

b

1

IS.

Friends in Buffalo thit week received word that Mrs. William Cody
("Buffalo Bill") It seriously HI at
Denver, and that her death Is expected momentarily.

week, obtained a divorce in
the Court of Circuit, Judge Hogan,
of
from
Daniel
Duncan,
H.
Mrs. Duncan
O'Brien's minstrels.
charged her husband with leaving;
her Nov. 24, 1918. They were mar-

t>

•-•7'..

.

Tl.tir -liiy

at

out of the t"*en#urv
Conyers'on of the entire preferred
ISSUe S lllld, of POUrse, llO away
t

S'.t

17',

III.

last

\

i

I.

Inc

Orpheum

I

some

~:\

s>>*4

star

to

St.Y.ouis,

Mrs.

'-'7.

Play

w.

i!

ll.600.00fl

7W,

2SQ0

Widow Vsry
Buffalo, May

THE DUNCANS DIVORCED

2fl.

31X1
i

Wedncariti
|-i

t

0600

boston nold ie
it.

n

i<*>

.

pf
{.now, lac
!>(>

Bill's

and

vaudeville with singing turns for a
number of years. This will bt hit
debut as a star in tht legit.

-

play

Buffalo

(Emerson

The show will reach New York
Broadway during tht summer.

•_ii

Vum

Emerson

via

.

Chli iito ><>i<i

out of the 110.000,000
senior stock would be desirable to
the company, "f course, but it is
not «;isv to sec how it could be
accomplished. As the ohjlgntlons of
the company now stand, it Is necessary to put away n per cenl of the

The opening of the rendezvous
Monday was attended by many
show people.

ward

Oakland in a new play of Irish life
Ellen Craig
titled "Tht Chief."
wrote the piece. It la a comedy
drama in three acta. William Mc-

i.i

a share.

The wiping

Russell.

"keep moving" warnings were
it was arrest without notice.

—

Dora Ford (Ford Sisters), has
been granted a divorce from Ed-

WILL OAKLAND STAR

4

If)

wagons with known

Evelyn Nesbit has opened an atmospheric eating house on 52d
street, not far from Broadway. The
former headliner intimates that sho
has retired from the stage and that
she has done so primarily to settle
down for the purpose of superin-

way."
Numerous theatrical men
were seized. The activities centered
about the Longacre, Fitzgerald, Putnam, Palace and Knickerbocker tending the education of her son,

•

<

patrol

habitues of the "Shadows of Broad-

The Shuberts are

close to 25

—

loiterers

DORA FORD SECURES DIVORCE

sympathy with

in

Saturday and Monday, compared to
its
high of 30% recently, but it
shared In the midweek betterment.
Wednesday it came in line with FaThe Saturday break of moro than mous, touching 27 in the second
I points brought about the rumor hour of trading. Minor movements
that the pool had completed its in Orpheum are not looked on as
campaign and was getting out, but significant, since quotations are
this view was pretty conclusively pretty much in the' hands of comcontradicted Monday, Tuesday and pany officials.

sends a general order according to the monthly supplements mailed
them by the jobbers instead of ordering the hits in demand direct from
the publishers.

clutter the sidewalks,

greater

would

The Jobbers report increased demand for several heretofore average
sellers and ascribe it to the theory that a dealer, when not very busy,

were beNESBIT OPENS CAFE.
ing waged all week by squads of
plainclothes men. Arrests were freVaudeville Star Retires and Settles
quent and the prisoners were held
in New York.
in $500 bail on charges of disorderly

who

As indicating that tlu dip and That is, holders of commo.i would
recovery were allowed to work out sell, buy preferred, convert
it and
unimpeded, it was noticed that the repeat the turn, taking
$5 a share
supply of stock available for lending on each transaction. Such a situato deliver against the short con- tion would automatically close the
tract was plentiful and at reason- gap, or, rather, would make the gap
able rates. The opinion had gained Impossible, since there would be no
ground that the big dealings in the preferred for sale. In the l.ature 1
stock for the past month had nar- things, the prior claim of the senior
while

Other good sellers in sheet music are "Peggy O'Neill," "Ain't We Oot
Fun?" "Nestle In Your Daddy's Arms," "Make Believe," "Do You Ever
Think of Me?" "I Like it," "Down Yonder." "All By Myttlf," <OW Irish
Mother of Mine," "I Never Knew," "O-H-I-O," "Missing Mammy'*
Kissing." "Mazie" and "Some Little Bird." Production music It quite
a factor these days and the best sellers include "Look for the Silver
Lining" ('Sally'). "Snap Your Fingers at Care" ("Greenwich Village
Follies"), "Love's Little Journey" ("The Right Girl"), "Good-byt" and
"The Legend from "Lady Billy" and "O Me O My" from "Two Little
'

Without

Notice, Held in $600.

in

rowed

All

Girls in Blue."

Detective*

side.

them

It't

4

Hughes and Manwaring.

Direction,

that the Zukor group owns enough
a campaign on the long preferred stock to maintain ihe balance of control if the whole issue
This sudden about-face by pools were converted. While the understanding is that the income account
is often carried out as a device to
for the first quarter of 1921 (due
invite the development of a short for publication next week) shows
interest and then to run the bears the earning rate for last year mainin.
The completion of the move tained, the film business* is going
ordinarily corrects the "technical through a period of some stress, and
balance" in the market position of the possibility of an extra dividend
an issue and gives the syndicate a out of current earnings is remote.
quick profit. Few specialists in the
Another element is that .vith the
amusements believe that the Fa- common at 95 ana the
at
mous Players operators have com- 90, there would be the preferred
"arbitrage"
pleted their campaign.
maneuver to bring

ment

—

Used to Love You, But

Ovtr."
"Angels."

LENORE KERN

—

(Fritz Krttotr

tolo).

WORD ROLLS

Q. R. S.
"Over tht Hill."

Players
4V
stock
went with these two obligations, but the
•V %
^i&XM
through a sharp dip and prompt point is, How could preferred holdrecovery during the Saturday and ers be persuaded to agree? The
only c-entualities that would justify
Monday sessions, and by mid-week a price on the common above that
B^Bb '^s^b^b^b^bI^b^b^bV
had recovered much of its lost <jf the senior stock would be a conground, rallying from 70 % to 75% test for voting control (common
THHJ CHIC AND TALENTBD
carrying a vote ai.d preferred havwith the old pool apparently still
ing no voice on the board) or the
pretty well in control.
IN
certain prospect of an extra divi"SAMPLES OP VARIETIES'*
Market Opinion leaned to the be- dend disbursement on the common.
Selling
s
lief thai the movement had been Neither of these two conditions
Jazz
Music
Songs
Comedy
present or imminent.
Inspired by the strong syndicate, or
And Class.
1

"Humming."
"Make Believe."
"Some Littlt Bird."

Mc?"

of

"8iren of s Southern Sea."

iJBfl

—

—

"My Mammy."

"Do You Ever Think
M 6iam 800."
"Make Believe."

4

l^t

Amusement Leader Dips to 70%, Then Recovers
Most of Lost Ground Bears Use Censorship for
Argument Orphcum Gets in Line.

VICTOR RECORDS

"My Mammy."

PLEASANTVILLE,

NEW JERSEY

i

i

i

i

,

•

i

'

r

I

•

•

•*

VAUDEVILLE

Friday,.

Phrenology" in New York Cl^y an<*
throughout his life devoted a part
of his time to that Una cf work.
The last few years ho had api ear*
Copenhagen Tuesday, according to ed with many of the well-known
avesj
cable advices. He was 61 years o'd. stars in motion pictures. II
a wife, known professionally a*
Viola Sanfor formerly of the Van*
CHARLES J. RICH.
ford Sisters" musical art.
Cl.atles J. Rich, dean nt Boston

Dr. Ca.-l Mantzius, famous Danish
actor and author and former head of
the Danish State theatre, died in

>

—

in Quandry
Can't Hold Audiences Without Arctic Fans, Which Drive Players to Threats
of Walking Out Annual Row On.

—

theatre folk, and manager of the
Hollis and Colonial theatres, died
at his home, 15 Marlbouugh street,
after an illness of eight months'
duration.
His death is attributed to the results of a fall into an elevator well
In his home on Bay State road

New Orleans, May 18.
$100,000 FOR N. V. A.'S
The annual Southern combat between resident managers and acts Sunday Performances at Two Theplaying this section Is now at Its
atres 300 Pages in Program
With the

each year

it

arrival of

—

summer

becomes necessary

for

Indications

Wednesday

the doors.
realize it would
for the patrons with"buszers," but rave

Most of the turns

none the less. The
roasted and toasted
them in operation.
There are daily threats. of walking
out .that have become so common
attention is paid to them. It
agreed acts are placed at a territhrough the noise,
but if they must work and must
be paid they must tolerate the con-

little

is

ble disadvantage

dition.

Meanwhile, the managers and the
actors must battle along daily so
that vaudeville south of the Mason
line can proceed upon
way, for there seems to bo no

and Diion
its

way

SENSATIONAL TOGO
Featuring a

$5,224;

A

DIED MAY

IN

17 years. 4 month*. 22 days.

He

is

survived by his wife,

CLAYTON-EDWARDS TROUBLE

member

daughter,

JOE JACKSON

mony.

•

liest.

The eerrnlrie daneer plans
turn

to reto Vaudeville in a short time.

and

Jr.,

Anna

ALF HAYMAN.
Hayman died May

Alf

two

Lyons,

14 at his

trouble following pneumonia. Confined to his room for
two weeks, he made a fight for life,

monary

*mmmmm—mmmm—mmmmmam

FOR WOUNDED MEN.

HUSBAND
Who

Departed This Llf«
32, Mil*"
His Loving Wif«,i

APRIL

ELIZABETH LONG
P.

WILD
his last piece of work and the Empire was closed Monday for his
funeral. He was 57 years old.
Born in Wheeling, W. Va., he went

P. Wild died at his home,
Carroll ave., Venice, Cal., May
2.
He is ill for nine months with
enlargement of the heart. Born in
Apponang, R. I he had spent the
greater
art of his life In Boston,
where he was manager of the BouHe was a
doin Square Theatre.
member of "Kink Philip* Lodge A.
F. and A. M. and the "Puritan"
Lodge K. of P. of Fall River. Mass.,
where for about ten years he was
associated with the old Castro a .6V
Rich's theatres, and many wi'.l remember him as lecturer in the old

II

mond

Who

departed from us April 15th,

'II

UO.NB BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
LOWARD 4 CHARLES M RS. HATTI E CARR
ESTHER WINIFRED SHAW

|

nPhlnM'

Van and Schenk

will play

vaude-

conjunction with the Zieg"Midnight Frolic" now atop the

ville in

feld

New Amsterdam

Roof, if satisfactory terms are made with the big
time.
Flo Ziegreld for the first time in
two years consented to the sirgers
accenting the vaudeville bookings.

will

appear

in

"Winter and

Spring,"
the sketch vehicle he
played in when last In vaudeville.

DIXON AND PALACE GIRLS

street Monday. He was reported to
the police as a victim of accidental
poisoning. It was at first believed
he had succumbed to heart disease,

but friends declared he had been
putting in hard practice In a New
York gyrm.xriun; lately, and his

M

C

CONSENT FOR VAN & SCHENCK He

FRED PICKARD
Fred Pickard of the Pickard Bros.,
bar performers, was found dead in
a furnished room on West 48th

f

Hitchcock, Innis Bros., Van
and Schenk, Ray Pooley, Jack dime museum dnys. Also
lecturDonohue, -Lane and O'-Donnolj W,
er in later years rn big, epsctacular
Fields and "Middy," the Imported productions, especially the "Austin
wounded service and ex-service inFrench Danseuse.
and McConnell" shows, at exposimates,. Tuesday, May 0.
Fannie Brice will not be in the tions, resorts etc., "Trip
Norlh
A tour of all the other hospitals new
reported
as
about
Follies and Is
Pole" Coney Island, and "Creation*'
in this district where disabled vetto accept a Keith vaudeville route
erans are housed, will be arrang. 1
for next season.
following. It is the first organizaVIC SINP LETTA
tion to voluteer for thi^ kind of
aS
work despite that the ^ jnvlcts at WM. H. CRANE REAPPEARING v?c% \Z t It!?1 ? '„ ** k,
,T
*' hl rcs,dcnc ?
Sing Sing are ontertalred a!most
William H. Crane, the veteran
,
?
a
in Chicago May 4 from dropsy and
weekly by Broadway attractions.
actor, returns to vaudeville July 16,
heart trouble after an Illness of
when he starts a tour of the some weeks Deceased
was one of
Orpheum Circuit at San Francisco.
Selvin's ten piece orchestra will
iourxiey to tho Fox HiUa Hospital
and give a performance for the

to San Francisco and was
into theatrical work by his
brother, Al Hayman. Becoming first
publicity man and then general manager for Charles Frohman, the two
grew to be close friends and Mr*
Hayman carried on his business
when the manager was drowned on
the "Lusitania."

early

drawn

ELIZABETH LEI SHAWl

ZIEGFELD ENGAGEMENTS

The following have been engaged
The "Cinderella Review" now at
for «the new Ziegfeld Follies: Raythe Moulin Ronge Cafe and Ben

the

original

Sini'

Lett a*,

physical condition

a trempolin.
Pickard was

30.

from

Al-

Quebec and

was well known among

acrobats.

He

traveled for several years wit
the old Forepaugh show, and had
!

'

been in

many

circuses.

Word was

received Tuesday to hold the body
for disposition by relatives coming
from Saginaw, Mich.

.m old-

time circus performer, also owner
IRENE BLAIR SOPER
manager for some years of
Irene Blair Soper, sister of Frank
small wagon shows. He is survived Soper,
manager of Hoyt's Musical
by a wife, one brother, four sons Revue, and who formerly was with
and four daughters. Two of the Billy Lytell and Girls, died In the
sons and also two daughters are at home of her parents in Salem,
present in the vaudeville profession. Mass., May
14, after an Illness of
at Sa*n Francis
^x.
itlon.
Mr. (nearly two months.
She was 17
Wild was a life member and grad-lyears old.
Her Bister. Melba H
uate o:
"American Institute ofSopcr, also is in the Lytell art.
)(

and

I

week May

was sound.

though he was beyond 50, ho could
do a double from bar to mat without

'

Harland Dixon and the London
ralaoe Girls, late of "Tip Top,"
have entered vaudeville and wil*
open at Proctor's, Mt Vernon, X. T.,

MEMORY

OP MY BBLOVBD

U\ INC. MKMOKIKS
OF OUR LOVINO SISTER "LIBBY"

the

street jail.

1

Sam,

home, 615 Fifth avenue, from pul-

-

NEW

He was
rejuvenated in health.
forced to cancel bookings in the
West two months ago booailM of
rouble witJi blood vessels in his

and

survive.

Mr. John

—

Roscoc Ails Returns.
Roscoe Ails has returned to New
York from Saranac Lake, N. Y.,

William

daughters, Edith and

21

HELD FOR ALIMONY

Harry Fox and Blanche Curtis
have been engaged for the new Bert
Williams show, now In course of
preparation by A. H. Woods.

in

Phyllis,

MR. JOHN

Louis Leon Hall stepped into the
After 10 Weeks Capitol Theatre, and 39 Weeks Hippodrome, New York—
male lead in the Valerie Bergero
BACK AQAIN FOR THE FIFTEENTH TIME, at
sketch at the Coliseum Monday, reB. F. KEITHS PALACE,
YORK,
placing Ivan Christy, who was arrested last week while the act was Next Week: Greenwood Lake Basking in the Sun and Enjoying the
playing in Brooklyn on a charge
Moonshine. As Ever,
preferred against him by his wife
Tor alleged non-payment of ali-

WILLIAMS' ENGAGEMENTS.

Mr. Lyons was born
Philadelphia and was GO years;
He was a member of Brooklyn
Lodge of Elks, No. 22. A wife,
Anna McAuliffe Lyons, two sons,
nue. Brooklyn.

old.

mont.

left the bill, with Oscar Lorraine stepping in.
It was reported after the team
stepped out of the bill that they
had finally separated.

.-

Lyons, connected with Henvfl

IN LOVING

they

STILES' SAD MESSAGE.

8AM LY0N8.
Sam

derson's, Coney Island, for upwards
of 35 years, 20 years of which he
was manager of the restaurant, died
May 14 at his home, 821 Ditmas ave-

T. GILMORG
Albert T. Gilmore, 63. for 80 years
artist, died May 13
circus
an aerial
at Fremont, O. Interment at Fre-

The argument became heated and

Another instance of the call of
duty in &how -business was evidenced
Monday night at the
Colonial 20 minutes before Vernon
Stiles went on, when he received a
telegram to the effect his father had
died.
Mr. Stiles went on with his
net

had appeared in all countries.. He
was a mem be i of Newark Lodge ofi
Elks, No. 31. He is survived by his
wife Emma, two sons, John, Jr., and
Frank E., and three daughters, Mrs.,
F. A. Wedeman, Margaret Field*
and Mrs. Florence Pearsall. Interment in Holy Sepulchre Cemetery.

ALBERT

act.

in

Co., Reilly and Woods
Show, Barlow and Wilson, Prim-

rose and West, W. S. Cleveland
Minstrels and Gus Hill's World of
Novelties.
Until three years ago he was one
of the team of Fields and Hoye and

member.

received an offer to Join the now
rehearsing "Greenwich Village Follies" and contemplated leaves the

lodged

L SHAW

(JONIA)
our Father called

Mr. Rich was the last surviving constantly directing his business asof the old theatrical firm of sociates in Charles Frohman. Inc
Alf from his bedside by telephone. The
Frohman, Rich & Harris.
Hayman was the other surviving production of "Clair de Lune" wai

The sudden withdrawal of Lou
Clayton and Ike Edwards from the
bill
at the Broadway Thursday
night of last week was brought
about by a disagreement, between
the partners. Clayton had been informed, it is said, that Edwards had

Christy has been

OV1NG MEMORY

Anthenaeum

who

due.

his

I

home
April 16th. 1911.
DEARIE, WB MIS8 YOU.
May Your Soul Rest in Peace,
Mr. and Mrs. James E. 8haw

of Cambridge;

and two
sisters, Miss Abbie Rich and Mrs.
Edward
B. Rice,
of
Clara Rice, wife
the noted musical comedy producer.

Raymond

Whom

of assistant to his father. In his
early years he produced several
successful farces and musical comedies, having a hand In the production management of such stars as
James T. Powers, Peter F. Dailey
and May and Flo Irwin. With the
death of his father he succeeded
to the theatrical interests held by
him. He was Boston representative
of the Klaw and Erlanger Interests, which at one time included, in
addition to the Hollis, Colonial and
Tremont theatres, the Park and the
Boston.

was Gertrude Long

a

FIELD8.

of our dear loving daughter

.

there

F.

ELIZABETH

14th, 1121

I

are no assets.
Tho biggest creditor is H. Robert
Law for services rendered as manager of the act to the extent of $3,r»00.
A personal loan debt to Anna
Held, Jr., for $130 is also included in
The balance is dithe schedule.
vided between trade papers, hat
shops and Jewelry stores on bills

•

WHO

always the most talked about act on
MRS. WM. A. SOPKB and FAMILY.
the bill This week (May 16), Alpounds.
Seventy-five
acts
are hambra, New York, and playing all
listed for the show.
The Hip seat the greater Keith theatres. Booked which he suffered in November,
sale includes 500 who will be seated by AL STRIKER of H. B. MARI- 1910. and from which he never fully
NELLI office.
recovered.
on the stage.
Mr. Rich was born in Boston in
The oldest team to appear in
1855.
From his late father, a
point of individual ages are Barney
D00LEYS
4-ACT.
IN
theatre man before him, he inherFerguson and George Cunningham,
The former four-act of the Doo- ited much theatrical knowledge and
69 and 59 respectively.
The Lee Kids will be the leys and Morin Sisters is beina re- judgment.
vived. William and Gordon DooJey
youngest.
His career in the theatre began
left their revue a couple of weeks
in the spring of 18$1 as treasurer
ago, following tome disagreement, of Oakland Garden, an outdoor
,
HARRY KRANZ REMARRIES It is reported, with the producers, summer
He
theatre in Boston.
Harry Krans (Krans and La Carlton Hoagland and Harry Car- succeeded B. F. Tryon as treasurer
Salle) who was recently divorced roll. The revue had a route booked
of tho Howard Athenaeum, then
was married Monday, May 16, to over the Orpheum tlftie at $2,250 managed by his father and the late
lone Pruett, of New York, a non- weekly it was reported. The fourWilliam Harris. When the firm of
professional.
act is asking $1,500.
Rich and Harris opened the Hollis
theatre in 1885. Mr. Rich became
business manager, in the capacity

.

total

MEMORY

OF MY DEAR LITTL.B IRBNE
IRENE BLAIR 80PER

thrilling

out*

liabilities

IN LOVING

SLIDE FOR LIFE,

most
feat ever performed In vaudeville. TOCfO is
rightly billed as the SENSATION*
AL.
superlative entertainer and
the

F. TEMPEST, BANKRUPT
Florenze Tempest IJames, known
in vaudeville as Florence Tempest
(Tempest and Sunshine), has filed a
voluntary petition in bankruptcy in
the Federal District Court, through
& Brisco'l.
O'Brien, Malevinsky

Her

JOHN

s<

l

John F. Fields, for many years a
vaudeville actor, died this week at
his home, Belleville, N. J., at the
age of 66. Mr. Fields succumbed
to an injury to hit head sustained
in a fall about three years ago. The
deceased began his theatrical career
in 1872 with the Tony Pastor Ri
Co. and was later with the Howard

pointed to

theatres to place Into action large the
forthcoming benefit perfor*
typhoon fans, without which it mances of the National Vaudeville
at
impossible
to
operate
Artists,
would be
to be held at the Hippoall.
They keep the playhouses fair- drome and the Manhattan opera
ly cool and the people seem con- house Sunday night (May 22), rolltent to witness the performances ing up a gross of $100,000.
while they are moving. When they
The program will carry approxistop there is a steady exit toward mately 300 pages, and weigh three

the.

be unbearable
out the huge
and complain
managers are
for keeping

CARL MANT2IU8.

DR.

SOUTHS SHOWS; ACTS RAGE

height.

20, 1021

OBITUARY

NOISY VENTILATORS WRECK

Managers

May

I

—

Friday,

May

VAUDEVILLE
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SECOND

MUSICAL REVUE FREE TO PATRONS

A.

A^F. MEET.

About 400 at Bijou

— Speaker*

Said

Nothing.

OF KANSAS CITY CONEY ISLAND

—

Park Will Try Experiment Formerly
Charged $1 Admission Dining Place. With Immense Dancing Flow Cabaret Features.

fctric

—
—

«.

4

.

Kansas

City,

May

18.

Park,
Electric
Kansas City's
Island," will have the distinction this season of being the

TROY'S POOR BUSINESS

"Coney

only amusement park in the country offering a high class musical
revue, with added vaudeville features, free.

For many years the park management has featured its music,
having large bands as the leading
free attraction and presenting "The
Follies" in the Silhouette Gardens
,

FURTHER AFFECTED

—Rather Than

Jitneys Barred

Strike-break,

Crowds Walk.

ARTISTS HOLDING OUT

FOR SAME OR MORE PAY

second, of what has been
as a series of mass Cuts By Big Time Looked for
meetings of the American Artists'
By AgentsFederation, was held at the Bijou
Thursday night (May 12), the
Acts
offered
routes for next seaShuberta donating the house. The
meeting was called to order at 11.46 son by the Keith office have been
The attendance, about 400. holding off signing, according to a
p. m.
was approximately 100 less than majority
of the agents concerned.
that of the previous and initial
The representatives report slow
meeting at the Bijou May 6.
progress
in getting their acta to acWalter C. Kelly. "The Virginia
cept alight cuts for next season,
Judge," advertised on hand bills
most holding out for last season's
as one of the speakers, did not aptop, a few demanding increases, but
Disappointment was expear.
mostly all asking for the old scale.
pressed among the audience at the
The booking men appear just aa
Kelly,
of
non-appearance
Mr.
whose name was credited with determined that no increases will
be granted. Many reasons are given
drawing a large part of those
At the previous A. A. F. with the general impression prepresent.
vailing a cut In admission prices ia
meeting May 5, John Emerson,
anticipated by the Keith officials, and
president of the Actors' Equity
that they are paving the way for
"The Boy With The Smile**
Association, and rated like Mr.
FOR
the new conditions to be met next
Kelly, to be the star orator and
OF JUNE 13th.
season.
the meeting, also
B. F. KEITH'S PALACE, New York "draw" name of
One well informed source said tho
Sailing for England June 25, S. S. failed to put in an appearance.
people were adjusting themThe four orators at the May 12 Keith
Olympic.
selves to the general reductions in
meeting were Frank Oillmore, Chas.
prices of commodltiea which are exL. Kahn, James W. Fitspatrlck and
Harry Mountford, speaking in the pected, that the public had begun
The speeches de- shopping in entertainment.
order named.
The artists on the other hand
veloped nothing new or of interest.
point to the Increased living coats on
IS
the road, transportation and other
commensurate
incidentals
with
FOX,
traveling, none of which has exIncreases, Travelling About in Quest of More hibited aigna of a reduction.
Unless
Talk of opposition ia also credited
Theatres.
Keith People Foresee It.
for the hesitancy shown in signing
for
next year.
Early In the week William Fox
Big time booking men believe an- had been away from New York for

The

announced

JACK JOYCE

Troy. May 18.
The flow of patrons at Troy theadmission.
This ' season, atres, which has slowly but surely
at $1
which opens May 21, the bands been drained away by widespread
will be discarded and the "Follies"
given in the Music pavilion without unemployment and industrial depression, was further checked last
admission.
The Silhouette Gardens will be week through action of the police
converted into a dining room, with in driving a large number of Jitneys
Seventy-five per
an immense dancing floor. Acts off the streets.
from the "Follies" will appear on cent, of the people have been using
this means of transportation since
the floor during the evening.
The "Follies," which made such the inception of the street car strike
a hit here in the past two years, fifteen weeks ago. With the denumber of autos
will again be under the direction crease in the
Added vaudeville operating, many of the workers
of Roy Mack.
alternative
of riding the
have
the
features will be introduced every
three or or four weeks and the regu- cars, manned by strikebreakers, or
chosen the
walking,
and
they
have
In addilar bill changed weekly.
other material stortage will be felt
tion to the company of ten prin- latter.
middle of August, unless
This, of course, has a tendency to about the
cipals there will be a chorus of 20.
keep them from going downtown at the rouun* oC act. for next .e..on
night, which is reflected in a drop in gains more momentum than at
receipts at the large theatres located present.
TO A PAIR
AN
It is an
in the business district.
Neither the Keith nor Orpheum
John B. Hymer Composes for ill wind that blows no good, how- officials seem anxious to route acts
ever, and in this case the small at present, which has led to the beWright and Dietrich.
picture houses in the neighborhood lief a general general reduction In
Upon celebrating the 12th anni- sections are profiting through the admission prices ia anticipated by
means of both circuits for next season.
satisfactory
versary of their wedding, May 12, lack of
inWhile playing the Princess, Mont- transportation.
It was explained by one well
real, Horace Wright and his wife'
formed member a^ts are asking last
(Rene Dietrich) were presented
season's salaries in view of transOHIO
with the following ode, written by
portation and living costs, and that
John B. Hymer.
the managers preferred deferring
Other
and
Chautauqua
With the party happening in Vaudeville,
the buying of acts until they were
Plans.
Ambitious
regular
tarty
Montreal, it was a
assured that they wouldn't be
without a look-out for Gov. Miller:
forced to cut their admission prices.
16.
May
Akron,
O.,
that
Miss Rene sang soprano
It is a foregone conclusion
A company has been formed un- any
So sweet and fascmatm',
railroad legislation which tends
der the law of Ohio known as the
artMane Horace warbled tenor
the
of
expenses
the
to reduce
Ohio Entertainment and Producing
In a manner captivating
the
ists will be discounted, when
Co., for the purpose of engaging in
Dey met— dey loved, and mated
contracts are drawn, hence the
And said, "we'll part— no never"; the entertainment and amusement new
"blankets.*
the
slowness of
Officers are B. Frank Confield.
8o Rene and Horace dey sings
Soprano an' tenor together.
John B. Mcpresident;
nelly,
Carthy, vice president; Donald F.
Heah tonight in Montreal
Heath, secretary; J- F- Barnhart,
Dat day deya celebratin'
treasurer; Joseph Thomas and J.
When de parson made 'em one,
Leaving to Equip Firm'e Vaudeville
Offices have
Theatres
And de song birds started matin*, T. Ward, directors.
here.
established
been
Dey sho have flown aroun' a bit
divided
be
will
organization
The
weather.
Thru sun and stormy
Sam Tauber, who ia now with the
vaudeville
into four branches.
But Rene an' Horace still sings
Shubert vaudeville. Is leaving for
the
among
organised
will
be
circuit
Soprano an' tenor together.
the road thla week. He la to direct
smaller cities and towns In the
the equipping of the houses, which
Thru de mist of future yeahs
state, which will be in charge of
are to be ready to open with vausee in meadows bloomin'
I
John B. McCarthy. The company deville by Sept. 1.
A little home, and many ffowers
a
promote
to
proposes
also
It was stated that few houses
Jes' all de air perfurnin',
Chautauqua circuit, In charge of J. now supplied by the Shubert legiA deah ol' white haired couple set B. Barnhart.
The production timate booking office .are included
And rock in chairs of leatherbranch will be conducted by Donald in the string and that a number of
It's Rene and Horace still singin'
F. Heath, stage and musical direcSoprano an' tenor together.
theatres have been secured.
A picture department will be new
tor.
When life's shadows close yo' day developed.
You won't be silent long,
Cause I heah aroun' de throne
COLONIAL
ROCK
Dey has a kit of song.
Nephew of Ben Framing Circus In
See dem angels all in line
Kokomo to Move by Auto.
A floatin' lak a feather?
Keith Policy House Renovsted and
Well Rene and Horace is dare
Capacity Increased
Wallace, nephew of the
Bernle
singin*
late Ben Wallace, who operated the
Soprano an' tenor together!
The Colonial, Par Rockaway. old Wallace show, later the Hagenopened Monday night with Keith beck-Wallace property, la framing
DARK. vaudeville. The house has been en- a new circus organization ia KoOTTAWA'S
tirely renovated and will continue komo It is to be called the Lincoln
Lease of Dominion Expire; -Future with the present split week policy Circus, and will move from stand
Uncertain.
of six big time acts and a feature to stand by auto.
Details of lta
and news weekly picture.
composition and probable moveThe opening bill consisted of the ments are rather vague, but it is
Ottawa, Can., May 18.
The lease on the Dominion thea- Three Bobs, Lady Tsen Mei, Mc- understood the capital to finance
The house, play- Devitt, Kelly and Quinn, Clark and the enterprise was furnished by a
tre has expired.
ing Keith vaudeville, operated by Bergman, Harry Breen and the Middle Western chain store proTheatres
Co., is now Ford Sisters.
the Canadian
prietor.
The orchestra floor has been
dark.
Bernie Wallace formerly was a
The Canadian Co. played vaude- raised, Increasing the capacity to cashier and ticket seller for his
two
the
floors.
An
abbuir
for
With
its
along
1,301
Dominion
ville in the
~
uncle.
other houses on this sido of the 11-piece orchestra has been Installed. Emll Groh, or the Coliseum,
border.
opened the house and will continue
HOUSE CLOSING.
as temporary manager until a manColonial, Haverhill, closes May 9.
SPLITTING ONLY. ager la appointed.
Policy small time vaudeville booked
That Proctor's Newark, N. J., is
Dan Simmons is booking the by the Keith, Boston office.
to star a feature film policy over house through the Keith office. The
Keith's, Dayton; Keith's. Columthe summer is denied by its man- Colonial is located about a block
Empress,
Toledo;
Keiths,
bus;
ager, Lou Golding.
from the Strand, which has a simi- Grand Rapids; Hippodrome, YoungsMr. Golding says the only change lar vaudeville policy, booked by
town; Keiths, Indianapolis; Keith's.
In his house during the hot weather Edgar Allen through the Fox office.
Cincinnati; Mary Anderson, Louiswill be the changing of the vaudeProvidence, R. I.;
Albee,
ville;
ville program twice weekly.
Loew Bookers Move Next Week. Shea's Dominion, Ottawa, Can.; LyThe Loew booking staff will move ric, Hamilton, Can.; Temple, RochPROCTOR FILM BOOKINGS.
into their new quarters in the Loew ester, N. Y.; Colonial. Krie, Pa., and
have Building the latter part of next Wilmington, Del., all playing vaudeThe
theatres
Proctors
booked the feature picture "Bob week. The offices are ready for oc- ville, have closed for the summer.
Waldorf, Waltham. Mass., closes
Hampton of Placer," with Wesley cupancy, but the removal has been
The P.rnrulway, South
Barry, "Gypsy Blood," with Pola deferred to allow the workmen in June 11.
ends its season on the
Boston,
the
finish
Negri, and "The Oath" for a show* the new structure to
same date.
halls.
ing at all their houses.

WATCH
WEEK

ME

MATERIAL SHORTAGE

DUE BY AUGUST

HOUSE HUNTING

Momentum

ODE

NEW

COMPANY

TAUBER WITH

SHUBERTS

A

around two weeks with his intimates professing to have no knowl-

M08S' PANTHEON.
The name of the new house which
B. S. Moss la building at lftri
Other channela said the vaude- street and Prospect avenue, haa
ville-picture man was going about been changed from the Atlas to tho

*g «g £~"-* <" "» *
the

section in search of
to add to the Fox cirfor pictures or vaudeville or

eastern

more theatres
cuit,

What

both.

may have

success he

met with was not mentioned.

CHOOS' PALATIAL OFFICE

Pantheon.

It la closely adjacent to
Moss no use,

the Prospect, a former
now playing atock.

The Pantheon will bo ready to
open about Sept. 1 and will play
Keith Vaudeville with a policy
similar to the Coliseum, or six acta

and a feature picture oa a
George Choos has leased the en- week.
tire top floor of the Mathieu BuildThe house will seat 2,600.
ing in 47th street and fitted it up
in a fashion that sets a precedent

split

F0UB POPS IN PICTURE&

for vaudeville producers.

The Mozart, Jamestown; Temple*
green and
bronse with the exception of the Geneva; Glove, Gloversville; and
two large rehearsal rooms. One of Palace, Oleon, playing Keith pop
the latter is done in Japanese vaudeville in tho winter season
fashion while the other is a novelty have all gone into pictures for tho
The houses return to
in interior work
and is named summer.
Billy Delaney'a booka In the fall,
"The Greenwich Village Room,*
with the usual vaudeville suppleThe decorations are

in

NEW JERSEY CITY HOUSE.
A new Jersey City vaudeville
theatre will open Decoration Day.
The house is on Central avenue, capacity about 1,500.
split week policy will be inaugurated, five acts each, in addition to a feature picture. Bookings
will be supplied by the John RobThe new house Is
blns agency.
owned by a Dr. Hespe, a locally
well known dentist.

A

menting the pictures.

Norworth and Adair Again
Jack Norworth and Janet Adair
have been routed by the Orpheum
Last
Circuit "to open this week.
week they opened at the 5th avenuo
in their first vaudeville appearance
since Norworth closed with "Hla
Lady Friends." and Mlaa Adair
with the Winter Garden attraction.

NEW WALLACE SHOW

AWAY

OPEN

—

HOUSE

•

.

NEWAEK

.

WILL HIGGIE

'WILL HIOGlBTfl DANCING IK RESPONSIBLE FOR AN INNOVASTOPPING THK SHOW AT THK FINISH OF AN ACT. HIS
PRINCIPAL DANCR ALSO ACTUALLY STOPPED THE SHOW IN
THK MIDDLE OF A REVUB."— Said Sam McKee In "New York —Telogiaph" — while at Palace, Now York, last week. The others follow:
TION.

"It remained for Will Higgle to pull down the applause hit of the
can dance all around the Russian stepturn with his dancing.
pers we have seen. Watch this hoy." "New York Star."
the Russian steps at. the finish registered the strongest."
"New York Clipper."
"The Russian Dance brought down tho house." "Zit."
The papers of the entire country unanimously praisr the murw'lou* stepping of Higgle— that's why he's book) <l solid with Moore and Megley'i
Santos and Hayes' Revue by HARRY
.

"...

—

—

WEBER

-

i^psss

VAUDEVILLE
NEWS OF THE MUSIC MEN
Edwards

organizing a corporation for the purpose of reembarking In the music publishing
business once more. Edwards has
been actively out of the business for
some years. Associated with him
will bo Will D. Cobb, the official
Otis

Gold).

is

They contend that they had

no knowledge of Coslow's minority,
deeming him to be about 12 years
of age, and had him write a few
words at his own price, the song's
appeal resting in its catchy melody.
Their affidavits state that Coslow
Edwards lyricist and librettist, and has been known to have written entire songs for $25 and less, and that
Ben Edwards on the business end.
had not ^Grieving for You" proved
a
success, he would have remained
George W. Meyer is now connectquit* anci profcabiy thought h.*ineeif
ed with the Harms Arm.
lucky to get. even the $25 out of it.
The defendants' counsel showed
Ind.. that Coslow seeks to tie up the enElkhart,
playing
While
actor-songthe
Gilbert,
Wolfle
tire royalties to protect his Interest,
wrlter-publisher, discovered a find which, at the most favorable outnative
Juvenile
a
Donn,
Bobby
would be ouly one -quarter
come,
In

William Cary Duncan and Dr. Anselm Goetal have written a "Mother
song around the Ivan
Eternal'*
Abramson film of the same name.
Louis Weslyn tendered a farewell
dinner to Eva Applefleld. California
songwriter, Saturday prior to her
departure for San Francisco, her
home town, this week. Miss Apple
field came east on business for several weeks and placed some eight
new song* with the various local
music houses. She expects to return

New York

The

title

of Jack Mills'

new num-

is

HASTEN 00T-D00R OPENING
Willow Grcvc Park Gets Under Way Two Weeks
Nahan Franko Opening
Earlier- Than Usual

—

Musical Attraction.

the metropolitan district. Newark,
N. J, will be plentifully amused
with the two major biff Jobs right
at

each ether's heels.

it

The

Sells

in its history last

week "when

played to a net profit of $18,000.

The show appeared

not "Drowsy Head" as pre- Begins Monday at Hempstead for
viously reported, but "Sleepy Head."
Ten Days on Island Sells- Floto.
song
was originally published
This
on the coast by the Adrian -Reese
Hempstead, Long Island, was
Music Co. of San Francisco, Mr. billed this week as the first stand
Mills having bought it in the course
on the island for the Walter L.
of his recent cross-country trip.
Main circus aext Monday. It is expected the outfit will play stands
Lester Santley, manager of the on the island for ten days or two
Feist band and orchestra department, is representing his firm at the weeks. The Sells-Floto show is due
Musicians' Federation convention in in the same territory just following
Leo Lewin of the Main top. The latter has an
St. Paul this wee?c.
the Waterson -Berlin -Snyder staff is 18-car show, while the Muggivanalso there on a similar mission.
Ballard property has 26 cars.
The circus season on Long Island
Louis Breau, professional man- is brief, running from about May 1
ager of the Winkler Music Co., re- to the opening of the bathing
turned to New York last week, fol- beaches.
Experience has shown
lowing a three months' business tour that the tops cannot draw against
to the coast.
the seashore resorts.
There has
been surprisingly little opposition
Mack Goldman, last with the Sha- billing between the Sound and
piro-Bernstein professional staff, is
now associated with Fred Fisher as Jamaica along the line of the Long
manager of the band and orchestra Island Railroad. The Main paper
department.
Al Green, last with is scattered and rather ancient in
Forater's New York staff, is also a design,
recent addition to the Fisher force.

ber

This week and next finds the four
of this season's biff clrz Jtca close to

week

MAIN ON LONG ISLAND

in several

Penn-

—

EDNA JAJBT MARRIED.
while

playing in
vaudeville at the Globe. Philadelphia,

week

AT
Griffith

HIP

was married Tuesday of last
to Samuel Toy, a New York

and Frank Bacon One

Grove,
for
Willow
example,
opened Saturday night, whereas
it
gets under way on
The gross receipts of the second Memorial Day. T*his is the 26th
annual benefit of the S. Rankin season.
Drew Post of the American Legion,
The opening orchestra is that of
held at the Hippodrome, last SunNahan Franko, who will remain
day night will total approximately

of

Many Amusement Features

generally

The show held a remarkable list
acts for a benefit, among the
"turns" being D. W. Griffith and
Frank Bacon, in a sketch showing
the inner workings of a picture
studio, with Mr. Griffith as the director and Mr. Bacon as a candidate for picture acting honors.
Griffith proved
actor, playing

and

the>

up process, the park has no new
attractions.
Feature pictures instead of two- and three-reel comedies will be the rule at the picture
house.

Woodside Park opened last week
with Durbano's concert band. Edn*
i

Wallace Kinney

is

the soloist.
}0

asked the corporation counsel for*
opinions on 37 different details cov*
ering questions that have come up.
The Commissioner would like to*
know whether cabarets where there*
is dancing should take out only a
dance hall license or should also
apply for permits as the "sponsors"

m

question whether or not it should
not take out a permit for the dance
as well. From this point arises a
question whether or not it shall not
take out a license for each evening's
dance. This is one of the points on

which the

city's

law department has

been asked to shed
Paul L. Specht

is

light.

heading an or-

chestra playing at the Hotel Ala*
mac, Atlantic City.

in-

Guns again popped along the
border last week. A pitched battle
was fought one night between six
bootleggers and eight bandits near
the St. Regis Indian Reservation at
St. Regis Point on the Canadian
line.
Two of the runners were shot
and third was stabbed, according to
word which reached the custom
officials at Malone.
Fourteen men

Sam

Coslow, a
minor, In his suit against Joe Gold,
Joe Ribaud. Joe Gibson and Leo
Feist, arising from the song "Grieving for You," was argued before the
Appellate Division the latter part of
last week. Coslow is suing for a
one-fourth interest in the song, alleging be wrote the lyric and disposed of it to the first three named
defendants (who composed the music) for $25. on the understanding
it was to be employed by an act
and not to be published. He is appealing at present from an order
of

series,

for dances. The law requires that
any individual or association which
proposes to give a dance shall make
formal application to the license de-'
part en t and shall submi: to an investigation of its character.
This
is in addition to the license issued
to a dance hall.
If the cabaret Is
to be licensed as a place, it is a

American demand for French and

The appeal

engaged for different

1

At a recent meeting of the Chambre Syndicale des Chansonniers in
Paris the question of foreign music
rights took up considerablo time in
discussion. The French music publishers are expecting a boom in foreign music demand, acting on the
advice of an American music importer that within a short time the
be

more;

Choral Society of Philadelphia will
have its usual dates.
Aside from the usual freshening-

is

within the city since the passing,
three weeks ago, of the Cotillo law
which requires licenses not only for
dance places, but permits for all
dances accessi K le to the public. The

A. V. Broadhurst of the British
music house of Enoch & Softs is in
New York on a business visit to the
local branch office.

will

Conway and

The New York License Depart- Commissioner's office is still a good
ment has received 1,800 applications deal at sea as to the meaning of
for dance hall and dance licenses certain points in the law and has

Sons have the pub-

scores

Patrick

will follow for three

CABARET

week.

Keith House in Bedford Section.
Negotiations are reported under
way that will add another new
house building in the Bedford section
of Brooklyn
to
the Keith
string.
The house is of large capacity and is practically ready to
open.

he

band

then Victor Herbert and his orchestra for another three, Lepa and his
orchestra for thee, and Sousa's band
for five. This latter is a longer season for Sousa than usual.
Rachel Morton Harris is soloist
for the opening and others will b#

total $1,000.

new all-colored
"Shuffle Along" show due, to open
next week at the 63d St. theaire.
Sissle and Blake wrote the music.

other foreign
creased.

his

proximately $500 was realized from
the sale of programs. The program
advertising It Is estimated will

lication rights to the

»

three weeks.

estimates
according to
$11,500,
made this week. The Hippodrome
gross was about $10,000, and ap-

England.

&

The

DOES $11,500

a capable
druggist.
wuu a finish and
The couple are reported as hav- smoothness, consistent with Broading met when Miss Luby went into way standards.
Mr. Bacon also
Toy's store te, buy some make-up, shone in a role that had him actthe m>> tch having been consum- ing for the camera.
mated on short acquaintance.
The bride will retire from the
stage after her engagement in Atlantic City this

Philadelphia, May 18.
early termination of the legit
houses, while probably causing tears
in managers' hearts, has worked in
another way as regards the parka
here.

BENEFIT

of

sylvania towns.

Edna Luby,

DREW POST

B. Feldman, the British music
publisher, will represent the L.
Wolfe Gilbert Music Corpoiation in

M. Witmark

1W1

LEGIT CLOSINGS IN PHILLY

& B., Sells-Floto, Robin
son & Morns Show in East

,

in the fall.

20,

R.-B.

pioio show plays the town Friday
of this week, the Ringlings- Barnum
thereof.
Decision on the appeal is expected and Bailey show following on Monin a fortnight.
day and Tuesday of next week.
The John Robinson shows are a
The Arrow Music Publishing Co.,
now at 2305 Seventh avenue, New bit further away, playing Reading
York, shortly expecting to open and Camden. The Walter L. Mains
professional offices on Broadway, outfit plays Morris town and Dover,
has a directorate of negroes. Its N. J., during the week, starting a
officials aro W. Astor Morgan, presweeks' tour of Long Island next
ident and chief of staff writers; F. two
H. Morgan, treasurer, with B. P. week. The latter circus is the only
Wooldyn, N. B. Kimbrough, Charles one accepted by the railroads for
Burnett, Sadie Peterson, F. H. An- Long Island. The outfit is using 15
Other
derson, Jr.. and William Spaulding cars for the d^tei there.
of the staff. The Arrow people ap- shows tried, but were rejected by
the
people.
railway
( Continued on page 17)
The Mains shows enjoyed the best

of the town, and accepted a waltz
composition from the youth for pubGilbert set lyrics to the
lication.
melody.

to

FOUR BIG TOPS All
PLAYING NEAR HERE

May

Friday,

participated

TAMEO KAJIYAMA
AT THE TOMB OF NAPOLEON

FRANCE

in

the

affray,

which

reached its climax when the Jesse
James succeeded in taking 120 cases
of boose from the bootleggers after
the latter had transported it by
motor boat across the St. Lawrence
river at Cornwall. None of the men

denying his motion for a temporary
IN
injunction to restrain Feist from
paying to the defendants any sums
TAMEO KAJIYAMA, the only exponent of Quadruple Mind Concentration In the world, who was described was arrested at the time. Stones,
of money accruing from the sales. by the greatest phrenological authority in America, Jessie Fowler, as possessing a mentality resembling that
clubs, knives and guns were used
Plaintiff also aeks for a receiver to of Napoleon.
which took
retain such monies teemed proding *
XLHirinc his recent vfceit to England when KAJIYAMA api>eared at the London Coliseum hi* d*umafitr&» freely in the battle,
the determination of the action.
tions of the so-called "MULTIPLE ACTIONS" of the brain created the greatest sensation in the history of the place almost under the window 6f a
Appellant contends that the com- theatrical world. All the eminent Scientists, Students, Phrenologists, Felmaniuts and even the Spiritualists Canadian customs office at the*
plaint sets forth a good cause of ac- flocked to that groat institution and at once acclaimed him the forerunner and the possessor of the men- rolnt.
tion; that the established rule in tality belonging to the inhabitants of the Twenty-one Century. And his name became as common in British
The bandits pounced upon the*
this State is that an infant may daily papers and periodicals as Billy Sunday's was in New York papers while he was preaching in the great rum runners
as soon as their boat,
avoid his contract entered into dur- metropolis.
the liquor, touched the
ing his infancy at any time prior to
KAJIYAMA at once became the greatest drawing card attraction in England, and accordingly he was fea- containing
bank.
After
taking
the red eye, the
the infant attaining his majority or tured over some of the most eminent and favorite stars of the country.
within a reasonable time thereafter.
The magnitude of his success and the amount of interest his demonstration created during his perform- gunmen beat it in high-powered
Coslow still is under 21 years of ance may be judged from the fact that he occupied the Coliseum stage for FORTY-FIVE MINUTES on No. automobiles toward the south. A
age, having been 18 at the time he 8 position on a ten-act bill composed of such great attractions as CROCK, NELSON KEYES, LITTLE TICH
Two
general alarm was sent out.
allegedly collaborated on the song. THE GREAT ORGANS and "THE NOTHING DOING BAR."
of the men
later caught by
Philip Hart of the Nathan BurAMERICAN MANAGERS, here Is an act with unlimited possibilities for exploitation. It is the only act State troopers,were
who were in ambush
fcan office, in his arguments in the in the world that can make an audience LAUGH, APPLAUD, THINK, MARVEL and SIT UP and TAKE
for them.
They refused to stop
behalf, contended
plaintiff's
that NOTICE at the same time. Psychology plays an important part in the presentation of this act.
when
ordered
to do so and the
the
Managers must not overlook
fact that this act was created and being presented by the man who has
only a court of equity ,:i determine
hie status as a joint owner and co- studied the psychology of human nature, taking into the consideration the tendencies and the inclinations of troopers fired shots, which broke
spokes
in
the
wheel
of the car and
minds
rescind
his
improvident
the
of
the
people
modern
nge
craving
for
of the
that are
proper food for meditation, enlightenment and
author and
Two
put |t out of commission.
contract and allow Coslow to bene- intellectual reflection.
VAUDEVILLE
HAS
reputation.
NO
GREATER
WELCOME
and
AND
MORE
NOVELTY THAN THIS!
fit both In money
hundred and sixty-four quarts of
The next advertisement will prove conclusively the reliability and justification of this sweeping assertion. whisky were seized.
The respondents maintain that
KAJIYAMA will open at Jefferson Theatre the week of May 23. with eight following consecutive weeks in
Coslow does not merely seek to tM
A number of prohibition agent.relieved of a contract, but asks the Greater New York. Sailing for England to open on Moss tour September 6th, 1921.
The act was booked for America direct by Mr. Eddie Darling after he saw Kajiyama at the London were sent to Tlatisburg and Other
eourt to make a new contract to
points in Northern New York Janr
make him equal partner with three Coliseum.
This week (May 16). Temple, Roch
and,
(Riband,
musicians
Gibson
(Continued on pnge 20.)
1
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FORUM

ARTISTS'

INSIDE STUFF

CON'S RUBBER BALLS

Letter•$ to tae Forum thould not exceed 160 words. They muet be
signed by the writer and not duplicated for any other paper.

ON VAUDEVILLE-

GET ALTITUDE RECORD

Within a short while there will visit this country Fern Andra, who
to the German film world what Pearl White is to the American, only
Miss Andra is really daring. She has made a leap from ua auto going
40 miles an hour to a train going at the same pace, missing the first
time and nearly being killed, to successfully repeat the feat within an
hour afterward- Another by her was to ride a horse off the top of a
five-story building into a stream of water. In Germany they don't stand
The person featured as doing stunts must have done
for "doubling."
is

New

York,

May

One Went up so High
Down Wet Tied

was publ^hed

of themselves, which

If.

—

and 'for which they were charged
would like to enter a protest *60.
in
last
week's
If Variety had ever wanted to sell
statement
a
against
Variety made by Mr. Sheldon Lewis its notices, it could have done so
in which ho says thai it is a well- with ease, could do so now. Variety
known fact that only those who charges artists 1250 a page. The
advertise in Variety receive favor- most anyone would expect to buy
able comment in the reviews. This us With would be one page, perhaps
is so unfair a statement that I want a half -page. Some think $10 is a lot
to come to the defense of Variety, to a newspaperman.
But,
It is.
simply from a standpoint of fair when the publisher of this paper
gets ready to become a general
PlayDuring a period of 16 months in horse thief, it won't be a matter of
which I appeared In vaudeville I $260 that will make him one. A far
received perhaps a dozen extremely greater reason is that if Variety
cordial and favorable reviews of my colored Its notices for advertisers,
Several o f these reviews If it changed its news policy to sework.
contained criticism as to manner- cure advertisements, it might make
isms, makeup etc., which 1 found more money for a year, two or
rather than de- three, but at the. end of that time
to be helpful
thers would be no Variety as far as
rogatory.
During this same period I v/as value goes.
Possibly
surprising
the
most
solicited at least a dozen times by
Editor Variety:
I

i

advertising
representatives
of
Variety.
I did
not buy any space
should
and
not have been surprised
(from former experiences jith the
pi rely
musical
weeklies)
had
Variety
given
me unfavorable
notice.
On the contrary however,
the reviews were i. creasingly cood.
With no malice to Mr. Lewis or
anyone else who may agree with
him in his statement, I think if
he studies the type of big amusement corporation advertisers which
find it profitable to advertise in
A'ariety, and who incidentally use
the major portion of the advertising spr.ee contained In the mngaaine. he will agree that Variety
stands in no need to coerce artists
into buying space in order to get
"good notices."
Allan Hooera

Variety is in its 16th year as a
puMieation.
During that time it
has published hun V.eds of letters
written to it by artists, objecting
to adverse criticism. The majority
of those letters said as Mr. Lewis
said in his letter last week, that
unles
an artist advertised in
Variety, he would not receive a
favorable notice and vice versa.
Variety published those letters
with the malicious statement as it
did the remainder of the letters,
because they were statements from
aggrieved persons, who had equally
i

I

E

a

we

right,

believe,

to

criticise

reviewers as Variety
has to criticise them. With their
letters appearing in Variety, the
same paper that criticsed them, the
writers therefore were certain to
know they were reaching the same
circle of readers the criticism went

Variety or

its

to.

Variety has 14 reviewers on

New York
office

staff.

Its

its

New York

has six advertising

whom

for

Syracuse,

May

18.

Th» rubber

is

Cuthbert's wife
I'nrv afraid she
any minute. You

so sore on Algy

Editor Variety:
In Lalt's criticism of the Santos
and Hayes Revue at the Palace last
week he claimed the only flaw !n
the act was a line interpolated by
the comedian which was "lifted
from Val and Ernie Stanton."
We were at the Majestic, Chicago, Christmas week, while Lalt
was ill and unable to cover the
.

an

„
k rnie
.

i

,,.

Stanton were

Im ?
^"!LW "!lJL"„an.l?!S! d ,™

Tk
t

S!L
use the

dandy

line,

namely, "That's just

and out

of

—

professional

I granted
it.
You can
any of the above by getting
touch with him. Hope you will
adjust this, as I do not want to be
accused of ueing material not my
Saul Marshall.
own.

courtesy
verify
in

New

York.

May

NEW

17.

Editor Variety:
In Variety of May 13 Ibee, in his
review of my act, accuses me of
lifting.

My

writers

said

definition of lifting is

In

his

review:

J

The number of weekly performances in stock will receive the attention
of the Equity when it begins to enforce the "Equity Shop." according to
reports. The head of a well-known small-time vaudeville circuit in the
East operates six or seven stock companies in which two shows are
given daily. The salaries on thia particular circuit are not any larger by
reason of the extra performances, in fact, they are smaller than those
paid elsewhere. The management is able to recruit casts because it is
in a position to offer long engagements, and because the cities where the
companies are located are not far from New York. Those who have
played the towns say that no more money is made with 12 shows thsn
could be with t, that the twice-daily plan does not allow sufficient time
to work up the fine points of a play, and that it results in mechanlcel
performances Some of the leading men and women have broken down,
due to the strenuous work Involved In appearing every afternoon ami
evening and rehearsing every morning. It is believed that the Equity
will try to make nine shows a standard week, additional shows being paid
for pro rata. One or two of the elrculars recently sent out to members
have touched on this point.

—

Ernie Stanton asked permission
it

|

^

I

|

—cut yourself a piece of cake."

to use

j

Although it was predicted several weeks ago the T. K. Smith ticket
regulation bill would not be signed by Governor Miller, the letter's vetoing
of the measure late last week, and his reason for rejecting it was a surCuthie didn't know I was slippln' prise along Broadway. A number of theatre ticket brokers did not know
Algy the doctored pill, so when it the measure had been passed by the Assembly, but on the inside it was
cunv to about the sixth innin' he known the bill was In the Governor's hands. Managers did not oppose
asked me what's the idea he hadn't the Smith bill, which provide that where a stipulation making it a misgot his dally homer. He was lead demeanor to resell tickets for more than 50 cents is printed on the back,
off man the next innin' and 1 told such stipulation was to be regarded as a contract. It was. thetefore, behim the works would be in by the lieved that a curb on excess premiums would be provided.
time he got up to the plate.
Governor Miller stated he was opposed to measures which tended toThe regular ball was in play and wards the placing of a man in jail for debt. He reasoned that, since the
Cuthie takes a blast at the first ball ticket law would permit Jail or punishment by fine for the violating of
a^ ,,.»,_
..«. «
nttnU „ A poppin
«.««^i„» up
pitched,
a measly
little the contract, it might open up the way for the use of the criminal court*
fl
fielder caught for breaching of contracts which are matters for the civil courts.
The
w »hout «"•»*• from hi. tracks. Governor said, though, he was in sympathy with the Idea.
Cuthbert comes back to the bench
Showmen say that still another method of stopping high prices in
with a terrible beef, but I conned agencies has been killed off this time without lobbying methods or any
him that it must of been bum rub- pressure by opponents. The vetoing of the Smith bill leaves the agency
ber in that one.
problem in about the same status as before, with the Income tax law the
When Algy slaps one over the only legal obstruction.
The Collector's Office is constantly on the watch for unreported excess
center Held fence that looked like It
was breakln' all altitude records, premium sales, and thousands of ticket stub* arc collected and examined
Cuthie went berserker and nearly every month.
tore down the bench.
He right
away hollered that I had crossed
Scott Welsh Is to be featured In a
ACTS.
skit with a cast of three.
him and slipped Algy one of the
Frank T. Hunter and Co. in "The vaudeville
Beresford Lovett and Edna May
rubber pills to hit. I come back and Sheriff." sketch.
Spooner
and
Co.
in
the
"Find
explained that I was afraid the
"Inspiration," six-people tab writThief," sketch.
pitchers in the league would get hep ten and produced by Dan Cassler
Los
Caritos,
featured
dancers,
last
if they saw balls dlsappearln' over and Alan Lleber.
season with "Spanish Love," are to
"Lost Twenty-four Hours," with take
the fence every day, all smacked by
a flier in vaudeville until the
Jennie Moscowitx, Flossie Redmond, show reopens
the same bird.
next September. The
Brooks.
Howard
and
Weil
Matty
turn includes four people.
The thing I'm worryhV about is Songs and talk with a special set.
John Steele, tenor, single, assist vd
when I switch back to Cuthbert,
Lillian Do .Vere, a single from the
by a pianist. (Harry Weber.)
Algy is go in' to hollar murder, for west (Sam Fallow).
Sammy Weston has teamed with
I've given him a taste of that home
Stanley and Caffery. two men, ecJosle Rooney for vaudeville. Pianist
run glory, and he has been the lion centric and acrobatic dancing.
and carried. (Joe Sullivan.)
Corcoran
formerly
Mack,
Joe
of the hour all week, three sheetln'
Little Jerry, now
In
"Clair de
girls in a condensed
around the hotel with a Natural Mack, and four
version of the girl act, "Rose of Lune," will return to vaudeville
Bloom stick n" out of his kisser Spain."
June 20, offering a new act.
bigger than a mall bag. Ill probably have to keep them neck and
neck all season and the last week let
them battle it out on the up and up.
It's a good thing Algy ain't married or I would have +.o hire a
keeper to prevent the two wives
from tearin' each other apart.
Cuthie's wife, as It Is. is ready to
stick a hatpin in my ticker any minute since Algy broke out In his home

I

—

,.

:

for the leadership.

i

,

.But her picture perils are the lcrst of Miss Andra's young though
eventful life. Probably a *cw may be aware that Fern Andra of today
Miss Andree when 16 years
is Pern Andree of yesterday and Chicago.
eld went to Europe with the Bird Millman wire act. During the war she
was in Germany and is reported to have been sentenced to be shot for
aiding an Englishman to escape from that country. She was not killed.
Almost on the appointed day of her execution, according to the story.
Miss Andra married Baron Weiss, a German noble of high rank. After
the armistice the Baroness sued for a divorce. It is said to have developed during the trial, when collusion was charged, that the couple
had never lived together as man and wife. They are reported to have
admitted the comp icity, leaving the impression the Baron, after a
personal appeal to the Kaiser to pardon the girl, married her in furtherance of his statements to Wilhelm. At the trial the Baron made a gallant
statement which gave his wife her divorce.

darb At'fl
I've been gettin' away with murder
ever sines the season opened, but
Cuthbert and Algy ain't speak In'. I
was afraid Cuthie was gettin'
swelled up, so I decided to switch
for a week and give Algy a chance
to fatten up his battin' average and
sock a few homers for hisself.
Algy has been grabbin' one a day
and he and Cuthbert are now tied
bails are the

will bean him
in connection with this at- know there ain't no two female imtempted defense of a criticism by personators in the world who can
saying "advertising" is that those get along outside of their own
who know A'ariety and the battles it racket without battlin', so you can
was forced into' for the first ten imagine one of them birds nghtin'
years of its existence must have with the wife of the other.
I expect any minute that Cuthie
realised that Variety went Into
those
battles,
losing
advertising and Algy will hook up at the park
thereby from those who fought in a hair pullln' match, and I have
with this paper and it lost adver- tipped off the bunch to keep them
tising from their sympathisers and split out away from the ball park.
friends. It could follow that when
I tipped Algy off Monday about
the loss of thousands of dollars the rubber ball stunt and told him
stared Variety in the face through that our pitcher would make the
its policy, and Variety accepted that switch once a day, leavin* the other
loss, it hardly could be. influenced pitcher with the
rubber apple to
through a possible $250.
throw up. The first day Algy got
When Variety is ready to sell its ahold of th rubber ball he hit one
notices or its news columns, there's s „ n |g, n wn en it cum down it wss
but one place for it the East River. • W et.

8

them.

Dear Chick:

tiling

solicitors,
solicit theatrical ad-

ing) to go in the front of the house

Came

Homers.

—

stealing, and in order to steal one
must be a thief. I am not a thief
vertising. The advertising men are
and resent the accusation.
not permitted when visiting a theaIn a review of my act at the Fifth
tre on business (to solicit advertisAvenue Theatre another one of your

four of

it

"In

as their business there is back stage.
their turn Hughes and DeThe reviewers have been requested framing
brow borrowed from no one. These
(and it is commonly understood in
boys should climb rapidly."
the office), that they shall not go
Ibee also said we were three -aback stage when
theatre

I

at a
to
It will, no doubt, be surflay only.
performance for the
to him to know we have been
The reviewers and the ad- pring
par>er.
playing two-a-day practically all
vertising men have nothing in comseason. Some one is wrong in their
mon as far as show reviews are judgment
Who can it
of my act.
concerned.
be? It surely can't be Ibee.
In the years this paper has pubIbee also took it upon himself to
lished there never has been a man
inform Green and Jenkins we were
or woman on the staff who when
using one of their jokes. I was anout to review a show or picture of
Jenkins, and
any kind that received any Instruc- noyed by Green and
have proven we are not using any*
tion.
thing they are using. I have affi- run rash.
Variety believed the paper spoke
davits by reputable artists that will
for itself in its reviews. There are
Ain't that just like a woman?
any number of people in vaudeville vindicate Mr. Debrow and myself.
Here I take this giboney and get him
Anthony Hughes.
who know that their effort to secure
more publicity than he ever got in
a shaded notice for themselves or
his life, and she could have a great
MARRIAGES.
their act through proposing adveroutin' goin' to my funeral. Cuthie
tising failed.
knows
what I done for him but do
Charlotte Ivea to Jan Maurlts
you think he would alibi me to her?
But for the first time in this Boisscvain, New York, May 12.
paper's experience. Mr. Rogers, unWalter Regan, New York "Irene" Not on your life. He likes to hear
known personally to an/one in Va- Co., to Sidney Reynolds. .Chicago her pan me, for it makes him forget
that
rietyV office,
it's
me that's makin* the
makes the Above "Irene" Co., May 9.
Bamberger
to
Fred
Prance* wheels go round.
statement for publication from his
Mr.
non-professional,
Grelvcs,
observation and reading Variety Bamberger has been associated with
"Tomato" is so heated up over the
while in vaudeville.
It's
equally the various music publishers for whole affair he wants to clout the
true of any number of others in- many years, last with Feist.
pair of them, but I have been kidRobert Nash to Ina Kuhn (former- din' him
cluding those vaudeville advertisers
out of it He Is gettin* a
in Variety who received bad notices ly of the Six White Kuhns), in
Chicago,
January 20. The nuptials yen to battle again, and if I don't
and immediately cancelled adverget
him
a
fight soon I'm afraid that
have just been announced.
tising contracts, or those adverAn announcement of the marriage he'll carom one of my bill gamers
tisers who, after receiving a bad April Jl of Kathleen Anne Freder- just for exercise
notice, said they would not pay icks to Jbhn Bishop Bailey was reI've got a whale of a ball Club and
their advertising bill.
eently sent out by the parents of
club they will
Mr. Lewis said that it was a well- the bride. The ceremony was per- I think we will bo the
have
to beat to cop the peanut this
known fact that only those who ad- formed at the First Presbyterian
rubber
balls done it, for
The
year.
Bailey
Hoboken.
Church
of
Mrs.
vertised in Variety received good
was the original Miss Fredericks they have the mob all pep; ed »»p
notices. Mr. Lewis at the time was
of Langford (Howard) and Freder- and fishtin' like a lot of wild men
complaining of a bad notice given icks.
for ball games.
Miss Pearson and himself at the
Just keep \our eye on the bos
Riverside theatre. New York, week
BIRTHS.
scores rind watch my pair of ball
before last.
musical prescription, non-alcohnlie but Intoxicating.
Offering
In Variety of March
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Arlington
hawks.
Meeting with great success on the Orpheum Circuit.
11, *his year, Virginia Pearson and
(Eleanor Cochran), a hoy MlserePersonal
Direction of CHARL1CS BIKRBAPKR
companion.
Your
drinkin
old
Sheldon Lewis ordered an adver- cordia Hospital, Philadelphia May
Portland, Hetlig, Maj
Scatll" Orpbeum. This Week (M») IC>.
Von
tisement of a three -column picture 13.

witness

the

.

i

DORIS DUNCAN
"THE LOVE BANDIT'

.«

-".
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bookers and outside agents. Billy the acts work under favorable con- shame, as Rlpon's talk Is funny and
Topping these facts the should Ignite With most audiences.
Diamond does the booking for thin ditions.
house and from all appearances he weather wa.i the box office kind and The. McCarvers sang and danced,
gives those present just what they nothing more could be desired.
succeeding In creating some laught.
Les Arados, assisted by another The woman sang and the man
want, which is sufficient to have a
man, broke the ice. The curtain danced. Even their blackface makeline waiting for admission.
Cornell and Malone, two men. goes up on full to show the devil's up and talk didn't kick 'em. Powder
opened the show. These boys are home in three drops. A large open- and Latham, two men, just faded
really clever dancers and can shake ing on the background drop per- away.
The boys are clever and
their feet, getting as much attention mitted a clown to come in, burglar talk, sing and dance just a little.
He trys to crack a Such treatment they received was
as any act on the better bills, any like fashion.
Explosion and the demon hard to take, but they got a little
time they care to let their feet talk. safe.
Hanson and lAioille require a change himself comes out. Then they go attention anyway. Bond -Berry and

CHICAGO VAUDEVILLE SHOWS

.

and repeated their success. The
MAJESTIC, CHICAGO.
girls have new dresses, but use the
Chicago, May 18.
same routine. Walter Donaldson
Although the years are creeping presides at the piano and shows up
upon Eddie Foy his drawing powers other accompanists by tending
haven't diminished* pa. iMfcfft ttot IjB Etnctly to hi«> knitting. Hayatoka
this territory—one of the best houses Brothers speeded up their act, but in their style of working.
These
plus one of the best all-around bills it was getting late and proved of girls work nicely in their first numseen here in months. To add to all little avail.
bers, but the boy and girl bit is out
this the orchestra was in ship-shape
of order. What they oould do is to
under a new leader and several new
have one girl do a number, exit, then
PALACE, CHICAGO.
faces in the pit. From the first to
have the piano player do a solo,
the last act there wasn't a hitch,
then have the first girl come back
Chicago, May 18.
and everything ran like well oiled
Carlyle Blaclcwell can be credited for a double song. Romeo is an acmachinery.
with a capacity house, a.id if that cordian player. They laughed when
Bert and Florence Mayo had Xho is all a headliner has to do, then he he came out.
They should have
honor of starting the show off, and is worth the money, but for enter- saved it until his finish. There isn't
It was Justly deserved honor.
There taining purposes he fell short of the a second lost in his entire act, for
Isn't one dull spot in their entire mark. His vehicle looks
as if it were he plays continuously. A pause be"trap" routine, and at certain times hastily thrown together, which is the tween some of the numbers would
they both worked on separate fly- fault of most of the failures of film give the audience a chance to aping bars, doing individual tricks stars that are taking a fling at
preciate his "art" more fully. Knorr
that were worthy of being done sep- vaudeville. Anything will do and let
Rella and company offered a sketch
arately. Bevan and Flint were sacit go at that.
which requires worlds of rehearsing
rificed in the deuce spot, bv.t they
bill played far superior to and would
The
then need something.
fleserve credit for starting the ball
the headliner. It was opened by A booze hound, heir to millions,
rolling for comedy honors. The man
id her mani- marries a girl who is prohlbitionally
Lillic Jewel Faulkner
Is a comic of real ability, while the
She has brought the act up to inclined.
They argue; he won't
woman, good to look at and in her kins.
date with a ball game that was good work, but upon a telephone call that
handling of the straight portion of for many laughs.
he
is disinherited, he is forced to
the work, helps put the comedy over.
Mabelle Sherman is the possessor work. A man and woman are the

'

Placed lower on the bill they could
have copped a hit. As it was they
took three bows.
Earl Dewey and Mabel Rogers, in
a vaudeville confection, "No Tomorrow," have a novelty that speaks of
big time and that big time can speak
It has all the ingrefit with pride.
dients that go to make up real
vaudeville. Bright lines, good performers and an idea. It was accepted with open arms.
Charles Irwin conies back In a
new monolog that was just brimful
of wit and laughs.
His analyzation of "Annie Laurie" is a gem.
Irwin has arrived with both feet as
a single, and if he keeps up his pace
will have some of the old-timers

of a sweet voice, but spoils it all by
trying to act kittenish. Her piano

player might dress in a more simple
fashion. Mr. Hymack hasn't been
seen here for a long time and, as
usual, mystified with his lightning
changes, enough so that he was
forced to take Ave bows. Carleton
and Hallow have a typical piano act.
Carleton should be given credit for
putting over Miss Balle\ ir th hit
number of the act. Miss Ballew
sings it as a child might, with an
air of innocence and unsophistication that makes fools out of regular
six-foot fellas. She took six encores
and could have taken six more.
i

Fradkin and Jean Tell, in their
artistic arrangement of voice and
violin, took care of the highbrows
and music lovers, though some of
the "regulars" took advantage to
eea\ They
go out and inhale the
were also forced to encore and
copped a bunch of bows that were
all
coming to them. Lydell and
Macy in tneir "Old Cronies" were
welcomed as old frien Is. There is
one line that should be censored and
that is "making a deaf and dumb
girl say daddy." Ly dell's dance was

wondering why. KuzzHI and Parker
were the outstanding hit, and after
their first five minutes could have
done anything and gotten awav with

'

Buzzell is credited with being
author. They knocked out
a sweet home run not only in laughs
but as all around utility players.
Wellington Cross fared 100 per
rent better here than at the Palace
several weeks ago. He seems more
sure of himself and has some n^w
talk that is really smart In spots.
The burlesque mind-reading bit
found a ready response, though it
smacks of Nelson and Chains' mintlreading bit, and if so should be
eliminated.
The shooting bit was
done twice with Charles Irwin, the
third member of the cast. Irene and
Bernice Hart stepped over from the
Palace, where they were last week.
it.

his

own

only characters.

The man

is

ex-

ceptionally strong, and the woman
needs a bracer. Howard and Foster,

man and woman,

are woefully misled as to what vaudeville goers
want.
Both are Just what they
should not be. A transparent plot
isn't even strong enough for this
crowd. The man changes too often
from straight to drunk, and drunk
to straight. The woman
tant possibilities.

shows

dis-

The Monterey Four were obliged
to cancel and Reed, Scott and Rusharmony singers, took their
Mell,
The numbers are good and
place.
The woman's
pler.so in every way.
voice

and appearance

fit

in

nicely

with the men's. Sammy Milton had
the only comedy the bill contained.
He does a Hebrew comic monologue
that is accepted here, and formed
Even though he
for better time.
sings numbers, Milton does not once
step out from his character, which
He stopped the
is commendable.
show. Hart and Francis, two men.
hats, and
are fit for bet-

threw boomerangs and

to work, doing handsprings, panto- Co.
offered
a sketch, "Supermime, and all in all present a novel stition," based upon a blackface
turn. Those out front became very fellow being hired by an undertaker.

This was the only
this bunch.

enthusiastic.

Ecker and Dena, man and woman,
spread a net of songs, talk and
piano and guitar playing and pulled
in a harvest of applause. Hackett
offered a timely satire
on 'phone service before a drop depicting a hotel lobby. The 'phone
girl's lingo, the business man's exasperation all contributed to run as
high score as any one appearing so
far.
Stone and Hallo dance with
beautiful drops and a jolly good
bunch in front of them. The team

this sad event over with. Palmero's
Dogs and Follis and LeRoy were

not seen at this show.

wearing good wardrobe. May Stanley and Co. is the former old Stan
Stanley act. They were the high

Stan

CHATEAU, CHICAGO.

Stanley

fashion.
fine

points with her four selections from
opera. She extracts from the vio-

some wonderful strains, which
show mastership of long practice.
An encore was demanded of he**
and it was surprising she did not
stop the show. In Harry Simpson

lin

she has a fine accompanist who
to the turn. Race and Edge,
two men, open before a drop in one,
showing London Bridge. The Eng-

adds

lishman's dialect goaled them, while
the American-Irishman's peculiarities banged the act over to many

bows.

Gypsy

two men and one

Trio,

woman, even though they closed,
held everyone in and received many
The

curtains.

trio

do

many

different

Clifton

and

fast

bright,

Fields somehow or
other couldn't get them started at
Their wheezes are good but
all.
just fell short. It may also be said
that these boys have succeeded in
digging up quiet a few. They finished to a good hand with their
dance.
The Sailors' Sextet closed the
show.
Special drops, six men in
sailor outfits doing harmony singing and some comedy; their comedy
also received very little attention
from those in front.
Some oi.e
should tell them how to group their
act, for singers to stand behind each
other in a sextet is a radical departure. Just a fair act, not able to
hold down the stellar position, as
they lost two-thirds of the customers after their second song.

and Sparta and

Sherman and Pierce not seen

laughs,

snappy act.
Bayes and

dances. They worked hard and the
crowd stuck right with them to the
final note.

i

Business was a little off for the
second show Monday night, due
probably to the first flash of real
summery weather.
Zara Carmen Trio opened the
show with their neat hoop rolling
and fared pretty well, an attempt by.
one of the ladies in the act to
"shimmy" her way into a hand was
futile.
What does a hoop roller
know about shimmying?
Cortex Sisters followed with some
smart patter and startling wardrobe; their special drop of Japanese
design showed up splendidly in this
house where the lighting system is
one ef the very best in the city's
theatres. They make three changes
of costumes in rapid succession, on a
view of the audience which
in
earned them many laughs. Their
finish
carried
Chinese
rikshaw
them off to three healthy bows.
The Mclntyres also hit a threebagger with their harmony, getting

The
spot of the crackerjack bill.
new audience man gets the crowd
and fits into the act nicely. There
are a few good changes in material,
in

and

Lachraan and Harry Downey and
Co. in the "Pep-o-mint Revue"
managed to rush through and have

dexterity, the man looking nice in his tuxe and the woman

handled

got

plot

With this handicap and a restless,
unresponsive bunch Murphy and

work with

Maleta Bonconi touched the

that

The

actions seem timeworn. All the attention centers around the blackface comic. A glance at the watch
at this point showed the show was
thirty-four minutes behind schedule.

and Beach

but

act

around

at

this show.

juggled hoops. They
ter houses and got hearty laught
McVICKER'S, CHICAGO.
and applause.
sure fire.
Chicago, May 18.
Blackwell and company pleased.
It was an icelikc audience to witBlackwell getting a royal reception
KEDZIE, CHICAGO
ness a light bill. Few sickly laughs
on his entrance, but finishing much
Chicago, May 18.
were heard throughout the entire
weaker. Mac and Rose Wilton held
Another of the outlying houses show, and it was a shame to see
the next to shut spot li'3 a couple
of veterans, and deserve a world of that is holding its own against the much talent and bright comedy do
Prob- a flop.
credit, not losing a soul throughout steady decline in business.
their entire offering. The harmoniz- ably the good bills offered regularly
Jack Gregory and Co. started the
for
the
first
here
account
this.
At
ing of the blues without music was
show with hoop rolling and jugthe kickoff, and they easily corralei show (last half), the main floor gling. Two girls and two men make
all honors of the bill. Sealo seemed held a 50-50 clientele of men and up the entire act, and as each of
to enjoy his audience, and every women, and had few empties. Chal- the four do different things at the
v
ttmo someone rose to exit he ap- lon and Keke showed some difficult same time with music that usually
DESIGNERS
?iblGNERS MA
wire walking stunts. The man first accompanies the saw-dust trail, tnc
MAKERS *«o RETAILERS plauded.
enters on the wire in feminine at- acL- wasn't accepted by the crowd
tire and changes to male dress. All The stunts
are only fair.
STAR, CHICAGO
the work and applause received deINC.
Gene and Minetto are two neat
W. WASMI N«TON STREET
pended upon the man's feet, as the
Chicago, May 18.
CHICAGO
Jako Stornad, the veteran show- woman is simply a helper. An im- appearing girls. One sings in a deep
•WLEY-OUKRAINSKY BALLET SUPPERS
man, is managing this northwest pressive bit of the act is the beau- voice and the other plays the piano
and violin. Under favorable circumside house.
It drew considerable
Those who come here tiful drop.
stances this duo will turn the tables
The latest in Men's arc of the laboring class and when comment and proves the background regardless of the early spot. Alf
they come the whole family trots is as important as wardrobe. LuFurnishings can be along. Most acts come for a show- cien Lucca did very well with his Ripon went through his entire venhad at
ing or to fill In an open date. The double voice singing. He oper.o by triloquist act to silence. It was a
management plays five acts daily singing off stage in a clear tenor,
21 No. Clark St. except on Friday when the flying then handles a number of songs end
banners and headlights announce opera selections that require double
Jeweler
"Professional Night," when eight voices. His robust tenor and high
Next Door to COLUMBIA THEATRE
acts
show before the families, soprano brought him back for an
TO THE PROFESSION
encore.
Special Discount to Performer*
Hunting and Francis are as
soothing as a lemonade after a hot
WHEN IN CHICAGO
American or Chinese food
you like it.
summer hike. Without the least
6r*watf FUor.
exertion the man reads his lines, State- Laka Theatra Bid p.
almost lives them, and the woman
with her musical laugh, clear, bell- YOU'VE TRIED THE REST
T. Y. < HOY, MjT.
TTTE FINEST APPOINTED CAFE IN THE WORLD.
like voice, leaves an indelible imIn the Heart of the Rialto— Around the Corner from Everywhere.
pression.
The act has been seen
THE RENDEZVOUS OF THE PROFESSION.
often around here and is far from
RANDOLPH AND CLARK STREETS, CHICAGO.
monotonous. Six Kirksmith Sisters
harmonized and played their vari- Next Door to Colonial Theatre.
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Thoroughly modern.
Newly furnished.
Convenient to all theatres.
Free rehearsal

hall.

YOUR PATRONAGE
Under New Management

out of the straight classical division
is the closing one, "When My Baby
Everybody gave
Smiles at Me."
a solo except the piano player. She
couldn't have hurt it any and might
have helped. She could easily hold
Bevan and Flint
the stage alone.
tore loose with their hick stuff and

vamping.

3000 Michigan Ave., Chicago

The woman wears
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IKE BLOOM'S

Four Different Show* Every Night.
Kestaunint Service a I. a Carte.
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First Evening Frolic at 11:15 P.
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Chicago, May

to the very top shelves.
of the names were sfrnnpo to
the regulars but this only helped
to make the audience impartial ami
filled

Many

STATE

ST.

Phone Randolph 3393

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED

18.

With an all-star bill announced
and no one headlined, the theatro
was

OL&G.

Chicago

POSING ROOMS IN THE COUNTRY

GRAND PIANO FURNISHED FOR ALL MUSICAL ACTS
ALU KINDS OF SCENERY AND SPOT LIGHT. cfpErV SUNDAYS

l>KOPS

!

J

and

W.

dancing,

for Theatrical People

Telephone:

•PETE"
30

MID-NITE
FROLIC
DANCING BETWEEN

show.
The style of
the accompanist's numbers, all contributed to spontaneous
response. The act is entitled to a
better spot for the theatre to get
the most out of it.

closed

145 N. Clark Street

FROLICS

and Is Just the typo the
requires for a foil. They are
as standard as the United
States dollar.

just

Gardner

EAST
STREET

190 N.

A Home

CHAIR

Where Steaks and Chops Are

man

Brown,

HOTE SAVOY

13th

MODISTE

SOS

NOW TRY THE BEST

ous instruments in a fashion. The
only number which takes this act

fttetbai
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Offices,

Have Nat

Y.—Authorized

to Issue Blanket Contracts for Middle West.

According to the talents of Jack this week of a charge of automobile
sparring partners the theft. His speedy reinstatement by
Is
working to develop Judge Landis is anticipated.
and cleverness which Is exHarry Mansell, the sensational
actly the wrong way to box CarEnglish bantamweight who arrived
pen tier according to experts famil- here from Europe about a year ago
iar with the Frenchman's style.
and since participated in 26 fights
The odd* of ft to 5 are prevailing on the coast and who will make his
with Dempsey favorite, but an old- first eastern appearance when he
timer who has boxed Dempsey and meets Abe Goldstein, May 29, at
Carpentier
remarked this week Manhattan Casino, expresses his
Dempsey trying to outbox the for- opinion in favor of Dempsey when
eigner wasn't worth better than an the champion meets the pride of
Europe, Georges Carpentier.
even money shot
Mansell was virtually brought up
Carpentler's record bristles with
Carpentier,
having fought
"retirements" in favor of American with
several
high class men in Paris, who
boxera, which is a French word for
mixed
with
the
heavyEuropean
our "quitting." A bruising, mauling,
rough terror like Dempsey would weight when be was considered a
bantam,
consequently
his
bases
have a great chance of stopping
Carpentier providing he made that opinion on experience. When owly
kind of a fight and didn't try to a youth Carpentier boxed Georges
Gloria in Paris and was knocked
out-speed the challenger.
out in 6 rounds. The winner met
But Dempsey trying to box, as in Mansell in Paris several years later

Frank Clark, W. B. & S. Man- Dempsey'a
champion
ager Entertains.
speed
>

Association and Keith Chicago Office Will

Kalcheim in Orpheum

r.-.r

THREE-DAY PARTY

ALLIED BOOKING OFFICES

SELECTS

X

Chicago, Majr

II.

Frank Clark gave a three -day
carnival at the home of his parents
In-law in celebration of his recent
re-marriage to Flo Jacobson.
It
started Saturday night and was

still raging Tuesday night.
Practically every prominent figYork, representing
Nat Kalcheim will arrive in New the allied booking offices here and ure in local and visiting show business
attended at one time or other.
York Sunday, taking up hia post in with authority to engage acts for It was a case of "open house," day
the Middle West.
the Orpheum Circuit office as repreand night, with plenty of famous
hospitality.
sentative of the Orpheum J nior,
The "bininr* for the event read
CHICAGO
LEGIT
Western Vaudeville Managers' As•'Greater than the World's Fair."
sociation and B. F. Keith's Chicago
and
the. results proved it.
office. Kalcheim leaves with author- All
But Three Attractions to Qo
Col. Gimp acted
as bartender.
ity to give out blanket contracts for
Within Month.
Among the guests were former
30 weeks and to set salaries for acts
Chief
of
Police
Garrlty,
Judge Lawfor both local bookirs offices for
Chicago, May IS.
rence Jacobs, Ed Smith,
Humnext season.
A general exodus is en 'in the phrey, Nat Lewis, Pai Tlnk
Moore. Joe
The Western offices have wanted legit theatres hero.
Within two Burman, Charlie White, Glen .Burt,
the Brennan fight, and Dempsey In
a representative in New York for a weeks half a dozen attractions will Billy Jackson,
Sam Tiahman, Max there .shooting punches at everj
long time.
take the air and. within a month Halperin, Jimmy Q'Neil, Mike Levy,
mark
that presents itself, as in the
Willie Berger was reported for the every show in town with the ex- Billy
Diamond, Tom Chamalas, Willard engagement, aro two difKalcheim book in the Western of- ception of "The Bat," "Mary" and Fred Mann, Mike Fritzel, George ferent gentlemen.
fice, but it has been decided Berger "Bab" are expected to blow. SumSilver's, Lew Kane,
Dave Miller,
will remain as Sam- Kahl's assist- mer bookings look very lean here, Fred Cleveland and Joe Sherman.
Rumor has it that Ooldle Rapp
ant, leaving the Kalch im book open though a few months ago produc- Three bands, Sol Wagner's. Frank
ers were fighting for the wonder- Westphal and Isham Jones, with and Benny Kauflf are to be traded to
for the present
The move through which Kalcheim ful prospects of running here this the whole chorus from the Mari- the Athletics for Connie Mack's
will go to New York, where he spent summer. The Shubert- Central has gold Gardens.
Every music pub- sensational young third baseman,
some time before returning here as closed for the season, already. The lisher In town was represented, and DUgan. It will about cinch the pena~ booker, is accented as along the weather Is not to blame, being not one song was sung. They had nant for McGraw if true. Dugan Is
recent lines laid out to strengthen ideal. If anything can be account- every kind of game there was, and a mightly sweet inflelder who can
the Association and Keith offices i able, it's high box office prices, run by Izzy Lazarous— roulette. hit all styles of major league pitchthis city. At the time of that an- Chicago having been the first i.lace Klondike and chuck -a-luck.
The ing, which Rapp has failed to do
nouncement in New York it was where the big figures were charged entire company of "Broadway Brev- to date. The latter looked like a
"find" during the training period
stated that the plan had been and apparently the last to main- ities" was also there.
but has apparently never recovered
adopted to have a Chicago mat: per- tain them.
properly from a throat operation
EXIT WINTER GARDEN.
this spring.
Kauff was acquitted
"THE BRIGHT SPOT IN TIIK LrOOl'"
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'Phone Reservation.
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1921

68)5.

18th.

EMILEDERECAT
Presents

"SMILES OF 1921"
Hit

West 20th

DANCES

Stand

W

May

"RAINBO GARDENS"
CHICAGO
CLARK AT LAWRENCE

Franklyn
manager.

FRANK WESTPHAL & RAINBO TODDLE ORCHESTRA
CONTINUOUS DANCING AND VAUDEVILLE
FAMOUS CHICKEN DINNERS AND A LA CARTE 8ERVICE

MANUFACTURERS
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CHICAGO
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CO.
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Chicago
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latest addition to the

Chicago
the Gott

music publishers' ranks is
& Henderson Co., headed by two
deaf and dumb men who formerly
engaged in booklet publishing catering to the deaf and dumb.
The music publishing issue is sn
outgrowth and an adjunct to their
former enterprise.
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Mary Meakin, wife of Walter
Meakin, died May 16. Mrs. Meakin
had been an invalid for six years,
Mrrtng UftSafgenS minuTou? operations for cancer. She was 4C years
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Nothing is yet announced
Modernistic Creations and Novel Ideas in Fabric Curtains for th«- Btudebaker to replace
l'
"Broadway Brevities."
and Stage Decorations
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and Kansas City 7

old.

.THE FABRIC STUDIOS
Plush, Velvet, Silk, Satin,
me quality at nominal prices, R:i.*\
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Chicago, May 18.
In
of the Royal Opera.
Ivan
In all of the advertising for
structlon In Technique and Operatic Toe for Grand Opera and
Longer Letty,"
Oliver
Vaudeville Stage.
"Linger
Greek, Classlque with Its related Arts. Nubian. Javanese, Morosco calls attention of local
Serbian. Square and Angular Egyptian. Every style Eccentric.
will
pay
$1,000
playwrights
that
he
PERFORMERS, ATTENTIONGEORGE ACKERMAN teaches Buck. Soft Shoe, Character and usual royalty for a new show
and Picture. Professional Rates.
abash 8297. for Charlotte Greenwood for next
7» AUDITORIUM BriT.DINO, CHICAGO; Phone

LARGEST COSTUME

&

Earl

will follow with what is expected to be a full season's run.

CHICAGO

NEW YORK COSTUME

40

between Columbus,

Man"

SCHOOL(Open all Summer)
PERRIN
Moscow.
Fchnova
Announces

NEW

TO

30

The Princess, now own?d outright by the Shuberts, Is enjoying
"The Bat,"
its most profitable year.
which is now in Its twentieth week,
has renewed its contract and will
stay until Sept. I, when "The Bad

SCENIC ARTISTS

Street,

Occupy Chicago
Chicago,

SCENERY
15-17-19

Will

Till

DEAL WITH THE ARTIST

5

Have You Fully Understood

The recent announcement about 1921-1022 booking
the mid -west? Do you know there are

Agency

AT RIVERVIEW, CHICAGO

OPERATED BY

ACTS:

"THE BAT" TO STAY

Mn«*leal

London, Eng.
Mansell claims the French pride
has not participated against any
men in the heavyweight division
(Continued on page 29.)

18.

hounds June 1.
It has been sold to the Harmony
Cafeteria Co., and after undergoing alterations, it will be opened as
a cafeteria.

Extravaganza With Prologue, Two Acta and Ten Scene*.
Including An All Star Caai and a Bouquet of Twenty-four American Beautleo.

Enchanted

lost the. decision In 6 rounds.
Carpentler's increase in weight at
that time forced him to enter the
heavyweight class, but at no time
did he meet any fast men. In 1911
he lost to Frank Klaus In 19 rounds
and the following year lost In 17
rounds to Billy Pppke, and the Dixie
Kid (deceased). In 11 rounds.
A
few years later he knocked out
Bombadier Wells in I rounds and
Jim Suiuvan in I rounds, and his
last fight in England also terminated
the same way, against Joe Beckett
in 1 round at the Holborn Stadium.

Night

Cafe, which
has had a checkered career in the
last four or five years, will write
finis as a
rendezvous for loop-

HIGH CLASS ENTKaTAINMKXT AND DANCING

Culnlne and 8erviee Cnexeelled.
J.

Chicago

Place Passes.
Chicago, May

The Winter Garden

NORTHEAST CORNER VAN BUREN AND WABASH AVENUE
M.

Famous

Another

FRITZEL'S

and

Suite 504
Loop End Bldg.

Suite 302
Loop End Bldg.

The above
with

W.

agencies, in Chicago, booking exclusively
V. M. A., B. F. Keith (Western) and all

affiliated circuits.
•
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FRILU AND FASHIONS

BURLESQUE MEN DISCUSS FEWER

c

By ALICE

MATINEES IN SMALLER CITIES

The
land,

MAC

week appeared quite draggy. Anatol Fried.
himself with some pretty girls, the prettiest,

at the Palace this

bill

who has surrounded

She wore a handsome frock of black sequins,
perhaps, is
made on straight lines, with narrow panels at the side of silver beads
worked or not, while flaring on the top of each panel was black net.
Lucill Ballantine is a charming miss and dancer; she looking very sweet
in hey abort frock of white and sequins, the only coloring being pink
and blue feather tips at the sides. Gypsy costumes were attractive
worn by the maidens. Chiffon skirts, consisting of orange and yellow
shades, with wido mauve brocaded sashes tied around the waist.
Miss Ballantine wore the same style of costume, only different coloring; her's being pale pink and blue, with the bodice of a pinkish tint,
showing through the opening a pretty shade of green.
Jean Shirley.

Two

to

ter

Week

Four Afternoons a
Business Expense

—

Sarer

Suggested to Bet*
Too—-Standpat-

1

ters in Opposition.
i

The question

of whether

it

with remarks following on

how

well

the lion is being played. At the finish the "trainer" can't persuade the
lion to take off its head, and is about
to enter the cage, thinking some-

will

the better policy to give the regit umber of six and seven matin burlesque next season, or
to «ut down that number in certain
eUlee to two, three and four afteraoon shows has been the subject
•f Informal discussion among buriue managers of the Columbia
American wheels since the seafc«

thing has happened, when the actual
trainer appear*. There is no limit
to the comedy possibilities of this
scene if the lion will snarl and pass
with his paws as often as wanted.
Monday night he seemed content to
snarl and pass once. It looks like a

very friendly lion.
Another anr1 next comedy scone

son closed.

Those who believe the better plan
would be to cut down the mats, advance the argument that as much
and possibly more business could
be done in some cities with say

where

Bobby

comedian,

agrees

is

Clark, principal
to fight a six-

Kid

a consumptive and a pushClark pushes h'm over on the
to make certain.
That's in
"one." Going into full stage, a prize
ring is revealed with a big calcium
light over it. The scene is neatly
staged. A preliminary bout is given
for three short rounds with a couple

stage

professional bantams to create
the atmosphere, when Clark as the
Hamburger Kid is introduced. The
announcer immediately states the
Terrible Kid has Just dropped dead,
but the Terrible Turk has been secured in his place. The Turk Is
about six feet high and weighs over
200 in looks. Clark is small. As
they start tq box Clark waltzes to
his corner and the bell rings when
of

years.
he slips into his chair. Each round
The "standpatters" contend a ends as Clark maneuvers to his
show might strike a series of rainy corner for the bell. This will also
or snowy days for the days that be built up.

matinees were to be given, and the
off days might be clear with conThe
sequent loss of business.
"antis" answer this with the assertion that rain or snow, or any sort

"Room
written
Night,"

202" is a revised and reversion
of
"A Terrible

PEEK-A-BOO.

—

free.

In comedy, however,
if among the flood of

shows

listed

for

it's

doubtful
musical

new
Broadway

this

summer

there will be any one that
can furnish the laughs of "Peek- A Boo.* The Bedini show this time Is
better balanced than ever. Formerly

seemed to depend upon its comeNow It is dependent upon no
one and nothing. There is enough
of everything, and tw or three of
It

dians.

the comedy scenes make themselves.
developed.
Each will be better
laughThe first real laugh has
able originality to it that starts the
house giggling when the premise is
exposed. An empty animal cage is
shoved upon tho stage. Two of the
comedians arc induced to act as
i

phoney animal

trainers

to

attract

the populace, with another to bethe prop Hon. He has on the
lion's skin and Is carrying the lion's
head. While the "trainer" exits to
don his uniform, the *»mpty cage Is
shoved off one side and from the
other side is shoved forward another
cage with a real Hon Inside. Tb^
"trainer" returns and approaches
the cage, when the lion snarls, making a pass at him. He savs: "That's
right, kid; put a little ginger in it,"

come

Now (May

16).

LEW QOLDER

women principals looked nice, wore
clothes, but did not shine
otherwise. If a leader among them
were to be selected she would be
EmUy Earle, a pretty brunet, said
to be an English girl. Miss Earle delivered songs quite well. For looks
also were Helen Stanley, Gertrude
Angell and Ruth Wheeler. But the
girls had no opportunity to distinguish themselves.
Other than the pop songs in the
specialties,
there
is
a specially
written score, with "Hitch Your
Wagon to a Star" quite melodious
as the theme number.
"Melody
Dream Girl" Is another fetching
strain with a production end, various girls singing old songs as they
are sent out to about the third row
in the orchestra on what looks to

good

be duplex crane arrangement. This

silk.

visiting a burlesque show and regretting when the curtain
descends on the hast act.
That is the case when seeing Jean
Bedini's show, "Peek-a-Boo," at the Columbia this week.
The comedy
flows fast and furious. The boxing scene is a gem, and the same can be
said of the bedroom scene. But the comedy isn't the only thing worth
while, there are the ladies, and plenty of them, and how they can dance,
especially the Ten High Steppers, who are a credit, to Seymour Felix.
Emily Earle comes first of the women for charm and grace, with her
d*rk beauty. A pretty picture she made on her first appearance, in a
frock of blue grey silk, with squares of blue dotted all over the skirt.
The tight -fitting bodice consisted of silver, while the cape enfolded
around her shoulders was of blue chiffon that had three or was it four
rows of fringe for a trimming; setting jauntily on her dark locks was
a tarn of the blue. Then in a taffeta frock sort of peach shade Miss Earle
looked just as attractive, with its large circles of silver edged with blue

Fancy

finally

formed the hem.

feathers, that also

An

attractive blonde was Gertrude Angell with her fascinating lisp.
One of her costumes consisted of orange net (this seeming to be the
featured color scheme throughout the show). Miss Angell' s frock had
panels back and front of gold sequins, with a large black velvet flower
pinned at her waist.
is hardly the word to describe "The Syncopated Wedding**
one of the best dressed seen along Broadway in many a day.
worn by some of the girls represents the different
of
costumes
One set
articles used at a wedding; for instance, one mias was the ring, another
Another scene
the bridal bouquet, then came the cake, and so on.
that stood out, not quite so elaborate, but very artistic, was "The Toy
Fantasy." Helen Stanley and Dolly Manuel were cute as the Boy and

Beautiful

scene.

It is

tomary with their brasses; Eary and
Eary scored heavily for contortions Girt Miss Angell made a sweet "Music Box" doll in her old-fashioned
in a circus set scene, and Clark and
pink net with its rosebud trimmings.
MeCullough sang parodies on top of frock of
As a manicurist Miss Earle wore a frock that was pleasing. It had
their other endeavors, while a couple
of waits in "one" were filled in by the long-waisted top of orange, while grey fringe (of one length)
single singers.
served as the skirt, and also hung from the short sleeves.
Bedini is reported to have stated
Ruth Wheeler wore a pretty frock in the first scene, consisting of two
estied Zouave drill.
this season's "Peek-A-Boo" repre- shades of blue chiffon that fell into a pointed hem, red and pink roses
"Peek-A-Boo" probably has the sented $43,000 before it opened Mon- trailed down one side of the skirt, while the bodice was of pink, as

J

was good

Direction,

of the come-

Tfc~ discussion does not include
matinee
altering the customary
•very day plan In such theatres as
the Columbia, New York, or in fact
any of the hlg city stands, embrac- best lot of chorus girls ever carried
by a burlesque show. There are 18
ing only the smaller cities.
girls.
of whom are English
Nothing official has been done on dancers12 who
dance much as the
the matter, nor Is anything likely Palace Girls did in "Tip Top." One
to be done, although it has been of the best staged dancing numbers
suggested that the proposed change ever done in burlesque was when the
In the every mat plan, be presented choristers gave a protracted dance
in twos, trios, quartets and other
to both wheels for consideration.
formations, after backing up a musical number by the Musical Spillers.
Again in the "Room" scene
six of the girls did the close formakicking
tion
bit as done by the PalSmart burlesque show at the Columbia, opening this week for the ace Girls. Each went over.
summer run there. The show is
Two* production hits were the
smart in build, in looks, in comedy Bride number, closing the first act,
and In people. It was produced by and, the Toy number, ending the seca smart burlesque man, Jean Bc- ond. Scenes of this nature seldom
dlnl. and it's the 1921 version of call for applause in burlesque, but
"Peek -A- Boo," the Bedini show that both secured applause. The Bride
has twice before gained the distinc- number was the prettiest of the
tion of selection for thj summer at- evening, extravagantly gowned with
traction of burlesque's leading the- an idea in the carrying out. everybody present representing in dress
atre on Broadway.,
The Columbia got about its best something connected with a wedIt

Keith's Colonial

various shades of

dians with a manicure. The comedy
is low throughout the show, but it's
high in laughs. One I it in the
"Room 202" scene had the house
laughing for half a minute. Another
laugh maker at the finish that didn't
get what was expected was a trav-

burlesque mat.

break Monday night.

Billy Glason, and Neal O'Hara,
Staff Humorist, N. T. World.

number is extremely well gowned.
The Musical Spillers did as cusmade funny with some low

comedy and business

of bad weather, In most instances
tends to drive the audience in at a

theatre weather and there was no
opposing.
The only one
listed,
Manhattan opera
at
the
house, had been postponed. This
gave the Columbia, for the first time
in years, a chance with the reviewers of the dallies. Previously one,
t?*o or three have been ..* the Columbia, but Monday eveni.g nearly
They saw a good
all were there.
show, a fine entertainment in these
days for $1.50 top. and a corking
burlesque performance, but Just
how the men of the dailies might
take the show was conjecture they
usually Judge everything in production by the "Follies" and comedy by
the Winter Garden, without thinking
of the price, as their tickets are

By

is

over.

many

opening

BILLY GLASON
MUST 80NQS AND SAYINGS"

round bout that evening with "The
Terrible Kid," upon discovering the

three matinees, instead of a seuinee every day, than with the regulation six or seven afternoon performances. The "fewer matinees"
axponents point out that the wear
and tear on the equipment would
be lessened and there would be a
saving of expense in lighting the
house, house staff, etc.
Those who favor sticking to the
customary "matinee every day"
policy say it is the established custom for burlesque to give a daily
mat, and it would be folly to change
the custom after following it for so

-

Josephine Victor was attired- for this part in clinging robes of white

Shimmering material, which was later discarded in her dressing room
(stage scene) for a charming evening gown of white, heavily decorated
with sequins. The jade green chiffon sash, tied at the side, gave the
gown a dash of color. During the changing of the gowns. Miss Victor
displayed quite an attractive kimona of rose pink silk, embroidered in

ding. The Toy number was Impressive In this show, fashioned after a

Hippodrome
with

Charles

.

day. The show played the last half
at Perth Am boy, N. J., to break in.
It opened to $700 Thursday and
closed Saturday night to $900. following a $600 Saturday matinee. If
you know Perth Amboy, that will
tell you everything.
The show is
carrying over 45 people; its present payroll is reported at around
weekly.
$3,500
While this is a
dressy looking show, it doesn't seem
to reach in the production the last

"Peek-A-Boo,"

but

in

everything

away head of its predecessors and any other show ever rated
as a good one on the Columbia
wheel. If this "Peek-A-Boo" takes
to the Columbia Circuit next season
as It is now, and that is quite likely,
it's going to make it awfully hard
for a lot of other Columbia attractions that could not touch Bedini's
else it's

their producers tried. No Columbia patron will complain against

if

$1.50 for 'Peek-A-Boo." but they
will yell murder after it to pay that
much for many another.

The Columbia can justly claim
numl r scheme and that "Peek-A-Boo" is the best
Mack doing a Fred laughing show on Broadway, and at

Walton soldier for the center to $1.50 Bedini can Justly claim he has
Herbert's "March of the Toys" song, the best burlesque show ever turned
The Columbia Circuit can
and much* as Walton did it when out.
over hero, though Mack cut the claim it has a musical comedy at
dance. This toy scene is probably the Columbia and is calling it burthe first ever shown in burlesque lesque.
At any other Broadway
that could appeal to children.
It house it could get $2.50, with just
should be a foundation for the as many if not more laughs.
Harry Archer wrote the special
boosting of matinee business, with
Bedini should tie him up.
the real lion as an additional at- score.
P. D. Cook wrote the lyrics, Billy K.
traction for the kids.
The first part ran very well and Wells and Paul MeCullough the
the second part did its share, "book," with the numbers staged
though specialties slowed up th by Seymour Felix. Mr. Felix is enlast half, as one specialty had a titled to a world of credit.
The Toy
tendency also to slow up the first number was put on by Aurelia
part. Still one can't tell Just how Coccia.
But Jean Bedini produced
the burlesque public will take to the show. Bedini for years was a
this
mixture of burlesque and juggler and juggling during that
vaudeville. They are bound to like time T .dlnl wasted those years.
the total and may esteem the second He's a producer and a peach proBtone,
half** as highly as the ilrsf, though ducer.
there are a couple or mare of slow
spots that should have substitutions,
and some rearrangement of the runGARRICK. ST. LOUIS
ning could not harm.
In people the show Is again fortiAmerican
Shows Will Open There
fied
with Clark and MeCullough.
in August.
who are featured. Bobby Clark once
more stamps himself as a simonpure burlesque comedian, getiiig
St. Louis, May 18.
laughs all the time. Mr. Mack had
Loew'a Garrlck, which closed Feb.
his chance with his "drunk" dance
in the "Room 202" bit, and got It 6, when Marcus Loew withdrew his
and he also joined In some of the vaudeville to the King's, will reover. Jack Edwards did an acro- open about A.jg. 15 by a corporabatic dance that won good applause tion
representing St. Louis and
songs.
Jim
Buckley
was
the New York interests, which recently
straight, also of the White Way purchased the
J. J. Butler theatrical
Trio, that got in late In the proceedincluded
which
the
in^s for their songs. The other two holdings,
are Wally Sham'oa and Eddie Bia- Standard here and the Century,
according
Kansas
stateCity,
to a
land.
Frank Sahlm played a wop
and gave his audlrnee act of Frank ment made by Forrest P. Tralles,
Sablnl i.nd Co., the xlonr spot of the trustee for tht transfer of the lease.
first part, though the house liked
The new management wl',1 operthe turn.
American
burlesque
wheel
Nothing
among
unusual
the ate
hows
in th« house.
women, other than the chorus. The
4"*

TAKES

also

was

the turned-up hat of mellaine.

Summing up
one would

the

at the American this week (first half), it is what
an average amall-time show, but it was enjoyed by

bill

call just

the onlookers.

The woman of La Rose and Lane wore two frocks, both effective. One
was of black net and sequins, with the waistline decorated with a sash
of gold cloth that had little bobbles on the ends. Blue net, with numerous
frills on the skirt, contributed the other.
Brilliants on a background
of gold tissue formed the bodice, while panels of colored sequins hung
back and front of the skirt.
Bergman, Murray and Nicolai, two girls and a boy (the latter far the
best of the trio), had the girls first in dresses of ruffles, one pink, the
other blue.
For their Chinese number they wore black satin, edged
with yellow, while decorating their heads were headdresses of white and
diamonds. Black net dresses were worn for the finish that looked as if
they had run short of material, the frocks being so skimpy.
Joe Mack, surrounded by four maidens, has Spain as a background
for his act, and, at the close, one thinks Mr. Mack ought to stick more
to dancing. Grey silk frocks were pretty worn by two of the girls, with
the hems falling into points. The skirts had an opening down the centre
displaying a foundation of chiffon which had rows of green trimmings,
mauve were the sashes that encrcled the waist. As the action for this
skit was laid in Spain, the girls had to- at least appear once in native
costume, which they did, wearing rather full skirts of orange, with
bodies of a deeper shade and black sashes.
Miss Overholt, or was it Young, in the act of that name, isn't burdened
with excess baggage, as far as her wardrobe is concerned, she only
wearing one costume. Nevertheless it was attractive, of apple green silk
that had the top in the style of a sweater, turned back with white wool*

The small turned-up

hut matched.

SHOW BY STODDARD &

NATIONAL STOCK CLOSING
Minsky's

National Wintergarden
closes its stock burlesque season
tomorrow night (Saturday), the
house playing Italian stork during
the
summer.
The final Keith
booked Sunday concert for the season will be held next Sunday night.
The burlesque stork and Keith

Sunday

shows

resume

late

in

August.

RUBE BERNSTEIN MARRIES.
Rube

Bernstein,

the

American

burlesque wheel manage r. and Inez
Nesbit, last on the stage in a Lewis
& Gordon's vaudeville act. were
married at the home of the bride's
cousin, Arthur Pearson, last Monday.

The couple
westward
to live.

after

a

will return to

BURLESQUE MEETINGS

SPINK.

George L. Stoddard has been commissioned to furnish the book and
lyrics for Mollie Williams' new Columbia wheel show. Stoddard has
been associated with the productions of "Listen Lester.'* "Jim Jam
Jems," et al.
George Spink will furnish a More.

honeymoon

New York

The Columbia Amusement Co*
and the American Burlesque Association
were scheduled to hold
special meetings yesterday (Thursday) May 10, to discuss the "open
shop" plan of operation, with respect to musicians and stage hands
next season.

The XbUffsdfty meei-ing.i of the
two burlesque organizations were
May 15, but were

originally set for

postponed.

Marcus Show Post-Season.
Fort Wayne, May 18.
The Marcus Show is here this
week on a short-notice after-season booking for a tveek at popular
prices, after which it opens in No.
Adams, Mass., and will tour a
month in New England.
Marcus is doing this to keep his
people working until rehearsal of
iiis

new

This

piece.

the fourth week for the
'ayne this
in Fort
year.
A vaudeville bill had been
When
booked into the Pala«'o.
Marcus made the booking on short
notice he agreed to pay off the Be I
is

Marcus show

in full.
/

Friday,

May

EDITORIALS

20, 1921

THE SEWER OF "SHOW

KIETY
mdt-Urrk
FahII»h«wJ

B

far

'

All of

America

la

Why

Resist *r*4

Weokty

BUSINESS."

familiar with the phrase "carnival of crime," and
moat of the population, outside the very large cities, is familiar with the
crime of carnivals.
they call them carnivals la revealed in the
Standard Dictionary, a scholarly tome which says of the word "carnival,**
that It la a "riotous revel, sometimes characterized by excesses and indecorous behavior." If the dictionary is economizing space because of
the hard times, it might drop the "sometimes" la the next edition.
'

>*>

VARIETY IM
»"W
SILVERMAN. Precldeat

ii

THE STAGE, THE CHURCH AND MORALITY.
A

line of type has probable killed off more ambitions and futures than
thing, not forgetting the former notorious reputation heid
now precious and expensive booze. Liquor has been officially senthe
by
tenced, but, publicity is always a free-for-all, and the line of type If

any other one
doing

still

its deadliest.

The trouble with type is that it is convincing. Too much so. Often a
man with a press agent has placed his O. K. on a pipe story about himFor many years the so-called carnival thing has roved about the rural self, submitted to him by the press agent and, perhaps, he said at the
sections of the United States, leaving behind it, wherever its contam- time:
SUBSCRIPTION
"That's going pretty far, isn't It; I don't think I should stand
foreign....
it inating touch has rested, dirty stains of outrages, pillage, corruption and
IT
for that?" but after It appeared In type, he believed it.
vice.
But this year the unsavory institution has come into its heydey
•Single ooptee. tt cent*
=
with its latest grift bootlegging. While, perhaps, this la not the lowest
itt
The love of publicity is a human trait. Publicity as distinguished
No. 13 of the Indescribable practices fostered in decent communities by these
VOL. LXII.
roving bands of grifters, sharpshooters and purveyors of traveling ten- from notoriety. A great many are Indifferent to it, but none run away
derloins. It is the newest. And it is combined with and made an integral from It.
Sam Sidman, inactive for the past cog of the classic methods of carnivals sort of applied science of trimthree years, will return to bur- ming the chumps according to the times, by the standard methods.
So for publicity this city of New York may witness the spectacle of
lesque next season according to
present plans.
This season almost every one of the 60 or more bandit carnival out- two men, one a minister and the other once a minister, afterwards an
and now a business man, debating in public the faults of the stage
actor
fits is carrying a tent attraction as a sideshow, called "Days of '49."
It
church people. The minister wilt attack the stage. He la John Roach
James Faeheinghan Is the new is fitted up as a crude replica of a mining camp saloon. Come-on girls, and
Straton, with a reverend attached to his name, but, from his insane demanager of tho Regent, New York, dressed In short clothes as dance -hall maidens of the wooly West, wait sire to attack anybody or anything to get his line of type, t4iere appears
taking the post vacated by Jack for the honest yeoman to enter. Immediately the band of three pieces
nothing reverend about him or his calling If he is Its example. The other
Hills, who goe3 out ahead of a mu- hits up, and each yokel Is invited by a girl to dance. At the end of the
defender of the stage. Edwards Davis, who- was,
spiel each girl swaggers in Arizona fashion to the bar and cries out, man, the self-appointed
sical comedy.
"Drinks for everybody in the house." In a twinkling cheap soft drinks until recently, president of the National Vaudeville Artists, may have a
better excuse than his forthcoming adversary. Publicity just now may
Unemployment is again on the are served and the farmers are "stuck" at 25 cents for each.
mean, commercially, something to Mr. Davis, as he Is going into business
Increase in New York State, accordgranted
At this pc int a shill enters, gets loud and ugly, ^nd starts a row for himself. Mr. Davis applied for the Job of defender and was
ing to a survey just made by the
with one of the strangers, claiming he is trying ti "steal his girl." The it. because he combined knowledge of two trades, acting and preaching.
State Department of Labor for
In the face of that, a couple of other lines of typers, one quite famous
The totaj of factory work- girl whispers in her boob's ear that he'd better slip out, as the fellow Is for it. William A. Brady and Burr Mcintosh, withdrew.
April.
dangerous, and she rushes him through a back slit in the tent. In the
ers declined two per cent, for the
darkness she leads him quickly into another tent and stops suddenly, as
month, making the lowest figure
though she had made an error. She whispers to him that she has unsince January, 1915, with the exThan, because of this awful type germ, the stage and the church must
thinkingly led him into the "wet. tent," where some real liquor is cached
is
It
ception of last January.
benefit of the dally press. The only apfor the crew of the show
however, since the damag? has already been Oe held up and reviled, for the
pointed out that the minor gains
plaudable point of the controversy is, that the Actor's Equity Association
done, why not sneak in a drink or two of real hootch? Rarely does the
of February and March were merely sap quail here,
the angle and said it would have nothing more to do with the whima
gpt
for bootlegging of red-eye is rare in country towns, and
seasonable and did not mark the
of tho Straton person.
tl ere is this girl who has already saved him and has intimated that she
beginning of a general betterment.
has taken a sudden fancy to h'.m why not? The stuff is real, but it's
awful; and the price is what the girl thinks she can nick the victim for,
The stage took care of itself before there was a Straton or a Parkhurat,
A default judgment for $2,187 was sometimes as hteh as $2 a drink. This tent is known to the insiders as the founder of the Straton breed. The church did the same. Both are
entered In the Supreme Court last "the second degree." If lie drinks enough of it. or has any money left, still in business, in the same kind of places, with the same kind of platweek by Joseph F. Sheehan against there Is still another tent the "third decree," where the girl leads him. forms, one called a stage and the other a pulpit. The theatre charges
Hamilton E. Reynolds, doing bus- This cannot well be described here.
admission, the church charges for pews and takes up a collection. Whatiness as the New York English
ever it may be called, business or Christianity, it's their own affair, reAs low as that have the carnivals sunk in their battle against constant- quiring no defense, with the members of both undoubtedly able to copa
Opera Association, on breach of conalleges
decreasing
Sheehan
a ly
territory being closed against them, by awakening com- with any condition that confronts them, whether morality or sensationaltract grounds.
written contiact as leading tenor munities which have risen in indignation when tolling the aftermaths of ism. That the human fraility of any group should be made the objective
for Reynolds' organization at $250 luin and plunder in the wake of these malodorous gangs of thieves and of publicity seekers should strike editors of dallies as proper matter to
a week plus expenses, and sued for worse.
d» kte, for, while the show people, whose aim is publicity, could not exten weeks' salary plus $167.55 express a preference for reading matter that efther degrades or upholds
The few centres left for them are forced open by flagrant spreading of them as a class, church people, if they are genuine and not looking
penses.
He admits receipt of
graft
among
sheriffs,
county commissioners, constables and mayors. for a line of type, cannot possibly believe that to question them as chu.cta.
$523.45 and sued for $2,144.10 as balWhere the palm -crossing is heavy the prices for bootleg booze and the people Is a proper discussion, privately or publicly. And If their minance due.
other illegitimate features go up. While the noise and the lights of the isters, who are their spiritual advisers, must be left open to that sort
An $8,256.28 default judgment on "shows" draw whole townships to the public square, the second -story of criticism, they would prefer it less.
a note was entered against John workers frisk the empty homes as the pickpockets frisk the crowded and
Cort this week by Harry Hollis. gaping rubes.
It's nauseating, this continual sex play, from the pulpit to the stag*
It is a pretty business, brother, and what hints hardest is that they
The note was made out December 1,
and the screen, from the office to the home, all for nothing, mostly from
call It "show business."
1914, in Spokane. Wash., for $6,000.
people who don't know what they are talking about and woulJn't underwith interest at 8 per cent., which
stand if they could.
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SERVICE AND EFFICIENCY

The ministerial fanatics should be gagged. They don't preach religion
So much Is heard dally in big business about service and efficiency,
without any concrete example becoming generally known, that an in- when they revile as Straton has done. Straton would object to his conden, Parkersburg. W.
seeing certain plays or pictures, but he seems to tell his augregation
stance of both kinds in connection with theatricals and the American
switched from that house next seadience much more than, they could see or hear. Thai's another phase of
The Express Co. is worth the mention.
son to the Hippodrome.
And Davis or Brady, who know the show business,
the sex question.
Camden will play pictures and road
The American Express Co. some months ago started a series of ad- why?
shows. The Hip opens Labor Day
vertisements In Variety, with the object of inducing professionals to
with four acts and picture policy, buy
the American's traveling checks weekly with their surplus salary.
acta booked by Billy Delaney.
The Keith bookings

for the CamVa., have been

SUPER PRESS AGENTS.

The express company in its attractive and well worded announcements
detailed the advantages of carrying American Express Co. checks, as
Press agent ia a good, old-fashioned term clung to by all save the
manager this against the primitive theatrical method of postal money orders, grouch "Directors of Publicity" who go into "conference" In picture ftrnur
Lake theatre, bag, etc The expense of the express checks was slight and the reason- offices. But there arc press agents and press agents. A few months ago
at Meyers Lake Park, near Canton, ing logical. No doubt It made an impression upon the readers aimed for. this paper carried an editorial referring to the "greatest press agent ia

Ed

R. Booth will be
season of the Casino

O.

Vaudeville

The

I

1

bookings

will

be

& McCullum

And also In the probable course of events, since the express company
advertised in Variety, the paper was read to ascertain mayhaps its
land.
value as an advertising medium for the company from its reading
May 22.
matter, usually a better guide to the class of readers a paper may attract
than an A. B. C. audit to an astute advertiser, and especially with a
I. R. Samuels, the Keith booking
trade paper.
left
ago,
months
man, laid up some
New York this week for the AdLast Friday morning the financial department of the American Express
lrondacks. Mr. Samuels will remain
65 Broadway called Variety on the phone. J. J. Bulger'was speakin the mountains for the balance of Co. at
the summer, returning to his desk ing. Mr. Bulger said he had noticed In Variety of that day a letter from
Lyons, who mentioned having been held up in Detroit and obliged
Jimmy
In the Keith office in September.
to fill out his book of travelers' checks to "Cash."
Mr. Bulger said that
a
while other companies also issued travelers' checks, he assumed those
The Magnet, Rockville Centre, lost by Mr. Lyons were American Express Co.'s checks. Could Variety,
L. I., has installed vaudeville Sat- asked Mr. Bulger, get into communication immediately with Mr. Lyons,
urday nights, the first show opening wiring him to write the American Express Co. at its downtown headthere last week. Harry Lorraine of quarters all information concerning the loss of his checks. Mr. Bulger
the Fally Marcus office is arranging said the company would do everything possible tq protect Mr. Lyons
the bills.
in his loss and thought there might be a fair chance of either preventing
final payment or tracing back those that had gone through.
It was a
The Long Branch, N. J., house voluntary action on the part of the American Express Co., denoting
playing
Linder,
Jack
the
highest
by
efficiency
of
grade for its patrons.
booked
both service and
vaudeville three days a week, has
discontinued that policy, playing
vaudeville but one day, the re- Mr. Geiger explained that the Idea continent In search of vaudeville
mainder of the week being filled in came to him when a fire destroyed material. Beehler had been in New
all the show's scenery in Louisville York about two weeks prior to his
with pictures.
He hastily put departure for the other side, but
two months ago.
The theatre in Babylon, L. T.. will together his device and within 94 suddenly made up his mind to catch
new
hours
a
had
**t completely the Mauretania when he found he
Install vaudeville Saturdays, commencing this week. Paul Wolf of built, which otherwise would have could secure proper accommodataken several weeis.
tions.
Lou Herman, representing
tne. Waiter BUlttWW oQke will book
Cantor and rates, the independent
the shows.
Phil Baker, the accordcon monolo- agents, sailed on the same steamer.
from a four weeks'
Jack Rose, the nut comic, ap- gist, returned
the
The Sunday concerts at the Telpeared oti Broadway Sunday with tour of the English halls on
April
21.
Bakers new ler's Shubert. Brooklyn, were dls
Aquitania
the prize makeup of the season,
with continued last .Sunday.
wearing a high silk topper with a bride. Vivian Vernon, formerly
"Sally." accompan ed him.
brown overcoat over a cutaway.
»
W. O. Woole has been appointed
Sousa and his Band will make a manager of I.oew's State, IndianThe Knight* of Columbus Hall
opening apolis, supplanting James Greeley
from Camp Upton, L. I., has bees four weeks tour of CUDS,
the
who resigned a few arcs! ago. Carl
transferred to the West End of in January Thi lermi asked by
Long Reach, where it is being re- band were guaranteed b> Ihe Cuban Levy, the Lo?w relief manager in
Vaudeville i* government.
the middle west, has been managbuilt Into a iheatre.
reported as a possible policy for
ing the house tine Greeley left.
Th« Vsin* Musical Festival will
the house, although definlb irrangehave it* 20tl: annual even Oct. 10-12
inent"* have not been made.
Rachel Crothers, author of "Nice
ai Portland.
People," Si the Klnw, issued a call
Charles M. Cciger, master metins
week for a second company to
Dave Peehi^r, the Chicago agent,
chanic with Otis Skinner's comweek O" no on tour nesl s.ason. Charles
pany, has announced an Invention sailed Thursday of last
Francis Glbney is expected to Join
of a moioi -«1: « ert hands, r\ when \\.o Maurelsnia for England, from
'the Nesr York company next wc"k.
the show p\iyed .hers MVJt week. where he will start for a lour of the

through Shea

Lake

of Clevetheatre opens

tho world'' who, like all able men in his profession, prefers to remain
inconspicuous. Two years ago he was asked by an actress now well
known how she should proceed to fame. He told her for nothing. Now
she Is top of the heap, but the main point Justifying this allusion U an
illuminating bit that came up In the course of their conversation.- f

—

—

"Theatrical publicity men tell me," sho Informed him, "that editors
are against them and hire a whole staff to keep their stuff out of the
"There's their greatest asset, did they but
paper." This man replied:
know it. It keeps the small fry where they belong and leaves the able
man space to perform in." Answered In a nutshell, but it is worth
remembering that this man remained in show business about four
months. He couldn't afford, as things broke, to do otherwise, but hia
counterpart in theatricals would be a composite of David Belasco, George

Bernard Shaw and C. B. Cochran.
hires such men, pays their pries, geta the benefit? The answer
forever on the first pages of the dally papera. Consider Henry Kord
or Thomas A. Edison, and in show business reflect that Shaw and Belasco
have to play their own best bets. Ford wanted to capitalize his political
ambitions and he turned the yearnings of millions toward a ship called
the Ford Peace Ship and the stunt was done. That stunt was worth
millions spent in advertising. It gives Just a hint, no more, of how to

Who

is

do

it.

/

Thorns* A. Edison's method Is different and part of a business seheme
starring Edison In the world of profit. His ridiculous questionnaire has
The working power of &
Just been laughed out of court by experts.
mans mind is worth while, but cannot be Judged by the number of
College training, he forgets,
facts stored up from grammar school.
perhaps purposely. U to polish the mind so It will function better, but
the whole Issue f,-is be. t. thrown into the ring with IMiaon a-r.swertng
everyone and continually on the long end. His ability as an lnv« ntor
And
is not unusual, but press agents have made him a newspaper figure.
his questionnaire must have been suggested by Moss and Fr; e. a
eolored vaudeville act. the first to ask "How high is up"?
But the smash bang, illuminated prince of them all is George Bernard
Shaw. Even the wa did not still him. It began. Immediately *V hauled
Sir Edward Grey and all British policy into the limelight, abused it
roundly, made everyone In England his advertiser, thtn stilled taik by
Subscribing 100,000 pounds to the war loan. The secret in this method is
to tske the opposite side— lbs ability comes In through the power to
make things hum. But this is the king method of them all. It is
practiced by Maximilian Harden in Germany, by Arthur Brisbane and
•

Others, but not ho

many

others.

I

Managers who Know II go far.
should learn it.
Som already have men
gradually will see the Ughi
sues, guiding or advising; about policies, with saSJis
alive *.o the larger
gent, i"t really getting his tips from
weii paid clcrU po Ing as pn
above.
Theatrical

firmi

Those who do

i.oi

I

U
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MARY K1RKPATR1CK FIRST
WOMAN ELECTED TO P. M. A.

START OF SUMMER SHOWS PUT
BACK:

NEW CAPITAL CAGEY

—

Represents Rachel Crothers and Owns Part of "Nice
People"— One Producing Manager Rejected for

Premieres Set for July Instead of June "Last
Waltx," Newcomer to Century, Scores and Is
Probably in the Money for Warm Weather.

—t"Declassee" Claim Held Up.

Membership

.

The weather holds to favorable N. Y.
show temperatures, but the "bottom has dropped out" was the observance

of

managers

this

GOVERNOR VETOES

BILL

week.

is all set to end the seadark list of houses has
grown, and several of the summer
musical entrants have been set for
premieres here in July, instead of
Boston has already folded
June.
up, with only three legitimate attractions offered, other houses trying with special films. Philadelphia
legitimate
with two
worse,
is
houses holding regular attractions.
field has
musical
The summer
narrowed somewhat over the last
two seasons. Outside money support being less in evidence, supplying one factor, "The Belle of New
York,- for the Winter Garden, May
SO, at which time Selywn "SnapSelwyn.
shots" comes into the
These attractions may not be followed with anything important in
the revue field until Ziegf eld's "Follies"
enters the Globe June 20.
Frank Fay's "Fables," a new revue
for this summer, fs a possibility
about the same time. But George
White's "Scandals" is now dated
for July, and the annual "Greenwich Village Follies" is time for

TO CURB

that

the

month

Albany,

The

theatre

ticket

May

18.

speculators'

introduced by Assemblyman T.
K. Smith, Republican, of Onondaga County, was vetoed by Governor
bill

Nathan

LYNN CANTER

L. Miller last

week.

This statuesque prima donna, formerly with the "Frivolities," is
booked for the entire Locw circuit
as a single. Her repertoire, embracing all types of songs, Is a distinct
display of versatility.
Direction, ABE FEIN BERG.

COUNSEL FOR EQUITY

The Smitn bill proposed to add
a new section to the general busi-

APPEARS FOR MANAGER

ness law permitting the printing op
the reverse side of an admission
ticket to a theatre or any other

Elmer

place of amusement, of a contract
prohibiting the sale of a ticket at
a price in excess of 50 cents in advance of the price printed on the
face of the ticket. It was set forth
in the bill that a violation would

also.

form.

—Was Sum-

counsel,

In

action

the

Raymond

P.

Par-

a provision in the proposed law ker, appeared for the manager.
which he considered objectionable,
Hause sued for two weeks' notice
and that was the main reason he at $45 a week plus $8.92 railroad
rejected the measure. Early in the fare back to New York.
Judge
late session of the State Legislature
Ellenbogen awarded Hause only the
a theatre ticket scalpers' bill was $8.92. The manager admitted dispassed by both houses. The Gov- missing Hause April 2 on the

rank.
"The Last Walts" ernor discovered it was unconstitulittle under $33,000 Tor its tional and he vetoed it*
week, and it attains equality
As a result of the Governor's ac-

strength of the illness clause, alleging Hause's hoarse throat prevented
his continuance with the comoanv,
although Hause had been appearing
for over the prescribed 10 days in a
similar condition which had proved
acceptable to the manager.
Leonard R. Hanower of the Fred-

X.

and

BEVERLY

bership.

basis of 33'* of the
salaries contracted for, the Shuberts voted to close the attraction
as the house loss was around $3,000

weekly.

The show grossed something under
week which was its only
week on Broadway. The company share was 50 per cent., the

$8,000 last
full

^contract calling for that percentage
up to $10,000 gross. With deductions for extra advertising and
other house items which the attraction shared on, the net company
share of around $2,500 was turned
over to the Actors' Equity Association.
The latter at the request of
the players had a representative at
the house Saturday night to protect
With the company
their interest.
salary list at $5,000 the players re-

now.

in

Washington

Irving.

STEWART'S SUCCESS
The third of a group of original
Hungarian plays which are being
put on in native tongue will be
presented in the Auditorium of the
Washington Irving High School
next Sunday night.
The school

"The Poor

Man"

r

Folic

ws Wm.

were

elected,

Fitspatrick, who is the
only woman member of the P. iff. A.,
and Philip Klein. Miss Xirkpatrick
has represented Rachel Crothers for
several years and owns an interest
in the current "Nice People." Sev-

Mary

main on the

Molnar's First and Other Offerings
at

Two new members
one

eral

SCHOOL TRY-OUTS

BAYNE

the executive personnel whatsoever,
although it had been planned to
elect one new director.

failed to materialize, the company
morale slipping, due to the forced
commonwealth plan, probably figuring.
Business failed to reach anything
near the figure that would have
permitted an even break and although the players consented to re-

ceived approximately one-half salClaims for two weeks' salaries.
aries for out of town appearances
are said to be still due.
Saturday matinee and night Edward J. Flammer, who held an interest
in "Princess Virtue," stepped
erick E. Goldsmith office appeared
into the show in Hugh Cameron's
for Hause.
role. Flammer is said to have been
in a Belasco company at one time.
HIGH
He is said to be in the dye business

BUSHMAN

Rich

ers Taking Cuts Quits.

"Princess Virtue," the musical
show, produced by Gerald Bacon,
stopped at the Central Saturday,
after managing to remain a week
and a half. As indicated last week,
continuance of the attraction was
Reported new capital
in doubt.

marily Dismissed.

The Governor stated in his memo- contract
randum on the veto that he found Equity's

FRANCIS

,

Loses

Actor,

Suit for Salary

drew a
Initial

Hause,

Elmer Hause, stock actor, lost his
two weeks' salary claim against
be a misdemeanor. The measure
Percival Vivian, manager of the
provided that if such contract was
Percival Vivian Players, in the
not printed on the ticket there must
Third District Municipal Court
be printed thereon a statement that
Tuesday. Both"- litigants are nonthe ticket may be sold by any one
equity members, although Vivian
at any price.
tendered Hause the A. E. A.-P. M. A.

•The Last Walts," at the Century, is the newest Broadway sensation and is a smash, in spite of
other
in
takings
the drooping
houses. This attraction on its first
week's business vies with 'Sally,"
at the New Amsterdam, and, In
fact, is the only attraction since the
latter 's coming that has achieved
equal

Smith Proposal.

Producing

BACON SHOW OUT

'SPECS''

Miller Objects to Uncertainty

of

of the

Managers' Association,
was really accomplished in two sessions, uncompleted business and the
annual election of officers, directors
and new members occupying all
the second meeting. At that time
"Princess Virtue" with Play- it was voted no changes be made in

Broadway
son,

The recent annual meeting

SHUBERTS VOTE

other independent managers
were reported up for election but
their names were not proposed. But
one new candidate was rejected by
vote of the meeting. One producing
firm was announced not in good
standing and several others wero

annouced as dropped from

mem-

of Alf Hayman places the adjustment of the
Actors' Equity Association's claim
on behalf of the members of
"Declassee" outside of the P. M. A,
Mr. Hayman as a member of the
organization insisted on settling the
matter himself and the claim was
held up by his illness. When Ethel
Barrymore became VI on tour, the
company was moved several times
to cities where "Declassee" was

The death

last

week

booked, but eventually

was brought

New York when

the star
to appear. The players
contended that since they were kept
out on the road and ready to appear, salaries became due despite

back

to

was unable

the star's illness.

BIG
Stuart

NAMES

IN

STOCK.

Walker to Do Four Play*
by Famous Writers.
Indianapolis,

Four new plays

May

18.

be presented
for the first time by the Stuart
Walker Company at the Murat during the summer. Names have not
been made public, but the authors
will be Sacha Guitry, Harriet Ford
will

and Harvey J. O'Higgins, Samuel
Mcrwln and Peggy Wood, and
Stuart Walker.

"

Collier at

Mason With

His Opera Company.

who

will appear with the
either regularly or part
Aidof the season are as follows:
rich Bowker, Oscar Davisson, George
Robert McGroarty, James
Gaul,

Artists

company

Los Angeles, May 18.
The California Opera Company,
BUSHMAN'S
auditorium is equipped with a the organization sponsored by Wil- Morgan, McKay Morris, Arvid Paulstage.
Sunday's play will be a liam G. Stewart and which gave a son, Tom Powers, George Somnes,
Frank Xpressicns
Edgar Stehli, Walter Vonnegut. Mr.
first presentation here as with the week's performance of "Iolanthe,"
or the Philosophy of a Poor Rich Man.
others. It is called "The Love Mar- at the Auditorium, about a month Walker, James P. Webber, John
ago,
the
here
Wray, Helen Burch, La el Davis,
moves
into
Mason
No. 1 Unkind truths from a true friend are far more acceptable than ket," about" which there is unusual
Monday for a two-weeks' stay, for- Judith Lowry, Beatrice Maude,
interest.
a flatterer's lies.
play
This
was presented In lowing William Collier. The open Julia McMahon, Margaret Mower,
No. 2 It is far better to do good in the right way than to just think
you are doing good, when in reality you are being done good.
Vienna as "an American play" nntif^ bil1 will be "The Firefly," which Elizabeth Patterson^ Lillian Ross,
Marjorie Vonnegut, Rcgina WalIt met success.
"Love Market" was "» to be followed by The Mikado.
written by a Hungarian. After the Mason engagement a coast lace and Blanche Yurka.
tn demand in the ticket agencies. tion on the first scalpers' bill the really
tour
planned.
is
Plays on the future list include
The author
"Sally'* has the edge, in that it has Smith measure was carefully draft- Erno Vajda by name.
The company will have as prin- "Civilian
Clothes/*
"Daddies,"
been running for 22 weeks. Both ed as a substitute in order to over- had had a failure produced and no
cipals Irene Pavloska, Roy Atwill,
"Smilin' Through." "Rollo's Wild
these attractions are sure con- come the Chief Executive's objec- manager would consent to risk anySuzanne
Keith,
Oat,"
"My
Friends,"
"Monna
Sybil
Lady
Bacon, Rolfe
thing else he*, offered. Vajda theretenders for the summer going. That, tion to the one he vetoed.
Sedan, Marie Horgan, Ethel Jenks, Vanna," "Peter Ibbetson," "Tea for
too, includes "Two Little Girls in
In explaining his action on the on conceived the idea of masking
authorship and the title page was John Westervelt, Lawrence Tib- Three" and "Jane Clegg."
Blue'' at the Cohan, playing to big Smith bill, Governor Miller said:
betts, Philip Ryder, Athel Atwell,
Special
settings
designed
by
"The second section of the article inscribed with "Sidney Garrick" as
night business for a gross of around
Fred Holmes, Edwin Stevens and Frank J. Zimmercr and James W.
$15,500, which is fine business at provides that it shall be a misde- author, with supposed translation
Basil Ruysdale.
The
two
latter Reynolds have been features of the
into
the
native
tongue
credited
to
meanor for any person wilfully to
$2.50 top.
will
make their reappearance In first two weeks of the season, which
A measure of "The Last Waltz" violate any contract made for the Vadja the real author.
have aroused unusual local comThis subterfuge later resulted In "The Mikado."
success also is to be counted in the benefit of the public with intent
In
the
latter bill Lady Lc Wah, a ment.
court
action.
A
Germa..
film
comadmission scale, for that offering thereby to deprive, and whereby any a
Chinese prima donna, is to make
joined the group of $2.50 top mu- Individual is deprived of any bene- pany started after the piece. When her
debut.
REHEARSING "RIP"
The Saturday fit to which such individual, as one Vajda heard of the scheme he went
sical attractions.
Charles R. Baker, manager of
night scale is set for $3, but week- of the public, is entitled under such into court and proved authorship. Miller's, is the
Los Angeles, May 18.
business* manager,
evening
the
school
Last
Sunday
in
end business already has .started to contract. This section is no', limitRehearsals began last week on
apd it is possible. that Harry Bailey
slide.
the /TKJfB Keerian, revival Of *'Rip
ed to the special contracts sped- «ttra©Tfwn fee first play written by- will take over the company's
manThe musical shows have a con- fled in the first section and. being Frans Molnar was given an initial agement for the engagement.
Van Winkle."
The piece is to
The piece is called "A
tender in "Peek -a -Boo," burlesque's unlimited, It ia impossible to fore- showing.
open June 13 at San Diego, come to
contribution to the summer line- see its consequences. The criminal Doctor Ur" in German, the literal
the Mason here the week following
up. It got away to a fast start at law should not ordinarily be made translation being "Attorney for the
and then go to San Francisco for
GRAND OPERA AT GLOBE.
the Columbia Monday, being voted available as a means of redress for Defense." It is a crook farce with
two weeks at the Columbia.
Boston, May 18.
a different twist than American
a fast show all the way and capi- a mere breach of contract."
In the east are William CourtThe Globe, the Erlanger house
dramas of the sort. Molnar has His
With the Cotal entertainment.
leigh,
Morley,
Julia Blanc, Jay
here, dark for several weeks, will
lumbia in at a popular priced scale,
Helen
Peggy Hopkins Going to Chicago. crook-hero making it hard for him- reopen Monday for a summer run Francs
Carpenter
and
the
escape,
enjoy
self
in
order
to
some of the musical comedies are in
Peggy Hopkins, whoso mind has
Fields.
with a season of grand opera.
for a trimming in comparison. There been filled with legal lore of late, and double-crossing between the
The Fleck Opera Co., of New
was but one ether opening for the is reported to have declined an im- crook and his attorney is cleverly York, will have
the house, and In
SAIARY STILL DUE.
week, that being the "Three Mus- mediate engagement, through be- worked out.
the first week five operas are anThe members of "The Sacrifice,"
keteers," listed for the Manhattan ing obliged to visit Chicago next

—
—

|

'

i

4

•

week, but postponed several
times and due for a Thursday openlast

"Honeydew" relighted the Casino for a second engagement try.
the management framing a system
of cut rates designed to get as much
of a draw an possible.

week, on matters of personal

liti-

gation.

ing.

There are four attractions coming
(Continued on page 27.)

Jack Norworth's Next Play.
William J. Hurlburt is writing a

new play f or .tack Norworth for
next season to be called "Hind Luck
liardy."

MERRY WIDOW CANDIDATES
Two names have

loomed up as

possibilities for the "Merry Widow"
role in the forthcoming revival.
Vivian Siegel is the most likely

candidate, with a gr^nd opera singer from the Chicago Opera Com-

pam

as second choice.

nounced for presentation.
Thy house will have a $3

which opened at the Greenwich Viltop, with lage theatre two weeks ago and
the lowest priced seat $1.
lasted but two nights, are clamoring for their salaries, having held
Frances White with Shuberts
four- week play or pay contract n
Frances White has signed with with the producer, Morris Wittthe Shuberts, and will appear in msnn. a Brooklyn baker.
The Belle of New York at the
The matter has been t tutted nveWinter Garden.
\ro tht Equity.

asjajnaj

w.
Friday,

May M,

LEGITIMATE

lttl

3=

T.

1
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IN

SHOT BASIS NEXT SEASON

.

9

of the Tour in £ ManAssociation,
qualified
to
agers'
speak for the road manager.^ organization, authorized the statement this week that the Touring:
Managers will institute the open shop
official

Syracuse, N. Y., May It.
in the face of such
handicaps as sporadic barrages of
from the
and heu
fruit
tree
gallery, a strike on the part of the
orchestra which quit the trenches
when the fire fell short, the Tambourine and Bones Society of Syracuse University scored another success at the Empire Monday evening
in the musical comedy, "I'll Say She
Does."
It was a college play with nothing
lacking laugh*, good acting, good
music, fruit, eggs 'n* everything.
There was a decided college atmosphere about the whole performance
that breathed of the old davs when
they used to "bust 'em up.
If the orchestra anticipated a surprise attack or ambuscade, thev
made the mistake of not bringing
along their helmets; in fact, it was
a mistake not to brsng them anyway in these days of uncertainty.
It may have been inexnerience and

—

TO BE YIDDISH HOUSES

|

READYING "WHIRL"

An open shop

next season by the
that seventyof the traveling

mean

shows would be

affected.

JOLSON IfHVHITE FACE
Through With Cork
ing

—Has

Produc-

Ambitions

Los Angeles, May
Al Jolson

is

18.

will produce it
After that Jolson says he is
going into polite farce and will appear in white face. There may be
some incidental musical numbers
U'. the .pift^e, .but he is certain that
he is through with comedy roles
in the big spectacular productions.

Through" and

on

Several English actor- managers
are reported a* contemplating sending dramatic shows over tin Trsn Canada ono-nirlilcis nc\t season,
a cry having been sen,! out by the
Canadian Intel osta tiiut ihej had

Have

Lifted 'Tennessee's Pardner.'

postponements.

announced

The

attraction

"positively** for

was

Tuesday

night, but the premiere date

was set

back after the dress rehearsal MonIt was stated that more time
Kansas City, May 18
was needed to smooth out the perArthur C. Aison, of New York, formance, in Heu of no out-of-town
last we** filed suit in the United trial.
day.

States district court, against the
HI Jinks Musical Comedy Co., to
recover damages for the alleged
infringement
of
copyright
on
"Tennessee's Pardner." The defendant company which May 9
closed on 88-week consecutive engagement at the Empress several
weeks ago presented a bill called
"The Mountain Girl." Mr. Alson

Investigation divulged the new
producing company was forced to
put up a bond of 85,000 guarantee-

ing the players' salaries for two
weeks. This came after the Actors'
Equity Association advised the
management that being a new company, such a bond would be required.
Judge Dennis J. Griffin of
Atlanta arranged for the bondalleges in hi* petition it was lifted
Reports that the Southern Opera
from "Tennessee's Pardner" pro- Co. was in financial difficulties were
tected by copyright, for which he denied.
It was stated the "Three
asks damages as follows: 8100, for Musketeers" had thus far Incurred
the first performance. $&0, for each an expenditure of $35.00* That sum
succeeding one and $5,000 actual included rent of the Manhattan for
damages
and
an
injunction ltt weeks at 81.000 weekly, the lease
.

will

appear
West,

in the

office to

Ann Cody, who

"Whirl"

was

New York

the collector's

These men

City.

was

as Mile. Codee, with Frank
Orth, will withdraw. With the Orth
and Cody act out of the show, the
combination turn framed last season with Moran and Weiser is off.
The "Whirl" show went to the
road as a combination of Hussey's
"Tattle Tales" and the second edition
the
"Midnight
Rounders,"
which was the Century Roof attraction.
New numbers are to be
put on, the idea being to evolve a
show entirely new for New York.

The

18.

The Syracuse check-up on theatres has been so efficient that it
was decided to turn the tax hounds
loose on the big city.

show,

first

at.

May

are experts on admissions and theatre tax collection.

as will Mae
Moran and
Weiser and most of the original
cast.
billed

York.

men connected with

straightened out.

Hussey

New

Syracuse.

presented

"LUCILLE" QUITS CHICAGO.
Costumer

Titled

Small -'Time;

Town

Says

Town

la

Sneera.

Chicago. April 18.
establishment of Lucille (Lady Duff-Gordon) on Lake
Shore drive is to be closed and disLucille's la in the old
continued.
home of the late Franklin MacVeagh, who was Secretary of the
\

The

local

in

Philadelphia at $1.50 top. It is expected to be ready for the Roof by
the end of the month or early in
June.

ter Palmer castle. It was converted
Into a modiste mansion five years
ago and has never paid.

FIRST CALL FOR WOODS.

"too provincial" to support an International fashion bazaar; Chicago
says it is too provincial to fall for
Paris prices.

Refusal

of

All

Shows

in

The management says Chicago

Orpheum, San Francisco, starting Sunday

LILLIAN LORRAINE
May

And

Is

Sunday saw Lillian Lorraine emerge from the seclusion of
a sanitarium, where she had been
I^ast

O'BRIEN GIRL' BEATS MARY'
Boaton, May 18.
The (rasa of the "O'Brien Oirl."
at the Tremont for the second week
of about $20,001 is better by about
11.500 than "Vuty." the other Coshow a* the same house a aea«
l, n
son age did.
Ii
Indicates n was good an* h
('ultra,
f.»i
U advertise this show
u< a sistei of "Mary" and get tin

OUT

Wearing Brace

A. H. Woods is said to have procured from the Shuberts first call
on any and all shows playing Chicago for his new Apollo. This deal
was in consideration for his turning over tO Shuberts the booking
tU the I'layhcru.-e. which he and
Bcster Bryant control, snd whhii
they have been booking independ-

confined since hurting herself in accidentally falling downstairs; several
weeks ago,
Miss Lorraine, with the aid of a
brace to support her weakened vertebrae, showed no symptoms of an
She entered and alighted
injury.
f «<>™ •'•» *" ° ****« »» *t ¥** former

j

l

|

,

!

i

j

agility.

Miss Lorraine la reported engaged
;i^one of the featured members of
the Selwyns" production of "Sonny,"
due in the late summer.

May

Boston.

appeared

in Portland.

LEFT TO

Who Died in March, 8up
posed to Have Been Wealthy.
Buffalo, M;iy

Samuel
Bltie

IK.

I'.iy.

A.

Benner.

and who died

husband

i.«*

<

«

1

|

,

j

I

DILLINGHAM RELIEVED.
The

suit brought by Irene CastlS
recover for salary alleged to
due on a contract to appear at tho
Century theatre during the Hilling -

M

lo

18.

of

at the Hotel

out of 'Buddies." Iroquoi* here last March, left but
Peggy Wood
no really good dramatic shows last
running on the just week a» the Wil- $S00 to his widow, according to the
season ami that what musical pieces
bur.
Mac-Kellat
in her appUeation for letters of adminisIs
grounds.
Helen
Jl.'sr
01
dar
pop
w«rc secured were too Inferior to p]
tration filed in Baltimore this week.
*enl of those attending piaco.
Tel i"
be of Bn> Value.
>>ow
Miss Wood left ire
BatorBonnet is reputed to have ix-cn a
Among those named a i ndlng the sh->* and Ji 'iK'ti.u ii on merit.
w« :«ltl.\ steel magnate and formerly
afui
in
it
b.it
iwo
p
isom
day
almost
"Mary's"
class,
it
Isn't
In
Percy rlaim
shows Into Canada ars
I>on»<«4 Brian is the only one ot vi< e-pressieni of the Lxport Steel
Hutchinson. 11. V. Rsmond and the Other rl prr cent. c» atoumi
the piece. Co. of ritloburdi
the oruilr.a; trio low wit
singing its praiaea.
.Martin Harvey, all Englishmen*
.

I

The "Morning Oregonlan"

company from arrangement expiring Aug. 27. Geo.
the
restraining
further presentation of the piece Blumenthal, manager of the Manand compelling the return of the hattan, explained the rent matter.
which
"The He said originally $6,000 advance
from
manuscript
rent waa paid. Later offers to take
Mountain Girl" was produced.
The suit was directed againat the house over by other interests
Frank O. Dalton, A. O. Lyle, Edgar for the summer prompted him to
Barnett, Louis Bridges Harnett and call for the entire rent In advance.
Al.
Bridges.
The first two are This sum being paid over to the
claimed to be the principal stock- house may have held up other matholders of the company, Barnett the ters, resulting in the reports about
producing director and the two the company's financial status.
Michael Dempsey is in charge of
Bridges the principal actors.
The company left the day of the the Southern Opera Co.'s activities.
was formerly manager for
suit for Los Angeles where It is He
scheduled for a two-year run in the George Edwards In London. Tho
backers'
which
the
Burbank theatre,
comproduction idea la the presentation of high-class musicahatpany has under lease.
tractions In the south, which they
feel has been neslected by bookers
ELFIE FAY. of the big attractions.
$500
Husband,

PEGGY WOOD QUITS BUDDIES

•

BURTON GKKKX

'Miss Franklin's interpretations are redolent with pretty witchersaid:
Her radiance begins with her
ies and aflame with the spirit of youth.
hair and her gay smile and continues in her personality. Her comedy ia
healthy and vigorous, oven her cynicisms are wholesome and amusing."

Fully Recovertd from Accident, But

18.

next,

IRENE FRANKLIN

Chicago

His Concession.
Chicago,

Before swinging down the Coast to play a two weeks' engagement at tho

Treasury under Roosevelt, on Lake
Shore drive, next door to the Pot-

ently.

Nigh'.ers.

Jinks Stock Alleged to

Acting Collector of Internal Revenue Jesse Clark has received instructions to send a force of seven

ENGLISH ON CANADIAN TIME
Considering Tour of Dominion Ons-

FOR INFRINGEMENT

Dug So Well They Are Loosed

was cloned after the Philadelphia
run. will be the attraction for the

face.

before leaving for the east at the
conclusion of the engagement of
"Sinbad."
Joison's ambitions are to become
a producer, and to that end he has
accepted a play by Ethelbert Hales,
Jane Cowl's leading man in "Smilin*

SUIT AGAINST STOCK CO.

:

"The Three Musketeers." the first
production try by the Southern
Opera Co., reported to have the
backing of wealthy Atlanta people,
was due to open at the Manhattan
Thursday night after a series of

TAX HOUNDS HERE

"The Whirl of the Town," which

through with black

That is the information the
comedian imparted to friends here

•

EFFICIENT UPSTATE

Arrange to Put Husasy
Show Atop Century.

the same weekly wage ($€2.56)
a $3 show of the Broadway type.
The burlesque interests have al- theatre. The presentation of "The
ready intimated the open shop Whirr* atop the Century was in
policy would become effective on doubt until this week when arboth big burlesque wheels next rangements between the Shuberts
season.
and Jimmy Hussey had been
At the Stage Hands' Union it was

past' year.

—

Shuberts

Century Roof and the first for that
as
house since its conversion into a

T. M. A. would
per cent,
five

—

their first baptism of fire or. perhaps, they had been ther,e before.
At any rate they gave ground early.
Twice they struck. They were
coaxed to return after the first retreat, but when a nice large Wyandotte egg with a questionable past
whizzed over the head of the leader
with a hook on it (the egg) he sirnaled a retreat and they beat it to
their dugout and refused flatly, absolutely and irrevocably to snake
They had come
another stand.
there to play, not to die the leader
declared, and henceforth and thereafter there was no orchestra.

$75,000 advance for security and
good
The T. at, A. now lias an appli- opened.will before the doors are
cation on file with the American
The other «s the 14th Street theFederation of Musicians and In- atre,
off Sixth avenue! which has
ternational Alliance of Stage Embeen taken over for three years by
ployes, requesting a lower wage
Louis Scbnitzer, one of the lessees
scale for next season, than that
of the
Jewish Art.
It is
now existing for the pop price road possible former
the term "Art" will be used
shows. The T. M. A. contention is over
the 14th St., and report has it
that the union musical director that
Rudolph Shildkraut may conwith a pop price road show, playing tinue under
Schnitzers manageat $1 now receives $85 weekly, the ment.
Louis
same weekly wage as that called affiliated in theSchnitzer and those
form.-r venture are
for by the union for a musical di- reputed to
have lost around $40,000.
rector with a $2 show. The T. M.
A. in view of the fact that the pop

branch of theatricals.

stated the present high cost of living made it impractible for a stage
carpenter, electrician or property
man with a traveling show to accept a reduction from the present
wage scale. The T. M. A. people
in reply offset this argument with
the statement that the cost of living had been considerably lowered
throughout the country during the

Organization of Atlanta Promoters Unknown, Reason for Arbitrary Action Made to Post Guarantee for Two Weeks* Salary of Players. ......

—

>

price show must necessarily play
to a lesser gross, than its S3 contemporary, argues that the pop
price managers should pay less for
their leaders. The same argument
is applied to the stage hands by
the T. M. A., which points out that
the stage carpenter, electrician and
property man of a 11 show must
according to the union rule be paid

CO. TO FILE $5,000 BONDS

Working

TWO MORE THEATRES

as regards stage hands and musicians, as well as actors, next sea- Mt. Morris and 14th St. Leased
son, unless the stage hands and
—$29,000 Rent in Harlem.
musicians' unions agreed to a reduction in the present salary scale,
Two men theatre have been
effective
would
which
become
added to the chain of Yiddish playSeot. 1.
houses
in New York.
3ne is the
The declaration for the open
shop by the T. M. A. official was acquirement under lease of the
brought forth by the aunouncement Mt. Morris, llftfa street and Fifth
avenue, by Max Gobel, formerly
that the American Federation of
conducting a theatre on the BowMusicians had gone on record at
ery under his name.
The Mt.
their convention in St. Paul last
week as against any reductions in Morris comes to him in a 21 -year
lease at $29,000 annually, with a
the present wage scale in any

EQUITY FORCES NEW OPERA

SYRACUSE ITS SHOW
from Gallery Drives
Orchestra to Cover.

9

An

PART

Storm

Hands and Musicians9 Unions to
Agree to Wage Reductions Will Result in Road
Managers Instituting "Open Shop/

Refusal of Stage

HAY BK

EGGS

MAY OPERATC ON "OPEN

M. A.

hum & Zlcgfeld regime was tried
before Judge I'latack this wsek.
.Wednesday afternoon the Jurv
returned a venliH against the corporation and ulmulved Charles Dillingham from personal Pabllty.
Nat Iran Uurkan appealed for Dtlllnghafla,

'

LEGITIMATE
SHOWS

IN N. Y.

enough parties and reservations to
cinch their run. "Mary" outdrawing them all, never having fallen beA typical Chicago
low $25,000.
musical comedy hit. Of tha other

AND COMMENT

Continues to flash as vividly a*
•Bad Man," Ritz (37th week). Holdthough in fir»»t season.
ing steadily to little under lio.ooo,
Last
-which should tend it well into
week quoted at $13,795.
glimmer going. Kates as one of "Liliom," Garrick (5th week,). Sell-

eight some deserve the fate, while
others did not heed the handwriting
on the wall and insisted on holding

up war-time

-

Mason

s

beat

remedies.

•Brcksn Wing," 48 h St. (24th week).
Should stay another month or
longer, run now being close to
six months. Around $^,000 lately,
"Biff,
Bing,
Bang," Ambassador
<2d week). Canadian show given
by ex-service men; won good notices.
Should fare well for moderate run.
"Clair de Lune," Empire (5th week).
Little less than third week, with
top;
Scale $5
gross $18,500.
could get $14,000 more.
week).
(22d
•Deburau," Belasco
Again in top money class with

takings around $17,000.

ment preparing

Manage-

to close' at

first

cracking hot weather is expected
to cause. May not run more than
two or three weeks longer.
'emperor Jones," Princess (16th
Saturday.
leave
week).
Will
Without matinees of "Diff'rent,"
gross under $4,000, affording slight

margin for attraction.
(40th
Madame," Fulton
'Enter
week). Moves to k< public next

out since opening? Canyfyy limited here to around $9,00.0/ Moves
to Fulton

Monday where

it

<*an

get over $15,000.

Old New York.*' Plymouth
Proving merit by
(37th week.
standing up to better business
than many other long run successes. Over $8,000 last week.
"Honeydew," Casino (1st week; re-

."Little

peat).

Bowed

in

Monday,

this

being second engagement. Special
sharing terms and cut rates figure
in

repeat.

"Love Birds," Apollo (10th week).
Sticking to fine business at $2.50
Show
top, gross around $15,000.
predicted for 12- week stay, but
should run into summer going.
"Mixed Marriage,** Frazee <?d week).
Closed Saturday, having been revived to fill gap. John D. Willlams' "Gold,'' new O'Nell play,
next week.
"Mr. P.m Passes By," Miller (11th
Pleasing light comedy
week).
holding on nicely. Gross around
$9,500 weekly provides neat profit.
Five -person play. One set.

house dark this week
with withdrawal of "Dear Me." "Miss Lulu Bett," Belmont (31st
week). Between $5,000 and $6,000
"Madame" got little over $8,000
House making profit
weekly.
with cut rate aid last week and
with attraction. Should run
along
figures to hold pace for another
well into June.
...
month.
"Liliom," new dramatic
Hudson (7th week).
hit, moves up from Garrick to "Nemesis,"
Final week. After Jump in takFulton Monday.
ings for second week business
•First Year," Little (31st week).
steadily declined, showing piece
Extra matinees running Fridays
"The Tavern,"
failed
to register.
since first of year have been
with George Iff. Cohan in lead,
called off.
With nine performshowing
of atrepent
suceeds
for
Will
ances last week, $12,500.
Looked fortraction next week.
ride through summer on eight
with
interest.
ward
to
performances basis.
'Ghost Between,' 39th St. (9th "Nice People," Klaw U2th. week)
Running along to smash business,
week).
Management claims acgross last week again $14,300, close
ceptable profit on gross or around
to
house capacity. Agency buy
Show listed indefinitely
$7,000.
extends to June 15 and seats selland will remain into summer.

week;

Diggers,"

'Gold

Lyceum

(85th

Vanderbilt
week).
Gertrude
stepped Into lead role Monday.
Kueceeding Ina Glaire Show getting better than $10,000.
Vanderbilt (79th week).
•Irene,**
Little under $13,000 last week.
Management figuring on musical
run record holder by sticking into

summer.

'June Love," Knickerbocker (4th
week).
Third week just under
$14,000.
Is

ing into July.

"Passing

Garden

Show
(21st

Show switched

prices.

May

20,

1821

top on week nights, siu)
opened weak Monday of this week.
"Deception" (Colonial, 3d week).
Will vacate at the end of week.
Hasn't proven financial success, although generally boosted as a film.
Did only $6,000 last week, drop of
$2,000 from takings of previous week
in whicji there were but ^ive and a
half days' showing.
Another film
will be booked into this house.
"The O'Brien Girl" (Tremont, Id
Did between $19,000 and
week).
$20,000 last week, which compares
with $18,000 the opening week. Undoubtedly, one of the hits of the
season, and will more than likely
go through the entire summer, making money.
"Prince and Pauper" (Shubert).
Finished Saturday, not standing up
very strong in linal week. About
$11,000 last week, drop of $3,000
from previous week. House dark,
through failure of "The Birth of a
Nation" Aim to show.
"Buddies" (Wijbur, 3d week).
Last week. Grossed, $12,000, running almost identical with takings
of first week. Exceptionally well for

at $2.50

"Call the Doctor" (Powers, 2d
Though doing, profitable
week).
business of around $10,500, will
move May 28. not caring to chance
hot weather. Laurette Taylor coining in with lur revival of "Peg o' My
Heart."
"Linger Longer Letty" (Olympic,
5th week). Getting between $16,000
and $17,000. Will not leave until
September.
"East Is West" (Garrick, 10th
week). Only two more weeks to go,
with no show underlined to succeed
Though "The Passing Show"
it.
was originally billed to follow, the
bookings have been switched, giving
it
the honor of opening the new
Apollo, Al H. Woods' newest theThe Fay Bainter show got
atre.
$16,000 this week.
Garter" (Woods. 5th repeat.
"Gertie's
"Dream 8treet" (Majestic. Sd
week). Only one more week, and
Versatility Personified
then Marjorie Rambeau in "The week). About $12,000 during second
Riverside. New York, next week Sign on the Door."
This was the week. Film is picking up ajjl the
show groomed and originally booked t'me, and looks goad for extended
(May 23)
Playing an operatic aria on the one- for Woods' new theatre, but owing staiy.
"Three Live Ghosts** ( Plymouth,
to
the failure of the "Garter" show
string fiddle is one of his various ac2d week). $10,000 first week at $2
complishments part of a typical switching was necessary.
6th
week).
top.
Had full house Monday of this
(Colonial,
"Mary"
and entertaining vaudeville offering
which has resulted in 211 consecu- $26,000; $5,000 more than any other week, with good outlook. Received
splendid
notices from critics, and
to
drop
show
the
rialto.
on
Can
tive weeks of greater Keith Booking.
haa been well advertised about town
and still make money.
Orpheum, Brooklyn,
this
week $15,000
mouth.
word
by
Silk"
of
"Smooth
(Cort,
1st
week).
as
(May 16).
"Honey Girl" (Park Square. 5th
Well spoken of by most critics and
Taylor Holmes a tremendous favor- Week). Couldn't have lasted much
Doubtful If it can get any longer, as it has just about reached
time for "Follies" to be presented ite.
end of rope. Last week, it is figin another house.
Ziegfeld show money.
"Meanest Man in the World" (Co- ured, it didn't do much better than
dated for Globe June 20.
"Servant in the House," Broadhurst han's Grand. 2d week). Went to lit- $8,000. As far as can be observed
(3d week).
Another week for tle better than $12,000. increase of now, this house will be dark after
Walter Hampden repertoire, most- $2,000 on opening week. Show be- the departure of this show.
"The Four Horsemen" (TremOnt
ly Shakespearean.
Gross around ing, nursed for all summer run. fea*
tuning hew box office prices getting Temple. 3d weeJO- Did better last
w
$7,000 weekly.
week
th n it did the opener, grossresults.
"The Bat," Moroseo (39th week).
In for a long run.
"Four Horsemen" (La Salle, 7th ing $12,000.
Quoted at $16,000 weekly, but has
evidently.
never
same,
Continues
week).
started to slip. Should have good
varying $200 from $12,000 weekly
chance for summer continuance.

DAVE ROTH
—

t

business.

"The Champion,"

Longacre (20th
CLOSINGS
"The Bat" (Princess. 20th week).
Last lap of run.
Last
Advance sale tremendous.
$7,500 and $8,000. $17,700.
weeks
eight
tickets
Will probably withdraw early in Advertising
IN
ahead, with* $40,000 advance sale.
June.
"The Green GoddessJ' Booth (19th House completely sold out to May
week).
Still big, with summer 23.
"Samson and Delilah" (Playhouse, Only Three Shows Doing WelL
continuance now assured. Gross
2d week). $9,000. Though Ben-Ami
$13,000 last week.
Village Follies' Record.
"The Last Waltz," Century (2d praised to sky by critics, show not
week).
Newest sensation on accepted so readily. Last week,
Philadelphia. May 18.
with
"Thy
Mary
following
Nash
Broadway.
Despite house locaWholesale closing marked last
tion, separated from theatre zone, Name Is Woman."
_^
week).
just two to carry on
(Illinois.
6th
and
left
"Tickle
week
Me"
first
week drew over-capacity
This makes the seabusiness, with gross little under Around $20,000, which is possible, the burden.
owing to high prices Saturday and son's close almost a month earlier
$33,000.
"Toto," Bijou (9th week). Slipped Sunday. Business off first half, said than last year.
Mantell did about $7,000 for the
In last few weeks.
Started with to be closing in three more weeks.
rush and figured strongly in Impossible to lower box office ad- closing week at the Broad, "Robin
spring offerings.
Another three mission with heavy cast. Manage- Hood" dropped to about $10,000 at
or four weeks.
ment offered to cut salaries 20 per the Forrest for its third week, "The
"Two Little Girls in Blue," Cohan cent with same cut on admission Belle of New York'' departed peace(3d Week).. Looks set for summer scale for an all -summer run. This fully after two weeks at the Lyric
run, takings for the second week is said to have been refused by Tln- to a tune of something over $10,500
$15,000 or better.
and "Dream Street," heavily adverAt $2.50 top ney.
means fine night draw.
"Broadway
Brevities"
(Studc- tised, made money at its finale.
"Tyranny of Love," Cort (3d week). baker, 1st week). $18,000. In on
Speaking roughly, however, there
Stands good chance until high four week contract and leaves after have been about three moneytemperatures arrive. Cut rate aid that.
Show in terrible condition, makers of any account since tho
and fairly good gross.
fit
only for one-nighters.
Lillian end of February, and no more. One
"Welcome, Stranger," Sam H. Har- Gonne added to the cast for local of these was "Lincoln" and another
ris (36th week).
Should last two engagement.
"The Greenwich Village Follies."
or three weeks more. Last week
"Bab" (Blackstone, 5th week). "Mary" is possibly the third, tout
around $8,700.
House may get $10,000. Leaves June &. House going this would be disputed.
summer revue.
dark, preparing for a full year run
Estimates for the week are:
"Way Down East," 44th St. (38th of "Llghtnin'," to start next August.
"Greenwich Village Follies" (Shuweek). Film. Little over $10,000
bert fifth week). A really surprisand still making money.
ing record is being run up by this
"Over the Hill," Park (32d week).
one considering conditions here.
Film. Getting most of play at end
LEGIT
IN Last week it cleared $14,000. This
of week.
is the last week.
"Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,"
"Mary" (Garrick, third week).—
Astor (11th week). About $14,500
Not by any means filling the good*
last week.
(Continued on page 26.)
"Connecticut Yankee in King Ar-

WHOLESALE

week').

week between

of

1921,"

Winter

Withdraws

week).

week, then "The Belle of
York" week May 30. "Passing Show" goes to Woods' Apollo,
nest

New

Chicago.

"Phoebe of Quality Street," Shubert
(2d week). Stops Saturday. Drew
only fair notices and business
showed no strength. "Just Married'* moving ever from Comedy.

which management states "Right

satisfactory.

Friday,

Girl," Times Square (10th
Two weeks more.' Then
announced for road, with Bosto».
John H. Mears sucfirst dale.
ceeds with "Century Midnight

week).

scale, running on basis of $2.50
top starting this week.
'Just Married," Comedy, (4th week).
Whirl."
Comedy that arrived late but
stands good chance to stick. Had "Rolio's Wild Oat," Punch & Judy
it entered the lists earlier might
(26th week).
Looks like two
have made season's run. Moves
weeks more for this comedy, with
to Shubert next week.
exiting date June 4.
Has made
(41st
Eltinge
Night/
'Ladies'
run as predicted. Small capacity
week). Farce success of season.
of house held down receipts to
Hiding ahead of most of the other
$6,000 lately.
long run attractions and good in- "Romance," Playhuose (12th week).
to hot weather.
Leaves for road at end of next
•Lady Billy," Liberty (23d week).
week. Announced for Chicago, at
Last week. "Mitzi'' made excellent
Garrick, May 30.
'Revival held
run to profit, playing to better
strongly until two weeks ago, then
form than predicted. House dark
shifted into cut rates.
for several weeks.
Next attrac- "Sally," New
Amsterdam
(22d
"Fables" or
tion either Fay's
week). Looks set. for continuance
White's "Scandals."
Into next season, with seat sale
'Lighnin/* Gaiety (140th week).
extending to September.
First

PHILADELPHIA

—

SHOWS

THREE

>

BOSTON NEXT WEEK

i

thur's Court,"

Moves
it

Selwyn (10th week).
where

to Central next week,

Other Houses Dark or Holding

stay several weeks, then

will

"Shame"

will follow.

Pictures.

Selwyn dark
due

for rehearsals of "Snapshots,"

May

30.

Street," Town Hall (6th
week,).
Talking picture end of
this attraction now being boosted.
Around $10,000 claimed.
"Queen of Sheba," Lyric (6th week).
Around $13,000.

"Dream

Boston,

May

18.

Only the unexpected and the unusual can keep the legitimate theatres in this town housing legiti-

mate attractions much longer this
season, for every day clearly Indicates the end is not far. From present signs, there will be but three
legitimate offerings in the town the
coming week, out of a possible

PLAYING CHECKERS

eight.

IN

CHICAGO THEATRES

"The O'Brien Girl"

mont

will continue to

at the Trcrun for sev-

weeks to come. Last week it
was ahead of the bunch by a big
margin, and in the two weeks it has
eral

All

But Four Hear

Call,

"Your

Chicago,

Of twelve

legit

May

18.

DOROTHY WARD
Who won

Man

They are "The Mean*

the World" at Cohan's
Grand Opera house, which started
weak, but, owing to common *sense
management putting in the right
kind of box-office prices, climbed
The
$2,000 better than last week.
only show in town to show an increase on the week. "Linger Longer
Letty" has the advantage of having
«

st

in

pronounced and instant success in the star rjrjle f Phoebe in
"Phoebe of Quality street" at the Shubert Theatre, has cancelled her
bookings in London and will remain In America for the next several
months, Opening in a fortnight at the Winter Garden to star in "The
Belle of New York of 1921.'' Miss Ward has been offered a two years"
extended contract by the Shubert S whirl) she has reluctantly been a tremendous
Chicago 'favorite.
obliged to decline, as she is booked in London and the provinces four Charlotte Greenwood, who will keep
>
ars ahead.
this show here. "The Bat," the long
been
associated
must thank Mr. Bhubert and all with Whom I have
run show of any lej,'it here now runfor mm»h of the pleasure I have derived from my visit.*' Miss Ward de- ning, is a sensation and is gunranand the host of English and American friends for their encour- 1»«*d to stay until September 5. They
c-tares,
agement and kind vw.shes.
have placed 190,000 people and have
i\

<

I

'

!

1

height of the season;
"Up in the Clouds." a new show
to be Well liked by J. J. Shubert, will come into the Wilbur for

shows now on the said

local boards, eight
will
of thorn
either seek Other climate shortly or
rest in storage until next season.
The most interesting ones are the
four that will probably Inst out the

hot weather.

been here has reached higher figthan was struck by many
shows of n like character during the

ures

Move Next."

an indefinite stiiy Mondav, and
"Three Live Ghosts" will probably
continue at the Plymouth.
This
show, opening a bit chilly, has gotten over splendidly, and Monday
bad a turnaway.

SHAUN GLENVILLE

As for the other theatres In town,
they will either be dark or else will
house films. Already two. Majestic

Who. Varh ty said: "unbuckled a
number of bits of comedy business
The that are new to American stand-

and Colonial, have pictures.
Shubert would have had "The Birth ards''
of a Nation.'' if it were not for the geant
adverse action of the local censors.
Estimates for last week are:

"The Cameo

Girl'"

<

Mollis, 2d. last

Show rather a frost first
Week).
Week, because of many Conditions,
opening here after a short tryout.
and with nothing but the names of
Adelaide and Hughes and La'or to
help it out.
Did not receive the
finest treatment from the critics,
either. Lid about $6,000 first week,

in the role of the Irish Serin "Phoebe of Quality Street"
the Bhubert Theatre, will enjoy
superior opportunities for the display of his qualities as a fun maker
The Belle of New STorh of 1921,"
in
in Which he will open May 30, at the
Winter Garden in the star role. To
play this engagement and remain
in New York until the new year at
the earnest solicitation Of Mr. Shubert. Mr. Glenvllle has cancelled all
English bookings for this period.

at

Friday,

May

LEGITIMATE
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STOCKS.

JOHN DREW HEADS COMMITTEE

The

Jefferson theatre stock, PortMe., will open May 2$ with

land.

Tiger

Rose.**

ASKING NEAR EAST RELIEF

.

director.

Among

Brown.

May

Wheeling, W. Va.,

Clothing Should Be Sent to S West
30th Street Chairman's Statement Theatrical
People Serving Great Need.

—

—

—

As chairman

of the National TheCommittee of Near East ReJohn Drew is making an appeal

PHOEBE STARS FOR BELLE

atrical
lief,

to all members of the theatrical
profession and allied industries asking them to send old clothes in
bundles to his committee at 5 West
SOth street. Tags can be obtained
at 261 Madison avenue.
It is hoped a whole shipload of
clothing can be collected in New
York 'State and sent to the destitute

Armenians.^ What is needed is good
durable garments that will stand
Wear and keep people warm. Ball
(owns are useless, but tights can
be used. Size makes no difference.
"Anything will be acceptable to
these poor people," said Mr. Drew.
*T have read cablegrams received
by Near East Relief which show
the most desperate cond.tions of
.

poverty."
The Theatrical

Committee is
made up of: E. F. Albee, Grant
Allen, A. E. Anson, George Arliss,
Lionel Atwill. Gerald Bacon, John
Barry more. David Belasco, Holbrook Blinn, Dorothy Bryant, R. H.
Burns do, George M. Cohan, F. Ray
Comstock. Edwards Davis, Pres. N.
V. A.; Owen Davis, chairman Dramatists Guild, Authors* League of
America; John .Drew, John Emerson, president A. E. A.; A. L. Erlanger, Mrs. I<"i«ke, Daniel Frohman,

Mary Garden, Walter Hartwip,
Theresa Helburn. Gus Hill. Eugene
Howard, Willie Howard, Mrs. Lydig
Hoyt, Doris Keane, Howard Kyle,
Grace LaRue, John McBr'de, Carroll
McComas, Marilynn Miller, Mitzi,
Alexander
Pantages,
Carrington
Phelps, Alice Leal Pollock, Annie
Russell, Edgar Selwyn, Constance
Talmadge, Norma Talmadge, Lauretta Taylor and Gilda Varesi. Mr.
Henry Morgenthau, honorary member.

LUPINO LANE TO TOUR.
for Him to Go
Delysia in "Afgar."

Arranged

with

Advices from England verify the
return here this summer of Lupino
Lane, who will be featured in the
tour of "Afgar," in which Alice
Delysia will again be starred. When
the attraction opened here last fall,
Lane scored the show's comedy hit,
but returned to England after playing three weeks, being unable to
secure

cancellation

of

contracts

there.

"Afgar" will open at Toronto
Aug. 29. In order to allow Lane to
rejoin the show, contracts for next
season with C. B. Cochran, who Is
Interested in the piece, have been
dated ahead.
Picture contracts
here with William Fox have been
amicably cancelled.

DAVIS SETTLES FOR

$2,000.

Edwards Davis, who brought

suit

• gainst David Belasco and Frances
Starr for an accounting on his contract to appear in support of Miss
Starr In the Edward Knoblock
play "One," has accepted $2,000 in
settlement of his claim.
Davis signed a contract with

David Belasco

to

appear

in

"One"

Ward and Shaun

English players especially
brought over for the Shuberts*
"Phoebe of Quality Street" which
closes at the Shubert this week,
have engaged for stellar roles in

open in Chicago

in

September.

It

Coming

Dolly

the cast.

•

The theatrical editors of the
York dailies started sitting up
right

new

this week, stimulated
sort of advance agency.

Harvey,1

RUN CUT; TINNEY WON'T

New
bolt-

months out from

seven

'Frisco and on her broncho "SunKist," got into town Tuesday, coming direct from Washington.

Miss Harvey, a native San Franto Close Becauso Star
ciscoan, is the avant courier and
Won't Reduce.
a real courier ahoof, at that for
"Sun-Kist," the Fanchon and Marco
Chicago, May 18.
The stand of Frank Tinney, star- Pacific Coast musical extravaganza
ring in "Tickle Me," is said to be that comes into the Globe next Monresponsible for the weeks' notice day for the four weeks preceding
closing the show at the Illinois. the opening of the Ziegfeld "Follies."
Mayor Hylan got a visit from
This is the only remaining attraction here asking $3.50, and the price Dolly and her horse within half an
hour
of her landing on the New
is prohibitive at the present rate
York side. After telling the Mayor's
of theatrical apathy.
secretary the substance of a mesThe management wanted to re- sage committed to her by the Ban
duce and proposed to Tinney that Francisco Board of Trade, inviting
if he would cut his salary in proover-crowded and over-priced New
portion the show could stay on. Yorkers
to go West, the new type
Tinney refused, and the closing no- of cross country theatrical herald
Tinney is said to weaved her way up through Broadtice was posted.
be getting $1,400 weekly and a per- way's thick traffic to the McAlpin
centage against which that salary Hotel Annex, where she breezed
is a guarantee.
through the main entrance astride
her steed, and up to the desk,
from the saddle.
BUILDING UP "CAMEO GIBL" registering
Then Miss Harvey-—all In the
Boston, May 18.
same day treked around to the va"The Cameo Girl" is apparently rious newspaper offices to tell city,
going to continue. Oscar Eagles is managing and dramatic editors
still on the Job.
The first perform- what sort of a show "Sun-Kist" is,
ance of the rewritten book last night also something of the comeliness and
has brought cheer and hope to characteristics of the colony of naWalter Wooster, the New York tive California girls that help
broker, who Is making his first ven- Franchon and Marco make show
ture into producing, with Adelaide pictorial and tunefuL
and Hughes starred.

"Tickle

Me"

—
—

—

A

report circulated to the effect there had been another delay
In meeting the salary list seemed

"SHUFFLE ALONG" MAKE-UP

Harry Cort and Al Mayer, the
groundless, as all bills had been met vaudeville agent, are organising the
and the entire company had been Nikko Producing Corporation to
sponsor the all-colored "Shuffle
paid by Monday afternoon.
Only one change has been made

In

Along" show.

Slssle

Stock Companies Competing
with Road Shows Kept Out.
Scranton. May IS.
stock war between Corse PayC. H. Miles is of more thaa
local
interest
Road attraction*
have been kept out of this city virtually all season because of peculiar theatre conditions and bookers
have hailed the "battle" keenly,
since the new situation will permit
several hit attractions to play here
before the season is closed.

A

ton

Payton

had tenancy of Miles*
for the better part of the
season.
Recently the house reverted to Miles, who immediately
inserted a stock company, continue
ing the policy.
This left Payton
out of the running until he grabbed
off the Majestic, which had beea
playing burlesque.

Academy

Although Payton also continued
playing stock, he has consented to
stepping out for several weeks, to
permit the booking of "LightninV*
"Irene" and "Mary."
••L.tghtnin' *
opened Monday

woman

for

Payton

IN

Replaces Ins Claire,
After More

"DIGGERS"
Who

further

is

interested

la

and is reported to have
taken over the Grand at WilkesBarre.
Plans for next season call
for Pay ton's stock to play three
days at the Majestic and the same
period at the Grand, leaving both
theatres for road attractions for
half of each week.
Outside of a few bookings at
Poll's, Scranton has had no road
shows this season until this week.
Miles controls the other two houses
this section

Theatre Stock, Portland, Me., which
opens May 23.

VANDERBILT

a $10,000 advance

It will

Down

Jefferson

the

to

be followed by "Way
East* (film) next, with the
other attractions later.

sale.

Clara Joel has been engaged as
leading

and

Retiree

Than Year

—

Gertrude Vanderbllt went Into the
the Lyceum and Academy. With
role of "The Gold- Diggers" the Majestic now under Payton'*
Monday night, creating an excellent direction, it Is unsettled whether
Impression. It is her first appear- burlesque will have a berth her*
ance in a straight comedy role. next season.
Like Ina Claire, whom she succeeded. Miss Vanderbllt was for- EVA CLARK'S HONOR MEDAL.
merly in vaudeville and more reChicago, May 18.
cently in musical comedy.
Eva Clark, prima donna of "Sun*
David
that
understood
is
It
Belasco yave Miss Vanderbllt a klst" going into the Globe, New
contract for two years and ex- York, May 21, just received a diplopressed satisfaction over her per- ma rendering official the presentaformance. There were Ave or six tion of her gift, a medal from King
Albert, of Belgium, of the Palms of
candidates for the part.
Gold by the Order of the Crown,
which honors her admission to all
*

lead

BOARD OF TRADE DISSOLVES

royal court functions.

The Associated Theatrical Board
of Trade following six weeks of experimenting In an endeavor to organize equipment and supply dealers
as a means of protecting their investment, with producers, disbanded

FUND'S BOSTON BENEFIT.
Boston, May 18.
The

Actors' Fund Benefit will be
held at the Tremont, Friday afternoon.
Prices scale from 50 cents

last week.
Following inquiry, the split oc- to $5.
Together with the professional
curred as a result of the inability
of the prominent members of the talent, there will be hits from the
Vincent
Club and Hasty Pudding
A. T. B. of T. to agree among
themselves on policy and activities, shows, work of high society amaaccording to an erstwhile execu- teurs, and also 100 sailors in the
show.
tive.

and Blake and

the cast so far by Eagles during the Miller and Lyle, who wrote and aptwo weeks he has been doctoring pear In the leading roles in the
the production,
Primrose Caryll, revue, are also on the board of didaughter of Ivan Caryll, replacing rectors, Florian E. Miller being the
(.Iladys Miller.
treasurer. Noble Slssle. secretary,
The talkiness of the book is be- with Cort and Mayer the two leading rapidly eliminated and the story ing executives.
The sharing system will be 50-50,
is being made
incidental to the
fantasy instead of the original ideas Cort and Mayer furnishing the capof Neil Twomey and Myrta Bel ital and the others the production.
Gallier, which subordinated the fantasy to the story.

WOOD'S BUILDINGS.

Woods will break ground in
Boston Monday for the erection of
the house adjoining the Shubert
A.

FROM YIDDISH TO GERMAN

"Miss Teddy*1 is the
follow
title of the piece.
HanIn collaboration with
ley, Mr. Stoddard lias also written
!ititl<ii
a musical piece
'Home,
Sweet Home," f<»r which Ballard
McDonald has written Uitjyrir.i. It
witl have ar. earlj full product: x
to

the leading role.

"Sun-Kut"

this

before ending the season.
Cantor
and the "Midnight Rounders" will

will in-

by a

—————————

——

week in Atlantic City. He withdrew from 'the Eddie Cantor show,
which has two weeks more to go

Jack Bell

16.

Court Square theatre, Springfield,
Mass., Monday, with "Turn to the
Alice Clements and John
Right."
Warner head the company. Others
are Shirley Booth, Kenneth Richards, Catherine Duffin, Henrietta
Brown, Lester Paul and Harry
Fischer. Arthur Holman Is director,
Joseph Latham, stage manager and
Maurice Tuttle, scenic artist. The
Al Luttrlnger Dramatic Stock is
playing a short engagement at the
Plaza in the same city. Al LutAnn Kingsley, William
trlnger,
Laveau, John B. Whlteman, Kenneth Flemming, H. H. Fish, Billy
Hall, Marie Fountain, Grace Mattlce and Isabel McGregor comprise

Both are well known in vaudeville over. This week (May 16), Keith's,
Miss Ward was given con- Washington.
^^—
tracts extending to Christmas this ^—
week and set back English music
1921 ADVANCE AGENCY
hall contracts which call for several
years booking starting January 1.
Harry Kelly also joined the "Belle" Girl Astride Horse Tells New York

'..

in

OF
ROLLS-ROYCE

Vaudeville's Dancing Sensation.
As the car has stopped crowds In
the streets, so the act has stopped
shows in the theatre. Keith managers will testify to this the Circuit

abroad.

From Yiddish repertoire back to
her native German from which she
came, Jeannie Valliere, the GermanYiddish speaking actress will begin a week's repertoire in German
ize.
(May 23). at the Irving Place, In
"Madam X."
Greta Mi»yer, also a former GerCASTING MISS ULKIC'S PLAY man
speaking star, is due in ChiDavid Belasco started the selec- cago in a fortnight beginning a
tion this week of a supporting cast two-weeks'
with
engagement
for a new Lenore Ulric starring Glucksman. essaying roles In Yidvehicle for next season. The people dish.
engaged wore not informed as to
what title has been selected. That
will not be divulged until the piece
MISS TEDDY" AND "HOME"
is ready to open.
George E. Stoddard has comMiss I'lric has completed a sea- pleted a three -ace musical play
son on the road in "The Son- for the International Play ComDaughter," which will !>«• sent out pany, which will ho produced in
next season with a now lead.
Boston in August, with New York

Cooper

RUBY ROYCE

vllle the

"The Beile of New York" and will
join that attraction next week.

May

George
the stock company.
Schafer Is the house manager.
The Poll Players opened their
second summer stock season at the
stall

Glen-

for the run of the play. Following
two weeks' rehearsals he was
dropped from the cast and promised employment in another Belasco
production, v Inch did not material-

"Sign on Door" at Savoy
London, May lv
\
( George B. McLeltan will produce,
»y arrangement with a. h Woods,
Jit
the Bavdjr, in September, "The
Sign on the Door.' with Utadyi

ginning

Dorothy Ward and Shaun Glenvillo
Re-engaged.

Dorothy

18.

The Victoria went into summer
stock May 2, the attraction being
the Jack Ball Stock Co., with Percy
Kilbride, Eva Sargent, Louis Lytton and a strong cast. "Turn to the
Right" was the opening bill with
business reported as good,
Steubenvllle. Ohio, May 18.
The Herald Square here will go
Into stock as a summer policy be-

Warm, Durable

ROW

SCRANTON

IN

Kaufman

Frederick

the
Lavinla Shannon, Iska
Lyons
Austin, Warren

the stage
oompany are
Murff, Anne
and John R.
Is

PAYTON AND MILES

.1

«

,

i

11.

theatre in that city.

Woods
ing of a

west

commence
new house on

will

corner

of

136th

the buildthe southstreet

and

New

York, some time in
call for a 2,000scat house, and Is to be conducted
as a popular price combination theatre.
He owns the land, having
acquired It some time ago.

Broadway,

July.

The plans

KHG0UR IN

"EASIEST WAY"
May 18.
Joseph Kilgour, who Is appearing
Los Angeles,

pictures here at present, has
been signed by David Belasco for

in

of the Eugene Walter
"The Easiest Way."
revival Is to open at the
Lyceum, New York, Aug. 2t, ac-

the revival
piece.

The

•

the

LAWFUL LARCENY" TAKEN
Sam Shiftman's first and unoliahorated play, called "Lawful
Larceny,** was acceptod hy Sam H
Harris for production this fall.
<

GONNE

^uiukHVi
(i

cording to the present plans.

t;

My New
Written
\< A

f<t»

fii--

<>ui«;i \.\i,
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:_:t brevity of the "Broadway BRfviTilf
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little

gro\t
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up.
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making
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Polyanna,
she en-
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JACK LAIT'S REVIEWS

Chicago's joke outlying small-time
tryout joint. At the Windsor it was
Hang a medal on Belle Baker. ghastly; here it was great. One
She not only outdistanced a strong girl has been added, three now ar>-'
•supporting bill Monday night, but pearlng, but this made no decisive
The comedy juggler,
«he did the unprecedented for a difference.
ballad singer— she corrected a lyric bitterly panned at the Windsor and
and she charged with "adding the element
-writer's grammatical bull
If this which probably keeps this act on
ihe wife of a songwriter!
be treason, this reviewer pins upon the small time," stood up powerWagnalls
fully, got laughs and worked like a
her the Croix de Funk and
and kisses her upon either cheek. new Ford. He didn't keep the act
lyric
the small time, despite the reon
the
In "It's All Over" where
writer wrote, as is the way of lyric viewer's decision, and when It
showed
Belle
on the biggest of big time
two,"
writers, "for just we
sang it for just us two." True, he made good. But the Windsor
since
closed.
it,
So there was
has
over
self-conscious
she was a bit
and inhaled the "us," but at least something the matter, somewhere,
passes
therefore
reviewer
caught
and
the
ear
grateful
and
one quick
and therefore the decorations the buck to the Windsor and exit,
which
the
Family,
onerates
Breen
praise.
peans
of
and the
Belle worked easily and smooth- held in the goodly folks and pleased
ly.
The Riverside, her assistant them with songs, dances, burlesque
home, welcomed her as became the juggling and extraordinarily pretty
prodigal daughter who, after dis- little girls.
Mile. La Toy's Models opened,
appearing, returned with a child in
her arms—after singing mother finely trained posing dogs and other
songs so long had laid off a season four- footers, not noavily applauded,
Jim
to learn what they meant. Coming, but pretty and workmanly.
ail the way through, and going. and Betty Morgan, using piano, vioBelle was hand -clapped to the echo, lin, clarinet and guitar (almost oband when for the fourth time she solete, that last one, in this postblew kisses and whispered "You're ukelele era), and Betty sang a couple
It did
well enough
so sweet," someone in the gallery of songs.
sounded the sentiment of the mob twp bows.
Buck ridge and Casey took third.
when he called back, "Sore you,
Miss Buckridge sings superbly and
Belle."
favorite dances niftfly; one shimmy moment
the
great,
Looking
dawned in a green gown to Just got a gasp either Of appreciation
below the knees, greeting her ad- or shock the undersigned doesn't
mirers with a •'Welcome Stranger" know the burg well enough yet to
song neatly constructed for the pur- distinguish too closely between
pose; the first verse had to do with kindred emotions. The turn lacked
thanks for the reception, the sec- direction Woefully. The steps Were
ond with the coming of her little all old chorus one-two-threes and
son, her welcome stranger. "Irish - some of the character business was
Jewish Jubilee," a crackling topical trite. Miss Casey looked great foi
comedy song, took her off. She re- brief duds, and the pair has many
turned with "They Call Them other assets, but a smart, artistic
Mothers," and ran off to make a stage craftsman could do wonders
quick switch into her famous "Wop." for it in an hour's intelligent guidIn this she lilted "My Frienda ance. Brown and O'Donhell coppod
Marie," a wise, naughty, sparkling a comedy hit in the fourth inning
snappy
their familiar and
bit of comedy with the with
ditty.
dislater
O'Donnell
leader, well done on both ends, led cross-fire
further
with
himself
tinguishing
which
she
sang
into "All Over,"
on the level but clowned in talk and impromptu hoak in the Moore act.
iAiit.
gesture. The encore was 'Holding
Hands." in Yiddish dialect, and the
second encore "You Made Me Forget," after which she stopped the
show to a speech, gleaning all the
Hanging onto a chair in a balcony
honors available.
Elsa Ryan, one of the numerous loge, pitched at an angle of no less
"Peg o' My Heart" girls discovered than 45 degrees, the pop-eyed reby Morosco in 191 S when he equip- viewer got a weird slant on the
ped a fleet of road companies, came show, the balcony incline having
second after Intermission, a strange put a weird slant on him for 60 c,a
spot for a turn that must be classi- and war tax in. Those who never
fied technically as a "sketch," this tried sitting with the left hip 11
one being "Peg for Short" well inches lower than the right (and
can
known skit by Dion Titheradge. It nothing on either, either),
was a knockout comedy hit, credit- scarcely appreciate the privilege of
able to some one who talks United having one's waistband act as the
right-angled triStates, whether it be Titheradge or hypothenuse of a
The chair being a bit
someone else; Titheradge sounds angle.
successive
patrons
from
wobbly
English, and so does the structure of
the act. But the asides, and Miss bracing themselves flat-footed on
to
keep
landing
in
from
the
cement
Ryan Is a delicious and expert
aslder, made it, and made it up- P with a ticket for X, added an eleseasickness
to
the
ment
of
rocking
roariously.
She is a ripping entip of the vessel.
For
tertainer. She has played this onor- precarious
hereinafter
acter for some years and she has it all. of which the acts
neither
to
blame;
mentioned
are
not
right up to the minute in feminine
he who mentions them.
slang and deft business.
Rodney is The
talent of the Tuesday evenRanous, once Chicago's foremost
ing show seemed divided between
stock Romeo, gave a splendid perTaylor
Weber,
and
trios
two
formance. A mishap at the curtain Hicks and the Leach-La Quillan
cue, neatly camouflaged by Miss
Trio, the last two turns. The closer
Ryan, hurt the applause, which was is a standardized circus and vaudeall
ready for the touch -off, but ville offering in which two women
there was enough. The Ryan act with iron jaws and cast steel necks
held perfectly, amused mightily; let a heavy male walk and leap and
its star is one of the few "legiti- cycle
and somersault on slack
*
mate'* performers ideal for vaude- wires supported between their teeth
ville.
and on webs around their heads and
Kelly and Pollock (Jim and Em- necks. It was very showmanly and
ma), pleasant old timers, opened expert, and it closed the entertainthe second stanza with good effect. ment with a wallop.
Miss Pollock is a low comedienne
Weber, Taylor and Hicks, three
of unusual ability, and Kelly is a harmonists in Tuxedos, Huthed the
stentorian straight and individual evening ruthlessly, gathering the
monologist and character comedian. accumulated gravy of a i erforraThey said they had been abroad. ance which had not been hard on
They must have been for they re- the hands heretofore. The comedianleased "Argentine? Portuguese, etc.* baritone is a star and the act can
as a comedy song, and "Old Pal next-to-close without apologies in
of Mine" as a ballad; but later Miss anybody's theatre. The work startPollock did "Maggie Murphy," so ed briskly, kept up without a letmaybe they're collectors of antiques. down anywhere, and ended after a
Went very strong stronger than series of encores to an ovation; all
thoroughly well done and the apanything ahead of it.
The first half was marked by plause heartily deserved and ex-
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Ceorge F. Moore and his skillfully
combined revue consisting of a
prima donna, two show girls, a toedancer and a pianist. Moore covered a broad range of characters

tended.

Overholt and Young did not land
The opening showed a
so firmly.
General Delivery drop for u bit of
comedy with a hidden stagehand,
after which an alarm cloek was inconventional, English ass, Diirtah- troduced to pohtt gome prevar
ica—
stein rogue, "dash of lavender" and tion laughs on the sam" prineiple
ragtime juvenile. In his British bit as the thermometer in "George
he might omit the peculiar play on Washington, Jr.," and the falling
words associated exclusively with fruit In "The Apple Tree.'' The
Bert Clark. Otherwise the routine talk was strictly built to order for
had originality in treatment and the Big Ben, and got nothing exexecution.
The soprano sang ex- cept when it jangled, and not much
cellently and the little toe artist then.
After the first time, each
was sensational from the knees ring was anticipated; and the first
down, though lacking showmanship was no wild surprise. The clock
in facial congruity with the role; came in without any preliminaries
to be impressive and this child is and was so obviously a plant that it
wlz a toe artist must apply the defeated itself before it got going.
a.
specious difficulty of the work. This The singing and dancing elsewhere
youngster did It so easily that while through the routine were mild.
Jimmy Reynolds, a house favorshe showed up many who went before her, she proved that they knew ite, apparently, opening intermisReynolds is a monoth«'ir business better that she does sion, scored.
logist of big-time appearance and
- as yet.
The Breen Family closed. This $3 theatre technique with 10-cent
reviewer got a fine lesson as to how material crazy quilted from standunjust a critic may be as to what ing in the wings or buying tickets
a difference atmosphere, surround- out front, superinduced l»y a few
ings,
locality
and standing can clipped from "Bright Sayings of
make. This season he had made Children" and the Birmingham Agc( Continued on page 20)
act
st the Windsor.
this
light of

—
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Washington, D. C„ May IS.
"Nobody's Money" written
for Otto Kruger or did fate play
into the hands of I* Lawrence
Weber when he was casting this,
his latest production, which had its
first showing here at the Belasco?

Was

Lady Tree, according to the alleged provisions of the sale of the theatre.
This agreement stipulated that "Chu Chin Chow" would be withdrawn
when it dropped under $20,000 weekly and that Lady Tree participate as
down manager until such time. This arrangement has brought her two

is a natural one, the
Just Otto Kruger, the Kruger

The question
part

is

Jr.,"
Kidd,
"Capt.
from
through a long line of successes.

From

the

moment

of

his

first

entrance as the supposed book agent
until the final act his performance
la

a positive delight.

In this case, however, it is not the
player altogether and not the play
made this entertainment
that
William
Le
because
enjoyable,
Baron has written a clever comedy.
It skates on mighty thin ice on
numerous occasions, even closely
bordering onto farce and forcing
the working of one's imagination
to a great extent.
Mr. Le Baron h.s given us two
authors who have created another

an imaginary one, who has
become an American idol. Everything
has been running along
smoothly for about a year, when one
of the creators of the imaginary
author "starts something" by delving Into local politics with an attack upon the Governor of the State,
who ia up for re-election within the
next two weeks.
writer,

Libel Suits are threatening, the
Governor's daughter Is coming to
make an appeal to the fictitious
author, when it dawns on the two
youthful scribes that their writer
has got to be produced. At this
point in cqmes the book agent (Mr.
Kruger), and of course he becomes
the author.
It is all worked out with only occasionally slips from the real; the
lines are bright and there are many,
many whole-hearted laughs.
A
goodly portion of the comedy is
supplied by Will Deming,
As. to the balance of the cast. Sue
MacManamy was charming as the
Governor's
daughter.
Frederick
Raymond, Jr., gave an excellent
performance as Carey, cne of the
scribes, as did Howard Gould as the

Governor.
Just

"Chu Chin Chow" Is now in its fifth year at His Majesty's, London, and
Recently reports
it will have passed its 2.150th performance this week.
were that the piece would soon close. This met response from Oscar
Asche, who made special announcements in the newspapers, stating:
"Oscar Asche and Lily Bray ton beg to inform the public that the report
that this play Is shortly to be withdrawn is untrue. The end of the long
life of 'Chu Chin Chow* will be duly announced by the doctor (Oscar
Asche), who was instrumental in bringing him into the World, and not by
certain Interested undertakers who wish for his sudden demise."
The reference to the "interested undertakers" is supposed to mean Lorillard & Grossmith, who bought His Majesty's from Lady Tree at the end
of the first year of the "Chu" run. Though they paid 100,000 pounds for
the house, they have been unable to secure possession and are said not to
have participated in any of the profits, the house percentage going to

Mr.

Gould

the politician

we

presented

see here in

Washington. (That Is meant for a
compliment, should any question be
made.)
The remaining members are adequate, Mr. Weber has supplied two

attractive seta The first, the living
room of the two writers, is particu-

fortunes.

Morris Gest sailed for Europe Saturday, but without his press agent and
running mate. Will A. Page. The fact that Page has a heavy contract
with William Fox to boost 'The Queen of Sheba" knocked Will out of
the trip and Gest out of someone to pick on. The last tune over, ,ja bout a
year ago, Gest called Will so many names so many time* that Page
"quit" his Job no lesj than three times. He always came back, however,
when tl.d bankroll ran low.
The beet press stunt cooked up between them was the boarding of a
crowded liner, having themselves listed as steerage passengers. They
slept in deck chairs for one night, then secured an officers cabin, but the
cabled news of the stunt, which hit the front pages here, forgot the last
item.

The family history of an English girl, who opened recently with a
Broadway musical show, which links her closely with English nobility,
ia being kept dark regardless of its publicity value. The girl in question,
who haa done but little stage work, is of the Battenburg family and was
married to a German aristocrat, from whom she. was divorced during the
war, which necessitated her going on the stage, she being engaged as a
dancer in England prior to coming to this country.

A gfoup of professionals desirous of making a tour of Canada due to
beverage privileges, managed to secure sufficient backing to give
them a start with a revival of an old melodrama which they took out a
fevy weeks ago for a tour of the Canadian one-nighters.
No word was
received from any member of the company for some time, the latest report
to reach Broadway being that two of the players had worked their way
into Toronto, with the whereabouts of the remainder of the company and
the production unknown.
Its

One of the best known producing managers has been in the habit of
permitting play manuscripts to accumulate for several months at a time,
which he would order the batch gone through. Usually a promising script is given to several play readers. One play among the. group
recently digested looked very good to all three readers, and that included

after

a well known dramatic

editor.

getting the "low down" that the play was "right," the manager
started trying to nail it, learning, however, that an independent producer who steps in occasionally had grabbed the desired rlghta The big
manager thereupon started making offers to the little fellow, offering a
50 per cent, interest to the latter for his rights. That was satisfactory to
the independent manager until he discovered his share would not commence until certain "expenses" were deducted. They were to include
$200 a week salary to the producer, $100 a week "office" and so many
other extras that the little fellow called everything off and decided to
put the show on himself.

Upon

larly effective.

There is one thing,
though, the producer hasn't done- free love had vanished and the conthe blame must be his. All of the ventional embrace ends the play.
Arthur Hammerstein has gathered
women appear in the last act in the
same gowns they wore in the first, together a cast worthy of the work
Elizabeth Rlsdon
after a period of some few weeks of Mrs. Young.
has passed. A Governor's daughter as the girl gave an eminently good
performance, Lily Cahill Is worthy
would not do that.
Meakin.
of unstinted praise as the sister.
She was the balancing wheel of the
falsely created atmosphere. Edmund
Lowe in the first act suggests nothing more than the conventional
Washington, May 18.
Kida Johnson Young's latest play. leading man but who in the latter
"The Front Seat,- which had its portions of the play reached a depth
premiere at Poll's, ia so far above of sincerity that was most convincanything in the line of dramatic of- ing. Crauford Kent the man who
ferings here in a long time that one always is In the front seat of the
leaves the theatre really enthralled. show of life it is his argument of
The gradual unfoldment of the story, how some are always in front while
which is a preachment against free others are in the back that the title
love, is so skilfully handled the of the play Is taken— was remarkthought cannot be withheld but that ably well cast, as was Harold VerMrs. Young, who gave us such light milyea as the poet. Mr. Vermllyea
plays as "Brown of Harvard,- "Boys and Florence Malone supplying the
of Company B" and the delightful only comedy relief of the story, it
"Maytime," can develop to greater is needless to say that both handled
their respective roles most capably.
things.
There seems to have been touched
Frank Reicher in staging the play
In Mrs. Young's creative genius a has sensed its full value, but Mr.
deeper understanding, a humanness Hammerstein, although he Is dethat others seemed to have failed serving of full credit for his selecto reach. Each of her characters is tion of the cast and In securing the
consistently real.
services of Mr. Reicher in directThe author has taken a group of ing it, committed an unforglveable
men and women residing in Green- sin when he took a trip to some
wich Village who are of many tem- storehouse and dug up the sets. It
peraments. The girl sculptor, whose may only be a tryout, but even that
work lacks life; the smooth man cannot forgive it. Mr. Hammerstein
about town, who endeavors to con- has a valuable piece of property.
vince her he is the one that can give
Meakin.
her that certain something so needed to bring her recognition. That
"certain something" being a trip to
South America with htm. There is
the youth who remains amidst all
Atlantic City, May 18.
the false atmosphere because of his
What may be considered as the
love of the girl and whom he will most sublime twaddle yet offered to
not take unless it be through the the theatre-public was presented
marriage vows, although she has Monday at the Apollo.
Authors,
offered herself to him.
producer and stage director, it
The period of the play covers some seemed, revelled in the commission
35 years from the time the youth of every dramatic and theatrical sin.
marries the sister instead, through
Dispensing women, kisses, and
their heartrending struggle, the girl millions with that kind of prodigalgoing for the trip south because of ity with which prodigals usually
being so hurt through her lover for- dispense prodigality, Fred Jackson,
saking her, until we find the man with the connivance of Fred de Greand wife living into old age, and sac, persuaded Sam Harris to proalthough success and fortune have duce a melange called "Zizi," hopcome to the girl, she has become ing, no doubt. Irene Fenwick might
crabbed and bent and very un- by some heaven-sent ehance per•
happy.
form a miracle.
An unexpected ending has been
Miss Fenwick's idea of a young
given the play, the value of which ingenue, however, was a thing of
is questioned.
It seems to tit all turned
in
toes
and
protruded
right, but rather weakens that which tummy, famltured with a sweet
which has gone before. Mrs. Young grin, while Mr. Bennison divided his
has made it all a dream of the girl undivided attention between a very,
that to her was so vivid that when very long cigar, and a very, very fat
she awakened all her troubles about pipe, both of whlrh he waved pro-

THE FRONT SEAT

—

ZIZL

miscuously and nonchalantly in
punctuation of piffle doled out to
him.

Watching and listening to this in
same theatre which housed "The
Tavern" last week, one could not
help but think of the half-witted
inn-boy and murmur in momery,
"What's all the people for—'What's
it all about
what kind of a night
Is this anyway."
Bchcuer.
the

—

COLLIER'S $12,000

WEEK

Los Angeles Advance $4,000 in "Hot*
tentot"— Mary Nash Does Well.

Los Angeles, May

18.

William Collier will do $12,000 at
Mason in "The Hottentot" this*
week. The advance sale at the box
office went to $4,000 on the day the

the

sale opened.

Mary Nash took in
same house last week.

$7,500 at the
Takings fof

the Saturday matinee and night per-

formances reached $3,000.
"Over the Hill" at the Philharmonic Auditorium opened light, but
picked up last week, getting a BttH

i

over $10,000.
Nita Naldi Joining "Sally"
Dolores has decided to leave the
cast of "Sally" to make a trip to
Europe for a vacation. Nita Naldi
has been engaged to take the Dolores role. This is the second change
among the principals in the piece;
Mary Hay recently leaving in*
show.

.

Leading Makers of
Stage Attire
For Men and Women

We

^tions,
||
'

*

costume completely mu
and dramatic product

<!sical

moving

pictures, acts,,!

revues and operas.
143 Weit 40th St, New York
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PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO ITEMS

JOLSON BEATS $60,000;

SAN FRANCISCO SHOWS

GETS $67,000 IN FRISCO

•
.

San Francisco, May 18.
han's Hounds with the Al Jolson
Tom and Ray O'Neil, who have company died last woek In this city
been out this way visiting with as the result of an infection in the
Two Weeks* Stay at Curran their mother, who has been ill, are mouth and stomach of the canine
preparing to leave for the east again caused by chewing on rope,
Ends Saturday.
with the recovery of their parent.
Stating that a recent announceThe John J. Hill musical comedy ment which said his orchestra would
San Francisco, May II.
company opened for a tour of one- play at the Vmbassador Hotel In
The anticipated $60,000 mark re- night stands at Modesto May 12.
Atlantic City this summer was an
error. Art Hickman has issued a
ceived some heavy blows by Al Jolnew front drop curtain of gold letter to the press in which he says
A
son and his "Sinbad" company at tapestry was installed in the Fulton no such plans have been made or
the Curran In a two -weeks' stay theatre, Oakland, by the Edwin are being contemplated.
Flagg studios last week.
which closed Saturday when total
More than 7,000 people attended
After flopping with several musi- the opening of Bert Levey's new
receipts showed over $67,000. These
4
enterprises,
Fort
Bragg
cal
comedy
Garrick
In the Fillmore district a
figures are by far the greatest ever
is giving dramatic stock a hearing. week ago Sunday, when Chaplin's
reached in this city and looks like
"Kid" was featured. Business conBert Ragan orchestra leader for tinuned to capacity for several days
a record that will stand for some
the vaudeville and pictures at the afterward and a bright future Is
time.
George M. Cohan's "Mary" I* Casino theatre, where he alternates expected for the house. Other picHerman King of the Will King tures are included In the program.
CASINO, FBISC0
continuing to good business at the with
show, has resigned after two years' Lester Stevens heads a syncopated
Columbia, being on its fourth week. service and will replace Pletro orchestra of 12 musicians
San Francisco, May 14.
and. aids
the second week held up Marino as leader of the Pantages with a special musical program.
Very good all around program at Business
to its precedent and the play has an orchestra. Will Davis of the Casino Phil Furman is a fixed feature with
Loew's Casino last week. The bill especially bright looking future for orchestra replaces Ragan at that vocal numbers. The house
is playwas light but interesting, with sing- the next few weeks, being booked house.
ing to 25 and 30 cents admission.

had been switched to the Casino.
ORPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO. he
Weston and Marion had the initial
San Francisco, May 18.
spot, creating a nice impression
With the exception of a couple of with attractive dancing. The male
acts the Orpheum this week has a member also
singing
displayed
bill requiring full stage sets most ability.
of the time. The curtain twice was
Brennan and Hurley held second
lowered for Chester scenlcs and an spot with songs and comedy patter,
impromptu bit by Langdon and superbly handled by the girl, their
Yeoman. Both these were enjoyed, boxing bit going especially well.
and so the running went along Gray and Graham in a melange of
smoothly while the stage was set. instrumental music and comedy
The entire bill, in fact, was full of were accorded hearty recognition.
comedy, and went over big.
Craig and Catto is an excellent
Irene Franklin and Burton Green combination and handle a wealth of
headlined. Miss Franklin is as per- bright material in a thoroughly effisonable as of old, and*"scorea with cient manner. Craig is a comedian
her customary punch, her routine of big-time class and has a worthy
Including "Cash Girl," "Dirty Face" mate in Miss Catto. They were a
and "The Fireman's Wife." The big hit
Jack Josephs.
latter, announced as new, is a comedy gem. Mr. Green enjoyed his
«hare of appreciation.
George Yeoman with his conversation anent the mythical Lizzie
ahd other chatter found the going
easy in fifth position, and secured
an abundance of laughter, although
portions of the routine sounded faBilly Hibbitt and Eddie
miliar.
Malle, billed as Sons of the South,
reminiscent Of Aveling and Lloyd
but with different material concerning the weaker sex, held next to
closing
comfortably,
securing a
goodly amount of laughs for the

ing well to the fore. Sherlock Sisters and Clinton were the class and
deserve a plaoe in bigger company.
The sisters are unusually comely
and make the most of their appearance by neat costume changes. They
liked the trio from the start, with a
comedy hit of the bill.
William Newell and Elsie Most costumed Chinese number and atare entitled to much credit for the tractive stage drapes, followed by
With an excellent collection of comedy
excellence of their offering
their noticeable neatness and re- songs and semi-ballads effectively
fined manner of handling a good put over. This, combined with good
routine*they registered a sensational dancing, sent them over for a hit.
Morey, Senna and Dean also went
hit in second position. Winton Bros,
occupied the opening spot, their through with a whoop in the closhand balancing in a novel manner ing spot. They have some bright
winning more than the usual appre- talk in a good comedy routine and
laughs are plentiful. The three (two
ciation.
El Key Sisters presented an ex- men and a girl) have good singing
with spicy lines in
cellent skating revue in closing po- voices and
sition. The interpolated piano num- choruses of popular numbers with
ukes they
cosemploying
Hencher
during
three
all
bers by Murray
tume changes were up to standard, stopped the show.
but failed to hold the audience inRoot. E. O'Connor and Co., with
Howard Hall in "Abraham a comedy playlet "2,700," was well
tact.
Lincoln, a Man of the People," held liked.
The sketch held plenty of
over, continued a big feature.
attention and the dialog in "One,"
Jack Josephs. , between the two men, gives the act
a good start. The familiar material
employed by the "tramp" during the
PANTAGES, SAN FRANCISCO.
running detracts. Otherwise it carSan Francisco, May 18.
ries a good idea and is well prePantages this week has an un- sented.
even bill, lacking speed and laBob Calvert and Tony Chayne had
mentably short on comedy.
the opening spot with a routine of
Shaw's Comedy Circus gave the comedy numbers. The boys are of
show the right Impetus in opening the cabaret type and the numbers
spot, the leaping greyhounds arous- employed are not new.
The
ing quite some enthusiasm.
Will King Co. In "Tattle Tales"
Temple Four, a familiar quartet, closed as usual.
I

frame up with good harmony but
with comedy needing revision, did
satisfactorily next to closing.

HYPNOTIST.

SUBSTITUTE
Ralph Cummings and Co. In "The
Typewriter Girl" were out of the
San Francisco, May 18.
The Royal Pekin Troupe, who
Mme. Zulleka playing the Panreplaced them, held closing position
tages circuit was severely injured
with interest.
Ernest Hiatt gained strength as in Vancouver, B. C, falling Into an
he proceeded, finishing to good ap- areaway sustained a compound
bill.

comedy

plause, his
ting most.

recitations get-

fracture of the left ankle, shoulder

dislocated and wrist broken. €>he
Leroy and Hartt, with a refined
was removed to the hospital and is
Singing offering, pleased.
Her
Berg and English open their act now gradually recovering.
was continued with Mrs.
with a motion picture showing them act
leaving the Hal Roach studios. The Thomas Shaw who is traveling
Screen, when it is raised, shows them with her husband (Shaw's Comedy
made up as Harold Lloyd and Snub Circus) on the show behind.
Then they go through
Pollard.
Mrs. Shaw successfully manipusome unusually clever acrobatics.
lated the hypnotic powers of Mme.
Jack Josephs.
Zulleka for four weeks and when
the act reached San Francisco, Mr.
LOEW'S HIPPODROME.
Shaw, seeing how well the act was
San Francisco, May 18.
going, demanded more money than
Loew's Hippodrome this week has
a bill of all-around uniform excel- the original agreement called for
lence for this -clientele, notwith- and unless compensated beyond
standing that with one exception the their verbal agreement informed
Whole bill was made up of mixed the local manager that Mrs. Shaw
However, there was no would not go on. Mr. Willard, who
doubles.
Connection.
manager of
is the husband and
The exception was "Let's Go," a
compelled to
•

was
miniature musical comedy without Mme. Zulieka,
a chorus, but with Billy Batchelor, submit.
said, endeavored
it
Is
Hazel
Shaw,
chap;
Mr.
clever
exceptionally
£n
Vert, a stunning beauty, and Cra- to book the act with the Bert Levey
mer, a Yiddish comic, who delivered circuit as his own act, as word had
the -excellent dialog and respective been received here from the Fan
Comedy bits for a tremendous hit, headquarters at Los Angeles that
easily establishing the act as the
unless the original Zulieka apbest se'en recently.
Ralph Seabury d!d not appear, as peared the act would be discontinued.

WHEN

The

IN SAN FRANCISCO

Mill ME AT

ries

'

five plants that the act carto Join the hyp-

were prepared

In the event Shaw received bookings. As no bookings
could be secured from the Levey
'office's the act is laying ^.T pending
popular pricks the recovery of the original Mme.
Good food
Ann* Lane, Between Towell and Manon. Zulieka.

notic turn

I

THE PAIS GRILL

I

CONTINENTAL HOTEL LOBBY

ONE BRIGHT SPOT

IN LOS

ANGELE8

PRAISE FOR DALE WINTER
San Francisco. May 18.
'Irene" opened well at the Curran.
The press praised the show and its

GUSTAV MANN'S
BLUEBIRD CAFE
E.

G.

Woods

star,

Dale Winter.

for the

in the one-night
As the result of the MacArthur
in Oakland changing from a draLegitimate business on the coast matic stock policy to a Bert Levey
is going well; Jolson's record is not
vaudeville policy, all road shows
the first record to be broken as booked for Oakland for the next two
Mary Garden and the Chicago or three months have been canceled.
Grand Opera Co. did some heavy Probably the valley towns will benefit by this decision.
The Oakland
scoring here a few weeks ago.
Auditorium has a theatre which
The Jolson show Is playing the could comfortably handle : road
Oakland Auditorium in Oakland attraction, but Its location Is conWednesday and Thursday night of sidered somewhat of a handicap.
this week under a $5,000 outright Jolson Is using it this week.
purchase put up for tho two perThe star leaping hound of Meeformances by W. A. Russo, owner
of the Georgia Minstrels.

for return dates
valley towns.

ADDRESS

Wood, Bluebird Cafe
\

-FIGHTER RECORD

Ban Francisco, May 18.
Al Jolson is doing Capacity on the
one-nighters this week and li hanglag, up record! even where.

After serving In Loew houses
around the State for more than a
year and a half, Ed Bachman la
back at the Casino as an assistant
to Lew Newcomb, manages, of tho

He will probably be assigned
one of the new Loew houses upon

house.
to
its

completion.

The Orpheum

Circuit golf tournament, which will run for six months
under the guidance of Al G. Spaulding's company, opens this week at
the Lincoln course.
A beautiful
trophy goes to the winner.

on the

title of a song to another
firm without the consent of t'u»
writers will receive a legal test, according to Eugene West and Otis
Patronage.
Spencer, writers of an "All By MyAlmost Results in Law Suit for
self" number published by Jerome
Heavy Damages.
H. Remlck St Co. last year, who
San Francisco, May 18.
The Orpheum Inaugurated Its new are objecting to the use of that title
scale of reduced prices this week. In an Irving Berlin number recently
San Francisco, May 1ft.
issued. The writers state they will
result was a marked resort
A most unusual occurrence, which The immediate
to law. Berlin claims Remlck
gave permission to the use of tho
was really but a Joke, almost re- increase in patronage.
title, but the writers are not satissulted in a law suit of grand figures against the White theatre of Jensen, Pasadena, hat Loew Show. fled, because they were not consulted in the matter by either firm.
San Francisco, May 18.
Fresno last week when George M.
The Jensen, Pasadena, opened
Cohan received both a surprise and
for
SunSunday
with
Loew
policy
a
a shock through one William Cressy
This time of the rear ts convenwho recently played the White. The day and Monday and Wednesday tion time In the music industry witit
several meetings having taken placo
house plays combination shows the and Thursday.
The house will use the full six- and others to follow. June 1-7, for
first half and uses the Orpheum
act bill from the Ackerman & Har- the first time, the National Associabill the second half of the week.
tion of Sheet Music Dealers win
ris offices In each two day stand.
It seems that during the week
congregate In Chicago In an effort
of Cressy's appearance two adverto attract Western dealers in that
tising bill signs received some mixfashion who found It inadvisable to
OF MUSIC KEN.
ing up by Cressy in the following
Journey
to New York as heretofore.
(Continued from page 6)
The following week, the Music Pubmanner:
opened
They
enterprising.
be
pear
to
lishers'
convention
a
is scheduled ts
billtheatre
In the lobby of the
business on take place tn New York city.
board announcing the coming of their music publishing
June
1, 1920, and in November of
Several
Important
Issues are up
George M. Cohan's "Mary** to the the same year incorporated. Start- for
discussion at the both convenhouse adorned one side. On the ing in a single room, they have tions, among which
Is the cost of
other side stood a bill announcing grown to an entire floor for the doing business in an effort to arrive
the coming of Stetson'* "Uncle home office, with the Broadway at an attractive sheet music retail
Tom's Cabin." Whereupon Cressy professional rooms already decided price thusly. The musio selling
cut away the part announcing upon. Some of the numbers the Ar- slump is ascribed to the unattracare tive price.
The association will
George M. Cohan's; leaving "Mary** row has worked Into successes
Is Like a Bubble," a ballad keep in mind, however, the recent
alone; then cut away Stetson's; "Love
that the Arrow is now devoting Its Supreme Court decision that tho
leaving "Uncle Tom's Cabin** also professional attention to; "There fix'ng
of a selling price on musical
alone. He then pasted "George M. Will Come a Time," fox trot; "Dy- instruments is
illegal.
Cohan's Comedians'* over Uncle ing for the Blues" (going on the
A national credit bureau will also
Tom's Cabin, with the result that piano rolls); "Every Mammy Loves be established and thus weed out
the billboard appeared, "George M. Her Child," "Oulja" and "Desert the bad accounts which have provem
Cohan's Comedians'* "Uncle Tom's King* Some of the Arrow's num- detrimental to the industry. Tho
bers have been featured by the col- advertising and publicity angle will
Cabin."
The Arrow seems to be be dealt with at length, that part of
Then to make It a good Job, ored stocks.
New York's first all-colored asso- it being
Cressy snapped a picture of the ciation of songwriters and music adjunct considered an Important
to the popularisation of
new sign and mailed same to publishers. It attracts more atten- sheet music.
Cohan, personally.
tion than ordinarily through the
The 20th annual meeting of tho
A few days passed. It seems composition of its staff.
National Music Roll Manufacturers
at Chicago last week resulted In tho
Cohan received quite a shock and
Tn the Injunction and accounting election of Thomas M. Fletcher, of
thrill, knowing that he had no such
Bernstein A Co.. the Q. R. 8. Co.. as president. Tho
show on the road and still in a suit by Shapiro, Witmark
& Sons. members pledged themselves to conagainst M.
maze as to what this White theatre Inc.,
Wilner & Romberg, Inc., Max R. tribute one-twentieth per cent, of
was trying to drive at.
Romberg,
Sigmund
Wilner and
gross sales to the support of
Now comes the law suit. At- arising from the publication of the their
the Music Industries Chamber of
Melvinsky and "Love Birds" sheet music by the Commerce.
torneys O'Brien,
a r k s. Justice Newburger
i t
Cohan's legal advisors,
Driscoll,
The matter was signed an order Friday denying the
were notified.
K. C. Mills, chairman of the Ex«
a temporary
placed in their hands. The White plaintiff's motion for
injunction, but also directing the ecutive Board of the Music Pub*
theatre received a few legal letters. defendants to put up a $10,000 Ushers' Protective Association, is
And now Cohan Is satisfied that surety company bond to secure the away on a southern trip In the speit
was just Cressy's mischievous S.-B. company against any loss or cial Interests of the American Sodoings and everything is shaping up damages. The order also directed ciety of Composers, Authors and
But the matter proved the defendants to furnish an ac- Publishers for the purpose of estabfavorably.
counting and be required to pay lishing offices In each state to fura near sensation.
any sum as is directed on final ad- ther carry out the work of tho
judication. In case the $10,000 bond American Society. An office will bo
Is not po»t>d -within ten day e- of the established In tho capltol city of
D.'s BlffBOY
T.
entry of this order (some time this each state.
The next division of accrued royweek) the injunction pendente lite
alties of the society will take placo
Row Among First National Fran becomes effective.
Inc.,
Shapiro,
Bernstein
Co.,
A
In
July, and at the present rate at
chise Holders.
sued on the ground that Ballard least twice the amount of money
Macdonald, who is under contract will be divided among Its members
San Francisco, May II.
to it, wrote the lyrics for the show as last April.
Already there is
AH of the amusement houses of which the defendants published de- $26,000 In the "melon" coffers, that
Pasadena have been purchased by spite the fact they knew that the being the amount split up at tho
lyric writer was contracted to an- last division of royalties.
the T. & D. circuit
It Is expected $50,000 will be sliced by July.
This step is the first of what other house.
This is exclusive of the $180,000 la
promises to be an "invasion** of
Whether one publisher can pass the reserve treasury.
Southern California territory by

Immediate Result

Is

an Incrssss

in

NEWS

W

m

&

in

A Dahnkcn and

is

con-

direct opposition to Gore
Sol Lesser who* have been
control of the amusement in-

IJros.

1

ORPHEUM SCALE LOWER

QUEER MIX-UP

completes a successful
four weeks* engagement at the Co- Turner
sidered
lumbia Saturday.

"Mary"

Vaudeville Revue

Los Angeles

good advance

three weeks' engagement.

Ben Light's Famous Orchestra.
Cuisine and Service Unexcelled.
First Class Talent Always Wanted.
JOLSON'S
E. G.

A

sale proeages big business

.

&

dustry

in

F'.;ikerHfi«'!d

A. C.

vicinity. The t. 6 I>
outfit holds the franchise for Fir'-«t
National l.lca-es out this way.

BLUMENTHAL

&

CO., Inc.

REALTY BROKERS

and around Pasadena,
and Taft and other lUCh

IN THEATRICAL FINANCING, LEASING AND
CONSTRUCTION IN THE WEST.

SPECIALISTS

towns of that
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SUTTER STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

NEW ACTS

It

MARION HARRI8

and

BAND

(6).

Songs.
Full

15 Min.J
Royal.

Stage (Special Set).

FLORENCE MOORE

and CO. (1).
8ongs and Talk.
22 Mine.; Four (Parlor-16) One (5).
Proctor's, Mt. Vernon/ N. Y.
Florence Moore's return to vaudeville is after a considerable absence
in the legit, in farce, under the management of A. H. Woods. Miss
Moore has appeared in "Breakfast
in Bed" and "Parlor, Bedroom and

Marlon Harris has appeared in
vaudeville before as a single but
for some time she has confined her
efforts to phonograph record -making, in which line she has established
herself as a singer of "blues" numFor vaudeville, Miss Harris Bath."
bers.
Comment on Miss Moore
has brought the "blues" with her.

a

•

a cur-

The present routine is devoted to rent vaudeville act could almost
numbers of this variety which de- cover a similar opinion held reg xdtracts from its effectiveness, the
act having a sameness throughout
the is not productive. Miss Harris
sings each of her numbers in a
monotone and with practically the
same mannerisms, including much

mugging.

Lack

of variety

is

the turn's

main

ing another turn on Proctor's, Mt
Vernon, first half bill, Ray Raymond, also returning after production engagement.-. Both originated
vaudeville, were vaudevillians,
legits, and are no longer of
vaudeville, as vaudeville knew them
before.
in

became

Each of the numbers
weakness.
Whether it Is that a period of
has value as a "blues'* offering, but comparative ease for an applied
being sung one after another they vaudevilllan before a legit and therelose their effectiveness the singer fore an easy audience for them, sui
also suffering.
feita the vaudeville people with a
Opening after intermission at the confidence of getting over that lesRoyal, Miss Harris did but fairly. sens their vaudeville value, of
On the records Marion Harris can course, Ij unknown, but Miss Moore
continue as a singer of "blues", but returns to vaudeville very much as
for vaudeville she must present the legits at one time, thinking
numbers of greater variety than vaudeville a cinch for them, came
in her present offering, one good into it with their $2 ways *h:.t
''blues" number being retained to vaudeville audiences do not care for.
top the offering with.
Which sums up that a vaudevilllan
Fred Hoff's orchestra is one of going into a legit production, Winthe strong features of the turn.
ter Garden brand of musical comedy
excepted, becomes a legit, in fact
and nature, perhaps.
LANG and BEE.
However, the Mt. Vernon audiSongs and Talk.
ence Tuesday evening liked Miss
14 Mine.; One.
Moore. It's the friendliest sort of a
American.
family or neighborhood gathering,
This la a man and woman team rather of nice grade for that sor
possibility.
The woman is a good- but still just small time in its 1'kes.
looking blonde, who knows how to Nevertheless, Miss Moore, to get
dress and gives *b<* act what it them right, had to depend upon five
Her minutes in "one" to close, having
needs, so far as looks go.
speaking voice is not what it should opened in a parlor with a piano and
be, but a little coaching should a pianist, Cliff Friend.
remedy this and make her a corkThe "one" closing was virtually
•

,

ing straight woman.
She does not sing much,
voice is not a real voice,
is able to get away with
male end of the team is

and her
but she
it

The

using a
Not heavy.
dialect of some kind.
Just a light tint thrown on here
and there, and this could easily be
dropped because it la not needed.
The man seems to have .natural
ability and Is funny, with a good
idea of what is and what is not
humorous.
He works in straight
makeups, a little mustache, not false,
is all the comedy adornment that he
carries. He works snappy, and the
act carries a bright quick air that
is as valuable almost as the comedy.
The couple have not found themselves yet, but this is a very good
big-time prospect and, with the proper thought and working along the
risht lines should land in the bigtime ,ief.

AGNES KANE.
Song and Talk.
10 Mine.; One.
H. O. H.
It

is

probably not fair to judge

Fifth Ave.

Three

men and

three

youths.

inserting her only real nut stuff of
the session, lolling alongside the

a troupe singer with comment and joining in
of Arabs, with whitened faces and the. chorus for harmony that was
pierrot costumes. The exception is not.
During the turn Miss Moore
a youthful colored boy who works had several "My Gods," each one
this is

This kid is the winning a laugh.
of the act
On her past vaudeville rep and
There are so few colored acro- the name Florence Moore has won

in natural "color."
life

the more
exceptional. Another of the kids is
clever, too, bnt the chocolate drop
is a corker, not alone as a tonmounter but in aommersault work.
The turn drew enoore, Winning applause from the opening Knot, an«l
a goodly portion of the credit goes
tv this unusual colored acrobat.

bats that this one

is

all

lb-

and

DRICKS.

Friday, If ay SO, 1*21

ARCH HEN- RAY RAYMOND and the
ODY CHARMERS" (I).

--MEL-

Mueio, Songs and Dances.
30 Mine.) Full Stsge.
Proctor's, Mt. Vernon, N. Y,
Royal.
George Lane (Lane and Moran)
Ray Raymond and the "Melody
and Arch Hendricks (Hendricks and Charmers" appear to be muchly
Stone) have a song and talk two- along the formation of Johnny Ford
act following the familiar linen of and the same title of turn, which
male duos consisting of a comic and Mr. Ford opened with several
straight.
months ago. Only that Ford had
Lane handles the comedy through- five pianos and girl piano players
doing
out with his partner
an in- on the stage, whereas Mr. Ford has
telligent straight for all of the but three, although In addition he
business.
has, and they are featured in the
The main weakness is the lack of billing, the Foshee Sisters, two of
gags of value, the greater number them, cute little girls, neat little
of which have seen much service girls, one with a personality and
Lane securing his best comedy re- bearing that should get her real
turns with clowning.
fame In the show business before
Down late In the second half at she is much older, while otherwise
the Royal the men scored a steady as far as the two Foshees are constream of laughs, securing one of cerned, they hold up Mr. Raythe comedy hits of the bill.
mond's act.
When Ray Raymond, before going into productions, became known
HARRY HAYDEN and CO. (3).
in
vaudeville as one-half the team
"The Love Game." (Comedy).
of Ray Raymond and Florence Bain
18 MIN8.; Three. (Special).
and when appeared in eastern
Prospect, Brooklyn.
Harry Hayden authored "The vaudeville with "The Four HusLove Game," which he is assisted bands," Raymond was light comedian, a juvenile who could sing,
in presenting by three others, two

Songs and Talk.
17 Min.; One.

women and

another man.

It's

one

of the numerous second cousins of
that good, old standby "Bibbs and
Bibbs," nicely modernised. There is
also a dash of "The Taming of the

Shrew."
A youthful lover has a sweetheart
who is inclined to be flirtatious. A
friend of the lover advisee him to
"treat her rough," announcing that,
as his method of handing the la-

for herself in the legit, she should
do for a turn around the big houses
with this act, but as a Florence

Moore vaudoville act It
Florence Moore with

is

far away.

a straight
piano player looks too much like too
many two-acts built the sa- .e way,
Which leaves nothing now other than
a couple of aoags in her turn.
Sime.

ADELE ROWLAND.
Piano and Son go.
20 Mine.; One.
Palace.

Adele Rowland returns to vaudeville

aided by a

also utilized in

girl pianist

who

la

two numbers to har-

monize.

The musician

contralto

hum

ly with
voice.

Miss

possesses a
that blends effective-

Rowland's

soprano

In her opening song Miss Rowland la allowed opportunity for
operatic travesty, handling deftly a
prima donna Impression and a GalliCurci assortment of notes that gets
her under way nicely. She gets a
laugh here by evading the top note
and taking a low at the conclusion.
"Jane** is next doubled with the
pianist to be followed by impressions of a slang girl at the movies
and a more refined type trying to
beat the ticket line a tone of the
local "hits."
The bits are labeled
"pests" by the singer and properly
introduced into the dialog.
Both
got over as familiar characterizations.

"My

Madonna/'

written

a

beautifully

with an appealing
with "Keep
dance and do comedy.
Now he On Humming," one of those optisings and dances only. There is mistic things substituted for her
no suggestion of a light comedian former "Pack All Your Troubles,"
of any kind in this vaudeville turn concluded.
Miss Rowland was forced to enand there isnt much else that Raymond does worth noting, other than core with "Suzanne," a holdover
his final song, a souse number set song recitation from her former
turn.
Miss Howland has a fine
to a pretty melody.
Meanwhile he sings and dances, knowledge of values for vaudeville
and
is equipped with her ueual sure
with the Foshee girls, with the
other three girls at the piano, and fire assortment in her present
Con.
by himself, without making a count vehicle.
metodj

ballad

,

sung

ft>»»-lessly,

The recipe also Includes
when not coupled with either or
"make her Jealous."
The adviser is married. When both of the sisters, except the clos- BRYANT and STEWART.
giving the advice, however, he does ing song. The two uprights and Talk, Song, Dance, Musical.
dles.

not reckon on the henpecked lover concert grand mean nothing, their
utilizing his (the advisor's) wife to players mean less, zo it does leave
make his sweetheart Jealous. Us- only the Foshee Sisters as the act.
They are programmed referred to
ual complications.
The act is an excellent comedy of as late of "The Velvet Lady" and
"Blue Eyes," musical productions
all consumed by what Miss Moore its kind, nicely produced and splenannounced as an imitation of a red didly played by Mr Hayden and Mr. Raymond has also appeared in
nose comic singing in a London hall, his company.
It went over for a among others, since he left vaudeville.
The comme : on Florence
with dreary expression. It was the laughing hit at the Prospect.
Moore and her production expe"Ha, Ha-He, He, He" number, with
Bell.
rience in this New Act department
gags, such as the singer's father had
directly applied as well to Ray
his arm cut off, and wasn't it forJIMVIE FOX and CO. (2).
Raymond.
tunate it wasn't the arm carrying
Comedy
8ketch.
For SO minutes in vaudeville the
his wages? That number over here
16 Mine.; Full Stage.
turn contains little. As a compariis accredited to Sam Mayo, an Eng23d St.
son It was a better turn with
lish hall star. The same imitation
Three capable people in a poorly Johnny Ford for Ford did his sinwas previously done on this side by
written
and badly constructed gle dance at the conclusion that
Billy
Montgomery.
Miss Moore,
sketch,
made almost ridiculous sent the act away with a hurrah.
when first gaining vaudeville fame
In an effort to evolve a new twist of
There is left though the name of
as a nut comedienne, appeared - ith
the old triangle.
Ray Raymond at the head of the
Mr. Montgomery (Montgomery and
Jimmie Fox is a light comedian ensemble, for whatever thai name
Moore), later also with her brother,
who has been half of a former may be worth to vaudeville, Sime.
Frank Moore.
standard two-act In the effort he
Florence was one of the first nuts
is assisted by a male opposite and
in vaudeville, one of those in those
a pretty girl who handles a thank- FEBER end BERNET.
days who did on the stage what you
"Off and On" (Comedy Skit).
might have expected of a vivacious less role convincingly.
Fox makes the most of the few 21 Mins.; Full Stage.
girl in a parlor among friends. But
opportunities the material offers as 23rd St.
the parlor stuff got over in vaudeTwo young men using the former
the young man who is called in by
ville, as peculiar as that was and
his pal to square the latter's girl Flannagan and Edwards comedy,
Is, and the same style of parlor stuff
and talk her out of her desire to get "Off and On," with the action withsufficed for 1.000 male nutty boys,
in a littered hotel room.
Rather
more or less, all In vaudeville and married immediately. There are a strange to see so many empty beer
dozen technical faults in the conall playing the same Lousea As a
struction of the skit, with the di- bottles around. It must be a probnut comediennce Miss Moore finally
alog showing but one or two bright lem to keep up the supply these

Agnes Kane on her showing Mon- worked herself into a legit farce.
day night. The girl was apparently But coming back she is restrained,
toned down, with the ginger, pep,
so nervous she could not begin to
vivacity and animation reduced to a
do justice to her work.
minimum.
If she was not nervous then there
Miss Moore started with a little
is little to say excepting that her
offering will not do for vaudeville. punch line number about "Romeo
She does all her material without and Juliet." Then she did a 'Love,
leaving the stage. Most of the time Love" number, afterward talked
cigarets and other things,
is taken up with a bride song in about
which sho introduces pictures of leading up to first wives, and concluding
with a short verse that
her five husbands, delivering a
monolog on each one. The pictures ended with "Did your first wife ever
are of a comic variety and the ma- do that?" a copy of the song of that
terial might not be bad if properly title first brought over by Alice
dona For a finish she strips a trick Lloyd and now being used by Miss
dress appearing in Turkish garb Lloyd, though Miss Moore's lyric is
for a burlesque dance which, like not the same. Perhaps the strength
the rest, semes forced and awkward, of the laugh she received on it in
Mount Vernon means Miss Moore
rather than funny.
It may all have been due to new- will hang onto the verse regardless,
but
In the bigger houses she expects
mess and nervousness as before
mentioned. Tn that case Miss Kane to play it will be recognized as beshould go out and work the sticks longing to Miss Lloyd and will not
not for ten days, but for tan weeks help her in a professional vaudeville
until she gets the points and rids way any more than the Mayo thing
Her next was "Stay Single,
herself of the trying to be funny will.
Girls."
and then another about
air which is now there.
"Broadway," after which she returned in "one" with a short talk,
running into the song.
SIX HARLEQUINS
During the turn Mr. Friend sang
Acrobatic.
"Devil's Garden." with Miss Moore
10 Mina; Full Stage.

With one exception

GEORGE LANE

WEEK

THIS

flashes.

The three people are worthy of a
stronger vehicle.
Oon.

FRANK KAMPLAIN

with Lou

Bell.

Songs.

Mina; One.

10

23rd St.

Frank Kamplain has been making
records for Edison and Columbia for

some

time, his forte being yodellng,
which, too, is the main idea of the
vaudeville routine now offered with
Lou Bell, billed as the "Dixie Girl."
There were two duets at the open-

an

unbecoming frock.
Kamplain
used "Roll On, Silvery Moon- for
his solo, the number selected patently for the opportunity to yodel. It
won results. There was another dash
of yodellng in the next number,
partly duetted with Miss Bell.

The boys are new in the east, although out West they popped into
the limelight through the kindly
graces of Ernie Young as an overnight sensation. Judging from the
Chicago review of last year, the
routine has been altered somewhat.
The duo has discarded the Prince
Albert stuff, although they still
peddle the same brand of hoke and
semi- nut low comedy and get stiff

—

applause prices therefore.
Clean cut, personable youths, they
affect an eccentric make-up only as
to shelltcx "cheaters," which they
maintain until the final bend. The
turn is built for comedy, and good
comedy means plenty of laughs.
They delivered on both ends in full
measure. While a portion of the
crossfire listens familiar its treatlent it a nascent sound. The
Windy City review also makes no
mention of the burlesque instru-

split bill.

Ibrc.

FOX and BARTON.
8ongs and Talk.
15 Mina; One.
American.
The Fox of this combination was
of Gilday and Fox, a
Hebrew dialect team. In this specialty Fox la essaying the well-

formerly

A Spanish number was used for
the finale, Miss Bell again changing
dressed straight man but at times
and looking her best for It. For the gets back Into the
old dialect The
split houses* the turn fits nicely, for
comedian tries a hair-lip character
Kamplain's yodellng gets across.
at the opening and does a semirbee.
drunk at the finish. The talk contains nothing that would be worth
remembering. There Is little point
LYNN CANTOR.
Songi.
to it and at no time does it become
11 Mina; One.
funny. The one funny bit Is the
American.
short leg incident, done well and
Lynn Cantor opens with a song repeated for a good laugh. The
which tells the atory of ner f-tnio singing of a ballad by the straight
From the verso she recured this man will gain results in these
fame with the Ziegfela 'Follies." houses where ballads are about as
and she bores to continue it at the sure fire as anything that can be
American. She is a big girl, with a secured. Any time two men, straight
powerful rather than a mu ileal and comedian, come on It. Is a cinch
voice. She sang three numbers and bet that a ballad will be forthcomclosed with an impression of Tetraz- ing.
The act may get by In its
zlnl.
The mention of the singer's present surroundings, but it is far
name seemed to carry weight. Just from a good act, and next to closing
one of those straight, single women, is too much for them. On this half's
who find spots more readily on the- bill there are at least three acta In
Loew bills, where they play eight "one" ahead of them that have a
and nine acts than anywhere else. better licence to the position.
1

1

ment

mentallzation on
"kazoo" saxophones, and since this consumed
some six or seven minutes, it must
be something new to the act. The
response It earned warrants its retention permanently.
As to the act's possibilities as far
as the bookers are concerned, the
impromptu cracky *T think we ought
to be at the Colonial (the big time
daya
The billing credits Flannagan with neighboring house) this week"
the act and for the most part the speaks for Itself If carried out In
routine is followed as In the origi- accordance with the team's desires
nal.
There is a finale bit hx/'one," for they cretalnly can deuce it
also along the same lines, with one easily In the twice dally.
of the team playing a uke.
His
partner gets jaxz sounds from an STANLEY and
COFFREY.
empty tin, resembling the results of Comedy Acrobatic.
a jug. Feber and Bernet are using 9 Mina; One.
a new lyric for the closing, !t being Greeley Square.
called "Topics of the Day" and
Apparently two acrobats who are
founded on the film idea.
trying to get away from a straight
The team has been in the West. tumbling turn and have devised a
They handle "Off and On" with quantity of "nut" stuff and dancing
sureness.
On fifth they were sure to serve as a novelty. They are not
fire, with the same results assured
yet sure of themselves

one called "Please," with
"Moonlight" following a bit of on
any
chatter. Miss Bell retired to change

ing,

15 Mins.; One.
Lincoln Square.

and do their
clowning in an uncertain way that
leaves the audience at times wondering If they are kidding themselves or the customers.
One of the men lies prone on the
stage and waves his arms while
the other displays a sign "impersonation of a swimmer." The comic
flops abqut the stage when the
banner reads "a hooch hound."
Both men seize every opportunity
to make announcements, with the
usual results when an acrobai talks

an audience. They have a burlesque lariat manipulating bit tluit
might be developed, but most cf
the stuff needs remoulding by an
expert hand.
This is not true of the acrobatic
dance which serves as the finale,
and which is a first rate performance. It has some neat steps and
a quantity of excellent ground turn •
bllng such as back somersault'
and half back -flips and "kip-un.i".
It would take an acrobat to get
this dance over and the bit is worth
developing.
The pair have the raw material
for an interesting turn, but it needs
a good deal of building. An investment In advice from an evperlcnced professional coach might
pay the pair many times over.
to
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WILLIAM MANDEL

H

NEW ACTS

20, 1OT1

KENT

and Co.

and

MeQRAVE

and Co.

(1),

MO RLEY

THIS

WEEK
ELIZABETH SOLTI

SISTERS.

Fun

State, Close Ons.

18

Mine*

Fufl Stage (special sot).

56th St.

H- O. H.
William Maadel and Co. are two
poya, formerly with the Jack Alfred
Thar* ia no reason for the
Trio.
act beta* called William Handel
and Co, Cor whoever is the "company" ha deserves equal billing
with MandeL The act is built along

This

13 Mine.*
86th St.

end CO.

(3).

S eng, Dance, Musical.
15 Mins.) Four (Special Hangings).
Lincoln Square.
The set may have been of the
Soltl Duo of some five years back.
The present com pan y consists of
three, the dancing couple and the
man who performs in the orchestra
trench on the concertinas, who also
conducts the musicians in between

Songs and Talk.
nt«na,|

ami

One.

These two girls la their present
Millar Kant with a
company of two.
man and vaudeville offering are a disapwoman, the man featured in the pointment.
They wore with Joe
billing with Kent, and rightly so, Wood's "Mimic World** for several
for his work stands out In the play- seasons.
After the retirement of
let and his character becomes the Seymour Felix from the act the
dominating figure in the piece.
girls were mostly responsible for
•
The story is of two old college putting It over. It looked then as times. The dancers do a Spanish
cronies, a lawyer and a. priest. The though they were sore fire for number for an opening, the conlawyer (Mr. Kent) is a non-believer vaudeville, but the present specialty certinist performing thereafter. Miss
Soltl taking up the vocal refrain at
and a user of drugs.
The priest is anything but that.
the conclusion of the concertina
knows of bis weakness, but does
All semblance of the big act solo. The third man showed a stepnot let on. To make him confess, should have been discarded.
Inhe hires a girl 1. meets on the stead the comedienne is still stick- ping solo Interestingly, a ballroom
dance finish sending them off to a
street to break into the lawyer's ing to the trouser effect costume
good getaway.
bachelor apartments and confront and is attempting comedy along the
Excellent pop house frame-up.
the two men as a burglar. In get- same lines with probably some of
ting the story from the girl as to the old dialog retained. This porwhy she Is a thief, she tel' them tion of the present set should be "PRINCETON and WATSON.
Brow nderbyvi lie."
she is a dope fiend and steals to discarded at once.
Comedy SkiL
secure money for the drugs.
The dressing is most unbecoming. 15 Mins.; One. (Special).
The lawyer cross questions her The straight girl's opening costume
Prospect, Brooklyn.
minutely and she, as prearranged
The dresses
Is too bad for words.
Jack Princeton and Lillian Watwith the priest, tells the dope story worn at the finish are a little better
and then accuses the lawyer of be- but still not nearly good enough for son have a veritable slang classic
"Browuderbyville," a talking
in
ing a drug use..
the time these girU sltould be able skit, replete with modern colloquialThe priest feels that this is the to piny.
It isn't necessary for
isms.
There is a slight thread of
only chance of saving him and thus
them to make a change of ward- plot that holds together a story of
the plot. The story doe* not tell
evening gown
pretty
robe.
chorus
girl stranding in a rube
a
whether the priest is successful or apiece would be sufficient, but. they
town, and her subsequent meeting
not as far ss the dope is concerned,
should be real gowns, Vaudeville with the wise-cracking advance
but it does make the lawy. admit is pretty well dressed these days,
agent of another "turkey" show.
he is no longer an unbeliever.
the small as well as the big time.
The sketch in less capable hands The comedy, of course, should not The talk simply sparkles, holding a
would probably pass into the dis- be eliminated, but it can be done laugh in every syllable.
Mr. Princeton has the "fat," and
card without any serious consider- in pretty clothes quite as well if
makes the most of it, reading his
ation, not that it is bad. but it is a
not better.
lines legitimately and with a sure
subject not altogether pleasant. In
The Moriey Hist era are much knowledge of values. Miss Watson
this case there is nothing horrible
better endowed with natural ability is. likewise, natural, feeding perthose
one
of
about it, but it is just
than the majority of sister acts now
things that might as well *be left playing the better houses, and it fectly.
The best slang skit, ant In Mr.
out of the theatre, especially the seems a pity to let them slip simPrinceton, the best exponent of
It would hardly
vaudeville onc3.
ply because someone has not taken slang vernacular since the days of
make for good matinee entertain- the trouble to tell tu^tn what's what.
Bert Leslie. The turn cleaned

similar lines to the old trio act, although changed enough to be conThe boys are
sidered different.
working mostly for laughs and succeeding in gathering them in large
quantities.
Both are doing comedy derived
solely from their efforts at putting
on a real acrobatic act It finally
gets down to be a burlesque on the
bowing and scrapping foreign acrobatic turns.
The topmounter has a face like
Chaplin with a sad expression and
each time he breaks out into a
smile, his whole face lights up and
the audience go right along with
him. He has a great sense of burlesque and his facial expressions
enhance the comedy values. The
understander is the thick set clumsy
type of acrobat who also gets laughs
from facial expressions.
There is
little to choose between the two as

0.

Is

A

laugh getters.
The beauty of this comedy turn,
however, lies in the fact that back
of all the clowning they are able
to do out of the ordinary hand-tohand and head balancing. Each
trick is really performed before it is
missed, and it is done so well that
they gain both the applause and
the laughs. A trampoline is used
for most of the tricks, and one great
bit of business is gleaned from this.
The topmounter is in position on
the platform ready to make his leap
ment.
to the trampoline and. then into a
A pretty
hand to hand with the under

-

silk set is carried and
the details are nicely worked out.
atander.
The understander, who
Mr. McGrave is the outstanding
has been having an argument with
He looks the part of
some one off stage, stands ready to principal.
the good natured. whole souled discatch. When the flyer is in midair
penser of good, and plays the part
he turns to answer the argument
the slightest of Irish
and leaves his partner high and with just
brogue. It is a ffeat bit of work.
dry* It is a howl and the best piece
Mr. Kent plays the straight well to
of comedy acrobatic business that
do lawyer in immaculate evening
has shown up in many a day.
A very good
attire, to a nicety.
They have also hit upon a funny
Kent
ending.
They finish and wait for vaudeville actor is S. Millervaudegood knowledge of
the curtain, talking off stage whis- with a
ville tricks.
pering curtain, curtain. They don't
The girl gets along evenly until
get it, and so go through their last
upon to do something a
trick again, bowing and calling cur- called

Both

ville

LOLA GIRLIE MANZELLI.
Dances.
12 Mins.; Full Stage (SpeeiaJ Hangings).

2JrdSL
Miss Mensem was formerly with
Ivan Bankoff. She has appeared
several times since then and recently
added to the "Girlie" billing, prob*
sbly using her own surname. Assisting her as accompanist and soloist at the piano in the present offer
ing ia Axel Bo r ding, who plays
throughout the turn with solos during a trio of costume changes.
Three of the four numbers had
Miss Manzelli on her toes. A lively ballet dance at the start was appreciated. In Chinese costume she
next proved exceptional leg strength
In several toe stunts.

An

Oriental

number was the most ambitious of
For it the dancer was
arrayed in an elaborate costume
the routine.

festooned with many rows of pearl
beads.
•For the concluding dance Miss
Manzelli appeared in boots and the
costume of a Hungarian peasant,
tripping a Gypsy number. A sight

and dancing

turn,

and

single.

ADAMS

effective for
7»rr.

a

and GURIE.

Song, Danes, Talk.
14 Mins.; One.
Lincoln Square.
One of those boy and girl combinations, "IS minutes in one," gagging, double numbering it and topping it off with some hoofing. Very

cute and sweet and confirmed deuce
spotters.

This combination brings this train
of thought to mind: They decide
to become actors; they need an act;
all right, they retain a vaudeville
author 10 writs them a vehicle;
they rehearse and follow script re-

up ligiously.
Discounting the song
have corking vaude- next to closing at the Pi aspect.
and dance stuff which Is not written
and they harmonize
It's a big timer, and a novelty
in the script, they do the chatter
The comedienne is for the best.
Bell.

girls

voices

beautifully.

funny and can handle comedy, a
rate accomplishment in a woman.
The songs used at present could be

In painfully studied manner without intonation or coloring or power
It
scores on the
of delivery*
Monolog.
strength of the lines and not in any
12 Mins.; One.
great measure by virtue of intelGreeley Square.
ligent or talented delivery.
HowFamiliar type of blackface mono
ever, that may come in time for the
loglst, neat in appearance with well laughs are there; even those are not
fitted gray suit and pearl gray hat. very original, but they are there.
Opens up briskly with well turned Certainly the hoke ordering of a
talk on cost of living and holds to meal In a humpty-dumpty joint
that subject entirely, elaborating which the yegg table slave transthe theme with comic points nicely lates into his picturesque diction, is
delivered and breaking the talk nothing startlingly new in theme.
with several comedy songs Intro- But the routine has been framed for
duced with a catch line.
sure-fire small time
results and
The profiteering landlord and gets them well enough.
store keeper furnished most of the
The male comic Is too brash, too
material leading to the suggestion eager to shove his comedy over.
that it would be a good idea to He needs polish of the emery grind furnish a flat on the installment stone variety and then the sandplan and then "fade," leaving the paper finish to follow. The woman
landlord the moving van and furni- lacks vivacity until the soubret to
ture dealer all holding the bag. This finish
when she displays some
went uproarously with the Sixth color a henna mop and a couple
avenue audience.
of shapely limbs. The titian in the
The topical songs were introduced hair is far subservient to the
with such lines aa "Don't slap the glamor of the ankles.
On the
baby's face.
Nature has provided whole, made to order No. 2 spotters
another place," and the like. The for the present grade of houses, alcrowd ate up the offering. Rush.
though No. S at this particular LoeW

HARRY WHITE.

improved. One is a very old number and while well done, there is no
reason for using old songs with the
market flooded with new ones just
as good and better. There may be
the usual excuse that the girls are
just breaking in and have not had
tune, but it can't go very far for
any one by description could tell
that this act never framed up to
the ability of the girls. The Morfumbles a bit. iey Sisters would be wise to withtain.
This time the curtain comes little heavy and then
draw from vaudeville immediately
down but back of them. It is well but she is not at an bad and her
the
and frame something worthy of
worked as is all the rest 'of the work doesn't take away from
business. They finish in "one" do- piece.
them before stepping forth again.
The act did all right it the 58th
ing a corking head balancing trick.
Mr. Mandel should first give his Street and in similar houses would
like, "DUMMIES" (6).
partner equal billing and then settle probably do as well. It seems
down to play Just as many weeks a bad time of the year to put on a Tabloid.
of big time vaudeville as he desires. dramatic sketch with the warm 24 Mine.; Full Stage (Special Set.)
and the general Colonial.
It is a corking comedy acrobatic weather coming on
"Dummies" Is a William B. Fried act that should be used in the body ^nt toward light entertainment
lander production, book by Harlan
of shows to get its full value.
Thompson, music and lyrics by the
Mcdonald trio.
producer, with the dances arranged
Bicyclists.
CAPT. BETT'3 SEALS.
by Seymour Felix. It makes no
(Special
Cyc.)
12 Mine.; Full Stage
Animals.
pretentions to the "quantity" exColonial*
13 Mins.; Full Stage.
A very classy bicycle act. Clos- hibited In numerous tabloids that
H. O. H.
have been presented la the two-a- HALL and WE8T.
within
Colonial
the
ing the show at
Besides the seals, Captain Betts
minute or two of 11 o'clock, it held day in times past, but endeavors to Songs.
has two monkeys and a fighting a
make
up for It in quality, and In 12 Mins.; One.
It
the audience in till the finish.
cock which contribute their share
this respect can be set down as a
is made up of two girls and a man,
H. O. H.
to the entertainment. A girl works
the girls attired first in abbrevi- success.
These boys have tried to get
the seals, and Captain Betts takes
There are but four girls for enated Watteau dresses, with little
away
from the usual two-man singcare of the monks and fighting
hata to match. The act is backed semble work and two principals ing and piano act. They hare only
cock.
There is some little novelty
up by an artistic sateen cyclorama a comedian on the style of Andrew partially succeeded. Open with a
to the combination, and also in the
drop on which are painted a couple Tombes named Ernest Wood and scuffle and a burglar bit that ends
fact that the animals work together.
fancy portraits In medallions, the who is featured In the billing, and in the discovering of the piano and
One trick in which a seal goes up of
figures being in Colonial costumes a soubret not programmed. If this then into a song.
They go from
and down a flight of stairs, balsoubret Isn't featured before long
in keeping with the dressing of the
this into a bit that Clayton and Edancing a pole upon which the cock
After going to she is being deprived of her just wards are doing, and later return
girls in the act.
audience
is perched, pleased the
deserts. She Is cute in appearance,
all this trouble to secure such an
immensely. The monks work well
has a dainty figure, sings accept- to do the ukeleli and dance bit
artistic effect, the man in the act
and several very good laughs are is attired In modern Tuxedo rai- ably, speaks her lines well and even to the "Why don't you stop"
gained with them.
One of the ment, not at all in keeping with the dances In approved professional catch linea. This seems pretty raw,
monks plays ball with the seals and "picture."
style.
Her personality is of the even though they don't do It well
enough to make any difference to
also throws them fi&h/ This is the
Later the girls strip to tights with soft and clinging kind and she im- the black-face team.
mediately charms.
sort of stuff that Captain Betts
The comedian
ballet-length skirts and knickers,
The team only did fairly at the
himself creditably In a
should work up to, for it is meat
and are at all times comely in ap- acquits
for an audience.
The seals, four pearance. All three ride their semi-effeminate role that of a Opera House,, and will not do any
In any other houses with
better
windov dresser in a modiste shop.
of them, go through the regulation
wheels well, performing single, douActs of this
All four of the girls have lines their present routine.
trick*.
ble and trio work of good quality.
description
are usually very well
to speak, and do It much better
The act is a pleasing and entervery pleasing act of its kind.
A
liked
the
houses
and, unin
"pop"
than
one
is
wont to hear in snob
taining one of its kind and where,
«7o?o.
presentations, besides having plenty less they go very good they are not
an act of this description is needed,
getting
over.
of "business" te perform In the exewill fill the bill very nicely.
The efforts to set away from the
LEW FREEMAN.
cution of the comedy.
The lyrics
Songs and Talk.
are good and the music phasing usual is commendable, but the takLEON MORRIS and CO. it)
ing
of someone's else material to do
19 Mins.; One.
with nothing especially catchy In It.
Trained Pony.
H. O. H.
The si dry, while 'simple and direct, ?t it hardly Ihf. rvay to foe -different
11 Mins.; Full.
A black-face comic of the old is adhered to throughout. The
23rd St.-eet.
A few minutes of talk and miniature musical comedy is played FRANKLYN BROTHERS.
school.
Man in bed snoring. Wife enters a aong and repeat for itnOteen In an attractive set and there is a Equilibrists.
and informs audience he has been minutes. The talk is old fashioned plentiful
display
of
constantly 10 Mine.; Full Stage.
Fifth Ave.
out all night. Man awakes. Some and delivered in the sumo manner. changed costumes.
crossfire.
Pony who has been con- The songs also date back many a
As the location is supposed to
The understandar of this team
cealed
At least eight or nine min- be in a modiste shop there is a resembles in build, name and style
beneath the bed clothes day.
appears.
utes of the time is taken up with semblance of reason for donning of work the strong man in the
Pony is bone of contention In Al Herman's monolog which is an- the numerous gowns and also for Franklyn. Charles get The brother
domestic wrangle Which follows. nounced as an imitation.
the appearance of the girls in dainty act flashed a good routine that held
Announcing an imitation may he Georgette undergarments. The male most of the house in the closing
A travestied drama with the pony
as the hero wrestling with and excuse enough for using another's window dres se r is in love With Hie spot.
The stunts are well done
ejecting the villain It the finish.
entire act. This was the only por- soubret who Works in the shop, but without, however, an attempt at
The turn is draped arottnd a novel tion of the specialty that got any* is too bashful to propose. Ife prae- s|»«'«fjmg in other routines of the
For the finish they have
idea but the dialogue hat !.*»en bor- thing at all.
tiees his proposal on what he be* kind.
rowed from current gags and old
ix-w FYs* man may get away In li'ces to be a wax figure is in real- evolved a lift suggestive of the
buys.
The woman handled a |.op some of he smaller houses which ity one of the girls pretending to chair lift In the Frank lyn, CTharles
play pictures and amlevi'.le, relying be a «l u irifn >
song solo that knitted.
The soubret becomes act. The brothers work it out with
Speaking of a table, which is not as spectacular
The act qualifies as
good three on the pictures as the attraction, jealous, and so on.
the aforesaid soubret one*
a-day opener mainly through the in any case, at least six minutes
ore and oos* nut lof»k as difficult.
the
specially.
from
she
some
cut
is
chicken.
Ibss,
novel handling.
Can should be
Jvlo.
I
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theatre.

FREO WEBER

and CO.

Ventriloquist.
14 Mine.; One. (Special Drop).

American.
A drop showing the stage entrance of a theatre with a messenger boy (dummy), seated on a bencli
outside, with the man working the
dummy from the back, gives the act

a little different opening. A woman dues a small bit with the dummy
and does not appear again in the
act. Trie man takes up his position
on the bench nnd the act continues,
although, for a couple of bits, tho
dummy is again worked from the
back.
Another dummy, a baby, IS
brought In neatly and a very good
"kid" crying bit ia introduced. The
act is a little different from the

many

vcntriloqulal offerings. Thero
no attempt at eating and drinking while handling the dummy, and
the turn runs along smoothly and
evenly with a reason. The singing
and yodling are very good, and thu
act makes for very good entertainis

ment In Its present surroundings.
The act would stand sp very~~hx c ly
|n> ih< .smaller Id! ilWH Qfjosjttsv* U.
went very good here, getting oJcs
applause throughout and finishing
strong.

FLORENCE PAGE.
$ong«.
12 Mins.; One.
H. O. H.
A straight singer with a piano
Florence Page has a g«!o«i
player.
voice, dressos nicely and look* well,

There are many others who answei
the

same general

doscriptfc

n.

Three number.", were sung, two of
waltr. variety, and a thitd
i
Chinese number for which she Stip.i
Acts < f
a kimono over her dress.
tho

\«rv littte
description hoM
vaudeville value.
Art*
Xr.r
>mi nu>'d
(OfJteV

this
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JACK LAITS REVIEWS
(Continued from page

16)

Charles Reader opened,
dress.
in the confusion of descending- the balcony Alps into the
Lait.
logs.

anf

not seen

Reynolds' facial expresHerald.
sions are worthy of better stuff, for
have mobility and their
features
his
He
applications have intelligence.
looks "classy" and has a warm, raOne of the best vaudeville shows
His
personality.
diant, readily-liked
of the season at the Palace, the curwhimsies got laughs— they always rent bill holding 10 acts, with the
withand
powerfully,
did. He went
house sold out solidly Monday night.
out an effort took heme the laugh Dancing predominated in most of
cream of the show; but as long as the *urns, but the comedy and arhe retains his present admixture of tistic elements were not slighted,
bromides and warmed-over wise three of the former and two "names"
cracks he will continue to grow De- In Adele Rowland (New Acts) doing
loved on the small time as a reg- a reappearance from a long musical
ular and recurrent manifestation. comedy engagement, and Josephine
slanting
Two girls, sitting In the exploded
Victor In the Lewis & Gordon
logs next to the reviewer,
sketch, "Juliet and Romeo," among
the crackers on half his witticisms the entries.
make
may
That
did.
before he
Miss Victor closed the first half
steady work in vaudeville, but it In about the classiest skit that has
spells rut.
hit vaudeville in some seasons. She
Joe Mack closed the first siesta. is a legitimate actress of reputation
Mack, also, seemed anticipated. Two and histrionic ability, and is surbox ap- rounded by a strong cast. The way
men who sat in an upper
plauded vociferously at inopportune the act went at the Palace will go a
moments, if they were his agents, long way towards exploding the
they need have no tremors about booking fallacy that a sketch does
him he can work with this act on not make for good vaudeville, as it
the Loew time forever, for it is a slows up the show. The spot was
healthy hoakum pot pourri gleaned perfect and the act toned up the
from burlesque shows of yesteryears opening section of the bill like a
and has Mack's agile limbs to dance spring tonic. The finish seems to
Mack is of the Tom be an anti -climax after the dressing
it to success.
Dingle dancers and of the Hal room scene, and could probably be
Skelly comics, doffing his Disney to dropped entirely with the authors
His four girls will never help.
neither.
drive Maude Adams back in the
Just ahead of Miss Vietor, the
show business to defend her title, Weaver Brothers, originators of the
but each does a bit that gets by, hand-saw playing and other freak
and the combination makes for musical instruments, walked off
amidships laughs. The act was out with the first -part comedy honors.
down from a pretentious girl act Garbed in the official regalia of the
and could be cut down some more; Arkansaw "yokels" they so truththree of the girls might be farmed fully depict, the men got a big laugh
out to the bush league for nine or on appearance and mannerisms
ten years; Ziegfeld and Shuberts alone. The instruments einched it,
could easily be induced to sign with the speech at the finish adding
The one who does the just the proper closing touch. It's a
waivers.
high kicking bit could give Mack standard comedy turn for vaudeville
all the support he need* and still and welcome on any bill.
leave him a headliner o.i the time.
Anatol Friedland in his revue held
Koler and Irwin, the comedian the third position. The support is
using a nondescript dialect mon- capable, the girls all good looking
Yidand
Dutch
greled up between
and Friedland a good showman, one
dish, kicked a comedy hole through or two obvious "plugs" for some of
the smoky air, but it took work. the Friedjander songs were noticeBoth dressed painfully "nea\" they able, but did not interfere. All of
gave themselves a shade the worst the girls can dance, with the cosof it. for the comedian would find it tuming up to the high standard that
much easier if he canned the tailor- vaudeville has set for itself with
made Shepherd plaid for a charac- this type of entertainment this sea-

PALACE.

—

He is a low comedian
ter outfit.
of the old-fashioned type; he is a
Loew comedian of the comedy-andThe talk
straight-man formula.
lumps 'from one topic to the other
with such baffling elisions as "Oh,
by the way," etc., though in spots
It smacks of
it is brisk and bright.
curbstone humor, most of it with
lineage that would be labyrinthian
trace through its tortuous descent by way of many generations
It seemed
of talking entertainers.
attuned to the audience and made
the sailors on shore leave and the
tired workingman roar, but did not
rock the building at the end.
to

Bergman, Murray and Nickolay
were cast third. The man has a
snappy appearance and not much
besides; the girls have pep and
shake a wicked shimmy, harmonizing there better than in their mel-

ody efforts. One plays the piano
and does a solo there which is
saved in the nick of time by becoming a duet, and then is saved
only from death itself, not restored
The youth does
to robust health.
a couple of songs with vim and

I

eager earnestness, apparent but not
electrifying, and he seems to react
negatively

despite

his

and debonair
looks

attire.
like Theda

MICHON BROTHERS

After intermission Joe Jackson,
at the Hippodrome for
several seasons, opened, with the
same act that he first showed to
The pantovaudeville ages ago.
mimed "pinching" of the comedy
bicycle got almost as much as when

who has been

seen. The edge has been taken
the comedy business with the
floppy cuff that always gets in his
hand and the dilapidated auto horn
that he steps on while trying to
mount, but none do it quite like
Jackson. The business of picking
up the quarter has been changed,
and, coupled with a new encore bit
of the house darkening just as the
clown pantomimes the beginning of
a speech, are the only new touches.
He went strongly.
Miss Rowland followed and pulled
down unusual returns in her song
cycle, being presented with flowers
Miss Rowland
at the conclusion.
first

off

flipped a few remarks to a box on
the left of the house where Joe
Lynch, the bantam champion, was
entertaining a bunch of admirers of
Miller and Mack, who were down

next to closing.

One

of the

Lynch

enthusiastic in
good looks party was so
One of the enjoyment of the Rowland turn that

Bara. The
other Is blonde and well put up.
These assets let the three out. La
Hose and Lane, man and girl,
worked cleverly, second to bat. The
souse and sex talk is punchy and
both can get by anywhere on looks
girls

son.

(2).

Acrobatics.
6 Mins
Three.
;

Lincoln Square.
The Mictions are two in number
only and not a trio as formerly.
They do very little, but what they

do do, is "there." Dressed in alpaca Tuxedos they present a very
neat appearance jointly. Following
a half minute warming up in "one"
with a two-hand high stunt, they
go to "three" for a hand to hand
leap stuff from a special prop elevaSo is the
tion.
It's a thriller.
springboard leap even more so.
The ba r k t o hnek spinning Is also
a spontaneous af/pl&ure starter- and
makes for a sweet exit. The boys

—

—

his

the artist thought she was being
kidded.
Pearl Regay walked off with the
This girl
hit of the bill following.

has developed into one of vaudeHer contort inning
ville's marvels.
so cleverly blended into her dancing she amazes at times. Add the
personal charm and the gra^e of a
gazelle and a slight mental picture
Her work is as fricIs constructed.
tlonless as the running of Man of
War, the body bending and dancing
riveting attention at each appearpea ranee. A sinninpr voice of good
quality completes the cycle of talents. The jazz band and production
helped the general impression, hut
could he dispensed with if necessary.
Miss Regay holds plenty. The house
applauded until arm weary at the
conclusion of her last jazz dance
with the body pin -wheel finish.
Miller and Mack got on at 10:40
and checked the receding dribble
with their first number. The hoys
went at them'fast and furious, doing
exactly 11 minutes and goaling them
as_usuaj_jpith their low comedy and
dancing.. A little higher they would
have mopped up. but It I* wfiihfful
if anything ahead could have held
is

are just that boys; natural gym- them at that late hour.
nasts who do it for the Joy of it;
Mme. Rialto and Co., programed
As far as vaudeville is concerned, to open, closed the show. The
they can open any shows with the dancing turn was sacrificed aff¥r the
Reeav act and had a steady walkbest of 'em.
out to contend with all the way.
The Gellis, one of the best acrobatic
turns of its kind, opened, with RusCUSHING and WEST.
Con.
sel and Devltt following.

Comedy

Skit.

16 M,ni.; Full Stage.

COLONIAL.

Albemarle, Brooklyn.
Two men, one black-face com'o
rearrangement of the program
and the other doing straight in at Athe
Colonial Monday evening n white face, in one 0l ihe nnmb< r- suited in destroying to a considerold
"nigger able degree its value as entertainless versions of the
act" classic, "The Do. tor Shop." ment.
When the first half was
Both are experienced vets, playing concluded the show was practically
with a smoothness denoting a concluded. The switching resulted
omedy in Kennedy and Berle, a couple of
thorough schooling in low
being moved from No S
The act holds a good children,
methods.
Perhaps
to second from closing.
average of lattghl and will fit n
they seored very strongly at the
in the pop bills as a comed> 'urn. matinee.
They might with the
audience mactejip of minors, but for
«
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for them to clowned their way Into a comedy turn there in about three weeks
in a pair of hit, although placed rather late in with another show, consequently la
imitations and the bill for an offering of this order. vaudeville for a short period. His
travesty at 10:40 P. M., following The travesty bit with the double vaudeville presentation is founded
dance at the finish rounded out * on comedy songs and talk, presumprofessional talent.
ably of the exclusive type. He ere*
The opening turn was not Inter- turn that gathered many laughs.
Art Studies, a posing turn, smack- ates a favorable Impression but frefered with Herbert and T>are, a
pair of smart looking athletes who ing of class, closed the show. This quently forgets he is in blackface
went through a brief routine of act shows the non -necessity of and occasionally neglects the diahand-to-hand lifts and kindred posing turns in the nude. Each of lect. With a little more attention
stunts slowly and concealing the ef- the pictures done by the three girls paid to this. Strouse should comfort exerted.
As a consequence is productive, and in each the girls mand attention as a single.
Pinney Jarrett and Co. in a comthey were well applauded. Frank are clothed something out of the
edy domestic skif, "The Dentist,*
and Milt Britton, instrumentalists, ordinary for a posing number.
with
a quartet of Juveniles, regisThey
applause.
big
wound up to
tered with satisfaction. The entire
played the piano. s^ide trombone,
action is in the home of the dentist,
xylophone and cornet. So vibrani
who also plays the father. Scene
was the sound from the xylophone
The summer split week policy at opens with a young girl acting as
that the balcony swayed perceptibly.
They are good musicians, but their the 14th street house got off to a the maid, answering a telephone
showmanship could stand a lot of good start with an eight act 'bill, a call and Immediately afterward
WiHiam B. Fried feature picture and the news making her exit, conveying the imimprovement.
weekly. The show was good enter- pression she is in another room as*
land's "Dummies" (New Acts).
The dentist's
Billy Glason had the audience tainment at the prices and seemed sisting the dentist.
roaring with his monolog and fol- to please the natives, with the hit children are playing around when
lowed up the good work with a reci- of the bill going to Jack Rose, who in walks a kid patient, pulled along
tation that was also applauded. An broke straw hats all over the neigh- by his kid sister. Waiting for the
encore was demanded, and he went borhood and "nutted" his way into dentist appears to be too long,
He the good graces without trouble. therefore the son of the der.tlst, asoff to even bigger applause.
was compelled to make a "speech," Rose arrived late and worked in his sisted by his sister, seats the pain which he said it was a greater pearl gray trousers and "complaint" tient in an armchair to look over
pleasure for him to entertain the coat, that he has been exhibiting the job. Hearing more or less about
audience than for them to listen. in Timec Square for the past week. taking impressions, he fills the
Mr. Glason might analyse that The closing piece of business where mouth of the patient with plaster,
statement before using it for a set the "nut" borrows a girl's hat and and in clearing the mouth of the
speech.
convulses the audience each time latter he makes the proper extracCharles and Mollie King enter- he pantomimes the breakage, could tion, for which he receives one doltained pleasantly with songs, dances be elaborated by using a plant's hat lar. Father appears, and after lookand Miss King's imitations. It is and finally breaking it for keeps. ing over the job bawls out the kid
always cute to hear and see a pretty The Rose traffic whistle was good and at the same time takes the dolwoman impersonate male artists. fpr laughs each time used. He was lar away. Act closes with the paOf course, none is a bit like the on ninth, though programmed for tient receiving the dollar he paid
original, but it's cute anyway. Their the seventh spot.
as a donation for the trouble he
stage setting from ground cloth to
The show ran straight through to went through. Very good for the
cyclorama is mr\t artistic, but the the* picture without an intermission, smaller houses. .
color scheme so carefully planned Dallas Walker in a new western
Bobby Heath and Adele Sterling
was ruined by permitting "props" idea opening nicely. Miss Walker were next to closing in comedy talk
to dress the stage with a pair of Is a personable miss with consid- and songs, he attired in regular
white flower baskets containing red erable production used to introduce civilian clothes while she wears a
roses which had been used to deco- her lariat spinning and dancing. two-piece costume of the abbrerate the platform for the opening She has a novelty in the presenta- viated style. At present Heath carturn.
tion and should develop into a big ries the whole turn, with the comedy
After the Interval "Topics of the time entry.
points coming from a third memDay'' No. 107; then Vernon Stiles,
Miller and Capman, a two-man ber in a box. The box member not
a tenor of vast range and volume, dancing team, picked the tempo up only is icsponsible for some comedy,
with a remarkable facility for enun- next .with a good routine of solo but also renders several ballad numciation, even when reaching his
and double soft shoe, buck and bers that hit the mark.
It is a legitimate
highest notes.
Eadie and Ramsden went over
wing and ecCentric stepping. The
concert turn, and as such should ankle stuff got them most.
fine.
This couple kept them pleased
not be prolonged beyond a certain
at
all times, especially the actions
which
been
has
"Flirtation,"
point.
Mistaking the appreciative around
the metropolitan houses for of the man. who goes about his work #
applause, Mr. Stiles sang just one
NotwithJefferson going quietly and effectively.
His voice a period, found theand
number too many.
mopped up standing that this combination have
seemed a bit "tired," or maybe he just to its liking
been
before
the
public
for
quite
quite a hit in the third spot. Most
had a slight cold Monday evening.
some time with the same offering,
Following Kennedy and Berle were of the dialog is frayed through use, they can still hold attention and are
up by the two
Gordon and Ford, who entertained but the act Is held
featured people. Dorothy Van and worthy of the credit bestowed.
in approved vaudeville style with
They liked the act
a female feeder for class and dis- Frank Ellis.
tinction working up the Yiddish immensely.
Dody and Berman were fourth,
"nut" stuff of the man. who Is funny,
Taking into consideration the
along the lines of Willie Howard. moved up one notch, and also found
the house friendly to their wop and class of audience at the Greeley
McDonald Trio (New Acts).
The
fincharacterizations.
straight
Square,
which draws from the teneOn the whole, an unsatisfactory
ish with Berman on Dody's knee in ment district west of Sixth avenue,
entertainment.
Jolo.
the ventriloquial bit goaled them. below Thirty-fourth street, a clienFord and Cunningham followed, tele presumably not very "wise" in
subbing for Morris and Campbell, entertainment, but having its own
who were prograihmed but off the standards, the first half bill was
With the Jackie Coogan picture, bill.
The team retain about the splendidly framed. The one fault
"Feck's Bad Boy," as the feature same routine as witnessed around, was perhaps Its
lack of more vigfilm, the Broadway stood them up but have smoothed up considerably
orous comedy
a counterbalance
Tuesday evening.
The eight-act in the work. The man retains the for 'Too Wise as
Wives," a film featbill consisted mainly of single and
comedy song which sounds small ure, with its humor rather finely
double turns, with but one act, time and detracts from the rest. drawn and its story values
rather
which closed the show, having three They scored solidly, nevertheles's.
subtle. However, the screen compeople. Although the bill was lim"Tango Snoes" found a home edy, a "Torchy" story called "The
ited in the number of people ap- next.
The house rocked and roared Hayseed," went some way to balpearing the acts provided a variety at the hoke and comedy types used ance this.
of entertainment that gained speed for the dancing contest. The fat
The six-act specialty bill was exfrom the start and kept it up con- girl, as usual, scored a personal cellent
light
entertainment.
It
tinuously until the feature picture triumph with her solo dance and started briskly enough with a neat
was flashed.
agility.
The turn is about played acrobatic number, dropped slightly
De Voe and Statzer. a two-man out locally, but they acted as if for a few moments, then rose to a
acrobatic team, opened the show they had never seen it before at laughing "wow" when a blackface
first,
doing banjo playing which the Jeff.
monologist held forth, and finished
proved somewhat out of the ordinThe Clinton Sisters, also dancing, with a first-rate musical and dancary for an act of this type. The followed in their neat act, but ing number by Clark's Hawalians.
men have a flash trick for the fin- found the going rough all through,
The Flying Russells began proish
that sets them off handily. after the comedy riot that preced- ceedings.
The man and woman
Lucille and Cockie, a standard bird ed them.
The girls have a neat workers on the flying traps have a
turn, No. 2, had little trouble, it idea in the cartoons on the picture first rate routine and an altogether
hitting a responsive chord and cre- sheet instead of a musical stop gap sightly arrangement. At the openated laughs throughout the turn. between changes. The act is cos- ing the nice looking girl Is swinging
Tim and Kitty O'Meara with their tumed prettily and produced lav- In a flowered trapeze down center.
names in the lights, provided a ishly. The spot handicapped them The decorative apparatus is removed
dancing sensation.
The O'Mearas heavily, their being just about at the appearance of the man partare a dancing couple who have kept enough for one healthy bow at the ner, who goes through a simple
abreast of the times, outliving many finish.
routine on a lofty swinging bar
dancing acts that flourished in the
Jack Rose was next with the fea- while the woman does a bit of dance.
early days of the present ballroom ture picture closing. Business was She is an especially attractive,
heavy on the lower floor with the shapely person, and her dressing is
dancing.
Barrett and Cunncen, formerly balcony and upper boxes half filled. a model of bright neatness that
known as Pat and Nora Barrett,
Con.
might serve as an example for this
with a talk offering framed around
sort of offering. The man goes into
tho hick characterization by the
a series of wide swings out over
man, figured in the comedy honors
the audience, dropping into an ankle
of the evening.
The wise dame
Ben Turpin In a five-reel comedy hold, a feat which has its thrill. The
character played by the young wo- (film) was the main attraction first woman changes from her pink frock
man works in well opposite the half of current week. It followed to one of blue and does more steprural comedy of her partner, she
the conclusion of the vaudeville and ping. For the finish she brings on a
allowing him to handle the meat managed to obtain more laughs and square board with strings like minof the turn. A strong finish placed
provide more amusement than any iature guy ropes Trom the corners.
this couple well in the hit division.
From a foothold the man holds the
of the respective turns.
Elsie Pilcer and Dudley Douglass
Wright and Wilson, billed on the board suspended in his teeth while
provided the flash turn, based on the one-sheet programs as physical cul- the girl hangs head down from the
strength of Miss Filcrr's dressing. ture exponents, can easily insert the board and does a final bit of "upTnfs gitl ha^- never test this futttia* Word comedy lit tftelr blttftfff, for side down" dancing. A gocd ap-_
mentals of flash dressing taught they have enough of the latter to plause finish.
Lillian De Vere sang three songs
her by her brother Harry, while make things enjoyable. Their acrohe was appearing in this country batic routine, founded on table and and told half a dozen kid stories to
with the late Gaby.
Douglass is barrel manoeuvers, combined with fair returns. She has rather a diffiimproving with his song delivery, frequent touches of comedy actions, dent style of delivery, but that goes
rather gracefully with the typo of
the turn resting largely on his land them successfully.
His
shoulders most of the time.
Green and Myra, man and woman children's stories. For the finals
handling of numbers while his part- combination, have an elegant chance she does a number to display a fair
ner makes changes brings the proper for promotion, and If not the latter coloraturo soprano, getting a good
response in every instance. A par- will surely find constant
work enough exit on a high note. Acts)
Stanley and Coffrey (New
ody with a prohibition punch caught around the smaller circuits with the
their
on for many laughs for this chap, present
turn.
Although
strong got a fair return in laughs for
odd
clowning, followed by the sketch
with his remaining numbers nicely enough at present to hold attentiqn.
blended.
with admiration extended toward "A Chaste Diana." an uncertain afWillie Solar sang his way into the man with the violin, the- ne«>d fair with queer ideas of drama, but
the applause hit of the vening, top- coaching before being considered a which got over, thanks to its brevity
ping it off with the head spin. It finished two-net. The woman has and a rather amusing characterisawas somewhat difficult for Willie personality and stage routine, but tion by the man. The story deals
lawyer who is trying to
to whirl on his head Tuesday even- lacks in vocal power and distin- with a
reing, slipping over on both occasion* guishable enunciation, while on the "make" his stenographer, who
sists
his
advances,
in spite of prodiwhen trying the stunt. The Robin- other hand the man has excellent
son Crusoe number provided a ability but negleets footllght atti- gal promises of autos, diamonds and
clothes. He does his courting in cave
wealth of laughs for Solar, the com- tude.
edy value of each of his numbers
Jack Strouse, in blackface, was man style, and out of his gruffness
arisebeing brought to the front. Morgan formerly of the Century Roof, and the comedy is supposed to
(Continued on page 32.)
and Gatea, a two-man combination, according to report expects to re-
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Importance of acts nor tbelr program positions.
"Before name indicates act i« now doing new turn, or reappearing after
absence from vaudeville, or appearing in city wbere listed for the first Urn*.
B. F.

*

KEITH.

Palace Theatre Building. New York City
YORK C1TT Tule A Richards

MEW

Jimmy Fox Co

Keith's Fala.ce

Bison City 4

•Courtney Sis A Co
•Bantley & Sawyer

The Flnnsrds
(Others to

Rome A Gaut
Frank Dobson Co

1st hslf (22-26)

Newhoff A Phelps
Avey A ONell

Robins
JAB
Morgan
Fred Lindsay

A

Pete

Pale

(One to

fill)

D D H?

Kent Co

A

Bwlft

•J Girard Sis

Dave Roth

•Golde A Thorns
De.oe A Statser
Robbie Gordone

Jos Howards Rev
V A K Stanton
Valentine
Stephens A Hollist'r

BAP

Beth Berrl Co
Dotson

Co
Keith's A ham bra
Gus Edwards Rev
"Dummies"

1st half (23-26)
Pressler A Klaisa

Maria Lo Co
4 Harmony Kings

(Others to fill)
Keith's Colonial
Henry Santrey Co
Nash A O'Donnell

Ray Raymond Co

Ruth Roys
Edwin George

fill)

A Ford

McDonough
Kennedy A Bcrle
Ethel

A

A

Lucille

Page

(Others to

fill)

1st half (23-26)

•Qulnn Kids
•
Morley Sis
Kramer A Boyls
Greenlee A Drayton

Cockle

(Others to

Toney A George

fill)

Blgnor Frisco
Dolly Kay

FAR ROCK AW AT

Sd half
Mlddelton A S

Columbia
Harry Watson Jr
Benses A Balrd
Frank Gaby
Kitty Doner Co
Bartrsm A Saxton
(One to fill)

L.

I A K O'Meara

Demarest A Collette
Jack Rose
Creole Fashion PI
•Miller A Blair
I Blue Devils
Keith's For.il uim

I.

Lyric

Bljosj
1st half

2d half

Herman Tlmberg

Adelaide Bell
Brown A O Donnell
Kelly A Pollock

Pressler
Miller A

R *.

I

'Dixon

'

(Two

A

A

to

Girls
fill)

VALENTINE VOX
CONEY ISLAND

&

Mulier

(One

Stanley

to

Dave Harris
•W C Frlca Co
Pearson N & 1*
McGrath A Leeds
Rlalto

(Ons

to

fill)

2d half

Bushman A Bayne

A Po'lock
Brown A O'Donnell
Adelaide Bell Co
Kelly

Masts
(One to

fill)

Keith's Jefferson

Kajiyama

Mulier A Stanley
Blue Devils

S

Peggy Carhart
(Two to fill)
2d half

Harry Watson Jr
Harry Jolson

A

Cockle

Sensational Togo
Mme Rlalto
Moss' Regent
Creole Fashion PI

Demarest A
Devlne

Collette

A Williams

Sensational Togo

(Two

to

fill)

2d half

Kajiyama
Morris

A Campbell

*All» h & (''arubr'
Tony A George
McGroth .v Deeds

(One

to

St.

J R Johnson Co
Chick Sale
"Pedestrianlsm"

Co
LAPPatrlcola
Murdock
Keith's If. O. If.
2d half (11-22)
it

N

Bcrniviei

Bros
Messenger 3
Duval A Little
Ed E Ford
(Others to

Gaxton Co

Belle

Baker

Duffy

A Mann

•Eddie Clark
Keith's Horo Park
Morris A Campbell
Harry Jolson
•Hlller A Fair
•Dixon a »;ir,!»

(Two

fo'IJIl)

2d half

"Tango Shoes"

Kay
a Williams

Dsvlne

fill)

1st half (23-25)

Walsh A Edwards
Eva Fay
Paul A Pauline
(Others to fill)
3d half (26-29)
Kramer A Boyle
•Rappl

Eva Fay
(Others to fill)
Free tor 'a ItMk St.
2d half (19-22)
Dave Harris

to

fill)

Keith's Greenpolnt
2d half (l'j -22)

Ross A Boss
Robbie «Jordonc
(Others to fill)
1st half

(28-2.8)

J K McCurdy Co
Yip Yip Yariha'kers
•Elvg Lloyd
(Others to fill)

Stafford

A

Sadler

DeKoss Co

Gaston
LaToy A. Vesta
Vinle Daly
Lee Kids
Whiting A Burt

B. F. Keith's

HAO

Far roll Taylor Co
•Inrnan A Lyons
(Others to fill)
Keiths Prospect
2d half (19-2?)
Valcrlo Bsrgers Co

'Florence Moore <•<>
Mcintosh A Maids

Mason A Cole
R 'idington A 'Irani
Jean La ('rosso
1st half (23-2.r))

A Noel Co

Ellsworth

Dillon A Parker Co
Wright A Dietrich
Frank Wilcox Co

Brooks

Merlin

Brown A Weston

Lee A Cranston
Bernard A Scarth

BOSTON

Isblkawa Japs

Belmonts
(One to fill)

I

B. F.

BOSTON

1

B. F. Keith's

Palet
A Louise
Fr'klyn Charles Co

Jack Benny
McFarlane
Lane A Hendricks
Florence Moore

DeVara A Zematsr

LaDora A Beekman

An^el A Fuller
Pete Curley Co
Sunshine Girls

BIFFALO
Shea's

Weber A Rldnor
LOCTSVTIXE, KY.

A Dupres
Hughes Duo
Thos Holer Co
Cunningham A B

Keith's National
(Nashville split)
1st half

J Creighton

Pearl Regay Co
Redford A W'ch'ter

Sawyer

JHABLESTON,

Hal Johnson Co
Hals; A La Vers
4 Lamy Bros

A Eddy

WIRE

l-t

8.C.

Victoria
split)
1st half

WIU

B. F. Keith's

Wm

A

F'tza'm'ns

JOHNSTOWN

Lyrie

(New Orleans

split)

1st half

A Marshal]
Frosnin
Ashley A Downey
Francis A Hume
Wclton

A Ma oy

Eddie Foy Co
Vates A Reed

Olms

Kara Co
MT. VERNON, N.Y.

COLUMBIA
Columbia

Proctor's
2d half (19-22)

(Charleston split)

Princess

Temple
Muldoon Frank A R
Frescott A H Eden
Chung Wna 4
Kennedy A Hurt
Peck A Mclntyro

(Louisville split)
1st half
Alfred Latell Co

Fargo A Richards
Chalfonte Sisters
Colcy A Jaxon

Archie Onrl
Craig A Hollsworth

The Faynes

E Rosemon Co

Ar?!j<»«'

Quixey

•'

W

Wm
Alex Bros A Evelyn
Wm Mandell Co
Ben Smith

Majestic

Wolfo-d A 3te\ens

.

5

Joe Cook
Mattylee Llpp'rd Co

NEW ORLEANS

(Uthi rs to fill)
2d half

Harron A Edwards
Wilbur Bw'tman
<

<»

fill)

Tl

Proctors'
Zelgler Sis *

CHARLES BORNHAUPT
Posts Restante, Brussels

Gordon's Olympla

Chas Rogers Co
McCarty Sis
Corinne Co

Tom Smith Co

Jas C Morton Co
Bert Melrose
Edith CllfTord Co

Gordon's Olympla
(Scolley Square)
Adams A Barnett
Dal ton A Crals;

Fred Whltehouss
Uysda Japs
Gordon's Olympla

(Washington St.)
Cbas Ledegar
Cecil Grey
Hall A Colburn
Mohr A Vermont

BANGOR, ME.

Pllcer

(Others to nil)
2d half
Wolford A Stevens
Princeton Five
(Others to fill)

(Others to

RICHMOND,

W

J

VA.

Sd half

Ransome Co

Devoe

A

Statzer

Lyvio
(Norfolk split)
1st half
Ths Mitchells

Wood A Wyde
•Golde A Thome
Morgan A Gates
Mason A Cole

Gilbert Sisters

Robbie Gordons

POLI'B CIRCUIT
Dave Johnson

BRIDGEPORT

A

Stevens

Poll's

Brunelle

Mahoncy
Anna belle

Will

Boyle A Bennett
Al K Hall Co

2d half

Maris Casper
Mlsuna Japs
(Ons to All)
Sd half

Hersklnd
Klalss

A

Calvin

A Wilson
Ward A Bohman
"Past Present A F"
Francis

Sutsr A Dell
Col Jack George
Leila Shaw Co

I

Palace
Bernard A Ferris

BOSTON

half

Bantoru

Co

J.

A

Calvin

Ward A Bohman
"Past Present
Sd half
Stenards

A F"

S

Will

Mahoney

(Ons to fill)
Sd half
Boyls A Bennett
Al K Hall Co
Marls Casper
Mlsuna Japs
(One to nil)

8CBANTON, PA.
(Wilkes- BTre split)

Capitol

1st half

Tommy

NORFOLK, YA.
Academy
(Richmond

ii..w.it«l

Klalss

HARTFORD

Allen Co
Julian Hall
Tick & Clare

A Brilliant
Qarvts * Dcmondc

Plana
Hersklnd

split)

1st half

CONLEY

NAOMI RAY

"RICE AND OLD SHOES"

Suter

A

Dell

Varvara
Archer A Belford
Clinton A Rooney
John F Conroy Co
l/eon

2d half

Dave Winnie

A A N Delmont
Nonette
Cook A Oatmsn

"Moonbeams"

NEW HAVEN
BUssj
S Stenare*

Poll's

Mile Welda

A

Cullen
Holmes A Holliston

Creedon A Davis
Wilson Aubrey S

NEW BEDFORD

A Lewis

Carltta

Animals

R.

to

2d half

Frank Bardon
Pollard Sis

Chas Rogers Co
Bert Stoddard
Nelson A Barry Co

A

Elaine
Farrell A Carley
Clayton A Lennle

(One to

fill)

2d half
Bobby Harris Co
Nile Marsh

(Three to

fill)

HAMMOND,

IND.
Parthenon
Marcelle Hardy
"Hungarian Rhap"
"Apple Tree*
(One to fill)

m

F^onT:

,

.

BRYANT

2d half

Jennings A Mack
(Three to fill)

INDIANAPOLIS
B. F. Keiths'

Jennings

A Mack

Nile Marsh

Cameron A Rogers
2d half

Harmon

Geneva May Co

LANSING. MICH

Fountain Ferry Pk.
Knight's Roosters
Lucclan Lucca
(Three to fill;

MARION,

O.

Orpheum

Du

Val Co

"Night on Bway"
(One to fill)
2d half

Deiao Ratter

Kalamo Co
(One

to All)

RICHMOND, IND.
Murray
Charles Wilson

Gene Greene

Kellam A O'Dars
Anderson A Graver

VANCOUVER,

B.C.

Orpheum

ETHYLE

BCD WIN

WALSH

and AUSTIN
"AT THE BEACH"
"On Fifth Avenue"
Frances Kennedy
Frank Brown
Donovan A Lee

Oscar Mirano S
Palacs
Ernest Evans Co
Charles Irwin
Ja Da Trio
Drew A Wallace

A Nicholson
A Scofield
WINNIPEO

Norton
Plelert

i

Orpheum

H

Aerial Andersons

OAKLAND
Orpheum
Howard Hall Co

Collins

O.
B. F. Keith's

Haynes Mont A

Williams

H

A Howard

Kalama Co

Bobby Harris Co
to

fill)

2d half

Merrlman

Girls

Clayton A- Lennle
Rives A Arnold

* r iir iey

"Night on H'way"

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

.

Billy Miller

Co

Ce Dora

A

Melvin Bros.
2d half

A Burt
McLellan A Carsoa

Fulton

Hill

Donahue A Fletcher
30

2

Booth A Nina

BobbO A Nelson

Pihh tors

Miniiur? Be.vue

?.* h;,'f

J

Crandall's Circus

Murray

CHAMPAIGN,

ILL.

Orpheum
Kitty Thomas
Finn A Torn Sawyer
Janet of France
Jimmy Lucas
Jack Hedley
(One to fill)
2d half
*- Iterry

.

...

C Nugent

Arthur Terry
O'Hara A Neeley

Lincoln
Girls

Fay
FAG
Blossoms

Murray Voelk
Betty Anker S
(One to fill)
2d half
Blgelow A Clinton
Janet of France
Joe Laurie Jr.

Walman

Coradini's Animals

Jark Russell Co.
LOO Beers
Dare Bros

Logun Square
Tuscano Bros
Jed Dooley Co
McLean A Carson
Mullen A Francis
DeWItt Burns

Hanley & Howards.
(Two to fill)
Palaee Theatre Building, New York City
Will Strnton Co
LaFr'nce & Jack SOD
CHICAGO
CHICAGO
Stan Stanley Co
Big Jim
Majestic
American
Moss A Frye
B<ig.-)ow A Clinton
Jack Norforth
Janet Adnlr
SPRINGFIELD
Joe Laurie, Jr.
Cressy A Dayne
The Duttons
Palaee
N. k Hiifford
Chester A Warren
(Three to fill)
Moore A Fields
MEDELON and PA I LA
2d half
"Moonbeams"
Reed A Tueker
Morgan A Binder
Baker Co
ACT ARRANGED AND PRODUCED BY Bert
Joels Rooney Co
Murray Voelk
24 half
CHANDOST HWEKT
•e!..
1182i Broadway. Suite 801. Bryarit 6929. Tuscano Bros
•serge Aaron
(Two to fill)

MILLER SISTERS

A Rule
Kltner A Reaney
"BubblesMelville

Empress
B'LLEVILLE ILL.
Gordon A Delmar
Washington
Black A White Rev,
Watski & Ustudy
Patrlcola
Kenny A Hollis
Mr A Mrs O Wilds
Weston's Models
2d half
Chabot A Tortonl
Green A Dean
BL'M'NGTON, ILL. Patrlcola
Johnson Baker A J
Majestic
Kedcle
Laurel Leo
Tlyer A St Claire
Toyama Lee
Edward Marshall
(One to nil)
Imhoff Conn A C
2d half
Reed A Tucker
Al Shayne
Powers A Wallace
(Two to fill)
Grand

TOLEDO,

Young A Wheeler

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

CENTRA LI A, MO.

"Hungarian Rhap"
ArhUn*} A Mav
(One to fill)

Wilfrid DuBols

State-Lake Theatre Building, Chicago

2d half
Doyle A Elaine

Farrell

Marmeln Sis A 8
Mantell Co
Sampson A Douglaa
Fox A Sarno
SIOUX CITY

Hall A Guilda
8 Avollons

Geneva May Co
(Two to fill)

(One

SEATTLE

"Moonlight"

Majestic

Rose Kress 2
Harrison Dakln A

(Two to fill)
LOUISVILLE, KY.

Sliver

Glaaa

Rae Samuels

Ben Harney

Strand

Keith's Strand

A

Sultan

Orpheum

Arman Kails Co
Anna Chandler
Ruby Norton

in

Cooke A Valdare
Newport A Stlrck
"Four of Us"
Hunting A Francis

Doyle

SAN FRANCISCO

Bessie Browning
Joe Jenny Trio

MILWAUKEE

A Layton
Wilbert Adams

Strand

Ackland A May

Orpheum
Franklyn Ardell Co
Lolya Adler Co
Dunham A Williams
Prosper A Moret
Larry Comer
Four Gossips
Selblnl A Nagel

York's Dogs

Wallace Galvln

Barry

fill)

CFT>8VILLE, IND

O.

A Farrell
"Trip to Hltland"
Byron A Haig

Saxton

S

B. F. KEITH
Vaudeville Exchange, Chicago

DAYTON,

Rlalto

Laura Pierpont Co
Hart Sisters
Adler A Dunbar

Orpheum

Orpheum

I.

CHICAGO

Helen Staples
"Now and Then"
(One to fill)

LOUIS
Orpheum

ST.

Marie Cahill
Hlckey Bros
Scanlon D Bros A fl
Langford A Fr'd'ks
Ryan A Bronson
Flying Mayos

Connelly A Francis
Butler A Parker

The Rectors
Csrl McCullough
Wilfred Clark Co

Cullen
The Kervllles

2d half
Beatrice Doane
Keane A Williams

plays

bill

Geo Jessel's Rsv
Frank DeVos
Buddie Walton
"Fall of Eve"
The Mljarsa
Joe Browning
Ducos Broil

June Elvldge Co

MINNEAPOLIS

Marie Dorr

(One

(23-25)

Fresno 26-28)

fill)

Rome A

McGowan

Weber Girls
(Two to fill)

Orpheum
(Same

Alan Brooks Co

Anthony
Nelson A Barry Co
Marguerite Padula
Guret Kramer A G
2d half
Foley A O'Nell
Vincent O'Donnell
to

SACRAMENTO

Irene Frankln

A Edwards
Samson A Delila
Bronson

Max

,

Texas Walker

Curzon Sisters
Ths Langdons

Gardner

Gordon's Olympla

Jack*

NF i V vn»K

Norwood A Hall
Eva Shirley Co

LeFevre

Opera House
Mora A Reckless

Manager
our am« ii„.„.

Bva Shirley Co

O'Donnell
Sampsel A Sylver
2d half

(Two

Co

Daisy Nellls

Vincent

NEWPORT,

Bijou

A Douglas
•Major Jack Allen
Dave Ferguson
fill)

Kennedy A Kramer
Whipple Houst'n Co

GAM
Rome

Hugh Herbert Co
Sidney Grant
Foster Ball Co
Three Romanos

Morton

Blossom Seeley
BAB
Conrad
Grant

Ned Norworth Co
N. H.

Sweeney A Rooney
Adele Oswald
Jones A Johnson

Norrls'

Wilbur Sw'tmaa Co

4

Orpheum

Orpheum
Lew Dockstader

Orpheum

Palace
Jerome A France

Gray

Oklahoma

PORTLAND. ORE.
Singer's Midgets
Duncan A Carroll

SALT LAKE

LINCOLN, NEB.
Orpheum
Willlarra A Wolfus

2d half

P A A Smith
W'CHESTEB.

Pietro
Pas;s A

Thos P Jackson Cs

Gordon's Circus
Orren A Drew
"iff Pink Toes"

LOS ANGELES

Milton Pollock Co
Ernie A Ernls

John O'Mallcy Co

Bobby O'Nell Co
Alice Lloyd
Everest's Circus
Clark A Verdi

Harriet Rempel Co

Mack A Stanton

Boston

Margaret A Alvarsa
A Sheridan
Holmes A La Vera

Otto

Sheila Terry Co

Belmonts

A K
LYNN. MASS.

Ryan A Ryan

1st halt

A P Oakcs

Areade
(Savannah split)

Wltb

A Willard
A Hayes Rev
YONKERH, N. Y.

Carson
Santos

Stevens A Brunelle
Annabelle

M'CnYck A Wallace

HARRY

Face Hack A Mack
Crawford A B'd'r*k
Bronson A Baldwin

Palace
(Mobile sr*4)

JACKSONVILLE

Sisters

B. F. Keith's

wish European Engagements

Represents fives,

Proctor's
Sea bury Co

(Two to fill)
IIARRISB'RG, PA.

Dawson

WASHINGTON

2K WF^fTih ^TREET__ (Roma «Jgkfej_ B< Su> ASl*
NEWARK, N. J. Norwood A Hall
Cook A Oatman

*

Blue Cloud J|
Karl A Sunshine
Spencer <v Williams

laiit

• Orpheum

Marie Dorr
Gruet Kramer

DANNY DAVENPORT
OFFICES
MICKEY CURRAN,

Able O. II.
Robert A Boyne

<

A Rauh
A Irving

M'Corm'ck

(IAN.

CHICAGO

EASTON, TA.

Erasers

Briscoe

Majestic
Barron A Edwards

yssj

Walters

Hippodrome

BEADING, FA.

if

A

Lee Co

B A L Walton
Evelyn Ds Lions Co

A Gags
Ander Girls
Ford A Goodiidgs
Gallsttl's Baboons

Tom Brown's Co
Connell Leona A Z
MOBILE, ALA.

Jack Conway Co
Nat Nagano Jr Co
Wilton Sis
Geo McFarlane

nee

I

1st half

Sealo

Hi

KANSAS CITY

Anthony
Kennedy A Kramer

Ths Valentines

Tannen

Julius

Cols

The Bradnas
Frank Gould

Hippodrome

Walters

Sync©
Ths Sharrocks
Anderson A Burt

Majestic
(Pittsburgh split)

CLEVELAND

l*t

"Summertime"
Matthew A Ayres
Homer Romalne
Van Horn A Ines

CAMBB'GE, MASS. Ash A Hyama
Gordon's C'ntral Sq. BAB Wheeler
Mang A Snyder
Pollard Sis
Grace Doro
Koano A Williams
Emma Carus
Foley A O'Nell

&

Yaa Hoven

B. F. Keith's
Yvette Rugel

Samoya

Rianos

Cross
Klass

plays

Paul Nolan Co
Francis A Kennedy

2d half

Bllblanlt

Sammy

-

A Houghton
F A M Brltton

Shrlner

La

PORTLAND. MB.

QUEBEC,

Sully

Cooper A Simmons
George Nagel

(Others to

bill

Calgary 26-28)
Trizie Frlganca
Bradley A Ardlne
Rose Claire

"Profiteering"

Margaret Padula

The Norvelles

3

Dennis 61s

Lynn A Rowland

Jordan Girls
Marshal Montgom'y
Margaret Young

CINCINNATI

Crutchfleld

Wright A Earl
Stephens A Bordeau
Brooks A Phlleea
Asahl Troupe

LOWELL

Arthur <* i^eah BeH
Frank A M Dais
Wilson Co
Ed Morton
Bell A Caron

Princeton

(22-26)

(Same

fill)

Creedon A Davis
"Melody Garden"
2d half
Moore A Fields

PHONE

:•:

Norma Talma

1st half

Ths Herberts

Australian Stanley

(Columbia

2d half

to

Strand

MAM

4
to mi")

Orpheum

Boston

Frank Bardon
A Lang

1493 BROADWAY
PH0NE8: BRYANT 0641-0642-5320

A

Frawley

(Two

(Two

(Sunday opening)
4 Fords Revue
McConnell Sisters
Billy Beard
Sylvester Family
Williams A Pierce
Cummins A Whits
Eunice Burnham

EDMONTON, CAN.

KEITH

Guilfoyle

Rufus LeMaire

The Sterlings

JAN

Orpheum

A Bunco
A Huston

Adams A Robinson Delmar A Kolb

BOSTON

Ljdell

DENVER

Fraser
Hoster

Vaudeville Exchange,

Shea's

Ed. Davidow

Van A Emerson

3

A A N Delmont

California S

AT ONCE

1st half

B A

Bohn A Bonn

George Akron

1st half

Black A White Rev
Moody A Duncan

Dora Hilton

Plana.

"Oh You Butler"

STANDARD ACTS

WRITE

J Blondy A Sis
Edna Droen
Kennedy A Rooney
6 McLarens

Palo

2

fill)

Flottow Bros

Mlllert
Pistol A Johnson

split)

Reckless

Fan O'Brien Co

TORONTO
(Jobsatowe

A

2d half
Davs Johnson
S Dusky Steppers

Gee

Rasso Os

Flo Lewis

(Ons to

s»*»»ra

Orpheum

Old Ross

Josie

Mora

PoU's
(Scranton split)

Setts' Bsals

Yvstts

Zuhn A Dries

2d half (If.tf)

•I'crcival

SYRACl SK

Hellis 2

Bobs

S

Jean Granese Co
Mel Klse

A Powers
Hymack
Solly Ward Co
Van A Corhett

Keith's Orpheum
1st half
G Campbell Co
Raymond A Lumm Masters A K Rev
Oscar Lorraine
Lillian Shaw
Hetty Washington
8 Blue Devils'
Henry A Moore
Ada J afTe Co
Bett'a Seals
Hoi ink A S Sis
L< 'Khtons
Walsh A Edwards
Moran A Mark
l'ottcr A Bartwtll
Hyama A Mclntyre
NASHVILLE
DETROIT
Kane & Herman

Masters A K Kev
Vane
Watson Sis
Jack Kennedy Co

George Rosenor
Lamy Bros

Leon Varvara
Archer A Belford
Clinton A Rooney
John T Conroy Co
W'KES-B'RE, PA.

B«'\-

A Mails

OMAHA, NEB.

Fisher

2d half

M .haif
Chester A Warren

El

Sails

Emerson A Baldwin
Lillians Dogs
State Lake
Cha Withers Co
De Haven A Nlcs
Tighs A Leedom
To to

Bernard A Ferris
Rooney Co
A Qllmore

•

SHUBERT SELECT VAUDEVILLE
ALSO ALL
BROADWAY PRODUCTIONS

Mary lead
Jos O'Mears
Rolls A Royce

LaToy's Models
Mcintosh A Maids

Sybil

Col Jsck George 2
Leila Shaw Co
Fisher A Gilmors
Steed's Septet

A

Grey

A Wilson

Cooper A Lane
Nonette
Jackson Taylor Co
Wilson Aubrey I

Poll's

Davs Winnie

Foster

A Dog
Marloa Davis
Herron A Grannon

Bobby La

Conlln A Glass
Brie Zardo

Poll's

Francis

Hkbbltt

Wiulon Bros
Geo Yeoman
Nswell A Most
David Saplrstelsi

Valeska Suratt Co
Olson A Johnson
t

20, 1921

Rice

Ramsdells

WORCESTER

WATERBCRY

A McBrlds
A Nswton
A Deyo

May

Tracey
SO)

Werner Araoros

Steed's Septet

FOR

BALTIMORE

Caits Bros

(One

Royal Guscoignrs

Sis

Wm

Buckrfdge Casey Co
Hersohel Henlere
Glenn A Jenkins

Hart ram & Saxton
T & K O'Meara

Tom

Levenberp

BROOKLYN

(Jacksonville split)
1st half

Mary Haynes Co
Lady Alice's Pets

June Mills

DcVille

Keith's IiuHlnviik

Dolly

1111)

Keith's Mist

A

•Graham A Quirk
Ona MunBon Co
Miller A Mack

Andersen .1 TveJ
The Gellis
Moss' Flat hush

Dave Harris
Lucille

Toney & Norman

B. F. Keith's

Mine Dorse Opera
Cant Anson Co
Bud Snyder Co
Elinors A Williams

Troubles of lttf

LOS ANGELES (MAY

M.

Hoster A Huston
Jackson Taylor Co
Cooper A T«ans

NOW BOOKING

Amanda Gilbert Co
Mollle A Chus King Neale A
O'Brien
Davis A Darnell
"Behind Scenes"
Dooley A Storey
Jean Sot hem Co
•Sanction

till)

Keith's Hamilton

Mme

Brighton

Bowman Bros
A Wiley
SAVANNAH, CA.
BUoa

Kats

WELLS

and

Jessel's

BROCKTON, MASS.

Keith's Palace

•Noel Lester
2d half

Ths Rials

OKPHEl

Dolce Sisters

PHILADELPHIA

The Savages

Originator of tinging In two Tolce* tlmuluneouMy.

John B Hymer Co
Frank Gaby Co
Zelgler Sis Co
•Peggy Carhart

Watsrs
Gardner A Aubrey
Mabel Burks Co
Benses A Balrd

With Geo.

1st half

Klalss

Capiuan

(Others to fill)
2d half

si-M')

La Rus

Bushman A Bayne
McCormack A

KNOXVILLB

Lyric
(Atlanta split)

JAB

McFarlane A Palace
Ferguson A C
(One to fill)
Mess* Coliseum
John B Hymer Co

AH)

to

ATLANTA, CA.

(Others to fill)
2d half (26-29)

A L Bell
Ka R
•Lasalovo A G

Let

Hill

(Two

4

BIRMINGHAM

(Others to fill)
Proe tor's 23rd St.
2d half (19-22)
Ethel Clifton Co
Nonette

Mess' Broadway

Wan

yuixey

•Rappl

Jack Osterman
•Elva Lloyd "

La Bernicia

Finley

A Boyne

Boanoke

Davis
LaFrance Bros
Shaw A Campbell

Lydia Barry
Morley Sis
Mabel Burks Co
•Elva Lloyd
(Others to 811)

Co

Tell

Musical Johnsons
Bob Fsrns Co
Bert Lewis
Hlgglns A Bates Co
Id half

PITTSBCBGH

(Others to 4111)
2d half (24-29)

E Rosemon Co

'Flirtation"

Madame Herman

H A A Seymour
A A F Stedman

Princ's

A Watson

•lnman

fill)

Francis Renault

Noel Lester
P'cess Jue Quon Tai
(Others to fill)

Co
Ford A Cunningh'm
Boyce Coumbs

Gordon

to

N. J.

Kelly

Flashes Rsvus

1st half (23-26)
Farrell Taylor Co

2d half

(Two

Bernard A Townes
•3 Bennett Sis Co

Billy Glason
Ethel Clifton

to

(Two

Robert

Harry Watkins
Carney A Rose

fill)

Partner

A Lyons
Orpheum
Rosen Co
B Cloud A Wenona Jimmy
Will Lacey

•Jay Regan Co
•Major Jack Allen
to

A

•Jones A March
(Others to fill)

Marie Lo Co
(Others to fill)

(Birmingham

Princeton

I

Curdy

Harmony Kings

4

•Darrell A Van
Pllcer A Douglas

Procter's 5th A vs.
Sd half (19-22)
Frisco

Holland

Dockrlll Co
Harkina
JAM
Ithea Lucas

(One

A King

Yorke

2d half

Royal

Keith's

Eva Fay
McGrath A Deeds

2d half (26-29)

Earl A Sunshine
Spencer A Williams

W

Selblni A Grovinl
Gallettl A Kokln
(One to fill)

B. F. Keith's
2d half (19-22)

A Garry

Morgan A Gates

Kelly

fill)

to

AJLLENTOWN, PA.

Will Lacey
(Others to fill)
Procter's 68th 8t.\
Ransoms Co
J

Kitty Gordon Co
Jack Wilson Co

Rajah

(Two

(Others to fill)
Sd half (26-29)
Princess Rajah

Bernard

Keith's Riverside

Wm

fill)

A Capman

Miller

La

ROANOKE

Dody A Burmsa

JERSEY CITY, N J.

Lydia Barry
Princess

PATEBSON,

H A K

HOLMES

A Dunlgan

Ruddsll
Kelly

Friday,

2d half
Tyler A St Clair
Ed Marshall

Black A White ReV
Mack A Lane

DAVENPORT.

LA.

Columbia
A Jrrny

LaPettito

Van A Cant well
Mack A Lane

..

U

May

Friday,

VARIETY

20, 1921

see

Duntnl A

'Chtneoo Revne-

Vail

BaUsy * Cowtt

RAC1NR, WIS.

lOle Twlnetto Co

(Two

to Ail)

Clark
6 Klrksmlth Ski
Hampton A Blake
Booth A Nina
2d half
I Blighty atria
Jed Dooley Co
Carlylo Blackwett
Healy A Oroao
'Artistic Treat"

A DoUr

Babooek

Twlnetto

1C11*

(Two to
DBS MOINRfl
fill)

Mnjcetle
Bolger Bros
Foggy Vincent

Johnny Raymond

Palace

Bryant A Stewart
King Broa

-

Hart Wagner A
"Mixtures'"

A Mack
Herman A Shirley

E Kay Hamlin Kay
Van A CantweU
Lillian

Walker

Power*

A

Wallaeo

Herbert's Dogs

td half

Watska A Undersdy

(One

to

Tortoni

fill)

SALINA

Kenny A Hollia
Westoms Models

Grand

(27-28)

MAY

with Doraldtna's Road Show

Now

HOKW1TZ

,,.

—

KRAU8

Rlalto
Stanley A Dirnea
^'District School'*
... (One to fill)
1

2d half
•» Melvin Broa
Black A O'Donnell
j

Braglllinn Heiress

Plorence

SIOl X CITY, IA.
Orplieum
Hall A Ouilda
Joe Jenny 2
•

Mayflower
Nalo & Rizzo
Cal Dean & Girls
Weils and Deverra
Lament's Cockatoos

"Moonlight"
Gene Greene
Five Avalons
2d half

B A

A

Ailen

Canfleld

Gardner &. B
GALESRl RG. ILL. Brown
Weeks & Barron

Orplieum
Worden Broa
Zelaya
••'Chines** Revue"

LAG

2d half
Jcsnette rhilds
.

Roy & Arthur
(One

,

to

fill)

GRANITE (ITT.

(Two

ILL

& Church
HUTCHISON. KAN.

New

Midland
The Wilsons
Nolo & Rizzo
Cal Dean Girts

Wella & Deverra
Lamont's Cockatoon

JO LI FT, ILL.

Belle and Bt nsoa
Tho Volunteers
Robinson, Rolio A

A B

Robblns Rolio A
(One to fill)

Bosa

Wayne
Kahne A Boono

Clifford

(One

Burton
Frazer

A Vernon
Walch A Rand
Moore A Shy
Shell

•

Mlchon Bros

Nada Norraino
Tid Blta
Boulevard
DePlerrs 2

Stanley Bros

2d half

A Grey
Arthur Lloyd
LeVan A DeVlno

SlnclKlr

Avenue

fill)

Dawson
Overholt
Adrian

Robinaoa

t Blighty Girls

Walker

Bert Baker Co
Green & Dean

Hlppodromo
The Nagfys

2d half

Wm

& Bro

Mofex
(Two to

(One

to nil)

Mr A Mrs G Wilde
Ed A Mac Will lama
N'evitis A Mack

Empress
S Vernon

'

Pudding"

Ilice

(Putnam

the N. V. A.
Ne» Vers
Bulletin!)

Walch * Rami

Jack Iffdi-r

Moore A Shy
Three Loos

(Oiip to

Novelty
Lavatls
Fields
Da Maria Five
Taylor & Francis
Hrosius & Hrown
2d half
Young * Francis
;<m.y tv I*- arson
'has Lloyd Co

Orpin-tun
Forrest x- Church

k A M Williams
Thos Wise Co
Bo hoe A Neisoa
(Two to fill'
J Roshier A MuffS

WICHITA, KAN.

Lew Welch Co
Gent Morgan
k -Miner & Peterson
(Two to fill>

Fritters*

Tho Wilsons
Nolo A Mass

fill)

Cal

I

<

\\ ella & DeVerra
Lamont'i Cocks tool

Uoy

Lavaila
Bandy a. Fields
Taylor a Francis.
Rroslns * Hrown

2.1

I

2d half

»n Girls

V. ILL.
Orpli urn
.fennette Child

c
I. *
* fount
Raker * Rogers
More* SiS
t
(One to AID

DawSon

overboil

halt

Aerial

Arthur
(One (o till)
Ac

.'.l

2d half

Byrd A Alden
Three Regals

halt

•den I'ros
•

(One

10

Warwick
White Steppers
Itooihby 1

llll)
i

A Ebby

.

Hippodrome
2

Hodge A Lowell
Burton & Shea

MeCormack &

K & O

NEW

Billy

WEST

110

t

Hader Co
2d half
A Seali

w Tiida

.ineu *
I.
isea

Bangsrda

3

m
Munu

MINNLArOUS

I.

1/oew

i:

rmKtru

Reader A

a

Morris A

Towns

i

2J h

•

A A

r.

in

i,

f

1

*;

«

A

I

I

(b

Sisters

Co

I

I

"Everyman"
Marie Htoddard
M<- fire

Miller

A Mtll-field
A Kradford

Roye A Rudac

Canary Opera

Orpheum

Selma braats
peaesr A Rose
Carnival of Venice
Harvey Ileney A G
Carl Rosinl <'o

La Pine A Emery
8

Musical Nosses

and KING

—

Present

BOOKED
""

""."

»

KOI.ID
i
'

'

.

ON KEITH'S TIMR
"'•

i
,

DETROIT
Miles
A Dupr'-e

Flsks

Offlres

Zara Curmoa I
Irene Trevette
Carl Emmy's Pets

"The Old Family Tin Type"

Victoria

A Fallon

Walter Law Co
James Thornton

SHIPMAN'S
Sam Shipman

Jessie

Millet

(',-<>

(imv'i Co

I.

Regent
Wire A Walker
Or* A Hager
4
Reaases
PJgolettO Bros
Jack Marley

<

I'uiilitKes

(Sa tut

!:•

..

Idonla a
I

Mason A

l

!•

'hUitc Si ateen
ludnor. Cob
|'s

loo

i' l-

i

i

!.<•

v

\

'

...n

Grohs

ONES

two
which are «nid to have alrculy been marked. One Is called
I-nvful LATCeRjr," an individual effort and the other Is the result of
collaboration with Clara Lipuian and
'The
Mrs. Sarlabous, entitled
Hunted Lady.'' In addition a oneflniHhcd

.

'

,i

!>'.>:

Hit

NEW
has

p'ays

Marvs Rehn
a v«-rly
Ouinn A
"September Morn'

Mm i"»"

Ruby
Jarvli A llsrrl

fill)

—YORK

DBS MOINES

Lillian
n

.*

TULSA, OK LA*
Orphenm
H Dyer A Partner
Price A B«rnie

MLLES-PANTAOES

rnntages
a Wiinur

Lovf

D

CAlfiAR*/. CAN,
rnntngen
.Meko Panthes .t
Amoroa A Obey
Holds ATs

LOl

a Inert
tiur sulli v in

.'I."

Clark

iVal.Ina

<

Lyons
a R

MeMahon

oe Roberta
Pierrots

r.'.l.l.t

Lswsf
!'

2*»i

p<»«itera

Telss

ST

-

Mis

Mark & Williams
Cleveland a Dewry

v<-jr

Ryae

fk

1

Is;

Maaon Heeler Co
Johnny Burke
Beeman A Grace

Miles

DKNVKR
plays

bill

SOUlS

CITY

Forts

i

A Helmar
Howard A Ross

Grifflth

Tearla A Pekln

(21-24)

BRYANT

Mumford a Stanley
YirsMle Belles

\

TdVns«Mid Wilbur

NEW YORK

Mankln

Fins.

I.e\y

ST

Chicago

Pantages

(Same

Anae«»nda

I

•

Ethel

XDQt AKTKKH

Mark A Dean

King St.
Kenny Mason A- S
Harry Hus.se
\ '.iy &
Da> ton
Fields A

4Til.

IMmne

Hart Girls

HAMILTON. CAN.

1

BUTTE. MONT.

W

"Step Lively"

Adams A

CLEVELAND

TOLEDO

New York and

Id half

Keno Fables A
Jean Boydell

Rio

Co

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Robinson's Baboons

Gibaon A Connelll
Lloyd A Goode
Wilhat 2
Msjestlr

A A
ROCK, ARK.
Majestic

UUoll
Harry Fisher Co
Hendera'n A Groves
The Reyee<
CharnofTs uypslei
Hudson A Jonea
"Cheyenne Da ye"

Lyric

I'arke

P George

SAN ANTONIO

Lightner Sis

A LaVerre

Follette

ITY

Hayden G'dwln A R
Corinne Tllton Rev

Jack Lavler
A F Usher
Joe Towle

P Oeorge
Dsn Holt Co

Co

<

Emily Darrell

Majestic

II'T-GTON. W. VA.

INDIANAPOLIS

GEO. CHOOS

Moore

Macll A May belle
Willing & Jordan

III

Merrltt

\

Majestic

MUSKOGKB

ReagS A Edwards
The Rowellya

State
Herman Ergottl
charlotte Worth

OKIAIIOM

A Marian
A Bridwell

(Others to

Jack Denton
Col'mbia C'm'dy Co

(»in» to iMl).

fc-ACRAMENTO

Travato

Stepping Stone Rev
2d half
Marvelous De Onzos
J

Overseas Her

Corinne Tllton Rev

Edith Clasper Co
2d half

Victoria
Mildred flayward
JoHephnon's Icel'd'rs
:l half

Hippodrome
Tempi? A O'Brien
Charles Harts Co
Crank Juhaz Co
Hush Br<»««

Donald & Donalds
Frank Terry

Emily Darrell

HOUSTON. TEX.
Simsted

New York City
A Connelll

Gibson

Swor Bros

ROCHESTER

Clifton

Net t is Taylor
Maggie LeCIalr Co

I'lylm; Russells

2d half

w

Herman A

"Harmony land"

Clay Crouch
Greenwich Villagers

Belle Montrose
Hackett A Del Rev

Hughes A Moore
Halg

Faatages

Frawley A West
Hayes A Lloyd

Murphy A White

Charlea Hart
2d half

La

Columbia
Ynuki Jupa

Juggling DeLlsle
Evelyn 1'hllllps
Tilyou A Rogere
Overseas Revue

King & Cody
Baldwin Austin A G
Mr A Mrs B Payne

Com'dy Ca

DETROIT

U

td half

Houlihan

Chaa Gibba
Rubetown Folliea

FRESNO. CAL.

Tyler

Emery

D-ealhert & Morion
J & E Arnold
Link & Phillips

Jean Gordon Co
Fox A Harton
Johnny Clark Co

Halley

A

Priacilla

to ail)

A Moulton

Gleeson

J Kearney Co

Grace Hayeo Co
"Not Yet Marie"

WINNIPEO

-'Counterfeiters"

Lois

LOVE BANDIT"

PROVIDENCE

MEM FIIIS
Lxw

Collins A Dunbar
I«)*SiS Car>t?r

Cliff

(One

Howard A Hoffman
Regal A Mack
Mills

3

A

A

Violet

28-28)

F A O Walters
Harry Holman Co

IN A CYCLE OF SPECIAL BONOS.
Booked Solid. Orphenm C Ircnlt

L Roberto

Little

Hush Bros

DORIS DUNCAN
"THE

(St-It)
Siegrlst A Darro

White Black A

2d half
A Cleo

Harlow Banka A G
Robinson McCabe
Timely Revue

"Syncopated Feet"

Jordan

Ada Meade

PrtarlUa.

A WlllarA
B Armatrong Co

DALLAS, TEX.

L.

LEXINGTON, KY

CLEVELAND

Imposition 4
Torn Mahoney

W

"Country Village"

Robins 2
The Bretoag

Vlviaa Co

Leonard

plsys

Majestic

(One

(22-22)

Rerkw-sa A Arley
Taylor A Arnold

a

B.
Pantaces

Ann

Palare Theatre Bnilding.

CO.

Young A Read
Harmonyland
fill)

Hugo Lutgens
2 Harmony Kids

A K VICTORIA,

Majestic

DeLea A Orma

Frank StalTord Co
Speaker Lewis
Walmslcy A K

to

X'ochltl

Frank Mansfleld
Harry Kahne

('has Rellly

A

T

Tracey
A
Camillas Birds

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

Clemenzo Bios

Christopher

Kinzo

CAM Butters
Palmer

I'untagea

hill

B. <L

Pantages

Pantages

The Heynoffs
Roach A McCurdy

Olymple
The Yaquls

I/ewls

Rice

Cnnarls

Lew Hoffman
Phillips

Howard A

Renneea

4

VANCOUVER.

Selley

SALT LAKE

Manners A Loweree
Eddie Heron Co

BUFFALO

Berry A Nlckeraon
Maurice Samuela Co

Dae A Neville
Brady A Mahoney
Fred La Heine Co

2d half

Grace Ayres A Hro
Chapman & Ring
Stanley * Caffrey
Robert Rollly Co
Falure

i

Brie* Co

I.OOW

Harry White
LeVan A DeVine
Hawthorne A Cook
Elizabeth Salti Co

I

Claude Gulden
Golden Troupe

FALL RIVER

MeMahon & A

Bandy *

114*

BROOKLYN

w

A

PORTLAND, ORE.

Francis

GU8 8CN BOOKING EXCHANGE.
14»3 Broadway, New York City

PITTS BURGH
A Elmer

Ca.

Hippodrome

Dick

Metropolitan

Cooper A Rieardo
Royal Harmony 6
Fulton

Aerial

McLains HawaiiSBS

Apollo 2

King I'ros
Harry West * Co
Murray & Laos

2

TOPEKA, KAN.

2d half
C A 11 Polly
Bessie Clifton
Joe Jenn.y 3

(Three

2

'

Long Tack Sam

2d half
Mornette A Reldell

A Kane

Klbel

Jazzarimba 2
Mabel Blondell

Mr A Mrs Melbura
Kennedy A Francis

Holers Rev
Paul Klelst Co

I-oew

Jack Goldle

Pantasjes
Stuart A Keeley

Ciglanno Troupe,
Noodles Fagan Co

Sis

WINDSOR. CAN.

Norton

TORONTO

A Wood

Brltt

4

of Clubs

1

4

Pantajres
(24-28)

Burke A Burks

Lewis A Thornton
Leach Wullln 2

Everest's Circus

LOS ANGELES

Fallen S'ara

2d half

till)

Dae A Neville
Tom Mahoney
Fred La Re ine

Wilbur A Girlie
Roae .* Thoro

Bobby A Karlo

Wm

to All)

o.

Hart

Saskatoon

8c Glass
Fortune Queen

Gulfport A Brown
Breakfast for 2

Grace De Winters
Marietta Craig Ca
Royal 4

Wilbur A Girlie
Roae A Thorn

Mykoff

Chas Reeder
Leonard A Porray
"Fashions of 1921"
Baker A Rogers
Sig Franz Co

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
Offlrial Dentist to

Everest'a Circus
2d half

t

Kramer A Paterson

& Darro

Grace De Wlntcra
A Co
Royal 4

2d half
A Vanity

fill)

2d half

2d half

OMAHA

to

State
Siegrlst

City.

A

Paramount

R Cummings Co
OGDBN, UTAH

Shaw

Loew

Harrison Co
Staley A Bireck

ShaW's Circus
Strain Sis

Strand

Go"

Pantry

Jenson

BEACH, CAL.

L'O

A J

LAM

2

B

Ernest Hlatt

Hanlon A Clifton

A

I'untagea

Chandon

Pantages
(Sunday opening)

(28-2*)

WASHINGTON
Hal

TACOMA

OAKLAND, CAL.

The Shattucka
Stein 4k Smith

Evans Mero A
Downing A B

Catto

"The Love Shop"

Gua Elinors
Galllnl Co

Pantages

Straight

SPOKANE

PASADENA, CAL.

Marietta Craig

New York

I

Gorgalia

DeLea A Orma

Women

Brower

Oene Morgan
Hawthorne A Cook

Jupiter Trio

five Avalons

(Two
Ql IM

Loow
AJax A Emily
Margaret Merlo

A

Gallerlnl Sis

"Bandit"

(Same

Gordon t

Verdi

Ossl
td half

Craig
"Lets

Chapelle S Co

Clemenzo Bros
Chas Rellly

BUILDING

Sis

4

Sisto

Aurora Co
Chabot A Tortoni

Murray Girla
Golden Bird
Klmherly Psge Co
Hampton & Blake

Btlsabeth

2d half

DULUTH

Street,

Reldell

Mannera A Loweres
Eddie Heron Ca

JOE LOEW
MICHAELS
ANNEA
4Cih

A

Mon.ette

A Moran

Johnson Bros

Snlte 402
160 West

IND.

to nil)

\.

Loew

Copes A Hutton
"Buzsln Around"

A

A

Weston A Marion
Hrennan A Henley
Gray A Graham

OTTAWA. CAN.

LONDON, CAN.

AFTER MAY FIRST

TERRE HAUTE,

Herbert's Dogs

PEORI

A Young

O

Jusai

Martha Hamilton

Eva Tanguay

BEGINA. CAN.

2d half
Petera A LeBuff

"Love Lawyer"*
Coacia

Hill

Jack Reddy
Melody Festival

Lola

nil)

NEW HEADQUARTERS

2d half

Dan Ahearn
Donahue A Fletcher
Challon A Keko

Orplieum

1403

LAC

A
Barrett
RAN
(One to

Kinkaid

.IOHE. CAL.
Hlppodromo

La Toska
Rhoda Cramp ton

Phil

Anita Arllss Co

'

.

2d half
Violet

Roy La Pearl

MADISON, WIS.

BROADWAY

D

Mae A

SAN

I'antages

Pantages
(Sunday opening)

Jo nee A Jones
"Yes My Dear"

Perettoa

Long A Perry
Danny
Will J Evana
Jonea Family

Montambo A Nap

Colonial

Dixie 4
Elizabeth Saltl Co

Ralph' Seabury
¥ A
De Mont

A

—

DETROIT
Billy
Billy

Verdi

Ossl

SPOKANK

MINNEAPOLIS

Gray A Askln
Fern Bigelow

Orplieum

Heit Rev
2d half
Cooper A RodellO
Brown A Btatno

A

Thornton Flynn Ca
Rlgdon Dancers

.

Paldons

4

Alanson

WACO, TEX.
T«es

Jusai

I*rnJM*nt

Rounder of B'way
Lloyd A W'house

Shannon A Norman
Chaa Deland Co
Celia Weston Co
Dancers Supremo

A

("osria

A Franklyn

Vincent

Go"

2d half

"Love Lawyer*'

*'Last Night" with Earl Cavanauglil
and Ann Francis Best Girl Act of the]
Moason.
Now on Pantasreo Circuit.

LaFollette Co
2d half

Paramo

Skydomo
Bill

A Money
Rand A Oould

Voice

Catto

Daveys
Beulah Pearl
Harry Mason Co
Freddy Silvers A F
Skelly

1

A

"Let's

CITY

L.

anil

Wilson

Chaa Deland Co
Bryant A Stewart

O'Hara A Neeley

fill)

A

Trio

Producers of Girl Acta and Revuea.
100 West 46th St.. N. Y. Room 501.
62 Grand Opera House, Chicago.

The Hurleys
Norton

Craig

GREENWALD
LEW HERMAN

M.

Dayton

Arthur Deagon

Liberty

Casting Lloyds
2d half
Galloway A Carette

DAYTON

2d half

A Dyer
A Peck

(Three to

fill)

DeVero
Fred Weber Co
Wilson A McAvoy
Royal Harmony S

2d half
"Rubeville"

2d half

to

Orpheum

Soaman A Sloan
Mme Zulelka Co

I'ermalne

DeWItt A Robinson
Harry Busse
DeVoy A Dayton
Fields A Fink
Badcr Co

Wis warn
Gray A Graham

2

Loow

Long A Perry
Danny
Will J. Evans
Jones Family

Romaa Troupe

Martelle

R

A Noll
A Lloyd

Fisher

Lillian

Monka
Cleveland A Fayo
3

-

Hori

W heeler

Kenny Mason A S

A Negaml

Mr & Mrs Wiley
A Shayne
Ronair & Ward

OKLAHOMA

Marco Co
Allen A Moore
Gordon A Healy

2d halt
Les Perettoo

CHICAGO

Olga Steck
Hinkey A May

2d half

Maraton & Manley

Calvert

W

A

Wella Virginia

Dance Original

Cantor's Minatrels

2d half

Sis

I

N A S Kellogg
McKay & Day

A D
A C

Sherlock Sla

KNOXVILLB

Walsh A Bentley
Week "From Today
Walter KaurTmaq
Skating Macks

Gaby Broa

Follettea

The Volunteers

Snell

LOUI9

Josephine Harmon
Ed Gingras Co
2d half
Cortes A Ryaa

Cardo

Lindley's Septette

(Sunday opening)

& Stetson
F O'Connor Co

lorey Senna

Callahan A Bliss
J A I Marlin

Jefferson
O'Nell Sisters

Lester Bernard Co

Beck A Stillwell
Roy La Pearl
Marie Correlii Co
Grand

Belle A Benson
Johnson & Parsons

Willie Hale

National

1

Kenna

DORS

BuPSe's
Melville

McConnell & Austin
Harry Sykes
3

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

CARY

Dr. M. G.

Special Rates to tho

State

2d half

DALLAS, TEX.

Paul Barl

2d half
Jupiter Trio

R

H

A Sparks Co

Kingsbury A Mua
Norvelle Bros
Golden Troupe

Liberty

(One

Mabel Harper Co

CARRIE

DOB

AUSTIN and ALLEN

OAKLAND

Grazer & Law lor

The Cromwells
Kane & Chldlow
Nancy Boyer Co
Dave Manley

Gaby Broa

Fads A Fancies

Sis

Co

Sparling

DENTIST

Temple

Link & Phillips
Chaa Gibbs
Hub town Folllea

2d half

MeMahon

Liberty

fill)

Fred Weber Co
^ Weber Taylor A

Columbia

fill)

to

2d half

Challon A Keko
Cliff Clark

LINCOLN, NEB.

Lillian

(One

ILL.
Majeatlo
Joe Melvin
Waiman A Berry
Jack Russell Co
Leo Beers
Bloom A Sher
Dare Bros
2d half

ST.

2d half

Three Lees
(One to

Francis

McGivney

SPRINGFIELD,

Ine

W

Townschd

HippOdromo

A

Barton

McVICKEK'S THEATRE BLOO.

•

2d half
Doalbert & Morton
J A E Arnold

Pantages
2

The Roaalrea
Hector'a Doga
J Thomaa 8axotet

_

.

Conne & Albert
Ralph Whitehead
Arthur Sullivan Co
Kanazawa Hoys
KANSAS ( IIY
Barlow Banka A G
McBridc G A M
Gnrden
Phillips & Bbby
Wi l lie Har
Robinson MoCabe 3 Dell A Hay
Timely Revue
Lyndall & Laurell
Babe LaTour
CLEVELAND

Stanley * Caffrey
G S Gordon Co
Dixie 4
Kitaro Japs

Finn A Tom Sawyer
Kingsbury A Mun
Clifford A Johnston
Jimmy Lucas A F
Betty Anker S

Globe
Young- A Francis
Lamey A Pearson
Charles Lloyd Co
Byrd A Alden
Three Regals

KM UK MUM. IK

of

SEATTLE
Ambler Bros
Green A La Fell
Chas Oil! Co

Pantages

,.

B'way
Lloyd A W'house
Manley Bros

niAMnNn9

Wilson A McAvoy
Delaneey St.

The Na^'fys
,

II

Nada Worraine

Kirksmith His
(One to fill)

KANSAS (ITT

to

A

Mullen

Forrest

(Two

E.

Rounder

Lew Hoffman

PLATINUM g* *%lWgyjl * ' REM "[>RIN(
L iS R£t*0\JHT\HQ
g
JEWELRY
45 JOHN 8T.
Nt» York City
Tsl. 171 Joha

to fill)

Owen

Sisto

Orplieum
A! Shay ne
Teschows Cats
(One to flit)
2d halt
Laurel Lee
Toyama Japs
(One to fill)

Lester Bernard Co

Hickman Bros
Hamlin A Mack
Vardon A Perry
Lottie Mayer Co

Emba A Alton
LOS ANGELES

|

Gordon A Delmar
Nick HufTord

2d half

Wm

-.

2d half

Washington
Jack Roshier A M
Beck & Stillwell

W

Pantages
(Sunday opening)
A Bothwell
Eagle A Marshall

Clifford

Pantageo
Gordon A Day
Belle Alwer
Cappa Family
Houae David Band

•

,.

Gene Green
Choy Ling Hee Tr
SO. BEND. IND.
Orplieum
Fulton A Burt
Rice Pidding
Harry Cooper
Johnson Baker A J

•

Boeder

SAN FRANCISCO

Chuck Haas
Japanese Romance
L'G. ISEACH, CAL.

.

Gray

J

C&M
Huber
Kd Blondell Co

STOCK TOX

Mankln

plays

bill

Helena ST)
Render A Heer

Animala

Stafford'a

2d half

BOB BAKER

Savoy

Rose Ellis A H
Rhlnehardt A Duff
Bruce Duif.-u Co
Do Michelle Bros
Royal's Elephants

(24-2#.)

(Same

.

Bessie Browning;

The Wilsons

2d half

Juggling Del.lalo
Evelyn Phlllipa
"Just a Thief
Ttlyou A Rogera

Wm Dick
= Apollo 2

»

Casad Irwin A C
Jewel A Raymond
Babcock A Dolly
Arthur Terry
Marie Correlll Co

ELGIN. ILL.

Loew

A Vanity
A Karlo
"Fallen Stars"
Bobby

SAN DIEGO
Sammy Duncan

GT. FALLS, MONT.
Pantages

Adolphus Co

Mykoff

Gevenne Troupe

Dancing Davey
"Gay Little Home"

Leigh A DeLac'y Co
Frank Terry

PAUL

ST.

Svengali

Perry

"Prediction"

* Donalds

Donald

A

A Ray

Fox

Nap

lvpplno

Flying Rusaella

Babe La Tour
A Lawlor

Grazer

(22-23)

1

««* HILL

Ray

Norvelloa
Quiiiiaa ( bums

B

Pantagos
Little

SPB'GF'LD, MASS.
Loew

Karbo

Lyndall Laurella Co

Modesto

(Ono to fill)
2d half
Adams A Chaee
Leonard A Porray
Terminal 4

Grand
Broa
Reed A Lucey
Geo Randall Co

2d half

fill)

Marveloua Do Onsoa
B J Moore
Mack A Maybello
Willing A Jordan
Billy Hart Girla

i

S

'

Willie
Dell A

to

EDMONTON, CAN. Tho

Weston A Eitno
Hose Revuo

A Artnstro'g
State
Booking Acts of Merit My Specialty Morris A Towne
Ferro A Coulter
Wiley
Mumford A Stanley Mr A Mra Shayno
Stone A Moyer Sis
TO.
COAST
COAST
Calvert A
Belles
Virginia
2d half
Ronair A Ward
Bld|., 160 W 4CM» St. M. Y.
Annex
S05
Lsow't
Marco Co
Arthur Deagon
SALT LAKE
Allen A Moors
Wheeler Trio
Mate
Hamilton A Walton Margot A Francois
Busse's Dogs
2d half
Victoria
Daisy
ms
Willis
A
Gordon A Healy
Melville A Stetson
(One to All)
Herman A Ergottl
Mlchon Broa
Bob White
Casting Lloyds
R
E
O'Connor
Co
A
Charlotte
Worth
Chums
H Weat A
Co
Abbott
Pearl
IIOLYOKE.
MASS.
Morey
Senna
D
A
E A O Parko
Chlsholm A Breen
BALTIMORE
Carlton A Belmont
Sherlock Sis A C
Travato
Cooper A Ricardo
Frolic"
"Fickle
Hlppodromo
Sinclair A Grey
Robinson's Baboons
Kalaha A Co
MONTREAL
2d half
Flying Howards
Curtis A Fitzgerald
2d half
Reckless A Arley
DuTlel A Corey
TAFT, CAL.
Loow
Yorke A Maybello
Goldle A Ward
Arnold
A
Taylor
The
Crisis
Alvln A Kenny
Fisher A Lloyd
Jimmy Reynolds
Hlppodromo
ExposU|on 4
Harvey
Tld Bits
"Fashions of 1921" Ward A Wilson
(22-23)
Tom Mahoney
• Virginia Steppers
Mr A Mrs
2d half
Hill
Halley A Noble
Feet"
Cararis
"Synpopated
A Cleo
Jimmy
Lyons
DePlerrs
2
Brford's Whirl
BIRMINGHAM
Howard A Hoffman
F A M Hujrhes
Miner A Evans
ANTONIO
SAN
Lincoln Sq,
Regal
Mack
A
Bijou
Kudinoft,
Loow
NASHVILLE
Mills A Moulton
Bollinger A R
Work & Mack
Josephine Harmon
Arthur Lloyd
Gleeson A Houlihan
Fein A Tennyson
Peters A LeBuff
Vend 6m*
Al Esno
(27-28)
Cardo A Noll
Connors A Boyne
Gordon 2
King A Cody.
IIOISTON
Harry Z Welsh Co
Cliff Bailey 8
Waters Hopk's A C
Straight
Mr A Mrs S Payns
Grace Ayres A Bro 5 Musical Buds
Hodge A Lowell
Evans Mero A E
Princess
Mack A Bean
Burton A Shea
2d half
2d halt
Jean A Valjean
Baldwin Austin A G Downing A B Sia
2 Cliffords
MeCormack A Shea
Stutz Bros
2d half
Robinson A Pierce
Rangards
4
Celia Weston Co
Stepping Stone Rev
Reed A Lucey
Jean A Valjean
Walter Former Co
2d half
Q 8 Gordon Co
Geo Randall Co
Robinaon A fierce
Anger A Adelon
Work A Mack
TORONTO
Adrian
Ferro A Coulter
Walter Fvnner Co
Brava A Michlelina Fein A Tennyson
Loew
Stone A Mayer Sis
Greeley Sq.
A*ig<»r A Adelon
2d half
Connors A Boyne
Juggling Ferrler
Casson Bros
Waters Hopk's A C Bravh A Michlelina Brown's Dogs
BOSTON
Harvry A Stifter
Lindsay A Hazel
Goldle A Ward
5 Musical Buds
SAN FRANCISCO Harvey DeVora 2
Weber Taylor A H
Orplieum
Cozy Revue
NEW ORLEANS
"Into the Light"
Cnalno
Collins A Dunbar
Chapman A Ring
Moher A Eldridge
McCoy A Walton
(Sunday opening)
Dougal A Leary
Jimmy Reynolds
Cutland
Crescent
Emery 5
Frank Hartley
Wonder Girl
Jean Gordon Co
Casson Bros
INDIANAPOLIS
I'lay A Castleton
Lynn Cantor
C.Lindsay & Hazel
2d half
Slg Franz Co
Loew
Wm E Morris Co WandaI ptown
Fox A Barton
Revue
A Seals
J Cozy
Paramo
Paul Earle
Van A Vernon
Johnny (Mark Co
MoHer & Eldridge
Ethel Levey 2
Vincent A F
Sherman- Van A H Helm A Lock wood
Curtis A Fitzgerald
2d half
CaUund
Harry White
Kalaha Co
Shannon A Norman
Chisholm A Breen
Harry Z Welsh Co
(Ono to fill)

Artistic Treat

(Two

MODESTO. CAL.

Whirl

Brford's

Sluts

I

Kitaro Jape

Ralph Whitehead
Kanazawa Boys

Boyd A King
Eugene Emmett
Amoroa A Jeanette

ATLANTA, OA.

Id half

Roof Garden

A

"Golden Bird"

Nevlns

A

Yorko A Maybello
Walter Moore Tr
(Ono to fill)

Cortes A Ryaa
Murray A Lane

Palermo's Canines
Gene A Menetts
Alf Rfpon

Lyrlo

Lew Welch Oo

Mabel Harper Oo
Robert Rollly Co

2d half

Elbert

A

P A O HaD
Romas Troops

Owen McOlvney
Babcock A Dolly.

One to flitB. 8T. LOUIS, II. I*

.Chabot

A

Dunlay

UOBOKEM

M argot A Francois
2d half
Connors A M'Kenna

Olletto

Bro
MerrU

Willie Hale

Danes Original

Rudtnoff

Miner

EOCKFORD, m.

Salon Slngere
(td half
La Petit* Jennlo
Arthur Abbott Co
Foil-man A Patrick

CITY

W

A

Wells Virginia

Bui Id lu*, N<

NEW YORK

A

Storey

Id halt
District School

-^

MARCUS LOEW

v

M Rlghl
hcter, called
It Wrotic; " also
the result of eo-iiutiiorship betwtati
Rhipman and aitai I.'pman.
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c

20,

1921
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CHERIE
If >'0u

m

ri,

1

f

Franc* there lives a tweet e<vquctte,
ictte» /^
saw her once I
knowyoutl us • des-stand

Far a-way

x

•

J

fH!

1

:.

She's a

lit-tle

dancing ras-cal, you can

Why thefcllowslongtoclnimhcrheartand

'

we do e-ver here.
t urns

And

her henda- way,

CHORUS

.

,

:

Still

i

hand;

WW

ev -*i ydance some fellcw whispers in her ear:

n

t'aeykceponcourting her and )w*i J hear them say;

a

Cher-ic;

If,

J

She does e\3ryda*cetfia|
But she only snulej and

bet;

vftrr-crTTF'fCff.tf
t-

.

'

••

•

1

ffT.'

o u re
••Wi

•

sweet,just as sweet as can

ttrtttrrtL
see,

But save your

kiss-es

Tows
____
Copyright MCttXJU b/

for

all

me, Cher-ie.

B.ift.pfmyh».-irt SJaQatiitT!

.by!

*

LlO. FEIST, he., feist

Building,

Ba-

Cher-ie.w
New York

You. can't $o wrong
with arw/'Feist' Seng"

ON

F>UT THIS OIM

IMC

WlJi
A POSITIVE HIT FOR SINGLES OR DOUBLES

BOSTON

SAN FRANCISCu

131 Tremont Street

either be arrested for
thinks of the other.

NEWS OF THE DAILIES

Brock

Pemberton

MINNEAPOLIS

PITTSBL'RCh

302 Sav,rv Theatre Bid*.

will

present

-

recovered from his burns sufficiently
to work within a week.
Marjorie Tooke, "The Film Girl"
of the Syracuse Post -Standard, lias
-taken charge °f the theatrical col-

umns

of that daily.

Al Miaco, known as the "kins of
clowns'" because of blfl age and abilities, nas quit the sawdust ring at
SI years of ago. He says he will Ik*
hack with the Ringling show "after

u

little rest."

O. S. Marden, president of tho club.
What makes it embarrassing is the
sharing of quarters by the Clergy
Club and the Aldine. Rev. Walter
Laidlaw, a member of the Clergy
Club and Anderson's chief friend
and sponsor, is secretary of the Aldine, but despite this, younger members rose in revolt when Anderson
was proposed as a member and
threatened to resign en bloc.

"The Right Chi"
in London shortly.

The Hotel Astor now charges it
to oust Tyson's from its lobby
because the theatre ticket brokers
have been "profiteering."
wants

Gov. Miller

II.

Woods

Inst

let

it

be

known

last

week he would not

sign- the antiUnconstitutional, he

bill.

says.

The marriage of Grace Darling to
a Japanese known n:i Clifford Or-.a-

wa was

last

week annulled.

produced
In

Buenos Aires claquors. whose

business
A.

week pulled an

satire on the Edison tests.
Among other queKtions he says his
actors in future will be asked is,
What Sam Shipman thinks of Max
iVJarcin, and vice versa, and could

amusing

William II. Anderson, superintendent of the Anti-Saloon league,
J>as been kept out of the Aldine Club
-lor for.ing his dry view* on the

will be

Eugene G. O'Neil ia in town for
rehearsals of "Gold."

scalper

theatres,

it

is

LEO FEIST
J

j

j

SEVENTH AVENUE

lish

that the police "were getting

to Create applause in

have demanded the right
and be paid untor Waget

to unionize

The Prov inretown Players and
pome other "groups" down in
Greenwich Village last week were

and H.

I.

Phillips.

horrid."
1

Charles Dillingham has accepter
Margaret Illington. whose hus- "The Scarlet Man," by William I>
band is E. J. Bowes, manager of the Baron, and Fred Latham will'shortl:
Capitol, has bought a big country begin work on production.
.
place near Ossining.
Abe Attell's name has figured lr
Helen MacKellar substituted for the baseball scandal of two season.'
Pejrgy Wood in "Cuddies" in Boston ago. but his case was adjourned ir:
on 12 hours' notice. Miss Wood was the West Side Court last%oek pendcalled away by her mother's illness. ing the arrival of extradition paper
from Chicago.
Mme. Frances A Ida accuses th*
brokerage firm of Van Antwerp,
Grace R. Rchnobel, owner of thr
Bishop & Fish of selling out stock Pig and Whistle restaurant ir
for her to the tune of $1:10,000 loss, Greenwich Village, must pay $10f
which she claims is unjust. She has each to the three colored person r
brought suit to get her money b ak who sued her for refusing to serv
them by decision of the Appel'at
A. H. Woods has incorporated for Term.
$."•,000,000 In Illinois, with |WM#Q
to be devoted to business in that
Dete live Oliver S. William*, r
state.
negro, was attacked by a mob wher
he made a liquor arrest at 118th;
Tho Playcraft Producing Co., street and 8th avenue last week
headed by Harold Oriob. has been During the attack Michael Dono
formed to present musical plays. van. bartender, escaped, later stir
Among then: are Suzanne," by Wil- rendering at the station house, say
.

membership when a guest there.
That his name had not been forwarded to the directors by the membership committee was admitted by

'

what each prevented from parading, and Play- liam J. Hurlburt; "Brownie," by Fay
wright S. Iden Thompson subse- Pulsifer and Mr. Hurlburt, and
quently announced in flawless Eng- "Trial Honeymoon," by Mr. Orlob

Eames in "Swords," by Sidney Howard, next season.

Charlie Chaplin was overwhelmed
last week with messages of sympathy. One from Jackie Coogan said
simply, "I am praying for you."
Chaplin is heavily insured, but will
put in no claim, as he will have

Pantages Theatre Hldtj

2 Lyric Theatre Bid*

Claire
*

By BENNY QAV

.
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THE YEAR'S ONE BIG SENSATION
*

^^anawnaaaamamm.

"IT'S

A 'CO'

WHEREVER YOU CO

NOBODY'S BABY $ iII
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1

•

used

be my moth-era
ba-oy days arc

to

Now that my

ba

'
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by,

When

ver

I

*
we bad com pa
Uttle girls and

was a darling
was a kid a

t

They'd bounce

boys,

miss

1

i

bad

I

tn*n,

me on their

knee,

my dolls and

to}8,

1

BiSStltt

I

Tbe neigh bora thought
wlbb
Oh„ bow
s

HP
r

Qnte I was
ct' rv bod yb
1 guess thrres lots of grown- up

child,

fain,

mo

bieaJFool like

la

lone-some as caa
1<
seed eomesyiapa

and

K

ctiohus

1

When-ev»er

mill

P WP

long for things tbat

*by,ButrlRbt now
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«aa near my Dad went
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ny,

-
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I
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'

Yoaaua la
You sea lay

uor

^
bod-ys

-by

ba

Each night and day

pray

woo der
won

I

Please send me

Lordupa-bove,

tbe

why.
u*y.

down

some

ji>in.m j.,V,^ H ltH iLuii'
t\iiiiljit
&*^
body
Id
body
i

i

l

to

But

love,

bhiesome* Jbow,

waata

no

Won'taomeoae
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some oue bear my

and
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me,

u

take achate

«Hhme

because la
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no-bod ys ba

by

now
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CapyrtfUty LEO

FEtST.Inc

1ILT0H ACER. LESTER SANTLY

TORONTO

DETROIT
Grand Optra House

Bld^.

YORK

KANSAS CITY

Globe TScaTtv BM-j

Gaycty Theatre BldV

who made

five arre3ts.

T. H. Jordan is to build a picture
house at Milton, W. Va,

Al Wwk«, Detroit newe-papor man,
has sued Norah Bayes for $5,000 for
work he says he did for her.

R. Sumner, aged

He was John

"Dumbells," now at the Ambasis presented cooperatively by
a group of Canadian soldiers, and
the chorus men get as much pay
sador,

M

ISISiJl It

St.

PHILADELPHIA

Ing ho had nothing to do with the
mob. Williams was rescued by the
reserves,

193 Yoruye

144 West Larri^d St

CHICAGO

Europe's Biggest Dance Sensation

the suit In New York In which Irene
Castle asks for $30,000 for being
dismissed from the cast. Florens
Ziegfeld had testified she quit in a
huff when refused permission to
sing a song "she had set her heart

Huth Hale has finally won
to be known as Ruth Halo,

BRADY WINS OLD SUIT
Tan

Year

Battle

With

Erlanger

8ettled by Appeals Court

on."

the "prima donna.'*

William Fox has leased tbe CenFines for speeding hit Crelghton tral theatre until L.abor Day and will
Hale, Frisco and Erno Rapee this move "The Connecticut Yankee at
her week.
Rapee, orchestra leader at King Arthur's Court" there.

fight

BOTH

the Capitol, had to pay out $25.

A

long peiidiRtf $2fl "Oft damage.
begun ten years ago by William
A. Brady against A. !•. Erlanger

suit

came to a final conclusion last Friday when the Court of Appeals of

William A. Brady has accepted the
not Mrs. Heywood Broun.
She is
New York affirmed a Judgment
the wife of the dramatic critic. ReHdna Spooner is suing her hus- Rev. Dr. John Roach Straton's award for the full amount In favor
cently they bought a house together band, known on the stag* as Arthur challenge to a debate on theatre
be
voted
of
the plaintiff. With costs and into
question
and she got legal sanction to have Behren, for a separation. He is morality, the
terest, the Judgment will total upThey have been on by the audience in writing.
her nam* appear as Ruth Hale on hi Kast Is West.
wards of $30,000. Nathan Vidaver
the deed.
MiSS Halo last winter apart for live -ears.
The censor hoard in Boston re- represented Mr. Brady.
refused a passport because the
Peggy Hopkins has replied to voked the license »f the Shubert
State Department insisted on deThe action revolves about the
Stanley Joyce's BUi. for divorce by there and barred "The Ilirth of a
scribing her a.s Mrs. Broun.
lease of the Auditorium theatre,
entering pleas for separate maln- Nation* because of negro protests
Chicago, Which Brady charged was
The English King and Queen nrc t» inncc, alleged cruelty and for re- May 1C.
"The Hot Heads," which started a Joint venture with Erlanger. The
reported as being eonverts to Amer- lief from harassment by detectives.
Way"
will open plaintiff's
out
'The
as
Right
grievance was to the
ican jazz as dance music.
William K. Vnnderbllt was one in Washington June t>.
affect that E«lange»* had organized
1017"
which
"Miss
of
the
backers
an
death
of
corporation and
Despite her husband's
Warda Howard, who lias been in a dummy holdinganother party for
hour before, Elizabeth Ross bravely played at the Century In that year.
the Far East for two years, has sold the lease to
Dilling-i
and
Ziegfeld
by
sponsored
Hudson
the
played her role with
In the defense, Erlanger
$20,000.
Ceylon.
Theatre Stock, at Union Hill, May haift. This camt OUt In the trial of J returned from
•

maintained that this was done with
Brady's full knowledge and consent.
Brady's damage claim waa based
on the loss Incurred by the sale of
the lease. The first decision was a
defeat against Brady but on the
appeal the Judgment waa reversed
and a new trial ordered, following
which a referee was appointed. The
latter decided ba Brady's favor as
did the Appellate Division on Mr.
Erlanger's appeal. Thia final affirmation of the damage award by the
Court of Appeals in Albany disposes
of the matter finally.

'

1

ENTER MADAME TOUR

4C

'

The sending

of the original

com-

pany of "Enter Madame" with Gilda
Varesi to London will not occur
until

fall.

Tho company

will play

Boston and week stands to Chicago,
where it will remain until ready to
closing— being arranged in
sail, a
order for the
hurt vacation

company

to

have a

before departing.

.
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WARNING!
May

4th, 1921,

JO THE ARTISTS:
The following letter was received, and I had occasion to write to an artist who hid
been complained of on account of the material in his act which was undesirable. I am not
going to give the artist's name, but I want you to read these two letters carefully.
In one other town besides Lynn, on a circuit in the West, an artist was taken off the
stage and he was kept off, and the manager was told that if he ever played the artist back
in the town again,* his license would be taken away, and this same manager was without a
license for four weeks as a disciplinary measure for allowing this artist to play his house and
use the material that he did.
Don't blame the managers if something drastic happens. You will then have no one
but yourself to blame. At the present time, you condemn the managers if, in their interest
and your own, they cut certain remarks, suggestive songs, etc., which should have no place
on any bi!!.
E. F.

ALBEE.

Chicago,

Dear
Enclosed please find copy of a letter which I received.
I trust that this will have some weight with you in determining
the wisdom of taking out of your repertoire any song which
might be subject to criticism. I have preached and -prayed to
the artists to observe the decent rules of our profession in
presenting their acts to ladies and children, but neither my
advice nor that of any other manager seems to be of any
Very soon there will be a general Censorship, and a
avail.
demand will be made that we take this or that artist off the
stage, the same as was done by the Mayor of Lynn, who advised the manager that if he put the act on again he would
take his license away. I spent one whole day telegraphing,
telephoning, conversing, etc., with the Mayor manager and the
Censorship Committee to get that artist back on the stage.
New York State has just
This is no trivial matter.
passed the picture censorship bill, and the next will be vaudeNow is the time to clean up, beville and musical comedy.
fore we are compelled to do so by more drastic measures than

Dear

Sir:

cannot too forcibly impress on your mind that the
Laws" are very dangerous, and if we do not
get together and oppose them, they are going to censor every

so-called "Blue

theatre and take any act or show off the stage that they
consider immoral or improper for the public to listen or look at.

The Blue Law agitators have opened five different wellequipped headquarters in Washington, with unlimited finances.
And there has to be some quick work done on our part by
getting to the Congressmen and heading off any proposed laws.
But we cannot do this without a big organization behind us.
And we ask you to get in the trenches and help us fight.
Yours very

ALBEE.

s
i,

truly,

LAW LEAGUE OF

ANTI-BLUE
E. F.

April 13th 1921.

We

the managers would think of.
Sincerely yours,

(Signed)

III.,

AMERICA,

A. P. Daniels, Secretary.

•

ran about $1,000 under that. "Dream New York" (Plymouth); "Emperor
"Rollo's Wild
(Princess);
Street" went to $11,000 with plenty Jones"
of plugging. "Way Down East" is Oat" (Punch and Jud;) "Phoebe of
"The
(Shubert);
getting $10,000 fine for its long run. Quality Street"
The Central is dark this week be- Ghost Between" (39th Street);
cause of the sudden withdrawal of "Right Girl" (Times Square); Pass
"Princess Virtue," and again swings ing Show" (Winter Gardens

The Garrick

started Off with seven

weeks of "Mary" and is ending with
a month or so more of the same
show. Cohan's knockout roled the
dollars into the till from the word
go.
"Lady Billy," well spoken of
here, still gave no promise of lasting the year out on Broadway. It
did moderately. Skinner's "At the
Villa Hose," a frost in the west,
PHILADELPHIA'S CLOSINGS.
was A-l here for a short stay.
Warfield turned crowds away for
(Continued from page 14.)
three weeks of "Peter Grimm" and
sized house, but is makmg money "The Storm" more than
broke even.
Some say it will
for every one.
After that, however, this house
stay on indefinitely, thus achieving
faltered.
"Call
the
Doctor" was
something no show has here in
;

—

the

into

film

division.

"Yankee

Consul" moves there from the Selwyn on Sunday and "Shame" will
follow at the Central in a few
weeks. The Selwyn goes dark for
rehearsals of Selwyn's "Snapshots,"
due Decoration Day.
The brokers counted the closing of many years, but others believe it
"Princess Virtue" la.t week and will depart after two more weeks.
"Phoebe", this week r.~ "lifesavers.
Did about $13,500 last week.
The buys list is: "Biff Bang Bing"
(Ambassador);
"Green
Goddess"
Philadelphia, May 18.
(Booth); "Last Walt?" (Century);
Briefly reviewing the season, it
"Debureau" (Belasco); "Two Little may be said that the Broad street
Girls in Blue" (Cohan); "Just Mar- had about as even a record as any
ried"
(Comedy);
"Nice
People" of them. Mantell at the tail end
(Klaw); "First Year" (Little); "Sal- didn't break any records, and
wobbled a
ly" (New Amsterdam); "Romance" "Transplanting Jean"
(Playhouse);
"The
Bad
Man" bit. but this house batted heavily
Fair,"
with
Famous
Mrs.
"The
(Ritz); "Phoebe of Quality Street"
"Clarence." "Bab," "Abraham Lin(Shubert).
"Clarence,"
coln" and "Shavings."
In thj cut rates are offered: "Biff, with seven weeks, was one of the
Bing, Bang" (Ambassador); "Love longest runs of the season.
The Forrest, which had on the
Birds (Apollo); "Li 'u Bett" (Belwhole higher class stuff than ever
mont); "Honeydew" (Casino); before,
probably did not approach
•Tyranny of Love" (Cort); "B. jken
last year's total in the matter of
Wing" (48th Street); "Mixed Mar- receipts,
mainly
fewer
because
riage" (Frazee); "Enter Madame" shows had $4 tops and got away
(Fulton) "Welcome Stranger" with them. "Monsieur Beaucaire,"
(Harris); "June Love" (Knicker- one of the most delightful musical
bocker); "Champion" (Longacre): shows of the year, was a financial
"Romance" (Playhouse); "Little Old frost in two weeks; George White's
"Scandals," which attempted too
high a scale, toppled when Tinney's
"Tickle Me" came to the Shubert
across the street. Ziegfeld's "Follies" were off a bit compared to

shy;

"Ont." just about broke even;
"Nemesis" lost money, and "The
Son-Daughter," after a good opening, did not live up to expectations.
The Shuberts -had the majority
of the long runs, but they also had
some frosts. "East Is West" at the
Chestnut Street led the season here
(except Mary's two visits), with
eight weeks. The charming "Buddies" had seven, "Scandal" had six
(by stretching); "Smilir' Through,"
six; and "The Masquerader" six,
while "The Turple Mask," "The
Sign on the Door" and "The Greenwich Village Follies" had five. It
might be well to remark that it is a
Shubert custom here to keep their

M

AKE-UP

£levertheh?as, they, tolast year.
gether with "Tip-Top' it. f shorr
stay.

Henry C. Miner,

Inc.

The

favorite revival
a world-beater except for the

very last week.

A SENSATION ON BROADWAY

ETHEL

and

JOHN BARRYMORE

in "Claire

but sank to a low ebb with "The

Guerrini

Whirl of the Town" which did not
please here, even with extensive
advertising. The same drop marked
the showing of the two Griffith pictures.

"Way

"Dream

Street."

de Lune"

with "The Mite of Mirth"

LITTLE JERRY
THE SMALLEST MAN WITH THE BIGGEST VOICE
"WATCH FOR MY NEW VAUDEVILLE ACT"

A

Co,

Tht Leadlaa art
Largett

ACCORDION
FACTORY
la tha United Stat*.
Tba only Facto«»
that makea any art
mada t*
of Iteoda

Down

East" and
Probably the last

—

year for legitimate attractions here.
The Shubert Theatre batted well
with "Tickle Me" and "Irene" and

band.
277-279 Coluataaa
Avail

m

FraaclMO.

t

Cal,

OVERHEARD
on the stage of the

Jr.

Orphcum, South Bend,

"They say they want comedy
V/hat they

s-.iv

last

Sunday

acts for next season.

night.

Well,

if

they really

mean

you're booked now."

"Erminie" and "Ilitehy Koo"

got the cream.

was

Est.

4

8aa

;

1NERS

plays longer than any of the syn- la doing beautifully with
Greenwich Village Follies."
dicate houses try to do.
Good examples of the unexpected bad" was capacity on Its return,
"
Cln*
"flops" here were, besides "Beau- and "Jimmie" did fairly well.
caire," "Adam and Eva," "Oppor- derella" fell from a flying start;
tunity," "Pitter Patter," "The Girl "Aphrodite" hardly got enough* ttj
in the Private Room" and "The Girl make up the very heavy overhead,
"Daddy Dump- and "Kissing Time" and "Florodoral
in the Limousine."
lines," a try-out which never had were weak sisters.
a chance in the world. "Honeydew"
The north Broad street* houses,
and "The Son -Daughter" both un- Lyric and Adelphi. had such won-:
dershot anticipated marks.
dera as "Buddies" and "ScandaH
The historic Walnut, reopening and "The Purple Mask" and a couwith George Arliss in "The Green ple of excellent artistic and financial
Goddess" did splendidly with that, hits in "Smilin* Through" and "The
and well with Hampden in his Mirage," but they also housed some,
repertoire and with "The Mas- pitiful frosts like "Dumplin's."
Altogether there were 78 shows,
querader," but fell hard on some
second-rate stuff. High-class plays and 40 of them were musical*,
which
gave the straight shows an
of
with noted names are the need
Last year the
this out-of-the-way house it would almost even break.
musical
shows outnumbered their
appear.
The Chestnut Street hit on all rivals by fifteen to twenty.
four cylinders with "East Is West,"

.

"Yes," another voice chimed

in,

"I have seen a few of these movie acts, but

you

have certainly got one that can't miss."

folks

We

say,

hill,

and, while

"The above comments were voiced verbatim by brother artists on the
it may not
mean anything, still it IS a reiteration of what we
hear every week, and one is bound to admit there must be something happening
to cause people to make such remarks."

What

it

takes to

make 'em

laugh, we've got.

What do you booking managers
(Signed)

(And

it's

clean.)

say about a route for next season?

LEON KIMBERLY & HELEN PAGE.
j

\
]

i

May

VARIET Y
SUCCESS MAKES SOME PEOPLE CONCEITED-IT MAKES ME ONLY GRATEFUL

Friday,

80, 1981

THANKS TO MANAGERS,
5th AVE.,

The most

BOOKERS AND MY AGENTS

CRITICS,

NEW YORK

attractive thing about the

bill the first half was the
return of Joe Darcey within two weeks. Darcey is doing blackface,
inging and talking. Jack Lait raved over him when Darcey
appeared in Chicago. Jack's rave was partially at least deserved,
for Darcey is one of the best ballad singers New York has seen,
with no exceptions, not even Jolson. Darcey has a voice and can
throb and sob out the numbers in such a certain way the house is
agreeable to have him remain in front all night. Each ballad was
a riot of applause. Darcey invited requests, making his biggest
scores with "Over the Hill," "Mammy" and "Rose in the Devil's
Garden." When Darcey mentioned he would sing by request from
bis previous visit "Rose in the Devil's Garden" a wave of applause
ran over the house, and as Darcey does it, it's there. But Mr.
Darcey is somewhat shy on talk. If he can bring his talk and
delivery of It to equal his ballad singing, or singing, he can rank
among the best blackface singles in the country. That's how
good Darcey can be. Just now he's sure fire for any vaudeville,
for his ballads could stop a Metropo.itan opera.
Bimc.

PALACE, CHICAGO
Joe Darcey led little casino, made up for a spade, and tangled
the show up so tightly that it took the whole next act to unravel It
again. Darcey has a voice that Is beyond resisting. It quivers and
it grabs the heart and wrings it.
He also knowa how to put

power into his climaxes with clenched hands, dramatic crouches
and a grasping earnestness of delivery. He teased many a bow
out of that mob, but he couldn't escape without doing his full
duty. He stopped the show and held it stopped, scoring one of
the biggest hits in months in an early spot.
Lait.
-

t

18
Aug- 22
Aug. 29
Sept. S
Sept. 12
Sept. 19
Sept 26
Oct. t
Oct. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. 24

New

KEITH'S ROYAL,
FOUR

.

ROUTE POR SEASON 1921-22
Youngstown.
—Hippodrome,
Jan.
Keith'a, Columbus.
Jan. IS— B.
Nov.
— Moss' Flatbush, Brooklyn
Keith'a Toledo.
Jan. 23 — B.
Nov. 14— Proctor's, Newark
Jan. 20—Chicago
Nov.
Keith's, Washington
—
— Empress, Grand Rapids
Feb.
Nov. 28 — Davis, Pittsburgh
Feb. 13 —Temple, Detroit
Anderson, Loulavllle
Dec.
— Mary Keith's.
Feb. 20—Temple, Rochester
Cincinnati.
Dec. 12 — B.
Lyric, Hamilton, Can.
27
——
Feb.
Dec.
—B. Keith's, Indianapolis
Shea's, Buffalo
March
Dec. 26 — B. F. Keith's, Dayton
March 13 — Shea's. Toronto
1922
March 20 — Princess, Montreal
Jan.
—Colonial, Erie
YORK, THIS WEEK (MAY 16)

—
Keith'* Fordham & Moss* Colisc urn.
—Keith'a
Keith'a Bushwick, Brooklyn.
—
Riverside. New York.
—
Orpheum. Brooklyn.
Keith'a Palace. New York.
—Keith'a
—
Keith'a Alhambra. New York
—
B. P. Keith'a, 'Lowell
—B.
P. Keith's. Portland. Me.
—
K. P. Albee, Providence
—Keith'a
B. P. Keith's, Boston
—
Jefferson,

Aug

York.

NEW

N. Y.

21— Keith's

Oct.

81st St.,

New York

21

B.

F.

C

19

F.
F.

«

parent organization of the Actors'

of the "Frivolities"

was

Waea

yom ksre bad tappet

sad sr« ready to tarn ip (or
Ik* sUht. uke

ANALAX
tin

box

•-that look and teste like candied fruit. At
effeothrc in a gentle eon- griping way aa ca>tor-oiL

A i*Il iruuUtt

ass*

i—Un

McKesson Cb«nl.u.
a bobbins,
BataMlakaa
MaaafectDrtn*
U

MM

Igf*

Street.

New York

8

Direction

BROADWAY STORY.

necessitated

complaint.
The impresario ia suing each Individually for $5,000 damages, alleging a written agreement from
Dec. 1, 1919, to May 12, 1920. He
estimates his damages by virtue of
the fact that he had special scenery
built for the Kouns sisters' act as
well as ah exclusive and expensive
Shuberts Bought to Build, But Need
wardrobe. Also that he was obliged
Adjoining Lot.
to pay a larger salary to the subthe
artist who replaced
stitute
Unable to secure the adjoining
The complaint does
Kouns' act.
property, which is held under a
not disclose the identity of this
21-year lease with two renewals, the
artist.
Shuberts have leased the property
at the southwest corner of Seventh
N. Y/a Only "Rapid Transit"
avenue and 50th street, for years
Work will be started on a new
conducted as the Garden restaurant,
to J. C. and M. C. Mayer, who will musical piece to be produced by
convert the property into stores and A, L. Erlanger entitled "Rapid
Transit'' about the middle of July.
offices.
It was originally designed to ac- The piece wil! be taken out of town
quire the adjoining plot, 236-240 preparatory to a Broadway showing
West 50th street, but the lessees re- In September.
fused to sell. The combined land
would permit of the erection of a Abrams' "Village Follies" for South.

Is

]

I

of particular interest, for several

inc.

SISTERS*

I

i

peror Jones" quits the Princess, also

EEPLY

say their withdrawal from the cast

LOS ANGELES
NOW
AND BE INDEPENDENT LATER
Bpy

ACRE8

near

HARVEY
701

G.

WOLF

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS
DELTA DLDG., LOS ANOELE8. CAL.

ERLANGER'S SC0TTI T0TO
San Francisco. May 18.

tp

to

end

Bryant 5408

AND BOOKLET

HOW TO MAKE-UP

"Enter Madame"
season at that

its

Republic,
an exshould go
considcr-

for

M.
430

TIIIRTV-FJFTII

MIND READING ACT

Unusual ideas

LADY AND GENTLEMAN

in

New York

CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO.— MAY 23.
SIKESTON, MO.— MAY 24.
HERRIN, ILL.— MAY 25.
BENTON, ILL.— MAY 26.
EVAN8VILLE, IND.— MAY 29 and

—

UEN'TRY IIKOM. HIIOUS

APPEARING

81st ST.,

NEW YORK,

Direction

THIS

•

-

LONH KA80M FNOAIiEMENT
ADDRE88 (11 VINO SALARY

and STELLA
LOWE, FEELEY
NOW
AT THE

8TEIN COSMETIC CO.
DROOME ST., NEW TORK

GENTRY BROS,
SHOWS
YEAR

here

ECONOMICALLY PRICED.
Street

Fulton.

COLOR CHART

WANTED FOR

Veromca, the dancer, has sailed
London. She recently appeared
in "Somebody's Sweetheart."

for

'DROP CURTAINS

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIO, 220 West 46th

the

was due

house Saturday, but the
A. E*, Erlanger is reported here to
dark this week, was taken
be negotiating for the handling of
tension of the run, which
the tour of the Scotti Grand Opera
four weeks counting for
Co. in the West

and stage settings of Satines. Silks, Dazzletines, Velvets and many novelty materials.
painting. Rare designs on display.

and FEIL

players have tried out the "vagabond" part, Mr. Cohan interpreting
the character differently from the
others. "The Tavern" goes into the
Hudson, replacing "Nemesis," which Show," which originally waa listed
failed. Fanchon and Marco's revue,
for the Garrick.
which takes on a new title for
"Clair de Lune" haa three weeks
Broadway, goes into the Globe as a more to go at the Empire, the eight
stop gap until the "Follies" are
weeks' engagement stopping Tune
ready.
"Shuffle Along," the all- 11.
The Barrymores' piece waa
colored show put out by Harry L. called off
Monday night because of
Cort, will reopen John Cort's 63d
the death of Alf Hayman. Extra
Street Music Hall.
"Gold,". a new advertising appeared in
the dailies
drama, will be offered by John D. this week. The
$5 top is still mainWilliams at the Frazee. Just why
tained, but the slipping pace shows
a drama should risk bowing in at the attraction
to be getting about
this stage of the season is a prob50 per cent of the house's capacity.
lem.
The special' film showings on
"Ehoebe of Quality Street" will Broadway also show the declining
stop Saturday at the Shubert. This business pace. "The Four HorseImportation opened last week, but men" leads, with last week's busiflopped from the jump-off. "Lady ness over $14,000. "Queen of Sheba"
Billy" ends a good run at the Liberty, which house also goes dark
until "Scandals" is ready.
"EmWRITE FOR

Saul Abrams, through an arrange- going dark.
"Mixed Marriages"
ment with Bohemian*, Tnr., takes stops at the Frazee, being In for two
over the first "Greenwich Village weeks only, and some of the comNellie and Sara Kouns' answers Follies" (1919-20) and will send it pany go into a revival of "John
over the southern territory for a Ferguson" at the Garrick.
in the two $5,000 Supreme Court
Several changes are dated for the
damage suits brought against them 30 week' tour next season, with a
end of the week when the hit show
by G. M. (Broncho Billy ") Ander- new cast.
"Liliom" moves from the Garrick
son for alleged breach of contract,

KOUNS

MORRIS

able on cut rate aid.
"Just Married," recently arrived farce, will
be moved from the Comedy to the
Shubert, leaving the former house
dark.
Next week's closings are led off
by "Romance," which may leave the
Playhouse dark, and "The Paasing
Show" at the Winter Garden. Both
attractions go to Chicago, "Romance'*
getting the Garrick there. That house
became available wher Woods' new
Apollo waa given the "Passing

large theatre.

Tk* Fruity Laxatiw

Altr —tlw little pink pastilles— In a seat

—
—
—
— Maryland, Baltimore
16 —South (Up to July 10).

Nellie's voice went back
(Continued from page 12.)
on her. Also that Anderson had
promised them they would not play in next week as against six definite
outside New York City. The sisters closings Saturday, with special reawent as far aa Philadelphia with sons for the late starters. George
M. Cohan brings back "The Tavern,"
the show, but left the cast on March
appearing in the leading role. This
23, 1920, aa alleged in Anderson's

when Miss

TAKE GARDEN RESTAURANT

After the Play

May
May

2

Cope, Equity Man, 8ucceed» Fitx- Chorus Equity, etc. Other officers
elected by the Four A's were John
Patrick aa Vice-president
Emerson, who succeeded Francis
John Cope succeeded William J. Wilson, as president; Harry MountFita Patrick as vice-president of ford, secretary, and Frank Gillmore,
the Associated Actors and Actres- treasurer, both re-elected.
Mr. Cope, who succeeded Fitz
ses of America at # the bi-annual
election of officers of the organiza- Patrick as vice president, is a memtion held last week.
The Asso- ber of the Equity council. John
ciated Actors and Actresses or Pour Emerson "is president of the Actors'
A's, aa it la better known, is the Equity.

Vernon and Keith's Pros.

April 3— Keith'a Royal, Naw Tork.
April 10 Keith'a Horo Park, Brooklyn, and Moos'
Regent, New Tork.
April 17 Columbia Rockawajr, and Keith'* Pordham, New Tork.
.
April 34 Moae' Broadway, New Tork
May 1— B. F. Keith'a. Philadelphia

6

1

ML

pect, Brooklyn.

F.
F.

Equity, American Artists' Federation, Hebrew Actors' Association,

A'S ELECTION

March 27— Proctor'*.

•

7

WEEK (MAY

CHARLES BIERBAUER
mini

16th)

—

30.

•<*

*»
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GREETING
•

FROM

*
.
.

To

All

My American

Having taken a
ered

my

at the

Friends

:

my health's

rest for

London

health, I stopped in

Queens Theatre.

I

sake in the form of a trip round the world and having fully recov-

Tom

to play the part of

find British audiences

in the J. L.

Sacks production of

most lovable and wonderfully appreciative.

"MARY"

My

success

•

.

.

my

warrants

remaining here for a long time, but

I

do not want

be forgotten by

to

my

friends at home.

Queens Theatre, London, W.

May

place on the programs of vaudeville Stella Keating and Rose Tostevln,
daughters of the late Oscar Ilamhouses and routed as acts.
against
Swift
B. P. Schulberg will have charge merstein,
of the distribution of the Selig- Hammersteln, widow of the impresario-builder.
Hammersteln
Mrs.
Rork
output.
of
production
Corporation for the
is defendant individually and as exfull length and short reel features.
ecutrix of the estate of her husThey Include "The Rosary," now In
BATHELMESS
BETTER.
band. The Hammersteln Opera Co.
directed
by
course of production,
Richard Bathelmess left Flower is also named
as co-defendant. The
Jerome Storm, and a series of two- Hospital last Monday, after
recov- Judgment is for $143,224,831
real dramatic and comedy features,
ering from a severe attack of masprimarily designed to occupied a

SELIG AND

BORE TOGETHER,

j

William N. Selig and Samuel
E. Rork have formed the Selig- Rork

Emma

Col.

toiditis.

E. Galizi

& Bro.

Greatest

Profes-

His wife, Mary Hay, is at present an inmate, suffering from an access of the throat
It is said that
an operation

may

follow.

Accordion
Manufacturers and

sional

Repairer*.

Inrumpa ruble Special

New

works.

d « a
Patented
Shift Kcya.
I

Tel.

Franklin

New York

52«

City

215 Canal Street

M. 0. H. AUCTION JUNE 22
Henry Brady, in pursuance of a
judgment, dated April

4,

1921, will

sell at public auction, June 22, the
Manhattan Opera house.
The Judgment was obtained' by

'/•

AS

I

AM

Soil.

An
At

My

the Maryland,

By a Maryland Boy

The company

of

yourself,

wife,

May

IS

this

sisters

I

Type
Maryland

9,

"Through the Back Door," is playing the Strand this week on the
basis of $5,000 guarantee and 50

WARDROBE PROP.
TRUNKS,

1921-1922

and

ALL READY FOR SEASON

AL £
1886

1921-1922

FIELD MINSTRELS

ESTABLISHED BY

AL

G.

1886

FIELD

per cent, of the receipts over $25,-

1921

OLDEST

000.

friends

JOSEPH
Joseph P.

WARD

DIES
Ward, a member of
P.

the
firm of Ward and Glynne, picture
exhibitors and owners of a circuit
of independent vaudeville theatres
in and around Brooklyn, died May
13.

Death was due

tion of diseases.

•

people that his hand bo dressed.
His
knuckles were severely lacerated,
Before Brennan left the track
driver arrived. He was Carl HudAs a curtain raiser to
Rose," Ruth Chatterton next year son and he needed quite some attenmay appear in a one-act play she tion. The hospital surgeon asked
The
herself has written around the life Hudson how it happened.
of Thomas Chattertoa, the poet, of driver replied: "An actor hit me
and
I
hit
the
sidewalk.**
Byewhom she is a collateral descendant.
witnesses of the encounter say
Brennan ruined the truck driver in
Brennan
Bert
(Brennan
and the most approved fashion.
Murley) laid up a truck driver last
week while In Sacramento. Calif.,
on the Loew time. Mr. Brennan and
his wife were walking along the
street with their young Peke dog,
$10.00
when the dog stopped and the truck Biff Bargain*. Hare been naed. Also a
driver kicked the animal into the few Second Hand Innovation and Fibra
Wardrobe
$20 and f 2a.
A few
gutter. Shortly after, a Sacramento extra UrsaTrunks.
Property Trunks.
Ala* old
paper reports, Brennan walked into Taylor and Bal Trunks. 26 Wort 1'.-*
Street. Between Broadway and ith Ave*
:he Emergency Hospital and asked New
York City.

his death, Cincinnati
also being interested in it.

week.

The probability is that the county
court ruling will be carried to a
higher tribunal on appeal, both
sides having made all preparations
to take the case up further.

of B. P. O. E. No. 7

are solicited

AS

Los Angeles, '.fay IS.
decision in the suit of the Attorney General of Nevada to have
the divorce of Mary PIcUford from
Owen Moore set aside is looked for

A

1921.

upon

Pickford Film Terme
The new Mary Pickford release,

A. Lachs

Entertainer of 1921

My Maryland

AWAIT PICKFORD RULING.
Nevada's Action to 8et Aside Decree Expected This Week.

2,

to

Mr.

.

years

a complica-

Ward was

BIGGEST

BEST

t

EVERYTHING NEW EVERY YEAR
All

The

44

previous efforts outdone in wealth of scenic investure,
colorful costuming and elaborate electrical effects
greatest array of minstrel

favorites ever

assembled

itt

one company

old.
.

*

Tickets for sale by the Secretary of
B. P. O. E. No. 7
Stage Name, FRANK GOULD.
J'rescnted with solid gold headed cane and umbrella.
Special banquet tendered Monday after ahow.
600 of them.
This ad was sent out by the Elks

—

CHARLES

Clay Lambert will send out two
companies of "Twin Beds" on the
road next season, which will be the
seventh year for the piece. Lam-

MASON

and

"TWO BOYS FROM
Direction

G.

FIELD MINSTRELS

50 East Broad Street

COLUMBUS, OHIO

bert secured the interest in the
piece held by the late A. S. Stern

in
Opening
R Our Pantages Tour Week May 21— Pantages, Des Moines,

^

AL

NOTES.

EDWARD CONARD.

BAIL

DIXIE'

la.

HORWITZ A KRAUS

'

Managing Director

SAM

<a big hit)

Week June

5,

Pantages, Minneapolis, Minn,

1

>

May

Friday,

VARIETY

20, 1921

»c=

CABARETS.

^

(Continued from page 6.)
week. Two new troops of the State
police, which are to be located at
Malone and Sidney, will be ready
Arrangefor duty about June 1.
ments for permanent Quarters have
been made and the money for permanent barracks raised.

SENSATION OF THE SEASON

WALTZ

Long Beach,
Long Island, may reopen this sumthe
week
During
it was said
mer.
Billy Kurth was negotiating, and

The

Trouville

at

If

that Walter Kaffenberg might be
Interested with Kurth, if the latter
got it

OPINIONS OF THE WORLD'S GREATEST CRITIQUES

Despondency still hovers over the
restaurant business in New York.
is optimistic. The reported

No one

of
closing
Frolic" will

dancb

Ziegfeld's

"Midnight

hang a gloom over the
in the city, which

places

think they have a chance during the
summer. One or two places claim
they are doing business, but unbiased reports say no place is doing
Selling
anything to brag about.
Those
goes on about the same.
closely known can get what they
order, in some places more openly
than in others. But the buyer must
be extremely well known from every

and even at that, in some
places getting something is an operation of the sneaky sort.

ALAN DALE, JACK LAIT, ZU, CHARLES DARNTON, BURNS MANTLE,
HEY WOOD BROUN, KENNETH MacGOWAN and others from the daily
newspapers and the theatrical press.

angle,

By

ALAN DALE. New

York American,

May

11,

1921

Giuran and Marguerite did some extremely agile dances, their
The Shuberts are reported trying
They were quite a feato rent the restaurant privileges of terpsichorean feats were extraordinary.
the Century Roof. For summer ture of the entertainment.
trade the Century roof has pleasant
porch extending away from the
roof's auditorium and overlooking
Central Park. The Shuberts think
York Star
the roof restaurant can do business, By R. B. H.
especially dinner, independent of the
Marguerite dance excellently and in a way that
and
Giuran
roof show that is shortly to open
fancy
up there. Accordingly they have does not suggest the necessity for importing any of those
tried to impress a few restaurant foreign disciples of the classic or modern dances.
men with the advantages, without
much success to date, as it would
require an investment from anyone
The Shuberts for
taking it over.
LAIT. Variety, May 13, 1921
their bit is indifferent whether it is By

New

JACK

or £5 per cent, of the gross
but it must be some percentage.
Restauratuers are shying at
15 per cent., even of the gross nowadays, for food only to sell.

15, 20
sales,

Newman's Lake House, a wideiy
known summer hotel at Saratoga
Lake, was raided by a party of

Of

the

specialties

those

of

Giuran and Margueril-* scored

most resoundingly.

By ZIT.

Zit's

Weekly Newspaper,

May

14, 1921

Some amazing dances were executed by Giuran and Mar-

last week and, 165* guerite.
liquor, valued at $8,0C0„
The seizure, one of the

deputy sheriffs
cases
seized.

of

made in northern New
York, was accomplished without the
aid or knowledge of Federal officers.
The place, which was being prepared for the opening of the season, was in charge of Leon Kenny,
a negro caretaker. Kenny was arrested on a charge of violating the
State Prohibition Law, although
he steadfast y maintained that he
knew nothing about the booze. Part
of the precious fluid is said to have
been stolen recently from a cottage
at Hadley, a short distance away.
After the death of Mrs. Katherine
Newman, the proprietor, a few
largest yet

New

York Journal,

11,

1921

Giuran and La Petite Marguerite.

New

York Herald,

,

months ago. the hotel was sold to
Matthew J. Dunn, of New York.

May

Striking features of the performance were the dances by John

The

May

11, 1921

dancers John Giuran and La Tetite Marguerite earned

their keep.

The Evening Post, May

11, 19?1

of John Giuran and
nothing to be desired in any way.

The dancing

New
La

Tetite Marguerite left

York'Tribune,

May

1921

11,

Giuran and Marguerite were effective

in their acrobatic

Pus*

sian dancing.

Time-honored tricks of burlesque
and vaudeville comedians have been
called into play to outwit the proauthorities
enforcement
hibition
One of the cleverest
hereabouts.
rouses is the old artificial nosegay
Remember the friend who
stunts.
used to invite you to take a whiff
of the flowers in his buttonhole,

and how your unsuspecting nose
was answered with a spray of
through the posies,
which were nothing more than a
camouflage for the opening of a
concealed hose and water-filled
bulb?
water,

shot

Well, the up-to-date bootlegger
has adapted the trick for his own
purposes. Only instead of smelling
the posey, you walk up to him and
Ho skillfully
open your mouth.
sprays in a fair-sized shot of
hose runtiny
There's a
hcotch.
ning from the bootlegger's nosegay
to his trousers' pocket, where the
hootch-fllled bulb is hidden.

The Evening Mail, May

11, 1921

The dancers Giuran and Marguerite contribute

Evening World,

interludes.

York,

There was

also skilful

May

11, 1921

dancing by John Giuran

a id

I

a IVtitc

Marguerite.

The Globe,
People

New

interesting

May

like

11, 1921

Giuran and Marguerite introduce dances of their

familiar and excellent kind.

Daily Eagle,

New

York,

May

11, 1921

Marguerite.
Clever acrobatic dancing by Giuran and

MAIRE

-offman Arms, on the Merrick in proper condition; furthermore, he
The Palais was past the ace limit.
Road, Long Island.
It is the opinion of Mansell that
Royal will install a new orchestra
over eight
and will remain open as long :.s Carpentier will not last
with the American champ.
rounds
business warrants.
He also states that it will be a great
flght for the first five rounds until
rVWfNMqr finds out the Frenchman's
Mo *M«in StrtteV 'Till Fsll
M. J. Fritze!, formerly o\\ r.. r of
routine and then fireworks when
The Shuberts this week called off Dempsey uncorks.
the Arsonia Cafe, is now proprietor
of the Friar's Inn, Wabash ave- preparations for the producing of
nue at Van Buren street. Chi ago, •Main Street" until fall. People for
Governor Miller has signed the
The inn has dancing and those en- the Sinclair Lewis piece were being
Sidney Kidman, called to the Shubcrt office for the Simpson Bill which brings boxing
tertaining are:
Herbie Vogel, Madge Keifor, Flo past few weeks and were informed and wrestling under the supervision
Whittman, Emma Lewis and Pin- that the production was off until of the Athletic Commission which
plans abolishes the present commission
key's Society Band, formerly with fall, although tho original
The were merely to give it a short try- of salaried officials. The Athletic
the
Fanchon- Marco show.
Commission will be composed of
present plans of Fritzcl are tc have out on the road.
three non -salaried members who
many professional nights, and have
as
their
will be appointed within three weeks
companies playing Chicago
guests.
by the State executive.
Freddie Enide. who was
connected with Shuberts, is man(Continued from page 9.)
ager.
Trial of the acMon in Buffalo of
that could «iu iiify as a second rater
exception of- Frank P. Spellman, of Batavia,
only
The
hero.
owr
the
leaves
orchestra
Whiteman's
ever Rattling against Jack Dempsey and Jack
Palais Royal tomorrow night (Sat- fered to his' knockout
claimed
last year K earns to recover $100,000,
urday). The musicians open, May Levinsky in this country
of "Dare
far from being as hla slice of the profits
was
LcvinsKy
that
Is
formerly
27, at the Pavilian Royale,
the

SPORTS

It has not yet been decided upon
Devil Jack," resulted in a disagreethe champ will remain in
ment Thursday. Spellman testitled whether
the turn for the week, or merely the
that under a verbal agreement he
day.
He went into the act st
first
was to receive a share in the profits
Newark, Monday night,
amounting to 25 per cent., while Proctor's,
around. Benny got his show
Dempsey and Kearns were to re- kidding

ceive the remainder. David Horsey,
Philadelphia picture promoter, told
that he offered to place DettilHtey in
put up
to
pictures, the fighter
$50,000 and Horsey to give his
to the
experience
picture
and
studio
Kearns is said to hctve
venture.
stated to newspapermen that Spell*
man made an offer of settlementr to
him several weeks ago of $. )00.
Spellman means to have a retrial of
the case, as the jurors WOTO about
One of Hie sideevenly divided.
lights on the trial is the fact, adtestimony, thai
the
during
duced
Dempsey *s income from "Pare Devil
Jack" has amounted to date to
$98,500.

hanging out with the
Waterson -Snyder bunch, with Leo
Lewin of thai- -music pu khutor iff OfLeo would steer
fice his close pal.
Benny around the usual haunts of
the professional' departments, with
Benny aeeopting the opportunity to
sing the Arm's songs as a plug, and
was certainly a good plug, as
it
Leonard did it. Besides his rep,
Bonny has a nice singing voice, and

experience

almost handles himself as well professionally as bo does In the ring.

Governor
Albany, N.
Brundasjt
St;tt<-

bill

Boxing Comml

Benny Leonard

will

appear

act of the Marx Hros., when it opens
Monday at the Palace, NOW York.

;ion.

Wres-

nfi matches' Will
he placed under tho Jurisdiction of

tling as weii us
in the

week at
last
signed il.fi Simp«ntho
reorganising

Miller
T.,

»

an unpaid commission, according to
the

provisions

of

the

iaw.

The
*

VARIETY

30

Friday,

May

30,

ini

STARTING ON WORLD TOUR

CAPTAIN ADAMS, Presents

>

AND

Limited Engagement of 12 Weeks

OPENING HIPPODROME, LEEDS, JUNE

ONLY

England

in

OPENING COLISEUM, LONDON, .JDWE

6

\\

FROM LIVERPOOL TO SYDNEY, TO PLAY 60 WEEKS FOR BEN FULLER TOUR. BEGINNING:
FULLER'S ANNUAL PANTOMIME, 12 WEEKS, SYDNEY, FOLLOWED BY 12 WEEKS IN MELBOURNE
(BOOKED PRIOR TO DATES IN ENGLAND, WHERE 100 WEEKS WERE OFFERED)

SAIUNG
**

SEPT.

I

i

DUE

FROM NEW ZEALAND, JANUARY

IN VANCOUVER,

1,

1923

1

THANKS TO HORWITZ A KRA US, WHO HAVE HANDLED ACT FOR LAST TWO YEARS
division.
Handicapping
sion is empowered to adopt rules pionshlp
professionals.
club
Prizes
prescribing the length or duration by
nual salaries of $5,000 each, will be of wrestling matches nd the man- awarded as follows:
1.
The
Tom
Nawn
trophy
to
the
abolished. Under the terms of the ner in which wrestlers shall engage
new law, three deputy commission- in contests "and further safeguards player with the lowest score on the
ers are to serve at annual salaries and conditions as shall Insure fairly qualification round. This trophy to
of $4,000 each, ar. was the case sportsmanlike and scientific con- be won twice for permanent possession.
The following prizes to
under the Malone act, the last Re- tests."
be awarded outright.
publican boxing statute, repealed
2.
Championship
prize.
during the Whitman regime.
offices of the present commissioners
in number who receive an-

—

— three

The

annual golf tournament
The Walker boxing law, which of the N. V. A. Club will be held
permits 15-round contests to deci- at Garden City Country Club, L. I.,
sions, is not changed by the reor- June 6, 7, 8 and 9. All active and
ganization

bill.

The new commis- lay members are

sTAGt

/MILLER

#S®s

The world's

largest

manufacturers of theatrical footwear
Fit Entire

Also
ISM B'wt>
*..

Companies

Individual
at

eligible

to enter.

There are no entry charges, each
player paying only his daily fee at

***

We

first

48th

Vm-b

St.

Stat,

Orders
CMeat*
an* Maura* SU

the club.
The prizes have been donated by
the leading vaudeville circuits and
are valuable trophies. The qualification round on which handicaps
will be based will be held Monday,
June 6, and will consist of 18 holes.
Medal play starts at 9.45 A. M.,
daylight saving time, no starters
after 3:30 P. M. Play by twosoms
only.
All match play by sixteens
will start at 9:45 A. M. Tuesday,

June 7.
Only those who have turned

in
eligible.

cards
are
eighteen bole matches.
Sixteen
lowest scores qualify for cham-

qualification

3.

4.
6.
6.

7.
8.

9.

Runner
Winner
Runner
Winner
Runner
Winner
Runner

10.

Play

up

sixteen.
second sixteen.
up second sixteen.
third sixteen.
up third sixteen.
fourth sixteen.
up fourth sixteen.
first

off

defeated eight— first

off

defeated eight— sec-

sixteen.
11.

Play

ond sixteen.
12. Play off defeated eight— third
sixteen.
13.

Play

off

fourth sixteen.
14. Consolation
for all losers.

defeated

handicap

eight
prize

*

The announcement today that
the title wrestling match between
Zybszko and Stecher would be held
in Convention Hall, Kansas City,
May 26th, was a complete surprise
to most of the mat followers who
figures that it was sure to go to

New

York.
Stecher made the
City affair possible by
agreeing to take a chance on the

ARE

Kansas

3t**m*hlp arromftdatlrMi* arranged an all Una*, at Main Offie* Prieea. Baata ar*
a-olo* very full: arrange early. Foreign Money bought and aold.
«.lberty Bond*
bonght and «old

financial end, telling the promoter
to
guarantee Zybszko, anything
within reason, and that he, Stecher.

fAPL TAtSIO 4 SOW.

would take a chance on what was

104 Kaat

Mfb

St.

New Fork

Phoae: Stoyveeajif 6 116-61 J?

As

things now shape up* and
twenty
seconds.
Wasser
will get $10,000 if he wins, weighed in at 133, Hackensmith at
while Stecher is to only receive 118.
The result of this match
$7,500 if the winner.
If he fails makes
Hackensmith the world's*
before the giant Pole his cut will champion
bantam,
feather
and
only come after all expenses are lightweight wrestler.
paid and the $10,000 for the winner
comes out. Stecher's brother and
Some wise bettors this week were

left.

Zybszko

manager asserts they have posted looking for wagers, they taking the
$5,000 in New York to bet that Joe end that the championship fight
can throw any man in the game will go over eight rounds.
It
with the head lock barred. Zyb- seemed a sudden switch of opinion
szko has consented to waive this among
the
smart boys.
The
hold

but

states that does not Dempsey-Carpentier bout Is limited
the scissors hold, which to 12 rounds.
If it can go over
Stecher has used so successfully. eight the chances are' that It will
As this will be the first real cham- go the limit Since there is to be
pionship mat affair for Kansas City, no decision, that would probably
it is expected to draw the largest
mean another meeting between the
crowd in the history of the couple, either here or in England.
wrestling game in the West.
When a fight can draw as this one
at Jersey i.° apt to, between $1,000,Edward Farrer, (Young Hacken- 000 and $1,500,000, the more often
smith) retained his new title of
world champion lightweight wrestler at American Legion Hall, Marshalltown, la, May 18, when he won
from George Wasscr, St Louis,
former world champion lightweight,
in two straight falls.
The first
154 West 45th St,
eame in 25 minutes and the second
New York
in twelve minutes and thirty secNEWEST
onds. Wasser went to the mat the
first time under the pressure of
a
head scissors aqd under toe hold,
and Farrer won the second fall
with a toe hold, forcing Wasser to
throw up the sponge. Wasser and
ALL MATERIALS
Hackensmith met here six weeks
ago and Hackensmith wrested the
title from Wasser after a long
battle of two hours, eleven
minutes

exempt

FRENCH
SHOES

THE ORIGINATOR OF "RAG-TIME"

(MAY
Nothing but tucceM «i

(lie

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

EAGLE & GOLDSMITH,

representing

"

May

tfday,

VARIETY

meet the wealthier they

jy

without

come,

figuring

u

will

picture

and the coin that

[ht» proceeds

n
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WHY

be gotten before, in between

id after fights.

After 12 hours' deliberation the
which heard evidence, last
in the action brought by
P. Spellman, of Batavia,
ik

ADVERTISE?

Jack Dempsey and Jack
manager, was unable to
and were- discharged by Su-

klnst

WHAT DOES

», his
[earns.
»

e

Court Justice Taylor. It is
iderstood that the jury stood 11 to
favor of Spellman. The latter
led for $100,000, hie share of 25
cent, of the proceeds from the
wing-picture serial, "Dare-Devil
ick," In which the heavyweight
lampion starred. The contract
ie

men was a

stween the

MR. ALBEE
OR WHAT DO

verbal one.

THE SHUBERTS

After less than 10 minutes' de r
Iberatlon, a Jury Monday night acluitted Charles B. Andrus, District
ittorney of Saratoga county, of
the charge of neglect of duty in
>ermitting gambling to flourish at
There are still charges
iratoga.

bribery and conspiracy pending
the District Attorney, which
lis counsel will seek to have dis-

or Mr.

igains't

missed sometime this week. Testimony of a startling nature wan
given by the three or four of the
prosecution's witnesses during the
trial, which was bitterly contested,
and which attracted more attention
than any held in Northern New
York in many moons.
Abraham
of

Silverstein,

Buffalo,

DILLINGHAM,

LOEW,

ZIEGFELD, or Mr.

or Mr.

or Mr.

PANTAGES
'

or

any other managers who pay their money care for newspaper notices about
For instance, the following about

artists?

testified

he
accompanied
"Rachie"
Brown, who is mixed up in the

that

world's

series

scandal, to

a

joint

during the summer of 1919 and lost
138,000 while the latter spun the
wheel. Two small boys swore that
they had bet sums ranging from

two dollars on the |
The bets were laid at a
small candy store conducted by a
woman. That the adult population
fifty

cents to

horses.

of Saratoga is hopeless as far as

And His New Idea

gambling

is
concerned, was the
statement made by the Rev. George
C. Douglass, pastor of the church
which Mr. Andrus attends.
John

R. Ward, alias Kennedy, "man of
mystery," declared that 25 per cent,
of the profits of a place conducted
by himself, Bennie Russell and Jules
Formel, now In prison, went for
•protection,
and that on one occasion the District Attorney complained to him that he had only
received $360 as his share of the
profits from
one evening's play.
Russell, who is a self-confessed
drug addict, sw«ce that he recovered $6,000 of his investment in the
establishment v.*ith the assistance
of
Mr.
Andrus.
The defense
brought out that the witness, al-

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO—
"J. C. Nugent, vaudeville's most accomplished monologist, mellow, unctious, wise,
crackling, meaty, colloquial and classical in swiftly changing moods, delivered with a
bang. His extemporaneous subject handling was effortless and effective. Nugent la an
Institution that seems eternal to vaudeville, but never grows monotonous no set routine
memorized off a hunk of paper here. The man has a head, which alone distinguishes him
from the herd which may choose to label itself his competition. Just a natural wit,
observer, raconteur, typically native and entirely with the times, Nugent has developed

—

though under arrest, had given no
but was permitted to come and
Only four witnesses were called by the defense,
which spent less than ha'f a day in
presenting its case.
William J. Fallon, of New York,
who represents "Nicky*' Arnstein,
Abe Attell and other well-known
sporting characters, was one of the
counsel for Mr. Andrus. Wyman S.
Bascom. Deputy Attorney-General,
assigned by former Governor Smith
to conduct a probe of the gambling
situation in Saratoga, prosecuted
the case.
Supreme Court Justice
Henry Y. Borst, who Is to preside
at the special "booxe term" in New
York city, was on the bench. During the summing up. Justice Borst
took occasion to deliver *4 address,
bitterly excoriating residents of
Saratoga for their failure to stamp
* cut gambling there.
bail,

go as he pleased.

.

e

££

ENGAGEMENTS
Thurston
"Wins

"

Hall,

Mary Milburn,

•'The

and monopolized a one-mand

is

—

ORPHEUM. SAN FRANCISCO—
"All the singles in vaudeville, one thinks, after hearing him should lay off for awhile
Instruction." San Francisco Journal.

—

and go under Nugenfs

ORPHEUM, LOS ANGELES—
"A new stunt

They

BUT— the

care

NOTHING!

for

They have

Nugent and a new stunt

their reports.

for the stage.'

They do not

care that!

-Los Angeles Times.

(mapping

fingers to indicate utter

careltuneu).
m

actors like to read it

Unfortunately the actors do not do the hooking.

would hook themselves

solid for ten

1 kno*> from their praise, however, thai

if

they did they

yean*

Broken
Address

week of May

80.

Paul and Georgia Hall were out
Frances Carson, for Dillingham's
of the bill at Loew's Victoria MonThe Scarlet Man."
Harry Kelly, Joe Smith, Charles day, Miss Hall having contracted a
cold. Carlton and Tato substituted.
Dale, "Belle of New York."
Frank Terry could not open at the
Palace, Brooklyn, Monday, having

OUT.

6.

President Harding sent out scouts for his cabinet he -should send for J. C. Nugent,
the acme of everything delightful and after a fifteen -minute comedy routine does
half a dozen half minute Impromptu talks on subjects suggested by the audience with
marvelous command of English and lightning-like clarity. He thus covers between fifty
and seventy-five different subjects each week. Nothing approaching his achievement has
been seen here." Portland Oregonian.

"Ziegfeld Follies

AND

VARIETY, May

"If

who

With the Shuberts.
James Gleason, "Like a King."
Jack Hazsard by Carle Carleton, the bill at the Palace*, Brooklyn, the
through arrangement with C. B. Dil- last half of last week, with Armlingham, for Julia Sanderson pro- strong and Manning substituting.
Lloyd and Whltehouse have been
duction.
White's booked to replace Anthony and ArGeorge
for
LeMaire
nold with the Loew southern road
"Scandals."
May
Dodson Mitchell. In Dillingham's show, opening in Indianapolis
IS, continuing for them in Dayton
"Two Blocks Away*"
the
for
Chicago,
Betty Alden, Leah Wilson, for and at McVickersJ,

IN

—Lait,

field."

ORPHEUM, PORTLAND, ORE.—

Caroline Newcombe, "The Right
Way."
James Barton, long-term contract

"The Melody of Money."

MONOLOGUE

IN

'

lost his voice.

Mulcahy and Buck-

HARRY WEBER,

Palaoe Theatre Building,

New York

City; or Friars' Club.

Whipple Amusement Corp., Brooknotifying the Loew office this week
that they would have to cancel on lyn, amusements, $10,000; H. Jacobson,
illness.
8. Wlnderman, J. M. Madden;
of
account
attorney, H. M. Helfgott, 35 Nassau
street.

torneys, Ashley ft Foulds, 15*

way.

Broad-

Hampton Play Corp* Manhattan.

$40,000; J. F. Rinn. B. M. L. Ernst,
D. J. Fox; attorneys; Ernst, Fox &
Commercial Traders Cinema Corp., Cane, 31 Liberty street,
Harry K. Burton, the v udeville Manhattan. $200,000; Peter Andrich,
agent, Js recovering from a.pa'.nful M. Marlrlch, O. W, Yates; attorney,
Rlettc
Productions* Macbafcta/i.,
attack of carbuncles that kept him S. vVasscrman, 51 Chambers street.
motion pictures, $50,000; I. KaU. G.
at home for two weeks, with Dr. J.
Conroy,
D. A, Lennon; attorneys,
W. Araey attending.
Coliseum Motion Picture Corp., Jonks & Rogers, $7 Wall street.
Ed Robins, who is conducting the
summer stock in Toronto, is re- Manhattan. $300,000; A. C. Miller,
ported seriously ill with scarlet E. Hurd, B. C. Whitman; attorneys.
Delaware Charters.
Wlnlfleld & Bonyngs, Fitzgerald
*
fever.
Cinderella Theatre Co, $600,000;
May Yohe, struck by an automo- building.
James N. Robertson, Thomas B
bile at Eighth avenue and 68th
Quinn, Thompson R. Wlnshetaner,
T. and T. Films, Manhattan, $600,- Detroit attorney. Corporation
street, May 15, Injured spine.
Guar
J. Fyans, E. J. Sohel, N. Han- antee and Trust
Cox
Margaret Wycherly went out of 000;
dol; attorney, A. A. SJlberbcrg. 256

ILL

AND INJURED.

secured the disappointment.
Clayton and Edwards were off the ley
B. Kelly Forrest was added to the
bill
at the Broadway after the
Thursday night show, notifying the bill at Loew's Avenue B Monday,
booking office that one of the team increasing the bill from five to six "Mixed Marriage" through illness
^as ill. Oscar Lorraine was substi- acts, it being originally planned to last week. Louise Randolf took her
run the show with but flvo turn?;.
tuted.
role.
m
One of the Neapolitan Due il!, the
Lexey and O'Connor were off the
hill at the Repent after the Thurs- turn had to cane 1 ai tho Prospect,
day night performance, the girl of Brooklyn, the first half, with Brmthe team suffering a sprained ankle. nan and Rule substituting.
Wolfe Gilbert went in Friday afterJoseph A. Golden Corp., ManhatFred and Elsie Burke will replace
noon.
Ward and Raymond with tho Ix>ew tan, theatricals, $5,000; J. A. Golden,
The continued Illness of Laurie southern road show at the Lyceum, E. V. Reiss, E. M. Wei«s; attorney,
Ordway caused her to drop out of Pittsburgh, next week, the former II. L, Slobodina, 729 Sixth avenue.

INCORPORATIONS.

•

;

Broadway.

Forward Film Purchasers, Manhattan, $10,000; II. r. Chase, J. i\
MacNamara; attorney, II. J. Curtis,
no Weal -loth street

Sanford E. Stanton Co., Manhattan, theatrical proprietors, $i5o,ooo;
D. J. Bowling, P. J. N'< U hafcr; at

New
Atlantic

Jersey Charters.

Highlands Theatre, At-

lantic Highland*, $100,000; Moe Krldcl, Simon M. yeley, Blather Musekind, Newark.

Columbia Amusement Co., West
Hobok^n, $100,000; O. N. Forrest,
Isaacs, Frederick J. Asch-

Lionel
ba< h,

Wcchankcn

.
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FROM ONE ARTISTE TO ALL OTHERS
»• :.>:#;>5*

With winter a memory and spring heralding the near approach
of summer, now is the time to give your street, stage and screen
wardrobe proper attention and commission CLAIRE to replenish
it with summery designs and fashions that bespeak class and make
your dressing more distinctive and pre-eminently in keeping with
the times.

,

Our new

catalogue of late spring, early summer and mid-summer fashions not only contains something smart and classy, but

CLAIRE ESTAB-

bears that stamp of perfection for which the

LISHMENT
The

is

noted

*

*

way to show good taste in dressing is to wear the best
made by the best shop. Therefore, the name of CLAIRE

best

clothes

upon your

finished product is sufficient guarantee that

you are

not only well-dressed but have quality of goods and material that

CLAIRE

pay you well for giving

We
We

are happiest

when assured

bend every effort
modern designing.

to

the preference.

you are

that

-

satisfied.

make your wardrobe

the last word in

mI

VAUDEVILLE EEVIEWS.
(Continued from page 20.)
There are some fairly neat exchanges of repartee, but it is extremely difficult to get the atmosphere of wealth upon which the action depends from the shabby house
set used to represent a lawyer's office. However, there is a certain
amount of near-drama of the "Nellie the Beautiful Cloak Model" sort
in the affair,

and the Sixth avenue

audience heard it out attentively,
without displaying extreme enthusiasm.

Harry White (New Acts) came
through with

He

bells on.

has an

aggressive style of making his points
and his material is brightly framed
and deals with topical subjects
which appeal to such a clientele as
that of the downtown i^oew house.
Clark's Hawaiians rounded the bill
out splendidly with its picturesque
settings, appealing music of the
haunting native sort and the lively
hula hula of the woman member.
There are five men in the turn and
they get a lot of first-class music
Into their quarter of an hour or so,
varying the routine with songs, instrumental combinations and the
sure fire "harmonics" on the guitar
in the style associated with Hawaiian musicians.
One of the characteristic: of the
L.oew booking was especially no-

MANUFACTURERS' SALE OF

BEADED BAGS

ticeable in this bill. Most of the there was hearty laughter resultant that team a bundls of favor. They Greene said Miss Parker was "cerThe class and humor of the burnt came fifth, being the third of three tainly dressed up nice underneath.""*
acts did less than 15 minutes and
this made the bill move swiftly. cork "At thu Depot** of Harrison comedy acts in a row. One of the Greene kidded about the trunli bit*
The Bison City Four (Milb, Glr-.
There were no forced encores and Greeno and Kathorino Parker won best of the early laughs came when
Ru*K
no stage waits.

FIFTH AVE.
Comedy and songs in even balance, with both elements productive
of strength,
were the first half's
chief factors in furnishing an entertaining performance. Some turns
did not receive their rightful measure of appreciation, but that was
more the fault of the audience than
the players. Publicity for the N. V.
A. dual benefit bills at the Hippodrome and Manhattan next Sunday
was flashed on the screen, the succession of name acts flashed forming an imposing list.
Mme. Doree's Oporalogue, with

her nine candidates for grand opsupplied the brilliant headline
The Fifth Are. patrons
arc never accused of possession of
that culture supposedly necessary to
enjoy opera. Monday night's house,
however, "ate it up," just showing
again it is the way opera can be
presented that really counts with
the average theatregoer? Mme.
Doree is vital to the act, counting
equally or above the vocal lineup.
She is a sort of animated libretto,
pleasantly describing the bits in the
program of "operative sweethearts."
There is a deal of interest in her
descriptions, too. For instance, she
said the quartet from "Rigoletto"
is counted the most remarkable of
operatic scores, for there are four
era,

attraction.

airs,
which make one
distinct
smooth melody. Gentle laughter met

500
Samples

her comment that not all the
"Tales of Hoffman" would pass the
censor. Mme. Doree's intermittent
monolog promotes expectancy in her
audiences, and each number has
fresh interest. Fine returns were
won and. earned.
Oscar Lorraine, who followed in
the next to closing spot, drew down
the evening's individual honors, remaining 24 minutes. The applause
was shared with the girl box plant,

from

$c.oo

5 UP

Real
Bargains
All

EGAV BROS. &

NEW YORK CITY

DESIGNERS

130 West 45th Street

158-160 West 45th Street
(Take Elevator)
ROOM 68

whose warbling of a popular melo d y won a demand encore. The
"lover" expose went for a "goal."
Lorraine took a chance or two. The

do mounting and repairing of
beaded bags of every description

houses

CO.

We

birdie bit

as

may

not pass i.i the big
as here, where

easily

MANAGERS, AGENTS, ARTISTS

TAKE NOTICE
PHILADELPHIA JACK O'BRIEN, who

gained the worlds

heavyweight championship by defeating Bob Fitzsimmons and many others, wishes it known that he is now

light

director
of
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
HEALTH ATHLETIC INSTITUTE, 26th Street and

physical

Madison Avenue, New York City, and is in no way connected
with the stage, as there is an impostor playing vaudeville
who claims to be the ORIGINAL PHILADELPHIA JACK
O'BRIEN. Kindest regards to Harry Watson, Jr., my old
sparring partner.

tt.

KKJTU CIRCUIT OF THEATRES
NEW YORK.
EDWARD F. ALBEE, President
F.

May

14,

now

arrange your m-w danrra for next sen*on. I specreating now dance* «n<l original Ideas for all acta.

to

cialise In
tall, rhone or \\riit> \\

AI.TKK ItAKKK.

039 Right h Ave., near 55th

St.

I>ept.

V.

Tel.: 8J90-6130 Circle

AKRON, OHIO, May

Madleoa Square Oardaa Athletic
Madleoa Square Oarda\

la anawar te a letter dated
I

ata returning

Institute.

Insllti

York. N. I.

•

Kw-elfed your dipping in which you express yourself
latent
tnn
upon
exposing the mau travelling around In vaudeville under your
name
nought pmhehly a few lines from me might be of aid.
P k>atl «"l'ty to being tlie first Akr, n sport writer to extend the
nm
nana reception to the false Jack O'Brien, and the circumstance*
loading up to this might be of interest to you.
e
"* to this man's arrival in Akron. I was In
« eekandP/"*
r.„.Tl)
anton. O..
noticed him billed as the "famous pugilist."
On
a Monday night I attended a vaudeville
show in Akron and the
Wester manager Informed me that Philadelphia Jack O'Brien was in
m,pl
»«l
word
from the advertising department of
.»
,.
v
C »1 T;
."!'**/./>• "Veiling the arrival of Jack O' Bruit It
i;:
,,\J*r
seems
tnat he hau r.<l;i a ronttrtnee «ith h«ad men \nc-r* In imirai
to having an advertising
P n n worked out
Th < e ' wo tips and the fact that he was billed on Keith's
.....
n*
,

a

*!

A

(

May

same

Madison Square Garden Athletic
Madison Square (iardeu.

Dear Sir:—

New York. N T.
My dear Mr. O'Brien >Eddie Franrle.

If SI.

I,

Philadelphia Jack O'Brien.

Vfr.

New

192L

Mr. "Philadelphia Jack- O'Brien.

2d and signed by
to you, but

kseping

.

a copy te distribute

among

the different

managers

In

purpose of advising them of the manner 1« which this maa has played on your reputation.
He woa't get another chance to repeat it on this circuit.
this office for the

I

am

pleased that you called this to

booking; aa yea knew,

la

my

attention.

The

net done by myself, but by

booking men. whom we have employed, and
they are very seldom apprised of the manner In which

different

this

Assistant to Ned Wnybnrn and formerly dnnrlnir
master for Zienfeld rolIlM and. Capitol Theatre.

THE BEACON JOURNAL

Paleee Theatre Building, 16C4 Broadway.

maa

bills

himself, aa this

Is

done principally by the

managers of the theatres where the act is booked.
If you hear of any further misrepresentation by this
man on any circuit. I will he very glad to take it up
with the heads of the same.

Call

PHILADELPHIA JACK O'BRIBN

81poarely yours*

(signed)

E. F.

ALBEE.

:

|

i

,

niKlevllle circuit

u

.

made me

feel certain that It

was

really the original

isrien.
Was also forced to make a quick decision Inasmuch as It
was near press time.
80 I printed an interview with tall fellow,
which was taken up the next day by other papers.
lie held a number of cuts of him shown in
fights with prominent fighters, which probably were faked, and also clippings of
Jtorles from other papers. Iim hiding Pittsburgh papers.
Immediately after running my first story, 1 wired the Philadelphia Public Ixnlger and received word that the original Jscfc
O Brlen was In their city.
Having this information 1 remained silent, awaiting developments
He appeared in the local vaudeville house, told of having
over .>00 bouts and was leaving In June to fight Carpcnthr.
Before he was here many days the news leaked out that be WW
not genuine and he mysteriously disappeared
Might say that when I questioned him whether he was Philadelphia Jack O'Brien, he declared that he didn't use that name »«7
more, but travelled under the name of Crntleman Jack O'Brien.
I
am very norry that I have enabled him to receive clippings to
use from this parrr to further his efforts. To you I apologise and
trust you are succe-sful In running this Impostor down.
Very truly yours,

EDDIE r0.tXCU,

Sport Editor.

friday,

May

20,

1W1

V A R IET

Buying he had a two-a-day back. He
jtlso mentioned something about his
Agent and that he had no route,

Hughes and Roacoe), on

ard,

«Nsmu: coui<i^«yS^BE morwikc
ohegosian.
autf**:

Just

ahead, landed well with their comedy and singing". On the drop a sign
was posted reading "Joyless Julep,
tO cents," that supposed to be outside "Dinty Moore's" saloon. There
is a boose smelling bit inserted at
the opening which takes the edge oil
the "cop at the side door bit" but
the business following that makes it
necessary as arranged. The men
worked out the best harmony results, with "Beautiful Wedding Day,"
with; bell imitations cloverly ef-

Iaster mind indeed*

ON NEW GRAND
~.

fend

Bill

*

ye

**<> **ir f «yG of

Iilv.

He

—m

eptnbw** rVL

who

•**
2!ft urt
*'

mt**

can't figure or write or spell

writes ups Id* down anfl* m»'W***^
tences he tajies apart
T-

known

fected.

rstht-r

Kokin and Oaletti supplied a corkThe monk barber shop
3.
bit evoked screams of laughter. It
rates with the best animal comedy

writing

:

M % £i

v^^

:

?.

s

cleverly.

Jean La Cross sang nicely on recond, a pianist accompanying Miss
La Cross is a specialist in ballads
and her routine came as a change
of pace from the frequent jazz offerings in the field, A Scotch melody that started her opering medley
was promising ana she scored soon
afterward with an Irish tune. "Erneline" was well done, as was "Gainria

MUn

I

'

;

'

ran away with a dancing hit
in the early spot. Lew is one of the
best in the line of long-limbed
dancers. For some time this chap
was hidden away in support of a
man and woman team in which he
had little opportunity, but appears
now to have gained his stride, and
should be heard from in the production field before long. As a matter of variety this boy could Introduce a rube dance in the present
•offering, the comedy returns being
assured with a character bit of this
2.

Dick Duffey and Hazel Mann In
the Ben Ryan skit, "Via Telephone,"
produced a volley of rapid-fire talk,
the effectiveness of which could not
be gained from the uptown audi-

The couple carry

the piece
through in snappy style, placing the
points over with the necessary
punch, closing with an effective
double number which brought forth
the. desired returns.
The Lee Kids, closing the first
half, were a sound success from the
start. The kiddies have played the
city from garret to cellar and appear to be getting more out of the
offering at every showing. Marlon
Harris and Band (New Acts) opened
after intermission, starting a second
half well fortified with songs.
Joe Darcey, a Bronx boy with a
large following, including a number
of Eagles, who were present Monday night, was the clean-up of the
Darcey is developing by
evening.
leaps and bounds, his jumping Into
the second after Intermission position on a big-time bill and carrying
off the honors, demonstrating that
this chap has arrived. Darcey confined his efforts to a shorter time
limit than he has been accustomed
to in the smaller houses about the
city, where he has been In the habit
of holding the stage for over half

an hour, which Is undoubtedly a
record for a male single in the
three-a-day. Monday night's audience refused to let him depart without a curtain speech, and would
have preferred more of his ballad
singing had more time been avail-
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'Mental Expert 'Bt&JZ
Feature of Fainilf
Vaudeville Sh

Family theater, and he
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a

io^ts

&J&<?g » 5 w-r* P

hag been *ono t}f*»w.

0,

Jp^tx.^«i->
) vr

Key. It
;
„ ^ ^S"***^.
* time combinat
jf first
g
the
half of the program be
Viade up of typical smeSJ time acts.
*econd half composed of standard
o-a-day artists; the patrons fled
ut well pleased and all talking
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NCOMPARABLE

Harry Kahne, uniquely end*
mentally, is the outstanding
of
Hie
Alve
lure
current
vaudeville entertainment 'at

man

i;

i

t

.

•*

he attempts through Kheer.'nj
concentration can not be dfrpi
his

startling

log *&nd adding

bout_Harry Kahne
>JL
Marry Kahne. "The^ferar-r^-,
allowed. Kahne works in "twf*

in)

ront of a pretty special cloth drop,
rith the assistance of three black-i
pards. He asks the audience to*

names, etc., which he wHtes
nckward, upside down and several
her wa> s, with touches of epmtly intermixed, all o." this done Jvitli
high polish of showmanship. {For
|s closing trick he writes tho lik-adfiggest

(

i

!

1

.

10? o* a hewjtpapcr. starting |vlth
la-, lotrer, finishing wlthjthc
at; 01 v idea en eight nguve nlim
r in four r.atts ho thai it ui'.l'adi

i

>:

1

tj

a column 6f

i

iho aMdicnce railing out rpmcl
in V.iitvd Stoteit hf)
fiing population of the cnpitnrsml
fciat it is noted for. doing aluflre
ICa'ihe .|s a
funis' 8inui\'nneous1y.
SSter showman and lies au a&t o£
• i^
mn-it

demonstra

of reading, writing, spelling,

g rtM* w

.

HARRY

rather uncannily piftc<?
seems, being 'able to do aa
as five different and distinct
It ca
feats at the name time.
said of his performance that
genuine and remarkable, arid [d<
of such trickery as is freoui
found In a cts of such hi:
That Mr tCahne accomplishes

and

%

ry Kahne's ofterlng. Xeaturmi
llnd concentration Is itft'*^ Irl

i.

i

six figures'.
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KAHNE ACT
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number of
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ct
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ure» at one and the same
would bo phenomenal was it
appa
with
such
>rformcd
I>erfc

t

•

u

ony Ktnto

Beyond comparison, beyond your imagination. Must be seen to be appreciated. Finished
Orpheum Tour. Now playing Interstate Time on my way EAST.

To be under

the direction of

the people, and each has a comedy
George Lane and Arch Hendricks punch at the finish that is a "wow."
(New Acts) and Horlick and Sa- Built for any style of audience, his
rampa Sisters rounded out the stuff will hit them in the split as
show. The latter turn appeared to well as the larger houses.
be hampered somewhat by the orLovenberg Sisters had a good
chestra, but managed to land nicely chance
to turn them over, but the
with a whirlwind finish.
act misses somewhere. They have

evidently

ST.

LQ

Km * ict^r

able.

58TH

Harry

num bers*

©
A>2c»2°V*V^ee
v 0/*L*a

nature.

ence.

P*»er.is nleas-

mind conwatraUon. Kahne Is to
appearance* a mental wizard

when every

child in the vicinity should see the
offering, the turn also having a
direct appeal to the grown-ups.
Lady Alice's Pets opened. The
act is one of the standard openers,
which has seen service for many
seasons, always improving as time
goes on. Lew and Paul Murdock,

No.

,lne of

S5?9.P.*ii>

ROYAL.

records
were
not
Attendance
broken at the Royal Monday night,
but the house held its quota for one
of the first summery evenings of
the fe&r. The Lee Kids, topping the
bill, should prove an immense draw
for this neighborhood house, especially at the matinees,

,

.tat}

4

into

»«ws|iaper and

~ *********** amazes, entertains,
Ptiazlea. mystjfle* and,
renerally. has!
Ujo audience «apta*«r and
acratchlna
Its various Jieade with
his quintuple

fyJfo Vol <J*<uL

&

J bee.

;

vf

extraordlna
\irally boi

Sg.i

*

»>n>

«•

Mia," the finale.
The Six Harlequin* (now Acts)
The
opened the show cleverly.
Franklyn Bros. (New cts) closed.

I

"

btt

i/iowwian

Harry Kahne,

• • ura th«t totals

read»

i

vCL

h ing

"Bom That

rivin

h# ^* ,ne tim «- Jt doesn't'
s2?m»il.*?vi

ing No.

stunts of the day. The monk cabaret with the shimmying monk for
the curtain, is newer, but not nearly
so good. The bell playing was mystifylng and applause winning. The
girl's, high kicking stunt of ringing
the bells on a stick worked out

m^
»ct w
Is mat
that

miracle

-wiir

any too rapidly and even the wlaards
at the art sit amazed at Harry. If'
JMM a wonderful •remembry" ns *^V
says
Lour rows of numbers. 4&>

~57

c»ra">*

laughter

pomes" *and Jokes
A wonder worker who defies aWlyels I* Harry Kahne, who is the mental
mertntl of the Orpheuro circuit.
He
!• given sustained applause by el! Of

%

men

garners

RTLAND TELEGRAM

started

comedy and the

out to
efforts

try

for

have been

EDW.

S.

KELLER

this didn't do the team any particular good. They lean mostly to
singing, although some talk and

and

comedy are indulged in. Most has
to do with a baby and has been oft
vaudeville, done perhaps
sometimes better and sometimes

seen

in

worse.

The couple have a

light little offering that placed properly will
get away in the not over heavy

They bills. The spot accorded them here
The cool wither the-earty-part only partially successful.
was too much, even though they
of the week was a break for the carry a set and do several dances, took several bows, with at leabt
billed,
male
partner
also
while
the
night
vaudeville theatres. Tuesday
three unnecessary.
the 68th St. was well filled on the Sime Ncary, sings and dances and
Noel Lester, an all around man,
lower and second floors with a good throws the lariat. The lariat throw- opened the show. He does magic,
smattering in the boxes. The top ing, which is very good, got most wire walking, Juggling, ventrilogallery was uninhabited, probably for the act Tuesday night. Neary'a quism and talk. He docs all fairly
a chronic condition, excepting on dancing with the double rope was well and as an opener manages
Saturday and Sunday nights. The something new in rope spinning. things rather well. He affords enshow was not a good one. How The finish In which the girls both tertainment and will do nicely
can a seven -act vaudeville bill be appear in a horse with their bodies opening bills In the better grade of
good, with ono comedy act, and protruding could be worked up for small time houses.
more comedy, but it does not seem
that one next to closing?
Page, Hack and Mack, a very
The act next to closing was the to hit and that appears to be the good acrobatic act, closed the show
The
only real hit on the program and he trouble with the whole act.
and held most of the audience. The
in
their
little
very
cute
plrls
looked
toppled them over. It was D. I>. H.,
picture may have held many, and
a western importation who has hit yellow costumes and the dance they if it did they were repaid by the
upon a new idea in monologing. did in this outfit seemed more like Page. Hack and Mack exhibition.
His style of delivery Is away from their old selves.
Sisters (New Acts).
Morti
Evans and Wilson followed Kent
all the single talkers in "one" and
his material also gets away from and McGrave in a dramat.c sketch
dimly
lightthe beaten tracks.
No gags, just (New Acts) that held a
ST.
a steady stream of talk on topics ed stage for 17 minutes, with McA big show for the first half, w ith
that e**e uppermost in the minds of Grave also doing an Irish character,
.

23D

Many Thank,

blg-tlme standard turns In the line-

up along with feature turns in the
thrice daily. Added were a trio of
new acts at least not seen here
before. The house orchestra "went''
after the overture thing, selecting
something good from the "Irene"
Immediately thereafter the
score.
musician song plugger idea got over
strongly. The plugger was planted
He
in a seat with the musicians.
stepped into the spotlight with a
riddle under bis arm, and Irf appearance he could easily pass for a

—

to

beehler & JACOBS

Jim and Marion Harkins, next to
closing, used about 10 minutes of
their material, probably because the
show was overtime. Jim's kidding
was directed at Harris, about whom
was suspicious because Dave

he

went

to high notes in finishing off

They laughed heartily when
Harkins told about "Harris" as a
champion in a cafeteria. "Give him
a knife and let the rest of the world
go by." There was more truth than
songs.

poetry In his announcement of a
song entitled 'The Cooties Keep Mu
"musicker." His first number land- Company But the Crap (lame Keeps
ed for an earned encore. He took Me Clcan."his place again, but slipped out of
Sam Leibert arrived back in town
the pit when the lights went down
with his Yiddish comedy playlet,
for the opening turn.
The house outdid itself in ap- "The Shattered Idol," a 29-minute
interlude.
The dialects were enplause Tuesday night. Dave Harris joyed by the 23d Streets and tbey
was presented with the big kind of roared at the "Christian name" line
hit seldom granted In
the split But the pathos of the story hit 'em
houses. Harris was on for over 21 Just as hard, and that made the
minutes, including the periods for turn all the more secure.
Feber and Bernet (New Act*) in
two encores. His trap drum bit haa
been elaborated on somewhat, with Flannagan and Edwards' "Off and
On"
landed nicely in the number
the little Hawaiian doll doing the
"shimmy." That Is worked with the five position. Frank Kampl tin. with
Lou
Bell
(New Acts), yodeltd his
aid of dry batteries under the stand.
Harris has a story or two that have way to favor in number two.
been heard before, but he is an exLola Girlie Manzelll (New Acts)
cellent entertainer and his cabaret held the house for the finish,
Redidea is a winner.
dington and Grant, with "Bouncs
.

•
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BILLY BERNARD

NEW YORK

May

80, 1921

EXTRAORDINARYi

ANNOUNCEMENT
1403 Broadway

BERNARD
IS

.

Friday,

Bryant
3989-3990

& MEYERS

NOW LOCATED AT

.

PUTNAM BUILDING NEW YORK CITY

•

WITH

•

SAM ASTE
ENTERPRISES
REPRESENTING ACTS OF MERIT ALL OVER THE WORLD—

r

On

all first class

-

i

,

vaudeville circuits, and in legitimate productions with musical comedies included

WRITE
BILLY BERNARD
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BILLY

Leaving about July

1 for

Do

Europe.

The Grand is chiefly, though not
a neighborhood house. It
draws 'em from all over, as far
down as Greenwich Village. Tuesday night's business was somewhr.t

Inn," sent the show away to a fine
start with skillfully done and amusIbcc.
4
ing:, trampoline stunts.

CALL

WIRE

•

BERNARD

you want to be booked over there?

GET YOUR COPY IN NOW TO INSURE

considering the usual capacity
GRAND OPEEA HOUSE.
crowds it draws. The Summers, a
Too bad such a spacious and his- mixed trapeze act opened, although
toric structure as the Grand O. H. billed as the Sllverlakes, the latter
should find nothing better to house turn disappointing just before the
than a six-act and pictures pro- first show. Fair openers showing
gram. Erected in 1869, the Grand nothing new but doing their tricks
at one time housed the cream of satisfyingly.
legit and musical productions. The
Frankie Niblo and Billy "Grogan"
Itialto having gradually oozed upburlesque,
have
from
Spencer,
town to its present Time Square framed e two-act for the summer
centre, its policy underwent a num- and got the natives with their racy
or
seven
six
ber of changes until
crossfire, which was broad to say
when the Harrison
years ago
Miss
Here's sample:
least.
Amusement Co. took it over and in- the
Niblo covets a ring her vis-a-vis
stalled the present policy which has possesses.
agrees to play
Twice Santa Claus,Spencer
been operated ever since.
saying, "I'll give it to
weekly there is a six-act bill con- you on the condition you let me be
taining some good, mediocre and your
guide,"
which
Indian
to
talent,

running mos:

.

topnocher will sneak in an open
week there under a phony monicker,
even some of the lesser lights resorting to subterfuge for some reason or other.
Charlie Meyerson, ever since he
has been directing the destinies of
the house, has been operating it on
one slogan, the only back -stage
"There are
notice visible, to wit:
no rules back stage— performers
need none." He has renovated the
entire back of the house plans, combining a number of dressing rooms
Into a spacious rest room, several
more Into a comfortable green room,
with the dressing rooms on the
upper tiers. At present the installation of shower baths is the chief
construction problem.

sold and it sure livened the neighbors up some. As a comedy turn
there, although it would not be
amiss for Miss Niblo to rehearse
the lyric of her "mammy" song
more faithfully and not sing "lonely" for "lovely" and the like, and
confuse the sentiment.

Following

Sunshine

a

Ford and Truly,
Cutie, showed

dog

up avariciously.

it

HICKS & SON

Have

675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street
a little fruit delivered to your home or your
take

it

to your
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CHICAGO
64 E. J...k»on BUI.

CIRCUIT

NUMBER
which

will

be issued with the opening of the

new

week-end outing

LOEW STATE THEATRE

THE ROBERT-MORTON
1600 Bioftdway.

SPECIAL

and

"Truly" is a clever animal,
although, of course, all honors go
to his master, a wise showman.
Pisano and Bingham, wop and
Irish couple, hinged 'em with their
This act is a pop
w. k. routine.
house classic.
Year In and year
out l'isano has been singing "I'm
the Pop" at 'om, and as ever they
stuff.

eat

Jf

comedy,

billed as Jones
their trained

The Vaudeville Organ

NEW YORK

"VARIETY'S

it's

H.

II -IF.

GOOD POSITION IN

toward Frankie parries, "All right, Stillman." That's the line of lingo they

the so-so type, that is doomed to
tour the pop houses for the rest of
Occasionally a hardy
days.
Its

friends

Communicate with me.

_
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PLAYER CO
SAN Ff.WCISCO
lO^CyUenC^r Arc
I

Broadway and 45th
The

special I.ocvv

connection

with
advertisements.

the

Street,

New York

City

Number will contain unique features in
Loew Circuit and its progress; als«.

Advertising rates remain unc1\anget] for -that number.
.
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McPt rmott
Hiers

Joseph Schenck
Arthur Friend

Horton

Hiram Abrams

Iter

Alfred

Polo
1 Williams
Stewart
s Morrison
11am Horsley
te

A Brother

Smun

e:.

Mary Pickford

Jtoland Sturgeon
rton King

hard Nell

A). E. Christie

W. Sebastian
Andrew J. Callahan
Arthur Kane

Oscar Eagel
Louis J Casnler
Charles Giblyn

Victor

Jimmle Vincent

B< limine Fielding

Raoul Walsh
William Worthington

Madame A Herbert B lac he
Madame Nazimova

Young

Cabanne

Tom

William Parker
KingW < Vldor

Geraghty

Harry T. Morey
Harry S. North nip
Wheeler Oakman
Kv art Emerson Overton
Julia Swayne Qordon
Vera Gordon
Texas Ouinsn
Lillian Hall
Kdlth Hallor
Juanita Hansen
Mildred Harris

Charlie Chaplin
Cecil de
Lois Weber

MM*

Anita T.oos
Robert T. Thornby
Ernest C. Ward
John Stahl
T. H. Hunter
Jack Nobis
Ed. Jose
Hampton de Ruth
H chart Henley

Raymond McKes
William V. Mong
Victor Moors

Norma & Constance Talmadge

Emerson

J.ihn

McKlmm

Robert

Tom Moore

Irving Willat
Francis Ford
Corinne Griffith
Eve Unsell

Mack Sennett
Christie

Montagu Love
Frank Mayo

John Barrymors
Lionel Barrymors

Maurice Tourneur
William D. Taylor

Wilmm

Otto Lederer

Florence Reed
Ethel Barrymors

Albert Capellannl

Paul GuUck

Joe McLuskey
Lesley D. Mason

Victor Schrrtzinger
Terriaa

David Griffith
George D. Baker

Tommle Evans

Humphrey

Barry Baumont
Tod Browning
Barry Keeper*
Arthur Jam* a
D. P. Howella
John D. William*

Tom

Hampton
Benjamin J. Hampton
Maxwell Karger
Richard Rowland
Joe Engel
Arthur H. Jacobs
William D. Atkinson
Samuel M. Berg
George Archaimbaud
John AdelphI
Frank Borzage
Vandyke Brook
1ml) Chautarde

sdgewood Noeell

H^nry Kolker
Kod La Itocque
Mitchell Lewis

I'iinwe

K«l\\ in

King Baggott
Jessie D.

JaniHg Kirk wood

Leonce Perret
Pen Wilson
Lloyd Carlton

.'.lines

E. K. Lincoln

ram Bracken
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Paul Scardon

William R. Hearst
William Fox
Winnie Sheehan
Douglas Fairbanks

Emmrt C King

Wally Van
Theodore Wart on
Wilfrid North
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Thomas H. Ince

Campbell
tteorge Fawcett

J.

Allan J HolubaLloyd Itigrahum
George Mclford

Ralph Ince
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Ceorge Beban
Bebe Daniels
Robert Brunt on
Sol Lessor

Orml Hawley
Carol Holloway
Helen Holmes

C. B. Pries
Al. Roacb

Louise Huff
Edith Johnson

Harold Lloyd

I'aulins Curlajr

Dorothy Dalton

l-Bay Allison

James Oliver Curwooc.

U race Darmond

Sam Rothanfcl

Mildred Davis

Joe Pluokett
Bugo Rlssenfeld
It's

Julia Hurley
Alice Jqyce
Alice Lake

well!

Violet Mesereau

Mary Miles Mintsr
Colleen Moors

the hull stuff Fulled to Grab the Sucker Money!
It's the Fill-um Hoakum Explodin' like a hot reel!
They're all there The Star, always late! The near-star made up too
soon. It's close-ups and long shots of all the funny things you sec and
hear any old day in the picture game. Yes, the exhib. is in it. The
manufacturer, too. And. Oh, Anastasia, the way the Censors and the
Directors iz handled is sumethin* scan'lous.
If you want to learn what's wrong with the movies, see it.
If you wan't to learn what's wrong with the PUB., see it.
If you want to rip in like a burning mine on the Scream Stage show of
the fillum industry, hop over to the
It's

Carmel Myers
Evelyn Nesbit

—

Tbeda Bara
Roger Lytton
Dorothy Phillips

Conway Tearle
Standing

Naomi Childers
Geraldine Farrar
Will Rogers

THEATRENEW

GLOBE

Booth Tarkington

Madge Kennedy
Mable Norma nd
Jack Pickford

EROADWAY AND

Four Weeks Only, Commencing Next Monday, May

Bex Beach
Mary Roberts Rhlcehart
Rupert Hughes
Gouverneur Morris
Gertrude Atherton
Leroy Scott

FANCHON

King

(SISTER and

Madelalne Tra vers

46th

23,

and

Hedda Nova
Jane Novak
Muriel Ustricho

Seona Owen
Jeane Paige
J'atricia Palmer
Virginia Pearson
Olga Petrova
Lottie Pickford
Arllne Pretty

Marie Prevost

Wednesday and Saturday

MARCO

Li la Les
Virginia

Mary Anderson

Max

Linder

Enough

Matt Moors

Bessie Love

Anne Luther
Cleo Madison

Mas Marsh

The Gorgeous Musical Extravaganza

Hope Hampton

Enid Markey
Sally Crate

Grace Darling
Marjorie Daw
Marie Dressier
Louise Pasends
Lillian Glsh

and Multiple Song, Dance, Wheeaa

and Spectacular Productions.

Will Bertram
Bert Lytell
Viola Dana
Monroe Salisbury

THE ORIGINAL GOLDEN GATE REVELS PRODUCTION

Dorothy Glsh
Annette Kelierman
Gal) Kane
C«-orge W. Led* rer

Edmond Lowe
Agnes Ayres

SUN-KIST

Hank Mann
Morris Schlank
June Elvldge

Walter Mlllsr
Fred W. Alley
X. C. Hartley
R. E. Sibley

With the following cast

M. Oman
Harry Beaumont
Chet Withey

8.

William D. Taylor
Walter Edwards
Jerome Storm
Frank Lloyd
Robert Leonard

Marie Shotwell
Ruth Roland
Kimiy Stevens
Lucille I^ee Htewart

Daisy De Witts
Muriel Stryker

Nalulla Talmadgs)

RoHemary Theby
Florence Turner
Plorcnf o Vldor
Marie Walcamp

Olga Broadwall

Emmy
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Marcia Adair
Evyleen Gerald
Marcia Adair

Blanche Roberts
Merrian Wallace
Martha Hicks
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t^)is Wilson
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Sybil Stuart

Ferris Hallet
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Fred Beecroft
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Pauline Stark
Anna Q. Nilsson
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Marshall Neilan
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Evelyn Gretley
Fatty Arbuckle
J. Warren Kerrigan
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Arthur Guy Empey
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Rowena Ray
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Blanche Sweet
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Eddie Nelson
Dell Chain
Arthur West
Eva Clark
Donald Kerr
Jack Squire

Rex Ingram
William Desmond

Vivian Rich
Percy .Mtuinonl
Milton Bills
Irving Cammingti

Mason

Khlrley

Follies

California Girlie Loveliness to Feaze Solomon
in 15 Incidents

Les

Gladys Lealis

BROTHER) OFFER THEMSELVES IN

The Super-Star Stage Satire of Screenville's
Full of Fun as a Bulging Film Can

Olive Tell

Rich

Il'ene

Doris Kenyoa
Mollle King

Peggy Hyland
Campbell Cullan

Rambsss

Marjorie
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Pasends

Helen Ferguson
Elinor Field

You'll larf your Fool

May Murray

Basil

Louis'-

Studio Stuff. Location Stuff, Star Stuff!
Head Off'n Your Fool
Shoulders.
It's the Scream Bunk you hear on the lot!
It's

Larry Ramon
Elsie Ferguson
Ethel CTayton
K&therlne MacDonald
Anita Stewart
Charles Ray
Barion Davies
Johnny Semler

Wyndham

Dean

I'rlsclila

Marguerite De La afotta
Mrs-- Sidney Drew
*
Helen Jerome Eddy
Elinor Psir

Los Angeles in New York!
Its Movie Town Kidded to a Fare-thee-
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Sherman,
5aa
The Winter Garden Four, straight
singing quartet, are new in the
East, although a standard in the
Middle West.
Thejr have a pop
song cycle, some of it old, some
medieval, but never strictly up to
date. In full evening dress, they do
four or five numbers, always a
chorus repeating each song in subdued tempo on the second repeat.
A little variety is advisable.
Rives and Roberts, a dancing
"couple" fooled completely when
the "girl" pulled
the unwigging
stuff at the finish.
Graceful steppers, they looked like a bona fide
mixed team reeling off their double
dance numbers spiffingly with con-

by

raaclsco

sidcrable dash and snap. The sur- a pulley contrivance was used. Barprise finish should pull the team up tram and Saxton, two male vocalists
with big voices, stopped the show,
into regular company.
No. 2, after having panicked 'em
with a series of high class and pop
singles and doubles.
William Kent, assisted by Elsa
The Brighton theatre, at Brighton Shaw, the first to reach 'em with
Beach, Coney Island, got under way comedy, made 'em yell from the mohis "souse"
for its 13th season Monday after- ment he staggered in,
noon. Tuesday night there was a character
to
the finish of the
better than fair sized audience in. "Shivers skit. Pressler and Klaiss,
following,
considering the coolness of the another comedy turn,
weather at the seashore. A theatre were a veritable scream, the audiparty of approximately 500 helped ence insisting on the pair coming
to fill up the downstairs section, back for a bend, after the lights
but the balcony was rather light. had been doused. Miss Klaiss put
It was a great bunch to play to over several numbers, singing them
Tuesday night. The geniality of lustily but with an excellent idea
spirit was reflected in the perform- of delivery. FVessler'a piano clown ance on the stage, the artists seem- i n g simply killed 'em. They
ing to sense the friendly attitude couldn't get enough of him.
out front. The result was a sort of
Joe Howard's revue, "Chin Toy,"
family party, with everybody happy. was the production turn, closing the
ON ALL
Two comedy acts in the first half -first half. Mr: Howard received a
and another in the second made reception on his entrance and his
Ma Baby."
three laughing turns out of eight. old
songs.
-Hello,
This put pep into the show. Last "Goodby, My Lady Love," etc.. were
season and previously the Brighton a wow of the first water. At the
played nine acta. The Pathe News finish of the turn Mr. Howard did a
Write for New Cats*** er Sec Our Ageat* Weekly replaces the ninth act this little plugging for a new number,
season. According to the program, "On a Little Side Street," which apYORK
pears to have possibilities.
it is the first time a news weekly
8. NATHAN, 531 Seventh Ave.
has been shown at Brighton.
Franklyn and Charles opened the
Pat and Julia Levollo started second half, the athletes scoring the
CHICAGO
things off smoothly with their wire regulation returns. There was an
BARNES T. CO, T% W. Randolph walking
turn. Pat did quite some Apache dance in the Howard act,
monologing, but it was a bit too preceding, and a comedy Apache in
T. CO. early (8.35) for talk.
The wire the Prankl7n-Charle8 turn, but they
910 WAMITNOTON AVI.
stunts scored as usual, especially were sufficiently different. Kramer
ST. LOUIS
the trick with the bicycle, in which and Boyle, next to closing, spent the

esty

BRIGHTON.

m

'

PRICES REDUCED

M TRUNKS

H&

10 minutes in a likeable travof the Franklyn-Charlcs act,
both of the latter assisting..
Kramer did some burlesque gymnastics that evidenced a sure sense
Boyle also figured
of travesty.
largely in the ad libbing, which
kept the house lauyhing continuously for upwards of 25 minutes.
Hubort Kinney and Co. closed with
their prettily costumed and produced dancing turn, holding practically the entire house in to the
first

with

NEW

HERKERT & MEISEL

Bell.

finish.

PROSPECT.

A

,

Frisco imitators' contest opon
amateur jazzists packed the
Prospect, Brooklyn, from pit to dome
Monday night. Directly fallowing
his own turn. Frisco took charge
of the eight South Brooklyn aspirants for the neighborhood shimmy
championship.
Each entry did a
Frisco imitation as a single, and
then the eight went to it for an ensemble. The winner, decided by audience applause, was Charles Obley.
who received $10. the first prise
money. Frisco Al was the runner
up, grabbing off a fiuif. The contest was along the lines of the -turn
Frisco showed around the New York
houses last season when he carried
his own imitators as a "co."
The show proper furnished good
vaudeville entertainment. Van Cleve.
"Pete and His Pal" made a likable
opening turn, the blackface comic's
antics with the mule keeping the
laughs coming consistently. Walsh
and Edwards, a youthful mixed
singing and dancing combination,
fitted into the second spot very niceto local

ly.
Miss Walsh has a petite manner and dances neatly, scoring on
appearance. Mr. Edwards registered
his best with a soft shoe dance that

AMERICAN ARTISTS GOING ABROAD

was away from the regulation. A
number with alphabetical letters

shaped as a novelty.
Harry Hayden and Co. in "The
Love Game" third and Princeton
and Watson next to closing (New
Acts). Brennan and Rule, a piano
and singing double, replacing the
Neapolitan Duo, fourth, put a lot of
life into the show.
One of the bestliked numbers was a topical with
three sure-fire punch lines, one
boosting President Harding, another
a plea for the war vets' bonus and
the third a declaration for Irish
freedom. The Prospect voted unanimously on all three, bringing the
pair back for a bow that could have
easily been stretched into several
had the team cared to stall the ap-

OR

FOREIGN ARTISTS COMING TO THE

U. S.

should announce their engagements In

•

engagement

nouncement
tle all

is
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in Variety to that effect, before opening, will definitely set-
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if

the artist should wish to return
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at the

end of the

nephew's

his

Somebody with a

act.

pretty good memory must have dug
that one up, or possibly Frisco himself might remember Charlie Case
and the latter'a contemporary monel-
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Artists leaving a foreign country

An

rruichael* Cub*

his nephew breaking in in Dubuque,
and the audience starting to hiss the
turn ahead again in the middle of

>

less

Doody Bid

liked everything Frisco did at the
Prospect,
including
his
kidding
monolog. The comedy end of the

engagement.

ing for

Cook Samuel
Copeland Nick
Crewe Helen

Frisco turn is now equally as strong
as the dancing, which is saying
something. Frisco is coming along
rapidly as a talking comic, depending for the greater part on his natural wit and material.
There is one
exception, however, the gag about

and mention the time they are contracted for
the

Ctraae Colin

by Loretta McDermott and Eddie Cox, closed with
his familiar jazz dancing turn. They

,
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HOTICE TO MANAGERS—

Alberttna they carsfolry concealed

m

j

House of Wans. The Theatre des Champa

«

Rlyseea, Parts;

If there Is any difference between Albertlna Rasch and Pavlowa
or the Diaghileff Ballet, it is only In the slss of her company. St.
Louts Star.

Duffy
>une

Jimmy

BC
A

Mrs
Duyres

in the

y Sisters

Babe
Charles

Hammetl Bngene

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS
AND

BOOKBINDING CO.
tit WEST 42d 8TREET
NEW YORK CITY
X

ART.

A,

Hood Jane
Huber Chad
Humphrey Pan!

Kohler

SAO

Harris
Haskell Jack

Renard

Peterson Carlo
Perry Mrs
Pickford Bunny

Lloyd -Wilkes

Vincent Jewell

Mayberry Shirley
Moore Elsie
Martin Jack

Young P

H

WesUaka

Jessie

Boos S
Rasas! Ethel

Ruttermen Pstsr

Sawyer Bella
Schubert H
Scott Blanco

Keen Richard

One of the

oldest established
For years,
love smart furs have
come to us. Because we are really
wholesalers selling' at retail, you
are sure to find here the most extensive collection, the most
wanted pelts in the most popular
style 8, always at tremendous
savings.

Discount to the ProfesWinter Furs Stored. Ropaired and Remodeled.

Mitchell Otis

Howard Margarets

O'Neill

A Harvey

Sherwood Dorothy
Simpson Fanny
flmttk Alicia
Smyths Sylvia
Sterling Katheryn

MACK

Connors Jack
Charmean Mazlo
Cox Florence

Choy Stanley

A

Foster

Faber

1»

Cr'toi

May
A MeGowan

Flak's Bert Band
Fluhrer A Flohxer

No. 31

TaAJLKS:

usual and is
"Dream Street," second week.

burlesque

all

CENTURY.— The German

picture
"Deception" with its national origin hushed up entirely in advance
notices will not add greatly to the
popularity of this new bouse. Several

patriotic

societies

here

are

campaigning against these films.
R1VOLI.
"Through ths Back

—
WIZARD. — "The

Ray

Plaything

of

Broadway."

Vert Ha»el

LOEWS GRAND—

popular— it naturally
Joe

follows.
is

at the Palace, this

— "Lohengrin,"

presented

$600

and when the rain was

still

matinee performance
Friday the management called off
falling at the

the rest of the engagement here,
packed up and declared it would
scratch Baltimore off the route
sheets in the future.

Rumors that .some wild animals
had broken loose from a circus on
Belvedere avenue Sunday night
quickly spread through West Arlington, a suburb of this city, and
resulted in all the extra policemen
available being rushed to the scene.
Upon investigation the howls of the
wild animals were found to be coming from the winter quartern of
Hunt's Shows on a small farm near
Hay ward avenue. Charles T. Hunt,
owner of the circus, said he had
been wintering here for the last
several years. The reason for the
howling was given by the owner
that the animals a lion, tiger, two
bears and some monkeys
were
getting in trim for their 20th an-

—

—

which begins June 1.
They travel through the middls Atlantic States every mummer.
nual

tour,

week (May

ropolitan)

the

entire

performance

wife to the Baltimore Theatres Co.,

and the next day

it was announced
that the property had been conveyed to the People's Theatre Co,
vmrtoratcoti here to be an operating
company. About $200,000 was in-

v

volved in the deal.

Opp- Columbia Theatre

Because he treated two children
cent, here with your N. V. A. card.

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS
1580

THIS

Broadway

'

New York

City

too roughly

when

it is

alleged they

were peeping under the canvas of
the Rubin at Cherry Shows at Bay-

NEW FIRM OF MANAGERS AND VAUDEVILLE PRODUCERS

La MAR

and

HARRIS

EXPERIENCE COUNTS

New York, Suite 409
•
B,— QOOD MUSICIANS OF ALL KINDS WANTED AT ONCE
Putnam

Building,

BUFFALO.
By 8IDNEY BURTON.
— Bonsteele company
in "Every Saturday Night," new
comedy .by Octavius Ray Cohen.

MAJESTIC.

Selwyne said to be Interested.
SHUBERT TECK.— M a u r I c e
Schwartz in "Hard to Be a Jew"
(Yiddish) Monday.
Dark rest of
week. "Midnight Rounders" next.

PICTURE HOUSES.—Shea's Criterion, "Deception"; Shea's Hippodrome, "Through the Back Door";
Strand, "Lessons in Love"; Olympic,
"Good Women."

—

elms planted by President Fillmore
were purchased and transplanted by
the city.

The Lubin's theatres properties
ful musical season. With the ex- at 404 and
404 Bast Baltimore
ception of Morgan Kingston in the street changed hands twice within
title role and Chief Caupolican, who
two days when conveyance was
sang Telramund (both of the Met- made by Samuel E. D. Stuart and

722-724 Seventh Ave.

Osp. Strand Theatre

N,

line of prospective purchasers
reached for over a square.

the future to learn how to sing. The
play was very well received by an
enthusiastic audience opening night
and lived up to the billing throughout, even in the detail of physical

LYRIC.

Joe Jackson wears Ed-

1582-1584 Broadway

MAURICE

a

Castle Inn, once the home of Millard Fillmore and of recent years a
well-known
theatrical
hostelry,
closed last week, when the entire
contents of the hotel were sold under the hammer. The new Statler
Hotel, promised to be the last word
in its line, is to be erected an the
site
Niagara Square. A number of

•

WATCH

The Ringling Brothers and
num A Bailey circus open a threeday stay here May 18. When the
advance sale opened last Saturday

BALTIMORE.

diagonally opposite.

Save 10 per

ing $8.45 for striking the boy. According to testimony T^mar remonstrated with the girl and the boy
came to her aid. Then it was alleged that Lamar attacked the boy.

The Olympic this week inaugurates a new policy of three shows
dally in plare of four as formerly.
A feature picture will also be added.

The John Robinson's circus had
about the most unprofitable twoday stop in its career when here
By F. D. OTOOLE.
May 12-13. Two rainiest days ever
AUDITORIUM.— The producer of experienced in this month in this
"Up in the Clouds" has gathered city. Despite the steady rain the
together a likely looking cast and shows played the first two pertook a chance on their ability in formances to a gross business of

by the Baltimore Opera Society, is
bringing to a close a very success-

lar; Eddie Mack's inimitable clothes, dependable, staple,

ia

picture

earlier than
fairly well.

p

Joe Jackson, the inimitable, dependable, staple, popu-

Eddie

summer

a month
drawing

ATLANTA.

display.

;

— The

FOLLY. — Stock

Sargent Dollo

Valla Aerial

Lubln Al
Lawrence

FORD'S.

policy started

Door," capacity.

Lane Helen

Ln

local talent and ard and Olive streets, Leon
added to the drawing power. a cowboy with the show, paid fines
Philadelphia Symphony Or- totaling $29. tO in the Southwestern
chestra furnished the music for the Police Court. Of this I2C.4S was for
attacking the girl and the remainoccasion.

The

summer.

BAN FRANCISCO OFFICB

Seldler Carroll

I>

Creighton

16)

B

Valyda Rosa

Gordon Bobby

City

this

Stratford Comedy 4
Smith Oliver

Shea Florence

New York

was presented by

Jordan

Maurice Brown's much discussed
one -act drama, "The King of the
Jews," received ita local premiere
Keeso James
here in the beautiful little theatre
Kervills Joses
ATLANTA—Dar*.
Kerwin Joe
Snow Nelson
of the Stage Craft Studios. It is
Vaudeville.
King Mae
Spelton Anna
for this type of play that the little
LYRIC—
KEITH'S
Vaudeville.
Kuhan Boh
Sneneer A Williams
Howard, Criterion, For sy the, Ri- theatres are intended and the first
Stanton Leon
performance brought out a capacity
alto, Htrand Films.
La France Fred
Stearns B
house to Witness the extraordinarLa Mars Arthur
Stsphens Harry
ily interesting performance.
LA Boss at Lane
Sutton Jack
The
The
Howard
Is running; Mary
Lee Lawrence
production was almost flawlessly
Lsstrangs Harry
Thompson CathVne Pichforda "Through the Back Door" staged and expertly handled by a
full
a
week, violating; their split
Wine Carrie
Trennell Joe
picked cast, with Joseph* Harlan
Lockwood May
week policy for the first time in and
Martin Murray as the shining
Loralns Jessie
ale sea
months.
lights.
After the engagement this
Vance Fred
Lorraine L
Venn Jean
Lahetty Madeline
week the play will be held over to
Several Atlanta film houses have open up the theatre again in the
Van Oat rand B
Muhy Fleuretts
Vlnesnt Nat
reduced their prices, notably the fall. The pkty was directed by Nell
Msrehmoat Marloa
Tudor.
Harrison Powers assisted by MauMarvin Jean
Ward Jean
rice A. Hanline, with set and cosMania Nellie
Warren Florence
Mason EsteHe
Welch Mrs
The office section of Sig Samuels tumes designed by Harold Harvey
May Howard
Weller Myrtle
and a chorus under the guidance of
new
Metropolitan
theatre
will
he
McCarthy Lucille
Wheelers Four
ready for occupancy June 1. The Franz C. Borschein is a constantly
White Helen
McCormlck Hugh
theatre will be ready about July 1. effective and ofttimes deeply movMcQushlon Oertr'de Wiley Irene
Mills Bobby
A. Vollmer who decorated the Capi- ing spectacle. This attempt on the
Wolfs Victoria
Mills Virginia
tol ln New York and the new Loew part of the Stage Craft Players reZapp Albert
Mitchell Otis
Palace and Loew State in Memphis, ceived very favorable notices from
Morton Amelia
Zlckendraht Cens'lo is doing
the interior work on the, the local papers and has gone far
towards putting the "Little TheaMetropolitan.
CHICAGO OPTICS
tre" movement back in the favor of
Donald MacDonald Is here re- the public whose interest they lost
Audrey Janet
Davenport Orris
hearsing
the
Junior
League
Follies,
when the lack of suitability of their
DeVlne Dottle
a society girl production which will vehicles became so pronounced
Brasee Stella
Davis A McCoy
go on at the Atlanta theatre in earlier in the season.
Blake Helen
Daweea Sis A 8
Daffy James J
June.
Keating

Inc.

women who

clothes.

A

—

furriers in the city.

Mack

Nash Boh
Naah Robert

Gannon Florence
dish Deo

Schuyler Blste

Trhrie

Palace Theatre,

ALBBBT1NA RASCH

Morel by

HARRY WEBER

Representative:

Harrah Roy

Rockhlll Call

Kayton Jeenetle

FURS

die

and her act

TUB BUND"

Jones Helea
Joyce Jack

Hay more Kdythe
Reavis Ruth
Rhodes Billis
Richmond Dorothy
RohsoR Sidaey

B

In Preparation.

Oakley Bdlth

Raymond

W

Husaey
Hutson Louies
Hyde Jack

Kelly g/ddie

SUMMER

9111 IE

Nelson Elisabeth

Nolan Milsred

Hodder Clinton
Hoffman Lew
"offman Muriel
Hollis Dorothy

A

M

N'srton Jack.

Hay Harry

34th Street

RATKO WSKY,

Mortimer R
Moss Vsra

Harte Eleanor
Hawkins Ralph
Hebron Marion
llealy Jack

Jackson Billy
James Make!
Jerrell Blanche
Jordan A Cass
Jordan Jack

IJEATHJEB BBXKF CASES.

On

A

Fitzgerald Jack

Irvin

undeniably the "Unsurpassable/

TO BE BKL.BA8BD SHORTLY

THE
BALLERINA"
STARRING AIJIKKTINA RASCH

Groh Fred

Irving

la

Bast s—.

The most spectacular act of ths season la hers; depending an
scenery alone the net would be a sensation, but with Albertlae
Rasch It In ths best treat It is our good fortune to see In a long
time.'— Denver News,

roach of public patronage. —Kansas City Journal.

Albertlna Rasch

if

Fay Katherine
Ferguson Roy
Fletcher Bdna.
Fontaine Asalia
Fosshce Oladya
Forsyth Juliet
Francesca Anita
Francis & De Mar
Frederick Rita
Frit cher Chas
Garrison Merieen
Gautier Honor©
Gassier Billy
Gleasoa Violet
Oordoa Betty
Gould Irene

Betty

—

Angels*

The admission could easily be raised when acts such as Albertlna
Rasch appear. It Is a treat to And an artist of such distinction with-

COMMUNICATIONS TO

Flemer Bdlth

Albertlna Reach could play here Indefinitely and get a greater
reception each week, she is as beautiful a woman as shs is a
dancer, and her work to something you go away talking about. Lea

—

BOOM mi
1133 Broadway, New York City

Denso ans Vanes
Drew Bertha

World.

An ws are apt to Judge art by the box office. 1st tt bo known that
the standing room sign is up for the engagement of Albertlna Rasch
who is remembered when hero last with the Bills Opera Co.. with
Oeraidlne Parrar, Muratore, etc. Judging by her success last night,
she can Oil the boass whenever she chooses to return. Talon Daily.

Management of Leo de Valery
ALI*

—

—

--.

ADDRESS

—

—

The presence of the famous Opera Ballerina Alberttna Reach en the
YaodsvUIn stage la to it a treat compliment.— Walter Aathonv in
the San Francisco Chronicle.
....

l

Is

Ballet at Its best had stars who rould not equal
Rasch. and they often exhibited a Ballet that lacked the precision
of hers.— DrtroH Journal,

enthusiastic support.

I

~1

Radnon,

while playing here.

The DlaghUeff

Miss Rasch will return with the greatest Dance production
ever presented in America and her sincere appreciation is
hereby acknowledged to the Gentlemen of the Press for their

f/.

it

Albert is* Rasch lw a renins, never such a dancer or such an Jtct
has been seen oa the Orpheum Circuit. J. Shllls In the New Orleans

Rsyal de la Moaais. Brussels; Karsaal of Ostead; Caataa
tad Monte Carlo, Theatre Royal of IJ«*e; and (he Winter
at Bernemoeth, Brighten, Marsate (England), Ote.

»tre

"

'

the bout thing Martin Beck has sent us in a long time
Jr., In thw San Francises Bxnmlner.
Bren the lowest-browed part of the audience oat chained la
clnated contemplation of Albertlna Hunch, she Is so truly remarkable that she charms those who dislike classical dancing.
Case Beer In the Portland Orogwnlan.
If out of an entire season an act deserves to be treasured la
memory, such Is Albertlna Ranch; hers Is ths pinnacle of dance
production** and she la no much an artist that yon do not think of
her great technical accomplish moot. Krone Abbott la the Ouaahn

Rasch to the greatest dancer ever witnessed on the Orpheum
aad If Mme. Clence or Pavlowa hare anything In addition to

stage,

Thousands of people who had never visited the Vaudeville
Theatres came to see this great artist not only once hut
repeated}*. Following her smashing triumph unparalleled
the history of the Art of Choreography, Miss Rasch sails for
Europe, where she will appear with the largest Symphony
Orchestras at:

]

""

'

VAUDEVILLE BELONGS TO

IN

THE UNSURPASSABLE

•

[

'—

"

-""

THE DISTINCTION OF THE MOST REMARKABLE ARTISTIC SUCCESS

DAVE

WE KNOW VAUDEVILLE

The Academy, American burlesque
during the svason and pictures and
the summer, is to
until next August.
apparently unfitted for
a picture and vaudeville policy, the
present five weeks' tryout by Rudolph Wagner having brought alvaudeville for

dose

this

The house

week
is

most nothing.

m

The Ringling-Bamum
Bailey
"opposition" squad landed In town
Wednesday, plastering most of the
available downtown banner space
before the arrival of the John Robinson Shows* first cur, which is duo
Monday. The Robinson show plays
here May 30, while the Ringling
circus is not due until Jane t.
Myrtle Rchaaf, a Buffalo girl, has
been engaged for mezzo-soprano
rol« s
by the Metropolitan opera
company for the 1*21-22 season. MIsh
Hchnaf is twenty-two and ban the
distinction of b«-ing the youngest
in* mi <
of the Metropolitan organ!
i

WANTED: SITUATION
ah
Ix.i;

To A afAOtCfaJI OR
RgfVr HK'H. ««? l»«CONU

AJSjilSTATfT

Ait

HTMKf.T,

K.'.l.l,

HIVKH, U

\H*.

VARIETY

38

May

Friday,

20, 1921

=:

THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

\

*

?

Hotels Catering to Profession

G RANT

LORRAINE

CHICAGO
mono

500 Housekeeping Apartments

HILOONA COURT

!

Broadway.
road and

IRVINGTON HALL

theatrical

YANDI8 COURT
S4I-M7 Wool 434

Phoao

St.

Bryant Ttlt

throo and four room apartment!, with
alteheBettet. arlvato bath and telephone
fh*
mrUaoy theso apartment! ar* aotod far la one of
III attraction*.

Ono.

113.00

Up Wookly.

Address

THE DUPLEX

M. Claman

all

PHONE

CIRCLE

4Urd 8treet.

Office in

on Broadway

H

a-

H NISH1

MARTIN

A New Home

CIRCLE HOTEL
NOTICE

ROCHESTER,

»

Up-to-date European

N. Y.
$1.00

UP

BY ORPHEUM CIRC I 'IT ACTS
Calgary, AJta. Can.
Double— $1.2^ Single— Hot and cola ••tor.
Private Ps oas is Every Room.
*
CHICAGO. ILL.

St.SS a Day and Cp
With or Without Hath
Waahlna-ton St., Ret. La Salle and Welle
Catering to Orph e um Acta

NEW TREMONT HOTEL
tl-S* So. Dearborn St.
Every thins New

MRS. RILEY.

In c-cry

—

W.

..Vacancies

40th

St.

Now

—Off B'way

Phone: Bryant 1477-8.

Fox

bility that

atre

down

will not build

a the-

HOTEL CLARENDON
No. Clark and Ontario Streeta, Chicasa.

FIVE MINUTES FROM LOOP

RATES

Apartment.

S?-0e aad Cp without Bath
S3. 00 and I p with Rath

G.

J.

Her

ration.

New

York

appeared

first

appearance was

last October,

in

in

when she

"Hansel and Gretel" at

the Met.

J.

HANNA—

t

WIL80N ROY.

"Midnight
Rounders"
(second week).
OHIO—"Clarence."
FILMS.— Opera House. "The Supreme Passion"; Stillman, "Decep-

INO.

Very

Modern. Running Water

Shower

K.iths;

BY WILL

DON CLARK.

—

R.

MAJESTIC HOTEL

CITY.

EUROPEAN PLAN.

HUGHES

Running Water

HAMMOND.

INS.

Erer* Room: Alio Room*

in

—

vSS

•

HOTEL EMPIRE

CONEY ISLAND.

METROPOLE HOTEL

INDIANAPOLIS.

of the old rides.

cessful,

Duchess May

23.

The new Cordon Square theatre
has abandoned pictures and will
run musical stock during the summer, starting next week. The opening attraction will be "The Revue
Brilliante."
film
this

is
a Cleveland production.
scenario is by Robert MeIjauRhlin and Charles T. Dasejr, and
Lifadloy was the director.
Samuel

and William

Brooklyn
$400,000.

A. Greve. of the
Association, for

Realty
This means

in all

SMITH

Fifth

847

proba-

BEAUMONT

P.

(Opp.
j

1.

_

At*.

Waldorf)

The company

IMPORTANT NEWS1

HERE.

is

composed

of Billy

PRICES REOUCEDl

Professional

Theatrical

Wardrobes

Trunks

Famous Herkert &
Can Now Be Bought

Meisel Make, of St. Louis

$53 tO $90

Mall Orders Filled F. O. D.

in

New York

New York CKy

City

TRUNKS AND SHOPWORN SAMPLES
HARTMAN. INDKSTRl'CTO. ItKI RRR,

I'SED

EVERY

TAYLOR.

MAKE

N E V

OSHUOSII.

RHR 1A

K,

t

II

IRTH Y.

EVERY
STYLE

ENTRAL. DAL

SAMUEL NATHANS
M
Sole Agpnts for

Times Siiunre
Section

II

&

531 7th Ave.,

Trunks

IWHY NOT

SPRING A

——
NEW SETTING

Bryant 9448

Opp. N. ?. A.
tl.Ml HOUSE.

'

.

i

In

Enst

New York

PHONE tiREELEY
_

IS

east

The "Midnight Whirl" company House, principal comedian: Aly-'
opened an indefinite engagement at vette Paul, prima donna; Dorothy
the Empress theatre May 10 pre- Woodward, engenue; Estella Booth,
senting "The End of the Rainbow characters; Warren Fabian, Juve*
Trail."
The newcomers are a fast niles; Roy Kinslow, light comedy;

O.

.

NOW THAT SPRING

Modern

Homelike

before.
Irwin Dubinsky, treasurer of the the same house the night
Grand, will manage one of the The "Midnight Whirl" is owned by"
theOklahoma
Ensley
Barbour,
the
Dubinsky Brothers tent shows this
atrical producer and manager who
summer.
has taken a lease on the theatre*

NIC
at

Up— Strictly

Per Weak

substitution
of
Walter
Wheatley and Arch Cannon, every working bunch and will have nd
performance moved smoothly, and trouble in filling the place made valarge houses were the rule.
cant be the "Hi Jinks" company,
which closed an 83 weeks' run at

at

W

$7.00

hasty

iee> 99— ta «ak* gssa.
the "Prefeeajea'
aa«* «a
taiaee ana retalaee Mttet eat* »>
navlaa si *orree« tnek featural lav
serfactloat
ass
*ea*sve
alesiUks*
Ceatnltatle* frea. Faa* reataaable

Samuel Gum-

pet tz

Juat N. of Washington Ave. on 11th
Specie*! Theatrical Ratea

artistically,

by the local amateurs.
In spite of the illness of Riceardo
Martin, the visiting tenor, and the

ret amat

Maa>

and

financially

ever held

Beautify Your Face

'

R

Room*.

All

HOTEL BALTIMORE

The Park is again under the man"Fools Errant" is scheduled for agement of Herbert .Evans,
and
the Hanna week of May 30. New most of the stock is owned by Wilplay by Louis E. Shipman.
liam C. Collier.
The property
Wm. Fox
George bought from the which
The Prospect Is dark.
city of New York
T.efflngwell and his stock players was purchased by

The

In

Rates: $1.33 single: >J.0d DouUle,

Rath.
Rate: $1.23 and up. Located In Center at
Grand Elks Annual Revue.
Riverview Park opened this week
City.
Close to All Theatres.
FOR
Unusually handsome, newly
Empress Midnight Whirl Co.
N. SC0FE8. May.
furnished and decorated 3-room apart- for the season with O. J. Kenyon as
Photoplays— "Too Wise Wives,"
ment in new high-clam apartment house. general manager.
Newman; "Hush," Royal; "Jesse
MAX IIIINII. 245 W. 75th St.; Apt. 65.
Phone: Columbus 7167.
Pantages scheduled two shows James Under the Black Flac,"
S3.00 PER DAT WITH BATH
Saturday and Sunday night because Twelfth St.; "The Magic Cup."
S'1.00 PER DAT WITHOUT BATH
•
"Hold
Your Horses,"
of the demand during Eva Tan- Liberty;
ROO ROOMS
Formerly screened under the title of guay's engagement.
Baltimore Are. 4 12th St.. Kaata* City. Ma»
Doric.
r
"Hidden Charms," it has undergone
several important changes.
BERCHEL.— "Way Down East"
Last week saw the opening of a
215 W. ISth St., KANSAS CITY. MO.
(film); $2 top. highest price ever new
company,
"The
Midnight THEATRICAL RATES. $1.00 PES OAY 4 UP*
charged locally for pictures.
Whirl," at the Empress; the openALL MODERN CONVENIENCES.
PRINCESS.— Summer opera by ing of Fairmont Park, and successANNA SCOTT, Manager.
Ralph Dunbar company. Opening ful week of grand opera by local
By O. KALKER.
week "Mikado." Next, "Firefly." talent at the Grand. The vaudeville
NED.
OMAHA,
May 14 Luna Park had its formal $1.50 top.
houses
all
enjoyed
satisfactory
opening.
The parade of the Boy
Films: "Bob Hampton of Placer." business.
a
Dai
and
$3.00
Up.
Scouts and the three acts from Des Moines; "What Every Woman
Ever? Room With Bath.
Luna A nade up the procession. The Knows," Strand; "Society Snobs,"
The twelfth season of the Kan18th and DO CO LAS 8TS. .
j
entrance of the Park is as of yore Rialto; "Cinderella's Twin," Garden.
sas City Grand Opera Company,
with no changes.
Upon entering
which closed at the Grand Theatre
the main gate "Captive Aeroplanes"
OF ST. LOUIS
May 14, was one of the most sucappears to the right, which is one
St

|

week,

1'rop.

New Parthenon Theatre.
THEO. GUSCOrr, Prea.

—

"The Supreme Passion." the
ehowti at the Opera house

and

r.

DENVER, COLO.

One Minute Walk from Orpheum Theatre.

KANSAS

"African Jungle,"
tion"; Allen, "Made in Heaven"; a trained animal act. is the first new
By VOLNEY B. FOWLER.
Orpheum, "Wolf Payne"; Park. show nearest the entrance. FurMURAT.— "Civilian Clothes." by
•'The House That Jazz Built"; Al- ther down the
midway appears Stuart Walker company. "Daddies"
hambra and Kuclid, "The City of "The Whip" and the "Toboggan," next.
Silent Men"; State. "Through the also the old "Burro Ride."
ENGLISH'S.
"Happiness/*
by
Back Door"; Knickerbocker, "The
Freaks and curio show run by Gregory Kelly stock company.
Jack Knife Man"; Mall, "The Dol- Captain Harry Smith is of the new
PARK.— "The Smarter Set."
lar a Year Man"; Capitol, "Now or attractions.
It is a small circus
Kever."
Gregory Kelly called off the speside show.
"The Moth and the
Flame," a girl show, is also new. cial performance of "Romeo and
Jim Thornton, young-old-timer. Is
Juliet,"
with himself and Ruth Gor"Sapho," a posing and mus.ical act
headliner at the Miles this week.
combined, is a new feature run by don in the title roles, which the
Kelly
stock
.was to have given at
Madame Davenport.
The Hermit Club have booked the
The free circus this year is shown English's Friday afternoon. Illness
Opera House next week for their in the rear of the Park. The circus of two mombers of the company
comedy, "The Hermits on Main shows are free to those desiring it. caused its postponement.
Street*
but before the free amusement
The clubhouse, boathouse and
starts the announcer tells you
grounds of the Indianapolis Athletic
Robert McLaughlin has inaugu- the show will last an hour, that
and and Canoe Club has been bought by
rated his repertoire company at the those wishing to procure
grandOhio this week, with Alfred Lunt, stand seats can do so for the price. W. F. Wochor, trustee for the Casino
Realty Co., and the property will be
creator of the title role in "Clar- The bill consists of
Howard's Ele- operated as a topnotch amusement
ence." Allyn Gillyn will be leading phants, Brink's CJolden Horse,
Lewis
park,
be known as Casino Garcompany
others
in
the
woman, and
and Sperling. Circus Firedevils and dens, to
and opening May 21. The
are Ralph Bunker, Helen Weir, Madame Bersik's Circus
closes the Casino Operating Co. will run the
Edith Campbell Walker, Eugene bill.
place, with CJarnette R. Davis as
Powers and Raymond Van Sickle.
In the main ball room is a colored president. Indianapolis
has nothing
Next week. "Turn to the Right," band. In the mam bandstand
is of the sort at present, the nearest to
featuring Edward Arnold.
Arthur Pryor's Band.
it being several roadhouses, where
The Park has many new features. chicken dinner* are served with
Shubert-Coloniat closed for titr- one a Balloon Race where
the first
Others Interested lii the
season Saturday night, and will one to blow up the balloon fastest dancing.
probably be dark for the summer. and having it burst takes the prize. venture are Ray C. Fox, R. O. d'AlShubert vaudeville may be the at- This was imported from White bert and Robert Wands.
traction in the fall.
City, London.

will transfer to the

fc

HOTEL HAMMOND and CAFE
HAMMOND.

FONTENELLE HOTEL

CLEVELAND.
By

MMioi.s. M

and Broadway

17th

I

/

AND CP

00

Opposite

DES MOINES.
By

SI

SAVOV HOTEL

Prop.

nights.

here.

CHICAGO)

and Modem
8INGER. Manager

A.

Keith's departed from the usual
custom in inaugurating the summer
season this week by adopting a splitweek policy. Bills are changed Monday and Thursday. Prices are cut
to 15-25 for matinees and 25-40 for

Open.

St.

ILL.

Rates $1.50 Per Day and Up
One Block from Palace Theatre

i 18.

CITY

— 1473

PHom

Near Randolph

St..

CHICAGO.

St., N. Y. City
and FIVE ROOMS.

Complete Uou-ekrc^i! g

~

HOTEL ASTOR
17S N. Clark

Under New Management.

SUMMER APARTMENT
SALE—

—

HOTELS RECOMMENDED

HOTEL WASHINGTON

SOLRAPTS.
W.

65th
TWO. THREE

Rooms Newly Renovated. — All Conveniences.

IDEAL

SEYMORE HOTEL
I

Phone: Columbus 2273-4

DOUGLAS HOTEL

REISENWEBER'S

STREET

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
48th ST., N. Y.

PHILADELPHIA

M

S333

Large Rooms, SC00 and Cp.
S Room Apartments. $10 to

ST..

NEAR ALL THEATRES

Single mom* with running water. $2.e$ a day
double. $2.50.
Single, with private bath. $2
a
day. double. $3.00.
B. V. CAHII.L. afgr.
Name Management for the Past Tea Years. -

Broadway

af

WEST

310

33

'Phone COLUMBUS 1S48
One and Two Rooms With Private Baths.
Light, Airy Rooms; Excellently Furnished; All Improvements; Overlooking Central Park: Five Minutes from All Theatres; Low Rates.

I

and Headquarters

THEATRICAL

GRAHAM, Manager 207

A.

LONGACRE

1. 2.

to Theatres.

FOR THEATRICALS— Modern aad Up to Oat*.
COOD RESTAURANT IN' CONNECTION
WRITE FOR RESERVATIONS

THR HOME OF THEATRICAL FOLK
FORMERLY
ftSTII

Walk

Five Minute

35th STREET, N. Y. CITY (2 BLOCKS FROM PENN. STA.)
156
Under new management. 101 newly renovated rooms—all modern conveniences
kitchen privileges. Rate*: ffi and up.

Tel.: Greeley 537 S -53 7 4.

HOTEL STRATHMORE
at 15th

WALNUT

Furnished Apartments
AND ROOMS

DETROIT, MICH.

HOTEL,

WE8T

One Clock "~*r

Phose

CAS3 AND COLUMBIA

ProrcMMluuitJ Kates Quoted.

MARION
COLUMBUS CIRCLE A

*•

HOTEL SANDERS

53d-54th Streets
APARTMENTS — 1. *, J, 4 ROOMS and BATH
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Kitchen.

•»• -*

Da*

COLONIAL^

—

Hl|h Claaa Elevator Apartments; Every Possible Service; With Kitchen and
Kltra)eiiettea; 4-Koom Suitea Especially Adapted for Two Couple*; Large

I

HOTEL LINCOLN

INDIANAPOLIS
Room with Bath from St.SS
Special Rates to the Profeaalata
WM. R. 8ECKER, Oen. Majr.

Every

$2.00

Three. Four- and five-Room High-Clas* Famished Apartments SID Op
MRS. GEORGE HIEfiEL Mgr
Phonea: Bryant 8950-1

New Tork

— 1690-1696—Between
i)

(EUROPEAN PLAN)

Seventh Ave. Fast

Strictly Professional.

SPECIAL HlMMKU RATES

1114

EIGHTH
—

754-756

iiviueen 40t>.

each building.

Lansdale-Canton Apartments

Circle 6640

THE ADELAIDE
AVENUE

Up Weekly

330 and S25 Wost 4M SL
Phone Bryant II 31-4203
Throo aad four room* with hath, furnished *
doaroo of modernne*! that e»ccli anything in "hi*
That* apartment! will accomtypo of huildlna.
modate faojr or more adult*.
$9.50 Up Weekly.

communication* to
— landis
Court. 241 West

FREDONIA

t

apa/tnionL

Apartments can be seen evenings

Phone

51st Street.

am

TENNESSEE AVE.. Just OB? Boardwalk.
The Hotel That Haa Advertieed
ATLANTIC CITY for 20 Team

An alevattfr. fireproof building of the neweet type, having every device and eonApartments are beautifully arranged and ranaiat af t, S and 4 rooms
-rnlenee.
u bath and 'phone.
217.00 Up Weekly
with kUeltans and kitchenettes
Add res* all communications to Charles Tenenbaam. Irving-ton Hall.

SU ana !• Waat 48to St.
Phoao Loaiacrr S830
Aa up-to the-mmuto at*, fireproof aulldina.
arraatad in apartment* of throe and four room*
with kiteSioas and anvatt aath.
Pbanc In each

Principal Office

West

355 to 359

HENRI COURT

117.00

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

M. T.

Single, without bath; $1.75 Doubts .
bath: $2.25 Hingis, with bath; $*.0e Doubts,
bath.

NEW

•It.

Wast 45th St..
Phaaa Lanaaere J5W
A kulldini do lax*. Jatl oomplotod: slavatar
apartment! arrasa** to tults* at as*, two a.jd
throo roomi. with tllod both and thowor. tiled
hltokoae. kltaSaaattoa.
Thaat apartment* embody
svary laxary aaa»s to modora aatoaaa.
ISO.OO Up Monthly: $IS.OS Up Weekly.
to 347

rrop.

iiww, t. OCfialtMder.

IV 14

atut

Complete for Housekeeping. Clean and Airy.
323 West 43rd Street
YORK CITY
Private Balh S-4 Rooms. Catering to the comfort and convenience of the profession
Steam Heat nnd Eteetrte Ught
SS.&e tip

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS
Ml

tftr.

THE BERTHA

(Of the Better Class— Within Reach of Economical Folks)
UsiV ttlf frraet iuper>hlon of ttic owner*. Locate* III the hrart of ttit *ltv. luit aft
.•MM to all feooklna officoi. priacipal Uioatrot. *«parta»ant itorot. tract wo linsa. "f
maw ay.
Wo aro ttio larastt maintainor* at hswtaksaalaa furnished apartment! tseclallilsa to
falk*.
Wo art • tho around dally. Tkb alone laturo* prompt torvieo and elaanlmott.

:

WARNER
HOTEL
AMSTERDAM.

|M5

Bftvrern 3Bth

4

.::uh Streets

0;

=

.

.

;

BEAUMONT

ON YOUR AUDIENCES? WE HAVE SOME VERY SEASONABLE NOV
ELTIES BUDDING iN OUR STUDIOS. WHICH WE EXPECT TO BLOOM
VELVET, SILK, SATEEN SCENERY INTO REAL HOT HOUSE BEAUTIES IN THE VERY NEAR FUTURE. COLLEGES, CLUBS EXHIBITIONS
PRODUCTIONS, REVUES and ACTS CONSULT US NOW FOR YOUR NEW SPRING STAGE ATTIRE. WE & WINDOW DISPLAYS, TO ORDER
OF STAGE DECORATIONS. SET- OR SUPPLIED ON RENTAL BASIS
THEATRE & STAGE DECORATIONS ARE PAST MASTERS IN THE ART
TINGS FOR RENT, ALWAYS— RENTALS APPLYING ON PURCHASE.

STUD) OS

230 W. 46th

ST., N. Y.

CITY

STUDIOS

May

rriday,

ALBEE,

£. F.

VARIETY

20, 1921

President

J. J.

MURDOCH,

General Manager

PROCTOR,

F. F.

B. F. Keith's Vaudeville

Vice-President

Exch

(AGENCY)

(Palace Theatre Building, New
EDWARD F. ALBEE
A. PAUL KEITH

KEITH

B. F.

F. F.

.

PROCTOR

Founders

HODGDON
-Herman Weber,

\

characters; Mark
characters,
and
Hafter,
Edna
A chorus of 16
Luriga, soubret.
food looking girls, who know how
to wear clothes and who can sing,
add to the effectiveness of the ensemble. The new management win
continue the old policy of the
house ; three performances daily at
popular prices. Business the open-

JAMES MADISON
Owing to the large number
acta and burlesque shows

Marcus
Loew's
AMALGAMATED

says

of vaudeville

I have contracts to write, will not leave for California this year until Sept. 1st. Still at
the old stand, 1493 Broadway, New York.

ing week was capacity at
performances.

all

VAUDEVILLE

BOOKING AGENCY

AGENCY

General Executive Offices

night

A vacum cleaner could have been
Used to good advantage on the material presented by two of the acts

1441 Broadway,

at Loew 'a Garden the later part of
the week. That some of their stuff
was "blue" would be putting It
mildly, and in no way up to the

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

HOTEL NORMA Mil K BLDG.,
K. Corner S8th

ft

IT way. N. Y. City.

PHONE: FITZROY

New York

SOWS

Booking First Class Acts
FIRST CLASS THEATRES

MAY BOOK

ARTISTS

WARDROBE TRUNKS
1.

PHONE BRYANT

Inc.

PutnamBuilding, Times Square

New York
in

DIRECT

m

General Manager

S848

standard claimed by the Loew management.

ORPHEUM HE

LSI

MARTIN BECK,

Fairmont Park, known as "The
of Picnics," opened May 14.
Although the weather was chilly a
large crowd was present to look

'

President

Home

CHARLES

k£.

DAVIS and DAVIS
announce the removal of their LAW
Offices to the loew building,
Buite 1004, for the convenience of
their professional clientele.
•hell this season instead of vaudeHomer Montfort's band will
be featured in two concerts daily.
Manager
Sam Benjamin, who
knows more about picnics than the

E. H.
Publicity

LAZ LAN8BURGH,

BENJ.

I

B.

KAHANE,

Hec'y

CUICA30 OFFICE

1

Masonic Temple Building

and Treat.

Law Dept.
JOHN POLLOCK,

CONWAY,
and Promotion
O. R.

Between 11 and 1

H. 8INQER,
General Manager,

BRAY,
8.

Managers' Booking Dept.

fc

Mr. Lubin Personally Interview* Artiste Daily

MORT

General Western Representative

FRANK VINCENT,
QEORGE GOTTLIEB,

over the new amusement offerings.
Pictures will be shown in the music

J.

man who

invented them, already
a number* booked, and from
present indications the lake, which

has

will accomodate 5,000 swimmers,
will be a busy place this summer.

MeMAHON,

GENERAL

Feiber &f Shea
AFTER APRIL

Longacre
Engineering and Construction

oAngelu&
Specializing

starting May 15, is a Kansas
City boy, raised and educated here.
His great grandfather, Allen McGee, was one of the founders of
Kansas City.

financing
construction
theatre

Singers"

did not appear.

this

were

CHICAGO OFFICES
American Bond & Mortgage

Bldg.

NEW YORK
M2

JOHN

OFFICES

Their place was

EVELYN BLANCHARD
YORK CITY

switch was necessitated
when the censors held the picture

U

REPRESENTATIVE. WOODS THBA.

BL.DO..

**

CHICAGO.

AUSTRALIAN

FULLER

DELGER
SAN FRANCI8CO

ROCHESTER.

By L. B. 8KEFFINGTON
up on several technicalities. Marion
NEW
BROADWAY
Davies in "Buried Treasure" took
LYCEUM— The Manhattan PlaySee Me for Hi* Time Restricted Material, its place.
"Wedding Bells."
ers
in
Etc.
Sketched, Comedy Acts, Hingles,
FAY'S— Six Royal Hussars. The
Afts itewritn-n. in Ih-.iisk} ,m<l OHt>i:.KS Arrr.:i?r !
"The Four Horsemen", is getting Wife Turner, Monty and ParU. Rose
unusual publicity in the open and
Miss Jean published indorsements of the film Miller. Sterling-Hose Trio, Racing
filled by Fradkin and
Days and "Trumpet Island," film.
Tell, in a classical musical offerby leading men of the city.
FAMILY— Fisk and Fallon. Wiling.
liam Morrow and Company, Three
The Shuberts are believed doubt- Balsonlas, Norton and Kane, first
ing the merits of the Sam S. Shu- half; Pingreo and Dwyer. Elwyn
ber theatre here in which to stage Trio, Harry
Webb, Roberts and
their proposed vaudeville. The the- De Mont, last half.
By COLEMAN HARRISON.
though one of the finest in the
Roscoe Arburkle in
PICTURES—
'Robin Hood'' is drawing ca- atre,
city, is handicapped by its original "The Life of the Party." Loew's
policy of running burlesque
"A
in
William Desmond
Star;
Broadway Cowboy," Rialto; Douglas
LIBERTY
"A Buck on Leave," the A. K. F.
and May
ccentrlc dancer, Rus>»lnn or Jazz, trn nil-star show which played here a MacLean in "Chickens"
/•ars* experience.
Would like to ,,oin week reeently, will be presented in Allison in "The Marriage of Wilact or production.
liam A? he." Piccadilly; Clara KimUniontown for three performances ball Young In "Hush." and Ethel
Address, HARRY WHITE,
Clayton in "The Price of Posses207 Wrst R4th Ptrci t. Now Y<>rk C fy
LibIn
East
Pershing
tticalre
The
sion." R<gent.
erty Is running colored shows again.
parity to the Nixon, only legitimate Mamie Smith and company there
The Temple closes its season thb
house open.
"Peg o' My Heart" this week.
week, which marks the thirtieth
next.
year
of J. H. Moore In the local
Sam Shonberg is the new owner
the local Knights of
»
The Olympic had "Sacred and of the American theatre, one of the field. Next weekstage
a play and bewill
Columbus
Profane Love" booked as the film pioneer film houses on Fifth avenue.
ginning on June 27 Vaughan Glaser
program there last week, but a last- He is a newcomer to films.

PITTSBURGH.

5530

CIRCUIT

VAUDEVILLE, MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME
American Representative, A. BEN FULLER

Fifth Ave.

week, but

1413

AT

ASTERN

BEN and

minute

'

BROADWAY, LOEW BLDG.

PAUL QOUDRON

programmed on the
for

BE LOCATED AT

TELEPHONE BKYANT

and

bill

bill

WE WILL

'

For eBeauty*S sake, use "cAngclus

"Salon

1540

28th

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE
SAN FRANCISCO
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING

Company

Cleansing Cream

Dunbar's

r

OFFICES,

INC.

Orpheum's

Charge

in

PALACE THEATRE BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY

Nat Vincent, who. with Blanche
Franklyn, is featured on the Garden

advertised and

MATTHEWS

NOTICE

Manager Auditing Department

.

,

C.

Press Dept.

ville.

,

LUBIN

H.

J.

BLDG., 1006

MARKET,

8T.

PHONE PARK

4332

1

The Western Vaudeville
Managers Association
9

John

J.

Nash, Business Manager.

Thomas

J.

Carmody, Booking Manager

5th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bldg.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

will begin his annual stork season. well as a number of music writcra
Eight members of the Nst Fields and critics.
company are still hanging on at
the .Family presenting some song
Helen Keller's picture, "JVliverand dance numbers this week, but ance," is being shown at Convenit

is

-J

announced they will leave SatNext week the vaudeville

urday.
bills

for

The Fields

summer will
company recently

the

a season of fifty-one weeks.

begin.
closed

tion Hall the last half of this week.

SEATTLE, WASH.

At the picture theatres: "Proxies,"
The convention of the New York Liberty; "The Dollar a Tear Man,"
Stale Federation of Music Chili- Strand; "The Passion Flower," Coilbrought a number of artists to- tin seum; "Price, of Possession," Wincity for recitals and concerts, as ter Garden;
"Reputation," Clem-

I

^^mm

VARIETY

40

May

Friday,

30, 19Z1
t,ia gga$

»•;,.

NEW YORK THEATRES
FUInaro
Demwo

CAPITOL VSit gS
GOLDWTN

"SNOWBLIND"

In

CAPITOL QRAMD ORCHESTRA
ERNO RAPKB. Conductor

MARK

Mate., Tnursdai and Saturday.

'THE GOLD DIGGERS"

"Scrambled Wives"

AVERT HOP WOOD'S

8TRAND ORCHE8TRA
PAKL IDOUABDX.

Conductor
..

SAMH.HAKRIS
SAM

Im.

§30.

4

S»t-

aUtUMOT Wad,

HARRIS

H.

4J<L

44th St.

OSOSOt SIUNn

Bnjedwafr.MSt _&•*•*>+'**
Mala.. Wed. A 8at at 1:34).

ITT C
I Lt

LI

i

(

The

——
PHH

TIMPQ
Qfi
limtOOU.

rYEAR

Mats. Wed.

Comedy

1

—

1

.

Weok

SHowtsr, $14 to $17.50

$18 to $40

Suites

31

"AMERICA'S PREMIERE AKBI ALISTS"
NOTE —The only lady doing the toe-to-

Auburridale, L.

Wk.

Week

€€'
;

Tew Funey

MOHER

•'A

,

Booted

"Dance Diversions of 1921"
Direction, ABE THALHEIMER
*

A

.

424 ST.

Sat. at 2:30.

Direction.

•

GARRETTE

Three Acta.

Is

Bryant 48. Era. 8:20
Sat. 120.

Thura.

A

With

CHARLES RUGGLES
EVELYN C08NELL

CUMBERLAND

ALLYN KINO

Lulu Rett"

48'St.

Mats.

LOU

PMRL

JACK

excellent impress'on with sented by Empress Stock. Alf Layne
but the performance as the doctor.
its parade,
paid real coin to
"The Toreador," alf
populace
that the
week, Vancouver Operatic Society.
sec was a sorry disappointment.

mer; "A Message from Mars." Blue
Mouse; "Husbands and Wives,"
Rex; 'The New Disciple," Class A.

NORMAN TREVOR
Ktw 9M
DtTDIIDI tO w * 2 StWeil.
* Sat
ntrUDLIU
— GOOD SEATS MaUncea
AT BOX OFFICES —
<I

1920-21

ROYAL— Dark.

COLUMBIA.— "Sheph oid

of

the

Direction

Hills" (film).

LEW CANTOR

Capitol.— "Black Beauty" (film).
DOMINION.— "Chickens."
BROADWAY.— "The Gilded Lily."

—

MAPLE LEAF. "The Madcap
The Robtheatres.
Patrick Conway's Marriage."
REX, GLOBE, ALLEN.— Films.
and augments it» musical
COLONIAL.— "Out of the Snows."
with one or two soloists weekly.

local

picture

bins-Eckel has
orchestra,

f*«

MADAME*
-

AND WICKS
LOEW CIRCUIT,

AVENUE.—

bill

GILO A VABE8I

E NTER

-

FOLLETTE

Personal Representative

Eckel theatre, here. This houee Is
setting a hot pace musically for

W.

HORWITZ & KRAU8

in

Brock Pemberton'a Productions

8 "Miss

LOEW TfMS

ELSIE

BY LEW CANTOR OFFICE

Mrs. Dora "Damon Pardee, onoe
featured cornetiSt with the Fadette
Ladies' Orchestra, has been added
to the musical staff at the Robbins-

DAlmnnl
DeilUOlU

Solid.

*

and

THE NEW JllslCAL COMEDY
A New Musical Play

™«

:{•:.

•

LOEW CIRCUIT
.1

j

DON'T CARE"

"I

BLACK AND TAN CLASSIC"

CHAS. YATES,

.

THE RIGHT GIRL'

•

IN
»

BOOKED SOLID OVER MARCU8 LOEW CIRCUIT OF THEATRES

Evenlnga 8:30. Matinees
Thara. and 8at
rso
.t

Piano

and ELDRIDGE

71»t Street

e

IRENE FISHER, At

1IAKBV

\

Circuits.

LAURIE ORDWAY

I.

3
BuoysJ»

PAUL

CENTRAL PARK WEST
^
KITTY
PAUL

.

KEITH aad ORPHEUM
JOB SULLIVAN.

GALLOWAY

THEATRf.

.J

"LADIES' NIGHT"
Farce

Oswald

Bath.. .$18 to $25

made an

ELT INGE
A

Room and
Room and

REECE and EDWARDS

CHARLES PURCELL

a*Saa»*»J

j.

>

•nd

DAVt THURSBY Announce

Direction.

Laughing Success.
i

Clare

RUTH HOWELL HOTEL JOYCE
DUO
West

Playing

"THE— TAVERN" —
——>*— «*—
GEO.
ATVJ THEATRE.
\J \J Xl -t\ L* ir WB y at 43d St.
M.

By FRAffK CEAVEH

Eves. 8:46.

—
WANT TO QBT MARRIED"

toe catch.

M.

GIRLS IN BLUE"

Weat 44 Street E»ea at 1: 30.
Maw. Wed.. Tl.ura. * Sat 2 30

I

I

His Old Pal aad Old Partner.
RESULT New' comedy. Three act In one
with Pretty MISS CLOVER. Entitled

"TWO LITTLE

UGHTNIN*
I

JACK MIDDLETON

Bvea. 1:11.
Mats. Wed. and Sat. at 2:16
A. X* ERLANGEB Presents

FRANK BACON in

p

1:3*.

COHAN
In the Revival of the
i

PAtCTY

Evea. 8:30.

A Sat

Mata. Wed.

GEORGE

AARON HOFFMAN

ST

Sparkling Coated*.

OPENING NEXT MONDAY
OFSNR

Pre»*nte

"WECOME STRANGER"
A NaW Comedy

W.

Hudson

-Tka Peaetar Saaaaw ."— I^a. World-

With

While Traveling Through The West Met

-I

MARGUERITE CLARK
in

«ih st

ITaet

Circuit

MILTON WALLACE

Oirtctlon.

47tk St.

Orpheum

TOM HANDERS

LYCEUM THEATRE

Inatltatlon"
Jom»p Plunkttl

"A National

at

Junior

"DEBURAU"

-

'

Rawson

'T,W Loose Nue>

Preaeata

the French by Sac-he,
Ouitry. adapted by Oranvtlle Barker
— —
*
—»....- —
-

Wilson

Charlie

111
Jit

at
Bat.

A Comedr from

ROTHAKBL

SXR A N

• 'WAY

Mat*. Taure. and

At Home

UONEL ATWILL

—

Celebrated American VlollnlaL

Presentational)? 8. L.

Evea

St.,

DAVID BBXASCO

Presents

PERSONAL APPEARANCE
SASCHA JACOB8EN

*%

Weit 44th

1

The Walter

L.

Main circus

play Watertown on June

will

13.

-

-

Eddie Lawrence, favorite here, has
closed his engagement of a year at
the Empress and is succeeded by
Alf. T. Layne.

Joseph Murphy, former cafe man,
was charged by Florence
No future policy has been anBalrd (Bensee and Baird), vaudeville, with assault, as the result of nounced for the Royal, where Kelly's
Comedians
recently closed.
The, first presentation of Shakean Incident which occurred here
apearean drama in Seattle in two cities outside of Seattle have asked several months ago when the vaudeseasons will be the engagement of to be allowed to enroll in thr villians were playing B. F. Keith's,
got away to a good start May 14,
John E. Kallard At the Metropolitan choruses.
was discharged when the actress
The Strand, pop vaudeville, adfor eight days.
him in
failed to appear against

who

.

At the
Right."

'Turn

Wilkes,

to

the

SYRACUSE.
CHESTER B. BAHN.
EMPIRE. — Monday -Tuesday, 'Til
musical comBy

Levy's Orpheum
Little Theatre.

is

dark, also the

The Barnes circus
three -day engagement.

May

18

for

known to Seattle
Is now playing the
While." Miss
Worth
lead in "What's
Cronk was one of the most popular
seta of
dancing
the
of
members
Kappa Sigma sorority of the UniShe was
versity of Wabhington.
Clair Windsor,

Say She Does," new
edy, written by Ralph Murphy and
given by Tambourine and Bones*
Syracuse University.
Society of
Rest of week, Knickerbocker Players in "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath."
Next week, "The Ruined Lady."

as Olga Cronk,

The Knickerbocker Players at the
Empire get another leading woman
next week, lone Magrane coming

here to replace Lotus Robb. Miss
Magrane is the tMrd leading woman
also the pretty queen of the Seattle of the Knlcks. during the season,
Potlatch and gave a number of and that's not counting the two
clever dancing exhibitions with Mil- dropped before the company opened.
ton Douglas. Seattle dancing mas- With next week's changes, owner
ter.
Howard Rumsey is confident that
the shifts in the company's perThe Maurice Brownes, having fin- sonnel will be completed. Rumsey
ished their engagements In New is dividing his time between SyraYork, are now en route to Seattle.
cuse and Rochester, where he has
Manhattan Players at the
the
Elmer Wells, organist at the Lyceum. Mrs. Rumsey, otherwise
Ridgemont theatre, has been made Florence Eldridge, is the Rochester
house manager In addition to musi- leading woman, going from Syracal duties.
Business In
cuse to the Lyceum.
Rochester looks like a record, Mr.
Pictures said to depict life In Rumsey says. The company there,
northwest logging camps as being opening with "Smllin' Through,"
brutal and lawlesss were protested set a record, but beat the gross last
in a statement Issued by Norman F. week.
C. Colman, of Portland, president of
the Loyal Legion of Loggers and
Oneonta will censor all pictures
Lumbermen and George B. Sypher, shown there, with special attention
Seattle representative of the organ- to films designed for children.
A
ization.
committee of five has been designated by the mayor to give the
Announcement that construction screens the double O.
on a $75,000 picture theatre on 14th
avenue northeast near East 45th
John Anderson, band leader of
gtreet would be started at once was the 63d Infantry at Madison Barmade last week by M. J, Love, presi- racks, is an old tenor of the Boston
dent of the Stadium Theatre Cor- Opera Company.
He Joined ths
poration and a member of Gott- service after his voice failed him.
stein's,
800.

Inc.

The

theatre will seat

action last week the Auburn City Council caused the calling
off of the annual midsummer fair.
The council decided that if the fair
were held as scheduled all money
rights
concession
collected
for
should be turned Into the city treasury, and this automatically did away
with the fair.

By

Barnum and
and
Ringling's
Bailey's circus hits Utica on July 6.

its

Organization of the Northwest
comprising
Association,
Writers'
professional authors of fiction, magwriters
of stag«
azine articles and
productions, was perfected at a
last
Cafe
Blanc's
meeting hold at
week.
Interest in the production of "The
Wayfarer," America's passion paK^ant, has spread throughout the
Pacific northwest. Singers in seven

The

Sells-Floto outfit exhibited in
Syracuse on Monday. The circus

210

WASHINGTON.
SHUBERT-BELASCO —

By HARDIE MEAKIN.

police court here.

"NoReviewed elseMaster Gabriel, now in vaude- body's Money."
where In this issue.
ville, dropped into Surrogate's Court
POLI'S A new Arthur Hammerwhile playing this city last week,
and delved into the circumstances stein production, "The Front Seat,"
Itlda Johnson Young. Reviewed
by
surrounding the estate of Al La
Mar, a former partner, who died in this issue.
NATIONAL—
The Fanchon-Marco
here under his real name of John
A. Ryder.
Gabriel, otherwise Ga- "Satires of 1921" switched around
for
their
appearance
at the Globe,
briel Z. Welgel, filed a claim for
$882.50 against the estate. La Mar New York, May 23. Show got good
notices
here.
"ZIzl"
next.
took care of his parents and relaSHUBERT-GARRICK—Local ortives with about $60,000 worth of
presenting
"SweetInsurance policies and cut them off ganization
Creditable
performance
from his estate. His executor has hearts."
and
good
business.
petitioned for a judicial settlement

—

of his accounts.

Gabriel

may

con-

the ad.

Hammerstein's "The Front Seat*
plays here only for the one week,
then back to New York until the reopening date is set some .time this
L. Lawrence Weber's proFall.
duction,
"Nobody's Money** goes"
from here to Atlantic City with
Chicago as the ultimate goal for a

summer

3

ALL SIZES
MAKES
FOR THE PROFESSION.

Rtngllng Brothers -Barnum
and Bailey combined shows did not
The Mutual Welfare League of have a parade here on the 16th.
Auburn Prison staged its 1021 revue Did terrific business.

on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of this week. The play itself
was written by guests of the State,
the costumes for the first time were
made by them, the scenery was
painted by them, and the music was
the output of prison composera

Glen Echo and Chevy Chase Lake

Liberty Loan

Association. Syracuse
Plan, will give "Pinafore" the week
of June 13 at Opera Hall, formerly
the Grand Opera House.

VANCOUVER,
By H.

P.

Baby,"

pre

TRUNKS
For the Theatrical Profession

Strand Luggage Shop
The Luggag* 8hoj> With a Conscience.
693 HI XT II AVE., Bet. 89th and 40th Sts.
"Open Evenings Till 7"

28 E.

RANDOLPH

8T.

CHICAGO

LUGGAGE SHOP
St.,

Near Stb At

Write for our
132 Page
Catalog*

6o**"*/ro£ir

With

Illustrated

FURNITURE

Purchases.

B. C.

HI ALTO
259 Weat 42d

U.^.OI'EN EVENINGS^__

7HIQD AVENUE

bvncar

Cash at Full
Face Value on
Any and All

Engraving*.

Mailed Free
Charge.

Cash or Credit

eff

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE STAGE

NEWBERRY.

EMPRESS.—"Some

-1423

Accepted as

The Lyceum, Ithaca, closed on
Wednesday with the appearance of
the Fleck Grand Opera Company.

AT BIG DISCOUNTS

H01?WASSER

Bonds

The Opera

run.

TRUNKS
ALL

The

test.

T4YL°R TRVNKS

W. 44th 8T. N Y

vertises it pay 8 carfare downtown
by presenting coupon appearing in

whom

the artistic In furniture present • ever Its strongest appeal, should folio*
the example of the hundreds of leading members of the profession who have fnrto

nlnlied their homes through us. and thereby not only save from 25
to 40% on the
price, bat avail themselves of the privilege of oor eomenlent deferred payment
gjrsfssl; the \no*l lliinal in Sew York for over * quarter of a eertnry.

A 3-Room

Apartment

$555 VALUE
Consisting of all
Period Furniture

4*

AAA

^****U

LIBERAL TERMS
Value

Week

Month

$100

$2.00
$$.$$
$2.50
ss.ee
$1.00
$5.00

$8.00
$0.00
$10.00
$12.00
910.00

*i.-,o

$200
*.*{00

A 4-Room

Apartment

$875 VALUE
Period Furniture
of

Rare ltenuty

CCQK
^OJJO

Kaallv rvurhtd from VreM km* >t
.['!
xcth ..r
sn,,.( I'nminwii Oir>.
,

• too

$500

$-20.00

A 5-Room Apartment
$1,090

to $5,000

CASH

HIM'OUNT

20%

eo^C

*jK>/iJ

A 6-Room Apartment
$1,505

Larger Amount Up
K FECIAL

VALUE

Incomparably Rich
Period Furniture

VALUE

Elahorate Denlgna £1 97*4
In Fcrlod Furniture •J 1 !'***'
Wr Deliver by Auto Truck
*s-

TMrcct to

Your Poor

CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT
BUMPUS & LEWIS DROP
Some of the Acts we have equipped with scenery: Skelly
Revue,
SCENIC STUDIOS
245 W. 46th St., N. Y.
Bryant 2695

Fortune Queen

&

Heit

CANTOR & YATES PRODUCTIONS
SATEENS AND OTHER MATERIALS

IN VELVET, SILK,

J

H
rriday,

May

PICTURES

20, 1921

NORTH.
OL OF THE Dorothy

'"
often that so uniformly good a east
A "refined" eastern girl resides !n is sees in an
ordinary release.
the
northwest
with
her
father.
Along
The settings go with the splendid Peep O Day
..Will Rogers
Bate*. .•*
...E. J. Ratclirra comes Wiki Jack, a native product, style of the presentation. The back- Lucy .........
Irene Rich
« f\il«PI
Riley Hatch uncouth but withal a man— the
Devlin
C. B. Mason
Tom Minor
grounds,
kind
most
of
them
Interiors
of
Jules Cowles who
Wallace..
Sydney Alnsworth
treats his women "rouih." He fine homes, are especially real. The Sublette
Keretta
Florence 8C. Leonard
Ed. Kimball
Judse Priest
Jessie Arnold strikes gold and spends his money producer has struck an excellent Ba.Sy
H. Milton Ross
Blond
Marguerite Marsh freely at the local dive.
C. E. Thurston
a, Waldron
He takes middle ground between too much Sheriff Brack
Mae Hopk'ns
.Joe King his liquor
nt McNasr
neat, accompanied
by magnificence and too little. Kath- Kitty
Cordelia Callahan
Hunter
rhapsodial
subtitles
that
mean erine's little flat is the last word in Mrs.
Nick Co«l« y
Mandy
Aunt
One of Dorothy Dal ton's earlier nothing and sound "classy," such dainty abodes and the Buck man- Farmer Bell
Burton Halbvrt
creen successes was in "The Flame as "snow, snarling and crawling" sion is elaborate, but somehow imHer present star- and "pitiless crucible of blood and presses as a home for real people
of the Yukon."
This Goldwyn feature is true blue,
ring vehicle is "The Idol of the ice." (These are literal quotations.) rather than a stage set. The titles and gets to you three-fourths of the
Wiki Jack takes a kiss from the are models of brevity, while still way. The climax is mishandled and
North," and thjo character of Colette is patterned as much as pos- heroine by force, and when
her they get the color of neat comedy does not register for all it is worth,
sible along the same lines. The tale young eastern lover resents It he across.
Rush.
through the failure either of the
cutter, or Clarence Badger, who diis by J. Clarkson Miller, scenario by toa.sus thtt youngster down a snowFrank Beresford, direction by Wil- bank. The cub falls for one of the
rected, and E. A. Bigelow, conThese did not detinuity writer.
liam Neill; a Paramount production. saloon girls, the Wiki chap rescues
The locale is the picturesque the heroine from the clutches of a
velop, as they should, the "fake
Northwest, with no pains spared to lecherous man with whiskers and Katherlne Brlnkley
The whole show is
incident.
niece"
Rosemary Theby
create the proper atmospheric de- later saves her life in a splendidly Nicolai Brouevltch
Hamilton Revelle based on the Broadway play written
Irene Black well by Charles O'Brien Kennedy from
tail and one of the most carefully depicted snowslide, whereupon she Inna Brouevltch
Earl Bchenck
directed features of that kind ever has her sex aroused and sinks into John Wllmot
Cobb's story. Will Rogers
Richard E«rJethorpe. Wm. P. Carleton Irvin S.
By this is not the arms of the huski Wiki Jack, Sir
offered the public.
Franklin Shelby
Arthur Stuart Hull is featured and scores all the way.
meant it is a very expensive produc- who gets a shave and dons a Nor- Natalie Shelby
Rhea Mitchell
Mr. Cobb's stories about Judge
Eugenie Beaserer Priest, of which this is one, are
Mrs. Emmellne Shelby
tion, but that intelligence and pains folk jacket for the clinch.
A long-drawn out, feeble tale
were exercised to visualize to a
popular, and have been Saturday
Here we
nicety the details of what would "romantically" picturized, palpabiy
This is unacceptable any way you Evening Post features.
ordinarily be a commonplace pro- designed to pander to the flat-head- look at it. Nothing so ineptly con- have the uneducated Peep O'Day,
duction. As a consequence the pic- ed foreigners in mining and kindred ceived has ever been so expensively butt of the world from the day he
communities and likely to give com- mounted. It is really not a pic- came from the poorhouse, suddenly
ture is full of "life."
His reaction is
It starts with a speed that makes plete satisfaction to this type of ture at all in the proper sense of heir to a fortune.
He wants to have that
you hold your breath breaks at "Americans."
Jolo.
the term. It is a novel (and a poor natural.
once into action which never ceases,
illustrations, attractive boyhood he has seen, but never enone)
with
money
the story being unfolded in moveones, some of them, thrown in. joyed, and so he spends bis
the
ment without having to resort to
There is insert after insert, sub- on the kids and in helping who
teacher
school
little
lengthy sub-titles or rhapsodical
pretty
title after sub-title, and then picand
was
miseducate
him
descriptions of life in the goldflelds. {Catherine Van Riper
tried
to
Ethel C!ayton tures of people conversing.
The
'
Clyde Fillmore
judged.
Everything intended to be conveyed Tom Jaffery
Monte Ruck
Walter Hiars only place there is any action at
Naturally, such conduct looks
is shown rather than talked about. Jeremiah Buck
all is where Rosemary Theby, feaTheodore
Roberts
to Kentuckians who have
In this respect it is a well-nigh per- Aunt Bella
8ylvta Ashton tured, dances at a cabaret, and this crazy
psycho-analysis and
fect specimen of dramatic construc- Aunt Louisa
Helen Dunbar
crowd. To cap never heard of
Arthur Carewe does not rouse the
couldn't pronounce the term if they
tion. As a story it will hardly stand Bolton
Uncle James
Thomas Rlcketts the unsuitable continuity written by had, so they readily fall into the
the test of too careful analysis, but Clementine Vlckers
Blanche Gray Gardner Sullivan, who is responsible
for general cinema patronage is rea- Maud Buck
Eunice Burnham also for the story, comes a climax crooked scheming of Lawyer SubRosie
who thinks Judge Priest's
lette,
sonably certain to satisfy.
Carrie Clark Ward
touching the absurd. It was Just brains "have been dead for 20
None of the players, not even the
possible to get it across, as it was
He brings a manicurist
years."
star, does anything worth special
The Paramount picture, "Sham,"
commendation. Miss Dalton is called current at the Rivoli, puts forward possibly written, but Louis J. Gas- from Cincinnati who poses as Peep's
who directed, fails utterly to niece and then tries to get a comupon to play a young girl in the Ethel Clayton in a romantic comedy, nier,
his name as the
mission appointed and his estate
opening and doesn't look youthful done in a neat way with faultless do so and has left
responsible on (his given into her care. Seeing what a
enough. She is in the full bloom of taste and holding a good average of maker chiefly
mistake.
.
monumental
in
face
both
womanhood,
decent chap Peep is, this cutie in
youthful
laughs without resort to rough comSo expensive a mistake might be the end exposes the whole plot and
and figure. And, speaking of figure. edy device. The story is by Elmer
this is not everything Is cleared up. Right here
*hu later appears as the star per- Harris apd Geralding Bonner, made one in 100 and pass, but
former in a mining camp dance hall, into photoplay form by Douglas the first time so inexplicable an is where director and scenarist
they had established
If
with bare shoulders and abbreviated Jioty and directed by Thomas Hef- offering has been shot at the public failed.
by Robertson -Cole. As a firm, none clearly the changing in her point of
She shows her gorgeous fron.
skirts.
Than Rufus Cole view, they would have handed the
stands higher.
back, shoulders and arms in a series
Miss Clayton has a considerable himself no executive in the picture crowd a bigger thrill and scored a
of close-ups that are well worth
following among the feminine fans, business has a reputation more ad- marked hit.
while.
and
this story ought to appeal to mirable for business ability, personal
As it was, the cast comes in for
All of the characterizations are
them for its atmosphere of "smart" qualities and good sense, and yet the biggest honor. All were good
conventional theatrical types, well
society pictured in an intimate and apparently, he does not know pic- types, though nowhere was there
enough handled on the whole, but convincing way and
for Its fine tures and has been ill advised. Wit- exceptional work, Mae Hopkins, as
individuality.
distinctive
without
modern
clothes being an ness "The Stealers,'* and even "Kis- the
being
the
one
manicurist,
But they are skillfully assembled element costuming,
of
screen
met," which should have been ten mdrked disappointment.
But perand molded into a concrete, well- which carries a certainpresentation
weight
all times the smash It was.
"Good
her
fault.
not
haps
it
was
calculated
melodrama,
screen
knit
its own.
Women" is an offering for the
A good program feature. Leed.
to please the general run of motion
The story is logical, compact, and ground -work of which C. Gardner
jola.
picture patrons.
progresses directly and simply to an Sullivan is responsible. Mr. Sullientirely satisfactory romantic con- van knows pictures. No one can declusion.
Besides which its moral liver real drama better than he can
Harold Ooodwln
aspects are interesting and there is if asked to, while Mr. Gasnier is ca- Iahm&el Worth.....
Lillian Hall
inne Bodamere
Mary Pickford nothing in its characters or inci- pable of competent work. In fact, Beatrice Merlin
Fred Kirby
Hortense Reeves
Gertrude Astor dents that could possibly give of- the scenes themselves in this spec- Judge Merlin
George Fisher
Herman
Brudenell
Xlton Reeves
Wilfred Lucas fense.
It's a clean, breezy, enter- ial are adequately enough treated. Mrs. Grey (formerly Hannah Worth)
Marie
Helen Raymond
lrts Ashton
fault wherever it lies is a
Jacques Lanvaln
C. Norman Hammond taining tale interestingly told by an The
Grey
Glenn' Cavender
Margaret Brewster
Elinor Fair uncommonly skillful group of screen fundamental
one of choice and Reuben
Grace Goodail
Countess Hurstmon<*eaus
James Brewster
Adolphe J. Menjou players.
policy.
Colin
Kenny
Vincent
Lord
Conrad
Peaches Jitckson
Katherine Van Riper (Miss ClayConsider the plot and its presenConstant
DoTeen Turner
Billy Boy
John Harron tonj is an impecunious young fash- tation and what has been done is
The grown-up female members of
Chauffeur
George Prom go Id ionable left with an income much clearly enough a mistake to be your family' will probably remember
too small to satisfy her expensive avoided.
Miss Katherine Mrs. E. D. E. N. Southworth's hectic
First
Bill collectors besiegfe her Brinkley in her salon.
Men are novel, "Ishmael, or Out of the
Offered by United Artists, this tastes.
home
and she is put to the utmost talking to her. She gazes longingly Depths," from which the Fox feafeature with Mary Pickford came
of her resources to evade them, keep at a Russian pianist. She is warned ture, "Hearts of Youth," was adaptstarted
at
to the Strand May 15 and
her credit from breaking and sup- against the pianist by a novelist. ed by Millard Webb, who also dionce crowding them in.
It
is a
a bijou apartment with a poor All this in conversation. Insert of rected the picture. It has been
market product that's all full of port
relation and a single maid. Escape the "World" telling of their elope- brought up to date by the introducsweetness and light, a money maker from debt and nerve strain is ofand probably designed as such. The fered by marriage with Monte Buck, ment. Scene at their villa. Break- tion of automobiles and presentmostly un- day wearing apparel, but otherwise
Conversation
fast.
story is not credited. Marion Fair
son of a millionaire cattle king, but
Scene at the story has been but litlte
They part.
fax made the scenario and Jack she loves the sturdy Tom Jaffery, pleasant.
Monte Carlo with a reception and changed.
Pick ford and Alfred E. Green di- an employe of Monte's father.
If you ask your "living ancestors"
Sir Richard
conversation.
more
rected.
Charles Rosher is responThe story revolves about the
sible for as fine photography as it is proposition, Shall she marry Monte, Egglethorpe takes Miss Brlnkley to of the feminine sex, about it they
possible to put on the screen. The fat and dull but with abundant a cabaret (but even this much action will tell you how they wept over tho
last. tribulations of Ishmael Worth, who
last, too, is excellent.
money, or the handsome lover who isn't shown). But, at last, at
Jeanne Bodamere, stolen as a promises happiness of a simpler To shock people, Miss Brinkley does renounced his young sweetheart beher cause there was a stigma to his
takes
•hlld by a Belgian peasant woman, kind? This theme Is worked out in a dance, then Sir Richard
pi sent to her wealthy mother in thoroughly expert story-tel'ing style, out and kisses her. Next see her at name, and how it turned out in the
end his mother was really married
acquainted
She becomes
America when the war breaks out. with a wealth of clever comedy in- Naples.
This mother is shielded from ap- cident and splendidly sustained with Franklin Shelby, married but to the man who was supposed to
have wronged her how his first
to
They
read
establishment,
it.
proach by a great
she doesn't know
comedy suspense.
wife, who was believed dead, turns
And so little Jeanne with the two
Theodore Roberts as the bluff each other. They converse. They
kids, orphaned, whom she brings cattle king, Monte's father, has an- see a former lover at the opera. up to confront him and how, near
With her, must be content to work other part that will -go further to Back come wife and mother and the end, it is developed she was a
kitchen maid until she can make endear him to the film public. This there are some 20 feet of action bigamist and the secret marriage
her identity clear. Before she does fine character delineator seems to showing the wife kissing her hus- held good and young Ishmael had a
she overhears a scheme to black- have the knack of taking small band. But the former lover spoils legitimate father and mother and
mail the head of the house and saves roles and making them stand out. it all by telling the wife (more con- could face Beatrice Merlin with an
the day by exposing it. Of course, He does 80 in this case. Jeremiah versation), about Miss Brinkley. honest name, leading up to tho
the young man next door falls in Buck undertakes in his crude way Shelby now goes to Miss Brinkley clinch title, "Blossom time and lovo
love with Jeanne while Jeanne her- to stage manage the wedding of his and they converse about the situa- time."
It is rather well done In approved
self reunites her parents.
son Monte, and interviews the an- tion. She tells him she will give
Elinor Pair gives an unusual per- cient uncles and aunts of the hero- him up. Enter the wife and mother. 10-20-30 fashion and should appeal
the proletariat.
Harold Goodto
formance. She does not try to play ine to that end.
This passage is Miss Brlnkley tells them she has
the cutie, but looks good just the rich in the finest kind of character given up the husband, and then the win plays sincerely and with conviction,
and
with
a
story
that is not
same and gets over the right no- comedy. The cattle king docs all mother returns (there's that much
tion of a designing young woman. that is humanly possible to make action), to tell the forsaken one that wholly apparent after the first few
hundred
feet
should
heard
be
from.
As the mother Gertrude Astor gave the match, but in the end Katherine she Is a good woman.
Lillian Hall, the heroine, Is a sweet
one of those exceptional perform- comes to see herself as a grafting
If this sort of thing, elaborately lit*
le ingenue and Colin Kenny as
whole
ances that cling to the memory. In sycophant, and gives up the
mounted, well photographed, makes Lord Vincent, a villainous ladles'
picture fashion she had to be very social bluff to throw her lot in with a money-making special, everybody
Is a classy "heavy," an actor
I haughty with t^e butler, but, never- the handsome Tom.
Bad man, would
has guessed wrong.
else
acquit himself creditably
theless, she registered realistic hauTwo excellent comedy scenes enough on the stage, mere con- who
any screen role requiring him to
teur and rale tn !k' domar.^ of stand out.
One of them Is the vei-wati-on wrecks a pict-ur*. A great In
wear
clothes.
good
The photography
developing situations which in- scheme by which Katherinc's maid expert could, perhaps, have so cast
Walter Williams is also worth
cluded a *reak wNJi her husband intrigues to get chops for luncheon this particular "conversazione" as to by
commending.
over ano*tler woman xnd the recog- when Tom calls and has to steal project vivid Inner emotions dranition of her lost dat\rhter after them off the dumb waiter. The other matically, and
so in a fashion
years. As this same hu:>band. Wil- is the comedy souse that Monte goes scored, but Mr. Gasnier did not do
SHELTERED DAUGHTERS.
fred Lucas was natural and con- on when Katherine throws him over. this, nor did he apparently even
Ivan Abramson or the Pox peovincing. John Harron as t*ie young Roth bits could have been over- sense the possibility.
Rosemary ple might have made of "Sheltered
lover was for all the woild that acted into the last degree of vul- Theby, a large, good looking woman. Daughters" a seething, ebullient
garity under unskillful handling, but able to take care of herself, fails foaming, sensational picture,
type.
Tinare genuinely
A well rounded production, ade- in this instance they
to catch the sympathy, while Hamil- title alone should be sufficient inheed.
funny and in good taste.
quate for the market.
for
calan offering
Revelle really caricatured rather spiration
ton
The excellence of the company con- than presented a pianist of charm culated to appeal to the muckworm.
tributes to this desirable end. Wal- and ability, but loose morals. Irene the proletary and the clodhopper.
NORTH.
OF
ter Hiers, who has done some first- Blackwell
But Clara Beranger has made of
and Eugenie Besserer
"We all have two natures— the rate character drawing in the fat- were dignified in minor roles, but Qeorge Bronson Howard's underPflld and the civilized."
This is one man comedy way on the stage, plays
sympathy-forcing
world
story a scenario designed to
for
Rhea Mitchell
^of the subtitles in tho Universal Monte; Carrie Clark Ward has H
purposes (that is to say, the box teach a lesson to the Austere,
special, "Wolves of the North." writ- capital characterisation si the maid,
worth
presented
a
parent,
well
Intolerant
have
should
ten and directed by Norman Dawn, and the others are uncommonly con- office),
stronger contrast, caught the sym- proselyting. It is good propaganda
starring Eva Novak.
vincing Even the small' parts are pathy, but In the effort to corral the in that it shows the necessity for
Sylvia Ashton
It is Just one more of those proIn canable hands.
for the »t*r everything was showing glowing girls the way of
gram pictures, appealing to the and Helen Dunbar, the two rich, Interest
the world. Instead of keeping them
literally lost.
"romance"' of what was once the selfish aunts of Katherine, play with
offering for anj class of entirely sheltered or apparently so.
poor
A
of
roles
would
lustlfy
t| nickelodeon patrons who now pay a skill that
This insures thejn against, guii*Lcrd.
house.
It is not
*«• terftfct admission, including war much more importance.
tU
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BOYS WILL BE BOYS.

Dalton

Edwin August
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GOOD WOMEN.
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—
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HEARTS OF YOUTH.

THRU BACK DOOR
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WOLVES
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THE
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bility

and protects them from be-

ing

led
villains
cents.

astray

by

conscienceless
the inno-

who prey upon

The heroine (and star) is Justine
Johnstone, a reincarnated Jeanne
D'Arc, whose father, a police sergeant, has brought her up ignorant
of the ways of the world. Full of
enthusiasm she becomes the innocent accomplice of a bogus French
soldier seeking to raise money ostensibly for the French orphans. In
a quite plausible manner he persuades the girl to pose as his wife
and make an appeal to the American •public for funds.
There are a number of other unexaggerated types of the underworld, the whole making for an interesting melodramatic story that
might readily have been highly colored and magnified into a lurid
.

dime

novel

narration

of

hectic

eventp.

Miss Johnstone is seen to her best
advantage in "Sheltered Daughters," starting off in simple garb,
running through plausibly to a display of sartorial art and concluding as a simple, but wiser, unsullied bride.

Riley Hatch is convincing aa a
stern hut kindly father; Warren
Baxter is a consistent reporter;

Charles Oerrard is an unexaggerated heavy and so on. The tale
winds up with the girl looking
straight at her father and saying:
"I didn't know
you never told me
there were such men in the world."

—

Tha picture was
Edward Dillon. It
lease.

well directed
is

by

a Realart reJolo.

.

FIGHT OF THE AGE
A

very cleverly arranged twonovelty in the way of a film
attraction at this time, bringing to
view Jack Dempsey and the handsome Georges Carpentier. Pictures
of both the contenders for the
world's championship July 2 are
shown, in their proper person, in
ring costume, in action and In
reel

measurements. The latter should
prove important to tho ring fan
to those who cannot see the fight or have not me^n

and as interesting
fighters,

meaning women and

chil-

dren.

Comedy

through
some cartoon work by Gregory LaCava. It is amusing and at the
same time instructive.
is

introduced

The big punch of the film is Us
timeliness.
The Pictures Trading'
Co. produced it. While pieced, and
excellently so, the juxtaposition of
the fighters on the screen at times
leaves the impression they are actuthough they are not.
announced as holding a "half
That may be
judging from the celebrities

ally engaged,
It is

million dollar" cast.
so,

shown

in connection, Al Jolson. Jim
Jim Jefferles, Tex Rlckard
managers of the fighters,

Corbett,
and the

together with Mrs. Carpentier.
Scenes of the training quarters
of each fighter, their methods of
training, illustrated measurements
and cartoons on the effect of blows,
besides some skillful boxing by Tom
Gibbons and a sparring partner
helps to compose a most interesting

though of short length, perhaps more interesting through that.
"The Fight of the Age" is current.
It's good anywhere
up to the day
picture,

—

Sime.

of the fight."

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD
The New York

F.

I.

L.

M. club

has formed a new Executive Com*
mittee, made up of L. Rosenbluh
(chairman) of Fox; S. Zierler, S.
Eckman, William E. Raynor, L.
Adler, If. Siegel and S. H. Fabian.
The chairman appointed the following members to serve on the
Grievance Committee of exchange
managers: L. Rosenbluh, Henry
Siegel (chairman), Lesver Adler, 8.
Eckman, Jr., and S. Zierler, Jack
von Tllzer retires from this committee,

following

his

retirement

from the post of branch manager
Associated Producers.
After
June 1 meetings will be held only
once in two weeks during the
of

summer.
D. W. Griffith's next production
be based on "The Two Orphans." No cast is announced. He
has abandoned "Faust" as open to
censorship objections.

will

The Maine Society last week saw
a special screening at Aeolian Hall
of "The Rider of the King Log." by
Halman Day, and then elected
Frank A. Munsey {resident.
Virginia

and

Genevieve White
Randolph,
pictures,

Dell,

Kcnlta

started on a hike to

Governor

Miller.

Albany to see

They

will collect

signatures along the way to a protest asking the Governor not to sign
ihp censorship bill.

Sherman 0. Kreelberg was arMay 12 charged by Helen Gill
with obtaining $7,000 from her to
put on 'Green Jade," a play In
Which she was to have a good part
and a share of the profits. The police, after lodging Kreelberg in the
Tombs, s.iid they bad arrested
previously his brother, Harry, on a
warrant from Bowling Green, Ky,
Issued against Sherman. The mistake was discovered and Harry reHe has since disappeared.
leased.
The wo brothers are secretary and
president of the Great Northerr
Film 'Jo. of 1" West 46th street.
rested

•
•

Pit TURKS'

4*
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*), 19ft!

INSIDE STUFF

la a abort time. She has Just
finished
Pries of Happiness."
directed
by Edwin

The
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ON PICTURES

By FRED SCHADEK.

May

18.
I,os Angeles.
PriMcilla Dean left last Friday for
Seattle, where she will remain for
the next nix weeks on location work
Tor her new special, "Conflict."

Linder has started for New
Tork with tho print of "Who Pays

Max

My

Wife's Bills," his latest

com-

There will be a showing for
edy.
Robertson -Cole, and in the event
that the deal is not closed there
other releasing channels will be ar-

"Robinson Crusoe, LUL^ Is to be
tho title of tho first of the Hamilton-White comedies to bo released
through Educational. Jack Whits
picture*.
is directing Lloyd Hamilton in the
Charles Giblyn is the active head picture, which is being shot on the
of the Motion Picture Directors' As- beach near Topango Canyon.
sociation InL A. during the absence
of William D. Taylor.
The Western M. P. Advertisers
gave an Informal party to tho press
Monte Blue la out of the hospital at the Hollywood studios last night.
after an operation, but it will be Among other things "a pleasant
several weeks before he will be able surprise** that was promised mateto resume work.
rialized in bottled form.

been

receiving

$250

weekly

Lillian Hall who has just finished
for.
at the Fox lot has been signed by
Ethel Grandin, in retirement for Vltagraph to play opposite Antonio
•
three yoars, has been signed by Moreno,
Metro for the George EX Baker proJane Thomas who has been handduction, "The Hunch."
ling the switchboard at the FairElliott Dexter has returned to the banks studios became Mrs. John
Veercamp last week. Mr. Veercamp
coast.
Is a local wholesale grocer.
Theodore Roberts has recovered
Lawrence Grant has been engaged
from his recent illness.
for George Melford's Famous PlayDave Reuhon, manager of the ers production, "The Great ImFirst National exchange here and personation."
John E. McCormick. Western press
representative for the organization
Mildred Harris is going to be a
are on their way to New Tork for 'knockout** in the Cecil DeMille prothe convention.
duction in which she is now working, according to those who have
Last week marked the passing of been permitted to view some of the
tho presentation of one-act playlets shots that have been made.
Inin conjunction with the picture pro- cidentally she is wearing a blonde
gram at the Ambassador. Later wig which they say makes her look
there may be a resumption of the so stunning that she will undoubt"talkies with the movies."
edly hold to it for all future screen
work.

ranged

••Reputation,"

the Prlscilla

Dean

feature, has been held over a second week at the Superb*.

George M. Mann, president of the
Federated Exchanges, and Mabel C.
Fairley were married In Hollywood

Kennth McGaffey is located at the
Irving Lesser offices, handling pubfor the Warner Bros, productions.
licity

l«.

huge bonus.
This is said to have reached as high ss sO per cent on a loan, Impossible as that may sound, while 21 per cent, interest has. been common,
though not enough loans were given even at that rats to actually make
One picture man, loaning on good collateral, was obliged to
it common.
pay 14% per cent, as a flat bonus on the amount secured.
With the other tribulations for picture producers of late months, tho
money borrowing thing became especially oppressive. Not alone it cost
the borrowers exorbitant prices but It conclusively displayed In what
estimation banks and lenders seem to hold the picture business.
This may explain to some extent why picture producers like producers
for the speaking stage are always broke, while theatre owners, whether Id
pictures or the speaking branch of the profession, have money. When a
theatre owner with his theatre* standing wants to borrow, be will pay
from S to 6 per cent, and without a bonus, recuring the loan from his

R. Baker, manager of
over a nifty ad last
after the "Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari" had been stopped at his
house, heading the copy off with
"Raus Mit Im:"

Charles

Miller's, slipped

week

Al

Hambergh,

who

waa

with

Werba and Luescher several years
ago, is handling the managerial end
of "Over the Hill' at the Auditorium.

bank.

The comparative cheapness
little

Hunt Stromberg, formerly with

far the cast selected includes

J.

L.

NEW YORK

bench warrant for failure to pay

I

There may be a conflict over the use
which Richard Herndon has announced as

"The Right Way,**
course of stage preparation.
for the Thomas Mott
Osborne picture, which is being handled by the Producers' Security Corp.,
The Gradwell concern
of which Rlcord Gradwell is general manager.
has its printing and lobby display already completed, with a campaign*
book that has a special drawing by a prominent artist. The picture
cannot change its title now. There is no similarity aside from the titles/

The same
|

NOTES.

title

was

selected

direction.

Opinions in concrete discover principally that "Roxy" encountered the)
traditions of the operatic and stags world, which are always stumbling
blocks in the way of one who would alter something that has been firmly*
established.

"A production which has enjoyed such widespread success as That
Birth of a Nation,' " said a leading musician, whose opinion was volca€
by many others in much the same strain, "belongs in a short time to th#
world. The score is such an influential part of its lasting imprersloao*
it becomes public property, so to speak.
"This is aside from the academic or technical phases of the question.
It means, in plain language, that many millions who have thoroughly'
associated their ideas of the production with its original score reseat
any other handling of it. No matter how sincerely meant or how worthy
the attempt to improve the original might bo, the result Is sure to arousw
these inevitable comparisons and doom the newer work to failure.
"The case of Verdi and his early success 'II Trovatoro' is a fins illustra-"
tlon of this point
In comparison with Verdi's later works and witV
modern compositions, tho instrumentation of the earlier work appears*
almost amateurish. In subsequent years Verdi advanced wonderfully, as*
was shown in such works as 'Aida,' 'Otello' and 'FalstafiV
"The latter operas are thoroughly modern and compare with the best
of his times or the present but Verdi could not be induced to altar that
original score of 'Trovatore.'

THE FIGHT OF THE AGE
training

the phases of
activities

of

CARPENTIER
50,000,000 people are interested in this scientific, humorous entertainment.

2 reels of up-to-the-minute material for any high class
program.
Live Wire Exhibitors Get Busv!!!
Distributed through

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS,
w

130 West 46th Street,

Inc.

New York

8th Floor
l'ta..n«

HKYANT Mt7

Lou Rogeri,

Pre*.

I'll II.

AI»KI.I*HI

A— ISM

VINK

in

The revival of Griffith's screen spectacle "The Birth of a Nation** at
the Capitol has caused a deal of discussion over manager Rothafel's*
endeavor to improve upon the original musical setting of that famous*,
work. Authorities differ as to the meaaure of Rothafel's success in thlsV

Goldwyn has two mors foreign
Alms on Its waiting list for release.
Thus time they are Italian made and
not German. The Unlone Cinematografica Italian produced them. One
titled
is
"The Ship," based on
Gabriel D'Annunzlo's "la Nave,"
and the other is called "Theodora."

all

of the title

some time before

1

alimony, as ordered by the court.
"A Question of Honor" is the title
His defense was that he had been of the next Anita Stewart picture,
without employment for a number work on which is to be rushed so
Harley Knoles sailed last Saturof weeks. He admitted that he had that the star will be able to start day for England.

the

added no
These

The owner of one of the few picture house;; on Long Island which
boasts of a balcony charges more for seats there than on the lower'
When asked why the seats upstairs were held at a higher price
the owner replied that be was forced into it, as the roughneck element of the town patronized the cheaper seats and if they should
occupy the balcony they would annoy the lower floor patrons by throwing
things down upon them, whlcJ* he found out when first opening the*
house.

tions Distributing Corporation.

Showing

is

to around lo
the picture fever. It runs

floor.

—

Frederick Warde who has Just to release through First National.
closed in "The Mission Play" Is to Later ho will direct two special
appear in the film version of the production*
Richard Walter Tully play, "Omar,
"From the Ground Up," an origthe Tentmaker," which is to be proinal story by Rupert Hughes, will
duced on the Brunton lot.
be the next starring vehicle for Tom
Jack Roseleigh was arrested on a Moore at Goldwyn.

pictures

supers or extras over there.

to acting.

Herbert Rawlinson and Tully
Marshall have been placed under
contract by Universal to support

Edward Sloman has

on tho

German -made

marks a day, equivalent

American. The German people have
from society to the slums. They all want to work and any number may
There are so many/ applicants selection
be selected for any scene.
actually is a fact.
Otherwise, say those who have seen the German
picture making, the producing business there just now is about like
what it was over here 10 or more years ago.
While there is a censorship of films in Germany, which obliges a
picture to be submitted to a general board before nationally distributed,
the German censoring is not literally taken. There is too much liberty
believed in in that country.
Almost anything toes and some of tho
film that would shock the U. S. will never reach here.

Wallace Beery. Eva Novak. Rosemary Theby and Harry Spingler.
The latter has quit the agency field

and returned

of

of. the

for five

cents,

Work is starting on the next Kmmett Flynn special for William Fox.
Thus

by the inexpensiveness

men and women work

Selznick in New York and now director of exploitation for Thomas H.
Ince. has a yen for Broadway,
which may require a trip on the
limited before it is appeased. .

started work Prlscilla Dean in her new special.
Frothingham produc- "Conflict," trhtch was started last
tion. "The Black Fox." from the E. weeic
•v.
Ann Forest has recovered from an P. Oppenheim story, at the Brunton
Clara H or ton, who started 13
is
appendicitis
and
operation for
lot
years ago as a child of three with
about to resume work.
Is back on the lot again
House Peters is back on the Gold- Universal,
this time as leading woman. She
"Stuffy" Davis, former dramatic wyn lot in "The Man from Lost
critic of the New Tork "Globe," and River," a Katherlne Newlin Burt Is to support Hoot Gibson in his
first flve-reeler for the U. program
later a press agent, but ever a story.
entitled "Mascot of the Three Star."
Broadway character in the days of
the old "42nd Street Country Club,"
Ben
Turpin has been elevated to
where his immaculate garb and gen- stardom at the Mack Sennet t lot.
eral Beau Brummel affectation in His first starring
production will be
the matter of attire won him fame, "Love's Outcast."
•Tho Butterfly," by Percival
is to be characterized on the screen.
Wilde, has been sold to Universal
At Realart they have secured a
When
Betty
BIythe
returns
to
the
Edgar Selden. The U will
through
story entitled "The Girl Who Paid
Dividends" for the use of Wanda coast it is practically certain that star Marie Provost in it.
she
will carry with her a contract
Hawley. The author Is said to have that
will call for her starring in a
drawn on "Stuffy" and the late Olive series
Tho Federated Film Exchanges
under the has contracted for the release of
Thomas as his characters, and WilliamofFoxproductions
management.
Percy Heath, former croney of
Thomas Mott Osborne's film proThe
Davis, is doing the continuity.
duction, -The Open Way."
Prlscilla Bonner and Alan Wynes well known prison reformer has reMarcerino Maestro, a rejected are to be married within the next cently completed making this feaA honeymoon trip to ture a visual propaganda in his resuitor of Paula R. Fisher, a scenario few days.
writer, shot and killed her in a New Tork by airplane is part of form mission work.
their
plans.
South Grand avenue hotel last week
after «he refused to marry him. He
Sam Rork, who arrived In New
It has not been settled whether
committed suicide.
York last week, closed contracts
Allen Holubar will produce at the with Benjamin
P. Schulberg for the
Brunton
or
the
Hollywood
studios.
Irene Hunt of Metro is to marry
release of the new two- reel producWalter Weyman.^dealer In sporting He has returned to the coast with tions which Rork and Colonel B. W.
Dorothy Phillips, who will be starred Sellg are producing.
goods.
Schul berg's
in the first two pictures which he is
releasing organization is the Attrac-

May

Picture financing* has grown to a dubious aad expensive proooduro.
Tho high money rata seemed peculiarly applicable to picture men, mostly
producers, when they applied for loans. Not outside lenders alone bug
banks did not appear to bo so highly slated over the prospect of a picture
They either charged an excessive rate of interest or exacted a
loan.
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CAMERAMEN OPPOSED

CHICAGO FILM CIRCUITS

Dotrt

Want

Clara

ture*.

iROP ORCHESTRAS FOR

SUMMER

Men

Will

Be

1

a

such a

move has been known

1

1

1

1
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Pictures
Busy
Organists are replacing the ousted Hillcrest
pit-men, and about 500 of the latter
Others Seek Backing.
be without jobs.
There is no recourse in the contracts between the bouses and the
Union against this. It is said that

PRIVATE SHOWINGS
Follows Another Wilson Precedent at the White House.

Washington, D. C, May 18.
President Harding Is having his
private film showings at the White
House as did President Wilson.
Robert Long, maniger of Moore's
Rialto, is personally superintending
the presentation of the pictures.
In the east room of the executive
company and that John Gorman, a mansion Friday night Mr. Long presented
a William S. Hart picture
former vaudeville author. Is to
direct
her.
Gorman cannot be before a selected group of the
Harding's
and
Mrs.
President
located to affirm or deny.
friends, and it is understood this Is
to be a weekly occurrence from now

Jobless.

Chicago, May 18.
Trinz, operating 12
ibliner
feature picture theatres, have let
oat their orchestras during the
summer. Ascher Brothers are about
to follow suit. This is the first time

Pic-

la)

Won't Tarn.

Los Angeles, May It.
Hie Society of American Cinematographers at its meeting last week
passed a resolution which it is believed win prevent Clara Hamon
from
securing
any established
cameraman to gr**& ©a any picture productions she may make.
The resolution carries with it the
loss of membership in the organisation should any member enter into
a contract to photograph a Hamon
production.
It Is reported that a makeshift
studio is being built here for her

Learned in Musicians9 Strike That Receipts Did Not
Fall When Organ Furnished Only Music—500
f.

Hamom

—

SHARE OF PROFITS.

1*111

Bingham ton, May

FIRST MARION FAIRFAX

PRESIDENT HARDING'S

on.

Pete Smith at Last Appears on the
Screen.

The first Marion Fairfax product ion, "The Lying Truth," is being finished this week. As soon as
the cutting and titling are completed John Jasper, manager of the
company, will take the first print
to New York to close releasing arrangements.
This will be about
two weeks hence,
*The Lying Truth** gave Pete
Smith, who is acting as exploitation
director for the Fairfax productions
as well as handling publicity for
Marshall Neilan, an opportunity to
satisfy a much cherished ambition
to act. The story is a newspaper
yarn and Pete played a reporter la
It.
He says that he wasn't a note
book reporter and carried his wad.
of copy in his hip pocket and had
to search like the devil to Had a
pencil.

18.

With Hillcrest Pictures actively Pauline Frederick's Salary With
R. C. Drops to K500.
when the musicians planning for work from its studio
year,
last
truck and the exhibitor were sud- here this summer, the Chamber of
Loa Angeies, May 18.
denly forced to put in organists, Commerce has interested itself in
Pauline Frederick, who recently
they found little difference in re- making things easy for the firm. returned to the Coast after a visit
Merchants and members of the orceipts, which gave them the "hunch"
ganization as a whole have pledged to the East, has a new contract
this spring when patronage began
themselves to all possible assis- with Robertson -Cole, which calls
to sag.
for a salacy of $4,530 a week, instead
Film business is off about 50 per tance in loaning props, securing jof the old figure of $7,500. "*sut unconcessions, waiving any local obcent, since Jan. 1, all over town.
jections to the use of selected loca- der the new agreement the star will
participate in the profits of her protions, and other assistance, accord-

Others In the cast are Tully MarMarjorie Daw, Noah Beery,
George Dromgold, Claire McDowell,
picture Charles Malles and Robert Brower.

BILLIE E0DGEBS ASSISTED
San Francisco. May

shall,

18.

Billie
Rodgers,
(Miss)
actress of Los Angeles, was arrested here last week for Los A~Vivien Oakland In Pictures
geles police on a warrant charging
embesalement. She was released on
Vivian Oakland (Mrs. John. T.
afterward.
cash
bail
shortly
Murray) has signed with the
$200
According to the woman, she Is a Famous Players for a role la the
comedienne in the South. She said forthcoming production of -Peter
that the trouble Is ever a sport ^betaon."
suit which she had rented to use la
Miss Oakland was formerly of the
ing 'to the statement of James G. ductions.
The date for the resumption of the filming of a picture, but which Oakland Sisters, la vaudeville and
Brownlow, secretary of the chambeen
paid
for.
productions.
work
the
studio
had
not
at
is indefinite.
ber.
I

I

p

REAPPOINT

TO

PA.

H.

L

KNAPP

CENSOR BOARD

Other concerns have also been
negotiating for use of the Hillcrest
studios and some have sought local
financial backing.

Governor Ignores Friends of

HarrlBburg.

May

Jesse

Kent

18.

Harry L. Knapp of Philadelphia
Was today reappointed by Governor
Bproul as a member of the board
of motion picture censors and he
Will be retained as chairman of the
board he was first appointed to two
years ago to succeed Frank L.

A

Can Now Go Ahead
Havana Drawn Contract

&

v.

Gthel

by Alexander W. Kent, of

Cuba,
picture
theatre
Havana,
manager, against the Universal
Film Co. came to an end this week
with a lengthy opinion by Justice

who denied the cifcndant's
Bhattuck.
He will now take his Lehman,
motion for judgment on the pleadoath of office for a full term of four
ings and granting the plaintiffs moyears.
Mr. Knapp's term expired
tion to overrule the Universal'© detonight.
to
The Governor has for the past few murrer, with leave to the latter
answer.
file
weeks received hundri \a of letters withdraw same and
Universal demurred that this
asking that Dr. Ellis P. Oberholtzer, The
which concerned a contract
a former member of the board and action, into in Havana, could only
entered
bow director, be named as Knapp's
be adjudicated in the Havana courts,
successor.
is
believed
It
that
the plaintiff stated insufficient
prompt action in the naming of that
action and the comKnapp was to shut off further effort grounds for defective
In that one
plaint was
on the part of Dr. Oberholtxer*s
Fernando Poll, was not made party
friends to secure his appointment
defendant in the suit.
Last year Dr. Oberholtser's term
The contract concerns the lease
expired In May and a successor was
Campoamor in
Teatro
The of the which Kent and the* Unihot named until
October.
Havana
situation as to Dr. Oberholtzer Is
versal operated on a 76-25 basis,
Unchanged. He was named to the
with the U on the long end of it.
$$,000 position as director under
theatre was destroyed by fire
The
executive order. A bill increasing
Oct. 24, 1918, following which a new
salaries of members of the board is
lease was executed, the plaintiff
mow in the hands of the governor. contending
he has not been given
This bill made the position of direchis share of the profits. The Unitor a statutory one, but this proversal was granted 50 per cent, of
vision was stricken out of the bin
the profits for tts services rendered
luring the closing days c£ the sesin supplying the picture programs,
sion of the legislature.
the other 50 per cent, to be divided
between the litigants as joint
Philadelphia, May 18.
venturers In the enterprise, the U.
Picture Interests here are gento act as treasurer and Kent as
erally much pleased at the action
manager. Later the contracts were
ef Governor Sproui yesterday n realtered granting Poll a 10 per cent.
appointing Harry Knapp as head of
Interest In the profits.
the State Board of Censors.
Kent Is suing for r.n accounting
The reappointment 0- Knapp, who of the profits, allowing a deduction
Is dramatic editor df the "Inquirer"
of $6,000 which he admits he rehere, will mean the liberal element
Henry ceived.
Will be In the majority.
Starr Richardson, concerning whose
Marguerite Gale Again.
shoice there was much protest, and
Announcement has been sent out
Mr. Knapp are both considered fair
tad sincere friends of good plc- that Marguerite Gale will return to
the screen la seven -reelers sponsored by Howard Productions, Inc.,

BLANCHE SWEET BETTER

of which Captain C. J.
the head.

Lasky

On
k

suit

L.

vvesenxs

NOVEL SUIT ENDS

Dr. Oberholtzer.

Howard

J*w'f*M

A

Hmousine life on a trolley car
income
Thus she tried to bluff
1

society until her

charms could

snare a rich husband.

But the creditors wouldn't waft,
and the rich men didn't suit, and
love sneaked in and made a
dreadful mess of things untile
Just like a

And

woman

!

youll say.

Just like life!

Ccitt

met od€M :

Theodore Roberts

is

Clyde Fillmore

Br

Los Angeles, May 18.
Sweet, 111 for several
CLABK TO WED.
months at the California Hospital, BETTY BOSS
Los Angeles, May 18.
returned to her home in Hollywood
Betty Ross Clark, the Ingenue,
late last week.
Los
The star's contract with Jesse D. will marry Arthur Collins, a
formerly a
iampton has expired and she :s to Angelas bank attach-,
Fly<ng
Royal
tortly make a new business oon- captain in the British
Corps.
lection.
Blanche

Hemes! hy Th<
Photoplay
HSh

w

.

Walter Hiers

by rxmtbwi Doty.

Sylvia Asbton

A N
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out of the ordinary picture. Directed with great
strong cast."—New York World.

"Miss Oayton
in the films.

skill,

and acted by a

up to her reputation of being one of the loveliest women
leave your cares behind you when you see this picture.

lives

You may

Va

Nav

York News:

CC (paramount picture
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WOMANLESS CENSORSHIP BOARD
FOR

N.

PLAYS DETECTHI
Dl ore* Foflewe

U.

mM

Y„ GOV. MILLER'S PLAN

Marls.
Charles
dian,

i

,

Edward Cover*

the come-

and ShaUrpia Mott WUchar

Candidates' Scramble for Job Threatens Brown hare been married. It Is the
third matrimonial venture on the
College President and part of the bride and the second for
Political Embarrassment
the groom.
State Educator Weighed for Commission.

petticoat

—

divorce action In the local courts,

May

C

Howard
Brown, the former hussuch a character band of the present Mrs. Cover,
Governor Miller must announce
his appointment of the three-headed that their exhibition would tend to suing for divorce after he had
commission to direct censorship of corrupt morals or incite to crime." played detective at Hermosa Beach.
Provision is made that the commotion pictures in this state and
three non- salaried commissioners to mission, when it denies a license,
18.

indecent, immoral, inhuman, sacri-

legious, or are of

*

supervise boxing and wrestling before June IS. It is understood the
personnel of the boxing commission
<haa virtually been decided upon, but
the Governor his close personal
friends- say, is in a quandary over
the film censorship commission.

shall furnish the applicant for the
license a written report of the reasons for the refusal, and the applicant may then have the matter reviewed by the courts.

The

commission

will

grant

The

forces.

The Governor's attitude was made
plain at the time he announced he
had signed the Lusk- Clayton measure when he declared:
don't believe

"I

pointments on sex

in

—

fairs."

Foremost among the women candidates for the censorship board are
Mrs. Florence E. 8. Knapp, of Syracuse, Governor Miller's home; Helen
Varick Bos well of New York; Mrs.
Clarence Waterman, of Brooklyn,
credited with winning the Governor
to the censorship plan; Mrs. May M.
Gooderson, of Brooklyn, and Mary
Woods, of New York All of the
foregoing women are active in Republican circles, particularly Mrs.
Knapp, who took a leading part in
the campaign for Governor Miller.
Close friends of the Governor declare he is anxious to secure as
members of the commission the
highest type of men. It is known
he has already considered Dr. Jacob
Gould Schurman, former president
of Cornell university, and Dr. John
H. Finley, former State Education
Commissioner, who Is now with the
New York Times, for places on the
commission.
Before departing for another vacation "somewhere In New Jersey,"
presumably Atlantic City, Governor
Nathan L. Miller last Saturday announced that he had affixed his signature to the Lusk-Clayton motion
picture censorship bill, which piovides for the creation of a State
Board of Film Censors of three
members to pass on pictures to be
shown to 10,000,00 persons in the

Empire

state.

Governor Miller made it plain that
the commission he will appoint to
regulate motion pictures will be expected to use common sensa. The
commission will censor all lilms

made

August 1.
was apparent

after

to everybody
that something had to be done in
regard to the class of pictures that
are being produced," Governor Miller said bofore taking tha Empire
State express for New York Saturday morning. "I concluded that the
bill I have signed was the only way
to stop what every one concedes to
"It

have grown into a great evil."
Regarding the alternative proposition of the motion-picture industry to have the Governor name a

commission which would be supported by the producers in an effort
to "clean up," the Governor declared:

am

opposed to person?! governbelieve we have had too
it.
If a commission were
to be named to r>i?ulate tMs matter
It should be one whose duties are
defined by law rather than subject
"I

ment and

much

cf

to the executive

whim.

"This bill is not really censorship,
as it does not leave the motion-pic-

Company.

The

suits

Mie and Mag MoAvey Mentioned 9M
Possibilities

Lo# Angeles. May
For the

1

role In "Peter

the

rHe

Minister**

of Babbie in "The Lit tie
and therefore it would

she has an edge on
thinga Miss McAvoy, however, is
to be added to the list of Realart
stars and as "Peter Pan" is certain to be a Famous Players -Lasky

seem that

were

certain films contracted for several
months ago, before Wade L- Mor•
ton became manager.

title

Betty Compson and May McA
are mentioned.
The latter has been chosen for

brought to recover for alleged failure of the Majestic Theatre to show

Broadway and 47th

Coming! Sunday,

I
I

special there is a possibility that
Miss Compson might slip into the

much

coveted role after

all.

Street

May 22!

All

Week

The Winsome

fee for

making ap- thereof of original film and $5
The im- each additional copy thereof

COMPSON AS PETER PAN

St r a n D

thousand feet or part thereof.
The commission may revoke aay
permit on a five-day notice, and it
has power to prescribe a fee of $10
for each 1,000 feet or fraction

ueriteClark

for

lines.

portant thing is to get the right
people men and women. We have
eliminated sex dinstinctions, you
know, when It comes to public af-

20, 1981

MARK

li-

censes to all pictures approved at
In spite of the fact that Governor .the ate ..f $2 for each 1.000 feet of
Miller declared early in the legisla- film. News reel.3 and scientific and
tive session he would consider seri- educational films arc exempt from
ously the appointment of a woman the licensing provision.
to the motion-picture commission,
If a film has been exhibited la
tt is understood he has changed his
tilt* State without "iP.oial objedir.<
mind. From all parts of the state before August 1, a permit can be
Republican women are contesting issued
-ithout examination, if ft
for the appointment, and it is poshas been applied for within thirty
sible the Governor may avoid any
days after the act goes into effect.
entanglement
the
with
women
such films is $3 for each

0018 FITTBFEKLD BABY.
Plttsfleld, Mass., Mar la.

The Universal Htfm Exchange
has brousdf a $5,000 contract action against H. Calvin Ford, the
Agricultural National Bank and the
The writ Is
City Savings Bank.
returnable in the United States
District Court at at Boston, June 4.
The corporation has instituted a
similar suit against the Majestic
Theatre Company and two banks
as trustees, Mr. Ford is the controlling owner of the Majestic The-

The two played the leading roles
In a "Dear Snooker" and "Ted" atre

Albany,

May

»»»

li-

censed by the commission.
The fee may or may not be returned if a permit is cancelled. All
fees collected by the commission
must be paid monthly into the
Applications for
State treasury.
licenses must be In writing. If the
application is refused the applicant
ight of levlew by
is to have the
the full commission.
finding of the commission
be review a. e by certiorari
Should an applicant
proceedings.
make a false or misleading statement upon which he obtains a
license or changes the film after he
obtains the license his permit may
be immediately \ evoked.

The

may

KEEP SEPARATE

ADVANCE DEPOSITS
Boon

to Exhibitors Decreed

W. Va.

by

Legislature.

Wheeling, W. Va., May 18.
taken
interests
have
Picture
notice of the recent passage by the
Legislature of an act relating to

money deposited

or advanced upon
a contract for the use or rental of

personal property.

This bill is particularly a boon
for exhibitors, for the law makes It
a misdemeanor in instances where
money given out as advance deposits is appropriated or mingled
with other funds.
In addition to recognizing the
appropriation of such funds and
upon conviction under the act offenders are liable to fine of not less
than $100 and nor more than $1,000,
with the penalty including not
more than one year in "Jail," but
"at the discretion of the court."

WIFE ACCUSES VALENTINO.
Jean Acker Charges "Four Horsemen" Actor Deserted Her.
-

Los Angeles, May 18.
Mrs- Kudolpho Valentino, profesfesionally known as Jean Acker, has
begun action for separate maintenance. She charges that her husband, who is star of "The Four

Horsemen

of the Apocalypse," de-

serted her.

Valentino denies the charge and
has filed a cross complaint alleging
that it was his wife who deserted
him.

ture interests subject to the whim
or caprice of the commission. The
biH presents standards of regulation,
but the fundamental thing is to
eliminate indecency in pictures."
The law created a motion picture
commission of three members appointed by the Governor for five-

suit for $11,875.

year terms at annual salaries of
$7,600 each. The commission will
review films before " exhibition in
the State, and may refuse to license any films that are "obscene,

Smith claims that he was engaged to direct Miss Plckrord at
$750 a week, and two weeks after
he had started work he was discharged without notice.

Kirk land

Sues

From

the big

and Martha M.

May

18.

David Klrkland Smith, director,
has named Douglas Fairbanks and
Mary Pickford co-defendants In a

by Adelaide Matthews
Stanley, as produced by Adolph Klauber.
hit

Presented by Marguerite Clark Productions, Tnc.
Directed by Edward II. Griffith
Supervised by

Mary- Doug.

IiOs Angeles,

Broadway humor

A

picture

crowded with laughs

J.

—

N. Naulty

presented in exclusive

by holders of

Associated First National

FRANCHISES

first

runs

I

HHMMH

wmmum
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CHARLES GILPIN

AMISSION PRICES INVESTIGATION

DECIDED BY CONGRESS
p*«

Insists Pictures

to Inquire Into Anything Figures as

of

C

full

District

committee after a rather

stormy

session, the vote finally be-

ing carried to make the probe on
the strength of the recent decision
of the Supreme Court, upholding the
The sponsors of
Sauisbury act.
the movement contend this decision
give* Congress the right to investigate anything in the District that
affects the interests of those living
here.

.

.

Representative Blanton, author of
the motion, who Incidentally has
"been after the "slacker class" of
Government employe a> of which he
claims there is a considerable number, fie^ difficulty in. getting his
motion 'through, receiving partio-,
Ularly strong opposition from RepJ
The litter"
resentative Underbill.
questioned the right of the committee

to

investigate

theatre

prices,

population was interested in the
movies,
Representative
Blanton
stated it was right and necessary
for Congress to see that the prices
charged for this character of public diversion are reasonable.
He
said the Supreme Court decision upholding the Sauisbury act made certain the fact that Congress is vested
with police powers for administering District affairs.
Representative Underhill,
after
considerable discussion, made an
endeavcr to quash the entire proceedings by making a point of order against it on the ground that
there was no bill before the committee.
To this Mr. Blanton replied that if necessary he would introduce such a bill.
Chairman
Focht,
of the committee,
ruled
against
Mr.
Underbill
on
the
ground that the Supreme Court
ruling referred to unquestionably
gives the committee authority to
consider any matters which relate
to the interests of the -people of the

!

.

through was

carry

to

the

in all,

with an advance of

Knowles

sailed

for

$100,000.

WH!

t.

The Alliance Company was

in-

volved in financial difficulties following the making of "The Carnival" and the picture was brought
over here by Knowles. It Is reported
that stockholders in the Alliance
have already sought to share in the
money secured through the sale to
the United Artists.

"SCARLET LETTER" SUIT.New Orleans, May :8.
Louis McCaleb of this city has
suit against William Fox
and Fox Film Corporate in the
United States Court Tor the Sojthern district, asking $100,000 because
ears
the picture concern several
ago employed a vevion of "The
alMcCaleb
which
Scarlet Letter"
leges he wrote and copyrighted in
entered

:

1889.

Judge Rufus FOStef has
the film company to llle an
to the suit within 30 days.

notified
••

ewer

made upon

the

WIN

in

remain

the attitude of longer

new
in

theatres

being

your territory?

How

A

test

case in the Sunday blue

enforcement

campaign

insti-

tuted by the officials of South Dakota has Just been decided by the
Supreme Court of that State in
favor of motion picture interests.
The result of this is interpreted by
exhibitors to mean that the Supreme
Court establishes their right to hold

Sunday shows in South Dakota.
The test case arose out of an
cident occurring last month,

Rohlfs Treasurer for Warrsn.

Warren's new distributing

Goldwyn

has

purchased

msgasine.

can be readily converted.
Whether the use of the

Warren

organizition.

He

will

Bush

building anticipates the further inBush in the amuse-

terest of Irving

ment

field will be watched by snowwith much interest Mr. Bush
Is the genius behind the vast Bush
Terminals in South Brooklyn, said
to be the greatest terminal organ-

men

isation In the world. He is now in
to, project a
similar project for the English capi-

London, Invited there

Bush

tal.

ica's

Is

reputed one of Amer-

leading multimillionaires.

•

Further Indication of the theatre
plans for the Bush building la the
razing of the building directly. next

HOME

Regan building on 42d street,
which gives a direct entrance to
the 41st street section of the Bush

to the
t

They imported from New
two lady "lightning ticket

building.

Mr.' Btish built the •Ter-

minal buildlh* as an Idealise^ hoipe
for safes agents and fpr buyers from
the big commercial concerns here
and from other cities. To data the
building has been regarded as a
failure. Only lofts were offered for
rent, but the building fa now open
to office tenants.

The price for the girls was $60 a N. A.
week and expenses, which brought

Attorney-General Byron

S.

Payne

of South Dakota instructed various
State's attorneys to enforce rigidly
a law which prohibits the showing
of "any indecent motion picture, any
picture portraying crime, or in any

way suggesting or showing crime or
other immorality."
He instructed
them also that all statutes relating
to Sunday observance were to be
rigidly enforced.
Shortly after this, State's Attorney Charles H. Warren swore out a
warrant for the arrest of Allen
Goethal, manager and owner of a
theatre in Huron, S. D., charging

direction of J. Davis Berry, and the
New
cast will be brought from
York and California-

have Shuberl
Chicago

for Its showing in
a fortnight for i run.

offices
in

Last Friday they threw up tho
they
probably
because
sponge,
feared they would lose their form
and get Blow, and returned to Newt
York.
The film isn't far behind them in
departing as it is scheduled to gd
at the end of this week and another, probably "Experience/* will
be booked

In.

M. P.

I.

ALREADY

CENSORING FILMS
Will

Throw Out All ObjectionNo Matter Whose

able Matter.

The National

Association of the

Motion Picture Industry has set lta
foot down on objectionable pictures.
It has formed an editorial committee of Its own, along the lines suggested In the recent brief filed with
Governor Miller to preclude the
passage of the censorship bill, and
will

STARTING "ORPHANS"

organization has taken a lease of
the major portion of the 16th floor
"Dream Street" Going to Chicago.
of the new Loew State theatre
"Dr. m Street" will open at the
building and the concern will takr
Shub« 1- Orescent, Brooklyn, May
possession June 1.
John G, Rohlfs has been appointed 29. \v«<ln»'sday of the current we«-k
new contracts were being drawn at the
the
assistant treasurer of
supervision of accounting.

the
41st

property limit and It la understood
this portion of the Bush building

actually

deemed

in-

when

.

screen rights to "Grand Larceny,"
an Albert Pay son Terhun«» story,
which lately appeared in a popular

struc-

Part of the wider portion
has been used for the exhibition, of
antiques. Recently an Important addition was made to the 41st street

chance to show how "lightning*'
on Test Case and afast
they were for there never was
to make them expand.
demand
a
Appeal by Supreme Court.

MADE

B.

this

Decision

CENSOR

1\

42d
pic-

street.

the gross in the neighborhood of
The girls never had
$1 06 per week.

does volume of business
at theatres compare with last year?
8. How far has the big
special him with having conducted a movaffected the bookings of the
ver- ing pictue show on Sunday, March
age feature attractions?
Goethal was released in the
27.
custody of the sheriff, to appear for
a subsequent hearing.
ONE
OUT
The decision of the Supreme Court
is expected to end the campaign
License Bureau No Longer to In- against Sunday movies in South
spect Screen Showings
Dakota and put a damper upon the
activities of blue law advocates
The new State censorship law has throughout the Northwest.
The New
killed off one cenjor.
York City license commissioner will
IN K. C.
SERIAL
no longer investigate complaints
from citizens as to the quality of
Kansas City, May 18.
pictures shown In the city picture
Walter B. Tracy, manager of the
Kansas .City Producing Company,
hotyssn, *• auia formerly thf case,.
The censor law, signed by the has announced that his company
Governor last week, takes judgment will start about June on a new
of the character of performances serial entitled "The Angel of the
out of the commissioner's hands. HUlS," to be filmed in Kansas City
He will continue, however, to exer- and the Ozark Mountains of Miscise powers over the conduct of the souri.
Mr. Tracy says the film will contheatre as to its sanitary condition
and fire regulations, as well as the sist of 18 episode pictures and that
Lillian Walker will be featured.
admission of minors.
The picture will be made under the
7.

on

into a

sellers."

DAKOTA

J

your territory?

Are

6.

planned

Is

IN SO.

1

the

picture, although the races will not
mingle In the scenes, according to
the description of the story as It
was discussed on Broadway this
week.
The Lafayette promotors have
long had their eyes on the screen
as a business proposition for de-

York

\

rentals go higher, remain
lower. Why?

What

I.

runs

Building

groups of players, one white ture has an apparently very nar-

seats.

QIIWIUV PlfTHRITQ
3UIWJ11
lUUlltt

with the last law

4. Will admission prices
as they are or decline?

Terminal

Broadway
ture theatre.
Though

>

London upon firm or go

cern.

Bush

street near

•

ley Knowles, was disposed of to eliciting numerous opinions on the
the United Artists early this week effect of the $2 circuit projected by
and will be released in New York A. H. Woods and Bhubert, and its
either at the Strand or Capitol in effect on the picture industry.
three weeks. This is the first notThe exact text of the question
able English production exploited is as follows: "Will the $2 circuit
on this side since the war.
projected by Woods and Shubert
It was produced by Knowles in affect the picture industry?"
England and many scenes were
The text of the eight preceding
shot in Venice. Upon its comple- questions is as follows:
tion the producer came to America
industrial conditions.
1. General
to dispose of the territorial rights
Better or worse than six months
for this country and offered the
ago.
property to the First National. The
t. Outlook for next season.
On
terms of the "Big Four" sale are
said to call for percentage sharing of what Is your opinion based?

completion of the deal, said to carry
a commission from the United
Artists to produce other features.
He Is English, but had been In
America for seven years, mostly as
a Famous Players-Lasky director.
Matheson Lang, star of "The
Wandering Jew" at the London
New theatre, is featured in "Carnival." The rights purchased cover
Captain
America and Canada.
Dennis O'Brien of O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll, handled the deal
for the United Artists, Judge Epstein acting for the English con-

Down-

Plans are said to have been completed that will turn a portion of
the
arohitecturally
spectacular

Capital for the venture has beensupplied by the group of colored
bankers and realty men who control the Lafayette theatre in Harlem
and who are backers of a circuit
of six houses catering to their race.

SELLERS GO

NATT/S QUESTIONNAIRE

by Har- nine questions

Planned for

stairs Portion to 41st St.

velopment among their own people,
and several pictures have been
Sam Langford, the negro
m. 1e.
pugilist, was featured tn one of
these, but the Gilpin undertaking Is
described as the first venture on a
right to investigate any subject re- big scale, the forerunner of a series
lating to the affairs 01 the residents of Important productions.
of the District. Mr. Hammer said
that he thought the question of
rents was of more importance than 'DECEPTION" BLOWS;
movie prices, and that the committee would do better to look into

THE UNITED ARTISTS

profits,

finally

suggestion of Representative Kunz.
Mr. Kunx suggested that the subcommittee, headed by Representative Wheeler, which is now considering a bill to regulate attendance
In the theatres, be authorlzel to extend its inquiry to Include the question of admission prices.
Another of the Representatives,
Mr. Hammer, in explaining his reason for voting for the measure
stated he did so for the sole purpose
of
establishing
the
committee's

Development in the convention
of First National's executives begun early this week and concluding
Thursday (last) night, brought
forth the most important detail so
i"
far in the form of a questionnaire
Producer Knowles to Do Other submitted to each attendant, which
is the basis of. formulating opinions
Four."
Films for "Big
on the future. business and production policy of that organisation.
"Carnival," the seven -reel British
This questionnaire consists of
film production sponsored

Theatre

.

1ST.

"CARNIVAL" GOES TO

Gilpin,

these matters.
In reference to Mr. Wheeler's bill
to limit the number of admissions
j
to a theatre to exact seating ca- Girls Imported to Make Fast
pacity may pot be reported' Into the
Change Need No Speed.
House for a period of sixty days,
iat least thia is the prediction of
Chairman Focht, but who did urge
Boston. May 19.
the various sub-committees to exThe people who brought-tfte film,
pedite their work so that their re- "Deception /' Into the colonial here
ports would be ready when the time a couple of weeks ago didn't bemotion came to report them in.
lieve local ticket sellers would be
able to handle the demand for

.

saying that amusements of this
class came under the head of "lux- District.
The vote
uries" and were not a necessity,

\

42D FOR PICTURES

"Emperor Jones."

and one negroes, will be engaged. row width at the entrance,
The two casts will be used in the building mushrooms out onto

Washington, D.
and that the committee, because of
May 18.
Picture admission prices are to this, had not authority to investigate.
be investigated in the District by
Insisting
Washington's
entire
last

=E

.?

BUSH TERMINAL ON

colored star of
"Emperor Jones" at the Princess,
will do an Important film feature
this summer. The story written by
Jerome Wilson deals with the subject of patriotism. The Sim is still

Two

This was decided
Congress.
week during a meeting of the

IN

unnamed.

Are No Luxury—Entire Population Interested—Right
Argument—Probe Made on Strength
of Recent Decision of Supreme Court.

Blanton

v

'

:

Colored Producer! Finance Venture

Charles

IN D. C.

Mr:

FILM

"destroy"

films

all

unfit for distribution.

This concerns

the producers.
Catting New Production
Griffith
Irrespective of their standing In the
Bsck to Straight Drama

—

all

organization.

The committee will also delete
began preliminary
from future productions such obon "The Two Orwork
jectionable matter as it thinks necphans," which is expected to take
essary. In the event that the major
It was
five months in the filming.
part of a picture retains a wholeexpected that the majority of the
some appeal.
cast would be announced by the
end of the week.
Griffith is understood to be dis- STATE
STREET FILM
D.

W.

Griffith
thia week

of
reception
the
in
Street" by the New York
opinions
decided
whose
reviewers
him to return to the production of
straight drama as against themes
of greater spiritual import.

WAR

appointed

"Dream

Aschers snd J. L. & 8
Cutting Bsttle
Chicago,

There
street

In

Price-

May

8.

a picture war on State
between Asher Brothers'
Is

FLORENCE HOLLISTER'S OWN

newest
moving
picture
house,
Roosevelt, and Jones, Li nick A
Los Angeles, May It.
Schac fer.'s Randolph.
The RanFlorence Hoi lister Is to appear
dolph's admission scale has been
at the head of her own producing
60 cents and it has run pictures as
organization In the near future,
She recently married Arthur Doe, long as six weeks at a time, but
since the opening of the Roosevelt
son of a wealthy automobile manuIt
has lowered the scale twice to
facturer, and the financing is to be
a family

the present admission of 35 cents,
and last week it split a w<ek be-

affair.

DAW RELEASED

MARJORIE

tween "Sentimental Tommy" and
"The Traveling Salesman."
Whll« the new Roosevelt started

Los Angeles, May 18.
Marjorle Daw has been released off with general admission of 71
from, the Marshall Ncilan organiza- cents, not Including war tax, anNcllan nounced in big ads that its' scale
tion "by mutual consent."
be lowered to 40 cents from
is to shortly return here and start woul
Work on a First National feature 9 30 until 1.80, and SO cents after
[The** prices Include war
that.
which is to star Colleen Moore.
l

tax.

EDITH HALL0R WEDDING.

SCHLITZ FOR PICTURES
Former Mrs.

L. L.

Weber Weds Fox

Director John Dillon.

Los Angeles. May
EdJUl

divorced

JIallor.

Historic

Milwsukse Cafe
House for 2,000

Site

for

18.

wife

Milwaukee,

of

May

18.

The historic Schllts cafe, a landLawrence WVber, was married
last
Saturday here to John J. mark for years, la being torn down,
Dillon, the William Fox dl jetor and will be replaced by a 2.000 seat
who was named an co-respondent in picture house, work on which will

L.

the divorce suit.

The marriage was performed by
the Kev.
ment of
Dunlin:'

<*.

G. Pierce in the apart-

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Bernard

begin ss soon as the site has been
The Schllts corner at
Grand avenue and Third street Is
rated ss an ideal location for a Aim

cleared.

theatre.

—

a

a

PICTURES

today,

May

WARRANT FOR

WALL STREET SEES BRIGHTER OUTLOOK

90, 1&21

THEAl

MAN ON TAX
«*

WITH DEBTS PAID
—

—Long

GOLD BY ALLIES

3,000-seat -house, to cost $600,000.
C. M. Stringham has placed a
contract for the erection of a $50,000
house at Price, Utah.
William Lay, Springfield, Mass..
has secured from the city a site for
the erection of a $500,000 house, located at Broadway and Vernon St.
Three new houses are planned for
Montclair. N. J., to cost respectively
$200,000. $400,000 and $600,000.

Settlement of Reparations Question Has Helped
Greatly Bond Issues Being Snapped Up Showing Plenty of Money and Tendency to Inrest
Pictures Should Get Goodly Share

IN

List

FEDERATED SPLURGE
COSTS NEAR $4,000

I.

L

Adams Accused

In

Bankruptcy Case
Dec' Moines,
filing of

Following the

May
a

pet

bankruptcy against the A_
Theatre Co., of this city, leasors
the Berchel, Princess and Pa.n»J
theatres, a federal warrant wa|
ia

U Ada

issued for the arrest of J.
of the concern,

manager

on

„

Put Over "Perils of Jungle" by charge of misappropriating govern™
ment funds.
of Houses Building.
Method New to Boston.
The company is said to be $24,046
Washington Amusement Co.,
in arrears in its war tax payments
Charlestown. W. Va., a $76,000 house
to Uncle Sam. Adams and his wB
Boston, May It.
to seat 1,000.
The trade showing of the serial are in Omaha.
Communtis* Bros., Morgantown,
The wiseacres in the theatrical
A new $25,000 theatre is being
of the Jungle" was put
The Adams Amusement Co.,
1,600, "Perils
new
theatre
to
seat
Va»,
W.
a
world are exceedingly pessimistic built at Lyons. Kansas.
across under methods new to Bos- parent organization' which con
Samuel Klso has just completed at a cost of $150,000.
Brookline, Pa., a new house at a ton, the experiment costing the 50 Iowa Aim theatres, asked
as to the outlook for next season, a new theatre at McLoud, Okla,
Federated Film Exchange of New the appointment of a receiver
basins their "bearisn" prognosticaMiller Amusement Co. has taken cost of $100,000.
England approximately $4,000 for the court designated Fred Butions upon the result of the season title to a plot of ground on Lawrence
Ave.,
chanan, former owner of the YanWichita.
Kan.,
one
for
new
a
evening's splurge.
ow drawing to a close.

RAW

The main ballroom of the Copley- kee Robinson Circus, took over tho
Wall Street does not seem to theatre.
FILM
A
motion picture house
Plaza was chartered for r. night, administration of the three Iocs*
share this view, judging from the is to$150,000
be built at Broadway and
and
along with a $4 per plate mid- houses as receiver.
upward sweep in the rate of for- Fifth street, Los Angeles.
The Adams Theatres Co. waj§
night luncheon, a dance, cabaret
eign exchange, due to the belief
At Snyder, Neb., Herman Engeland vaudeville, three episodes of 'formed a year ago to take over the
that Germany is able to pay the in- bracht is to build a theatre, details
Des
Moines theatre interests of
the
serial,
not
announced.
not
completely assemdemnity now definitely fixed
John J. Goodstein of Denver has
& Getchell. The received
goodly portion of which will seep
Rochester Says Move Is to bled, were shown on a regulation Elbert
contracted
for
the
construction
of
a
silver screen surrounded by life ship will not interfere with presen
into this country and increase the
$100,000 house at Fort Collins, Col.
<
bookings
Head
Off
at the local Adams hou
Competition.
size
animal
cut-outs that looked
tremendous store Of precious metal
Sou tii western Amusement Co.
it is announced.
like advance billing of Rlngling's.
already in the vaults of America. $60,000 house at Wichita, Kan.
"Ace" Berry is handling the exNearly $40,000,000 in gold has arA $10,000 house to seat 900, to be
Rochester, May 18.
ploitation and
rived in America from abroad thus built at Wilson. Okla.
The Eastman Kodak Co. is pre- seph L. Roth General Manager JoGUINAN SERIES OFF
The Blackstone, Lansing. Mich.,
and President Samfar this month and over $280,000,000
be built at an estimated cost of paring to make a drastic cut in the uel V. Grand gave him a free hand
is the official record of gold im- to
$125,000.
Victor
Kramer Acte After T\
price of. its raw stock for picture in the experiment.
ports for the first four months of
W. J. Hawk, manager of the LibCensor Boards Condemn
The theory back of the showing
the current year, with every indi- erty, Fargo. N. D., is having plans making.
The move Is designed to head o2 was that the varibus independent
cation the Influx will continue in- drawn for a new $1,500 eeat house,
The action of two censor boat
any possible infringement of its exhibitors of New England would
definitely.
to be erected at once.
business
A.
on the part of foreign respond to a concentrated gala in Pennsylvania and Michigan, reG.
McEnery
is
to
build
thea
Monday Great Britain paid the
makers, irrespective of the quality night more enthusiastically than in spectively, in condemning feature
U. S. Government some $17,000,000 atre at Fairchild, Cal.
Pine Bluff, Ark., is to have a new of the product of the "invaders" the projection room. About 150
pictures in which Texas Ouinan
repayment of a special loan with house.
ex•
from other countries.
hibitors were present, each with a starred under the auspices Of Vicinterest.
J. J. Finnerty Construction Co. is
guest, and the Federated is so sat- tor Kremer, has caused the proposed
The settlement of the indemnity building a picture house at Lenox
isfied with the experiment it is number of between six and eight
question is the initial step toward avenue and 142d street, t/ew York,
planning to repeat it in the near fu- flve-reelers to be abandoned.
OF
restoration of normal conditions at an estimated cost of $350,000.
The Pennsylvania Board of CenSol and Nat Koplar have pur-'
ture at their next big trarle showand readjustment of the foreign exsors condemned the first picture
Over
Salary Justine ing.
change and trade, which means a chased a site for the erection of an Resigned
1,800-seat house in St. Louis.
made,
because it was saturated
Johnstone
Not
Affected
resumption of international trading
$250,000 Tulsa Theatre
with "crime," and similar action was
throughout the world. As a result
taken by the Michigan Board of
NO'
Sinclair & Hastings will build a
Despite the refusal of the principal
the exchange rates on England,
Censors on three of the pictures
France, Holland and Italy reached $250,000 house to seat 1,800 at Tulsa. officials of Famous Players to defOkla.
initely announce the resignation of So Weinberg Wants $5,000 Bsck done so far with Miss Quinan in
the highest point of the year this
C. Fields and J. T. Wilson of the Walter
from H. 6\ R. Co.
the "lead," according to Variety's
Wanger as production
week.
Star Amusement Co. are erecting a
informant.
Reports fron the Pittsburgh steel new house at Kansas City, Mo., to manager and the Intimation he is
in their employ, it may be
still
Mr. Kremer himself is said to
Kansas City, May 18.
and iron mills show that 44 con- cost $150,000.
L J. Weinberg, of this city, has have made a hurried trip across the*
Kissell Car Co. will build a com- stated Wanger'a withdrawal was
cerns reduced wages 10, per cent,
filed
actually
suit
bined
theatre
and
office
building
made
before
at
in
Continent
sailed
for
the
to put a stop to produc*
he
circuit court to
or less; 33 made a larger reduction
recover $5,000 from the H. & It. tion activities in this connection.
Europe a fortnight ago.
than 10 per cent., while the major- Hartford. Wis., to cost $300,000.
N. L. Johnson is to build a $2S,000
As stated in Variety at the time. Amusement Co., owners of the
ity of the scale in the others re- theatre at Buhl, Minn.
Apollo.
Weinberg claims he took
mained unchanged.
Lon Burton is erecting a $50,000 Wanger felt he was entitled to a
material
increase in salary.
The $10,000 in stock in a company which
METRO'S "L1LI0M"
Railroad improvements are far house at Live Oak. Fla.
A. L. Lark in has commenced work matter was seriously considered for Thomas M. Henneberry and Jack
behind and every road in the counCalled
H.
Roth
"Trip to Psradise" with Bert
00
some
A
time.
compromise was sugplanned to orgu.iizej that
try is preparing to lay new ties and on a 1,? -seat house at Dowugiac,
gested, but Wanger was insistent he paid In $6,000, but that the comLytell
rails, besides replacing old style Michigan.
E.
Van
Norman
has nearly com- his demands be met in full, which pany was never formed. Pending
moving equipment, awaiting only pleted his 1,000 -peat
house at Osh- those in power refused to accede to. the settlement of the
Loew
-Metro
is
producing a screen
suit he asks
an adjustment of the wage scale by kosh, Wis.
the Railroad Labor Board before
Stamford. Tex., is to have a new The resignation was tendered and for the appointment of a receiver version of "Llllom," the Fran*
and
Wanger
booked for the theatre and an Injunction Molnar play now at the Garriclc
going ahead. From all parts of the house, whech is being erected by L. accepted
to prevent the defendents from The film which is nearlng complepassage for Europe for a vacation.
•country with the exception of the Acuff.
operating it without court super- tion, stars Bert Lytell. in the part
The
It
has
owners
the
no
bearing
of
Majestic
and
upon
Justine
Fast there has already been acplayed in the stage version by Jo*
ceptances of wage reductions by Casto theatres, Jefferson, O.. are to Johnstone (Mrs. Wanger's) rela- vision.
start work shortly on a new $200,000 tions with Realart. She has a tenIn addition to the Apollo, Messrs. seph Schildkraut, and will carry tha>
unskilled railroad labor, without
house on Main street.
tative
releasing
Henneberry
agreement
with
and
Roth
also direct title of "A Trip to Paradise,"
awaiting the decision of the RailA. Zucaro has contracted for the
road Labor Board.
building of a $35,000 theatre at Ft. Realart to distribute her pictures, the Isls of this city and have incontingent upon the future quality terests in Fort Scott and Paola,
Figures compiled by' the National Worth, Texas.
METRO "HUSH" BY WILDE
Kansas,
and other neighboring
Saxe Amusement Co.'ssiew Strand of the output.
Lumber Manufacturers' AssociaJack Meador, publicity director cities. The Apollo and Isls are the
tion, which have been summarized at Green Bay, Wis., will be opened
Perclval
Wilde, playwright, betthis
spring
will
and
seat
1,200.
for
Metro,
is reported to be slated leading theatres of the city, outside
in a report to the Bureau of Reter known as a prolific playlet
Diebold Investment Co. are build- for the post of general production those in the downtown
district.
search and Information o* the Na- ing
a new house in the Squirrel Hill manager of Realart, taking the
author, has written an original
tional Real Estate Board, estimate district of Pittsburgh.
for Metro
place recently vacated by Walter Hiram
building construction in the United
Abrams Bsck in New York. is directing.which George D. Baker'
O. F. Krug is to build a $250,000
It Is entitled "Hush
States to be behind from 18 to 24 theatre to seat 1,000 on Carson Wenger, who Is now abroad.
Hiram
Abrams
returned
Wednesand will have Gareth Hughes i*
Although Wenger Is understood to
months, applying mostly to struc- street, Pittsburgh.
day to New York from the Coast
the leading role.
Cinderella Amusement Co. prom- be definitely out of the Realart pertures for residential purposes.
ise to build a theatre at Cherokee sonnel, some detail of his contract
New bond issues are being avidly and
Ohio streets. St. Louis. Mo.
makes it Inadvisable for several
snapped up in the financial disWest Coast Theatres Co. are to weeks to announce his successor,
tricts, indicating a plentiful supply build a $125,000 house at Grand
but the appointment is believed to
of money and a healthy inclination Junction, Cal.
have been pretty well settled.
Marsella Corp. have bought Narfor investment A $35,000,000 bond
issue to yield around 7 per cent., ragansett Tavern at Knightsville,
I„ and will convert it into a
announced by J. P. Morgan & Co.
MOVE ON KESSEL & BAUMANN
picture house.
last week, was over-subscribed in
picture house is to be erected
A
The complaint in the Kessel &
one day. All of which should have at Batavia, N. Y., adjoining the
Baumann suit, resulting from the
a salutary effect on the theatrical Washington hotel.
partnership
the Kesselsplit
in
coming
season.
business the
Kanawha Investment Co. of
Reports from practically all parts Charlestown, W. Va., is having Baumann Pictures Corporation, was
filed
in
the
Supreme
Court this Kicks About State Board
of the country show that local in- plans drawn for a house to seat
Bring Request from Govweek.
Adam Kessel, Jr., and
vestors are putting money in the 2,000.
Allen for Sunday Schools to
Edward Smith is building a 500- Charles Kessel, suing as directors
"Vice" Hunting
business,
picture
as everywhere
house at Ceredo, W. Va.
of the K.-B. company, pray for an
Film Interests Butt of Please-all Contest
come announcements of the build- seat
Work has been started on a new order to compel Charles O. Bauing- **£ jno*9 cinemas,
~ Cft*-JK4<&>»8!HX at Westerly It, I,
iwirm to .return $2/.»70 to the 'inn's
them, compiled at random, are as
Louis Adlcr is to creel a 1.G00- coffers, alleging they were
KaDKUB dty; May Hb
diverted
point out yisi- what scenes !A*ov h»«
follows:
aeat house in Newark, N. J., at a
without authority of sanction on
What promises to become a much lieve are wrong.
Many Sunday
cost of $100,000.
Houses Building.
Highland Park Amusement Co. the part of the Board of Directors, complicated
situation
regarding schools have notified the Governor'
G. W. Oranstrom, owner of the
The
complaint
forth'
sets
that
they will follow his suggestion.
Park, O., is to build
film censorship is being watched
Park theatre, St. Paul, will build of Highlandtheatre
on Fourth Ave., prior to April 27 last Annie BauAt the pictures to be viewed by
a new house at Grand and Oxford a $125,000
thai city.
mann (wife of the defendant) was with Interest by film distributers. lie local censors will have all been
streets, at a cost of $60,000.
Central
Theatre
Co.
of Martins- the owner of 300 shares of stock. house managers and the
American Theatre Co. of St. Paul
regular passed by the Stale Board of Cenhave had plans prepared for the burg, W. Va., is building a new valued at $10 a share, totaling board of censors In Kansas,
sors, the actions of the local censors
house on the site of the former
erection of a new l,J00-seat picture
O n account of numerous attacks will prove interesting, especially in
$3,000; and that April 27, Baumann
Central
Opera
house.
house.
on the regular board over its rul- some of the larger towns wher*J
"purporting
act
to
president
as
<>f
Falrmount, W. Va., is to have a
American Amusement Co of Mansaid
Kessel -Baumann
Pictures ings on pictures, Governor Alien several Sunday schools w U rrobnew liou.se seating 1,500.
kato, Minn., have purchased an old
bought
the
stock, ha* asked every Sunday school In ably each have a committee.
Patchogue Amusement Co. of Corporation"
warehouse, which they will convert
paying
Patchogue,
for
it out of the fundi of
L.
1.. will build a 1.20Uthe state to name a committee to
There is no question but what
into a cinema.
the corporation.
act as film censors for
Levin & Whiting have filed plans seat house costing $125,000.
ih it many of th<" pictures which will
Triangle
North
of
Amusement
C
time, in an attempt to determine be i| provtM by
for the erection of two new theatres
one committee wltt
Kraddock, Pa., has commen d work
on Broadway, Therrnopolis, Wyo.
the faults
if
the present <'<'n wornil ' ed by another, and whs*.
John King is building a $35,000 on a $73,000 house to seat 750.
FARRAR
OFF
PICTURES
lit' has asked th;ti the com
ship,
will no n one town will he stoppe*
A picture house to cost about
theatre at Zumbrota. Mich.
mine.- be composed of persons wh*J in the, next one so from preterit
Wade Amusement Co., headed by ?;in,ooo is to be butu at Eansdowne,
Geraldine Farrar is said
bf like pictures and who .itten.l pic- Indications Ihe film interests will
A. Wade of the Citizens' Opera 111.
through with pictures. Follow ng a ture shows regularly,
Hslf Million Investments
in making have
House of Mexia, Tcxat;, has been
merry time for a while in
Its report te the sta'e the commitAt Fort Wayne, Ind., the t\. J. trip to Europe May SI, &'.;o wfttl r
formed to build another theatre in
irvm* to
'hp
-s- inflower"
etate
Gregory Co. plans the erection * ^.Iturn to America for a concert t"iir tee must name the picture mul plea
lie town.
ail.
•
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OR COOPERATE NEW
PROBLEM

WHITS ZUKORS DESPITE

IN CENSORSHIP

Showed

—

Commission as Working

Basis.

Paramount Hat

atres,

Crept In on Other Cir-

The" National Association of the since there are other civil or crimPicture Industry has been consid- inal laws to reach violations of the
ering a course of action in view of law.
the signing of the Lusk-Clayton
"Both Mr. Rogers and I believe
censorship Saturday by Grovernor that the statute is of doubtful conNathan L. Miller, and a good deal stitutionality. This, of course, is a
of diversity of opinion has de- matter for determination by the
veloped.
courts upon a case presented. UnOne side counsels a resort to the til the courts have spoken and decourts on a test case in an effort to clared the validity or Invalidity of
establish the unconstitutionality of
the law; 'the other side wants to
accept the situation as it stands,
wait for, the Governor's appointment of a censor commission and
then, by an exchange of views with
the commissioners arrive at
a
working basis which shall mini-

mize

i

the

,

embarrassments

and

looses of the producer.
The faction which aims at conciliation argues that Governor Miller's

statement when he signed the bill
augurs well for a policy of moderation on the part of the commission.
The commissioners, the'y say,
will take their cue from, the state
executive, who said:
"The main thing is to get the
right people for the Commission."

man

aligned with the concil-

"probably will

be open to
will occupy a new
in all probability be
disposed to adinister with the least
friction while holding their Jobs.
They have nothing to gain by forcing a fight with the industry and
everything to gain by consulting
iators,

cuit's

Territory —

Combination
Proposed to Con-

Friendly

Now
trol

Country,

—

companies

producing

senting

ning, the theatre had no protection
as regards its sale and in addition to
turning away a capacity house, a
refund of about $500 in advance sals
occurred.
Municipal Censor Joan
Casoy and Superintendent of Police
Crowley were at the theatre all evening and 100 patrolmen who had
Bolster, Police Commissioner Edwin been held at tho Lagrange Street
U. Curtis and Mayor Andrew J. Station were not sent away until

that

"The

played

Peters.

and are straining

exhibitors, will soon meet to determine their future course. Should
the courts sustain this piece of
legislation it is our opinion that the
earlier conception of freedom under
the Constitution has been seriously
affected."

CANADIANS WANT
PICTURE ASSOCIATION

They
reason.
office and will

Need

Co-operative

Defense

Against Censorship.

the

at the leash to corral

business

under

one

holding

company

that will revolutionize the
producing and exhibiting activities.
From an authoritative source it
can be stated that those endeavoring to bring about such a situation are marking time awaiting the
arrival of Adolph Zukor from Europe, when the matter will be taken
up with a view to bringing together, under a working agreement
at
least,
Famous Players-Lasky
and First National.
It is no secret in the trade that
for some time past Famous Players has been strengthening its position
through
the
acquisition,
wherever possible, of Individual
theatres and circuits throughout the
country more especially those allied with First National.

the three censors prohibited the picture on the grounds it was "provocative of rioting.1
The commission of three censors
was established by the Legislature
as an aftermath of the previous
showing in Boston of the film which
was marked by two small riots, in
one of which II negroes were
arrested for making demonstrations
in the lobby. At that time the censorship law was restricted in Jurisdiction to scenes "tending to corrupt
public morals" and it was ruled that
the picture could not be stopped
for any reason except immorality
and every alleged scene Involving
sexuality was eliminated.
As the censors did not render
their decision until early in the eve'

.

—

Perplexed by the heavy burdens
As reported last week, Turner A
Canada,
taxation throughout
the interests of the producers as of
far aa that course does not conflict and confronted with eight censor Dahnken have sold all their holdings,
totalling some ten or twelve
viewwith the public good.
boards each with a different
"The natural thing for them to point as to what is fit subject mat- theatres, together with their First
National
franchise for Northern
do will be to seek the opinions of ter for exhibition, picture interests
thf leaders of the industry as a represented in the Canadian Motion California, Nevada and the HaDistributors
Association waiian territory, to Herman Webpreliminary to beginning the new Picture
regime and out of a discussion of delegated John A. Cooper, chairman ber and Herbert Rothschild, who
policy.
of the advisory board, to call upon have an interest in the Paramountthis sort to outline a
"The Attorney General of the the National Association of the Mo- controlled houses In San FranState would of course be a party tion Picture Industry, with a view cisco, and who are nOw building the
to such a conference, as the au- of establishing in Canada an or- Granada theatre, Portolr and Imthority to appeal to for a legal in- ganization along the lines of the perial theatres, all three first-run
downtown houses. This deal gives
terpretation of the new law. There N. A- M. P. I.
is no reason why a three-cornered
Mr. Cooper, following an Inter- Famous Players control of the San
declared
meeting should not lead to a view,
that
sentiment Francisco situation.
Turner & Dahnken have a half
reasonably satisfactory plan of co- among the exchange managers, exoperation. We have had enough of hibitors and equipment companies interest in the New York exchange
opposition and antagonism between throughout Canada was very strong of First National, but it Is not
producer and politicians and fur- for a powerful organization along known whether the deal Includes
ther court proceedings can only the same lines, because the indus- their holdings in the New York
complicate a situation already bad try had grown to great proportions franchise, but It does Include the
Francisco
franchise.
Euenough."
in Canada and the problems that San
The opposite policy is expressed confront it are so complex that an gene Roth, who now conducts the
by former Judge Almet F. Jenks, Qf urgent need exists for unity of ac- California theatre, is mentioned as
counsel for the association, who tion by all branches through some slated to be managing director of
the new circuit.
Wobber is the
forecast a couit test in the state- central organization.
The Canadian Association has Pacific Coast division manager for
ment which he made public Saturday afternoon, after the Gover- established temporary headquarters Famous and Rothschild Is said to
nor had signed the bill and pub- at 21 Dundas street, East Toronto. be the monied man behind the new
He said: Among the firms represented are deal.
lished his memorandum.
Famous riayers are strongly en"The Governor has signed the the Associated First National EastMoving Picture Censorship bill as ern Canada, Ltd., Canadian Univer- trenched in several sections of the
presented to him by the legislature. sal Film Co., x^td.. Fox Film Corp., country, principally through their
The statute will be designated as Ltd., of Canada, Famous-Lnsky connection with S. A. Lynch in the
Chapter 715 of the Laws of 1921. Film Service, Ltd., Famous Players South, who in turn holds the Texas
While undoubtedly the Governor Film Service, Ltd Goldwyn Corp., territory through his purchase last
was moved by what he thought Regal Films. Ltd., Select Pictures year of the Hulsey interests in
was an urgent and immediate sit- Corp., Ltd., and the Specialty Film Texas. They are also tied up with
AS'her Pros., Ralaban A Katz snd
uation, his action is to bo regretted. Import, Ltd.
A detailed plan outlining the for- control one-half of the St. Louis
In this country censorship has always been regarded as. opposed to mation of the new Canadian asso- territory.
The prevent totajtojU&lifi operaour -ideas of a douoeraijc. f.nua «f ciation, .with BUgg,e.StipX*S .Vi.to hew
government. Every attempt in our .in mo. effective co-operation can tions between the two big factors
history, except in some great crisis l»c established between it and the In the distributing and exhibiting
or emergency, to restrain the free- N. A. M. P. I. will be submitt 1 line is far from satisfactory to either
dom of speech, or of the press, or shortly to the latter, mid will be the of them, and it is felt that all this
of thought, h;is been discouraged or subject of a report of the Dis- eon he eliminated by the "getting
tributors Division at its annual together"
repudiated by the people.
process,
which would
mean the virtual control of the
"This statute is more than a mo< tin;,' .June 6.
business in the United BtateSi
measure to regulate the performUntil this is done, the independance of a theatre. It places a most
CONCERN'S 12-REELER ents are on an almost equal basil
drastic limitation on a business
with
the
"big
guns," and
which is one of the leading industhe
A new picture concern has been whole trend of "business/* when
tries of the country.
In .-hort, it is
censorship of business Itself formed titled Dramas Prod et'ons, operated by capital is to havs more
•V
*ather than a dramatic or other which has in course of preparation than ;m even chanct with tho "SMS)]
icrformance on the screen.
a twelve reeler with a cast f H- fry."
It
nakes no allowance whatever for ured by musical celebrities. The
One (f ihe Independents, discusshe fact that the icreen, the stsge, film which is called "The Soul of ing the alleged "hard "times' in the
newspaper,
the
Violin" is
>e film industry, said:
he book, the
periodical
rderstood
or magazine are all the same and slated to go Into the Metropolitan
"AM this talk of 'hard times' Is
Mat censorship of one is more Jus- Opera House for a run. following bosh. When w.u off^r. ytJr pic"•fled than that of censorship of the
grand opera season, in the tures to First Rational these dayt
fci.y
others,
of the
particularly. spring of )* 00
they tell }<-'U times are hard and
,

.

;

NEW

—

•

—

—

—

Boston, May 18.
Birth of &
here for 16 consecutive weeks six years ago, it was
officially barred from presentation in
any part at the Sbubert Monday
night by a censorship committee
consisting of Chief Justice Wilfred

Despite

Nation"

WORKING CONTRACT

of the National Association, repre-

—

in Boston Six Years Ago- Indignation
Meeting of Negroes Private Viewing Ku Klux
Held Responsible for Reissue,

Following a public indignation
meeting held at noon. In the Alder manic Chamber at- which €00
r.egroes were present, a private
Despite the persistent reports of showing was ordered at the theatre
fully live up to the letter and the
spirit of the law.
"hard times" in the picture industry, which occupied most of the after"I am advised that the members the powers in the distributing end noon, at the conclusion of which
the statute as passed the members
the National Association, as
law abiding citizens and men of
high business integrity, will faith-

of'*

"The new commissioners,*' said a
film

WEEKS PLAYED ONCE,

"BIRTH" BARRED ON RIOT CHARGE

RETURN

Divided on Proposition One By Buying Turner and
Faction Would Seek Exchange of Views with
Dahnken String of The-

tional Association

16

they cannot offer you as much as
they did last year, insisting on
placing a valuation considerably
less than heretofore.
Despite this
assertion they are making more
money than ever before.
"Then take Famous Players—
their statement for the last quarter shows a bigger volume of business and a larger percentage of
profit than in all the rears they
have been in business. How do
they reconcile this with their cry of
'hard times'. Their statement snd
their talk

do not

fit."

Is

rounding

suburbs

Dahnken

interests,

by

Turner

&

of San Franhold the First National
franchise In that territory.
C. L.
Langley, local representative of the
firm, confirmed the purchase of nine
theatres in this territory by bis

who

company.
The Gore Brothers and

Sol.

Les-

ser hold the First National franchise for the Los Angelei territory.

A

"gentleman's agreement" Is supposed to have existed between them
and tho San Francisco company,
whereby the latter was supposed to
operate only north of Kern county.
Se,l
Le&seC ->n bis arrival, here

week

popularity of the

and

left hastily

for

San

Frail*

cisco, admittedly for a conference
to ascertain the meaning of the in-

vasion.
The chalicef are that if
there isn't some smlcSblil arrangement arrived at that Lesser and his
associates will start a northward
invasion, adding to their string of
43 theatres, which comprise the

West Cost Theatres,

to stimulate

Ku Klux

tho
clan idea

branches of gang*
assasslns throughout the country.**
to establish

The

film

was

characterised

by

negro attorney* and clergya libelous assault upon tho
race, tending to stir race
against the negro, expose
him to ridicule snd contempt, a per-

various
men as
colored
hatred

of true history, a glorification of the American crime of
lynching, that it is immoral and
obscene in places, and that any
presentation of it would provoker
civil disorder.
Attorney David Ktoneman srppeared for the American Feature

version

Film and Judge J. Albert Bracket
appeared for the Shubert interests
to protect the house where the pic*
ture was booked on a guaranteed
rental plue a share In profits abovO

a certain figure. It it believed thai
an effort will be made to show tho
film in some Greater Boston city,
a number of which have large picture houses and city officials which
would probably accept the film ao
not being "provocative of rioting."-

MONTHS

18.

here and in San
Strange to
Francisco, Is brewing.
First
National intersay, it is the
ests In each of the towns that would
be the opposing factions In the
event that the battle takes place.
The reason Is the Invasion of Los
Angeles and several of the sur-

last

wide scope designed

FOR ANNOYING GIRL

exhibiting

picture

—

Feature Film Corporation was characterised as "part of a Southern
campaign of propaganda of nation*

every Indication that a

fight
between
interests, both

cisco,

was signed by the governor.

At the publio hearing the re-lsauO
of the Griffith Ami by the American

FLIRT GETS 8

Los Angeles, May
There

after 9 p. m. There is no appeal
from the decision of the censors,
and this is tho first closing Of a
house that has occurred since tho
legislative
act
establishing
tho
arbitrary
censorship
commission

Inc.

Lesser intimated that there WSS
something more than Turner and
Dahnken behind the purchase of
the local houses, and Stated that he
thought it WSS Si] part of a Wall
plot to control the entire
motion plctur< Industry, exhibiting,
as Well As producing, and that, on

Child,

13 Years Old— Picturd
Patrons Protected.

Syracuse, May IS.
are going to make the mov*
ing- picture theatres safe for women who attend them, unaccompanied," declared Justice Benjamin
Shove, In Police Court, last Tucs««
day, and, as a beginning, sentenced
Anthony Corrado, 18 years old, to
eight months in the penitentiary

TVe

having made an improper ad««
vance to a 13-year-old girX in o>
North Saliria street movie.
"It is getting so that no woman,'
is safe from the insults of a certain
type of youth," said Justice Shovew
"The necessary darkness at the
movies Is taken as an opportunity
for

nictations ssth&fr ate £ac fcotit
tho sort described as harmless. Fur-

X«.«r

ther, these youths calculate that a
woman would prefer to simply
ignore them, at the worst, rather
than make herself eonsplcuouOj
"Unfortunately, this is true In

most cases, but Whenever we do
find a woman who has tbe courage
to complain and to proseci te such
cases I cm promise that this court
will do everything in its power to
those convicted and, perdiscourage others from rePlating the offense."

punish
haps,

Corr.tdo

ancsted after a
whose name the police

vas

Street

young

his retttrft, he would call a meeting
of all Independent exhibitors iiv the
Southern California territory fo
flght the capitalistic interests.

be not made public, complained of his actions toward her.
He was com icted after trial on a
charge of assault in Abe third degree, ^r>t\ the eight mouths' »uifollowed.
ti n« l

asked

girl,

-

.
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Friday.

May

90,

1H1

THAT THERE ARE 211 HOUSES BOOKED
OUT OF THE W. V. M. A. AND B. F. KEITH

(WESTERN) FROM THEIR CHICAGO
OFFICES ?
!

THAT THEY CAN KEEP AN ACT GOING FOR 91 WEEKS. CONSECUTIVELY? NO BIG
NO LAY OFFS TO PLAY THE TIME. THE ENTIRE ROUTE IS LAID OUT BETWEEN
COLUMBUS, O., AND KANSAS CITY, MO. MORE ACTS RECEIVED ORPHEUM ROUTES OUT
OF THE WEST LAST SEASON THAN EVER BEFORE.

JUMPS,

i

BOOK EXCLUSIVELY FOR THESE CIRCUITS
W. V. M. A. AND B. F. KEITH (WESTERN)

I

AND ALL THEIR AFFILIATED CIRCUITS

AG NCY
Suite

1607-1608 Masonic Temple

CHICAGO
•

PHONE: RANDOLPH
•

3191

*

.

.

.

*
i

MAKE MY OFFICE YOUR MAILING ADDRESS. NOT SO LARGE THAT
MY PERSONAL ATTENTION.

The Agency That Was
WRITE, VfiRE

I

CAN'T GIVE YOU

i

Built

OR PHONE

On Merit

PHI
*

-

•

PRICE

CENTS

20

\

Weekly

T»ublt»ho<l

at 154

West 46th

St.,

New
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A LOSS DESPITE DRAW,

Road Tour

in

Operation
Reaches Prohibitive

Theatre

—Labor Heads
to Be Shown —Patrons
Won't Stand the
Freight—Theatres May

tation and baggage transfer figured
la the manager's decision.
"Deburau" is getting top money

among

Broadway's
I*ast

plays.

week

it

non -musical
grossed $16,500.

remain but two or three
weeks more, the show being taken
off as soon as warm weather ^iows
It

will

the pace.

NO FILM FREAKS.
Agitation on Coast Against

paper-made

News

Stars.

I,os Angeles,

May

BROOKLYN TRY-OUTS
FASHION

Of Four This May, Three Are
Brady's.
Brooklyn has been used for tryout performances

more

this season

than ever before, the stands there
being chosen as a stepping stone
to Broadway. Usually theatres there
are played following the New York
run. Four new plays will have been
tried there during May, W. A. Brady
putting on three of them.

Next week Brady will offer
"Dreamy Eyes," with Faire Binney
and Jane Grey at the Majestic. The
same house offered Alice Brady in
"Drifting" and "Personality" with
Henry E. Dixie and James Crane,
both Brady plays, earlier in the

Have

NEW WAGE SCALE
A

convention of theatre owners
and managers from all over the
country will be called this summer
for the purpose of reaching some
plan of bringing down theatre operation costs.
It will be the first
time that such a measure was ever
attempted and the first time it has
been deemed necessary.
The actual purposes of the convention is to show visual proof to
the heads of the various theatre
labor organizations and the labor

or Florence Lawlor, who his been
known as Mrs. Leeds during the
Stillman divorce action, from stopping before the camera.
The reports that both will be offered film contracts after the conclusion of the divorce proceeding
has caused local picture people to
class them with Clara Hatnon in
estimating the harm they would do
j

to the screen generally.

SHEA'S CLOSING.

of

Line
fiel£
vai

m-iinil

"P7ri ur<-s

Hie
ic

by
mufc,

\

will

Martha Mans-

mske 'her

appearance
s l"i»ni.in
•"d

in

written

sk.-trh

hrst
a comedy
for them

and Clara Lip-

"ttight
\

or

Wrong.'

1

so

that

added burden

the

bulk
on the

the

falls

other two departments.
in

Chics of the size of Syracuse show
jump last season of $7,000.
a
One night stands of the (lass of
Buffalo. May 23.
Wheeling. W. Va, show $."..000 intime vai. Icille house, erease. which figure is the sum the

Years bark Over Summer.

Shea's, big

will close early in June.

Il

will be

has been
the tirst summer the hou
dark in years, usually playing riuht
through the hot weather without

change

house a waged

Road Tour's Last Week in
Scranton Draws $17,000.
company

closing of th

of "LightninV with Milton

when

bles,

road show
Scr ton,
Pa., to a gross of $17,000, adds an»
-i'markable
)
other chapter
record being piled up by the play.
It is the first instance In stage annals that a piece has continued on
^ny
Broadway after a road c{
Saturday,

nd up a

v.

full

the

iv»

In

..

.

•

profit

in

o'lui

New

of $L,V 0d0 for
>

author starred, Is now in
consecutive week at the

its

141st

Gaiety,

aan $13,000 weekly,
beating all the non-musical

drawing better
it

Is

successes still in the running, with
Nobles may
but two except !oj
..» (It. relieve Bacon for a few w
ing the summer. But the co tinuatlon of "Lightnln' " for three solid
•.

years on

Broadway

la

a surety.

PALMER HOUSE THEATRE.
Historic and Fabulous Corner Play-

house

the Apollo.
Tlve locM criticisms

all

1097- 1 OS*

H%MIM« N

If I K

—

t

time.

ed

From other quarters It is predict*
Germany is working out a plan

musical production*
This was reported
by a showmen who has been in
touch with the foreign plans since
the war. A combination of picture
and original music score is the main
to film the big

and spectacles.

idea.

The letter outlining the guaranty
of 300 per cent, saving in production cost, stated the writers had
seen the manager's name Often In
print and they considered him one
of the American
managers b mi
consider the

offer.

ALL-WOMAN CAST.
Nazimova

Planning Film
males Only.

for

Fo«

L{>3 ApgeW*, \f»y .»*.
The greatest corw.r l/t ClxkaJW |». ...
—
The
Nosisnova is planning an
reported sold for a theatre.
woman
production.
to
No men are to
said
is
House
Palmer
historic
have be< j n procured at last, after a be Connected with the making of
quarter of a century theatre pro- the picture except the technical
moters have bid for it and as high staff.
None but women ar«» to he in the
as $:. 000.000 premium had been offeicrl to any r.ucces.sful negotiator cast or connected with the writing
State
at
property
direction.
or
priceless
the
f >r
*

.•ml

Monroe

3.C00-seat theatre.

lll<

M.<»-

1

1

streets.

H. C. LyttOrt. clothier is said to
have taken title and will erect a 20story office structure containing a

Pli.m-

BIG FILM COMBINE.
Rumored

Selznick,

Robertson -Cols

and A. P. W.ll Unite.
According to an unverified rttfflOf
circulated on Broadway on Wednea*
dsy, the Sets-nick Interest a Robert*
son -Cole end the Associated Pro*

K

VMMM

/

dueers are to form a community

BURT CORTELYOU
AGENCY

were ex-

I
•a

Germany, to use his own direct"
ing force and do his own casting,
and guaranteeing him the cost of
production would be 300 per cent,
under that in America.
Back of the German offer m:ids
is seen, it Is claimed, a plan to study
the American style of feature production at close hand with the ultimate aim of lifting the plane of the
general output in Germany at this
in

Site.

TAKE YOUR SUMMER VACATION IN EASE
LET ME GET YOUR ROUTE NOW

at

both of shows and pictures. The
proposition was advanced by three
supposedly reliable picture makers
in Berlin. They suggested the manager do a series of film productions

fitted to

WHY WORRY!

ELSIE JANIS DOING BIG
Paris. May -5.
F.lsle .!.ini-« H going strong in her
cellent.

SURE FOR LIGHTNIN'

The

very concrete example of the
German picture men in
the American film production may
be judged from a rather remarkable offer received last week by a
manager well known as a producer,
interest of

policy.

in

The reason assigned is th.if the
house requires renovation Ihit luia
'aimed.
long been

revue

In

York city shows a
one of the big(Continued on p;i*-;o 2>

seasons.

jump

>

MORE PICTURE PEOPLE.

difference,

Buffalo Vaudeville House for First

Time

A

THREE SOLD) YEARS

has been out for an entire season.
John Golden's presentation of
chiefs of the A. P. L. that wage
Frank Bacon's "LightninV' with the

little

Local agitation has been started
to prevent Mrs. James A. Stillman

We

'-

to Suspend.

scales for the stage hands and mumonth. W. A. Woods also chose sicians must be reduced instead of
Brooklyn this month for a try-out increased. Managers who have been
week, presenting "The Red Trial" collecting data on the increases in
at Shubert-Teller. Last week George theatre operation for the season just
M. Cohan appeared at the Montauk closing, declare if expenses are not
in "The Tavern" before coming in. brought down theatres will be comTho theory of using Brooklyn for pelled to suspend.
trying out is the saving in expenses
Statistics gathered from the big
But one and small stands show that the
for such performances.
week is used for try-outs as a rule.
Lhan
has jumped more
With make-shift settings employed outlay the average annual profits
what
and no transportation outlay, the
have been, these increases coming
trying out process is brought down
mostly from the boosts in wages to
to a minimum, the manager having
stage work* i.i and musicians. Cities
little more than company salaries
like Philadelphia show a jump in
to pay.
Tho saving can be comfor
pared to a recent try-out in Wash- operating costs of ever $23,000
This intheatres.
ington, which even with much bor- one of the big
crease
is made up of three items
rowed product ion and costumes,
had: &t age, onistcinrjas and fi'flmt of
stoc/d the manager J $.000.
The last item shows
the house.

25.

to Make Films in FatherlandCost 300 Per Cent. Under That Here—Would
Do It.
Afford Opportunity to See How

Tempt Americans

Figures

!

NOW THE

SEEN AS CLOSE-UP FOR STUDf

COSTS

sible

David Belasco has decided not to
send on tour "Deburau," considered
the biggest artistic success of that
manager's and the biggest money
draw ever presented in the Belasco
In spite of the business
theatre.
which has averaged over $ 17,000
weekly, Mr. Belasco stated this
week the attraction showed a loss
from the production standpoint.
"Deburau" cost $130,000 to put
on. One-sixth of that was expendThe
ed in labor and rehearsals.
ahow rehearsed five weeks and since
salaries attain after four weeks' rehearsals for dramatic shows, the
fifth week alone cost $15,000. There
are 120 people concerned in "Deburau," not all on the stage.
The books show a loss of around
This
$80,000 on the production.
•urn,
however, was more than
balanced by the profits of the house.
On the road there could be no
balancing profit from the houses
and that led to the final decision not
to send "Deburau" out. Mr. Belasco
announced he would not cut the
east and that it would be virtually
Impossible to secure the desired
supers in the various cities. The
Increase in theatre costs, transpor-

DOl'GERMAN OFFER TO AMERICANS

TO BRING

—Imposto Get Supers — 120 People in Show—Cost
$130,000— Loss $80,000 on Production*
Would Figure

Profit

PAGES

CONVENTION

HOUSE PROFIT SAVES DEBURAU
No Such

40

Interest.

N«»

«

ontii

mution

of iJw

«*^
rlJ *

ported nmaleametioa as*a1 be s*«
cured from a»»v of the parti. •« <onI'll

3ltl

eerncd.
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i
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VARIETY'S LONDON OFFICE
26 HANWAY ST.. OXFORD ST., W.

CABLES

1.

May

•3^9^

.»i

1

Fridday,

LADY BANCROFT

LONDON PRODUCING MANAGERS CUT OUT
AGENTS FOR PROVINCIAL THEATRES

WANTED NO FLOWERS
Debutted

Played

on

Stage at

Juliet at

12—Was

London,
1

To

Deal Direct in Future with Houses Outside Capital See No Need of Go-Betweens
All Prominent Producers Sign Published Notice.

—

May

London,

25.

J£ S^VEST-Si

.

a declaration

the theatre proprietors of Great Britain and Ireland, and served notice on the theatre managers that they would no
longer book their attractions through
booking agents and woulC deal only
directly with the proprietors of theatres or their authorised managers.
The declaration is as follows:
Feeling that the growing practice
of booking through agents presents
no advantage to either resident or
touring manager; that, it is only
an unnecessary expense, weighing
eventually on both parties, and so
detrimental to their mutual interests; we, the undersigned, have voluntarily agreed and bound ourselves
from this date not to enter into
agreements for the presentation of
our companies at theatres in Great
Britain and Ireland through the
medium of booking agents, and that
we will treat only directly with the
proprietors of theatres or their
authorized managers.
Practically all the prominent producers of London have affixed their
signatures to the "declaration," including Sir Alfred Butt, R. D'Oyle
Carte, Herbert Jay, Grossmith &
I^aurilard, Gilbert Miller, Frederick
Harrison, Walter Howard, Percy
Hutchison, Martin Harvey, Carl

Rosa Opera

Co., etc.

CAUSES SENSATION
Mme. Weber
in

II

Wears

Little

"Cleopatre."

May

Non-Committal About

Resignation
as F. P. L. Production Manager

London, May 25.
Walter Wanger, interviewed here,
wouldnot commit himself definitely
on

the subject of his
resignation as production

reported

manager

Famous Players-Lasky.
He
stated he was here on business
for

Lasky and being pressed

that that seemed like ar. admission
he had not resigned he merely repeated his former non-committal
statement, adding that he was here
for a talk with Adolph Zukor, after
which he was going to Paris and
Berlin, returning to London, then

the Whitsun holidays
Dutch cinema work.

A

semi-official

study

to

municipal

ception was given in Harlaam and
the Dutch newspaper published
an address of welcome in English.
The party saw three films being made, including Dumas' "The
Black Tulip," with American pro-

London, May 25.
"Pins and Needles," produced at
the Royalty by Albert de Courville,
is a success.
The first few scenes
deal with dress rehearsal troubles.
The show has many fine episodes.
Including a parade of mannequins
m costumes back to Eve, but a
drunken episode for Alfred Lester
was immediately cut out.

Iris

Hccy's Conjugal

Hoey

"La Cocotte du Pharraacien" is
title of a farce produced May
19 by d'HansewIck at the Theatre

the

BERT LEROY'S TROUBLES

Albert

I.

It

did poorly.

Mile. Michel, who holds a first
Films in His Csbin and
prize of the Conservatoire and was
Hat to Deposit Large Sun
engaged at the Odeon, appears in
this effusion, with Mile. Ducouret.
London. May 25.
The third act is a reconstitution of
Bert Levy ran into a peck of
an open air cafe chantant.
trouble with
authorities

Carried

on arriving in England, through
carrying films in his cabin Instead
of depositing same in the ship's
fireproof storage.
He was brought
before the Custom Commissioner in
London and had to appear again in
Liverpool.
He was compelled to
deposit a large sum on account of
probable fines before he could
regain custody of his films temporarily so he co.uld give his chil-

DR1NKWATER AND HACKETT
in American Company at Odeon.

Pact to Appear

Paris,

May

25.

John Drinkwater, author of "Lincoln" and "Mary Stuart," has offered to appear at the Odecn when
James K. Hackett presents "Macdrens* show at Manchester, where beth" June 6.
The cast includes
he opened at the Palace, to a huge Annie Hughes, Rhoda Symons, Lessuccess.
lie Faber, Basil Gill and Miles Malleson.

FOX FILM NEXT
London.

May

25.

Ernest Irving is coming to conduct Norman O'Neill's music. Louis
Calvert is staging the production.

Du

Maurier's sister. Barrie adopted
the whole family on the death of
their parentts.
London, May 25.
The children are said to have InAndre Chariot's new revue "Puss spired the writing of "Peter Pan,"
Puss," produced at the Vaudeville, also "The Little White Bird." The
had a big reception May 14. Lee eldest boy was killed in war at alWhite, Clay Smith and Bert Coote most the same time as Du Maurier's
successes.
The numbers brother, who wrote "An Englishscored
and the music are excellent.
man's Home.

"PUSS PUSS" GOES BIG

Leeds.

SAILINGS.
•

i

May

local scalcc.
The managers will
"Compartiment de Dames Seules," not present any of their claims at
Denver,
but prefer to have manaa risky farce of G. Mitchell and
Maurice Hennequin, has been re- gers from every territory present to

vived
Hasti

at

the Scala, with Robert
the part created years ago

confer with labor chiefs over the
situation. The theatre managers'
convention takes in "both sides of
the fence," with the K. & E. booked
Max Dearly is considering the
and
Shubert
managers
proposal to give a summer season houses
at the Vaudeville, renewing the agreed on the necessity for a downruns of "Baby Mine" and "Nothing ward revision of costs.
hut the Truth."
Inquiry whether the increase la
admission priee.s ulJ not compenThe Southern Syncopated Or- sate the out of town managers, the
chestra, founded by George L. Lattireply was that very few stands
more, now conducted by W. H. Wellmon. crossed from London to ful- could insert an advr cod scale. It
fill
a satisfactory engagement of was also pointed out that admistwo week! at the Theatre des sion prices on Broadway had been
steadily pushed down since the first
Champs Elysee* and made good.
in

THEATRES.— Cherubin
Paris);
Trois Bona
repertoire (Odeon); Le

of the •;;• ear, wii'h

*?

presto ir basis la

sight.

de

and rep. (Opera ComLa Mort Enchainee and rep.
(Comedij Francaise); Valkyrie and
Sauteriot

Russian

Going

Ballet

to London.
Paris, May 25.

The Russian Ballet terminated
rep. (Opera); La Rataille (Antoine); its encacement at the Gaite hers
I" Grand Due (Edouard VII); Le May 23, going to London for a showRoi (Varieties); La Dame en Rose ing at Prince's.
(Bouffes); Chanson d'Amour (Marigny);
Phi-Phi
Xouveautes)
(Potiniere);
Compart iment
de
T .'Homme qui Assassins (Ambigu);
Dames seules (Scala); L,? Couvent
Le
Divan
Noir
(Renaissance); du Silence .etc. (Deux Masques);
Cnasseur do ohez Maxim's Palais Qunr.d le Diablo y sera it (Michel);
Royal); Les Deux Gossei (da rah L'Assommoir
Ba-Ta-Clan);
Ls
Bernhardt):
Russian ballets and Souriant Mme. Beudet, etc. (Nout

4

Four ., en' h

street:
to London).
Sister-, Yokes and

<

TransfteM
Don, (Miss) Bobby Butler (Aquitania); June 2, Joseph Schwarz
(Mongolia); June 4, The P.riants
(New Amsterdam); .May 14, NovClintons; May 12, La Mert
mrs, P«rcy Athos, Harry SilHi
Maui tanlaj
i.»
oy
\ I r,
Ei
May 24 Ne^ York «o London).
(Miss)
Bobbie
II atl

(

rep.

(Gaite-,;

Bwedirh

vcau Theatre); Bethsabee. etc. (PreChamps Rlysees); La Petite Fonc- Ciielar,,; La Dauphine (Vieux Co^
tlonr.ire (Mogndor); La Tcndros.se iombk'r);
BtuUomans a Marseilief
(Vaudeville); Madame Sins Gene (Dejtzet);
le
sera*
Osotml tu
(Porto St. Martin); Le Scandale (C)uay); classical op**NC4Lta aVEm(Oymrasc); Le Retour (Athonoo); plre, Tr'anon, Mont parnasse. GobeEn I'an 203 (C',:aUiet); Si que Jo lins; revues at Apollo (witn Elsie
serais rol (Capu?incs)
Les Droits Janfc);
Casino de Paris! Gaite
du Pero <Art*>; Trois poules pour Rortiechouart, Bouffes du* Nord,
•un coq (Clgale); Un Ange passo FolMg Bergere. Abri, Eldorado,
ballftl

f

(

i

<

;

Jotit

Heather (A quit

Michel Fokine has commenced an
I. A. T. S. EL
engagement, supported by Vera Executive Board meets in Denver
at the Paris Opera In a June 7. In the absence - wage
series of dances.
To follow this agreements the stage hands' exengagement Anna Pavlowa will
ecutives may be asked to pass on
dance In Paul Dukas "La Perl."

Fokina,

ique);

(New York

i

,

Amis and

Reported through Paul Tausig &

Griff,

»

ing cause.
In the meantime the

PARIS

tania).
Ea.-t

IN PARIS.

is imperative.
Inside reports are that the eon*
play on a Chinese subject by
Maurice Magre will probably form trollers of the Hippodrome have not
the program for the commence- determined on opening the biff
ment of the new season at the The- playhouse in the fall and that the
atre Femina in September. Balieff final decision awaits the terminaand his Russian troupe of comedi- tion of the stage crews and musians, designated at the Bat Theatre cians' scales for the cominj season.
company from Moscow, now occu- The report is that if there are to
pying this stage, will then have left
for London, and it is. stated the be new scales at adva,.jeu rates
Russians will afterwards visit New over this season, the Hip will not
York,
the booking being made attempt to resume. It was further
contended that despite the big busthrough Howell & Baud.
Lydia Lopekova is appearing with iness, the Hip fails to show a profit.
the troupe of Serge de Diaghilew
Wage scabs for t'-.e stage hands
at the Gaite for the present week and musicians, both local and road,
only.
all expire at the end of this seaAs reported by cable, the Empire
(formerly Etoile Palace) is to be re- son. Trouble came during the winbuilt.* The company owning the ad- ter In New York when the stage
joining Lutetia Cinema and the hands local sought an increase over
Royal Wagram Cinema has secured the contract, which had two years
the lease and will control the new to run. The facts were that new
house, giving mainly vaudeville pro- local scales in other major cities
grams.
gave the crews there a higher wage
than stipulated in New York, alT^uls Calvert will be manager
though the managers contended the
for J. K. Hackett during his short
other
cities did not have the advanShakespearean season at the Odeon
in June.
Firmin Gemier is to play tage of shop work.
Despite the ending of the consecond leads with Hackett, speaking
in French, while Hackett will use tracts with theatre labor the manthe original text.
agers have taken no step in working out new schedules to replace
"Ariane et Barbe Bleue" the mu- the present ones which
expire In
sical work of Paul Dukas, book by
September.
The convention plan le
Maurice Maeterlinck, which has not
been seen for a couple of years, has the probable cause, with the unbeen revived at the Opera Comique. certainty of conditions a contribut-

(Theatre

New York) Reynolds-Donegan Skating Troupe.
May 24 (New York for London),
Elisabeth Marbury, Arthur Hammerstein, John w. Rehauser, Grace
La Rue, Hale Hamilton (Aqui104
24

i

A

London),

Barrymore

(Aquitania).
June 4 (Paris to

Son,

kct, retiring In 1885.

exceeds £1,200 weekly.
adds that the engagement of

by Le Gallo.

Rights.

to

staff,

honor her memory should send the
equivalent in cash to the Actors*
Benevolent Fund.
As Marie Wilton. Lady Bancroft
was one of Britain's greatest comedy actresses. She was of a poor
touring actor's family and commenced her theatrical career early,
making her debut at the age of four.
She played Juliet at 12. Coming to
London she married Bancroft,, and
they made a fortune at the old
Prince of Wales's and the Haymar-

I

for restitution of con.'ugal
rights against her husband Bfasbtter

—

production of "The League of Notions" cost £30,000 before the curtain rose; that the salary list, not
counting the orchestra or execut've

He

decree

June 14. (New York
and Mrs. John

of scats, Charles

25.

London, May 25.
has been granted a

Mr.

of

Notions" Cost.

structions for no flowers at her
funeral, and those desiring so to

MANAGERS' CONVENTION
ducers and cameramen and AmeriThe five-act play by M. Herold, can and British players. The trip the Diaghileff Russian Ballet at
(Continued from page 1)
renamed "Cleopatre" from the orig- lasted three days and was remark- Prince's for an eight weeks' run has ger Broadway houses. Since the
to guarantee Diaghileff £1,500 a
inal "L'Egyptienne," was offered at able for its organization.
scale for stage hands was the
The visitors were welcomed week, and thj orchestra will cost local
same as last season, the boost til k
the Comedie Francaise May 22. It
everywhere and the general hospi- another £1,000 without staff or
expenses
goes mostly to the muother
expenses,
so he must gross on
in
verse and scored no hit. tality culminated in wild, enthuis
Adapted from Shakespeare's play, siastic scenes at the Hague When this attraction close to £4,000 be- sicians whose scale advanced SS1/S
per cent. It is said the increase on
fore there is one penny of profit.
it hints at Plutarch.
the party returned.
Cochran Is optimistic about con- the season for the New Amsterdam
The cast included Albert I^amditions, saying the public will visit is $35,000.
bert as Anthony, Hervs as Octave
COCOTTE PHARMACIEN. the theatres if given the right at- The managers say these increases
Desjardins as Domitius, Esconde as
tractions, and declares he is delight- do not include the added costs ot
Agrippa and Dorival as Scatrus.
Fares Does Poorly at Theatre Al- ed with the business at his own advertising and the jump in rents.
Mme. Weber II was seen as Cleobert
in Paris.
shows.
They are firmly convinced that the
patre and Mme. Delvair as Octavia.
increased wage matter is mostly
The slightness Of Mme. Weber's
Paris, May 25.
responsible, and that a reduction
costume caused a sensation.
Paris,

The production is wonderfully
pectacular, considering the small
itage room.

Iris

What a Lot "League

London, May 25.
Defending the present high price
Cochran says his

re-

"Robey en Casserole" at the
Alhambra finishes its run May 28
BARRIES SON DROWNED.
and will be followed by the Fox
London, May 25.
probably back to New York.
film "A Connecticut Yankee at the
Sir James If. Barriers adopted son
Court of King Arthur."
was drown while trying to save the
Another big spectacular produc- life of a friend. The friend was also
"PINS ANO NEEDLES" A HIT tion
is promised for the Alhambra
drowned.
The boy was the son of Gerald
Described
as
Wonderfully in the autumn.
Spectacular, Lester's Bit Out.

HIGH PRICED SEATS

London, May 25.
Manager Binger of the AngloDutch Film producing combine, Tells
took a party of English and American newspaper men to Hollr.nd for

the customs

WANGER TALKS TO SUZOR.

for Jesse

SUGHTNESS OF COSTUME

to

PRESS JAUNT TO HOLLAND COCHRAN DffENDS
Dutch
Producing
With
American and British Aid.

25.

Lady Bancroft, wife of the Squire,
died May 22, after a long and painful illness, aged 82.
She left in-.

1

Sos

May

82.

No.

8.
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SIXTH FLOOR AGENTS

RS RAID LOEW DOWN TO 13

LOWEST PRICE

LISTED

AND POSTED

CAREER

Others Ordered to Remain on
5th Floor of Palace Bldg.

ipany Denies Dividend Reduction Is in Prospect BILLY JAMES HOUSES
—Insiders Appear on Buying Side $20 a Share
IN $1,000,000 TIE-UP
Earning Rate Forecast for Famous.

Orders have bee». issued to Keith
agents holding sixth floor or family department booking p.ivllegeo
that in the future they are to confine their efforts t
the family department and keep off the sixth or
big time floor.

IN ITS

—

Two
>ng bear interests this week
Loew stock the hammering of
i§ life, driving the price down to
[g% in the first hour of trading on
Wednesday. This is the lowest levei
has ever touched.
tfci theatre issue
Bren during the extreme slump just
when Famous
before Christmas,
Players got down to 40, the Loew
through
break
14, and
Stock did not
reached tnat extreme ebb only mo-

in

stock
manipulators
would scarcely pick such a moment
to liquidate.
With trading sentiment all on the short side their tactics would be to sit tight and wait
for a better trading situation, espe.
cially since the stock stands the
underwriters more than $19 a share.
It would be out of all reason for a
Wall street syndicate to go Democratic on its own stock below its
underwriting price, unless it had
been nipped in some other part of

Columbus and One

in

Lexington Involved.

Experienced

Telegraphic news from Columbus'
Ohio, and Lexington, Ky\, revealed
that a receivership proceeding, in-

volving more than $1,000,000. has
been filed against the James Building

.Company

and

Billy

CLAIRE DEVINE
Tho

Beautiful.

No Broadway

James,

producer can ever

The instructions followed a flying trip through the office of J. J.
Murdock, who discovered an unusual number of representatives
present on the sixth and on investigation
discovered some offices
with big time franchises had two
and three agents on the floor.
It has been the custom of the
bigger agencies to appoint fifth
floor representative j to take care of
the bookings in that department.
These agents have got Into the
habit of invading the sixth floor In
response to requests from the booking men to All disappointments, etc*
ith a result' that at "mes the entire offlee staff of an agency will
be on the big time territory.
A list of the agents and their
staff entitled to the sixth floor privileges was posted Monday.

have seen the glorious, statuesque,
"Personality Prima Donna" or she
which controls the Broadway would now be gracing the cast of a
mentarily for a trade or two.
metropolitan
musical show.
and New James' theatres, ColumN. Y. GLOBE said:— "Shubert.
According to company officials, the list and its banks had called bus, and the Ada Meade Theatre,
Dillingham. Zlegfeld et al. are overis not a thing in the concern's large loans secured by Loew stock
Lexington.
looking 'the most beautiful of prima
Easiness situation to justify such put up as collateral. There was no
The receiver is Richard Patton, donnas."
etc.
weakness, or any dip at all, and as indication that this was the case, president of tho National Bank of
LK VAN AND DEVINE, Boulefar as the administration of the but its possibility is obvious
Commerce, Columbus, and is said vard, New York, Now (May 26-29).
weight
all
its
concerned,
company is
The movement had not gone far to be friendly to James. The known
_ on the buying side. The directo- enough at this writing to give any liabilities are $705,000 in a mortthat the downward clue to the future, but if one accepts gage held by the American Bond
rate insists
FRANCHISES
movement can be inspired only by a the view that the pressure came and Mortgage Co., and around $300,MUSIC PUBLISHER, HOST
frlve of the shorts, who are taking entirely from short selling the issue 000 due tho Longacre Engineering
advantage of the whole market's ought by the end of the week or and Construction Company. This is
8
Louis
Bernstein Giving Staff and
GIVEN
nervous condition consequent upon next week be due for a brisk re- in addition to local and overhead
Families Holiday
principal stockholder in the enter-

prise,

SHUBERT

TO

ascertain ty of many of t e big industrials as to their dividends.

.

It does not take many 26,000-share days of preponderating
The drop in Loew was conspicu- operations on the short side to
•ns only because it was so sudden bring about an extremely oversold
jfpfl extreme and because the other situation where a covering movemembers of the amusement group ment would send prices skyrocket-

<id not join to the same extent. The
whole list was spotted with slumps
varying degree, with th« motor,
lbber, motor accessories and steels
worst hit. Rumors were in the
that Crucible would reduce its
fc that Corn Products would
4rop Its usual extra and that other
concerns would pass .dividends.
action of the Central Leather
^poard on Tuesday In deferring the

!

AGENTS

covery.

debts.

Robert

Beck,

representing

both

The music business may be

the
Shea Receives One, rut they say it la, but Louis In
Bernwith Instructions to Secure stein, head of Shapiro, Bernstein A
Co., Isn't allowing that to Interfere
Six Big Time Acts.
with his usual routine, according to

Harry

the principal creditors, states his
belief that tho James' enterprises
are solvent, and says his companies will help refinance them gladly.

his staff

ing

Assuming

the syndicate has been
forced to liquidate, the getting of
its holdings, estimated at around
200,000
shares,
into
investors'

hands would remove a tremendous

obstacle to the advance of the theatre security, an obstacle that has
hampered it ever since tho flotation.
With the syndicate holdings out of
the way and the company mainE Si v id end
on its preferred, and taining its earnings, the stock
Remington's passing of its common ought to be in line for a good deal
disbursement were entirely unex- better than $20 sooner or later.
pected, and gave the street a blow
The Loew office, while deploring
Which disorganized the whole mar- tho development, made a show of
ket. This, of course, gave profes- Indifference.
No explanation was
sional bear traders the opportunity offered. Officials admitted they had
they needed, coming, as it did, on no hint of what was going on.
top of other adverse developments,
While the break in Loew monopthe orgy of short selling began on olized
attention it was noted that
Monday, when announcement came
Famous
Players held comparatively
out that several of the auto manusteady. Its dally lows got as far as
facturers had reduced prices on their
but
at that point strong supH,
The motor trade. Wall 70
product.
port came in and tho stock was
Street argued, ought to bo coming
held within a narrow range, apInto its best period o! the year just
parently, with the pool maintaining
how, and such a move indicated a
defensive position over the period
a
gloomy outlook. At least, that was
The financial statement
of stress.
the talk they put out, and backed it
covering the Income account for tho
top with aggressive selling.
first quarter of the current year was
shares before
the motor
'Nearly all
Committee
Finance
tho
touched new lows for the year on Wednesday and was duo for publiIfonday and broke further Tuesday, cation last Thursday evening after
with Chandler down around 62 from the close of the market. No hint
its recent top of 85, and Pierce-Ar- could be had from company officials
row around 23 from better han 42. as to what it would disclose when
Under tho circumstances It was Variety applied Wednesday, but
hot strange that bear raiders picked from sources outside the manageout Loew, which is widely distrib- ment the estimate is roughly made
uted and is understood to have a that first quarter profits before paylargo following of margin specula- ment on the preferred would roughtors as a likely spot for a quick ly show $1,500,000, indicating a net
turn.
Tuesday the turnover was for the quarter at the rate of around
inore than 26,000 shares, and offer- $20 a share of common on the year.
ings were thrown on the market in Last year the first half year profits
blocks of 500 at a time on 'he way Indicated $17.50 a share, while, the
flown. Business associates of Mar- annual audit showed around $25.
cus Loew were buyers at and below Company officials, in declining to
IB, but the buying was not in suffi- forecast the income figures Wednes.
cient volume to stem the tide. The day, said a number of reports from
stock closed Tuesday at its worst foreign interests had been delayed
for the day, 14%. The Wednesday and the publication }f the stateopening was unchanged at 14%, but ment was uncertain.
tho shorts drove against i- anew,
Orpheum declined slightly In
forcing It down a whole point in the sympathy with the other two and
pretty
was
word
The
hour.
half
flrst
the general tone of the market,
generally circulated at that time touching 25 % Wednesday. Trading
that the raiders had set 12 as its was in small volume. None of the
mark, but just before noon some Curb stocks moved either way and
mild support appeared and moved no transactions were recorded.
The nummary of transactions Majr 10 to
the price from 13% to 13%. where it
25 inclusive it a« follows:
•
held with narrow fluctuations until
STOCK
Apparently, the 10
mid-afternoon.
Thursday— Sal^s. High. I>ow. Last. Che;.
o'clock drive had been engineered Fam. Play-L... 1000
—%
74«4 73^4 74
got
— Vs
17
before supporters of the issue
Loew. Inc
U.00
10»i MT
Roston sold 100 Orphoiim at 20'.;.
around to their offices, and was
Fri.lH.v—
Loew Fam.
72
earried
73
72VJ -1%
through swiftly.
l'lay-L.. 3100
— 1%
88
400
80
88
Do t'f
closed at 14 flat.

HE TUMS D0WH

The Shuberts

"FOLLIES."

are

issuing fran-

chise to booking agents to do busiA pretty authentic source says ness with their new vaudeville cirthat Julian Eltingo has .declined, cuit.
since arriving East to play vaudeThus far, it is understood, they
ville, an offer to appear in Ziog- have
issued franchises to eight
feld's "Follies" this summer.
agents to submit acts, and acts deTho salary inducement was a sired aro allotted the respective aplarge one, tho report claims, but pointees.
Mr. Eltingo brushed it aside.
Ho
Among the agents appointed is
is returning to his California home, Harry Shea, who has been given
and will probably make a couple of the names of six big time acts with
pictures on tho coast during the instructions to make overtures to
summer, returning to vaudeville, them to sign with the Shuberts for
perhaps, in tho falL
next season.

Loew. Inc

T

square knew Orpheum
Saturday—
Players in the Farn.
l'lay-L...
Astor branch brokerage office were 1/.*mv. ire

Nobody

in

eoonpletely mystifleV.
ed there that buying

It

'Itcum
was report- OnM'T.'Iny—

had been plenon Tuesday.

around 15
One of (lie morning newspapers'
curious explanation that
tn * underwriting syndicate which
**d taken up last summer's $,".,000.*H iosue of treasury stock wns
throwing it over and getting out
"ut this seems wide oC the mark.
tiful

offered the

Tlny-T...
l.n, «•. Inc
m |.lr urn ...

K.im.
i

Chicago

^oiii

Tufslay—
Fam. Piay-L..

26
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U

member who

said

view of everyone
around a muslo publishing establishment nowadays crying over bad
times that the sunshine of the S-B
plant be made known.

PALACE'S $75,000 SUIT
Jimmy

B.
Coatta
(Flora and
Coatta), musical act, is

a $75,000 Supreme Court
suit against the Palace

plaintiff in

damage

(New York) Theatre Realty Co*
for Injuries sustained while ascending the elevator of the building, causing spinal injuries which
has resulted in a cancellation of
the act's Pant ages route.
Miss Coatta was on her way up
the office building to visit her
agent.
The
elevator
started
suddenly when she was about to
get off on her floor and propelled
her against the wall opposite.

MARION HABRIS' BREAKDOWN
Marlon Harris, who was obliged
to leave the stage during the performance of her act at the Hippodrome, N. V. A. benefit, Sunday
night, had to cancel the Jefferson,
where shs was booked to open
Monday.
Miss Harris and the Fred Hon!
Band have just Invaded vaudeville.
She has considerable reputation as
a singer of "blues'* for the phonograph records. Miss Harris is suffering from a nervous breakdown
and will take a rest

GORDON MARRIES RAT DEAN
Max Gordon

(Lewis

A

Gordon,

was married May
Hay Dean, picture actress.

agents,)

23

to

Miss Dean's last screen appearance was in "Proxies."

VAUDEVILLE'S FAMOUS

M

Klein Bros. Backed by Howard.
Bros, will be starred
po'iMin. hri a u*w» production,
now being written by Alex Gerber
and Lew Pollack. Willie Howard,
according to report, will finance
the new venture, to be presented
by the Shuberts.

The Klein

REDHBAT>"*•...».

IRENE FRANKLIN

tvext

opened a two weeka' engagement at the Orpheum. Pan l-Yunclsco,
With BURTON GREEN. MISS FRANKLIN will follow
last Sunday.
with a similar date at Los Angeles. They will lay off for six weeks,
spending their vacation in Hawaii. Miss Franklin will resume her tour
It will be a futuristic
of the Orpheum In August, repeating at Los Angeles for another two
weeks' engagement.
comedy.

Who

*

-

stein hospitality.
It was a staff
he thought in

Flora

'SINBAD" MARRIAGE.
San Francisco, May

FANNIE BRICE IN "FOLLIES"
25.

needed four months for the
of the "Sinbad" company
of a marriage in their
learn
to
ranks, but it leaked out in Oakland
Wednesday night during a performance at the Auditorium.
Sue Crelghton, who replaced
Kitty Doner In the show, and Lynn
(Burns and Lynn) were the secretly
It

HP

Mr. Bernstein heard of it. Informed
the bunch he was for it and that
they with their families and friends
should be his guests for that day.
About 100 will step in on the Bern-

i

'

EXCHANGE

members.

The S-B staff decided to take
June 11, Saturday, for an outing.

memhers

- V4
- U married

artists.

who has

just

had

her second child, will Join the

new

Pantile
"Folii' •*."

Itrlre,

The comedienne

is

under

contract
Chrnles
Dillingham,
to
who intended t<> star her In the
fall.
A:»ron Hoffman has not been
able to get out the hook In time.
Dillingham has loaned Miss Price to
Zlegfeld until the piece Is ready.
Miss P.rice starts rehearsals with
the "Follies'* this week.

musical

Mollis King's Throst Trouble.
Mo! lie and Charley King have
been forced to cancel all of their
Keith bookings on account of Mollis developing throat tr~ ible.

New
BL

i\

Kaufman

Springfield Manager.

Lampan
as

replaces Henry
of the Ma-

manager

Springfield, 111.,
Orpheum, Jr., chain.

jestic,

PLEASANTVTLLE,

one of tho
k

NEW JERSET

.

,

VAUDEVILL

rt'

•y
-T-T

BOOKING OFFICES DE LUXE

SOME CHORISTERS STAND PAT

WHEN EQUITY PULLS CABARET

IN

—

—

Their Share

Billie

Horwitz

de Rex Concerned.

show.
that Billie X)e Rex,
featured in one of Buckner's revues on the coast, made complaint to the A. K. A. that led to
the "pulling" of the chorus.
La
Due and Machia, dancers, left the
revue with Miss De Rex. Mrs. TomIt is alleged

who was

BOBBY McLEAN

WORLDS CHAMP

OLD-TIME MINSTRELS IN ACT.
Jimmy

The

Madison -Howard

Green old-time minstrel act opens
on the Loew time June 13, booked
by Rose & Mandel. It is called the
Monarch Minstrels, and is comprised

of

live

old-time

!

of

and

ing

BARTHELMESS' STAR PIECE.
Richard

Barthelmess'

first

star-

ring vehicle under the management
of Inspiration Pictures, Inc.. will be
'Tolerable Dave," a Joseph Hergeshcimer story. His pictures will be
released through First National.

pictures,

its

usual

summer

lease of the new Bush Theatre, to be located In the rear of the
Bush Terminal Building, on West

The

policy.

minstrel

Billy Tait.

PANTAGES, N. 0., STOPPING
New Orleans, May 25.

Seeley- Norworth Joint Booked

Blossom Seeley and company and
Ned Norworth and company have

Forty-second street, between Broadway and Sixth avenue, was closed
this week, and the house will be
turned over to B. S. Moss.
It will seat 600 and the entrance
adjoining the Bush Building on the
The twenty-five-foot enwest.
trance on the thoroughfare will
cost more rental per annilm than the
The auditorium is
theatre proper.
leased at a rental of $15,000 per
annum, and the entrance at $25,-

Pantages will close its vaudeville
ason June 5. It will reopen In
been booked jointly in the New September. June 6, a film goes in
York houses for the summer. The for a week ("Queen of Sheba").
The Pantages business here has
two acts have been appearing together on the Orpheum Circuit, Nor- been off since Lent. The house is in

worth working

in

the

Seeley

act.

e

I

is

lirst

season.

In addition, the lessee must
000.
equip the theatre himself.
Moss, it is understood, is to conduct the theatre as a first-run house
for the exploitation of special pro-

VIVIENNE SIEGEL STARTS.
The

vaudeville act of Vivionne
Siegel, the prima donna, starts this
week.
Miss Siegel has a pianist
and is booked by H. B. Marinelli.

ductions.

Morrison's Opens June 11

Brother of the Late Al G. Fields
Will Tour with Organization.

Columbus, Ohio,
J.

Far Rockaway,
about five miles from the Morrison
house, opened last week with a split
week policy, booked by Danny Simmons in the same office.
Columbia,

(

The Santley and Sawyer Revue.
"Klick Klick," will be held over at
lie Palace, New York, next week.
No salary had been set for the act
up to Tuesday, Ihe act playing und< r the "show" salary arrungeim :it.
The turn is asking $2,750.
i

Morris Benefiting Saranac.
William Morris is launching an-

other of his famous benefits at Saranac Lake, N. Y. Loney Haskell
will bo his master of ceremonies.
The performance lakes place July
4, and the proceeds Hill go to the

Saranac

charities'.

Pantages, K. C. Opens in July.
Pantages' now house, now bui Idling in Kansas City, will open about
inly 1.
Renting capacity, 3,1*00.
Policv vaudeville ami olctnrr*.

ers
that name, is organizing the company for next season's tour.
He
was formerly advance agent of the
company, but later became manager of Maple Villa farm.
Rehearsals will begin early in
July, and the tour will open August 1 as usual.
Edward Conrad,
managing director of the property,
is in charge of the preparations.

The

At present appearing in William Seabury's l"i I\ oifi s." playing the
Keith Circuit and scoring an individual hit.
B. F. Keith's Palace, New York, Next Week (May 30).

OF

L

MEETS JUNE

13

Convention at Denver to
Have Stage Envoys.

National

The American Federation

Wm.

E. Hatfield, brother of the late
and one of the ownof the minstrel show bearing

Katherine Roth, vaudeville singer, has lost the suit instituted by
her to recover $25 paid to Evelyn
Rlanchard, authoress, for a restricted song which she claimed to have
purchased outright.

HOPE
SISTERS
"THE DANCING DOLLS"

"Sleeping Auto" Burned Up.
While touring New England in a
machine with A. F.
sleeping auto
(a
Maxime
compartment),
sleeping

magician, suffered the
loss of his ear by lire at Springfield,
Mass.

and after Investigation the
Western Union people agreed, on
the understanding the firm pay tha
livery,

operator.

A most noticeable attraction ot
the members' private office is tha
a checkerboard patters,
so loud it could be used as the bass
drum of a jazz band. Mr. Horwits
said that while shopping he saw
the carpet in a store and when tha
salesman confessed they never ex*
pec ted to sell it, Horwitz did business with him. On looks the carpet people paid Horwitz to take tha
carpet away.
carpet, of

When Arthur Horwitz and Lea
Kraus recover from the financial
despondency their mania for having

of

La-

bor will hold its annual national
convention the week of June 13, in
Denver, Colorado. The International
Alliance of Stage Kmployec*. American Federation of Musicians and
Four A's, the latter representing
the Actors' Equity, American Artists Federation (vaudeville branch),
Chorus Mquity, Hebrew Actors*
Union, etc., will send delegates, as

FRiEDLANiyS ACT OFF.
Disbands "Music Land"

— No

More

followed an effort to
recover, with the ptftitttlfll alleging
in her bill of complaint, the song
had been let on royalty to another
vaudeville singer (Ruth Hayward),
whose contract with the writer had
expired and who continued using
suit

the song.

page 10)

on

CELIA BLOOM HARRYING SOOT
Celia Lioom, who books the Interstate Circuit in the
fice,

25.

SONG SUIT DISMISSED.

Lubin's Visit to Chicago
J. TI. Lnbin, general booking manner for the Loew Circuit, left New
York early in the week for a short
;rip to Chicago.
Mr. Lubin stated
'hat it was just his semi-annual

Raymond,

May

Al. G. Fields,

Santley's Act Held Over.

trip to ilia Windy city to takt> •
look at conditions out there.

telegraph company the extent ot
their wire communications called
for a special wire, to facilitate de*

(Continued

NEW FIELDS MINSTRELS.

Morrison's, Rockaway, L. I., will
open, June 11, with a big time, fullweek policy booked by Lawrence
(Joldie in the Keith office.

The

divided into rooms for the
several bookers, with J. H. Lubin,
general
booking manager, at
the
the far eastern end of the building;
facing on 46th street.
long hall*
way is made through the suite when

office is

MOSS

men.

They are Charles Udell, Billy
Golden,
John Gorman (Gorman
Brothers' Minstrels), Charles Whyte

booking through tho Loew Circuit,
which has its vaudeville booking
offices op the top floor.
The Loew

—

charge of the Junior Orpheum bookings in the middle west. That was
about one year ago. Lunestka continued the bookings until his resig-

There was a story current a couple
weeks ago Luneska might succeed Celia Bloom as booker for the
Interstate Circuit, following Miss
Bloom's marriage when she will retire.
Nothing more than a rumor
based that story.
Lester Hammel, who had been assisting Lunestka in the mid west
bookings, succeeds him.

Horwitz & I^raus, vaudeville,
agents, have the de luxe offices of
all vaudeville, In their suite on the,
third floor of the new Loew Build*
ing Annex, 160 West 46th street.
The building is filled up with agents]

A
a $3,000 bond which he has been
unable to satisfy.
filed
suit
connecting
all
doors
are
her
open.
in
Christy
Mrs.
PAN SEEKING LYRIC.
The Horwitz & Kraus offices are
through Joseph Petchesky of the
an on the third floor, occupying tba
Negotiations Silverman At Tolins office, named
Cincinnati Report
unknown woman, but in the de- eastern end of it. The private of*
Going On.
fendant's answering affidavits, the flee of the lirm's members is fitted
"unknown woman" appears as out in mahogany,, of rich appear*
Cincinnati, May 25.
Blanche Mower of the Doc Baker ance. AH of the fittings were es*
.Alexander Pantages has been ne"Flashes" act. She filed a personal pecially made for the firm and at
gotiating for a tofts* of the Lyric
affidavit to the effect that she was a very large expense, from their
recently taken over by Monohan &
the defendant's room at the looks.
in
Jackson. The new owners are reHotel America for an entirely innoSpecial
wire connections have
ported opposed to permitting the
cent reason. Mr. Christy also main- been made through the 'phone dealt
Shuberts leasing the Lyric, though
answer.
tained the same in his
of the Horwitz ft Kraus office ta
there was no explanation made. The
The Christys have one child. The the Loew. Fox, Sun and Sheedy of*
lleuck Amusement Co. controlled
her alimony prayers fices, with which the firm books.
plaintiff in
the house until, a few weeks ago.
states Mr. Christy earns $150 a The
wires go direct from tba
Pantages secures the Lyric. week.
If
switchboard to the offices men*
vaudeville
three
will
be
there
Argument on the divorce plea is tioned and were secured through
hou: es in the lield here. Keith's .slated for the June term.
laying especial wiring at Horwits
playing big time and the Palace
& Kraus' expense. The Western
offering family T>ills at pre.ent.
Union his also run a special wire
LEASES BUSH.
Isaac Monohan, one of the new
the H. & K. office, with a young
into
owners,- refused to confirm the Pan
operator
telegraph
in
An woman
deal, saying "the matter is not set- Terminal Building At $40,000
charge.
The firm convinced the
nually.
tled yet." The Lyric is now play30).

lie later became aswho
sistant
to George Gottlieb,
the
principal
houses of the
books
chain. Following his service period
Lunestka resumed as assistant to
Gottleib and was later placed in

the window.

sign.

After starting the show at Reis(Continued on page 10)

Co-

Justice Callaghan in the Brooklyn Supreme Court awarded Mrs.
Tove Christy $25 temporary alimony
and $150 counsel fees in her divorce
action against Ivan Christy, formSKATER"
erly the "heavy" in Valerie BerReturn Engagement. B. P. Keith's gere's "Tho Moth" act, and at presPalace, New York, next week (May ent in Ludlow Street jail in lieu of

nation went in.
The trouble is said to have been
between the young man and one of
the older booking heads, with Lumie
Thompson,
interested
with nestka receiving the impression
Buckner in putting the show on, there was nothing left for him to do,
took it over, according to the cafe to retain his self respect, but repeople.

—

Actor Joins Ludlow
Respondent Files Affidavit

Tuesday. Twelve
Harry Lunestka left the
of the choristers out of 20 walked period.
York booking headquarters
out, but Monday the show was con- New
girls
eight
who
retinued, using the
Saturday.
The principals, with the
mained.
Lunestka started with the Orexception of a dancing team and a pheum at 16, taking cards through

Reisenweber'a Buckner
at
was no longer connected with the

—Building Filled Up.
Club

until

stated

Cap

CHRISTY ALIMONY AWARD

HARRY LUNESTKA OUT

The Actors* Equity Association
into the cabaret field for
the first time when the chorus of After 10 Years' Service, Young Man
the revue put on by Arthur Buckat 26 Leaves Position.
ner at Reisenweber's was ordered
At
to quit last Saturday evening.
After 10 years with the Orphcum
the cafe it was stated the chorus Circuit, with only his war service
had been paid to date and salaries marking
an absence during that

single, also stuck.
Though salailes
were not paid in full to the principals, they stated they were satisfied
to continue.
At this time it was

&

vertising

stepped

were not due

LOEWS NEW 46TH ST.

Kraus' Direct Phone and Telegraph
Carpet-— Porter With AoV
Checkerboard
Wires—

Twelve of the Twenty Leave Salaries Not Due Till
Tuesday Following Principals Satisfied With

—
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I

will

Orpheum

of-

be married June 15 to Jo*

seph L. Michaels, of Indianapolis,
Mr. Michaels is a wealthy whole*
sale grocer of that place.
honeymoon motor trip to

Lake
A
George and through the Adirondacks will follow. The couple will

make

their

home

in

Indianapolis;

Miss Bloom expects to retire front
her booking duties about June 1.
The ceremony will be performed in

New York
Three

city.

Weekly at Liberty.
Liberty, Jersey City, installed
pop vaudeville this week, booked by
Harry Lorraine of the Fally MarkuS
office.
The house will play three
bills a week, each for two days with
Bills

The

no performance Sunday.
Vaudeville at Long Branch.
The Broadway, Long Branch, will
the

summer

opening June 6.
The house will play a

four-act

play

split

vaudeville

week

Summer

for

policy.

,

on Staten Island.
Jules Van Cooke has taken over
the Casino, South Beach. Staten
Bills

The two girls appeared on the Island,
and will Install vaudevillesame bill, both using He Rlanchard commencing Monday.
song.
An Injunction was placed
The house will play five acts for
Anatol Frledland has disbanded against Miss
Hayward by Mrs. a full week.
Bookings.

t

his vaudeville act "Music Land,"
which played the Falace, New York,

week. The move followed nofrom his agent that no further
vaudeville bookings
were forthcoming.
"Music Land" has beea playing
continuously for nearly a year and
a half, but ran into the slump now
prevalent and rather than book
desultory date from week to week,
usual.
composer decided to shelve the
E
(stage
hands)
the
The I. A. T. S.
executive board will convene the turn, which includes eight other
same week in Denver.
peopli
last
tice

Blanchard,

with

Miss

Roth

con-

tinuing the use of tho song for
several months.
Her action followed, ;iik1 was dismissed by Judge

Bpelglemena

last

week.

MORTIMER SKIT FOR HALLS

Sixteen Acts at Proctors, Yonkert*
Proctors, Tonkers, will play 16
acts the week ot May 23 to celebrate the opening of the regular
summer season.

Chicago, May 25.
Sweeney and Callahan Off
Lillian Mortimer has sold her
wanney (recently of "Duffy and
comedy sketch "Po' White Trash Sweeny) and Callahan Brothers, in
Jinny," to Mr. Hymack. the English their new three act, will disband,
actor who will produce it for the owing to Inability to get together

English music halls.

on salary with bookers.

/

i

VAUDEVILLE

afc

^•^ «.

ROTO

GETS TENT UP,
B.

KEITH'S^

NEWARK; BUT NO SHOW

IN

DES MOINES THEATRES MADE

F

DARK ON TAX FRAUD CHARGE

Held. Up Mysteriously and Parade Is PreOffer to Give Free Show but Authorities
Forbid—Short Changing Up-State.
»nse

vented

Federal Revenue Collector Charges

—

•he Sells -Floto Circus unloaded
Newark, N. J., Friday (May 20)
had the tops up in good time,
could not give a parade, matinee
night show, though the crowd

BAD TIMES AHEAD
FOR GIRL REVUES

BIU.V

showed received many complaints
and near the lot.
The Ringling Kros. Harnum &
Bailey circus is billed for Newark
ft

of "trimmings" on

visitor

The Sells-Floto show moved over
from Newark to Staten Island for
two Saturday shows and then made
a lOhg jump to Albany. From the

New York

Adam's

tho public.

The scheme used is old but effecThe police say persons of

tive.

truly rural aspect are asked to take
ailver and small bills for money of

larger denominations. Citizens have
told the authorities that they were
even offered complimentary tickets
to
the show in return for the
"courtesy of exchange."

Howard Qurnsey reported a
standing In front of the tent before
the afternoon show offered to give
him tickets for himself and wife if
he would take small hills for $JU denominations. After the transaction
Qurnsey found that he had received
only $l") In ones and twos for his
r
kwen\
j8r;
\t\-counting : h**m«
witched i>v doubling over the hills
paid to the "mark."
cases here the victims
In
all
could not Identify the men who had
'"trimmed"' them.

<l

.

i-ions to

l»e

Cavo*

he ,?c.| ..
plav Ve, U"

,

1

'

first

i
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!i".

'ravel,
'

'the Si
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V

gtoti,
tip;
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Supreme Court

Mr*.

o\
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;
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a

in

,

i,

.
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"Way

showing

profit

KEITH'S B'KLYN MAJESTIC.
Rivisra

Down
and

—

Renamed
Opens Labor
Day with Big Time.

it

The new Riviera, the 2,500-seat
St. John's plaee and Kingston avenue, Brooklyn, acquired last
week by the Keith interests will be
renamed the Majestic. Opening has
house at

fall

000 in remittances to Pantages, that
money including deductions from
acta on railroad fare advances. Pantages is partially protected by surety
bond.
J. H. Schanfield of Minneapolis, the Pantages traveling representative Is here looked after the
vaudeville manager's interests.

for Char-

The Pantages'

bill last

week was

headed by Kva Tanguay, the enbilling moving on tp Minnea-

range popular and musical comedy
songs. Charles Miller of the Harms
house is president pro tem., Charles
Dalby, temporary vice-president and
Kddie Gordon, secretary.
The Guild has applied for a charter of affiliation with the Ameriean

1

tire

WILLIAM ROCK ILL

Following his engagement at the
Jefferson last week William Kock
was ordered to bed by hia physieian.
Rock has been suffering
from stomach trouble and will be
Inactive for some time.
Dr. Ernest Gross 1s in attendance on the artist who is confined
to his
home at 72d street and

Broadway.

1

utchinson.

W00NS0CKET PROJECT
^Woon socket,

(pro

man

Sr

Mrs.

I*'

JAZZ BAND CONTEST
Fifth Avenue, June G-H> Will
Sixteen
ja//. hand contest.
are eat. red, four to play
nightly, six minutes each, with winThe
Friday night.
ner selected
pontes! Will elose the perform ;ii
a similar con teat wa? recently
held at the Greenpolnt, Brooklyn.

hold a

inciter

GEORGE CARNEY ARRIVES
Knglisn music

% in tins eo: e
jhall artist, has an i\.
i-'
to try with his wife. Vesta I'ihe IFhtv
iithe Bister*). Cnrnej may try i ludeei
week tilt • on lHi> ide If Is
,"or
y i ars o
.

ow

was

intention
ourel.N

a

\

••

t<

'••

""

wake

ilie

INCOMPARABLE

hands

of

tlie

Is

The

Mouse. CrossVorhaus office represented

George Carney,

tho

by
Charles Loyenbeffj of Providence.

town

counsel tees argument
come:; up witlrn a fortnight before
the Special Term session.
The Fischers were married ten
\ears ago and have no children.

made

lt».

.

variety house in
the Bijou, operated

The only

mony and

Brllles

May

...

•

,

\ihV.

foreign vaudeville agent. The
The alitiff named Alice Jennings.

K.

I.,

by A he Colii/, ;i loeul jeweller, haw
purchased a silo with frontage <»"
Monument square here and propose
•(• theatre to play vaude*
::.'"•

In

rtfajan,' a viOide

Leo

R.

A .syndicate of Providence ami
Woonsocket business men, headed

plain-

AVE.

•,•.'? In

is

was making a

weeks.

WORK

Close on the heels of the songwriters organizing into a union,
comes the announcement of the
birth of Music Arrangers' Guild of
America, recently formed for the
protection of the musicians who ar-

i

•

lOaKt,"

from A. F. of M.

ter

•

this iu
,.,••••

111

Formed— Will Ask

Guild

last

verdict

FltH h'T

tUt*

May

•

which

last

dancer) In her absolute divorce
suit against Clifford C. Fischer, the

J

|;

•

The man- days loss in time.
Gus Sun will start booking the
Kmpress May 30, four acts, split

r

ville

Fr3t Tims.

--merit for

the

tea

j

V

in

Thursday brought

by Ihe ntidlene

P!.vs

$5,000.

wag permitted to continue.
The
Pantages was ordered closed last
Wednesday. The Princess, long a
tock house, went dark several
Whiting and Burt Lose Music weeks ago when tho company was
tmirted to Omaha.
These propIn Taxi, Canceled Baltimore
erties were taken over by Adams

KILLS WEEK'S

.

RAJAH GETS DECREE.
A Jury

Proctor's Fifth Avenue is to have
a nightly Java hand contest for
amateur jaxxtsts the week of June
ft
Cash prist s u ll he awarded the

Winning hands.

Billy Glason. and Neal O'Hara,
Staff Humorist. N. T. World.
Direction.

STRANGE ACCIDENT

battled
ton discovered Edwards was negotiating with the "Greenwich v.dage
Follies".
Both deny anything of the
kind occurred and blame the with*
drawal on Kdwards' accident.

man

I

at

EDWARDS
Federation of Musicians.
Clayton and Kdwards have not
dissolved and are now playing in a
SUMMER FILMS VS. POPULAR
Keith house, according to Lew
The Strand, Holyoke; Alhambra.
Clayton also denies he
Clayton.
and Kdwards had a fistic altercation Stamford; New Bristol, Bristol; and
Pittsfield, all playing popMajestic,
blackened
and explains Kdwards'
the seaoptic as the result of a fall sustained ular vaudeville throughout
by Harry Carlin and
son
booked
in the dressing room while rehearsFamKeith
Hutchinson
of
the
Bob
ing a dance step.
The team left the bill at the ily Department have gone into
summer.
for
the
pictures
straight
Broadway, New York, last week.
Vaudeville goes back in the fall,
they
had
that
followed
Stories
and dissolved when Clay- with hills supplied by Carlin and

the Sells-Floto circus.
The same
thing
happened at Binghamton,
Its next date.
The police say a
Well organized gang is operating to

AT FIFT

bail

ager's bankruptcy proceedings really
brought about the order to close
theatres, following the appointment
of Fred. Buchanan as receiver.
The receiver decided 10 close down
the houses unless they were paying.
It developed that only the Berschell,

LEW GOLDER

capital the route takes
across New England for a week
Boston, beating the Ringling
in
Bros-Barnum show into the Hub
iy a fortnight or more.
Another property of the Ballard [uggivan combination, the John
Robinson shows, made a quick sally
into the east week before last, getting as close to the Atlantic seaboard as Camden, N. J., and then Springfield, May 29.
heading straight back to Ohio, playThe following Orpheums vlll reing Buffalo on the way.
main open all summer: Majestic,
for
This kind of routing is strange,
Chicago; State Lake, Chicago; Los
the Sells-Floto show came across Angeles; Palace. Milwai
San
e;
New York state and might easily Francisco.
have filled the Buffalo stand. The
Those of the Junior Orpheums
routers appear to figure upon mix-i_] that no closing dates have definlteing up the four Muggivan-Ballard ly been decided upon
s yet are:
circus names, for their Wallace cir- Grand opera house and Rialto, St.
cus is said to be headed east, mak- Louis.
ing three at one in the north AtThe only one of the big time
lantic group of states.
Orpheums that the closing date is
still undecided as yet is the Palace,
Chicago.
.-Syracuse, May L'5.
A flood of complaints against alleged short changing came to the
DENIAL.
CLAYTON &
police here following the stand of
ft

JAZZ CONTESTS

polis.

been set for Labor Day.
Danny Simmons will book the
from Elbert and Getchell. house, in conjunction with
the
Whiting and Burt canceled the The Orpheum ended its season Sat- other Keith- Moss vaudeville and
week in Baltimore late Sunday urday night, making tho vaudeville picture houses in and around
night as the result of a peculiar closings complete.
Greater New York. The policy of
mishap.
It is believed that bad business
the Majestic will bo two-a-day, six
Since he ae*s and pictures, on a split week
Following their appearance at^he led to Adams' trouble.
ORPHEUM CLOSINGS.
X. V. A. benefit in the Hippodrome, controlled the bigger theatres, and basis.
Full
List
of
Main and Junior they started for the Pennsylvania also a string of picture houses here
There is* already a Majestic in
Orpheums.
depot in a brown -and- white taxi and In other cities in Iowa, the Brooklyn, on Fulton street, playing
The following closin. have been to take the train. They decided to handling of the admissions taxes the Shubert legit shows.
The federal auset for the Orpheu 1 Circuit: Cal- stop at a restaurant dismissed the was in his hands.
June 11; Denver, June 20; taxi und left their music in the cab. thorities charge that Adams would
F.t ry,
BLLLIE SHAW'S MATINEES.
Duluth. May |1; Des Moines, May They misled it a minute later and pay over to the collector one month's
(Miss) Billio Shaw has arranged
21; Edmonton, June 8; Fresno. May gave the alarm to the headquarter:, admissions taxes and hold back the
to give a sories of special matinees
In that way the
28; Kansas City. June 4; Lincoln, of the taxi company, offering a re- following month's.
at the Selwyn on Tuesdays, ThursMay 28; Milwaukee, June 5; Min- ward. They waited in the depot al- amount due the government rapidly days and Fridays, beginning June
neapolis, May 28; Oakland. June most all night for the music to show mounted.
7, in five one-act playlets, including
18; Omaha, May 28; Portland, June up. but no trace of it appeared.
The Pantages theatre was torm- farce, light comedy, tragedy and
22; St. Louis. June 5; Salt Lake
They then canceled, aa it was im- erly called the Km press, booked up the symbolic.
City, June 5; Seattle July 2; Van- possible to replace the score on to last fall by Charles Carrell and
Max Figman is staging them and
couver, Tune 25; Winnipeg. June 11. short notice. Tuesday they had not before that the W. V. M. A.
In the cast includes
Averell Harris,
The Junior Orpheum closings are as yet any trace of their orchestra November, when Vantages' bookings Lionel Glenisler, Olive
Oliver, Fay
as follows:
Champaign, June 4; tions, though their name is stamped were supplied, the arrangement Courtney, Berkley Huntington,
Pfles
Chicago (Americai >. June 5, Chi- on the portfolio.
(railed for a percentage of the profits
Shaw appearing personally in two
cago (Lincoln), June ,; Davenport.
to Pantages, but the theatre was
of them.
actually controlled by Adams. It is
June 5; Madison, June 19; RockMUSIC ARRANGERS' UNION believed Adams is back about $10,ford, June 19; Sioux City, June 4;

across New York state U was preceded by detailed reports of trouble.
The police of nearly all the towns

.-

SLAW*

BILLY GLASON
'JUST 80NGS AND SAYINGS"
By

Since shows open here Saturdays, the loss to the players is
but for two days.
The bill was
paid on a pro rata basis of five days,
Pantages protecting the acts but
maintaining that sinco the house
was closed by order of the court,
he was not responsible for the two

25.

This city went theatrically dark
after Saturday last week on order
of the court following the charge
of withholding of $25,000 in admissions taxes lodged against J. L.
Adams by the local collector of internal revenue.
The court fixed

fOLE mxjn >M

Summer

I

May

l>es Moines,

the lot was sufficient for
business.
Although the
icily
Houses Favor Compreliminaries were arranged,
the 24-hour man applied Friedy Acts in "One."
morning for the parade and
show liceifse, the city official who
The long expected slump prehas that department under his care
dicted for producers of revues and
5TM not to he found.
The parade was called off after girl acts seems to have arriVed as
had formed on the lot, while far as big time vaudeville bookings
It
circus agents besieged the city hall are concerned.
One act that had been playing
Late in the afternoon the
all day.
licensing official got around, but the continuously for more than a year
was
disbanded this week by the
city attorney advised that a night
|iow could not be given because of producer, following an engagement
a metropolitan Keith house,
rule that the license must be at
when the booker was informed the
led two days before the event.
houses
intending to remain open
The circus men through General
tnagcr Loft us, representing Jerry during the summer were not in
favor
of expensive revues or girl
fgivan, offered to give a free perirmancc, but the authorities would acts, but wore loaning toward comThe whole affair was edy acts in "one" with a demand
not agree.
for sketches that promises a comesurrounded with mystery.
As the Sells- Floto circus came back for that type of entertainment.

fleece

Adams

—

it

this week.
It is a regular
to the Jersey town.

L.

J.

Withheld $25,000 in Taxes— Pantages Closed—
Acts Lose Two Days Bankruptcy Proceedings.

:.'..•

KAHNE
HARRY
NOT DEAD YET

Quintan Is in Memphis.
Memphis, May -•"».
The local Vantages has lack Qnln
manager. Mr. Quintan
tan a* M
Jack

;

cuii"
oifi

•.

lei

.•

,'.

m

lit

•

P*r\

Real

I

Kansas City Journal. May L\ 1021
"The greatest novelty on this weeks bill is contributed by MA Kit?
That doesn't half
is styled the Incomparable Mentaiist.
express what this young man doe*. He has Af.f. the concentration acta
If !"• LIST'S Ion :
that have ever been seen here backtd off the boards.
hung this same kind of work he vrill CREATE a Wo; Id wide HI sru-

KAHNE,' who

•

•

ATJtKADY
TATION for himself, if he hasn't
Now finishing 72 consecutive weeks in the W^f
Coming Kast under the direction of
EDWARD V KELLER.
viMnx thanks lo BKKHLER tnd JACORH
'

it

i«iUHUeui|i

«*ry

i
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PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO ITEMS

MacARTHUR'S POP POLICY.

SAN FRANCISCO SHOWS

May

Friday,

j

Playing

Vaudeville and
at 30 Cents Top.

Pictures

zar (stock) last week, was held over
San Francisco, May 25.
the Hawaiian this week.
San Francisco, May 25.
Islands shows a scarcity of departLew Dockstader, former minstrel
holding up of
Forsaking ita policy of dramatic ing ships and the reaching these will aid the "Examiner" in deciding
many artists from
stock, the MacArthur, In Oakland, shores as the result. The seamen s a joke writing contest for prizes by
but reading the submitted offerings at
opened a, week .ago Sunday with strike haa tied up all vessels one
a matinee in the Orpheum this
transports, and, according to
vaudeville and pictures through the artist, no one will get away before week.
good
of
acts
Six
offices.
Bert Levey
June.
Robert Lawrence opens dramatic
calibre and a feature picture enstock at the Airdome, Vallejo, on
of the Casino theatre
Members
Do,"
Will
June 5.
"What Women
titled,
staff, the Will King show, which
were the program for the opening plays that house, and the Alcazar
Ben Bent ley is leaving for an exthe
into
$600
brought
staff
theatre
week. The opening Sunday brought
tended trip of the North for Bert
coffers of a relief fund by playing
I jvey.

Word coming from

ORPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO.
San Francisco, May

25.

Seymour proved quite acsecuring
some diearty
laughs by his able handling of good
situations. The value of the act
could oe vastly improved if the girls
possessed more ability and comeliness and by the injection of more
appropriate singing numbers. Ralph
Seabury, billed as an illustrating
monologist,
and sketched
talked
comedy cartoons, but did not make
much of an impression with either.
He departed quietly with a drawing
of a rural home while singing a sentimental song.
Jus8i and Ossi, a couple of versatention.
ceptable,

The Orpheum has a good bill this
week, with plenty of comedy seattered generously through it.
Without a weak spot anywhere In
the line-up. a capacity audience
displayed hearty approval, the major share of which went to Kae
Samuels, headlining, in the next to
Miss Samuels*
closing position.
personality plus pep and a characteristic manner of putting over a
good collection of numbers scored a
tremendous hit, compelling a speech.
Harry Langdon in "Johnny's New tile fellows in their line, offered
Car," held over from last week, held clever
acrobatics
and balancing
second spot for good laughs all the stunts in the opening spot. They
way. Paul Morton and Naomi Glass could hold a similar position In the
in "The Spirit of 76th Street" also bigger houses by discarding their
have an entertaining skit and trav- present comedy attire for a neat
Numerous makeup. Frank and
esty with good dialog.
Grade De Mont,
props grabbed off laughs galore.
in the last vaudeville position, did
Excellent dancing is a notable feanot get much for their old gags or
ture of this turn and the staircase
the songs offered by the girl, but the
finish sent the act over for a mergood eccentric acrobatic dancing of
ited hit.
Matyon Vadie and Ota Cygi were the man was heartily received.
The musical numbers in "Mian artistic success, Miss Vadle'a
graceful dancing and the other's Lady," the King offering this week,
skill with the violin sharing honors stood out especially strong, with
equally. The Curzon Slaters had no Claire Starr taking the honors singdifficulty holding the house with ing "Always." Bessie Hills' renditheir programmed strong Jaw aerial tion of "I Was Born in Michigan"
feats nicely presented in closing po- won merited encores and Aim. Assition, with the show over earlier tor scored her usual success with
"Haunting Me." Jack Wise, assist-:
than usual.
nit? Knight
uy the
iMiiKMi oujieru,
Sisters, pui
put over
Lew Dockstader had the house edu by
Pucker Up and Whistle" for a hit.
with him, and they laughed heartily
Neville contributed
the
at his timely talk, which dealt Dorothy
mostly with John Barleycorn. His usual class, and her voice drew apreading of jokes submitted through plause.
the "Examiner" contest slowed matters some, though it Is a good pub-

LOEW'S HIPPODROME.
San Francisco, May 25.

licity stunt.

an Intelligent pony, as
presented by Miss Lindsay, was en"Sultan,"

joyed in opening spot.
Irene Franklin and Burton Green,
accorded a tremendous reception,
offered practically an entirely new
routine and set of costumes for a
repeat of last week's success.
Jack Josephs.

There was a pleasing assortment
of

acts

at

the

Hippodrome

this

week.

Nora and Sidney Kellogg opened

PANTAGES, SAN FRANCISCO.
San Francisco, May 25.

excellent returns.
With prices at 30 cents the house
is expected to make a success and,
should it remain open, Oakland will
have three vaudeville homea outThey are
side of the Orpheum.
Loew's State, Pantages and MacArthur. The latter house is locate'd
in the heart of the downtown district, just across the street from the
It is new in all asI^oew State.
pects, has a revolving stage and a
moat distinct name for class, having long been the home of road

formance

"Romeo and

of

Juliet"

Hearing of the illness of his
given by members of the University
of California Dramatic Society at mother in the East, Alvin Verdi
last
Berkeley,
theatre,
and Verdi) left the act in
(Coscia
Greek
the
Portland for his mother's home.
week. Samuel J. Hume directed.
Coscia is continuing on the Loew
"Turn to the Right" at the Alca- circuit, doing a single.
1

shows.

'WATCH

MY SMOKE"

TOURING

San Francisco, May

SIX

My Smoke," the latest
written by Walter Rivers,
San
formerly dramatic editor of the ssan
Fran clsco Bulletin and now of the
"Watch

"LET'S GCTjMNED $50.

MONTHS OF GOLF.

25.

First Contest

Occurs

in

San Fran

Lost

Another contest was being waged
the same time, for Green had
promised a cup to be awarded to
either Newell or Langdon. The cup
was presented to Langdon.

NANCY FAIR'S SUCCESSOR.

at

San Francisco,

San Francisco, May

applause.
couple,
excellent impression with

their neat singing and dancing novelty presented through the medium
of the phonograph cabineta employed.
Engel and Marshall, a sister team,
did very well with a singing routine
in second spot.
Clifford and Bothwell gave the
show an excellent start with classy
bits of art consisting of piano and

Frank Atkins, of the Atkins"
Marysville, starts his summer of musical comedy stock May 30. George
Rehn and Ned Doyle will be hia

songs
by
Miss
Bothwell
and
sketches upon transparent paper by
Clifford. The act deserves a better
position.
Jack Josephs.

stars.

MAJOR PEIX0TT0 MARRIES.

The week's vaudeville portion especially emphasizes the obvious fact
that this part of the program is only
incidental to the entertainment. It
la essential
to the present policy,

San

Francisct),

May

25.

A romance

inasmuch as the Will King productions are timed to consume only
about an hpur. This does not refleet on the
caliber of the Loew
shows, but owing to *he necessary
switching of the respective bills In
Cable advices from London are to the effect that Bert Levy, the
order to conform to the prevailing
program arrangement at the Ca- American cartoonist, registered a triumphant success last week at the
sino, it has been noticeable the past Palace, Manchester, when he resumed his tour of the EnRlish music halls.
several month! that, with a few ex- After playing on the other side all summer he returns to New York in
ceptions, the acts assigned to this August, reopening at the Hippodrome for the season. During his stay
house were not up to what Is en- in England Mr. Levy will give a scries of children's matinees similar to
erally
expected
of
an average those he gave in America.
vaudeville program.
Kive acta this weekvbvt owing* to
the length of the bill, Coscia (Coscia nicely with a novelty musical ofSTERN CO. ATTACHED.
and Verdi), temporarily doing a sin- fering.
McKee and Day, a couple of Rirls New York Concern Claims Deficit
gle, was transferred to the Hippopleased
imthe
piano with songs,
drome. Of the othe.- acts, Lew Sey- at
The younger member of $90,000— President Stern Resigns.
mour, surrounded by four girls In a mensely.
San Francisco, May 25.
musical comedy skit, "The Love puts her numbers over effectively,
Lawyer," commanded the most at- but could approve appreciably in
News leaked out last week with
costuming. Her final offering was the placing of an
attachment of
more appropriately dressed.
$5,000 against the Stern Talking
ONK BRIGHT Mo I IN OS ANGE1.FX

BERT LEVY

Cantor's
went over
Minstrels
well.
Carl Nixon is featured ami
handles the comedy end in a com-

mendable manner and dances acceptably. A "blues* number, a ballad
and a Russian danr«» were
other worthy contributions by the
supporting company.
Marston and Manley with a good
E. G. Woods Vaudeville Revue
line of talk, of which Manley shoulthe main part with his clever
ders
Ben Light's Funious Orchestra.
delivery, registered heavily next to
Cuisine and Service Unexcelled.
closing. Miss Marston is attractive,
First Class Talent Always Wanted.
sings pleasingly and dances well.
ADDHKS8
llori and Napami received good

BLUEBIRD CAFE

Los Angeles

Slip."

Ruth

White

for

appreciation in closing position for
excellent ristey and perch work.
Jack Josephs.

that had its Inception
In Sydney, Australia, in 1920, when
the Columbia Park Boys, of San
Francisco, were touring that country as a vaudeville act, under the
direction of Major Sidney Peixotto,

Lew

Fields'

"Snapshots."

Cumberland
25.

Wood, Bluebird Cafe

|

Harry Fox for the new A. H.
Woods- Bert Williams show, "Ths
Pink

Homer Barton

CASINO. FEJSCO.

E. G.

FILMS AT CURRAN.

25.

San Francisco, May 25.
Sacramento's summer season of
Following the three weeks of
musical comedy stock opens under
"Irene"
at
the Curran, which terthe direction of Blake & Amber at
Joyland Park May 28.
Al Bruce, minates June 5. five weeks of pictures
will come in.
Claude Allen; Nat Wentwortb, June
"Dream Street" starts the picture
Delight and Isabel Groves are the
principals.
Eight girls constitute program, and will run for two weeks.
"Four Horsemen" next.
the chorus.
At Napa, June 5, Max Dill (Kolb
and Dill), opens a musical comedy
ENGAGEMENTS
show, which will probably tour.
Dill will not appear personally, but
Gilda
Gray for Lew Fields'
"Snapshots."
will act as sponsoi.

in big

GDSTAV MANN'S

.."•.

SUMMER

Hamlin and Mack, a mixed

1

25.

Fair leaves aa leading
woman with the Alcazar Stock Company this week. She is playing htr
final week in "Turn to the Right"
Una Trevalyn, picture star, of Lea
STOCKS. Angeles,
COAST'S
replaces Miss Fair. Other
Sacramento, Napa and Marysville changes are looked forward to.
Have Musical Companies Listed.
J

shows somewhat down and out An
excellent dance at the finish also

San Francisco, May

May

Nancy

Hickman Brothers, blackface and

(

Tar«

Girls.

referee.

riot.

made an

Two

diness of

San Francisco, May 25.
San Francisco, May 25.
Somewhat of a precedent was esGeorge Yeoman, by a score of 93
Los Angeles film colony, opened a
won the first tablished for Marcus Loew acts In
tour in Fresno Sunday night. Top in an 18-hole game,
One night stands are contest on Lincoln Park course last this city last week, when Edwin
was $1.50.
competition Morris, manager of the Hippomonths'
six
the
week
in
booked for the smaller towns of infor
the Spalding trophy to be drome, imposed a fine of $50 on
terior California.
actor. "Let's Go," headliner for the week,
Circuit
Orpheum
awarded an
Walter Richardson and Elwyn
Burton Green got nearest to Yeo- because of it being out in the first
Harvey are featured. Frank Hill is
Harry show Sunday, due to the tardiness
score, making 97.
manager back with the show, while man's
Langdon registered 113 strokes and of two of its members, Grace LewHal Reed id advance man.
William Newell 137.
elyn and Blanche Dane.
Whether the fine will stand deScore was kept by A. H. Banwell,
Adolph pends on the action of Lew Cantor,
of A. G. Spalding & Bros.
Dohrlng, Orpheum stage manager, owner of the act. Billie Batchelor
managed the game by acting as and Hazel Vert are featured in it

straight,
garnered many laughs
with their travesty on small time

gathers

Through

Performance

cisco.

playlet

The bill here struck a good average this week, and Sunday's audience evinced lots of Interest.
Lottie Mayer and her company
did well. Vardon and Perry took
the show's hit next to closing. The
boys landed with a good routine of
character numbers and their famed
mandolin and guitar accompaniment. The chicken rag, having the
girl assisting for an encore, was
a

a game of baseball at the local ball
grounds last week. Will King and
The Woodward stock closes at
Max Dill umpired. Lew Dubar, Spokane,
June 4.
King's associate comedian, pitched
for the Casinos, while Milt Pyne
Mitchell, o%mer of a dra*
Eddie
8-2.
opposed. Casinos won,
matlc stock which played Astoria,
Ore., for 25 weeks, is back in San
pera
attended
crowd
Francisco for a rest.
A huge

to

succeed John
Night" be-

in "Ladles'

ginning Memorial Day.
Innis

Brothers, Germalne Mitty,
Dooley, Ziegfeld Follies.
Olive May, Richard Bar bee, Diantha Patterson, John Gray, Clay
Carroll, Grace Perkins, John Craig,
"Tho Scarlet Man" (Dillingham).

Ray

Mae Marsh,

"Brittle"

(John

D.

Williams).

Heming,
Lunt,
Alfred
culminated In this city last week, "Sonya" (Marc Klaw).
when Peixotto married Phyllis
William Kent, with Charles Dillingham for next season.
Frank el.
Day Manson will replace Horace
The bridegroom Is president of
Braham in the "Gold Diggers" Monthe boy's organization.
The bride day.
voluntarily
replaced
the
ailing
Leonard Willcy, Bruce Elmore.
pianist in the act during a per- Jane Carleton
for Wm. A. Brady's
formance In the Antipodes, and it "Dreamy Eyes."
was then she made the acquaintance
Florence Bayfield, Kyra. for "Belle
of her husband.
Mrs. Peixotto I*
the daughter of a synagogue president of Sydney.

MAUDE FULTON REAPPEARING
San Francisco. May

25.

Violet

New York."
Elizabeth Murray, Harry Mayo,
Tom Dingle, for next season's tour

of

of

"Love Birds."
Sewell

Sisters,

Emily

Stevens,

Ziegfeld Follies.
"Saint Uruala."

a new play by Edward Sheldon
and Zoe Akins (Sam H. Harris).

Maude Fulton, who Is expected
home this week in Oakland, from a

WHEN IN BAN FRANCISCO
prolonged stay in the East, opens
MEET ME AT
her house, the Fulton, in the
Co., by
East Bay city June 5. Her husband
Western Phonograph Co, which will play opposite her, while
Several
claims debts of $25,000.
of the present members of the FulTOPULAR PRICES
Attorneys acting for the Pathe ton stock are expected to be re- GOOD FOOD
Anna lj»n«\ Krtwern Powell and Ma*on.
Freres, of New York, announced placed.
CONTINENTAL
HOTEL
LOBBY
that they hold unpaid bills aggregating $90,000 against the two local
concerns.
A sheriffs keeper has
been sent to take charge of the
companies.
Frederick Stern, head of both
SPECIALISTS IN THEATRICAL FINANCING. LEASING AND
corporations, caused a surprise by
CONSTRUCTION IN THE WEST resigning immediately after the exposure of the financial conditions. 58
Machine

poration,

and Its holding corthe Mercantile Finance
the consul acting for the
Co.,

at

THE PALS GRILL

A. C.

BLUMENTHAL &

CO., Inc.

REALTY BROKERS

SUTTER STREET

S AN

FRANCISCO

—

*

-
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lARNIVALS VIRTUALLY BARRED

FROM CITY OF INDIANAPOLIS
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GOING DARK FOR FIRST TIME
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Ordinance Requires Consent of 60 Per Cent
Residents—Circuses Excepted Seven Carnivals Trying to Get In.

City

MID-WESTERN PANT AGES STRING

^Mg|

Always Have Kept Open Through Summer Before

—

of

—

&

'

Depression Hits Them Hard Regulars
Follow Suit Unless Business Betters.

r^ '^j3

1
H

f i'^^f
:

May

Indianapolis,

;

not right to place undue restrictions
upon the exhibitions, especially
since the modern circus uses every

25.

:

,

ordinance prohibiting
efrcuaes from showing within 500
property within the possible means to keep its attracresidence
of
feet
tions clean and wholesome and coetty limits unless the written congtat of 50 per cent, of the residents operates with the police in preventing objectionable characters from
the
passed
by
city
obtained,
WM
council early this month reached preying upon the crowds that atMayor Charles W. Jewett for sig- tend.
The new ordinance in addition to
nature he vetoed it because an

When

the

amendment including carnivals and
street fairs was left out by a clerical
The city council at a special
error
fission passed a new ordinance applying only to carnivals and street
fairs, which the mayor immediately
Circuses and mena* eries
signed.
purposely were left out of 'lie second measure because several counoilmen and the mayor announced

and

carnl\als
exhibiting

JjM|

to smell a rat. He figured
Several houses booked (trough
the thing out for wc pulled some- and affiliated with the Pantagea Cirthin like this once in the Tide cuit will close Lm the summer withWater League.
in the na^trfero weeks, according to
He tips the pitcher and catcher Pantagee" New York representative.
and frames to break up my fence
The houses concerned are located
busters.
The pitcher gets a hip In the Middle West and have been
pocket full of sneezin powder and playing the Pantages road shows
waits for my pitcher to show a until the recent depression made
lump in his hip pocket when he is the closing order necessary*
on that the switch is about to take
This is the first time in the hisplace.
tory of the houses that they have
When he takes the mound he gets been darkened during the summer
a hand full of the powder and rubs months, and It Is believed that some
it on the rubber ball.
The catcher of the regular Pantages houses will
is wearin a small gas mask under follow suit if business doesn't soon
his regular mask so he's safe.
My pick up.
sap bust into the ball gettin a cloud
Shea's Buffalo, the Hippodrome,
of sneezin powder In their pans Toronto, and the Auditorium, Quefrom the collision and their both bec, all booked through the Keith
out of the game for a week.
office, are closing for the summer
Dutch has promised he wont it the end of next week.
squawk but you know if his club
The Loew Circuit has held up
starts losin he'.s goin to beef and I better than the others to date, but
wouldn't blame him so it looks like It is expected that several of the
III have to put the rubber apples Loew houses west of Chicago will
in camphor.
However I may be on close over the summer before June
my hip one of these nights and get 1. At present there is a two weeks*
another inspiration that will be lay-off on the western tour from
just as good.
houses that have already been darkSo be ready for unything from ened.
now on for 1 am goin to cop that
pennant or bust.

he began

>im

^

Wf--™-

THK CHIC AND TALRNTRD

LENORE KERN
IN

street

"SAMPLES OF VARI ETI ES"
fairs from
without the
Selling
consent of property owners raises
Comedy
Music
Jazz
the license fee from. $10 to 5100 per Songs
And
Class.
day and provides that licenses shall
Direction:
Hughes
Manwaring
&
be issued for twenty-' ur hours
only. These sections make it practically impossible for such attrac-

—

—

The

tions to locate in Indianapolis.

ordinance probably will mean con-

that siderable losses to a number of
•very modern community has a carnival companies, since seven difere trying to
large percentage of citizens who get ferent organizations
a great amount of pleasure out of book cue location in the south end
eireuses and that therefore it was of the city.

themselves to be of the

I

prohibiting

^V

|K

J?:J»

—

ANNUAL COOK'S TOUR

>elief

RUN GOES BLOOEY

-

Con's Pitcher Slips the Rubber

But Cuthbert Acts Gassed.

OBITUARY

May

Syracuse.

25.

Dear Chick:
haven't u*rd the rubber balls
I
>r the since last Friday when we played
funeral wan held May 17
auspice;? of the Pacific LodtT? of Jersey City. Somebody gummed up
Masons, of which Cahn was a nem- the works and I think it was Duf h
Damrau who is playing third base
ber.
for the mosquito dodgers.

GUSTAV AMBERG.
Gustav Amberg, director

Germania theatre

old

in

the
Vork,

of

New

* and promotor of Gcr::v
theatres
in other American cities, died of
Regis.
St.
Hotel
heart disease at the
New York, May 20. He was 76

EVELYN DE LYON.

IN

I

at Folkestone,

HIBBEN

H.

peace

his aoul rett la

NORA NORINE HIBBEN
England. She was long her husband's leading lady at the Prince of
Wales.

The father

of
joist, died at his

May

Conn.,

11,

by

survived

his

in Buffalo, N. Y.

19.

Mrs. Scott had been despondent
with
last
Hastings,
Adelaide
Over the death of her mother. She "Irene." who died in Toledo, May 22,
Was prominent 20 years ago on the very suddenly,, was buried in her
musical comedy stage.
home town. Wakelield, Mass.

EDWARD H. HIBBEN.
Edward H. Hibben, at one time

The mother, age
(Celebrity

treasurer of the McVickcr's. Chicago, and lately connected w.th Fox
film, died in Phoenix, Arix., May 18.
He had been in Phoenix for the last

year and a

May

74. of

Xat Krohn
died

Chicago)

Studios,

13.

The wife of Jaek
El Paso. Tex.

died

Polk

PAUL WEST.

& Seamon Vacate

over the centre

The

JULIUS CAHN.
\

wimiiy

*curl -g
unexpected,
at Fort Lof. TVre-is°*l^.is 6."i years old and *
irvlved
'•'/
i wife and several ch Id
The

•

.i

.

1

has a seating capacity of 2,000,
will play a picture policy for
the present.
Vaudeville is a possibility later.
It

and

Damrau

time

makin

is

crack* and givin me t-.se fas*.
didn't give him a rumble durin
the exeitement but as soon as I
sent Cuthie to his hotel I begun to
1

worry,.
I
Ifiatfe up my mind Id find out
whether they were hep so i slipped
another rubber pill to our pitchei
Just befori the seventh innin and

was leadin off lor
Was spread.
one strike and then

told Algie who
us that the nil

A

took

!>.'!•

i

ighi

'd

!•

he

had

•

the

Into
.i

i

i

:.,:

ONA

hi*

i

DELLA

LORRAINE SISTERS

Over th<
sooner
n ing than

mi!<>.o

a

ompl< ted

i

dov«

In

one
f.f

last

busted a

im

•

nt

<

n of

<

"Those Likeable Lassies"
in Ml SIC AND DAXCKS

ground like u
and put on an

hies xtunt

'mi

Hi

I'layinu

orpheum

Circuit

Direction.

ROSALIE STEWART
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Miller and Cjpman Taken by Cohan
Miller :n!d Captnan, ti..- dancing
:
ive been engaged i»y George
M. Cohan to go Into the e.« t of
i

r

1

1

'

Ihtmraus "The O'Brien

'

Columbia

JUNE

in the Lay Ridge section of Brooklyn, will open June 6.

jjwjjft

•

tii"

LOEWS

ALPINE,
6.
Tin* Alpine, the recently complet*
Loew house

list.

thin

All

<

stand of
('in wit.

versity Heights sections into the
limelight
as theatrical locations.
New apartments sre In course of
construction all over the section
with the demand exceeding the supWhen building conditions beply.
come normal it is believed that this
section of the Bronx will become as
densely populated as the lower eastern portions.

.

i

.i

of the we»»k on an automobile trip.
They will tour for a few weeks befnr<>
returning to their home in
Springfield.

The success of Keith's, Fordham,
has brought Fordham and the Uni-

in.

fence as though
listen for the
all is strange-

field

•

•

subway.

offices

Most of the split weeks on
and Fordham road, three blocks the Sun time have closed for the
Summer.
Gus Sun and his family
west of the new Keith's Fordham
and adjacent to the Jerome avenue Were in New York the early part
nil

what had happened to him but he
had seen guys who was gassed go
through the same motions and exhibit the same symptoms.
I finally
got him to first base and put a
runner on to complete the trip for
the ball was still listed on the

:

*

wh>!'. visi*ii?g

"
present pulley hoi the ho
he remodeled o «!
mi ns h .'tiling up to I hi
use
The Keith pi onle Im
floor
arvthc Harlem Opera hotisi that h
boul ihi •• tii oi .• > ears to run.
Before the erection of the pn -• n\
-"' ll1
burlesque house of H, ** W> ""
street th<* Apollo w;is I he Harlem
t

•

•f

used simply to

the

I look over toward the plate and
there is Cuthbert layin on the
ground with his shoulders heavin,
u-ars running down his cheeks and
goin through all the motions of a
guy in a fit I dash out just as a
doctor from the stands arrives and
we drag him to his feet. He can't
see and starts to walk toward third
base when I grabbed him.
The croaker looked him over
and told me he couldn't understand

Har-

i

branch

ported dickering for the site on the
northwest corner of Jerome avenue

ly quiet.

slacker

Apollo, in 125th street.

Spring-

had wings and I
roar of the wolves but

Their Up-

lem, operated by Hurtig &. .Seamon
classical dancer, died May 10 at the as a picture house for the past few
home of his mother in Minneapolis. years, passed into the possession of
He was 26 years old and was one Paul Herzog ahout two weeks ago.
Of the first pupils of Ruth 8t Dtnis.
Her/.og, who is an attorney, believed to represent a syndicate of
JAMES HOFF
uptown business men. bought thf>
James Hoff, connected with the site which contains the Apollo and
edian
Moving Picture World In
the Harlem Opera house adjoining
torial capacity since 1911 and priori Xboul •!* months ago.
The Hurtig
to that editor of the Film Index, A Beamofl interests w<>re given six
Wed suddenly May 17 of apoplexy. months" notice to vacate .is pel the
Decease <1 was 56 year* old and Is lease.
The notice expired wh< n
son Herzog and hla associate* look po
survived by a widow and
aged 26.
session.
The new owners \>:ii continue the

"fid

Cuthie struts up as usual as I had
just tipped him that the works was
in and that the rubber ball would
be ready for its annual Cooks tour
by the time he reached the plate.
Cuthie arrives at the plate and goes
through his regular three sheetin
of knockin' the dirt off his spikes,
swelling out his chest and glancin'
carelessjy over the Janes in the
stands.

at

town Picture House.

Paul Milton Sherin. professionally
ItnoVfn as Peal Weat, tttt*l^n.And

in

Next Month.
All heads of the branch offices of
the Gun Sun Circuit will meet In

half.

HARLEM APOLLO PASSES
Hurtig

Head* Convening

field O.,

played

I

I

half.

Deceased was 35 years old. He
la survived by a wife. Nora Norinnc.

Julius Cahn, for man? <• '• h< id
the Cahn Circuit of legitimate
theatres in New England n id more
decently publisher of a theatrical
guide book l>earing his nine'. d ed
,v
18.
His dei
e Iras sudden

Circuit's

LOOKING OVER F0RDHAM.
bail together in a coupia humpty
dumpty leagues down south and he
Springfield, O., the first week In
knows I am always tryin to beat Several Management* Seeking Site June to decide upon a policy for
the barrier.
Thero.
next season's booklnga
The plan
Anyway we are goin along neck
is to mako the New York office the
and neck with the Jersey Club when
Shubert, Fox and Loew are re- general booking headquarters, with

it

The mother of Gus Fay (Jerge)
and Eugene Jerge (Jerge and
Hamilton) died May 18 at her home

GUS SUN MEETING

old wire,
Crrn.

The first ball pitched is right
through the middle and he takes a
Ruth Page, ban- cut at It hittin it right smack on the
home, Middletown, gazumph.
The apple disappears

widow and daughter.

formerly
Scott, 52,
Philadelphia,
of
at
hanging
by
suicide

home May

22,

LOVING MEMORY

EDWARD
May

Kissing

the couple's Daysldo

May

books, died,

Cyril

committed

Your

decide to slip Cuthbert his daily
homer so I give our pitcher the
rubber apple to leave in the box
Lady Bancroft, wife of Sir Squire at the end of the innln as Cuthbert
Bancroft, and author of several is leadin off for us in the followin

MR8. CYRIL 8COTT.
Mrs.
Louise

You know Dutch and

Kvelyn De Lyon died May 20 at
Mercy Hospital, Pittsburgh,
the
after an illness of 11 days. The deceased had been appearing in
vaudeville as Evelyn De Lyon and
Co.
A * "«band, Henry De Lyon,
and two children, age two and five
years, survive.

years old.
Mr. Amberg was born n Prague
In 1844 and came to Detroit when
he was 21. Two years later he was
managing a Germs. a theatre in DeSoon
troit and one in Cincinnati.
after he became manager of the
Germania In New York, afterward
going to the Thalia where he produced "The Bat," by Johan Strauss.
In 1889 he built the Amberg theatre, which is now the Irving Place.
About 12 years ago Mr. Amberg
gave up active theatre management
and became associated with the
many trips to
Shuberts, makir
Europe in the Interests of that firm.
At the Irving Place he introduced
many stars to American audiences,
among them Leo Detrichstein, Possart, Geistinger, Mathilde Cottrelly
and others. He was a naturalized
citizen, but leaves no relatives in
this country.
Memorial services will be held
this (Friday) morning at 11 o'clock
at the Irving Place theatre.

May

uh.tt

nnd
homei

hit

i

P. Albee
fi'»m their
v..

•

i

acceded

*;»n.

the dancers
contraeto, which

to release

Keith
t?

Cohan naked

Vaudeville House in
Karvatore Calgaronl
vaudeville

Hempstead,

nnd
L*

Hempstead
is

picture

building a
h.»u*c

In

I.

Calgaronl opera!** *he

filtrano.

a

picture house, In the Harm- town,
wttleh phtye vaudeville B.itard.ys
.mil

Hunda)

>«.

May

jfriday,

Chicago

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE

=»*=

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO.
Chicago/May

The

first

25.

hot weather knocked the
Monday attendance.

tar out of usual

Hardly half a house was In when
the first act went on, with some
vacant seats as far down front as
the first and third rows. The show,
a good looking one on paper, ran In
about the same manner as the audience very light, and greeted the

—

same way.

She wears a black coat, and in her
red gown lives up to the audience's
imagination. Stan has done away
entirely with the trampoline, and it
Scored a laughisn't even missed.
Janet Adair came on
ing hit.
dressed in summery style and did
her entire routine without leaving
the stage. She only receivd a smattering of applause which is all she
had coming, as she showed nothing
new and has a poor routine of numbers.

Will Cressy and Blanche Dayne In
Ramsdells and Deyo, a neat trio,
were welwith only the last number to pull It "Town Hall Tonight"
back, and it is surprising how
comed
the
full
ordinary,
having
out of the
can get.
sketch
old
this
laughs
many
trio on their toes for some fast jazz
Norworth went right to work
toe work, worked the crowd up to a Jack
numbers
four
or
three
sang
and
few bends. Rice and Newton look
right
a little new, but need have no fear, without waiting for anything—

as they are "there."

Miss Newton,

up and

at 'em.

He has a song

that,

lyric, sounds
sport suit, has a outside of a changed
if it is the
sweet personality and enunciates like "My Mammy.'' and
If not
used.
be
should
clearly, with a fair singing voice, original
trifling with infringeone
some
is
while Rice, though dressed straight,
out-and-out
an
laws.
It's
looks and acts the boob comic, which ment
Norworth then introduces
looks natural and helps the act The steal.
Adair for their double number
talk Is lightweight, but still carries Miss
with the
inough laughs to put it over. After sung in the "Gaieties"
bungalow. Norworth dishes up
the talk they do a talky song with love
to put this over, ad
witch-lines, and then a short double some hoakum
lines, and it went
lance, Rice coming back with a few llbing plenty of
applause in
each one an- for the only important
acrobatic tricks,
Moss and Frye
acta
their
either
of
sounced; and though you see them
their routine for a
interrupt
now
•very day, these looked different

In

first

a

little

They can run along for number two
ipot en the big time, but if they
to get ahead they need new
talk and direction.
m
Tracey and McBrlde do their divorce song for opening and their
Spanish burlesque for a finish, which
Is sure fire. McBrlde needed a shave
very badly, and It was so noticeable

want

that several people in the audience
remarked about it There Is no excuse for such carelessness, even In
hot weather. Stan Stanley is back,

browned up and about 20 pounds
to the good. He worked In rattling

harmony, then back to their
and then a big harmony numThey have also added several
new daffy dills that measure up to
"How High Is Up?" They proved
good showmen, making it short but
sweet do'ng IS minutes to big applause.
James Dutton and Co.,
equestrians, came on late and natu-

little

talk,
ber.

rally suffered.
i

PALACE, CHICAGO.
Chicago, May

all

over each laugh with
a bang. He has the same straight
man, but the girl looks different.
style, putting

There

25.

Not 150 people on the downstairs
and less than that scattered between the balcony and the gallery
saw one of the best shows of the
Valeska
season at this theatre.
Suratt was the topliner, with Bob
LaSalle and Olsen and Johnson running her for the applause honors.
There is no question but that with
high prices, labor strikes and old
King Sol, competition is too strong

Is

if..-

a

,.:'

=

=

n

After that they did not take dancing and funny actions had the
him seriously. He worked hard and effect on the crowd of T. N. T, The
Is an artist, hut he must famous clown, Toto, had no trouble
doubt
no
learn many tricks of vaudeville be- In ransacking the applause wareexpect results.. After house. There were just a few stage
can
he
fore
each number he would deliberately waits between his bits, and parand
wipe the perspira- ticularly one, where the stage was
around
turn
tion off his face, making the audi- dark and the crowd stood up as
Bob though the national anthem were
.uncomfortable.
very
ence
LaSalle came next and gave them being played. Charles Withers and
LaSalle
Co. and Flo Lewis not seen at this
wanted.
they
what
Just
has broken forth as a contender for show.
top-line billing and if he keeps up
the pace he has set for himself,
McVICKER'S, CHICAGO.
nothing but himself can stop the
He
recognition that must come.
Chicago, May 25.
has picked some sure-fire songs and
Two hours of sweltering heat with
with one of those Irresistible per- no ambition to laugh or applaud
sonalities and clean-cut manners, until Duel and Woody made their
he delivers the goods. His dancing, appearance as welcome as a mint
though difficult, is done without juhp. The show started off with
any effort and he stopped his own "Just Frierfds," a man juggling, asact with eeme of his routine. Many sisted by two dogs.
The routine
bows and encores.
was acceptible. Bayle and Patsy,
Valeska Suratt, In the best play- man and woman, next with songs
let of her vaudeville career, sur- and crossfire
gags.
The man reprised many with her legitimate minded his audience
several times
ability. She is supported by an all- how hot
it
was, which was unaround number one cast. Eugene necessary. Coleman and Ray,
venStrong, her leading man, deserves triloquil, using
full stage with drape
his billing. The act went over with hangings,
made
an
effort
to
make
a
a bang, and that is saying a whole production out of it. but only
regislot on a night like this when people tered
mildly.
For
a
finish
both
came In to loll back and refuse to walked across stapre with walking
think. It not 'only made them apdolls, Coleman doubling back with
plaud, but talk, which is the best
his
dummy, which brought
answer for the star, the vehicle him walking
little.
DeCounsey and Jameson
and the house.
Olsen and Johnson topped it all appear as a couple of jays before
a specla.1 drop. They tell each other
off for a perfect evening's enterThey made everybody stories, sing songs, singles and
tainment.
doubles, and exit to a fair hand.
forget the heat, never resting a
They sang, they talked, Pheasy and Powell, man and
minute.
they played piano, violin, accordion, woman, the man of the elongated
danced and did just about every- type, make a stab at comedy to the
He uses "Put On
thing possible for two human be- girl's straight.
ings to do. Then they brought Bob Your Slippers," of ancient vintage,
and
follows
with
a dance. A double
LaSalle on for an impromptu bit
that went for a howl. There is no song with a patter concluded their
weak
offering.
doubt that if the. boys were on
Then came Duel and Woody, a
many bills together, they would
work up something that would be riotous hit. They open in front
worth while. Getting the audience of a movie drop with a- practical
up for the national anthem and box-office, the girl acting as cashier
then switching into "How Dry I and the boy as a prospective buyer
Am" was the last big laugh and of the theatre. The talk that folGrey lowed between them is bright,
Just topped it all off right.
and Old Rose closed, but as there snappy and fast, with a laugh and
was no one in the house to begin a kick In every line. Then they go
with, they don't have to feel bad to "one" where the boy plays a
about not holding them in. They one string violin and the girl the
went through the routine as if they uke. The girl is a clever comediwere in the center of the bill instead enne and would be a good buy for
of closing, for which they deserve production. As the act stands now
it
can hold a spot in the bigger
due credit.

The

Only

to
house will close

Lillian's

but the canines objected more
strenuously to the weather than the
human actors, and they Just
cues.
follow
wouldn't work or
Emerson and Baldwin were on a
little early for their kind of act,
as It is up to the audience entirely
just how the set goes. "But when
This was
they don't it's awful."
one of those nights for the boys.
Erl~ Zardo crabbed his act by helpMODISTE
145 N. Clark Street] ing the stage hands put on his

ONE

MAYBELLE
SMART SHOP
LENORE BERNSTEIN
Boom

601

IT

THE FABRIC STUDIOS
and Settings of All Kinds
BEAUTIFUL DRAPED EFFECT8.
ELABORATE PAINTED AND EMBROIDERED DE3IGN8 IN

Specialists in Fabric Curtain*

VELVET, PLUSH, SILK, SATIN, SATEEN, ETC

SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS

RENTALS BY DAY OR WEEK

COSTUMES
137 N.

WABASH

IN

in

Doro

and

Hilton

Co.

Is

a

Tel. Casii.

IHFNK DUBUQUE
HAZEL RANG US

"ST. REGIS"
516 N. Clark Street

I

Formerly with

J

Edith Strickland

rHOTELS

CHICAGO

ISM

"MARION"
505

W. Madison

St.

PROFESSIONAL WEEKLY RATES
Single, without bath, $9.00
Double, without bath, f 12.00
8ingle, with bath,
$12.00
Double, with bath,
$16.00

WE

and
and
and
and

SOLICIT

Up.
Up.
Up.
Up.

}

Thoroughly modern.

Newly furnished.
Convenient to all theatres.
Free rehearsal hall.

YOUR PATRONAGE

Ideas and plans submitted.,
taruas will interest you.
941*4*

f*f*J

—4

HELF>

effort to deviate

from the conventional, and In this'
The man
the trio has succeeded.
yodeler is great, the male comio
funny and clever, while the woman
has an operatic, clear and pleasing
(Continued on paje 9)

HENRY

ART

&

ElfcR

UCL1VAN

MERCHANT TAILORS
&10 St-

1

;

n

«ikc

Chicago,

BUJg.

New Management

for Theatrical People

Theatrical

CALUMET

Rates

6662 6653 8654.

Day; Weekly Rate $7.00 and Cp,

Mod«Mt«

Cafe In Connection.

CHICAGO

CONTINUOUS DANCING AND VAUDEVILLE
FAMOUS CHICKEN DINNERS AND A LA CARTE SERVICE

PERRIN
SCHOOL( Open >ll Summer)
Announces

NEW

Ivan
ivtn rennort
Fehnora or
tne Royal
of the
Koya Opera, Moscow.
In
In Technique and Operatic Toe for Grand Opera and
Vaudeville Stage.
Greek. CUasique with ita related Arte. Nubian. Javanese,
Serbian, Square and Angular Egyptian. Every style Bccentrla,

•miction

DANCES

PERFCRMER8, ATTENTION—
GEORGE ACKBRMAN teaches Buck,

and Picture.
7t Al

Soft Shoe. Character

Professional Rates

IHTOKII M BUILDING, CHICAGO; Phone Wabash

12»7.

DEAL WITH THE ARTIST

SCENERY

>

OPERATED BY

5

15.17-19 West 20th Street,

FROM MAY

SEASON

11th.

SCENIC ARTISTS

CHICAGO
TO SEPT.

1921

18th.

EMILE DE RECAT
"SMILES OF 1921"

Presents

Enchanted Musical Extravagania With Prologue, Two Acts and Ten Scene*,
Including An All Star Caat and a Bonquet of Twenty-four American Bcautlfw.

AT RIVERVIEW, CHICAGO
"THE BRIGHT SPOT IN THE LOOP"

FRITZEL'S

had

little
effect on
Miss Tells
vocalizing, as the high notes were

RIAR'S INN

NORTHEAST CORNER VAN BUREN AND WABASH AVENUE
HIGH CLASS ENTERTAINMENT AM) DANCING

Crtai—
M.

J.

ajhf Service Unexcelled.
Proprietor.

FR1TZEL,

Thone

SETS

nil!

and an

originality

FRANK WESTPHAL & RAINBO TODDLE ORCHESTRA

SCENERY

-

TRANSPORTATION:

fine ivory trainer

reached but with littl* effort. "Mulligan and Mulligan from the West"
(DeHaven and Nice) gave the patrons plenty of hand exercise. Their

men and the trio talk. and sing.
There are many actions which show

"RAINBO GARDENS"

was the

The opera
got generous laughs.
singer was noticeably hurt by Miss
Hilton's previous operatic routine.
The girls look and act classily.
Fradkin, the violinist, and Miss
Jean Tell, soprano, followed and
cornered the honors, which under
the circumstances were a whole lot.
It seemed the moisture in the air

A
go into snappy surefire talk.
woman, an opera singer, passes by

the

CLARK AT LAWRENCE

HAZEL RENE
Building.

utes too long.
Hart, Wagner and Eltls, In "Going to the Opera," went to work with
plenty of pep, and when they got
through the crowd came to the
front with both hands.
Two men enter on hands and
knees and, when they get to the
centre of the stage, they rise and

from Loop— "L" and Surface.

CO.

- COSTUMES
HATS - GOWNS
Chicago
•et-lOt itsAe-Lake

r

FRED MANN'S

most

GOWNS

WEST

may

it

be possible that closing dates will
be advanced. There were sufficient
people whose appetite for vaudeville was greater than the desire to
be outdoors, enough to make up a
fair-sized crowd. The bill *as very
inviting and, under normal theatre
weather and conditions, certainly
would create a waiting line. Willie
Hale and brother greeted the regulars. The boys came through with
juggling bits seen in various openIt seemed fourteen minutes,
ers.
for this type of act, was many min-

$1.50 Ter
10 Mia,

thereby hovering on the border line
of monotony. It would not hurt If
Fred Ahl, at the piano, would give

He

the end

balmy hot weather continues

Telephone:

the
singing turns and
of
fared quite well. She goes through
her entire repertoire without once
stopping for applause or breath,

selection.

25.

In cold weather came
like the beginning of
for outlying houses. If the

Under

De-

and could give Miss Hilton a rest.
Loiimer Hudson and Co., seen
more often as an opener, handled
the tray spot in a great manner.
The two girls had much trouble in
riding their bikes on this large
stage, often hitting the back curtain, and one of them falling off the
The pantomime done by
bicycle.
Central 1801 the tramp sailed the act over for
substantial recognition. Moody and
Duncan took a healthy encore after
16 minutes of opera and jazz singThe girl who slngn the jazz
ing.
numbers is somewhat of a comedienne and many times her kidding

EMPRESS, CHICAGO.
Chicago, May
The break
and it looks

at

but three acts to

man showed accuracy

at this performance.

3000 Michigan Ave., Chicago

Haven and Nice, Fradkln and Toto.
Edwards and Edwards, a sharpshooting act, was dull. As a shooter

a

CHICAGO

AVE.

left

number Is a gem for her. Josle
Flynn and her minstrels closed. The
act consists of en Interlocutor and
six girls. The act la more of a song
and dance revue, and is arranged
so that It gives each girl a little
something to do, either in song or
dance with no one hogging the act.
Miss Flynn showed up in great
style and made her clientele love
her. LaToy, Senna and Stevens and
Chapman and Ring did not appear

A Home

first

9361

LARGEST COSTUsWE

MANUFACTURERS

shift,

offer the variety of the show,

.

Her Hebrew character

HOTEL SAVOY

keep up their interest, but in this
respect the house managers fell a
Charles
little short of their mark.
Withers, in "For Pity's Sake," was
scheduled to appear, but bis props
were delayed so a last minute
change was made, with Toto comThen Bonn and
ing on to close.
Bohn were slated for this first hot
summer week, but did not show, so
Edwards and Edwards understudied.
Three singing acts out of seven, and
two ordinary opening acts on the

time.

CHICAGO

ROOMS

outdoors.
sultriness
stifling
the
Second, a good bill was necessary to

even said, "This is our first show
and we are not settled." The act.
regardless of the mishaps, does not
quite come up to big time standards,
although it is a good turn for other

RUSSELL,
PHOTOGRAPHER
SHADOW

NEW YORK COSTUME

2C0

by the owners of this
money maker. Nothing was more
important to those who came than
to be cool and comfortable against

He

(DIRECTLY OPPOSITE STATE LAKE THEATRE)

PHONE: HARRI80N

The summer patronage combination is held

same

r

keller order.

n

Myers held next-to-closing

and sang several songs of the Raths-

instances, but many times too much
for big time did be miss his mark.

Suite 201, 177 No. State Street, Chicago

PICTURES A SPECIALTY.
Special rates to the profession
209 South State Street
Republic Building

STATE-LAKE, CHICAGO.
Chicago, May 25.

the

Executive Office end Display Room:

r-»«

houses.
Irene

buck against.
June 12.
Dogs opened the show,

vaudeville

for

.*..<

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDIW
1

pinto.

CHICAGO VAUDEVILLE SHOWS

&7,

YOUR ACT

Theatrical Parties.
Reservation.

Wabash fill

DRAPES
Call er write.
«

f

fj«

8TATE»LAKB BUILDING, CHK.

PHONE DEARBORN

11

10.
26.

Y
May

ly,

27, 1021

Chicago

CHICAGO OFFICE

[ETY'S

1.

3 7,

IN ILLINOIS

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING

as

WOODS WANTS SPOTLIGHTS

DRASTIC AGENT LAW

FRAMED

'

=3=

CHICAGO AGENTS

C0STUMER SUING.

NOW

Seeks Offices Opposite Hit Houses

THINKING OF C0MM1SH

for Floods.

Chicago,

May

28.

Chicago, May 25.
Mrs. Babel Shore, modiste, has
commenced suit against Lew Kane
to recover $396.26, covering the rental of costumes for the revue that

CARREL SUED

IN

15 PER CENT. TANGLE

A. H. Woods was in Chicago last
$1,000 Annual License and week trying to rent two
Want Their Share on New York was installed by Lew Kane at Ar- Booker With Unique Methods
offices In
cadia. St. Louis.
the
Delaware building, one office to
Cent
Commission.
Per
VA
Bookings for Juniors May
At the same .time Mrs. Sherer
in Litigation Again
face Randolph street and the other
filed suit against Dubin and Oliver,
Appoint Committee.
Dearborn street. His object was to
producers,
for
the
recovery
of two
Chicago. Maty 25.
Chicago, May 25.
install two large flood lights, one to
costumes that were rented to them
A "mass meeting was held this play on the Woods theatre and the
C. L. Carrel has been sued again.
and which, she says, they failed to
Chicago, May 25.
week to formulate action against other on his New Apollo.
The Chicago vaudeville agents return.
This outside booker, who recently
passage of a bill before the state

—

1

legislature threatening to seriously
embarrass vaudeville and otlier theatrical agents. Jesse Freeman was

chairman.

Among

the provisions are:
•'Every person licensed to do busian
employment agent shall
as
ness
pay a license fee of $1,000 to the
'state and shall post a bond of $5,000
With two or more sdretics."
"Every licensed person must keep
'a register and enter therein in the
English language the name and address of the applicant, date of the
applicant for employment, to whom
employment was promised or offered, the amount of fee received,
name and address, of former employers, or persons, to whom such
applicant is known, the name and
address of every applicant accepted
for help, the kind of help requested,

names of persons sent., etc.
*The fee for general labor or domestic to be 5 per cent, of the first
Theatrical engage2*4 per cent, of the wages, or
salary of the engagement and commercial agencies to be one week's
salary, or 5 percent um of yearly
salary, if salary is computed as

month's salary.

ments

such.
-

"Should

an

agency

deemed

be

guilty of misdemeanor, license will
be revoked and a fine of not less
than $50 and not more than $200 for
each offense."

"Robm Hood"

Revival.

May

Chicago.

25.

Dunbar's "Robin Hood" will take a
four-week fling at bucking the hot
weather when it follows Broadway
Brevities at the Studebaker theatre.
It Is said that this theatre will house

a fllm after that for the
summer.

rest of the

booking through the association and
declared
himself
'collection
Keith's local office are thinking of
agency" on his own, ruling that all
commission in connection with the
IS
agents' commissions must be sent to
proposed booking of acts in New
York for the middle western time.
him to be distributed to the agents
IN
previous report given out here
as he sees fit, has been sued by Paul
was to the effect acts booked in
Schroeder for $800 as a result of
New York, especially for the Junior
Butterfield Banker Switches Orpheums, and accredited there to $200,000 in 12 Weeks for this practice.
their New York agent, would in
Carrell
and
the
Consolidated
to Association Houses.
Non-Musical Piece.
turn be accredited here, upon the
Booking Exchnnge of Kansas City
booking being completed, to the
booked the CSrucbel time. Schroeder
Chicago. May 25.
Chicago agency representative of
Chicago. May 25.
Arthur Denman. until recently the New York agent. In that man"East Is West." which is closing was assigned by these offices jointly
booking the Butterfield Circuit, has ner, the report inferred, Chicago Its season at the Oarrick this week, to handle the books. When the acts
been appointed to succeed Nat Kal- agents would be protected for the has made a record, breaking figure protested
against paying Carrell 10
cheim, W. V. M. A. booker who has New York bookings, with the New for a show of this kind.
cent, whether they had pergone to New Yoik as Eastern rep- Yorkers and Chicagouns dividing
On the 12 weeks in Chicago it did per
sonal
agents or not, and the Conresentative for the association, ac- commission.
a gross business of $200,000, and it
cording to plausible though not ofThe report caused no commotion is said that the profits of the tour solidated 5 per cent, booking commission
as well, Schroeder's job beficial information
here.
Denman at the time among the local boys. will easily come to a quarter of a
had a contract with Butterfield until They said it would be good if true. million.
Miss Haintcr is said to came vacant, as the Consolidated
removed
its bookings from Carrell's
August 1, but, it is understood, that With the announcement, however, have declared her European trip off
hands.
Butterfield, through a fiiendly ar- that Nat Kalcheim, of the associa- and will summer here.
Carrell started In the agency busirangement, released him to make tion, is proceeding to New York,
ness as a White Rats' agent during
possible his immediate acceptance empowered to issue blanket conBOOKED
FOR
BURIAL.
the
big strike some years ago. He
of the Kalcheim books. These are tracts for the middle western time,
Chicago, May 25.
at one time had hundreds of houses,
the large independent houses book- and virtually reassigning in the
When
the father of Joe Rrennen ranging from one-night stands for
Orpheum Circuit's New York heading through the association.
Kalcheim loft Tuesday for Now quarters, his former booking posi- died May 12 In St. Louis, Rrennen one act at a picture house to full
York. He will represent the Keith tion, the Chicago agents see the was here in Chicago with no funds weeks on small Mid -Western deWestern as well as the W. V. M. A. prospect of the matter of the New or possible means to get to St. tached time. Recently he sent letLouis. He got in touch with Tom ters to all managers to deduct 10
Print George is touring for the York commission item becoming a
Carmody, booking manager of the per cent, from all salaries and send
association, getting houses, and this considerable one.
A report about this week said the W. V. M. A. and was booked to play It to him "to facilitate commission
week four new theatres are anHe charges each
nounced in Wausau and Stevens Chicagoans might meet and appoint the Grand, while Billy Diamond remittances."
Toint,
Sheboygan and Appleton, a committee to secure a distinct added six weeks around that vicin- house $1 per actor per day booking
understanding on the subject.- It ity, which enabled Brennon to pay fee. His time is non-V. M. P. A.
Wis.
It
was reported here that Dick appears to be locally understood for the burial.
Hoffman, formerly with the asso- that for a Chicago agent to cut in
ciation, but more recently with inde- on the New York end it must be
pendent agencies, had made a con- satisfactorily shown there is exclunection again with the associated sive Inter-representation between
Clip this list of agents out
paste
offices as a booker.
He was men- the New York and Chicago agencies.
it in your scrap book.
tioned for the vacant Kalcheim post, This will probably lead to formal
consecuIf
which appears to have been unau- announcements jointly made by the
tive route with
layoffs. Write or wire.
thorized, but may have landed at different ends, stating the exclusive
representation.
another desk.

DENMAN GETS THE

"EAST

KALCHEIM BOOKINGS

WEST" RECORD

$200,000

A

WEEKS

12

'

NOTICE

—

and
you want a

no

They

are accredited agencies.

EARL PUSHING

"ELI," The Jeweler

LOTS.

DE RECAT'S BIG SHOW.

Chicago, May 25.
Lew Earl, of Earl & O'Brien
Special Discount to Performed
Agency, has turned realtor for the
summer.
Earl gained a reputation
WHEN IN CHICAGO
putting
over
Muskeagon as a
Lake Theatre Bide.
Ground Moor.
famous- actors' resort. He is doing
the same with his L. Lakes. This
The latest in Men's week he sold Curley Wright 2 lots,
Furnishings can be Anna Stack, Nat Phillips and Frank
had at
Fay. Jean Greene had the honor
of erecting the first house, with

TO THE PROFESSION

State-

21 No. Clark St. Claude "Tink" Humphries,

CHICAGO
N««t Door to

COLUMBIA

\TKK

Till:

the sec-

ond.

EUGENE COX
SC OGDEN
EN ER
AVENUE
CHICAGO

ASK MADAM HAMMER

&LOOW
ST.

Phone Randolph 3393

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED

—As you

American or Chinese food

THE BAMBOO
tl»«»

20.

like

it.

INN

3

for the

summer.

"THE
Next Door

13th

CHAIR

'PETE"
39

to Colonial The:/, re.

W.

RANDOLPH

Whore Steaks and Chops Are Relished by

EAST
22D STREET

.

Soteros
ST.,

CHICAGO

CHICAGO SHOWS.

IKE BLOOM'S

1

(Continued frem page S>
coupwd with appearance and
All in all the> arc an khvil
class
cone dy turn Which could slant! any

tttitnttnsikt

Every

Klgtit.

heiMoet • I.* C'arte.

*,..r..u..

Suite 405

Bldg.

Beehler

»MI:n

JJW.

his

OPPOSITE
"L" STATION

l\ U.
F»r*t Evening Frolic
rrofetnlonnl <ourtr<*iet EiteodciL

turn ci«™.

Woods Theatre

&

Jacobs

Billy

Agency

Bldg.

Suite 307

Woods Theatre

Jackson
Agent/

Bldg.

Burt Cortelyou

Suite 504
Loop End Bldg.

Helen Murphy

Agency

Agency

1607-08

Suite 306

Masonic Temple

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

female

Ageaey

Suite 301

Woods Theatre

Eagle

&

Suite

Bldg.

Goldsmith

609

Woods Theatre

Powell

&

Bldg.

Danfortb

Arfpory

Agency

Inc.

Earl

&

O'Brien

Suite 302
Loop End Bldg.

Suite 302

CHorious Personalpleaded with his routine.

Woods Theatre

He
ImhofY. Conn and Con

Pest House,"

'\»-r

:

en*.

In

a

wavered n min-

a cyclonic knockout
ute from b
Leo Leers uas a little over the heads
.

'.

of those prevent, but he received a
representative hand at the end,
nancing Kennedys. "In Their Own

Creations," closed and
inality,

Tom

Powell

A gene/

Impersonator,

and gut away with

'.i

"A

billing,

ity.**

1*

Charles Nelson

Acemcy

.Agency

came on No.

FROLICS

DANCING

r,*ir Different Sn«*r»

Suite 305

voice,

Marteii,

the Best of Men.

FROLIC
"MID-NITE
BETWEEN
1

Agency

Suite 504
Loop End Bldg.

test.

18

Harry W. Spingold

Agency

Charles Crowl

ness.

NOW TRY THE BEST

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST

Bldg.

Lew Goldberg
Woods Theatre

Chicago, May 25.
'17ie Fabr'te Studios have ft]Hm«4
offices In the Loop •End Building,
making a specialty of renting drops,
curtains and setting* to vaudeville
E. B. Marshall, well known
artists.
scenic artist, and Homer Saunders,
and
Liniek
Junes,
of
formerly
Sehaefer. are conducting the busi-

(

I

Woods Theatre

SHOWS ON ONE TRAIN.

Miller, Ind..

THE FINEST APPOINTED CAFl IN THE WORLD
ilwirt of the Klnlto— Around tli* Corner from F.vcrj where.
TI1K RENDEZVOUS OF TIIK I'ROFKSSION.
\KK STREETS, IIM Al-O.
RANDOLPH AND
<

Masonic Temple

SCENERY RENTING BUSINESS.

T. T. CIIOY. Mgr.

In

chorus of

besides a

the vaudeville star, to
the eighty-acre "JohnsonKennedy" estate in "Duneland" near

—
rifi

Suite 807

share

POSING ROOMS IN THE COUNTRY

i

Agency

Suite 1413

Browning and

Kennedy,

GRAND PIANO FURNISHED FOR ALL MUSICAL ACTS
ALL KINDS OF SCENERY AND SPOT LIGHT. OPEN SUNDAYS
m.M.

Peggy Mayo,

Graham and Sadie Moore,

Chicago, May 25.
Scores of landlord -haunted Chithemselves of
availed
have
cagoans
the offer of Thomas Johnson. Chicago attorney, husband of Frances

CmCA<»0

The Simon

Agency

Frances Kennedy's Hospitality.

STV.Tfi.LArfE OLCXW.

STATE

for himself in producing outrevues for state fairs and
parks, has put in an innovation at
Forest Park this year. This is a
revue with scenic production, 18
drops being used, besides six Rets.
His cast consists of Frank Libuse,
Harry P. Kelley, Bobby Barker,
Audrey Smith, J. Lynn Griffin. Millie Jean, Rose O'Hara. E. B. Robin-

Chicago, May 25.
"Tickle Me", 'East Is West" and
"Call the Doctor' will travel intact
The three shows
to New York.
t'ken 12 cars over the Michihave
charge, with Paul Goudron, booking
gan Central. They will be accommanager.
panied by the road's general passenger agent, Don Clark.

Phone Seeley 3801

Jess Freeman

name

Harry Miller, at one time booking
manager for the small Inter-State,
but more recently running a taxi
cab in Los Angeles, was appointed
as booker for the Gus Sun Chicago
offices.
Coney Holmes remains in

1734

190 N.

25.

door

son,

MILLER BACK AT BOOK.
Chicago, May 25.

May

Chicago,

Emile PeRecat, who has made a

showed

grace and appearance.

orig-

Suite 304

Bldg.

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

BURCKSQ

10

Friday,

May

27,

IM1

ass

BEDINI STARTS

AMERICAN WHEEL WILL HAVE

First

OWN CHORUS

WELL

Does

SHOP" NEXT SEASON

The new "Peek- A -Boo" of Jean
Bedini got a running start at the
Columbia for its first week: ending

GIRL BUREAU

American

—

4-

it Is receiving.
his company
Saturday. Ben Grlncast
left the
nell replaced Sabinl in the Italian
Sabinl also did his vaudeville
role.
act in the first part.

vertising

Frank Sabinl with

The American Burlesque Association is to establish its own chorus
girls clearing house,

which

come operative following

will be-

AMERICAN'S FIRST
"Beauty

Revue"

Leads

10.

in

Gross

for Season.

the open-

The
The first ten snows on the Amerproducer of each American wheel ican wheel the past season in point
show will pay a fee of $10 weekly of receipts were "The Beauty Retoward the maintenance of the vue," "Record Breakers," "Some
clearing house. The maximum sal- Show," "French Frolics," "Lid Liftary to be paid chorus girls by the ers," "Kandy Kids," "All Jazz ReAmerican circuit next season will vue," "Naughty Naughty," "Pat
be $26 weekly. No commission will White Show," "Stone and Pillard
be charged the choristers for en- Show." The shows appear above in
gagements.
the order they finished.
The clearing house will be in the
Jimmy Cooper was the star of the
nature of a replacement bureau the "Beauty Revue," holding an Infirst season, the American producers terest in the show with I. H. Herk,
having obligated themselves to en- Jack Reid, was starred in and progage all choristers after the season duced "The Record Breakers," and
opens through the bureau.
No Eddie (Bozo) Snyder was featured
girls, in accordance with an agree- with "Some Show," a Barney Gerard
ment entered Into by the American production.
producers, will be engaged from
any other source or direct.
TITLE
VILLAGE
Every girl engaged by an AmerBurlesque has discovered Greenican producer between now and the
wich
Village
one
the four
at
last,
of
time the season starts and thereafter, must
furnish the clearing Hurtig & Seamon Columbia wheel
house with a photograph, complete shows having been retitled next
measurements and a description of season as "The Greenwich Village
herself.
This data will be kept on Revue."
hie by the clearing house to facilitate replacements. If a girl drops
"Sl.d.ng" Watson with Marion.
out of a show, the clearing house
"Sliding" Billy Watson, the past
will have a complete description
season with "Hits and Bits" has
at hand and can send on a girl signed
with Dave Marion
next
ing of the forthcoming season.

WHEEL

for

whose measurements fit the cos- season and will be featured in the
tumes, shoes, etc. The photos and Columbia show that last season carstatistical data will also serve as
ried the title of "Snappy Snaps."
a check-up on choristers who jump
Marion will produce the show
their contracts with one show to through an arrangement with Camjoin another.
"Snappy Snaps" was
bell & Drew.
The clearing house will pay the for many seasons knowns as "The
railroad

"TOWN SCANDALS" NO

SUE CREIGHTON
Who

successfully replaced KITTY
with the AL JOLSON,
This is her 44th
and still going.

DONER

"S1NBAD" CO.
week

GO.

Chicago. May 25.
Irons & Clamage tried for a return engagement at the Columbia
burslesque theatre with their "Town
Scandals," after an absence of a

week, but failed to draw.
It is

said the firm

salaries, the
$3,000.

total

had

to dig for
falling

receipts

below

JAFFE AND PEARSON.

NEW

ACTS

Re

Ray Raymond, recent feature of
"Blue Eyes," assisted by the Fooshee
Sisters, opens at one of the Proctor
houses May 23.
George Jaffe became associated
"A Winning Miss," girl act, with
with Arthur Pearson last week Wayne Nunn and Olive Shelly.
("Passing
Van .Dyke
Paul
half Inthrough the purchase of
Show"), and Charles M. Potter
terest in each of Pearson's Colum- (Potter and Thring), songs.
bia wheel shows, "Step Lively Girls"
Alice Morley (Morley Sisters),
and "Hits and Bits." The latter is single.
Sid Corey (Howard Four), and
to be retitled "Bits of Broadway"
Shaw, two-act.
next season. The reported purchase Harry
Joe Tenner (at Colisimo's, Chiprice paid by Jaffe for the two half cago), and Les Poe (last with Frank
interests is $30,000.
Hurst), two-act.
Jaffe is the lessee of the AcadMiner and Evans, songs and talk.
Alton and Allen in a new act.
emy, Pittsburgh, an American wheel
Freddie Kelly with a girl part"The
Joy
operates
also
He
stand.
ner.
Riders" 6n the American route.
Maude Earl in "Vocal Vignettes."
Gloria Hilderbrand, a well-known
entertainer, single.
Misa
Chicago
CH0IKSTERS STAND PAT
Hildei brand's specialty is "blues"
(Continued from page 4)
songs.
Johnny Elliott, formerly with
enweber's Buckner started another Johnnie Martin, is to be presented
revue, billed as one of "Buckner's by Sam Shannon in a new turn
Pretentious Productions" and hav- called "The Dancing Studio." The
ing the title of "The Joy Bells." It turn was written by Neville Fle«was sent up to the Stafford theatre, son and Al. Von Tilzer. Four girls
Middletown, N. Y., last week. There will assist Elliott.
Al Shean and Ed Gallager are to
Some of the
the troupe stranded.
company were brought back. A few resume their former vaudeville
partnership.
started without fare, and were put
off the train at Goshen, N. Y., being
MARRIAGES
sent on to New York from there by
Laura "Wood, Wood Sisters, to
the sheriff. This revue was to have
Girard and Foley, both"
Foley,
John
Brooklyn,
Sohmer's
cafe,
opened at
\
this week. The Reisenweber's revue Chicago "Mary" Co., May 17.
pictures, daughter
Greene,
Helen
played the same town several weeks
of Clay M. Greene, to Frederic Mills
Franchises
in
ported at $30,000.

Half

Interest

f.

fare of all chorister re- Liberty Girls."
placements, instead- of the individual manager defraying the transJ.. Herbert Mack Oceanicing.
portation as heretofore. The offices
J. Herbert Mack, president of the
will be in New York. At the end of
Amusement Co., has
the season, should there be a sur- Columbia
plus after operating expenses are moved into his summer home at
Oceanic,
N.
J., and will follow his
deducted, the surplus will be divided
pro rata among the American wheel usual policy of coming into his office
Columbia
the
Theatre Building
at
producers.
The clearing house plan for chor- on Thursday and Friday, of each
ago and did well.
Gilligan, May 22.
isters was decided upon at a meet- week.
The arrangement whereby BuckThe balance of the week Mr.
ing of the American pro* hi cars held
will spend at his place in the ner's revue was placed in ReisenMack
BIRTHS
last week.
weber's called for no specific paycountry.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Beatty,
ment for the show, Buckner agree- a To
son. Boger Lindlar Beatty, May
ing to accept the cover charges for 12.
READING BOOKS
Mrs. Beatty was Lillian LudAnother Niblo and Spencer.
With the show hooked up
his end.
stock actress. The
Several of the old Mathews and
The billing of "Frankie Niblo and for more than $3,500 for costumes, low, well known
the Horner father
is now with
Bulger musical comedy successes Billy (Grogan) Spencer" at the
little margin
for earning a profit Witte Concert Company, Kansas
are under consideration by I. IT. Grand Opera House last week was
City.
Herk for burlesque books for next an error. The team was George was made. The cate required seMr. and Mrs. Billy DuVal (DuVal
season.
Those submitted include Niblo and Helen Spencer, last sea- curity from Buckner to cover sal- and Simons) May 24, daughter.
"By the Sad Sea Waves," "At Gay son with "The Soeial Maids," in aries, the sum quoted being $1,500.
It was said, however, that Buckner
Coney Island," and -The Nipht of burlesque.
supplied an I. O. U. in lieu of the
the Fourth," the latter one of George
bond.
A de's first plays.
"Jcy Riders" Renamed
A number of Equity people went
If the deal goes through for the
"The
Joy
Riders"
(American to the cafe Saturday night when
books, they will be revised and mowheel)
will
bo
retitled
the
chorus was "pulled." Since
"Chick
dernized for present day burlesque
The show is they sat at tables each was charged
needs, and staged by Harry Bulger. Chick" next season.
operated by George Jaffe.
for
$1
cover.
There were 18 in
the party.

HERK

*

*

The show is being talked about
along Broadway and should largely
benefit from the word of mouth ad-

•

on

Shop Basis

playing Columbia
wheel shows next season will oper-.
ate on the open shop basis.
An
association comprised of theatre
owners, operating houses thai will
play the Columbia shows next sea-»
son was formed last week, with H.
Clay Miner at its head. The shows
playing the Columbia circuit will
also operate on the open shop plan.
An organization composed of
show producers, who will furnish
next season's attractions for the
Columbia circuit houses, was also
formed.
The American Burlesque Association on the contrary will continue
as heretofore, operating its shows
and houses on the closed shop plan.
Neither burlesque wheel will carry
its own orchestras and stage crews,
as announced recently to be the
plan for next season.
As the I. A. T. S. E. or American Federation of Musicians do
not recognize the open shop principle, the stage crew heads and
departments and crews, and the
musieel directors and orchestras In
the Columbia houses next season
will of necessity not be union.
At the I. A. T. S. E. (stage hands'
union), it was stated the fact of the
Columbia houses operating on an
open shop basis next season would
not call for any action by the stage
hands' union against the American
circuit, provided the American operated on the closed shop or union
basis. If a producer operates a Cotheatres

All

inees.

Operate

to

Closed

Saturday, when it was reported
over $12,000 had passed into the box
The last half of the week
office.
was quite warm, hurting the mat-

£ach Producer Will Fay $10 Weekly Toward Its
Maintenance Will Act as Replacement Agency
f-No Engagements Elsewhere.

*r

COLUMBIA "OPEN

Ovsr $12,000
Week at Columbia*

'Peek-A-Boo*

lumbia show and also an American
wheel show, homage hand's union
would not permit its men to work
for him in the American wheel
show. The same condition as above
applies to the American Federation
of Musicians with regard to the
t

burlesque

situation.

IN

Am) OUT

Whiting and Burt had to lose Baltimore this week, through having
lost their music.
Jack Inglis substituted.

Cecelia Weston could not open at
the Boulevard, New York, Monday,
to a cold. Sid Gold & Co. sub-

due

stituted.

Yorkc and Maybelle could not
open at Loew's. Holyoke, Mass.,
Monday, due to illness. Jean Ger-

maine and Sister substituted.
N. V. A. DECISION.
The Lee children were awarded

a favorable decision in their N. V.
A. complaint against the Elizabeth
Kennedy and Milton Berle turn,
also

a

"kid''

act.

The

latter

are

complying with the decision ar.d
eliminating the sob scene finish.

DE LUXE OFFICES
(Continued from page

4)

a "swell ofnee" has created, they
expect to have a house warming
with visitors invited who are expected to bring the furnishings they

have forgotten.
The firm has a patent detectable
waste basket, invented by Lee
Kraus.
It
immediately detects a
cheek or money order if thrown
carelessly away in an envelope.
Mdtwiiz arid Kraiis brl.VVe lhat this
waste basket alone will return their
full office furniture investnent inside
of
four
months.
Horwitz
claims that it could never happen
to him, throwing away an envelope
without tlrst having it dry cleaned.
but Kraut says he never saw so
many money orders before and has
grown careless getting used to
them.

Another feat ire is a colored porter with a uniform.
On the cap
"Horwitz & Kraus" stands out like
electric lights. The porter has been
principally
engaged
to
parade
through the halls Where aetors are
expected to congregate and bow hw
to tlxise he meets, at he tips his
rap, with insl-uction to push the
rap close to «he actors* faces In
order that th*jr cannot miss seeing
"Horwitz & K'i iuh." One act gained
this way every other month, Horwitz sn>s. WP1 pay the porter's

EVA
CLARK
Prima Donna
Opened

in

"SunKlst" May

i'3

at the Globe.

New

y.m:,

«tn1»rv

.

FRANK DOBSON
Reappearing

at B. F. Keith's Palace,

with great success.

SAM McKEE,

X. Y.

TELEGRAPH,

Now

York,

tl.is

week (May

23).

says:

Mr. pobson Is a juvenile comedian of remarkable versatility. He Is
a good humorous actor, has a capital voice and is an astonishing
•

dancer.
N. Y.

CLIPPER:

Good act, mainly because Frank Dobson, a clever comedian, works
a snappy, breezy manner and has a tine personality.
\. vt u,,.u <\i:.v no). Keith's Orpheum. Kronklvn.

in

(

CIRCULATING VARIETY.
I

Trada-Mark

R*cialar*d

WmsIj by
VABIRTT tott.
BIMB SILVERMAN. Presldest
Pabltehed

New York

WtSt 46th Street

City

SUBSCRIPTION
Foreign
II
copies, 10 rppt*

mal.
9lncle

Noble, manager of the
Ore.;
and a
Portland,
former minstrel man, has been adthe
will
of his
through
vised that
grandfather at Smithneld, >.. he is
heir to $12,000. Noble has not aeen
the grandparent in 20 years.

Paul E.

Liberty,

<

Gertrude

Newman

time in years. Variety, of May 2t. was on time in New
Orleans last week. It got on the stands Saturday. Previously It had been
In that city on Monday or Tuesday, following its
date of publication.
Variety Is trying to make Denver by Saturday each week. It may be
successful. That is a far point for a paper, going to press in New York
Wednesday night, to reach in its current week.

has announced

her engagement to marry Laurence
Meehan, of Bender and Mcehan.

For years we thought making Chicago by Saturday waa a feat, still
going to press Wednesday night. Last Friday, Variety, dated that day.
was on the newsstands in Chicago by 8.30 in the morning. In Atlanta,
last Friday, Variety was on sale. It gives Variety a wide circulation on
Friday, to have it appear simultaneously with New York.

During the war time Variety reached diffeient points now and then.
The railroad service meant nothing in those days. With better railroad service and Variety changing its form for speed, doing away with
the binding, also for speed, it has been able, thus far, to greatly improve
its deliveries, within the area east of Denver, and from the north to the
south of that area.
Variety tries to be current In its news. It prints this week and most
of what it prints happened this week. You want to read it this week,
not next week. It's no different from any other trade paper. The people
in the trade who want to read it, want to as quickly as they may
secure

it.

Bettering

the

delivery

doesn't

mean more

circulation

Variety.

for

booked by Fred Msrdo.

Apparently nothing means more circulation for Variety. It goes along
with a small increase ol circulation that it loses in the summer, to
regain in the fall.
Through that it could be presumed Variety has
reached its l.'mit of real circulation, though that is not so. The show
business is expanding all the time. Variety should expand with it.

The Misses Phillips n a e doing
as secretaries to
a "sister act
Arthur Horwitz ami Lee Kraus.

many

Nipmuc

Lake

Park.

Massachusetts, opens its
season with vaudeville

Milford,

summer
May 30,

'

The apartment of Sydney Harris
Is in the Cohan theatre box
was ransacked by sneak
office
thelvcs last week.
Wearing apparel and valuables to fHa amount

*who

of $1,200 were taken.
•

A new brcakway

effect ha'<

been

cut into The Bratton Wlng M at the
48th Street theatre. This scene is
at the end of the lirst at when an
airplane is supposed to t rash into
a house.
*

David Kalker h

s

hem

appointed

press agent for Hendersons. Coney
Island.

hack in New
York after an extended stay in Cristobal, Canal
Zone, Panama, her
home town.
Beatrice

Drew

is

The father of Bob Hutchinson,
is recovering his eyesight following an operation, after
nearly a year of complete blindness.
He was able to appear in the Palace
Theatre Building with slight assistance and is optimistic of a complete recovery within a short period.

of circulation Variety is trying to lose is the lay
an interloper among Variety's trade readers.
weekly in the paper no lay reader could thoroughly understand. They are written either technically or in the vernacular of
the profession. They are not art It ten for the lay reader, but for show
people. Variety never wanted the lays, makes no claim to having them
and, when a showman tells us we don't know to what extent the public
is reading Variety, perhaps to make us believe that amounts to somethng, it simply makts un regret that our elTort to discourage the lays
has not been entirely successful.
is

stories

We don't guarantee a Friday or Saturday delivery anywhere, but will
keep right on trying to make it on those days, outside New York city,
to Denver, to New Orleans, to St. Louis, Louisville and Chit ago, with
other large centres in between for Fr day, like Chicago. In distributing
from the centres to what is known as the countty trade (the newsdealers
in towns and smaller cities with no news company branch), the Friday
city distribution, as a rule, should ensure that the smaller places receive Variety sometimes Saturday, at the latest.
Nearly all of the
towns receiving a supply from the city news company are closely
adjacent to the supply seat. That Is really the objective* not alone to
reach Chicago and be out Friday morning, but to have the towns in
the Middle West supplied through the Western News Company, of
Chicago, receive Variety by Saturday, likewise the other large cities of
the East.

Getting
abroad.

it

there in a hurry at least keeps Variety lively, at

Keith booker,

Feiber

A

home and

SPORTS
Joe

Wagner,

Sharkey,

has.

manager

of Jack

These gentleman point

to

the

for-

taken another ban-

teur champ who has been battling distance without a decisive result.
at the Brooklyn clubs under the
nom de ring of Joe Woods He will
Lee Stewart was returned the
appear under his own name in the winner last week in the first of the
future.
Wagner is also associated Friars' golf tournaments, winning a
with Jim Buckley in the new Coney special prize and taking the first
Fally Markus will place five acts Island Athletic Club, which will leg of the silver trophy which must
In the Playhouse, Hudson, N. Y., on open next to Luna Park, Decora- be won three times for permanent
a split week policy, commencing tion Day.
possession.
The contest was a
next week.
handicap affair and similar events
are
to
be
carded
throughout the
The Yanks are out in front In
The New theatre, Port Jervis. will the American League while the summer over the different courses.
play vaudeville two days weekly Cliants are within striking distance The next tournament will be becommencing Decoration Day.
of the flying Pirates in the National. tween a 10-man team from the
Huggins' club looks stronger now Friars against a team of newsThe Community, Catskill. N. Y., than at any time within the past papermen. It is to be held June 6.
will play vaudeville for the summer
two years. If he gets any kind of
commencing June 15, split week.
Jerry Wright, a cowboy with a
pitching he should cop this year,
for the Yanks pack the punch and wild west show exhibiting at ParThe Log Cabin Airdome, Jersey are carrying the greatest assort- sons, Kans., was killed May 20 by
City (William Lamar), will open
ment of hitters ever assembled. being gored by a steer which he
next week playing a split week
McGraw is also piloting a sweet was attempting to throw. Wright
Vaudeville policy of five acts.
looking ball club and has developed jumped from his horse and downed
an offense around his home run the steer, but in the struggle the
The Stroud, Stroudsburg, Pa., hitting first sacker, Kelly, that is unimal's horns pierced Wright's
combination house, will try vaudesweeping all before it. The Giants' body, causing injuries from which
ville for the summer, opening Monpitchers are coming through, with he died within an hour. The acciday with five acts on a split week Ryan the youngster from Holy
dent was witnessed by a large
policy.
Cross College, looking better each erowd. The deceased man's home
time out. Both
the New York was in Brady. Tex.
The Loew circuit booking office clubs have greatof changes
and a
moved from its quarters in the Put- world series with both of them as
George Page (Variety) Is becomnam building last Friday to the contestants next fall, is not an iming noted as a slugger of burners
new Loew State annex on 46th possibility.
with
Tcsereau's
Bears,
of
the
street.
Bronx.
Though playing Sundays,
word
power
of
the
printed
The.
only. !':2gv to date .has. eight home
Five acts ami a picture will he
the split-week policy at the Em- was never more clearly illustrated runs to his credit so far this season]
which and Is hatting around .600.
the manner in
in
Last
pire. Glens Falls. N. Y.. during the than
Georges Carpentier has been press Sunday, in two games with the
summer months.
ngentcd into a battle with the Royal CfiantSi Pago In nine times at
champion, Jack Dempsey. bat made six hits.
He says the
H. N. Morgan has been elected world's
Kansas of The fact that thousands of fans in opposing pitchers are commencing
state
in
president
seen
have
never
who
country
this
Several of the dailies
to pass him.
the
He resides at St.
Eagle*,
who have commenced to mention the
and
action
in
Louis, where he is superintendent Carpentier
to judge him by save Bronx Ruth, with the result Page Is
of the city work house. Mr. Morgan know nothing
the optimism of his press men like receiving offers from the majors.
is an old time professional and lost
another remarkable The St. LOUiS wanted him to listen
his right hand while appearing in his chance, is
press. to them.
Page is playing centrethe rural play "UncL* Josh Spruehy" tribute to the power of the
Carpentier on his record against held for the Bears, having gone to
in 1894.
In the play he. as the
as
about
has
fighters
the
OUtfield, as he claims, to rest,
heavy, tied the heroine to a log American
which was started towards a cir- much ChancS against Dempsey a.^ after having been at the second
would have. Demp- sack, Rest is Page's explanation of
cular saw.
At the saw c:iine close Pete Herman
Acpowers.
hitting
to the woman the hero was sup- sey, according to the comparison, his sudden
trouble stopping the knowledging he doesn't know why
no
have
posed to rescue her. One dav the should
does
log slipped; Morgan rushed to eaten French challenger within 8 rounds. he is hitting it out so far. he
Many of the wise bettors how- know he Ivih been keeping regular
It.
fell,
and the saw too\- off his
.("
may
that
lit.thinks
hours
and
Hght band. Thai ended his career ever, are staying off the bout claimaccount for it.
ss an actor.
He went Into po'itics ing that the 12 round no decision
of Variety's basebaJlera,
nd Is quite prominent in \j> home thing isn't conducive to the best SidAnother
Silverman, d.-hi t -l-"-t the seaefforts of l»oth of th« contestant*
St. Louie.

has gone into the Keith ofTlce for
the summer. Billy Delaney is booking the house, which has installed
a split week summer policy playing
six acts and feature pictures.

I

.

MAC

By ALICE

It seemed impossible when witnessing the Santley and Sawyer revue
"Bits and Pieces" last season that they could get another as good, but
they have proven the contrary in "Kllck Kliek." at the Paluce thie week.
Most artistic did Mr. Santley and Miss Sawyer look, attired in costumes
of the Colonial days with the becoming white wigs, but it waa as Ferrot
and Perriotte that one perhaps liked them best.
Reunited the Courtney Sisters return to vaudeville, with as the program
states, old and new songs, but Monday matinee the WfrW tmerf wera
omitted.
The sisters made their first entrance in dresses alike hut
different coloring, Florence being gray, while blue waa chosen by Fay.
At the conclusion of the act they were also gowned alike, but this time
the same shade, black sequins made on prefect ly plain lines, with huge
white willow plume fans swaying in their hands.
Frank Dobson with the "Sirens." remains the same as when seen last
season, except for a few changes in the cast. The young woman who
plays his sweetheart did not wear a very good make-up. At times she
appeared to have hardly any eyes, and her gowns might have been improved. A drosa worn by one of the "Sirens" was quite fetching, consisting of sequins, raisin shade, with blue chiffon falling from the
shoulders at the back. More simple but just as pretty was another gown
of white satin caught at the hem with a narrow band of brilliants.
The chief feature on the bill Monday seemed to be stage waits. Pour
occurred during the matinee.

1

green, with the top tier combined of net and sequins.
Ethel McDonough has a pleasing act, that tells the story of how milady
spends her day. Her suit of fawn trieotine waa smart. The small brown
satin hat, had a narrow wired bow standing out at the back. An afternoon frock was of aaxe blue georgette, with five rows of frills.
Princess Wah Letka was attractive in the costume of the Indian. In
the dim light it seemed to be of white suede, upon which she wore many
strings of beads.
Agnes Finlay (in "Vodvil A La Mode") wore a good looking frock of
silver lace filet that veiled a foundation of silver cloth.
Pink and blue
net was bunched up at the back, while the bodice consisted of iridescent
sequins.
From Forty-second street, and Eighth avenue to Ireland in one night
seems sort of a miracle, but that's what happened on top of the roof
at the Americun (First Half), when Robert Keilly appeared with his
delightful Irish brogue.
Assisting him was a pretty auburn-haired
Colleen, charming in a crinoline of black velvet, that had lace panteleta
showing.
Another crinoline was of while, with tiny flowers forming
circles on the hem of the skirt. A green sash gave the costume a bright
ffect.

<

Miss Ryan (Cortez and llyan) wore two effective dresses.
First
of white taffeta that had the skirt failing into two tiers In front,
piped with a pretty shade of blue, this color also forming spots on the
sash t ed at the side. Next came a gown of silver sequins, over which
sheer tulle was veiled.
Bed was the shade of the shoulder straps,
und, during the course of one number, one Utile strap carelessly became
unattached, utmost causing a disaster, but all ended well.
What would Mabel Harper do if her hair ever grew, long and she
lost the white band worn 'round it, the foundation for the majority of
her comedy. Only one* costume was worn of deep pink chiffon with the
.

was

bodice plain of taffeta, that also constituted the long loops at the side.
pianist. In saxe btOO «atin trimmed with flowers, made a pit asm*;
appearance.
Cute was the miss of Kelly and Browne in her short, pink chiffon
frock, that almost hid from view the dainty little satin panties that were
caught at the knee with a band of briiliants.

Her

tunes that Carpentier and Dempsey
tamweight into his stable. The new could get for a return bout in Paris
Shea's Colonial, Akron, comer is Joe Cronin, a former ama- of the Jersey engagement went tho

O.,

AND FASHIONS

When Gene Ford (Gordon and Ford) walked onto the stage at the
Broadway Tuesday matinee, it seemed as though Mr. Gordon had taken
unto himself a new partner, until Miss Ford sung, then there was no
doubt it was the same miss but how different. Instead of the sMck
leader. The tightly brushed back hair, Miss Ford has new Joined the bobbed brigade.
There are Her gown was also new, of iridescent sequins, but this time of emerald

One kind

layman
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Ou! of the

six acts at the 81st
of the lair sex, each assisting the

Street this week, only two boasted
male partner. The B :yal Gasco gn<s
has one of the young women, she wearing a very pretty frock of palo
green net," daintly trimmed with narrow bands of various hade*
Matching the bodice were panels bach and front of Iridescent sequins,
while on the wired hips were sprays of daisies.
The next to appear was Irene Delroy, who so ably assists Torn
Patrieola, with her neat (lancing and pretty looks.
Cerise velvet V/OS
chosen for one of her frocks, motifs of black feathers formed the only
decoration. The hat was small of the cerise, with black ospreys sweeping out at each side. As Miss Delroy is the possessor of a dainty pair
of legs, it was necessary for her to show them at least once during
the act, and this she did in a short, black-lace frock, encrusted with
sequins.
Deep yellow satin made a striking bow at the back. .Smart
was the hat of black, somewhat the shape of a napoleon, with the feather
tip at the side matching the yellow bow.

son off so well.
He went to St.
John's to play with his school team
until commencement, after having
had a winter on Broadway. When
Sid went to his old position at third,
he couldn't throw aexoss to first and

when

shifted

out

to

left

field

through that, the first fly he went
after caught him on the right eye,
giving him a shiner that remained
for a week.
After several days of
practice Sid started to come around
and is now back to form.

The scheduled 15-rouml bout between Harry Mansell and Abe Goldstein at Manhattan Casino. lG&th
street and Kighth avenue, May 23,
has been postponed, due to Man*
aeU lit I fig mat nam 4 IP Tftt,f ut K&i&i*
O Dowd in a 12 -round decision encounter at Columbus, O.. May 31.
The winner will be matched to meet
Johnny Buff, American lly-welght
champion.
Charles B. Andrus, district attorney of Saratoga County, who was
SSqUitted last week on the charge
of neglect of duty in permitting
gambling at the Springs, will not
have to stand trial on indictments
for grant, larceny, conspiracy and
bribery. The latter were dismissed
Friday on motion of Deputy Attorney General Bascom. who prosecuted the first case. In making the
mot inn, Mr. Bascom said it would
he a waste of time, money and effort
to try the cases in view of the fact
that a conviction could not be se
the first, when the evidence was *n strong. Pollo'Ving a
CttTOd

In

query from Edgar T. Brackelt, asking what action had been taken to
apprehend persons responsible for
breaking a window at his Uace,
turning In lire alarms and committing other depredations during the
demonstration which followed Mr.
Andrus' acquittal, the Commissioner
of Public Safety has assigned a detective to the case.
It is charged
that some of the celebrants had the
supreme nerve to roll dice on Mr.
Bracken's veranda. He is credited
with being the man responsible for
the indictment of the district attorney and the driving power in the
I
gambling crusade.

Rocky Kansas and Benny Leonard .wiH ccMle the .question of supremacy at Dave Driscoll's Harrison Ball Park, N. J., June C. The
is second in interest to the
only.
Dempsey-Csrpentier
battle
Leonard is training hard and show-

tight

ing plenty of respect for the upStater's toughness by properly conditioning himself. The bout will be
a no decision affair but both aro
good stiff punchers.

Jack Bestle's attempt to reopen
Lyceum A. C. in Troy last Week
met with failure. Three bout** orefe
carded and everything arranged for
the

the getaway, but Brig. Gen. Charles
B. Walsh, a member of the license
committee, refused to let the barBeetle was suspended
rier go up.
thro- weeks ago tot failure to par
»x
and his not been
the State
allowed to stage any bouts j>inca
thst lime.
i

—
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CALLING IN 16

Fails

in Sight,

Here— "Two

Revival

ness

— Broadway

Reason

One" Scheme

Is

Hot Weather

t
is

a

fairly

abroad have a definite connection
with the bad conditions industrially
and commercially in this country.
That the European mess is on the
way to a clearing up is at present
indicated and one of Broadways
«hrewdest managers sees in that a
sign for a return of booming theaHis opintrical times by the fall.
ion is worth more than passing Interest and his statement this week
that America «s lucky to have the
period of liquidation fall during
the customary dull summer period
Other
here is fruited with logic.
signs point to an upward trend in
the stock market by August and
with it the gradual resumption of
business all along the line.
That the road is having a harder
time than New York at present, as
reflected in the latest business reports.
The "two for one* plan of
Belling tickots has proved anything

but successful In the hinterland.
Complaints from box offices tell of
patrons refusing to pay the required tax on the reduced ticket

From other points the reports are that business failed to
pick up, even with the reduced
Suspicion that the show is
rate.
not up to standard has something
to do with the failure of the "two
But
for one'' scheme to catch on.
the appearance of a star In one of
the big Western stands even failed
to draw under the plan. What the
"two for one" means on the road is
to be Judged from the top prices.
nalfs.

have been dropped to $2
Therefore under the reduced plan
the price of seats has actually been

which

$i each.

A

Saturday on Broadway
(Continued on page 27)

torrid

FRIARS' OPPOSITION.
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Annual Election June 3 Jack Glcason Not Running.

FORM ORGANIZATION

for

in

lAlNuLt 15 KlVIVLU

Quaker City

Widow States She

JACK ROLLS

San Carlo

Manhattan

OF
ROLLS-ROYCE

Philadelphia, May 23.
Easy riders making it hard for
An orga..>.ation known as the
Philadelphia Opera Association was others to follow. Moved from num
ber 2 to number 6 after the opening
formed here last week for the purat the Maryland, Baltimore, this
pose of fostcn.ig interest in opera week (May 23).
in Philadelphia and of providing Tie
Next week (May 30) Keith's, Philacity a real s. .s.n of the same.
delphia.
Fifty
representative
business
CHAS.
BIERBAFER, Vaudeville.
men assembled at the organization
dinner in the Bcllevue -Stratford HARRY BESTRY. Productions.
Hotel vaieh was also attended by

many prominent

in

The STARRING

society.

HELEN MACKELLAR

organ izatio l is linked up with Fortune Gallo and the San Carlo Opera
Co. which will play three wee!:s
h.re

A. H. "Woods has placed Helen
MacKellar under contract for lext
season and will place her in a starring vehicle, "Back Pay."
Miss MacKellar has been appearing in 'The Storm," and recently
for stepped into the Peggy Wood role
in the company' -of "Buddies, " now

November.

in

HOPKINS TRIO.

Three Plays

M. Cohan continuing as abbot. The
other offices find new names proposed; also for the board of governors.
The balance of the ticket Is
fw'orge S. Dougherty for dean, Ralph
Trier, treasurer, and J. Frank Stephens, secretary. Capt. Jack Gleason resigncel candidacy as dean
Bga'n, after the committee had

him.

Covernor*

to be voted for on the
ticket are John
Pollock.
R1u Her, William Weinberger,

regular
P.

William

Collier,

George

P. Appleton,

Major Sam Alexander.

An opposition ticket has
made up composed of Anthony

been
Paul
Kelly for dean, Leo Redding for
treasurer and J. Frank Dodge for

secretary.

SELBINI and GROVINI
in 'Tollies of Vaudeville"
f
r
y,n§ no wotks over Keith and Orpheum Circuits
n,i..^ lr H£
THIS
WEEK (MAY
23) B. P. KEITHS RIV ERSIDE NEW YORK.
Sadmg for ^Kuropo .Soon.
Direction. FLYNN A KENNY.
.

I

The nenninating committee which
submitted the regular ticket was MONUMENT
FOR SCULLION
made up of Walter C. Kellv. Dr.
J W. Amey, Billy R. Van, Edward
Treasurers Club Unveil for Former
<;.

Rruns,

Max Winslow, Sam

Hu/T'f},
with
alici nafe.

Mercer

Charlea

H.
nr

President

"

*

The

'

HOLLIS AND SKUBERT CLOSED
Boston, May 25.
Th« Hoilis and the Bhubert have
now joined the ranks of the dark
houses in town. The Hoilis closed
in regular fashion, .is pei schedule,
but the closing of the Bhubert was
due to the action of thi censors
which would not permit the showing of "The Birth of a Nation,"
v.hi< I) was booked into the house on
a percentage business and which
would probably have l<cn a bip
nion' ) maker.

"Peck's Bad Boy" One-nighting.
The A. D. Fitzgerald company of
"Peck's Bad Boy will open Monday
in Greene, N. y.
The piece will play a tour of the
one-nlghters In Northern New fork
'

and New Kng!ar.d.

Sell

The plan for "Way Down East,*
calls for a number of companies being sent out again in the
fall, was decided on by Mr. Grif-

which

Statement and counter statement
between Arthur Hammerstein and fith and J. J. McCarthy, who has
Mrs. Oscar Hammerstein over the directed the exhibition of the picture.
Manhattan and other properties
It was figured hot weather would
once owned by the late Osear Hammaterially cut the business in the
merstein, again aired in the dailies
stands not yet played, but that by
the

tangle

would
would

of

the

impresario's

saving that territory until

The widow announced she per cent,
sell
the Manhattan and attained.

affairs.

of the

100

fall,

draw would

still

be

possession of the
This is the first instance of speRialto
(formerly
Hammerstein's cial pictures being withdrawn for
Victoria) and the Republic theatres.
the season similar to legitimate
The claim on the Republic road attractions. Showmen confight

for

brought
a heated
retort
from
Arthur Hammerstein, who stated
that property was his, being deeded
to him by his father in return for
his services in arranging the opera
compromise, which resulted in his
father being paid $1,250,000 to keep

decision of Hammerstein's
to sell the Manhattan apparently is the result of the denial
of a motion made by her to have set
aside a Judgment of $141,158 recently won by Mrs. Pope and Mrs.
Tostevin and it is unlikely she will
appeal. This judgment is the outcome of the original suit for the
diverted moneys and was made a
Hen against the Manhattan.
Whether this property which is
held at $1,000,000 will bring at
forced sale more than $650,000, the
amount of the mortages and lien,
is doubted.

nominating committee has Ccorge

J.

Will

Suit for Slander.

films to show heing the print now
at the 44th Street, New York, and
the several coast companies which
are in charge of D. W. Griffith's
coast office.

sider calling in

"Way Down

Bast"

until fall one of the smartest moves
yet pulled by special picture man-

The
widow

election of the Fr.'ars
Kill take place on June 3 at the
Monastery. The ticket named by

mud

—

By June 4 a11 of the 16 tourm *
companies of "Way Down East'
wI11 nave been brou sht in, the only

agements.
The showing at the 44th Street
grossed $540,079.50 for its first 36
Next Season.
weeks, making an average of $15,000
playing in Boston.
out of the field for ten years. The weekly.
The contract with the
Arthur Hopkins has definitely
Republic was under contest some house extends to Aug. 20, but may
arrangeel to make three productions
time
ago
when Hammerstein's be extended until September, to
"Pink Slip," Woods- Fox Play.
next season.
daughters sued their father alleg- complete
a year's run on Broadway.
In association with A. IT. Woods
•'The Pink Slip" (by Walter De- ing he diverted $125,000 of the $225,- The agreement provides the picture
he will present Marjorie Kambeau Leon) is the title of the play A. H. 000 paid him by the Keith interests
may be switched to another house
in a new play by Zoe Aikens; a Woods will feature Harry
Fox and to relinquish the Victoria's vaude- when
new piece, starring Lionel Barry- Beatrice Curtis in next season. It ville franchise rights. The daughters level. it drops to an agreed gross
more, and a new play for Ben Ami starts rehearsals in July.
alleged the money was expended in
Last week the picture did $8,000,
the elder Hammerstein's operatic the lowest since opening. A
sumendeavors.
Arthur Hammerstein mer scale of prices becomes effective
was made co-defendant, but the ac- next week, and is expected to bring
tion was dismissed by the court as the
takings up to better than
involving
Arthur when it was $10,000. The top price of $2 will be
shown
the
Republic
was his retaineel but the scale so arranged
property.
that only five rows will be so priced
In the second statement made by at night, the balance of
the lower
the widow the Rialto theatre was floor being $1.50 and
The mati$1.
not mentioned.
Arthur Hammer- nee scale downstains will be $1
stein
stated
his
sisters,
Stella throughout, except the boxes.
Hammerstein (now Mrs. Charles
Several road companies of the
Pope) and Mrs. Rose Tostevin. "Way Down East" picture
have
controlled 3,998 out of a total of play eel to excellent business
recently
4,000 shares of the Hammerstein despite the decision
to withdraw
Amusement Co. which controlled for the summer. Newark, N. J., rethe old Victoria and that they had cently grossed
$32,000 in two weeks.
sold out entirely to Famous Play- while one
print in Ohio turned back
ers about a year ago.
a profltd $6,000 last week.

Has

Producer

The annual

n.

!

HAMMFRSTFIN
I FfiAl
11/1 lUUljlWlIiUl lifjUitli
Tlainr 10 DCinUEn

PHILLY OPERA FANS

To Boost Music

—

in Fa!! in

Houses Going Dark.

Well defined
Opinion that the theatrical slump
which is not only confined to the
extends to
but
field
legitimate
vaudeville, burlesque and pictures,
has an angle in the European
muddle that Is the aftermath of
conditions
Unsettled
war.
the

There

DOWN EASTERS,"

Figure on Better Business
Stands Not Yet Play eel Does Lowest Here Since Opening.

Promising Busi-

for

27, 1921

LEAVING ONLY NEW YORK SHOW

AUTUMN BOOM FOR THEATRES
Cure of European Tangle

May

Treasurers

Club'

of

New

York, composed of nun in charge of
local box ofTic« s, unvci'ed a monu-

"T0T0" ENDING
The

notice for the Leo DitrlchSteJn piece, "Toto," at the Bijou,
has been posted, to take effect

June

•;.

Ditrlchstein
has a
new play
which he will give an Out- of -town
tryout, opening July 12.

ment Sunday

at Calvary cemetery
on the grave of a former president

of

the

organisation,

James

t.

LEAVING

town.

The present president of the
Treasurer! Club, Harry B. Kelmes,
placed a wreath upon the monument,
The Treasurers Club has been In
existence 32 years.
Mr. Scullion
was its president over 19 yearn ago.

'HONEY

Gill

will
leave "Honey Dew'' at the
Casino Saturday. It is reported the
people leaving only agreed to remain with the show a Short while
when it reopened on Broadway in
order thai the piece might have its
original ea- t for its second premier

New

Musical

for Midnight at Hudson
Big Cast.

Show

With

The "Filars' Midnight Frolic" wlU
be held at the Hudson tonight,
timed to begin at 12 o'clock. Friars
will be admitted
free,
with the
charge for guests being $5 each.
Eddie Dowling will be the "Frolicker." There will be a number of
original sketches and revues written
and produced by Friars in addition
Arthur Hammerstein's statement to a long list of specialties. The
went into details, explal fog that special acts will include "The Cycle
Mrs. Oscar Hammerstein married of Life," by Dowling and Eddie
his father 30 years after the death Burke; "A Matter of Opinion,"
by
of his mother. Mentioning the deal S. Jay Kaufman; a burlesque
of the
whereby his father agreed to retire Stillman case by Bide Dudley; "A
from the operatic field in this coun- Day in Yapland," by Bugs Baer;
try, he said the matter was con- "In the Opera Box." by
Rube Goldsummated April 20, 1910, and that berg and "Cain's Storehouse." The
the negotiations were carried on be- acts announced are Raymond Hitchtween himself, Otto Kahn, Samuel cock and Ray Dooley, the Mosconis,
Untermeyer and E. t. Stotesbury.
Eddie Miller, Sam Hidman, Bill HalMonday, just before the "Aqui- ligan, Doyle and Dixon (.said to aptania" sailed,
Mrs. Hammerstein pear as a team again for the Frolic),
served Arthur in a suit for $500,000 Ben Bernie, Frank Bacon, Lionel
damages, alleging slander, In the Atwill, Adele Rowland and Conway
statement given out by >>im Inst Toarle, Gemuc.ve Robin, Rose Coghr
week. The alleged objectionable rean. Frank Sheridan, Basha Tiatov
marks wee In reply to the widow's and Harold Vosburg.
Statement Sho would not again give
grand opera at the Manhattan. The
"WHIRLS" IN
Chicago Grand Opera Association
has arranged for the house for a
The Shuberts ann ninced this
I

TWO

DEW M

Ram Ash and Marguerite and

J.

Scullion.
When presiding over the
society, the deceased was treasurer
of the old Wallack's theatre, down-

FRIARS FR OLIC TONIGHT.
Timed

period of six wo. kt next s ason, and
the San Carlo epera company Is
booked in f«;r the fall. Mr. Hammerstein will be abroad for about
two months.

THANHAUSER GETS APOLLO.

TOWN

•reek that -The Belle of New York"
would come to the Winter Garden

as "The Whirl of New York." The
change was decided on because the
piece was so changed from the
original that' there
«
little or no
r lemblance
and it cannot be
Classed

a-;

a

revival.

The opening

date at tlw Garden is not definite.
Chicago, May 2!i.
Charles
Thonhauser,
formerly The Shubert's 'Whirr is due there
general treasurer for the. Shuberts the week of June ?.

"The Scream of the Movies," a
new musical piece, has been placed ht re
and recent Manager of the
John Henry Mears is listed to prerehearsal by a new producing
Studebaker,
has been appointed sent the "Broadway Whirl" at the
company, the backer of which is manager
for Woods' m w Apollo.
Times
Square the same week. This
keeping his name In seclusion. The
Jimmy Phechftn, cf the Astor. New show was the "Century
Midnight
piece will have
as Its
in

M.ller Accepts Field's Plsy.

Henry Miller ha* accepted for
production a play written »>y Salisfeatured
bury Fj»id. Mr, Miller proposes to player a girl who recently
won a
tar in the Dice*
newspaper beauty contest.

Folk,

will

be

the thief treasurer.

Evgcnc Wilson had
earlier io

hem announced

run Tie Apollo

Whirl" and has been on the road
with Richard Carle, Blanche Ring

and Charles Wlnnlge

featured.
'j

!

•
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MUSICAL COMEDIES' MILLION

"FAUST ON TOAST" COMING OFF;

LOSS NECESSARY TO LEGIT

COST 50,000 POUNDS-RAN

Chu Chin Chow" May End Long London Stay—
Played to Nearly 3,000,000 People—Grossmith

Shuberts Alone This Year Bought In and Dropped

$100,000—Producers Themselves Often Do Not
Own Attractions-^Oulsiders Have Mortgages*

i
-mi.

.&, Laurillard

Ending Shows.
p »

One of the most interesting and
enlightening statements on 'ie production of legitimate attractions
comes from one of the leading managers who stated recently that
"musical shows lose $1,000,000 every
But it is necessary to the
year.
legitimate end of the business in
general to have musical produc-

MANHATTAN SHOW

BENEFIT TO CARRY ON

"Hooked Up" Too Expensively With

"'

BURNS AND LYNN
America's Greatest Drawing

AL JOLSON,
Permanent Address,
street. New York.
Card,

Three Nights.

tions.

That the statement was not exaggeration is shown by the claim that
the Shuberts have lost $100,000 th s
season in "buying in," advancing
moneys and assuming contracted
guarantees of musical shows which
they did not produce themselves.
This claim was made by one of the

FRANK CARTER'S WORK

OFF; COST $10,000 PER

—Ran

in "SINBAD."
222 Kast 188th

performance.

Tuesday

it

was

stated at the theatre the Southern
Co.,
which produced the

"CAMEO GIRL" STOPS,

OWING $5,000 SALARIES

Opera

—

are "It's Up To
You." which lasted but three weeks
the
Casino,
and
"Princess
at
Virtue," half as long at the Central.
The losses by the Shuberts where
no actual investment in the productions watt made, counted in the loss
sustained
in
operating
theatres
which housed the failures and the
payment of debts innocently contracted by attractions ..or which the

-

houses have ha^ to settle. Ah instance is the "Princess Virtue" stay
at the Central where a bill for stage
hands for $1,000 was settled by the
house.
Knowing the gamble taken In all
musical shows Lee Shubert was recently asked why his firm became
Interested in so many attractions
of the kind. He answered that it
was necessary to maintain a lively
Interest in musical shows for there
la

always a chance of uncovering a

sensation or at least a real winner.
The trouble wijh investing in or
aiding out musical productions that
are put on by newer managers is
that often, he said, It develops the
properties are not owned by the
producers, in spite of the hitter's
liberal expenditure. The reason for
that is to be found in the protective
methods of scenic studios and costumers whose prbducts are covered
by chattel mortgages until the bills
settled in full.

NO TAX DECISION

f

Merely a $10 Fine Imposed on
Donohui, a Spec.

C

May 25.
Washington, D.
case that appeared to be of national importance was tried hero
In the police court Saturday before
Judge Hardison. Harry Fridley of
the Office of the Collector of Internal Revenue made complaint a
ticket speculator had sold him a
ticket for the Ringling Brothers,
Barnum and Bailey circus at $1.50
•pon its face was plainly stamped
Under the regulations,
T6 cents.
Findley declared, additional war tax
amounting to 50 per cent, of the increased cost over the face value
of the ticket. In excess of 50 cents,
must be collected and turned into
the government in addition to the
base war tax on the regular price
Of admission.
The hearing was brought up
through the arrest of George DonOhue. and although Judge Hardison,
when hearing the official of the government, stated he could not see
the idea of collecting a war tax
every
time
a ticket changed
hands, he did not make a decision
as to the tax, merely imposing a

A

i

of $10 on
scalping.

fine

Donohue

for ticket

Boston, May 25.
weeks, as required by the Actors'
"The Cameo Girl" closed at the
Equity Association, the stage hands
Hollis
St.
Saturday,
with approxiand musicians came forward with
a claim that they should be sim- mately $5,000 in salaries due actors,
stagehands
and musicians. It is unilarly protected.
Bad business for
the four performances given and derstood there is about $5,000 addiconflict between Richard Temple, tional owed to others for unpaid
who adapted the "Three Muske- bills.

and appeared

teers"

in

it,

added

to

the troubles of the new theatrical
concern.
During rehearsals the alleged re.
fusal of Temple to make suggested
changes is safld to have led to several backers Withdrawing. This left
Kx-Judge DJbnnis J. Griffin of Atlanta virtual alone. I* is claimed
he is worth a half million and he
arranged for the salary bond, but
refused to go ahead with further
guarantees.
dispute as to the period of rehearsals also figured in the matter,
the
actors
claiming
rehearsals
started from the time the play was

A

read

to

them

in

Judge

Griffin's

ference between the"* reading of the
play and the actual rehearsals
counted pushing the rehearsal time
over the regular five weeks for
musical shows. The players therefore claimed part of a week's salary

It

was

original!)

John Cort.

"Gertie's"

New York.
Chicago. May 25.

Coming

to

"Gerties Carter"- opened in Cleveand Iter two weeks will go to

land

New fork

to try for

a summer run.

held

..,.»,.

London, May 25.
The reproduction of "Faust on
Toast" at the Gaiety is a complete

and disastrous

for two runs

failure

and comes

off

in

total less

than 27 days..

Albert de Courville will transfer
"Pins and Needles" from the
Royalty to the Gaiety, but askuowledges he has failed except for unexpected backing.
Grossmith & Laurlllard also take
off "The Naughty Prlnceae" at the
Adelphi May 28. "The Whiteheaded
Boy" at the Ambassadors, **A Matter of Fact" at the Comedy, and
"Sweet William" at the Shaftesbury
finished May 21. The production of
Dunsany's piece at the Ambassadors
has been postponed.
The Shakespearean season at the
his

the

Sunday (June 5), for the
wounded soldiers and sail-

whose honor a medal commem-

orating work done by the stage for
the lighting .forces during the war
has been struck off. The medal is
from bronze left from the battleship
Maine, never used before except for
medals of honor. It was paid for
from private subscriptions raised by
the soldiers themselves at the last
of^ 76 Sunday
afternoon concerts
given during the war period for soldiers.
Mr. Carter not only appeared at these conocrts, but helped
to organize them.
At the time of his death, Carter
was making plans for the club,
which has since been organized by
the Frank Carter Memorial Committee, co-operating with the New

York Community Service.
The
committee in charge of the benefit
includes.:

%

A. L. Erlanger, Florenz
Henry W. Savage, EdLee Shubert, George

Ziegfeld, Jr..
die Darling,

M. Cohan, Marilynn Miller-Carter,

Old Vic, which has been brilliant,
finished May 22, and there will be an
opera season there, commencing

May

28.

The Shakespearean com-

pany

will then go to Brussels to
play a season, opening June 4, at
the Invitation of the Belgian Minister of

Fine Arts.

The most Important change Impending is the likelihood that "Chu
Chin Chow," after a run of nearly
probably finishes June 9.
This is caused by generally depressed conditions. Oscar Asche'e
agreement with His Majesty's theatre is that he must take the piece
off when the receipts fall below a
certain figure. The play has been
seen here by over 2,800,000 people,
and registered 2,165 performance*
May 20. The theatre will be closed
for redecoratlon during the summei
five years,

Mrs. Carrie Helpling, Mary Carter
Lee, Mrs. Ada Miller, Tyler Brooke, prior to the production there of
Louis Hirsch, Oscar Shaw, W. C. "Mecca" in the early aut lmn, with
Fields, Wellington Cross, Mrs. Mal- Asche, miy Bray ton and Courtlos

colm

Sloane,

Marie

Nordstrom, Pounds

in the leadln.

roles.

to have invested several thousand
dollars In the show following the

withdrawal of Wooster.
played to
matinee.

$385

Hughes plans

at

the

The show
Saturday

to recast the piece,

due before the show opened.
have the book rewritten and take it
The "Three Musketeers" was out again under his management in
hooked up at an impossible operat- August.
ing cost, with the payroll $8,000
Complaints were filed with the
weekly.
Last
week the cost Actors' Equity, American Federation
amounted to $10,000, although but of Musicians and Stage Hands'
two days were played. The stage Union for the unpaid s larles.
hands expense for the week was
The cast of "The Cameo Girl" In$2,000 and the orchestra with re- cluded Gladys Miller, George Trahearsals totaled $3,300. There were bert, John Philbrlck, Marie Wells,
36 men in the orchestra, the chorus Henrietta Lee* Prank Lalor, Mary
having 44 persona
Hotchkisa, Stanley Hughes, Ralph
It is said that about $0,000 will Walker, Diana Watson and Adelaide
cover the bills outstanding.
The and Hughes.
Manhattan was actually paid $11,00ft in advance rent 'and
$3,000 additional is due in two weeks. UnHARRY SOMERS' DEAL
less the latter payment is made the
house will revert to the manage- Abandons 8outh Bend's New Thement.

atre

REVIVING SOLDIER
"You Know Me, Al

»

SHOW

With Female

Chorus

"You Know Me, AI," the soldier
show produced by the members of
the 27th Division while that organization was In training prior to leaving for overseas, is to be produced
as a legitimate attraction by John
Moars. The piece, writ ton by Stanislaus Stange and Will HahAhan.
with the score by Leon De Costa,
was originally produced with an all
male cast of soldiers. For the revival a professional cast and a fe-

male chorus will be selected.
It is planned to secure the backing of the American Legion with a
25.
Boston, May
The Park Square theatre will be certain share of the proceeds from
called the Selwyn, starting next the piece to' be donated to a fund
season, the change being ordered for disabled soldiers.
for all advertising matter and billing to become effective in the fall.
Leslie Moroso Impresario
The Selwyns have controlled the
built for

Actors' Equity Association,
represented by Deputy O'Neill, took
charge of the Equity members of the
cast, paid their hotel bills and sent
the Equity members back to New
York, with transportation paid by
the A. E. A. Two attachments were
filed against the show, one by the
Equity and the other by Adelaide
& Hughes. The scenery and costumes are said to represent about
$50,000 in value,
Paul Wooster of the brokerage
firm of Wooster, Thomas & Co. of
New York, was the main financial
backer of the show. Mr. Wooster's
wife was the composer of most of
the score. It la said Mr. Wooster's
reputed backing of the show arose

be

.

room at the Hotel McAlpin. Michael
Dempsey, manager of\the Southern from this. Associated with WoosOpera Co. and representative for ter were Edward P. Perkins and NaJohnny Hughes
Griffin, claimed rehearsals did not thaniel Schmidt.
begin until a week later. The dif- (Adelaide and Hughes) is reported

PARK SQ.—SELWYN

house since 1916.

The

will

,

May 28. The production and reproduction cost nearly £50,000, and the

club for
ors now temporarily located at 240
Wost Forty-sixth street.
It
will
also be in memory of Frank Carter,
in

show, had been financially swamped
was further said that two and that the show would probably Played to Light Business in
It
musical shows recently offered on not continue.
Broadway, both failures, had cost
On top of the bond provided cov- Boston Two Attachments.
The attrac- ering salaries of the actors for two
the Shuberts $20,000.

concerned

benefit

Casino,

Shuberts.

tions

Showman Promotes Show
Casino, May 5
A

"The Three Musketeers," which
after long preparation was put on
at the Manhattan Friday of last
week, stopped after Monday night's

DAYS
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Leslie Morocco, the casting agent,
says he will embark as a legit imwith a piece
presario next
fall
Called 'Shanghaied." It it a threeact tnHler by a new author, Texas
Chart waite.
All the action takes place on
shiphoardT showing different parts
of

the

vessel.

—Gets

in

on Palace,

South Bend, May 26.
Harry G. Somers, lessee of the
Oliver, has been elected to the directorate of the Palace Theatre CorSomers had been Joined
poration.
with Ezra Rhodes and Eustace
Poledor, local capitalists, in a plan
to put up a new theatre, but this
International Musical Comedy Star
project will be abandoned, it is aald,
Just finished forty weeks for the B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange. While
and the new Palace, now under con- playing B.
S.
Moss' Broadway, last week. VARIETY said: "WILL11
struction by the corporation, will SOLAR sang
his way into the applause hit of the evening."
be made large enough to handle the
THIS WEEK (MAY 23) B. F. KEITH'S

WILLIE SOLAR

PALACE.

largest legitimate attractions.
Others on the dirc-ctora'o- of the

H. Rosalie Stewart, Mabel R. Beards*

Palace corporation are Eugene
John C. Ellsworth and Sam- ley.
Ryamond Hitchcock will act as
uel Parker of South Bend. Haines
Egbert of Goshen, Ind.. and Jacob master of ceremonies and Alexander
Leftwich
will superintend the perChicago.
Handelsmann of
formance. Seats are on sale at the
Casino or may be had from Miss
KINGSTON WITH ZIEGFELD
Hoard sley, 80 W. 40th street.
There is more than a liklihood
A feature will be the distribution
that Samuel F. Kingston, casting of a souvenir booklet the purpose of
director for Fox for several years, which will be to set forth the great
will return to the post of general work theatrical folk are doing for
manager for Florenx Ziegfeld, Jr.
ex-service men and men still In the
army.

NEW

YORK.

FIDELITY'S NOMINEES

Miller,

KARRIS TAKES KELLY'S PLAY

"New Day"

for Jeanne Eagles.

'The White Cypher," a new play
The new starring vehicle for
by Anthony Kelly, has been acby Sam Jeanne ICagles for next season unproduction
cepted
for
Harris.
It's a mystery drama in der the manaic^ment of Harn Ha rie,
HTftl be "The New Day." written by
three acts and a prolog.
Llla Burton Wells.
Rehearsals begin about July 1.

Present Officers Renominated—
Election June

14.

The annual meeting and

election

league will
The
be held Tuesday, June 14.
present list of officers have beea
nominated for re-election on the
regular ticket. They are Henry Milpresident; George M. Cohan,
ler,
vice-president; Louis Mann, second

of the Actors' Fidelity

vice-president;
retary,
urer.

Howard

Kyle, sec-

and Ruth Chatterton.

treas-

The following have been
nominated as directors for three
years: Janet Reecher, Laura Hope
Crews Gladyf Hanson. May Irwin
Zelda Scars, Leohaore I'liic. Minnie
Htipree.

-
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A LOSS DESPITE DRAW,

GERMAN OFFER TO AMERICANS

[JO

SEEN AS CLOSE-UP FOR STUDY

Figure in Road Tour Impos- Theatre
Operation
120 People in Show Cost
sible to Get Supers
Reaches Prohibitive
$130,000— Loss $80,000 on Production.
Figures Labor Heads
Patrons
to Be Shown
Profit

Would

—

David Belasco has decided not to
send on tour "Deburau," considered

BROOKLYN TRY-OUTS

the biggest artistic success of that

NOW THE

manager's and the biggest money
Belasco
In spite of the business
theatre.
which has averaged over $17,000
weekly, Mr. Belasco stated this
week the attraction showed a loss
from the production standpoint.
"Deburau" cost $130,000 to put
on. One-sixth of that was expendThe
ed in labor and rehearsals.
show rehearsed five weeks and since
salaries attain after four weeks' rehearsals for dramatic shows, the

draw ever presented

in the

Of Four This May, Three Are
Brady's.
Brooklyn has been used for try-

on the
sum, however,
balanced by the

production.

was

more

This
Next week Brady will offer
than "Dreamy Eyes," with Faire Binney

profits of the house.

On

the road there could
balancing profit from the

be no
houses

and that
to send

led to the final decision not
"Deburau." out. Mr. Belasco

and Jane Grey at the Majestic. The
same house offered Alice Brady in
"Drifting" and "Personality" with
Henry E. Dixie and James Crane,
both Brady plays, earlier in the

announced he would not cut the month. W. A. Woods rlso chose
east and that it would be virtually Brooklyn this month for a try-out
impossible to secure the desired week, presenting "The Red Trial"
supers in the various cities. The at Shubert-Teller. Last week George
K
Increase in theatre costs, transpor- M. Cohan appeared at the Montauk
tation and baggage transfer figured in "The Tavern" before coming in
In the manager's decision.
The theory of using Brooklyn for
"Deburau" is getting top money trying out is the saving in expenses
among Broadway's non -musical for such performances. But one
plays. Last week it grossed $16,500. week is used for try-outs as a rule.
It will remain but two
or three With make-shift settings employed
weeks more, the show being taken and no transportation outlay, the
off as soon as warm weather *.lows trying out process is brought down
to a minimum, the manager having
the pace.

more than company salaries
The saving can be compared to a recent try-out in Washlittle

pay.

to

NO FILM FREAKS.

which even with much borproduction and costumes,
stood the manager $6,000.
ington,

Agitation on Coast Against New;

paper-made

Stars.

Los Angeles, May 2.r
Local agitation has been started
to prevent Mrs. James A. Stillmnn
or Florence I.awlor, who has beeti
known as Mrs. Leeds during the
Stlllman divorce action, from stepping before the camera.
The reports that both will be offered film contracts after the conelusion of the divorce proceeding!
has caused local picture people to
class them with Clara Hamon in
estimating the harm they would do

rowed

SHEA'S CLOSING.

».

to the screen generally.
!
k

M0RE PICTURE PEOPLE.
»ne W^Tr'and Martha Marlsires, will make the r last
a enmedy
tor them
ic
sk»-tc!i written
n Slnitmao and Clara, l.ip.
-j "Itight
or Wrung."

appearance

ill.-

•

in

Buffalo Vaudeville House for First

Time

in

Years La.-k Over Summer.

Buffalo. May 25.
Shea's, big time vaudeville house,
will close early in June.

It

will be

summer

the hou .- has been
dark in years, usually placing rit;ht
through the hot weather without

(he

first

change

in

ELSIE JANIS DOING BIG
revue

JanM

at

i-<

SURE FOR LIGHTNIN'

be judged from a rather remarkable offer received last week by &
manager well known as a producer,
The
both of shows and pictures.
Road Tour's Last Week in proposition was advanced by three
supposedly reliable picture makers
Scranton Draws $17,000.
in Berlin. They suggested the manager do a series of film productions
til
company
in Germany, to use his own directThe closing of
A convention of theatre owners of "LightninV with Milton
Ides, ing force and do his own casting,
and guaranteeing him the cost of
and managers from all over the
Saturday, when the road show
production would be 300 per cent,
country will be called this summer
nd up a full v> . .. in Bcr Ion, under that in America.
for the purpose of reaching some v.
plan of bringing down theatre op- Fa., to a gross of $17,000, adds anBack of the German offer mails
eration costs.
It will be the first other
>
anarkable is seen, it is claimed, a plan to study
chapter
time that such a measuro was ever record being piled up by the play. the American style of feature proattempted and the first time it has
duction at close hand with the ultiIt is the first instance In stage anbeen deemed necessary.
mate aim of lifting the plane of the
piece has continued on general output in Germany it this
a
nals
that
The actual purposes of the conc\
time.
a
road
ny
after
Broadway
vention is to show visual proof to
From other quarters it Is predictthe heads of the various theatre has been out for an entire season.
labor organizations and the labor
John Goldcn's presentation of ed Germany is working out a plan
to film the big musical productions
chiefs of the A. F. L. that wage
Frank Bacon's "LlghtninV with the and spectacles. This was reported
scales for the stage hands and munow in its 141st by a showmen who has been in
sicians must be reduced instead of author starred, is
t
the Gaiety, touch with the foreign plana Mince
increased. Managers who have been consecutive week
A combination of picture
collecting data on the increases in drawing better
tan $13,000 weekly, the war.
theatre operation for the season just it Is beating all the non -musical and original music score is the main
idea.
closing, declare if expenses are not
successes still In the running, with
The letter outlining the guarantee
brought down theatres will be comNobles may of 300 per cent, saving in produc!o: \
except
two
but
pelled to suspend.
Bacon for a few w .:« du - tion cost, stated the writers had
Statistics gathered from the big relieve
seen the manager's name often in
and small stands show that the Ing the summer. But the continua- print and they considered him one
more than tion of "Lightnln' " for three solid of the American manaRciM b mi
has jumped
outlay
what the average annual profits years on Broadway
a surety.
fitted to consider the offer.
have been, these increases coming
T^
mostly from the boosts in wages to
stage workers and musicians. Cities
THEATRE.
CAST.
like Philadelphia show a jump in
operating costs of ever $23,000 for Historic and Fabulous Corner Play- Nazimova Planning Film for Fo*
males Only.
one of the big theatres. This inhouse Site.
crease is made up of three items
I/Oa Angeic**, May '<;
is
QhicAKO
!vack wfrage, niu»fcf*wi!»- and -front of
in
The 'greatest earner
Nazimova is planning an HlThe last item shows reported sold for a theatre. The
the house.
that the bulk historic Palmer House is said to woman production. No men are Id
little difference, so
of the added burden falls on the have been procured at last, after a be connected with the making of
other two departments.
quarter of a century theatre pro- the picture except the technical
staff.
Ciiics of the size of Syra< use show moters have bid for it and as high
been ofNone but women are to be In the
of
$7, 000. as $1,000,000 premium had
season
a jump last
negotiator
cast or connected with the wii'mg
successful
any
to
feicrl
One night stands of the class of
>r
the priceless property at State or direction.
W. Va, show $."..000 in-

Have

to Suspend.

NEW WAGE SCALE

'

•

i

.

.

1

1

ALL-WOMAN

PALMER HOUSE

•

Whirling.

crease,

is

tbe sunt the

in of let
New York city shows a
seasons.
jump of $L'V0O0 for one of the tu.;-

house av'crngcd

(t/ontinued

prolit

In

on

page

'J

>

.net
II.

Monroe

title

and

is

said to

BIG FILM

will erect a 20-

story office structure containing
3.600-sent theatre.

•

TAKE YOUR SUMMER VACATIONNOW
LET ME GET YOUR ROUTE

Rumored

>« 'H'l

K

Selznick,

Robertson -Cole

and A. P. Will Unite.
According to an unverified rumor
In ulated on Broadway on Wednea*
day, the Selznick interests. Robert*
son -Cote iimi the Aaaociated Pro""
ducer* are to form a community

EASE

BURT CORTELYOU
AGF.NCY

M IM»M<

COMBINE.

•

(

IN

tatl-lOAR

•-

streets.

C. LyttOrt. clotliier.

have taken

WHY WORRY!

were ex-

•

i

which figure

the Apollo,
all

-

•

Car is, May !'".
going strong in her

Tlw» local triticisfns
cellent.

—Theatres May

A very concrete example of the
interest of German picture men in
the American film production may

SOLID YEARS

policy.

The reason assigned is thai the
house requires renovation Ih.H has
Ions been planned.

F.Uie

—

Won't Stand the THREE
Freight

FASHION

out performances more this season
than ever before, the stands there
being chosen as a stepping stone
to Broadway. Usually theatres there
played following the New York
arc
fifth week alone cost $15,000. There
are 120 people concerned in "De- run. Four new plays will have been
tried there during May, W. A. Brady
burau," not all on the stage.
The books show a loss of around putting on three of them.
$80,000

to Make Films in Fatherland
Cost 300 Per Cent. Under That Here—Would
Afford Opportunity to See How We Do It.

Tempt Americans

—

—
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CABLES

1.

^/A

LADY BANCROFT

LONDON PRODUCING MANAGERS CUT OUT
AGENTS FOR PROVINCIAL THEATRES

Dl

WANTED NO FLOWERS
Stage

on

Debutted
Played

Juliet at

at

12—Was

London,

May

82.
25.

Lady Bancroft, wife

of the Squire,
after a lung and painful illness, aged 82.
She left instructions for no flowers at her
funeral, and those desiring so to
honor her memory should send the
equivalent in cash to the Actors*

PRESS JAUNT TO HOLLAND COCHRAN DEFENDS
To Deal Direct in Future with Houses Outside CapWith
Dutch
Producing
See
ital See No Need of Go-Betweens
All PromiAmerican and British Aid.
HIGH PRICED SEATS
!

died

—

nent Producers Sign Published Notice.
London,

Dutch

May

This month 125 legitimate produring managers in London signed

an unnecessary expense, weighing
eventually on both parties, and so
detrimental to their mutual interests; we, the undersigned, have voluntarily agreed and bound ourselves
from this date not to enter into
agreements for the presentation of
our companies at theatres in Groat
Britain and Ireland through the
medium of booking agents, and that
we will treat only directly with the
proprietors of theatres or their
authorized managers.
Practically all the prominent producers of London have affixed their
signatures to the "declaration," inrluding Sir Alfred Butt, R. DOyle
Carte, Herbert Jay, Grossmith &
I^aurilard, Gilbert Miller, Frederick
Harrison, Walter Howard, Percy
Hutchison, Martin Harvey, Carl

Rosa Opera

Co., etc.

WANGER T ALKS TO SUZOR.
Non- Committal About

Resignation

as F. P. L. Production Manager

London, May 25.
Walter Wangcr, interviewed here,
would not commit himself definitely
on the subject of his
resignation as production

Famous

for

reported

manager

Players-Lasky.

He

stated he was here on business
for Jesse La sky and being pressed
that that seamed like an admission
he had not resigned he merely re-

London. May 25.
Defending the present high price
of seats, Charles Cochran says his

CAUSES SENSATION
Mme. Weber
in

II

Wears

The

"Cleopatre."

party

saw three

films

production of "The League of Notions" cost £30,000 before the curtain rose; that the salary list, not
counting the orchestra or executive

be-

AND NEEDLES"

(Continued from page 1)
houses.
Since th»
local scale for stage hands was th<
same as last season, the boost in
expenses goes mostly to the mu-

the

BERT LEROY'S TROUBLES

19

sicians whose scale advanced 33 1/3
per cent. It is said the increase on
the season for the New Amsterdam
is $35,000.

The managers say these increases
do not include the added costs of
advertising and the jump in rents.
They are

Films

Albert

I.

It

did poorly.

atre

depositing same in the ship's
fireproof storage.
He was brought Pact to Appear in American Combefore the Custom Commissioner in
pany at Odeon.
London and had to appear again in
Liverpool.
He was compelled to
Paris, May 25.
deposit a large sum on account of
John Drinkwater, author of "Linbefore
he could coln" and "Mary Stuart," has ofprobable fines
regain custody of his films tem- fered to appear at the Odecn when
porarily so he co.uld give his chil- James K. Hackett presents "Macdrens' show at Manchester, where beth" June 6.
The cast Includes
ho opened at the Palace, to a huge Annie Hughes. Rhoda Symons, Lessuccess.
lie Faber, Basil Gill and Miles Malleson.

is

in the

promised
autumn.

for the

Alhambra drowned.
The boy was the son

is

is mostly
and that a reduction

imperative.
Inside reports are that the coni

trollers of the

Hippodrome have not

the commence- determined on opening the big
at the The- playhouse in the fall and that the
September. Balieff final decision awaits the terminaand his Russian troupe of comedi- tion of the stage cre*s and musians, designated at the Bat Theatre cians' scales for the cominj season.
company from Moscow, now occu- The report is that if there are to
pying this stage, will then have left
for London, and it is stated the be new scales at advanced rates
Russians will afterwards visit New over this season, the Hip will not
York,
the booking being made attempt to resume. It was further
contended that despite the big busthrough Howell & Baud.
Lydia Lopekova is appearing with iness, the Hip fails to show a profit.
the troupe of Serge de Diaghilew
Wage scab s for t'.e stage hands
at the Gaite for the present week and musicians, both local and road,
only.
end of this seaAs reported by cable, the Empire all expire at the
(formerly Etoile Palace) is to be re- son. Trouble came during the win1n
New
York
when the stage
ter
built.* The company owning the adjoining Lutetia Cinema and the hands local sought an increase over
contract,
which
had two years
Royal Wagram Cinema has secured the
the lease and will control the new to run. The facts were that new
house, giving mainly vaudeville pro- local scales in other major cities
grams.
gave the crews there a higher wage
than stipulated in New York, alLouis Calvert will be manager
though the managers contended the
for J. K. Hackett during his short
Shakespearean season at the Odeon other cities did not have the advanin June.
Firmin Gemier is to play tage of shop work.
Despite the ending of the consecond leads with Hackett, speaking
in French, while Hackett will use tracts with theatre labor the manthe original text.
agers have taken no step in working out new schedules to replace
"Arlane et Barbe Bleue" the muthe present ones which expire in
sical work of Paul Dukas, book by
September.
The convention plan i»
Maurice Maeterlinck, which has not
been seen for a couple of years, has the probable cause, with the unbeen revived at the Opera Comique. certainty of conditions a contributthe

ment

in

of

tion

wage matter

responsible,

A play on a Chinese subject by
Maurice Magre will probably form

Mile. Michel, who holds a first
His Cabin and
prize of the Conservatoire and was
Hat to Deposit Large Sum
engaged at the Odeon, appears in
this effusion, with Mile. Ducouret.
London, May
The third act is a reconstitution of
Bert Levy ran into a peck of
an open air cafe chantant.
trouble with the customs authorities
on arriving in England, through
carrying films in his cabin instead DRINKWATER AND HACKETT

Carried

firmly convinced that the

increased

IN PARIS.

title of a farce produced May
by d'Hansewick at the Theatre

Broadway

ger

.

program

for

new season

of the

Femina

in

.

of Gerald

ing cause.

Du

Maurier's sister. Barrie adopted
the whole family on the death of
their parentts.
London, May zo.
2?
The children are said to have in"Pins and Needles," produced at
spired the writing of "Peter Pan,"
the Royalty by Albert de Courville,
Is a success.
The first few scenes Puss," produced at the Vaudeville. also "The Little White Bird." The
Lee eldest boy was killed in war at aldeal with dress rehearsal troubles. had a big reception May 14.
The show has many fine episodes. White, Clay Smith and Bert Coote most the same time as Du Maurier's
successes.
The numbers brother, who wrote "An EnglishIncluding a parade of mannequins scored
man's Home.
in costumes back to Eve, but a and the music ure excellent.
drunken episode for Alfred Lester
^an immediately cut out.

The

MANAGERS' CONVENTION

'

Michel Fokine has commenced an
In the meantime the I. A. T. S. E.
engagement, supported by Vera Executive Board meets in Denver
Fokina, at the Paris Opera in a June 7. In the absence - wage
series of dances.
To follow this agreements the stage hands' exengagement Anna Pavlowa will
ecutives may be asked to pass on
dance in Paul Dukas "La Perl."

"PUSS PUSS" GOES BIO
London, May 25.
Andre Chariot's new revue "Puss

production is wonderfully
considering the small

spectacular,
Bf;ij![

ket, retiring in 18*5.

made, including Dumas' "The
Black Tulip," with American pro- staff, exceeds £1,200 weekly.
Paris, May 25.
He adds that the engagement of
ducers and cameramen and AmeriThe five -act play by M. H< rold, can and British p'.ayers. The trip the Diaghileff Russian Ballet at
Prince's
for an eight weeks' run has
renamed "Cleopatre" from the orig- lasted three days and was remarkto guarantee Diaghileff £1.500 a
inal "L'Egypticnne," was offered at able for its organization.
The visitors were welcomed week, and th? orchestra will cost
the Comedie Francaise May 22. It everywhere and the general hospi- another £1,000 without staff or
in
verse and scored no hit. tality culminated in wild, enthu- other expenses, so he must gross on
is
Adapted from Shakespeare's play, siastic scenes at the Hague when this attraction close to £4,000 before there is one penny of profit.
it hints at Plutarch.
the party returned.
Cochran Is optimistic about conThe cast included Albert Lamditions, saying the public will visit
bert as Anthony, Herve as Oetave
PHARMAC1EN.
COCOTTE
the
theatres if given the right atDesjardins as Domitius, Esconde as
tractions, and declares he is delightAgrippa and Dorival as Scatrus.
Fares Does Poorly at Theatre Al
ed with the business at his own
Mme. Weber II was seen as Cleobert I in Paris.
shows.
patre and Mme. Delvair as Ootavia.
The slight ness of Mme. Weber's
Paris, May 25.
costume caused a sensation.
"La Cocotte du Pharmacien" is
ing

2i\

Benevolent Fund.
As Marie Wilton. Lady Bancroft
was one of Britain's greatest comedy actresses. She was of a poor
touring actor's family and commenced her theatrical career early,
making her debut at the age of four.
She played Juliet at 12. Coming to
London she married Bancroft, and
they made a fortune at the old
Prince of Wales's and the Haymar-

of

Notions" Cost.

Ernest Irving is coming to conFOX FILM NEXT
prated his former non-committal
duct Norman O'Neill's music. Louis
Rtatrment, adding that he was here
Calvert is staging the production.
London, May 25.
for a talk with Adolph Zukor, after
"Robey en Casserole" at the
which he was going to Paris and Alhambra finishes its run May 28
BARRIES SON DROWNED.
Berlin, returning to London, then and will be followed by the Fox
London, May 25.
probably back to New York.
film "A Connecticut Yankee at the
Sir James M. Barrie's adopted son
Court of King Arthur."
was drown while trying to save the
Another big spectacular produc- life of a friend. The friend was also
"PINS
A HIT
Described
as
Wonderfully
Spectacular, Lester's Bit Out.

What a Lot "League

Tells

Film

SLIGHTNESS OF COSTUME

a declaration

to the theatre proprietors of Great Britain and Ireland, and served notice on the theatre managers that they would no
longer book their attractions through
booking agents and would deal only
directly with the proprietors of theatres or their authorized managers.
The declaration is as follows:
Feeling that the growing practice
of booking through agents presents
no advantage to either resident or
touring manager; that, it is only

London, May 25.
of the Angloproducing combine,
took a party of English and American newspaper men to Hollrnd for
holidays to study
the Whitsun
Dutch cinema work.
A semi-official municipal reception was given in Harlaam and
newspaper published
the Dutch
Little an address of welcome in English.

Manager Binger

^

May

p room.

local

scaler.

The managers will

not present any of their claims at
Denver, but prefer to have managers from every territory present to
confer with labor chiefs over the
situation. The theatre managers'
convention takes in "both sides of
Max Dearly Is considering the the fence," with the K. & E. booked
and
Shubert
managers
proposal to give a summer season houses
at the Vaudeville, renewing the agreed on the necessity for a downruns of "Baby Mine" and "Nothing ward revision of costs.
but the Truth."
Inquiry whether the increase la
admission prices ul
not compenThe Southern Syncopated Or- sate the out of town managers,
the
chestra, founded by George L. Lattireply was that very few stands
more, now conducted by W. H. Wellcould
insert
adv.
an
ccd
seale.
It
rnon. crossed from London to fulfill
a satisfactory engagement of was also pointed out that admistwo week! at th^ Theatre des sion prices on Broadway had been
stead 11) pushed down sin,-c the first
[Champs Elysees and made good.
of the ye<;r. wi.h a pie-w ]& oasts in

"Compart iment de Dames Seules,"
a risky farce of G. Mitchell and
Maurice Henncquin, has been revived at the Scala, with Robert
Hasti in the part created years ago
by Le Gallo.

I

I

Hcey's Conjugal Rights.
London, May 25.
Iris Hoey has been granted a
decree for restitution of cen'ugal
rights against her husband Masbtter
Iris

!

I

Leeds.

'.

SAILINGS.
Juno 14. — (New York
Mr. and
Mrs.
John
•

Aquitania).
June 4 (Paris to

to

London >.

PARIS

Barry more

(Theatre

Now

York) Reynolds-Donegan Skating Troupe.
.May 24 (New York for London).
Elisabeth Marbury, Arthur Hammerstein, John W. Rehauser, Grace
La Rue, iiaie Hamilton fAqui-

;

;

Amis and

THEATRES.—Cherubin

Paris);
Tixis Rons
repertoire (Odeon); Le

and rep. (Opera ComLa Mort Enchainee and rep.

Sauteriot

jique);

sight.

de

Russian

Going

Ballet

to London.
Paris, May 25.

tania).

The Russian Ballet terminated
(Ccmcdia Francaise); Valkyrie and
rep. (Opera); La Ratallle (Antoine); its engagement at the Gaite here
I." Grand Due (Edouard VII): Le May 23, going to London for a
showRoi (Varieties); La Dame en Hose ing at Prince's.
(Bouffes); Chanson d'Amour (Ma-

Reported through Paul Tausig &
Son, 104 Ka t Four', nr h Street:

L'Hommc

May

(New

24

York

to

;

rigny);

London).

TransfleMI Bister*, Yokes and
(Miss) Bobby Butler (Aquitania); June 2, Joseph Schwars

'Iiiff.

Don,

(Mongolia);

Juno

4,

The

(New Amsterdam); May

l'.iiants
14.

Nov-

*n\y

Clintons; May 12, La Mert
Brothers, Percy Athos. Harry siiwr, E«r\ (he Lcroy (Mauritania);
,f .iy

24

Josie
Uui'.toer

i

H

New

York «o

at her,
(Miss)
(.Aquitao-ia*

Phi. Phi

( jyou

veautes)

qui Assassins (Ambigu);
Le
Divan
JColr
(Renaissance);
Chasseur de chea Maxim's (Palais
Royal); Los Deux dosses (Sarah
Bernhardt):
Russian ballets and
rep.
(Gaite),
Swedish
ballet!
a'hamps Blysoes); I. a Petite Fonctionairc (Mogndor); La Tcndresse
(Vaudeville); Madame Sans Gene

London).
Bobbie

(Potiniere);
Com parti men t
de
seules (Scala); L,? Couvent

Dames

du Silence .etc. (Deux Masques);
Qunr.d !.• Diable y serait (Michel);
L'Assommoir
I'.a-Ta-Oan);
La
»

Bouriant Mme. Beudet, etc. <Nouveau theatre); Bethsabee, etc (PrtCatelin); La Dauphins (Vieux Coiombkr); Bciilcmnn* a Marseilles
fDcJSzct);
tu
Oscar
le
aeras
(Porto St. Martin); Lc Scandal. (CJuay); classical operetta
afc*EmfCSymnaso): Lo notour (Athene*): plre, Tr'anon,
Montparnasse.jGobeEn 1'an SOL'V (CUatelct); Si que j<> lins; revues at Apollo (whJK Elsie
serais roi (CsMicJnes)
Les Droits Janh):
Casino de FarlsT Gaite
du Pere <Art*>; Trois poules pour Rootiech'/uart, Bouffes dm
Nord.
•un coq (Cigalt); Un Ange pai
Pollys Bergere. Abri, EldorldO,
J

No.

8.

\

i

)

i

t

3
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RS RAID LOE W DOWN TO

LOWEST PRICE
—

Two

in

Columbus and One

in

Lexington Involved.

I

'

Telegraphic news from Columbus,
and Lexington, Ky., revealed
that a receivership proceeding, involving more than $1,000,000, has
been filed against the Jamea Building ^Company and Billy James,
Ohio,

CLAIRE DEVINE
The

Beautiful.

No Broadway

producer can ever

have seen the glorious, statuesque,
"Personality Prima Donna" or she
which controls the Broadway would now be gracing the cast of a
and New James' theatres, Colum- metropolitan musical show.
N. Y. GLOBE said:— "Shubert,
bus, and the Ada Meade Theatre,
principal stockholder in the enterprise,

Dillingham. Ziegfeld et al. are overlooking 'the most beautiful of prima
receiver is Richard Patton,
donnas." etc.
president of the National Bank of
LK
DEVINE, BouleCommerce, Columbus, and is said vard, New York, Now (May 26-29).
to be friendly to James. The known
liabilities are $705,000 in a mortgage held by the American Bond

Lexington.

The

VAN AND

and Mortgage Co., and around $300,000 due the Longacre Engineering
and Construction Company. This is
in addition to local and overhead

SHUBERT FRANCHISES

completely mystifies
It was reported there that buying hud been plcn
tiful around 15 on Tuesday.

Loew, Inc
Orphru.11

Robert

Beck,

representing

both

the

principal creditors, states his
belief that the James' enterprises
are solvent, and says his companies will help refinance them gladly.

HE TURNS DOWN

Shea

Harry

Receives

One,

with Instructions to Secure

toll

this

seems wide

of

the

mark
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had taken up last summer's 95,006,•00 issue of treasury stock
was
throwing: it over nnd getting out

i«%
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20

Six Big Time Acts.

The Shuberts are

"FOLLIES."

an

offer to appear in Zlo.g"Follies" this summer.

ville,

feld's

The salary inducement was a
large one, the report claims, but
Mr. Eltinge brushed it aside.
He
Is returning to his California home,
and will probably make a couple of
pictures on the coast during the
summer, returning to vaudeville,
perhaps, in the falL
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Louis

Bernstein Giving Staff
Families Holiday

Issuing

have

issued

franchises

to

fran-

eight

agents to submit acts, and acta desired aro allotted the respective appointees.

Among

the agents

The music business may be
rut they say

will

end

it is,

in the

but Louie Bern-

appointed

is

his staff members.
The S-B staff decided to take
June 11, Saturday, for an outing.
Mr. Bernstein heard of it. Informed
the bunch he was for it and that
they with their families and friends

should be his gueste for that day.

About 100

will step in on the Bern*
stein hospitality.
It was a staff member who said
he thought in view of everyone

Harry Shea, who has been given around a music publishing estabthe names of six big time acts with lishment nowadays crying over bad
instructions to make overtures to
to sign with the Shuberts for
next season.

them

times that the sunshine of the
plant be made known.

S-B

PALACE'S $75,000 SUIT
Flora

Jimmy

Coatta
E.
(Flora and
Coatta), musical act, is

a $75,000 Supreme Court
suit against the Palace

plaintiff In

damage

(New York) Theatre Realty Co*
for Injuries sustained while ascending the elevator of the building, causing spinal Injuries which
has resulted In a cancellation of
the act's Pantages route.
Miss Coatta was on her way up
the office building to visit her
The

agent.

elevator

started

suddenly when she was about to
get off on her floor and propelled
her against the wall opposite.

MARION HARRIS* BREAKDOWN
Marlon Harris, who was obtiged
to leave the stage during the performance of her act at the Hippodrome, N. V. A. benefit, Sunday
night, had to cancel the Jefferson,
where she was booked to open
Monday.
Misa Harris and the Fred Hoff
Band have Just Invaded vaudeville.
She has considerable reputation as
a singer of "blues" for the phonograph records. Miss Harris is suffering from a nervous breakdown
and will take a rest.

GORDON MARRIES RAY DEAN
Max Gordon

(Lewis

A

Gordon,

was married May
Ray Dean, picture actress.

agents,)

23

to

Miss Dean's last screen appearance was in "Proxies."

-

.

IRENE FRANKLIN

Klein Bros. Backed by Howard.
Bros, will be starred
next, season in a new production
now being written by Alex Gerber
and Lew Pollack. Willie Howard,
according to report, will finance
the new venture, to be presented
by the Shuberts.
It will
be a futuristic musical

The Klein

.V.AUDEVirjWS FAMOT'S "REDHEAD"
•

opened a two Weeks' engagement af (he Orpheum, San Francisco,
With BURTON GREEN. MISS FRANKLIN will follow
last Sunday.
with a similar date at Los Angeles. They will lay off for six weeks,
spending their vacation in Hawaii. Miss Franklin will resume nor tour
of the Orpheum in August, repeating at Los Angeles for another two
weeks' engagement.
comedy.

Who

ft

- ft
W% -ft

an agency

of

with his usual routine, according to

-ft

—

staff

offlce

stein, head of Shapiro, Bernstein ft
Co., Isn't allowing that to interfere

chise to booking agents to do busiA pretty authentic source says ness with their new vaudeville cirthat Julian Eltlnge has declined, cuit.
since arriving East to play vaudeThus far, it is understood, they

'

Tlay-L..

Ori'hiMini

.

One of the morning newspapers
offered the curious explanation that
the underwriting syndicate which

4:.oo

Saturday—
K.t-n.
l/.i»»\

tire

be on the big time territory.
A list of the agents and their
staff entitled to the sixth floor privileges was posted Monday.

debts.

'

f

Orders have bee*, issued to Keith
agents holding sixth floor or family department booking privileges
that in the future they are to confine- their effort* -t
vhe family dapartment and keep off the sixth or
big time floor.
The instructions followed a flyIng trip through the offlce of J. J.
Murdock, who discovered an unusual number of representatives
present on the sixth and on investigation
discovered
some offices
with big time franchises had two
and three agents on the floor.
It has been the custom of the
bigger agencies to appoint fifth
floor representative to take care of
the bookings in that department.
These agents have got into the
habit of invading the sixth floor in
response to requests from the booking men to All disappointments, etc,
ith a result that at' "mes the en-

MUSIC PUBLISHER, HOST

GIVEN TO 8 AGENTS

'

Nobody in Times square knew
what was going on. Players In the
Aitor branch brokerage office tvere

AND POSTED

Others Ordered to Remain on
5th Floor of Palace Bldg.

IN $1,000,000 TIE-UP

Experienced

stock
manipulators
would scarcely pick such a moment
to liquidate.
With trading sentiment all on the short side their tactics would be to sit tight and wait
for a better trading situation, espe.
cially since the stock stands the
underwriters more than $19 a share.
It would be out of all reason for a
Wall street syndicate to go Democratic on its own stock below its
underwriting price, unless it had
been nipped in some other part of
According to company officials, the list and its banks had called
there is not a thing in the concern's large loans secured by Loew stock
easiness situation to justify such put up as collateral. There was no
weakness, or any dip at all, and as indication that this was the case,
far as the administration of the but its possibility is obvious
* company is concerned, all its weight
The movement had not gone far
B on the buying aide. The directo- enough at this writing to give any
that the downward clue to the future, but if one accepts
rate insists
movement can be inspired only by a the view that the pressure came
irive of the shorts, who are taking entirely f~om short selling the issue
advantage of the whole market's ought by the end of the week or
nervous condition consequent upon next week be due for a brisk reincertainty of many of t e big in- covery. It does not take many 26,dustrials as to their dividends.
000 -share days of preponderating
The drop in Loew was conspicu- operations on the short side to
ous only because it was so sudden bring about an extremely oversold
•ad extreme and because the other situation where a covering movemembers of the amusement group ment would send prices skyrocketfid not join to the same extent. The ing
Whole list was spotted with slumps
Assuming the syndicate has been
Of varying degree, with th rt motor, forced to liquidate, the getting of
rubber, motor accessories and steels its holdings, estimated at around
the worst hit. Rumors were in the 200,000
shares.
into
investors'
air that Crucible would reduce its hands would remove a tremendous
that Corn Products would obstacle to the advance of the thefate,
drop its usual extra and that other atre security, an obstacle that has
big concerns would pass .dividends. hampered it ever since the flotation.
¥he action of the Central Leather With the syndicate holdings out of
ird on Tuesday in deferring the the way and the company mainand taining its earnings, the stock
preferred,
lvtdend on its
Lemington's passing of its common ought to be in line for a gool deal
ibursement were entirely unex- better than $20 sooner or later.
:ted, and gave the street a blow
The Loew office, while deploring
rhich disorganized the whole mar- the development, made
a show of
This, of course, gave profes- Indifference.
No explanation was
sional bear traders the opportunity offered. Officials admitted they
had
they needed, coming, as it did, on no hint of what was going on.
top of other adverse developments.
While the break in Loew monopThe orgy of short selling began en
olized attention it was noted that
Ifonday, when announcement came
Famous
Players held comparatively
ant that several of the auto manusteady. Its daily lows got as far as
facturers had reduced prices on their
product
The motor trade, Wall 70ft. but at that point strong support came in and the stock was
Street argued, ought to be coming
held within a narrow range, apInto its best period o the year just
parently, with the pool maintaining
how, and such a move indicated a
defensive position over the period
a
gloomy outlook. At least, that was
The financial statement
of stress.
the talk they put out, and backed it
covering the income account for the
tap with aggressive selling.
first quarter of the current year was
Nearly all the motor shares before
Finance
Committee
the
touched new lows for the year on Wednesday and was due for publiIfonday and broke further Tuesday, cation last Thursday evening after
with Chandler down around 62 from the close of the market.
No hint
its recent top of 86, and Pierce-Ar- could be had from company officials
irow around 23 from better han 42. as to what it would disclose when
Under the circumstances it was Variety applied Wednesday, but
hot strange that bear raiders picked from sources outside the manageout Loew, which is widely distrib- ment the estimate is roughly made
uted and is understood to have a that first quarter profits before paylarge following of margin specula- ment on the preferred would roughtors aa a likely spot for a quick ly show $1,500,000, indicating a net
turn.
Tuesday the turnover was for the quarter at the rate of around
more than 26,000 shares, and offer- $20 a share of common on the year.
ings were thrown on the market in Last year the first half year profits
blocks of 500 at a time on .he way indicated $17.50 a share, while the
down. Business associates of Mar- annual audit showed around $25.
cus Loew were buyers at and below Company officials, in declining to
15, but the buying was not in suffi- forecast the income figures Wednescient volume to stem the tide. The day, said a number of reports from
stock closed Tuesday at its worst foreign interests had been delayed
for the day, 14%. The Wednesday and the publication of the stateopening was unchanged at 14%, but ment was uncertain.
Orpheum declined slightly in
the shorts drove against i- anew,
forcing it down a whole point in the sympathy with the other two and
pretty
was
word
The
first half hour.
the general tone of the market,
generally circulated at tha* time touching 25% Wednesday. Trading
None of the
that the raiders had set 12 as its was in small volume.
mark, but just before noon some Curb stocki moved either way and
mild support appeared and moved no transactions were recorded.
The summary of transaction! Ma/ 19 to
the price from 13% to 13 %, where it
23 inclusive is as follows:
held with narrow fluctuations until
STOCK EXCHANGE
10
the
Apparently,
mid-afternoon.
Thursduv— Sal«»B. High. lx>w. Last. Chg.
o'clock drive had been engineered Fam. Play-L.. lfl"0
—%
74'4 73'* 74
— ft
ir-oo
17
I0»i 17
before supporters of the issue got Loew, Inc
100 Orpheum at '.li'i.
sold
Boston
was
and
offices,
around to their
Friday—
Loew Fam.
swiftly.
carried
72
78
through
72ft -IV,
Play-L.. 3100
8H
KM
89
-lft
44)0
Do i-f
closed at 14 flat.

LISTED

BILLY JAMES HOUSES

Insiders Appear on Buying Side $20 a Share
Earning Rate Forecast for Famous*

Strong bear Interests this week
Loew stock the hammering of
the price down to
Its life, driving
|% in the first hour of trading on
Wednesday. This is the lowest level
issue has ever touched.
tfcft theatre
Uvea during the extreme slump just
Christmas, when Famous
before
Flayers got down to 40, the Loew
ftock did not break through 14, and
reached that extreme ebb only momentarily tor a trade or two.

1

CAREER

IN ITS

ipany Denies Dividend Reduction Is in Prospect

SIXTH FLOOR AGENTS

SINBAD" MARRIAGE.
San Francisco, May

FANNIE BRICE IN

FOLLIES"

Fannie Brice, who has just had
four months for tlie her second child, will join the new
It needed
<%."
"<»iii<
The oomedif-nne is under
members of the Sinbiid" company
to
Dillingham.
ritracl
Charles
their
In
to learn of a marriage
ranks, but it leake<" out in Oakland who Intended t>» star her in the
Wednesday night during a perform- fall. Alio; Hoffman has not been
-1
ih<- to get out the book in time.
-2
ance at the Auditorium.
-Pi
who replaced Dillingham has loaned Miss Brice to
Crelghton.
Sue
Kitty Doner in the show, and Lynn Ziegfeld until the piece i<* ready.
and Lynn) were the secretly Miss Brice man* relieorsals with
- U (Burns
" this ore*
the
— U married artists.
'

25.

i

Mollis King's Throat Trouble.
Mollie and Charley King have
been forced to cancel all of their
Keith bookings on account of Mollie developing throat tr~ ible.

-,

i

New

Sprinqfteid Manager.

Limpan

Jostle,

replaces Henry
of the Ma*
one of the

PLEASANTVILLE,

NEW JERSEY

B.

F.

Kaufman as manager

Springfield, 111.,
Orpheum, Jr., chain.

.

,

<r

VAUDEVILLE

Friday,

May
'

SOME CHORISTERS STAND PAT

BOOKING OFFICES DE LUXE

WHEN EQUITY PULLS CABARET

IN

—

—

Share— Billie de Rex Concerned.

Their

vertising

period.

New

—

BOBBY McLEAN

Harry Lunestka left the
York booking headquarters

WORLD'S CHAMP SKATER"
Return Engagement, B. P. Keith's

Saturday.

Palace,

Lunestka started

OLD-TIME MINSTRELS IN ACT.
Jimmy

The

Madison -Howard
CSreen old-time minstrel act opens
on the Loew time June 13, booked
by Rose & Mandel. It is called the
Monarch Minstrels, and is com- bookings, succeeds him.
prised

of

five

old-time

Billy Tait.

Seeley -Norworth Joint Booked

Blossom Seeley and company and
Ned Norworth and company have
booked jointly in the New
York houses for the summer. The
two acts have been appearing together on the Orpheum Circuit, Norworth working in the Seeley act.
been

BARTHELMESS' STAB PIECE
Richard Barthelmess' first starring vehicle under the management
at Inspiration Pictures, Inc., will be
Tolerable Dave," a Joseph Ilergesheimer story. His pictures will be
released through First National.

VIVIENNE SIEGEL STARTS.
The vaudeville act of Vivionne
Siegel, the prima donna, starts this
week.

and

is

I

Jackson. The new owners are reported opposed to permitting the
Shuberts leasing the Lyric, though
there was no explanation made. The
lleuck Amusement Co. controlled
the house until *a few weeks ago.
secures the Lyric.
If Pantages
three
vaudeville
be
will
there
hou: es in the field here, Keith's
playing big time and the Palace
offering family bills at pre. rent.
Isaac Monohan, one of the new
owners,- refused to confirm the Pan
deal, saying "the matter is not setThe Lyric is now playtled yet."
its
usual summer
pictures,
ing

in the defendant's room at the
Hotel America for an entirely innocent reason. Mr. Christy also maintained the same in his answer.
The Christys have one child. The
plaintiff

in

Mr.

states

her alimony prayers
Christy earns $150 a

week.

Argument on
slated for the

the divorce plea

is

June term.

MOSS LEASES BUSH.
Terminal

At $40,000 An

Building

nually.

The

policy,

Miss Siegel has a pianist
booked by H. B. Marinelll.

PANTAGES, N. 0., STOPPING
New Orleans, May 25.

new Bush The-

lease of the

Bush

Terminal Building, on

West

NEW

J.

booked by Danny Simoffice.

company, but later became manager of Maple Villa farm.
Rehearsals will begin early in

Santley's Act Held Over.

The Santley and Sawyer Kevue.
Kliek Klick." will be held over at
the Talace, New York, next week.
No salary had been set for the act
op to Tuesday, Ihe act playing undrr the "show" salary arrangement.
The turn is asking $2,750.

July,
ust 1

•

that

»t

was

just

his

semi-annual

the Windy city to tafee a
look at conditions out there*

uip

to

"Sleeping Auto" Burned Up.
While touring New England In a
keeping auto (a machine with
Maxime
compartment),
sleeping

Raymond*

magician,
)<»ss of his ear by lire
Mass.

suffered the
at Springfield,

wire

connections hava
the 'phone dealt
Kraus office to

made through

A

and Sheedy

oN

with which the firm books*
wires go direct from the
switchboard to the offices mentioned and were secured through
laying especial wiring at Horwitz
& Kraus' expense. The Western
Union has also run a special wire
into the H. & K, office, with a young
woman
telegraph
operator
in
charge.
The firm convinced the
telegraph company the extent of
their wire communications called
flees,

The

for a special wire, to facilitate delivery, and after Investigation the

CELIA BLOOM MARRYING SOON

Columbus, Ohio, May 25.
E. Hatfield, brother of the late
Al. G. Fields, and one of the owners of the minstrel show bearing
that name, is organizing the comHe
pany for next season's tour.
was formerly advance agent of the

Keith office.
Columbia, Far Rockaway,
about fivo miles from the Morrison
house, opened last week with a split

The

Lubin's Visit to Chicago
J. H. Lubin, general booking manner for the Loew Circuit, left New
York early In the week for a short
•rip to Chicago.
Mr. Lubin stated

Special

of the Horwitz
the Loew, Fox, Sun

FIELDS MINSTRELS.

weok policy booked by Lawrence

same

looks.

been

t

fJnldic in the

mons

1

street,

Brother of the Late Al G. Fields
Will Tour with Organization.

policy,
in the

booking through the Loew Circuit,
which has its vaudeville booking
offices op the top floor.
The Loew
office 1: divided into rooms for the
several bookers, with J. H. Lubin,
the general booking manager, at
the far eastern end of the building;
facing on 46th street. A long hallway is made through the suite when
all connecting doors are open.
The Horwitz & Kraus offices are
on the third floor, occupying the
eastern end of it. The private of-

between Broad- Western Union people agreed, on
way and Sixth avenue, was closed the understanding the firm pay the
vaudeville
will
elose
its
Pantages
this week, and the house will be operator.
A most noticeable attraction of
ason June 5. It will reopen In turned over to B. S. Moss.
It will seat 600 and the entrance the members' private office is the
September. June a, a Aim goes in
adjoining the Bu«h Building on the carpet, of a checkerboard pattern*
for a week ("Queen of Sheba").
The twenty-flve-foot en- so loud it could be used as the bass
The Pantages business here has west.
been off since Lent. The house is in trance on the thoroughfare will drum of a jazz band. Mr. Horwitz
cost more rental per annilm than the said that while shopping he saw
is first season.
theatre proper. The auditorium is the carpet in a store and when the
leased at a rental of $15,000 per salesman confessed they never exannum, and the entrance at $25,- pected to sell it, Horwitz did busiIn addition, the lessee must ness with him. On looks the car000.
pet people paid Horwitz to take the
equip the theatre himself.
Moss, it is understood, is to con- carpet away.
duct the theatre as a first-run house
When Arthur Horwitz and Lee
for the exploitation of special pro- Kraus recover from the financial
despondency their mania for having
ductions.
(Continued on page 10)
Forty-second

Morrison's Opens June 11
Morrison's, Rockaway, L. I., will
open, June 11, with a big time, full-

week

Horwitz & VJraue,
vaudeville
agents, have the de luxe offices of
all vaudeville, in their suite on the
third floor of the new Loew Build-*
ing Annex, 160 West 46th street.
The building is filled up with agents

unable to satisfy.
Mrs. Christy in her suit filed
through Joseph Petchesky of the
Silverman A Tolins office, named an
unknown woman, but in the defendant's answering affidavits, the fice of the firm's members is fitted
"unknown woman" appears as out in mahogany, of rich appearBlanche Mower of the Doc Baker ance. All of the fittings were es"Flashes" act. She filed a personal pecially made for the firm and at
affidavit to the effect that she was a very large expense, from their

atre, to be located in the rear of the

men.

and

—

Negotiations
Report
Going On.

Cincinnati, May 25.
.Alexander Pantages has* been negotiating for a lease of the Lyric
recently taken over by Monohan &

minstrel

They are Charles Udell, Billy
John Gorman (Gorman
Golden*
Brothers' Minstrels), Charles Whyte

(May

Justice Callaghan in the Brooklyn Supreme Court awarded Mrs.
Tove Christy $25 temporary alimony
and $150 counsel fees in her divorce
action against Ivan Christy, formerly the "heavy" in Valerie Bergere's "The Moth" act, and at present in Ludlow Street jail in lieu of

a $3,000 bond which he has been

Cincinnati

sign.

There was a story current a couple
of weeks ago Luneska might succeed Celia Bloom as booker for the
Interstate Circuit, following Miss
Bloom's marriage when she will reNothing more than a rumor
tire.
based that story*
Lester Hammel, who had been assisting Lunestka in the mid west

York, next week

PAN SEEKING LYRIC.

the older booking heads, with Lumie
Thompson,
interested
with nestka receiving the impression
Buckner in putting the show on, there was nothing left for him to do,
took it over, according to the cafe to retain his self respect, but re-

After starting the show at Rcis(Continued on page 10)

New

30).

pheum

De Rex. Mrs. Tom-

people.

—Building Filled Up.

CoActor Joins Ludlow Club
Respondent Files Affidavit

with the Orat 16, taking cards through
the window. He later became assistant
who
to George Gottlieb,
books the principal houses of the
chain. Following his service period
Lunestka resumed as assistant to
Gottleib and was later placed in
show.
charge of the Junior Orpheum bookIt is alleged that Billie X)e Rex, ings in the middle west.
That was
who was featured in one of Buck- about one year ago. Lunestka conner's revues on the coast, made com- tinued the bookings until his resigplaint to the A. H. A. that led to nation went in.
the "pulling" of the chorus.
La
The trouble is said to have been
Due and Machia, dancers, left the between the young man and one of
revue with Miss

Cap

CHRISTY ALIMONY AWARD

HARRY LUNESTKA OUT

The A<tors' Equity Association
into the cabaret field for
the first time when the chorus of After 10 Years' Service, Young Man
the revue put on by Arthur Buckat 26 Leaves Position.
ner at Relsenweber's was ordered
evening.
At
la«t
Saturday
to quit
After 10 years with the Orpheum
the cafe it was stated the chorus Circuit, with only his war service
had been paid to date and salaries marking an absence during
that

Htepped

were not due until Tuesday. Twelve
of the choristers out of 20 walked
out, but Monday the show was continued, using the eight girls who reThe principals, with the
mained.
exception of a dancing team and a
Though safeties
single, also stuck.
were not paid In full to the principals, they stated they were satisfied
At this time it was
to continue.
Relsenweber's Buckner
stated at
was no longer connected with the

LOEWS NEW 46TH ST. ANNEX

Horwitz & Kraus' Direct Phone and Telegraph
Wire* Checkerboard Carpet— Porter With Ad*

Twelve of the Twenty Leave Salaries Not Due Till
Tuesday Following Principals Satisfied With

—

27, 1921
Hi.

and the tour
as usual.

will open AugEdward Conrad,

managing
is

director of the property,
in charge of the preparations.

SONG SUIT DISMISSED.

Celia Rloom,

who books

the In-

terstate Circuit In the Orpheum office, will be married June 3 5 to Joseph L. Michaels, of Indianapolis.

Mr. Michaels

Is

a wealthy whole-

sale grocer of that place.
honeymoon motor trip to

A

Lake

George and through the Adirondacks will follow. The couple will

make

their

home

in

Indianapolis.

Miss Bloom expects to retire from
her booking duties about June 1.
The ceremony will be performed in
New York city.

Three

Bills Weekly at Liberty.
Liberty. Jersey City, installed
pop vaudeville this week, booked by
Harry Lorraine of the Fally Markus

The

Katherlne Roth, vaudeville sing- office. The house will play three
has lost the suit instituted by bills a week, each for two days with
her to recover $25 paid to Evelyn no performance Sunday.
Blanchard, authoress, for a restricted song which she claimed to have
Vaudeville at Long Branch.
purchased outright.
The Broadway, Long Branch, will
The suit followed an effort to play vaudeville for the summer
"TUB DANCING. DOLLS"
At present appearing in William Seabury's "Frivolies," playing the recover, with the" plaint iff alleging opening June 6.
in her bill of compluint, the song
Keith Circuit and scoring an individual hit.
The house will play a four-act
had been let on royalty to another split-, week policy.
B. F. Keith's Palace, New York, Next Week (May 30).
vaudeville singer (Ruth Hayward),
whose contract with the writer had
Summer Bills on Staten Island.
FRIEDLAND'S ACT OFF.
A. F. OF
MEETS JUNE 13
expired and who continued using
Jules Van Cooke has taken over
the song.
the Casino, South Beach. Staten
National Convention at Denver to Disbands "Music Land" No More
The two giils appeared on the Island,
and will Install vaudeville
Bookings.
Have Stage Envoys.
same bill, both using the Rlanchard commencing
Monday.
er,

HOPE SISTERS

L

—

The Amciican Federation of LaMorris Benefiting Saranac.
bor will hold its annual national
William Morris is launching an- convention the week of June 13, in
other of his famous benefits at Sar- Denver, Colorado. The International
anac Lake, N. Y. Loitey Haskell Alliance of Stage Employees, Amerwill bo his nui\.'r of ceremonies. ican Federation of Musicians and
The performance takes nlaee July Four A's, the latter representing
to the the Actors' Equity, American Art4, and the proceeds Hill go
ists Federation (vaudeville branch),
Saranac charities-.
Chorus Equity, Hebrew Actors'
Union, etc., will send delegates, as
Pantages, K. C, Opens in July.
Pantages' n**w house, now huild*- usual.
The T. A. T. S. R (stage bands)
ing in Kansas' City, will open about
July 1.
Beating capacity, 3,:.'00. executive board will convene the
same week In Denver.
Policv vaudeville and nletorr«.

Wm.

.

.

Analol

Friedland

has

disbanded

vaudeville act "Music Land*"
which played the Palace, New York,
The move followed nolast week.
tice from his agent that no further
vaudeville
bookings were forthhis

song.
An injunction was placed
The house will play five acts for
against Miss Hayward by Mrs.
a full week.
Plane hard, with Miss Roth continuing the use of the song for
Sixteen Acta at Proctors, Yonkers.
several months,
Her action folFroetors, Yonkers, will play 16
lowed, and was dismissed by Judge
acts the week of May 23 to celeSpeiglemens last Week,
brate the opening of the regular
summer season.

coming.
"Music Land" has beea playing
continuously for nearly a year and MORTIMER SKIT FOR HALLS
a half, but ran into the slump now
Chicago, May 25.
Sweeney and Callahan Off
Lillian Mortimer has sold her
prevalent and rather than book
Sweeney (recently of Duffy and
desultory dale from week to week, comedy sketch "Po' White Trash Sweeny) a. id Callahan Brothers, in
the composer decided to shelve the Jinny," to- Mr. Ilymack. the English their new three
act, will disband,
torn, which includes eight other actor who will produce it for the owing to Inability to get together
peoplf
English music halls.
on salary with bookers.
I

M
Ml

87,

mtm

VAUDEVILLE
=at

3~/_

FLOTO GETS TENT UP
B.

DES MOINES THEATRES MADE

F

[KEITH'S

NEWARK BUT NO SHOW

IN

1

DARK ON TAX FRAUD CHARGE

»n*e Held. Up Mysteriously and Parade Is Prevented—Offer to Give Free Show but Authorities
Forbid—Short Changing Up-State.

Circus unloaded
Ttu>i Sells-Floto
iSawark. N. J., Friday (May 20)
in good time,
up
had the tops
could not give a parade, matinee
night show, though the crowd

Federal Revenue Collector Charges

Des Moines, May

department under

tthat

not to be found.
ie parade was called

his care

after

off

FOR GIRL REVUES
Summer Houses Favor Com"One."

BILLY GLASON
•JUST 80NQS AND SAYINGS''

The Jong expected slump predicted for producers zt revut^ and
acts seems to have arrived as
far as big time vaudeville bookings

By

girl

Billy Glason. and Neal O'Hara,
Staff Humorist. N. T. World.
Direction.

LEW GOLDER

formed on the lot, while
agents besieged the city hall are concerned.
One act that had been playing
Late in the afternoon the
day.
ising official got around, but the continuously for more than a year
was
disbanded this week by the
attorney advised that a night
could not be given because of producer, following an engagement
a metropolitan Keith house,
rule that the license must be at
when the booker was informed the
led two days before the event.
circus men through General houses intending to remain open
igcr Loftus, representing Jerry during the summer were not in
favor of expemive revues or girl
fgivan, offered to give a free perirmance, but the authorities would acts, but were leaning toward comedy
acts in "one" with a demand
agree.
The whole affair was
for sketches that promise.* a comelunded with mystery,
back
for that type of entertainment.
the Sells-Floto circus came
fead
is

New York

>ss

state

it

is billed for Newark
week. It is a regular visitor
the
town.
Jersey
I
The Sells-Floto show moved over
>m Newark to Staten Island for

Saturday shows and then made
Jump to Albany. From the
lew York capital the route takes
across New England for a week
ro

Itfng

Ringling

Iros-Barnum show into the Hub
>y a fortnight or more.
Another property of the Ballard[uggivan combination, the John
>binson shows, made a quick sally

week before

the east

last,

close to the Atlantic

ting as

getsea-

board as Camden, N. J., and then
iding straight back to Ohio, playBuffalo on the way.
This kind of routing is strange, for
is Sells -Floto show came across
New York state and might easily
The
ive filled the Buffalo stand.

Syracuse, May 2 ro.
complaints against alchanging came to the
here following the stand of

A

flood of
>ged short
)llco

profit

Down
and

KEITH'S B'KLYN MAJESTIC.
Riviera

—

Renamed
Opens Labor
Day with Big Time.

it

was permitted

WORK

1

'ant ages

:

last fall from Elbert and Getchell.
Whiting and Burt canceled the The Orpheum ended its season Satweek in Baltimore late Sunday urday night, making the vaudeville
night as the result of a peculiar closings complete.
It is believed that bad business
mishap.
Since he
Following their appearance at *the led to Adams' trouble.
X. V. A. benefit in the Hippodrome, controlled the bigger theatres, and

house,
in
conjunction with the
other Keith-Moss vaudeville and
picture
houses
in
and around
Greater New York. The policy of
the Majestic will be two-a-day, six
acts and pictures, on a split week

List

basis.

also a string of picture houses here
and in other cities in Iowa, the

they started for the Pennsylvania
depot la a brown -and- white taxi
to take the train. They decided to
stop at a restaurant dismissed the
taxi und left their music in the cab.

of

&

The same

circus.

Sells-Floto

ie

"Way

weeks.

,

appear to figure upon mlxv
up the four Muggivan-Ballard
circus names, for their Wallace ciris is said to be headed east, makig three at one in the north AtUntie group of states.
iters

ing

f

showing

in time.

Qua Sun will start booking the
Empress May 30. four acts, split

There is* already a Majestic in
Brooklyn, on Fulton street, playing
handling of the admissions taxes the Shubert legit shows.
was in his hands. The federal authorities charge that Adams would
BILLIE SHAW'S MATINEES.
pay
over to the collector one month's
and
later
minute
They misled it a
(Miss) Billie Shaw has arranged
gave the alarm to the headquarters admissions taxes and hold back the to give a series of special matinees
of the taxi company, offering a re- following month's. In that way the at the Selwyn on Tuesdays, Thursward. They waited in the depot al- amount due the government rapidly days and Fridays, beginning J una
most all night for the music to show mounted.
7, in five one-act playlets, including
The Pantages theatre was form- farce, light comedy, tragedy and
up, but no trace of it appeared.
They then canceled, as it was im- erly called the Empress, booked up the symbolic.
—
possible to replace the score on to last fall by Charles Carrell and
Max Figman is staging them and
In the cast includes
short notice. Tuesday they had not before that the W. V. M. A.
Averell Harris,
The Junior Orpheum closings are as yet any trace of their orchestra November, when Pantages* bookings Lionel Glenister, Olive Oliver, Fay
as follows:
Champaign, June 4; tions, though their name is stamped were supplied, the arrangement Courtney, Berkley Huntington, Hi**
called for a percentage of the profits
Chicago (America).). June 5, Chi- on the portfolio.
Shaw sppearlng personally in two
to Pantages, but the theatre was
cago (Lincoln), June ,\ Davenport.
of them.
actually controlled by Adams. It is
June 5; Madison, June 19; RockUNION
ARRANGERS'
MUSIC
believed Adams is back about $10,ford, June 19; Sioux City, June 4;
WILLIAM ROCK ILL
000 in remittances to Pantages, that
Springfield. May 29.
Will Ask for Char- money including deductions from
Formed—
Guild
Following bis engagement at the
vill
refollowing
Orpheums
The
ttr from A. F. of M.
acts on railroad fare advances. Pan- Jefferson last week William Rock
main open all summer: Majestic,
tages is partially protected by surety was ordered to bed by his physiChicago; State Lake, Chicago; Los
the heels of the song- bond. J. H. Schanfield of Minne- cian.
on
Close
Kock has been suffering
San
e;
Angeles; Palace, Milwai
writers organising into a union, apolis, the Pantages traveling rep- from stomach trouble and will be
Francisco.
of the resentative is here looked after the inactive for some time.
announcement
the
comes
Those of the Junior Orpheums
birth of Music Arrangers' Guild of vaudeville manager's interests.
Dr. Ernest dross is In attendthat no closing dates have definiteAmerica, recently formed for the
The Pantages' bill last week was ance on the artist who is confined
ly been decided upon ?s yet are:
ar- headed by Eva Tanguay, the en- to his home at 72d street and
who
musicians
of
the
protection
Grand opera house and Rialto, St.
range popular and musical comedy tire billing moving on tp Minnea- Broadway.
Louis.
Harms
The only one of the big time songs. Charles Miller of the Charles
Orpheums that the closing date Is house is president pro tem.,
and
vice-president
temporary
Dalby,
still undecided as yet is the Palace,
Eddie Gordon, secretary.
Chicago.
chara
for
applied
The Guild has
ter of affiliation with the American
CLAYTON EDWAEDS DENIAL. Federation of Musicians.
Clayton and Edwards have not
dissolved and are now playing in a
SUMMER FILMS VS. POPULAR
Keith house, according to Lew
The Strand, Ilolyoke; Alhambra.
Clayton also denies he
Clayton.
Bristol; and
and Edwards had a fistic altercation Stamford; New Bristol,
all playing popand explains Edwards' blackened Majestic, Pittsfield,
the seathroughout
vaudeville
ular
optic as the result of a fall sustained
son booked by Harry Carlin and
in the dressing room while rehearsFamKeith
the
of
Hutchinson
Bob
ing a dance step.
into

Bailey eireus

the

is

was making a

days loss

Wednesday.

Main and Junior
Orpheums.
The following elosin. have been
set for the Orpheu i Circuit: CalJune 11; Denver, June 20;
fffrjr,
Duluih. May II; Dva Moines, May
21; Edmonton, June 8; Fresno, May
28; Kansas City, June 4; Lincoln,
May 28; Milwaukee. June 5; Minneapolis, May 28; Oakland. June
18; Omaha, May 28; Portland, June
22; St. Louis, June 5; Salt Lake
City, June 5; Seattle July 2; Vancouver, June 25; Winnipeg. June 11.

this

beating

Kast,''

Since shows open here Saturdays, the loss to the players is
but for two days.
The bill was
paid on a pro rata basis of five day*,
Pantages protecting the acta but
maintaining that sinco the house
was closed by order of the court,
he was not responsible for the two

The
to continue.
The new Riviera, the 2.500-seat
was ordered closed last house at St. John's place and KingsThe Princess, long a ton avenue, Brooklyn, acquired last
tock house, went dark several week by the Keith interests
will be
weeks ago when the company was
Whiting and Burt Lose Music Ehirted to Omaha. These prop- renamed the Majestic. Opening has
been set for Labor Day.
erties were taken over by Adams
In Taxi, Canceled Baltimore
Danny Simmons will book the

KILLS WEEK'S

.

ORPHEUM CLOSINGS.
Full

~

Boston,

which

STRANGE ACCIDENT

was pre-

by detailed reports of trouble.
the towns
ft showed received many complaints
%f "trimmings" on and near the lot.
The Kingling Bros. Rarnum &
otded

flie police of nearly all

Adams

polis.

25.

This city went theatrically dark
after Saturday last week on order
of the court following tho charge
of withholding of $25,000 in admissions taxes lodged against J. L.
Adams by the local collector of internal revenue.
The court fixed
Adam's bail at $5,000. The manager's bankruptcy proceedings really
brought about the order to close
theatres, following the appointment
of Fred. Buchanan as receiver.
The receiver decided to close down
the houses unless they were paying.
It developed that only the Berschell,

II

in

L.

—

BAD TIMES AHEAD

edy Acts

J.

Withheld $25,000 in Taxes—Pantages Closed—
Acts Lose Two Days Bankruptcy Proceedings.

,

the lot was sufficient for
Although the
business.
rity
preliminaries were arranged,
the 24 -hour man applied Frimorning for the parade and
H|f llcerfse, the city official who

»

happened at Binghamton,
next date.
The police say a
organized gang is operating to
leece the public.
The scheme used is old but effective.
The police say persons of
"Uly rural aspect arc asked to take
ver and small bills for money of
larger denominations. Citizens have
told the authorities that they were
ling

rell

The team left the
Broadway, New fork,

at

bill

last

the

week.

they had
that
followed
Stories
battled and dissolved when Clayton discovered Edwards was negotiating with the "Greenwich V»»lage
Follies".
Both <i< ny anything of the
kind occurred and blame the withdrawal on Edwards' accident.

.even offered complimentary tickets
,to
the show in return for the
"courtesy of exchange."
Howard (lurnsey reported a man
standing in front of the tent before
the afternoon show offered to give
him tickets for himself and wife
lulls for
for $20 dche would take small bills
.. nominations.
Aftei the transaction
* Durnsoy found
that he had received
his}
lltly $','.9. iu ones a lid twos foi
h«< u
having
the
160,
counting
switched by doubling over the bills
paid to the "mark."
rases here the \ ict mis
In
nil
could not identify the men who had

RAJAH GETS DECREE,
in the Supreme Court last
Thursday brought in a verdtel in
favor o^ Mrs. u«.sa H*i*chcr ~toro,-

\

i

jury

have

Department

ily

gone

pictures for the summer.
Vaudeville goes back in the fall.
With bills supplied by Carlin and
Hutchinson.

Straight

W00NS0CKET PROJECT
~ Wool. socket, H. I., May 26.
A syndicate of Providence and
vVoonsocket business men, headed
by A he Colitz, a local Jeweller, have
purchased a site with frontage t»n
Monunu nt square here and propose
•theat.ro to play vaude.t j;.-.
•

•

.

•

feasionally Princess Rajah, ;i vaude- ville.
The pnl.v variety house in the
ville dancer) in her Absolute divorce
suit against Clifford C. Fischer, the town
Is
the BIJOU, operated by
foreign vaudeville agent. The plain- Charles Lovenberg of Providence,
The
alitiff named Alice Jennings.
mony and counsel tees argument
CONTEST
JAZZ
cornea up within a fortnight before
The Fifth Avenue, June G-l<> will
the Special Term session.
The Fischers were married ten hold a ja/./. hand contest. Sixteen
bands are entered, four to play
years a^o and have no children.
Leo it. Brllleg of House, Gross- nightly, six minutes each, with winman & Vorhaus office represented ner selected Friday night. The
contest will close the performance.
Mrs. I'isehcr
a simitar contest was recently
held at tho (Jroenpoiat, Brooklyn.

"trimmed" them.

BAND

CONTESTS AT FIFTH AVE.

JAZZ

Proctor's Fifth Avenue is to have
nightly jazz baud contest for
amateur jazzisls the week of June
*• (.'ash prizes
will be awarded the

a

winning bands, du Istons
by tin- audience.

;

•

•

'•»

r*

''<•

made

I

Pl.iys

V

Frit Time.

•nncrtt for

I:

V

•.i"M.

i

.

Tl.- ,i,.i ,. (;. fcp< ,•!. <
plav Vc.-ir ni thin sir
Ural

time

travel,
•

M
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[
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i

i,

,

.

;• ••
.

;

«

w:

English music

I

.

•

•?,
•

|

rtwj

[hull artist, Ins urdVCT. in Hum co:
M'wi1!.ilO try with his wife. Vesla Pine
;r the
Risterab Carncj ma) try vaudevl
ehIlls
for one week u!i Ie on tills
firs or
-

J

n.ulf

In

KAHNE,' who

Quintan Is in Memphis.
Memphis, May -'•.
The local PantagM has Jack QuinMr. Qulnl in
u\ in tier,
tan as ii
Jac!<

i

<

l«
Intention a as
ourelj a vacation

make

ui"

i«i;i

ranie
off!

\

her**

ft

m

fhe

Pan

Span

Kansas City Journal. May 2. 1921
novelty on this week 's bill js contributed by 'I1AKKT
styled the Incomparable Mentalist. That doesn't half
express what thin young man does, lie has A Uj th- concentration act*
long
IT hfi
that have ever been seen here backed off the boards.
doing this same kind of work he vrill CREATK a World wide RKIHJAt.KKADY
it
hasn't
himself,
if
he
for
TATION
Now finishing 72 consecutive weeka in the Weal
Coming Kaal rnder the direction of
'Tin- great •al

GEORGE CARNEY ARRIVES

Oeorge Carney,

Ms

<"'!(

INCOMPARABLE

KAHNE
HARRY
NOT DEAD YET
is

MVES

EDWARD

•

Man> thanks

In

BKKHLER

*.

KELLER.

and- JACOB*.

~

~

£>m

VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
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San Francisco, May

25.

The Orpheum has a good bill this
week, with plority at comedy scattered generously through it.
Without a weak spot anywhere in
the line-up. a capacity audience
displayed hearty approval, the major shore of which went to Rae
Samuels, headlining, in the next to
Miss Samuels'
closing position.
personality plus pep and a characteristic manner of putting over a
good collection of numbers scored a
tremendous hit. compelling a speech.
Harry Langdon in "Johnny's New
Car," held over from last week, held
second spot for good laughs all the
way. Paul Morton and Naomi Glass

skill

Sisters had no
difficulty holding the house with
their programmed strong Jaw aerial
feats nicely presented in closing position, with the show over earlier
than usual.

The Curzon

out especially strong, with
Claire Starr taking the honors singing "Always." Bessie Hills' rendition of "I Was Born in Michigan"
won p?erited encores and Aim.. As-

Lew Dockstader had the house
with him, and they laughed heartily
at his timely talk, which dealt
mostly with John Barleycorn. His
reading of Jokes submitted through
the "Examiner" contest slowed matters seme, though it Is a good publicity stunt.

"Sultan," an intelligent pony, as
presented by Miss Lindsay, was enJoyed in opening spot.
Irene Franklin and Burton Green,
accorded a tremendous reception,
offered practically an entirely new
routine and set of costumes for a
repeat of last week's success.

Jack Josephs.

PANTAGES, SAN FRANCISCO.
San Francisco, May 25.

Word coming from

25.
•

artist,

no one

The seamen's a Joke writing

all

vessels but

according

will

to

June.

Casino theatre
staff, the Will King show, which
the Alcaxar
and
house,
that
plays
theatre staff brought $600 into the
coffers of a relief fund by playing
a game of baseball at the local ball
grounds last week. Will King and
Max Dill umpired. Lew Dubar.
King's associate comedian, pitched

Members

of

the

for the Casinos, while Milt
opposed. Casinos won, 8-2.

San Francisco, May

SIX

Performance

Lost

Through

Two

diness of

at

Tar-

Girls.

San Francisco, May 25.
of a precedent was established for Marcus Loew acts in
this city last week, when Edwin
Morris, manager of the Hippodrome, imposed a fine of $50 on

Somewhat

"Let's Go," headliner for the week,
because of it being out in the first
show Sunday, due to the tardiness
of two of its members, Grace Lewelyn and Blanche Dane.
Whether the fine will stand depends on the action Qf Lew Cantor,
owner of the act. Billie Batchelor

and Hazel Vert are featured

in

it.

San Francisco, May

Fair.

life*

|

"Snapshots."

MAJOR PEIX0TT0 MARRIES.

25.

The week's vaudeville portion especially emphasizes the obvious fact
that this part of the program is only
incidental to the entertainment. It
is essential
to the present policy,

tM^M

Inasmuch as the Will King producllkCQ
tions are timed to consume only
about an hpur. This does not reflect on the
caliber of the Loew
shows, but owing to *he necessary
switching of the respective bills In
Cahle advices from London are to the effect that Bert Levy, the
order to conform to the prevailing
program arrangemont at the Ca- American cartoonist, registered a triumphant success last week at the
sino, it has been noticeable the past Palace, Manchester, when he resumed his tour of the English music halls.
several month! that, with a few ex- After playing on the other side all summer he returns to New York In
reptlons, the acts assigned to this August, reopening at the Hippodrome for the season. During his stay
house were not up to what Is m»- in England Mr. Levy will give a scries of children's matinees similar to
erally
expected
of
an average those he gave in America.
vaudeville program.
Five acts this weok. but owing to
the length of the bill, Coscia (Coscia trtcefjr*- wftfa a- novelty- misicn) of
STERN CO. ATTACHED.
and Verdi), temporarily doing a sin- fering.
McKee and Day, a couple of girls New York Concern Claims Deficit
gle, was transferred to the Hippodrome. Of the othe»- acts, Lew Sey- at the piano with songs, pleased imThe younger member of $90,000— President Stern Resigns.
mour, surrounded by four girls in a mensely.
Ban Francisco, May 25.
musical comedy skit, "The Love puts her numbers over effectively,
appreciably in
but
could
approve
Lawyer," commanded the most atNews leaked out last week with
costuming. Her final offering was the placing of an attachment
of
more appropriately dressed.
$5,000 against the Stern Talking
ONE BRIGHT SPOT IN I OS ANGELES
went over Machine Co., and its holding corCantor's
Minstrels
well.
Carl Nixon is featured and
handles the comedy end in a com- poration, the Mercantile Finance
mendable manner and dances ac- Co., by the consul acting for the
ceptably. A "blues" number, a bal- Western
Phonograph Co
which
lad
and a Russian dance were claims debts of $25,000.
other worthy contributions b) the
Attorneys acting for the Pathc
supporting company.
»

.

BERT LEVY

GDSTAV MANN'S

,

BLUEBIRD CAFE

Ma nicy

with S good
line of talk, of Which Manlcy shoulders the main part with his clever
delivery, registered heavily n«-xt to
closing. Miss Mars-ton is attractive,
Msjrston and

Freres, of New York, announced
that they hold unpaid bills aggregating $90,000 against the two local

concerns.
A sheriff's keeper has
been sent to take charge of the
sings pleasingly and dances well.
companies.
lloii and N a garni received good
Frederick Stern, head of both
appreciation in closing position for
(operations, caused a surprise by
resigning Immediately after the exexcellent rlsley and perch work*
Jposure of the financial conditions.
Jack Josephs.

Homer Barton to succeed John
Cumberland in "Ladles' Night" beginning Memorial Day.
Innis Brothers, Germalne Mitty,

San Francisct), May 25.
Ray Dooley, Ziegfeld Fojlles.
Olive May, Richard Bar bee, Diromance that had its inception
in Sydney, Australia, in 1920, when antha Patterson, John Gray, Clay
the Columbia Park Boys, of San Carroll, Grace Perkins, John Craig,
"The Scarlet Man" (Dillingham).
Francisco,
,

•

Other
to.

FILMS AT CURRAN.

25.

stars.

ADDRESS

"Turn to the Right"
star, of Los

In

San Francisco, May 25.
Sacramento's aummer season of
Following the three weeks of
musical comedy stock opens under
"Irene"
at
the Curran, which terthe direction of Blake & Amber at
Al Bruce. minates June 5, five weeks of picJoyland Park May 28.
Claude Allen, Nat Wentworth, June tures will come in.
"Dream Street" starts the picture
Delight and Isabel Groves are the
principals.
Eight girls constitute program, and will run for two weeks.
"Four Horsemen" next.
the chorus.
At Napa, June 5, Max Dill (Kolb
and Dill), opens a musical comedy
ENGAGEMENTS
show, which, will probably tour.
Gilda
Gray for Lew Fields'
Dill will not appear personally, but
"Snapshots."
will act as sponsoi.
Harry
Fox for the new A. H.
Frank Atkins, of the Atkins'
Marysville. starts his summer of mu- Woods-Bert Williams show, "The
sical comedy stock May 30. George Pink Slip."
Ruth White for Lew Fields'
Rehn and Ned Doyle will be his

CASINO. FRJSC0.

Wood, Bluebird Cafe

week

Sacramento, Napa and Marysville changes are looked forward
Have Musical Companies Listed.

by
Miss
Bothwell
and
sketches upon transparent paper by
Clifford.
The act deserves a better
position.
Jack Josephs.

d.

San Francisco, May 25.
Fair leaves as leading
with the Alcazar Stock Company this week. She is playing her

Nancy

woman
final

songs

Vaudeville Revue

NANCY FAIR'S SUCCESSOR.

Una Trevalyn, picture
COAST'S SUMMER STOCKS. Angeles,
replaces Miss

and Bothwell gave the

Los Angeles

closes

4.

"LET'S GO" FINED $50.

MONTHS OF GOLF.

Another contest was being waged
same time, for Green had
promised a cup to be awarded to
either Newell or Langdon. The cup
was presented to Langdon.

excellent start with classy
bltg of art consisting of piano and

E. G.

June

A huge crowd attended a
formance of "Romeo and Juliet"
Hearing of the Illness of hit
given by members of the University
of California Dramatic Society at mother in the East, Alvin Verdi
the Greek theatre, Berkeley, last (Coscla and Verdi) left the act in
Portland for his mother's home.
week. Samuel J. Hume directed.
Coscia is continuing on the Loew
••Turn to the Right" at the Alca- circuit, doing a single.

at the

An

Fen Light's Famous Orchestra.
Cuisine and Service Unexcelled.
First Class Talent Always Want'

The Woodward stock
Spokane,

Eddie Mitchell, ot/ner of a dramatic stock which played Astoria,
Ore., for 25 weeks, is back in San
per- Francisco for a rest.

Contest Occurs in San Franscored her usual success with
••Watch My Smoke," the latest First
cisco.
"Haunting Me." Jack Wise, assist-* playlet written by Walter Rivers,
ed by the Knight Sisters, put over formerly dramatic editor of the San
San Francisco, May 25.
"Pucker Up and Whistle" for a hit. Francisco Bulletin and now of the
Dorothy Neville contributed the
George Yeoman, by a score of 93
Angeles film colony, opened a
usual class, and her voice drew ap- Loa
game, won the first
18-hole
an
In
tour in Fresno Sunday night. Top
plause.
last
One night stands are contest on Lincoln Park course
was $1.60.
competition
booked for the smaller towns of in- week in the six months'
LOEWS HIPPODROME.
be
to
trophy
Spalding
for
the
terior California.
awarded an Orpheum Circuit actor.
San Francisco, May 25.
Walter Richardson and Klwyn
Burton Green got nearest to YeoThere was a pleasing assortment
Harvey are featured. Frank Hill is man's score, making 97.
Harry
of acts at the Hippodrome this
manager back with the show, while Langdon registered 113 strokes and
week.
Nora and Sidney Kellogg opened Hal Reed is advance man.
William Newell 137.
Score was kept by A. H. Banwell,
of A. G. Spalding 4 Bros. Adolph
MMjj|A
Dohrlng, Orpheum stage manager,
managed the game by acting as

second spot.

Woods

is leaving for an extended trip of the North for Bert

I -vey.

tor

show an

E. G.

5.

Ben Bentley

Pyi\e

25.

•

San Francisco, May

Robert Lawrence opens dramatic
the Airdome, Vallejo, on

stock at

June

referee.

excellent dance at the finish also
gathers in big applause.
Hamlin and Mack, a mixed couple,
made an excellent impression with
their neat singing and dancing novelty presented through the medium
©f the phonograph cabinets employed.
Engel and Marshall, a sister team,
did very well with a singing routine
Clifford

up

strike has tied
transports, and,

'WATCH MY SMOKE'* TOUMNG

the show's hit next to closing. The
boys landed with a good routine of
character numbers and their famed
mandolin and guitar accompaniment. The chicken rag, having the
girl assisting for an encore, was
a riot.
Hickman Brothers, blackface and
straight,
garnered many laughs
with their travesty on small time

in

contest for prizes by
reading the submitted offerings at
one a maOnc* •• to tac 07ph«um thisget away before week.

shores as the result.

shows.

The bill here struck a good average this week, and Sunday's audience evinced lots of Interest.
Lottie Mayer and her company
did well.
Vardon and Perry took

shows somewhat down and out

SAN FRANCISCO ITEMS

zar (stock) last week, was held over
San Francisco, May 25.
the Hawaiian this week.
departIslands shows a scarcity of
Lew DocKstader, former minstrel,
dramatic ing ships and the holding up of
many artists from reaching these will aid the "Examiner" in deciding

May

Forsaking lta policy of
laughs by his able handling of good stock, the MacArthur, in Oakland,
situations. The value of the act opened a week ago Sunday with
could be vastly improved if the girls
possessed more ability and comeli- vaudeville and pictures through the
ness and by the injection of more Bert Levey offices. Six acts of good
appropriate singing numbers. Ralph
picture enSeabury, billed as an illustrating calibre and a feature
and sketched titled, •'What Women Will Do,"
talked
monologist,
comedy cartoons, but did not make
for the opening
much of an impression with either. were the program
He departed quietly with a drawing week. The opening Sunday brought
of a rural home while singing a sen- excellent returns.
timental song.
With prices at 30 cents the house
Jussi and Ossi, a couple of versain their line, offered is expected to make a success and,
tile fellows
and balancing should it remain open, Oakland will
acrobatics
clever
stunts in the opening spot. They have three vaudeville homes outcould hold a similar position In the side of the Orpheum.
They are
bigger houses by discarding their Loew'a State, Pantages and Macpresent comedy attire for a neat
house is located
makeup. Frank and Grac'e De Mont, Arthur. The latter
dis-

with the violin sharing honors stood

equally.

PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING

POLICY.

"The Spirit of 76th Street" also
have an entertaining skit and travNumerous
esty with good dialog.
props grabbed off laughs galore. in *he last vaudeville position, did In the neart of the downtown
Excellent dancing is a notable feanot get much for their old gags or trict, Just across the street from the
ture of this turn and the staircase
It is new in all asthe songs offered by the girl, but the Loew State.
finish sent the act over for a mergood eccentric acrobatic dancing of pects, has a revolving stage and a
ited hit.
moat distinct name for class, havMatyon Vadie and Ota Cygi were the man was heartily received.
The musical numbers in "Mi- ing long been the home of road
an artistic success, Miss Vadie's
graceful dancing and the other's Lady," the King offering this week,
In

27, 1021

Vaudeville and Pictures
at 30 Cents Top.

San Francisco,

Seymour proved quite acsome hearty
securing

tention.
ceptable,

ORPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO.

Playing

May

Friday,

$rancfeco

MacARTHWS POP

SAN FRANCISCO SHOWS

,-^-W^...-

A

were touring that country as a vaudeville act, under the
direction of Major Sidney Peixotto,
culminated In this city last week,

Mae Marsh,

"Brittle"

(John

D.

Williams).

Heming.
Alfred
Lunt,
"Sonya" (Marc Klaw).
William Kent, with Charles Dilwhen Peixotto married Phyllis
lingham for next season.
Frank el.
Day Manson will replace Horace
The bridegroom Is president of
Braham in the "Gold Diggers" Monthe boy's organization.
The bride day.
voluntarily
replaced
the
ailing
Leonard Willcy, Bruce Elmore.
pianist in the act during a per- Jane Carleton for Wm. A. Brady's
formance In the Antipodes, and it "Dreamy Eyes."
Florence Rayfleld, Kyra, for "Belle
was then she made the acquaintance
Of her husband.
Mrs. Peixotto Is
the daughter of a synagogue president of Sydney.

MAUDE FULTON REAPPEARING
San Francisco, May

25.

Violet

of

New York."
Elizabeth Murray, Hairy Muyo',
Dingle, for next season's tour

Tom

"Love Birds."

of

Sewell

Sisters,

Emily

Stevens,

Maude Fulton, who Is expeeU-d
home this week in Oakland, from a
prolonged stay in the East, opens
at her house, the Fulton, in the
Hast Bay city June 5. Her husband
will play opposite her, while several
of the present members of the Fulton stock are expected to be replaced.

A. C.

Ziegfeld Follies.
"Saint Uruala."

a new play by Edward Sheldon
and Zoe Akins (Sam II. Harris).

man

in

ban fraxci»co

MEET ME AT

THE PALS GRILL
GOOD FOOD
Anna

Ijine, H<

POPULAR PRICKS
(nnn

Powell and Mason.

CONTIXBNfAL HOTEL LOBBY

BLUMENTHAL &

CO., Inc.

REALTY BROKERS
SPECIALISTS IN THEATRICAL FINANCING. LEASING AND

CONSTRUCTION
58

SUTTER STREET

IN

THE WEST

SAN FRANCISCO

'

tay

May

v

27,

—

'

VAUDEVILLE

1W1

ALS VIRTUALLY BARRED

MID-WESTERN PANT AGES STRING

FROM CITY OF INDIANAPOLIS
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Ordinance Require* Consent of 60 Per Cent
Circuses Excepted Seven Carniof Resident*
vals Trying to Get In.

—

GOING DARK FOR FIRST TIME

W**' M

—

Always Have Kepi Open Through Summer Before

—

tT*wflv f* *^^»"'

f

.

ST-','
%&

w

*

May

Indianapolis,

'

yxM

a^aw
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1

Depression Hits Them Kavd Regulars
Follow Suit Unless Business Betters.

a

not right to place undue restrictions
upon the exhibitions, especially
since the modern circus uses every

25.

he began to smell a

'^9
ordinance prohibiting
mes from showing within 500
possible
means
to
keep
its
attracproperty
within
the
residence
of
limits unless the written con- tions clean and wholesome and cooperates with the police In preventt of 60 per cent, of the residents
obtained, passed by the city ing objectionable characters from
early this month reached preying upon the crowds that atil
T1FR CHIC AND TALENTRD
Charles W. Jewett for slg- tend.
The new ordinance In addition to
NUure he vetoed it because an
IN
amendment including carnivals and prohibiting carnivals and street
"SAMPLES OF VARIETIES"
fairs from exhibiting without the
street fairs was left out by a clerical
Selling
raises
owners
consent
of
property
The city council nt a special
error
Songs
Comedy
Music
Jazz
sttsion passed a new ordinance ap- the license fee from. $10 to $100 per

the

the thing out .for
thin

plying only to carnivals

and

day and provides that licenses

street

And

shall

He

ANNUAL COOK'S TOUR

RUN GOES BLOOEY

But Cuthbert Acts Gassed.
2.">.

Dear Chick:
funeral

He

20.

was

Amberg was born n Prague
came to Detroit when
was 21. Two years later be was

Ur.

1844 and

in Deand one in Cincinnati. Soon
he became manager of the
Qermanla in New York, afterward
going to the Thalia where he produced "The Bat," by Johan Strauss.

aging a Genna.i theatre

ft

after

la 1889 he built the

Amberg

thea-

and

became

associated

makii

many

with

the

May

Geistinger, Mathilde Cottrelly
and others. He was a naturalized
citizen, but leaves no relatives in
•art,

tlds country.

Memorial services will be held
(Friday) morning at 11 oclock
at the Irving Place theatre.
this

MRS. CYRIL SCOTT.
Cyril Scott, 52, formerly
Philadelphia.
Eissing
of
committed suicide by hanging at
the couple's Baysido home May 23.
Mrs. Scott had been despondent
•ver the death of her mother. She
"was prominent 20 years ago on the

Mrs.
Louise

comedy

hibben

h.

his soul rest in peaes.

Cuthie struts up as usual as I had
just tipped him that the works waa
in and that the rubber ball would
be ready for its annual Cooks tour
by the time he reached the plate.
Cuthie arrives at the plate and goec
through his regular three sheetin
of knockin' the dirt off his spikes,
swelling out his chest and glaucin'
carelessjy over the janes in the
stands.

The success

of Keith's,

Fordham,

has brought Fordham and the University Heights sections into the
limelight

as

theatrical

New apartments

locations.
sre in course of
over the section

GUS SUN MEETING
Heads Convening in Springfield O., Next Month.
bends of the branch offices of

Circuit's

AH

the Gun Sun Circuit will meet In
Springfield, O., the first week in
June to decide upon a policy for

noxt season's bookings.
The plan
is to make the Now York office the
general booking headquarters, with
the branch offices used simply to
ivfost of the split weeks on
fill In.
the Sun time have closed for the
Summer. Cus Sun and his family
were in New York the early part
of the week on an automobile trip.
They will tour for a few weeks before returning to their home in
Springfield.

LOEWS

ALPINE, JUNE

6.

Th" Alpine, the recently complot.. I
construction all
with the demand exceeding the sup- Loew house in the Hay Kldgc secNORA NORINE HIBBEN
When building conditions be- tion of Brooklyn, will open June 6.
ply.
come normal it is believed that this It has a seating capacity of 2.000,
England. She was long her hussection of the Bronx will become as and will play a picture policy for
band's leading lady at the Prince of
densely populated as the lower east- the present.
Wales.
The first ball pitched is right ern portions.
Vaudeville is a possibility liter.
through the middle and he takes a
The father of Ruth Page, ban- cut at it hittin It right smack on the
joist, died at his home, Middletown, gazumph.
The apple disappears
Conn., May 11, survived by his over the centre field fence as though
widow and daughter.
it had wings and I listen for the
roar of the wolves but all Is strangeThe mother of Gus Fay (Jerge) ly quiet.

many stars to American audiences,
among them Leo Detrichstein, Pos-

tausical

LOVING MEMORY

Iedward

trips

At the Irving Place he introduced

!

was

IN

to
Europe in the interests of that firm.

Shuberts,

in the najgt/ejar©

subway.

which is now the Irving Place.
About 12 years ago Mr. Amberg
gave up active theatre management

tre,

booked t'.uough
Puntages Cirsummer withweeks, according to

Im

tips

OVER F0RDHAM.

76

yearrs old.

houses

affiliated with the
will close
the

auspice.''

list. iv
Amberg, director of the
Germania theatre in New Vork.
theatre*
and promotor of Gor::i
other American cities, died of
Regis.
St.
heart disease at the Hotel

New York, May

Tide cuit

haven't used the rubber ball*
I
since last Friday when we played
pennant or bust.
Jersey City. Somebody gummed up
Your old wire,
the works and I think it was Duth
Co*.
I>amrau who is playing third base
ber.
for the mosquito dodgers.
You know Dutch and I played
EVELYN DE LYON.
Evelyn Dc Lyon died May 20 at ball together in a coupia humpty LOOKING
Mercy Hospital, Pittsburgh, dumpty leagues down south and he
the
after an illness of 11 days. The de- knows I am always try in to beat Several Management* Seeking Site
had been appearing in the barrier.
ceased
There.
vaudeville as Evelyn De Lyon and
Anyway we are goin along neck
Co.
A husband, Henry De Lyon, and neck with the Jersey Club when
Shubert. Fox and Loew are reand two children, age two and five I decide to slip Cuthbert his daily
ported dickering for the site on the
years, survive.
homer so I give our pitcher the northwest corner of Jerome avenue
rubber apple to leave in the box
Lady Bancroft, wife of Sir Squire at the end of the innln as Cuthbert and Fordham road, three blocks
and author of several is leadin off for us in the followin west of the new Keith's Fordham
Bancroft,
and adjacent to the Jerome avenue
books, died, May 22, at Folkestone, half.
*er the
held May 17
of the Pacilic Loda * of
Masons, of which Cahn was a nem-

GUSTAV AMBERG.

Several

some- and

the

I

Class.

May

In

Pantagesf New York representative.
The houses concerned are located
in the Middle West and have been
playing the Pantages road shows
until the recent depression mads
the closing order necessary.
This is the first time in the hisplace.
tory of the houses that they have
When he takes the mound he gets} 5^^ darkened during the summer
a hand full of the powder and rubs months, and It is believed that some
it on the rubber ball.
The catcher of the regular Pantages houses will
is wearin a small gas mask under follow stilt if business doesn't soon
his regular mask so he's safe.
My pick up.
sap bust into the ball gettin a cloud
Shea's Buffalo, the Hippodrome,
of sneezin powder In their pans Toronto, and the Auditorium, Quefrom the collision and their both bec, all booked through the Keith
out of the game for a week.
office, are closing for the summer
Dutch has promised he wont it the end of next week.
squawk but you know if his club
The Loew Circuit has held up
starts losln he's goin to beef and I better than the others to date, but
wouldn't blame him so it looks like it is expected that several of the
III have to put the rubber apples Loew houses west of Chicago will
in camphor.
However I may be on close over the summer before June
my hip one of these nights and get 1. At present there Is a two weeks'
another inspiration that will be lay- off on the western tour from
just as good.
houses that have already been darkSo be ready for unything from ened.
now on for l am goin to cop that

Direction: Hughes & Manwaring
which the mayor immediately be issued for twenty-' ur hours
Circuses and roena* eries only. These sections make it pracajgned.
purposely wore left out of he sec- tically impossible for such attracmeasure because several coun- tions to locate in Indianapolis. The
en and the mayor announced ordinance probably will mean conselves to be of the »elief that siderable losses to a number of
has a carnival companies, since seven diftfery modern community
ere trying to
large percentage of citizens who set ferent organizations
out of book cue location in the south end
pleasure
amount
of
freat
a
circuses and that therefore it was of the city.
Con's Pitcher Slips the Rubber

Syracuse,

once

figured

the pitcher and catcher
to break up my fence
The pitcher gets a hip
busters.
pocket full of sneezin powder and
waits for my pitcher to show a
lump in his hip pocket when he is
on that the switch is about to take

{airs,

OBITUARY

this

He

pulled

and frames

—

—

like

rat.

we

Water League.

LENORE KERN

—

May

and Eugene Jerge (.Terge and
Hamilton) died May 18 at her home
in Buffalo. N. Y.

with
last
Hastings,
died in Toledo, May 22,
suddenly, was buried in her
town, Wakefield, Mass.

Adelaide
"Irene."

very

stage.

home

who

I look over toward the plate and
there ia Cuthbert layin on the
ground with his shoulders heavin,
tears running down his cheeks and
goin through all the motions of a
guy in a lit. I dash out just as a
doctor from the stands arrives and

we drag him to his feet. He can't
see and starts to walk toward third
Nat Krohn
base when I grabbed him.
died
(Celebrity Studios, Chicago)
The croaker looked him over
May 13.
and told me he couldn't understand
had happened to him but he
The wife of Jark Tolk died at what seen
guys who was gassed go
had
El Paso. Tex.
through
the same motions and exhalf.
>ear and a
hibit the same symptoms.
I finally
Deceased was 35 years old. He
HARLEM APOLLO PASSES got him to first base and put a
4s survived by a wife. Nora Xorinne.

EDWARD

H. HIBBEN.
Edward H. Hibben, at one time
treasurer of the McViekers. Chitago, and lately connected with Fox
fllm. died in Phoenix, Arix., May 18.
He had been in Phoenix for the last

The mother, nge

Hurtig

PAUL WEST.

A Seamon

74. of

Vacate Their Up-

town Picture House.

Paul Milton Sherin, professionally
The Apollo, in l'2Bth street, Haras Paul Week guiataion apt? lem, operand ba Hurtig & £can?on
classical dancer, died May 10 at the as a picture house for the past few
home of his mother In Minneapolis. years, passed into the possession of
He was 26 years old and was one Paul Hcrx6g abOUt two weeks ago.
of the first pupils of Ruth St. Dtnla
fcferzog/, who, is an attorney, believed to represent a syndicate of
JAMES HOFF
uptown business men, bought the
James Iloff, connected with the site which conlaiai the Apollo and
ediMoving Picture World In an
the Harlem Opera* house adjoining
torial capacity since 1911 and prior
about six months ago. The Hurtig
to that editor of the Film Index,
& Beatnon interests w<«rr given six
Wed suddenly May 17 of apoplexy. months' notice to vacate as per the
Dece;is(d was 56 years old and is lease.
notice expired
when
Tito
irvived by a widow end a son
Herzoa und his associate* took V"

iaifcwn

fed 25,

Julius:
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JULIUS CAHN.
cahn, for many years
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Waring his name, d ed
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e Was sudden
wholly unexpected,
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Miller and Capman Taken by Cohan
Miller ;'"<i Capman, ti..- daneing
team, have b**en engaged \<y (leorge
M. Cohan la go Into the east oi
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The Keith r ••»•'' ha\
floor
Otvlhe Harlem Opera hotis< thai inubout ihree moi •• year* to run
Before the erection of the present
burlesque house of H. k B. on 125th
treel the Apollo was th< Harlem
l'istand of Hi" Columbl
'
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was spread.
took <>r.<' Ntrik»- and then
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•* Ibe ('aim Circuit of legitimate
theatres in
England ;. id more
recently publisher of a theatrical
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Tln» new o\\ n«»ri will continue the
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presenl pulley hill
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runner on to complete the trip for
the ball was still listed on the
slacker list.
All this time Damrau is makin
wise cracks and givin me tae rmxx,
I
didn't give him a rumble dorm
the excitement but as soon as I
sent Cuthie to his hotel I begun to
worry.
I
made up my mind Id find out
whether they were hep so i slipped
another rubiier p!Il to our pitcher
just before the seventh Innln and

hoinei

i

"The O'Brien GlrL" Cohen asked
B. Pi Albe" to n-ion-o lh« dancers
from their Keith contracts, which
acceded lo
•
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Vaudeville

Katvator*
vaudeville und

Hempstead,

L.

Hempstead
building a
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Calgaronl operates tbe Blraod, a
picture house, in the same town.
wftleh pi» v<* vaudeville
ind Sundays.

Sit»rd«ys

friday,

Chicago

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDINl
=»*=

CHICAGO VAUDEVILLE SHOWS
MAJESTIC, CHICAGO.
Chicago, May
The

first

25.

hot weather knocked the
Monday attendance.

tar out of usual

Hardly half a house was in when
the first act went on, with some
Tacant seats as far down front as
the first and third rows. The show,
a good looking one on paper, ran in
about the same manner as the audience very light, and greeted the
aame way.
Ramsdells and Deyo, a neat trio,

—

with only the last number to pull It
out of the ordinary, having the full
trio on their toes for some fast jazz
toe work, worked the crowd up to a
few bends. Rice and Newton look
a little new, but need have no fear,
as they are "there." Miss Newton,
first In a little sport suit, has a
sweet personality and enunciates
clearly, with a fair singing voice,
while Rice, though dressed straight,
looks and acts the boob comic, which
look* natural and helps the act The
talk la lightweight, but still carries
•nough laughs to put It over. After

the talk they do a talky song with
patch-lines, and then a short double
lance, Rice coming back with a few

but he must
learn many tricks of vaudeville beAfter
results.
expect
can
fore he
each number he would deliberately
turn around and wipe the perspiration off his face, making the audiI*ob
uncomfortable.
very
ence
LaSalle came next and gave them
LaSalle
wanted.
they
what
Just
has broken forth as a contender for
top-line billing and if he keeps up
the pace he has set for himself,
nothing but himself can stop the
He
recognition that must come.
has picked some sure-fire songs and
with one of those Irresistible personalities and clean-cut manners,
he delivers the goods. His dancing,
though difficult, is done without
any effort and he stopped his own
act with some of his routine. Many

no doubt

She wears a black coat and In her
red gown lives up to the audience's
Stan has done away
imagination.
entirely with the trampoline, and it
Scored a laughisn't even missed.
Janet Adair came on
ing hit.
dressed in summery style and did
her entire routine without leaving
the stage. She only recelvd a smattering of applause which is all she
had coming, as she showed nothing
new and has a poor routine of numbers.

Will Cressy and Blanche Dayne in
"Town Hall Tonight" were welcomed back, and it is surprising how

Is

an

artist,

laughs this old sketch can get.
Jack Norworth went right to work bows and encores.
and sang three or four numbers
Valeska Suratt, In the best playwithout waiting for anything— right let of her vaudeville career, surup and at 'em. He has a song that, prised many with her legitimate
outside of a changed lyric, sounds ability. She Is supported by an alland if it is the around number one cast. Eugene
like "My Mammy,
If not. Strong, her leading man, deserves
original should be used.
some one Is trifling with infringe- his billing. The act went over with
an out-and-out a bang, and that is saying a whole
It's
ment laws.
Norworth then introduces lot on a night like this when people
steal.
Miss Adair for their double number came in to loll back and refuse to
sung in the "Gaieties" with the think. It not" only made them aplove bungalow. Norworth dishes up plaud, but talk, which is the best
some hoakum to put this over, ad answer for the star, the vehicle
libing plenty of lines, and it went
and the house.
for the only Important applause in
Olsen and Johnson topped it all
either of their acta Moss and Frye
for a perfect evening's enternow Interrupt their routine for a off
They made everybody
tainment.
little harmony, then back to their
forget the heat, never resting a
talk, and then a big harmony numsang, they talked,
They
minute.
ber. They have also added several
accordion,
new daffy dills that measure up to they played piano, violin,
just about everyand
did
danced
proved
They
"How High Is Up?"
behuman
good showmen, making It short but thing possible for two
sweet doing 12 minutes to big ap- ings to do. Then they brought Bob
bit
impromptu
James Dutton and Co., LaSalle on for an
plause.
equestrians, came on late and natu- that went for a howl. There is no
on
were
boys
the
doubt that if
rally suffered.
many bills together, they would
be
would
something
that
work up
PALACE, CHICAGO.
worth while. Getting the audience

many

1

'

acrobatic
each one antricks,
nounced; and though you see them
•very day, these looked different
They can run along for number two
•pot on the big time, but if they
want to get ahead they need new
talk and direction.
m
Tracey and McBrlde do their divorce song for opening and their
Spanish burlesque for a finish, which
Is sure fire. McBrlde needed a shave
very badly, and it was so noticeable
that several people in the audience
remarked about it There is no excuse for such carelessness, even In
hot weather. Stan Stanley Is back,
Chicago, May 25.
all browned up and about 20 pounds
Not ISO people on the downstairs
to the good. He worked in rattling
style, putting over each laugh with and less than that scattered bea bang. He has the same straight tween the balcony and the gallery
man, but the girl looks different. saw one of the best shows of the
Valeska
season at this theatre.
Suratt was the topllner, with Bob
LaSalle and Olsen and Johnson running her for the applause honors.
There is no question but that with
high prices, labor strikes and old
King Sol, competition Is too strong
i

to buck against.
The house will close June 12.
Lillian's Dogs opened the show,
but the canines objected more
strenuously to the weather than the
human actors, and they Just
cues.
follow
wouldn't work or

Only

ONE
BOS

STATE-LAKE, CHICAGO.
Chicago, May 25.

for their kind of act,
to the audience entirely
the act goes. "But when
This was
they don't it's awful."
one of those nights for the boys.
Eric Zardo crabbed his act by helpMODISTE
145 N. Clark Street ing the stage hands put on his
little

as

It

just

early

up

is

how

at this performance.

EMPRESS, CHICAGO.

&

"MERCHANT TAILORS
n

houses.
Irene Myers held next-to-olosing
and sang several songs of the Raths2C0

ROOMS

&10 St*

.-

;

ii

.ike

ritoi i-»i«>>.
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Chicago,

Blug.
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New Management

Under

HOTEL SAVOY
3000 Michigan Ave., Chicago

shift,

left

the

man showed

Suite 201, 177 No. State Street, Chicago

He

(DIRECTLY OPPOSITE STATE-LAKE THEATRE)

and we are not

RUSSELL,
PHOTOGRAPHER
SHADOW
PHONE: HARRI80N

>

CHICAGO

0361

NEW YORK COSTUME
LARGEST COSTUME

CO.
GOWNS

COSTUMES MANUFACTURERS IN WEST
137 N. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO

Central 1801

HAZEL RENE
HATS - GOWNS - COSTUMES

Hiioi tnts-Lak* Bolldlat. Cklcar*
IHRNK DUBUQUK I
HAZEL RAN O US f

UM

TeL C«ak
Formerly with
Edith Strickland

HOTELS
"MARION"
CHICAGO 505 W. Madison St.
PROFESSIONAL WEEKLY RATES

"ST. REGIS"
616 N. Clark Street

Up.
Up.
Up.
Up.

}

)

Thoroughly modern.
Newly furnished.
Convenient to all theatres.

Wfw

rehearsal hall.

YOUR PATRONAGE

will Interest yon.

10 .Mm.

Is

our

settled."

much
mark.

show
The act.

first

regardless of the mishaps, does not
quite come up to big time standards,
although it is a good turn for other
time.
Doro Hilton and Co, was the
singing turns and
first
the
of
fared quite well. She goes through
her entire repertoire without once
stopping for applause or breath,
thereby hovering on the border line
of monotony. It would not hurt if
Fred Ahl. at the piano, would give
a selection. He is a fine ivory trainer
and could give Miss Hilton a rest.

»

Day; Weekly Bete 97.00 and Up.

and Surface.
Cafe In Connection.

Modes***

CHICAGO

FRANK WESTPHAL & RAINBO TODDLE ORCHESTRA
CONTINUOUS DANCING AND VAUDEVILLE
FAMOUS CHICKEN DINNERS AND A LA CARTE SERVICE

SCHOOUOpen »ll Summer)
PERRIN
Announces

NEW

Ivan Fehnora of the Royal Opera, Moscow.
In
and Operatic Too for Grand Opera and

struction In Technique
Vaudeville Stage.

Greek, Clasiiique with Its related Arts. Nubian. Javanese,
Serbian, Square and Angular Egyptian. Every style Bccentrls.

DANCES

PERFORMER8, ATTENTION—
GBORGB ACKERMAN teaches Buck.

and Picture.

Soft Shoe. Character

Professional Rates.

AUDITORIUM BUILDING. CHICAGO; Phone Wabash

79

9991.

DEAL WITH THE ARTIST

SCENERY
OPERATED BY

The pantomime done by

5

15-17-19 West 20th Street,

FROM MAY

SEASON

11th.

SCENIC ARTISTS

CHICAGO

1921

TO SEPT.

18th.

EMILE DE RECAT
Presents

"SMILES OF 1921"

Enchanted Musieal ExtraTatjania With Prologue, Two Arts and Ten Scenes,
biolodinc An All 8tar Cast and a Bonquet of Twenty-four American Beaotle*.

AT RIVERVIEW, CHICAGO
"THK BRM.IIT SPOT IN THE 1AH)P"

FRITZEL'S
RIAR'S INN

NORTHEAST CORNER VAN BUREN AND WABASH AVENUE
HIGH

HELP YOUR ACT
*

Rates

6652 5653 6654.

"RAINBO GARDENS"

riding their bikes on thin large
stage, often hitting the back curtain, and one of them falling off the

the tramp sailed the act over for
substantial recognition. Moody and
Duncan took a healthy encore after
15 minutes of opera and jazz singing.
The girl who sings the jazz
numbers is somewhat of a comedienne and many times her kidding
The opera
got generous laughs.
singer was noticeably hurt by Miss
Hilton's previous operatic routine.
The girls look and act classily.
Fradkin, the violinist, and Mtan
Jean Tell, soprano, followed and
cornered the honors, which under
the circumstances were a whole lot.
It seemed the moisture in the air
had little effect on Miss Tells
vocalizing, as the high notes were
reached but with little effort. "Mulligan and Mulligan from the West"
(DeHaven'and Nice) gav«» th<» patrons plenty of hand exercise. Their

91.50 Fer

,

CALUMET

CLARK AT LAWRENCE

Lorlmer Hudson and Co., seen
more often as an opener, handled
the tray spot in a great manner.
The two girls had much trouble in

bicycle.

Theatrical

FRED MANN'S

DROPS

i

— "L"

De-

accuracy in most

even said, "This

from Loop

TRANSPORTATION:

If.

8CENERV
Ideas end plans submitted.

at

for Theatrical People

Telephone:

but three acts to

instances, but many times too
for big time did he miss his

Executive Office snd Display Room:

PICTURES A SPECIALTY.
Special rates to the profession
209 South State Street
Republic Building

A Home

Haven and Nice, Fradkin and Toto.
Edwards and Edwards, a sharpshooting act, was dull. As a shooter

RENTALS BY DAY OR WEEK

""-»<

Her Hebrew character
a gem for her. Josi%

keep up their interest, but in this
respect the house managers fell a
Charles
little short of their mark.

same

SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS

SOLICIT

is

to be cool and comfortable against
outdoors.
sultriness
stifling
the
Second, a good bill was necessary to

offer the variety of the show,

VELVET, PLUSH, SILK, SATIN, SATEEN, ETC.

WE

number

Flynn and her minstrels closed. The
act consists of an Interlocutor and
six girls. The act Is more of a song
and dance revue, and is arrange^
so that it gives each girl a little
something to do, either in song or
dance with no one hogging the act.
Miss Flynn showed up In great
style and made her clientele love
her. LaToy, Senna and Stevens and
Chapman and Ring did not appear

Chicago, May 25.
no ambition to laugh or applaud
The break in cold weather came
until Duel and Woody made their
appearance as welcome as a mint and it looks like the beginning of
Julip.
The show started off with the end for outlying houses. If the
"Juat Friends," a man juggling, as- balmy hot weather continues It may
closing dates will
sisted by two dogs.
The routine be possible that
were sufficient
was acceptible. Bayle and Patsy, be advanced. There
appetite for vaudewhose
people
man and woman, next with songs
than the desire to
and crossfire gags. The man re- ville was greater
enough to make up a
minded his audience several timed be outdoors,
crowd. The bill pr&a very
how hot it was, which was un- fair-sized
inviting and, under normal theatre
necessary. Coleman and Ray, venweather and conditions, certainly
triloquil, using full stage with drape
would create a waiting line. Willie
hangings, made an effort to make a
Hale and brother greeted the regproduction out of it. but only regis- ulars. The boys came through with
tered mildly.
For a finish both juggling bits seen in various openwalked across stage with walking ers.
It seemed fourteen minutes,
dolls, Coleman doubling back with
for this type of act, was many minhis walking dummy, which brought utes too long.
him little. DeCounsey and Jameson
Hart, Wagner and Eltls, In "Goappear as a couple of jays before ing to the Opera," went to work with
a special drop. They tell each other plenty of pep, and when they got
stories,
sing songs, singles and through the crowd came to the
doubles, and exit to a fair hand. front with both hands.
Pheasy and Powell, man and
Two men enter on hands and
woman, the man of the elongated knees and, when they get to the
type, make a stab at comedy to the centre of the stage, they rise and
girl's straight.
He uses "Put On go into snappy surefire talk. A
Your Slippers," of ancient vintage, woman, an opera singer, passes by*
and follows with a dance. A double the men and the trio talk. and sing.
song with a patter concluded their There are many actions which show
originality and an effort to deviate
weak offering.
Then came Duel and Woody, a from the conventional, and In this'
riotous hit.
They open in front the trio has succeeded. The man
of a movie drop with a- practical yodeler is great, the male comio
box-office, the girl acting as cashier' funny and clever, while the woman
and the boy as a prospective buyer has an operatic, clear and pleasing;
(Continued on paje 9)
of the theatre. The talk that followed between them is bright,
snappy and fast, with a laugh and
a kick In every line. Then they go
HENRY
ART
to "one" where the boy plays a
one string violin and the girl the
ULL1VAN
EIRR
uke. Trie girl is a clever comedienne and would be a good buy for

by the owners of this

change was made, with Toto comThen Bohn and
ing on to close.
Bohn were slated for this first hot
summer week, but did not show, so
Edwards and Edwards understudied.
Three singing acts out of seven, and
two ordinary opening acts on the

and Settings of All Kinds
BEAUTIFUL DRAPED EFFECT8.
ELABORATE PAINTED AND EMBROIDERED DESIGN8 IN

and
snd
and
snd

keller order.

McVICKER'S, CHICAGO.
Chicago, May 25.
Two hours of sweltering heat with

Withers, in Tor Pity's Sake," was
scheduled to appear, but his props
were delayed so a last minute

Specialist* in Fabric Curtains

Single, without bath, $9.00
Double, without bath, $1200
8ingle, with bath,
$12.00
$16.00
Double, with bath,

3=*C

...

:

show.

The summer patronage combination la held

THE FABRIC STUDIOS

^

11.

money maker. Nothing was more
Emerson and Baldwin were on a Important to those who came than

MAYBELLE
SMART SHOP
LENORE BERNSTEIN
Boom

vaudeville

for

1

I

funny actions had the
crowd of T. N. T. The
famous clown, Toto, had no trouble
In ransacking the applause warehouse. There were just a few stage
waits between his bits, and particularly one, where the stage was
dark and the crowd stood up as
though the national anthem were
being played. Charles Withers and
Co. and Flo Lewis not seen at this

for the national anthem and
then switching into "How Dry I
Am" was the last big laugh and
Grey
Just topped it all off right.
and Old Rose closed, but as there
was no one in the house to begin
with, they don't have to feel bad
about not holding them in. They
went through the routine as if they
were in the center of the bill Instead
of closing, for which they deserve production. As the act stands now
it can
hold a spot in the bigger
due credit.

up

There

U

1,«,

B

I

Piano. After that they did not take dancing and
him seriously. He worked hard and effect on the

CLASS ENTERTAINMENT AND DANCING
Cvlslne and Service Unexcelled.
ThMtrlMl *wti«.
J. FR1TZEU Proprle.or.
Thone Reservation.
WabSta 99ll
SETS
DRAPES
Call er writs.

999

8TATK-LAKK BU1EDINO, CHIC)
PHONE DJtARBOBN V

10.
29.

L921

[ETY'S

Chicago

CHICAGO OFFICE

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING

=XE

DRASTIC AGENT

FRAMED

Seeks Offices Opposite Hie Houeee

IN ILLINOIS

for Floods.

Chicago,

41,000 Annua! License and
tVi Per Cent Commission.
Chicago* May 25.
Tnass meeting was held this
week to formulate action against
passage of a bill before the state
legislature threatening to seriously
embarrass vaudeville and otlier theJesse Freeman was
atrical agents.
chairman.
Among the provisions are:
"Every person licensed to do business as an employment agent shall
pay a license fee of $1,000 to the
'state and shall post a bond of $5,000
With two or more sdretics."
"Every licensed person must keep
'* register and enter therein in the
English language the name and address of the applicant, date of the
'

A.

NOW

THINKING OF COM WISH

May

2S.
A. H. Woods was in Chicago last
week trying to rent two offices in

the Delaware building, one office to
face Randolph street and the other
Dearborn street. His object was to
install two large flood lights, one to
play on the Woods theatre and the
other on his New Apollo.

Chicago,

May

25.

The

Chicago vaudeville agents
booking through the association and

KALCHEIM BOOKINGS

•

EARL PUSHING

"ELI," The Jeweler
TO THE PROFESSION

t

Earl,

of

to

Neit Door to
-—

ond.

COLUMBIA THKATKK

EUGENE COX
SC OGOEN
EN ER
AVENUE
CHICAGO

ASK MADAM HAMMER

MILLER BACK AT BOOK.
Chicago, May 25.

Hlooi
Chicago

STATE

ST.

Phone Randolph 3393

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED
POSING ROOMS IN THE COUNTRY
-GRAND PIANO FURNISHED FOR* ALL MUSICAL ACTS
ALL KINDS OF SCENERY AND SPOT LIGHT. OPEN SUNDAYS

—As you

American or Chinese food

THE BAMBOO

Jointly made by the
different ends, stating the exclusive

announcements
representation.

Chicago,

May

25.

Emile DeRecat, who has made a
for himself in producing outdoor revues for state fairs and
parks, has put in an innovation at
Forest Park this jear. This is a
revue with scenic production, 18
drops being used, besides six sets.

His cast consists of Frank LIbuse,
Harry P. Kelley, Bobby Barker,
Audrey Smith, J. Lynn Griffin. Millie Jean, Rose O'Hara. E. R. Robinson, Peggy Mayo. Browning and
Graham and Sadie Moore, besides a

chorus of

20.

13th

INN

AND (LARK STREETS, CHICAGO.

'PETE"
30

Next Door to Colonial The./.re.

W.

RANDOLPH

Soteros
ST.,

Frances Kennedy's Hospitality.
Chicago, May 25.
Scores of landlord -haunted Chicagoans have availed themselves of
the offer of Thomas Johnson. Chicago attorney, husband of Frances
Kennedy, the vaudeville star, to
share the eighty-acre "JohnsonKennedy" estate in "Dunolanu" near
for the

Miller, lnd..

summer.

18

22D
.

4

EAST
STREET

CHICAGO

F;<>>rkv

Chicago, May 25.
8Unll04 have opened

CHICAGO SHOWS.

OPPOSITE
"L" STATION

l

'J
/

*

'

First Evening Frolic nt 11:18 P.
< oniie*te» EiteodeO.
I'bone Calumet S3W.

Four Different Sfc*m Ever* Mgtit.
U**t4ttra*t Service m La Carte.

Profusion*!

12 Weeks
Non-Musical Piece.

$200,000

in

for this practice.
Carrell

and

the

Consolidated

Booking Exchange of Kansas City
booked the Gruebel time. Schroeder
Chicago, May 25.
West," which is closing was assigned by these offices jointly

"East Is
season at the Oarrick this week, to handle the books. When the acts
has made a record, breaking figure protested against paying Carrell 10
for a show of this kind.
per cent, whether they had perOn the 12 weeks in Chicago it did sonal
agents or not, and the Cona gross business of $200,000, and it
solidated 5 per cent, booking comis said that the profits of the tour
mission
as well, Schroeder'e job bewill easily come to a quarter of a
million.
Miss Ha inter is said to came vacant, as the Consolidated
have declared her Luropean trip off removed Its bookings from Carroll's
hands.
and will summer here.
its.

BOOKED FOR BURIAL.
When the
died May 12

Chicago, May 25.
father of Joe Brennen
In St. Louis, Brennen

was here

Chicago with no funds

in

possible means to get 'to St.
Louis.
He got in touch with Tom
Carmody, booking manager of the
W. V. M. A. and was booked to play
the Grand, while Billy Diamond
added six weeks around that vicin-

or

ity,

which enabled Brennen

to

pay

Carrell started In the agency business as a White Rats' agent during
the big strike some years ago. He
at one time had hundreds of houses,
ranging from one-night stands for
one act at a picture house to full
weeks on small Mid -Western detached time. Recently he sent letters to all managers to deduct 10
per cent, from all salaries and send
It

to

him "to

commission

facilitate

remittances."
He charges each
house $1 per actor per day booking
fee.
His time la non-V. M. P. A.

for the burial.
-.

—

NOTICE

Clip this list of agents out and paste
your scrap book. If you want a consecutive route with no layoffs. Write or wire. They
it

in

*L

The Simon

Jess Freeman

Agtmej

Suite 1413
Masonic Temple

807

Suite

Woods Theatre

Lew Goldberg

Bldg.

Harry W. Spingold

Agrmrj

Agtmcj

Suite 305

405

Suite

Bldg.

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

Beehler

&

Jacobs

Agrncy

Suite 307

Woods Theatre

(Continued from page s>
coupled with appearance and
All In all tiu-> nr? an Ideal
class
comedy turn Which COutd Stand Ufl)

Jackson

Billy

Agmcj

Bldg.

Suite 504
Loop End Bldg.

Burt Cortelyou

Helen Murphy

Agency

AgfUCf

1607-08
Masonic Temple

Suite 306

Woods Theatre

Charles Nelson
Agtmry

Affwiry

Suite 301

Woods Theatre

Eagle

&

Bldg.

Suite

Bldg.

Goldsmith

609

Wooda Theatre Bldg
Powell

&

Danforth

A*r*tcy

AKctiry

Inc.

s uite 504
Loop End Bldg.

Suite 302
Loop End Bldg.

voire,

his

Earl

&

Tom

O'Brien

female

billing.

Impersonator,

and got away with
"A Glorious Personal::

He pleased with his routine.
ImhOtt, Conn and Conent. "In a

ity.**

rest Hotine." i«ever wavered R mln«
-.'. u cyclonic
knockout
ut.« from b
Leo Beers was o Hills over ins head*
received
i
of those present, but Kt
representative hand at the end.
i

Pancing Kennedys. "In Their

Own

Creations," closed and showed originality,

Powell

Agrnry

\jC«-nrj

came on No.

F^ROI-JO"
"MID-NFTE
V
DANCING BETWEEN FROLICS
•

$200,000 IN 12 WEEKS

Charles Crowl

in

Marteil.

Relished by the Best of Men.

IKE BLOOM'S

WEST" RECORD

SCENERY RENTING BUSINESS.

test.

Where Steaks and Chops Are

IS

C. L. Carrell has been sued again.
This outside booker, who recently
declared
himself
a
"collection
agency" on his own, ruling that alt
agents' commissions must be sent to
him to be distributed to the agents
as he sees fit. has been sued by Paul
Schrocder for |800 as a result of

SHOWS ON ONE TRAIN.

3

NOW TRY THE BEST

CHAIR

"EAST

Woods Theatre

ness.

"THE

to them
failed to

return.

are accredited agencies.

the Loop End Building,
making a specialty of renting drop*,
curtains and settings to vaudeville
E. B. Iftarstkttll, well known
artists.
scenic artist, and llom«T BaundtTS,
and
Lini«-k
Jones,
of
formerly
Scliacfer. IIHB conducting IhS busi-

T. Y. CIIOY. M*r.

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST

15 PER CENT. TANGLE

name

offices

it.

APPOINTED CAP! IN THE WORT.P
Heart of the Kialto—Around the Corner from F.verj where
THE KENDKZVOIS OF THE PROFESSION.
K WDOI.Ill

Chicago agencies.
probably lead to formal

will

and which, she says, they

exclu-

between

New York and

This

The
like

rilK FINEST
In the

the

is

Chicago, May 2T.
"Tickle Me", "East Is West" and
will travel intact
Doctor*
"Call the
The three shows
to New York.
charge, with Paul Goudron, booking have tnken 12 cars over the Michigan Central. They will be accommanager.
panied by the road's general passenger agent, Don Clark.

Phone Seeley 3801

[90 N.

satisfactorily shown there
sive
inter-representation

Harry Miller, at one time booking
manager for the small Inter-State,
but more recently running a taxi
cab in Los Angeles, was appointed
as booker for the Gue Sun Chicago
Coney Holmes remains in
offices.

1734

CARRELL SUED IN

DE RECAT'S BIG SHOW.

Chicago, May 25.
Earl & O'Brien

Performer*

CHICAGO

Chicagoans might meet and appoint
a committee to secure a distinct
understanding on the subject.- It
appears to be locally understood
that for a Chicago agent to cut in
on the New York end it must be

LOTS.

Agency, has turned realtor for the
summer.
Earl gained a reputation
WHEN IN CHICAGO
putting
Muskeagon us a
over
Theatre Bid*.
Ground Floor.
famous actors' resort. He is doing
the same with his L. Lakes. This
The latest in Men's week he sold Curley Wright 2 lots,
Furnishings can be Anna Stack, Nat Phillips and Frank
had at
Fay. Jean Greene had the honor
of erecting the first house, with
21 No. Clark St. Claude "Tink" Humphries, the secDUrount

Special

ttate Lake

Lew

Chicago, May 25.
Mrs. Babel Shere, modiste, has
commenced suit against Lew Kane
to recover $396.26, covering the rental of costumes for the revue that

Their Share on New York was installed by Lew Kane at Ar- Booker With Unique Methods
cadia, St. Louis.
At the same time Mrs. Shcrer
Bookings for Juniors— May
in Litigation Again
tiled suit against Oubin and Oliver,
Appoint Committee.
producers, for the recovery of two
Chicago, May 25.
costumes that were rented

Keith's local office are thinking of
commission in connection with the
proposed booking of acts in New
York for the middle western time.
A previous report given out here
was to the effect acts booked In
New York, especially for the Junior
Butterfield Banker Switches Orpheums, and accredited there to
their New York agent, would in
to Association Houses.
turn be accredited here, upon the
booking being completed, *o tlr»
25.
Chicago, May
Chicago agency representative of
Arthur Denman, until recently the New York agent. In that manbooking the Butterfield Circuit, has ner, the report inferred, Chicago
applicant for employment, to whom
employment was promised or of- been appointed to succeed Nat Kal- agents would be protected for the
cheim,
W. V. M. A. booker who has New York bookings, with the New
•fered, the amount of fee received,
name and address, of former em- gone to New Yoik as Eastern rep- Yorkers and Chicagoans dividing
resentative for the association, ac- commission.
ployers, or persons, to whom such
The report caused no commotion
applicant is known, the name and cording to plausible though not ofDenman at the time among the local boys.
address of every applicant accepted ficial information here.
for help, the kind of help requested, had a contract with Butterfield until They said it would be good if true.
August 1, but, it is understood, that With the announcement, however,
names of persons sent., etc.
"The fee for general labor or do- Butterfield, through a fiiendly ar- that Nat Kalcheim, of the associamestic to be 5 per cent, of the first rangement, released him to make tion, is proceeding to New York,
month's salary. Theatrical engage- possible his immediate acceptance empowered to issue blanket conments 2% per cent, of the wages, or of the Kalcheim books. These are tracts for the middle western time,
alary of the engagement and com- the large independent houses book- and virtually reassuming in the
Orpheum Circuit's New York headmercial agencies to be one week's ing through the association.
Kalcheim left Tuesday for Now quarters, his former booking posisalary, or 5 percent um of yearly
He will represent the Keith tion, the Chicago agents see the
salary, if salary is computed as York.
Western as well as the W. V. M. A. prospect of the matter of the New
such.
Frint George is touring for the York commission item becoming a
"Should an agency be deemed
guilty of misdemeanor, license will association, getting houses, and this considerable one.
A report about this week said the
be revoked and a fine of not l«\ss week four new theatres are an-

than $50 and not more than $200 for nounced in Wausau and Stevens
Point,
Sheboygan and Appleton,
each offense."
Wis.
It was reported here that Dick
"Robin Hood" Revival.
—
Hoffman, formerly with the assoChicago. May 25.
ciation, but more recently with indeDunbar's "Robin Hood" will take a
pendent agencies, had made a confour-week fling at bucking the hot
nection again with the associated
weather when it follows Broadway
offices as a booker.
He was menBrevities at the Studebaker theatre.
tioned for the vacant Kalcheim post,
It Is said that this theatre will house
which appears to have been unaua film after that for the rest of the
thorized, but may have landed at
summer.
another desk.

C0STUMER SUING.

Want

DENMAN GETS THE

.

33

3E

WOODS WANTS SPOTLIGHTS CHICAGO
AGENTS

LAW

grace and appearance.

Suite 302

Wooda Theatre

Suite 304

Bldg.

The above agencies,
with W. V. M. A.,
affiliated circuits.

in

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

Chicago, booking exclusively

B. F. Keith

(Western) and

all

YOUR NEW YORK AGENT CANNOT BOOK HERE DIRECT

I

BURLESQUE

10

May

Friday,

27, 1981

-tz±:

IB

WELL

BEDINI STARTS

AMERICAN WHEEL WILL HAVE

First

OWN CHORUS

of Jean
Bedinl got a running start at the
ending
week:
first
Columbia for its
Saturday, when it was reported
over $12,000 had passed into the box
The last half of the week
office.
was quite warm, hurting the mat-

£ach Producer Will Pay $10 Weekly Toward It*
Maintenance Will Act as Replacement Agency
— No Engagements Elsewhere.

—

inees.

The show is being talked about
along Broadway and should largely
benefit from the word of mouth ad-

f

;

4-

AMERICAN'S FIRST

The American Burlesque Association is to establish its own chorus
girls clearing house,

which

come operative following

will be-

'Beauty

Revue"

TO.
Gross

for Season.

the open-

ing of the forthcoming season.

Lead*

in

The

The

first

ten snows on the

Amer-

producer of each American wheel ican wheel the past season in point
show will pay a fee of $10 weekly of receipts were "The Beauty Retoward the maintenance of the vue," "Record Breakers," "Some
clearing house. The maximum sal- Show." "French Frolics," "Lid Liftsuccessfully replaced KITTY
ary to be paid chorus girls by the ers," "Kandy Kids," "All Jazz Re- Who
DONER with the AL JOLSON,
American circuit next season will vue," "Naughty Naughty," "Pat "SIN BAD" CO.
This is her 44th
be $26 weekly. No commission will White Show," "Stone and Pillard week and still going.
be charged the choristers for en- Show." The shows appear above in
gagements.
the order they finished.
Jimmy Cooper was the star of the
The clearing house will be in the
JAFFE AND PEARSON.
nature of a replacement bureau the "Beauty Revue," holding an inin the show with I. H. Herk,
terest
first season, the American producers
Interest in Franchises Re
Half
having obligated themselves to en- Jack Reid, was starred in and proported at $30,009.
gage all choristers after the season duced "The Record Breakers," and
No Eddie (Bozo) Snyder was featured
opens through the bureau.
George Jaffe became associated
girls, in accordance with an agree- with "Some Show," a Barney Gerard
with Arthur Pearson last week
ment entered into by the American production.
producers, will be engaged from
through the purchase of a half inany other source or direct.
terest in each of Pearson's ColumVILLAGE
TITLE
Every girl engaged by an Amerbia wheel shows, "Step Lively Girls"
GreenBurlesque
has
discovered
ican producer between now and the
and "Hits and Bits." The latter is
time the season starts and there- wich Village at last, one of the four to be retitled "Bits of Broadway"
the clearing Hurtig & Seamon Columbia wheel next season. The reported purchase
after, must furnish
house with a photograph, complete shows having been retitled next price paid by Jaffe for the two half
measurements and a description of season as "The Greenwich Village interests is $30,000.
herself.
This data will be kept on Revue."
Jaffe is the lessee of the Acadfile by the clearing house to faemy, Pittsburgh, an American wheel
cilitate replacements. If a girl drops
"81. ding" Watson with Marion.
stand. He also operates "The Joy
out of a show, the clearing house
"Sliding" Billy Watson, the past Riders" dn the American route.
will have a complete description
season with "Hits and Bits" has
at hand and can send on a girl signed with Dave Marion for next
CHOIRSTERS STAND PAT
whose measurements fit the cos- season and will be featured in the
tumes, shoes, etc. The photos and Columbia show that last season car(Continued from page 4)
statistical data will also serve as ried the title of "Snappy Snaps."
Buckner started another
enweber's
a check-up on choristers who jump
Marion will produce the show
billed as one of "Buckner's
their contracts with one show to through an arrangement with Cam- revue,
Pretentious Productions" and havjoin another.
"Snappy Snaps" was
bell & Drew.
the title of "The Joy Bells." It
The clearing house will pay the for many seasons knowns as "The ing sent up to the Stafford theatre,
was
railroad fare of all chorister re- Liberty Girls."
Middletown, N. Y., last week. There
placements, instead- of the individSome of the
the troupe stranded.
ual manager defraying the transJ.. Herbert Mack Ocean icing.
company were brought back, A few
portation as heretofore. The offices
were put
and
fare,
without
started
J. Herbert Mack, president of the
will be in New York. At the end of
Amusement Co., has off the train at Goshen, N. Y., being
the season, should there be a sur- Columbia
sent on to New York from there by
plus after operating expenses are moved into his summer home at
the sheriff. This revue was to have
deducted, the surplus will be divided Oceanic, N. J., and will follow his
opened at Sohmer's cafe, Brooklyn,
pro rata among the American wheel usual policy of coming into his office
at the Columbia Theatre Building this week. The Reisenweber's revue
producers.
played the same town several weeks
The clearing house plan for chor- on Thursday and Friday of each ago and did well.
week.
isters was decided upon at a meetThe arrangement whereby BuckThe balance of the week Mr.
ing of the American producers held
Mack will spend at his place in the ner's revue was placed in Reisenlast week.
weber's called for no specific paycountry.
ment for the show, Buckner agreeing to accept the cover charges for
READING BOOKS
Another Nibio and Spencer.
his end. With the show hooked up
Several of the old Mathews and
The billing of "Frankie Niblo and for more than $3,500 for costumes,
Bulger musical comedy successes Billy (Grogan) Spencer" at the
little margin for earning a profit
are under consideration by I. H. Grand Opera House last week was
made. The cafe required seHerk for burlesque books for next an error. The team was George was
from Buckner to cover salThose submitted include Niblo and Helen Spencer, last sea- curity
season.
"By the Sad Sea Waves," "At Gay son with "The Social Maids," in aries, the sum quoted being $1,500.
It was said, however, that Buckner
Coney Island." and "The Night of burlesque.
supplied an I. O. U. in lieu of the
the Fourth," the latter one of George

SUE CREIGHTON

WHEEL

HERK

Ade's

first

"Joy Riders" Renamed
Riders"
"The Joy
(American
wheel)
will
be retitled
"Chick
Chick" next season. The show is
opera led by <Ioorge Jaffe.

A number

of Kquity people

American

association

for him in the American wheel
songs.
Johnny Elliott, formerly with show. The same condition as above
Johnnie Martin, is to be presented applies to the American Federation
by Sam Shannon in a new turn of Musicians with regard to the
The burlesque situation.
called "The Dancing Studio."

turn was written by Neville Fleeson and Al. Von Tilzer. Four girls
will assist Elliott.

Al Shean and Ed Gallager are to
former vaudeville
resume their
partnership.

IN

stituted.

MARRIAGES
Cecelia Weston could not open at
Laura Wood, Wood Sisters, to the Boulevard, New York, Monday,
John Foley. Girard and Foley, both due to a cold. Sid Gold & Co. sub*
stituted.
Chicago "Mary" Co., May 17.
Yorke and Maybelle could not
Helen Greene, pictures, daughter
of Clay M. Greene, to Frederic Mills open at Loew's, Holyoke, Mass.*
Monday,
due to illness. Jean GerGilligan, May 22.
maine and Sister substituted.
,

BIRTHS

N. V. A. DECISION.
The Lee children were awarded

To Mr. and Mrs.
a
12.

Albert M. Beatty,
Roger Lindlar Beatty, May
Mrs. Beatty was Lillian Lud-

son,

low, well

known stock
now with

a favorable decision

The A. complaint against

actress.

OmiMd

in

"SunKist"

May

L'3

New

T«>^

in their

N. V,

the Elizabeth

Horner - Kennedy and Milton Berle turn,
Witte Concert Company, Kansas also
a "kid"' act.
The latter are
City.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy DuVal (DuVal complying with the decision and
eliminating the sob scene finish.
and Simons) May 24, daughter.
father

is

the

•
t

2'

......

"*

.

1

'->.
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has created, they
expect to have a house warming
with visitors invited who are expected to bring the furnishings they
have forgotten.
The firm has a patent detectable
waste basket, invented by Lee
Kraus.
It immediately detects a
check or money order if thrown
carelessly nway In an envelope.
Elerwlti «.*mt Kraus beHeve that thiw
waste basket alone will return their
full office furniture investment inside
of
four months.
Horwitz
claims that it could never happen
to him, throwing away an envelope
without first having it dry cleaned,
but Kraus says he never saw so
many money orders before and has
grown careless getting used to
them.
Another feat ire is a colored porter with a uniform.
On the cap
"Horwitz & Kraus" stands out like
electric lights. The porter has been
engaged
principally
to
parade
through the halls where actors are
expected to congregate and bow >w
to tlM)se he meets, as he tips his
cap, with inst'uetion to push the
cap close to «he actors' faces fn
order thai th*r cannot miss siting
"Horwitz & K'i tus." One act gained
this way every other month, Horwitz says, win pay the porter's
^alorv

AND OUT

Whiting and Burt had to lose Baltimore this week, through having
lost their music.
Jack Inglls sub-

went

office"

1

at the Globe.

s

playing Columbia
wheel shows next season Will oper«
ate on the open shop basis.
An

'

EVA
CLARK
Prima Donna

i

i

theatres

All

DE LUXE OFFICES
(Continued from page

on

Shop Basis

NEW

to the cafe Saturday night when
the
chorus was "pulled." Since
they sat at tables each was charged
$1 for cover.
There were 18 in
the party.

a "swell

Operate

to

Closed

comprised of theatre
owners, operating houses thai will
vertising it is receiving.
play the Columbia shows next seaFrank Sabini with his company
Ben Grln- son was formed last week, with H.
left the cast Saturday.
nell replaced Sabini in the Italian Clay Miner at its head. The shows
Sabini also did his vaudeville playing the Columbia circuit will
role.
act in the first part.
also operate on the open shop plan.
An organization composed of
"TOWN 8CANDAL8" NO GO.
show producers, who will furnish
Chicago. May 25.
Irons & damage tried for a re- next season's attractions for the
turn engagement at the Columbia Columbia circuit houses, was also
burslesque theatre with their "Town formed.
Scandals," after an absence of a
The American Burlesque Associaweek, but failed to draw.
tion on the contrary will continue
It is said the firm had to dig for as heretofore, operating its shows
salaries, the total receipts falling and houses on the closed shop plan.
below $3,000.
Neither burlesque wheel will carry
its own orchestras and stage crews,
ACTS
as announced recently to be the
Ray Raymond, recent feature of plan for next season.
As the I. A. T. S. E. or Amer"Blue Eyes," assisted by the Fooshee
Sisters, opens at one of the Proctor ican Federation of Musicians do
houses May 23.
not recognize the open shop prin"A Winning Miss," girl act, with ciple, the stage crew heads and
Wayne Nunn and Olive Shelly.
("Passing departments and crews, and the
Van .Dyke
Paul
Show"), and Charles M. Potter musical directors and orchestras In
the Columbia houses next season
(Potter and Thring), songs.
Alice Morley (Morley Sisters), will of necessity not be union.
single.
At the I. A. T. S. E. (stage hands'
Sid Corey (Howard Four), and union), it was stated the fact of the'
Harry Shaw, two-act.
Columbia houses operating on an
Joe Tenner (at Colisimo's, Chi- open shop basis next season would
cago), and Les Poe (last with Frank
not call for any action by the stage
Hurst), twe-act.
Miner and Evans, songs and talk. hands' union against the American
circuit, provided the American opeAlton and Allen in a new act.
Freddie Kelly with a girl part- rated on the closed shop or union
ner.
basis. If a producer operates a CoMaude Earl in "Vocal Vignettes." lumbia show and also an American
Gloria Hilderbrand, a well-known
Misa wheel show, the^atage hand's union
Chicago entertainer, single.
Hilderbrand's specialty is "blues" would not permit its men to work

bond.

plays.

the deal goes through for the
books, they will be revised and modernized for present day burlesque
needs, and staged by Harry Bulger.
If

SHOP" NEXT SEASON

The new "Peek-A-Boo"

BUREAU

GIRL

% 12,000
at Columbia.

Weak

*r

COLUMBIA "OPEN

-PwkA-Boo' Does Over
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FRANK DOBSON
Reappearing

at B.

with great success.

SAM McKBB,

X. Y.

I»

Keith's Palace,

TELSGRAPH,

Now

York, this week

Mr. Dobeon is a juvenile comedian of remarkable
a good humorous actor, has a capital voice and

dancer.
N. Y. CUPPER:

(May

23).

says:
versatility.
is

He

is

an astonishing

(

Good

act, mainly because Frank Dobson, a clever comedian, works
a snappy, breezy manner and has a tine personality.
NVv* w*»k /\l..v so). Keith's Oroheum Rroofclvto

In

,

I

(TM«f

«T.

EDITORIALS

IM1

CIRCULATING VARIETY.
I

PabltoHed Weekly uy

VABIKTT

lee.

•1MB SILVERMAN.

President

41th Street

New York

H4 West

City

SUBSCRIPTION
4saual
flinch*

Foreign....
»1
eeplee. If* cp«r#

It

For tho

time fa years. Variety, of May 2t, was on time In New
Orleans last week. It got on the stands Saturday. Previously it had been
in that city on Monday or Tuesday, following its date of publication.
Variety Is trying to make Denver by Saturday each week. It may be
successful. That is a far point for a paper, going to press in New York
Wednesday night, to reach in its current week.

For ysars we thought making Chicago by Saturday waa a feat, still
going to press Wednesday night. Last Friday, Variety, dated that day,
was on the newsstands in Chicago by 8.30 in the morning. In Atlanta,
last Friday, Variety was on sale. It gives Variety a wide circulation on
a Friday, to have it; appear simultaneously with New York.

During the war time Variety reached different points now and then.
railroad service meant nothing in those days.
With better railroad service and Variety changing its form for speed, doing away with
Paul E. Noble, manager of the the binding, also for speed, it has been able, thus far, to greatly improve
and a its deliveries, within the area east of Denver, and from the north to the
Ore.;
Portland,
Liberty,
former minstrel man, has been ad- south of that area.
will
of his
the
through
that
vised
grandfather at Smithfteld, O., he is
Variety tries to be current in its news. It prints this week and most
heir to $12,000. Noble has not seen of what it prints happened this week.
You want to read it this week,
years.
in
20
grandparent
not next week. It's no different from any other trade paper. The people
the
in the trade who want to read it, want to as quickly as they may
Gertrude Newman has announced secure it.
her engagement to marry Laurence
Bettering the delivery doesn't mean more circulation for Variety.
tfeehan, of Bender and Mcehan.
Apparently nothing means more circulation for Variety. It 0SS0 along
Nipmuc Park, Milfcrd, with a small increase of circulation that it loses in the summer, to
Lake
Massachusetts, opens its summer regain in the fall.
Through that it coukl be presumed Variety has
aeason with vaudeville May 30, reached its limit of real circulation, though that is not so. The show
business is expanding all the time. Variety should expand with it.
booked by Fred Mardo.

The

The Missc? Phillips n ae doing
as secretaries to
a "sister act
Arthur Horwitz and Lee Kraus.
'

The apartment of Sydney Harris
is in the Cohan theatre box
was ransacked by sneak
Wearing aptheives last week.
parel and valuables to tho amount

Vho

office

of $1,200

were taken.

One kind

of circulation Variety is trying to lose is the lay reader. The
an interloper among Variety's trade readers.
There arc
many stories weekly in the paper no lay reader could thoroughly understand. They are written cither technically or in the vernacular of
the profession. They are not written for the lay reader, but for show
people. Variety never wanted the lays, makes no claim to having them
and, when a showman tells us we don't know to what extent the public
is reading Variety, perhaps to make us believe that amounts to sameth'ng, it simply makes us regret that our effort to discourage the lays
has not been entirely successful.

layman

is

We don't guarantee a Friday or Saturday delivery anywhere, but will
keep right on trying to make it on those days, outside New York city.
to Denver, to New Orleans, to St. Louis, Louisville and Chicago, with
other large centres in between for Fr day, like Chicago. In distributing
from the centres to what is known as the countiy trade (the newsdealers
in towns and smaller cities with no news company branch), the Friday
city distribution, as a rule, should ensure that the smaller places receive Variety sometimes Saturday, at the latest.
Nearly all of the
towns
receiving a supply from the city news company are closely
David Kalker h-.s be^n appointed!
press agent for Henderson's, Coney adjacent to the supply seat. That is really the objective, not alone to
reach Chicago and be out Friday morning, but to have the towns in
Island.
the Middle West supplied through the Western News Company, of
Chicago, receive Variety by Saturday, likewise the other large cities of
Beatrice Drsw is hack in New
York after an extended stay in Cris- the East.
tobal, Canal
Zone, Panama, her
Getting it there in a hurry at least keeps Variety lively, at home and
home town.
A new brcakway

effect lias

been

cut into 'The Broken Wing* at the
48th Street theatre.
This scene is
at the end of the lirst act when an
airplane is supposed to t rash into
a house.

abroad.

The

father of Bob Hutchinson,
Keith booker, is recovering his eyesight following an operation, after
nearly a year of complete blindness.
He was able to appear in the Palace
Theatre Building with slight assistance and is optimistic of a complete recovery within a short period.

Feiber

A

SPORTS

Joe Wagner, manager of Jack
Sharkey, has taken another bantamweight into his stable. The new
Shea's Colonial. Akron, comer is Joe Cronin, a former ama-

These gentleman point

to the fortunes that Carpentier and Dempsey
could get for a return bout In Paris
of the Jersey engagement went tho
distance without a decisive result.

has gone into the Keith office for teur champ who has been battling
the summer. Billy Delaney is book- at tho Brooklyn clubs under the
ing the house, which has installed nom de ring of Joe Woods
He will
Lee Stewart was returned the
a split week summer policy playing appear under his own name In the winner last week In the first of the
six acts and feature pictures.
future.
Wagner is also associated Friars* golf tournaments, winning a
with Jim Buckley in the new Coney special prize and taking the first
Fslly Markus will place five acts Island Athletic Club, which will leg of the silver trophy which must
In the Playhouse, Hudson, N. Y., on open next to Luna Park, Decora- be won three times for permanent
a split week policy, commencing tion Day.
possession.
The contest was a
next week.
handicap affair and similar events
The Yanks are out in front in are to be carded throughout the
The New theatre, Port Jervis, will the American League while the summer over the different courses.
play vaudeville two days weekly Giants are within striking distance The next tournament will be becommencing Decoration Day.
of the flying Pirates in the National. tween a 10-man team from the
Huggins' club looks stronger now Friars against a team of newsThe Community, Catskill. N. Y., than at any time within the past papermen. It is to be held June 6.
will play vaudeville for the summer
two years. If he gets any kind of
commencing June 15, split week.
Jerry Wright, a cowboy with a
pitching he should cop this year,
for the Yanks pack the punch and wild west show exhibiting at ParThe Log Cabin Airdome, Jersey are carrying the greatest assort- sons, Kans., was killed May 20 by
City (William Lamar), will open
ment of hitters ever assembled. being gored by a steer which he
next week playing a split week
McGraw is also piloting a sweet was attempting to throw. Wright
vaudeville policy of five acts.
looking ball club and has developed jumped from his horse and downed
an
offense around his home run the steer, but in the struggle the
The 8troud, Stroudsburg, Pa., hitting first sacker, Kelly, that is animal's horns pierced Wright's
combination house, will try vaudesweeping all before it. The Giants' body, causing injuries from which
ville for the summer, opening Monpitchers are coming through, with he died within an hour. The acciday with five acts on a split week Ryan the youngster from Holy dent was witnessed by a large
policy.
Cross College, looking better each crowd. The deceased man's home
time out. Both of the New York was in Brady, Tex.
The Loew circuit booking office clubs have great changes and a
moved from its quarters in the Put- world series with both of them as
George Page (Variety) is becomnam building last Friday to the contestants next fall, is not an iming noted as a slugger of homers
new Loew State annex on 46th possibility.
with
Tosercau'fl
Bears,
of
the
street.
Bronx.
Though playing Sundays,
word
printed
the
power
of
The
only.
lv»me
Page
to
date
has
eight
feve acts and a picture wlll.be
the split-week policy at the Em- was never more clearly mustrtttifd runs Co his credit s u Jar this P f S SSS
which and is batting around 600.
the manner in
in
I^ast
pire. Glens Falls, N. Y., during the than
Georges Carpentier has been press Sunday, in % two games with the
summer months.
agented into a battle with the Royal CJiants, Page in nine times at
world's champion, Jack Dempiey. bat made six hits.
He says the
H. N. Morgan has been elected
Kansas of The fact that thousands of fans in opposing pitchers are commencing
in
state
president
seen to pass him. Several of the dailies
who
have
never
country
this
the
He resides at St.
Eagles.
who have commenced to mention the
and
action
in
Carpentier
Louis, where he is superintendent
nothing to judge him by save Bronx Ruth, Willi the result Page is
of the city work house. Mr. Morgan know
his press men like receiving offers from the majors.
of
optimism
the
is an old time professional and lost
chance, is another remarkable The St. Louis wanted him to listen
his right hand while appearing in his
power of the press. to them. Buge is playing centrethe rural play "UftOlJ Josh Spruehy" tribute to the
Carpentier on his record against held for the Bears, having gone to
in 1894.
In the play he. as the
has about as the outfield, as he claims, lo rest,
lighters
American
heavy, tied the heroine to a log
Dempsey as after having been at the second
which was started towards a cir- much chance against
Herman would have. Demp- sack. Best js Page's explanation ot
cular saw.
At the saw came close Pete
Accomparison, his sudden hittinc: powers.
the
to
to the woman the hero was sup- sey, according
the knowledging he doesn't kno»v why
posed to rescue her. One dav the should have no trouble stopping
hitting it out so far. he does
log slipped; Morgan rushed to catch French challenger within 8 rounds. he is
Many of the wise bettors how- know he his bean keeping regular
it.
fell, and
the saw too'.; off his
ir^te and thinks that may
«»f
hours
claimbout
the
off
shying
right band;
That ended his career ever, are
the 12 round no decision account for it.
*s an actor.
lie went into po'itlcs ing that
Another of Virieiy's basehallers.
and Is quite prominent in U home thing isn't conducive to the best
Sid Silverman, d.-lu'i kU" the seaefforts of both of the contestants
St. Louis,
O.,

ft

I
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FRILLS

first

AND FASHIONS

By ALICE

MAC

It seemed impossible when witnessing the Santley and Sawyer revue
"Bits and Pieces" last season that they could get another as good, but
they have proven the contrary in "Klick Kliek," at the Palace this week.
Most artistic did Mr. Santley and Miss Sawyer look, attired in costumes
of the Colonial days with the becoming white wigs, but it was as Perrot
and Perriotte that one perhaps liked them best.
Reunited the Courtney Sinters return to vaudeville, with as the program
states, old and new songs, but Monday m«tine« the new ones worn
The sisters made their first entrance in dresses alike but
omitted.
different coloring, Florence being gray, while blue was chosen by Fay.
At the conclusion of the act they were also gowned alike, but this time
the same shade, black sequins made on prefect ly plain lines, with huge
white willow plume fans swaying in their hands.
Frank Dobson with the "Sirens." remains the same ns when seen last
season, except for a few changes in the cast. The young woman who
plays his sweetheart did not wear a very good make-up. At times she
appeared to have hardly any eyes, and her gowns might have been improved.
dress worn by one of the "Sirens" was quite fetching, consisting of sequins, raisin shade, with blue chiffon falling from the
shoulders at the back. Afore simple but just as pretty was another gown
of white satin caught at the hem with a narrow band of brilliants.
The chief feature on the bill Monday seemed to be stage waits. Four
occurred during the matinee.

A

When Gene Ford (Gordon and Ford) walked onto the stage at the
Broadway Tuesday matinee, it seemed as though Mr. Gordon had taken
unto himself a new partner, until Miss Ford sung, then there was no
doubt it was the same miss but how different. Instead of the slick
tightly brushed back hair, Miss Ford has new Joined the bobbed brigade.
Her gown was also new, of iridescent sequins, but this time of emerald
green, with the top tier combined of net and sequins.
Ethel McDonough has a pleasing act, that tells the story of how milady
spends her day. Her suit of fawn tricotine was smart. The small brown
satin hat, had a narrow wired bow standing out at the back. An afternoon frock was of saxe blue georgette, with five rows of frills.
Princess Wah Letka wan attractive in the costume of the Indian. In
the dim light it seemed to be of whfte suede, upon which she wore many
strings of beads.
Agnes Finlay (In "Vodvil A La Mode") wore a good looking frock of
Pink end blue
rilver lace filet that veiled a foundation of silver cloth.
net was bunched up at the back, while the bodice consisted of iridescent
seouins.
From Forty-second street, and Eighth avenue to Ireland In one night
seems sort of a miracle, but that's what happened on top of the roof
at the American (First Half), when Robert Hcilly appeared with his
Assisting him was a p/eity auburn-haired
delightful Irish brogue.
Colleen, charming In a crinoline of black velvet, that had lace panteleta
showing.
Another crinoline was of white, with tiny flowers forming
circles on the hem of the skirt. A green sash gave the costume a bright
<

ffect.

Miss Ryan (Cortex and Ityan) wore two effective dresses.
First
of white taffeta that had the skirt falling into two tiers In front,
piped with a pretty shade of blue, this color also forming spots on the
sash tied at the side. Next came a gown of silver sequins, over which
sheer tulle was veiled.
Bed was the shade of the shoulder straps,
and, during the course of one number, one little strap carelessly became
unattached, almost causing a disaster, but all ended well.
What would Mabel Harper do if her hair ever grew, long and she
lost the white band worn 'round it, the foundation for the majority of
her comedy. Only one costume was worn of deep pink chiffon with the
bodice plain of taffeta, that also constituted the long loops at the side.
Her pianist, in saxe blue satin, trimmed with flowers, made a pleasing
appearance.
Cute was the miss of Kelly and Browne In her short, pink chiffon
frock, that almost hid from view the dainty little satin panties that were
caught at the knee with a band of brilliants

was

On! of the six acts at the 81st Street this week, only two boasted
of the fair sex, each assisting the male partner.
The Hoyal Gasco'gnes
has one of the young women, she wearing a very pretty f roc k of pale
green net," dalntly trimmed with narrow bands of various shnrii-s.
Matching the bodice wece panels back and front of iridescent sequins,
while on the wired hips were sprays of daisies.
Tho next to appear was Irene Delroy, who so ably assists Tom
Patricola, with her neat dancing and pretty looks.
Cerise velvet was
chosen for one of her frocks, motifs of black feathers formed the only
decoration. The hat was small of the cerise, with black ospreys sweeping out at each side. As Miss Delroy is the possessor of a dainty pair
of legs, it was necessary for her to show them at least once during
the act, and this she did in a short, black -lace frock, encrusted with
sequins.
Deep yellow satin made a striking bow at the back. Smart
was the hat of black, somewhat the shape of a napoleon, with the feather
tip at the side matching the yellow bow.
son off so well.
He went to St.
John's to play with his school team

query from Edgar T. Brackett, asking what action had been taken to
apprehend persons responsible for
breaking a window at his ilacc,
turning in fire alarms and committing other depredations during (lis
demonstration which followed Mr.
Andrus' acquittal, the Commissioner
of Public Safety has assigned a detective to the case.
It is charged
for a week.
After several days of that some of the celebrants had tho
practice Sid started to come around supreme nerve to roll dice on Mr.
and is now back to form.
Brae kett's veranda. He is credited
with being the man responsible for
The scheduled 15-round bout be- the indictment of the district attortween Harry Mansell and Abe Gold- ney and the driving power in tho
stein at Manhattan Casino, 155th gambling crusade.
I
street arid Highth avenue. May 29,
Rocky Kansas and Benny Leonhas been postponed, due to Man*

commencement, after having
had a winter on Broadway. When
Sid went to his old position at third,
he couldn't throw across to first and
when shifted out to left field
through that, the first fly he went
after caught him on the right eye,
giving him a shiner that remained
until

being matvhed to ,neet ICddie
in a 12-round decision encounter at Columbus, O., May 31.
The winner will be matched to meet
Johnny Buff, American fly-weight
sell

O Dowd

champion.
Charles C. Andrus, district

ard wlH settle the question of supi eqfracj at Dave: Drlsecirr IturrVson Ball Park, N. J., June 6. Tho
fight

is

second

in

interest

to

the

only.
Dempsey-Carpentlcr
battle
Leonard is training hard and showing plenty of respect for the upattor- Stater'a toughness by properly con-

ney of Saratoga County, who was ditioning himself. The bout will be
ssquitted last week on the charge a no decision affair but both are
of neglect of duty in permitting good stiff punchers.
gambling at the Springs, will not
Jack Bestle's attempt to reopen
have to stand trial on indictments
for grand larceny, conspiracy and the Lyceum A. C. in Troy last week
dismissed
met
with failure. Three bouts were
bribery. The latter were
Friday on motion of Deputy Attor- carded and everything arranged for
ney General Bascom. who prose- the getaway, but Brig Gen. Charles
cuted the lirst case. In makinc the B. Walsh, a nv-mber of the licenso
motion, Mr. Bascom said It would committee, refused to let the bara waste of time, money and effort
the cases in view of the fact
that a conviction could not be secured in the first, when the evidence wa<< *o strone. Lolloping a
l>e

to try

.

i

go up. liestle w;ts suspended
three weeks ago lor failure to pay
thp Htste tnt and has not been
allowed to stage any bouts cilice
that lime.
tier

-

•
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CALLING IN 16 DOWN EASTERS,"

SHREWD SHOWMEN PREDICT

LEAVING ONLY NEW YORK SHOW

AUTUMN BOOM FOR THEATRES
Cure of European Tangle in Sight, Promising Business Revival Here 'Two for One" Scheme
Broadway Houses Going Dark.
Fails
is
a fairly well defined
that the theatrieal slump
which is not only confined to the
extends to
but
field
legitimate
vaudeville, burlesque and pictures,

There

the
in
the aftermath of
is
conditions
Unsettled
abroad have a definite connection
industrially
conditions
bad
the
with
and commercially In this country.
That the European mess is on the
way to a clearing up is at present
indicated and one of Broadway's
shrewdest managers sees in that a
sign for a return of booming theaHis opintrical times by the fall.
ion is worth more than passing interest and his statement this week
that America Is lucky to have the
period of liquidation fall during
the customary dull summer period
here is fruited with logic. Other
signs point to an upward trend in
the stock market by August and
with it the gradual resumption of
business all along the line.
That the road is having a harder
time than New York at present, as
reflected in the latest business reports.
The "two for one' plan of
Belling tickets has proved anything
but successful in the hinterland.

muddle that
war.

the

Complaints from box offices tell of
patrons refusing to pay the required tax on the reduced ticket

From

other points the reports are that business failed to
pick up, even with the reduced
Suspicion that the show is
rate.
not up to standard has something
to do with the failure of the "two
But
for one'* scheme to catch on.
the appearance of a star in one of
failed
even
the big Western stands
to draw under the plan. What the
"two for one" means on the road is
to be judged from the top prices,
sales.

PH1LLY OPERA FANS

FORM ORGANIZATION
To Boost Music
for

in

TANGLE

Quaker City
May

Manhattan

OF
ROLLS-ROYCE

25.

Easy riders making it hard for
An orga...'nation known as the
Philadelphia Opera Association was others to follow. Moved from numnumber 6 after the opening
ber 2
formed here last week for the pur- at theto Maryland, Baltimore, this
pose of fosten.ig interest in opera week (May 23).
in Philadelphia and of providing *.*ie
Next week (May 30) Keith's, Philacity a real s. s_n of the same.
delphia.
Fifty
representative
business C1IAS. BIERBAIER, Vaudeville.
men assembled at the organization
dinner in the Bellevue-Stratford HARRY BKSTRY. Productions.
Hotel vaich was also attended by

many prominent

In

The

society.

STARRING HELEN MACKELLAR

organization is linked up with Fortune Gallo and the San Carlo Opera
Co. which will play three weelis
h.re in November.

A. H. Woods has placed Helen
MacKellar under contract for »ext
season and will place her in a starring vehicle, "Back Pay."
Miss MacKellar has been appearing in "The Storm," and recently
for stepped into the Peggy Wood role

HOPKINS TRIO.
Producer

Hat

Three Plays

Next Season.
Arthur Hopkins has definitely
arranged to make three productions
next season.
In association with A. H. Woods
he will present Marjorie Rambeau
in a new play by Zoe Aikens; a
new piece, starring Lionel Barrymore, and a new play for Ben Ami

Saturday on Broadway
(Continued on page 27)

torrid

FRIARS' OPPOSITION.

—

Annual Election June 3 Jack Gleason Not Running.

nominating committee has George

SELBINI and GROVINI

made up composed

•<

in 'Tollies of Vaudeville"
After playing 110 Weeks over Keith and Grphotim Circuits

THIS

WEEK (MAY

23) B. F.

Sailing for Europe Soon.

tary.

KEITHS RIVERSIDE. NEW YORK.
Direction. FLYNN & KENNY.

The nominating committee which
submitted the regular ticket was MONUMENT FOR
SCULLION
made up of Walter C. Kellv. Dr.
f. W. Amey. P.illy B. Van, -Edward Treasurers
Club Unveil for Former
Bruns, Max Winslow. Sam
Harris, with Charles Mercer

<J

H.
a*

President

'

The Treasurers

:.i'h rha'fe."

York, composed of

HOLLIS AND SHUBERT CLOSED local box offices,
Boston, May 25.
ment Sunday at
The Hollis and the Shubort have on
now joined the ranks of the dark of
houses in town. The Ho. lis closed
in regular fashion, as pei schedule,
but the closing of the Shuhert was
due to the action of tin cmsors
which would not permit the showing of "The Birth of a Nation,"
which was booked into the house on
a percentage business and which
would probably have
ecn a bip
idoix >>nak< r.
1

"Peck's Bad Boy" One-nighting.
The A. D. Fitzgerald company of
-Peek's Had Boy" Will open Monday
In Greene, N. Y.
The piece will play a tour of the
one nigh ten in Northern New Tori;
and New England.

Sell

The plan for "Way Down East,**
calls for a number of companies being sent out again in the
fall, was decided on by Mr. Grif-

which

Statement and counter statement
between Arthur Hammerstein and fith and J. J. McCarthy, who has
Mrs. Oscar Hammerstein over the directed the exhibition of the picture.
Manhattan and other properties
It was figured hot weather would
once owned by the late Oscar Ham- materially
cut the business in the
merstein, again aired in the dailies
the
tangle
of
the
impresario's

would
would

stands not yet played, but that by
saving that territory until fall, 100

The widow announced she per cent, of
sell
the Manhattan and attained.

affairs.

the

draw would

still

bo

possession of the
This is the first instance of speRialto
(formerly
Hammerstein's cial pictures being withdrawn for
Victoria) and the Republic theatres.
the season similar to legitimate
The claim on the Republic road attractions. Showmen confight

for

decision of Hammerstein's
to sell the Manhattan apparently is the result of the denial
of a motion made by her to have set
aside a judgment of $141,158 recently won by Mrs. Pope and Mrs.
Tostevin and it is unlikely she will
appeal. This judgment is the outcome of the original suit for the
diverted moneys and was made a
Hen against the Manhattan.
Whether this property which is
held at $1,000,000 will bring at
forced sale more than $650,000, the
amount of the mortages and lien,
is doubted.

M. Cohan continuing as abbot The
other offices find new names proposed; also for the board of governors.
The balance of the ticket Is
George S. Dougherty for dean, Ralph
Trier, treasurer, and J. Frank Stephens, secretary. Capt. Jack Gleason resigned candidacy as dean
again, after the committee
had
named him.
f'tovernors to be voted for on the
regular ticket are John Pollock.
J. P. Aluller, William Weinberger,
William Collier, George P. Appleton,
Major Sam Alexander.
An opposition tieket has been

'

Will

Suit for Slander.

films to show being the print now
at the 44th Street, New York, and
the several coast companies which
are in charge of D. W. Griffith's
coast office.

sider calling in "Way Down East**
until fall one of the smartest moves
yet pulled by special picture man-

agements.

The
widow

election of the Frars
nill take place on June 3 at the
Monastery. The ticket named by

of Anthony Paul
Kelly for dean, Leo Redding for
treasurer and J. Frank Dodge for

—

brought
a heated
retort
from
Arthur Hammerstein, who stated
thut property was his, being deeded
to him by his father in return for
his services in arranging the opera
compromise, which resulted in his
the company of "Buddies," now father being paid $1,250,000 to keep

The annual

•

REVIVED

The showing at the 44th Street
grossed $540,079.50 for its first 36
weeks, making an average of $15,000
playing in Boston.
out of the field for ten years. The weekly.
The contract with the
Republic was under contest some house extends to Aug. 20, but may
time
ago
when Hammerstein's be extended until September, to
"Pink Slip," Woods- Fox Play.
daughters sued their father alleg- complete a year's run on Broadway.
"The Pink Slip" (by Walter De- ing he diverted $125,000 of the $225,- The agreement provides the picture
Leon) is the title of the play A. H. 000 paid him by the Keith interests may be switched to another house
Woods will feature Harry Fox and to relinquish the Victoria's vaude- when it drops to an agreed gross
Beatrice Curtis in next season. It ville franchise rights. The daughters level.
alleged the money was expended in
starts rehearsals in July.
Last week the picture did $8,000,
the elder Hammerstein's operatic the lowest since opening. A sumendeavors.
Arthur Hammerstein mer scale of prices becomes effective
was made co-defendant, but the ac- next week, and is expected to bring
tion was dismissed by the court as the
takings up to better than
involving
Arthur when it was $10,000. The top price of $2 will be
shown
the
Republic
was his retained but the scale so arranged
property.
that only five rows will be so priced
In the second statement made by at night, the balance of the lower
the widow the Rialto theatre was floor being $1.50 and $1. The matinot mentioned.
Arthur Hammer- nee scale downstains will be $1
stein
stated
his
sisters.
Stella throughout, except the boxes.
Hammerstein (now Mrs. Charles
Several road companies of the
Pope) and Mrs. Rose Tostevin. "Way Down East" picture have
controlled 3,998 out of a total of played to excellent
business, recently
4,000 shares of the Hammerstein despite the decision to
withdraw
Amusement Co. which controlled for the summer. Newark, N. J., rethe old Victoria and that they had cently grossed $32,000 in
two weeks,
sold out entirely to Famous Play- while one print
in Ohio turned back
ers about a year ago.
a profit of $6,000 last week.
in

$1 each.

s<

IS

Widow States She

JACK ROLLS

San Carlo

Philadelphia,

—

By June 4 all of the 16 touring
companies of "Way Down East"
will have been brought in, the only

HAMMERSTE1N LEGAL

which have been dropped to %2.
Therefore under the reduced plan
the price of seats has actually been

A

—

European

angle

an

has

Is

in Fall in

—

opinion

Hot Weather

Figure on Better Business
Stands Not Yet Played Does Lowest Here Since Opening.

Reason

—

Cluh

of

n>-.v

men in charge of
unvci'ed a monu-

"T0T0" ENDING
The notice
Steln

piece,

has been
*une 4.
Ullrich's U

for the Leo Ditrich"Toto," at the Bijou,
poottd, to take effect

"In

has

a"

new

play

which he will give an out-of-town
tryout, opening July 12.

Calvary cemeterj

the grave of a former president
the organization, James
i.
J.

Scullion.
When presiding over the
society, the deceased was treasurer
of the old Wallack's theatre, down-

town.

The present president of the
Treasurers Club, Harry B. Nelmes,
placed a wreath upon the monument.
The Treasurers Club has been In
existence 32 years.
Mr, S. Million
was its president over 10 years ago.
Miller Accepts Field's Play.

Henry Miller has

LEAVING 'HONEY
Sam Ash and

Timed

for Midnight at

Gill

Hudson With

Big Cast.

The "Friars' Midnight Frolic" will
be held at the Hudson tonight,
timed to begin at 12 o'clock. Friars
will be admitted
free,
with the
charge for guests being $5 each.
Eddie Dowling will bo the "Frolicker." There will be a number of
original sketches and revues written
and produced by Friars in addition
Arthur Hammerstein's statement to a long list of specialties. The
went into details, explai :ng that special acts will include "The Cycle
Mrs. Oscar Hammerstein married of Life," by Dowling and Eddie
his father 30 years after the death Burke; "A Matter of Opinion," by
of his mother. Mentioning the deal S. Jay Kaufman; a burlesque of the
whereby his father agreed to retire Stillman case by Bide Dudley; "A
from the operatic field in this coun- Day in Yapland," by Bugs Baer;
f
try, he said the matter was con-| "In the Opera Box." by Rube Goldanimated April 20, 1910, and that berg and "Cain's Storehouse." The
the negotiations were carried on be- acts announced are Raymond Hitchtween himself, Otto Kahn, Samuel cock and Ray Dooley, the Mosconis,
rntermoycr and E. T. Stotesbury.
Eddie Miller, Sam Sidman, Bill HalMonday, just before the "Aqui- ligan, Doyle and Dixon (said to aptania" sailed.
Mrs. Hammerstein pear as a team again for the Frolic),
scried Arthur la a suit for $50C.ooo Ben Bernie, Frank Bacon, Lionel
damages, alleging slander, In the At will, Adele Rowland and Conway
'it.V. .v\>r..:f
given out .by him last Tearle, Genni?v« Tobin, Rose Coghweek. The alleged objectionable re- lan, Frank Sheridan, -Sasba Plate*
mark.; were in reply to the widow's and Harold Vosburg.
statement she, would not again give
Stand opera at the Manhattan. The
WHIRLS" IN
Chicago Grand Opera Association
has arranged for the house for a
The Shuberts ann mnced this

TWO

DEW "

Marguerite and

FRIARS FROLIC TONIGHT.

TOWN

will
have "Honey Dew" at the period of six wet k* next s ason, and week that "The Belle of New York"
Casino Saturday. It is reported the the" San Carlo c-pcra company Is would come to the Winter Garden
people leaving only agreed to re- booked In for the fall. Mr. Ham- as "The Whirl of New York." The
main with th<> show a Short while merstein will be abroad for about change was decided on because the
when it reopened on Broadway in two months.
Piece'
was so changed from the
order that the piece might have its
original that there
little or no
original can for its second premier
r
<ml»lanee
and
it
eannot be
GETS APOLLO. Classed as a revival. Tlv opening
date
at
the
Chicago, May 25.
Garden is not definite.
New Musical Show
Charles
Thanhausrr,
formerly The Sliuberfs 'Whirr' is due there
•The Bcreaih of the Movies," a
general treasurer for the Shuberts tho week of June 6.
new mutical piece, has been placed lure
and recent manager of the
John Henry Meara is listed to prein rehearsal by a new producing
Studebaker,
has been appointed sent the "Broadway Whirl" at the
company, the backer of which is manager for
Woods' n-w Apollo.
Times
Square the same
This
keeping his name In seclusion. The
Jimmy Bhechan, cf the Astor, New "how was the "Centuryweek.
Mid. light
piece will have
as Its featured York, will be t>:e
Chief treasurer Whirl" and has been on the road
player a phi who recently won a

accepted for
production a play written by Salisbury Field. Mr. Miller proposes to
star in the DitC*
newspaper beauty contest.

<*

THANHAUSER

Evgcnt Wilson had hem announeed with Richard Carle.
Blanche Ring
run the. Apollo
and Charles Winnig/ featured.

earlier io

—
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—
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MUSICAL COMEDIES' MILLION

'

t

1

LOSS NECESSARY TO LEGIT

COST 50,000 POUNDS-RAN 27 DAYS

1

Shuberts Alone This

Year Bought In and Dropped
$100,000— Producers Themselves Often Do Not

Own

Attractions

—Outsiders

One of the most interesting and
enlightening statements on 'ie production of legitimate attractions
comes from one of the leading managers who stated recently that
"musical shows lose $1,000,000 every
But it is necessary to the
year.
legitimate end of the business in
general to have musical produc-

Chu Chin Chow" May End Long London StayPlayed to Nearly 3,000,000 People—Grossxuth

Have Mortgages.

&

MANHATTAN SHOW
OFF; COST $10,000

—Ran

Laurillard Ending Shows.

London, May 25.
The reproduction of "Faust on
Toast" at the Gaiety is a complete

BENEFIT TO CARRY ON

PER

FRANK CARTER'S WORK

"
-

"Hooked Up" Too Expensively With

''

TAUST ON TOASr COMING OFF;

/

BURNS AND LYNN
America's Greatest Drawing

AL JOLSON,

Card,

Three Nights.

Permanent Address,

tions.

Trat the statement was not exag"The Three Musketeers," which
geration is shown by the claim that
the Shuberts have lost $100,0CO th s after long preparation was put on
aeason in "buying in," advancing at the Manhattan Friday of last
moneys and assuming contracted week, stopped after Monday nights
guarantees of musical shows which
performance.
Tuesday it was
they did not produce themselves. stated at the theatre the Southern
claim
made
was
by
one
of
the
This
Opera Co., which produced the
Shuberts.
show, had been financially swamped
was further said that two and that the show would probably
It
musical shows recently offered on not continue.
Broadway, both failures, had cost
On top of the bond provided covThe attrac- ering salaries of the actors for two
the Shuberts $20,000.
tions concerned are "It's Up To weeks, as required by the Actors'
You." which lasted but three weeks Equity Association, the stage hands
the
Casino,
and "Princess and musicians came forward with
At
.Virtue," half as long at the Central. a claim that they should be simThe losses by the Shuberts where ilarly protected. Bad business for
no actual investment in the produc- the four performances given and
tions was made, counted in the loss conflict between Richard Temple,
sustained
operating
theatres who adapted the "Three Muskein
which housed the failures and the teers" and appeared in it, added to
payment of debts innocently con- the troubles of the new theatrical
tracted by attractions ..or which the concern.
During rehearsals the alleged re_
houses have ha** to settle. An instance is the "Princess Virtue" stay fusal of Temple to make suggested
changes
is said to have led to sevat the Central where a bill for stage
hands for $1,000 was settled by the eral backers withdrawing. This left
Ex-Judge Dennis J. Griffin of Athouse.
Knowing the gamble taken In all lanta virtually alone. 1^ is claimed
musical shows Lee Shubert was re- he is worth a half million and he
cently a^ked why his firm became arranged for the salary bond, but
Interested in so many attractions refused to go ahead with further
.

of the kind. He answered that it guarantees.
dispute as to the period of rewas necessary to maintain a lively
Interest in musical shows for there hearsals also figured in the matter,
the
actors
claiming
uncovering
a
rehearsals
of
Is always a chance
Sensation or at least a real winner. started from the time the play was
read
to
them
in Judge Griffin's
The trouble wi$h investing in or
aiding out musical productions that room at the Hotel McAlpln. Michael
are put on by newer managers is Dempsey, manager ofv the Southern
Opera Co. and representative for
that often, be said, it develops the
properties are not owned by the Griffin, claimed rehearsals did not
begin until a week later. The difproducers. In spite of the hitter's
ference between the" reading of the
liberal expenditure. The reason for
play
and the actual rehearsals
that is to be found In the protective
counted pushing the rehearsal time
methods of scenic studios and cosover
the
regular five weeks for
tumors whose prbducts are covered
musical shows. The players thereby chattel mortgages until the bills fore
claimed part of a week's salary
settled in full.
due before ths show opened.

A

street,

New

in

"SINBAD."

222 Kast 188th

York.

"CAMEO GIRL" STOPS,
OWING $5,000 SALARIES
Played to Light Business

in

Boston— Two Attachments.
Boston,

May

25.

"The Cameo Girl" closed at the
Hollis St. Saturday, with approximately $5,000 in salaries due actors,
stagehands and musicians. It is understood there is about $5,000 additional owed to others for unpaid
bills.

The Actors' Equity Association,
represented by Deputy O'Neill, took
charge of the Equity members of the
cast, paid their hotel bills and sent

members back

the Equity

to

New

York, with transportation paid by

Two

attachments were
filed against the show, one by the
Equity and the other by Adelaide
& Hughes. The scenery and costumes are said to represent about
the A. E. A.

$50,000 In value.

and disastrous

Showman Promotes Show
Casino, May 5

Paul Wooster of the brokerage Mrs. Carrie Helpling, Mary Carter
Thomas & Co. of Lee, Mrs. Ada Miller, Tyler Brooke,
York, was the main financial Louis Hlrsch, Oscar Shaw, W. C.
backer of the show. Mr. Wooster's Fields, Wellington Cross, Mrs. MalSloane,
Marie Nordstrom,
wife was the composer of most of colm
the score. It Is said Mr. Wooster's
reputed backing of the show arose
from this. Associated with Wooster were Edward P. Perkins and Nathaniel Schmidt.
Johnny Hughes
(Adelaide and Hughes) is reported
to have invested several thousand
ths

off

York Community Service.
The atre Is that he must take ths piece
committee in charge of the benefit off when the receipts fall bslow
a
includes.:
A. L. Erlanger, Florenz certain figure. Ths play has been
Ziegfeld, Jr.. Henry W. Savage, Edseen here by over 2,800.000 people,
die Darling, Lee Shubert, George and registered
2,166 performances
M. Cohan,- Marilynn Miller-Carter, May 20. The theatre will bs closed
for redecoration during ths summsi
prior to the production there of
"Mecca" in the early autimn, with

New

in

and comes

for two runs total less than 27 days..
Albert de Courvilfe will transfer
his "Pins and Needles" from ths
Royalty to the Gaiety, but aakuowlA benefit will be held in the edges he has failed except for unCasino, Sunday (June 5), for the expected backing.
Grossmith & Laurillard also take
club for wounded soldiers and sailoff "The Naughty Princess" at ths
ors now temporarily located at 230
Adelphi May 28. "The Whlteheaded
West Forty-sixth street.
It
will Boy" at the Ambassadors, "A Matalso be in memory of Frank Carter, ter of Fact" at the Comedy, and
In whose honor a medal commem- "Sweet William" at the Shaftesbury
orating work done by the stage for finished May 21. Ths production of
the lighting -forces during the war Dunsany's piece at the Ambassadors
has been struck off. The medal is has been postponed.
The Shakespearean season at ths
from bronze left from the battleship
Maine, never used before except for Old Vic, which has been brilliant,
medals of honor. It was paid for finished May 23, and there will be an
from private subscriptions raised by opera season there, commencing
the soldiers themselves at the last May 28. Ths Shakespearean company will then go to Brussels to
ot^ 75 Sunday
afternoon concerts
given during the war period for sol- play a season, opsnlng June 4, at
diers.
Mr. Carter not only ap- the invitation of ths Belgian Minpeared at these concerts, but helped ister of Fins Arts.
The most important hangs Imto organize them.
At the time of his death, Carter pending Is the likelihood that "Chu
was making plans for the club, Chin Chow," after a run of nc^ily
five years, probably finishes Juno 0.
which has since been organized by
This is caused by generally dethe Frank Carter Memorial Compressed- conditions. Oscar Asche's
mittee, co-operating with the New
agreement with His Majesty's the-

firm of Wooster,

dollars

failure

May 28. The production and reproduction cost nearly £50,000, and ths

Brayton and Oourtlos

Asche,

Iftly

Pounds

in the leadln.

roles.

show following the
The show

withdrawal of Wooster.
played to
matinee.

$385

Hughes plans

at

the

Saturday

to recast the piece,

have the book rewritten and take it
"Three Musketeers" was out again under his management in
hooked up at an impossible operat- August.
ing cost, with ths payroll $8,000
Complaints wars filed with the
weekly.
Last
week the cost Actors' Equity, American Federation
amounted to $10,000, although but of Musicians and Stags Hands'
two days were played. The stage Union for ths unpaid s larles.
hands expense for the week was
The cast of "The Cameo Girl" In$2,000 and the orchestra with re- cluded Gladys Miller, George Trahearsals totaled $3,300. There were bert, John Phllbrlck, Marls Wells,
36 men in the orchestra, the chorus Henrietta Lea, Prank Lalor, Mary
having 44 persona
Hotchkiss, Stanley Hughes, Ralph
It is said that about $5,000 will Walker, Diana Watson and Adelaide
covor the bills outstanding.
The and Hughes.

The

NO TAX DECISION

f

Merely a $10 Fins Imposed on
DonoHue, a Spec.

Washington, D. C. May 25.
case that appeared to be of nawas tried here
Saturday before
Judge Hardison. Harry Fridley of
the Office of the Collector of In-

A

tional importance
In the police court

ternal
ticket
ticket

Revenue made complaint a

"peculator had sold him a
for the Ringling Brothers,
Barnum and Bailey circus at $1.50
pon its face was plainly stamped
Under the regulations,
T5 cents.
Findley declared, additional war tax
amounting to 50 per cent, of the increased cost over the face value
Of the ticket, in excess of 50 cents,
must be collected and turned into
the government in addition to the
base war tax on the regular price
Of admission.

Manhattan was actually paid

$11,-

000 in advance rent 'and $3,000 additional is due in two weeks. Unless the latter payment is made the
house will revert to the manage-

ment.

HARRY SOWERS' DEAL.
Absndons 8outh Bend's
atre

REVIVING SOLDIER

SHOW

Gets

in

New

The-

on Palace.

South Bend, May 25.
Harry G. Somers, lessee of the
has been elected to ths diof the Palace Theatre CorSomers had been Joined
with Ezra Rhodes and Eustace
Poledor, local capitalists, in a plan
to put up a new theatre, but this
International Musical Comedy Star
project will be abandoned, it Is said,
finished forty weeks for the B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange. While
and the new Palace, now under con- Just
playing B. S. Mobs' Broadway, last week. VAKIETT said: "WILLI!
will
corporation,
ths
struction by
SOLAR sang his way Into the applause hit of the evening."
be made large enough to handle the
THIS WEEK
Oliver,

"You Know Me, Al,» With Female rectorate
Chorus
poration.
"You Know Me,
show produced by

Al," the soldier
the members of
the 27th Division while that organization was in training prior to leaving for overseas, is to be produced
as a legitimate attraction by John
M<-ars. The piece, written by Stan- largest legitimate attractions.
islaus Btange and Will Hallahan
Other* oa the directorate of the
with the score by Leon De Costa, Palace corporation are Eugene H.
was originally produced with an all Miller, John C. Ellsworth and Sammale cast of soldiers. For the re- uel Parker of South Bend. Haines
scalping.
vival a professional cast and a fe- Egbert of Goshen, Ind.. and Jacob
Handelsmann of Chicago.
male chorus will be selected.
SQ.—
It is planned to secure the backing of the American Legion with a
Boston, May 25.
ZIEGFELD
KINGSTON
The Park Square theatre will be certain share of the proceeds from
There Is more than a liklihood
called the Selwyn, starting next the piece to' be donated to a fund
that Samuel F. Kingston, casting
season, the change being ordered for disabled soldiers.
director for Fox for several years.
for all advertising matter and billwill return to the post of general
ing to become effective in the fall.
Leslie Moroso Impresario
manager for Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr.
The BelWyHl have controlled the
casting
agent,
the
Leslie
Morosco,
house since 1916. It was originally
says he will embark as a legit imbuilt for John Cort.
KELLY'S PLAY
with a piece KARRIS
fall
presario next
'The White Cypher,** a new play
called 'Shanghaied." It is a three"Gertie's" Coming to New York.
act mellST by a new author, Texas by Anthony Kelly, has been acSam
production
by
cepted
for
Chicago. May 25.
Chart waite.
It's a mystery drama in
"Gerties Carter"* opened in CleveAil ihe action takes p'ace on Harris.
land and after two weeks will go to shipboard, showing different parts three acts and a prolog.

The hearing was brought up
through the arrest of George Donohue, and although Judge Hardison,
when hearing the official of the government, stated he could not see
the idea of collecting a war tax
ticket
euapgad
a
every
time
hands, he did not make a decision
as to the tax, merely imposing a
fine of $10 on Donohue for ticket

PAKK

SELWYN

WITH

WILLIE SOLAR

(MAY

23) B. F.

KEITHS PALACE. NEW YORK,

Rosail* EMetfftft, Mabel R. Bear da-*
ley.

Ryamond Hitchcock

will

act

as

master of ceremonies and Alexander
Leftwich will superintend the performance. Seats are on sale at the
Casino or may be had from Miss
Boardsley, 80 W. 40th street.
A feature will be the distribution
of a souvenir booklet the purpose of
which will be to set forth the great
work theatrical folk are doing for
ex-servke men and men still in the

army.

TAKES

New York

to try for

a summer

run.

of

the

vessel.

Rehearsals begin about July

1.

"New Day"

for

Jeanne Eagles.

The new starring vehieie for
for next season und#r the management of Sam Ha ris,
*M1 be "The N*»w Day." written t»v
Mia Burton Wells.
Jean"? l^agles

!

FIDELITY'S NOMINEES
Pressnt Officers Renominated
Election June 14.

Ths annual meeting and

electloa

of the Actors' Fidelity League will
be held Tuesday, Juns 14.
Ths

have beea
on the
regular ticket. They are Henry Miller,
preHldent; George M. Cohan.
vice -pre* tdani; Louis Mann, second
present

list

nominated

of

for

officers

re-election

vice-pr« sident ; Howard Kyle, secretary, and Uuth Chatterton, treasThe following have been
urer.
nominated as directors for three

years: Janet Beecher, Laura Hope
Crews Gladys Hanson, May frwin

Zelda Sears, Leottaore
L>upree,

I

I.

i<\

Minnie

1

iaaaal
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Friday,
,

show, in at $8 top.
bit larger by extending apron and will biter be
changed to accommodate regular

T.

'I
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All colored

SHOWS

AND COMMENT

SUge made a

IN N. Y.

OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS

•The Bat," Moroaco (40th week).
Still money maker, but pace has
Last "Ladies' Nighty El tinge (42d week)
Pace
Well over $10,000 lately.
haw dipped under
continues better than other long$9,000 but better than $8,500, which
run shows of the season. Should
Will stick a» long
profitable.
last well into hot weather.
as weather permits.
"LiohtnicT," Gaiety (141st week).
"Broken Wing,'" 4Mb Sr (2Mb week).
Management's plans call for run
Still on the right side of the
leader to round out three years,
ledger on weekly business. May
attained in August; show then
outlast other run attractions. Two
due for Chicago. Last week $13,shows to go on tour in fall.
close to capacity.
200,
Around $7,000 last week.
"Liliom," Fulton (6th week). Moved
"Biff, Bing, Bang," Ambassador (3d
up from Garrick, which money
week). As indicated "Dumbells,"
capacity was $9,000. With same
Canadian ex-service show, is
scale it can get over $15,000 here.
drawing fairly good business,
Second Theatre Guild attraction
aided by cut rates. Is co-operathis
switched onto Broadway
organisation end la antive
spring.
nounced for world tour.
"Little Old New York," Plymouth
Ends run next
(38th
week).
"Clair de Lune." Empire (6th week).
week. One of season's most conLaat Monday night bouse dark
sistent successes which, while not
because of Alf Hayman's death.
big. held to $12,000 for most of
Takings showed further drop, na
run, beating some of the other
predicted, skidding to $13,300. but
long-run plays latterly.
$5 scale retained. Haa two weeks
"Love Birds," Apollo (11th week).
more to go.
Paoe profitable at over $14,000.
"Deburau," Belasco (23d week).
Management claims continuance
Two or three weeka more to go.
into July.
Show withdrawn as soon aa
Last
"Mr.
Pirn Pasaes By," Miller (12th
business.
affects
weather
week). Should run another month.
week, with $16,500 In, It led nonTakings last week went to around
musical group. Will not be sent
Draw figures to hold up
$8,500.
out; too expensive to operate.
until high temperatures abound.
"Enter Madame," Republic (41st
week). Moved here from Fulton. "Mies Lulu Bett," -Belmont (32d
week).
No date set for end of
Run was to have ended at latter
run, but will probably close in
house, but management figured
Over
two or three weeks. Business litanother month to profit.
tle over $5,000.
$8,000 lately.
•Fanchon- Marco Revue," Globe (1st "Nice People," Klaw (13th week).
This comedy one of outstanding
week). Coast show which secured
successes of spring crop.
houae as stop-gap until "Follies"
BusiHilling here for show is
it ready.
ness little affected last week
revue
the.
with
"Sun-Kist,"
when further decline was marked
known as the "Golden Gate Revalong the line. Grossed $14,000.
Good "Pasting Show of 1021/' Winter GarIn for four weeks.
els,"
notices drawn make its stay look
den (22d week).
Final week.
longer.
Goes to Woods' Apollo, Chicago,
"Firet Year," Little (32d week).
opening Monday. "The Belle of
Still getting all bouse will bold.
New York" succeeds, but house
Down to eight -performance basis
dark next week.
weekly, takings are little over
"Right
Girl," Times Square (11th
persons.
$11,000. House seats 620
week).
Another week tc go;
"Ghost Between/' 39 th St. (10th
moves to Boston. Former Cenweek). Going along around $7,000,
tury roof show, now called "The
management claiming profit.
Broadway Whirl." succeeding at"Gold Diggers," Lyceum (86th week).
traction June 6.
More than held its own last week,
Gertrude Van- "Hollo's Wild Oat," Punch and Judy
going; to $10,300.
(27th week). Due to stop in anderbllt in lead provided fresh inother week. Made best run this
terest to those In tbe know.
bouse
has enjoyed in several seaVanderbllt
week).
"Irene,"
(80th
sons.
Success, with small caHaa good chance to continue into
pacity holding down profits.
July. Takings now between $12.600 and $13,000 weekly.
Can "Romance," Playhouse (13th week).
Final week. Goes to Garrick, Chibreak even at $11,000.
"June Love," (Knickerbocker (5th
cago, for limited summer stay.
week).
Hooked up expensively
House will probably go dark for

"Bad Man," RIU
two weeks'

(Sit* week).

gro.ss

i fl

for

summer going. With scale
top now and cut rates

$2.60

at
in

takings are around $12,000.
Little or no margin at that gross.
•Ju»t Married," Shubert (5th week).
Moved over from Comedy this
week, latter house going dark.
Business good, though show not
field

in smash class.
"Honey dew," Casino (2d week).
Taking advantage of all cut-rate
angles, which Include "two-forone" plan. First week of this re-

peat attraction grossed $14,600.
With good terms allowed netted
neat profit for show.

summer.

New Amsterdam (28d
Gallery sale is one of the
pointing
remarkable
to
hold, the upper floor selling out
since opening and lower floors
'Last Waltz" only consure.
tender in sight.
M 8ervant in the House," Broadhurst
Walter Hampden
(4th week).
with repertoire ends month's engagement Saturday as arranged.
Broadway stay fairly good. House
announces no succeeding attrac-

"Sally,"

week).
signs

.

i

Shuffle Along," 63d St. (1st week)

AWAY

down with the other long T\Uf\ R1 firifQ
1
run shows. Stands good chance I VYVJ DLUV/IVO /%***!•
of running into summer going.
Atlantic City, May 25.
"The Champion," Iiongacre (21st
At the Apollo this evening, with
week). Ends season next week, Charles Dillingham entering the
having accomplished run until field of "straight" dramatic produchot weather as predicted. No suc- tion, Barney Bernard successfully
ceeding attraction announced for filled the title role of Aaron Hoffhouse.
man's new comedy, "Two Blocks
"The Green Goddess," Booth (20th
week). Early week draw not as
solid as first four months of run, speak of. Mystery surrounds Loew's
but takings still big at around lease, which calls for occupancy
$13,000, placing show with leaders until October.
of non -musical group.
"The Bat" (Prlnceas, 21st week).
"The Lest Waltz," Century (3d Daddy of them all. Will hang up
week). Top money for Broadway season's high run record. Off $250
list claimed for this new musical from last week.
attraction. Last week the takings
"Samson and Delilah" (Playhouse,
went over $33,500. Played to ca- 3rd week). Went to $10,000, best of
fallen

pacity thus far except top gallery
gets but light play.

"The Tavern," Hudson (1st week).
Really 32d week on Broadway.
Repeat date with George M. Cohan in "Vagabond" role started

Monday night to capacity. Chicago company supporting. Fine
impression and good takings indicated for limited continuance.
Manhattan.
Musketeers,"

"Three

Opened

Friday

last

week

and

closed Tuesday, making season's
quickest flop. Financial troubles
piled up and guarantees forced
attraction to wall, with minimum
attendance reported.
"Toto," Bijou (10th week). Closes
Saturday; has been slipping for
Scale was advancecr
last month.
after opening and has been revised downward. Started with a
rush as a spring hit.
"Two Little Girls in Blue," Cuban
Standing up well,
(4th week).
gross going to $14,500 last week.
Figure is big money at the scale.
"Tyranny of Love," Cort (4th week).
Business held up well here. Three
big names in cast aiding in good

I

the three weeks.
"Tickle Me" (Illinois, 7th week).

Away." He astonished the audience
with his apt conception of a char*
acter part of varied types and wide*
ly divergent

expressions of

humor

and pathos.
In the play Mr. Hoffman has secured a worthy plot, one full of
tricky situations, shifting circumstances, varied settings, many emotool fraught with
It is a
tions.

many

possibilities

and

equally;

He has sucpast most of theshoals and written a play full of
acting opportunity, mingled with
sayings of the type so familiar in
the hands of Mr. Bernard and of the
type made famous in "Friendly Enemies" and the Potash -Perlmutter
cached with dangers.
cessfully

sailed

series.

The actual happenings of the play
are rather sketchy, drifting jerkily
Dropped to $15,000. Two more weeka from event to event without exseason.
the
for
then disbanding
(Continue on page 24)
"Robin Hood," sponsored by Ralph
Dunbar, comes in for four weeka
"Broadway Brevitiee" (Studebaker,
2d week). Will just last out its con- month.
It
did about $9,000 last
Around week, sufficient for It to remain
tracted time, four weeks.
$16,000.
is
small
aa it
company and has no
"Bab" (Blackstone, 6th week). expensive star to support.
Will stay to June 6. Did $8,500.
"Honey Girl" (Park Square)--In
final week did bit better 'han $7,000,
which was not so bad when it is
figured it was in on repeat and
stayed four weeks.

BOSTON'S EAST WIND

"The Four Horsemen" (Tremont

BRIGHTENS THEATRES
"O'Brien Girl"

-Up

in

Way Ahead—

Clouds" Fast Added

—

Temple, 4th week) Is the only film
of the three that opened here simultaneous y that haa not shown signs
of weakening.
Did about $11,000
last
less

week which

is only about $1,000
than gross of previous week,
close- to being a

which was pretty
record.

Starter.

"MARY"

Boston, May 25.
The east wind, with which Bostonians are quite familiar though!
last week and engagement
not especially keen for, saved the
IN
nite.
day for the theatres In town first
"Welcome Stranger," Sam H. Har- of this week. At the end of last
Will close next week when the mercury climbed
ris (37th week).
week. One of big comedy suc- over the 90 mark it looked bad for Cohan Show Amazing Natives
cesses of season, getting more the show houses and good for the
money during main portion of run summer parks. But in a 24 -hour
Forrest Only Left Open.
than other comedies.
period a drop of over 40 degrees in
"Way Down East," 44th St. (39th the temperature changed the situaweek). Around $8,000 last week. tion entirely and gave the shows
Philadelphia, May 25.
Film will try for a year's stay. that are now straggling along on
One bright light illlumines th
Summer prices announced for the narrow edge a longer lease of summer dullness which has set 1
next week.
life and made the takings better Cohan's •'Mary/' playing its thi
"Four Horsemen of the Apoc- for the few that are able to with- engagement
at
the
Garrick,
is
alypse," Astor (12th week). Film. stand most any sort of weather
amazing the knowing ones by the
Little over $12,000 last week. Top conditions.
solidity of its most recent success.
money among special feature pic"The O'Brien Girl." at the Tretures.
mont Is still out way ahead of the Last spring, netf and virtually un"Connecticut Yankee in King Ar- rest of the entries.
not tried, it set Chestnut street 09 fire
It did
thur'e
(11th
Central
Court,"
slacken during last week, playing and jammed houses for four or five
week).
Moved here Sunday, to capacity
at every performances and weeks when it had to be removed.
atay for short time, then "Shame,"
opened strong Monday of this week. Last fall, fresh from an all-sumanother special picture, is to sucthe Clouds" which came into mer's run in Boston where
it hit
ceed.
Takings under $5,000 lasi "Up in
the Wilbur Monday night had a on all six
week at Selwyn.
cylinders, "Mary" re
opening and has the goods
"Dream Street," Towr Hall (7th splendid
turned
to
the
Garrick where
summer show. It is
week). $S,000 claimed last week- for a good
housed especially well for such a opened the fall season with a bang.
Is offered in cut rates along with
Six weeks of real money followed
run,
playing
the
Shuberts
favorite
"Yankee."
"Queen of Sheba," Lyric
(7th house here and undoubtedly will before the show trekked to Broadgo good. It may take some of the way, the strains of "The Love Nest"
week). Film.
edge off the show at the Tremont preceding it. Now, at the tag end
later when it is anchored.
of a dismal season, after a Belasco
In the switching of attractions
from one house to \another as was hit had limped perceptibly at tht
the case with "Buddies," which was same house, "Mary" came bac!
shifted from the Wilbur to the Park and is now in its fifth week, wit
Square for a two weeks closing run, no end announced.
before the show is taken off for
Business this week is top -note
good, the closing down for the sea- aided by the departure of "Ths
son of the Mollis, which had an ugly Greenwich Village
Follies." which
Receipts Fair But Not of closing of "The Cameo Girl," for a pulled about
$12,000 for its finals
finale of the season, the best In
Chicago Grade.
some years, and the papers carry- at the Shubert.
Surprisingly few long-run picing advance notices on the circusses
the end is more than ever in sight. tures have been tried here this seaChicago, May 25.
Estimates for last week are:
son. The Metropolitan Opera, house
With the temperature shimmying
"The Cameo Girl" (Hollis)— Show
between 90 and 95 for the best part closed Saturday and so did the tried a policy of Fox and Independents, but it came to a sudden and
of the week and following a cold house.
Theatre still remains but silent end. The
very uncertain sucsnap took the bottom completely out the show ia off for the time
being
cess of "Dream Street," at ths
of show business. The legit man- with little
likelihood of it resuming.
agers who last week denied any Business the final
Chestnut
Street
is a matter of redark houses for the summer are now takings falling off week very poor, cent interest, and now the Forrest
badly from even
shaking their heads.
the first week which showed a gross Is left alone in the field.
The surprise was the space and of only $6,000.
Starting with "The Mask" last
interest by m^«»» of the dailies given
"Deception" (Colonial)
Closed week, and following that with "Kato the film, "The Four Horsemen."
with Riescnfeld still hold- zan" this week,
There was hardly a paper which did Saturday
and "The Parish
ing the house by putting in "The
not give this picture an editorial,
Priest" next, this experiment Is
while Percy Hammond made it his Woman God Changed" as film at- making pretty good money. Heavy
traction.
Businesa final week of
theatre story for Sunday. Some repapering has covered early -week
markable publicity is being put "Deception," still showed slump
over.
Almost every drug store in tendencies with a gross of about bare spots. Alvln Plough, of the
$5,000
for
the
finish.
Evening
Public Ledge, staff, is takthe loop is carrying a special win"The O'Brien Girl" (Tremont 3d ing care of the series.
dow display, and Ned Holmes, who
week) Leader in town by very safe
is handling the picture for Marcus
Even the regular picture houses
margin Rnd will probably carry first have
Loew, deserve? a worVd of credit.
cut their tw>% Aa one week.
honors through the summer months
Estimates for the week:
This is a marked change, especially
"Call the Doctor" (Power's, 3d unless new arrival at the Wilbur
in regard to the Arcadia which was
turns
almost
impossible
trick.
Did
week). Slipped to $9,400. One more
eapaclty last week with showing of getting away with three and four
week.
weeks for good pictures.
"Lingsr Longer Letty" (Olympic, $20,000.
"Buddies"
(Park
Square.
1st
fith week).
Around $15,000. Makweek)— Shifted here from Wilbur
ing strong pla yto masses.
"East la West" (Garrick, 11th where it ran for three weeks and
week). $15,500. Could have stayed did very fair business. Final week
at the Shubert house got $9,000,
all summer to profitable returns, but
considerably below figure for preleaving after this week.
"Gertie's Garter"
(Woods', 6th vious week but sufficent to keep it
week). $S,000. Left to make way in running. Is due for two weeks
at the Park Square, which incidentfor "The Sign on the Door."
"Mary" (Colonial, 7th week>. ally* Is the house It originally
Still money leader, though off high opened at and where it had a lone
run.
Supplanted "lloncy Girl,"
mark. Went to $22,000.
Leading Makers of
"8mooth as Silk" (Cort, 2d week). which was also a repeat for the Park
Stage Attire
Hot weather bound to get this one. Square.
"Dream Street" (Majestic, 4th
"Meanest Man in the World"
For
and
(Cohan'a flrand, 3d week). Botwti D week)— About $S,000 last week, and
$10,000 and $11,000, which is making being pulled this week.
Town did <AVe costume completely niu-;;
not aeem to go big for it last week, osical and dramatic produce
money for house and show.
"Four Horsemen" < 1*8* lit*, fith •somewhat of surprise as for a time ;;tions,
moving pictures, acts,*
week). This dim keeping up steady it seemed to <*e catching on.
revues and operas.
"Three Live Ghosts" (Plymouth.
pace,
lfonae rented outright with
weekly expense of around $6,000 Sd week)— Thia show now has
143 West 40tb St., New York
not making «nv mnnav t*» chance
I FN n»
to
last
throuKh coming

draw,

with

takings

over

3d RETURN OF

$9,000
indefi-

HEAVY DRAW

PHILLY

—

CHICAGO BUSINESS

AT BOTTOM LEVEL

—

—

PRINCESS

WAH LETKA

THE HUMAN OU1JA BOAJtD
A psychic marvel combining an Interesting entertainment with the
kind of comment that draws at the box office. Breaking house records

uverywhere.

Proadway, New York, this week (May 23)- 41st consecutive Wffk of
Kclth'a booking,
-• A fond farewell to all my friends
sailing for England June 4 for a
ten week Moss tour.

Management,

HENRY

BELLIT.

Men

s

Women
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—

—
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A. BENEFIT.

an N. V. A.

last

One

benefit.

not to have ever eeen one beJust
to know that this one
More than 80 acta,
All the rest.
a gruelling
u of famous names, through.
It
Mttertalnment to sit
happened last Sunday night.
The Hip is a bit too roomy for
downing. The crowd held the perXrmers strictly to their merits.
ms who had prepared to Impress
ilth their past and standing and
that outfit with
tioki» the ribs of
gags loaded with inside stuff,
liwed. The gang wanted the goods.
respective of the cause. The acts
ihat got the applause were the acts
fthst performed good vaudeville.an*
Joe Lewis was the main
Perfect* His voice loud
aouncer.
enough to fill the place and hia comments confined to "The next num-

wm

m

be

will

Raymond

.**

ber
Hitchcock and Frls-o and Louis
Mann were added started at it.
None could follow the eloquence of
Joe Lew is wno didn't hold up the
shew. Mann was all right, though
,

»

~lw wandered a trifle; Frisco couldn't
be heard; Hltchy pulled a couple' of
boners, crediting Marcus Loew several times and forgetting Martin
Beck entirely, otherwise distributing
laurels to John J. Murdock and E.
F. Albee equally each one menLeo Carrillo followed and
tioned.
few profestried to cover up.
There
sionals got It and laughed.

—

A

no harm done, except that
Hltchy had better not ask for the

was
J

Orpheum time.
The house was jammed and so
every
was the stage. This made
full stage
act a full-stage act. and
No curat the Hip is f"U enough.
•in worked a hardship on several
performers who require one either
behind or to fall at a given moment.
umpire therefore declares
This
ground rules with such a crowd in
the field, and will call every hit into
the crowd a two -bagger.

The

score*
Boy
Keith's

Bsnd— Must

have

been 150, with a little colored mascot, looking dazed; the band played
martial stuff rousingly; went well;
took too long getting off.

Ysphankers—Worked

Yap

Yip

fast, but too long; the trick dancing
at the end got the applause.

—

Burns and Frsbito Couldn t be
heard in that ten-acre indoor airdrome; bursting the balloons never
missed; went O. K.
Riga* and Witch is—The man in
the pit fiddled too much; the boy
and girl danced neatly and drew a
corking round.

Margaret Young—First one on
had the showmanship to get
the way downstage; first song
good; second too long; fair.

that
all

Chic Sale—In his sour cornet
got

rather gallantly of the feminlaes in knocked It off for a bang and an
this turn; Tuesday night, in the encore.
Pete and Paul, a diffident
Palace (New York) they looked dis- mule aptly brought on in a parlor
Dobson, set, looked all framed for a slapstick
tressingly bush league.
times with satire.
however, stood the geographical hit.
ImU.
Cohan spoke words that he never transformation nobly a red-blood?rops and changes and his own had spoken before, on or off the ed leading man, a vigorous dancer,
olee and personality; ran about 25 stage, for the language of the Vaga- a masculine comedian. He sustained
minutes and held every minute of bond is rarely the language of Co- "The Sirens" almost single-handed.
The show ran as scheduled Monhan. Though he injected a few nif- The times have passed the book, the
it.
a K, O.
ties in pat spots,
he spared the production, the wardrobe and the day night, with tho barrier going up
William Mandel and Company
at 8:06 on account of the length of
script
with
almost
reverent
hand
methods
of
it
by.
The burlesque acrobats, robbed of
two of the turns. They were Kay
The Courtney Girls, though, Raymond
their finish by absence of a curtain, he who can do whole- scripts so Irand "Melody Charmers"
looked just as they did in Chicago
confining themselves wisely to pan- reverently.
closing
the first half and doing 27
It was no hand-picked crew of only fair. Coming forward to knock
tomime only; the comedy triumph
minutes, and the Henry Santrey
night; applauded to the Cohan sympathizers who crowded vaudeville dead with five boys who and Band turn,
of. the
second after interCohan has no sym- execute "chamber music" In interechoes. Here is a perfect Hip turn. the Hudson.
mission, also running to extra inTed Lewis and Ben Bernie With- pathizers la the common accept- ludes, did not seem to impress. The nings through encore demands.
ance
of
that
word
and
he scarcely sisters" were generously taken in
out any instruments; fared rather
The Santrey act was the logical
shabbily because of utter n.isjudg- seems to need any. Surely he seeks their songs, despite a palpable cold show closer and would have
held
ment of what to do; sang one none. If the audience contained which impaired Fay's extraordinary them in much better than La Berhokum chorus ending with a "Hell," many of his friends what star voice. Florence, the Ingenue, seems nicia and Co. The fantasy got on
opens
without
such?
and staying there.
to have polished her work up con11 and was greeted with a
His reception was worthy of an siderably, and runs a strong com- about
Henry Bergman Knocked over
stampede after the quiet opening,
two sweet numbers and one sweet emperor; his modest acknowledg- petitor to her deep-voiced partner. where the old couple are exploring
ment was worthy of a great com- The girls' repertoire, in .order and their attic.
hit.
The act deserved a betFred Lindsay—Australian whip- moner.
complete, tells the srory as well as ter fate through the excellent dancThere was no strutting. There anything:
cracker, assisted by two cuties and
"Japanese
Sandman," ing and would have got more up
one stooge; sensational work, show- was no braggadocio. It was Cohan "Home Again Blues," "Mammy." further.
ing up well on this stage; still an- serving instead of Cohan serving up. "Orjevin' for You" and "Broadway
Harry and Anna Seymour (now
other Hip candidate.
Expert comedian that he always Rose" reads like a music publisher's Mrs. Henry Santrey, by the way)
Harry Watson—The boxing bit; has been, he tossed his laughs with jubilee. The big exclusive ballad really started the show In fourth
laughs galore.
unstrained simplicity. He spoke the which Fay sang at /the State-Lake position, although Nash and O'DonFrank Mullane On pretty late for rippling lines which at times rise has been omitted; also any encore nel, Just ahead, did nicely in their
ballads, but the audience was polite to poetry even through the mesh of work. "Broadway Rose" starts as a sketch, "Nearly Single."
The act
until he started prolix stories with burlesque with fluent finesse and single and goes into a showmanry has a surprise finish that helped
some walkouts; easy delivery. In the quaint love double to the high spot of the turn. and Is topical enough to get over
points;
distant
finished neatly, however, with Yid- scene with the governor's daughter The Benson orchestra is, as it was for vaudeville.
Both players are
dish accent gag song.
he was just what she said he was
before, a meritorious quintet for capable and the dialog suffices.
Gertrude Hoffman Orchestra all "cute." He made it mighty plaus- lyceum or parlor work, not imporThe Seymours scored their usual
wrong; dance a> bit subtle until the ible. A girl might have loved him as tant in vaudeville. The turn went success at this house, where they
end, when she got the gathering and a vagabond, for he spoke as a gen- satisfactorily, but not sensationally. are established favorites.
Anna's
swept the theatre with merited I tleman and he acted as a man.
Rome and Gaut, doing a bars 10 clowning registered strongly and
plaudits; always a great artiste;
New
York Is a strange town. Co- minutes next to closing, got nothing her impersonations capped the proshone here, too.
han wrote it. The town also wrote on entrance but everything there ceedings, insuring them ons of the
Marion Harris On late; lost some him. Today one Is a little million- was after that. One is a little fel- hits of the bill. A new one was
customers while jazz band mobil- aire, tomorrow one is a vagaboned.
low, the other a tall and cadaverous given of Nora Bayes singing her
ized In the center of the arena; took
Cohan, the laureate of the Yokels' chsp. It looked as though they were "Gypsy Love" song. Miss Seymour
those who remained hard with jazs Yappery,
toasted, trading on this combination. Maybe has delicately refrained from using
yesterday
its
songs typical of two years ago, but boasted hero, may tomorrow be the they were. But either could do a Clifton Crawford's name in introstill great.
critics* goat.
Cohan, the philos- single in the same spot and clean ducing her "Kissing Cups Race"
Louis opher, the prophet of the Rubes' up; both were a panic. The wee recitation, the motive being her unBrothers,
Marx
Three
Mann, Benn.e Leonard, Frisco In Runway, may tomorrow pipe through one is an eccentric stepper with a willingness to associate a comedy
a disordered but at times convulsing his nostrils a weak voice in the sense of humor in his funny feet. moment with the memory of the
fake boxing match between Leon- wilderness.
But Cohan victor or the tall bimbo is just funny all over. late comedian.
The "Melody Charmers," which
ard and all the rest; some good
has developed into a real big time
cracks;
wise
some
and
"locals"
vehicle, closed the first half In bang
Leonard told a story like a great
up style.
Raymond Is an easy
box** plenty of "hands"
little
Juvenile and is surrounded by a
throughout.
strong cast, with the Fooshse SisEight Blue Devils Interspersed
ters, two eye-resting maids assistwith entire preceding company;
ing him In several song and dance
closed the show to walkouts.
numbers.
The girls are costumed
11:50.
until
The entertainment ran
cutely and looked immense in their
Slow stage management due to each
short
skirts
draped over graceful
mile
half
a
get
off
to
having
act
and shapely figures. They were apfrom downstage center and on ditto,
plauded heavily at the curtain.
and impossibility of preparing for
Roth Roye opened after intermisa following act while one act was
sion.
She has ths happiest song
on, made many halts. People comcycle
of seasons, but Is still hitting
dising in and out on the stage also
about .450 In the mugging league.
Stage crew, in scarlet
tracted.
"Robert E. Lee" is still being used
jackets, stood out like a house afire,
as an encore and should be supand divided interest with stars.
planted.
The "wench" slew foot
Acts that had finished, standing upwalk could be Interpolated Into
stage and watching those who folsomething more modern, which
lowed, didn't help much, either.
seems the only excuse for the song.
But the crowd saw a lot of
The expectoration witnessed at annotables for the money.
other
metropolitan house recently
saw
the
And another crowd
same
has evidently been ordered out, and
bunch at the No. 2 N. V. A. benefit
wisely.
Monday nlcht in "Village
the same evening at the Manhattan
Vamp," Miss Roye's rube number,
opera house.
Why was Madison
she faked the spitting and got just
Square Garden slighted?
Lait.
the same result.
She went hugely

JACK LAIT'S REVIEWS
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technical admixture of superfine
farce and legitimate character comedy, tinted at times with glows or
masterful drama, colored at all

a splendid reception;
beat

hard for laughs;

it

hit
to

bit;

them
solid

COLONIAL.
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here,

takings.

Whiting snd Burt—Two songs;
first
one very big; second one
bigger.

Miller and Msck—Topped anything so far; talk difficult to follow,
but clown tap dancing riot; called
back for bows.
Belle Baker Fine reception; all
smiles; knockout with "Welcome
Stranger"; scream with "Irish -Jewish Jubilee"; a smash.
Pesrl Regay Took some time to
get the jazz band set, and Pearl's
song started slow; but when she
got to those marvelous bends, a true
panic. Could easily have encored.

—

—

Robert

Emmett Keane— Spanish

comedy song;

(Second review.)
Tavern Keeper'* Son
Hired Olrl
Tavern Keeper
Hired Man
•••

Vagabond

•

Woman

Clyde North

Norman

Sheriff
Sheriff's Man
Sheriff's Other

Attendant

•

crashed over and put him In high
Santrey's showmanship and

pulled for his share.

Al and Fanny Stedman hod the

WILLIAM SEABURY AND CO.
in

talk, so-so;

—

—

:

•

leapodi hut it was only- u qui -a ion
immense; big hit.
Dainty Marie Stage wait on set- of whether he would ever come up
tint; apparatus, after which a bang again; Cohan vaulted, and if he had
ever come down the plunk would
hit.
Master* and Kraft Coaled em have been heard around the world.
Comparisons arc not sportsmanquick and got off.
Oscar Loraine —First ions hit that like. Even Dempsey couldn't light a
machine
gun.
Therefore it would
got across all the way; did his
whole vaudeville routine; tied up not be fair to mention too often the

—

—

predecessors in the role, for they are
Lee Children Little blue devils, but human champions and this man
Cohart.
is a blazing, throbbing mawinning on sight; tdok the house
with material entirely unsuited for chine gun of electric vibrations in
action.
Footlights set off the amtheir personalities, but what matmunition of his human magasine.
tered? Lee Kids; hoorah; uproar.
with
loaded
natural genius worthy
Harry Carroll Smart feller; to
piano, medley of popular choruses, of being classified as inspired.
Nasal intonation and all, Cohan,
nmdest how; «o long; scored.
Casinos— Pronounced success In the SOng -und -dance man. the efferh> and she Spanish dances; heartily vescent comic, the hoy song -writ or,
applauded from every section. An- the girl -show producer, the grayhaired kid who has made millions
other Hip bet.
Gut Edwards and Company The laugh at pathos and weep with
came on and went through
laughter,
WISb
|ii
individual
and
showman
andi'ie
winner; showed great big like a finished artist 'of th« old
•et, »;:., about 10 youngsters and
School" in a droll and Intricate!;

the show.

—

—

—

»

.

>

v

Colorful in Beautiful Girls, Croony Tunes and Elaborate Bettings, WITH
The Hope Sisters, Rose Stone, Beth Cannon, Hamona, and Sylvia Varden,

and Joe

ltichraan.

PALACE THEATRE, NEW YORK. NEXT' WEEK (MAY
Direction. RALPH G. FARNUM (Edw. 3. Keller Office).

—

—

"FRIVOLICS"

A MUSICAL RAINBOW

familiar,

—

toughest assignment following tho
Santrey riot, but picked the show
right up and galloped away to a hit
on their own account. The mugging and clowning got as much as

SEABURY AND 8HAW PRESENT

On his showing as the vagobond
in the sudden return of "The Tavern" at the Hudson, George M.

—

off.

easy stags presence delighted them
and entitled him to the ovation he

Joseph Guthrie
William Gaunt
Joseph Selmsn

baseball
all right;
Kipling recitation trifle Cohan could play Hamlet, give that
but the first "serious" melancholy egg a sense of humor,
moment, so got concentration and give the public a rattling show and
acknowledgment.
give Shakespeare all the best of it.
Pat Rooney—Jazz band again
Cohan lacks Arnold Daly's uncslowed it up; Pat go*, great hello; tion thank heaven; he lacks Lowell
Marion Bent tripped on and got an- Sherman's polish thank heaven; he
other; Tom Dingle and Patsy De- has more personality than both
laney knocked 'em for a goal on cold these excellent stars, combined
dancing merit; Pat Rooney III did thank heaven.
a Rooney dance, and tied up the
Before an audience unique in that
show.
95 per cent, of it had seen
Jack Donahue Following Tom probably
the comedy before. Cohan had the
Dingle, he was ^potted all wrong;
daring
to
appear in a coptume role
stuff,
though,
his
burlesque
he did
as the successor to two of the most
and fooled fate; a bang.
and accomplished gentleWeaver Brothers Too long get- graceful
The rube stuff men of the profession's uppermost
ting to the saws.
with song and dance got nowhere branehes his llrst costume role, unless one would call the racetrack
much; the saw singles and har- plaids,
the little gray derby and the
monies a wallop. That part would
bamboo stick, which his imitators
be a good Hip act.
Doner Tn made famous, a costume.
Kitty
Teddy
and
For ...hcer bravado this experi"Eighth Avenue" sonir as their dad
Steve Mrodle
did- it
't<*rcbr*-ii»'
comedy dancing ment, is unequaled

beg

favor.

llackett

Eugenie Blair
Isabel Withers
Robert Oleckler
Edwin Walter

Man

line

line knowledge of values. His recitation ballads delivered in the spot
with effects by the ten players

Virginia Irwin

William L*. Thome
Joseph Allen
deorge M. Cohan
Rita Romllly
••••

Governor
Oovernor'a Wife
Governor's Daughter
Fiance

running to a one

The Santrey turn followed and
cleaned up one of the hits through
the excellent music and Santrey 's

COHAN—THE VAGABOND.

—

victim has lived to wear boots and
a flowing cloak and send across the
full-up footlights the jawbreaker*
of a classic. So. he has lived. And
no one yet (late Monday night) has
been able to say that George M
Cohan has ever been absurd. T.uit.

PALACE.
An unusually watchable

and

Santlcy and Sawyer

(New Acts)

"Klick K'i» k," a class triumph In
ptodQc'llOh,' apparel and •delicate
feet s, opened the three-act se< ontl
half.
populous acts had prein

t

-

I

has a foil and co-worker who Is second to none. They nutted their way
to solid applause.

30th)

Working without subtlety but without offense, either, the pair tore off
low comedy that landed them with
he applause wallop of the engagement. Their spot was changed after
the opening matinee.
T'red Lindsay, the Australian whip
manipulator, justified tho Palace
^lido advising patrons to stay in for
ho closer. Ringing up on a pretty
wood scene production with simple
but effective lighting tricks, he was
as spectacular as his super-polite
announcer was soft-spoken. Only
an nnnounccr. a butler or an urnbi<*sadur. cau be ;5o grandiloquently
I

bill,

of those rare
Palace weeks
when taps is blown at 11, sharp.

one

ever. Fanny has the knack of getting right under her auditors' skins
with hsr clowp delivery and foollshments, and in her brother she

Adelaide Hermann opened quietly,
with a cabinet trick
from which she produces numerous
fowl, dogs and cats and discloses a
female in a reclining posture.
Sleight of hand and "appearances''
of black art flowers preceded and
made up the bulk of the turn.
1-M win
(Jeorge, the monoloKing
Juggler, was second and did well
after a slow start.
They were
doubtful about <!eor«re after he had
muffed trick after trick, but the
humor of the missing finally penetrated and thawed them out.
Business was far from capacity
Monday despite the weather break.
getting most

-

JEFFERSON.

polite that it doesn't matter whether
his dress suit bags or not.
Lindsay
everything didn't seem to bo
Short
tias two <-harmiug
ceded it.
if
girls
had
Hassard
assisting peaches at the Jefferson Monday
searched the world for a couple of him snd he is a dashing fellow, night. The stage was a bit off in
goats to show up, lie couldn't h:i\»> defiantly handsome, who makes the its workings, and a couple of th«*
selected two more perfect than "The whips hiss and crack and go crazy. acts were badly treated in thG way
I! h*dd and hit.
13 Sirens' and the Courtney Slate
of handling scenery, etc.
This is
— not that they lack merit, but th<
Willie Solar, second, didn't s^cm probably very annoying to acts that
to
do over about six minutes. Three are out there trying to make good,
old
the
durable
hOIU<
typical
are
of
spun type of presentation, wini" fast numbers got him off. He made not an easy task at any time; btii
many amusing sounds in his songs, •mi acts should know that these
"Klick Klick
Is the apotheosis of
;ni*i a very brief dance, attempting
things will happen sometimes and
the ultra-modern and effete in
Smu.ikno furore in keeping with his rather should be more or less prepared and
of
spirit
Washington
smart
flamboyant program matter -"The not let too small a thing upset them.
transplanted to 1 .road way.
International musical comedy star." What appeared to be a very good
Frank Dobson, leading the eff»r<
said "Sirens." stood up wondcrf uM.v II modesty >* a virtue in a vaude- popular priced show was rather
The
and ville comedian, •Willis is the soul of Kiimmwl up In this way
well, considering the support
perhaps becau se of the support, in virtue during his performance, lie weather was propitious Monday
niKht.
It
was
warm
and
nice
usual
cool
the
reward
drcW
of
modesty
a
for
the
Rosnedian,
t&xccpi
contrast,
the little near-Ti uex, t tie compui. and ail other virtues next to noth- theatre was preferable to the cioit
wind of the streets. The house was
looked shopworn and very Kansas ing.
A. Kobin.;. tin- lioakum instrument better than comfortably filled.
Ilow quickly one acquires Iho
CltJT.
It's
boisterous audience. Worse
imitator with his breakaway props
ui. mt viewpoint of the Kin Mure
(Continued on page 21.)
Hid
his
>» iveefcfl ign thi^ reviewer spoke
Inexhaustible
p«K*kets
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Friday,

May

27, 1*21
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8ANTLEY

8AWYER &

and
Co. (7)
Musical revue, "Klick Klick."
31 Mine; Three and one.
Palace.

EDNA WHI8TLER

and

BOYS

(6).

—

—

KARA

Acrobatic.
9 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).

Songs and Talk*

City.

American.

One and

Full Stage.

18 Mina;
Jefferson.

23d St.
This is probably t.ie same Edna
Whistler who showed in vaudeville
She Is better
several seasons ago.
known in musical comedy, and her
voice, of pleasant quality, indicates
such experience.
Miss Whistler's turn has a jazz

There are really only three Camerons. One woman acts as a maid
appearing twice only to carry a hat
or cane off stage for one of the acThe second female
tive principals.
Is a cute little girl who sings one
number In a childish voice and gets
away with it because of her youth-

The last gasp In the Greenwich
type of revue production,
topping anything ever seen at the
hands of lta three principals Joe
Santley, Ivy Sawyer and Hassard
Short in vaudeville, and probably
anything from any other hands ever
seen In vaudeville— as viewed from
band setting, though the routine
standpoints of staging, mounting,
of songs hardly explains why.
At
dressing, lighting and atmosphere.
the opening she had a lyric menAs an entertainment "Klick Klick" tioning
the individual musicians.
is not exciting. As a breath of disAfter that the singer offered numtinction,
esoteric
delicate
taste,
bers of the ballad school, the band
finesse and gentle beauty, it la inaccompanying, also, having two
valuable.
numbers of their own. The cornet ist
This marks the annual Santley - displayed clarity and power in one
Village

FOUR CAMERON*.
8ong, Talk, Dancing and Bicycle.

Songs and Music.
18 Mina; Two (Special Cyc).

,

ful

appearance and cutencss.

The two men

are the act.

He is
it over.
centric with plenty of ability along
comedian gets

At the opening he does
an eccentric acrobatic dance that Is
so good It might be placed lower
all lines.

down

man

in the specialty.

The

straight

does a little bicycle riding and
Most
feeds the comedian nicely.
announced
Miss
the
comedy is suggestive of the
of
forth this delightful pair of upper- Whistler, who is a tall, good-lookto
running
talk
the
Keaton
act.
class stars for brief eastern appear- ing auburn type, in a medley of her
ances, leaving always a heritage of musical comedy successes, meaning father and som The comedian gets
the
act
this
and
scenery, costumes, direction and the songs she formerly had in pro- -quite a little out of
conception
for
less
demanded duction. This was offered for the frames up as rather good entertainment of the rougher comedy
"team" to take into the hinterlands. finale.
"Klick Klick" qualifies as did the
The act closed the show well, but sort.
The act would make a good closer
predecessors, except that it holds minus the kick needed for the betSantley and Sawyer even a bit ter houses. It was overtime for the for the better grade of five-act
shows. It would find ready employhigher above the performing mob, spot
Ibee.
ment in the Middle Western vaudemaking the residue proportionately
ville circuits, where it could probmore discouraging for the vaudeville
ably keep busy for several seasons.
commoners who must Inevitably fol- CHAPMAN and RING.
Talk and Songs.
In the bigger bills the act would
low them.
18 Mins.; Full Stage. (8pecial
get away nicely In the early portion
It opened the second half here.
8et).
of the program. It has the virtue of
After a lengthy overture. Sawyer,
Qreeley 8q.
real vaudeville and comlooking juvenile and creamy in
A full stage act, though their containing
edy of the sort that is altogether so
white, stepped before a satin and
special drop hangs in "two," with
found
days In the betrarely
gold-bordered curtain and sang a
A swing and a set ter houses. these
legs in "one."
That it is practically
brief prologue, aiming a camera at
porch also go with the scenic equipa one-man act should not Interfere
the audience, which gives rise to
ment. A cutout for a window makes
the "Klick Klick." The curtain as- it impossible to aet anything behind with lta progress.
cended on a sweet novelty, a full- which places the offering as a fullstage in black drapes with a huge stage affair.
L080VA and QILLMORE.
camera lens in the center, its botA man and woman are the prin- Dances.
tom rim some four feet from the cipals, the woman, sending for a 12 Mina; Full Stage (Special
stage, 'the shutter irised open and helper of some kind, brings on the
Hangings).
Miss Sawyer was exposed In a man in eccentric dress. The aet Is 23d 8treet.
Spanish costume. She stepped for- pretty and the woman neatly and
This team has been west for a
ward onto a shelf which proved a prettily dressed, so there Is no rea- season, where they were spotted
practical elevator, taking her down son for the untidy clothes of the No. 3 in Orpheum And Association
to a platform almost on stage level, man, even though he does comedy. houses.
For that reason ths rouand she started a Spanish number He would be just as funny in a suit tine did not stand out to Its full
which developed into "Spanish of similar cut, clean Instead of worth in the opening spot here.
Love";
Special hangings are used, a drop
thereafter
almost every mussy. The talk goes back to the
song was of a New York show of school-day thing, "you remember in one ahowing a spider web and
last season, making its scheme sim- when the teacher spanked you?" the same idea carried out in a cyc
ilar to that of "Bits and Pieces."
etc It is only passably funny and hung In full atage. The rear secMiss Sawyer was delightful, as the comedian should drop the at- tion of the draping is of gauze maalways fragile, smart, beautiful. tempts to make It blue. The act's terial and lights behind show the
She was Joined by two men in tor- greatest asset Is ita bright appear- girl during several costume changes
eador costume.
Both hers and ance and cleanliness.
The man effected there.
After the opening double dance
their's were pronouncedly impres- sings and also plays on a saw, after
sionistic and unconventional, and the fashion of Weaver Brothers, In one, she changed to ballet rig
throughout the revue all wardrobe getting quite a little out of it. The and was on her toea in full stage,
howed the pencil and mind of un- couple follow this with a fake 'cello with 'the man aiding for the
Another change was
bit which does not fit, as the au- posturing.
commonly artistic vision.
The men were the Trado Twins, dience begins to suspect the saw preparatory to a single toe effort,
however showing
first
number
the
is
Afaked also.
quiet finish and a
and, while they operated as directed,
the girl at her best.
they revealed neither here nor later slow curtain "ompletts.
The man had what sounded like
The act, as It la will get away
any striking talents, though they
a special song called "Dance
worked smoothly enough.
Miss on the pop bills.
mania"
and there was a duet
Sawyer followed by Santley in
Should do
dance for the finale.
walking clothes; he was joined by LA FRANCE and JACK80N.
for better houses and
well
early
Helen Kroner and Madeleine Van, "Party of the First Part."
with
slight change
for
opening
spot
% pair of confections who registered 17 Mins.; One.
for apeeding.
sot only appearance and training, 23rd 8t.
Ibee
but culture and breeding. This trio
Fred La France and Billy Jackdid "The Charm School," and did son. It is the same act as played
it charmingly.
The men. In fanciful last season by La France and Ken- R08E and LOU BELL.
Songs.
attire, did a specialty brother dance, nedy. Jackson was formerly teamed
11 Mins.; One.
the dance not up to the atmosphere. with Sammy Stein.
23d Street.
Santley and Sawyer appeared toThe turn has a black face comAside from the opening this sisgether in exquisite colonials, for edy talk routine, Jackson doing the
ter team with a songs and piano
a love song which lacked only in- manager to La France's comedy as
accompaniment follows the usual
telligent lyrics to make it a master- a near boxer.
Instead of stepping style. But the individuality of the
piece, for the eye was fascinated as formerly in the act, Jackson has
brunet member as shown in the
by their picture, the ear was pleased a ballad and the men duet with a way she handles popular numbers,
by the tune, but the brain was not popular number at the close. This gives them an edge on others. At
jiggled by the words. This encored number works to a good exit, the
the opening she has a short lyric
back before the satin drop to a crowing of a chicken Interesting about being alone, phones her girl
pretty waltz of the klss-at-thc-en- both boys.
La France pulls forth friend, who quickly appears and
trance kind, ravlshingly well done. a meal sack from his hip pocket. takes position at the piano.
Miss Sawyer was sublime in the They open it and sneak for the
The girls have chosen some of
powdered wig, and Santley most "bird."
the newest published songs.
One
Some of the chatter can go out* was a ballad, duetted after which
heart-warming.
"The Lady of the Lamp" came there being sufficient comedy ma- raggy
numbers
offered,
cr«*i
next in "two," with the drapes of terial to stand pruning in the mid "Wang Wang Blues" being first.
Looks good for the bet- Before "All By Myself was
the full-stage setting drawn to- section.
comgether and the camera gone. De- ter houses.
pleted, an anxious auditor started
Ibee.
scending on a mammoth lamp which
applauding, giving the impression
made both a pedestal and an overof being planted.
"Home Again
head lamp after the girl had come call upon those who have seen the Blues" was the closer. The Misses
down, one of the young women did curtain fall on "Klick Klick" to Bell fit well for the three a day,
an oriental dance made notable by bear him witness that not even and they may move upward for the
her artful pantalette costume *fid Ziegfeid ha a ever done better wtth brunette is a good entertained.
her youth and graces. Back into black and white.
Jeea
For an after-punch a little darkey
"one" the other girl and the two
boys, as High Cost, Whiskey and was disclosed sitting on the moon. GIRARD 8ISTER8 (3).
Blue Laws, portrayed "Three Live It was carrying the black effect a Songs.
Ghosts" without much attempt at bit too far. If it was designed for 10 Mins.; Ons.
lines, but with a eeri™ of tap a howl it missed; it wasn't hurt- 58th 8treet.
dances at the end that wero cocking ful, but it seemed a bit of an antiTwo sopranos (one at the piano)
climax to a remarkable half hour of and the third sister a contralto. Al—the girl was stoliar were.
The curtain rose to a stunning advanced vaudeville advanced be- though using popular ditties they
and unique setting with Miss Saw- yond what has so often masquerad- are straight singers, depending
mainly upon harmonizing to score.
yer as a Pierette in black and sil- ed as advanced vaudeville.
The lighting throughout "Kink They know how to sing but their
ver, seated on a black moon above
a black Inclined runway to the Klick" is beautifully simple and voices are not sufficiently out of the
atage, surrounded by a white silk enormously alive, a pivoted spot ordinary to warrant any demand
Sawyer from above the grand border alone for the act beyond the three-a-dny.
cyclorama hung square.
entered as a Pierot In togs to match, doing miracles. .
Unattractively gowned, their hair
In all. '•Klick Kliek" is far b« yond not done up attractively and amarevealing a costume that must have
led
a the conventional production turn, teurishly made up (no correspondrepresented a tprtune. They
Tlerot's Honeymoon" fantasy, the affords a polite yet HnAshlng ve- ing in facial coloring), they go
others joining, clad in black and hicle for its well-loved star«, and through a pleasing little routine and
It was a stage picture of brings to vaudeville one of those retire without registering anything
laces.
that
verify
vaudeville's but a negative hit.
memorable and probably historic efforts
HasRard Short boast that nothing Is above it, notheffectiveness*
If
A little vaudeville direction would
Leif.
aid the tors materially.
sever stages another finale, he may ing is too goed for it,
Jolo.

Sawyer-Hassard
vaudeville
dip of them.
which has for uom* seasons brought
The pianist

-

—

i

—

man and

Apparently a foreign

woman combination, typical of the
class of comedy turns used i:. seme
of the Continental music halls. The
turn, although acrobatic to a certain degree, rests almost entirely
upon the comedy, derived from
water being sqrtrted upon the man
from figures on a back drop repre-

21

Mins.; One.

i

Next to closing on the bill the
last half of last week Bert Walto*
was a aolid success, easily carry*
ing off both the applause and laugh*
ing hits, showing plainly that merit
rewarded In the three a day
as well as anywhere else. A new
style of entertainment for a single
will be

man

has been framed by Bert Wa)«
ton.
He is doing a story in "one"
with songs intermingled. He enThe comedy is not sufficient to ters in dinner Jack and hat with
hold the attention of an American overcoat over the arm and explains
audience.
The acrobatic work is that he has Just left his girl. He
but mediocre, little in the way of gets laughs out of the talk regardnovelty being displayed, the wom- ing what It cost to take a girl out
an doing tumbling early in the turn in these days of cover charges,

The senting

an ec-

BERT WALTON.

and ZACK.

the exterior of

a shooting

gallery.

that shows some ability.
Her efforts on the stage are limited, due
to the necessity of keeping her be-'
hind the drop for the water business.
For an opening turn this couple
can look for little 'except In certain

pop houses.

"VODVIL A LA MODE."

(3).

ticket speculators and taxi cabs. A
telephone call from the girl brings
him to the 'phone.
The song at 'the 'phone discloses
that the girl is to be married and
he is "aired." This is also very well
done and the easy running of the
act from talk to song andTback is
very natural. The man bemg turned down, turns to his mother. This
bit Is a trifle over acted and too
long drawn out and is where the cut,
which the act needs, should be made.
Mother.; are sure fire vaudeville
material, but the subject can be
overdone. From this point on, ths
act slows up slightly and the elimination of some of the material here
would bring it more quickly to the
finish which is a little unusual even

Piano Act.
15 Mins.; One.
Broadway.
The lobby billing* features Charles
J. Hill assisted by Agnes Finlay and
Bob Carbone. The act Itself is an
attempt and successful, to vary the
usual piano act frame-up. The cast
consists of a "straight" couple, supported by a pseudo stage-hand
though employing plants. The girl
vocalist.
calls back on the 'phone and asks
Mr. Hill presides at the grand If they cannot see each other once
throughout, wise cracking and rag- more before she marries. She agrees
ging his female assistant's classical to come to the theatre at which he
singing, stating that this is not is working. A blackout makes the
what vaudeville audiences want and change to the theatre with the girl
switches Into Jazs. On the latter in a box. A crossfire song with a
end of it, Miss Finlay lends, it a vary pretty melody Is responsible
concert style version by the Chau- for many more laughs.
The man
tauqua manner in which she renders complains that his heart is broken
her numbers. But it serves the pur- and demands to know whose heart
pose of elevating it from the gen- she will break next.
This is ineral run and stamping a little "class" terrupted by a man In another box
on the vehicle. The piano shifter is who also sings that he is a victim
subsequently dragged out for some and from this the trio do the most
singing and, per usual, displays a legitimate bit that has been seen
powerful voice.
where plants are used.
The frame-up is a novelty which
It is not a song plugging arrangeis
further enhanced by the wise ment, but fits the act and the situamanner it Is handled, that sets it tion. Bert Walton Is a good perright with the audience.
The girl iwmsr. He handles this material
is
comely with warm, unaffected exceptionally well, his delivery bepersonality that could be further en- ing a confidential chat with the auhanced by some different variation dience Idea. A clean-cut appearance
and a nice personality making this
on the headdress.
In the mother
which should be cut some, he
overdoes a triflle, but that Is a thing
that can easily be remedied. The
manner in which the American audience received him proved conclusively that the small time win
like him and with the little changes
there Is no doubt about his ability to hold down a good spot in ths
big time houses.
He has a new
particularly strong.

SID

GOLD

and CO.

bit,

(2).

Song*, Talks and Piano.
22 Min.; One.
Greeley Square.
Sid Gold was formerly teamed
with Babe La Tour and has also
been identified with burlesque. For
the present turn he has secured two

male partners, a Hebrew comedian
and a pianist.
style clean
Gold opens the turn with a num- cialty
ber, being interrupted by the comic

cut,

entertaining

spe-

seated in the orchestra The latter Is brought upon the stage for GOLDIE and THORNE.
comedy business with Gold doing Singing, Dancing, Crosstalk.
the straight. A routine of popular 14 Mins.; One.
numbers is handled by Gold includ- 68th St.
ing "blues" and a ballad. The talk
A buxom, strenuous female opens
is anybody's material.
with a bid for comedy with ths
The turn can stand some cutting. bromide: "I was built for comfort,'
The Greeley Square audience ap- not for speed". She sings a "wop"
proved the encore dance providing number violently.
On comes a
the necessary punch. For a three flapper In a tailor-made costume
man combination this turn can take and feeds the strenuous one for a
its place with the best in the threefew moments, then off again while
a-day.
the larger one announces, "If they
show me a pork sandwich I'll go
back
on my religion." Then she unCORTEZ and RYAN.
buckles an even more violent cooa
Songs and Musical.
shouting number. The flapper re15 Mins.; One.
turs in an evening gown, cut short
American Roof.
A girl number leader with a male at both ends, revealing she Isn't
partner devoting his time to straight "flappery" as one supposed on first
Smaller one does a
playing on a harp and violin. Im- Impression.
personations of stars by the girl song and a few steps; other a Yiddish
number;
little one strips to
and some nut comedy by her are
the main items.
Her ability at tights and short skirt and knickers;
handling comedy with her viva- crosstalk; conversational duet with
ciousness greatly help the act. The "nut" stuff.
They give Indication they are remusic of the man is assured, he going in for operatic work on the cruits from a cabaret. As a result
they
proved themselves
riptpui
violin, later ragging it while his
small timers.
jolo.
partner Is making a change.
The act opened the second half,
carrying the spot nicely and should NEVILLE snd
DANO.
flourish in the better grade three- Trsvesty
8kit.
x
a-day.
12 Mins.; Full Stage. (Special Set.)

*

58th St.

JUGGLING FERRIER.
Juggling.
12 Mins.; Full Stsge.

American.
Hats, balls, clubs, etc., are the
accessories used by Ferrier.
The
tricks are accompanied by a little
talk with a catch line, "see." This
does not develop the laugh that
it
should for the featuring it gets.
The man is a clean worker, doing
his trieks swiftly and smoothly. For
a finish he dons a coat and hat
made of looking glasses and Juggles
clubs similarly decorated. The routine used Is not flashy enough for the
costume. Ferrier did fairly opening.

This act is closely patterned
along the lines of the Oallager and
Rolley
turn— army ca ntaln and
blackface pVivate. The locale, however, Is in the arctic regions, »
flying machine, Icicles, etc., being
painted upon the special set. The
comedy rises through a constant
play upon words, such as referring
to the

The

town of "Ask Me for
comedian has no

whatever,

It," etc.

dialect

despite
darkened
his
features and the straight man does
not time his feeding to the fine nicety so essential to this class of comedy.
The material they have !
superior to Its Interpreters. Jolo.
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BILLS

NASHVILLE

NEXT
WEEK
(May 30)
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M

Tony
(Louisville split)

VAUDEVILLE

hcuiii open for th* weik

(A!l

Monday matin**. whoa

witb

otherwise

aot

tadlcated.)

Th*

below ar* grouped In divisions, according to th« booking oOIcm tn«y
era eupplied from.
Tbe manner la which theoe bill* are printed doe* mot devote the relative
Importance of acta nor their program position*.
•Before name Indicate* act le now doing new turn, or reappearing after
absonc* from vaudeville, or appearing in city where lleted for the flret time.
bill*

1st half
Frank Shields
Challis A Lambert
Oloott A Mary Ann

Tuck

A

fill)

NEWARK.

N. J.
Proctor's

Lew Wilson
B. F.

KEITH
New York

Palace Theatre Building.

NEW YORK

CITY

Keith's Palaco

Marx Broe
Bobby McLean Co
4

Wm

Seabury Co

Kramer A Boyle
Dot eon

Doe Baker Co
Lordona
(One to fill)

t

A B

Maxlne Broa

•Lehr A Bell

Keith's Riverside
•Florence Moor* Co

Ruth Roye
Zlegler Sis
Bnaaell A Parker

Palo A Palet
Eddie Roea

MAM
McFarlane
Una A Hendrlcke
to nil)

Royal

Helth'e

Edward* Newaboya
(Others to All)
Proctor's 68th St.
Flake A Lloyd
•George Shelton
•Tip Top 4

Clecolinl

(One

City

(Other* to fill)
2d half (2-6)
Maeon A Cole

Halg A Lavere
Frawley A Louis*

Cornelia Leonla A Z
(Other* to fill)
Proctor's Sth Ave,
Sd half (24-29)

Jack Oatermaa
Wheeler A Porter
Harry Breen
Ernestine Myers Co
Maxlne Bros A B
Bdw'da Orneby A D

4 Canting M*lloa

Keith's Alhambra
Morris A Campbell

A Mann

Daffy

mlly A Wellman
Mailer A Stanley
Tenneseee Ten

(One to

fill)

Keith's Colonial

Joe Howard's Rot

Xajlyama

Rome A Oavt
Barr Twins

Watson

LA O
Dotoo

(Two

Sis

Archer

A

to

8tateer
fill)

Moss' Broadway
Billy Qlasoa
I Haney Boys
Oalletti

Fisher

A Kokln
A Oilmore

to All)

Sd half

Boyeo Coomb*
Belle Baker
Patrlcola A Maeon
Bthel Clifton Co
1 Bennett Slaters
(Ons to fill)

Pordham

Harry Fox Co
Maalne Broe A B
A A F Stedman
Chas L Fletcher
Mlddleton A B

Reynold* I
Id half
Tempeet A Sunahlne

Moran A Mack
Buck ridge A Caeey

Davie A Darnell
Robbie Oordone
J J Morton
Keith's Hamilton
Joe Cook
Alex Bros A Bvelyn
Boyce Coombe
Davie A Darnell
Mabel Burke Co
(One to fill)
2d half
Hilton A Norton
Helen Ware
•Yorke A King

The Levollos
to All)

Kelth'a Jefferson
Patricola A Mason

Mazle
The Levolloa
•Bobby Connelly
Buckridge A Caaey

McDonough
2d half

Mabel Burke Co
H A A Seymour
Sherwln Kelly
Capt Anaon Co

A

llallen
(One to

fill)

to

Henderaon'S

B Hymer Co

John

Herman

One Edward* Rev

D D H?
A

Swift

Kelly

Wm Mandell Co
Walah A Edwards
Raymond Wllbert
Yvette Rugel

A Moon

Roee

FAR ROCKAWAY
Hilton
Miller

A Norton
A Mack

MAC
HAG King

Ellsworth
Anderson A Yvel
J J Morton
2d half
Courtney Si*
Joe Cook
Ales Broa A Bvelyn
Swift A Kelly

(Two

to Oil)

BROOKLYN
Keiths Bnshwlck
Whipple A H Co
Vincent O'Donnell
5 Little Pale
•Rita Gould
Hyama A Mclntyre
"Tango Shoe*
to 811)

A D

Moos' Flatbnsh

Whiting A Burt
Harry Cooper
Margar*t Padula

fill)

Keith's 81st St.
Clayton A Edwards

Kennedy A Berlo

June Imes Co

(Other* to 811)
Keith's Boro Park

Princeton

Belle

A Watson

-lay veil*

The

Co

Baker

H A A Seymour

Gelli*

Mattylee Llppard
Keith's H. O. H.
Sd half (26-23)
Harry Hay den Co

Rappl

Hallen A Gokb
Robbie Gordoae
(Two to mi)
2d half
Miller

Ethel

A Mack
McDonough

VALENTINE VOX
Originator of singing

m

Bva Fay
Kramer A Boyle
(Othera to
let half

All)

(20-1)

Jaek Oaterman
T A K O'Meara
•Walter Perclval Co
(Othera to fill)
Sd half (2-S)
Dave Harris
Morgan A Gatea
Reddington A Grant

W

A M LaVar

(Others to

fill)

Proctor's 126th St.
Sd half (26-29)
Prince** Rajah
Will Lacey

Bernard

A

(Others to

Garry
fill)

1st half (20-1)

Lydla Berry
Marie Lo
8

Imitt

Sisters

ALBANY,

N. Y.

Frank Sidney Co
Peggy Carhart Co
J
Ranaome Co

W

Celts Broa

Joe Darcy

Bowers Walter

A C

Sd half

Iehlkawa Bros
Margaret A Summer
Fern A Marie
Kent Co
Wright A Dietrich

Wm

Dance Fantaales
ALLENTOWN, PA.
Orphean*
Nelson Waring
A Ines
(Others to fill)
2d half
Wolford A Stevens
"Flirtation"

James Cullen
(Two to fill)

ATLANTA, GA.
Lyrle

(Birmingham

split)

1st half

Billy Rogers
Angel A Fuller
Clayton Drews Co

Howard A Sadler
Kremka Bros

BALTIMORK

BIRMINGHAM

off

(Jacksonville split)
1st half
A A L Bell

F A

Wm

Parker

JERSEY CITY,

Sd half (It-It)

Lydla Barry
Blva Lloyd
Mabel Burke Co
5 Bennett Bis
Morley 81s
(One to fill)
(St-l)

Messrs.

Mason A Cole

New

•Harry Price
Briscoe A Rauh
(Others to fill)
Sd half (S-l)
Lois Bennett Co

Shubert in a
Production

A Do Monde

Howard
Dawson 81s Co

Clara

BOSTON

1st half

Klass

A

HAP
Combe

Brilliant

Oakes
A Nevlna
Old Black Joeland

two lolrea simultaneously.

Henry A Moore

Ajjv*) v pjvujou
Reynolde 2
(One to fill)
Kelth'a Greenpolnt

2d half (26-29)
Farrell A Taylor Co

Howard Smith A B
Inman A Lyona
(Othere to
let

fill)

half (30-1)

Mabel Sherman Co
Reddington A Grant
(Othera to
2d half

Cameron sis
Lillian 8haw

BUFFALO

fill)

(2 5)

Lydla Harry
•Harry Price
(Others to fill)
Kelth'a Prospect
2d half (24-29)

•John Steele Co
Yorke A King
4 Harmony Kings

A

Irving

Sisters

Brown A Weston
Bett'e Seals
B.C.

split)
1st half

Musical Johnstons

Bert Lewis
Hlgglns A Bates Co

Featured by Mr.
Chas. Dillingham in
New Production

MISS FRANCES WHITE
AND

MR. WM. KENT

Primrose Semon Co

Placed by Us Under Long
Term Contracts With

Above Managements

A Lange
Adame A Barnett

4

2d half

Kervlllea
Friscoe
Holmes A Holllston

DflVIDOW I

ED.

1493

Mahoney
MOBILE, ALA.

Will

Chris Richards
Musical Bits

(New

fill)

CINCINNATI
Keith's Palaco

John Blondy A Sis
Fargo A Richards
Hal Johnson Co
Sunshine Girls
Chalfonte 81s
Coley A Jaxon

Lyrle
Orleans split)
1st half

The Savages
Edna Droen
Kennedy A Rooney
Bert Fitsglbbono

Vaa A Emerson

DeVara A Zemater

CLEVELAND

(Sunday

La

Sammy

Julius

Shaw A Campbell
Chas Withers Co
Brooks A Powers
Cavanaugh A Bv'r't

A

Colombia
1st half

Mason A Shaw
Dolce Siotera
Bowman Broe

Temple
Leo Beers
Bessie Kcmple Co
Frances Prltch'd Co
El Cota
BUI Gen vleve A
Rasso Co

W

A Macy
Lee

KASTON, PA.

(Mobil* split)
1st half

Harry Watklns
Carney A Rose

Sd half
Mora A Reckless I
Hoster A Huston

Welsh Mealy A M
Big Jim
SP'G FIELD, MASS.
ralace
Dave Winnie
Jennings A Dorman
Archer A Belford

Leon Varvara

Qreat Johnson
Burns A Lorain*
Lewis A Norton
Wilton Sis
Stan Stanley Co

Geo McFarlane
Pearl Regay Co

47th

STREET

Enoa Frazers

Francis Renault

MT. VERNON, N.Y.

Princeton A W'tson
Greenlee A Drayton
(Others to fill)
1st

half (to

n

Harland Dixon Co

A B

Step ens

Nash A O'Donnell
McGrath A Deede
Barbette
(Others to

fill

Sd half (II)

Able O. H.
Wolford A Stevens

Dunh'm A O'Mallcy
Mcintosh A Maids
I Mobs

"Flirtation"

(Others to

BUSHMAN'S
Frank Xpresslona— No.

(R**m»» Bldj

fill)

t.

"WHO 18 SO PERFECT THAT HB CAN
AFFORD TO CRITICISE OR CONDEMN
OTHKR8. WITHOUT FIRST TAKING
AN INVENTORY OF MI0OWM FAULTS'

Vee

June Mill*
•

McLarens

NORFOLK, YA.
(Richmond

split)
1st half

Musical Geralds

Nord

A Belmont

"M'd'w Br'k Lane"
Col Jack George
Paul Levan

A

M

PATERSON
Majeetle

Suite

A

1st half

"Those Girls"
A Johnson

Polly Dassi Co
to

fill)

PORTLAND. ME.
B F. Keith's
Margaret Young
Bergere Co

Phone:

l .it

Shrlner A Fits
1st haif
Sully A llouKhton
Montgom'y
Howard A Norwood Marshal
F A M Brltton
Qulzey Four
(Two to nil)
QUEBEC. CAN.

BOSTON

B. F. Keith's

Auditorium
Pollard

Rlvlra

Bushman A Bayne

Doyd Nevada Co

Bronaon A Baldwin
Malltn A Bart
I Belmonte
Vlnle Daly

Ii*s

Sully

A Mack

Miss loleen
A O'Donnell

A

Keillors

(Two

A

to All)

Id half

A Hamilton
Areher A Belford
Leon Varvara
4 Readings
(One to fill)

Cook

A

Calvin

A Adams
to

fill)

Allen

A

Cantor

lot half

to

"Fall of Eve"
The Mijares
Blossom Seeley Ol
Ruby Norton
Joe Browning
Langford A Fred'ks Frank De Voe
Moss A Frye
Bl Rey Sisters

Harriet Rempel Co

El

Cleve

Ramadell

m Tale

tfirw

WACK

MILWAUKEE

A Deyo

State Lake
Corlnne Tilton
Joe- Laurie

Majestle

Rev

Edith Clifford
Anderson A Graves
Wheeler

BAB

A

Johnson, Baker

Ryan A Bronson

J

Herbert's Dogs
Dancing Nortons

DENVER
Orpheum
(Sunday opening)
Franklyn Ardell Co
Dunham A William
Prosper A Moret
Larry Comer

Car Blackwell Co
Clvtor Moore Co
Hart Sisters
Bessie Browning
Lorraine Sis Co
Adler A Dunbar

Cavana

Murray Girls
Murray Voe Ik

Kay Hamlin A

K

Dancing Walters
Artistic Treat

Gossips

4

S

Flying Msyos
Palace
Laura Plerpont Of
Bobbe A Nelson
Conlln A Glass

OAKLAND

A Nsgel
Lolya Adler Co
Selblnl

Orpheum

EDMONTON. CAN.
Orpheum

Irene Franklin

Th*

Langdc-ne

Lew Dockstader

fill)

BROCKT'N, MASS.
Strand

A O'Nell
Mack A James

Foley

HOLMES

Wilson Aubrey 3
3d half
Perez A Marguerite
Spencer A William?
The Sharrocks
Elklns Fay A B

* nd AM -tron * A " Any
LA1T. Palace, Chicago.

and

WELLS

With Geo. Jessel's "Trouble* of 1»20*
ORPIIEl M, SALT LAKE (JUNE •)
Morton

(30-1)

(Same bill
Colgany

plays
S-4)

Wilfred Dubois

Toung A Wheeler
Melville A Rule
Kltner A Rcaney
"Bubbles"
Billy Miller

Co

Ce Dora

Pletro

TYPICAL OF THE NEWEST IDEA
if

4.

FAR BETTER TO BB ASSURED OF STANDING ROOM Dt
HEAVEN. THAN TO BE PROMISE*?
A COMFORTABLE SEAT IN H--L"

KEITH

BILLYH&LASON

Lyrio
Otorfolk split)

Scofleld

BUSHMAN'8

KANSAS CITY
Orpheum
Thos P Jackson
Geo A Moore
J C Morton Co

Tom

Sir lth

Bobby O'Nell A Q
Bert Melrose

RICHMOND, YA.

A

Buddy Walker

Tripoli I

B. F.

4 Harmony Kings
Ryan A Ryan

Plelert

Frank Xpresslona—No.

Cook A Oatman

Exchange, Boston
BOSTON
Leavers A Collins
Boston
Gordon's Olympla
Ross A Foss
(Washington St.)
Miller A Capman
Williams A West
Morley Sis
Monroe A May
Eddie Foyer
Moore A Fields
F A A Smith
McDonald I

to nil)

Orpheum
Geo Jessel Rev

Humphrey Co Nat Nazarro Jr Co
Sle
Anna Chandler

Dave Winnie

Gordon's Olympla
(Scolley Square)
Mack A Stanton

Bunham
LOS ANGELES

Eunice

Morgan A Binder

Id half

Howard
A Dell
A Ernie

Cummins A*Whlto

"IT IS

Vaudeville

Sutter
Ernie

Williams A.Pierce

Wilbur A Adams
Richard Keane Co
Olson A Johnson
Palace

GAL
Garde a
Bert Lelghton

(Two

Bowdoln Sq.
The Herberts
Kennrdy A Kramer

8ylveeter Family

Beu Harney
The Nagyfys
Ash A Hysms

Poll's

Held

BRYANT

Majestle
Kails Co
Allcsn Stanley

Arman

(Wllkes-B'rre split)
'
1st half

Klalss

Poll's

New York CK*

McConnell Sisters
Billy Beard

Jimmy Lucas Co

SCRANTON. PA.

Norwood A Hall
Bva Shlrrey Co
WILK'S-BKE. PA. Turner Bros

Noel Lester

PHILADELPHIA

"Sweet Sweeties"

(One

Piste)

Elsie

A A O Falls
Mohr A Vermont
Robert Reilly Co
Kane A Herman

(One

Boyle A Bennett
Big Jim
2d half
Gardner A Aubrey
Jennings A Dorman
Eraser A Banco

Lawrence)

(three to Sll)

CHICAGO

Tuiiy

Sheridan Square
(Johnstown split)

(Two

Sd half

Pell's

A Huston
A Gibson

A

Geneva May Co
Newport A Stlrk

Palaco Theatre Building.
I

Frank Barden
Mohr A Vermont
Welsh Mealy A M
Viola Smith Co

The Hennlngs

21ft.

B. F. Keith's

Cook A Valdare
Stuart

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

fill)

WORCESTER

Our Acts Always Working.
1

Flint

Tabloids

Bolden I
Hamilton A Barnes
Royal Venetian I

WATKRIU RY

mi

Neal Abel
(two to fill)
Id half

(two to fill)
Id half
Mullen A Francis

Leila Shaw Co
Clinton A Rooney
John Conroy Co

Boyle A Bennett
Al K Hall Co

Hoster

W

Bevan A

McKenzle

Manager

Artists' Representatives.

WEST

to

Cotter

Klalss A Calvin
Llddell A Gibson

Llddell

(three to

TOLEDO

Strand
Foliette Pearl A
Will J Ward Co

Harry Lamore
Vernon
Viola Smith Co

Doris

"Sweet Sweeties"

^^

Edwards Newsboys
Jsck Donahue

DETROIT

Daws

1IXW OB1KAN8

Walters

Proctor's
Id half <Sf-2t)
"Flirtation"

Kate A Wiley
The Rlale

PITTSBURGH

A Ranh

Dennis Sis
(Others ta All)

Tannen

Norwood A Hall
Bva Shirley Co

BOSTON
NEW YORK
DANNY DAVENPORT
OFFICES
MICKEY CURRAN,

S45

(Charleston split)

Crane Wilbur Co

Kelly

Roth Kids
Monarch Comedy
Tom Brown Co

I

Lee Co

Gardner A Aubrey
Doyle A Magee
Lee A Cranston

Poll's

H A K

CHICAGO

Flo Cowls
Van A Corbett
Marlettee' Mar'ettes

COLUMBIA

Id half

opening)

Van Hoven

Musical Hunters

York A King
Bernard A Carry
1 Bob*

Bllblanlta

Walters

Hippodrome

Telephone: Bryant 0841-0842, 5320.

Brlecoe

MONTREAL

LeMAIRE

"Now and Then*

LANSING, MICH]

Mlllred Parker

The Hennlnge

illS

BROADWAY

•I11I1

Marcelle Hardy
CHS Clark
Vera Sabina Co
(one to fill)
2d half

(one to All)

Id halt

Mora A Reckless

2d half

The

oo oetuva

Palaco

A Magee
Dusky Steppers
Capitol

Be

Buy

Dusky Steppers

(One

HARTFORD

Wallace

B.

The Bradnas
Mellon A Renn

Lydell
Laurel

To

Allen Co
Julian Hall Co

F. Keith's
GAM
LePevre
Gllfoyle

Kelly

to

WM. KENT

LOWELL

CHESTER, PA.
Adgemont
Rube Walman

(One

I

RICHMOND, INT

IND.

California I

Sd half

LOUISVILLE, KY.

Tommy

(111)

George Akron

fill)

MCm'k A

Rome A Wager
Bob Ferns Co

Roth Kids
Monarch Comedy
Tom Brown Co

to

to

Kalama Co
Stuari A Lawrence*
(oao to SU)

Pathenon
Three Melvlns
Clayton A Lennle

fill)

fill)

OWA8SO

H

HAMMOND,

Tripoli I

A A N Delmont

Keith's National
(Nashville split)
1st half
Ed Zola S

Victor!*

(Columbia

H AK

(One

Grand
A Cardy

(twa to

Dt Haven A Nice
Chae Wilson
Ward A Dooley

Geo Akron
A A N Delmont
Froze r A Bunco

Doyle

Sd half
Jean Boydell
Australian Stanley
"Step Lively"

(Two

fill)

CHARLESTON,

California I

Johnny Burke
Weber A Ridnor

Shea's

M'Corm'ck
Kingsmlth

Dezso Better

Hay Mont A

fill)

Bijou

Harry Lamore
Cook A Hamilton

MA8SILON
Farrell

Rnmons Park

NEW HAVEN

I

Majestle
I Blighty Girls
Emil Subers
Mason A Keeler

Jordan Girls

to

Steed'e Septet
Sd half

A Eddy

Monroe Bros
Hslen Staples
Five Chapins
Allman A Nevlns

GRAND RAPIDS

Will Cratchfield

(One

KEITH

lAlUISVILLE

(three to All)
2d half

(Others to nil)
Sd half
Flake A Lloyd

1st half

Turner Bros
Held A Adams
Lee A Cranston
Clinton A Rooney
John F Conroy Co

B. F.

Geneva May Co
Newport A Stlrk

Proctor's

(Scranton split)

Falls

L

Dalton A Craig
Fred Whitehonse

Cook A Valdare
Rives A Arnold
Halg A Lavere
Neal Abel
Frawley A Louise
(two to fill)
Cornelia Leonla A Z

Kane A Herman

B,

Strand

Keith's

Stanton

(Others to

A Cantor
Robert Reilly Co

NEWPORT,

Opera Hoasa
The Valentines
Beatrice Doane

4

Vaudeville Ezchang*- Chicago

Ben Smith

Allen

Orphean* Circuit

DAYTON

Steele

Poll's

A A G

i

A Sparrow

Llbby

Solid.

CHICAGO

Lee Kids

BRIDGEPORT

Herkoff

Maude Ryan
"Welcome Home"

DeBeero

Pletro

2d half

POU'S CIRCUIT

Sd half
Welton A Marshall

B. F. Keith's

Fr'nklyn Charles Co
Frank Wilcox Co
Hazel Crosby Co
Muldoon P*klyn A R
Yatee A Reed
La France Broa

Olympla

Spencer A Williams
Uyeda Jape
2d half
Frances Daugherty
Dalton A Craig

Claymode

A Sunshine
Hymack
Miller A Mack

Jack Joyce

Majestle
(Pittsburgh split)

Sawyer

B. F. Keith's
Karl

A Do Ross
YONKERS, N. T.

Burks
JAN
Ines Hanley

JOHNSTOWN

Oklahoma

Stafford

Proctor's

fill)

Booked

Josle O'Meera

V A K

G A H

Sankurs A Sylvers
Jerome A Francis
Tonle Grey Co

Juliet

8YRAC18K
MISS FRANCES WHITE
B. F. Keith's
To Be Starred by the JAN Olms

•

Gordon's

Mohr A Vermont

DORIS DUNCAN

Id half

Frank Sidney Co
Peggy Carhart
J
Ranaome Co

John

Davis
Peres

Gordon's Olympla

Dance Fantaeies

WASHINGTON

Id half

A

LYNN, MASS.

Ames A Wlnthrop

Thorne
Co

Daly Mack A D
Cooper A Lane
Arnold A Lambert
Bowers Waltsr A C
(One to nil)

N.J.

N. Y.

4

NEW BEDFORD

Sanders A Hayes
Marie Dorr
Jerome A France
Frank Bush
Kafka A Stanley

Proctor's

A Gray

Page

Oklahoma

3d half

Ishlkawa Bros
Wright A Dietrich
Fern A Marie
Lyons A Yoeco

Ames A Wlnthrop

Lelghtons
Potter A Hartwell

BIJou
.

Jewell'o Manikins

Merlin

Washington
Ada Jaffe Co

Evans A

A Mercer
Hughes Duo
Redford A Winch
Cunningham A B
Cole A Gage

Celts

A
Wm Kent
Oolde

1st halt

Raymond A Lumm

Creedon

Shaw Co

Leila

Gray
Moors

M

John O'Malley Co

W

Proctor's

The Dorane

KNOXVILLK

lot half
Cross A Santoro
Alfred Latell Co

Dale
Wilson Co

A Caron
SCHENECTADY

Arcade
(Savannah split)

A F

M

Ed Morton

A

Anderson A Burt
The Sharrocks
Nslson A Barry Co
Id half
Cheater A Warren
Beatrice Doane

Music Hall

Hippodrome

Bell

fill)

A Sylvers
LEWISTON, ME.

Stewart

TROY.

Pollard Sisters
t

Sankers

TORONTO

BUoa

JAKSONYILLB

Loola

Carol

SAVANNAH, GA.

Joe Darcy
Wilson Aubrey

1st half

man A

Dallas Walker

Anger A Packer
Page Hack A M

Lyrle
(Atlanta split)

Graves

Denny A King

Id half

W

N.tf,

l'uUie

Fred Whitehouso
Tonle Grey Co

Cecil

Marcelle Pallet
Foley A O'Nell
Hall A Colbura

Saymoya

Mack A James

Nana Co
(Two to fill)

Sazel Green Co

2d half
Marie Casper
Peareon A Lewie

(Others to

Santos A Hayes Rev
Mel Klee
Horllck A Bar 81s
McRao A Clegg
Royal Gascoynes
(Othere to fill)

Roanoke

Rudell A Dunlgan
Kelly LaTell Co
Sd half
Will A Blondy

Cook A Oatman
Peareon A Lewis
Arnold A Lambert
4 Readings

to

All)

Mltchella
*
Gilbert Slaters
Sam Liebert Co

Maria Lo Co

Maryland
Ward Co

Solly

Rub* Walman

A Meehaa

27, 1921

M'NCH'STER.

A Colbura

Hall

Page A Gray
Mabel Fonda t

Vlo Plant Co
Cooper A Lane
Daly Mack A D
2d half
Gibson A Price
I Natalie Girls
Golde A Thorne

ROANOKE

Mountain Park
Gibson A Price
Elklns Fay A B

(One

(One to

Barlow

Billy

Bender

Will Stanton Co
Jos Rolley Co
The Theodores

2d half

BOLYOKE, MASS.

A

NAOMI BAY

Wm. Pens
Chris Richards
Demarest A CollettS
Pearson Newp't A P
(One to fill)

Sd half
Nelson Waring
Carl A Ines
(Others to fill)

Dillon

Gordon's C'ntral Sq.

-RICK AMD OLD SHOES"

Fink's Mules

Betty

Carl

(Others to

Colombia

Bdw'de Ornsby
(One to 811)

Toung

Casting Mellos
(Othera to fill)

4

CAMB'DGE, MASS.

CONLEY

J.

Wits

Bob Hell

Froslnl
La Rue A Dupree
Francis A Hume
A Q Dave Roth
Aehley A Dobney
Wm Gaxton Co
Kara Co
Sydney A Townley
Claudius A Scarlet
(One to 811)
Harry Watson Jr Co LITTLE R'K, ARK.
Lynn A Howland
Brighton

Rialtoe Look

Ellsworth

Harland Dixon Co

Kelly

M'Devitt Kelly
Dolly Kay

Mary Haynee

fill)

(20-1)

sius|JQ eqx
Glenn A Jenkins
(Others to fill)
Sd half (2-6)
Glenn A Jenkins
•

Timber*;

Maater A Kraft Rev
Beth Bert Co
Bob A Tip

Herehel Henlere

A A F Stedman
(Two

CONEY ISLAND

Frank Doboon Co

Sd half
Anderson A Tvel

A

Noel Lester
(Others to 811)

Keith's Orpheaan
Fiiaco Co
Elinor* A Williams

Jack Donahue
Henry A Moor*

H A O

Jack Ostermaa
Verna Mereerean Co
Heaehaw A Avery
Mabel Sherman Co

(One

Mo**' Regent
Bthel Clifton Co

DeWltt

Maids

LaDora A Beekman

Ooee

(Other* to

A

Earl
(Others to 811)
Sd half (S-S)

Tempeet A Sunshine
Sherwln Kelly
MT'riand A Palace
(Two to mi)

Bthel

Walah A Edward*
Avey A O'Nell
The Caetllllans

Maude

Mess' Coliseum

(One

T A K O'Meara

McGrath A Deed*
Stephens A Bmaelle
Barbette
(Others to 811)
Proctor's 884 St..
Sd half (Sl-St)
New ho ft A Phelps
Walter Perclval Co
Montrose A Nelson
Dorothy Rlchm'd Co

Mcintosh

Moran A Mack

Keith's

Nerrltt

to 811)
1st half (10 l)

Neileon

(Two

(Others to fill)
Sd half (S-l)
•Walter Perolval Co

(Ons

Martha Pryor Co

Mao

Morgan A Gates

Hughes A

Jemee Cullen
(Two to fill)

fill)

lat half

Proctor's

(Others to fill)
2d half

Oeole Fashion PI
Tip Tip Taphanker*
Valerie Bergere Co
(Others to fill)
Georgia C'mpb'll Co
let half (SO-i)
Jaek Donahue
Edwards Newaboya
Dooley A Storey
(Others to fill)

(Othere to

Alefander Kids
3 Dennis Sisters

A

Krasy Kids

•

Clare

(One to

HARRY

Keystone
A George

Wilson

May

Friday,

Alice Lloyd
Everest's Circus

LINCOLN, NEB.
Orpheum
4

Fords Revue

A

Glass

Sultan

Curzon Sinters
Vsdis A Gygl

Duncan A Carroll
PORTLAND. OBEj

Orpheum
June Elvldge Co
Connelly A Franc!'
Butler A Parker
Mnrmein Sis A S
Manteii Co
Sampson A Douglss
Fox A Sarno
ST. LOTJ1S

Orpheum
Jack Norworth Co
Bailey

Gibson

A Cowan
A Connelll

Roye A Rudao

Janet Adair
Larimer Hudsjfa
bMji Co

May

Friday.

VARIETY

27, 1921

19
3«".e5r:

A Newton

Plelert

lllrano t

Brice Co
r La Sadie
|«

*

tgttka

A

Orpheune
Alsa Brook a Ca
Conrad
| A B

Clark

Data? Nellie

Lloyd

jtroaaon

Sheila

A Edwards

Qraat Oadner
a A Dellla

Norworth Co

Orpheum
Midgets

'a

& Co

Hugh Herbert

(Two

B. C.

Ruth Howell

Mathews A Ayrea

"Pickle Frolic"

Bill Roblnaon
Jack Hedley

QUINCY. ILL.
Orpheum
Story A Clark
Al Shayne

Dare Bros

5.

2d half
J Roshler A Muffs

SAVES Roy La Pearl
Gosler A Lusby
RACINE, WIS.

t

David Sapirsteln

!«On Fifth

"Trip to Hit land"
Wilfred Clark Co
Carl McCullough

Donovan

Barry Whitledge
Frances A Kennedy
The Rectora

Orpheum
Ave"
Frances Kennedy
Frank Brown

A Lee

TERRE

LOIIS, ILL.

E. ST.

Erber's

Dean A S Glrla
2d half

Jack Hedley

S

A Raymond

Jewell

Jack Ruaaeli Co

Jack Russell Co

BL'MINGTON. ILL.
Majestic
Stlne Trio
Jeanette ^hilds

A

Roy

Brolua A Brown
Taylor * Francis
Novelle Bros
2d half

A Monks
Walman A Berry

Feliette

Walker

L'.lllan

Jupiter Trio

Arthur

ELGIN. ILL.

2d half
Robinson
Oolden Trnupo
(One to fill)
Bill

CENTRA LI A. MO.
Grand
Forreet A Church

Walmen A Berry
(One

to

(One

fill)

imont'g Cockatoos
fill)

'

Orpheum
Tsuda

[arry

8 A B Rosa
Klnjcsbury & M'ns'n
Clifford A Johnston

Gene Greene
Crandall'e cirrus
2d half
Frazier A Peck

A

Bl'menthal

(One

A McCurdy

CHICAGO
American

Clrcua

A Day

to

Clifford
(Two to

t

flit)

2d half
Jed Dooley Co
(Five to nil)

Empress
Smith Lynch A S
Powers A Wallace

Walker

Lillian

Pink Toes"

•*J0

2d half
FauIIne Starr

A

Beck

Krdxle

2d half
Juggling DeLisIo

Dave A Lillian
Walsh A Austin

Regale
2d half
Belle A Benson
Johnson A Parsons

Geo Wichman
The Volunteers

New York

Lincoln

Gordon A Delmar
Nevins * Mack
Bert Baker Co
Burton A Dyer
J Melvin Bros
(Ons to nil)

If

Arthur Lloyd
Overholt

H

A Church

Forrest

Taylor A Francis
Broslus A Brown

C A

Liberty
Poliy

Curtis

G

Wilson Girls
2d half
1 Michon Bros
Evelyn Phillip
Fred We two- «*,
Adrian

Official Dentist to

BROADWAY

(Putnam Building)-

2d half

Sq.

Low Hoffman
Barlow Banks A G

A DeVero
A Lloyd

Business

A H White Co
LeVan A DeVine
I

Curtis

A

St

well

1 1

(Two

to

Bolger Bros
Ttesste

Bird

(One

to

Mnjeetio

A

Tyler

BdW

Crest

2d half

-Payne -<. '-hi HleenArthur Abbott Co

DAVENPORT.
Columbia.

t

Nick Ilufford
flit)

?d h»lf
Rose Kress luio

Cordos A

|><

Imar

Golden Bird

>f«

2d half
Al Libby

Nada Norralns
lioward A Cradd'k

St Clair

Marshall

A

Clinton

"Moonlight"
Eced Elliott
Mile Twinette Co

rs.A.Wnllaos

La Fh uro A Portia
Duncan
M 'Hidy
Dumas' A Merrill
,?•

"Janet of France"
Sick Ilufford
(One to fill)

MASON

CITY. IA.
Cecil
Sisters

Coleman

Arthur Abbott Co
Lester

Rnymond Co
'

Royal

Sq.

Pnlnce

2d half
I A.

wa ll. -ur a Portia
Dunlay * Merrill
Tom Wise o
to

Tr

2d half

Lester Bernard Co
Terminal 4

Crescent

Donalda

King A Cody
Baldwin A A O
Mr A Mrs S Payne
Mack A Dean
Bangards
4

M

(Two

to

Be

LORRAINE

BROOKLYN
Metropolitan

hon Bros
Mabel Harper Os
Chlsholm A Breen
Geo Morton
Dlos.«om Sis Band
?(T half
Qorgalis Trio

Jimmy Reynolds
LrVan A D^vjoa

A Co
II West A Chums
Margot A Francois
Baltl

I

Tilyou ft Rogers
Kelly A Peaches

In Ilia

Good

Little Wives.

Loew
Willie Karbe
Dell A Ray

CHICAGO

Lynda!

McYlrken
Paramo

A Franklyn

Vincent

Rounder

of

B'way

Lloyd A Whiteh'se
Stanley Bros
(One to Oil)

CXEYELAND
Billy
Billy

2d half

McConnell A
Harry Sykes

Kenna

2

Liberty

KANSAS CITY

Klnkald

Garden
2 Daveys
Bculah Pearl
Harry Mason Co
Freddy Silvers A F

Moran
"Buzzin Around"

DALLAS. TEXAS

Straight

2d

Helt

Rev

Brown A Elaine
Mae A Hill
Jack Reddy

Sis

h.ilf

"Let's

BraT3 A MlchteHr.l

Coscla

MAY" FIRST

1 1

Street.

New York

City.

Verdi

DAYTON
Dayton

McMahon

Sisters

Conne A Albert
Ralph Whitehead
Kanazawa Japs

M

half

Karbe

Willie
Pell A

Ray

Lynda!! Laurel! Co
Baao LaTour

A Lawlor

Graser

DETROIT
Colonial

W

Gee

A

Mocre
P*r.a

Armstrong A D
TVcWer A Wlnfred
'Whirl of

4
•Tho trfcbmparabte Mehlshrsi*"
OKPHF.UM IU1 ULT

Variety''

FALL RIVER

Burke A Burke
Frank Juhaz Co

Oaat

2d half
Sobcl

A Weber

(One

to

I/O HFU'II, CAL.
Sluts

Mills

A

.«

\

J r

Sloe* J**w7
.-

Verdi

()ms|

2d half

Paula
Clay A Clayton
I>"lb'eo

Cecils

O Clock"

Nine

TORONTO

w

l-orw
CllfLon

Mabel

Harmon

!'i|..

Jam»

Al Espe Co

A

fpartan

A

I

'

Use

•

The Norvetlos

"Prediction"

Fos

B

Dancing Davey
"Gay Little Home"

Chums
A Ray

Quilllan

Svengali

Gevenne Troupe

DENTIST
MrVICKER'S THEATRE RI.DO.

CARY

M. G.

DENYKK

PORTLAND, ORB.

Fantageo
Brltt

Fantages

Wood

Chandon

B

White Bros
Hinkey A May
Permalne A Selley
Holera Revus
Olga Steck
Paul Klelst Co

Paramount 4'
"e of Clubs"

REGINA. CAN.
Pantages

plays 1)

Amoros A Obsy

plsyn

bill

Saskatoon 2-4)
Frawley A West
Hayes A Lloyd

(31-2)
bill

(30-1)

(Sams

Long Tack Sam
GT. FALLS. MONT.
Fantageo

(Same

2

Harrison Co
Staley A Bcrbeck

Fantages
The Shaftucka
Stein A Smith
t'lglanne Troups
Noodle Pagan Co

A P

"Harmony Land"
Clay Crouch
Greenwich Villagers

SALT LAKE
Pantaaee
Gordon A Day
Belle

Oliver

Cap p« Family

Hollis Sis
Lillian Ruby

Heuse David BanA

Kmbi A Alton

A Harrison
SAN HIP GO
A Pekln
Savoy
L'O BEACH, CAL. The
Rosaires

Jarvls
Pearls

s (.r

idy

Co

Hector's Dogs
J Thomas Saxotet

.

(M

w. 4Cts

Rose Rills A R
Rhlnehardt A Duff
Bruce Duffett Co
De Michelle Bros
Royals Klephants

LOS ANGPLES
Panlagre

A Hlatt

Frnc-^t

L A M H:»rt
Temple 4
Shaws Circus

Til

Sosman A Sloan
Mme Zulelka Co
1'aldrons

4

SAN FRANC ISCO
Pantages
(Sunday opening)
A At wood
Coleman Gootx Co

Claire

Jed's Vacation

Dianna Bonnnlr
Payton A Ward

Strain Sis
Ji LlumnilugM.

"Liberty Olrls"

Pnntages
(Sunday opining)
Adonis A l»"<

Phil

Co
HINNP.APOLIS

A

Judeon

n

itf>*a

and KING
Present

l'i
?,

at.,

YORK

"The Old Family Tin Type"

Ilasof

of Merit f/y Gpocia'ty

Aaee« sua*

(II iCS

<»-.<;a

COAST TO COAST
4ft)

Nap
Peppino A Perry

Phillii s
i

BOB BAKER
Booking Ac»i

(2-4)

Little

A Gremmer

Mahoney a

Moultoa

Hudge A Lowell
Ilnrton A Shea
M'C'tnack A W'nch
ej

A
A

Jussi

iff

phlns

Fantageo

fu ulnars

BOOKKD SOLID ON KEITH '»

Love L'wyer"

Coscla

A Kvens

GleOton'S *• H'llhan
Id half
Cuff Ballcy I

ntoe-'K

<

Mitt»r

Rud.n

a Cton
Howard A Hoffman
Regal a Mack

Canaria

a

OGDEN, UTAH

CALGARY. CAN.

State

Ralph Seabury
FAG
DeMont
"The

fill)

Robinson*

Hamlin A Mack
Vardon A Perry
Mayer Co

Lottie

Chuck Haas

STOCKTON

2d half
S

A Manley
A Nagaml

Hori

'

to

DePicrrs

2.)

llier

Pnntages

Marston

Lindlojr'g Ecptctts

(One

fill)

A

llub«r

Sammy Duncan

Cooler's aUnateoH

I

Lynn Cantor
Jian Cordon Co
Fox A Barton
Johnny (lark Co

Hip Ravmond
fl A C King

soula
lU-ruli-i

Pnntagea
(Sunday opening)
A Bothwell
Fagie A Marshall
Hickman Bros

Clifford

McKeo A Day

Emery
ColUns A Dunbar

Shirley

Castleton

2d half
| Kellogg

N A

PROVIDENCE
Rita

A

Play

Frank Hartley
Van A Vernon

Tsui KG 11
Loew
The Cremweltf
Kane a. ChtdloW
Nancy Boyef Co
Dave Manley
PI

MICHAELS
JOE LOEW
ANNEX BT DING

Suite 40S
100 Went 4Cth

Go"

A

(Same bill plays
Anaconda 1; Mis-

Aleko Panthea

Wm

Catto

A

Ju««l

HILL

KRAI'S

Hippodrome
Shermun Van A H
E Morris Co

P A O DeMont
"The Love Lawyer"

Loew
Sullivan A Mack

H

SAN JOSE. CAL.

2d half

NEW HEADQIARTFRS
AFTER

—

Ralph Sea bury

KNOW1LLE

Castleton
Morris Co

Sherman Van A

1IORW1TZ

OAKLAND, CAL,

EDMONTON. CAN.

with Doraldlna's Road Show

A

Craig

Melody Festival

Jean A Valjean
Robinson A Pierce
Waiter Fetiner Co
Anger A Addon

Wm

Weston A Marlon
Brcnnan A Murley
Gray A Graham

2d half
Cooper A Rodello

1

Evans Mero A
Downing A B

A

Skelly

A LeBuff

Gordon

A
E

Play

MAY —a
Now

Minstrels

Frank Hartley

State

Callahan A Bliss
J A I Marlln

3 Kellogg

2d half

OAKLAND, CAL.

Sis

Bl'TTE. MONT.
Fnntageo

CHICAOO

Marston A Manley

Hill

A

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
New York a ad 1 h lea go Office*

poelal Rates to the Profession.

McKee A Day

Cantor's

Jimmy Lyons
F A M Hughes

Sisters

A Ray

Holland

R

Wigwam

N A

A Kenny
LAO
Harvey
Mr A Mrs W

Alvln

i

I

Moran

3

J's'son's Icelanders

Dr.

'Sunday opening)
Jack A Foria
Raines A Avery
Em met t A Ryan Co
Monte Lyon
Robinson's Baboons

I/Oew

Laurel I Co

1

Tour
Grazer A Lawlor
tube

1

Klnzo
Pingree A Dwyer
Ktembler A Sells

Lyrle
Fisher Co

Hippodrome

OTTAWA

fill)

Rlvoli

INDIANAPOLIS

Ergotti

Travato
Russo Tels A

Evans
Jones Family

to

"Mixtures"

Worth
E A O Parke

Will J

4

A Cur berry

TOLEDO

Hughes A Moors

(Sunday opening)

Herman A

Danny

(Ons

IllpiMHlrome

Hoshl

Charlotte

Sisters

2d half

INDIANAPOLIS

Leigh DeLacey Cs
Frank Terry
Adolphus Co

Lorlrner

Victoria

Desley Girls
2d half

3

u-tino

<

Les Ferrettos
Long A Perry

i.cior

HARRY KAHNE

FLORENCE

Glrla" with

SAN FRANCISCO

Walsh A Bentley
Week From Today
Walter Kauffman
Skating Macks

Present

fill)

Mli

O'Nell

Harmon

Fog A Barton
Johnny Clark Co

Liberty

Producers of Girl Acts and Revues.
100 West 40th St., N. T. Room 500.
63 Grand Opera House. Chicago.
'Girls Will

U'T'GTON. W. YA..

Japanese Romance

Musical

ROCHESTER
Ming Kee

niondHI Co

J Gordon Players

Buds
OKLAHOMA < ITV
5

W

A

Rudlnoff
Josephine

Connors A Boyne
Waters HopU's A C

GREENWALD
L'EW HERMAN

Belle

Shepard Co
Norton A Kane
Columbia C'm'dy Co
(One to fill)

CAM
Kd

Lynn Cantor

2d half

L.

and

Donna

Miner A Evans
Al Espe A Co
2d hstf
Collins A Dunbar

Fein A Tennyson

Herman & Young

Delnnrey St.
Fdinund Gingrss Co
Lillian DeVers
Fink A Fields

2d half

S

Boyd A King

'Overseas Revue"

R

DePJerre Trio

NEW ORLEANS

Work A Mack

Seymour A Jeanetts
Joe Mack Co
Colla Wcaton Co
Waltor Moore Tr
(Two to Mil)

Adolpho
Barlow Panics A C
Davis A Chadw.ck
Johnson Cols A G
Adrian
R Wally Co

*

Rlqi low

Bessie Clifton

(Two

lies

fill)

MADISON, WIS.

fill)

t'NCIL BL'FS, IA.
III1I

Clifton

(hoy Ling

2d half
"JO Pink Toes"

haYf

A Parsons

Greeley

P^ggy Vincent Co

A

Business
Fitzgerald

Is

Avenue B
Frank -lunai Co

Harry White
Murray A Lane
Cooper A Ricardo
II West A Chums

Id half

fill)

Logan Square
Beck

site Voft

A Young

Royal Harmony S

Pcdrick'

Spoors

the N. Y. A.

A

Peters

Overholt

Stewart
Romas Troups
Fisher

Casting Lloyds

Phillips

2d half

Fitzgerald

J

A

M

Golden

A

S Gordon Co

T
Bryant

Link

A

Columbia
Joe Cramer

t;»-3i)

SPR'GF'LD, MASS.
Loew

King A Cody
Baldwin A A O
Mr A Mrs 3 Payne
Mack A Dean
4 Dangards

Donald

Klnrk A Egan
Miriam Mar

Princess
Dcalbert A Morton
J A E Arnold

Hawthorne A Cook
2d half
Flying Russclla

Sis

Marco Co
Allen A Moore
Hamilton Walton
Gordon A Healy

Maurice Samuels Co
Alex Sparks Co

A Coulter
A Mayor

2d half

Gardner's Maniacs
Guillianl Trio
Nelson A Keogh

2d half

"Mixtures"
2d half

Crowden's Dogs
Temple A O'Brien
Alaskan Duo

DETROIT

II

"BROADWAY TO THE ORIENT"
Ferro
Stone

F A B Burke

Comedy Co

F A E Burks
The Heynoffs

CARRIE

Reed A Lucy
Geo Randall Co

Heynoffs

Young A Read
White A Co/ai
Priscilla

AUSTIN and ALLEN

Animals

Chas Gibbs
Rubetown Follies

Hall

National

A Tom Sawyer
McLains Hawaiian* Romas Tr
A O'Pare

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

P A G

W

Marietta Craig Co
Royal 4
Everest's Circua

BOB

HOI'STON

Or p lieum
'Wonder Girl"

A Darro

Grace De Winters

Stutz Broa

LEXINGTON. Rf.
Ada Meade

*

Prlscllln

Gypsies

A

Psru
"Cheyenne Days"

SlftieO

Coal no
Si eg rial

Go"

Vendome

Baker A Rogers
Margot A Francois

BOSTON

4

SALT LAKE

NASHVILLE

2d half
Goldie A Wkrd
Albert Rlckard
Chapelle A 8 Co

Casting Lloyds
2d half
Hal 8tryker
Galloway A Garette
Violet A Lois
Barrett A Cuneen
"Fortune Queen"

Texas Comedy
Ling A Long

<>«'\r

Stafford's

Jefferson

Lincoln

H

Johnny Raymond
La Petite Jennie
Joe Jenny J

I

Marco Co
A Wen & Moors
Hamilton Walton
Gordon A Healy

A

"I-et's

Juggling DeLisle
Evelyn Phillips
•Just a Thief"
Tilyou A Rogers

BIJoa

Robinson

Craig

Cecils

2d half
I.ockh'rdt A Laddie
Nell O'Connell
Eldridge B'rl'w A E

A CaUo

Dawson L A C
Minstrel Monarchs
Foster A Seamon

A

y

•Nine O'clock"

Weston A Marion
Brt-nnan A Murley
Gray A Graham

Kramer A Paterson
HOLYOKE. MASS.

A Bona we

M..ln»ii

(3-4)

A Bro

Parish

Hudson A Jones

CLEVELAND

Clay A Robinson
Delb'go A Gremmer

Arthur Deagon
Wheeler Trio

2d half

Davis A McCoy
Fashions a la Ca^te

Gabby Bros

Foste Restante. Brussels

Jleliam

(Four to

A Young

CHARLES BORNHAUPT

Shirley
2d half

Grace Ayrea

Charnoff'a

Austin A Delaney
El win Trio

State

(29-30)

Grove A Henderson
The Royces

OI>mpl«

BasseK A Bailey

Ptula

A Mrs Wiley
Calvert A Shayns
Ronair A Ward

Zoop Welsh Co
Frldkin Troups
(One to fill)

you wish European Engagements

Worden Broa

LINCOLN, NEB,

2d half

Finn

City

Fink A Fields
Royal Harmony I
DoWltt A Robinson
Orpheum
Globe
Johnson Colo A G Herman A Young
Snell A Vernon
Geo Morton
Cortex A Ryan
Walah A Rand
Russell A Russell
Jimmy Reynolds
Isabella Miller Co
Victor!*
Overseas Revue
Moore A Shy
2d half
Murray A Lane
J Lees
G Ayrea A Bro
Yorke A Maybelle
2d half
Monte
A Parti
King
Broa
C A H Polly
Weber Taylor A H Chlsholm A Breen
Johnny Raymond
C Weston Co
Kelly A Peaches
La Petite Jennie
King Bros
2d half
Joe Jenny J
Boulevard
McLatn'a Hawaiian* Pcdrick A DeVero
Spoor A Parsons
Cortex A Ryan
KENOSHA. WIS. G
Harry White
S Gordon Co

KANSAS CITY

Herman A

Corrclll

Babcock & Dolly
DeWltt Burns A T

-

Byard A Aldea

Kenny Mason A S Howard A Cradd'k

Orren A Drew
Arthur Terry

Pearl'a Gypsies

MIS

Lamey A
C Lloyd Co

Virginian
Jupiter Trio

Stillwell

Fred A Tucker

Mme

Young A

Francle
Pearson

CITY Kenny Mason A 8

Chapman A Ring
Jordan A Tyler

ETHYLE

and AUSTIN
"AT THE BEACH"

Wayns

by

S

O'Hara A Neeley
Babcock A Dolly
Aurora. Co
Jed Dooley Co
Bottomley Troupe

Cooper A Rlcarde
Frldkin Troupe
J A C Nathan

fill)

Burke & Burke

BIRMINGHAM

Brynnt 5029

Suite 801

Gorgalls Trio

Roy A Arthur

Fred Rogers
Burkhardt A Rob'ts
McLallen A Carson
Bloom A Sher

KAN.

Princess

American
Al Libby
Monte A Parti

WALSH
:_a

WICHITA,

Dance Original

Hill

CITY.

79»5.

2d half
Follette Co

La

Howard A Lewis
Mystic Hanson S

Follies

SACRAMENTO

Welle & West

B Cloud A Anions
Murphy A Hewitt

NEW YORK

BRYANT

IUIFWO

Phillips

Rubetown

T Wilbur Co

Lyrle
A Stewart

Martin

Palmer A

47th ST..

Phone

1

Gibbs

('has

Modesto

Barrett

A

Link

MODESTO. CAL.

2d half
Sullivan A Mack
<;ItO Shirley

J.aCoste

MARCUS LOEW

fill)

to

Lees

3

A Verdi
Mang A Snyder
STH BEND, IND.

NEW YORK

PAN

WEST

110

2d half

Pialbert A Morton
& E Arnold

Direction:

Fortune Queen

UMJI ARTERS

hi:

1st half)

J

Seala
Ethel Levy Trio

Mm

(3-4)

Murphy A Lo. -lunar
WACO. TEX.
Martha Rusi>ell Co
CIS SIN BOOKING EXCHANGE CO.
103 Brondwoy. New York City

"Catland"

Sis

Wandn A

Ethel Barrymore

liOew

Jack Gregory I
Rartlett Smith A S
Gypsy 3

(Same as Fresno

Moher A Eldridge

Coulter

EDDIE FREDRICK8

BALTIMORE
A Vernon
Walch A Rand
Hippodrome
Isabelle Miller Co Wright A Wilson
Moore & Shy
Mammy

ratnara Building.

2d half
Jeanette Chllda

(One

A R

A

Snell

Orpheum

JOLIET, ILL.
Orpheum
(Two

The Volunteers

Clark

2d half

btdwin
in

Broadway

1182
•

Golden Troupe

Claude Golden
Chaa Irwin
Pearl's Gypsies
2d half

Belle A Benson
Johnson A Parsons
George Wichman

With JACK KANE
ACT WRITTEN and PRODUCED
CHANDOS SWEET

Greene A Deane
Orren A Drew

fill)

Novelty

Muffa

Dare Broa
G'NITE CITY. ILL.
Washington

Terry

to Oil)

TOPEKA, HAS.

MARCELLA SHIELDS

Goasler A I.usby
2d half
Story A Clark
Al Shayne

Pltzer

"Blossoms"

(One to

A

Roshicr

Roy La Pearl

Schepp'a

Kahn A Boone
Roach

Crandalls Circus

Robbins-Rollo
2d half

A Heit Rev
SAN ANTONIO

I-oevr

•EMPIRE THEATRE.
B WAY
NEW YORK

Gene Greene

Bennington & Scott
Bigelow A Clinton
"Moonlight"
Fred Elliott
MUe Twinette Co
SIOUX CITY, LA
Or mIi rum
Paul Nolan Co
Otto Sh/ridan Co
Holmes & La vers
Williams A Wolfus
Marguerite A Alv'ez
(One to fill)

ILL.

John

A Johnston

Virginia Steppers

WINDSOR, CAN.

GEO. CHOOS

I«oew

MONTREAL

LITTLE JERRY
NOW PLAYING WITH

Tyler StXJlalr

A

A Mover

Marvelous De Onzos
J Moore
Mack A Maybelle
Willing A Jordan
Billy Hart A Girls

Da veys

C,

Stutz Mr.*
Reed. A Lucy
I'Vrro

'The Crisis"

Ward A Wilson
C

E

NEW

Casson Bros
O dric Lindsay
Cozy Revue.

Stone

Strand
Flying Howards
DuTiel A Covey

Skelly

2d half

"A MITE OF MIRTH"

Austin

WASHINGTON.

(29-30)

Sis

Bt-ulah Pearl

Musical Buds

b

HOBOKEN

Lois

Harry Tsuda
A Munson

Kingsb'y

fill)

McCoy A Walton
Emery &

Kenna

Harry Mason Co
Freddy Silvers A F

Connors A Boyne
Waters Hopk'n A

"Into the Light"

Grand

fill)

Clifford

Orpheum

'HAMPAIGN. ILL J
[One to

to

GALESRIRG.

2d half
Naio A Rizzo

to

(One to

2d half
Laurel Lee
Herman A Shirley

2

a

McConnell

Catland

Hippodrome

Harry Sykcs
3

Revue
Moher A Eldridge

Cc xy

TAFT, CAL.

Callahan A Bliss
J A 1 Murlui
2d half
2

Loew
Work A Mack
Fein A Tennyson

Finn A

"Janet of France"
Kellam A.O'Dare

Booth A Nina
Grace Doro
Lloyd A Good
Sheila Terry Co

Brown's Dogs
Harvey DeYora

Hal Stryker
Galloway A Garette

2d half

2d half

Rlalto

Zelaya
Miniature Revue
(One to fill)

MEMPHIS

H'llhan

oi is

I

Loew

Geo Randall Co

(One

2d half

2d half

Jack Gregory Co
Bsrtlett Smith A S
Gypsy 3

2d hair

ATLANTA. GA.
A

Murphy & Lockmar
Martha Russell Co

St.

A

ST.

A Co

LaFoliette

A H Mura

J

Thomas

Kitty

Moody A Duncan

fill)

King

and Moulton

Gleeson's

2d halt

Casson Broa
Lindsay A Hazel

Clemenzo Bros
Manners A Loweree
Eddie Heron Co
Chas Reilly
J A ll Mura
(One to fill)

A Cleo
Howard A Hoffman
Regal A Mack

Loew

Clemenxo Bros
Manners A Loweree
Eddie Heron Co
Chas Rcilly

Gene Morgan
E Salt! Co
(One to Oil)

Violet

LONDON. CAN.

A Shayne
A Ward

HAMILTON

Norraine

le A Emerson
Baker A Roberts
4 Morex Girls

L>

HAUTE

Palace
Rose Kress 2

A Tucker

LAC

(1-2)

Mills

3

"Into the Light"

McCoy & Walton
Emery t

Canaria

A Jordan
Hart Co

Billy

Ronair
Wheeler Trio
Arthur Deagon

Warwick
Dawson

Dae A Neville
Brady A Mahoney

Fred La Relne Co

Willing

Mr A Mrs Wiley
Calvert

J Moore

Mack A Maybelle

2d half

Walter Moore Tr
(One to OH)
Nit da

E

Joan A Valjean
Roblnaon A Phtco
Walter Fenner Co
Anger A Adelor<
Brava A Mlchi-linf

2d half

Jensen
Wilbur A Girlie
Rose A Thorn

2d half
Marvelous DeOnzos

Stet Jrs

Hippodrome

Tom Sawyer
"Bloscotns"
Roach A MeCurdy

Reed

A Dyer
Wayne t

BuYton

A Comrade

Tom Wise Co
Kenny A Hollis
HOCKFORD, ILL.

WESTEEN VAUDEVILLE
Clifford

A T

Sisto

Mack A Girla
Murphy A Hewitt

Jo*

2d half
Kramer A Peterson

Edward Marshall

State-Lake Theatre Building:, Chicago

/VILLE. ILL
Washington
Frailer A Beck
Green A Dean

I

Grand

To to

Wm

Patte

Orpheum

SEATTLE

W

Hubert Dyer Co
Hayden Good'n A R
Dan Holt Co
Fulton & Burt
"Rice Pudding"
Gordons Circus
Walton A Brandt

DeWltt Burns

WINNIPEG

Saniut>!i»

2d half
Schepp's Circus
Arthur Terry
Dean A S Girls
Wells A Deverra
The
neons
Joe Melvln
Kale & Indetta

Rialte

Van Horn A Inex
Homer Romaine

I

Seymour A Jeanette

(21-30)

Burton A Shea
M'c'maek A Winch
"Step'g Stone Rev"

R E O'Connor Co
Morpy Senna A D
Sherlock Sia A C

fill)

2d half

Trlxie Frlganza

Bradley A Ardlne
Hose Claire

to
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Bailey %
Hodge A Lowell
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Dogs

A
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Clin*
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Mellville

LOS ANGELES

Orpheum

White Black A U
I'ptown
Brown's Dogs
Harvey A Stifter

Harvey DcVora

Hall
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(Two

Colombia
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Rao
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LOUIS

ST.

A Lloyd
Wilson Girls
Palace
Cardo A Noll
Arthur Lloyd
Slg Frans
Fi.sher

Bert Baker Co
Virginia Lee Corbln

(One to fill)
2d half

White Co

Rand A Gould
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1

Worden Broa
Jewell A Raymond
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Co
Walker Co
Romanes

t

Martello

A

H

Al

A Q Ahearn
A Sedalla
Hill A Creat

BUSHMAN'S
—No.
HONEST CONFESSION

Bait

2d half

McLallen

Paul

H M

Weber Taylor A

Claude Golden

Empress

"Wonder

2d half
Slg Frani A Co

to All)

Will

Orpheuna

Frank Xpreselon*

r

(One

to All)

OMAHA, NBB.
Rolger Bros

"Summertime"

Sidney Crant

••AN

2d half
La Rose A Adams

Peggy Vincent Co
Choy Ling Hee Tr

Terry Co
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A Verdi
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Frank Terry
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18

Sheridan
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Paul Nolan Co
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Uang A Snyder
Grace Doro
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A
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Ankera

eftree
i

Marg A Alvarea
Otto

Fulton

Lew Hoffman

«.
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JEFFERSON
{Continued from page 15,)
than some of the real had English
audiences. At least in England they
only pick on the bad acts, hut down
at the Jefferson, good or bad, It's all
the same to them, and if they get
an opening they'll ride any one.
Kajiyama was the worst sufferer
In

The

respect.

this

Jap's

little

THE BALLAD THAT 15

mental and writing experiments rea little intelligence and a

SUNG THE WORLD OVER.

quire
great

He got
deal of quietness.
The audience was bent
neither.
upon injecting comedy of its own
as soon as it got beyond its depth
in following the workings of Kajiyama. Cube root is as foreign to
the audience on 14th street as is the
English language, and when the
Jap started to explain it to them

NOW

and for the better class

ertheless,

audiences he should be a talking
card. He is progressive, and each
time around manages to insert
something new and interesting. His
announcements might be made with

a

just

bit
the finish

LAV ME

™

they became hysterical. Kajiyama
is doing a very interesting act, nev-

THAT

I

CLEAN C(

M«i»»«

h*

*t* f *
OK© *

mors speed. A trick at
put him over to as much

applause here as anything else on
the

bill in spite

of the interruptions

during the earlier portion.
Muller and Stanley were the
worst sufferers from the back stage
mismanagement, but they should
not be excused for allowing the
audience to know that things were
working badly and being noticeably

Ljrle ky

**f

008KAIN*

M

•AYiONDB tOA*

CHORUS

They seem

to be entirely at
sea during one portion of the turn,
and neither knew what to do or say.
The team was not to blame entirely,

upset.

Lb* wAr
tv-tyam-lat «vJky
•»»•

but they gave a show that was as
different as day and night from that
which they gave at the Coliseum.
of the drop

came with the raising
when the couple go to

full stage.

There

The

trouble

It

»

X*«*

*+"*"**
**

Vfc*

no reason for

is

them ever getting out of "one."
They did only fairly well and could
not dig up enough applause for the

*•<

*•*"

encore, even after putting the hand
to the ear to listen for more applause.
Peggy Carhart, a straight viollnIste, was No. 2 and let down the
good start the fast Eight Blue
Devils gave the show on the opening.
The
violiniste,

Sa**

J.

m**?

if

**••:

u«*«

~*T
t»»

probably a good
but every such kind of
acts don't mean anything as far as
vaudeville is concerned.
The Jefferson orchestra showed at its best
in this specialty, gaining for Miss
Carhart as much if not more than
her playing did. In an act the girl
would probably be great, but there
is not enough to the straight violin
playing to make a vaudeville single.
girl

1*

iH^"

1

r****

is

Rosamond Johnson and

4«*r_Pbrpc*»kUk* a*

35~*

««_nii

**

jC

~rrr
6U»»

£** l^

his

colored entertainers put over a real
hit In the closing position. The act
here, perhaps because they needed
time to set following Kajiyama,
opened in "one," which is not at all
a good opening.
The ensemble
work is very good throughout, and
they sing real colored melodies and
make them altogether enjoyable.
The jazz band finish Is exceptionally good, and there could be more
of it. The drummer made an individual hit. He has something a
little bit more than Just the drumming and singing ability. The act
all around makes for very good
vaudeville entertainment.
Vour Camcrons, New Acts.
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BROADWAY.

a sure-fire hit

There was a rather "warm"
crowd on hand Monday night, cov-

cmni i«u uraxxi

»? ji

C»r iH, Ci ny

ering the orchestra floor fully, althe upper shelves were

though

muchly evident by
population.

their

Also the

The "Singing

lack

of

ones.

Musicians," nee the

house orchestra, was a blind to introduce a song plugger in the orchestra

pit

AND NOW

Mon-

usual

day night quota of wise

who

warbled,

armed

EMA L INE MY Df
//

IN PREPARATION

with a violin to complete the stall.
Barney Ferguson and George Cunningham, those young old-timers,
were introduced by a series of introductory

slides

detailing

ti

their

showman pedigree and, following
the 10 minutes of cavorting about
in
a routine which they made
familiar to the patrons of Tony
Pastor's and other yesteryear audiences, they walked off with the hit
evening, if stopping the show means
anything. The sympathy personal
element enters in respect to age,
but the "boys" are still there
despite the slides heralded them as
€7 and 53 years each that's pretty
young for a couple of spry acrobats.

TOQONTO/27

Yomoi Strut,
PORTLAND ORE" 322 Washington Sr

BROOKLVN
BOSTON 223

SAN CRAnCISCO 90SMaqh£J St

PHILADELPHIA* 3/ South

-

560Fulton Strut
Trbmont Strut
9tr Strut

QllKOU' 137 FOrT STUB! to
CINNCINATI - 515 Wcst 6tv Strut

NEVt/VORK-,

MINNEAPOLIS

SEATTLE

-

AKROM.OUK)

?IS Pantages Bloc

J

-3J

—

Joe McKarJan and Jolmny J'alace a r.cw and very becoming hobbfd
with a cycle of pop tunes whipped hair effect which, however, diseach* ditty across for considerable tracted from her heretofore fadamage, getting the most on the miliar vamp get-up.
Otherwise

closing "Angels" ballad with the intermediary patt.-r which brought
them back for an encore. Princess
Wah Letka treyed it with her mindreading act that looks the goods
and certainly Is a vaudeville asset
Her showto anybody's theatre.

manship

is

no mean

factor.

Princess is hilled as a
of a Blackfeet Indian
looks picturesque in
Last year she
garb.
Ziegfeld atop the New

and

her native
played for

Amsterdam

lioof.

"""Vodvil a la Mode" (New Acts)
followed by Ethel McDonough
with her satire on a woman's daily
Miss McUonough is anroutine.
other expert show woman who
knows how to exact the most out of
With her sectional
her material.
silhouette
and
the
hangings
changes, plus the oral material, she
has a valuable vehicle for vaude-

was

ville.

Burt Gordon and Gene Ford
next -to -closed, the latter sporting
i

kiltie capers.

The

descendant
chief

they peddled their hokum with the
same deadly effect which inversely
reHurrected the customers to sponlaiMOtMi response. Hootch Lads and
Lassies closed with their familiar

AMERICAN ROOF.
Once the show on the roof got
started Monday night it kept up a
good gait until the final curtain,
rounding out as small-time entertainment that should bring business
to any of the thrce-a-day houses
during warm weather.
Cilh.tte, a
cyclist with a semi-tramp makeup,
opened after a comedy picture, ilnishing strongly with a somersault
throuKh a frame on the bike. Kelly
and Hrownc (New Acts) No. 2, ran
through 11 minutes with little trouble,
followed
by
the
Romas
Troupe, a fast working tumbling
out that took down one of the hits
and gave the uhow its real start.

These boys go It) for some whirlwind work that rocked the house.
Tho mer. are dressed in tuxedos,
out of the ordinary for a turn of
this nature, the change from Arab
costumes being to their advantage.
The pyramid business used for an
encore does not prove sufflo'ently
strong for the linal effort. The men
have done too much beforehand to
be forced to rely on this old bit for

an encore.
Mabel Harper, with a miss at the
piano, brought forth comedy numbers that displayed this

girl's

per-

Miss

Harper has been
for some time,
her offering being ehanged, however, bat slightly.
IV.r comedy results she worked up her points,
keeping the show goinu at the fast
sonality.

away from Now York

clip created

by tht preceding tuin.
Robert Keilly and company iNetv
Acts), closed the Ural It ilf, proving
rattling good offering in the spot.
The second half eon.-istinc of four
two-acts, the last two of which were
made duos, was Opened by Carter,
nnd Ryan (New Arty), with Mur

a

ray and JMMA ia a

nan and Wcman

comcd.v sketch next
The ast proVOked considerable merriment, and
brought a steady stream of laughs,
regardless of the heavy spot.
Bryant and Stewart, next to closing, brought forth additional comedy of the nut order. The men had
little
trouble in creating laugh3,
but should cut down on the running time. The comedy musical Instrument business at the finish Is
surefire with the turn in its general
makeup being assured of laughs returns.
King Brothers, a strongman tealn, topped off the bill in
satisfactory style, the house re-

maining intact for the feature picture.

RIVERSIDE.
There must he a remarkable lure
to the name of Kitty Cordon.
It
headlines at
the
Riverside this
week. Tuesday night the house was
pretty nearly tilled downsUlra. The
strays rommmccd in show toward
tlio tear, but if 3 ft Urge auditorium,
.in.l the crowd attested .tp a
draw.
\\ hi n
the Gordon turn came on,

second after intermission, the house
listened to the introductory prolog
before the curtain, waiting for Miss
Cordon.
She duly appeared in a
salmon colored gown beneath her
red hair.
The dress almost made
every one forget her voice as she
delved into an aria that held high
notes, too high for the Englishwoman.
Later she sang again,
after some airy persiflage with the
pianist,
and again Miss Gordon
tried to vault the top ones, only to
conic a cropper. After dallying with
a couple of pekes, one in her arm
and the other on th floor, Miss Gordon sang again.
The house was
listening by this time, looking at
another gown also, and hearing Miss
Gordon toll how she was mistaken
for
Mme. rvtrova.
Though she
shouldn't sing and she does, she
should wear gowns and she does.
Olid .he. who is Mhs Cordon, should
show hrr ack o:?d I.o does. As a
lit a«i, ;:;.;s Gordon is there, de*nita
everything
her
including

4

j

1

:

>:

voice.
a

V. i.ich
or.r

rurloua

-.Oiilc

U»c>

the puf.lic Ij »t!l«
n&nt !«| see n.-.d
to, VOUdovllli ci
tan
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Brothers opened with
strength feats, atop a rorohrlng
tablo that demanded attention. Attired in white one-piece suits, they
make a neat appearance.
Albert Rlckard, formerly in vaudeville as Al Ricardo. offers a ventriloqulal novelty entitled "Hush Money"

by Andy Rice, that will meet with
approval, but where the turn needs

THF STOW BALL AD'I HAT
CAitRlFSA MISSAUl LOtVERV HEART

such a

title

is

beyond comprehen-

It would be just as well to
the regular throat manipulation work without the camouflaged

sion.
offer

title.

Harry and Neta Rose have

ability,

but the manner in which they handle things appears to be a very serious handicap. He locates in the orchestra among the musicians, later

)NG

interrupting a song endeavor by the

This opening song number un-

girl.

doubtedly for comedy is away off
key, but the audience does not wake
up to this fact until he interrupts.
Mr. Rose finally leaps to the stage
and after rendering several violin
selections, Miss Rose reappears in
a change of costume offering dance
steps that are sure fire. Both combine efforts by executing some clever
stepping for a finish.
domestic comedy skit entitled
"In the Morning," with Bert Wilcox

*•* :«.

A

£*m
MCHAED

A.

and Miss La Croix did not go any
too well.
It is played by several
supposedly married couples, where
former sweethearts meet and now,

"i.

,

mHITINJ

»^«.

although married, endeavor to slip
away. The extra man who is single
arranges to sneak with his former
sweetheart, now the wife of another

J-«

man, on an early morning
which accounts for the title.

9|

r

.Tljc^

—

train,

Ac-

closes' with

couples properly
united again and the single off for
the train alone. It works very slowly, and at times is very conglomerated.
Properly presented it should
tion

•«»

run well for comedy results.

*

^^•r «*,^

5TH AVE,
r^s

Th, important item at the Fifth
Ave. Monday evening was capacity,
a word formerly often used in
vaudeville, but seldom heard of late.
It must have been the weather, for
it couldn't have been the show.
If
vaudeville bills draw the business,
why should it fall off? Because it
has fallen off everywhere? Perhaps*
but the same kind of bills get booked
I everywhere,
it seems.
Well, then,
it's the scale, and If it isn't the
scale, it's the condition, and if it
isn't the condition, it's just a break,

*c

**»
•%»

**•«•»*

tai

«fis»

»»

n

and

x

if

it

else; it's

plains

Sruj

v. • n»

1

romr

isn't that, it's something
always something that ex*
People must eat,

nothing.

people must wear clothes and people
must have recreation. So take your

*«r

choice of the

ifs.

Nothing on the

first

draw even a second
.Sjjii «•

PT
**«*«*

3L ^*

J.M

g/T^^v

4*

•f

"«•.

522!

MM. »l|»fld»

«» f»>« •

•hi.

FOR£W¥j?Cr

ikrf

hill

to

-

The big
six young

act of the bill, with its
people,
called
"Flirtation*
(New
Acts) didn't mean a thing on the
billboards and but slightly more on
the stage.
The next to -closing turn got the
show's hit. It was Pressler and
Klaiss,
with Pressler's eccentric
makeup and conventional comedy
piano playing doing the trick. Press*
ler has a number of old stunts, but
it's his slimness of figure, a huge
shock of light hair and some Joe
Jackson pantomime that carries the
turn ever. In the Jackson work
Pressler is also using a handkerchief, as Jackson does on his white
collar that won't stay put. The audience liked the couple, Including
Miss Klaiss' songs. If that kind of

5

••-•

half

look.

.

comedy piano

CO.
ST LOUIS " Tub Grand Uaobr
LOS AMOVES- 427 South Broadway
BUPtALO - 485 Main Strbbt

PITTSBU2CU 60/ lYCtu* 7u£aw Buk
U/ASUINGTON- 9tu6 Struts. NW
'

Sftar

£r*£*r

1

CMICACiO' 634 Smt-£ Zak*

fliflO

CLEVELAND'

SALT LAKE CITY 'Linden Horn

Uippodroau Building

stuff can still get
them, this turn is safe for anywhere,
perhaps not next to closing, however. Pressler on his shape and his
hair will always be good for a laugh.
The next best comedy turn was
Ed K. Ford, No. 4. Ford is an Australian and an unusual mugger. His

seems all clastic. He announces he will cry on one side and
laugh on the other side of his face
at the same time. He does it. This
followed a lot of facial distortions
that were funny, and he closed the
mugging section with placing four
golf balls in his mouth. The first
section of the Ford turn is strong
for comedy secured from this style
of action, but Mr. Ford slipped away
thereafter through recitations, three
of them, three too many. He needed
them, though, to Mil out the turn
into an act. It might be better for
Mr. Ford to intermingle his mugging
with the recitations and the two
Hrotch stories told, if he cannot lose
the recitations altogether, breaking
up the act to better advantage by
the use of more stories.
Next came the Four Harmony
Kings, all colored, entering in evendress with top coats and high
Iing
hats. That was class. They sanr afface

seems to proper value, people would be
li- out music. The Riverside
D. II
than be pleased, as
Gor- Quite a monologist, this D.
wise young men who have amazed rather
draw
upper
the
in
remain
He won't long
received their lfcoadway they are bv his (performance.
Crovinl opened, Dave
Audiences will htiugli probably
and
bill.
Selbmi
a
of
pay-as-you-enter
part
The present Riverside show holds
education in the
the Driants third,
him next to closing.
They snickered at Roth was second,
dance halls.
Vilte a deal of comedy, and the
Jack Wilson and Co. nest to closAnother comedy turn followed.
first, on first impression,
CJaljttl cl>sed
and
'laughing hit of the evening hap- William Kent and Co.. in "Shivers," Marvel at
Kokin
and
ing,
through having possibly
been gained
Simc.
in the first part, No. 4, where programed claimed to have
male toe dancers in the evening.
If this is watched other
Grady.
Billy
t>. H? delivered an overload
of written by
the past
he should the many dancing acts of
Uughs
with
a newly -fashioned r.iliy Grady, the agent, of the old f tW seasons. Later, when Marvel
-iKmolog covering almost everything not stand for the piecing
apstarted with the music, they
is done so
The sudden change in tempera*H>ioal and otherwise.
and their
D. D. lit stuff in the turn that
to a plauded, but their sneers
ture was responsible for an orchestaumpod his "magical book" on the well by Mr. Kent and carried
fell on barren ground,
alike
cheers
•'souse.
a tra about three-quarters filled, while
'bad before him, every time he hit through his eotitortional
for Marvel Is deaf and dumb,
the balcony and boxes revealed
^nde a point. He thumped it with Mr. Kent's -drunk gets right over.
as ho has been named, a about the same Monday evening.
marvel
his
for
him
liked
who com£* <*ane or ruler, in his dress as a The Uiversiders
line fftfot, eccentric dancer
The innis Bros- and Nat Nasarro
who
Allege faculty member, and every semi -acrobatics as well as
hoy
of steps, a
he played, bines all atyii
the
*m>e he
he first Co. were well advertised in
thumped the book he for the stewed husband
has Ik:-m mishandled
as direct hits from Broadway.
lobby
limped out a laugh. There was a perhaps overplaying n bit ;«t times.
whether
and
to tha stage,
came
bach
closnext
to
bring
oncame
erything
former
£*ccesRion of laughs, more probably but making ev
XlarerlV; ini-'-riiinc is a sensitive The
overcome ing and Mm latur followed, closing
*J*n a timely vaudeville talker ever something:
to l»'m TT, he Has
itibjct
past
After intermission and a mo«t ».nMore garnered.
r.i
for that the vaudeville. Both lived up to
ind
This man gets
Work,
Y.l'J
%
il
the Pay
reputation. The Nazarro turn with
thr m quiek,
makes the points deci- funnv Met of "Topics of
> .. >.i
b ,"in< s ill the more
came
improved
Keiley
has
Bubbles"
and
and
Swift
clippings,
sive and
ineisive, has diction
should be mode use "Buck
,•'
turn,
colored members
;«oakeHperian player could envy and into "one" with their talklnr,
to publicity considerably, the
lit II led
M
of.
more acclimated and
•knowledge of talking value which keening ujr the laughter, with W".
•' ' ;»i'
u d what he has becoming
•
h
rlazurro. asasain w»nmwa
out more.
standing
KHieVs
sorigs
waf
identity
D.
same
an
1).
covers
Die
;n
H?
" >; lpllrtked
JJW
preceded
voice \jmmcdiaf \j
Mi*s Kej- sisted by the kid. continues to open
•;
it.
.:•''< r ..
U*t is no stringer to the show Her
ii
with aerobatics, but only
.Miss Uordon'aW
MtinesH.
•.'.'•!!"«'
shed vaadevill", u the turn
J?i s manner of routining
>r
r
few minutes, until all atten* hkf;ita..; |}]g style of work the
DiMJng tho f Gordon turn, as Mai
. -ri
••
la and still re- for a
lipid
made IiIh »ret
d»-vot«d to the eehred hoys
**!»*, -ii.'/tl,.
ease with which he vel, tie dancer,
w •«• M irvd hl»e<i for his tion is
ma'/is.
with
,,i,: several st« ps
ce, hey
ha/dM
*•'»*€* himself not the least of it. peaiince,
**d will find a place for the
-^*r5o who come and go.
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th© Fifth Avenueis apparently

liked the four singers, but whether
for their harmony or singing Is not
known. The aet has been playing
around for ejOHt some while without

I

.

new

to regulate the rush from small time.

<

.

particularly

turn enn make the better houses
they will probably need traffic cops

1

;»

nothing

numbers, but they leveed it up
and back with some of the old boys
and«harmonized it otherwise. If this
in

a change

in

personnel.

Marie I.o's poalngs closed the
show. Mack and Brantley opened.
Rappl was No. 2 and Howard and
White in a bedroom sketch No. 3.
Neither of the first three was
caught, but still the Fifth Ave. no
doubt is giving another bill thto
Him*.
kh | f
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MANAGER APPRECIATES HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS AND GLADLY
PUTS THEM INTO EFFECT

f

i

^

Tampa,

May

i

Florida,
1921.

11th,

Dear Mr. Albee:
I have read your communications and circulars sent me from time to time with *
great deal of interest. When I received the one with reference to the expense of trans*
ferring baggage, something that I have given very little thought to, I looked into the
matter and found that while the artists were not being overcharged, one transfer company was handling all their baggage, and they should give them a rate. I saw them and
made a contract with them to haul the baggage at a cut of ten cents per piece one way;
or twenty cents both ways, which was very much appreciated by the acts.
I considered your communications of a great help to the busy manager as they call
to his attention the little things that he hasn't had the time to think of and what one
from the outside would see and with the proper handling of ali the small details, it
makes the relationship between the theatres and the artists more congenial and pleasant with a mutual benefit resulting.
Assuring you of my hearty co-operation at all times in every way possible, I am,

•

.

Yours

sincerely,

CHARLES

May

•••

My

COOLEY.

D.

16th,

1921.

Dear Mr. Cooley:

I have yours of May 11th and appreciate your splendid cooperation and the consideration which you have obtained for the artists in the way of baggage transfer.
I receive this same hearty response to letters that I send out all over the United
States and Canada, suggesting these different improvements, and as a rule, they are
put into operation at once. This is really and rightly due to the managers' interest in
carrying out the suggestions offered. The artists are in the different towns for only
one week or less, then a different set comes; and so it continues throughout the season. They have no way of doing these things for themselves, and by the help that
you and hundreds of other managers throughout the United States and Canada are
giving, the artists are being cared for and protected as they should be, and they very
much appreciate the same.
Thanks for your cooperation. Any time I can be of service to you, please com-

i

•

mand me.
Sincerely yours,
•->

fZ*

E. F.

fourth, scored with their neat dancing doubles and doubled 'em up
vaudeville audiences with the travesty stuff handled so
mt the same house differ from week well by them. A burlesque stepping
The previous Tuesday bit at the finish was a near laughto week.
night, at the Brighton, Coney Is- ing riot, several of the girls in the
dominated by a balcony section verging on hysteria,
audience
the
land,
theatre party applauded every thnig when Johnny Miller reached his
When clowning in the dame outfit. Some
discrimination.
without
wildly
they weren't applauding they were times the bunch out front laughed
the in the wrong places, but that didn't
night,
Tuesday
This
laughing.
house held a much larger theatre mater; it was a nice little party and
cf every one was having the time of
composed
association
an
party
employes of a large Fulton street their life.
What
Davis and Darnell, third, started
establishment.
goods
dry
could be softer for comedy acts than 'em off with a titter and had 'em
sales-ladies?
in a minute, with that
young
shrieking
giggling
BOO odd
They just screamed themselves pace kept up throughout the act.
salesman and a woman
fly
It's
a
silly at the slightest provocation,
frequently laughing the rent of the flirtation turn, depending entirely on
the usual ditties and
without
talk,
applause
house into an uproar. But
that was something else again, Stepping to put it across. The patbright
and
handled in a way
is
ter
securing
none of the eight acts
enouKh for a speech, or any astound- to bring out its full laughing possibilities.
ing number of bends.

BRIGHTON.
how

Curious

—

—

George Robinson appears

to

solved the early season attendance
problem, at nights, at any rate with
the theatre party thing, several being given at the Brighton last week,
and an average Of one a night
echaduled for the current week. Of
the eight acts this week the opening
and closing turn?. Felix and Fisher,
and Charles McGood. were silent acts.
Five of the remaining six acts had
dancing, the other beincr a talking
turn. Not a particularly well blended 'show, but playing entertainingly

enough.

•

Charlie King headlined and closed the first half. Sydney Franklin is now at the piano.
The Kiners were accorded a reception or> their entrance, and appreciative applause for every number.
The doubles were handled with skill
and judgment, as usual.
preceding.
Mack,
and
Miller

and

Mollie

Dooley and

have

and helped the show a

—

F«r Lun« Park

—

mainly to the efforts of two good The three boys make a neat apmale acts. It ran more like a real pearance and have at present a real
vaudeville show than many of the sure-fire offering for the house*

Brighton Beach immediately, with
the freedom of the ocean thrown in.
The Chas. McGood equilibristlc
and ground tumbling turn closed.
McGood Is assisted by another man
and a woman. Both men»wear Tuxedos and the woman a jockey costume.
The hand to hand stunts
and tumbling are featured with

even though the acts were not all
of the big time stripe. It is proof
a well put together program of just
acts is often more entertaining than
a name bill without co-ordination.
A six-act program is a good length
vaudeville show. It gives plenty of
opportunity for variety, but is still

lot

in

that

ALL SUMMER.

Tonnf. Pr.«tt» Girls to Sell Snurwlr Aliuim*.
Hour* T p. ra. «•
J.xitiV Co>tumr» S"l>l'li«*<l
Phoo«:
Hilary M*t Commission.
rio»ln».
Itrvant 7V>' for Api*)1"tmpnt.

tolng very

foil:

TACTI TATSir. »

arranr* •arty.

XQN

a!)

Foroljrn

in

the

better

houses,

they are

playing. Working and
should
material
their

now

bettering

likely prospect
They Just go
for the big houses.
run and
natural
after comedy in the
there is no long stretching out for

make them a very

laughs, although they get plenty of
them, which they make themselves.
Mr. Reynolds goes right along
with the trio and should keep trying for the bigger houses. He hai
a good delivery, puts his points ovef
well and knows wherein the laughs

not lonj enough to become tireA fast acrobatic turn. this. some.
The two male acts that scored
Pathe Weekly followed the
vaudeville show, holding a few of were Weber, Taylor and Hicks, No.
the more inquisitive ones before 3, and Jimmy Reynolds, next to lie. He has an expressive face, and
closing. The first named, after re- after a first slight impression of
the rush to the B. R. T.
Weather very cool down at sponding to several encores, were

The

Brighton, Tuesday night.
Attend- forced to a short comedy speech
ance much better than last Tuesday, after the lights had been dimmed.
with the orchestra well filled and
"A Specialist for Special Material*
the balcony better than fair. Bell.

DON PENNOCK

GREELEY
A

good

six-act
the first

SQ.

bill

half,

at

Lioew's

due

half,

Vaudeville Acts

Brighton Beach Baths
Surf Bathing

Special Songs

OPENS TOMORROW

1214 Masonic

WANTED

f

Temple Buildin*

CHICAGO

FOR

Barney Gerard's

\\ Ifll

nci

:'•:•;

<:..:,

in

ATTRACTIONS

,".

Next to Closing Toney and Norman, who also received a deception,
Mr. Toncy's
found It a pudding.
dancing,

flavored

(COLUMBIA CIRCUIT)

with

comedy of the somewhat different
sort, Was * comedy hit of the first Quartette, Female Posing Act, 4 Dancing Girls, Singing and
Dancing Specialty Teams,
The conversational exwater.
Team of Hebrew Comedians, Magician, Robust Baritone or Tenor
changes were a!<o a wallop. Toney
(About Build of Caruso)

BARNEY GERARD

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
MfeM

St»mn»hlD •eromod»tlon» arrnn^d «n

'

shows seen

novelty.

ungrateful s-pot. Mr. Dooley had a Greeley
cold Tuesday night, which may
The
have affected his warbling.
pedals of both were in great shape
and the several slopping doubles
landed solidly. Mr. Dooley has* developed into a monologlst of no mean
ability.
That portlpri of the turn
'can be Amplified v. ith benefit to
the act.
Ona Munson started off the second section witli her singing and
dancing turn, in which a sextet of
young fellows assist. Nicely costumed act, with well written lyrics
and mui ie. The ensembles aro esMins Munpecially well produced.
son registered an Individual score

eccentric

WANTED

interpolated a few locals about
of the moguls of the departstore, and the theatre party
were ready to elect him Mayor of

some
ment

were second

Storey

ALBEE.

Uncs Si M»«r OiTW
Money bnu S ti» inrt •old.

bnncht and «old
Now York
10* Ka»I M»h +t

»<«li nrt

•.iberty

Bond*

Phone: S.-iiyr^nnf «l?M-«m

FOR

COLUMBIA THEATRE BUILDING, NEW YORK
SALE— Scenery from "ZIEGFELD'S FOLLIES," 1920

SPECIAL NOTICE TO MANAGERS

AND BOOKERS

WASHINGTON TRIO
Will hold Ihelr we

*kl>

tholr pmctlct every afternoon

Any one wuhine

to

III ALTO
TtfEATKU. CHICAGO, week
SCH Al.LEMANN BROS* Trust**^

and evening at the

donate a route sec

'

of
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Friday,

May

VARIETY

27, 1921

early section should send

them up-

wards.

The Bennett

provided the
show's novelty, getting over nicely
on the athletics. The turn has been
west and comes back at the right
time, with the bathing season close
by.
The boxing and wrestling
stunts stood out as the high lights.
All three looked well in the onepiece suits at the close.
Greenlee and Drayton, colored,
really won the applause honors
Tuesday evening, a hit in No. t.
The spot is too early for them, but
that did not prove a handicap. The
men feature their chattering in five
different languages, but It Is the
hoofing that sends them over. These
babes can step.
Lawrence Brothers and Thelma
opened the show smartly. The chatter of the girl provided novelty and
a change of pace in the club manipulation routine. The odd wordless
comedy of one of the Lawrences)
was quickly noted and watched.

AN INTERNATIONAL HIT
*

that classic satire,

"FOR PITY'S SAKE,"

so,

naturally,

we

feel

FLATTERED

LEON KIMBERLY AND HELEN PAGE
IN

NEW MOVIE

SATIRE

A HIT

Ibee.

Burlesquing the movies —a popular and not easily
attainable
KIMBERLY,
pastime — LEON
HELEN PAGE & CO. are offering the FRESHEST, most ENTERTAINING satire of the season.
THE ONLY THING WHICH APPROACHED it this year was Tom Duray in 'FOR PITY'S

KIMBERLY-PAGE offering is without the manifold contraptions of the
FUNNIER and it is PUT ACROSS in a MORE FINISHED and GENUINELY HUMOROUS fashion. MISS PAGE, an ATTRACTIVE PERSONALITY, UNDERSTANDS THE LIMITATIONS OF TRAVESTY and because she does, her performance is one of
these BROADLY COMIC affairs that becomes A CLASSIC BIT OF VARIETY. She is a combination of movie vamp-ingenue and her scenes with MR. KIMBERLY and the other performer—the
program didn't say who—were DELIGHTFUL B ITS OF PURE FUN. Aside from this, SHE IS
PERSONABLE, ATTRACTIVE and engineered her "kidding" lines in GOOD TASTE and with
SAKE/' and

while the

MATERIAL

other, its

MARKED

IS

EFFECT.

(Davenport, Iowa, Times.)

So, having an international act,

become an

we

N. B.

any country any time

are open for bookings in

in order to

international hit,

(Signed)

—Germany

girls

LEON KIMBERLY

and

HELEN PAGE.

LINCOLN SQ.
Satisfying

Loew

vaudeville

the

programed to exact the
each act and running
smoothly. Bollinger and Reynolds*

first

half,

most out

of

wire act, Introduced the vaudeville
section. Bollinger got down to some
real work on the slack wire after
Ave or six minutes of effective com*

edy stalling.
Arthur Lloyd

in No. 2, card ma*
nitpulator, while not falling flit exactly, received rather shallow response, due in the main to the audience's lack of response In calling
for the various cards, which Is the
kingpin feature of Lloyd's routine.

His Introductory sleight-of-hand Is
but a forerunner to the real work
In digging up any sort of cards re*
quested by the audience. The latter seemed to be sorely lacking In
knowledge as to what constitutes a
card, asking for magazines, newspapers and other articles instead.
On the whole, however, Lloyd made
sport of his spot

Juan Cardo and Agnes Noll, topsang their way to a subhit.
The couple open In

and Russia excluded.

lining,

stantial

motley velveteen get-up for their
double number, Cardo's ballad ren-

becomes more
little

Marcus Loew
Circuit
NUMBER OF

KIETY
K'

will

be issued with the opening of the new

LOEWS

A

23D

—

—

STATE THEATRE
Broadway and 45th

off, he grows and catching of the plates thrown from
He does a off stage, and it would probably be
likeable.
singing and dancing besides a good idea to make these come
the talk, Just showing enough to larger and larger until he is smothleave the Impression he could do ered under an avalanche of them.
Chapman and Ring (New Acts)
very good next -to-closing
more.
had a nice spot between Weber,
single for these bills.
,,
Taylor
The Wonder Glrl, a cute little nolds. and Hicks, and Jimmle Reytrick, although not so mysterious
or novel as the opening would lead
to believe, closed the show very acST.
ceptably. She Is a very good performer on the rope and the talk gets
The bills here recently have been
away, as she is winsome with it.
The teeth work makes a good clos- consistently good split-week entering for her and the swing out over tainments, and that offered for the
the audience is showy and an apShe did very well first half was not an exception. It
plause getter.
The opening, while it seems had novelty and variety, with a
here.
a bit top heavy for the little use strong comedy vein that was In
she makes of it, Is a little different sight all the way.
Dave Kramer and Jack Boyle led
and (.tarts things right.
Goldie and Ward, a man and the laugh division, next to closing,
woman dancing act, only did about which to them is a vantage point.
six minutes and got away. The lit- The Three Bennett Oirls, on Just
tle girl is good to look at and should ahead, supplied a medium for some
Kramer
stick entirely to the short dresses, of their earlier kidding.
doing away with the long one used was in the drummer's chair when
in the opening.
Her appearance Edna Whistler and Boys (New
makes up for her dancing, which is Acts) closed the show, exiting when
just so so, although she does the Miss Whistler entered.
Harry Hayden and Co. in his new
Russian step at the finish better
than her partner. The man, who comedy playlet, "The Love Game,"
supplied
a strong No. 3 interlude
was formerly of a two-man dancing
act, does two single routines which As the bashful suitor who was timid
taking
in
lessons from a married
are all right. In appearance he is
also very small he sixes up well man expert he brought smiles. And
In
the
flirtation
bit with the other
with his partner and aids in that
man's wife the laugh response was
respect as well as in the work.
Hayden's "Romeo" will
Ferrier looked somewhat better hearty.
here than on the American Roof, al- likely please all along the line in the
though he banks too much on his split houses, though the act Itself is
closing trick with the looking-glass not quite hefty enough for the big
suit.
A better finish would be the stands.
The Morley

freshness wears

THE SPECIAL

singing.

Rehearsal Hall For Rent
BY HOUR OR DAY.

Street

ROOMY

NEW YORK

who followed,
when they took to
look like real sisters,
plump and Jolly. The bigger girl did
well with a coon number. With the
finale number the Morleys got the
best results ad drew down generous
applause that earned a series of
Sisters,

landed strongly

WILNER
220

WE8T

Sl

—

AIRY
ROMBERG

43d ST.,

NEW YORK

They

dition
paving the way for the
straight hoke in "three." Miss Noll's
solo consisted of an affective display of vocal calisthenics. An operatic number, farcically played up
but legitimately delivered, bon voyaged them to ample applause.
It remained for Harry Zoop Welch
and Co., the tall-liners, to run away

with all honors of ths evening with
a routine that is frankly conned
from the well-thumbed librettos of
burlesque
productions.
Opposite
Welch, Johnny Weber, a standard
Dutch cut -up In the burlesque field,
is

recognizable, so

sume

this is

It

Is

safe to as-

a frame-up for some

bookings. A straight
man completes the trio cast, the
latter merely acting as a foil for
Welch's quips, and as such Is satisfactory. The turn is built for comedy, and the ever-recurring belly
roars were ample proof as to the
fulfillment of its mission.
Grace Ayres and Brother closed
with a roller-skating act.
The
brother is a three-and-a-half-foot
high midget who performs on low

summer

flll-in

rollers.
Miss Ayres affects huge
circumferenced wheels for the opening,
thus further enhancing the
contrast.
The pigmy does a few
effective falls In the course of his
stuff. For a finish Miss Ayres modestly announces an iron-Jaw stunt,
which she discloses as being unique
In that she is the only living woman
in the world to accomplish the feat.
That sure takes Is some territory
and, at least, seems to Impress

somewhat, for the trick

itself

Is

nothing startling. If anything, the
brunt of the work rests on the
dwarf, who must needs grip the bit
with his Jaws, the loop being placed
around Miss Ayres' neck in halter
fashion.
She gathers momentum
in
a whirl which propels the
"brother" off the ground by centrifugal force. She announces his weight
to be 117 pounds.

A

feature film closed.

acknowledgments.

The singing
strength of the turn will carry It
along for a spot In this class of
theatre and strengthening In the

CITY
The slump which

Is reportsd as
overtaken several of the
local Fox houses is said not to have
seriously affected the City.
The
house is reported to have been able
to hold Its own against the odds,
which Include the playing of bigtime vaudeville at the Jefferson, a

having

ORPHEUM, NEW YORK, Now (May

26-29)

*hort way east on 14th street. Tuesday evening, with the Weather all

VARIETY 8AID:

NATURAL GYMNA8TS—WHAT THEY DO IS 'THERE'— THRILLERS.
GOOD FOR ANY SHOVV8 WITH THE BEST OF THEM."
Direction

SPONTANEOUS APPLAUSE.

MAX OBERDORFER

M£

ERS

AKE-UP

Est.

Henry C. Miner,

Inc*

GOING AS BIG AS EVER
A TREMENDOUS HIT AT PROCTOR'S 5th AVE., NEW
YORK, THE FIRST HALF OF THIS WEEK (MAY 23-25),
STOPPING THE SHOW.

i

SENSATIONAL VIOLINIST

•

•

Direction

MORRIS and FE1L

w
VARIETY

U
theatre, the City's
business would cause no bragging.
floor held several rows
of empties. For several years that
never occurred there, regardless of
weather.
The first half show held several

Friday,

May

27, 1921

in favor of the

The lower

TWIN STARS SCINTILLATE ON BROADWAY!!
THE

promising offerings, opening somewhat lightly with Kara and Zack
(New Ac:s), a comedy act - that
missed fire. Ford and Truly, No. 2,

FAIRBANKS TWINS

The turn
real starters.
has been batting along at its present gait for some time and managed to walk away easily with the
Clarence Oliver and
early spot.
Georgia Olp in a revival of their
former vehicle, "Discontent," proIt is
vided complete enjoyment.
chock full of clever dialog, easily
planted by this couple. The City
boasts of an audience hard on talking acts, but they listened to every
word.

were the

A

Fox News
program,

the

MADELEINE
in

"TWO

the L.each-L* Quinlan Trio fol.
lowing. This turn should be under
i big top at the present time. It is
ihowy and brings forth some clever
lack wire work by the man. Burns
tnd Lorraine (New Acts) injected
more pep, with Larry Uarklns and
his "Melody Monarchs" doing much
to keep the show in high. Just why
one man should be featured above
the remaining three remains a mystery, each doing his share to place
the turn over. The double piano
work stands out as the novel feature, with the general layout providing a flash of distinction,
Harry limes, headlining, walked
on 1b street attire and ran away
with the comedy and applause hit of
the evening. Hines placed his gags
well and brought forth two published numbers which landed easily.
Next to closing, he was out of the
theatre and in the subway before
the last act was over, although ap-

set,

PROCTOR'S 58TH

man —a

features of the performance.
In
IMS the Fairbanks Twins scored repeatedly."

May

•.

N. 7. Tribnnr.

Rush.

The

half of

sisters

who

voiceless.
7.

Two Little Girls in Blue" is
ship's duolog.
It is also as light and
merry

bit of

music and beauty as you

need to
evening.

while

a
a

will

away a summer's

It makes quaint u«e of the twin
Fairbanks, those hitherto unvocal
darlings of
the rhythmic hoof*.
-Their young hearts fall Into their
little boots every time they es^ay a
song from the tuneful score of their

musical comedy.
Then, with hearts In Just the right
place, they lift their little boots ami
weave melodies with their four
tuneful legs.
Any one of them H
ns perfect as the voice of IJalll-

first

Three (Jirard Sisters Neville and
Dano, Goldie and Thornc (New
Acts). Pevoe and Statzcr are a versatile pair of men with a rapidly
moving excellent opening turn.

Curcl.
In a

little

while

the

Fairbanks
from

will l>e dancing the quirtette
Starting off in "one" as banjoists,
ftlfoletto.
then a few equilibrist stunts, a
saxaphonc solo, they go into "two"
for some sensational single pole
work.
Morgan and Gates, male sidewalk
conversationalists, are on next to
closing and entertained well. They
3 Harmony Kids
have no hesitancy about making Rigdon Dancers
WINNIPEG
use of the material of others for VICTORIA, B. C.
their '-travesty 6lff**V going b*«i| to
Pacta*™
Vantng-ftft
Anita Arllss <'o
the McNaughton Brothers, GalButters
lagher and Fields and others. Their Traccy Palmer £ T Kva Tanguay
"Bandit"
bow-stealing stunt at the finish, if Camillas Birds
Gus Elinors
Xochltl

CAM

Mark & Williams

BOt STON, TKX.

C«e\ eland

& Dewi y

Joe Roberts
I'osters Pierrots

Dobbs Clark * l>
"Making Movl^a''

TAtOMA
I'linlmrH
Vivian Co
Leonard & WJllsro

VANCOl VKR.

Armstrong

Co.

Ornre H:«yes Co
"Nut Yet Mario'

TORONTO

11.

Is

mainly about,
as they are

d.iinty

We: have
where there

to

distinguish

identities,

is

admit
so

a

little

preference

chan-e

she

lisp.

slstersl

Rigoletto Bros

&

(Two

to

It

mo

Over"

Helmnr
St
Howard «v P.i.ks

Rio

"Counterfeiters"

Murphy A White
Kdith CIs saw

Kmily ParreN
(One to mi)

and

this

a

MILES-PANTAGES
f

Ambb-r Mi os
A La Fell
Chas QUI Co
1

Orses

Hsrton * Mparlln.Thornton Fly no Co

IN

Archie
'urUs

<

Unty

I

DFTKOll

Miles

Miles

.

i

Carmen

im \- Look wood
Mr 1 Mrs Milium,
MtaStegl

(On?

to

Noss

fill)

>a

Paul CoSdlSS Jr
Kurt * Kdith Kuhn

Stateroom
Aldus

M

lledjroi

19*'

Totrne

i

.

.

Foster Co

t

get a

its;

ho difference occurring

title

In

of the chief character when
moves two blocks from his old t<

the

he

comedy

novelties,

Interpolations,
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•

1

1

i

.

<

»
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"Two Blocks Away"

i

helm.
Ibminitscent of "Take It From
Me" in frequent spots, and weak in
scorr-, the production apparently derived its title from the song "Up
in the Clouds." which is its one
strong number, the remaining 13
by Tom Johnstone and Will B.
Johnstone (author of "Take It
Protn Mr> being saved mainly by

Buencei
< Hndys
' Joburn
.si.'ct Oallsghi r
Marie i» ihtu
.w iinam N n ulej

.

.

-

'

.

.

.

'i

II

life

seph

transformations, und hard work.
Skeet i Gallagher is carrying most,
of the comedy, although real laughs
and ranld firr situations have be« n
injected all through the producPsrrtela D'llesm
tion,
(lallaghcv has ihe breezy role
»i 'niHK.f
lert U'l"
.,..., Ma |orl" S"
oi*
movie
-t
camera man with
V m
Mid! no
troupe and has adopted the safe
\\
hn

l

from

premiere at the Wilbur found the
full speed with JoM. Claites personally at tho

show running

Mark Smith

-Ucr
Chief of the cast, asidi- from Mr. Bud
Louise
Bernard, was Vivian Tobln ns the J Herbert Hi"k»<
daughter. Always sincere to watch, Je:wi June*
il»«
With an ..ssuranee that is the re* Ituh.v<v Aired
V« n us
suit of inborn Intuition and careful \\ III in
«rtio
study. Miss Tobln
was good 10 v«
Tuttl
watch. Even though it wan tinged w "mi-Tin
l'i
H
with a regret for the very limited
opportunities of her pirt. sMi r. a r.iiii
i
could have done as well in this sim- The Ent<
;

Florence

i

1

••

\\ • |j

ple role.

3

it

6

best

his

of

l':iR'-

-..

/'n

has
a Rreat credit

. . . .

Simpson

.TefTrv r*

Millicstit

It.

.

4.

girls

mm

enough

Boston, May '»".
Hul V.m Hcns.srlaor
.Arthur Cunningham

.

.

DsJWSufl ....

dis

p*ei

<

May

little

of the title
nre the Fairbanks Twins. They may
not hulk very heavy In the scales—
musical, of course— and of this acting you can only say that It Is
awfully good for Twins, but In their
own
of ssrssns l puiehritude
and casual kicking they arc quite
exceptional.

THE CLOUDS.

* j,n
lawson.

r>

•

(IKVrl.AM)

I'antiigeM

The two

Hoffman
is

one

is

half

east

tiser,

Kenneth Macgowan.

ERLANGER

L.

and

UP

full

spring

Globe and Commercial Adver-

nts.. it is doubtful if its
success could be so assured were
any other actor to fill its leading
role than Barney Bernard.
Hchrurr.

14)

despite

hour of extra dialog Ifl the
Opening version, which will need
Mr. Dillingham has
elimination.
set the play with a Belasco effect
for detail and has almost as richly

"Two

smart-

season.

achievi-mt

Ktfbfft (Tarlatan

"Putting

him

to

K«»-1*y

4.

closing

to
the show.
Altogether,
Idttle Girls in Blue" la the
eat musical comedy of the

Fairbanks

fragile

dence.
While Mr.
written a play that

Regent

May

word should be given
Fairbanks Twins who made
a successful debut as principals of
a musical comedy. Madeline Is the
beauty, but Marion is cuter and
in
attractiveness they are about
even.
They can sing a bit. are
graceful dancers and are ornaments

—

of brlc-a-brae,
break.

Management A.

Stuart

A

to the

particularly for-

bits
to

delightfully.

N. 7. Sun,

kcous dancers, and cute lookers, but
they might have sung. They really
might. Ladies placed suddenly into
musical comedy have often felt that
they should sing, and none could
But
prevail upon them to desist.
the Fairbanks duct evidently had
wise advisers. They danced charmingly; they acted quite acceptably.
and they spoke Intelligently enough.
More important oh. much morejnidainty
like
looked
portant they

or

(Continued from page
planatlon

They ate

They danced

was rather

It

with

Polly.
Dolly?
v.v think— at least she was the one
who performed the pretty pantomime .ind danced like a sylph with
Oscar Shaw In the song. "Oh M*.
oh My. Oh You." In the opening
net.
other,
with
Fred
the
If
less
partner,
was
Sautter
ns
fortunate In her songs, she was
equally lovely In her dances There
W&M no number In the wh«W» score
quite so fetching an when the Twin*
danced together in the one that
Kives the musical comedy Its title.

Folly

double.

un uncanny sensation.
Sensible Twins, those

in-

cline toward the Fairbanks
the faintest suggestion of s

Was

was seeing

to

we

but

''!

Wire & Walker
(One to fill)

Ann

B

SAN ANTONIO
Majestic
Rn mated & Msrian
Mi rrltt * Bridwell

Tl I.SA, OKI. A.
Orplieum

night In "Two Little Girls In
Blue." and tripped off neatly with
the honors of a showy production.

But last night at the George M.
Cohan Theatre genuine Twins came
to town with "Two Little Girls in
Blue."
and were instantly imbedded in a plot, plus music, by one
librettist,
two composers and one
The fact of Twins
lyric weavor.
seemed to be the sole Inspiration
for the whole affair, and the fact
that they were very charming Twina
added to the Interest of the occasion.
At times one felt that one

begins.

Gladys tfreeS' Ca
Orr it Hager
Jack Marley

a

4.

Alsn Dais.

LEGIT REVIEWS

<fc

May

N. 7. American,

4.

They are Polly and Dolly. But
which Is whl^h?
Only the spotlight knows, and it won't tell.
One
Is
on the passenger register and
the other is a stowaway.
They
fall In love, with Jerry and Bobhy,
and then the medley of mistakes

Emmy's Pets
Orpheum
Victoria A Dupres

New York City
Jack Lavler
& F Usher
Joe Towle
Lights*? Sis

llnrry Hotmail <*o
Belle Montrose
|tS< k<Mt St Del Rev

Pantajrr*
(iin.iry Op>*ra
Irene Trcvctte
Gloria Joy Cs
La PlSS Xi Kintry

musical play

Galllnl i'n

Frank Mansfield
Harry Kahne
W * O Wi ten

WEEK

Is

Personal

Palace Theatre Building.

4.

Like two pints with but a single
kick, the Fairbanks Twins— Madeline"
and Marion— hit the musical
comedy pace at Cohan's Theatre
last

IflTEBSTATE CIRCUIT
Majestic

(Continued from Tage 1?)

May

Louis V. De Vos.
the Fairbanks Twina that

.

Robbie Hugo Lutgens

Jolo.

BILLS NEXT

N. 7. World,

graceful.

gangplank

at.

May

Charles Darnton.

this

entwined.
A pair
of
anonymous dancers presently
stepped forth from the chorus and
matched perfectly paired
stepa

greater legitimate actor than Ransone miirht get a lot more out of
the sketch, but he does well with it
and his supporting company is an
excellent one.

corker,

N. 7. Evening World,

and they are as

The Fairbanks twins skipped up

the

two very desirable ingredients for vaudeville of any class. A

posing act closed the
vaudeville section, followed by the
feature from "Old Dad," which Is
reviewed In the motion picture depa! tment.

srmlngly attractive to look

It

Daily New*, May 4.
By James Whittaker.

pathos

a

appeal constant, although confusing.
Perhaps It would be best to say
that they are equally good.
The
Fairbanks Misters do not sing—no,
not a scale—but they act a little
and both are cute. The combined
cuteness of Twins In a three-act
entertainment Is rather appallingly
prodigious, but. by the eternal, as
Mr. Harding baa It. they are ds-

might have done better

cuteness.

his life through drink. It ends with
his going off without revealing
his identity to his daughter with a
neat bit of "uplift,* Indicating he
will pull himself together and redeem himself. It has comedy and

is

Twina show much more talent than
might have been expected.
Their
dancing is delightful and the visual

entertainment
Fairbanks
la
the
Twins. For many a day these two
dainty little girls have been with
the Zlegfeld shows, and have always
been exceedingly popular as dancers.
But no one ever suspected them of
being able to act In "Two Little
Girls In Blue" they do act. quite
aa capably and quite as acceptably
as the majority of musical comedy
stars.
What they lack In vocal accomplishments Is more than made
up In their dancing and their dainty

A

original,

tic

But the big surprise of the entire

well written and is competently
played. It tells a double story, unfolding the plot of a playlet supposed to have been written by the
ingenue, and being rehearsed, while
In reality it Is the story of the
tragedy in the life of her parents.
down-and-out actor is sent for
to appear in the playlet, who turns
out to be her own father, the lovable liar and weakling who ruined

Gordone's

complications inherent
in
Twins,
this time the Twins are authenand convincing, since the Misses
Fairbanks, well known as minor assistants
in
Zlegfeld Frolics and
Follies
have been enlisted.
With
larger opportunities the Fairbanks

and

they could have told some of it
in song, but they are birds of bright

ZW», May

4.

The story hinges about the usual

If

plumage and

May

Heywood Broun.

Fairbanks

Twins) are the
stars, a joy to look at for their
blooming freshness of girlish loveliness and dancers of exhilarating
grace, but their long exchanges of
confidences addressed to each other
and the audience in furtherance of
the slot do not make for a swiftmoving entertainment.
The girls
had such a lot of story to explain
that It cut sadly Into their dancing
and left them only enough time to
leap from one pretty flapper frock
to another.

is an unconscionable liar.
It is a
fine piece of dramatic construction,

>

N. V. jSwmlng Journal, May 4.
"The Fairbanks Twins-Madeline
and Marion— have the title rolei
The dancing is one of the striking

atre. Some happy wisdom has saved
them from staling and coarsening.

Variety ,

rather two pictures, for
a difference between them.
prettier than the other, a
lovable.
Which one it

more

—

tonations, the ease of well-schooled
actresses; they make piquant play
with coquettish humor; they dance
smoothly, lightly; there is pretty,
precise grace in all their talents.
By their works they deserve to be
miniature figuros in our lighter the-

The

or
Is

Is

la doesn't matter.
Ton couldn't tell
whether It was Madeline or Marion,
and you did not want to, for you
didn't want to disturb the pleasant
relations existing between them.
That waa the only difference between them. They danced with the
acme of ease and grace, as one:
they were exactly the same In their
love-making or it la love-takingt
they spoke alike and acted alike —
both well, and. equally alike, they
refrained from singing, that ia, one
did, the other emitting a few notes,
evidently under pretest, and they
were so few and so reluctantly
given that they mustn't be allowed
to count.

Now,
as demure—as ever.
however, they speak— with the in-

ST.

ne'er-do-well,

little

and

the current week, is John Ransone
in a splendid playlet, written by
Kdwln Burke, entitled "Courage."
While not resembling it to any material degree, the central character
recalls the Frank Bacon role in
"LlghtnbV "—that of a kind-heart-

ed old

Much

keep girlish freshness and
comeliness, unspotted in the conA glance of
tacts of the theatre.
their black eyes, a toss of their
crinking black heads Is as arch—

semble dark ruffled fabric.
It's
a tendency to destroy
the effect of any bright female costuming, imparting to their gowns a
sombreness not intended. A more
neutral color scheme would Improve
things materially. The average spectator in a small-time vaudeville
house wouldn't realise this, but the
fact remains that the artists, working In front of such a drop, is more
or less handicapped.
first

ture,

there

One

to

it.

4.

—

They

'coloring has

the

fructify

May

First and foremost In tha entertainment are the Twins Madeline
and Marlon. They are the daintiest
girls imaginable.
Pretty as a pic-

brighten, smooth
of the action,
no small part 'of the embroidering
humor, turns upon the confusion at
twins, who would make the voyage
as a single passenger and who most
bobb into cabin or lounge and out
upon deck HKe the alternate figures
In tha clocks, of old mantel-ornamonts. Marion and Madeline Fairbanks—once upon a time the mute
and mated "Fairbanks Twins" of
them.
Follies— play
Zlegfeld
the

material,

tile

and

Street there is
"one* before which the
that is painted to re-

heaallner.

N. 7. EVening Post,

Transcript,
April 13.
Parker.
H. T.

Again, a a la the frequent way of
our musical plays, agreeable and
practiced talents atrove with Infer-

At Proctor's 58th

The

BLUE"

LITTLE GIRLS

Evening

Boston

pearing in a clowning bit with one
of the girl dancere with the Walter
Manthey and Co. turn which closed
the show.

a drop in
acts work

ERLANGER'S

A. L.

was

Inserted in
following the third
reel

MARION

and

With

a ii;"" more tightening. "I'p
the Clouds" Will be ready shortfor the plun;*' into New York
tot a summer run.
Monday night'i

in
ly

-

..ustsj

policy

every

dema nding one laugh from
rcgurdless of how he

ol
jii<\

Whoso lines he distil!
He has been niven complete a*d

gets

and

it

or

"s.
ll

"

fattening the part night
The plot keeps trying to to
itself seriously with little iucc<
involving the invasion i»f a wealthy
mans estate by a movie trOUPO
is

•
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A BIG FISH IN A LITTLE SEA
I WAS BORN IN PADUCAH; KENTUCKY
I'M

& Marco,
Care English Opera House,

Fanchon

27, l*2i

*v

*

-

Indianapolis, Indiana:

x

on the street are as one in proclaiming the Fanchon
"Sunkist" the greatest show ever in Paducah.
Critics

& Marco

We have given Barney Drey fuss to baseball, Irvin Cobb to literature
and have discovered the brightest star, Arthur West, in "Sunkist." Paducah
is proud of him.
Come and see us again.

PADUCAH BOARD OF TRADE,
ivr c.

w. Craig.

Night Letter.

"IN

WHAT THE CRITICS
By GUS KAHN

SAID"

WE GOT FUN?"
NOW AT THE GLOBE THEATRE
FROM INDIANA"

SINGING "ANNA

headed by a director who ia running a phony school f~. amateur
movie aspirants. A novice appears
on the scene, the rich man's son
falls in- love with her, and she ultimately turns out to be a star from
the Pacific coast whs* has come
East to expose the phony director
who had been using her name in
connection with his school.
The
second act is laid in aa old-fashioned
banking institution,
with
three aged clerks with long heart's

a number of the
transformations.
In costumes Gaites has sunk a
barrel of money, some of the numbers approaching straight fantasy
and in several instances being extremely daring and highly desirable for a summer show.
Loulae Bruncll, flanked by Angelo Romeo and Arthur Corey,
handles most of the dancing, and
the chorus is let oft easily, apparently intentionally for summer
run purposes.
Gertrude O'Connor
has most of the slapstick humor
with burlesque costumes and in-

tlons as well as in

being jazzed up bj the Invasion of
the movie troupe, the comedy being
equally effective, as was the case
in "Take It From Me," where the numerable
decrepit department store employe
was placed on roller skates when it

was modernized

into

falls.

All in all, the show is rich In
novelties
and surprisingly well
dotted with real laugh lines, although some are a little strong for

a style em-

porium.

These three aged clerks (Van J. a show otherwise remarkably clean.
Melino, John J, Weis and William One line that brought a howl from
Rhodes) are apparently a vaude- the men, but seemed to offend the
ville team, as they ultimately step women came after a long soul kiss
into some real acrobatics, although when Mark Smith asked, "Daddy,
they have built up enough comedy wan mother ever like this?"
The show is to be slashed to the
to justify their existence without
extent of about 15 minutes, partly
the acrobatics.
The presence of the movie camera by eliminating laughless dialog and
partly by eliminating one or two
in both u«ts offers unlimited possiwhich,
bilities for dancing and scenic in- interpolated scenic numbers
worth while, are too obviously
while
cleverly
well
as
two
as
terpolations,
action.
the
tone
up
ending inserted to
transformations
handled
Gaites obviously lias a potential
Whenever the
each of the acts.
action lags, the camera calls for moneymaker in *l'p In the Clouds,"
another novelty or dancing num- and it is farther along on its preFrom Me" was
ber, the point being stretched to miere than "Take It
snappy after running a couple of months.
the point of introducing
Libbvy.
Oriental number under the guise of
(This is the *<•< und out of town
the Boston Tea Party during the
T
review of "l p in the Clouds." the
filming of a great American film.
Sixteen girls ape being carried. first having appeared in Variety of
last, from Atlantic City,
their shapeliness being utilized in May 13.
when- the show opened.)
fleshings in botli the transformai

and "AIN'T

at the fag end of the season, probably to test its possibilities (or early
in the new year as a vehicle for
James Crane, his son-in-law, who
is co-starred with Henry E. Dlxey.
It had its premiere at the Majestic,

a Window C leaner.

John C. K. nt
f.awt-i,.

be to shelve the piece.

It hasn't

TO

3,000

.

.

two stars wouldn't deserve serious
With the cast used
consideration.
for the Brooklyn tryout. the play
was an unhappy evening's experience.
The story Is foolish and some of
its episodes go the limits of uninWhen it is not
tentional farce.
crudely artificial in its dramatic inventions, it is Just dreary talk that
gets nowhere and is boresome to the
last degree. Mr. Dixey secures some
fun out of a deftly drawn characterization of a comic burglar who is
forced into the respectable position
of a valet to a rich man and struggles to resist temptation to carry
off the silverware, but he could not
c&rry the vast stupidiy of a whole

performance.
The play Is in a prolog and three
acts. The prolog is the only thing
that has even momentary interest.
The curtain rises on a dark stage,
the bedroom of a wealthy man's
daughter at midnight. There is a
shot off stage. A burglar enters and
goes to the bedside, flashing an electric torch in the face of the terrified

,Con#tanct)

Jol"»

I«tli

St..

thief

is

Leary

it

explained

Meanwhile Leary has been

freed

serving his term for the
burglary and becomes Wainwright's
valet. He has some amusing scenes
with the butler which fill in time but
have nothing whatever to do with
the story, which goes on to recite
that a terrific stock exchange battle
is fought, but nobody knows who
the victor is.
after

Dlxey) and he recognizes
Wainwright, but denies he knows'
Wainwright comes home much dehim. He is carted off to Jail pre- jected and is about to blow his
sumably and Wainwright gets the brains out when daughter rushes lu
Job.
and declares her love. Wainwright,
Two years later Wainwright is it develops, was victor In the finanworth a million and has a home that cial. He has father In his power
looks the part if you have imagina- and only staged the suicide to learn
She
tion enough. One guess Is that It is how he stood with daughter.
the same setting used for the last falls into his arms instead of
act of "Opportunity" in which Mr. slapping his face. And that's the
Crane played last August at the kind of story it is. It had previously
Playhouse. Wainwright is in love been explained that the burglar of
with his employer's daughter, but the prologue was Wainwright who
she thinks he is too much Immersed was down and out and joined Leary
in business to make a good husband, in the adventure out of desperation,
Rush.
and decides he shall be ruined in the
market as a lesson.
(Mr.

Therefore she takes counsel with
her father's comedy office boy as to
the means to be taken. Office boy
advises that she find out what stock
Wainwright is playing and play
against it.
Daughter takes this
novel idea to father. , Papa is a
veteran Wall Street manipulator,
but when daughter outlines her
scheme he is pop-eyed with astonishment at the originality of the

He picks a slipper from the
and Jumps through the winThere is another shot and the
curtain drops. The curiosity of the
floor

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

Inc.

WARDROBE TRUNKS
HOTEL NORMANDIE
8.

K.

BI.1M1.,

* B'way, N. T.
PHONE: FITZKOY SMS

Corner 38th

City-

FOR SALE

dow.

CAN BE SEEN AT FREEPORT,

L.

I.

An

ent.re full stage act. including drops, set and trunks.
All hanging
pieces that can be carried in trunks. Will sell whole equipment or
individual pieces.
rX>R !• l.l, I'AK in i i.\ks ADDRESS

Uray

i

William A. Brady has put this
play by Jasper KwiriK Brady and
Philip Bartholomae out for a trial

CAPACITY

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS
1500

Broadway

New York

City

Green Room

E. COIT
Club, 139
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W. 47th

PALACE, NEW YORK, Next Week (May
THE DANCING FLASHES

"THEATRES"
Woal

burglar for Kent's

The

idea and has to have
several times.

girl.

ii-atjMi,ir

fames ('ran*
.Henry K Dixay
Hornee SVoatnn

a Idress:

US

in last night's
Identification.

.Clifford Denpaey
Vibert Ra< k< tt
.QpTpffry' llbwisN

IN ANT C I T T
KAST OP CHICAGO
WITH POPULATION
OF ^5.000 OR OVBIt

ROOM

(Mr. Crane), applying

in the office of Mr. Kent.

FOOT GASOLINE PLEASURE LAUNCH

Ji-ri!dn»

\Viiinvvri','lit

a

redeeming virtue, and even with a
first-class company to back up its

••

HKrnnktin

THEATRES
1,800

.

..

Mary M unlock
Itohfrt

v*»

.
.

Rutn Kent

a Job

audience was piqued at this point,
but from there on interest died
gradually to the end.
Imagine
play that begins at the top of in41
w L*sh«1 terest and dies by inches!
Ash ton Tonn
The first act introduces Robert 'fulls equipped, standard engine, galley, lavatory, electric light*
Georjr* Rpelvin

Dennl* ROSJSS
Simpson
J %i\\K

for

Apparently the setting was dug up
from the theatre stock equipment.
The office is on Wall Street, and
through the windows one has a
sweet view of lovely rolling country*
Brooklyn, last week.
While Crane is
thickly wooded.
A decision ought to be easily applying
for the Job the police bring
reached, and the decision ought to
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MEGLEY'S "FLASHES"

City

KEITHS, PHILADELPHIA.

This

JACK

Week (May

28)

t

;

,

V ARIKT Y
from CHICAGO"

1121" leaves the Garden.

The house

go dark next week, the expected arrival of «The Belle of New

will

York" having been postponed for
at least another week. The "Belle"
has been given another title and

BY

ACK
AIT

The equipment

will bo called 'The Whirl of How
York,** tho change being made beoause of the changes made in the
•how Itself. "Romance" will leave
the Playhouse dark also this Saturday. "Toto" will stop at the Bijou
this week too, that house also going
dark. The quickest flop of the sea-

son came with
of the "Three
Manhattan. The
on Friday, but

—

Telemegafone A device to reproduce and amplify sound.

Horn

the sudden closing
Musketeers" at the

new

LAUREL LEE
VARIETY, CHICAGO.
Laurel Lee, the toy vamp with
the shining: dark hair and ditto
lamps, stole home here. It Is such
a big house and she is such a little

Her whole demeanor

dential.

is

that of a naughty kitten, which her
physical charms and her petite proportions make not only possible but
palpably palatable.
She brings to
vaudeville a lace-and-silk order of
gentility that even the proletarian
rabble here appreciated volubly.
Very delightful youngster in a very

delicious act, this.
It

Be "Echoes from
New York" Soon

Will

could not continue

(Continued from page 12)
brought about quick decisions to
withdraw for the season. Notices
of closing next week on four attractions were immediately posted
and others have been added despite
the sudden weather switch that
overcoat
temperatures
brought

Monday

ant openings, Selwyn's "Snapshots"
at the Selwyn and John D. Williams' "Gold" at the Frazee.
This week the Broadway pre-

Control Bov—-Mahogany toith polished Bakelite cover.
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feet long.

Universal Super- sensitive Transmitter Tone Arm It can be attached to any phonograph*

—

Adapted

afternoon.

Three of •Sam

Weight iy^ pounds and
sical instruments,

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
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m

mu-

such as piano,

-

latest
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and Broadway

and

will stop

listen.

Connect the Magnavox to a phonograph and
every one within blocks will hear the music.
Phonograph dealers are selling 40 per cent,
more records by means of the Magnavox.
Use it for songs and increase your business
the same way.
Write for Bulletin No. 25 and learn about the

marvelous Magnavox.
i
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BROADWAY, NEW YORK
EASTERN DISTRIBUTORS

FANCHON & MARCO.

navox

("Sun-Kief)
Willie Tx>r&n

Arthur West
Daisy De Witte

John Shprhan
Jack Squire

Mr. Marco
Donald Kerr|
Aaristant Director
Trci^r'.v M*n,
Aat-irinji Movie Queens,
Carpenters. Gypsies. Indians. Jta^etrack Hangers-on, Etc.

Jack Cartwright

|

Time

— Now.
Hollywood
—

and Mexico.

JesquVoad vaud< ..jo 'art. m, agents, ar,d Marco- outfit Crude, rough and
managers, etc.. than is usually pres- ready, jumbled, lacking in anything
Broadway premiers, gave the that approaches novelty and holdshow a great send off. applauding ing considerable that has done yeoLtortm- man .service In vaudeville and bur(anything
and everything
show,
ent at

Fanchon and Marco
which started at the Ctirran, San inately. Not that there was not lesque fur a long, long time, but at
finally much to .pplaud— there was plenty, the Mint time and notwithstanding
August,
last
Francisco,
robust its defects, one of the most pleasing
bowed on Broadway at tin (i'.obc, more than enough
revues that has hit Broadway this
Monday night, having played its way comedy bits to put any show over,
with or any other season.
across the continent with quite a fast vaudeville entertainment
Kddio Nelson and Dell Ch.i.n, a
of
lots
and
burlesque
of
dash
a
A friendly
stop-over at Chicagj.
vaudeville team that has played
audience Monday night, -composed hoke.
around
the BtSt, Arthur ^Ve«t, a
with
entertainment
Tiffany
a
It's
people.
principally of professional
stern comic, and John F>
ian,
bur- a Turkey production, this Fa..chon
f
with a larger sprink'in*
I

AND I.KXTHKR HRIKK (ASKS.

used

song the most popular by
letting thousands hear it. The Magnavox so
reproduces the human voice that it can be
heard a mile away Sing into the Magnavox

Make your

The cut rates are offering the
usual long list with a greater
quantity of tickets for sale than
"Biff, Bing, Bang" ((Ambasever:
sador);
"Love Birds" (Apollo);
'"Lulu Bett" (Belmont); "Honeydew" (Casino); "Tyrann> of Love"
Wing"
(48th
"Broken
(Cort);
Street); "Sunkist," Fanchon -Marco
"Shuffle Along"
Revue- (Globe);
(63rd Street); "Welcome Stranger"
(Sam H. Harris); "June Love"
"The Champion"
(Knickerbocker)
(Play"Ro nance"
(Longacre):
New York"
Old
house); "Littlo

Place

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS

is

A Magnavox for Song Publishers

Strar.ger,"

have played all season. No attractions are carded to succeed and ail
three houses go dark.
This week "The Passing Show of

records.

violin, etc.

which was a big Gladys Sullivan
Lucille Harmon
Eva Clark
Anabelle Poster
winner at the Harris; "The Cham- Two
"Nut" Applicants
pion,"
hot
which
lasted
until
Eddie Nelson and Dell Chain
Muriel Stryker
weather as predicted at the Long- IndlanMdol Kids
Two Peppy
acre, and "Little Old New York," a
Ivanelie Ladd and Sybil Stuart
Marcia Adair
consistent success at the Plymouth. Mlas Smiles
.....Wright Dancers
Dancers
The latter show and "Stranger" The
Miss Panrhon
Jeanetts Dare

come

makes of

for amplifying the voice or

"The
Last
Waltz"
(Century);
"Green Goddess" (Booth); "Deburau" (Belasoo); "'Biff, Bing, Bang"
(Ambassador).

"Passing Show"

to all

Hand Transmitter— H i g h Power.

Tavern," with George M. Cohan in
the role of the "vagabond."
The
repeat opened at the Hudson to
capacity and should stand up to
excellent takings for the month it
is planned to continue. Mr. Cohan's
original idea was to have Arnold
Daly and Lowell Sherman, who appeared respectively in the New
York and Chicago companies of the
play, alternate with him m the return engagement, but they both re-

Harris quartet of shows will Violet Ray
P. Hemingway
stop next week.
They are "Wel- Chester
Mack Phelan
H.

—

A four conductor cord aeroplane type, 11

Square);
Garden).

BBOADWAY OUTLOOK

baked enamel

Next week promises two import-

past Monday.

growlrgly are, "Liliom" (Fulton) and -The
though
disorganised
fetching numbers she had that army Tavern" (Hudson). The others are
tootsies.
Five or
bleating at her
Must Married" (Shubert); "Sally"
six bows at the finish for a little
Amsterdam); "First Year"
girl single is a whole lot— Miss Lee (New
got them and could have Eddie (Little); "Nice People" (Klaw);
"Two Little Girls in Blue" (Cohan)
Leonarded a few in addition.

—

copper, tt inches in

black

finish.

offering started

bimbo. It looked for a few minutes
as though she were going to be lost
Only for a few minutes. Those big
Bertha eyes began to radiate and fused.
There are but 11 attractions reThe roundtake in the territory.
heads began to crane forward. Be- maining as "buy outs." The several
her
through
way
withdrawals were only partly balfore she got half
animated routine of cute bits and anced by the two new buys, which

Miss Lee dances more than she
Used to. She is fleecy on her feet
and handles herself like a water
She should dance even
•prite.
more that is her first forte. Her
enunciation Is bell-like, and her diction distinct even when girlish or
in dialect, blessings in these days
of affectations which often make
lyrics mysteries and lines confi-

— Spun

diameter,

miere of the Fanchon and Marco
revue called "Sun-Kist" at the
Globe, brought about a- surprise.
The reviewers, Including some of
the confirmed "hard boiled" critics
voted the show a real entertainment, and one predicted it would
remain ten weeks instead of the
four it e/at> booked in. The revue,
however, is in cut rates and only
a fair call was recorded in the
agencies. "Shuffle Along," the allcolored musical show, opened at the
63rd Street. It, too, was liked, and
business early this week was close
capacity.
to
Despite handicaps
with an improvised stage and poor
production, the colored show stands
a chance.
The most interesting event of the
week was the return of "The

THE CHUMMY CHATTERER.

consists of

the following:

I

I

j

W

<

an Fngiish .Jvhnny type

frou*.

Call*

fornia, axe responsible for the

com-

Assisting and working mostly
with Bheehan^ Is Jack Squires, a
edy.

with looks, personality, a
voice, in fact everything; Eva Clark,

straight

a prima donna with a .\\r,h *nnrano
and a concert style; Muriel Stryker,

EVELYN BLANCHARD~
1193

NEW YORK

BROADWAY

CITY

Me for Big Tim. Rr«trlr««-fl Material,
HketelifM, Comrdjr Acta, Singled, Rt«.
l»f written
llrhenraed and Oprnlnga Arranged.

»ee

——
Art*
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Have Been All Managers Who Have Played LEE MASON, Ass.ated by
STAN SCOTT, over the Loew Circuit, during the past season.
Have Been the Loew Patrons That LEE MASON, Assisted by STAN
SCOTT Has Kept Them Gusscing.

SATISFIED
SATISFIED
SATISFIED
RIALTO, CHICAGO,

NEXT WEEK (MAY

30)

Booking Managers and Agents Who See and Hear LEE
STAN SCOTT That This Act 'Has the Goods.'

WiH Be

All

MASON,

Assisted by

"Remember

the

Name— Watch

It

Rite to

Fame"

VARIETY

Friday,

May W, ihh

BY POPULAR REQUEST
OF THE

MANAGERS AND AGENTS
FOR NEXT SEASON

THE

NN
ROS
MARTIN
AT PRESENT

KENNEDY

IN

FRANCIS

and

JOE

FORMERLY

THEIR NEW ACT

"

LA FRANCE and KENNEDY

"OUR SOUTHERN HOMESTEAD
(BY OURSELVES)
SI'

P.

a BOX 604,

MUTER ADDRESS:

DIRECT

ARE PORTRAYING

THANKS MR. O'NEAL

a lithe dancer who combines contortion and terpsichore in a manner
that is graceful and different; Lucille
Harmon, a petite soubret;
Fanchon and Marco, the stars;

Kern, Eva Clark and Arthur West.
Beginning as a satire with an opening scene in the office of a picture
rather

definitely set at first, trails off into
thin atmosphere, after the manner
of burlesque, with a series of
vaudeville specialties and bits fol-

lowing, the "turns" having no conThere are
nection with the plot.
several bits however, that help to
maintain the picture studio travesty
idea,

all

amusing and many

specialty with the drummer,
that
intermission,
during
the
brought applause on its merits.
The show is divided into two
acts, with seven scenes in each. All
are sufficiently different to give the
The Wright
necessary variety.
Dancers in a Gypsy number, Arditty
topical
thur West, with a
about the fads and foibles of the
Marco,
and
Fanchon
stars,
picture
in a double dance, Eva Clark, in a
well delivered solo, with a high
note finish, a travesty on the taking of a picture scene, with plenty
of well seasoned low comedy, Donald Kerr, with acrobatic dancing
that landed a hit of huge proportions, and Nelson and Chain, in a
singing and comedy double turn,
that opened with an old fashioned
pop song medley, that goaled 'em
and included a travesty Egyptian
dance that was funny, but shouldn't
have contained the bare foot busi-

jazz

Donald Kerr, familiar through having played around with vaudeville
productions; Daisy De Witte, a
dancer, and the Wright Dancers contribute the contrasting entertainment that sets off the comedy.
The show haa several outstanding figures, chief among them Eddie Nelson, Muriel Stryker, Donald

is

rate bit of lyric
writing,
getting the show off speedily and,
the
attractiveness of the

first

a good im-

Reuben Wolff, the musical

director, is a cornetist, incidentally one
of the best that ever tooted a horn

a
jazzing one minlike

Trojan, leading,
ute and softly crooning into his
instrument next. He also does a

AT LIBERTY
GIRL BARITONE
Address D. B.
Variety,

first

act.

New York

finish of the first part

Theatrical

Wardrobes
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$55 to $90

ST.
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dee

Gertrude Saunders
.....Roger Matthews

Harry Walton

{Richard Cooper
Arthur Portsr
Arthur Woodson
tf

nippy Mason
Mattte Wilks

staging, done by Walter Books.
private showing was given the
Song writers
piece Sunday night.

A

In

NEW YORK
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New York

City

(ITT
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H
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S31 7th Ave.,

Trunks
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Between 38th
SOth Streets
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Kit
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Full

encore, which was well liked. "Oriental Blues," sung by Sissle. was

perhaps the only number where half
girls, bloomed out la
anything like a costume flash. The

a dozen show

number was

delivered in "one."

The actual song hit score car
near the close. Here Blake, wl
directed the orchestra from
piano, went to the stage for a

»•!

*»

J%&*mr
154

West 45th
New York

St,

FRENC]

SHOES
ALL MATERIALS

$11.95

III

ORIGINALLY fU.M.

En Route from California

"Shuffle Along" is a lively entertainment. It has an excellent score
supplied by Eubie Blake and Noble
Sissle, both members of the late
Lieutenant Jim Europe's band that
won admiration abroad during the
war.
The musical numbers are
worthy of a real production, which
"Shuffle
Along"
lacks
entirely.
Whatever ""book there is and the
10,
comedy business came from F. E.
Miller and Aubrey Lyles. Both these
players are from vaudeville which Dear Booking Managers. Agents, Actors and Friends:
field further contributed with the
r'K-ft the Bhnhy climate or California to come Baatund show yott
something different We are just stopping off in Chicago to gain our
breath and call on our friends who gave us work in previous years.

On

the California* Limited,

Drawing

R.,

Room

Car 442

We

AT LIBERTY
FRANCIS X. HENNESSY

IrUh Step Dancer. Stage Step and Modern Ball Room Pancrr. VMIrtUt (MuH'lnnl. Play parts— Vaudeville. Would
be pleased to Join Musical Art. R ur
lesqua or Irnh Comedian.
Partner (eld timer preAasntS Kses My Addratt
tsmi).
VARIETY.

Now if you are interested you will read this space every week as we
are spending quite a bit of money to tell you Just what we are going to do.
We will do the same for you some day. Are you on? Let's go.

NEW YORK.

RENE

The show opened with "Simply

appears to be a hearty respect for Gee proved herself a few
Slssle's ability as a composer, and later while the two girls and Matwiseacres predicted that some of the thews scored with "Gypsy Blues/* a
melody that caught oa
big shows downtown would receive tricky
quickly.
a suggestion or two.
Broadway may not know It, but
The melody hit came at the finals
the fashion of wearing the feminine of the first act. It was "Love Will
head with the bobbed hair effect Find a Way," probably the same
has more fully invaded the high number first handled by Miss Gets
browns of the colored troupes than Repetition bought the air out to its
All the true value. It Is a peach. "Shuffle
In the big musical shows.
gals in. 9 "Shuffle Along" showed Along." from which the show takes
some sort of bobbed hair style, prin- its name, was led by Matthews, It
Matthews
cipals and chorus alike. It wasn't opening the second act.
so successful with some, but they Is a neat worker, sings well and detried just the same.
The feminine livered in duets with Miss Gee sevcontingent was probably recruited eral times. Miss Saunders was alont
from the colored organizations that for "I am Craving That Kind of
have entertained the uptown colored Love," another tricky number. She
populace in the shows at the had a number called "Daddy'* for

Sharper
Steve Jenkins
Sara Peck
Jack Penrose

Irish Union Ptprr, Scotch Highland
Piper, Scotch Highland Fling Hanror.

East

New York

PHONE OREKI.EY

Mrs.

Tom

thews, juvenile, handled most of the
songs, and all showed good voices.

Saunders,
who were not present then came of Jazs." handled by Miss
Monday for the premiere, for there and it went for three encores. Miss
minutes

Santa Fe R.

LOUIS

USED TRUNKS AND SHOPWORN SAMPLES
HARTMAN. INDE8TRUCTO, BELBF.R.
EVERY
FVFRY
TAYLOR. OSIIKOSH. MURPHY,
Tl-Lfr. m
Xm
M AA E^Krv t.
NEVE RBREAK, CENTRAL. BAL
STYLE
Bote Agents for

Eubie Blako
Paul Floyd

Jessie Williams
Ruth Little

20 feet.

Professional

Tlsne* Sqsmrs
Bsrtloa

SHUFFLE ALONG.
At the Piano
Jim Williams

be given a regular stage. With the
present extension the depth is under

IMPORTANT NEWS! PRICES REDUCED!

Can Now Be Bought
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

four weeks, the Zlegfeld "Follies"
It is
being booked in to follow.
likely the Fanchon and Marco outfit could stay longer on Broadway
than the contracted four weeks
period.
Better than many pretentious Broadway musical comedies,
as far aa entertainment goes, Fanchon and Marco should draw well,
as a summer show at $2.50 top that
will prove different to the average
Broadway theatre goer, notwithstanding its familiarity to those
versed in burlesque and vaudeville.
Bell

Lafayette.
Noble Slsslo
Miller and Lyles handled the comF. E. Miller edy entirely and they worked up
Aubrey Lyles
Lawrence Deas some laughs away from anything
Kufus Loose
There
C. Wesley Hill they offered in vaudeville.
Soakum Flat
A. «. Baldwin was a grocery store bit, that sugStrutt
Billy Williams gested the old
afterpiece idea. Both
Uncle Tom
Charles Davis
Old Black Jos
Bob Williams boys are partners and both are tapping the till. One of the richest lines
The 63d Street theatre, acquired came when Lyles was told that a
detective
was coming to catch his
by John Cort interests some months
ago, stepped Into the theatre di- partner, the 'nformant saying that
he
sure
was
done stealing now.
vision Monday with the first allcolored show that has got close to Lyles inquired: "When did he die?"
The
humor
of
the
situation was that
Broadway since Williams and
Walker.
"Shuffle Along" is pro- neither wanted the "bull," fearing
Stryker that atamped her as an er- grammed as presented by the Nikko he would catch the wrong man first
ponent of the semi-classical thing Producing Co., of which Harry L. The partners are rival candidates
comparable with the best/ another Cort is said to be one of the prin- for mayor of Jlmtown. Miller in
double comedy and singing turn by cipals. The house was formerly making a speech to the citizens said
Nelson and Chain, a rag number by used mostly for recitals and special he had no idea there was going to
Kerr, later broadened into a double performances, having practically no be a dark horse, but you ain't going
comedy dancing bit with Eddie stage. For this attraction the apron to be no black mayor." The team
Nelson, another specialty by Fan- has been extended outward, taking Inserted their boxing bit in the secchon and Marco, a monolog and a in the first box on either side. By ond act, and it was the comedy hit
couple of comedy numbers by West, use of draplngs the stage can be of the show.
following the show, which landed closed in by pulley lines and a simDancing started In the second act,
solidly, and the finish with company ilar arrangement for "one" is pro- but there was comparatively little
The song numbers had the
vided. The orchestra takes up the of it.
in usual singing ensemble.
Eighteen choristers are carried, space occupied by the first three call all evening. Gertrude Saunders,
rows, the first row now being D. the ingenue, and Lottie Gee, prima
a good lively dancing bunch,
The show Is in the Globe for This is supposed to be a temporary donna, together with Roger Matdevice. In the fall the house is to

with

He works

excellent

brought
forth a curtain with apertures for
the heads of the company, on the
order of the old time animated song
The second act
It landed.
sheet.
opened with the Wright Dancers in
an Indian number. The Wrights
run to bare legs, but the costuming or lack of it is attractive without offending. A comedy scene by
Squire, Dell Chain and West, that
was loaded with laughs, a violin
specialty by Marco, with several
double dancing turns, and featured
by an Oriental dance by Miss

Although the program makes no
mention of an author, Jean Havez
wrote the opening, according to the
Chicago review of the show several weeks ago.
Whoever is responsible for it, the opening is a

on Main Street

made an

ness,

The

hi-

lariously funny.

choristers, making for
pression at the start.

FRANCIS (Martin'* Partner)
ALSO REHEARSING NEW DOUBLE ACT
FOR NEXT SEASON.

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

POWN AMONG THE CHARACTERS WE

concern, the story which

SISTER MABLE BLONDELL and FRANK

AGENTS

KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

77

and

Direction H. B.
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1465 Broadway, N. Y.
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TAYLOR TRUNKS
GAIN REDUCED IN PRICE

I

FOR THE SECOND TIME THIS YEAR, TAYLOR TRUNK PRICES HAVE BEEN LOWERED TO CONFORM WITH NEW REPLACEMENT COSTS.
WHITE F03 LATEST CATALOGUE— SHOWING 8KVEBAL NEW MODELS

NEW YORK—
West 44th Street

C. A.

—IN

TAYLOR TRUNK WORKS

with Sissle. Their first num- Houghton, rector of the Little May 24. Raymond Hitchcock, among
was "Low Down Blues." The Church Around the Corner. It was others, spoke, saying that Dr. Crane
"other songs were out of the team's the fiftieth anniversary of his ordi- was quick to see his mistake in
choosing his first religion, and had
vaudeville routine, taking in "Pick- nation.
joined the Lambs, where he is now
snnJny's Shoes" and "Out in No
Sophia Williams is seeking a di- a member in good standing.
Man's Land," Sissle announcing the
"our
benefacfrom
coming
number
vorce from George Vincent WillBut the iams, brother of Jack Wilson, nam"Clair de Lune" ends Its engagetor, the late Jim Europe."
playing of the "Love" melody won ing Gilda Giles a co-respondent.
ment at the Empire June 11. Ethel
Barrymore will resume in "Declasout so strong Sissle used it also to
Blake's smiling accompaniment.
Sylvester J. E. Bawling, late mu- se" next season, playing in the secImmediately afterwards the show sical critic for the Evening World, tions where the play has not been
went into the finale with "Baltimore made his will in the form of a letter seen.
Bum," another number that stood to a friend, but it was properly witout and should have been earlier. nessed.
The Lambs' gambol has been
For that song the only flash of
postponed from the coming Sunday
"shimmy " was present.
James
Crane,
Alice Brady's hus- to a week later.
"Shuffle Along" played Philadelband, lost a suit last week to rephia for a week, repeated three cover
The Actors' Fund has received a
$132,000 in rents accruing
weeks later, then came into New from his first wife's estate.
check for $1,000, the bequest of the
York to rehearse a week before
late Mrs. James Speyer, and her
opening. In Quaker Town the show
husband, who Is the banker and sent
Charlie Chaplin in December, it is
'bad a $1 top, including war tax, and
the check for his wife's bequest,
grossed around $8,000 for ita first understood among his friends, will also enclosed another one of his
engagement there.
At the 63rd marry May Collins, the 17-year-old own for $1,500, toward the proposed
girl to whom he has been attentive
eialty

'fcer

I

'

\

Street the top is $2 for half the
lower floor, the price for the other

downstairs rows being $1.50. Colored
patrons were noticed as far front ao
the fifth row on the opening night
when the upper floors did not sell

endowment fund

since last spring.

"Shuffle Along'* ought
colored support there
Is, along with the white patrons who
Hke that sort of entertainment.

?-,way, so that
to get all the

Some day

Sissle and Blake will
be tendered a real production, and
they deserve it.
J bee.

member of Lambert's party collided
with a railroad train at a crossing,
operation following killing two of the car's occupant*
internal injury opening a trunk, St. and Injuring two others.
Edward Jack, manager of ••Bab,"
Elizabeth's Hospital.
is at the St. Luke's Hospital with
Miss Franzeska was operated on an attack of pneumonia.
following her return from Mt. ClemMarie Gaspar broke a blood vessel
ens, and is convalescing at the in the leg last week while rehearsing
dance. She was confined to her
a
Hotel Normandie.
home several days.
C. B. Maddock returned to his office last week, after being 111 for
six weeks with a peculiar ailment
Brooks Theatrical Costumers has
A germ,
that was nearly fatal.
special Vaudevilleresembling the "flu" bug, entered Inaugurated a
threatening his sight. Costume Department with Tulsa
his head,
charge.
in
Leason
Several nose and mouth operations
At one time he
were performed.
was virtually given up by phyILL

Ina

AND INJURED

Cluire,

Walter Catlett sprained his ankle
Saturday night, which necessitated
his using a cane early this week.

Florence Madera was
Fund an automobile accident

officials there

how

well he

he was out getting an
evening paper May 23, Cyril Scott's
wife committed suicide by hanging at their home in Bayside. Mrs.
Scott had been depressed over the
death of her mother.

week,

Plans for an anti-prohibition parade on July 4 go on. With Frank
C. Drake as chairman the organizers
have organized, and to them it looks
as if more than 200,000 would turn
out for the demonstration.

felt.

Walter Hampden will appear
five different characterizations

in

May

28,

when he

Ernest A. Lambert, traveling professional manager for he H. D. Nice
Music Co., who sustained a broken

closes his Shakespearean

Dr. John Roach Rtratton
has accepted the challenge of William A. Brady to a Joint debate.

The Rev.

season.

At the N. V. A. benefit at the
Hippodrome and Manhattan 700
seats were reserved for wounded

***,

Mae

Klnzle

Kansas; Gencseo,
Francisco.
last

known

Stiiire, of

later

Illinois;

The

of

of.

W.

Tl.

ItKlUSftD,

I

Milt

Armatrona Lucella
Arley Willy

sTAGt

world'*

largeMt

manufacturer* of the>
atncal footwear
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U
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POSTCARDS. AnVKRTlHlNO OR

right leg in a train wreck in San
Antonio three months ago. was
brought to New York in a private
car last week, and is now a patient
at the Hamilton Hospital. Brooklyn.
Mrs. James A. Stillman may be- A second operation to set the income a picture star for $100,000. jured limb became necessary last
Such an offer has been made to her Friday, and Lambert is on his way
and close friends admit she is con- to full recovery. The accident occurred when un auto driven by a
sidering it.

Mme. Sarah Bernhardt was last
The new William Le Baron com- week decorated with the Cross of
"The Scarlet Man," went into Alfonso XIII by the King of Spain.
rehearsals this week under the diMarc Klaw last week was again
rection of Fred Latham. C. B. Dilldenied permission by Justice Coingham is the producer.
Sodero

Whca

cut by flying glass.

While

edy,

Caroline

LETTERS TABIKTY

sicians.

soldiers.

NEWS OF THE DAILIES

Mrs.

ETRW$Tstr~«

John Coutts who has been conISSUE ONLY.
The Actors' Fidelity League last
The Catholic Actors' Guild gave a fined to a hospital for the past ten
week renominated Henry Miller as luncheon yesterday at the Hotel days with an attack of influenza
president, George M. Cohan as vice- Astor to Archbishop Hayes.
was up and about again this week. Akron O,»orga
Alarcona Five

The house has a balcony and president and designated Louis
Mann, Howard Kyle and Ruth Chatgallery, seating around 1,100.
The production cost looks close to terton as other officers of the orThe actual election
the minimum. Costume outlay was ganization.
not a heap more, some of the out- takes place June 14.
fits appearing to have come from
A young man describing himself
the wardrobe of anther show, perhaps one of the elder Cort's produc- as Robert Baer, 23. was taken into
tions.
The show therefore stands custody last week at the George M.
a good chance to grab a tidy profit, Cohan theatre because he wouldn't
unless the scale is too high.
The keep his bottle to himself. He in•3rd Street is around the corner sisted on waving it over the heads
from the Century. A {ew blocks to of the audience and also on parking
the westward is a negro section, his limbs over the box railing.
known as "San Juan Hill." The
Enrico Caruso last wee^t paid a
Lennox avenue colored section is
but 20 minutes away on the sub- surprise visit to the Met to show
out.

the Actors'
seeking to create.

is

28

last

Fred Stone is reported entirely
Cesare Sodero, musical director for recovered from his recent injury on
Fox, and $100 a week. The couple account of which "Tip Top'' was

week granted a separation

mve

from

closed.

five children.

The Lambs

a

give

will

public

May

gambol at the Hippodrome

29.

^Charles Dillingham has accepted

way.

a play called "The
by Rida Johnson
Toung, and will head the cast with

"Dumbells," the Canadian soldier
show, is going on a world tour.

for production

Wise

Child,"

Vivlenne Segal.

£

"Deburau" will notill sent on
tour by David Belasf^ Trecause of
transportation and other costs.

A
*

gathering

notable

paid

honor

George

Dr.

to

last

week

FOREIGN ARTISTS COMING TO THE

Bertha Kalieh intends to revive
"Hamlet" from her old Yiddish repand appear in it on Broad-

U.

S

ertoire

should announce their engagements in

In a perfectly friendly fashion, according to newspaper interviews,

Dorothy Green and h*r husband.
John R. Green, have separated
They were married in 1917 when
Miss Green was with "Very Good
.

VARIETY

Eddie."

Clark

Mrs. Arthur Greer,

29. wife of a
the Fire Department,
killed instantly May 21 when

member
was

of

she fell 35 feet from a speeding
roller coaster car at Kraemer's Pavilion, North Beach.

and mention the time they are contracted for

Mary Garden got her usual sendwhen she left Saturday, predict-

off

ing the greatest op< ra season ever
next year and announcing "finds"
she proposed to sign.
i

When

a trunk Mary
Caprea. who has worked as a pic-

Locking herself

in

ture extra, committed

suicide

nouncement
tle all

Koran Bayea ha?? u ft tfttetffy for
Her salary row with Julius
Tannen recently went against her.
It was arbitrated through Equity.

harming

it,

poisoning.

Charles Dillingham has had a bid
from Louis Nethersole and a syndicate to semi the origin il "Apple
Blossoms" company to London with
John Charles Thomas.
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abroad or

before opening, will definitely

impression that they could secure no longer time, in others words that

various people united
to praise Dr. Frank Crane at a dinner in his honor at the Hotel Astor

dealer*

all

in Variety to that effect,

ing for less than a season are often

? ox.

drcuink

limited, either

Artists leaving a foreign country

Many and
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engagement.

Equity.
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last
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in Variety detailing the

engagement abroad
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form the professional public of the exact facts and prevent misundcr;tandings.
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Gelden Mable
Gould DoukI.is
Grager Jack
Green Frank
Griffey Coeiey

Ash Ruth

Raker Buddy

A It he*

Barnes

Barrios Jean
Bell Charley

Benn Mrs
Bennett Sydney
Berlyn Jane

Bets Myrtle
Brlant

W

Brown A

Brennen Jack
Burton Richard

Mae

Burns George

Clair Doris

Dale Bthel
Davles Grace

Do Vere Josephine
De Witt Pauletts

Karen
Evens

M'Cart A Broadf'rd

Caroline
Rubin Be^iny
Ruby Jules

Bobbins

Millar Lillian
Miller Eva
Mills Florence

Sawyer Delia

Hendler Herschel
Reflow Hits

Morton L
Mortimer Bob
Morok Anna

Shea Jimmy
Sims O J
Simon Ray

Heyt Francis
Huasey w J

Moore Lucille
Monte Emily
Moore Helen
Morrison Rose
Morris Johnny

Smith Florence
Smith Tom
Stacy Harry

Indian

Ireland

Jupiter Obeltno

Murphy A Lagmar
Murdoch Japple
"Tanton I«ee
Myers Wally
Taylor Harry
Tracy Roy
Nass Alfred
Trucchi Mrs

Keanse Billle
Kearney James
Kerr A Davenport
Keppler Otto

P

Kilbride

Klein

Mr

Cochrane John
Caaaell Sydney
Cassady Eddie
Clifford Kuby J

Wakefield Wills
Walls Orattan
Ward MUllcent

Noble Herman
Norton Ned
Netross Yvonne

r.a

Lsmsre Harry

Grace Nina

Lam pint* Mr

Kllsworth Bettf
Errico Jee

Langford Howard
Leaver Maud
Lee Harrietts
Lee Mildred
Leonard Frank
Leonard Jean
Leonard Murray
.it tie John
V

Ragles C

Emerson C
Edge F
Frank Bert
Francis Milton

Page

WeU

Pagulo Jose
Pearson Gene
Perry Harrle

I

Phellis James
Price Beatrice

Garden Rose
Gates Chan

Luby Edna
Lynch Nellie

Pamsey Edna

Cay st or Mrs
Glynn Elsie

Mai k Taylor

Raynor Jake
Rusaetl Jack

Edwards Lester

Richards Lawrence
Richey R Keith
Rigga Mary*
Renard A Jordan
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Belle

Golden Morris
Cray B.c Ho
Gordon L'-on
Germain Jean
GIsh Leo
George Fred

Nada

Becker Bert Mrs
Bonny Jack
Bernard Mike
Bayle Patsy
Belmont Bells
Byron Bert
Bitnbo Chas
Bennett
Bernard A Lloyd
Browning Art
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8TEIN COSMETIC CO.
BKOOMF ST.. NEW YORK

Gordman Jus

Stacy
Haskell

Hale

T

Cleansing Cream

Additional

new
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Lloyd Wilkes

Lingard Billy
Lorraine C A

LeRoy Mervin
Lund Chas
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KEITH'S PALACE,

NEW YORK,

this

This

its
is

second week
Kobert Mc-

34th Street

A.

RATKOWSKY, he.

SUMMER
FURS
One of the oldest established
For years
furriers in the city.
love smart furs have

women who

come to us. Because we are really
wholesalers selling at retail, you
are sure to find here the most extensive collection, the most
wanted pelts in the most popular

styles, always

at tremendous

says

Special Discount to the ProfesWinter Furs Stored, Rb*

sion.

paired and Remodeled.

EDDIE

MACK TALKS:
A news

&

item from a

New York

paper:

No. 32

—

Eddie alack, clothier to the profession,
last week attained the unique distinction
of bavins; his clothes worn by someone on
practically every big time vaudeville procram in New York City. Eddie will soon
i"-

nble to us.' the billing: "You can't see
Rood show without seeing Eddie Mack's

clothes."

to the general public

but the profession
clothes are always well represented, not only in theatricals, but wherever good and
good looking clothes are appreciated.

DAVIS

Suite 1004, for the convenience of
v>

JAMES MADISON

Owing to the large number of vaudeville
acts and burlesque shows I have contracts to write, will not leave for Call,
fornia this year until Sept. 1st. Still at
the old stand, 14^3 Broadway, New York.

It rroy be news
knows EDDIE

.11

Zink Bonnie

announce the removal of their LAW
OFFICIOS to the LOFW BUILDING.

Broker.

in

is

savings.

C

Al

(ti

DAVIS

Adjoining Straud Theatre

Arrangements have been

Wilson John Mrs
Leroy A
Williamson George

\fTrin" Pnn.li
lUttera

Mitchell

Syracuse.

W oeks

.\feir'iy

-

Marion

Own

Winn

Gle*n

A Lewis

i

•

Apply Agent Promises or Your

Webster T Jay
Wostlake Jessie
Wells Fern Mre
Wilson Misses
Walsey William
Wright Alice
White Bob
Wallace Jean
West Lew Mrs
Wilbur Elsie
Williams Connie

La them Mr
Luben Jack

IiUbln

WILSON ROY.

Valyda Rosa

Knise Nettie O
Kessie Herman

Up

MACK

1582-1584 Broadway
Opp. Strand Theatre

Save

10 per cent, here with

722-724 Seventh Ave.
Opp. Columbia Theatre
your N. V. A. card.

their professional clientele

week (May 23)

Return of the Favorites after an absence of two years

COURTNEY SISTERS
ACCOMPANIED BY SOMETHING NEW

the

Vincent Jewel
Valentine Vox

Kean Richard

singularly or in suites: also large store,

square feet:

Temple Joe
Thayer Chas Ellery

Kendal Evelyn
Kennedy A Hart
Kent Billy

Louerie
offices,

Tunis Fay
Tyler Francis J
Thiele Otto

M

Helen
Joyce Jack
Jones Lonnie
.Ton***

READY FOR OCCUPANCY

4

It

Hilton Kaylsa

OFFICES

Under

Smith Oliver Co
Seamanns Mabelle

Havana Dancing
Ha /..-Itn'i Blanche

:

$40.00 a Month and

Schrein Bert.
Single Billy
Sperling Philip
Stanton Chas A
Stratford Coni-dy

Chas Cs
Harran Roy
Hoas Geo M
Henderson Norman
Haywood Harry
Harty Bob
Hall Al

the field of Yiddish theatricals.
the
leadership
of
Max
Schore. Louis Litman, Bernard Elving and Abraham Litman. two companies will be organized which will
play in Toronto, Ottawa, Hamilton.
Montreal, Buffalo, Rochester, and
in

W
Deliah

Scott John George

ack

S;ie

Ij'art

For lh\iut\\- sukcy use "oAnvetus*

NEW TIMES SQUARE

Schuyler Janet

Stafford Edwin
Smith John

Glenmar Pauline

oAngelus
M.

there appeared to be much disLew
Spahman Alb't Mrs satisfaction with the supporting
company.
Skinner J J
Schroeder Wm C
Seymoure Dolly
Plans have been perfected by the
Schuyler Eli.se
Stone Harry
Toronto National Theatre Company
Simmons Helen
for a wide extension of activities
Sully

Thomas J

Anthony Joe

Anderson Lurcilie
Adams Nip
Andrua Cecil
Aboil Pat
Arthur Edwin
Audrey Janet
Ash worth Lean
Armstrong A Grant
Atkins Marie
Arnold A Sobel

Maurice
Schwartz
( Yiddish),
drew capacity at the Teck Monday
night when he appeared in "Hard
To Be a Jew." This is Schwartz's
first
appearance in Buffalo, and
while his own work was applauded,

Sommerville Jennie

Ferd Charles

Arniento Angclo

AND BOOKLET

Regan James
Rogers Frank Mrs

& Hamp

Ficfire

COLOR CHART

Bottie
Estclle

Francis Al
Foley

W

Rehan

Mr
Edmunds Glen
Kllsworth A Tracey
Earl A Lewis

CHICAGO OFFICE
Adams Geo

leased

for

Ramanaa

Eiko

Wright Jack
Wright A Deitrlch

has

next week with
the following week,!
good business; Shea's Hippodrome. for a second run of "The Kid." The
"Xow or leate is an outgrowth of a dispute
V.is-.l."
•Polly With a
Never;" Strand "Her Lord and between the company and certain
Wallop."
local exhibitors over second run
Master;" Palace. "The
Ben
feature.
privileges
of tht»
Dowes of the New York office Is in
The Vox ri!m Exchange at Til town directing the publicity for
Frankliu str«et was destroyed b\ the engagement.
last week with an estimated
tire
The (ire originated
loss of $30,000.
in the inspection room and spread
so rapidly that the lives of five

On

DoV no DOltie
Dare F It
UuNurd Leo
i

Wilcox Bert

'

Phillips George
Parker John

Duffy James J
Dawson Sit A Stern

National

First

By J.
employees were endangered.
"Clarence"
William C. Gchring. oflice manager,
prevented more serious damage at the Ohio.
when he closed a fire dtfor between
the inspection room and the vaults
where over $100,000 worth of films
Firemen were kept
were stored.
busy for several hours before the
blaze was reduced to control.

Pierson Hal
Prince A
Perry Alice
Peaty Dot

Davenport Earl
Downey George

Rounders." Uneven weather cutting

girl

H E

Plckard

the company at a cost of over two
hundred thousand dolars.

CLEVELAND.

O'Dea Jintmey
O'Mar Caasie

lH'Mille Goldie

Lillian

Bobby

Ncvins Paul
Narder Vike

Daytwn Sylvia
Dawres Marie

Woods Helen
Worth Bud
Worth Eve

Rene Sade

N'aah

in each of these cities tot
In
for the coming season.
ildition to this, a new Yiddish theatre will be erected in Toronto by

leases

PICTUftH IIOl'SKS. — Sheas' Cri- Shubert Teck
week to an option on

Mac A Macher
A Riddle

,

ILL

completed

SYDNEY BURTON.
MAJESTIC- Benstclfe Company
in "Chuvncc."
"Midnight
SHI' BRUT TKCK.
into returns.

lien rude

hi k

CHiCAGO.

ST.

terion "Deception,** second

t

Murray Edith
Mannard Virginia
Mayes Jack
Miller Dixie S Mrs

Date Billy
Davenport Orrin

H

David
White Rose
White Harold
White Tommy

A Gray

Muse

I

Mansfield

Creighton A Crelgh
"Cerve" Dan

Westcott Wynn
Wells Annabel

West

G

Kenneth

Chrlaty

Weston Florenos

Olson John
Ordway Laurie

G

L

fhoy Stanley

Wade John

Oskes Percy

Oldham A

Morgan .tun
Martvn Mar.
Mudge F M

Cumming* Ray

Weber Betty

M
Lillian

Mack Roy E

A McNam

Clinton

Ardir.e

Martin Felice Alex
Martin .lohnie

Conors Jack
Churntinn Maaie
COS Florence

Nestor Frankls

Newport Hal

F

5Q W. LAKE

By
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Morau r A B
McQuiber Dorothy

Blessing Chas
Berry Ireno
Buulo.i Everett

Stearns Florence
Stirk Cuff
Stone Harry Mrs

Montrose Nellie

McGuire Anthony

Blake Helen

Hkatelle Bert

Jackson Billy

McKay A

Bolin Carl
Brasae Stella
Burke Helen,
liruuks Frank

Schuyler Elsie

Moody Gertrude

Hruwu Bub

P ublisher"

BUFFALO

Moore Elsie
Martial Jack
Mayberry Shirley

B« Iiaont Joe

lo'oss

Mclntyre

ROSSITER" The Chicago

Byron Ben
Brouke James Ten

Roye Sylvester

McEvcn John
McEver Walter

Hall Bob
Hall Walter

King Margaret
Kirwan J

Dlas Virginia
Downing Evelyn
Doyle J

W

A

W ILL

!

Richards Mrs
Risberg Ines
Richards Jeaa
Kobson Sidney

Mast
Major
Mavoi Flying

McGiveney Owen

Innls Bros

Case Alma
Cnse Jack
Carlton Rosemary

for Pecent Program

Halbach Wiiifred

Harper Fred
Hamilton Harry

Hermes Fred

Buahell
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General Manager

F. P.

B. F. Keith's Vaudeville

PROCTOR,

Vice-President

Exchange

(AGENCY)

(Palace Theatre Building, New York)
EDWARD F. ALBEE -;JEE A. PAUL KEITH

KEITH

B. F.

F. F.

PROCTOR
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can book direct by addressing
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HODGDON

K.

S.

flip's first attraction with his
repertoire company.

"Up In the Haymow," which had

'Kf premiere in stock here last sumthis week.
mer, is at the
."Pools Errant," a new play by Louis
B. flhipman, is scheduled for this

Hanna

bouse next week.

AMALGAMATED Marcus Loew's

"Hermits on Main Street" is the
the Opera House this

big noise at
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VAUDEVILLE

BOOKING AGENCY
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General Executive Offices

ALL SIZES
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AT BIG DISCOUNTS
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AFTER APRIL

Company
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"Fast Lyne."

CONEY ISLAND
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Specializing

KALKER.

The old Brighton Beach Hotel has
irned its ballroom into a dancing
iblishment.
Two bands hold

The Talace

of Joy Sporting Club
Monday evening with its inshow; Jack Sharkey vs. Zulu
Midget Smith vs. Joe Ryder
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for this week
* freak show on the bowery near to split week bills understood that
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COLEMAN HARRISON

making her first
Eugenic Chapel en- appearance here in "Peg o' My
gaged just for the week to take the Heart," Is drawing capacity at tinpart she had in the Now York pres- Nixon despite roidfvn/mner weather
Beatrice
entation of "Daddies."
Saturday Frank Fay's "Fables" next.
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the
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Right," Gregory
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MAY BOOK
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Leave."

New York

PHONE BRYANT 8MS

This is the annual diversion
reek.
of the Hermit club, and the production is under the supervision of
George Fox,

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

Near Sib Avenue.

St..

.OPKN

A theatre Is promised for Greens burg in the near future, with the
purchase last week «f a largo plot
of ground in the heart of the town
by a New York syndicate.

The Western Vaudeville
Managers' Association
lehn

J.

Neeh, Business Manager.

Thomas

J.

Carmody, Booking Manager

5th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bldg.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

"The Four Horsemen'' is meeting
announcement of abandonment of with greater success than antici- benefit performance in the Pca*-c( k
After Director Alderdice'e strinstrict feature photo
The cabarets at the Island did a vaudeville for awould be made for pated for this time of the year. It residence here last week.
gent ban, issued to the theatres last
play program
is likely to last far into the sum"enaendous business last Saturday
If the second change is
*nd Sunday. Perry's with a revue the future.
The annua] convention of the Mo- week, in which he put the lid on
made It is expected to take effect mer.
tion Picture Exhibitors' Association "evejy tiling with a semblance of
*Jd seven principals seems to get the week of May 29.
">e draw in this locality.
was held vae
attached,"
Gillen,
Agatha
With the Alvin shut down a of Western Pennsylvania
Monday and dancing in*truetor in the P. A. A.,
Refusal of the City Council on month earlier than in former sea* in the Fort Pitt Hotel
who i> directing a show by that orMay 17 to pass a daylight saving 9on»v no policy has been decided Tuesday.
ganr/attnn, announced that she inordinance was r*garc*'d by theatri- upon for the hot weather. The cus"Sacred and Profane Love," the tended to (Jefy his orders and apLegiti- tom of showing a feature film may
cal interests as beneficial.
Ferguson
Elsie
picture
which
pear in her various dances stocklngwtl
mate houses find it necessary to be done away with, owing to the
Banovrw Dandruff -StorwrnurTaJMnc
Hcheduled to go into the Olympic lestt, and that her chorus would do
hold curtain* as late as 8.3i on some increasingly heavy competition.
Rsssstm Color «o4
week
fortnight
an<l
a
for
a
s'H<>.
The show was presented
likewise.
evenings in order to get the crowds
Baaaty %• Cmr and Faded Hah
which was held up by the censow, in accordance with her announceev. «n«i ii.oo at rtniririirte.
The City Council at Richmond
In.
in*
heing
this
the authorities took ne
«r«.i < tmru Wk». r»t»Wyoe.W. T.
shown
is
week.
and
directed
n
nt.
WnssHl
j.iiiian
Moore
**n
also defeated a davlitrht •r^vin*'

Steeplechase.
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t
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT
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Flicks,
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G RANT

Operating Hotels

LORRAINE
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500 Housekeeping Apartments

am

eloi.

i*

Plrtet uaarvlileft af

an kaaUai •men.

tfte

ewaera.

principal

(.Mat*

taeatres.

seaway.

Wa
telka.

la th. Heart «f th. dry. |utt off
aepartaeat ittrn. traetiea liaaa. "L"

Complete for Housekeeping.

era tap tarpeat niJetaleera of heutakaeplap feraukad aeartaaata poclaliifap ta theatrical
Wa ara aa tka eraaae Pally. Tkla alaaa laaarea preapt aerviap aal eteaaliaeaa.

HILDONA COURT
ta 147

Waat 4Stk St*

communication* to M. Claman
Principal Office landie Court. 241 West 43rd Street, New York
Apartmeota can be aeeo evenlnga. Ofllce In aacb building.
Addreaa

!

—

I

PHONE

CUttLE

HKaSC

»l

MMKK KATES

and

4

1. 2, 3,

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Kitchen.

Iii

I

*

DAAUC
K\9\ MI

IU-tv -rn 461

with
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MARION HOTEL
MARTIN

Two

Newly Renovated

A.

ORAHAM.

Privvileges.

Bloeka from Penn. Station

OrJley" 5S7Sm156

West 35th

HOTEL STRATHMORE

WALNUT

One Bloek

HOTELS RECOMMENDED

St.

MRS. C.KOrUig

HIF.r.F.L

HOTEL SANDERS
COLUMBIA
Flra Minute

Headquarters
and

Up

t* Data.

TJirgre

Toiler

S

Complete hou.<ekm>lng.

Vacanciea

Now

Open.

40th St.—Off B'way

ii^i

i

~i

i~^iiii>

j

u

i|

hi

i_

/Vita.

Can,

eetp waair.

Evary Boon.

j

NEW TREMONT HOTET
I1-3S So. Dearborn St.

I'ltone In ever;

in

St.. Near Randolph St.
CHICAGO. ILL.
Ratea $1.50 Per Day and Up
One Block from Palace T heatre

CITY

<

UK AGO

Everything New and Modern
A. SINGER, Manager

FIVE ROOMS.

MRS. RILEY.

i

HOTEL ASTOFT

SIO to 1 18.

N. Y. City

St.,
anil

*"*n

178 N. Clark

Rooma, SG.00 and Up.

65th

ii

SS.OS a Day and Up
With or Without Bath
Washington St.. Del. I.» Salle and U'ella
Catering to Orpheum Act a

SOLRAPTS.
W.

W\

"~i

CHICAGO. ILL.

Phonea: Bryant B95S-1

TWO, THREE

i

HOTEL WASHINGTON

Cp

3333

Room Apartment*.

""*

Privata Phaae «a

HOTEL CLARENDON
No. Clark and Ontario

Street-*.

Chicago,

FIVE MINUTES FROM LOOP

Apartment.

RATES

Prop.

AND UP

SI. 00

REVERE HOUSE

New Management.

Rooma Newly Renovated. — All Con-

W.

— $10

^"1 «i'~"> ai

Calgary,
Oauble— $I.2S Slnile— Hot aad

$2.00

Phone: Columbua 2273-4—1473

33

DOUGLAS HOTEL

«

Seventh Are. Eaat

IN

THEATRICAL

OK I'll RUM CIRCUIT ACTS

Y

~*j

COLONIAL HOTEL

Broadway

of

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310 WEST 48th ST., N. V.

CONNECTION
WlUTElOn RESERVATIONS

GOOD RESTAURANT

Mgr

L0NGACRE

1. S.

to Theatre*.

FOn THEATRICALS.— MaPara

207

HOME OF THEATRICAL FOLK

Walk

A New Home and

>

Bal

Furnished Apartments
AND ROOMS

CASS AND

venience*. -—

Manager.

II

'«»«

PHILADELPHIA
^^

at ISth ST..

NKAR ALL THEATRKS

Single rooma with running water. $t OP a d»
Single, with private bath fv» .
double. $2.50.
day. double. $3.00, B. F. C A HILL. Mgr
Same Management for the Put Ten Yeara.

'

'-

'

DETROIT, MICH.

11

K(tc

HOTEL LINCOLN

INDIANAPOLIS
Room with Bath from $! r>#
Special Ratea to the Profeaelen
WM. R. BBOKBR, Qeo, Mar

Every

••»» »»*l»»r *»«»n«e.

EIGHTH

754-756
—'

Strictly Profc»»lnnal.

•

)

the Heart of the Theatrical Diatrlct,

T1IK

**rtlofi

Three. Foar and Five-Room High-Claaa Farnlahed Apartment*

ProfcaHloual Kates Quoted.

1f|-|
U

Circle 6640

THE ADELAIDE
AVENUE

niprh Claae Flevator ApitrlmenU; Kvery Poaalble Service; With Kitchen and
Kttchenettee; 4-Koom hultea Especially Adapted for Two < ouplee; Large

PER WEEK
UP

^*

Phone

1690-1696 — Between 53d-54th Streets
—AI'ARTMKMs
—
ROOMS
BAT

Fl'BNISHKU

<£*£
JJ>0

Phone

51st Street.

No

Lansdale-Canton Apartments
on Broadway

West

all

1114

(EUROPEAN PLAN)

__

elevator. Srepronf boUdlng of the neweat type, having ever* device and eonApartment* are beautifully arranged and eonalat of S, S and 4 rooms
Intehena and kitehenettea: I'ru bath and 'phone.
911.00 Cp Weekly.
Addreaa all communication* to Chariee Tenenbaam, Irvine ton Hall.

Up Waakly

130 ana iV> Watt 4M 6L
P..»«a Bryaat 4131-4293
Tkraa aae fear raaait with Path, furaithae ta a
Peprae el nePeraaaaa that aacela aaylhiap la Ihia
typa el fculleiap.
the** apartataatt will acceaaodata faar or mora adult*.
$».M Up Waakly.

H5.00 Up Waakly.

FREDON IA
TENNESSEE AVE., Juat Off Boardwi
The Hotel That Haa Advertlaod
ATLANTIC CITY for 29 Yearn

'villi

THE DUPLEX

YANDI8 COURT

^^

CITY

IRVINGTON HALL

apartaaaU

141 247 Waat 43«) St.
Ptioa. aVyaat Tti?
Oae, tkraa aae faar roam apart nan ta. aritk
kttokeaattee. private katk aae telapkeae.
fkp
privacy thwa aeartaiaate ara aatee lar la aaa af
III attractleaa.

N. T.

— nlenee.

Ae ap-ta-thr-auaute. ae». frtpraat kulltfinp.
arrant** la apartment, af thrac aap tear rtoai
with kitektaa aaa private aatk.
Pkaae la aaah
$17.00

Clean and Airy.

NEW YORK

Street

....

An

aae US Watt 46th St
Pkeaa. Laapaare M30

A keltdiaa P« I aae. Jail eeapteted; alavater
apartneata* arraapep la aeRoa at aaa. too and
tfcraa reeau. with tilae talk aae aae»er. tlteP
kltchaai. kltekeaettaa.
Tfcaaa aaartaiaati earkedy
•vary lexary kaewa ta npdare aaleaee.
169.00 Up Heatkly: tn.op Up Weekly.

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

WARNER
HOTEL
AMSTERDAM.
$1.15 Blade, without Oath; $l.T» Double, •
hath; fits SinsU. with bath; $3.00 Double?
bath.

Private Bath t-4 Room*. Catering to the comfort and convenience of tho profeeelon
8teair> Hoat and P!t#etrtc Light
SP.SO TJp

355 to 359

HENRI COURT
112, Sl«

raoao: Lea peer, sstt

West 43rd

323
Broadway,
read anp

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPEO WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

Ml

1914

THE BERTHA

(Of the Better Class— Within Reach of Economical Folka)
Under tka

Co*. P. Schneider. Prop.

Hotels Catering to Professii

417 No. Clark St., corner Austin Avp.

the

The

moral conditions of cabarets.
investigation

leaked out

Fri-

day.

modern

All

nnd

CHICAGO

conveniences.

Remodeled
Throughout.
Flva

Refurnished

Mlnutea'

Walk from Heart

of the Cit y.

SAVOY HOTEL"

Phono: Bryant It? 7-8.

Contracts for $125,000 for the PurS? 00 and Up without Bath
itan Theatre, at East Forty-fifth
13.00 and Up with Bath
and the idea Is to have residents of street, were let out last week. This
COLUMBUS CIRCLE A MTH STREET
'Phone COLUMBUS 1348
J. O. NICHOLS.
the Pinancle section, which include? building will be three stories of 17th and Broad way Mgr. and Prop.
Ona and Two Room* Willi Trlvate Hatha.
DENVER. COL4a>
Light. Airy Ronvna; Excellently Faminhed; All Improvement*; Overand
build
citizens,
substantial
many
concrete and brick, 103 by 111 feet,
• looking Central Park; Flvo Mlnutea from All Tliratrea; Low Katea.
maintain a theatre of their own in and will house a most modern movand CAFE
range
would
HAMMOND. INO.
which the bookings
ing picture theatre, stores and ofVery Modern. Running Water In AH Rooma,
A. man will be sent from from opera to legitimate, vaude- fices.
interests.
Shower Ibtlis; Rntes: $1.25 Single; $2 00 Deuba*
here to manage the house, it is ex- ville and pictures.
One Minute Walk from Orpheum Theatra.
Opposite New Parthenon Theatra.
pected. Another local manager may
A conspicuous landmark of the
THEO. GUSCOFF. Prop.
be transferred to Great Falls, Mont.,
city, Dreamland Pavilion, will be
to take charge of the new J. & Von
come the Eagles' Auditorium as a
II. house to be opened there early
consequence of a deal closed re- EUROPEAN PLAN.
HAMMOND. IN P.
By L. EASTON DUNN.
in July, C. S. Jensen has announced.
cently between the Farrar Invest- Running Water In Every Room: Alao Rooaaa witt
N. Y.
Picture Houses— "The City of Si- ment Company and the Fraternal Rath. Rate $1.25 and up. Located In Center of
$1.00 UP
Up-to-date European
Theatre*.
The Oaks Amusement Park will lent Men." Coliseum; "Bob Hampton Order of Eagles, Aerie No. 1. The City. Close to AH
N. 8C0FES. Mr.
open its annual season May 27, ac- of Placer," Liberty; "Man of the consideration is understood to have
"Pleasure been $75,000.
Garden;
Winter
Forest,"
cording
to
the
tlie
announcement
that
of
belief
here
action. It is the
Strand: "Old Dad," Rex;
director's edict was intended mainly John F. Cordray, manager, who has Seekers,"
$3.00 PER DAT WITH BATH
been in charge of the property since "Ducks and Drakes." Blue Mouse;
Plans for a new hotel for Seattle
for traveling organizations.
Clemmer; "Mistress took on substantial form recently,
$.\00 PER DAT WITHOUT BATH
"Reputation,"
it was built.
The attraction at the
500 ROOMS
Colonial; "Inside the after more than two yeara of neShenstone,"
of
Oaks
auditorium
for
the
first
of
show,
the
annual
Club
Bachelor
The
Baltimore Ave. A 2th St.. Kaaiai City. Me.
gotiations, when the Metropolitan
•'Cappy Ricks," directed by Jack season will be the Royal Hawaiian Cup," Class A.
Building Company made a definite
Loder, Earl Carroll's stage director, Troubadors.
"Reputation." the new Universal- offer to the board of regents of the
215 W. 13th St.. KANSAS CITT. MO.
will be put on for another performScreen censorship In Portland Jewel production, starring Priscilla University of Washington to erect THEATRICAL RATES. $1.00 PER DAY A UrV
ance at the Alvin, a local charity to
will be applied by the same board Dean, from the opening day at the a $3,200,000 building.
The building
ALL MODERN C0NVNVIENCE3.
receive the benefit.
of volunteer reviewers and unpaid Clemmer. had a long waiting line. will take up an entire block, with
ANNA SCOTT. Manager.
Eugene Urban, with the original officials that has guided affairs for For this reason the picture is to be the exception of the Metropolitan
OMAHA, NEB,
Theatre, around which it will be
Julian Eltinge revue as an accor- more than two years. At least the held over this week.
same conditions will maintain until
built.
The hotel's architectural
deonist, is now affiliated with the
after July 1, when Mayor George L.
$3.00 a Day and Dp.
local branch of the musical union,
After being in Seattle more than scheme will conform in every way
Baker will have returned from his five
E»cry Room With Bath.
feaand is appearing nightly as a
years, the Wilkes-Barre Play- to that of the play house, and the
18th and DOUGLAS STS.
ture with the dance orchestra at annual vacation.
ers will close their extensive run theatre will, in fact, be a part of
West View Park.
tomorrow night. Their closing at- the hotel, with access direct from
This is the same plan
traction will be Crane Wilbur's New the lobby.
OP ST. LOUIS
may
which was carried out in the palvaudeville
pop
The Harris
N. Y.
York success. "The Ouija Board."
atial Ambassador Hotel, which has Juat N. of Washington Ave. on 12th
be enlarged in the near future. The
By L. B. SKEFFINGTON.
Special Theatrical Ratea
the
announced
recently
backers
A big carnival Is being planned just been erected in Los Angeles.
$7.00 Per Week Up
Strictly Modern aal
LYCEUM.— Manhattan Pla* eri in and
purchase of the building adjoining
Homelike
a week of fun to aid millions of
for^fl 50,000. Although of large ca- "The Aciuital."
starving Chinese children is expect-

CIRCLE HOTEL

FORMFBI.T

REISENWEBER'S

HOTEL HAMMOND

NOTICE

SEYMORE HOTEL
ROCHESTER,

SEATTLE.

MAJESTIC HOTEL

—

HOTEL BALTIMORE
1

HOTEL EMPIRE

FONTENELLE HOTEL

METROPOLE HOTEL

ROCHESTER,

I

—

FAYS.— Larry Reilly and Co., ed. Go Hing will bp held in Seattle
Blnns and Hurt. Elwood and Lee, Chinatown, which will become, for
Mystic Hanson Co.. Davis and Chad- the time being, a walled city, adwick, Franklyn Farnum (himself) mission to which can only be oband also the latter In "The Strug- tained by the price of the yellow

pacity at present, the theatre will
easilv be able to utilize any additional seating space.

PORTLAND, ORE.

gle." film.

FILMS.— "Tho Love

ticket.

Special." all

The "dirt" in the songs at the week at Regent; 'A Beggar in
Orpheum last week called Purple." all week at Rialto.
forth strong tirades of scorn from
The Temple closed its 30th year
locul reviewers, one of whom hints
at a campaign of censorship for Saturday.
The local Knights of
vaudeville unless such "unclean" Columbus are staging a show this
The week, after which the house will be
stopped
are
perpetrations
songs are aid to have hlRhly of- dark until Vaughan Glaser moves
fended a number of chronic Or- Iru
pheum patrons.
local

The outdoor season

In

Rochester

Soft snakes, parlor pets and
art t cut lea slunk back in
chairs and gazed moodily into
crlasses of
sparkling grape

cabtheir
their
juice

Wednesday night, when siic dashhandsome young gentlemen
invaded their laiis in the downtown
As the festive
cabaret district.
snyti'fte entered
each cabaret a

ing aud

battery ef gay gUijaces shojt their.
out of frivolous eyev but other

—

way

Ceorge E. Jackson, former man- and vicinity formally opened Sun- eyes, the eyes of jealous masculine
ager of the Portland Vitagraph ex- day, when the lid was pried off jazz trotters, glowered on the handLittle did they
some intruders.
change and now in a similar posi- at Sea Breeze.
reck that the newcomers were none
tion in Seattle, Is the father of a
other
than
Seattle's
Councilm«n,
girl born to Mm. Jackson here on
The new Elm wood opens In Penn
May 8. The child is the second- Van. N. Y., this Friday under the gathering liist-hand information oc
both girls— In the former soldier's management of Harry Morse. The
household.
house seats about a thousand.
Vaudeville and Rims.
Kiser Studios. Inc., have signed a
contract to produce Northwest copy
Promoting the Pinancle Commun$10.00
News.
Screen
Associated
for the
ity Theatre hi Rochester
to Bif?
renins.
Harp been u*e<l. Also a
which issues Kinograms. according be moving along nicely, seems
pro- few Hecond In nd Innovation and i-'ilir**
its
l
from
President
announcement
to
motets having announced an in- IVardruba Trunks. $.»U and %'lb. A few
II. Kiser.
Also oi<l
crease in stock from one to two extra larffp Property Trunk*.
is Weal list
and Dal Trunkn,
thousand dollars. The pro- Taylor
stivct. itttvv'-cn Droadnray and iih Am*.,
The Associated Pictures Corpo- hundredare
Rochester business nan Now Vork City,
ration, capitalized at $300,000, came moters
into being when articles were filed

WARDROBE PROP.
TRUNKS,

SYRACUSE,
By

Tho company
at Salem last week.
is an outgrowth of. yet independent
from, the American Llfeograph Co
of Portland. Ii. 11. Moom aw. A. E.
Gantenbein and John A. Lee are the
incorporators.

Due

,

to differences of opinio*? as
Von Herberg.
to policies, Jenson

&

of Portland, have bought back the
unpaid
for share of the Rialto at
- .»>«.
U/^nf nuxintlv mr\\A tn AthaMP

|

N. Y.

a

BAHN

B.

first

may

appearance

sponsible.

sixth other

new

Christine

be re*
Calmur, an*

was

"Cutie" Bi
EMPIRE.— Ninth week of
season, Knickerbocker Plavers, In First impressions are enly fair, bui
the
part
opportuni
offers
DO
great
•The Ruined Lady." Marked initial
appearance of two new members, save the hair pulling contest wit
Breslii
Edith
Speare
as
Mayene
lone Magrane making her >eb.t as
leading woman and Kathleen Wal- Next week, "The Love of Su Shonff."
lace as ingenue. Miss Magrane appearsd with a company at the
Ralph Murphy of this city beea
Wieting several years ago.
She director
Knickerbock
the
made a good impression in the Players at of
the Empire on Tuesday;
Grace George role. Miss Magrane's succeeding Charles Halton. who SfT
choice of gowns is particularly de- transferred
Manhatt
to
the
serving of commendation.
Miss Players at the Lyceum. Rochester,
WalUiCA i»»ol:s like
ovaor.
She- by KO-W4 rd
v
the !otv er
Xji
showed a tendency Monday night city, liiilton lUuuse
replaces Clarke Silverto overact, but natural anr'ietv on nail.
Italian's work has been verr
face,

•

i

.i.

.

.

The Vaudeville Organ
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CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT
BUMPUS & LEWIS DROP
Some of the Acts we have equipped with
SCENIC STUDIOS
245 W. 46th

St.,

Bryant 2695

N. Y.

scenery:

Fortune Queen

Shelly &. Heit Revue,

CANTOR & YATES PRODUCTIONS
V
AND OTHER MATERIALS /

IN VELVET, SILK, SATE ENS

May

iday.
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NEW YORK THEATRES
VZK

i^ CAPITOL

Charlie

it.. Brvea.

DATED BELA8CO

FLORENCE REED

at

In
A Comedy

tAPITOL ORAND 0SCHE8TSA
EBNO RAPE*. Conductor
PraMoUt Ion by 8. L. ROT 11 A FIX

ajoylng

"DEBURAU"

While Traveling Through The Weat Met

LYCEUM THEATRE

STR A N

Weet

-A National Institution"

CHARLES RAY

8L

Hia Old Pal and Old Partner.
comedy, Three act in one

RESULT— New

Rata.. Tburadai and Saturday.

with Pretty

THE

"Scrap Iron"

in

4ftlb

JACK MIDDLETON

Direction. JtMffk flueketl

St

PAUL KPOPAnPE.

Conductor

C»er I 10.
The*.. 42d.
Atlnee* Wed. * Bat.

y

8AM H. HARRIS Presents
•— I?a World.
-Tut reeuler S

Broadway, 44

Mata.

St.

Wed.

A

Eree. at • 30
Bat at 2:30.

FRANK BACON in

LIGHTNIN'
ITTI
C
ILL

I

LI

I

w «*

Bvea at I. SO.
44 Street
Thurs. it Sat. 3:30

Mata Wed..

The

V YEAR

By FRANK CRAVEN

»vea

l

46.

Mata Wed. A

J.

A. L.

with

He has stepped
part himself during
the
with
seasons
Murphy was stage man'Knicks.
ager of the Knicks last season, and
he has been a fixture with the comsuccessful

here.

many a

into

several

.his

|

I

,

A

EBLANGEB

CO
TIMPQ
MITILOOU.

KEITH and ORPHEUM
JOB SULLIVAN.

IRENE FISHER, At

Bat. at 2:16

B. P. Keith's here will slash its
box-office scale starting June 1;
$1.10 and 85-cent scats will sell at
55 cents, while the 55-cent tickets
will be dished out at 25 and 35.
special cut rate for children is
announced.
Orchestra tickets for
kiddies will cost 17 cents while the
balcony rate will be 11 cents. Victrola concerts in the foyer before
the show now at Keith's. The program, featured by operatic records,

Piano

NORMAN TREVOR
42d St. Evca 8:30.
DLTDllDI IP W
aintlneee Wed. A Sat
ntrUbLIU
— GOOD SEATS AT BOX OFVICES —

were held at Madrid on SunTwo daughters also survived,
Mrs. Lauretta Frederick and Mrs.
Pettingill.

Lillian Gansert, press representative of the Savoy, is ill.

war

HART, WAGNER and ELTIS

w"rlte for

Naw

Catalog or 8ee Our Agentt

NEW YORK
NATHAN, 531 Seventh Ave.
CHICAGO
BARNES T. CO., 75 W. Randolph
*.

HERKERT & MEISEL/T. CO.
SIS

"

.

i:

-- i

WASHINGTON AYR.
BT. IAHJIfl

HORWITZ A KRAU8

FOLLETTE
LOU

PEARL
and WICKS

PRESENTING
CIRCUIT, 1920-21
Office Attraction"
Direction
By PAUL GERARD SMITH

LOEW

LEW CANTOR

Direction:

LEW CANTOR

and now the theatre Is
nothing booked for the
immediate future. The other Shubert booked house, the Belasco, had

last week
flark, with

Monday

night the University of
Pennsylvania's annual production,
this year bearing the name of
"Somebody's Lion." It drew capacStarting Tuesday night this
ity.
August, en route to the Dominion. house was given over to a revival
of the film "Mickey" for the balance
of the week. Mr. Taylor, the house
Irene Murray is the new film manager, has a new production folcritic on the Syracuse Herald. Has lowing for next week.
connecin
paper
her picture in the
tion with her department 'n' everyThe Washingtonians, a local singthing.
ing organization, is continuing at
the Shubert-Oarrick, this week preEdna Preston, once in stock here, senting "The Chimes of Normandy"
the leading woman with the and doing fairly good business.
is
Richard La Salle Players, who
opened at the Armory, Binghamton,
Moore's Garden theatre is attracton Monday in "Wedding Belles."
ing crowds with a double bill this
week for the benefit of the WomSamuel Rosenberg, treasurer of en's Welfare League. The Washthe Bastable, has Joined the adver- ington Post film, "A Romance of
Washington."
received
tising staff of the Journal
unstinted

LOEWS
LOEWS

MORRIS

Direction,

The Community Service of Washington presented "A Midsummer**
Night's Dream" for two perform*
ancea on Tuesday, the 24th.

The tidal basin, the governmentowned bathing beach here, opens
May 28, on which date a large number of th*e open air picture parks
get under way.

Is

The

cast of this latest offering of

liberty Loan

Bonds
Aecepted as

Cash at Full
Face Value en
Any and All

HICKS & SON

Wayhnm and formerly danrlna?
maater for Zleajfeld Polllea and Capitol Theatre.
Aaafatant to Ned

Catalog

FURNITURE
Cash or Credit

whom

the arttstto la furniture preaenta over Ito etronreet appeal, ahould follow
the example of the haadrode of loading memben of the
who have far*
olahed their homee through a., and thereby aot only aave frees SS to 40% oo the
prleo, bat avail tbomeolvea of the privil ege of our ooavealoal deferred payment
lib or al la Now York for over a quarter af a eootury.
to

pmfmon

A 4-Room Apartment
S87S VALfK
Period Furnltaro

now

to arrnng* your new danros for next eeanon. I operi.'ilizo In creating new dances and original Ideaa for all acta
Call, Phone or Write WAl.Tr.K KAHKK, DepL V.
939 Klghth Ave., near 55th St.
Tel.: 8290-61 SO Or. Iw

of Kar. Ileaioty
Suit? rrartn*(1 tnim
BClh or

BEAUMONT

Write for our
192 Pag*

1417-1423 THIRD AVI Ml*
RsaaWaVNCAR 60-^Tf>ctI\

3-Room Apartment
8335 TALUK
CoaalHttnff of all
ftdadV
IIVI
*
Period rarnltaro

HERE,

IBS

New Vara City
BIS Caaal Street
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A
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Franklin

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE STAGE

to your week-end outing

NOW THAT SPRING

Patented

Ke?a

shirt

[TeL

New

worka.

Idea

i

=33

Sam

it

Bepalrera.

Incomparable Special

"sllprlng,"

fast

with only one attraction showing,
namely, "Zisl," at the New National.

Bro.

Manufacturers and
.

Weeks

After three day a of torrid weather.

By HARDIE MEAKIN.

The season

6

Oreataal Profeeatonal
Aceordloa

METROPOLITAN
—CRANDALL'S
"Lessons In Love.**

WASHINGTON.

Gahzi

E.

COLUMBIA.— "Decep-

May Bell Marks' will open stock tion," second week.
MOORE'S RIALTO—"Two
at Auburn, N. Y„ shortly, it Is
with Pay."
reported.

FEIL

ft

of a sudden along came a rainstorm Monday night, with an s
companylng drop of SO degrees*
all

praise from the rival papers, and
The Oswego Amusement Com- the "Heart of Maryland," with
pany has been Incorporated by Catherine Calvert starred, is classed
Harry Morton, Charles Sesonske as a splendid picture.
and Attorney T. J. McCaffrey. It is
PALACE.— "The Easy
reported the company will take
Road."
over the Capitol there.

REDUCED

& M TRUNKS

H

LOEW TIME

ELSIE

"A Box

855

Call

Direction,

DUEL and WOODY

—IN—

675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street
Have a little fruit delivered to your home or your

—take

Solid.

JACK

Dr. A. D. Fisher, sanitary inspector
•f Ogdensburg, N. Y. Funeral serv-

ON ALL

Booked

—ARCHIE

Purchases.

friends

DON'T CARE"

CLASSIC"

DOT—

H. Harris is headed by Irene
Fenwlck.
One of the local press
Bailey's comes to Syracuse June 11, this morning referred to it as a
playing other dates en route. The "lovely comedy."
Sparks circus comes to Ithaca
C. J. Harris, manager ef Poll's.
May 28, moving there from Elmira
and then passing to Cortland. The hung up the official closing notice

i

"I

Personal Representative

Walter L. Main circus plays Watertown June 17. The previous day
it
is in Gouverneur, and the day
The John
following at Auburn.
Robinson circus hits Watertown
June 3, coming from Gloversville,
and moving later to Ogdensburg.
The Sells-Floto outfit will move
through northern New York in

NTER

Mrs. Margaret Dunn Fisher, 88,
grandmother of Pauline Frederick,
died May 20 at the home of her son,

and ELDRIDGE
IN

"Dance Diversions of 1921"
Direction, ABE THALHEIMER

BOOKED SOLID

VARESI
r?
EGILOA MADAME*

H.

MOHER

BY LEW CANTOR OFFICE

Going to the Opera

4ft.

and vicinity.

1

HARRY

LOEW CIRCUIT

AND TAN

in

waged by many organizations in
A
Central New York, the Murphy
Carnival will appear at Elmira
June 13. It comes under the auspices of the Artie League, and the
proceeds go to the support of local
infantile paralysis sufferers at an
Ithaca hospital.
tarts at 1:30 and 7:30 and runs
The Kramer stock company at
until the house orchestra makes its the Richardson, Oswego, is finding
appearance.
business climbing upwards. Matinees have been cut from daily to
and
Competition between Keith's
three a week. The price scale was
Ten. twenty,
the Empire for the legit business revised this week.
the
grew keener this week when
thirty now prevails.
Keith bill offered as a hcadliner
Hamilton College's Little Theatre
Frank Wilcox, formerly leading man
of the Knickerbocker Players and Is now in operation in connection
of
owner
half
with the college's course in dramatic
reputedly at one time
It seats about a
the company. Wilcox drew a warm Interpretation.
Keith's
at
fans
hundred.
welcome from the
Monday matinee. Incidentally, it
Practically all the circuses travelwas announced that Wilcox would
remain over at Keith's, presenting ing the east are hitting the Central
a new sketch next week. Wilcox New York territory this year.
same •jack in vaudeville in opposi- Sells-Floto has Just been through
and Ringiing's Barnum A
tion to the Knicks last season.
here,

Thomas J. Kelly, actor and playwright, and a brother of Gregory
Kelly, has been appointed head of
the School of Dramatic Art, a
branch of the Ithaca Conservatory
•f Music. He will begin his duties
"A broad and
At the fall term.
practical course of dramatic training" is proposed for the school,
which later will have Its own stock
company and will appear In Ithaca

Buoy* *9

PAIL

REECE and EDWARDS

CHA8. YATE8,

Brock Pemberton'a Productione

In spite of the anti-carnival

Li. I.

BOOKED 80LID OVER MARCU8 LOEW CIRCUIT OF THEATRE8

Evenings 8:30. Matlneca
Thura. and Bat., 2 30.

S??2 ."Miss Lulu Bett"
Bra. 8:80
DiiliMAnt W.488U Bryant
DclmOlU Mata Tbura A Sat 8:80.

George

wTeu; Funey

PAUL

KITTY

Circulta.

"A BLACK

THE NEW MUSICAL COMEDY
A New Mualcal Flay

day.

Auburndale,

CALLOWAY and GARRETTE

THE RIGHT GIRL'

ices

Week
to $17.50 Wk.
to $40 Weak

$18 to $25

CENTRAL PARK WEST

only lady doing tbe toe-to-

LAURIE ORDWAY

Preaenta

CHARLES PURCELL

Syracuse Unl-

PRICES

$18

Direction.

GIRLS IN BLUE"

yersity product, there is more than
ordinary interest in his assignment
to the new post.

pany for years.
*

Playing

"TWO LITTLE

Bat. at 2:30.

CHABLES BUGOLFB
EVELYN BOSNELL

CUMBERLAND

$14

Suites

H

Faroe Ceaety hi Tarte Aa«a.

ALLYN KIN8

Mata Wed. and

15.

8

Oswald

Announce

Room and Bath
Room and Shower,

toe catch.

: £".?:

"LADIES' NIGHT"
A

NOTE — The

St.

Evea.

J <^<m "\m ~\* "^n ^li

ELTINGE

and

DAVE THURSBY

"AMERICA'S PREMIERE AERI AUSTS"

THE TAVERN"
rrtH
AIM THEATRE,
Vj V/ n /* 11 B'way at 43d

II.

Clare

71st Street

Bat. 2:30.

«4

GEO.
(

p A ICTV
UAILIT

Bvea. 8:30.

A

KIDS.

TOM HANDERS

la the Revival of tbe Laughing: Succeaa,

New Comedy by AARON HOFFMAN
Wltn OBOROK BIDNET
I

44th St.

Mata. Wed.

GEORGE M.
COHAN

LAST WEEK

"WELCOME STRANGER"

W.

Hudson

Entitled

Rawson

THB
MONEY

RUTH HOWELL HOTEL JOYCE
DUO
31 Wett

Sparallna Comedy.

STRAND ORCHE8TRA

v TJATJTJTQ
,Jl. WmmmMB
.

MISS CLOVER.

WANT TO GET MARRIED"

"I

GOLD DIGGERS"

AVERY HOI'WOOD'8

L^V
|
J

Ilia

MILTON WALLACE

from the French by Bache

aad "SIS"

|^

Bat Will Get Paid for Dolor the Same
Thing Next Week.

Qultry. adapted by Granville Barker

MARK

at 47111

PAUt'NE SAXON

Cool Breeaea In Bomona
Park (Grand Rapid a. Mich.), Thla Week.

riliull

|

RW a Y

Wilson

"The Loose Nat"

I »•

UONEL ATWILL

In "THE BLACK
PANTHER'S CUB"

Iff

WMt 44th

BaImst-a

At Home

A Jucoba

Preeent

f.CHh

WHY NOT

Week
St.se

150

82.23
82.30
S3.no
S4.00
S3.00

fZOO
ssoo
S400
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Struct Crosstowu Cart.
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Month
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BFKCIAL

Wnt

SPRING A
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Talae
{ISO
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II
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SElTING

20%

A

5-Room Apartment
$1,000 VALUE

fneomparobly Rich
Torlod Fmraltoro

A

6
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Deliver by Auto Truck
Direct to Your Door.
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NOVON YOUR AUDIENCES? WE HAVE SOME VERY SEASONABLE
ELTIES BUDDING IN OUR STUDIOS. WHICH WE EXPECT TO BLOOM
FUTURE.
NEAR
VERY
THE
COLLEGE8, CLUBS, EXHIBITIONS
IN
BEAUTIES
HOUSE
REAL
HOT
INTO
VELVET, SILK, 8ATEEN 3CENERY
YOUR NEW SPRING STAGE ATTIRE. WE A WINDOW DISPLAYS, TO ORDER
PRODUCTIONS, REVUES and ACTS CONSULT US NOW FOR
SET- OR SUPPLIED ON RENTAL BA8I8
DECORATIONS.
STAGE
ART
OF
THE
IN
MASTERS
ARE
PAST
THEATRE & STAGE DECORATION8 TINGS FOR RENT, ALWAYS— RENTALS APPLYING ON PURCHASE.

STUDIOS

230 W. 46th ST.

.....

N. Y. CITY

Bryant 9448

Opp. W.

ft
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STUDIOS
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PICTURES

34

Friday,

poratlon, on the charges that 1*9
DRS.
LETS
defendant bad no sanction for the
purchase of tOO shares of stock
owned by Mrs. Annie Baumann for
$2,970 and payment for it out of the
funds of the corporation.
The second suit was by Morris Officials Say Lot is Still Holdf hough many of (he scenes of "The Uncharted Sea" Alice Lake's
neweal production, were taken in the ice fields of the far North, Miss Oilman and Bert Sanders, as stocking 15 Companies.
holders, against Mr. Baumann and
Lake had an elaborate a~ r ay of gowns in the picture.
An evening gown was made of chiffon velvet The bodice was com- May C. Kenny, individuals and as
posed or iridescent beads with narrow strips of the beads supporting it officers of the corporation, and the
Los Angeles, May 25.
over the shoulders. The narrow skirt that was draped fell in a long K easel -Baumann Pictures CorporaThree directors were released at
graceful train from the shoulder. A huge spray of French flowers fell tion, to restrain them from calling a
They
from the waist down the left side of the skirt. A good looking ostrich certain meeting slated for May 16 Universal City Saturda:*.
for the purpose of increasing the were Harry B. Harris, Jacques Jactan completed the picturesque costume.
Another stunning gown is made of green and gold brocaded metallic board of directors from four to card and Norman Dawn. Execucloth, fashioned en train. Soft chiffon over drapes form the semi-sleeves. seven, and other business details. tives still claim they are continuThe skirt was made on long clingy linea that became Miss Lake's slender An order to that effect was entered, ing at full speed and that 15 comfigure. For the ice scenes where warnth and comfort are to be considered but the latest decision vacates the panies, including comedy outfits,
more than style. Miss Lake was attired in a stunning fur outfit. It con- injunction, the parties' differences are working on the lot.
8iatlng of a heavy sealskin coat that completely envelops her, and a ducky having all been adjusted out of
Eric von Strohelm was to have
little turban of the same fur.
finished "Foolish Wives" May 14,
court.
In one scene Miss Lake displayed a handsome negligee, not of the
soft delicate pinkie typo, but of beautiful chiffon velvet of a delicate
shade, falling in a long narrow train the edge of which was bound with a
V
wide band of heavy fur. The collar and cuffs were also bound to match.
A soft light satin formed the lining.

CLOTHES IN PICTURES.

BUT STROHEIM WORKS
j

1

"Wanted at Headquarters" Is the title given to the story that deals
with a young miss who is the head of a band of crooks, but turns on
them when discovering they are trying to doublecross her, she incidentally
capturing the heart of the detective who is sent to capture the gang.
Eva Novak is-in his part. She looked smart in a one-piece blue serge
frock, that had) as a decoration circles of jet beads.
A light satin affair
was inclineVi. to make Miss Novak appear on the plump side, with its
panels of tucks at the side, and yoke of lace.
Mary Plckford In "Thro' the Back Door" is once more little Mary, with
her sunny smile and golden locks. For the first part of the film Miss
Pickford is a little girl 'round ten, and her costume is of Belgium
peasant. When she arrives on this side and enters her mother's palatial
home on Long Island (unbeknown to the later), she wears the garb of a
maid. But when her mother discovers the relationship, Mary is in a
party frock of pink net frills.
The burden of clothes fell on the shoulders of Gertrude Astor as Mary's
mother. Her gown of blue serge heavily studded with beads was stunning
with its girdle of black patent ribbon. After the following sub-title,
"Mrs. Reeves doesn't dress for dinner; she dresses for her husband," Miss
Astor appears in a handsome evening gown of sequins, with the overukirt of net and sequins, from which a graceful train flowed, feather
tips stood out at one side of the waist.
"Wolves of the North" (Universal) isn't nearly as thrilling as the
suggest, just an ordinary picture of the north, with some
beautiful scenery. Eva Novak plays the leading feminine role. She is
loved by Wiki Jack Horn, a strong but rough man. She does not realize
her love for him until he has saved her from certain death, when a huge
boulder of snow falls off the mountain side, burying everything in view,
but the hero, heroine and a dog.
Miss Novak's wardrobe was not at all imposing, consisting of simple
dresses.

87, 1821

He wanted to con*
but did not
tlnue night shooting at Westlaka
Executives stopped him.
Park.
Later he wanted to go to San Diego.
but this also was denied him and
he was compelled to stay on the
lot He is due to finish this week.

GO

THREE

U

May

holquih nr cop quiz
Los Angeles, May 25.
Manuel Holquiu, a screen actor

who has

lately been appearing in
San Gabriel Mission Play, Is the
central figure in the Grand Jury investigation of the Venice Police

the

Department
Holquln was beaten up by the
police there and his case has brought
to light a number of other instances coupled with bootlegging?
and graft at the beach resort

a knock-out!

It's

'4

f

X

Yeah! Both literally and figuratively for Charlie Ray
swings a haymaker in the finest ring battle ever screened

by himself

in a corking picture directed

The Story of a Boy
To Fight tor All
First for his

job—then

for his

•

Who Had
He Got!

mother— then

for his girl-

then for himself.

name might

We have had all sorts of Carmens on the screen, but it wasn't until
Pola Negri, in "Gypsy Blood" that you could see Carmen as intended. Just
a rough unkempt gypsy, living in one room with the floor for her bed.
But Negri didn't need fine clothes to capture men. It was that smile of
hers, and wonderful eyes.
Miss Negri only changes twice from the untidy skirt and blouse, the
first being, when she goes to dance at some function, where she wears a
tight fitting satin frock, and then when she visits the bull fight and
incldently her death.
Here she was beautiful, in white with the lace
mantilla, draped round her shoulders, reaching to the ground.
Onre again Ernest Lub.tsch comes in for large praise for his direction.

AUDREY MUNSON BROKE,
SUES FILM PRODUCER

cording to her story
at

— appeared

to

be

an end.

Miss Munson left Syracuse and
her temporary disappearance from
the spotlight was attributed, to the
demands upon her time by the producing company. The picture has

Charges $27,000 Salary Check since been finished, but the big jolt
was "Press Agent Bunk." came when Miss Munson returned to
Syracuse, N. Y., May
instead of posing before the

this city and
of "personal

renewed the booking
appearance" engagements. Friends here wondered, but
mo- Miss Munson kept her own coun-

25.

camera at a large salary
with her return to screen fame astion picture

sured, as clever publicity Indicated,

Miss Audrey Munson, the model, is
seeking to earn her living by personal appearances at small town entertainments, where she gives a series
of poses that renowned sculptors
have made immortal in marble.

sel.

The answer comes with the filing
by Attorney Georgo H. Cole for
Miss Munson of a $15,000 damage
action against Allan

Rock and the

Perry Plays film company.
Miss Munson charges:
The $27,000 check was publicity
and press agent "bunk;" her salary
for the picture was to have been
Miss Munson's most recent per- only $15,000.
She was engaged for 60 weeks at
sonal appearance in this vicinity
was at Manlius where she featured $250 per week; practically the enan entertainment offered to the tire salary is yet to be paid her.
She was signed to star, but found
villagers and folks from the country
side
thereabouts.
Her heralded herself a star in name only; anactress, who slightly resemother
return to the silent drama as a star
apparently is a llivver, if a suit Miss bled her, played the part, save for a
Munson has started against her pro- series of posing scenes.
was informed that the
She
ducer is any criterion.
v/oji
essentia) because
Several months iigo came the an- "doubliojt*
nouncement that Miss Munson had the other actress "resembled her in
she
first began posaccepted a contract to be starred the days when
picture, the story of which
he that of the famous model
herself. The salary to be paid Miss
Munson would set a new high record, it was announced, and the advertisements of the Perry Plays him

ing."

A picof '$27,000 had been made.
ture Of check for that sum was
used to Illustrate the advertisement
published in theatrical papers and

The summons In the breach of
contract suit has been forwarded to
New Vorfc by Miss stunson'i local
counsel.

in

a

w'^is to

*

Virile

Drama

That the publicity as to the
enormous salary she was receiving
backfired, because her friends called

i*A

Two

Suits

Withdrawn as

Parties

Reach Agreement.
Justice Tierney last week signed
an order discontinuing the two Kes-

& Baumann suits,
Adam Kessel, Jr., and

one in which
Charles Kessel Sues' Charles O. r.aumann and
the K
sel-Baumanti Pictures Cor-

sei

•

Finis

—

Human Comedy

Fox

Produced by Chas. Ray Productions, Inc.
Photographed by George Rizard

A

mAgasine*.

KESSEL-BAUMANN TRUCE.

Stirring Action
Adapted by

her a "hypocrite" for holding beneperformances to replenish her
fit
purse while she was getting a $27,corporation, headed by Allen Hock,
000 cheek.
proclaimed that an advance payment

friend* o-f Miss Munson here congratulated the "queen of the Studios"
who at that time was presumably
penniless In this city, following a
scries of misfortunes which the
model attributed to the linking of
her name with the Wilkins murder
The troubles
rase in New York.
Of the erstwhile screen star, who
had sought in vain for any sort of
Iployinent in her home city -ac-

—

Begirmirtpj

First

Sunday,

National Attraction

May

27, at

both

Mew York

S T R A 1M
and Brooklyn

—

-'^
ld*y,

May

PICTURES
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SCRAMBLED WIVES.
5*1,.

Florence Martin
Virginia Lee

^JKmrhlvertck
fi.

Harlow
.

SntalMy
Fltefsey.
2*
Smith

Frank Bad K l«y
America Cheddluter
J° nn Mayer
J° hn Washburn

ffJP

gjfg^ncer
XL..
"D9% ••••

Mann

Alice

V.'SS vJi Arsd* •

T. A.

BraMon

..Ada Neville
Wilcox

Emma

N
•

The screen production of "ScramWives" marks the advent of
Marguerite Clark as an independent
The star-producer is
k nroducer.
making her releases via First Nabled

The vehicle is an adaptation of the
written by
lay of the same name,
MatJlartha Stanley and Adelaide
directed
admirably
was
and
thews
by B H. Griffith, who had no easy
task to prolong interesting and
amusingly a farcical plot that had
enough in it to make a first rate,
That
rapidly moving multi-reeler.

he succeeded in squeezing out of it
'a full-length feature is worthy of

comment.
Miss Clark is the perennial sou-'
bret, and is as cute and pert as ever.
It -doesn't seem as if she will ever
grow up. With natural ease and
grace and rare Judgment In the selection of clothes, she is not only a
cute ingenue, but breathes "class."
She is also wise enough to surround
herself with good-looking women,
•very one of whom might qualify
for a "Follies" show girl. Even the
role of a stout school teacher is entrusted to a comely young woman
Emma Wilcox. There are not many
with her avoirdupois who are young
and pretty, and most of the stout
parts in pictures are played by older

tern made familiar to the show splendid backgrounds for the story,
world by "On Trial," the technique with their broken landscapes of valhaving been adapted from the screen leys, peaks and hillsides.
to the stage in that case.
The tale has to do with a plot on
The plan has the effect of holding the part of an unscrupulous sheepa rather scattered tale together and man to cheat a young woman ranch
gives It neat and unified form. Rob- owner out of her property. A neighert G. Vlgnola is the director. He bor sends for a detective to upset
has done a notably fine bit of work their calculations, and he appears in
in the economy with which he gets, the person of FraAklyn Farnum,
his story elements before an audi- hired as foreman of the ranch and
ence. The narrative moves with ut- Operating incognito.
The herders
most speed and has plenty of strik- Invade the runge with their flocks
ing Incidents and forceful action. and by some juggling of land titles
The single feature amiss is the over- which Is not always clear in its
elaboration of titles. Probably thi3 technique are on the edge of carryis a consequence of the form of the ing out their design when the cowboy detective interposes.
play.
The plotters lure him to a mounThe film starts with views of the
courtroom and the preliminary sit- tain cave and tie him up over a
uation is made plain by the ex- powder mine to which a lighted fuse
changes of conversation between is attached, but he and his trusty
He
onlookers. The courtroom is espe- .44 are equal to the occasion.
cially convincing with Its judge, turns the tables on the schemers
lifelike jury and the opposing coun- and leaves them to be blown up.
sel.
The prisoner, Anna Janssen The explosion is screened sensa(Seena Owen), is in the dock, a tionally. A neat comedy element is
introduced in the story by making
wistful figure.
A colored girl, former maid of the the hero a champion boaster and
prisoner, takes the stand. She tes- liar. He entertains the ranch force
with lurid tales ot his exploits, and
tifies (her testimony being shown
are enacted on the screen by
how Anna they
in fadeaway action)
fadeback device. Some of them,
abandoned a brilliant career us a the
such as the shooting up of a whole
dancer for the wealthy Alastir De mining
town, ar~ exaggerated to the
Vries (Henry Sedley). and how the point of absurdity,
but they get
man-about-town tired of and aban- laughs and contain plenty
of roughdoned her for another woman. A and-ready action.
waiter from a restaurant testified
Another capital bit is the use of
dining
how Anna found De Vries
a five-year-old boy, son of the
with the other woman, shot him and rancher, who gets himself in all

escaped.

Jolo.

WEEKS WITH PAY.

2

Be be Daniels
Jack Mu hall

Pansy O'Donnell
Livingston Smith
Montague Fox
Ginsberg
J.

James Ma«»n

George IVnolat
Frances Raymond

Walnsworth
Chambermaid
Mrs.

PoMy Moran

Walter Hiers

Hotel Clerk

This Lasky offering at the Rialto,
Daniels starred, makes a
i With Bebe
good entertainment, but brings up
again the question as to just what
the director's name is. On the pre*>
reads Maurice Campbell, on
the screen Major Maurice Campbell.
Is the major a name or a title
er what? The scenario is by Alice
Eyton. who adapted Nina Wilcox
Putnam's story of the same name.
The cast itself Is adequate and, as
in all Paramount productions, the
photography is Al.
The laughs are constant, though
We sec the
never side splitting.
star first as a salesgirl putting a
hat over on an old lady, and next a
man tries to vamp her, but when
she is sent away to the fashionable
Fairview Hotel for two weeks with
pay to advertise her employer, Ginsberg, and his wares the real fun
begins.
First she meets a nice
young man named Smith by way of
a motor accident that lands them
both in the mud, and mistakes him
for a millionaire.
Next she is prevailed on to pretend .she is the picture star, Marie La Tour, only to
learn she has to do a high dive. In
addition a give-away is threatened
by the man who tried to vamp her.
But, of course, in the end all is*vell.
The millionaire turns out to be a
garage owner, and so they can
marry happily and Marie saves
Bebe from exposure.
But not from double exposure.
Miss Daniels took both parts, and

gram

it

;-

a signally dignified manner.

Hush

the fans.
Col. William Selig is sponsor
the production which serves its unpretentious purpose, which is to
for

amuse as frank fiction. It has a
wealth of action and a background
of story sufficient to hold its episodes of man-to-man fights, both
fist and
Frank lyn
gun, together.

Scena Own
Anna Janssen. dancing girl
Thomas McCarthy, detective. .K. K. Lincoln
Henry Sedley
Alastalr De Vries

Farnum is the two-gun cowboy,
Genevieve Karl is the lovely plains
Walker maiden in distress and the occasion
H. Cooper Cliffe
" is the ancient
l'aul Nichols »n of "all the shootin'
..Joseph Smiley western feud between sheep herders
Templer Saxe and cattle men.
Lillian

Lilly

Donegan
District Attorney

Police Commissioner

French Commissionaire.

—

..

'.

,

.

.

The device of telling an intricate
story by means of fadebacks as various witnesses artf brought to testify at a murder trial is used in the
screening of this Cosmopolitan production (Paramount) offered this
week at the Rivoll. It is the sys

Col. Selig. whatever else he dcs.
is always right on his types of wild

westerners. There is a rather large
involved in this canyon picture,
but they are all convincing types,
from the clean-cut cowboys to the
And, as
unkempt sheep herders
always, the out-of-door settings are

cafci

j

Of

OLD DAD.

Sheridan Kalre
Peggy Kalre
Professor Pettlgrew
Qlaudia Merrlwane
Ruth Pomeroy.*.

B

ICAl S

Cummin**

Hazel Howell

THE MAN TAMER.

Edwin Brown
Loyola O'Connor

Ben

Mitchell

But she

doesn't.

Upon

a good little
program feature, one of a first class
Herieg w tn Gladys Walton starred,
an honor she deserves. Far from
the typical cutle, she gets pep and
punch into all her characterizations,
and, given half a chance, shoves her
every offering over. Harry B. HarThis Universal

•

is

i

I

relation of a father to his daughter
his aid in shaping her life, shield-

—

the situations are dramatically visualized in a manner to make for
interesting photoplay acting, ai.d the
respective roles are entrusted to
capable screen artists for depiction.
In fact, all the essential ingredients
are at hand, including a first-rate
production and high-grade photography.
The wife of a wealthy man elects
to take up an operatic ^career, sacrificing her home life and leaving
the husband with a young daughter
on his hands. He sends the child to
an elite boarding school, and she is
practically a stranger to her parents.
Through a chain of wholly
Innocent circumstances the headmistress of the school finds her with
a young man in her room at midnight, and she is expelled with a
scandal which reaches the newspa-

ris

directed this one, got in

main idea is the same as that in
of Management** by
Elizabeth Mercier, which appeared
a number of years ago in "The
Scrap Book."
With her father out from a Hon
bite,*Kitty takes his act along alone.
Delmar, who owns the circus, and
young Caldwell both are crazy about
her, she about neither.
Caldwell'*
father, however, gives her a commission to tame the youngster, and
she succeeds so well she falls in
love with him, the final succumbing
following his rescue of her from

the

"A Question

•

Delmar.
Mr. Karns made the youngster too
the inebriated fool, but Mr.

much

Murphy's Murphy was a

Joy.

and the titling was rich.
Cut to 4,600 feet this is a real
program thrHler for the average

ing

exhibitor.

.Leed.

MACK SEMMETT COMEDIES

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM
An

unbalanced bill is like an unspiced
dinner in that neither will be relished

Kussell Simpson, one of the best
character actors on the screen plays

to the fullest extent.

diences of the better sort, who are
keen for a picture a bit away from
the regulation type.
Bell.

LOVE'S PENALTY.
Janl«
Clayton
Kally Clayton
Martha Clayton
Stevon Raunrtara

Hud Morgan
Mr*

Steven founders
Jack

Bop* Hampton

,

Irma. Harrison
Mrs. Philip Landau
Paray Marmont
Jack O'Brien
Virginia Valll

Douglas Redmond
Charlea lane
Mr*. L. Faure

"Love's Penalty" Is practically
bullet-proof from
a mechanical
construction standpoint It is first
rate "hokum" melodrama, magnlflcently produced, ably directed and
well cast. Written and directed by
.lack Gilbert it makes a vehicle for
Hope Hampton that will satisfy the
picture
and
exhibitor
average
The entire assembling of
patron.
the necessary ingredients, from the
camera work of Albert Ortlieb to
the fitting of the star with a story
:!u)t will show her off to proper adintelligently
been
has
vantage,

—

out.

Miss Hampton Is given opportunist* Joy and innocence of youth to

The

ideal

program, whether

be an

it

all-vaudeville or an all-picture entertain-

ment, requires comedy

For

relief.

this reason exhibitors will

do well

to contract for the series of

MACK SENNETT
TWO PART COMEDY
now being

distributed by

PRODUCERS,

SPECIALS

ASSOCIATED

INC.

These fun-provokers are released monthly and are
"sure-fire" attractions and box office
magnets.

= Available Now =====
"MADE IN THE KITCHEN"
"SHE SIGHED BY THE SEASIDE"
Associated Producers
LOME 0»HCKP

V2«»

The

was adequate. A. P.
Younger's scenario kept things mov-

rest of the cast

ventional.

His performance is
Mary Alden also gives
a remarkably fine performance as
a nurse, who sticks to the refugee
to the last.
Pauline Starke, who
plays the girl, who has been snowblinded, makes the character lifelike, bringing out its attributes in
ihe fullest measure. Cullen Landis,
plays the younger brother with
smoothness and a complete knowledge of the part's requirements. The
film .should entertain picture au-

soma

good circus stuff, realistic lion
charging with injuries that looked
sure enough, and a good 20 -fisted
battle for a finish.
The yarn if
credited to John Barton Oxford, but

re-

the refugee.
exceptional.

Kama

Rosco©

Caldwell

llrad
•

and teaches a moral without once
is
being' "nam by pamby.
a
sweetly told tale, dwelling upon the

1

4

Qladya Walton
Res da RosmIU
William Welsh
C. B. Murphy

Kitty Horrtgan

Jim HorrlKitn
HAydcn Delmar
Tim Murphy

of the daintiest of the current
year's crop of photoplays is the
filmization
of Eleanor Hallowell
Abbot's story, "Old Dad." Despite
its delicacy of treatment it Is virile

gaining her sight she falls in love
with the refugee's younger brother.
The finish is away from the con-

worked
LO« 4NUKI.EA CALIFORNIA

Irving

One

Drama of tne convincing sort
features the unfolding of the story,
which concerns a man who leaves
England to seek seclusion in the
Canadian wilderness, following a
murder. There is a love affair between the refugee and a girl, who
has been stricken with snowblindness.
The refugee took the feirl
under his care, and In the natural
order of things she should have
stuck by him as a matter of grati-

Rpv, John Kin n way
Mme. Natalia

f
HOLLYWOOD

.

features.

Llttla

HOL.L.YWOOD
HOTEL
BI8I
THEAT
THE RENDEZVOUS

in her

is

tude.

One of those hard-riding, QUickshooting melodramas of the west.
done in the style of the old-fashioned dime novel. The hero Is preposterously heroic, absurdly quick
on the trigger and daring beyond
human limits, but these things appear to find a large public among

Leed.

tells

room In the school.
Mildred Harris Chaplin is the star
of this Louis B. Mayer production,
Her sister has been led astray by which is released by First National,
a eonscleneeless villain and com- and she visualizes the part of the
mits suicide, which is the direct boarding school girl to a nicety.
cause of her mother's demise a week From the standpoint of histrionic
make him talent the star of the production is
I'll
later. "Damn him!
pay, pay, pay!" and she starts out John Barnpolil as the father. In a
lesser artist's hands it would be
Providence
to wreak vengeance.
intervenes before she can carry out easy to overact by resorting to
melodramatic intensity. In fact, all
revenge.
her
While not a big "special," the fea- of the players conducted themselves
ture is good enough to play most of quite humanly. Upon analysis, practically the entire story, which many
Jolo.
the better class cinemas.
times bordered upon the tragic, was
told through the aid of comedy.
Photoplays of this sort are well
Eleanor Hallowell
worth while.
Daphne Bretton
Mildred Harris ChnpHn Abbot always was a fine writer, and
George Stewart
Richard Wlltoner
something worth
she
has
always
Jeffrey Bretlon
John Ealnpolts
Jolo.
Myrtle Stedmnn while to write about.
Virginia Bretton

satisfactory end.

GALLOPING DEVIL.

WOMAN GOD CHANGED.

>

he

the cast, Lillian Walker has the
small part of the woman who steals
the affections of the rounder from
Anna, a role calling for only a few
Joseph
scenes early in the play.
Smiley and Templer Saxe are other
welll -known players who have unimportant parts and play them exceedingly well.
The feature ought to please any
sort of audience. It is an interesting story, well played and produced

good hot weather feature.

She comes to her father's home,
him the story, he looks into her
eyes and sees there nothing but
innocence and truth. They become
very chummy, he saves her from the
clutches of a libertine and saves her
for the young nu"i who was found

|

young

by a sweet
maiden from the country.
encountered

SNOWBLIND.

happy.

sorrow,
bids

what

ity for the display of her visualization of the elemental emotions from
fair to be a marriage of love and
In the interim,
future happiness.
however, she is placed in a series
of tragic situations not generally

Altogether a capital JWe-reeler
designed for the unsophisticated
film fan who warfts his drama unadulterated with uplift or subtle
The telling of this story is rich In problems. The exhibitor with an
There is a audience of this kind can't go wrong
interesting episodes.
dance hall in Tahiti where Anna is on it.
Rush,
a performer. And there is a good
deal of interest in the life of the pair
on the South Seas island. One settle
shows the honest detective conA«g Hugh Garth
Russell Simpson
Mary Alden
unaware upon the girl as she Is Hella
Cullen Land 1m
bathing, a glimpse which brings him Pete
Sylvia
Pauline Starke
to the sudden realization he is in
love with her. The gradual awaken"Snow blind" was adapted for the
ing of the girl's conscience and her
growth to a better spiritual state screen from the story of that name
by Katherine Newlin Burt. It is a
are well developed on the screen.
The cast is excellent. Miss Owen, Reginald Barker production, and
both as the wild woman of the city distributed by Goldwyn. It relates
night life, as the primitive woman an interesting story of melodraof the wilderness and as the regen- matic nature, with plenty of action pers.
erated woman in the prisoner's dock, featuring the
plot
The locale is
makes an appealing figure. Mr. that
of the Canadian North Woods.
Lincoln is entirely satisfactory .as
The
production
end
has been
the manly hero and H. Cooper Cliffe
amply taken care of, and photois a convincing attorney for the degraphically the film is up to the
fense.
As an illustration of the class of standard set by the better class of

in

of

ing her from harm and taking the
shown studiously practicing place of the mother whose guidance
the feat, always with amusing fail- she is deprived of.
The sub-titles breathe refinement
ure.
Of course, the detective falls in and reveal the author as the poslove with the girl ranch owner, sessor of a mind capable of setting
saves her from kidnappers and, as down on paper her thoughts with a
the warfare with the sheepmen de- rare sense of literary values. Hanvelops, -the romance progresses to a dled by Director Lloyd Ingraham.

hiti,

they were cleverly worked together.
The star also did a clever back flop
Into the pool, and every one was

A

the uttermost depths
emerging unsullied to

sorts of scrapes in his efforts to imitate the habits of his elders.
For
example, his ambition is to roll
ciga rettes with one hand, and half
a dozen tlmefl durlng the flve reela

real story begins with the testimony of Thomas McCarthy (E. K.
Lincoln), a police officer, who pursued the fleeing murderess to Ta-

The

captured and brought her back
The steamship is sunk
to justice.
on the way to the States. Captor
women. The same sort of comment and captured are cast away on a
might be made upon the male sup- desert island. Thorugh various and
They all look well and know colorful adventures the degraded
port.
how to wear their evening clothes. woman is regenerated by her awakThere are a few flashes of color ening love for the detective and
photography to visualize the color comes to the bar purified. The jury,
scheme in a tine ballroom scene. of course, urges mercy upon the
Unusual care and intelligence has court, and the verdict is that Mcbeen exercised in the making of Carthy marry the prisoner and keep
Miss Clark's initial independent pro- her in custody for life.
duction.
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while" before the event takes place.
Miss Frederick resumes work at
Robertson -Colo next weelt under a
new contract with the company. t

COAST FILM NOTES
By FRED SCHADER.

Edwin Carewe Is to return to the
stage after nine years in pictures as
The play is
player and director.
"Prisoners Three,'; which he
written with Marion Rodgers.

enough to link up with Mary. Doug,
Loa AnRt-h's, May 23.
This is a fair warning to all dra- Charlie and D. W. Beach is to come
matic critics and picture reviewers. to the coast to make his pictures.
Watch out or the Wampas will get Abrams' trip here was for the purThe Wampas gave forth its pose of completing the arrangement
you!
shrill shriek and stamped the ground of Beach's admission to the corout in the neighborhood of the poration with Mary Pickford, DougHollywood studios one night last las Fairbanks and Charlie Chaplin.
week. When it calmed down again D. W. agreed to the arrangement
all of the Los Angeles reviewers in the East several weeks ago.
wore discovered prone on the stage
of the Ktudio which Marion Fairfax
George Walsh has flnishod playing
had loaned the Wampas to commit the leading role opposite Marlam
its horrible deed.
Cooper in R. A; Walsh's picture and
The occasion was a party which started east.

Wampas had

the

whiskey bottle and was

used

to

The next day he was chugging

it.

around town

like

a Ford.

The party was a corking

27, 1921

She trying to organise a local branch ,
that the N. T. Hotel Princeton Society
that He think* he would be successful
her providing he could get Aaron Each?
kowfsky. who handled the famous
Cheese Club Overall Parade, to ooms
Reginald Barker's contract with to the coast and assist him.
Goldwyn ends June t. Whether or
William D. Taylor sails for Eunot a new contract with the same
company will be signed by the di- rope from New York. June t. He
rector has not been decided by him has Just recovered from an opera*
tlon at a local hospital.
as yet.
s peaking stage for the present.
personally is the authority for
information, as well as the fact
no son tracts were signed by
while on her recent visit Bast.

*—~

•

is

—"-~

the coast to appear in the Mabel
of Honor" is the title Normand feature, "Molly O," which
of the next Anita Stewart picture to Mack Sennett is making. Sherman
be made at the Mayer lot. As soon is to play the heavy. Others in the
as it is completed the star will start cast are Albert Hackett, Jack Mul-

"A Question

Alan Hale, who is appearing in
Edwin Carewe will direct hall. Anna Hernandez and George
George Melford production. "The east.
successive Stew- Nicholls.
Great Impersonation," on the Lasky making the forth
art production that ne has made.
lot, became a daddy last week.
Marguerite De la Motte, Doug's
•The 8helk," an Arabian story, leading -woman in "The Three
Mary Thurman is to play the lead
opposite
Roscoe
Arbuekle
in has been selected for George Mel- Guardsmen," burned the ball of her
"Should a Man Marry T' his next ford to direct after he completesJ eye with a hot curling iron. Her
production at the Lasky studios.
"The Great Impersonation." Monte physician forbade her working for
Katterjohn is to do the continunity at least two weeks after the acciPauline Frederick, on her arrival
dent.
here, confirmed the report that she
Just what Mme. Nazimova is goand Willard Mack were to re- ing to do in the near future is not
Al. Hamberg. who is handling the
marry. But she says that he will settled as yet. It is certain, how- managerial end of "Over the Hill"
"have to be a good boy for a little ever, that she will not return to the at the Philharmonic Auditorium, is

clean type in the studio -set printshop. Lathrop thought it was uncolored
moonshine
and
didn't
realise his mistake until swallowing

May

Jack Rockhaven. trainer of animals at the IL, was severely inEileen Sedgwick 'is convalescing
jured last week by a caged mounHarold Lloyd's home was hurried
tain lion. The animal turned on the last week while the comic was from an operation and will shortly
trainer after he believed that he away, so that he couldn't laugh the return to work at U. City. Clara
Williams, wife of Reginald Barker,
had made friends with the animal crooks out of their loot.
is also reported on the road to re-'
and burled its teeth in his back, incovery after a long Illness.
his
kidneys.
juring
Lowell Sherman
on his way to

Invited the critics

The critics came, ate and were
to.
conquered. They did not drink heMonroe
cause there wasn't any.
Lathrop, whe reviews for the "Express," managed to gurgle down a
couple of fingers of gasoline, which
were forced on him by Guy Price,
of the "Herald." The gas was in a

Friday.

Gloria Swanson's next production
to be a screen version of "The
Shulamlte." which will be directed
is

by Sam Wood.

Immediately after his arrival in
L. A., Harry Cohn superintended
the moving of the production end of
the
Hall
Room Boys Comedies
from the Special Productions lot to
the Balshoffer studios on Fleming
street.

Charles Brabin, the director who
has been named as a possibility as
to Theda Bara. when she returns from abroad, denies the fact.
The reason Is that he has a wife.

hubby

get-

'air,
but in the main
together
The eastern big
tame.
.rather
brother of the Wampas would have
put a little fire water into the works
to "pep" it up, bat in this territory,
where it is hard
get "that stuff."
and where the prevailing rates are
such that only a screen star can
afford to purchase, the Wampas
may be forgiven for not providing.
The press agent members of the
Wampas gave a corking skit in the
small town newspaper office, during
which all of the local critics were
(lampooned.
The highbrow stuff
that Eddie Schallert, of the "Times."
pulls, coupled with Grace Klngsley*s
faculty for getting names wrong,
came in for a goodly share of 'kidding, as did also Price's propensity
to print a lot of "stuff" about Tod
Browning, Reginald Barker and
William D. Taylor. Florence Lawrence, of the "Examiner," also received a bit of good-natured josh!

U

Tm

open for

(

The Biggest
Money Maker

engagement*!"

I

:

ing.

The acting honors of the evening
went to Mike Boylan, of the U. pub-

He Ever Made!

licity staff, who played the city
editor. Others were Bill Keefe. who

worked the linotype; Harry Brand,
a star reporter; Dick Spier, the copy
boy; Ho wart: Strickling and Marc
Larkln. If you don't know it by this
time, the Wampas is the Western
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers.

Mary Xash played as an extra at
the Hollywood studios in the making of the Marion Fairfax picture,
•The Lying Truth," last week. Her
husband, Jose Ruben, was also in
the scene.

JESSE

L.

LASKY

presents

Thomas Meighan

Lee Kolmar is directing Gladys
in the Universal feature,
^Christine of The Young Heart."

Walton

Eddie Polo is not to return to
serials after he completes the series
of sis short reel subjects which he
Is now appearing in. Universal has

IN

The

five reel feature plans for him.
first is to be a story of circus

life,

which is being written by Luclen
Hubbard, the U. scenario head.

"The Butterfly" has been selected
for Marie Prevost as her Initial feature under the new Universal conThe plans at U. are to build

"White and Unmarried"

j

j
.

tract.

Miss Prevost into an ingenue star
of the Connie Talmadge type, and
will select material for her with
"Kissed," the
that end in view.
Arthur Somers Roche story which
was bought for her, will undoubtedly be used as her second picture.

TTHE
*

go to when they're not
a look at the cast supporting "Hoot"
Gibson in his current fivo-reeler at
U. may help you solve the question.

And

In the cast are Francis Ford, for-

mer

serinl star

and director;

J.

Far-

is directing.

Marshall NeHari is rm<k in I*m
Angeles and getting ready to start
work on tho First National feature
which he is to make.

Doc Wilson, formerly of the
Strand, NVw York, managed to stir
things up locally with a reception to
George Beban on his arrival here.
Doc had Mayor Snyder and a Hock

From

the verdict of the exhibitors will be:

That's a prophecy.

Kane, White and Unmarried/' by John D,
Swain. Directed by
Tom Forman. PhotoWill
M.
play by

through
to the
picture,

the

Beban

Million,"

the

Ritchey.

novelty and suspense.
heart interest.

Give

it

It

the part of the

and it grabbed heavy space
both in advance and on the following morning. Wilson seems to have
shaken the east for good, and is
going

clean up!

^

is

(2 Cpaiwnount Q>i
FAMOUS
P1AYFR8 1 ASKY CORPORATION
JOUSPLAY1
-

to settle here.

Rex Beach

member of
.Hiram Abrams

now

a

the United Artists.
confirmed it. He stated lteach was
the iirst author considered big

fulfilment.

thrills,

saturated

with

a long run and make a

principal

T*oc,

its

romance,

Al!

Kinema, where
"A Man in a

opened on Saturday.

was good work on

Good Luok

"White and Unmarried" has everything
that people like— comedy,

a parade headed by a band and
everything

the

Watch

the story "Billy

of other notables down at the depot
to meet his star, and then there was
city streets

thriller

Star ever made.

Jack Ford, younger brother
Dalv.
of Francis, is directing the picture.
Darrell Fo.ss is playing opposite
Edith Robert! at U„ in "The Gossamer Webb,H which King Baggot

heart-interest

has ever had.

The biggest money-maker

Mac Donald and William Robert

"White and

will be:

greatest

Tom Meighan

directing,

rell

the

It's

you wonder where the directors

If

verdict of the public on

Unmarried"-

ESS

•

HMm
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AGENT, NOT MANAGER,

I0CK1NG CONGRESS IN FILM,

SPECIAL SESSIONS SAYS

TO USE N. Y. CENSORSHIP AS

AMATEUR ROUSES EXHIBITORS

PREVENTIVE OF FILM THEFTS

Livingston Convicted for Doing
£.

Fox Shows "In the Shadow of the Dome" at
Shubert-Belaaco Representative in Bad Light

K.

—

—Stirs

Up

Hornets' Nest.

Business Without License.
John
agent,

ating

J.
Livingston, a picture
was adjudged guilty of operwithout a license Monday in

National
plete

Statute

the Court of Special Sessions and

Washington, D. C,

May

23.

The recent showing here of the
01m "In the Shadow of the Dome"
Shubert-Belasco brought
it the
forth a storm of protest from the
Association of
Theatre Owners'
America. In a disclaimer sent to
•very member of both branches of
Congress they stated the picture to
be a ludicrous and unpatriotic portrayal of Congress, stating that

owners, had nothwith the making of the
picture and refused to take any reits
for
whatsoever
sponsibility
they, the theatre

ing to do

They further declared

Showing.

the picture was made by an unknown director and evidently displayed for the sole purpose of
prejudicing Congress against all
pictures.

The resolution as adopted
Picture Theatre Owners of
film
ica characterizes the
••crude"

production.

That

by the

Amerit

as a
con-

veyed a false impression of Congress

and condemned

its

showing

as unpatriotic and setting forth a
misleading portrayal of Congress.
The letter, which embodied part
f the resolution and which was
i
to every member of Congress,
sent
ays: "Please note that this picture was shown in a house which is
ordinarily devoted to the spoken

I.

'

Belasco theatre during the
of 1920 when he was here
conferring with Mr. Fox on the
making of this picture. The program sets forth that the camera
work is that of Frank Perngein,
while the art titles were made by
the Eddie White studios of New
York.
The opening scenes of the
picture were taken in the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, while those
depicting the life of Congress were
taken here in the capital.
Although it could not be definitely
ascertained it is understood Fox
financed the making of the picture,
that in its production he realized a
long felt ambition to see his work
on the screen. From a close personal friend of Mr. Fox It was
learned that no thought of any
propaganda against motion pictures
had ever been contemplated, that
the

summer

for its characters Mr. Fox happened
to take members of Congress.

a conventional one
a bribe-taking Congressman who brings an innocent
girl to Washington with the promise of a position with the hope of
getting her under his influence.

The story

..ftnd

tells,

is

of

She resents his advances, but finaccepting an invitation to attend a banquet after weeks of unsuccessful search for work. At this
hanquet he gets her under the influence of wine, takes her to her
'rooms and the next morning she receives a sport car with a chauffeur,
along with an endearing note from
ally

the
\

Congressman.

"Villain, Begone!"
She promptly sells, the. car, sending part of the money to her mother and leaves, unbeknown to the
Congressman, for New York in
Quest of work, only to have to return again to Washington unsuccessful.
The story goes on telling
°f bribes the man has accepted to

POWERS PEACE

YOUNG

CROWD

SOCIETY

LEDGER CONTEST

Co.; $490.42.

Written by Fox.
The picture was written by K. K.
Fox, a wealthy real estate man
here and directed by David G.
Fischer,
formerly an actor who
presented one or two pictures at

its

JUDGMENTS

help believing that this film was
inspired by artifice, trickery* fraud,

1.

Now
tion

the National Associa-

that

of

made up

the
its

Picture

mind

to

Industry has
accept the new

state censorship law without a
count contest a movement has been

on foot to make use of the law
as a means of preventing further
set

thefts of films.

The Association has a film theft
committee and many convictions
have been secured through its
operations In pursuit of film bandits,
but it has never been possible to
stop traffic in stolen prints. Only
a week ago an "outlaw print of
'

"The Kid" was found on exhibition
in Cleveland and shortly before that
a complete print of "Way Down
East" was discovered In New Jersey.
said half a dosen Independent
dealers In New York have mads a
It is

fat living in the sals and rentals of
stolen pictures and the export trade
is declared to be large*
It is now proposed to organise
a complete state service within the
state.
The law requires a license
for each print put in service and it
cannot be exhibited without the
license.
Each producer therefore
will have all prints marked with the
serial number of the license to
identify them and the absence of
the number will be a mark of Its
Illegal origin.

The point is that each print will
have an absolute Individuality and
has to pass through the hands of
the censor commissioners. It would
be impossible for a stolen copy or a
"duped" copy to pass without In*
formation coming to tho producer
and the applicant for a Uosnse
would have to disclose its origin.
The picture could not be exhibited
without a license for that would
constitute a misdemeanor on the
It

Co., Inq.; $114.70.

dollars.

Snyder Song Service Syndicate,
Engraving Co., Inc.; All Anxious to Help Put Philly

Eve Balfour; Rlchbrosson Hotel
Jewish Art Theatre Corp.;

by June

fined $25.

OVER CLARA

Inc.; Triangle
$116.82.

into the origin of this picture for
the
purpose of discovering the
source of its financial support."

—Commission Named

This is the first case of
kind where it was contended an
girl is elected to Congress and how agent was operating illegally in SELZNICK
the "villain" pursued him because charging 10 per cent, to artists that
he feared his honesty. It all enda
K.
has been decided against the agent.
properly with
the Congressman
being expelled from the House and Judges Kemochan, Moss and Salmon sat in the Livingston matter,
the girl and boy united.
without a jury. Allege $150,000 Payment to
It is stated that Mr. Fox founded the case being tried
How far the decision will affect
his atory on "If Christ Came to
Former Manager.
field
Congress," which received wide agents in the entire theatrical
In other charges of
is conjecture.
circulation some years ago.
The long pending Clara Kimball
The picture did not attract busi- excess commission against agents
the cases have been dismissed unness during the week at
Young- C. K. T. Film Corporation
the
the contention the agent acted
der
Belasco and no further bookings
as a manager or representative. suits and the Lewis J. Sclznickhave been attempted.
Congress
This has held good, especially in Equity Pictures Corporation actook no official action on the picvaudeville cases.
tions, totalling nine in number and
ture, although it was discussed in
That an appeal will be taken was divided between the Supreme and
the
House District
Committee stated by Frederick Goldsmith, at- Federal courts, were finally settled
where it received some rather se- torney
Mr. Gold- out of court last week. The suits
for Livingston.
vere criticism. The cast did not insmith examined four witnesses who in aggregate, all based on contracts.
clude any well known players.
stated they regarded Livingston's Involved two and a quarter million
Donald Haft portrayed the heavy, services in the light of a manager
dollars la capital and all revolved
Dixie Lee, Jane Hinton, "country
or personal representative. The at. about the question as to who has
bred, innocent and unsophisticated,
torney also interposed a defense preferred right to Miss Young's
trusting every one" (to quote the
that players in pictures did not ac- screen services. Patrick A. Powers,
program), while William Parks, Jr., tually give a public performance, who controls the Equity Pictures,
was Jack Wayne, Jane's sweet- inasmuch as they appeared on no for which Miss Young is making
heart since chilhood; "honest, loyal theatre's stage.
films at present, was the prime
and true, possessing the moral
Assistant District Attorney For- mover in effecting the settlement
courage to fight for his conyic- rester tried the case for the city, It is reported on good authority
tioiis" (again the program).
with Inspector Gill of the license that a cash consideration of $150,bureau also present.
000, paid by Miss Young to Lewis
J. Selznick, completed all negotiaThis amount Is $100,000 less
tions.
The following judgments have
than what Selznick sued Miss
been filed in the County Clerk's
JOINS
Young for, asking $250,000 originoffice.
The first name is that of the
ally on breach of contract charges,
judgment debtor; judgment creditor
with Miss Young counter-suing for
and amount of judgment follows:
IN
Joe Maxwell; Dramatic Mirror
twice that amount or a half-million
put through a certain sugar bill, of
old-time sweetheart of the

how an

drama; that it was not made by
any of the well known and reputable producers, but by an unknown
director, with no apparent permaWe cannot
nent office or studio.
misrepresentation and with the obCongress
prejudicing
ject
of
This
against all motion pictures.
seems doubly probable in view of
that it has not been
the
fact
shown elsewhere, so far as wc
know, and that every member of
the House and Senate received a
special Invitation by mail to attend
the performance at the ShubertBelasco theatre.
We propose to
conduct a searching Investigation

Association Finds What Promises ComDefeat of Dupers and Thieves in New

I.

on Film Map.

Feld-

Philadelphia,

man; $1,285.66.
Eugene O'Brien and James Can-

May

25.

Selznick sought to enjoin the
Equity from releasing the Young
pictures, alleging a previous contract with the C. K. Y. Film Corporation (Selznlck's unit), the star
parrying that the film impresario
had circulated various reports to

For the first time since the old
days of Sigmund Lubin, when Gen- the trade that had not proved comnon; People, etc.; $500.
Trump Film T?o., Inc., et al.; J. eral Film Co. was a name to con- plimentary to her. This settlement
Shepard; $629.82.
jure with, Philadelphia is making also vacates an attachment which part of the offending exhibitor.
George Weston and Mat hew F. a bid for prominence in the photoSelznick held on Miss Young's per- Thus it is proposed to make the
Streppone; People, etc.; $1,000.
censorship .law
work for the
play world.
sonal belongings, furniture, etc., in
Ruby Keller; Stone Amusement
protection of the producer.
Betzwood, that enormous studio a local warehouse.
Corp., Inc.; $246.20.
The
manufacturers
have long
built a number of years ago near
for
picture
latest
The actress'
Norman Trevor; A. A. Moers;
Valley Forge, is again busy. Work Equity is "Hush," following which since given up efforts to have film
$635.84.
"dupers"
brought
justice
second
to
in the
the
on
started
has
been
Elk Film -Mending Machine Co.,
she has three more to make. Her
The courts Insist
Inc. and aim.; M. Kothstein, et al.; series of Toonerville Trolley com- future plans are undecided,
al- criminal courts.
$2,579.
edies, taken from the Fontaine Fox though the organization of an inde- that a witness be produced who
Filmart Laboratories, Inc.;
L. cartoons. Betty Bovee is the leadpendent producing unit Is not un- actually saw the work of "duping"
Gevaert as president; $8,454.46.
ing woman.
In the meantime, the star and that is of course practically
likely.
Fine Arts Pictures, Inc.; Western
Several years ago a
Several companies allied under is making pergonal appearances in impossible.
Union Tel. Co.; $169.95.
make
exto
banner
Pathe
are
the various cities with her every New York producer learned of an
Bessie Cronin; N. Y. Herald Co.; the
teriors on the Betzwood land in the release in an effort to counter-bal- active "duping" plant on the east
costs, $79.69.
Graphic Film Corp.; Baumann & near future, and it is expected that ance the prevalent slump in the side and acting on his own. headed
Co.; $990.26.
several other large companies will industry and if possible boost her a raiding party into the premises
Charles G. Cornell, Jr.; R. H. see the value of this studio for cer- popularity. Miss Young's working In the early morning.
Grady; $6,638.95.
He found and seized a gonuine
tain kinds of location work.
agreement with the Equity provides
Anthony P. Kelly; demons, the
The big impetus is going to come, for a percentage on the profits positive of one of his own producTailor, Inc.; $78.50.
tions,
together with a "duped"
that will be more above a certain amount.
however
and
Consolidated
Film Labs.
Co.;
from the public than the profesCharles C. Pearce, of the Lewis & negative and a positive made from
Scott & Scott, Inc.; $545.30.
the
copied
negative.
prizeHe took all
Trainor, Inc.; B. W. A. Y. Theatre sional standpoint when the
Kelsey office, acted for Miss Young
three films and the machines by
winners, in the current contest be- In the legal proceedings.
Corp.; $547.21.
which they had been made before
Harry Carroll; F. E. Goldsmith; ing run in the Evening Public
$521.70.
a City Magistrate and the court
Ledger, takes their places In the
Georcre Le Maire; same; $523.36. Betzwood company.
refused
to
hold the men who
Abraham L. Erlanger; William A.
occupied the plant because the
This contest, which Is one of the
Brady; costs, $238.60.
Pari", May 18.
actual
act
of "duping" was not
stunts
ever
publicity
popular
Bay Amusement Co., Inc., et al.; biggest
Footlt, an English clown
pulled here, is drawing them all.
some years proved by witnesses, but only by
M. Herganhan; $8,526.23.
in the Paris circuses
Arthur Guy Empey;
Federal The highest society of the main ago, is to act for the screen and will the "circumstantial" evidence of the
Printing Co.; $3,288.62.
line and Chestnut Hill have sent in be seen in a film to be executed this exhibits.
Albert Gibson, known as Bert their photographs to the Ledger in summer.
The falling down of that case
,.
m .. _ ,. m
Gibson and Film Frolic Picture accordance with the rules of the
practically put an end to efforts to
Suzanne Despres, wife of the thePOO, and round up "dupers"
Corp.; F. A. A. Dahme, Inc.; $171.54.
Lugne
manager,
atrical
Photographers and artists
in the trade and
"
Hamilton E. Reynolds; J. F. contest.
noticed In the <- arna
the gypping traffic has prospered.
will be .the judges, and the three particularly
Sheehan; $2,187.
des Verites" (Gaumont), is ap- It le said that one building
winners will be given chances in val
Gaumont
in the
of
John Cort; H. Hollis; $8,256.28.
film
new
pearing in the
Times Square district has no less
Melvin H. Dalberg; M. Davis; roles with the Betzwood company being produced by Leon Polrler.
for than five outlaw exchanges in operaPaying
Is
$571.91.
Slgnoret
which Is headed by Ira M. Lowry.
The actor
Anton Herbs t; D. G Lieberman;
One of the three girls will be a new production, "Le Part Godot, tion getting the major part of their
$206.20.
.
income from trade in duped and
made a ''leading lady" with an by J. de Baroncelll. by Maurice de
Burton R. Law; H. Miller; $168.90. initial salary
Another new film
stolen prints.
One office mailed a
of $100 a week.
entitled "Un Aventurler,
Blanche Miller; M. Wendauer;
Marsan.
list of more than 100 titles, among
If it does nothing else, this Idea
rebe
to
Maudru,
$185.20.
produced by Ch.
them the productions of every ImSchomer Photoplay
Producing seems bound to put Philly on the leased by the Eclipse Co., was prethis portant manufacturer In the inCo., Inc.: Baumann A Co.; $120.91. picture map with a thud.
sented at a private press show
Francis X. Bushman; E. A. Barweek. The !?ads are held by Geo. dustry, offering them for ««!# and
ton; $161.70.
Lannei t*a Christ ia.ua Vernon. At specifying that they wer* only to
the same performance a Un*vjr«#j go into export.
Bankruptcy Petition.
Century comic, "Baneho Matador,
An involuntary petition in bankIn a half column article in the was projected for the first time here,
ruptcy has been filed against:
Times
Sunday
value
pictures
the
of
also to be issued by the Eclipse
What Is In a Name, Inc., theatriGEVAERT GETS VERDICT
an advertising medium Is point- concern.
. .
cal producers of No. 229
West as
ed
out.
"L'Equipe," adopted from a novel
Forty-second street. Arthur Y. Dalof Francis Carco, depicting the ten- Raw Film Maker Wins Suit Afafnot
ziel has been appointed receiver.
Over 10 per cent, of the public derloin of Paris, Is being released by
Filrrwsrt Laboratories.
Satisfied Judgment.
the Dirls Film Co. A special presReelcrmft Picts. Corp.;
L. schools now have motion picture
booths
and over 40 per cent, stere- entation was offered last week at
A
Roubcrt et al.; $2,451.57; April 14,
default Judgment for $s .4.14.46
the
in
event
was
an
and
Colisee,
the
optican machines.
192L
The leads are held was entered against the Filmart
local Industry.
Attachment.
by Jeanne DIrls, Renee Desprez, Laboratories, inc. by Lle\an GeAlliance Film Corp., Lim.; Anna
Marie Bonheur, Henri Valbel, Mau- vaert (as president of L. Gevaert
JUNGLE VAUDEVILLE,
H. Wagner; $5,811.95.
rice Lagrenee, J. d Esparbcs, Da lis and Co., ru-lglan film
manufae turers)
This was shown this week at the
Judgment Vacated.
Chattemourt. It Is the initial as a
and
stuff.
Schomer Photoplay Producing Co., Hialto and is great short
work of the new Dirts film, iilmed stock balance due on a raw film
sale totalling $11,246.40. The
Inc.;
Baumann & Co.; $1l'0.:H; Where Manager Klesenfeld got It is by W. Burk, and is a success.
not mentioned, but In grabbing it he
sum of $3,090 was pa |j on nrcount
March 29, 1921.
A
displayed excellent Judgment.
and the plaintiff
hokum bit, with two monkey William Jones Commits Suicide. mainder to whichsued for the reNathan Cole Herbert Divorced.
the defendant'!
marionettes. Is used to Introduce a
Los Angeles, May 25.
counsel ar;d president, RdmOSf D.
Los Angeles, May 25.
lot of clever animal stuff supposed
William Jones, 64, scenario writer, Mathews, entered a general denial,
Nathan Cole Herbert, who does to be part of a vaudeville show. It
motor cycle thrilla for pictures, was is entertaining, quick time and all committed sulfide at the Hotel but did not defend when the case
Birtlett, Ban Bernardino. Mav Ifl. wa* called <> trH?
Lees'
together satisfying.
divorced by his wife Ma., 19.
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New York May Follow Lead by Limiting Appropriation to Two— Costs at Least 50 Per Cent* More
j

—

Get One Out Than Subscription Price Brings
Report of Subsidizing of Leading Publication.

London, May25.
Something In the nature of a
bombshell waa dropped into the
picture trade paper business here a
few days ago, when the heads of the
producing and distributing units, at

a

1W1

27,

PROTEST CAMP FILM

ENGLISH PRODUCERS TO ADVERTISE
NOW ONLY IN ONE FILM TRADE PAPER
to

May

Friday,
=2:

c

meeting, decided they could only

afford to support one trade publication with advertising.

The papers- were given a fortnight in which to decide upon the
name of the paper to be so favored, and to arrange matters in
some way agreeable to themselves,
and, In the event of not being able
to arrive at a decision, the advertisers themselves would make the
withdrawing patronage
selection,
from the othera
The producers and distributors
claim the burden of advertising in
the
covering
publications,
four
same field, is heavier than the industry can Dear, and that it is up
to the papers to combine into one
periodical at once.
The names of the four publications upon which this decision has
a bearing are the "Bioscope," "Kln-

HANDY SUES FOR
Manager

William A. Brady as president of
the National Association addressed
a letter of protest against ths show*
ing of "Ths End of ths Road" I*
Jersey City this week to Director
of Public Safety, John Bentley, of
that city.
"'The End of the Road,"' said
Mr. Brady, "was produced during
the war for showing to the soldiers
at the cantonments as a warning
against the social eviL
"These pictures have been shown
Managers' as a commercial proposition to
Answers. Sales
mixed audiences. The result is thfl
Suit With Big Counterclaim. the righteous indignation of tte
public against such films has caused
Inc., the entire motion picture industry
Producers,
Associated

$54,036.

BIG 6 CLAIMS $200,000

of Bray's Industrial Dept.

DAMAGE FROM WARREN

Alleges Contract Breach.

vertiser as
ber of trade papers advertised in.
Not any on^e of the American picture papers commence to approach
in circulation the number of exhibitors in this country, proof conclusive to the shrewd picture advertiser he could not secure full
circulation to the trado for the

money spent
tising.

It

in newspaper adverhas been talked about

that one of the principal American
picture trade weeklies was subsidized some months ago and now
is nothing more in reality than the
house organ of an Important film
distributor.

CHAS. BIRD ARRESTED

in

$54,038.01

May

Finley

Destine.

Six maintains that Warren waa
discharged from service March 21
Albany, May 25.
last because he broke his conGovernor Nathan L. Miller is extract by inducing the firm's empected
back
in
Albany
Sunday from
ployes to sever connection with the
Atlantic City, where he passed this
concern, which is contrary to their
agreement; that Warren divulged week. According to word from New
dustrial Division.
business seorets; that the plaintiff Jersey, the governor is desirous of
The plaintiff is suing for $50,000 had represented himself as an ex- naming the motion picture censor- \
damages growing out of his dis- pert manager In the field of the ship 'commission at once, and it is
missal on April 20 last; $2,786.01 distribution of pictures and had expected the film board appointdue as expenses paid by him per- proved himself unqualified and in- ments will be Mr. Miller's first
sonally, and $1,250 representing un- competent and that the defendant official act upon returning.
Governor Miller is also expected
paid salary for five weeks.
therefore rescinded the agreement.
An examination of the written
For the distinct and separate to name the new boxing commission
Bill
Brown, widely
contract between the litigants dis- counter-claim, other than the de- next week.
closes the clause to the effect that fenses mentioned, the A. P. avers known health culturist and referee,
the agreement can be cancelled that, because of "plaintiff's incom- and Frank Dwyer of Buffalo, who
should the first year's gross business petent, inefficient and extravagant" served on the boxing board under
fall under $300,000; the second year methods of transacting business, the Malone law, are foremost canunder $400,000 and the third year he caused the film rentals to be-Jdidates for posts on the fight cora»
under $500,000.
come depressed and the expenses mission.
Gabriel L. Hess, the Ooldwyn Pic- increased to their damage of $200,There are hundreds of candidates
tures counsel (Bray releases through 000.
for places on the film censorship
Goldwyn), has put in a notice of
Warren sued for $100,000 on a commission. Governor Miller has
appearance, but filed no answer as 15-months' contract from June 1 let it be known he will appoint ths
yet
last to August 31, of this year, at highest type of men on the board
$750 a week, plus a percentage, and political observers here believe
stating he had organized the As- the posts will be given to eminent
HUM.
soolated's entire releasing organ- educators.

cent of the net profits, plus his expenses, the defendant also agreeing to place at his disposal $5,000
weekly for a period at least from
April 1, 1920, to September 30 of
the same year for the purpose of
organizing and conducting the In-

'
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ON CHARGE OF

LIBEL

Manaqer Alleqed Frisco
"Held Up" Actor.

Official

A

gsasssssssssBs

somewhat similar condition
Los Angeles, May 25.
exists in America, and the larger
sensational
suit
involving
film
distributing
concerns upon
Charles
A.
Bird,
now general manthe
trade
which
motion picture
papers depend for their existence ager for the William Fox West
are headed in the same direction as Coast Studios, broke this week,
when W. A. Lynch, formerly attheir British confreres.
For the past two years the film tached to the San Francisco Disadvertisers In America have been trict Attorney's office, had Bird
materially curtailing their adver- placed under arrest yesterday. In
tising expenditures in the trade San Francisco, on a charge of crim-

A

MAKES TOWN

ization.

Manhsttsn Jsck snd His Three
Wivss Create Intarest.
Ij09 Angeles,

May

SOUTHWEST THEATRE
JACK PICKFORD'S RETURN.

25.

Local papers have been filled for
a week with accounts of the esca-

Reported Reappearing in Screen in
"Tailor Msds Man."
himself
Manhattan Jack Murray, of New
Los Angeles, May 25.
inal libel.
York, and his three marriages. His
papera
Jack Pickford is to return to the
The suit is based on a letter Los Angeles wife is Marie Pavls,
The first drastic cut came, when
under
screen
the management of
the number of pages of colored written District Attorney Brady, of the picture actress.
His mother. His productions are to
Inserts was cut in two by their the up-State city, charging Lynch
Local accounts make Murray one be released by United Artists. The
publication in the "Motion Picture held up ths Tom Mix company for of the dashing figures of the white first picture is to be "A Tailor
World" and "Motion Picture News*' $260 before permitting it to shoot way. In reality he was an employe Made Man," ths rights to which
on alternate weeks, instead of both certain scenes In the city.
of a small printing firm that did
Lynch claims that investigation heralds and booklets for theatrical have been purchased from Goldwyn.
receiving the same splurge simulThe price Pickford paid is quoted
taneously.
Then the number of on the part of the District Attorney attractions. Wife No. 2 Is Marie at $200,000. Al Green Is to direct
pages began to diminish, and they cleared him, and that he will press Elizabeth Dougherty, and No. t, the picture.
He alleges that Mix Ann Warwick, both of New York.
have now arrived at a point where the charge.
the big advertisers are talking over gave him money as a personal conMurray became reconciled to No.
the feasibility of abandoning entire- tribution to a benefit performance. 1 here two weeks ago and then disILLINOIS CENSORING.
ly the use of colored pages for adappeared, leaving three shirts and
Chicago, May 25.
vertising.
a laundry bill, according to his wife.
THEO.
WHARTON'S
The
picture
censor bill introduced
CO.
In addition to the "News" and
by
Stats
Senator
Spence wac reLos
Angeles, May 28.
••World" in New York, there Is the
ported out for favorable action by
Theodore Wharton is to have his
ARRESTED
••Exhibitors Trade Review." "Wid's
the
Senate
Committee on Licenses.
Dally" and "Exhibitors Herald," own producing unit here. A comTroy, N. Y., May 26.
There are plenty of teeth in the bill.
the latter published in the Middle pany to be known as the Zenith
Bouman, who visited It prohibits the exhibition of any
J.
Features
Inc..
has
been
formed
and
West.
George Blaisdell, former I
Oloversville,
N. Y. recently as film without a certificate from the
editor of the "M. P. World," is re- Wharton is to direct the produc
"Captain C. J. Howard, husband of State Department of Registration
ported to be about to launch a new tions. "The Besetting Sin" is the Marguerite Gale, motion picture
and Education. That department is
title of the first picture, from an
film publication.
star" and who claimed to be orWith the gradual cut in the vol- original story by Leota Morgan. ganizing a picture company, was to pass upon all films, except educational or religious.
The
company plans to make four
ume of advertising in these pubarrested in New York Saturday by
Besides this there is another cenlications for two years past and pictures a year.
agent
Department
of
an
of
the
sorship bill before the House ComLocal capital, It is understood, is
ths present terrific slump in busiJustice, charged with impersonating mittee on License and Miscellan/.
ness through which the industry is behind the venture.
an officer of the United States navy Several of the local film men went
now passing, it is a reasonably safe
and carrying a concealed weapon.
to Springfield to oppose it.
conjecture to make that, none of
He is said to have been a ser"STRANGER'S BANQUET."
the papers is making any money, if
geant of the marines during the
Los
Angeles,
May
25.
they are meeting current expensca
H-C RESUMING
Marshall Neilan has placed Donn war. In his suitcase was found* an
The "News" retails at 20 cents
array of medals any hero might
Los Angeles, May 25.
and the "World" for 25 cents. An Byrne, the Irish author, under con- be proud of, the assortment includJune 1 is the date set for the reofficial of the "News" is authority tract for the picturlzatlon of the
ing almost every decoration given sumption of activities at the Robertlatter's
story,
"The
Stranger's
Banfor the statement that the weekly
to veterans of the World war, ex- son-Cole studios.
Charles Rogers,
cost of turning out his publication quet." Byrne will rewrite the story
picturization
purposes
and cept a Congressional Medal of vice president, arrived here last
Is $9,000, and that each copy of for
Honor, for which one letter found week and began to get things in
Neilan
will
produce
the
story
withthe paper is issued at a net cost
in a short time.
He arrived here on his person stated he had been readiness for the grinding out of
of R0 cent3.
recommended.
more footage for the organisation.
The majority of the 'World's" last week to start vork on his nfrxt
Pauline Frederick and Scssuo
circulation is by subscription at First National production.
Hayakawa are to start work at that
$12
per annum,
and. one who
SELZNICK'S "JUSTICE."
time and it is reported that two
claims to be in a position to know, INGRAM'S 'EUGENIE GRANDET.'
The Selznlck Picture Corporation other stars are also to make their
says it costs the publisher $28 a
Los Angeles, May 25.
has acquired the film rights to John appearance on the lot. Just who
year to deliver each copy of the
The next Rex Ingram release for Galsworthy's "Justice" in which they are is being kept under cover
paper to ths subscriber. A glance Metro will be "Eugenie Grandet," John Barrymore starred five years
at present.
at the volume of advertising in these by Balzac. The picture has been ago. The picture will be produced
papers does not indicate the deficits in the making for several weeks for release as a special. William
are being made up in the business and the shooting is almost complet- Faversham will probably assume the
RASMUR
IN.
departments.
ed,
but the title has been kept stellar role.
Los Angeles, .May 25.
One of the largest film advertisers secret.
Charles Itasmur, cameraman for
In New York told a Variety repreAlice Terry and Rudolph Valensentative norm time ago it was tino head the cast.
1ST NATIONAL NEVER WILL." I. iMji.su Glaum, has been released
by
the emigration authorities and
only a matter of a comparatively
"Moonshine." declared First Napermitted to re-ent*v this country.
short time when those supporting
tional in an announcement of the
on locathe trade, publications with adver- MANAGER HELD UP IN OFFICE report of alleged negotiations for a lie was With his cofflj
with Famous tion in Mexico.
None ad pass*
"national merger"'
Memphis, May 25.
tising would definitely decide- upon
Flayers.
All
except
liasmur
porta
wire
able
weeklies
more
two
to
held
up
in
thaa
McElravy
was
Charles
not
The announcement also said: t satisfy officials at the bofder
which they would continue to lend his office Monday by two white men
h;is and never
National
never
"First
and $4,000 taken. McElravy is ge - will enter into an understanding and permitted to return, but he was
their ^support.
The larger distributors in the eral manager of the Memphis En- with any organization or group of held.
A special ruling from WashingUnited States reach more of the terprises, operating all local picture ' individuals' 'fir "thf control of' the
ton wa« obtained for him.
country.
exhibitors through their own clr- houses excepting Loew'a

pades

man

of -a

calling

MORE

WAR HERO
C

.

•

.

.

j

Jamison Handy has begun suit
the Supreme Court to recover
damages on breach of
contract grounds against the Bray
Pictures Corporation, based on a
cularizlng, whether In the form of written agreement of February 28,
a house organ or circular, than 1920, whereunder Handy was to
to suffer."
receive $250 weekly for his services through Arthur Butler Graham, has
through any of the film trade pa
the
Brays
general
manager
Court
of
Supreme
as
in
the
answer
filed
with
claimed,
been
has
while
it
pers,
some authority, that the picture Industrial Division. The contract to Fred B. Warren's $100,000 breach
EDUCATORS AS CENSORS
trade papers merely duplicate their was for a period of five years, dat- of contract suit, setting up a
also
Handy
March
1920.
ing
from
7,
adcoating
the
readers, therefore,
Believed Miller has Finlsy in Mindmany times as the num- alleges he was to receive ten per counterclaim for $200,000. The Big

"Cinema"
Weekly,"
ematograph
and "Film Renter." The two first
mentioned are the more important, and the selection will fall Fox
upon one or the other of them.

.

Brady Says "End off ths Road*
Hurts Picture Industry.

.

ALLOWED

DEALS.

Cty, May 25.
Many theatres In this territory
have changed hands within the last
two weeks. Edgar Adams is ths
new owner of the Gem, Stephens-^
ville, Tex.
Both film houses at Big
Springs, Tex., have been purchased
by Robb
Rowley, owner of *
string of places in that State.
The Empress, Davis, Okla., has
passed into the hands of J. R. Wilson of this city. J. D. Steels of
Crescent, Okla., has bought the
Highland at Guthrie.
Among the new theatre operations'
are the opening of Star airdrome al
Healdton and ths undertaking of a
$25,000 proposition in Brownwoodj

Oklahoma

&

Tex.

1150,000 FOB INJURIES.
Edward Illrsh tmi™^ profession*
ally known in pictures as Edward
Hlrsh, a character actor. Is suing;
the Public Service Co. of New Jersey in the Federal District Court
for $160,000 damages as a result oi
an accident recently in whicM
Hirsh's legs were broken, and la*
tcrnal injuries Inflicted. Hirsh was
employed by Selznlck at the tima

The accident was a collision between two trolley cars owned and
operated by the defendant whU
1

also

operates

Northtern

all

New

surface lines

Jersey.

The company has
denial

to

attorney,

is

filed

a genet

Hot
New York theatrk
acting for the plaint!

the

X. Kuzmier,

allegations.

GEORGE ADE TITLING.
Los Angeles, May 25.
George Ade has been placed un ;
der contract by Marshall Neilan to
tUlf. "The Lotus Eaters," whicn
Neilan made with Jjhn Barrymore
Neilan has been at Ade's Indians
farm, but is now on his way her*

RAIN ON COAST.
Los Angeles, May

One week

of

solid

rain,

25.

witB

storm records of 40 years' standing
broken in this vicinity, has held uf
:
all work on locations and rompa
nies have been loafing.

.i

A. P.

KEEPS SYMPHONY.

Los Angeles, May 25.
Despite rumors the managemes
of the Symphony h
Koclated Produce*

and the As
have split, A

productions will continue at thai
according to Dr. H« **•
Breckwedel, ma'
of the thea1
tre. which is the A. P. first run ii

I\

house,

(his

city.

**

-

MOTION
y

,

May

,

ARTMENT—PAGES

PI

TO

34

39

PICTURES

27, 1921

S ANGELES AT LAST ADMITS

GROWTH
DUE TO PICTURE BUSINESS THERE

IS

DEFAULT JUDGMENT
AGAINST CAPT. STOLL
U.

Photoplay

S.

Corp.

Is

Awarded $16,166.73.

4
!

Wages Campaign

Protection Against OVER 'PASSION FLOWER."
German Invasion Monster List of Signatures Two Supreme Court Justices Disagree.
Campaign Against All Foreign
Attest Attitude
The "Passion Flower" title suit
Films Dissension in American Legion.

Express

—

—

for

—

Los Angeles, May 25.
Angeles finally admits that the

Log

has been largely

*> industry

re*

decade.

lie last

town is
foing on record to both the House
Representatives and the Senate in
gigantic petition to protect the in-

fiom the invasion of foreign
the last week the "Exhas been waging a campaign
signatures, and the recuP. is that
offices have been swamped with
ring

to

be

an

forwarded to Washto bring about
a tariff measure that

effort

passing of

protect the

11

American product.
in a strong

On the opening day,
the

itorial,

all

of

publication

Los Angeles

called

come

to

to

aid of the film industry, asking
tlcularly that the citrus growers
'b/ to the cause. In the final paraiph the editorial stated: "The mo-

pictures have contrfbuted much
fame and prosperity

the growth,
fLos Angeles.

T.et

Los Angeles now

the utmost in its power to
quick justice for that industry at
hands of Congress."

rive to

Plans are also being made for a
rhirlwind tour of the country by
of the biggest stars in the
liness to make personal appear
es and direct appeal to the pubto protect the industr:\ Douglas

William

rbanks,

S.

Hart

and

Pickford are to be three of
those who are to voice the appeal.
The fourth is yet a question.
There is some dissension In the
rahks of the local posts of the American .Legion. The Los Angeles post
feels grieved at the Hollywood post
because the latter was instrumental
In bringing about the demonstration
against "The Cabinet of Dr. CaliM

and states that it will not
it In any further fight on
German films.
The local campaign against foreign films on the part of the "Express," however, Is not directed at
German films alone, but all films
niade outside of the United States.
garI,

support

It calls

for a protective tariff for the

American industry. It wants an import duty on all Erglish. Italian,
French and other foreign made films
sufficiently heavy to equalize the
costs of production of pictures in
this country.
It is pointed out that even as early
as this in the invasion of foreign
Alms thousands of Los Angeles fol
Who had been working in the film
Irdustry has been forced out o' employment, and the fact is emphasized
that a continuation of the invasion
Will mean that Los Angeles will lose
its identity as a film producing center in the event that measures IN
lot taken to protect the industry.

BIG

FOUR AND

STOCK

ST.

a

the future, for the

ton in

14TH

IN

in

that will not permit of refu-

union

Pltion in

GRIFFITH FINDS GENIUS

ponV

tremendous growth
It admits it in

jjjMs for its

SIX

Abrams Brings Foreign Contracts,
ftect CaMed Rumors.

May Sign East Side Actors
"The Two Orphans."
Mme.

Auguglia's

for

company

of

who

for

the English

end of

offer to come west
direct. In addition ho has also
received offers from others who

made him an

want him to direct with "Buster"
Collier as his leading juvenile star.

On

leaving here the comedian
placed his business matters in the
hands of Han > Bailey who has
been authorized to negotiate picture offers for him or to proceed
with the formation of a producing
organization with Collier as director ai .1 "I'.uster" as the star.
The younger Collier has been
here for several months appearing
pictures and he has created
in
quite a following in light, comedy
.

.

Ho

la

remaining

;n

Loi An-

his father goes east.

ELLIS ISLAND FILMS.

Town

•

i

U.

the

S,

dulently and falsely representing
himself t6 be an expert director of

here

against

German

the

made

for

his

such capacity.

services in

"The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" held The corporation sued to recover 28
Some three months ago, Justice its first meeting
weeks salary at $500 a week, totallast Wednesday
Aspinall. in> the Supreme Court,
ling $14,000 plus $2,166.73 in the
night.
At
was
voted
the
meeting
it
denied Mr. Underbill's motion for
form of other cash advances, which
an injunction and freed the film, to send a representative of the orwhich nad been tied up for a long ganization to New York, one to brings the total clnlm to $16,166.73.
The plaintiff alleged that Stoll
time
awaiting
release,
with
a Chicago and another to Washington
lengthy decision in* which the Judge %o further the interests of the or- proved incompetent aa a director
went into details as to "what ia a ganization and to enlist the support in the production
of the company's
picture," ruling
that a film is of the American Legion Posts, clubfilm,
and that
not a performance "in any lan- women and all American organiza- "Determination"
tions that might be Interested in Harry McRae Webster and another
guage."
the
fight
against
the
German had to be called In to proceed with
Judge Benedict's decision prac- product.

sold to
derbill's

Schenck for

$23,000.

Un-

grievance is to prevent the
use of his title and any such
phraseology as occurred in his English version of the play which the
first decision denied him.
This latter decision, however,
provides for the appointment of a
referee to decide on the damage due
the plaintiff, which necessarily also
grants him an accounting.
The court recognizes the previous use of the title, but opines, "it
appeara in the present ease, and I
find it to be a fact that the title,
"The Paaaion Flower,'* as it has
been formerly used fry M r Brandon
Tyr.j.'rr, had be« m out of -nse Mid in
disuse for a long period of time,
and that it had been used in connection with an entirely different
subject matter than in the present
Instance/

POSTER

the

labors of producing

the film,

Webster receiving $750 a week for
his services. Webster, incidentally,
figured recently in an independent

salary claim against the corporation, and was in turn sued, with
several spicy developments in the

Hackensack

courts.
In the present action, service
could not be effected on Stoll, who

had suddenly

left

New York

city,

Justice Bljur signing an order to
serve Stoll by publication and by
mail. The defendant interposed no
answer to the charges.
j

THEATRES FOR HARDING,

I

I

PresN
Disposal, 8ays Cohan

17,000 for Americanization at

—

dent's

(

t

!

Washington, D. C, May 25.
Sydney S. Cohen of New Yorfc^
on behalf of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, offered
to President Harding yesterday the
use of the 17,000 theatres throughout
the country for the advancement of
any civic betterment or public welfare projects which* may, be instituted by the government departments. President Harding received!
the officials of the body at the

Whit*

House and told them he considered
the offering an important one 14
fostering of Americanism.
At the close of the conference*
the President posed for tho camera*
men with the visitors.
i

,

0RPHEUM HAS "DREAM
Billed

for

Majestic,

ST."

Milwaukee ai

Season End.

The Majestic, Milwaukee, fa advertising a run of "Dream Street*
as "Coming Soon." No date is given,
but the regular vaudeville policy of
Cincinnati. the Orpheum house goes out for thO

Henry Hosfle Dies in
Henry Hoefle, owner of the Clif- summer June 5, and it is presumed
ton,
a Cincinnati picture house, the film will begin immediate:/
died

of

May

24,

appendicitis in that city
leaving an estate valued at

thereafter.

Down

"Way

has

East"

bee*

booked for several Orpheum theamusement In- atres on the same arrangement*
terests, the deceased was a whole- made by Ted Mitchell of the Grit*
flth home office.
sale milliner.
his wife.
In addition to his

$45,000

to

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD

.

1

Immigration Head Thank* Industry
for Free Exhibitions.

INCORPORATIONS.

Idol.''

Oscar Price and Al. Lichtman, respectively
and general
president
Manager for Associated Producer!,
leave for the coast next W< k. which
gavo rise to a rumor tho M JWg
Four" and "Big Six" contemplate
% distribution amalgamation U,r the
United States.
understood
It is
jnce and Sennett of the 'Big Six,"
«vor such an arrangement.
When asked about it this week,
L »chtman stated he had heard the
PjOTg, but had no personal knowl•°ge of such a projected deal.

of

plaint.

TO DIRECT COMEDIES

and

favor

in

Photoplay
Corporation
against
Captain Frederick F. Stoll, presN
dent, treasurer and fiscal agent of
the corporation, charged with frau-.

motion picture productions upon
Los Angeles, May 25.
The Loyal American Film League, which belief the U. S. Photoplay
an organization which has cropped Corporation signed a contract with
up out of the recent demonstration Stoll, paying the latter $500 weekly

WM. COLLIER SET

hi*

Small

War on Germans to
Washington.

CLAUSE DANGEROUS

Hiram Abrams, general manager geles while
United Artists, returned from the
coast last week bringing with him

rnmjony to handle the distribuof two Associated Producers'
features— "Lying
"A
and
Lips''

Carrying

CENSOR

of

tion

HEADING FOR CAPITAL

week signed!
award for

Justice Tierney this
default
judgment

$16,166.73

are playing a
short season of dramatic stock in
the plympic, on East 14th street
(an
American
wheel
burlesque
house during the winter), will probably have to give up two of its
principal players to D. W. Griffith,
who wants them for the rolea of tically refutes Justice Asninall's, although Justice Benedict has this 10
Jacques and Pierre in his forthcoming film production of "The Two say about it:
"I want to say a word in reBILL
Orphans."
gard to the decision of my
The Auguglia company put on the
associate, Mr. Justice
learned
old melodrama for one night last
Aspinall,
who, upon motion
week as part of its repertoire, and
papers, denied the plaintiff a
Griffith and the players, already
temporary
injunction in the
signed for the piece, went down to
case. He has set forth the reaPicture People Wake Up to
look it over for hints. They were so
sons which led him to reach
impressed that Griffith asked the
Another Cause for Concern.
conclusion
which
did,
the
he
men to come to the Nora Bayes
in an opinion of very great
theatre Monday to do some of the
weight, and one
force and
The New York State censorship
scenes as a demonstration for the
which I should certainly not
bill Just passed is far more serious
cast.
differ
from
if I did not believe
than
was realized by the picture
After the try out Griffith opened
that the facts which have been
people.
negotiations with Mme. Auguglia
testimony
the
shown
by
the
of
It places the various distributing
for two of her players, Henry Sobwho have
witnesses
been
concerns in a dangerous situation
rio and his 17 -year-old son.
called in thia action, and the,
with respect to advertising matter.
So far the cast for the play has
documentary proofs which have
Clause No. 13 reads as follows:
the two Gish girls in the roles of
been submitted to the court
Posters, banners, et cetera.
No
Henriette and Louise, Kate Bruce
here, were not presented in the
person or corporation shall exhibit
as the mother, and Joseph Schildsame way before my associate.
or offer to another for exhibition
kraut as the hero. Max Reinhart
Although it is of no special
purposes any poster, banner or other
is said once to have declared that
significance, I feel that had he
similar advertising matter in conSehjldkjaut
is
the
handsomest
seen the documents and heard
nection with any motion picture
actor in Europe, and the Griffith
the witnesses, he would have
film, which poster, banner or matoffice proposes to base a press camcome to the same conclusion
ter is obscene, indecent, Immoral, inpaign on this circumstance.
which I now have come to, and
human, sacrilegious or of such a
character that its exhibition would
which I shall state as briefly
tend to corrupt morals or incite to
as I can."
If such poster, banner or
Underhill sued to restrain the re- crime.
lease
of
"Passion
Flower" similar advertising matter Is so exthe
(starring Norma Talmadge), on the hibited or offered to another for
ground he coined the present title exhibition it shall be sufficient
from Benavente's "La Malquerida" ground for the revocation of any
which, literally translated, means permit or license issued by the comBuster as Star, Bailey in "The Ill-Beloved." The original mission.
In other words, if any member of
was copywrighted by the Spanish
Charge of Business.
author in 1914.
In 1917 Underhill the new Censor Board should dewas granted all rights to translate cide that a poster, press book, or
other advertising matter contains a
it Into English, and in 1920 Herndon
Los Angeles, May 25.
"William Collier is going to return (co-defendant with Schenck), pro- picture or drawing that did not meet
approbation or approval of
to the picture production field. His duced it as a starring vehicle, with with the
said member, it is within the provlast appearances were about six Nance O'Neill in the stellar role. It
Board to revoke the liince
the
of
closed
recently
for
the
season.
playyears ago with the Triangle,
The suit concerns the screen cense issued for the showing of the
ing comedy roles. It is possible he
photoplay.
which Herndon acquired
will return to the field as a director. rights
Thos. Ince, it is understood, has from a foreign agency channel and
Sicilian Players,

roles,

a contract

which John Garrett Underhill
(author of the play from the Spanish of Jacinto Benavente),' is plaintiff in damages and injunction proceedings against Joseph M. Schenck
and Richard- G. Herndon. came up
again last week before Justice Benedict. Special Term, Supreme Court,
Kings county, who denied the defendant's motion to dismiss the com*
in

4-

a

LOYAL FILM LEAGUE

George

C

/l

nnin.

mechanical

Frederick A. Wallis, U. S. ComScenario Music Co., of Philadelmissioner of Immigration, baa writ- phia, Manhattan, $50,000; J. Silten a letter of than!:i to the picture verman, H, Kleober, J. A. Myruslri;
producers
through the National attorney, L. Bronner.
Corp.,
Amusement
Wcstbrook
Board of Review, thanking them for
Rionr, pictures, $10,000; C. Goldsupplying without charge films for
er,
J.
Prcndergast, J. a.
J.
tho entertainment of detained im- I'.r >; attorneys. Hammer & Mcmigrants on Ellis Island. A show Laughlin.
port.
is given every cvcnlnrj.
DELAWARE CHARTERS
The companies wl o supply the
completed
ha*
Cosmopolitan
Wheeler Productions, Inc., $50,pictures are Famous Players- Lasky, 000; 'Jhorraa ft Puteche, John V. "Boom* rang Bill," with Lionel HarSelect Universa!, Pathe, Vlfafraph, Corcoran,
Anna Lax. rymora In the title role. Torn TerBrooklyn;
Goldwyn, Fox, First National and NVW Yoik; attorney, U. S. Corpor- r;.is directed it. His next production
th.
1 ind
for W. It. Hearst will be
al ie* Co.
Metro.
.

W'omar,,'

from

Ajrthuc

EomcxM

engineer and acoustical expert of Hoche'a sioiy.
the Junius H. Stone Corporation,
The property department of th4
has been named to act as advisory
specialist for the Association of International Film Studios has won
Picture Musical Interests. He will the cup offered by Marion Davlea
provide members with advice on the to the winner of an Inter-departplacing of instruments and other ment league of baseball teams. TH«
"props" team defeated the electrical
problems of acoustics.
department and a nine from the anl*
mated cartoon department.
Paramount has 11 productions In
work In Hollywood, at the Lon*
"Kid"
McCoy, erstwhile fistlo
Island City plant and In London. gladiator, will shortly be »>.• n in a
Most Important of the Long Island Fox feature.
City undertakings is "Peter Ibbetson," co -starring Wallace Held and
spend hU
Tvrone Powers H
with Klliott
Elsie Ferguson and
summer abroad.
Dexter and Montagu Love In tupi

The

new

opens June
rifiv.

Cox

1

Palace, seating 3,004*
In Dallas, T< v.

ll

of

Massachnactta

hafc

taken 'he censorship h*H under ad*
tisetnent. After argument he beajaaj
to see holes In

Its

cot ntltutlonalitft

VARIETY

40

P. D. H.?

P. D. H.T

P. D. H.?

P. P. ttf

P. D. H.?

Friday,

P. D. H.?

P. fr H.T

D. P. H.?

May

P. P. H.T

D. D.

Q
Q

g

*»•

X
Q
Q
«=&

Q

Q

There are sad comedian*. . ... .......
There are funny tragedians. ... . .«
There are melodious acrobats. ......
There are ague singers
There are noisy dumb acts ••••••
•••.•'•!
There are dumb noisy acts
.

.

.

X

Says

•

Q

.

Q
*

•

•

•

e

•

•

BUT

Q

There
%

• •]

•

X
-

p
X

is

only

ONE

t

o
9

a-

a

X
Q

O
O
X
a

X

a

a

Q

X
*

•

The answer to

Q

this

puzzle will be found in the following route-

June 20— Poli's, Worcester, and

Staten Island
— Liberty,.
Regent, New York

•Ian. 24
«*•

X

Jan.
Feb.

31— Moss'

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

14

7—Proctor's,

Yonkers and Keith's
iseum, New York.
Moos' Flatbush, Brooklyn

—

CoS

21— Keith's Orphsum, Brooklyn
28— Keith's Palace and Colonial, N.
March 7— Keith's Hamilton, New York
March 14— Keith's Alhambra, New York
March 21— Keith's Jefferson, New York

Q
Q

March 28
April

—B

June 27

Q

,

Newark, N. J.
4— Proctor's, Elizabeth, and Majestio,

i

June
June

8— B.

—

F. Keith'e, Philadelphia

— Fordham and Rockaway

13

D

a

—1922—

Poli's,

—

Jan. 2 Princess, Montreal
Jan. 9— Keith's Riverside, New York
Jan. 18— Keith's Orpheum, Brooklyn
Jan. 23— Keith's Royal, New York
Jan. 30 Keith's, Boston
Feb. 6 Keith's, Alhambra, New York
Feb. 13— Keith'e Colonial, New York
Feb. 20 Keith'e Prospect, Brooklyn,
Proctor's, Mt- Vernon
Feb. 27— Keith's Hamilton, New York

—
—
—

bany

—

inJ
a

—

01

March 6 Maryland, Baltimore
March 13— B. F. Keith'e, Washington
March 20— B. F. Keith's, Philadslphia
March 27— Majestic, Milwaukee

—
—
Nov. 21 — Empress, Grand Rapide
Nov. 28—Temple, Detroit
Dec. 5—Temple, Rochester

Yonkcs.

May 23— Keith'e Riverside, New York
May 30— New Brighton, Coney Island

X

Dec. 12
Dec. 19
Dec 26

Sept. 19— B. F. Keith'e, Syracuse
Sept. 26 Hippodrome, Cleveland
Oct. 3— Keith's, Cincinnati
Oct. 10— Keith's, Louisville
Oct. 17— B. F. Keith's, Indianapolie
Oct. 24— B. F. Keith's, Dayton
Oct. 31
B. F. Keith's, Columbus*
Nov. 7 Davis, Pittsburgh
Nov. 14— B. F. Keith's, Toledo

I

—

—Hippodrome, Youngstown
—Shea's, Buffalo
— Shea's, Toronto

Hart-

Aug. 15— Keith's Palace, N. Y. (Return Engagement)
Aug. 22— Keith's 81st St., New York
Aug. 29— B. F. Keith's, Portland, Me.
Sept. 5— B. F. Keith's, Lowell
Sept. 12 Proctor's, Troy, and Proctor's, Al-

Y.

— Proctor'o,

—
—

Poli's,

Haven, and Palace,

Bridgeport, and Holyoke
—
— Wilkesbarre and Scranton

July 4
July 18

Pateraon, N. J.
April 11— E. F. A bee, Providence, R. U
April 18 Moss' Broadway, New York
April 25— B. F. Keith's, Washington, D. C.
May 2 Keith's Bushwick, Brooklyn
May 9— Keith'e Royal, New York
May 10 Proctor's 58th St., and Proctor's,

X

ford.
New
j o u ,
Springfield

i

—
—

April 3 Palace, Chicago
April 10 Orpheum, 8t- Louie
April 17—Orpheum, Memphis
April 24 Orpheum, New Orleana

—

INTERSTATE TIME, ETC. TO FOLLOW.

Q

a

»*

I

d

X

0!

Q
Q

•^ I

d
x"

the

Q
Q

man who made "BUNK" famous.

a

•4
T>.

DIRECTION

Q

D. H.* hn«* written a

new

.-..-.T.

blngle for Mr.

<"!*!«»

Ratter

lea.

1

,.,

a

; ...,.,...

PERSONAL MANAGER

f

D.

%

Personal Note

X

1

a

•».

P. U.

HI

D. D, H.?

D. D. H.?

,H. B.

M.

F. D. B.
D, D.

H?

D. D. H.?

D. D.

H?

D. D. H.?

D. D. H.?
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